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Dedication 
To the memory of the brave pioneers of this area; to 

the men and women who served in World War L World 
War 11, the Korean War, and whose sacrifice preserved 
the freedom we now enjoy - this book is respectfully 
dedicated. 

Preface 
We, as amateur editors of this undertaking, felt the 

need to close the gap between the two histories of the 
Interlake - "Hardship and Happiness" to the north, 
and "Memory Opens The Door" to the south. We have 
found it no easy task to gather and compile information 
of the early 1900's, as so many of our real pioneers have 
passed on. 

Our thanks to all who submitted stories and pictures 
and to those who helped type and edit. 

More material could have been submitted, but we 
hope our effort has been worthwhile and will bring enjoy
ment to all who read it. 

OUf apologies for any errors and omissions. 
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Honor Roll for Ashern and District World War I and II and Korean War 

Brown, James 
Brown, Jack 
Billiard, E. * 
Baldwin, W. 
Bunn, Dr. 
Chase, Walter* 
Chase, James 
Chase, Homer 
Cum mer, Arlie 
Cummer, D. 
Carlson, AxeI* 
Dodd, Geo 
Dodd, Bert* 
Dodd, Wilbert 
Dominko, Pat 
Diamond, P. 
Enis, E. 
Esplin, J. 
Fish, J. 
Forsyth, J. 
Gowler, G. 
Gates, Yictor* 
Gislason, B. * 
Harrhy, C. 
Hemery, F. 
Hogue. F. 
Humphreys, R. 
Hogue, J. 
Irwin. H. 
Irwin, Archie* 
Jones, Josh. 
Jones, Ed 
Jones, Thos. 
Jones, Enoch 
Johnson, Hugh* 
Kidd, Wm. 
Keen, W. 
Kernested, W. 
Knight, 
Lyons, H. 
Lyons, P. 
Lyons, Robt. * 
Lucas, * 
Lustach, T. 
Marcon, Joe* 
Martin, Thos. * 
Miller, Bert 
M iller, Bill 
Miller, Leonard 
Miller, Chris 
Miller, Sid 
McKay, Thos. 

McKay, Jack 
Howard, Jas. 
Porteous, James 
Pickersgill, F. 
Provost, Dr. 
Paterson, Wm. 
Roberts, R. 
Robinson, Thos 
Stark, Dave 
Sargeant, 
Sloan, Wm. 
Thickens, Bob. * 
Thompson, Matt 
Thompson, Albert 
Thompson, Andrew 
Thompson, 
Thorlacius, B. 
Thorlacius, Ami 
Walker, Ren. 
Walker, Chas.* 
Whitrield, J. 
Warden, G. 
Westwood, Ed 
Zoega, E. 
Taylor, Percy 
Bishop, Ed 
McKay, Stewart 
Stark, John 
Stark, Robrt. 
Dunlop. Jas. 
Dunlop, Hugh 
Kernested, Joe 
Holmes, Steve 
Holmes, John 
Holmes, Fusi 
Johannesson, G. 
Ditchfield, F. 
Ditchfield, G. 
Matheson, H. 
Matheson, A. 
Matheson, M. 
Mathews, M. * 
Kerntoph, F.* 
Freeman, J. 
Peterson, C. 
Podlaski, S. . 
Taylor, Wm. 
Taylor, Ed 
Goodman, K. 
Clemenson, B. 
Jonasson, E. 

Johnson, J. 
Johnson, G. 
Yigfusson, E. 
Wartak, F. 
Ross, J. 
Helgason, B. 
Ditch field, Jack 
Saunders, C. 
Turley, Fred 
Matheson, G. 

Anderson, H. A. 
Aldridge, H. W. 
Baldwin, Jack 
Baldwin, Bert 
Beaudry, H. J.* 
Bonwick, H. W. 
Bonwick, J. J. 
Baldwin, Wm. 
Bowman, R. S. 
Barnes, Leo 
Barnes, Lloyd 
Barnes. Claude 
Barnes, Allan 
Bjornson, Bjorn 
Beiner, W. R. 
Chatrand, A. 
Davidson, Bert 
Ditchfield, Wm. 
Ditchfield, G. 
Dory, H. L. 
Dory, M. J. 
Dory, G. H. 
Dory, Harvey 
Erb, A. 
Erickson, A.* 
Erickson, H. 
Emilson, B. 
Emilson, K. 
Eyford, H. 
Eyford, L. 
Ford, Geo 
Freeman, Kris 
Freeman, Helgi 
Freeman, Jas. 
Gosselin, Ed. 
Girardin, R. * 
Girardin, L.* 
Gosselin, A. J. C. * 
Goranski, A.* 
Gowanlock, A. 
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Genest, Emil 
Gudmundson, Len 
Hoendrop. F. 
Heroux, L. 
Harris, Ed 
Heroux, H. 
Henkel, Bert 
Hugo, J. 
Halldorsson, L. 
Howardson, G. 
Humphreys, R. 
Hallson, Gisli 
Hallson, H. 
Helgason, Elmo 
Hurdal, Thor 
Hurdal, Kris 
Irwin, A. R. 
.Iohnson, Gordon 
.Iohnson, Ken 
.Iohnson, Skuli 
Johnson, Arthur 
Jones, T. J. 
.lones, J. G. 
Johnson, C. C. 
Johnson, Stanley 
Kernested, Clifford 
Kernested, Leonard 
Kernested, P. 
Kaebe, H. 
Kerbrat, D. J. 
Kurbis, Albert 
Koch, Martin 
Kurbis, W. 
Larson, Arthur 
Miller, N. 
McMillan, P. J. 
Monkman, J. 
McMillan, G. W. 
McTavish, R. 
Miller, O. A. 
Miller, Albert 
McDougall, W. L. 
Moman, J. 
McKay, R. 
McDougall, W. R. 
McDougall, G. 
Neal. Richard 
Nelson, A. 
McDougall, R. 
Olson, E. M. 
O'Connell, Geo. 

Otto, Walter 
Pady, M. N.* 
Porteous, E. J. 
Porteous, J. C. 
Porteous, W. R.* 
Proctor, A. A. 
Price, AIr. 
Price, John 
Price, Victor 
Patoin, Wm. 
Patterson, K. Y. 
Perry, W. G. 
Peterson, Gudmundur 
Peterson, Reinhert 
Peterson, Conrad 
Peterson, Ragnar 
Peterson, Lloyd 
Renaud, J. M. 
Reiser, J. 
Resch, P. B. 
Schwartz, A. 
Schwartz, B. 
Schwartz, S. 
Schwartz, J. L. 
Steinthorson, J ohanes 
Self, F. D. 
Self, C. E. 
Safioles, J. 
Safioles, G. 
Safioles, A. D. 
Sigurdson, John 
Seid ler, Chas. 
Thorlacius, L. 
Thorke\sson, H. * 
Thorkelsson, A. R. 
Taylor, K. 
Vigfusson, Herbert 
Vigfudsson, H. J. 
Vince, Herbert 
Warnke, Rev. Father 
Watson, W. A. 
Walker. R. V. 
Walker, Curley 
Wartak, Walter 
Whittaker, E. R . .I. 
Werner, Geo.* 
Warren, Frank 
Yarrish, Norman 
Zimmerman, J. 

Porteous, Pat 
Thomas, Wm. 



Foreword 
This, the history of Ashern and Area began in the 

Narrows-Siglunes district the reason being there were 
no roads then and the lakes and rivers were the first 
highways. It was only after the railroad came into being 
in the early 1900's that Ashern came into existence. It 
was first known as Dodd's Siding, then 7th Siding. It was 
renamed ASHERN after Mr. A. S. Hern, a surveyor for 
the railway. 

The first settler in The N arrows area was Helgi 
Einarson, who arrived in 1888. He came bv boat from 
West bourne, and settled at the Lake Manit~ba Narrows 
- this is some 26 miles from Ashern. Mr. Einarson had a 
store and the first post office at The Narrows, and issued 
his own money, which was used in trade throughout the 
area. Five years later four more families arrived - The 
Mathews, Thorlacius, Kjernisteds and Freemans. They 
also came across Lake Manitoba from West bourne. 
Prior to 1888, Mr. Sifton had a ranch on the west shore 
of The Narrows. 

A much greater inf1ux of settlers began in 1910, and 
within two years much of the land had been taken up. As 
the railroad proceeded northward, the settlers who came 
by rail used a scheme by which all settler's effects were 
shipped in a box-car. This included livestock, farm equip
ment, household effects, the settler and his family. 
Pioneering began in earnest when the box-car was 
"spotted" on the siding and all their worldly belongings 
unloaded. 

At 7th Siding, businesses were established as the 
settlers arrived. Some of the first were Hyde and 
Pickersgill's store and Post Office, Ashern Trading Co., 
J. J. Wilson's Fish Shed and store, and Joe Halldorson's 
slore, which consisted of a shack and tent by the railroad 
tracks. At the arrival of the first train to town, Mr. 
H alldorson sold his goods directly off the box-car. A 
small boarding house was run by Charlie Price, and a 
livery stable was operated by Fluke and Whittaker. Wm. 
Kidd started a blacksmith shop in 1912, but sold it to A. 
McTavish the following year. In 1914 the St. George 
Hotel was built by Jim Safioles, and a year later the first 
resident doctor, Charles R. Bunn set up practice in two 
rooms at the hotel. In either 1914 or '15, Dominion 
Creameries opened in Ashern. Prior to this the farmers 
left their cream at the Ashern Trading Co., where one, 
Charlie Hoffman scientiJ'ically graded it by dipping his 
finger in the cream, tasting it, and inquiring "what did it 
grade last time?" The cream was then shipped to Win
nipeg by train. 

Although this part of the Interlake was settled later 
than most parts of the Province, life was still rugged and 
primitive. Roads started off as muddy trails, and 
transportation might consist of a team of horses or oxen, 
in some cases a horse and a mule. One hardy soul hitched 
his horse and an ox to a wash tub to make the trip to 
town. This ingenious rig kept both the groceries and his 
feet dry, as well as providing some amusement to other 
residents. Hardships were overcome by calling on 
neighbors for help, and it was a rare occasion when a 
settler had to hire help to build his home. 

In the early days small towns - villages - sprang up 
as the railroad came north, usually a town every 8 or 9 
miles. Some prospered for a time, then, as roads and 
communications came into being, a great number of such 
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towns ceased to exist. Ashern, because of the location, 
some 110 miles from Winnipeg and now on a good 
highway (No.6) has prospered and indications are that it 
will continue to grow. 

Like many such places that started from a humble 
beginning, a few brave souls ventured into the wilderness 
to start up a store, a boarding house and the like in order 
to take care of the necessities of the time. 

As the community developed, churches and schools 
were built to serve the educational needs of the children, 
as well as being the social centre of the district. 

This area was originally called the "U norganized 
District of Coldwell". The Rural M uni<;ipality of 
Siglunes was organized in 1917, but did not commence 
operation until 1919. The original boundaries of the 
municipality did not take in Ashern or the district north 
of here. 

The first reeve and council all got in by acclamation, 
and the first meeting was held in the Darwin School, with 
Stuart Garson, their solicitor, on hand to help them 
organize. In 1920 there was a movement toward organiz-

an Ashern Municipality, however, after several 
meetings the two groups agreed to enlarge the boundaries 
of the R.M. of Siglunes, and have their office in Ashern. 
This decision was prompted by some very sound advice 
by municipal authorities in Winnipeg. 

The Woodlea Municipality was formed with Stuart 
Garson as Administrator and was comprised of Camper 
and the area to the south and west. In 1948 negotiations 
started for dissolving the Woodlea Municipality and the 
inclusion of the major part of it in the R.M. of Siglunes. 
The amalgamation was completed early in 1949, and 
again municipal affairs took on a bit of color, with some 
very interesting meetings. 

In March 1970 more than 400 Highway No. 6 
enthusiasts from Winnipeg, Thompson, from far-off Ot
tawa and Hecla Island as well as many towns and villages 
in the Interlake country poured into the Ashern Centen
nial Hall Saturday evening for a banquet. 

Forty of the guests arrived after a 360 mile trip from 
Thompson, 100 miles of which were over the pioneer 
road being built between Ponton and Grand Rapids. 
When complete this will be a heavily travelled section of 
Highway 6. 

Henry Richaud of Ashern who was chairman of 
Highway 6 Association, acted as master of ceremonies. 

Dr. Johnson referred to Highway 6 as "the road 
north" which he felt would be of vital importance to the 
future development of the whole of Manitoba. He 
stressed that the concern of northerners was not just a 
road to Thompson but the development of a network 
which would include Lynn Lake in the immediate future 
and Ilford, Gillam and possibly even Churchill in the 
longer range. 

Somehow, by fitting the pieces together, it is amazing 
the progress made in this area from the late 1890's until 
today - 1976. 

We now have a thriving town, the population of the 
municipality and surrounding area is approximately 
1,650. The town is served by four general stores, two 
hardware stores, Ashern Construction & Lumber Yard, 
two clothing stores, glass repair service, drug store, two 
moteis, branch of the Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce, Elks Lodge, four churches, Kingdom Hall, 



laundromat, T.V. & Electrical appliances, four garages, 
three implement dealers, feed store, four bulk oil agen
cies, creamery, modern hospital, ambulance service, two 
resident doctors, full time dentist, community hall (one 
of the finest), four sheet artificial ice curling rink, large 
arena, sports grounds, two modern schools, four hair
dressers, barber shop, funeral home, Goodwill store, 
lawyer, Federal and Provincial Government offices, eight 
man R.C.M.P. detachment with a full time secretary, fire 
hall with modern fire fighting equipment, rest rooms, 
senior citizens residence (the pride and joy of the com
munity), trailer court, theatre, insurance office, quick 
shop, two modern auto-body shops, post office, 
municipal office, Manitoba Hydro & Manitoba 
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Telephone offices, Department of Highways yard, 
forestry complex, resident plumber and electrician, up
holsterer, apartment building, red i-mix concrete, daily 
transfer service, three restaurants (1-24 hour service) up
to-date veterinary clinic for large and small animals and 
a resident veterinarian. The latest addition - the new 
cattle mart and stockyard. 

The town has paved streets, and in 1965 a sewage 
system was installed. There is a good bus service from 
Winnipeg north (twice daily). Many fine modern homes 
can be seen throughout the area. 

The old C.N .R. station has been purchased and 
moved to a new site. This building, in the future, will be 
our museum. 
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Ashern School No. 1880 
The first Ashern School was three miles north-west of 

the village (later named "Beatty") until 1917 when a one 
rool11 school was built on the present site. As the town 
grew, the one room school became inadequate so another 
room was added, then another and lastly a room was 
built on the east side for grades one and two (1950). 

In 1954 a new modern school was built officially 
opened by Mr. Miller. During this time classes were held 
in the Legion Hall upstairs and downstairs (in the water) 
and in the old curling rink upstairs and downstairs also. 
The upstairs became very hot, so classes were held out
doors in the shade. 

In 1962 a new high school was built south of Main 
Street just off Highway No.6. 

The grade one to eight school became overcrowded 
due to the closing of rural schools. One class was taught 
in a storage room with wall to wall desks. The same 
school also began to show signs of deterioration due to 
saturation of walls and ceiling so was condemned. The 
classes moved to U nits with toilet facilities still in the old 
building. This caused considerable inconvenience in 
winter time. 

Finally. in 1971 the present Central School was built 
for grades four to twelve (see noor plan) and 
kindergarten to grade three moved to the High School 
building. 

After six years of constant use by approximately 500 
students, the condition of the building shows the respect 
shown by pupils for this place of learning. Teachers, 
pupils and parents are all proud of this line school. 

Ashern Primary School. originally the first high school. 

New Ashern Central School, 1971. Gr. IV-XII. 

Principal's Message 

J. Mudry 

Welcome to Ashern Central School. The opening of 
Ashern Central School has indeed opened a new chapter 
in education for the students of northern Lakeshore 
School Division. The students are now able to choose 
their academic programs from three area groups; the uni
versity entrance, the general, and the commercial. 
Students in grades VII-XII can take home economics 
and ·industrial arts as options. 

We as educators and students should be grateful to 
our community for their interest and endeavors to 
provide the educational facilities we presently enjoy. 

Special thanks and gratitude is extended to the board 
of trustees of Lakeshore School Division and the 

Superintendent, Mr. Grosse, for devoting their time and 
energy in making Ashern Central School a reality. 

On behalf of the community. the teaching stafr, 
students. and myself I would like to thank Mr. Joe 
Schwartz for taking such an interest in our school and all 
educational matters in general. 

( would also like to thank the teachers and students 
who so willingly co-operated and helped to move the rur
niture i'rom the old buildings to the new. 

At this time it is appropriate that we acknowledge the 
work of the staffs who have taught diligently for years 
under the sun and rain. Your years of dedicated work was 
and is appreciated. May you have many more Sllccessful 
and enjoyable teaching years in Ashern Central. Students 
may your stay in Ashern Central School be enjoyable 
and rewarding. Let it serve as a stepping stone to greater 
and bcttcr things in your future life. 



Gradual growth of 
Ashern School, 1917-1971 

First school had one room. This shows second room added at back. Ashern Teaching Staff, 1961-62. 
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First modern school. /;Xll. 
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History of The Rural Municipality of Sigiunes 
The Rural Municipality of Siglunes was incorporated 

in 1917, the boundaries were Townships 22,23,24 and 25 
in Range 8, 9 and 10 or that portion of Range 10 lying 
east of the main boat channel in Lake Manitoba. 

The municipality did not begin to operate until June 
1919. The first council consisted of six councillors, and 
Reeve, Mr. Sigurdur Sigfusson of Oak View. Council 
members were: Ward One, Haldur Eiriksson; Ward 
Two, B. J. Mathews; Ward 3, John Helgason; Ward 
Four O. S. Eiriksson; Ward Five, B. Th. Jonasson and 
Ward 6, Wm. Sloan. The secretary-treasurer was Peder 
Forseng, the assessor Tor Peterson and solicitor, Stuart 
S. Garson, a young law school graduate. At first the 
council had no office, and records were kept by the clerk 
in his farm home. Meetings were held in the Darwin 
School, which was the most convenient location at that 
time. The council soon realized that the municipality was 
too small and more land had to be added, which was done 
by Order-in-Council in 1921. The area added-on took in 
the village of Ashern and all of Township 25 in Range 7; 
the two most westerly rows of Sections in Township 25 
Range six, and also the two most southerly rows of Sec
tions of Township 26 in Rage 6, 7 and 8. At that time the 
members of council were as follows: Reeve, R. J. Perry 
and councillors - Wm. McFadyen, J. H. Johnson, O. S. 
Eiriksson, A. Arnold, B. Th. Jonasson, and T. B. Bom
ford. The council build a small office for the secretary, 
and meetings were held in the first hall in Ashern, known 
as Marshall's Hall. 

In 1922 Mr. S. H. Foord became secretary-treasurer. 
In 1923 James W. Allan became Reeve and remained un
til 1928. 

In 1923 the Ashern drain was built which was thirteen 
miles in length, and in 1926 the Marne drain, eight miles 
long. The council was fortunate in having the Public 
Works Office in Ashern comprising of a very able 
engineering staff, who were always ready and willing to 
give their services in laying out roads or staking out 
drains. I will mention only four, who were outstanding; 
Howard S. Cameron; James D. Walker, R. S. (Dick) 
Bowman and Norman S. Tate, a very able road construc
tion man. I must also give special mention of S. H. 
Foord, municipal secretary-treasurer from 1922 to 1951, 
a very able and conscientious and sincere member of the 
municipal staff. 

I am recording this from memory and I expect to be 
out on some dates. In 1928 R. J. Perry became reeve 
again, and remained until he retired in 1939. 

In 1931 the council purchased a building from G. 
Peterson, which was located east of the railroad track, 
south of Ashern. This building was moved into Ashern by 
the Irwin Bros., Hiram and Stanley, and served as a 
municipal office for the following thirty years. 

Mr. O. S. Eiriksson took over as reeve in 1939, and 
stayed on until he retired in 1949. Council members were: 
Ward 1-6, Gus Mackus, Oli Johnson, Skapti Sigurdson, 
R. Geisler, B. Th. Jonasson and T. Webster. 

At the time of dissolution of the Woodlea Municipali
ty in 1948, Township 23 and 24 in Range 7 were added to 
the Siglunes municipality. This made the municipality a 
worthwhile unit. 

When O. S. Eiriksson retired in 1949 his council 
members were, Ward 1-6: H. Gabel, Dave Eggertsson, 
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Gisli J. Sigfusson, Gus Markwart, B. Th. Jonasson and 
T. Webster. When B. Th. Jonasson became reeve in 1950, 
Fred Perry took over as councillor for Ward 5. 

In 1955 Gus Markwart withdrew from the council for 
health reasons and Harry Kawaleski became councillor 
for Ward 4. T. Webster passed away in 1955 and Mr. K. 
F. H. Plohman took over as councillor in Ward 6. There 
were several other changes on the council during the 
following three years. When H. Gabel left in 1957, Nor
man Erickson became councillor in Ward I. In 1958 
Erickson moved away and was replaced by Albert West
fall, J. S. Johnson took over from D. Eggertson in Ward 
Two, Leo Sigurdson became councillor in Ward Five 
when F. Perry left the council. 

R.M. of Sig/unes office today. 

The first public rest rooms were built in Ashern in 
1959 by Herman Helgason at a cost of $4975.00 on land 
purchased from Erik. G. Johnson. When K. F. H. 
Plohman became reeve in 1962 the members of council 
were, Ward 1-6: A. Westfall, J. S. Johnson, G. J. 
Sigfusson, H. Kawaleski, Leo Sigurdson and Frank Self. 

In 1962 the municipality acquired an acre of land 
from the Ashern Farmer's Creamery and built a large 
garage to house the road building machinery. Also in 
1962 a permanent post office was needed for the town. 
The R.M. of Siglunes required a more up-to-date office. 
They sold the old office site to the Postal Department, for 
the new post office building. Tenders for a new municipal 
office were posted. Tender granted to Alvin Helgason for 
the new office, at the price of $14,281.00 - a very 
worthwhile office. The first meeting in the new office was 
held February 9, 1963. 

At the beginning of the year 1964 the Unincorporated 
Village District of Ashern was established. The first 
members of the village committee were: F. Anderson, J. 
Schwartz and H. Clee. On August 8, 1964, the council 
passed a Resolution to proceed with the preparation for 
installation of a sanitary sewerage system in Ashern, 
which was completed in 1965. 

In 1965 Harry Kawaleski retired from the council 
and Norman Markwart took over in Ward 4. In 1966 J. 
Schwartz became reeve and remained to the end of 1970. 
A. Westfall retired in Ward I. A. Richter was councillor 
for about two years. Next was Art Hoffman, in Ward I. 
Councillors who retired were: Ward Two, J. S. Johnson; 
Ward Three, G. J. Sigfusson, Ward Five, B. R. Johnson 
and Ward Six, Frank Self. They were replaced by Paul 
Johnson, G. Jonsson, B. Bjornson, W. Kerntoph. 



In 1971 Art Hoffman became reeve, he suddenly 
became ill during the summer of 1975 and was not able to 
carryon. J. Schwartz was elected reeve as of January 
1976. W. Kerntoph resigned and F. Plohman became 
councillor for Ward Six. 

The 1919 Statistical Information for the R.M. of 
Siglunes shows the following: Total population ..... 938 
N umber of resident farmers ................................... 219 
Number of horses .................................................. 809 
Number of cattle ................................................ .4503 
Number of sheep ................................................. 1278 
Total assessment ....................................... $362,050.00 
Total tax imposed $ 21,007.59 

With the area added on in 1921 the population in
creased to 1474, and the number of farmers increased to 
409. The total tax imposed in 1921 was $43,159.72. In 
1965 the assessment was $887,420.00 and tax levy $84,-
054.60. 

The Assessors since 1919 were as follows: Arni John
son, 1919-1931; George Self, 1931 1939; H. R. Eade, 
1939-1964. Since then, the assessments have been con
ducted under the supervision of the Provincial Assessor. 

Miss Olive Porteous who had been assistant in the 
municipal office for many years, became the secretary
treasurer when Mr. Foord retired in 1951 and remained 
until she retired in 1971. In 1970 Mrs. A. McQuigge 
started working in the municipal office and has been 
secretary-treasurer since Miss Porteous retired. 

Stewart Lockie was councillor for a few years in 
Ward Four about 1940. There have been several other 
persons employed during all these years. Some who 
operated municipal equipment are as follows: Walter 
Gislason, before 1949; Sigmar Sigfusson, 1949-1970; 
Fred Bezemer, 1971-1975. Paul Moman and H. David
son at the present time (1976) Caterpillar Operators; 
Alex Miller from about 1951 to 1970. Others who 
worked with the road building equipment were: Carl 
Schultz; Ing. Sveistrup; T. Denhard and Jim Porteous. 

Excerpts from Minutes of Council Meetings 
Dec. 5/55 That Reeve Mr. Bjorn Jonasson, be 

granted the sum of $225.00 for his services during 1955. 
That Mr. S. H . Foard be granted the sum of $\20.00 

for voluntary assistance in the municipal office during 
1955. 

Resolution requesting that the Narrows Ferry 
operate seven days a week instead of six. That directive 
signs be erected, stating time of operation and distance to 
Ferry. That Hydro be brought to the approaches. 

October 10/58 Mail service being utterly out of date, 
the council approached the postal authorities to again in
stitute daily service. 

Resolution to pay $400.00 to Kilgour and Linklater 
for surveying the Narrows sub-divison. 

Nov. 7/58 Council made application for permit to cut 
40,000 feet of green spruce lumber to be used for a 
skating rink in Ashern. 

Oct. 25/61 Resolution requesting Dept. of Highways 
that hard surfacing be done on Main Street and access 
roads in Ashern. 

Council purchased a new Fargo truck from Ashern 
Garage to replace the old fire truck. 

March 10/62 By-law to purchase the Hall site from 
the Ashern Womens' Institute for $500.00 was passed. 
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June 9/62 Whereas Construction projects at Fairford 
and Grand Rapids have caused exceptionally heavy traf
fic on No.6 Highway, the Provincial Government was 
urged to undertake extensive construction on this 
Highway at an early date. 

That a grant of $370.00 for purchase of one rafter for 
the Ashern Skating Arena be hereby approved by coun
cil. 

March 14/64 Council agreed to pay Mr. and Mrs. E. 
Maurischat the sum of $500.00 for land required for the 
I st Street South in Ashern, between Highway No.6 and 
2nd Ave. 

Nov. 14/64 Due to costly operation and unreliable 
service of the Ferry at Lake Manitoba Narrows, the 
council passed a resolution, urging the Government to 
build a bridge across the Narrows. 

April 10/65 That the municipality donate one dollar 
per capita ($\,619.00) toward a Centennial project, which 
would meet the Grant from the Federal and Provincial 
Government of equal amount. 

June 5/65 Due to the fact that several drains in the 
municipality had been constructed to carry mainly the 
water from the unorganized territory and NO.6 Highway 
to Lake Manitoba and Dog Lake, the Province was re
quested, by Resolution, to assume responsiblity for the 
Marne, Ashern and Pioneer drains in addition to those 
for which it had already assumed responsibility. 

Ashern Curling Rink 

New curling rink built 1974 with 4 sheets of artificial ice. 

When the local men returned from the Second World 
War there was a need for some form of recreation in the 
winter time. The "hot stove league" met in the back of 
Schwartz's store, some of those present were: Lloyd 
Collett, Saul Schwartz, Frank Self and Joe Schwartz. 

Plans were discussed for a curling rink. There was no 
money available, so a canvas of the town was organized 
with Mr. Tim Webster in charge. Everyone seemed 

First year curling, 1947. Darkie Walker. Dick Bowman. Joe 
Schwartz, Rudy Geisler. Herman Helgason, H. Schwartz. 



enthusiastic. Some of the men went "East" via tractor 
train for logs which were sawn into lumber. Most of the 
work on the building was voluntary, and the material was 
given at cost price from the local lumber yard. 

Progress was unbelievable and curling was under way 
the same year - 1947, with two sheets of ice; although 
the roof was not finished until two years later. 

This rink was known as the Memorial Curling Rink 
1947. Members of the Warren Curling Club were invited 
to come to show the locals the finer points of the game. 
Everyone had an enjoyable evening. 

Mr. H. Schwartz donated the Schwartz Trophy for 
the ladies competition within the club; later this was 
changed to an open competition. 

In December 1971 a meeting was called to discuss 
plans for a new rink. A building committee was formed, 

made up of: Russ Keeler, J. Breakey, Elaine Bruce, Lynn 
Jensen and Bill Beckett. These held office until the 
building was completed. Various other committees were 
formed, this plus good response from local citizens was 
the reason the rink was completed in record time. The old 
building was sold to Art Roehl and moved away. Art and 
Mildred Roehl donated an animal to be raffled for the 
Curling rink. Also at this meeting it was decided that the 
ladies and men's clubs amalgamate. 

A steel structure, with four sheets of artificial ice was 
approved. A lIan Bruce was sent to attend a course in ar
tificial ice making. Through manpower and under the 
supervision of Elmo Helgason the building was erected 
and curling commenced in the spring of 1973. 

Since then the rink now boasts of a fully modern 
kitchen, trophy cabinet, bleachers and a bar downstairs. 

Schwartz Trophy winners first year: Ida Otto. Olive Porteous, H. Schwartz, Marge O·Conneli. Doris Peterson. 

Story of the Bank in Ashern 
The Standard Bank of Canada, which started out in 

Toronto in 1874 and was known as the St. Lawrence 
Bank, was later reorganized. Its first venture into 
Manitoba came in 1909 when it opened in Winnipeg. In 
1918 it was decided to open a branch at Eriksdale, 
Manitoba. Here it began business on December 5, 1918. 
Mr. G. C. Gies was manager. One week later a sub
agency was established at Ashern, some twenty-six miles 
north of Eriksdale. Mr. Wm. S. Pozer was in charge. 
Business was conducted in the St. George Hotel for a few 
months, until a new bank building was erected in 1919. 
This was situated on Main Street and First Avenue -
which is still the present site. 
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While both communities were not large and a branch 
bank seemed hardly warranted except that they were 
both in the centre of a fairly prosperous grain growing 
and livestock area. Ashern was made an independent 
branch in 1921. Mr. O. B. McGiffin was appointed 
manager, and served in that capacity until he retired in 
1959. 

Both Ashern and Eriksdale continued under the 
banner of the Standard Bank of Canada until 1928, when 
that institution was absorbed by the Canadian Bank of 
Commerce. About this time the depression was just 
around the corner. It was to bring grave problems to the 
North American Continent and particularly to the 
Prairies. As a result the Eriksdale branch was closed in 



Standard Bank. Ashern. 

1934. The Ashern branch operated with a staff of two for 
some time. 

The area survived the depression years and better 
times continued until a set-back in '39 when World War 
II changed the picture. Gradually prosperity returned. 
The bank played a major role in this area, as many old 
timers will verify. The faith the manager had in the peo
ple of the community and the community in general, dur
ing the depression years, was well placed. It was a case of 
simple arithmetic: the people needed the bank and the 
bank needed the people - this policy remains the same 
today. 

On June I, 1961 The Canadian Bank of Commerce 
and The Imperial Bank of Canada amalgamated and the 
new name - "Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce" 
was displayed on 63 branch offices in Manitoba the 
number of branches in the Province of Manitoba today 
(1975) is 84. 

Mr. McGiffin retired in 1959. He was succeeded by 
Mr. H. T. Kelly, who retired in 1966 due to ill health and 
Mr. Wally Korpan succeeded Mr. Kelly. In 1975 Mr. 
Korpan was transferred to Flin Flon and Mr. Robert G. 
Rawluk became manager, he being transferred from 
Killarney, Manitoba. 

The office was remodelled and enlarged in 1966 to 
provide working facilities for a larger staff - the present 
compliment is ten including the manager Mr. Rawluk. 

Ashern Branch of the Royal Canadian 
Legion No. 57 Early Years 

The Ashern Branch No. 57 was organized on April 
27, 1927, with the view that there is strength in unity. 

Some of the charter members were: 
Dr. J. Peake, H. Johnson, G. O. Gowler, C. Harrhy, 

J. B. Hawkes, J. Clegg and W. H. Kidd. 
The Ladies Auxiliary was organized July 18, 1928 

and some of the charter members were: Mrs. J. Chase, 
Mrs. W. Dodd, Mrs. G. Jones, Mrs. R. Humphries, Mrs. 
H. Johnson, Mrs. A. Hogue, Mrs. W. J. Bailey, Mrs. W. 
Kidd, Mrs. W. Baldwin, Mrs. C. Harrhy, Mrs. J. Riley, 
and Mrs. S. Browne. 

The "Voice of the Legion" across Canada played a 
large part in pressuring the Federal Government into 
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Building Standard Bank. Ashern. 

Present Canadian Imperial Bank oj Commerce. 

Thorwill Building (original Legion Half). 

providing programs to assist returned men and their 
families, also widows and their families. 

The local branch helped men obtain pensions and 
medical aid. 

The auxiliary raised funds through fowl suppers, 
dances, etc., to provide Christmas cheer parcels during 
the depression years. 

During the second war, parcels were sent to all the 
young men and women who had joined up. 

The auxiliary worked with other organizations in the 
community to supply needed items for the Siglunes 
Medical Nursing Unit when it opened. 

Some of the work undertaken by the Legion in peace 
time includes the sponsoring of minor hockey and base 
ball. 

A Legion Hall was built in 1950. It served as the 
social centre of the community after the closing of the old 
W. I. Hall. 

During Centennial year the Legion Hall was sold and 
the proceeds turned over to the Centennial Hall fund. 
The Legion Hall is now the Thorwill Building. 

There has been little branch activity of late, although 
some of the men continue to keep their membership in 
good standing. 



The Ashern Arena 

Hauling logs for arena. 

Arena 

About 1959, a group of interested citizens (Sports 
Club) decided the community needed an indoor skating 
rink for the young people. Money was raised by various 
means. A huge thermometer was erected at the corner of 
Main Street and Railway Avenue to record progress on 
the fund raising. 

The Arena Board was set up consisting of Chairman 
- F~tnk Anderson, secretary Earl Hoover, treasurer 
- Mike Bagan, The committee consisted of Bill Kern-
toph, Lloyd Barnes, Eddie Geisler, Red Townsend, AI. 
Watkins, Art Bergner and others whose names are not 
available. 

Arena bingo was one of the main projects undertaken 
to raise money. This began in the local theatre, and con
tinued in the Legion Hall. Donations were also received, 
picnics, suppers, dances, raffles and carnivals were held. 
A wrestling match was staged in the arena - $700 was 
raised from this. April 29, 1960 the Sports Club donated 
$500 towards the rink. 
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At this time Pearson Construction was working at 
Grand Rapids. They donated the cement for the arena. A 
friend of Frank Anderson's, a Mr. Kenny from Russell 
who was in the rafter construction business, sent a man to 
set up the "jig" for building of rafters here. There was no 
charge for this. He stayed for three days to make sure the 
workmen understood the techinque. Litz Construction 
were hired to erect the rafters. 

Cpl. Pollock, who was in charge of the R.C.M.P. 
Detachment here, organized a crew to cut logs many 

Building of arena. Old curling rink in background. 

miles north-east of Ashern and haul them in by tractof
train to be sawn into lumber. 70,000 bJ. of sheathing and 
dimension lumber was sawn locally. Practically all labor 
was voluntary. 

The building proper was started in May 1963 and of
ficially opened December 15, of the same year. 

The first senior hockey team Ashern Hornets, was 
managed by Frank Anderson. They played in the big 
league and won the pennant, either in 1964 or '65. 

During the winter the ice is in constant use every day. 
What with hockey games and practices, figure skating 
and power skating, sometimes it is difficult to time 
for pleasure skating and carnival practice. Figure skaters 
have their lessons before school. 



There are many minor hockey teams including 
Mighty Mites, Tadpoles, Pee Wees, Bantams etc., also 
an old timers' hockey team which play exhibition games 
for fund raising. 

This year, 1976, the arena has been renovated, mak
ing use of the space above the waiting room for dressing 
rooms. Electric heating was added and the seats were 
painted. 

The arena is used in the summer for horse shows, 4-H 
pony club etc., This year the 4-H Rally was held in 
Ashern, and the hall, arena and school were used. The 
main attraction is the two day rodeo which is held in the 
arena on the Labor Day week-end in September. 

Ashern 4-H Home Economics Club 
submitted by Mrs. J. Kerntoph 

The first 4-H Home Economics Club in Ashern was 
begun in the fall of 1950 under the leadership of M IS. 

Connie Proctor, Mrs. Mayme Anderson and Mrs. Anna 
Johannesson. The club was given the name "The Ashern 
Snip 'N' Tuckers 4-H Club" and even in the first year 
had a membership of over twenty. 

For a number of years it was a clothing club, but as 
members completed or desired a wider variety of proj
ects, home design, handicrafts, and junior leader proj
ects were introduced. More recently the self-determined 
project has been of great interest to older members. 
While the club had only clothing projects, it was not of 
much interest for boys, but now a number of boys are ac
tive in the handicraft projects. 

From the beginning, the leaders encouraged the 
members to compete in all aspects of 4-H. Public speak
ing, demonstrations, displays of excellent work, achieve
ment days, modelling, educational displays, rallies, good 
business meetings and educational tours have all been a 
purt of 4-H, as well as Christmas parties shared with 
other clubs and hosting exchange club members from 
other provinces. 

The normal 4-H year began in the fall with the re
organization of the club and election of the year's ex
ecutive. The club business leader and the executive found· 
the number of projects wanted and then found leaders for 
them. Leaders were usually hard to find but by asking 
and explaining the need, enough leaders have volunteered 
to help. Each leader worked with her own group at home 
or in one of their homes, aiming to complete the project 
by April. Business meetings for the whole club were held 
once a month. 

Older girls from the Junior Leader Project have been 
very valuable help in all aspects of club work. Achieve
ment Days were held in April or May when work was dis
played, judged and modelled. In the first years the 
following ribbons were given - purple for excellence, red 
for very good, blue for good, yellow for fair and white for 
incomplete. In 1970 only one ribbon was given and that 
was the Manitoba Centennial Tartan. At present red for 
excellence and green for participation and completion of 
project are used. Projects are judged by the local Home 
Economist, aides and leaders. Achievement Days end 
with a program to which the public is invited and includes 
singing, skits, business reports, leader and parent reports, 
displays and modelling, public speaking and 
demonstrations. Awards are announced for the year. 
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OUf members had project articles displayed every 
year at the Red River Rally as long as there was a 4-H 
building. Members won many cash prizes, but also faced 
the dangers of having articles such as suits and drapes 
ruined by rain or soil, as well as having some stolen. So 
when displays at Manisphere were discontinued no one 
was too sorry. 

At first, mllies were held at Arborg, Selkirk and 
Teulon. Roads were poor then, and it meant a long hard 
day for car and van drivers. When there were more clubs, 
rallies alternated between Arborg and Lundar. The Red 
River Exhibition and later Manisphere hosted the final 
rally with a special 4-H Day. 

The club has had educational tours as often as time 
and finances permitted. They visited the Portage 
newspaper, radio station and Institution for the Retarded 
and Mentally Disturbed, the Hydro site at Grand 
Rapids, Hecla Island, and Riding Mountain National 
Park. 

Every year the club had members go to 4-H camps. 
Many members won 4-H exchange trips on both province 
and national level. Those were all experiences looked 
forward to and remembered for years. Lasting friend
ships were made on exchange trips. 

These were some of the firsts for the club. The first 
Camp Award went to Eileen Schwetek, Beverley Vince 
won the first gold watch. The first national exchange trip 
:vinner was Donna Price and Frances Stolwyk won an in
ternational trip. Top demonstration teams in the senior 
were Frances and Ann Stolwyk, Willa LaBlancq and 
Valerie Kerntoph, Karen Jonsson and Karen Mangl. 
Carolyn Price and Ardith Kerntoph were the first team 
to win in Junior and Senior Competitions. In public 
speaking Willa LeBlancq was first to the top. The first 
member to host an exchange member was Shirley 
McMillan and she also was the first to receive a purple 
ribbon for her project. The club also won championship 
ribbons three times for the parade at the Red River Ex
hibition. First leader award trip went to Mrs. Edna Vince. 

Business leaders have been Mrs. Connie Proctor, 
Mrs. Ruth Erickson, Mrs. Joyce Kerntoph, Mrs. Beth 
Kidd, Mrs. Sandra Sanders, Mrs. Louise Hewson and 
presently Mrs. June Price. Mrs. Joyce Kerntoph has been 
a project leader for twenty-one years. Many persons have 
acted as project leaders and we are most grateful for all 
they have donated to 4-H. 

The 4-H Clubs have changed with times. The projects 
are more varied. Senior members, Junior Leaders and 
leaders share equally in the decisions made. The Leaders' 
Association representing all the local clubs in the district 



is the governing body in deciding rallies, interviews for 
awards, demonstrations and public speaking com
petitions. With the Agricultural Representative and 
Home Economist acting in an advisory capacity. More 
financial help has been withdrawn by donors and govern
ment so that clubs must now be more self supporting. 
More emphasis is now put on exchange tours which have 
proven both popular and beneficial. 

The 4-H Club motto is "Learn to DO By Doing". 
The club name has changed to the Ashern 4-H Home 
Economics Club. It has always been a large club and may 
it continue. It was fitting that this year the rally was held 
for the first time in Ashern and due to the efforts of 
members, leaders, office personal and friends it proved a 
tremendous success. 

4-H in Manitoba is over fifty years old, and we have 
been proud to celebrate our clubs' 25th Anniversary this 
year. The 4-H Club Pledge is as important now, as it was 
to begin with. 

Canadian National Railway 
by K. H. Plohman 

Last passenger train at Moosehorn. 

Fred O'Connell 
Agent. C.N.R. Ashern 

K. F. H. Plohman 
Secl.·Foreman, C.N.R. Ashern 
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The railway line from Winnipeg to Gypsumville, 
known as the Oak Point Subdivision, was built in two 
stages by the Canadian Northern Railway. The first 61 
miles from Winnipeg to Oak Point was opened to traffic 
on May 30th, 1905. The construction of the remaining 96 
miles was begun in 1910, and opened to traffic in July 
1911. The branch from Steep Rock Junction to Steep 
Rock was constructed in 1913, and rock trains started 
running as soon as it was completed, and passenger trains 
in the summer of 1914. The Railway was the only means 
of transportation in the early days and played an impor
tant role during the time when settlers came into this 
area. Even before trains were running north of Oak 
Point, some of the early settlers came by train to Oak 
Point and walked from there to Ashern and Moosehorn 
on the newly built railway grade, to look over the country 
and pick a homestead. With the daily passenger train, the 
Rock - extra and regular way freight, this line was soon 
regarded as one of the best lines the Canadian National 
Railway had. 

I should also mention here that the Canadian 
Northern had financial difficulties and the situation had 
become so, that on August 1st, 1917, the government had 
to step in and make it part of the Government Railways. 
About two years later, also the Grand Trunk Railway 
had to be taken over for the same reason, and this 
brought about the formation of the Canadian National 
Railways in the summer of 1919. The Oak Point line had 
been built with fifty-six and sixty pound steel, which was 
rather light for the heavy loads. About 1950 the light 
steel was replaced with heavier rails and tie plates, and 
only treated ties are used now. 

The water tanks at Camper and Moosehorn were 
built about 1910, at a cost of about $3000.00 each. 
Pumpmen were stationed at Camper and served Camper, 
Moosehorn and Steep Rock tanks. The first pumpman 
was T. Caster, and later W. Jones, E. Stone, A. Moore 
and J. Spittal. The old coal dock at Mulvihill was 
demolished and a new dock was built at Camper, which 
served only a few years, until the steam locomotives were 
replaced by Diesels in 1960. Passenger express and most 
of the freight business to decline when cars, trucks 
and buses started to run regularly on No.6 highway. As a 
result the passenger service was abandoned. The first 
roadmaster on the Oak Point Subdivision was F. J. Ellis, 
who retired in 1934. Some of the men who held this posi
tion are H. C. Kirkpatrick, J. Wilson, George 
Jenkins, G. Russell and R. J. Reshaur. The present road
master is Marcil Mann. 

About 1916 the present station was built in Ashern at 
a cost of approximately $3100.00. Prior to this a box car 
type bunk car was used as the station. The name of the 
first agent was Brown, who was succeeded by Phil 
Mayhew. Fred O'Connell took over about 1920, and 
remained until his retirement. F. De1wo took over at that 
time, and in 1956 Mike Bagan became the agent, and 
held this position until 1975 when the station was closed. 

The first station at Moosehorn was also an old bunk 
car, and the present building was erected in 1918 at a cost 
of $3075.00. The agents prior to 1930 are unknown. W. 
Paulson was agent from 1930 to 1958; J. Lamb from 
1959 to 1961 and J. S. Hicks took over in 1961 to the 
present time. 



There were about eleven stations with agents along 
this line, including Steep Rock, and all have now been 
closed with the exception of Moosehorn. 

Section foremen at Ashern were - McEwen 1911-
1914; Charlie Johnson 1914-1927; Dave Grey 1927-1930; 
K. F. H. Plohman January 1931-1933, and again from 
1936-1947; W. Dalgleish 1933-1936; G. 'Klowak 1947-
1952; E. Yaworski 1952-1961 and Stan Dowsett 1961-
1969, when the section was abolished. 

Section foremen at Moosehorn, prior to 1915 are not 
known. Ted Keehn was foreman from 1915-1954; Bjorn
son from 1954-1971, and at present F. W. Herring. 

Some of the men who worked on the Ashern section 
in my time were - A. Ruchotski, A. Yanke, R. Kramp, 
J. Henkel and F. Russell. At Moosehorn they were -
Steve Chorney, E. Penno, S. Ziesman and W. Kiesman. 

Women's Institute - Ashern 
by Mrs. C. Harrhy in 1948 

In 1912 the C.N. R. began running a train three days a 
week bringing mail, which until then was brought in by 
horse drawn' vehicle, once a week from Oak Point, 
Manitoba. 

Picture in your mind, the lives of the pioneer women 
of the vicinity, no church, no school, no place to hold 
meetings of any sort. Finally, Mrs. George Dodds, wife 
of Captain Dodds, a South African Veteran (on whose 
farm the town was built) had an idea. Why not form a 
Home Economic Society? With Mrs. Dodds as chair
man, a meeting was called and an application made to the 
Agricultural College in Winnipeg to organize a Home 
Economic Society in Ashern. This was granted, and the 
society formed in July 1913, with Mrs. Dodds as presi
dent and M iss Eagleton as secretary-treasurer. The 
meetings were held in member's homes and were always 
well attended. 

When war broke out in 1914, the mem bers devoted 
their time and effort to war work. They helped the Red 
Cross, sent parcels overseas and when the men returned 
in 1919, they had a banquet for them in the St. George 
Hotel in town. 

As the community grew, a hall was needed and these 
women called a meeting of the community. In 1925, an 
organization called the Women's Institute was formed. 
M'(;ney was scarce, and they had to go carefully, until the 
hall was far enough advanced that dances and other 
forms of entertainment could be held to raise funds. 

An amusing incident was the selling of bricks at 10ft 
or 3 for 25¢ to raise money to build the chimney. This 
brought in approximately $50.00. 

For several years this project had first claim on their 
funds, until the debt was paid. 

Many families in need during the depression, were 
helped with hamper and clothing. 

The annual picnic on July \st, was catered to by the 
W.L members in order to raise funds. 

When the Dental Clinics visited Ashern, the women 
made the hall available and later the T.B. Clinics. The 
hall was used by the Home Economists for a Youth 
Training Plan. As well the hall was used for political 
campaigns, court cases, many other public functions, 
dances, concerts etc., also as a moving picture theatre. 
Mr. Wynant was given exclusive rights to operate these 
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movies, and as a result a projection room was built onto 
it in 1943. 

In the meantime, the community was growing and the 
hall required a kitchen, which was soon taken care of. A 
hardwood noor had been laid some years before. 

On their meeting day, they had a small raffle and 
raised sufficient money to buy a War Savings Certificate 
each month. 

When the men returned from World War II, a local 
committee began planning for a Memorial Curling Rink. 
The W.l. gave a donation of $50.00 to the building fund 
and when the building was completed, the women gave a 
lighting plant. 

The W.l. also sent flowers or fruit to members in 
hospital or to the sick at home. Letters and Christmas 
gifts were sent to a W.I. Branch overseas. 

The Ashern W.1. is the oldest organization in town. 
This record and the uplift it gave to the women in the ear
ly days, is something we are all proud of. 

Another record it holds is that there are six original 
members still with us and two of these were elected to of
fice this year. They are Mrs. Vince, past-president for 
three years, Mrs. T. Webster, president. Mrs. R. J. 
Perry, second-vice-president. Mrs. S. Proctor is still 
secretary. Mrs. C. Harrhy, welfare convener, Mrs. G. 
Self, who was secretary-treasurer for twenty years, is still 
with us. 

Time does not permit going in to all the activities of 
the Institute, but they are many and varied. For such a 
small group, I feel we are second to none in Manitoba, 
and we are looking forward to keeping up the good work 
begun 35 years ago. 

W.I. Hall buill in 1925. Taken in frol11 o/the old W.l. Hall some 
lime arollnd 1946 to 1949. L~fi 10 right: Conllie Proctor. M aymc 
Anderson. Irene Go wier. Anna Johannesson. Ida Walk ill. Annie 
Beaudry. Mrs. Tim Webster. Mrs. B;orllsol1. Mrs. Vince. Mrs. Reg 
Perry and Miss Maddill. 



Since this was written, five of the original members 
have passed away, leaving Mrs. Vince, now Mrs. 
McCalL who is living in the Pioneer Manor in Ashern. 
The Ashern branch of the W.1. has broken up, but true to 
their community spirit, their remaining funds were given 
to benefit the local people. 

Legion Hall 
Arter World War II a group of returned men wanted 

to have their own club rooms and a meeting place for 
veterans. I t was as a result of this idea that the Legion 
Hall (now the Thorwill Building) was built. 

It served as a hall for many years with banquet room 
down stairs and dancing space upstairs. 

When the need arose for a more spacious hall, Arnold 
Eichel, who was president of the Legion at that time 
called a general meeting to discuss the matter. As a result 
the Centennial Hall came into being. 

The original Legion Hall was sold and remodelled. 
Department of Indian Affairs occupy the upstairs and 
Health and Social Services have offices in the downstairs. 

Ashern Centennial Hall 
I n the spring 01' 1965 the mem bers of the Ashern 

Legion realized that something had to be done to enlarge 
their haiL and thought that this could tie in with H 

Centennial Project for 1967. As a result a general 
meeting was called in April to discuss the matter. 

The Legion hall was given over to the community and 
the title turned over to the municipality. The council sold 
the hall and turned the proceeds over to the Centennial 
Committee. 

A Centennial Committee was I'ormed consisting of: 
C. R. Townsend, H. Kawaleski, Frank Self, S. Schwartz, 
Ii. Plohman, Mrs. M. Sigfusson and Mrs. O'Connell and 
Bill Kerntoph. 

Plans went forward, and in March 1966 it was decid
ed to build on the school ground site, on the west side of 
the arena, instead of the original location. 

At a Centennial Hall Committee meeting members 
wished to enlarge the cOlllmittee and form a building 
committee consisting of: Herman Helgason, Elmo 
Iklgason, Alvin Hclgason and Joe Schwartz. 

The hall was to be 140' x 60' with a concrete slab on 
grade for the 1100r. 

Mrs. I rill a Schwartz's plans ror the kitchen, cloak 
room and storage rooms etc., were approved. 

Building on the hall bcgan in May 1967 and con
tinued throughout the summer. Most of the labor was 
voluntary. The ladies from town provided colTee etc. ror 
lunch breaks. 

While the hall waS being built bingo was held in the 
Legion hall and run by Legion members, and proceeds 
all except $15.00 a night for lights and fuel were turned 
Dver to the Arena Board. Later Bingo was run by the 
Centennial Hall Committee. 

A canvas was made of town and eountryside for 
donations towards material, and the response was 
generous. Judy and Leo Sigurdson donated a heifer for 
the cause, this was ramed. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Mang\ 
donated a steer which was ramed in September 1967. Bill 
Beckett was in charge of distributing and selling tickets. 
(He is still our A-I ticket seller.) A Centennial Quilt was 
l11ade and ramed by St. Michaels W.A. and proceeds 
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given to the hall. The elementary school raised money by 
having a concert. These are a few of the means which 
money was raised. 

The committee was made up of twelve members and 
one representative from the municipal council. The 
original committee was: Margaret Ann Beckett, Edith 
Sell', Frank Self, Jim Otto, John Sanders, Jerry Jensen, 
these were to be in office for one year. Joyce Townsend, 
Irma Schwartz, Harrv Kawaleski, Lil McMillan, Sarah 
Perrv and Mrs. O'C~nnell were to hold ofl'ice for a two 
year~ term. Now the committee consists of eighteen 
members, six of which step down each year, to make way 
ror any new members interested. 

Th~ hall was far enough advanced ror the opening on 
New Year's Eve. Although it was a very cold night and 
the heating was not adequate, there was a large crowd 
and it \vas a gala occasion. 

The hall has been in constant use over the years with 
Bingo every Wednesday, weddings, socials, Leisure Club 
activities, etc. 

Monies have been donated towards community 
betterment. The kitchen committee fully furnished the 
kitchen, purchased stage curtains, sponsored school den
tal clinics and many other area needs. 

OUf Centennial ~Hall has been a very successful ven
ture - It is the pride and joy of the community and is 
debt free. 

Building of Ashern Centennial Hall. 

Ashern Sports Club 
I n the early days, picnics were held on the Pickersgill 

rarm, and later on the school grounds. Hard ball became 
very popular, so a very fine baseball diamond was provid
ed as well as a covered grandstand (the first of its kind 
in the area). Concession facilities were located under the 
stand. (It was great fun for the young fry to throw articles 
through the cracks on the heads of the workers below). 



Ashern Softball Team. Standing: Jackie McGiffin, Marg. Foord, Vi 
McMillan, Dorothy McMillan, Olive Porteolls, Mary Hubert, Aglles 
Porteous, Frances Porteous, Cathy Foard. Front: Edna 0110, Alma 
Geisler (ill the 30's). 

Ashern Baseball Tl'aln, 1923. Sian ding: Buster Whiteway, Roy 
McDougall, H. Schwartz (mallager), H. Christianson, Fred King. Sil
ting: F, Beaudry, Bill POrleous, Yves Brollslal, O. B. Me Giffin. 

Ashern Baseball Team and supporters, 30's, Back: George Hlillt, 
Bilt Kelner, Tom Porteolls, S. H. Foard, Ed Porteous, John Hubert, 
Bill 0110, 7, Bill Kidd, Howard Cameron, Cliff Saunders. Silting: Bill 
Porteous, Ted Vince, Yves Brousla/, H. Schwarts (manager), O. B. 
McGiffil1. J. B. Hawkes. Kirval1 Clip Winners. 
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE KIRVAN 
BASEBALL CHALLENGE CUP 

The cup has been donated with the idea of encourag
ing clean sport in the Fairford country, and the 
regulations herewith, are drawn up solely with that idea 
in mind. 

1. A Board of three trustees has been set up as 
follows: Mr, Harry Schwartz, of Ashern; Mr. H, C. 
Francis, of Gypsumville, and Mr. A. M. Freeman, of 
Siglunes, whose duties are to see that the rules govern
ing the competition are,observed. 

2. In case of a vacency on the Trustee Board, such 
vacancy may be filled by vote of the competing teams 
on the day of the compe:.ition. 

3. The competition shall be confined to teams from 
th.e Provincial Constituency of Fairford, including the 
Municipality of Siglunes. 

4. All teams applying for entry must notify Mr. 
Harry Schwartz, of Ashern, in writing, who will re
present the trustees in this re~pect. Such entry must 
be made 10 days before play-off date set. 

5, Anv team winning the cup in three consecutive 
years shall be deemed the owner of the cup. 

6. All games in this competition must be played on 
the grounds of the holder of the cup (with the exception 
of Siglunes, which has to be played at Ashern) and 
take place between July 1st and 31st of such year. 

7. Draws for play may be agreed upon by competing 
teams, in case of disput.:':, the trustees' decision to be 
final. 

8. All players on the different teams must be a 
resident for at least a period of three months and have 
played at least six games with one team. 

9. Such players must at least have played two games 
with the team on which entry has been made, previous 
to date of competition. 

Hilbre, June 30, 1938. 
'/'. .~-." 

(t.~~~ .. ~ 

In 1957 people of the community felt that the above 
facilities were too cramped, as both hard ball and ladies 
soft ball teams were springing up in the surrounding 
areas and more space for games was necessary. A 
meeting was called on May 7. 1957 to discuss the need for 
more space. Property west orthe present hospital was not 
suitable. so the second choice of land was chost;n cast of 
the Catholic church. The thirty acres was purchased from 
Mr, C. Harrhy for $500. 

Persons delegated to decide on this land were: R, 
Seheske - president. Ed. Walls secretary. Other 
members L Barnes, E. Hoover, D. Thompson. E. 
Johnson. Jim Johnson. M, Patola. F. Anderson and R. 
Anderson. 

At a meeting on May 28, with lwt;nty people pres
ent. a vote of thanks to Darkey Walker. our local 
engineer for measuring and staking the property. also a 
vote of thanks to F. Anderson. A. Scheske, Joe 
M eM illan. Sigmar Sigfusson and Henry Davidson ror 
their time and equipment donated to prepare the 
grounds. 

Title to the grounds was turned over to the 
municipality, 

The grounds have been used for baseball since that 
time, and there is ample room ror hard ball diamonds as 



well as ladies and men's fast ball. This year (1976) 
renovations were started, and a new grand stand is being 
erected as well as new toilet ['acilities. 

Rural Post Offices 
Like the rural one room schools, the rural post of rices 

have ceased to exist, except for one or two. As roads were 
built or improved travel became faster, and cars replaced 
horses and oxen. 

It seems only right that some mention be made of 
them as well as the many faithful people who served as 
postmaster, postmistress also the early mail carriers. 
They were dedicated people. Regardless of the weather 
and poor roads, they saw to it that themail was delivered 
on time. 

In the early days "mail day" was an event, be it week
ly, monthly, or semi-monthly. Neighbors met I'or a chat 
and very orten shared the latest news over a cup of coffee. 
This is now all "past history". 

The Demise of the One Room School 
A mention should be made about the many one room 

rural school houses that were built, as the need arose in 
the early 1900's. It was hoped a story of each school 
would have been provided, however, and unfortunately, 
only a I'ew have been sent it. 

Most of the rural schools were phased out in 1967 
when large school divisions were formed and the pupils 
Ilere bussed to the larger towns. The purpose was to 
provide a wider range or courses. 

One or two of the rural school houses were len in the 
comillunity to serve as a community club or recreation 
centre: other schools were sold and moved away. 

Ashern Theatre 

Ashern Theatre. 

Mr. Wynant found a need for a theatre building - he 
Ilad been holding shows in the W.1. hall from the \940's 
until the hall w,~~ sold. \ n 1952 he purchased a machine 
shed from Fred Richter and had it remodelled for a 
theatre. 

Two shows a week arc provided, the seating capacity 
is approximately three hundred. 

Mike Patola is in charge. Mike has been the projec
tionist for many years. 

Manitouwapa Lodge No. 156 AF & AM 
The above was instituted in 1939. The charter 

granted from the Grand Lodge of Manitoba on June 5, 
1940. The I'irst three principal officers were: 
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Worshipful Master, Thomas Gelman 
Senior Warden, William Paulson 
Junior Warden, David Ferguson 

Prior to the building or the lodge hall in 1956-57, 
meetings were held in Johnson's Hall in Moosehorn. The 
two lots on which the new hall was built were donated by 
Mr. Joe Johnson, who was one of the first members of 
thc lodge. 

Meetings were held each month. Many ol'the original 
mel11 bers have passed away. I nterest continues and the 
members enjoy the fellowship it affords. 

Constellation Chapter Order of the Eastern Star 
Constellation Chapter No. 38 was instituted in 1946 

with thirty-three chartered members. The meetings are 
held in the Masonic Hall at Moosehorn, the first Tuesday 
01' each month. 

It was through the efforts of Mrs. Martha Patterson 
(nee Jeske) that Constellation Chapter was instituted. 
Thc Chapter was installed by Patricia Chapter No.8 of 
Winnipeg. Mrs. Agnes Ferguson was the first Worthy 
Matron, and Mr. Arnold Sandgren Worthy Patron. They 
held these positions for two years. 

Each year Constellation has increased in 
membership. The members cnjoy the fellowship that the 
meetings alTOI'd. 

Ashern United Church 

Ashern United Church with Sunday School room added. 

The church was dedicated February 23, 1919, and at 
that time only student ministers were available, having 
services every second Sunday in the summer months. 

When the church was first built it was only a "shell" 
just planks to sit on; you could sec through the cracks in 
the walls. However, before too many years things began 
to take shape, The church was heated by a wood-burning 
furnace, later replaced by oil. The ceiling was lowered 
and tiled, the walls panelled and the 1100r covered with 
linoleum, the aisle carpeted as well as the chancel. 

The addition of a Christian Education building was 
donated bv Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Steenson. 

The C;mmunion Table was made by Mr. Herman 
Helgason. Large hymn books were purchased for the 
choir by Mrs. Helen Geisler in memory of her family. 
The McKelvey family donated hymn books in memory of 
their family. Brass candelabrums were donated by M r. J. 
W. Pickersgill. Other donations were: Silver Communion 
Cup by George O'Connell, Baptismal Font by Bert Proc
tor and family, and Communion plates and cloths by the 



Patterson family in memory of their mother and father. 
A wooden cross was placed in the Chancel by Hubert 
Patterson in memory of his wife, Violet. A minister's 
chair and revised hymn books were purchased in memory 
of Mr. Fred O'Connell. 

In! 96! it was decided a new organ was needed. A 
minstrel show was put on and the p~oceeds along with 
donation from members, made it possible to purchase a 
new Hammond electric organ. 

For a number of years a women's organization was 
active and contributed greatly to the upkeep of the 
church. It no longer exists, but the women meet when 
ever necessary to make arrangements for bake sales, 
teas, and the annual bazaar, which is always a huge 
success. 

The Ch,irge has been divided into the Northwest 
Interlake and South west Interlake with an ordained 
minister in charge of each: Ashern being in the Southwest 
charge. our present minister. the Rev. Cliff McMillan 
and family live in the Manse at Eriksdale his charge 
being Ashern. Eriksdale and Clark 

Over the years some of the ministers were: M r. Men
Scotty Burrell, Gordon Nodwell. Allan Simpson, 

Ron. Johnstone, Jim Scott, R. McKinnon, Percy 
Laidler. 

Boy Scouts at Silver Bay. Back row: F. Self Alf Price, Pat 
Thorkelssol1, Tom Kidd. Ed Thorkelssol1. Saul Schwartz. Centre: Ben 
Schwanz, Frank Pickersgill, Ray McTavish, 1. Price, Cllas. Sell 
Frol1l: Safioles Bros .. Ron Paterson, Bob Baldwin. Bill McDougall. 

St. Michael's Anglican Church 
by Lil McMillan 

For the last few years St. Michael's Anglican Church 
has been closed, as the congregation just wasn't large 
enough to warrant a minister. The few Anglicans in the 
parish are attending church services of other 
denominations as there is a number in the community. 

Most of the records are at the Synod Office in Win
nipeg, but from a treasurer's book and W.A. records the 
following information was gleaned. 

The Anglican Parish in Ashern was founded April 23, 
191 I. 

Many donations were acquired from different sources 
to help build the church. Collections were received by 
Mrs. Bomford from parish churches in Ireland, St. 
Michael's Parish, Chiswick, London, England sent 
donations, and here the parishioners gave privately, and 
held concerts to raise money. 
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Lumber was bought I'rom Lakc Manitoba Trading 
and Lumber Co. and naib etc. from Hyde and 
Pickersgill's storc. 

A c;mmittee consisting of M r. Bomford. M r. Hyde, 
iVlr. Webster and Mr. Oughton was appointed in 1915 to 
see to the finishing of the inside of the church. Other 
donors and workers up to 1917 besides this committee 
were: A. W. Dodd, Mr. SiddaL l'vlr. Vince, Mr. 
Campbell, iVlr. Allen. Mr. Fire, Mr. J. Robinson. Mr. 
Gates, Mr. Whittaker. Mr. F. King. R. Faulkes, Mr. 
Hawkes, Dr. Bunn. 

The church services began in 1912 and the first 
minister was Rev. W. J. Finch who also donated money 
for the lccturn and desk. Some interesting items 
in the expense book 191 50 chairs at 90c each, 20 
prayer books total $5.62. I week board and room for 
lhe minister at hotel $6.80, shoeing pony and I'ixing 
pony's feet 65c, supper for minister at French Hotel 
- 25c. M r. W. Jentzeh was paid $10.00 for painting the 
<:hurch in 1914. 

Once a month a mm!ster came from Winnipeg by 
train Saturday took the service Sunday then went 
back Monday morning. Other week ends he \vould go 
from Ashern to Eriksdale Sunday ai'ternoon jigger. 
hold service there, then catch the train Monday morning. 

Student ministers spent their stlmll1ers in the area 1'01' 

a number of years. The Anglican and United Church 
students worked together, holding services on alternate 
Sundays. Often they lived in a tent, either in the church 
grounds or in a parishioner's yard. They travelled on 
foot, by pony, and later as roads improved. by bicycle, 
and practically lived on "hand outs". They usually fared 

well, as everyone had a garden. The ministers super
camps at the lake during the summer. which 

attended. Many high school girls were quite in
terested in these dashing young men from the city. 

I n the forties and fifties the parishes of 
Eriksdale and Tennyson were very fortunate to have 
Deaconesses Poslans, und Goodacre in charge. They 



worked diligently. and were weleomed warmly by all 
their neighbours. The younger girls began Brownies dur
ing their stay here. and the W.A, nourished. It was a sad 
day when Miss Goodacre took a sudden heart attack and 
passed away at Eriskdule, We were disappointed when 
Miss Poslans had, to return to England. 

Some or the organists ".ere Miss L. Brown, Mrs. 
Farhall (ror many years) May O'Connell (McMillan), 
Mrs, Kel Mrs. E, Thomas and Shirley McMillan 
(Strand), 

Prayer books were placed in the church by Mrs, 
Webster in memory of" her husband, Mr. T. Webster. 
Mrs. McCall (Vince) donated hymn books in memory of 
her husband Mr. Vince. 

Over the years many ministers have held services in 
the lillie church. Here are a number or them: Rev. Finch, 
Rev, Partington, Rev. H. L. Roy. W. Fyles. Rev. Dobbs, 
F, A, Hughes. Mr. Lemon. Mr. Russell. W, H. Cassop. 
Rev. W, Eldridge. Rev. E, Williams, Rev. Canon Jef"
fries, Rev, Boyd, Rev, Warwick, Rev. Wood, R. J. M. 
Swan, Mr. Roe, J. P. Smitherman, Mr. Wickens, Rev. 
Leigh. Archdeacon Thomas. Mr. Neale. Mr. Williams, 
Mr. Bolton. Bishop Thomas. Rev. Hall. Canon Murray. 
Rev. Holmes. NIl'. Wilkinson, Mr. Fryer. Mr. G, Kelly, 
Miss Postans, Miss Rhodes, Miss Goodacre, R, S. 
Montgomery. Rev. Pat Lee. Capt. Morris, Rev. Evans, 
Capt. Kingham, Rcv, C T. Gale, Capt. Hawse, Bishop 
John O. Anderson, W. Wright. Capt. E. Taylor. 

History of the Holv Cross Church - Ashern 
1914-1'975 ' 

Stolwyk 
by Mrs, C. Harrhy and Ethel 

The Catholics of Ashern were without a church or 
place to worship. In 1914 the people had a meeting and 
decided if they all worked together, they would not be 
long in getting a church, 

Mr. Eugene Gosselin and Andrew McTavish took 
their teams or horses and oxen to the bush. They cut and 
hauled logs to town to be sawed into lumber - others 
donated 1710ney and labor. . 

The property was donated by Mr. Michelon. The 
church was built but not finished, and the first Mass was 
celebrated the first Sunday or July 1915. 

I n the late 20's thc inside or the church was lined and 
a new ceiling put in. 

I n the early years during the winter, Mass was said in 
dirr(;rent homes as it was too difficult to heat the church. 

The original organ was purchased through donations 
during World War 1. Later the church steeple was built 
and an aluminum cross was added. 

During 1936-37 it was dccided to purchase a house to 
be moved into town for a rectory. Two acres of land 
anoss from the church were purchased for this. Father 
Warnke arrived that fall to take up residence, as the first 
resident parish priest. He organized a drama club with 
the young people. Many plays were produced. In this way 
money was raised ror the Red Cross and other war time 
needs. 

Father Smith was sent to Ashern to assist in the 
building of churches at Mulvihill. Grahamdale and Gyp
sumville. Father Warnke enlisted as an army chaplain 
and Father Smitti remained to carryon the work of the 
parish. 
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Later the Catholic Ladies Auxiliary (CL.A.) was 
formed, which has proved to be a very successful hard 
working group, After Father LeBelie left, the rectory was 
rented out for a few years, as his successor, Father 
LaFailie chose to live at Grahamdale. 

The rectory required considerable repairs and in 1974 
it was decided it best to tear down the building, the cost 
of repairing it would be too costly. A new hOLlse trailer 
was purchased to be used as a rectory. It is now occupied 
by Father Dion. who has been our parish priest for 
several yeafS. 

Since 1968 many improvements have been made to 
the interior of the church. In 1975 a fund was started 

Original Holy Cross Church buill ill 1915. 

Holy Cross Church as il is loday, 



among the parishioners for the purchase of a new organ. 
We are proud to say a new electric organ was purchased 
and installed in time for Christmas. 

During the years we have had several organists, but 
Mrs. Kerbrat was the only one for about twenty years. 
She was relieved for a short time by Des. Anderson, who 
worked at the bank, Mrs, J. F, Anderson and Marion 
Chase have been faithful organists in recent years, 

A Sequel to the History of the Holy Cross 
Church 

In 1964, we, Ethel and Neil Stolwyk, were visi~ed by 
two men and their wives, one couple from Walhalla, 
N,D. and one from Hartford, Conn. U.S.A., their names 
- Martineau their parents had built the house we now 
live in. These people had driven up here to see if the house 
was still standing, and to see what the country had 
become since they had left as young boys. They spent 
some time trucing the remains of a stone fence they had 
helped to build. During our conversation. the older 
brother, (l believe his name was Antoine) told us his 
father had helped build the Holy Cross Church in 
Ashern, and that he, a boy of eleven years, had passed the 
collection plate at the first Mass, He then spoke of the 
funeral Mass for Andrew McTavish. Upon learning who 
I was, and that Mother was still living, they went to see 
her. as she had known their parents quite well. 

Some Recollection of the Early Days of Our 
Church 

by D. (McMillan) Webster 
In the early days the Catholic Church did not have a 

choir - the birds perched on the rafters, did the singing, 
The seats were just benches, no backs. no danger of 
anyone falling asleep during service. The Altar Cloths 
and Railing Cloth were made by a Mrs. Grant. A chair 
for the priest was donated by P. J, Porteous family, and 
two chairs for the altar boys given by the Kerbrat family. 

Mass was said once a month in the summer; the priest 
would come from St. Laurent, by train and stay at the 
church. In winter mass was said in the various homes. 
Midnight mass was always held on Christmas Eve, 
regardless of how cold the weather was, and people drove 
for miles to attend. 

The church ladies have always been very active, In the 
early days, a three day bazaar was held annually in Mr. 
King's Pool Room. Live animals such as, chickens. 
turkeys, pigs etc., were ramed. One time a lady in Van
couver won a pig - thank goodness she settled for the 
value of the pig - $5. 

Over the years the church (inside) has been furnished 
donations 'from parishioners, 

Grace Lutheran Church 
by Emma Geisler nee Ruchotski 

At the turn of the century. small Lutheran Churches 
were being built wherever haif a dozen or more Lutheran 
people homesteaded. In my memory, there is the church 
at Camper on the Charlie Seidler farm, then there was 
the little church on Fred Russell SL'S homestead. From 
there it was a great distance to the next one, which was 
built on the Kendall homestead. Finally, four miles to the 
north was the Newhome Church, then 'Moosehorn and so 
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on. The only Lutheran Church north of Moosehorn, still 
active. is Grahamdale. There is the original Moosehorn 
Church at Hilbre, but it is not in use any longer. Each 
family went to the closest one to where they lived, 

As years went by, many little churches were closed, 
As Ashern grew there was a need for a Lutheran church. 
Parents wanted a Sunday School, place for baptisms, 
funerals, weddings, etc. On October 4, 1949, the Grace 
Lutheran Church was organized. Our first Pastor was H, 
Krikau. He was serving Moosehorn and Grahamdale at 
the same time, We organized with a membership of 60. 
We rented the United Church to hold OLlr services, as well 
as Sunday School. The first year we had an assistant 
Pastor, student I. Holmes. Our Sunday School 
Superintendent was Val Scheske. Teachers were: Anna 
Johannesson, Emma (Ruchotski) Geisler, and Olga 
Anderson. The first Council consisted 01': Chairmen, T. 
.), Clemens, J. Johannesson, Fern Nachtigall, Gus Zutz, 
Adolph Scheske, H. Helgason, and Bill Felbel who was 
envelope secretary. Val Scheske was the first treasurer of 
the newly formed Grace Lutheran Congregation. So we 
continued. When we could no longer use the United 
Church we moved to the old Curling Rink, upstairs. We 
used the Community Hall and even held church in the 
member's homes. W'e became tired 01' having no place to 
call home. so in 1951 we decided to build, The property. 
where the church still stands today, was purchased. Plans 
werc made for the building of the new church. 

Our first building committee consisted 01': Ralph 
Ruci1otzke, Frank Anderson, Gus Zutz, Ed Olson, H. 
Helgason and R. Kerntoph, Most of the labor was 
donated. The men went out to the bush and cut the logs, 
then hauled them to town and had them sawn into lum
ber. They borrowed $900.00 to get the church started. As 
usua I. there were pros and cons as to how things should 
be done. but everyone had one aim in mind. Our church 
was built. At first it was covered with imitation brick 
siding and then stuccoed. The men were not the only 
ones who worked, The women held bazaars, bake sales, 
suppers. etc, The Sunday School children sold popcorn to 
pay for the organ. The wom;;;n made the money to furnish 
the inside of the church. 

As I write this. we can look back on twenty-five years 
of hoping, planning, disagreements, grief. and mu;;;h hap
piness. From 1949 to 1966 we shared Pastors with 
Moosehorn. In 1967 it was decided we should have our 
own Pastor. We called for Pastor Asgeir Ingibergsson of 
Iceland, Now we had to get busy and buy a house. Pastor 
and Mrs. Epp, Willie Koch. and Harold Bittner wcnt to 
Portage la Prairie to inspect a house. The M iS5ion Board 
helped with financing. and the house was purchased. 
Wilbert Ruchotsk i dug the basement in May 1967, In 
Januarv 19615 Asgeir Ingibergsson, his wife Janet, 
children, Ragner. David. EJ;sbeth and Margaret came to 
Ashern. He served here until 1971. The ladies undertook 
to pay for the parsonage and through weddings, ban
quets, etc .. in seven years we paid ofT the loan, On April 
27, 1975 the burning of the mortgage took place. 

In 1972 Lundar and Ashern became a Federated 
Parish and shared pastors, Lundar is Lutheran Church of 
America Synod and we are Evangelical Lutheran Church 
of Canada. So far it has worked out well. In August or 
1972, Pastor and Mrs. Reitze. and Janice arrived in 
Ashern. They are still with us today. We held our 25th 



Anniversary on September 14, 1975 with a full day of 
celebration. Pastor Krikau was back i'or the day. 

The first Council consisted 0 I' the i'ollowing: President 
H. Krikau; Vice President - T. J. Clemens; 

Secretary-Treasurer - Mrs. Val Scheske; Elder - T. J. 
Clemens: Trustees Mr. J. Johannesson, Mr. H. 
Helgason; Benevolence Secretary Mr. Bill Felbel; 
Deacons M r. A. Scneske, M r. Gus Zutz. 

The first congregational meeting was held on January 
11, 1950. The first organist was Mrs. Val Scheske. The 
first baptism was Val (Kerntoph) Price. She was baptized 
in the United Church on January 1,1950. The first wed
ding was July 14, 195!. It was Gus LennstrOI11 and Rita 
Ruchotzke's. The first confirmation was on August 24, 
1951. Robert Mantik, Yvonne Mantik, Elison Baker, 
Ruth Baker, Richard Krieger, Edward Krieger, Lloyd 
Kiesman. Alice Kiesman, Mildred Kufus, Geraldine 
Kurus, and Helen Joyce Richter were all confirmed. The 
first funeral was Mr. Louie Henkel's. He was buried in 
the Municipal Cemetery. The Lutheran Cemetery was 
donated Henry Ruchotzke in March 1956. The church 
was dedicated on September 7, 1952. The First Ladies 
Group consisted of \;lrs. Val Scheske who was President, 
Mrs. Anna Johllnnesson, Vice President, Mrs. Anna 
Kurbis Treasurer, Miss Emma Ruchotski (Geisler) 
Secretary. The first furnace was bought September 7, 
1954, Berore that we burned wood. Pastor Krikau 
donated two month's salary to pay for the furnace. Out 
growth as a congregation bas come slowly. We always 
rind young people must leave. Our faith has held for 
twenty-rive years, let us thank God for the past twenty
rive and look for a bright i'uture. 

The present Council consists of: 
Chairman - Ed Bittner, Paul Kopp, Bill Kerntoph. 

Harold Bittner, Baldur Jonsson, Ray Thorkelsson, 
Emma Ruehotski, June Price, Herb Price, Margaret 
Anderson, Dennis Scheske, Terry Ruchotzke, and Ella 
Koch - Envelope Secretary. 

Lutheran Church Women Executive: 
President - Margaret Anderson, Emma Ruchotski, 

Joyce Kerntoph, Pat Anderson, Olga Anderson, and Ella 
Koch. 

Other pastors were: H. Kei I - 1954-1956; E. Rode 
1957-1959; C. Knock - 1960-1963; H. Epp -- 1964-
1966; A. lngibergsson 1968-1971; K. H. Reitze 1972-

An Anniversary Prayer 
by Falden Scheske 

At the i'orm of Grace Lutheran 
Lord, you lit an ember glowing 
In darkness of despair and fear 
Five and twenty years ago. 

Help us fan this glowing ember 
Into !'ire burning brightly 
Making it a beacon beckoning 

soul in our Community. 

Join this light with a million others. 
Overwhelm all forever of evil. 
\hike us see true wisdom -
"We do not live by bread alone." 
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To the Service of my Lord and Master I respectfully 
submit tbis story of my church. May it grow and reap a 
great harvest and be a part of the great heritage as are all 
the stories in this book. 

The Old DlIlch Church. PiCllic Ridge District. 

Leisure Club Members. 1972. 

The Ashern Leisure Club 
by Ethel Stolwyk 

I n the summer of 1971, Karen Jonsson and Karen 
Mangl invited a group of Senior Citizens to attend a 
meeting regarding the forming of a club offering arts and 
crafts, recreation and various other activities. This was 
part of a student program set up by the Department of 
Recreation. 

I n September 1971 a group was formed and the name 
"Leisure Club" was chosen. Any adult with free time is 
welcome to join, regardless of age. Dues were set at SI.00 
per year. 

Members take turns supplying lunch. There is a 
collection of 10.;: eaeh to pay for coffee etc. Meetings are 
held every second Monday. in the Centennial Hall, which 
is given without charge. 

Members take turns providing three items which are 
rart1ed at each meeting. Tickets are 25€ each. This way 
funds are on hand for any needed expenses. 

Rart1e tickets have been sold for the past two years in 
aid of the St. Amant Society for Retarded Children, 
building fund. 



In 1972 they decided to enter a noat in the Rodeo 
parade and won the comic tr?phy. The f~llowin~ year 
they won again. These trophIes are on dIsplay In the 
Manor. 

On March 30, 1976, they entered the first Carpet 
Bowling Tournament held in this area. There were 
membe~s from Gypsumville, St. Martin, Steep Rock, 
Faulkner, Hilbre, Ashern, Eriksdale, and Lundar and 
Moosehorn, who hosted the tournament. 

The Club has purchased the CN. Station in Ashern, 
ror a Museum, also property on which to place it. This 
should be an interesting addition to the area. 

The Club is assisting in the local history book being 
compiled at this time. 

Ashern Post Office 
A new modern post office was built on the present site 

in 1964. Previous to this time postal facilities were in four 
different buildings on Main Street. 

Earlier post masters were: Mr. Bert Hyde, Mr. F. 
Pickersgill, Mrs. Ethel Hyde and Mike Patola (who is 
our present post master). 

Left 10 right: Rachel John
son. asst. postmistress; Mike 
PalOla. postmaster receiving 25 
year pin. P. N, Clacken. area 
supt. (1976) 

Mr. W. H. Hyde. our first 
postmasler and our present 
postmaster. Mike Palola, 
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Geological Field Studies - Interlake Area 
bv Andrew D. Baillie 

In 1949, and i~ the early '50's, field studies of the 
geology of the Interlake Area were initiated .by the 
Manitoba Mines Branch and also by several oll com
panies spurred on by a large discover~ of oil an? gas in 
Alberta. The oil and gas in Alberta, dIscovered In 1947, 
occurred in ancient coral reefs that nourished in shallow 
marine waters in Western Canada during the period 
described by geologists as Devonian, some 385 million 
years ago. As Devonian rocks were known to outcrop 
alonf! the east shore of Lake Manitoba and along the 
shor~s and on the islands of Lake Winnipegosis, oil com
pany and government ~eologi~ts were all.an.xio~~ to see if 
the rocks outcropping In ManItoba had slmtlantles to the 
oil bearing rocks of Alberta. As Ashern was centrally 
located in the Interlake Area, the Ashern Hotel enjoyed a 
spurt in its business during these years as field geologists 
scoured the area to study the outcrops. The results of the 
Manitoba Mines Branch field studies were written up in a 
series of reports which were published by the Department 
of Mines and Natural Resources. 

One item in these reports of particular interest to 
residents of the Ashern community was the naming of a 
rock formation the Ashern Formation, after the Town of 
Ashern. Rocks of the Ashern Formation are brick-red to 
orange in colour, and are exposed in scattered. s~all out
crops north of Moosehorn and west of MulvihIll. These 
rocks mark the spread of the Devonian seas to this part 
of Manitoba and extending into Saskatchewan, Alberta, 
and U.S. in what is known geologically as the Williston 
Basin. The Ashern Formation contains the oldest Devo
nian beds in this area and it is a prominent subsurface 
marker well-known to geologists in Western Canada and 
U.S. 

Another outcrop of rock that was of considerable in
terest, particularly to oil geologists, was on Red Deer 
Island in the farm yard of Mr. Gunlaughson, an early 
settler in the area. The outcrop was in the form of low 
mounds that were actually reefs made up of material not 
unlike that which composes the rock that produces the oil 
in Alberta reefs. The discovery of these mounds in 1949 
caused a great flurry of excitement in the oil industry. 
Subsequently, many more reefs were found outcropping 
alona the shores on the islands of Lakes Manitoba and I:> 

Winnipegosis. 
To the east of Ashern, and throughout the whole 

Interlake Area, there are many outcrops of another 
group of rocks that were deposited in a much earlier time 
called the Silurian. During Silurian time, more than 400 
million years ago, warm shallow seas cover~d most orthe 
interior of North America. The rocks quarried near Lun
dar and Inwood, and exposed in many outcrops in this 
aeneral area, all belong to this group which was named 
by geologists the "Interlake Group" after the Interlake 
region. 

Although no oil or gas has been found in the Devo
nian or Silurian rocks of Manitoba, they are important 
to the Province as a source of limestone for many in
dustrial uses. 

The technical reports on these Interlake Area rocks, 
published by the Department of Mines Branch, are: 



Publication 49-2 Devonian Geology of Lake 
Manitoba-Lake Winnipegosis Area by Andrew D. 
Baillie, 1951. 

Publication 50-1 - Silurian Geology of the Interlake 
Area, Manitoba by Andrew D. Baillie, 1951. 

Publication 52-5 Devonian System of the Williston 
Basin Area by Andrew D. Baillie, 1953. 

The Manitoba Hydro in the Interlake 

Ashern was connected to the Manitoba Power Com
mission's provincial network system in December 1949. 
I nitially there were 118 customers, and during the first 
year the electrical consum ption totalled 182,484 
kilowatt-hours. Cost of power at the time averaged 4.0¢ 
per kilowatt-hour. 

While the number of customers has more than tripled 
since power first came to Ashern (in 1975 the count was 
341 customers in town and 124 farm connections), the 
number of kilowatt-hours used has increased by 45 times. 
According to the figures for Hydro's fiscal year ending 
March 31, 1975, Ashern people used a total of 8,249,295 
kilowatt-hours of power. The average rate per kilowatt
hour during 1974-75 was 1.7¢ as compared to 4.0e in 
1949, representing a decrease of about 57.5%. 

The year that Ashern was connected to network 
power marked the height of a massive post-war elec
trification program carried out by Manitoba Power 
Commission during the period 1945-1954. Actually, the 
concept of rural and farm electrification dates back to 
1919, the year that the Commission was formed (by an 
Act of the Provincial Government) to extend the benefits 
of electrical power to rural Manitoba. During the 1920's 
there was a relatively fair number of rural municipalities 
along with a handful of farmers who signed up for and 
received service. But the economic strife of the depression 
years followed by material shortages of World War II 
sharply curtailed any significant progress for the next 15 
years. 

The war, on the other hand, also brought about such a 
shortage of man-power on the farm that by 1942 farmers 
were not just asking but petitioning for electrical service. 
Although still restricted by post-war material shortages 
the electrif~ation program got started in 1945; by 1948-
49 Manitoba's countryside was literally buzzing with 
Hydro activity; and by 1954 the program was essentially 
completed with about 75% of all Manitoba farms having 
service. 

Ashern Telephone History 
1917 First toll office established with T. J. Clemens 

and G. Amason as district agents. There were about a 
dozen local telephones. 

1930 The Manitoba Telephone System Provincial 
Directory began listing Ashern subsribers. These were: 
Ashern Drug and General Store, Ashern Hotel, Ashern 
Supply Company (general merchants), Canadian Bank 
of Commerce, Johnston Garson & Garson (barristers), 
Emil Kurbis (butcher), Rural Municipality of Siglunes, 
H. Schwartz and Frank Walkin (physician). 

1965 Ashern's manual-operated telephones served 
458 customers. 
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1971 On June 3, dial service was introduced. The 
Ashern and Vogar exchanges were combined into one 
automatic dial central office for both communities, 
located in a ncw 34-foot by 30-foot wood frame building 
at the corner of Railway Avenue and First Street in 
Ashern. Co-incident with the manual-to-dial conversion, 
some 700 customers also received Direct Distance Dia l
ing, Greeta N oordenbos, Ashern's Chief Operator since 
1965, made the first DDD call. Approximate cost of the 
conversion was $338,000. 

1976 At the end of February, the Ashern exchange 
served more than 1,000 customers; 439 local and 576 
rural. 

Hydro Office. 

Man. Telephone Building. Ashern. 

Early History of District Engineers in Manitoba 
by Mr. G. Warrington 

I recall 1 started working for the government in 
August 1912. Mr. Bowman Sf.. hired me for three 
months, but I did not work for him. A Mr. McGilray had 
been appointed High Commissioner by the legislature in 
1912. He had no staff, so I ran levels for him, from the 



city of Winnipeg to Selkirk on both sides of the Red 
River. I was the first field engineer for the highways 
department. 

I had a sub. to write off for my D.L.S.; this I did in 
1913 and attained good marks. I wanted to do land sur
vey work so I went with Mr. Bowman in exchange for 
John Wilson. The highways department built up a staff of 
engineers. Nels Barrett was with the department then. I 
joined Bill McKinnon in 1913. 

There were no district engineers until after the First 
World War. The drainage department had its own 
engineers. 

We were all fired at the end of August 1914. I went 
with the department of agriculture, surveying farm plots 
of fOfty acres, demonstration farms, then came back to 
the Public Works Department in December of '14. The 
drainage engineers had been kept on, Bill McKinnon was 

Dept. Highways Residence (one of the first buildings in the village). 
Office to the right built later. 

Pari of Ashern yard (highways). 

Precipitations in Inches at Ashern 

Year Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Total 
1961 2.06 .56 .34 1.62 .29 2.59 7.46 
1962 1.16 3.43 1.80 4.23 5.37 1.05 17.04 
1963 2.67 2.29 4.95 3.60 4.33 1.79 19.63 
1964 .76 1.19 1.90 3.59 1.92 .56 9.92 
1965 2.32 2.69 2.33 4.33 1.09 2.58 15.34 
1966 2.04 1.35 1.11 3.25 1.74 1.10 10.59 
1967 2.68 .69 2.18 2.61 1.30 040 9.86 
1968 1.56 3.23 3.13 2.08 3.95 1.28 15.23 
1969 .14 2.36 2.36 2.34 2.97 2.36 12.53 
1970 2.54 1.72 1.21 2.39 .53 2.76 11.15 
1971 1.50 .18 3.95 2.13 1.03 3.66 12.45 
1972 .40 1.47 2.52 1.69 2.97 2.66 11.71 
1973 .77 2.02 3.81 2.58 5.12 3.30 17.60 
1974 1.80 2.60 .83 1.52 3.46 3.03 13.24 
1975 1.43 2.26 3.67 1.99 5.87 5.10 20.32 
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with them and went to Ashern. He lived with Bill Whit
taker for a time until Whittaker married. The depart
ment then built a cottage for McKinnon, this would be 
about 1919 later an office was built. These were on 
property close to the railway track at the north end of the 
village. The buildings have since been moved to a new 
location, south of the town on highway No.6; the move 
took place about 1968. 

I was up the Oak Point line several times, mostly in 
winter, seems I surveyed the line from Gypsumville to the 
lake about 1915. 

* * * 
Names of engineers that served the area since then 

were: Wm. McKinnon, S. Platford, Wm. Sutherland, H. 
S. Cameron, J. D. Walker, N. S. Tate, R. S. Bowman, J. 
Garrioch, D. Demadash and W. Kanski. 

David Laird. Bill Porteous 
and Jim Walker at survey 
camp. 

Bill Porteous and Jim Walker 
heading north. One of the 
means of Iransportation in the 
I 920·s-30·s. 

R. S. Bowman. N. S. Tate and J. Garrioch. 

Date Daytime Night Difference 
Jan. 8/67 ...................... x28 -37 65' 
Feb. 12/67 .................... x9 -49 58' 
Jul. 13/67 ..................... x74 x33 41' 
Aug. 18/67 ................... x73 x28 45' 
Aug. 19/67 ................... x80 x34 46' 
Dec. 28/67 .................... xl3 -39 52' 

During the first week of January 1968 (Jan. 1"7) 
temperatures were: 

Daytime -16 and -29 
at night between -45 and -53 



Pioneer Manor - Ashern 
Residents of the vicinity saw a need for a home for 

our senior citizens. With help from our local Benevolent 
Protective Order of Elks this became a reality in 1972-73. 

The Manor has sixteen single suites and four double, 
a lounge, fully modern kitchen and laundry room. 

The occupants of the Manor are comfortable and en
joy each others company. 

Lakeshore General Hospital 
submitted by Secretary of the 

Hospital Board 
After experiencing difficulty in inducing a doctor to 

settle at Ashern due to the absence of hospital facilities in 
the area, the community approached the government for 
a grant to aid in the construction of a hospital. 

The Hospital started out as Siglunes Medical 
Nursing Unit No. 34A. The district was created and the 
Board incorporated by Order-in-Council on the 9th Oc
tober, 1951. The district consisted of the R. M. of 
Siglunes and part of the L.G.D. of Grahamdale. 

The first board of the district, being the members of 
the Organizing Committee, were: 

Timothy Webster, Esquire, Retired Farmer, Ashern, 
Man., 

Frank Frederick Anderson, Esquire, Oil Company 
Agent, Ashern, Man., 

Saul Schwartz, Esquire, Merchant, Ashern, Man., 
Reginald Jeremiah Perry, Esquire, I nsurance Agent, 

Ashern, Man., 
Gisli Johan Sigfusson, Esquire, Farmer, Oakview, 

Man., 
Grimur Johannesson, Esquire, Creamery Manager, 

Ashern, Man., 
Olafur Johnson, Esquire, Farmer, Vogar, Man., 
Nelson D'Arcy Henderson, Esquire, Postmaster, 

Camper, Man. Tim Webster, the chairman of the 
organizing committee was the first Chairman of the 
board. 

The following is the budget of revenues and expen
ditures in regard to the construction and equipment of 
the hospital: 
CAPITAL REVENUES: 
1, Government Grants (Federal & Provincial) ................ $23,000.00 
2. Manitoba Pool Elevator's Donation, .. "...................... 3,000.00 
3. Municipal Liability to District: 

0) Prepaid Liabilities ... , .............. , ......................... Nil 
(ii) Sale of Debentures .... ,."",., ... "., .... " ...... , ..... " .. Nil 

4, Donations (se<:ured) .................... ,.", ..... " ... , ... " ..... '"... 19,)05.17 
5. Others Volunteer labor, .............................. , ......... , 3,200.00 

Donations anticipated from Hotel Association 
and other persons and organizations. ........................ 3.000.00 

Total available for construction and equipment. 551,505.17 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: 
I. Stated amount of Contract ...... , ............ , ...... , .............. 5}0.875,00 
2. Fees for Working Plans & Inspection ........................ 250.00 
), Site (i) Price •. ,." ... ,.",.,.,., .... , ..... ,., .... , ... ' ........ ,,, .. ,.,.,... 900.00 
4. Water Supply ................ , ............ ", .... , .... "." .......... ,.,.,. 900.00 
5. Sewage disposal ................................ ......................... },600.00 
6, Administration 

(il Salaries 
(v) Insurance ................ , .... " ........ " ... " ...... , .... ,$300,00 

(vi) Workmen's Compo .", ...... ,., ...................... 300.00 
7. Incidental and unforeseen .......................................... . 
8. Furnishings and Equipment ....................................... . 
9. Supplies ................... , ................. ,., ............ , .. .. 

Reserve for operating account ............... , .................. . 

600,00 
3. J 75.00 

10.000.00 
505.17 
700.00 

$51.505.17 
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The hospital was authorized as a nine bed nursing un
it. Dr. G. Steenson was the only doctor practicing i~ the 
hospital when it opened in the fall or 1952. 

Local people with heavy equipment hauled the logs in 
from East of Ashern where the logs had been cut by 
volunteer labor. The lumber was milled on a site in 
Ashern. 

Numerous community groups helped in the financing 
and maintenance of the hospital, especially between the 
time of its construction and the time that the government 
hospital insurance scheme came into operation. To men
tion only some of those groups, there was the Hospital 
Ladies Aid, the Marne Group, the Steep Rock Com
munity Club and the Gypsumville W.A. 

The groups raised money, furnished wards, repaired 
linen and assisted in collecting local produce. 

In 1964 the Hospital district was enlarged by the ad
dition of the remainder of the Local Government District 
of Grahamdale and at that time the constitution of the 
governing board was changed so that four of its members 
are appointed by the R. M. of Siglunes and four by the 
Local Government District of Grahamdale. 

Almost from the time it was built the hospital proved 
to be too small and the roof was very hard to maintain. 

Negotiations with the Commission ror a new building 
were started as early as 1963. At first the Commission 
refused to consider any scheme except for renovation of 
the existing building. The Board was never happy with 
this solution and a long struggle ensued. Architects were 
consulted, the experience of other hospitals reviewed and 
generally the board took every method of persuading the 

Pioneer Af allor 

Sawing logs into lumber for the first hospital. 



Commission that it would be cheaper and far more 
satisfactory to build an entirely new building. Finally, 
with the support from its architects, the Board was able to 
persuade the Commission of the validity of the board's 
position and the construction of an entirely new building 
was approved. To some extent the new building is of a 
prerab type and is an innovation in hospital construction. 
Only by this method was the architect able to plan a 
building of the desired size within the budgetary limits 
prescribed by the Commissioo. 

The total estimated cost was $375,000.00 to be raised 
as follows: 
Hospital Construction Grants - Federal ...................... 540,000.00 

- Provincial.................... 40,000.00 
Capilal Funds (on hand) ................................................. 5,500.00 
Grant - Department 01' Indian Arfairs. ........................ 75.000.00 
Borrowing ........................................................................ 214.500.00 
Total........... . .......................................................... 5375,000.00 

The borrowing of the funds required submitting a by
law for the vote of the ratepayers and the board proceed
ed to hold a series of meetings in the district to acquaint 
the ratepayers with the details of the scheme. When the 
by-law was submitted to the ratepayers in July 1968 it did 
not receive the required majority. When the by-law was 
re-submitted in April, 1969, it passed with a good majori
ty. The cost of construction was well within the budget. 
Considerably more funds were raised in the district and 
the amount orthe borrowing was reduced to $185,000.00. 
The new building is rated as a sixteen bed hospital. It was 
opened in September, 1970, and at that time the name 
was changed to Lakeshore General Hospital as more ac-

New sixteen bed hospital. Lakeshore General. 

Old Sig/unes Medical Nursing Unit. 
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eurately renecting the area of the district. Three doctors 
now have privileges in the hospital, namely: Dr. Steen
son, Dr. Greengrass and the doctor at the Canadian 
Forces Base at Gypsumville. 

Since 1974 a committee composed of representatives 
of the L.G.D. of Grahamdale, R. M. of Siglunes, R. M. 
of Eriksdale and R. M. of Coldwell, has been at work 
planning for a Health District comprising the four 
municipalities. Plans for this district include a clinic 
building at Lundar, nursing homes of twenty bed capaci
ty each added to the Eriksdale and Lakeshore hospitals, a 
clinic building at Gypsumville and a building at Ashern 
to house offices for the Department of Health and Social 
Development, and doctors. This board will manage all 
the health facilities in the district. It is anticipated it will 
gradually take over the management of various services 
now furnished through the Department of Health and 
Social Development such as home care and various other 
outreach programs. 

A Brief History of Ashern 
Elks Lodge No. 525 

Jack Giesen, Grant Organizer for the Elks Lodge of 
Canada, was asked to come to Ashern to meet with 
several local residents. The meetings resulted in the in
stitution of the Ashern Elks Lodge No. 525 on December 
6, 1968. The first officers and members were as listed 
below; 
Exalted Ruler ....................................... W. A. Korpan 
Loyal Knight ....................................... R. Thorkelsson 
Secretary ................................................... G. Arnason 
Esquire ......................................................... E. Floyde 
Inner Guard .................................................. A. Bruce 
Publicity Director ...................................... G. Breakey 
Trustee ........................................................ A. Leehelt 
Trustee .................................................... C. Townsend 
Leading Knight ....................................... A. Malkoske 
Lecturing Knight ..................................... L. Grosenick 
Treasurer ..................................................... K. Glover 
Chaplin ....................................................... M. Bagan 
Tyler .................................................... F. Thorgilsson 
Historian ..................................................... J. Sanders 
Trustee .................................................. K. Halldorson 

Frank Anderson 
R. Anderson 
L. Barnes 
Wm. Beckett 
R. Bezemer 
E. Bittner 
B. Clarke 
G. Clarke 
H. Davidson 
A. Denhard 
R. Drummond 
L. Eichel 
A. Freeman 
G. Geisler 
W. Gilges 
A. Hall 
J. Hedden 
B. Johnson 
G. Jensen 

Members 
W. Klingbeil 
J. Martin 
N. Markwart 
J. McFee 
G. Otto 
Jim Otto 
M. Otto 
R. Overs by . 
M. Patola 
A. Roehl 
T. Rudolph 
F. Russell 
G. ShadIer 
R. Selch 
F. Self 
J. Sigurdson 
L. Sigurdson 
K. Sveistrup 
T. Thage 



H. Kerbrat J. Therrien 
B. Keneshanko W. Thorlacius 
A. Kiesman D. Townsend 

The main purpose of the Lodge was to form a close 
knit group of citizens who would work together towards 
community betterment. For example: late 1969 and early 
1970, we -initiated the idea of building a Senior Citi
zens' Home. The Lodge played a key role in numerous 
meetings with government officials, gathering statistics, 
coordinating the formation of a non-profit organization 
called Ashdale Holdings Ltd., with the Rural Municipali
ty of Siglunes and the Local Government District of 
Grahamdale, and raising the funds needed to pay the 
community equity in the proposed Senior Citizens 
Home. 

Late 1970, property was purchased and sufficient 
ground work was made to start drawing up building plans 
which were then submitted to the proper government 
agencies. Construction of the Senior Citizens Home 
began in 1972. It was completed in 1973, and named 
Pioneer Manor. 

While plans for this home were progressing, the 
group purchased the Dolly Bay Hall and moved it i~to 
Ashern on a site opposite the skating arena. RenovatIOn 
and expansion made the hall an ideal place for lodge 
meetings and provided additional facilities for small 
community functions. 

In October 1972, we submitted an application to the 
Manitoba Health Services Commission to build a 
general care facility with a complete functional program. 
This service is still in progress. 

With plans under way to attaeh the care facilities to 
Lakeshore General Hospital, we undertook to renovate 
our hall basement to provide doctors with offices. This 
action encouraged another doctor and a dentist to locate 
in Ashern. 

Since December 1974 the Elks Lodge assisted in 
organizing and sponsoring the Annual Santa Claus vis~t 
to the town of Ashern. This event includes a free movie 
and candy for the children, as well as visits to Pioneer 
Manor, -Lakeshore General Hospital and town 
businesses. 

Ashern Elks Lodge holds two Elko Bingos each year 
in the Ashern Centennial Hall. The Bingos were started 
in 1970 with the majority of the proceeds going to com
munity betterment. Proceeds from the bingo have sup
ported organizations such as - the building of Pioneer 
Manor, Lakeshore General Hospital, Ashern Cur~ing 
Rink, Ashern Arena, Minor Baseball and Minor 
Hockey. 

B.P.O. Elks Hall. 
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A Little About Our Rodeo 
by K. Price 

The first Ashern Rodeo was held in 1966. It was put 
on by the Ashern Horse Club, and was a success. 

Other interested citizens at that time realized that the 
rodeo was a big responsibility and a "Rodeo Board" was 
formed. However, as with any organization, success 
depends upon those people whose interest lies within a 
particular project. Over the years of the original horse 
club members, many of whom are still active on the 
"Rodeo Board." 

The Ashern Rodeo features all the attractions of 
larger rodeos across the continent Bucking Broncos, 
Wild Steer riding, Wild Cow Milking, Bull riding and the 
heroic antics of Rodeo Clowns. 

The Sunday morning features a pancake breakfast 
for anyone who cares to get up early enough, and a 
parade in which anyone from all surrounding districts are 
welcome to participate in. 

At this point in the history of the Ashern Rodeo - it 
too is being threatened by inflation. The cost of bringing 
the bulls almost exceeds any possible gate receipts, not to 
mention bucking stock, etc. 1 t is to be hoped that a solu
tion can be found, and readers of this book will still be 
going to the Ashern Rodeo - "Come September". 

Rob and Ric Schwartz striding "high" at rodeo parade. 

Joe McMillan's entry at rodeo parade. 



GRANDMA'S OFF HER ROCKER 

The old rocking chair is vacant today, 
For Grandma is no longer in it; 
She's off in her car to office or shop 
Buzzing around every minute 
No one shoves Qrandma back in her chair 
She's versatile, forceful, dynamic, 
That isn't a pie in the ovet'l, my dear 
Baking today is ceramic. 
You don't see her trundle off early to bed, 
Or seek out a warm cozy nook; 
Her typewriter clackity-clacks half the night 
Grandma's writing a book 
She'll never now take a look at her wool 
Or slow down her steady advancing; 
She won't tend babies ror you any more 
Grandma's taken up dancing. 
She isn't content with the crumbs of old age, 
With meager or second hand knowledge; 
Don't bring out the mending for Grandma to do 
Grandma's gone back to college 
So the old rocking chair is vacant today 
And Grandma's no longer in it; 
For she's too busy doing her "thing" 
Enjoying herself every minute. 

aile of the first prisoners, our local banker. 

Prospecting for gold on the Main Street of Ashern. 
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THE INTERLAKE PIONEER 

They dreamed of a land across the sea 
With Virgin forests untouched by man 
Far from oppressive aristocracy 
To live according to God's plan. 

They cleared the bush, removed the stones 
Stones, stones, endless appearing stones. 
Toddlers to graybeards picked the stones 
Stones broke tools but not backbones. 

Their many sons and daughters 
You will find spread nationwide. 
M any answered the country's call 
To stem the Nazi tide. 

They formed no group or committee 
To see if pressure they can 
Or steal by legislation ir be 
The toil and sweat of other men. 

They were unlike the storm to calm 
To modern media molded men 
Held in the Demagogue's palm. 
Theirs was a faith in an over-all plan. 

SPRING 

Have you ever heard the sound of spring, 
As you lay in your bed at night, 
There are so many many birds that sing, 
They are calling to you on their flight. 
The swan and the geese they seem to say, 
We have come back to stay, 
As settle on the lake to rest for the night, 
Before they are again on their way. 
The frogs in the pond they sing all night, 
With many a different sound, 
I f you should go out to the pond there is never, never a 

sound. 
The Whippoorwill sits on a heap of clay, 
Whipping-poor-Will till break of day, 
All these sounds come clearly through your window at 

night, 
When you cannot sleep though you have tried, 
They keep you company your feathered friends, 
Now my poem has come to an end. 

by Kristin Gislason 

Cooks at pancake breakfast. 
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The Anderson Family 
by Frank F. Anderson 

I was ?o:n in Augeskew, Denmark in 1912. My 
father, Chnstlan D. Anderson, brought our family from 
Denmark to the Spearhill district in the summer of 1912. 
~here were seven of us; my mother and father, two 
sl.ste~s, two b.rothers and myself. We lived in the Spearhill 
district until 1920, at which time we moved to 
Moosehorn, where my father built the Moosehorn 
Creamery. 

In 1922, Dad sold the creamery to N. Taittleman and 
Louis Tapper, and purchased the Ashern Creamery. In 
1929 the Ashern Creamery burned, and with no fire in
surance, my father suffered a total loss. The businessmen 
held a meeting and decided a creamery was essential to 
the economy of the area; thereby agreeing to supply the 
neces~ary materials for reconstruction without charging 
any mterest. Because of this co-operation, a new 
creamery was built and my father had enough money to 
purchase the creamery equipment. The businessrilen were 
reimbursed over a period of two years. 

I stayed in Ashern until 1926 when, at age 14, I went 
to work in Winnipeg. My first job was as a labourer for 
the Hudson's Bay Co. From there I went to work at 
Boyd's Candy Factory, making candy. Here, my services 
were term.inated. for testing the product too frequently. I 
then acquired a Job at Hardy & Buchanan, wholesale and 
retail grocers, doing a variety of jobs including 
~arehouse \.vork, .delivering groc~ries by bicycle, and 
fmally clerk mg. Times were hard 10 those days, and to 
make ends meet, I had an extra job on Sundays driving a 
truck. I remained at Hardy & Buchanan's for seven 
years, at which time I moved back to Ashern. This was 
around 1932 and I worked with my Dad and two brothers 
in the Ashern Creamery. 

In those days, cream had to be picked up by boat. A 
36 foot freighting boat with an 80 H.P. marine engine 
was constructed in 1932-33 by Mr. Jack Oliver and Mr. 
John Gunnlaugson. It began operation in May 1933 by 
Ray Johnson. We would load this cream boat on the op
posite side of the lake and would have as many as 175 
cans of cream on one load. Two such trips were made 
each week. Our trucks picked up cream from as far as 
Fisher Branch, Mulvihill and St. Martin. 

F. A nderson's mill burtling. 
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In 1935 I married Olga Kurbis, also from Ashern. We 
were blessed with three boys; Ron, Reid and Randy and a 
daughter, Lynne. Ron married a local girl, Pat 
Jo~anness~n, and has two daughters, Lori and Kathy; 
Reid marned Margaret Rempel of Morris, Manitoba, 
they have four children, two boys, Curtis and Trevor and 
two girls, Karen and Dianne. Randy married Arlene 
Wilkinson from Eddystone, Manitoba. Lynne is married 
to .Jake Rempel, they live in Winnipeg, they have four 
chtldren, Bradley, Jeffrey and Troy and one daughter, 
Tracey. Jake is in business with W. K. Gibson of Gibson 
Labels Ltd. 

In 1936, my father sold the creamery to the Ashern 
Farmers Creamery. Shortly after this, I went to work for 
Emil Kurbis, my father-in-law, who owned the general 
store. At this time he operated the store, butcher shop 
and garage. Unfortunately, my father-in-law passed 
away su?denly in 1939 and I went into business with my 
mother-m-Iaw. We sold the butcher shop and garage and 
began t~e John Deere Agency and Imperial Oil. My 
brother-m-law, Herman Kurbis and I also built a flour 
and. feed mill. However, Herman developed an allergy to 
grain dust and we had to sell it. We took an H D7 Cater
pillar as a down payment for the mill and thus began a 
road construction operation, which I carried on for 27 
years, during which time the business expanded to five 
Caterpillars and numerous pieces of heavy road equip
ment. 

Over the years, I've operated several businesses in 
conjunction with the general store now known as Ashern 
Tom-Boy. My three sons returned to Ashern after vary
ing lengths of time away, and have taken over the 
business of F. Anderson & Sons Ltd. as a partnership. 
This bus!ness now consists of the Ashern Creamery, Tex
aco, QUick Shop, Tom-Boy and processing plant and 
Interlake Distributers. 

Ashern is commonly known as the business centre of 
the Int~rlake. This i~ an interesting fact, considering that 
a meetmg was held 10 the Ashern Hall in the late 1920's 
to discuss high taxes and construction of better roads. 
Some of the men present at this meeting were; C. D. 
I':n?erson (my father), H. Schwartz, T. J. Clemens, E. 
Geisler, H. Thorkelson, H. Helgason, E. Kurbis, F. 
O'Connell, O. B. McGiffin. These men carne to the con
clusion that more and better roads should be built in the 
country to bring rural trade to Ashern. This is exactly 
what happened. These people were not afraid to work ['or 
their community. 

Picking lip cream /rolll boat at Silver Bay. 



Our Days in the Interlake 
by J. F. Anderson 

I first heard the name "Ashern" and knew Stuart 
Garson when I was a law student and then a junior 
lawyer in the office of Johnston, Garson & Company in 
Winnipeg. Mr. Garson was always an enormously hard 
worker and a stickler for thoroughness. In those days he 
was commuting between the Winnipeg Office, the con
stituency and the legislature. When he became Provincial 
Treasurer we, of course, saw less of him at the office, but 
he still carried on an extensive correspondence with his 
constituents. In 1942 when his brother Bob died the prac
tice in Ashern was for sale and I bought it. Manitoba had 
not recovered from the great depression. Money was 
scarce. I had married Mayme Page in 1936 and by 1942 I 
had two children and was just managing to keep the wolf 
from the door. The terms of purchase were extremely 
easy, and Stuart did everything to make it easier for me. 
In those days the name Stuart Garson was a household 
name in all the constituency of Fairford, and I inherited 
much good will. People were proud that their member 
was a cabinet minister, and even prouder when he 
became Premier of the Province. 

The commission on farm electrification initiated by 
Premier Bracken did not report until December 1942 
when Mr. Garson was already premier. As you know, the 
Garson government proceeded with the extension of elec
tric power to the farms of Manitoba, and created a 
revolution in rural living conditions. 

Another project which had far reaching effects all 
across Canada and is associated with the name Stuart 
Garson is the Rowell-Sirois Commission which in
vestigated the fiscal and transportation system of Canada 
as they relate to the division of revenues between the 
Federal Government and the Provinces. As a result of 
that Commission's report a new formula was created for 
the division of those revenues. Compensation payments 
are made by the Federal Government to certain of the 
Provinces which partially equalizes the disparity between 
the revenues of the "have" Provinces and the "have not" 
Provinces. For many years Stuart Garson hammered 
away at the thesis that as a result of the policies of the 
Federal Government, the secondary industries of 
manufacturing and processing were pretty well confined 
to the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and the other 
Provinces indirectly supported those industries but re
ceived no benefit from the revenues that they produced. 
The equalization payments were a recognition of that 
fact. They have meant many millions of dollars to the 
revenues of Manitoba over the years since they were in
stituted. 

The people of Ashern have always been proud that 
from a small rather primitive settlement have come two 
men who have made a considerable impact on the Cana
dian political scene, namely Stuart Garson and Jack 
Pick ersgiIl. 

During the war years community activity in Ashern 
was very intense. My wife and I became involved in this 
activity and in that way as well as in my law practice I ex
tended my acquaintances in the constituency of Fairford. 
I did not make a great deal of money, however, my fami
ly lived comfortably and I cannot remember that we were 
ever much worried by money problems. I realize now 
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that my wife is a pretty good manager and no doubt that 
had something to do with it. 

In 1948 when Stuart Garson accepted an invitation to 
join the government of Prime Minister St. Laurent, a by
election was called to fill the seat vacated by his depar
ture. At that time the government was still a coalition of 
Liberals and Conservatives which was created in the war 
years. The nomination as candidate for the coalition par
ty was pretty nearly the same as election. The logical 
choice of candidate from the Ashern district was Tim 
Webster who had for long been the Liberal contact man 
in the district. For some reason as to which I am not 
clear, Tim declined to allow his name to stand. I was 
waited on by a delegation (honest I was!) one of whom I 
remember was the banker Mac McGiffin, asking me if I 
was prepared to run. I had never taken a great interest in 
politics, and was surprised by the invitation as I was still 
a comparative newcomer in the area. I realize now that it 
is not every business man that is able or willing to take 
the time from his business required of a member of the 
legislature. In those days farmers mostly did not feel 
competent or interested to undertake the job. Anyway I 
agreed. 

The nominating convention was, for some historical 
reason that I do not remember, held at Gypsumville. No. 
6 highway was considerably different then to what it is 
now, and it was quite a drive to Gypsumville. There were 
a number of candidates but in the end it came down to 
Alf. Cuthbert and me. Alf, was a baseball player and well 
known in the constituency. He also owned the creamery 
at Moosehorn and from time to time had disagreements 
with some of his customers or prospective customers. 
The final vote was close but I was chosen. One of my par
ticular friends in those days was Joe Johannesson, the 
manager of the creamery at Ashern. As I was going up to 
the platform to make my speech prior to the vote I 
tripped on an electric cord that was draped across the 
stage (some of the arrangements were not too convenient 
in those days). As we were coming home after the 
nomination I remember Joe saying that he was sure when 
he saw me trip that it was an omen and I had lost the 
nomination. So much for omens. 

I was in the Legislature for ten years and survived two 
general elections. In the first, however, I received an 
acclamation. It came soon after the by-election and I 
think the feeling was that I should be given another term 
without having to go through an election campaign. In 
the meantime the coalition government had split up. The 
Conservative group going with Eric Willis, and I joined 
the Liberal group of Douglas Campbell, who had 
succeeded Stuart Garson as Premier. 

It was rather hard to follow Stuart Garson in the 
Manitoba.Legislature. As I mentioned I had not taken an 
active interest in politics nor in debating in my University 
days. I know now that I could have done much better 
than I did. 

I n the third election that I had to take part in, Stuart 
Garson was a great help to me. His name was sti II well 
known and he was highly regarded in Fairford. I recall he 
said many nice things in campaign speeches. At the time 
I think I was not too impressed, thinking that they were 
just made for the purpose of inducing the voters to elect 
me. Looking back I am not so sure. Stuart, I believe, was 
always sincere and honest in his speeches to the con-



stituents, and maybe he really meant what he said and I 
should have blushed. At any event I was always 
to him. He took time from a very busy life to come back 
to Fairford to help me. 

In the Legislature I became a great admirer of Doug 
Campbell. I was chosen party whip which resulted in my 
having rather more personal contact with him than most 
of the back benchers. He was always a very approachable 
man and always left the members of the caucus with the 
feeling that their expressed opinions carried weight with 
him. My experience in the Legislature left with me a 
good deal of respect for all or most of the members. They 
were mostly honest, hard-working men with more than 
the average grasp of the problems of the day. Caucus 
sessions are always lively and interesting. Mostly much 
more so, than the actual legislature. one has his 
say and there is no necessity to maintain party solidarity. 

There was a redistribution of constituencies prior to 
the 1959 election, and I failed to get the nomination for 
the new constitutency of St. George. 

My contacts with my constituents were most friendly, 
and I always did my best to represent them adequately in 
the Legislature and in the councils of the Government. I 
think my record in that respect is much more successful 
than my record in the Legislature where I never was a 
shining light. 

If I had not come to Ashern I am sure that I would 
never have had a chance to sit in the Legislature, which 
has many fringe benefits, including shaking hands with 
Her Majesty when she came to Winnipeg. 

My law practice at Ashern has continued active. 
Some years ago the County and Surrogate Court offices 
were moved to Winnipeg which does limit the scope of 
rural practice. I know there were reasons for the change 
but one of the results of such changes is that it is now 
almost impossible to induce a lawyer to settle in rural 
Manitoba. 

Gudmundur Amason Family 
Gudmundur Arnason was born in Axafirdi, Iceland 

in 1871. He came to Canada with his elder brothers in the 
1890's, first settling in the Argyle district of Manitoba. 
He later moved to Winnipeg, where he married Lara 
Palsson in 1908. 

Prior to 1917 he was in partnership with Charlie 
Clemens and Sveinn Palmason, for a number of years, 
they operated a grocery store in Winnipeg. In 1917 Ar
nasons moved to Ashern where he and Charlie Clemens 
operated a general store. 

Gudmundur and Lara had three children: 
Arnold was employed by the J. H. Ashdown Co., 

from 1928 to 1970 and Walter Woods & Co., from 1971-
1975. He married Winnifred Ruane in 1932, daughter of 
Michael and Elizabeth Ruane of Woodlands, Manitoba, 
and they had !'our sons: Laurel Ruane, who passed away 
in 1937. twins Brian Wayne and Barry Charles. and 
Kenneth Wade. Arnold's wife, Winnifred passed away in 
1969. Arnold married Mabel Clemens in 1971. 

Margaret, worked for Holland Canada Mortgage 
Co. and later for Credit Foncier Canadian in Winnipeg 
and later in Regina, Saskatchewan, and also for the same 
company in Montreal. In 1944 Margaret married Harry 
LeBlancq. They had two daughters: Janet Lara and Willa 
Doreen. Janet Lara is a registered nurse working in 
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British Columbia and Willa Doreen is now taking a 
course at the Health Science Centre in Medical research. 
After Harry died, Margaret moved to Ashern and made 
her home with Lara and Charlie Clemens. Margaret 
passed away in 1970. 

Lawrence married Hertha Geisler, they have two 
sons, Glen and Charles, both married and on their own. 
Lawrence died in 1967. 

Gudmundur passed away in 1933 and Lara in 1973. 

Lawrence and Hertha Amason 
Lawrence was born in Winnipeg in 1914. He lived 

with his parents Gudmundur and Lara Arnason in 
Ashern, and later moved to Winnipeg. His father passed 
away in 1933. Lawrence came back to Ashern in 1936 to 
work in the store, for his step-father Charlie 
Clemens. 

In 1942 he married Hertha Geisler. They have two 
sons, Glen and Charles. In 1944 Charlie Clemens sold his 
store and Lawrence moved his family to Winnipeg. He 
worked for Booth Fisheries for two years. He took his 
apprenticeship with Mordue Bros. Funeral Home in 
Winnipeg. 

In 1946 we came back to Ashern and Lawrence 
worked with Charlie Clemens in the funeral business. He 
was also partly employed as a chauffeur for Dr. Steen
son. He operated the first ambulance in Ashern. 

Lawrence was active in community affairs and very 
fond of sports. 

Charlie Clemens passed away in 1959. Lawrence 
managed the funeral home until he passed away in 1967. 

Glen was born in Winnipeg in 1944. In 1965 after 
completing High School, he took his apprenticeship with 
Scharffs Funeral Home, in Holland, Manitoba, and 
worked for their firm for two years. In 1967 he came 
home and managed the funeral home with his Mother, 
and in 1972 he took over the business, which is now the 
Amason Funeral Home. He married Carol Resch of 
Winnipeg. 

Charles attended school in Ashern and always 
showed a keen interest in hockey. In 1967 he went to 
Selkirk, Manitoba and played junior hockey for the 
Selkirk Steelers. He went on to make hockey his career, 
starting with the Flin Flon Bombers. 

Charlie Clemens. Gudmundur Amason. Lara Amason. Alia Bjorll
SOli. 



Charles was drafted in 1971 by the Montreal 
Canadians. He played for their club for two years, and 
was traded to Atlanta, Pittsburg and is now with Kansas 
City. 

Charles married Leanne Marin, of Cranberry Por
tage, Manitoba. They have one daughter, Aubrey Lara. 

I, Hertha still reside in Ashern, in our original home. 

Chuck Amason. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rudolf Baker 
Rudolph Baker came to Ashern from Russia in 1914 

when he was twelve years old. Elizabeth Koch came from 
Hungary in 1926 when she was sixteen. They were 
married in Winnipeg on December 27, 1930 and took up 
residence on a farm south of Ashern in the Barnwald 
School District. 

In 1945, they purchased their first farm one and a half 
miles east of Ashern. In 1952, they moved to Winnipeg 
and Elizabeth and Rudolph both worked out. For a time 
this was satisfactory, but they longed for the farm and 
country so moved back in 1959. They farmed again until 
Rudolph retired in 1969. When he passed away in 1970, 
Elizabeth sold the farm and moved her house into town 
where she still resides. 
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Rudolph and Elizabeth had five children: four 
daughters and one son. 

Elsie Mrs. David Kerbrat who lives in Kitimat, 
B.C. They have nine children; four girls and five boys. 

Emma - Mrs. Wilbert Ruchotski lives in Ashern 
and has three girls. 

Mary - Mrs. Harold Bittner lives in Ashern and has 
one girl. 

Elizabeth - Mrs. James Stewart lives in Ashern and 
has two girls. 

Matthew - (Sonny) married Beatrice Stewart, lives 
in Ashern and has two girls and two boys. 

I"'[r. and ivfrs. Ralph Baker alld ./C/I/1i1y. Elsie. Eli/lila. Mary 
Eli;::abelh and 1'vI allhew. 

Birthday (,aN), al Ihe ./CII'III. Children in Iheir "bes!" ciolhes. Eddy 
Fody. Emie LeilO/d. Ted Fody. Elsie Baker. Ell/mil Baker. Lillian 
Fuchs, Mary Baker. 

Glen Amason. 
Lawrence and Herlha Ar

nason. 



The Wm. Baldwin Family 
by Mae Baldwin 

My father, William Henry (Bill) Baldwin was born in 
Pleona (near Kingston, Ontario). He came to work in 
Boissevain, when he was eighteen years old. There he met 
and married Margaret Cowie, who was born in Aber
deen, Scotland, and had also come to Boissevain to work. 

The family moved to the Ashern area in 1914. We 
lived on a homestead about twelve miles east and south of 
Ashern. In those days good roads were few. The main 
means of transportation was walking or by vehicles 
(wagon or sleigh) drawn by oxen. I remember being told 
my father carried home fifty pounds of flour on his back. 

Bailey and King are two names I remember as 
neighbors. We lived there until Dad joined the Q.O.C.H. 
and went overseas in the First World War, then we 
moved to Ashern. 

After the war we lived on farms and in town until the 
Second World War, when Dad joined the Veterans' 
Guard, Mother moved to Winnipeg and she died there in 
1944. Dad returned to Ashern for a few years after the 
war. Then he moved to Gladstone and later Brandon, liv
ing with his daughter Marge. Dad died in Brandon in 
1963. 

There were six children. Four of us were born in 
Boissevain, - Herbert (Bert), John, Thelma and me, 
Mae, Robert (Bob) and Margaret (Marge) were born in 
Ashern. 

Bert married Margaret MacKey, a teacher from 
Dauphin. They lived on a farm until Bert went overseas 
in the Second World War. When he returned they moved 
to Winnipeg. Bert worked for the Ideal Brass Co., until 
his death in 1962. They had three sons, - George, John 
and Edward; George married an Australian girl, Jan 
Kelman and is now a professor at St. Johns College. John 
married Jeanne Carter from Kansas City, Missouri. He 
is head of the pharmacy department at the University in 
Morgantown, West Virginia. (Ted) Edward is an 
architect working with a Winnipeg firm. 

Jack lived most of his life in Ashern, the place he 
liked best. He went Overseas with the Queen's Own 
Cameron Highlanders in the Second World War. He was 
taken prisoner at Dieppe and spent nearly three years as 
a prisoner of war in Germany. In 1954 he married 
Dorothy Dale from St. Lazare, Manitoba. Shortly after 
his wife died in 1957, he returned to Ashern to open a 
shoe repair shop. He suffered a stroke in 1963 and spent 
his last years with Marge in Brandon, and died in 1974. 

Thelma married Alfred Price who was also from 
Ashern area. After Al f. was discharged from the army 
they lived in and around Ashern district for several years. 
They moved to Kitimat, B.C., then back to Ashern and 
are now living in Esterhazy, Saskatchewan. They have 
two children, Karen and Donald. Karen married Arnold 
Richter, another local product, and lives on a farm south 
of Ashern. They have two boys and one girl -
Christopher; David and daughter, Stacey. Donald 
married Shirley Geisler of Ashern. They live in Beause
jour, Donald works in Pinawa - they have one daughter, 
Liana. 

Robert (Bob) married Edna Nichols from Steep 
Rock. He worked as a buttermaker in the creamery at 
Ashern, then moved to Steep Rock, where he worked for 
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Bill Baldwin's "one Izoss sleiglz". 

Canada Cement Co., with some time out for army ser
vice. He was killed in an accident at the plant in 1957. 
They had two children, Carolyn and Robert, Carolyn 
married Dale Ferris from Carman. They now live in Bur
naby, B.C. and have four children; - Tommy, Judy, 
Eddy and Benny. Robert is in Steep Rock and lives with 
his mother and step-father Roy Shiells. 

Marge returned to Ashern after the war and worked 
as a telephone operator. She married Harvey Anderson 
from Stonewall. They lived in Gladstone until Harvey 
was transferred to Brandon in 1963. They have three 
children, William (Bill) in University, Rick, graduating 
from high school this year '75 and Shelly in school. 

I, Mae, taught school in several districts in the 
Ashern area before moving to Winnipeg in 1943, I con
tinued teaching in Winnipeg until retiring in 1973. 

When Jack had a stroke in 1963 and was no longer 
able to work, the Baldwin family ceased being part of the 
present history of Ashern. While we are no longer part of 
the "Present" history, the Baldwins are still there. Our 
grandparents: John and Georgina Baldwin are buried in 
the United Church Cemetery. So just as Ashern will 
always be part of us, we, the Baldwins, will always be a 
part of Ashern. 

Lloyd and Chrissie Barnes 
I was born in Winnipeg and moved out to Ralph 

Connor in 1926. I went to Ralph Connor School where I 
got my university degree along with most of the rest of 
the students going to a country school in those days. 

I was brought up on a farm which was a lot different 
than farming nowadays, but it kept you in good shape. I 
went to Vancouver, B.C. in 1938 but couldn't get a job. 
From there I went to Red Lake, Ontario and worked at 
the mines, mostly surface work. I didn't care for the un
derground work. I am sure I was the poorest miner, that 
was ever in Red Lake. Then I joined the army as a 
trooper. I didn't know what that was at the time, but I 
found out when I got to Camp Borden. I was going to be 
a tank driver, went overseas, and ended up in Germany. 

When I went home after the war, I visited at 
Eriksdale and there I met Chrissie Stout. Chrissie and I 
were married in Eriksdale United Church in 1946. We 
lived in Eriksdale for about four years. It was a very nice 
town to live in. 

We moved to Ashern in May 1950. I bought the 
Ashern Taxi and in 1954 we bought the Ashern Cafe. We 
sold it on December 1 st, 1973 to Gary Sveistrup. It is 
now known as Chicken Delight. 



I have been driving a school bus since 1959 and in 
June 1967, I went into the Ambulance business. 

We have two children, Edward and Sharon. 
Eddie is an airtraffic controller at Winnipeg Inter

national Airport. He is married to Barbara Geisler 
daughter of Roy and Tillie Geisler. They have their home 
in Stonewall and have two children, a boy Sean, and a 
daughter Shannon. 

Sharon is a hairdresser in Ashern. She is married to 
Wilfred Brandstrom, son of Arne and Mae Brandstrom 
of Eriksdale. They have their home in Ashern and have a 
baby girl named Kristi Lee. 

We have our home on Hospital Street. 

Mr. and Mrs. W m. Beaudry 
by Annie Beaudry 

We moved to Ashern from Carman in 1917. Will's 
brother was living there and told us what a good place it 
was for farming. We settled on the Fred Hicks place, 
planted a little grain on the land that was ready. 

The children went to Goulbourne school. Mr. Haller 
was the teacher. 

The first fall, our grain had been cut, Will had to go 
back to Carman for threshing. Neighbor's cattle were 
getting into our grain field, so our dear Uncle Finlay 
Booth, who had no hands, only stubs and an artificial leg, 
managed to hitch up the horses to the hayrack and haul 
the sheaves up to the yard. 

We Jived on the farm at Goulbourne for five years, 
the second year, Will rented a threshing machine and did 
custom work in the area. 

Will's father decided to try farming and bought land 
west of Mr. Arie Koops farm. It was not much of a place 
- one room log shack, the barn was fair, there was a 
flowing well on the place a real asset. 

There were no roads. I recall Will took the front 
wheels from the wagon and built a box affair, the seat 
was part of a baby buggy and he somehow managed to 
rig up a vehicle that we could use to get to town. 

Will hauled fish to Ashern in winter. One trip, on his 
way from town, while crossing the lake, he lost one of his 
horses. The team fell in a huge crack in the ice. He was 
able to cut some of the harness, thereby saving one of the 
horses. After this we moved to Ashern. Will worked for 
Mr. Schwartz for some time. Later he drove a truck for 
Biddy Methusalemson. Worked as a waiter in the local 
hotel for some time, then got work at the local creamery 
as an engineer. 

After we moved to Ashern I joined the Women's 
Institute, also the Ladies' Auxiliary, and was glad to be 
able to take part in community work. 

Will's health failed, he spent many years confined to a 
wheel chair. He was always interested in the community. 

We endured hard times, I am sure many pioneers 
remember using flour and sugar bags to make sheets, 
pillow cases, dresses, shirts, yes, and underwear, as well 
as tea towels. I had no sewing machine, all sewing was 
done by hand. . 

When we moved to Ashern the children all attended 
Ashern School, and did well. We moved closer to town, 
and settled on what was the George Dodd place. The log 
house was the first to be built in the area. We had horses 
and a few cows. 
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The first break in the family was when Billy left home 
to find work, next was when Henry joined the army in 
1939. The girls all work in the area and helped out at 
home. 

We had many anxious times. I recall the time George 
wandered away, he was seven or eight years old. I missed 
him and sent Albert out to see where he had gone. There 
was an old dug well some distance from the house, sure 
enough, George somehow managed to fall in and was un
able to get out. There was water in the well. George was 
thoroughly chilled as well as frightened. We got him 
home and wrapped him in warm blankets. I am thankful 
to say he had no ill effects. Another similar experience 
was when George was nine. He had gone into the bush to 
cut some wood. I began to worry when he did not return 
for lunch. Just then the United Church minister called in 
and found me crying. I explained that I was worried. He 
went to town to my husband. They drove about and 
were unable to locate George. In the meantime a number 
of neighbors had gathered at our place, among them was 
an Indian chap, I did not know his name. He organized 
the men into three groups and they all set out to look for 
the lad. It was 7 P.M. when Albert Geisler, who had 
driven some three or four miles east of town, spotted 
George. He was tired, thirsty and hungry and I was a 
very thankful mother when I saw them drive into the 
yard. 

On our 50th Wedding Anniversary - November 13, 
1962 our children held "Open House" for us and gave us 
a chrome kitchen set and many dear friends came with 
gifts also. 

Margaret, our eldest daughter, married Bill Kufus 
Sept. 22/32 .. Mable married August Yanke July 10, 
1946. Aleda married John Moman on June 24,1948. Bil
ly married Eileen Heartenk May 15, 1951. Velma 
married August Gutknecht June 20, 1953. Albert 
married Coleen McKay November 24, 1943. Evelyn 
married G. Mainonier June 16, 1956. Mary, who I raised 
from a baby until she was 16 went to work in Winnipeg 
for the Christie Biscuit Company. She married Glen 
Sveinson on June 5, 1971. I have thirty-one 
grandchildren and twenty-two great-grandchildren and 
am very proud of them all. Clifford was killed in a car ac
cident on December 24, 1960 and Corporal Henry J. was 
killed in action in West Holland April IS, 1945. I am 
enclosing a picture of his grave taken by Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Moman when they visited the military cemetery in Holt. 
Holland. 

Some of the Beaudry family. 



George and I lived on the farm for some time after 
Will died. I finally sold the farm and moved into the town 
of Ashern where we are very comfortable. 

Mr. and Mrs. Will. Beaudry. 50lh anniversary. 

Hellry Beaudry's grave ill Holland. 

Olle of Ihe firs/ houses ill Ashern buill of logs by George Dodd. 
LaIcr residence of lvir. and !.lrs. W. C. Beaudry. 
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Karl Becker 
by Mrs. Matilda Kramp 

Karl Becker was born in Russia and married Marie 
Shultz in 1897. He served some time in the Russian 
Army and later farmed in Russia. They had nine 
children; two died as infants and one at the age of ten. 

Dad always felt he had to go to see Canada, so he sold 
out in 1911 and set out for the new world. He landed in 
Winnipeg and then went to a homestead in Camper. He 
worked hard for three years and managed to build a one 
room house and clear some land. 

He sent for his family in 1914, July 1st. We all arrived 
at our new home, which was not quite finished as part of 
the floor was missing. 

Dad had a cow for us and Mother thought it was the 
same as in Russia, so she kept the cow tied up in the 
house where the floor wasn't finished. She thought the 
thieves would come and steal it. Every morning she 
would clean out this corner. 

We had no water, or roads, so to go to the store in 
Camper you just went whatever way you thought best. 
We got water from our neighbor. We had a hole dug for 
water but it was no good for drinking or cooking. It was 
just surface water. Later we got a well dug. Dad built a 
kitchen onto the house the next fall and we kept the cow 
in there. By now we had a calf and I went to work for 
some people in Camper, and bought another cow from 
them, now we had three animals. Next year Dad built a 
barn. They cut their own lumber and the neighbors all got 
together and helped each other. Next they fixed up the 
kitchen for themselves. There were four more children 
born in Canada. Times were hard but people seemed a lot 
happier. 

In 1916 I got married to Reinhold Kramp and went to 
live with my in-laws. Then one year it was so very wet 
and a lot of people were flooded out. Some sold out and 
left, but Dad got a farm in Ashern. Mother was in poor 
health, and shortly after passed away. By this time Dad 
had nothing left, so I took the smaller children. The older 
ones were married by now too. 

Dad went looking for work in British Columbia but 
things were bad all over. As time went by things got a lit
tle better, and he got a farm in Faulkner and took the two 
small children with him. He married Mrs. Gering and 
farmed there till he retired, and then moved back to 
Ashern again. He lived in Ashern till his death in 1959. 

Karl and Marie had thirteen children: 
Matilda - married Reinhold Kramp. They had five 

children, Adolph, Rudolph, William, Dorothy. 
Rudolph and Gustuf (twins) Gustuf died as a baby 

in Russia. Rudolph married Elizabeth Koch. They had 
five children, Elsie, Emma, Mary, Mathew, Elizabeth. 
Rudolph died in 1970 and lived in Ashern. 

Albert - married Rose Griffin. They had two 
children Elison and Ruth. Rose died and Albert married 
Villa Chase. They had four children Sylvan, Dennis, 
Larrain and Shirley. Albert lives in B.C. 

Talla died at the age ten in Russia. 
Emil died as a baby in Russia. 
Ottilia - married Rudolph Kerntoph. They had two 

children Wilbert and Margaret. Ottilia died in 1970. 



Mr, Louie Henkel and Mr, Karl Becker, 

Olga - married Rudolph Ruchotski. They had four 
children, Elmer, Elma, Rita, Ronelda, She lives in 
Ashern. 

Reinhold - married Nellie Taczynski. They have 
three children Ronnie, Lorraine, Lome. They live in 
Gypsumville. 

Adolph married May Shields. They have three 
children, Kern, Fern and Donald. They live in Steep 
Rock. 

Harry married Winnie Springer. They have two 
children, Lorraine and Lawrence. They live at 
Pineamuta. 

Elsie - married Jerry Fredricks. They have two 
children, Lorraine and Lawrence. They live at 
Pineamuta. 

Dorothy married Herbie Robinson. They live in 
Moosehorn. 

Paul Biy's Sewing Machine Shop in Ashern Flood of 1953. 
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Recollections of Ashern 
by Paul Biy 

I was born at Netley, Manitoba, February 2, 1910. I 
went to school there and we had to walk three miles to 
school. The winters were really cold, often forty and fifty
five below, but we were young and did not seem to mind. 
As we would walk along the railroad track for about a 
mile. 

At that time there was a train called the "Ice train", 
that hauled ice from Winnipeg Beach to Winnipeg. It 
pulled some thirty to forty cars of ice, which was stored 
in Winnipeg and was delivered in small blocks to people 
in the city that had ice boxes. 

My dad was section foreman at Netley, then he was 
transferred to Camp Morton in 1920 and lived there until 
1928. 

The winter of 1927 I tried fishing. We left home in the 
morning in the boss' Model T Ford truck, which he had 
runners put on the front and dual wheels on the back. The 
first day we did not got very far, when it stalled. We had 
it fixed, and the next day we left Winnipeg Beach and set 
out for Lundar. We got about twelve miles out and the 
truck stalled again. As there were six of us we pushed the 
truck to Kamarno, and slept in the station there, until 
two cars came from Lundar to pick us up. They took us 
to Lily Bay, just west of Lundar, where we fished all that 
winter. In the spring I got work on the railroad at Netley. 
In those days we had fifteen to twenty passenger trains on 
Saturdays and holidays, pulling up to twenty-two 
coaches full of passengers to Winnipeg Beach. No. 9 
highway was only a wagon trail and there were very few 
motor cars at that time. In winter anyone owning a car, 
would have it put up on blocks, the wheels and tires taken 
off and stored for winter. Cars cost about $725.00 and 
were built so strong you could not dent a fender with a 
hammer. 

While working on the railroad in the fall of 1931 I got 
a pass and went to North Battleford, Saskatchewan to 
visit my brother. When I got to Wilkie, Sask., I found 
that the train from Wilkie to North Battleford had been 
changed. I phoned my brother to meet me, stayed and 
visited with him and that is where I met my wife, Rose. 

I returned home in the spring and later that July 1, 
returned to Saskatchewan where Rose and I were 
married. What a train change can do to a fellow! 

I continued to work for the railway for three months 
of the year. As times were hard, I received only a $27.00 
pay cheque every two weeks. 

We had four children, Myrtle now Mrs. Charles 
Freeman, Betty, Mrs. Don McGillis of Eriksdale, 
Kenneth Biy of Edmonton, Gordon was killed in a car ac
cident in 1963. 

The winter of 1933 I worked for a neighbor. I got up 
at 4 o'clock in the morning, harnessed the horses and 
went for hay, a trip of twelve miles or so. I got home 
about 4 p.m., and my pay was .50¢ per day, which 
amounted to $15.00 a month. Out of this I bought a hind
quarter of beef from my employer (my neighbor) for 
$5.00 and still had $ 10.00 with which to buy groceries, 
although, in those days you could buy more groceries 
than you could carry home for $ 10.00. I had six turkeys 
that I fattened and killed, and took them to Winnipeg, 
where I sold them for $4.50. You could buy a carcas of 



pork for $5.00 in those days. We had lots to eat, all we 
needed was a deck of cards. 

From railroading I went firing a locomotive for the 
C.P.R. but did not like it, so went to work in a hotel at 
Riverton. I managed the hotel and operated the dining 
room. 

We moved to Ashern in 1950 where I worked in the 
hotel for Mr. Shapero and for Albert Scheske who 
bought the hotel from Mr. Shapero. Next I operated the 
Snack Bar, which I bought from Bill Ditchfield. My next 
venture was a salesman for the Singer Sewing Machine 
Company. I was with that company for eight years, and 
I'm sure about half of the people in Ashern bought sew
ing machines from me. 

We moved to Winnipeg in 1960 and operated two 
stores, with the help of my wife, daughter and son-in-law, 
Charles. Business was slow, the bigger stores squeezed us 
out, so we sold. I worked for a chain store as a butcher 
until 1970 when we decided to move to the country again. 
This time it was Eriksdale, near Pine Lake where we are 
retired and now live. 

The Bomford Family 
by Dick and May 

Mother and Dad were both born in County Heath, 
Ireland, in 1880 and 188 J. Mother and her two sisters 
had a private governess in their growing up years. They 
were born and raised in a monstrous big house, dating 
back several centuries. It had some thirty rooms with 
separate fireplaces in each room, which had to be used 

Mrs. Bamford. Claude (on chair). Dick and May. 
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for warmth. The winters there must have been cold, as I 
recall Mother telling of skating on the ponds. There were 
high stone walls around the yard and garden, so anyone 
entering had to come to a gateman, who lived at the gate. 
I only mention this because I have never ceased to marvel 
at the way mother adjusted to and endured, with never a 
complaint, the most primitive and hard conditions of the 
early pioneers of that era. 

Dad's upbringing was much the same except I think 
their home was enclosed by a stone fence. Dad was near 
the middle of a family of ten. His later years at school, 
were at Eton College in England, where he excelled at 
most sports; cricket, soccer, polo and tennis. After 
college he took a job with a London firm who had tea 
plantations in India, and he went there to manage one of 
the plantations. Most of the stories from those years 
seem to centre on sports. He was on the winning polo 
team three years in a row, 1902, 1903 and 1904. He had 
quite an impressive collection of cups that he had won in 
India. Each of us four boys has one of them. Dad did not 
get them to Canada until after his mother died in 1930. 

Dad used to tell us stories of hunting tigers from the 
back of an elephant. Sports in India eventually led to his 
downfall there. He was a member of the Mounted 
Cavalry or Dragoons. On a big sports meet, his horse 
refused a jump at the last second at a stone fence and he 
was thrown and broke three ribs. He did not quit until 
three days later, when he became very sick. It was found 
he had developed malaria fever, which kept recurring un
til the doctor told him he would have to leave the hot 
climate. I have forgotten how many pounds he lost in 
weight, but it was a lot. The month boat trip put it all 
back on. After a visit with his family, he left Ireland for 
Canada early in 1909. He had his ticket for Duck Lake, 
Saskatchewan, but a Me Roberts, whom he met on the 
boat, had been up in the Interlake and talked Dad into 
going there with him. The end of the railroad then was 
Oak Point, Manitoba. the rail line further north was just 
a slash in the bush to tell where the line would go even
tually. However, bush, rough going, millions of mos
quitoes and all did not deter them. Me Roberts took up a 
quarter section north of Dad's which was two miles from 
Ashern. I do not recall Mr. Roberts, as he left before I 
knew him. 

They bought some necessary gear and supplies at 
Eatons, to be shipped to Oak Point, the end of rail at that 
time. They journeyed to Oak Point themselves via the 
freight train, bought a team of oxen from a Mr. Halldor
son, who had a store there. Roberts and Dad pitched a 
tent the first night, and as their belongings did not arrive 
the following day, they joined a party going north. Their 
names were Dodd, Wilson, Burt, Hicks and a fellow by 
the name of Frank, who was helping Mr. Dodd. Wilson 
was a farmer from Portage la Prairie, and owned a steam 
threshing and saw mill outfit. He was just looking at the 
land for his own satisfaction. He drove Dodd's buggy, 
and was the scout of the party. Burt was a friend of 
Dodd's, and both were South African war veterans. One 
wagon and ox outfit belonged to Burt. 

Travel was difficult, and they got stuck in the mud 
holes and muskegs more than a few times. The first day 
they travelled twelve miles, and camped near Bruntes 
store. Dad was amazed at seeing fish so thick in the 
streams they crossed, that they could stick them with 



Trevor Bamford home early /900's. 

Bamford's rig outside Hyde and Pickersgilf store and Pas/ Office. 

pitch forks. The second day they travelled about fifteen 
miles, as far as Malcolm's store. Travelling got more dif
ficult, and they made about three miles the next day. 
Game was plentiful. There were places where the land 
was flooded, and this created problems. Another day, as 
they crossed a rickety bridge with their outfits, one of the 
oxen fell over the edge, almost taking the whole outfit 
with it. However, the beast was apparently none the 
worse, and they continued on a trail which ran along the 
shore of Lake Manitoba. They camped about six miles 
southwest of Dog lake. Next day Dad and Roberts 
struck out along the east side of Dog Lake, with advice to 
make first for an Indian's house, whose name was 
Missyabit, and there to get directions to Monkman's, a 
man experienced in building log houses. They met 
!'1.onkman. and a Mr. Macleod, and a nephew Jack, and 
Jomed their party. At a Mrs. Miller's place, they were 
able to replenish their bread supply with some fresh ban
nocks, and on to Oakley's place, where they bought more 
g.rub. They saw no more houses for some days. A bush 
fire was another set-back, and they had to wait on a 
previously burned out spot for that to blow over. 

Dad and Roberts decided on their land, and returned 
to Winnipeg to make the necessary arrangements for it. 
This time they followed the railway survey line. They 
were very tired from tramping through bush, sometimes 
on empty stomachs, and were glad to come upon a 
Swede's camp to rest for the night. Next day they 
reached laird's place, who turned out to be a man they 
~ad met previously at Oak Point. At Deerhorn they slept 
In a bed for the first time in nearly two weeks. Tired and 
foot sore, they were glad to be able to sleep at Halldor
son's store for a night. The next day they packed their 
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wagon, which had arrived by train in their absence, and 
left it in the barn there while they caught the train to 
Winnipeg to make further purchases, etc. Their return to 
Ashern was no joy ride either, but at least they knew 
what to expect, and so began Dad's life of hard work in 
this new neck of the woods. 

I think it was George Dodd who helped Dad move a 
log house from what I think was the Brazier farm. That 
wa~ the start of the house, with a kitchen and two up
stairs rooms added. When the building was sided and 
plastered inside, it was hard to know it had started as a 
log house. 

The winter of 1909 and 1910 Dad spent hauling fish 
from Lake St. Martin to Oak Point along the lake with a 
team of hor~es, hauling back flour and sugar etc. During 
1910 the raIlroad must have been built from Oak Point 
north through Ashern. Dad was quite interested and in
volved in politics in those days. He used to tell about 
petitions to the government to have a station at Ashern. 
The political party in power at that time brought in a 
building on a flat car a couple of days before the election. 
The day following, the train hooked onto the flat car and 
hauled it back to Winnipeg, station and all. The conduc
tor said "Goodbye Boys", we'll be back next election!! 

In the winter of 1910 Dad went back to Ireland, 
:-vhere he and Mother were married in January, arriving 
III Ashern early in the spring of 1911. 

There are four sons and two daughters in our family. 
Our eldest sister Elinor, was a victim of the flu epidemic 
at. Ashern in November 1918. Dick married Myrtle 
BrIdgeman of Bradwardine, Manitoba, and they have a 
farm at Oakner, Manitoba, but now live in Hamiota, 
Man. They have a family of two sons and three 
daughters, and have twelve grandchildren. Claude 
married Joyce Bridgeman and lives at Midnapore, Alta. 
They plan to retire shortly to live at Nanton, Alberta. 
They have a son and a daughter, and three grandchildren. 
May married Ed. Julyan, of Oak River, who was former
ly an engineer with the Manitoba Department of 
Highways. May lives in Vancouver, B.C., and has a son 
and a daughter. John married Viola Bedwell of Oak 
River. She passed away in 1955. John served overseas 
during 1939-45 war with the R.C.C.S., 3rd Division. He 
has a son and daughter, and four grandchildren. Nora 
marri~d ~harles Knight of Oakner, where they farm, and 
now bve In Hamiota, Man. Their eldest daughter Elinor 
passed away in 1970. They have one daughter and two 
sons and seven grandchildren. Reg. married Noma 
Ferguson, of Rivers, Manitoba and lives at Vulcan 
Alberta, where Reg. is a grain buyer. They have a so~ 
and two daughters, and two grandchildren. 

The first plow-power on the homestead were four ox
en. I don't have to guess at how Dad and four contrary 
oxen got along - his temper was always mighty short 
with anything that did not do as it was told. Even the flick 
of a cows tail would enrage him. Inspite of his temper, he 
really loved his animals, and he never abused his children 
physically. 

Mum and Dad were both strict Anglicans and come 
hell or highwater, they would get their family to church 
?r Sunday ~chool every Sunday. Sorry to say their early 
mfluence did not stay with most of us for the rest of our 
lives. 



I must say that Mother was the most even tempered 
Angel I have ever known. I cannot remember her even 
raising her voice to any of the children, and yet she 

. always had the love and respect of everyone of us. 
Looking back, I can't help but think that the pioneer

ing venture started as an exciting adventure (probably 
always is with a growing family) but with the early con
ditions in the Interlake, it must have soon turned into 
serious business just trying to make a living. I remember 
in the cold weather we often had three stoves to try and 
keep warm. As a small boy, it was my chore to carry in 
the firewood and very often I worked on one end of the 
cross-cut saw, sawing old railroad ties. 

Dad's love of hunting certainly kept meat on the 
table. I don't think he once missed his hunting ex
peditions in the twenty years he lived in Ashern. In those 
days the need for meat was the only license one seemed to 
need. Dad's skill with a shot gun or rifle put us all to 
shame, even when he was 80 years old. Once he was with 
a group from Oak River and got two deer with one shot. 

Dad died of a brain haemorrhage at age 84. Mother 
died in 1971 at age 89 of a heart attack, she was almost 
blind and deaf for years, but she looked after herself in 
the Senior Citizen Home in Hamiota. She was quite hap
py and enjoyed company right up to the last. Mother 
wrote letters and read with the aid of a big magnifying 
glass. She kept in touch with many of her old friends at 
Ashern right up to the last year of her life. 

Some Recollections of Ashern 
by Y. Broustal 

My father came to Canada from France in 1908, 
along with Louis Broustal. They settled in the Mariapolis 
district, and lived there for a year, when they heard about 
homesteads, in what is now known as the Ashern Area -
160 acres of land being available for $10.00. They both 
came and filed on a homestead. I do not recall the 
description of the land. 

Mother, my brother Peter and I came to Canada, two 
years later, in 1911. I was seven years old. I remember we 
arrived at Montreal, then went to Winnipeg by train, 
from there to Ashern. Dad had a small log house. We had 
a team of horses and a few cows. It was a real struggle to 
try to make a living. The land had to be cleared, it was 
rough and very stony. We stuck it there for five years, 
just barely managing to survive. Then Dad took ill. He 
never recovered and died in St. Boniface Hospital. 

Mother found it very lonely after Dad died. We decid
ed to give up the farm and return to France, only to find 
that this was not possible, as it was now war time. 

Peter went to Winnipeg to get work. He got a job as 
fireman at St. Boniface Hospital, where he worked for 
some three years, sending money home to Mother. We 
decided to try farming again, so took another homestead 
- a quarter section on the S.E.l,4 21-25-7. We managed 
to get some cows a few implements and team of horses. 

I got a job at Canada Packers in Winnipeg, and 
worked there for two years in the 1930's. Mother wanted 
to go back to her native land - France, so I took her to 
Montreal and then to New York, where she was able to 
board a ship for France. Mother did not return to 
Canada. She passed away at age 89. 

Peter and I "batched" on the homestead. Peter was 
the cook and more or less the "boss-man". We grew 
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enough grain for our own use, our main-stay was 
livestock. 

I recall the early days when we first homesteaded, 
east of Ashern, we would dig seneca root in summer and 
bring it to town to sell, so that we could buy tea and a few 
groceries. Our main diet was wild game, rabbit - a main 
dish. How mother managed to feed us, with such meager 
means, will always be a mystery. We made skis out of 
board~ for 'winter travel. 

Another incident I recall very clearly. I had heard of 
some good grade cows being for sale near Mulvihill, I 
had little or no cash, so decided to go and consult our 
local bank manager - O. B. McGiffin, and ask his ad
vice. He said "go ahead", if you feel you can get them at 
a reasonable price, we will see that you a loan - my 
brother, Peter, was not at all in favor. However, I felt this 
was a good chance to get into livestock, so bought the 
animals (and never regretted it). We had to get more land 
for pasture, so I bought land at Sleeve Lake, where we 
pastured the cattle. We were able to put up some hay 
there as well as at home. It was slow work, having to haul 
the hay home. There were no stack-movers then, we 
wintered the cattle at home. We suffered many losses by 
timber wolves out at Sleeve Lake the first few years. I 
spent many weeks out there, I had two very good cattle 
dogs, which were most helpful. I was able to buy a small 
half-ton truck, which was rugged enough to "take" the 
rough trails, tho in spring and fall hauling had to be done 
with horses. Haymaking was slow, we did not have the 
modern equipment that is used today - long hours were 
something that had to be endured. We were lucky to have 
two teams of good horses and later got a small tractor. I 
am happy to say the purchase of these cattle was the best 
investment I made, we eventually built up a herd of fine 
cattle. 

Life was not all hard work, I liked sports and 
somehow managed to get away whenever a baseball tour
nament or hockey game was mentioned. We did not have 
any fancy or indoor skating rink in the early days. The 
first rink in Ashern was outdoors, and many a time, we 

Yves BrOIiSla/. hUllIer. 



the players as well as spectators had to shovel the snow 
before a hockey game would begin. The spectators had to 
stand knee .deep in snow around the four foot high fence. 
The skating shack was tiny, only a few could get in it at a 
time to try and thaw out very cold fingers and toes. I 
recall Mr. Harry Schwartz, who was the "Godfather" of 
all sports, went to no end of trouble to see that the 
players, especially base ball, got to the various places 
where games were held. We would gather in the village. 
Some of us walked many n1iles in the early morning 
hours. We would pile into the one or two cars, model A 
Fords - we always made sure we had a good stout rope, 
as when the car got bogged down in a mud hole, we all 
piled out and pulled the car out regardless how wet we 
got and on to the game, none seemed the worse for it 
either. Peter did not take part in sports as I did, tho he 
enjoyed watching the games. 

My world fell apart when my brother Peter died. I felt 
I could not carryon alone on the farm, I sold it and 
bought a small house in Ashern. I met Eva Lane, we were 
married on October 31, 1968 at Lundar, Mr. and Mrs. 
McMillan (Uncle Pete and Aunt Maggie) as we called 
them, were our only attendants, Dorothy arranged for a 
dinner at our house after the ceremoney (as this was 
Haloween night, candy and apples had been handed out 
to the many children who called before we returned) we 
arrived home to find the house full of friends who 
gathered to help celebrate. I recall our telephone bill for 
that month was another story, seems we telephoned 
friends and relatives, yes, even telephoned relatives in 
France. Eva's sister had a celebration for us a few days 
later in Winnipeg, before we flew to France for our 
honeymoon and to visit relatives there. 

We bought our present home in Ashern from Ruth 
and Ed. Bittner in 1968, where we now live and mustsay 
we are happy to be in this community, with wonderful 
friends and neighbors. 

A Few Memories of our stay in Ashern 
by D. and L. Cairns 

I can recall the day Dave came home and told me we 
were being transferred to Ashern. We were living in a 
Saskatchewan town of some 1100-1200 people. I had 
never heard of Ashern, when I asked Dave just where the 
town was and' how large the population, he said (I 
thought 3400) I was delighted, however, as we drove into 
Ashern and I looked around I said "I thought you told 
me this was a town of 3400", Dave said you must have 
misunderstood what I told you "I said 3-400". I was a 
bit "deflated" at the time, however, we always look back 
on our stay in Ashern and the many good friends we 
made there. with the fondest of memories, 

The housing shortage was a problem, we were for
tunate in being able to rent the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. 
Olson, who, at the time were in B.C. I can recall being 
"initiated" in how to use a wood-burning cook stove, gas 
lamps, stoke a wood-burning furnace and the joys of the 
"out door biffy". Olsons returned and it was arranged 
that Ed. would build us a house, Dave and I helped draw 
up the plans, however, we did not live in the new house 
very long as Dave was transferred to Altona. This new 
house was on Olson's property, which is a quarter mile 
north of the town. I recall Marg, Einar Olson's wife, and 
I taking turns hauling a wagon to get buttermilk at the 
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local creamery to feed the two little piglets we decided to 
raise for our winter's meat - alas when it came time to 
have them butchered, we had seconds thoughts, as 
"Naome and Salome" had become our pets-almost. 

Social life was house parties, dances, outings at Silver 
Bay Beach in summer, and curling in winter. Curling was 
just getting started in Ashern then. 

James and Emily Chase Family 
by Ivy McKay 

Mother and Dad, Emily and James Chase, came 
from England. Mother went to Toronto and Dad to 
Youngstown, Ohio. They did not know one another at 
that time. Some years later, when Dad's first wife had 
passed away, leaving him with three small sons to raise, 
he moved to Winnipeg. Mother had also moved to Win
nipeg. There they met and were married in Christ Church 
in 1892. 

There were three sons from this marriage. I was born 
in 1909 and my sister Helen, in 1922. This made a family 
of eight children. We were; George, Billie, Jim, Nat, 
Walter, Homer, (myself) Ivy, and Helen. 

Dad worked in the city for many years at different 
jobs. His last job, before moving to Ashern was 
"Foreman of City Water Works". I do not know what 
year he homesteaded. By the year 1913, with the help of 
my brothers he had built a house and barn. The lumber 
was purchased from Jake Serkau, who was the manager 
of the first Lake Manitoba Trading and Lumber Co. 
Store in Ashern. The management of this store passed on 
to Hymie Hoffman, and then, I believe, to Harry 
Schwartz, whom we all remember. He gave many years 
of service to our community. Jake Serkau was a close 
friend of our family. One time in a far Northern Trading 
Post he purchased a pair of beautiful moccasins, a gift for 
me, that I will never forget. 

The boys and Dad were still working on the house 
when Mother and I came from Winnipeg in 1913. It was 
not finished on the inside. We climbed upstairs by ladder, 
used kerosene lamps and lanterns and carried water by 
pail from a partially dug and hand drilled well. 

Our homestead was two miles south and one and a 
half miles east of Ashern. 

It seemed hours that we rode in that caboose at the 
end of the freight train, but we really enjoyed the lunch 
and tea that the conductor served us. Dad met us at the 
train with a team and buggy. In between trying to talk 
and swallowing mouthfuls of mosquitoes, and being half 
eaten alive by the pesky things, we arrived home. It 
should have only been a distance of three and a half 
miles, but in those days you had to drive along the ridges 
to miss the dangerous swamps, making the journey much 
longer. The swamps were the cause of many deaths to 
horses, with swamp fever. Many animals perished by not 
being able to cross these places. 

Our winters were cold. We had a three day storm, 
high winds and snow, which made our trails impossible. 
After such storms people would snow shoe or ski, or 
hitch the dog teams to the toboggan to go to town (or 
mail and groceries. The mail was very precious to 
everyone. It was our only link between friends and loved 
ones far away. When we first came to Ashern the mail 
came once a week, later two or three times weekly. The 



men were kept busy cutting and hauling wood from the 
bush for the box stoves and cook stoves, besides their 
other chores. The wood was cut with cross cut saws and 
split for the cook stoves. The houses seemed cosy and 
warm. 

One morning while out skiing I saw a plume of smoke 
coming up through the trees. I went home as fast as I 
could to tell Dad and Mom. Someone must be living over 
the other side of the swamp. It was not very long before 
we were there to see who this was. He, (this new 
neighbor) had made a large excavation in the ground. 
Over this he built a roof of poles covered with sods. The 
floor was made of ashes and earth, which made it very 
hard. He had built bunk like beds at one end of the room, 
partitioned off with curtains. That family had a snug 
warm home for the winter. In the spring the neighbors 
had a building bee and built him a new log house. We 
were happy to have new friends and neighbors. 

The birds and wild animals were plentiful. Wild 
berries of all kinds were there for the picking, but mos
quitoes and flies made it uncomfortable. We used to 
make "smudges", in an old pail to create smoke, which 
helped to keep the insects away. The same idea was used 
for the cattle. 

The forest was dense until the year the fire raged 
through the country. It destroyed many homes, hay, 
small fowl and animals. Evidence of this fire can still be 
found south and east of Ashern, where it burned deep 
into the peat moss. The men tried to fight this fire by 
bucket brigade, but were unsuccessful. The women were 
busy filling barrels of water and making meals. It was 
mostly the older men who fought this fire as war clouds 
still hung over the land. 

The first roads were built by placing trees and willows 
across the low places and covering this with earth. Horses 
and scrapers were our only road builders for years. 

It was easy to get lost in the early days, so men 
marked the tallest trees to guide a lost person. 

Saw mills were starting to spring up here and there 
over the country. One saw mill was set up where Sol. 
Schwartz's house stands in Ashern. The farmers brought 
their logs to the mill to be cut into lumber. Each farmer 
did most of his own work. New houses and barns were 
built. 

People worked very hard clearing the land, planting 
gardens, sowing crops and harvesting. A lot of "make 
shift" machinery did the work. 

Another thing that was wonderful in the summer was 
our dutch ovens. We used ours for many years, until our 
dog decided it was a good place to raise her pups. 

The Barnwald School seemed to be the centre of our 
district, dances were held there. The music was donated, 
and a hat was passed around to collect money for the 
musicians. The lunch was supplied by the ladies. There 
were box socials, school concerts, Xmas concerts and 
weddings. We also had church services as we had an 
organ. The 4-H Club started then, and they had a garden 
in the school yard. The teachers worked very hard. There 
were many children going to school from grade I to VIII. 
Some of these children could not speak English. My first 
four years at school were at Barnwald, taught by a Miss 
B. D. Cooney of Keys, Manitoba. 

By this time the first World War was over. The boys 
were coming home. The Spanish Flu Virus hit our district 
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very hard. We did not have a doctor in town. The doctor 
came by hand car or jigger from Oak Point, was met at 
the nearest railway crossing and went from there to visit 
the sick by horse and buggy. 

The country by then had been heavily populated. 
There were a few cars and trucks. Roads were 
greatly improved. The town had certainly expanded. 
Saturday nights in town were something to look forward 
to. After getting their business attended to they would 
~ave a friendly visit with neighbors and as the stores 
stayed open late on Saturdays were in no hurry to go 
home. 

In the year 1925 I was married and moved away. 
Many settlers had moved to where they could find work. 
There were no industries in Ashern to keep men here. 
The country at this time was moving into the years of 
depression. 

My brothers were all married and living elsewhere. 
Dad passed away in 1942 and mother followed him in 
1954. To date, I have one brother, jim living, one sister, 
Helen, one brother-in-law, Syd. and three sisters-in-law, 
Etta, Elsie, and Bertha. 

The James and Emily Chase Family; 
George (deceased) married Ethel Dixon (deceased). 
Billie (deceased) married Etta Trotter, lives in Win-

nIpeg. 
Jim married Bella Butters (deceased). 
Nat. (deceased) married Bertha Pady, living m 

Ashern. 
Walter, killed overseas. 
Homer (deceased) married Elsie Cummings, lives in 

Winnipeg. 
Ivy living in Ashern married Colin McKay 

(deceased). 
Helen living in Ashern married Syd. Thickens, they 

live in Ashern. 
My Family (Ivy McKay). 
Calleen married Albert Beaudry, living in Ashern. 
Phyllis married George Gates, their home is in 

Lucerne, P.Q. 
Walter married Lottie Ford, they live in Richmond, 

B.C. 
Mervyn married Mary Wiebe, they live in Renfrew, 

Ontario. 
Jack married Joyce Hudson, they make their home in 

Ashern. 
Garneetta married Lloyd MacLennan, and live in 

Calgary. 
Garnet married Mary Sveistrup, they live in Ashern. 
Dennis married Dorothy Gable, they live in Win

nipeg. 
Leona married Nestor Mymryk, they live in Win

nipeg. 
I have forty-two grandchildren and twelve great

grandchildren. 
I so often wish that our Pioneers could have lived to 

enjoy the many comforts progress has provided for us. 
Since this was written Ivy passed away May 25, 1976. 

and Mrs. Nat Chase 
by Bertha Chase 

Nat was born in Winnipeg in 1894. He worked and 
took his plumbing apprenticeship with his father. His 
first job was after school setting type for the first Icelan-



die printing press in Winnipeg. He was a guide at times 
for railroad officials who came to "7th Siding" (Ashern), 
to hunt moose and elk which were plentiful at that time. 
He was an avid hunter and a great naturalist with a firm 
belief in nature. 

His spare time was spent in taxidermy. Some of his 
items were a frog orchestra, small animals such as 
weasels, birds and deer heads. 

In 1910, he helped his father and brother build a 
house on the farm at Ashern. He went to Saskatchewan 
in the early twenties to oversee workers fencing the 
railroad in the western part of the province. 

He and a syndicate had a fur farm in Edenwold. Then 
the depression hit and Nat decided to leave. 

We came to Ashern from Regina in 1932 to get away 
from the Saskatchewan dust. As we drove along with 
head lights on in the daytime, it was still difficult to see 
the road. 

Bertha and ]\fal Chase. 

We came to Nat's parents, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Chase, Sf. and decided to stay awhile and farm with them 
in the Barnwald School District. 

Our five children, Nathanual (Nicky), Patricia, 
Violet, Arthur, and Janice were born there. When they 
were small the picnic and school concert were the 
highlights of the year. People in those days made their 
own entertainment; packing up the children and visiting 
the neighbors for a sing song and party. Baby-sitters were 
unheard of. We really appreciated our old battery 
operated radio - couldn't miss "Ma Perkins", and the 
rest of the soap operas. 

In later years Nat was- able to work at his trade of 
plumbing as folks had started putting in a field type 
plumbing system. He installed the first rural drainage 
plumbing systems in the district. Among some of the first 
he installed were for Gretter Freeman at Siglunes, Mr. 
Hillyer, Hilbre and Mr. H. Schwartz, Ashern. Some of 
these systems have been working for over twenty years. 

We lost our home by fire in 1957 so moved to Ashern. 
Nat passed away in 1968. I am still managing the 
Goodwill Store on Main Street. I've seen a great change 
in Ashern since 1932 - how it has grown! 

OUf children are all married and have families: 
Nicky married Marion Cope. They have 3 boys 

and I girl and live in Ashern. 
Pat married Joe Podlaski. They have 3 girls and 4 

boys and live in Hayland. 
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Violet married Allan Budge. They live in Win-
nipeg and have 3 boys and one girl. 

Art - married Edith Clark - now lives in Gillam. 
They have 2 boys and I girl. 

Janice - married Bernard Wiebe and lives in St. 
Norbert. They have 2 girls. 

T. J. Clemens 
Thorkel (Charlie) Jonsson Clemens was born in 

Reykjavik, Iceland on August 14, 1882. Charlie came to 
America with his parents in 1884; they settled in 
Chicago, III., USA, where Charlie received his educa
tion. He had two brothers, Pall, an architect and 
Reverend jon, a Lutheran pastor. 

In 1898 Charlie moved to Manitoba, with his parents, 
settling in the Argyle district. From 1902 to 1917 Charlie 
resided in Winnipeg. With the exception of two years, he 
operated a grocery store at the corner of Victor St. and 
Sargent Ave., in Winnipeg, in partnership with Gudmun
dur Arnason and Sveinn Palmason. He later operated a 
real estate office on Sargent Ave. 

In 1917 Charlie moved to Ashern where he and Mr. 
Amason went into partnership as general merchants. The 
partnership dissolved in 1924, but Charlie continued in 
the business for a number of years. He later became a 
funeral director at Ashern, and continued in that business 
until his death, in 1959. 

In 1918 Charlie married Anna Marget Skaptason. 
Anna passed away in 1935. He married Lara Gudrun Ar
nason in 1936. 

Among his community activities, he was chairman, 
and secretary-treasurer of the local school board for 
many years, a member of the Grace Lutheran Church 
and a life member of the Independent Order of Foresters. 
Charlie was very fond of music, he had a beautiful voice 
and will be long remembered for his singing. 

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clemens. 



My Most Unforgettable Character (Laura 
Clemens) 

by Sella Johnson 
I am borrowing this title from "The Readers' 

Digest", for I find it the most suitable heading for this 
small tribute to Laura Clemens. 

It happened on my first visit to Ashern. My four year 
old niece, Pat, swallowed a nickel at a birthday party, 
and as a consequence had to be rushed into Winnipeg by 
her parents. It was Lawrence Arnason, Laura's son who 
managed to borrow a car and to maneuver the police into 
letting him have some of their war-rationed gasoline, who 
drove them into the city. I was left alone in a strange 
town with my other little niece, Heida. On that 
memorable occasion I discovered what very fine people 
Laura and Charlie were. 

Laura stayed with me until late that night and saw to 
it that we were comfortable before she left. She had us 
over for a lovely Sunday dinner the next day, took charge 
of Heida, and Charlie took me to the bus in the evening. 

It wasn't until I came to teach in Ashern that I came 
to know Laura well. She had been the first one to 
welcome my sister, Anna, when the Johannesson's came 
to make Ashern their home. With her inborn under
standing of how important it is for a newcomer to be 
made to feel at home and wanted, she welcomed her with 
open arms. Consequently a close friendship had 
developed between the two families and visits between the 
two were frequent. I came to know them all well and now 
I wish to express the deep and lasting impression Laura 
made upon me. 

At first glance she appeared a pretty woman, "petite" 
you might call her, with her crown of silver hair, her 
smooth, rosy complexion and her sparkling blue eyes. All 
her movements were lissom and vivacious, and her 
manner was charming. But if you delved deeper you 
would know that you were in the presence of a striking 
personality. 

Laura was a marvellous cook and a most gracious 
hostess. Everything had to be perfect when she was enter
taining. Nothing must be out of place. She had a natural 
talent for making her guests enjoy themselves. And she 
had great need for those qualities for her home was over
run by visitprs, both because she was naturally hospitable 
and in her husband's business she so frequently had to 
entertain his clients. 

Jon and Ingebjorg Clemens. 
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She was a devoted wife, mother and grandmother. 
Her sense of loyalty and responsibility towards her 
household was in~ense. Indeed her constant waiting upon 
others often earned her almost beyond the limits of her 
strength, and was a great factor in undermining her 
health and the cause of her serious ailments in later years. 

Although Laura's household duties were always 
heavy she found time to playa prominent part in com
munity affairs. She supported various organizations 
which promoted good causes and she loved her church 
although, during her later years, she was unable to attend 
regularly. 

Charlie and Laura were opposites in many ways but 
they had one strong bond in common - their bountiful 
hospitality and their sympathy for those who needed en
couragement in life. There must be innumerable people 
still living who think back with loving appreciation for 
both the encouragement and financial aid given to them, 
as poor and struggling students, by that understanding 
and generous couple. 

And Laura loved company but she was at her best in 
an intimate group in which her wit and sense of the 
dramatic made her the centre of every conversation. Her 
English was fluent although she came to this country 
when she was grown up. But there were times when she 
got carried away by her enthusiasm for her topic. Then 
she would, occasionally inject into her narrative words 
which were homonyms to the ones she meant to convey, 
but they tripped off her tongue so delightfully that it only 
served to heighten the effect. 

Laura loved to dance but her health did not permit 
her to engage in such pleasure much in her later years. 
However, I can just see her waltzing gracefully across the 
floor more or less piloting her partner. That was Laura! 
She had powerful leadership qualities. Life presented her 
with many challenges. She invariably faced them with 
courage and strength, grasped the oars firmly and sailed 
against the tide. 

Although illness had taken its toll during the last 
y.ears of her life and there were periods of deep depres
SIOn, her natural exuberance often sprang into life. She 
could then throw off her troubles and revel in her 
effervescent spirits. And so often when she came to call 
she would enter breezily with "Hello, this house!" and it 
was a joy to know that she was there. 

Since she has gone Ashern isn't the same to me. The 
spark Ie has gone out of it, and a shadow has fallen on so 
many things that formerly made life interesting. It is ever 
so. While a certain person is still there, a pleasant 
security exists, but when the bond is severed a areat void 
is left behind. '" 

To me Laura Clemens was a rare person, so loyal and 
true to responsibilities, yet so spontaneous, interesting 
and fun to be with. Now she is gone to a better world 
where her splendid talents will find a broader scope. We 
who loved her will treasure the memory of a splendid 
woman who lived a full life and left an indelible impres
sion on all who knew her. 

The Cook Family 
Michael Cook, son of a Lancashire tenant farmer 

arrived in Canada from England in 1905. For several 
years he followed his trade as a carpenter at construction 
sites around Manitoba but before too long he went "back 



M. Cook's Iarm, 1920. 

to the land" and chose a quarter section (NE 35-25-7W) 
homestead near Ashern, broke the required acreage, put 
up a barn and one-room house, and recei~ed title in ~913. 
Until the house was finished he stayed with the family of 
Bill Kidd, who lived about a mile east of Ashern. 

At the outbreak of World War I in 1914 he enlisted in 
the Royal Winnipeg Rifles 8th Btn and went ov~rseas in 
December of that year. A shrapnel wound sent him back 
from the front in 1916 and until the end of the war he 
served as a musketry instructor in England. He returned 
to Canada in 1919 and was granted the quarter section 
adjoining the homestead on the west for war service. 

While stationed at Shorncliffe Camp he had met 
Mary Ormes, the daughter of a British army office:. S~e 
came to Canada to join him and they were marrIed In 

Holy Trinity Church, Winnipeg, on Aygust 5, 19~6. 
Swarms of mosquitoes, outdoor plumbing, serenading 
coyotes, and snow that fell in September, were no doubt 
shocks to an English girl but she adapted to her changed 
lifestyle and became proficient at the. first un.familiar 
skills of milking, bread baking, gardening, cannIng, and 
cooking for hungry threshermen. Advice and practical 
help were readily given by neighbours, Kerbrats, 
McKelveys, Watsons, Hugos, to mention only those 
nearby. 

LeII to righl: Mrs. Cook, Mr. M. Cook, H, 
Dunlop. T. Webster. Mrs. Websler. 
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M oggil!'s hideout east or Spearhill ill gra)'e/ pit. 

The one-room bachelor home, now too small, was 
enlarged by the addition of three rooms, keeping the 
original building for a kitchen. The family grew also .a 
daughter, Agnes, was born in 1928 and a son, John, In 

\932. 
Mick was a member of the Legion, and also for a 

number of vears acted as one of the auditors of Beatty 
School District. One afternoon in each July (Sunday, so 
that haying was not interrupted) Mr. T. Webster and Mr. 
Dunlop would arrive with a case of books and papers. 
Mrs. Webster usually came along to visit. The men 
huddled around the living room table to "do the books" 
while women and children spent the afternoon chatting in 
the kitchen or walking leisurely around the garden. The 
annual audit was a social occasion the whole family en-
joyed and looked forward to. . . 

Mick passed away at Deer Lodge Hospital In June, 
1963 at the age of 88, and Mary joined him in March, 
1974 at the age of 84, 

Agnes, after leaving school and working for a short 
time in the office of the Ashern Farmers' Creamery, 
chose to follow a secretarial career and has made her 
home in Winnipeg since 1944. She is presently employed 
as administrative manager in the Winnipeg office of an 
international firm of chartered accountants. She has one 
son, David, now 23, a stock-clerk with A. M. of Canada, 

John married Mary McKelvey, granddaughter of the 
family's closest neighbour, and they ran the farm for 
several vears. In \969, for reasons of health, they moved 
from th~ farm and now reside in Ashern. John works for 
the Manitoba Parks Branch and Mary is an assistant 
caretaker of Ashern Central School. They have four 
children, Linda, 21, who. now lives in Winnipeg, Steven, 
19, a cement technician working in Winnipeg, and 
Joanne 16 and Carol anne 7, living at home. 

John and Marjory Dyck 
by Mary Dyck 

John was born at Altona, Manitoba, moved to Oak 
Point in 1939. Marjory was born at Rosetown, 



Saskatchewan, moved to Oak Point in 1944. They were 
married in June 1946. Their five children are; 

Jim, married Wendy Greenham. They have two girls, 
Deane and Michelle. They live on a farm at Oak Point. 

Allan married Lorraine Emms. They have a son and 
daughter, Carl and Barbie. They also live at Oak Point. 

Gail married Ben Benson. They have a son, Brent, 
and reside at Winnipegosis. 

Larry married Dale Beroud. They live at Thompson. 
Ruth works in Winnipeg. 
We moved to Ashern in September 1974. John works 

in Jantz T.V. and Mary at Chicken Delight. 

Rev. J. L. Erickson and Family 
by Rev. J. L. Erickson 

I was born in Minnesota and moved with my parents 
in 1904 to what is now known as Saskatchewan. I was 
brought up on a farm until I was called up by the Cana
dian army in the spring of 1918 and discharged on June 
20, 1919. I spent almost a year in England, during which 
time I visited Scotland and Ireland, but I didn't get to 
France. 

Two of my brothers and I started a country Sunday 
School and held preaching services in several districts. 

Erickson j(llI/ily. EUllice. ;'drs. Erickson. Ja/mar. Priscilla. AUred. 
Mr. Ericksoll. Rulli. 

Failjord Ferry. 1928. 
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After continuing in this work for about five years I decid
ed to take Bible training. I went to the Northwestern Bi
ble and Missionary Training School in Minnesota for 
three and a half years. I graduated in June 1928, and 
Ruth and I were married June 2nd, 1928, and came to the 
Interlake region of Manitoba. 

My wife and I came through Ashern in July 1928 to 
work with the Canadian Sunday School Mission in the 
Interlake region. Our first home was near Steep Rock 
where we lived for two years, and then moved near 
Eriksdale for about two years. We were then transferred 
to Saskatchewan where we continued our Missionary 
work and taught in a Bible School at Beatty, 
Saskatchewan. I also preached to a congregation there. 
We moved back into the Interlake area in 1937 and have 
been engaged in I ndependent Missionary work and Bible 
Camp work ever since. 

The men I knew best in and around Ashern during the 
first years were M r. Schwartz, Mr. Clemens, Mr. Kurbis, 
Mr. Jonasson, Mr. Vince, Mr. Webster, Mr. 
Thorkelsson and Mr. Ed Olson. I had great respect for 
these pioneers and many others. 

During much of the early missionary work we did in 
the Interlake area we travelled from Eriksdale to Gyp
sum ville and visited and preached in many districts and 
towns. The districts we served most were Bay ton, New 
Scotland, Kiesman, Birch Bay, Hilbre and Steep Rock. I 
travelled by horse and saddle for several winters, then by 
horse and open cutter. Sometimes, during the winter, I 
would be away from home over two weeks while my wife 
and children remained at home. Ruth usually had Sun
day School in our home and would teach the Bible to 
ladies who worked with her in hospital work. 

The first 16 years of our married life, Ruth and I 
moved 14 times. We were glad when we were able to buy 
our home in Ashern. This home was Mrs. Ed Olson's 
nursing home. Our youngest child, Priscilla, was born 
there in 1937. Our three oldest children, Eunice, Alfred 
and Jaimar, were born in the old Eriksdale hospital. Our 
daughter Ruth was born in Melfort, Sask. hospital. 

Although our children attended many different 
schools as we moved from place to place, all attended the 
old Ashern High School. Eunice and Alfred graduated 
from Northwestern Bible College in Minneapolis, Minn. 
Jalmar graduated from Briercrest Bible lnst. at Caron
port, Sask. Ruth attended Bible School in Winnipeg for a 
while but continued to work as a telephone operator in 
Ashern, Winnipeg and Beausejour. Priscilla is a 
registered nurse and took her training in Grace Hospital, 
Winnipeg. 

Road cOllc/ilions, 1929. 



Although our main interest in our work was to make 
the Love of God known, and his Salvation that was made 
possible through His Son, Jesus Christ's death and 
resurrection, we also helped people in other ways. We 
took care of a pair of 16 month old twins for quite a while 
when their mother was sick. We also cared for two 
adopted children for a while after their mother passed 
away. 

Late one winter night a man brought his wife to our 
place to stay over night until Dr. Walkin could take her 
to the Eriksdale Hospital. During the night the woman 
became so ill Ruth asked me to get the doctor. At that 
time we lived in a small home north of Ashern. I har
nessed my horse and drove to get the doctor, but had to 
tell him he couldn't drive his car to our house. I would 
meet him at the gate. When I got home Ruth said this 
woman couldn't be moved so I met Dr. Walkin at the 
gate and told him. He took his bag and came with me to 
our house and delivered a fine baby boy. The mother and 
baby stayed at our house for over a week instead of over
night. OUf little house was really full, with my wife and I, 
five of our children, a pair of twins and a mother and her 
new baby. We didn't have electricity in this house or any 
other facilities. Ruth proved herself to be a very good 
nurse and all went well. 

It was great for us to move into our present home and 
have the phone, electricity, and plumbing, etc. The roads 
have been greatly improved in recent years and Ashern 
has become a very busy town. 

The Bible Camp which we started in Silver Bay in 
1939 is an important part of our work. We give campers, 
who come from many districts, good food, various kinds 
of sports, which includes swimming, boating and water 
skiing, as well as good Bible teaching. We also have elec
tricity at our Bible Camp which was installed by the 
Memorial Fund for Mrs. Erickson. I miss Ruth very 
much but we will continue to do the work that she was so 
greatly interested in, and for which she worked so hard. 

Mr. alld Mrs. J. L. Ericksoll. 

Sidney H. and Florence Foord Family 
Recollections by daughters 
Catherine, Anne and Margaret 

I can not recall very much of the early days, I know 
we came to Ashern in 1914, it would be early summer, 
our house was not completely finished. Mr. George Self, 
who with his family had come out earlier, was building 
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Mr. alld I'drs. S. H. Foard. 

Bill alld Cath. Porteous. 

our house. They lived three or four miles west of our 
place. 

Dad and Mr. Self worked in Winnipeg in the C.P.R. 
I'reight office, if J recall correctly. When they heard or 
homesteads being available, they, along \vilh many 
others decided this sounded like a good proposition. 

I have often marveled how Mother managed, we 
three children were not very old, and no help I am sure. 
Grandmother, (Mother's mother) came with us. Dad 
came out on week ends. 

I have a faint recollection of arriving in Ashern, 
seems our belongings were unloaded from the box car, 
there was no station agent at that time. Settlers had to 
unload their possessions as best they could. I remember 
we had a horse, a little brown mare, (we called her Rose) 
we Illust have bought a cow and some chickens after we 
arrived. Dad hired help to get things done. This, of course 
did not work out too well, as most of the settlers were 



busy trying to make a go of it and any help that was 
available was not too reliable. 

To this day I do not know how Dad chose this par
ticular spot - to me it is the best place in the whole area. 
There were no roads then - for years people made out as 
best they could. finding high ridges in wet years and bush 
trails in winter. Our closest neighbors were Mr. and Mrs. 
Murray Porteous, they lived just across the road from us 
and must have come out a few months earlier. I must say 
they were grand neighbors Ted, their only living child, 
is one 01' my favorite nephews, he and his family live in 
Winnipeg. 

I t is hard to recall the happenings of sixty or more 
years ago. Like so many, I regret I did not pay more 
attention, seems we were always so busy growing up to 
take time to listen to our parents. Now they are no longer 
with us. 

I am sure all the early settlers looked on this as an 
adventure, and little did they know or realize all the 
hardships they would have to race. However, they proved 
themselves, and it is we, the present generation who owe 
those pioneers a debt of gratitude. We are the ones now 
living in luxury, compared to the hardships our parents 
endured, so that we would have a better life. 

Dad had planned on giving up his job in the city. 
However, he found out there was no end or things needed 
bel'ore one could make a living from the land, so he had 
to continue his city job for a long time. While Dad loved 
the country he was no farmer. He had great faith in this 
area, and while he did not profess to be a farmer, he orten 
spoke of this country being best suited to mixed farming, 
as opposed to either only cattle or grain. [ cannot recall 
just what year Dad did give up his work with the railroad, 
he was a travelling auditor for the C.N.R. for some years 
and with the C.P.R. before. Dad was appointed County 
Court Clerk shortly uner he left the railroad, he became 
secretary-treasurer ortlle Siglunes Municipality, and was 
Justice or The Peace here for some eighteen years. Dad 
retired in 1950. 

Mother was a registered nurse, having graduated 
from a Brooklyn, N.Y. hospital in November 1897. 
Mother and Dad met in Dauphin. They made their home 
in \Vinnipeg, where we three were born. We received our 
education in Ashern. Anne look a business course in 
Winnipeg and worked ror the c.P. Telegraphs, later 
transferred to Toronto. Margaret, the youngest, went to 
Toronto also, and took a business course. Both have 
made tlleir homes in the east. I started working in the 
bank at Ashern in 1925. I n those days the bank did not 
employ many women, also it was the custom to transfer 
clerks frequently. I recall, I thought it was the end of the 
world when I learned I was to be transferred to 
Minnedosa. However, my superiors were most thought
rul and arranged ror a very fine family to take me "under 
their wing". Later I was transferred to Neepawa, and 
again, I was fortunate to have a fine home. I worked for 
the Bank of Commerce in Winnipeg for some time. My 
family thought it would be a good idea to transfer to 
Toronto, where all three of us could work and live 
together. This I did, however, I felt that as Mother and 
Dad were alone on the farm - a long way rrom Toronto. 
I asked ror and was transferred back to Ashern in 1943. I 
must conress I had an "ulterior" motive - as in 1946 I 
married Bill Porteous. Mum and Dad lived with us on the 
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home rllrm. We built a new house in '53 and my parents 
continued to live with us. Mother passed away in 
December 1961 after a short illness and Dad two years 
less one day, in December 1963. 

While in the early days, we like most everyone else, 
did not have any frills or luxuries, but we never went 
hungry. I can remember Mother saying "anyone can 
cook providing you have things to cook with, but it takes 
a good cook to make a meal out of nothing". 

Mother \vas often called upon in times of sickness
the flu epidemic of 1918. I recall a bout of whooping
cough, many children, including ourselves were very ill, 
and a scarlet-fever case, Mother was attending, (it was 
either mid-winter or early spring and still very cold.) 
Mum would come home and change her clothes out on 
our verandah before coming in to the house, to protect us 
children. 

ANN E says; Memories are elusive - though she can 
recall our first day at school. We were shepherded into 
the one room school, and taken under the wing of Ger
trude McCandless. The Christmas concerts and excite
ment that went with them; the baseball games in summer, 
and how we had to hurry to get chores done up and drive 
back to the village - two miles with horse and buggy, 
how we envied the town kids, as they did not have cows to 
milk and wood to carry in, etc., or so we thought. 
Another memory being at the railway station to meet 
rriends coming to visit from the city, to see and hear the 
passenger train come roaring down the track - a one
eyed monster, screeching to a stop a bit terrifying for a 
six or seven year old youngster. By todays standards we 
were "poor" but it never bothered us, our parents always 
provided the necessities of life and we were healthy. As 
we grew up the unknown city life became too strong to 
resist, so we left the nest for new adventures, which, over 
the years have been interesting and fulfilling, though the 
frequent returns to home base are always looked forward 
to and enjoyed. There seems to be an invisible string pull
ing one back to the place of ones youth, especially if it 
was a happy growing up. May the coming generation 
keep before them the high ideals of our pioneers and con
tinue to keep this country a proud place in which to live. 

Margaret says; "Why didn't I keep a diary?" It is not 
easy to recall all or even some of the interesting 
happenings. Times and conditions have changed so very 
much. We had to make our own entertainment. which 
was limited. picnics, baseball games, dances and plays 
etc., in summer. Skating, snow shoeing in winter and 
listening to radio - which was battery operated. I can 
recall sharing the head sets with rriends to listen to a 
hockey game, or western program from W.L.S. in the 
USA. Ashern and neighboring towns, had some really 
fine hardball teams in the early days, then the girls 
baseball teams - what competition!! one fond memory 
- Dr. Frank Walkin, who we were very fortunate to 
have in our community, coached the girls baseball team, 
he took a dim view of the so called uniforms we wore then 
- real baggy bloomer type nants, a wonder we made it 
to first base. 

Dr. Walkin is a far cry from doctors of today (in 
cities especially). He went out in all kinds of weather and 
at all hours, by horse and buggy, many times on a 
"jigger-hand car" on the railroad track, bitterly cold. He 
would sit with relatives of the patient, giving them the so 



necessary assurance that all would be well. To me per
sonally, Dr. Frank Walk in was the greatest. 

I remember driving to school in the spring, the water 
was deep and cold, often our horse would balk at having 
to go through it. Where would the early settlers have been 
had it not been for these noble creatures? All too few peo
ple today remember just how much surrering and 
hardship horses as well as the oxen endured, and what 
they contributed towards the improving of this country. I 
recall the Boys and Girls Clubs now known as 4-H Clubs. 
Of the sewing class when Mrs. Sel f was our teacher. Mrs. 
Self also taught music - we looked forward to our 
lessons as we usually rode there on horseback. Mrs. Hyde 
had a cooking class I recall. 

I feel very fortunate and humbly grateful for a happy 
childhood loving and devoted parents. Also for the op-
portunity to grow up in the country. 

Back to Cathie; l, too am glad to have had the 
privilege of growing up in this area. The improvements 
over the years are truly amazing. I might add, the effort 
in gathering material for this book has brought home to 
me, as well as for many others, the realization of progress 
made. This is so often just taken for granted, with little 
thought of the effort and sacrifices and hardships our 
parents had, to make this all possible. Our part, the pres
ent as well as future generations, is to continue to make 
and keep this beautiful country of ours the place it 
IS. 

Each one could write volumes about the people we 
have n1et, friends, neighbors and acquaintances, all of 
whom have contributed to the well being of each of us -
a great pity one is not able to keep in touch with them all. 

Bill came to this area with his parents about 1917, 
they homesteaded on the N. E.l;4 33-24-7. Bill worked for 
the highways department in the early years part time, 
later moving closer to the village, when he started work
ing full time. Bill was interested in sports of all kinds. In 
the early days, a fine riding or driving horse was the 
equal of a classy car today. Bill was fond of horses, a love 
we both shared. While he was a quiet and unassuming 
person, he was respected and well thought of by all who 
knew him. 

While Bill and I had no family, we do have nieces and 
nephews who share our love for this part of the country. 
Thankfully happy memories out number the unhappy 
ones. This, and an abiding Faith in God has made it 
possible to keep going. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Forsyth 
Jim Forsyth and his wife (the former Mabel Preston) 

moved to Ashern in 1912, where Jim worked in the Lake 
Manitoba Trading store. 

Their first two children, Jack and Margaret went to 
Beatty School while the family were in Ashern. Before 
1912 Jim had farmed in the Clydebank district eight 
miles west of Eriksdale. They also kept the Pine View 
Post Office. The old trail went right past their door, so 
they often had settlers stopping over night on their way to 
Dog Lake or Ashern area. 

When the first World War started they moved back 
to Eriksdale, Jim enlisted, and the family moved back on 
the farm. 

The oldest son Jack is now retired and living in 
Campbell River, B.C. with his wife Iris. They had two 
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boys, Victor and Bruee, both are married and living in 
Winnipeg. Three girls; Gayle is married and living in 
Saskatchewan; Joy in Winnipeg and Susan in Vancouver, 
they are both married. 

Jim and Mabel's daughter Margaret, became Mrs. 
Dawson, she had two ehildren, Ronald and Enid, both 
are in Winnipeg. Margaret's husband was killed in World 
War II at Dieppe. 

In later years, Mrs. Jim Forsyth lived with her 
daughter Margaret, they often came back to visit where 
they had been settlers. She had a keen memory of the 
early days and could tell many interesting stories. She 
passed away in 1975. 

Robert (Bob) Garson Family 
Bob Garson came to Ashern in 1924 to practice law 

with his brother Stuart. Bob and Stuart's mother, 
Margaret Annabel Garson also came to Ashern at this 
time. In 1935 Bob persuaded a young local school 
teacher, Carrie Bragg, to marry him. As a result, she 
changed her profession to house-keeping, and raised two 
children, Graeme and Ian. The family remained in 
Ashern until 1942 when, on the death of Bob, Mrs. 
Garson and the two children went to live in Winnipeg. 
However, Graeme couldn't stay away from the Interlake 
and returned some sixteen years later and persuaded a 
young local school teacher, Florence Kiesman (of 
Moosehorn) to marry him. Florence gave up school 
teaching and was kept busy raising their three children, 
twins, Rodney and Robert, and Douglas. 

Graeme is presently a Provincial Court Judge. Ian is 
married and is a realtor. Carrie is retired. All are living in 
Winnipeg. 

51. George HOle/lllow Ashern Garagl! Oil this sill',. 

Stuart Garson 
Stuart Garson first came to the Interlake and Ashern 

in particular in 1919 as a young man of twenty. He had 
just received his law degree, and with a capital sum of 
$50.00 he took the train to Ashern to establish a law 
practice. 

Before long, he developed an interest in local politics 
and in the year 1927 he was eleeted to the Manitoba 
Legislative Assembly to represent the provincial 
constituency of Fairford. In 1936 he became Provincial 
Treasurer. In 1942 he was sworn in as Premier of the 
Province of Manitoba. Stuart Garson remained the 
representative from Fairford constituency and the 
Premier of the Province until 1949. He later became the 
member of parliament for the constituency of Marquette 
and joined the Cabinet of Prime Minister Louis S1. 



MI'. and Mrs. Swart Garson and family. Don and Eleanor Swainson, Bob and Marjoire Beam. 

Laurent as the Minister of Justice and the Attorney
General of Canada. He remained in Ottawa until 1957 
when he returned to Winnipeg. He practiced law for 
some years after leaving politics, but is now retired. 
Stuart and his wife Emily are still living in Winnipeg. 
Mr. and Mrs. Garson's daughters, Marjorie and Eleanor 
reside in Eastern Canada. 

Record Ashern Crowd Sees Stuart S. Garson 
Honored - 1949 

The largest crowd ever to attend the Ashern annual 
picnic was ~on hand Saturday July 1, 1949 not only to 
witness the ball games but to bid farewell to Honorable 
Stuart Garson and Mrs. Garson who leave soon for Ot
tawa. M r. Garson attended the sports day as the guest of 
his I'ormer constituents, the people of the Fairford 
Constituency. 

Mr. T. 'Webster, a long time resident here and a 
friend of Mr. Garson since he first came to Ashern as a 
young lawyer. presented the Finance minister with a 
sterling silver tray. Among the guests were: - Premier 
and Mrs. Douglas Campbell and their three daughters, 
Hon. Will. and Mrs. Morton, Hon. J. O. McLeneghan, 
Hon. W. C. Miller, Chris. Halldorson, M.L.A. for St. 
GL:orge, Sku1i Sigl'usson, former M.L.A. St. George, Dr. 

MI'. S. Garson's farewell celebration. 
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and Mrs. S. 0. Thompson, M.L.A. for Gimli, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. F. Anderson, M.L.A. for Fairford, Mr, and Mrs. 
N. V. Bachynsky, M.L.A. for Fisher Branch, Mr. Wm. 
Campbell, M.L.A. Rockwood, Mrs. R. McConnell 
GrahamdaJe, Angus McLeod, Mr. W, A. L. Armstrong, 
Mr. T. J. Clemens, A. M. Freeman, and Marjory and 
Eleanor Garson. 

M r. Webster said that although Mr. Garson was not 
born here, "he has always been looked upon as one of our 
native sons. We always think the secret of his popularity 
lies in the fact that he is the same man to everybody, 
regardless of politics or creed", he said. 

Mrs. Garson was introduced and presented with a 
bouquet of roses by Mrs. R. McConnell. 

I n reply Mr. Garson spoke of his early days in Ashern 
and said "It is the people of this constituency who put me 
where I am today and I will never forget them. Here I 
spent some of the happiest days of my life". 

l'yirs. Garson Sr .. mother of Stuart and Bob Garson. 



Albert Geisler and Family 
by Helen Geisler 

Albert Geisler lived with his family Ernest and 
Augusta Geisler, brothers and sisters, on a farm in the 
Marne District, 9 miles west of Ashern. 

In 1926 his father purchased the Livery Business in 
Ashern, and Albert was one of the brothers who took 
part in the duties of livery business which included town 
draying, the delivery of mail to the various routes, 
namely Oak View P.O., Zant P.O. and Silver Bay. 

The winters were the worst as the mail had to go, and 
the roads being as they were, it was very tough going. 

Early Saturday mornings, the mail was loaded into a 
cutter from the Ashern Post Office, Mr. Hyde being the 
postmaster at the time. With hot bricks to keep the 
driver's feet warm and lots of warm blankets, a pair of 
good driving horses, the mail was on its way. 

There was a daily train and there was always a 
traveller, government men, school teachers, judges, etc., 
who had to be driven somewhere, to say nothing of the 
many miles with the doctor. 

Later on Albert went into business for himself. He 
married Helen Johnson and they had four children. 
Lloyd, Carol, Gail and Gilbert. Lloyd and Carol passed 
away at an early age. Gail lives in Edmonton with her 
two boys, Jim and Graham Johnson. Gilbert married Pat 
Schwitek and they have three girls, Shauna, Kurby and 
Alynne. Gilbert is in partnership with his father and he 
operates Geisler Transfer. 

Albert was an oil agent for over 40 years; some of the 
companies included Prairie City Oil, North Star, 
Canadian Oil and Shell Canada. He is in the feed 
business, senecca root, and fur buying. He has always 
been interested in cattle buying and selling, and has a 
farm 2 miles south of town. He and Gilbert both raise 
cattle. 

Rudolph Geisler and Family 
In the spring of 1910 my parents and two younger 

brothers and I moved from Thalberg to our homestead at 
Ashern; Manitoba. The country was new and rough; the 
moose and elk roamed at will. We all worked to clear the 
land. Every year we added a few more acres and Dad 
planted and harvested it by hand. 

As my brothers and I grew older we had to get an 
education. Our first school days were at Picnic Ridge. 
We had to walk along the moose and elk's trail across 
country to get there. 

When our dad got a team of horses, we went into the 
bush every winter and cut cordwood. We cut a cord a 
day. Dad hauled a load every day to Ashern to Harry 
Schwartz' store. This gave us credit for the summer's 
supplies. 

I decided I was old enough now to go out to work. So 
in the spring of 1926 I went to Detroit, Michigan where 
my uncle lived. I got a job at the Ford Motor Car 
Company and worked for a year. Then we were all laid 
off until the new models were ready for production. 

It was too long to be idle. I found ajob at the General 
Motors plant at Pontiac, Michigan. I liked my work and 
soon was made foreman in the department I worked in. I 
lived with Mr. and Mrs. Campbell. His wife "Bertha" is 
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a sister to Gus and Art Zutz of Ashern, Manitoba. This 
made me feel at home. Matt Campbell also worked at the 
Fisher Body Shop of the General Motors plant. 

In 1928 I met Rose Outhouse "my wife". She worked 
for friends next door to where I stayed. Her mother 
passed away so she went back home. 

On February 23, 1929 we had a quiet wedding at Mr. 
and Mrs. Campbell's house. After we were married we 
lived with Mr. and Mrs. Buckley. They were a lovely 
couple and we had many good times together. 

On some weekends we all got together at Floyd 
Balch's house. We entertained ourselves by dancing to 
a player piano, playing cards and a lovely lunch was en
joyed by all. 

The good times didn't last very long. Work started to 
get less and less, two or three days a week. 

The manager of the bank where all the workers kept 
their money shot himself. The workers made a raid on 
the bank to get their money. Some did get theirs that day, 
but that night the doors were closed for good. We lost all 
we had saved and worked hard for. So we packed up and 
left the states for good. 

On July I, 1932 we landed at Ashern. It was a hot 
day. The town was buzzing with excitement. The annual 
picnic was on. Everyone young and old from far and near 
went to the picnic. There was a parade, several baseball 
games, races for all. Everyone enjoyed themselves talking 
and meeting old friends. The first of July picnic will 
always be a day to remember. When the picnic was over 
we went to Dad's farm. 

Rheinold and I bought a John Deere tractor and 
threshing machine from Dad who was the John Deere 
dealer. We went out custom threshing and started at 
Julius Schultz' place on August 20, 1932. We had a good 
season. 

After the fall work was done Dad gave us one of his 
heavy teams of work horses, to go to the bush to cut logs. 
Alfred Erb and I spent all winter in the bush cutting logs 
and having lumber made. 

In the spring we planted wheat on the new land, which 
turned out to be the best crop of wild oats we ever grew. 

As 1936 rolled along we decided to make it on our 
own. On April 6 we moved into the shack on the Irwin 
quarter. We had two children. Dad gave us a young cow 
and calf, and a horse. That was our start. 

Mr. Bert Arnold who had been councillor for many 
years moved away to Eriksdale. In June, Rudy was made 
councillor of Ward 4 to replace Bert Arnold. 

The beginning of July we started to build a barn. We 
had Fred Otto Sr. help us with the building. It was very 
hot and they could only work in the early morning and 
late afternoon. Somehow we finished it. Our next project 
was our house. Mr. George Self helped make the 
foundation. The frame work went up quite fast with Mr. 
Kufus as chief carpenter. By the end of November we 
moved in. During the winter we finished what we could 
on the inside of the house. 

On February the 20th I came to town to stay with 
Rudy's mother. On March 17, 1937 we were blessed with 
our St. Pat ricks girl, Beverly. After ten days we had a 
real nice ride home to our farm with Eiki Johnson of 
Ashern in his snow plane. 

Our neighbors James Leslie and Fred Arnold will 
always be remembered for their kind deeds. At threshing 



IHunicipal Councillors and Secretary. Left to right: Skapti Sigurdson. Oli Johnson. Oli Eirikssoll. Sidney Foord (sec.). Timotily Webster. Raith 
Gesiler. Olive PorteOllS (asslistant sec.). Barney JOtlassol! (reeve!. Gus Maklls. 

time all the neighbors helped us and we helped them back 
with stook teams. 

During the war days we had trouble to get enough 
sugar and gas coupons to last to the end of the month. 
One of our neighbors gave us a few spare coupons. 

Grandma Geisler spun lovely wool which was used 
for socks, mitts, and stockings to keep us all warm. 
During this time the children walked three miles to 
attend Marne SchooL 

On October 31, 1943 we sold our stock and moved to 
Ashern to live. We bought a house from Fred Richter. 
We had traded our farm to Dad for the livery barn and 
started up in business. It wasn't easy as there was no new 
machinery available. We bought used equipment which 
we repaired and sold. We had contracts with Shell Oil 
Co., Massey Ferguson, Ford Motor Co., and later 
General Motors products, and Firestone tires. Our son 
Ken went to M.LT. school and got his mechanic's 
licence. 

Due to parking space we bought more property from 
the Ashern Farmer's Creamery. We also bought the 
Community Hall. This we dismantled and used the 
lumber to build our garage and showroom on the new 
property on number six highway. 

Ken's two boys Blake and Jimmy are learning the 
mechanical trade. 

Our children are: Betty Lou - born October I, 1931; 
Kenneth - born February 5, 1934; Beverly born 
March 17, 1937; and Shirley born December 10,1943. 
All our children are married and we have eleven 
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grandchildren. One son-in-law Ken Sveistrup deceased 
on August 31, 1975 who is sadly missed by his many 
friends. 

The WilHam (Leonard) Geisler's 
Leonard and I were married at the Church of the 

Cross in Winnipeg, by Pastor Kirkau on November 20, 
1953. We have two children Randa, age 17 and Billie age 
11. My memories of the early years are good. By the time 
I was growing up things were not quite as hard as my 
brothers and sisters experienced. Dad worked on the 
railroad, and there was always a monthly cheque coming 
in though it was only small. The value of the dollar it 
seemed was more then. I grew up partly on the farm and 
for seven years I went to school at Spearhill and lived 
with my sister Alvina and Bill Hubert. At home by this 
time, Alvina, Ralph, and Bill were married. Elsie worked 
in Winnipeg for a time, and Henry, Steve, and Wilbert 
were the farmers. One thing the boys made sure we knew 
- how to work in the hay field and that the machinery 
must be well greased at all times. We had to make sure 
our team was looked after, no harnesses left on. I enjoyed 
working with horses unless the hay field had hornets 
nests, then the horses would stand and stamp or run 
away. I refused to build stacks - that was Elsie's job. 
The years went by. Dad bought a tractor. Haying 
equipment was easier to work with. We left home one by 
one and Mom and Dad moved to town. Wilbert married 
and took over the farm, where his wife and family still 



live. Olga and Ralph and family moved to the old 
homestead. 

Leonard attended school at Marne, later coming to 
Ashern to work at his father's livery barn. He delivered 
mail by horses to Gislasons at Silver Bay, to Zants in 
Picnic Ridge, and Kernesteds in Oakview, finally 
changing horsepower for a truck until the small post 
offices became obsolete. Farmers then picked up their 
mail in town. For many years Leonard did the draying 
for the CN.R., with horses and then by truck. We also 
operated a school bus route for the Marne district for a 
number of years. We farmed, and are still beef farming, 
but have operated the Snack Bar for the past two years. 
The memories we have are good school dances, 
picnics, baseball games, and just neighborly visits were 
great. 

My years at Spearhill leave many fond memories, 
good friends of long standing. Many friends have been 
made over the years, but the old, will remain. In our early 
married life we enjoyed and visited often with the Vinces, 
Henkels, Kerntophs, Colletts - it seems as if as the 
children are growing up there is more involvement with 
the activities, and less time for good friends. 

The church is a great part of our life, so with this, the 
memories we have, we hope to pass this on to our 
children. May their heritage and their work and lives give 
much to the future. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gidion Genest and their son and 
his wife - Leon and Rosa Genest 

Sometime between 1913 and 1918 relatives from 
Montreal came and settled somewhere in Manitoba. One 
was grandfather's brother. They had been encouraged to 
come by the preachings of western missionaries who 
called for pioneers for this new territory. On arrival, one 
a.cquired a grocery store, another a creamery. 
Grandfather and his wife who were always eager for 
adventure, speaking both French and English, took 
advantage of this opportunity which seemed so favorable 
to them. Their children, a son and a daughter were now 
married, therefore they no longer had any real 
responsibility in the east. The son and his wife soon 
followed his father and all settled in Ashern. Both were 
carpenters and were assured before leaving, of finding 
work in Ashern. Having bought land for a minimal price, 
they erected a boarding house on it to accommodate 
pioneers and soldiers returning from the war, who had no 
home. The French Boarding House, as it was called then, 
still stands today, but under another name. 

Grandfather corresponded regularly with my parents, 
proudly talking of his new home, the climate and his 
land of many spruce trees. My father, Ludger Genest, 
also a carpenter, was in many ways being encouraged by 
grandfather to join him. Montreal was too costly a place 
to live for my father and his six children. It was also 
hoped that the beautiful climate would be more favorable 
for the recovery of a brother, who was suffering an injury 
of the spine. He was injured accidently by a playmate 
with a baseball bat. With my brother's condition not 
improving, we were advised by the doctor that a change 
of climate might be of great benefit for him so we moved 
to Ashern in August. Having only a little knowledge of 
English we found it very hard at school. As for myself, I 
was laughed at at school for not being able to speak 
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English properly. However, I could understand it better 
than speak it. Having an inferiority complex I was ready 
to go back to Montreal the very first day of school. 

We were very fortunate at that time to become 
acquainted with Mr. Jack Pickersgill, now Honourable 
Jack Pickersgill, and his mother whose friendship we 
dearly cherished. Jack managed by his kind words of 
encouragement and patience to teach me the English 
language. His mother, who I believe was a nurse, gave 
kind attention to my sick brother. I take this opportunity 
to thank them both with all my heart for their kindness 
and consideration towards him. 

My brother's health, far from improving, was getting 
progressively worse. He was then brought to the 
Children's Hospital in Winnipeg where he died in 1919. 
His body was returned to Ashern where he was buried in 
the Catholic cemetery. 

After some time in Ashern, my father decided to pick 
a homestead eight miles from Ashern and build a log 
cabin on it, hoping to erect a better home in the future. 

Dad used to walk to Ashern and bring back groceries 
on his back. The first winter eight chickens were kept 
under the box stove - they even laid their eggs there. 

A summer kitchen was build and used from May 
through the summer. When the cold weather came 
everything was moved back into the main log cabin. 
There were bunk beds along the wall mattresses were 
made of hay - coats were the blankets. 

The kitchen was an all purpose room with rough 
planks for a floor. A trap door in the floor gave access to 
an excavation where vegetables were stored. 

Rabbits and prairie chickens were snared and shot. 
There were no guns for bigger game at first, but I (Dot) 
remember many guns hanging from the rafters in later 
years. 

Jeannette remembers the first rabbit snared. 
Everyone had to see it lying dead under the pine tree. Dad 
and the boys walked miles to check their snares. Later 
they trapped weasels. 

Jeannette and Conrad used to cut cordwood and haul 
it to Spearhill to be burnt in the kilns there. They would 
go to the bush for the day eating frozen sandwiches for 
lunch. 

The family went to Parker School about two miles 
away. 

When the family first homesteaded the land had to be 
developed and buildings erected within a certain length of 
time. Dad never did get water after digging and digging, 
but we did receive a letter with the RED seal informing 
us that we had title to the land. Mother who was always 
very quiet let out a "WHEEEE". 

Robert remembers Mother's joy on purchasing her 
first washing machine. 

My aging grandparents decided to join us on the 
homestead and started to build a home of their own. 
With only one room finished his plans came to an abrupt 
end. He became very ill with the Spanish flu as did many 
older people. He insisted on returning to Ashern to join 
his wife who waited there while the new house was being 
built. My father, who was also sick with the flu and quite 
weak himself, went to Ashern with him. Grandfather, 
who caught pneumonia, died shortly after on November 
12, 1918 at the age of 75. He was the first pioneer to die 
and be buried in the Catholic cemetery in Ashern. 



Genes[ family. Left [0 righl. back: Jeannette. Alice, Lucy Sylvio. 
Mr, and Mrs, Genest, Robert, Conrad, Dorothy (on Dad'~ knee), Fer
nand in frolll, Emile (011 MOlher's knee), 

Grandmother came to live with us on the homestead until 
she died in 1921 at the age of 65, 

Our family then moved to Spearhill, 11!2 miles from 
the mining town, where we lived for a few years, 

Later, we moved to St. Boniface but afterwards 
moved back to Spearhill during the depression. My 
mother died at the age of 61. Two years later my father 
died suddenly at the age of 64. Both were buried in 
Ashern in the Catholic cemetery, 

Two brothers, Emile and Fernand went overseas 
during the war. Fernand returned but Emile died In 

combat in Belgium. 
A few further facts you may want to know: 

Alice married - no children 
Sylvio deceased 4 children 
Lucy - unmarried 
Jeannette married 12 children 
Conrad - unmarried 
Robert unmarried 
Fernand - married - 7 children 
Dorothy - married - 3 children 
Emile deceased (killed in action) 

An Adventure in the Woods 
by Alice Loiselle (Genest) 

After moving from Ashern to go on a homestead 
some six miles away, Sylvio, Lucienne and myself, eager 
for adventure started off to investigate the surroundings 
of our new place. It was a lovely day in spring with still a 
bit of snow left on the ground here and there. 

The three of us, along with our dog, ventured into the 
bush early in the afternoon, After a while, not having met 
anyone with whom we could talk, we decided to return 
home for fear that it would soon get dark and we did not 
want to worry our mother. 

Rather than retrace our steps we took an alternate 
path that led us to a lonely shack. We soon realized that 
we were lost and all three of us started to crv. Our first 
thought was that we should spend the night i; the shack 
as it was getting dark and it looked like it might rain. We 
were also afraid of coming across some wolves. The fear 
of rats and mice in the shack made us continue walking 
and even our dog, whining and going back and forth 
around us, seemed to be telling us that we should follow 
him. 
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Meanwhile, at home, our worried mother had asked 
the assistance of a bachelor, Mr. Verneret, a friend of 
ours and a very quiet man living 3/4 mile from our home. 

As a kind fellow and seeing my mother crying he 
started off in the woods with his lantern. He followed our 
footsteps in the snow. The three of us kept on crying. We 
thought of Mother who would be so worried when the 
wolves howled but we could not leave the other small 
ones behind. 

Father was in Ashern working as a carpenter and 
came home only once a week, therefore, he was not able 
to help in the search. 

Time passed by and finally we saw a light coming 
towards us. We rejoiced at the sight of a stranger to 
whom we related our adventure. Luckily, he had heard I)f 
a French family settling 3 miles from his home and of 
Grandpa Genest's French boarding house. He took us 
into his home and gave us sandwiches which we slyly 
shared with our dog when he wasn't looking. 

We could only think of going home, so we asked him 
if he had a horse. We were soon discouraged by his 
response. The horses were out in the field and it was too 
dark to find them. He then decided to walk us home. On 
the way we saw a light and met Mr. Verne ret who had 
been looking for us. We arrived home at eight o'clock, 
crying and exhausted. 

Mother was looking through the window. She quickly 
thanked God and Mr. Verneret for our safe return. We 
were home but one hour when a thunderstorm arose. 

Mother explained to us the hazards of what we had 
done, emphasizing that people can get killed by being too 
adventurous. 

To this day we haven't forgotten our adventure and it 
was an experience which taught us a good lesson. 

On his return from Ashern, Father was just too happy 
to see us to be able to scold us. He could see for himself 
that we were not about to relive this unforgettable day. 

Irene and Giff Gowler 
by George Arnold 

In June of 1915, I, with my brother Oliver, little sister 
Irene (Chick), Mother and Stepfather Irene and Griffith 
Owen Gowler arrived in Ashern to take up 
homesteading. Bert Smith, a family friend also made the 
trip with us. Dad had been in the area earlier with an un
cle, Tom Dalzell, to stake his claim. We had also ar
ranged with a future neighbor, Louis Broustal, to meet us 
at the train to convey us and our household effects to our 
homestead. Our conveyance was a wagon box drawn by a 
team of oxen. I'd never seen these strange animals before 
and was more or less fascinated to be travelling in this 
strange manner. However, my enthusiasm was soon 
dashed, as I watched the spokes of the wheels turn ever so 
slowly and at times it seemed they scarcely moved at all. 
After travelling in this manner for three hours we reached 
our destination which was eight miles north east of 
Ashern. 

We lost no time in setting up two tents we had 
brought with us, one for sleeping quarters, the other to 
serve as kitchen and dining area, until a permanent house 
could be erected. It had been an exciting but tiring day 
and we were all happy to bed down for the night. How the 



wolves howled and owls hooted that first long dark night. 
We were indeed glad to see the light of day. 

An abandoned trapper's shack was used to store our 
living room furniture and other items not immediately 
required. However, a skunk had also decided to take 
possession of the shack and when we attempted to evict 
him, with the aid of the neighbor's dogs, he let his per
fume go. Later we removed the furniture to air it, but a 

deal of damage resulted due to the weather. 
Spruce logs were cut, and again we called on Mr. 

Broustal and his oxen, to pull the logs out of the bush. 
OUf future home, which was 26 x 30, and constructed 
completely of logs, was started. With the aid of Bert 
Smith, the four walls were soon completed. 

As money was necessary to complete the house and 
get supplies for the winter, Dad and Bert Smith left to go 
threshing in the Portage area, where Dad had many 
relatives. They walked a great deal of the way. Dad 
returned in October - Bert decided to go elsewhere. The 
tents were now put inside the four walls in order to break 
the wind, while a roof was constructed of small spruce 
poles and covered with sod cut from the slough. The next 
most important item was a well as we had been carrying 
water from the DalzeJts. We dug down sixteen feet to 
bedrock and struck an excellent spring. 

Our first winter, we lived on rabbits and partridge and 
used lard for butter. We had no vegetables, as we had 
arrived too late to plant a garden. Our neighbor, Tom 
Daly, who lived a mile and a half north, gave us 
vegetables in return for water which he hauled in barrels 
daily, in order to water his stock. 

With the return of warm weather in the spring, grass 
started growing on the inside of the house roof. 

In 1916, Dad joined the army along with Angus 
Smith, Frank Pickersgill Sr., Bill Kidd, Art Dalzell, 
Redfern Walker and Carl Cuttings. They all signed up 
with the 108 Battalion and were sent to Camp Hughes for 
basic training. Dad had arranged for us to use Redfern 
Walker's house, which was about five miles north east of 
our homestead. This move delighted us, as we were now 
close neighbors of Mrs. Smith and her five children: Jen
nie, John, Angus, Chrissie and Tommy. Together we 
would build rafts and wade and splash in the nearby 
sloughs. Mrs. Cuttings, Carl's Mother lived two and a 
half miles south of us, where she operated a small store in 
her home. Many times we waded through the sloughs 
that separated our homes, especially if we were in need of 
kerosene for our lamps. We would take off our shoes, roll 
up our trousers and wade through. 

In the fall, Mother decided to return to Winnipeg for 
the winter. We were happy about this as we were able to 
return to school. While in Winnipeg, February 1917, my 
little sister Irene died of diphtheria. 

May of 1917 found us back in Ashern. Mother was 
anxious to prepare for Dad's return from overseas. We 
lived in Mr. McBurney's log house which was three and a 
half miles north east of our homestead. Mr. and Mrs. 
Watson, who lived a half mile from McBurney's had a 
post office in their home and were hauling groceries for 
50rt per 100 pounds. We made good use of this service, as 
did Mrs. Smith and others. 

The summer of 1917 was extremely dry, fires could be 
seen burning in all directions. I recall Mother and I 
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Mrs. Irene Gowler at milking time. 1917. 

G. Gowler's house on farm. 1929. 

Bill McBride haying. 1931. 

visiting the Daley's when we noticed fire heading towards 
McBurney's house where we lived. We actually ran 
through the sloughs with fire all around us. We reached 
the house and were able to beat out the fire with wet 
sacks. In the process, I lost my brand new cap, a 
catastrophe indeed when new clothes were so hard to 
come by. 

Mother decided to renovate our log house and 
arranged with Joe Vernier and Harry Snead to remove 
the thatched roof, add another five rounds of logs, 
thereby making it into a two storey house. They put on a 
lumber roof, proper doors and windows and we returned 



to the homestead. Mother purchased some cheap gray 
wall paper in Winnipeg and we papered the downstairs 
rooms with it, but resorted to newspaper for the 
bedrooms upstairs. 

With the house now completed, we purchased a horse 
from a neighbor although we had no wagon. Since Harry 
Snead's horse had died and he was the proud possessor of 
a wagon, we got together on a deal. It worked quite well 
for a time. Unfortunately, Mother was a poor judge of 
horse flesh, as the poor sick animal only lived a few 
months. An Icelandic pony was then purchased from a 
horse dealer named Matty Hall. It was now winter and 
we had no sleigh. Harry Snead our ingenious neighbor, 
who was an excellent woodsman from down east, solved 
our problem. He searched the country until he found a 
forked tree with just the right turn at the forked butt. He 
fashioned it somewhat like a large sling shot, flattening 
the underside with his axe to make runners. A hole was 
drilled through the butt end for a single tree hitch, a 
lumber top complete with seat was added, and we had a 
sleigh. When the snow got too deep for the pony he was 
traded in on a horse. 

Harry Snead, with his wife, son and daughter lived 
only a half mile south. Mrs. Snead's bachelor brother, 
Bill McBride, was another close neighbor. We visited 
back and forth regularly. Harry was an excellent shot 
and I enjoyed going hunting with him. He had a very 
easy-going, pleasant personality. 

We purchased two cows from Charlie Eagleton who 
homesteaded the Baker Farm east of Ashern. We worked 
hard cutting poles and erecting a corral. We were very 
proud of our achievement and the purchase of our two 
cows. Imagine our surprise in the morning to find them 
gone! Of course they were located at Eagleton's. 

Our next venture into the livestock business was the 
acquisition of a couple of little pigs. We made great pets 
of these little fellows and they followed us everywhere, 
even to the neighbors. But little pigs become big pigs and 
Harry said it was time to slaughter them. Mother was so 
upset she turned up the phonograph as loud as she could, 
so as not to hear them squeaL She insisted Harry take the 
pork into town to sell it, she just couldn't eat her pets. 

I remember Dan and Mrs. Breakfield arriving in the 
area. Dan was a very inventive person. He converted an 
old car into a tractor complete with steel wheels. Due to 
the stony terrain it never proved successfuL He also made 
the first hay sweep I'd ever seen. Mrs. Brakefield as a 
young woman, was a wonderful cook. I especially 
remember the delicious doughnuts she made. 

In 1919, Dad returned from overseas. He was 
astounded at the finished house, barn and animals, which 
Mother had kept secret in order to surprise him. With the 
aid of the Soldier Settlement Loan we were now quite 
well established. However, as Dad's health was 
somewhat impaired due to war service, it was quite dif
ficult to do a good day's work. 

We had, during this time, cut and sold pulpwood to 
Harry Schwartz. I fired a boiler for Fred Grant who 
owned and operated a steam engine to break land and 
thresh grain. I'd get up at 5:00 a.m. in order to get steam 
up. Clarence Clegg looked after the water tank that 
supplied water for the boiler. Art Grant took care of the 
threshing machine. The whole crew was responsible for 
the wood supply. 
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As the whole area abounded in sloughs, we'd travel 
the high ridges, sometimes travelling six miles in order to 
reach a farm four miles away. We'd head for Angus 
Smith's first then Carl Cuttings', Cassidy's, McGarvey's, 
Lawrie's, Wither's and Redwood's, our next stop would 
be Deerings. I remember we struck a very large pot hole 
just before reaching Deerings, so we set to work to con
struct a corduroy road across the bog. We worked until 
late evening with the help of the Deerings before the road 
was completed. 

The next morning, as we attempted to take the equip
ment over the road, the steamer fell through it right up to 
the fire box. We put a rope on the fly wheel and pulled it 
out with a horse. We threshed their four stacks of oats, 
and continued on to Bill Clegg's, Jack Clegg's, Watson's 
and Angus Smith's. Fred Grant worked the area north 
east of Ashern, Charlie Price operated an outfit that 
served the southern half of the area. 

I recall Dad took a small contract to corduroy a 
quarter mile piece, eight miles east of Ashern, on what is 
now known as Provincial Road No. 325. Louie Broustal, 
Bill McBride, Harry Snead, Allan and Conn Emery, 
Tom Daly and I all worked on that project. Tamarac 
poles were used and a good road was the final result. It 
served several families in the area, Matt Thompson, 
Wileys, Rileys, Nashes\ Froehlichs, Fred Bailey, Pennys 
and Carries. I recall Carries had twenty-one children, 
and we were good friends with them for many years. 

In 1921, I worked for Charlie Price who operated a 
lumber mill east of Ashern. Mrs. Price, Barb, was a sister 
of Josh Jones. The Jones' were a very large and friendly 
family who homesteaded east of the farm now owned by 
Maurice Miller. After a hard day at the mill we had some 
great times together with the Jones', who were all 
musical, and always ready for a good time. Ed, Josh, 
Herb, Clara and Gert were the Joneses I knew best. 

I also worked for D. B. Jones (no relation to the 
above Jones) who lived between the Joneses and the 
Prices. D.B. operated a shingle mill making shingles 
from pine trees. One of my jobs was to haul shingles by a 
horse-drawn wagon to Moosehorn, fourteen miles over a 
very rough country trail. D. B. Jones had married my 
grandmother, (Mother's Mother), the previous summer. 

John and Angus Smith and I also tried our hand at 
trapping. We located a very dilapidated shack beyond the 
mill ridge. We took our supplies, bedding and food which 
consisted of frozen boiled potatoes, frozen bread, syrup, 
tea, etc. We set our traps and made daily rounds on 
snowshoes to check them. A mouth organ, cards and 
reading material were our only amusement that winter. 
In the spring, we went muskrat trapping. 

While money was scarce, life was never dulL With 
schools being built, we made good use of them for dances 
and concerts. In the coldest weather we would strike out 
to go to a dance at one of the schools; Idylwild, Barnwald, 
Kirkfield, Wallmore or Springburn. We would heat a 
large flat limestone in the oven, wrap it in a blanket for a 
foot warmer, and wrap up in a pile of blankets. Or 
perhaps it would be a party in someone's house, which, of 
course, would continue all night. I especially remember 
Bill Nelson, a handsome ex-railroad man, who was an ex
cellent dancer and always favoured the young school 
teachers as dancing partners. The concerts were prepared 
by the teachers with all the students taking part. They 



were always most entertaining. The highlight of the con
certs in our area would be the guest artists, Mr. and Mrs. 
Billy Miller. Mrs. Miller sang beautifully and Billy im
itated Harry Lauder, complete with cane, to the delight 
of us all. 

By 1922, practically every quarter of land in an eight 
to ten mile radius east of Ashern was settled. As this area 
is high in lime and stony it could not sustain all these 
families year after year. So after a few years they started 
to pull out. Mother and Dad did the same. Oliver had left 
a year or so before and I left in 1926. I found employ
ment with the Ford Motor Company in Winnipeg and 
married Evelyn Preston in 1932. Our daughter June was 
born the following June - the same year Mother bought 
the farm now owned by Louie Brousta1. With the depres
sion at its height, and no work available in Winnipeg, 
Mother and Dad qualified for a "Back to the Land" 
loan. They did quite well this time as more hay land was 
available. 

With the end of World War I I, and the return of the 
servicemen, a great many of them marrying, houses in 
Winnipeg were at a premium. We'd rented our house in 
Winnipeg for ten years and it too was sold. We now had 
four children; June, George Jr., Iris, who had sustained a 
brain damage at birth and was a complete cripple, and 
Gilbert, now a year and a half old. 

Evelyn's brother Gilbert (now deceased) whose father 
had died while he was overseas, returned to find his 
mother in poor health and in constant need of attention. 
Gilbert also wanted to get out of the city. So between us, 
we bought Mother and Dad's farm and they purchased a 
home in Ashern, which had been built for a former owner 
of Ashern Supply, Chas Hoffman. 

Dad passed away in 1970. Mother still maintains her 
home at the age of 87 years. We farmed for six and a half 
years. Bill, our youngest son, was born while we lived 
there in 1950. 

Gilbert left in 1951 to work in Winnipeg. I left in 1952 
to work for the Federal Government at the Gimli Air 
Base. I'm now retired and we live in our own home in 
Gimli. 

June married Herb Price, son of Charlie Price and 
they live in Ashern with their daughter, Shelley. Their 
eldest daughter Carolyn is married to Edwin Kawaleski 
of Ashern and last year with the arrival of their daughter, 
Shaunna, they made us great-grandparents. They live in 
Gimli. 

George Jr. married Ruth Phillips. They live in Ed
monton with their children Kathy, Ken and Glen. 

Iris is in the Portage Home. 
Gilbert married Donna Price, daughter of Kay and 

Donald, and granddaughter of Charlie Price. They live in 
Gimli and have a daughter Kimberly. 

Bill married Ruth Cain, daughter of Betty and Dick 
of Winnipeg Beach, who is a great granddaughter of two 
families that homesteaded in the Ashern area, Myers and 
Schultz. 

Mother is delighted to be a great-greatgrandmother. 

Some Recollections of Ashern 
by Dorothy Harris nee Wright 

I taught school in Ashern in 1933-34, I remember the 
night I arrived in Ashern, it was the end of September. 
The school was only open for nine months because funds 
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were low. My salary was $60.00 per month, which 
seemed good then, Mr. McGiffin met me at the station 
and took me to his home for supper. He was a great tease 
and kept telling me all about the "big bullies" I would 
have to teach. 

I am sending some snaps which I hope will be in
teresting. Ashern was not a very large town then. 
Transportation in winter, was by horse and cutter, 
although there was the odd car. I boarded at the Ashern 
Hotel, which was then owned by Fred and Edna 
Marshall. There were a number of boarders at that time 
and we were like one "big family". Olga Kopp worked 
there, (note the style of dress in the 30's?). 

I recall the dances on a Friday night, waltzes, polkas 
and lots of square dancing, and the annual fowl supper in 

Durulhy Wrighl and Olga Kopp dressed for a parly. Ashern Hotel. 
1933. 

the Community Hall on November the Ilth. I can still 
"visualize" Charlie Price carving turkey for hours, at this 
event. There were many Christmas concerts put on by the 
school children, throughout the district. There were a lot 
of one room schools within ten miles or so, of each other. 
People enjoyed these events, and travelled, mainly by 
horse and cutter, often very uncomfortable and cold, as I 
remember. 

I also taught school at Goulbourne in 1935. This 
school was some ten or eleven miles from Ashern. 

Herman Helgason Family 
Herman Helgason was born in Iceland and came to 

Canada in June 1914, at the age of 22. The two following 
years he worked at carpentry in Winnipeg then in 1916, 
he came to Ashern. 

On November 5, 1923 he married Holmfridur Peter
son and they made their home in Ashern. They had three 
sons - Elmo, Marvin and Alvin. 

Elmo and his wife Betty reside in Ashern where he is 
employed in carpentry. Their daughter, Heather is 
presently teaching Home Ec. in Winnipegosis. The 
second daughter Robin is in training at the Grace 
Hospital School of Nursing. Their son Randy is taking 
Grade XII at Ashern. 

Marvin, the second son, who was always interested in 
farming is living at Landmark, Manitoba. 

Alvin married the former Olive Sveistrup, and with 
their son Darryl make their home on a farm near Ashern. 
Alvin also has carried on the line in the field of carpentry. 
Their son Darryl attends Grade III in Ashern. 

During their lifetime Herman and Freida Helgason's 
home was a "home away from home" for many. Freida 



was a graduate of Grace Hospital and continued her 
nursing at home after they were married. Herman con
tinued in his chosen work of carpentry, and many of the 
buildings in Ashern as well as homes along the east and 
west side of Lake Manitoba were built with his supervi
sion. He also played an active part in the community. He 
was a Trustee of the Ashern School for 20 years, a life 
member of the Ashern Curling Club and was presented 
with an Honorary Life Membership by the Ashern Arena 
Board. Herman Helgason passed away in November, 
1966 and his wife Holmfridur one year earlier in October, 
1965. 

Mr. and Mrs. Herman He/gassoll Oil their 40th wedding anniver
sary. 

Edward and Margaret Howard 
Edward was born in Verdun, Quebec. In 1950 he 

came to work at the Oil Refinery in East Kildonan for a 
year. At that time he met Margaret Kerntoph and in 
1951 they were married and went back to Quebec. We 
lived there for twenty years, then decided to come back to 
Ashern, and bought a quarter from brother Bill, and 
started to build our home. The first summer we lived in a 
tent and later moved into the basement. We both work; 
Ed is a carpenter and does many other lines of work; and 
I, Margaret, work at the Ashern Hotel. 

I was born in Ashern at the house which my grand
father built, my mother Ottilia, told me Mrs. Vince was 
the midwife who delivered me. 

We have no family, and will be celebrating our 25th 
wedding anniversary this year, 1976. We would like to 
take a trip back to Quebec. 

I went to Beatty School, and had a mile to walk 
everyday. Some of the other children had three to four 
miles, which wasn't bad in the summer, but in winter it 
was quite hard, with no snow ploughs. Sometimes they 
would drive with a hOise and cutter. Mr. Webster was the 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Vince and my father were 
trustees at that time. The big thing was the Christmas 
concert, with all the kids in school taking part. Each child 
would get a bag of candy and nuts. A dance and lunch 
always followed. Then in June the end of school, came 
the picnic which was fun too, baseball, races of all kinds, 
and all the ice cream you could eat that was a big 
treat. 

There was only my brother Bill and myself in our 
family. Grandmother lived with us until she passed away. 
My cousin Wilbert Smith, came to live with us after his 
father died. 
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Mother would make over a lot of my clothes from the 
ones my aunt used to send from Winnipeg, so I always 
had enough. I remember when she used to make 
homemade noodles that was a day's work in itself. She 
would roll the dough out so thin and stretch it, then hang 
it over tea towels to dry. Then flour them and roll it up, 
and cut them with a sharp knife. Of course we had 
chickens so we would make chicken noodle soup, with 
homemade noodles. They sure were good. 

We always had a very good garden. Our cellar was 
under the house to keep the potatoes and vegetables, but 
it never froze and seemed to keep everything very well. 

One day Dad told me to go out and get a rabbit for 
supper, so I took the .22 and out I went in the bush. I got 
a rabbit all right, hit it wilh the first shot, but when I went 
to pick it up it jumped away. I had to shoot it three times 
before it finally died. I got teased so much from my 
brother and cousin. They said they thought there was a 
war on in the bush. I've improved since. 

I enjoy living in the Ashern district. I guess that's why 
we decided to come back, away from the rush of the city 
and noise. You have nice clean air to breathe out here, 
and that to me is very important. 

In the winter months before electricity, my father 
would haul ice off the lake to Kurbis' Store to keep the 
meat and produce cold. They would keep it in an ice 
house packed with sawdust, and it would not melt all 
summer. 

The Hugo and R. V. Walker Families 
My Dad Mark Hugo, came to Ashern in 1912, and 

filed on a homestead north-east of the village of Ashern. 
They came out later and built a shack. Mother, Jim and 
myself Mary, came on May 15, 1914. When we arrived 
there was no one to meet us, so we walked along the 
railroad track to the gravel pit spur-line, to the Sargent 
farm. This was the only high and dry ground, there was 
water everywhere. 

There was little entertainment in the early days, 
mostly picnics, baseball games, house parties and dances. 

I recall we walked two and a half miles to school. We 
dug seneca root, shot rabbits and snared them too, for 
spending money and to help buy clothes. We raised 
chickens and calves for the annual fair. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hugo 011 their 50th anniversary. Back: Jim 
Hugo, Mary and Darkey Walker. 



Idylwild team, app. 1925. Back row: Alex Miller (teacher), Bert 
Baldwin, Allen Hemery. Middle row: Gertie Jones. Albert Miller. Jack 
Johnson. Fronl.' Jack Baldwin. Deb Jones. Fred Bailey. 

Darkey and I were married in 1929. We bought the 
Sargent farm and lived there until 1940, when Darkey 
enlisted and went overseas. We the family moved to Win
nipeg so the children could go to schooL We lived in Win
nipeg for a year, then moved back to Ashern. I bought a 
house in town (the house where Mrs. Gowler now lives). I 
sold this when Darkey came home and we bought our 
present home. 

My brother Jim Hugo, lives just out of town on the 
Watson farm. 

The "Dirty Thirties" were tough on the farm. Darkey 
and I, and the two children lived on $150.00 one year. I 
recall going to a dance one time with just one cent - all 
we had. There would be a silver collection taken to pay 
for the tea, coffee, coal oil (for the lamp) and wax for the 
floor. If there was any money left over, it helped the boys 
to buy strings for their instruments. The ladies brought 
lunch. We gave our "all" and came home broke, but sure 
had fun. We travelled by dog team in winter and by ox 
drawn buggy in summer. Our Christmas concerts were 
the greatest. Gifts were mostly homemade. The school 
room would be packed with people. 

Men's shirts were made of sugar bags; slippers for the 
children were made of old felt hats and leather from old 
purses. Clothes were hand-me downs, made over to fit. 

My Dad passed away in September 1956. Mother 
came and lived with us, she passed away in October 1975. 
M other and Dad celebrated their 50th wedding anniver
sary here on March 12, 1956. 

Darkey and I have two children, Bill and Mary. We 
now have two great-grandchildren. 

We have lived in Ashern for sixty-two years and have 
seen changes in our town. 

Looking Back Over the Years 
by Anna Johannesson 

It was in the year 1944 that my husband, after much 
mental turmoil, made the decision to accept the offer of 
managership of the Ashern Creamery. We left our com
fortable home in Winnipeg and arrived in Ashern on an 
extremely cold and stormy day in January. The walk 
from the station to the creamery house seemed endless, 
hampered with our luggage and two little girls, four and 
five years old. The worst was yet to come, however. The 
house was a four-roomed cottage which had been 
stripped of all shelves, cupboards, and even hooks from 
the clothes closets, and the bare floors were painted 
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various hideous colors. Kind neighbors had lit a fire in 
the coal heater, but the kitchen stove had not yet been set 
up, and all our furniture and household effects were still 
in the boxes, where they had been left by the Security 
Storage, when they arrived two days earlier. 

There was no plumbing and only a semblance of elec
tricity in the town at that time so that the outlook was 
dismal indeed. If it had not been for Charlie and Laura 
Clemens, and their son Lawrence Amason (our closest 
neighbors; we might have given in to the urge to take the 
train back to Winnipeg next morning. However, we set to 
work, with the aid of coal-oil lamps, (the electricity had 
petered out by that time) and managed to get some order 
out of the chaos, and were able to relax somewhat over a 
cup of coffee and a delicious lunch brought over by our 
good friend Laura Clemens, and we felt that perhaps 
things might improve in time. 

That night when I was finally able to prepare the girls 
for bed, I took them into a tiny back room (which had 
been converted into a chemical toilet) when my five-year 
old said "This is awful Mommy, is everything going to 
be as bad as this in Ashern?" The next morning however, 
though the intense cold was still raging outside, the fires 
were going inside and our little home had taken on quite 
a cozy look. Even the cat (which had escaped its crate on 
the way from the station) showed up, and we felt that our 
family was all together again. 

At the time of our arrival the creamery supplied the 
town with electricity, but it was an extremely unstable 
commodity and the plant was badly in need of repairs. 
We were lucky if the lights stayed on until 9:30 at night, 
and then we had to resort to coal-oil or gas lamps. Many 
was the time Joe was called back after hours to see if he 
could remedy the almost impossible. Washing and iron
ing was a hit-and-miss proposition. We carried in snow to 
melt for the washing, wood for the cook stove, and of 
course ashes had to be disposed of. So for a long time liv
ing conditions were fairly primitive, but one gets 
acclimatized to such things. In fact it was a cheerful 
thought to feel that in a way we were experiencing and 
coping with, the strenuous life of the pioneers of old. 

When we arrived in Ashern the town boasted of a 
hotel; a bank; a two-roomed school; and two stores, 
owned and managed by Harry Schwartz and Charlie 
Clemens, respectively. There were also three churches in 
the town. We attended the United Church for several 
years, whose friendly congregation made us feel very 
much at home. As time passed we were able to organize a 
congregation of our own, as there were quite a number, 
of Lutherans in the district. Through close co-operation, 
a lot of willing and strenuous effort, and a strong faith of 
leading members, we built our church and were open for 
service in the year 1950, and have since grown steadily in 
membership and Christian service. 

We found the people of Ashern very friendly towards 
us. Red Cross quilting parties were very much in 
evidence, as the war and its aftermath needed ample 
supplies. Bridge parties were also very popular, and 
Christmas and New Year's get-togethers were happy and 
sociable occasions. There were no televisions to distract 
us or spoil the warm atmosphere of fellowship. 

Not long after Joe took over the management of the 
creamery he realized that the building was old and the 
equipment was badly in need of repair. He was in-



strumental in the erection of a new building at a new site, 
with modern equipment and facilities. To-day this same 
creamery is being managed by my son-in-law, Ron 
Anderson. 

We had not been in Ashern long before my husband 
and I became involved in community affairs. Joe coached 
the old hockey team (we had an out-door rink at that 
time) until he had the misfortune of spraining his ankle. 
He was secretary-treasurer of the school board; chairman 
of the hospital board for some years, and served on the 
regional board of the Manitoba Hospital Association for 
two years. He was also one of the founders of the 
Lutheran Church, and was chairman of the congregation 
for years. He also served on the Interlake Music Festival 
committee, which took in an area from Lundar to Gyp
sumvi!le. This became a community effort, and we were 
all very proud of the good results from our own school. 
Out of this grew the Ashern Glee Club which gave the 
members a great deal of fun and good fellowship. 

In later years Joe was frequently called upon to chair 
numerous functions in the town, for which he had a par
ticular aptitude. I n February of 1960, he received the 
honor of being made the president of the Manitoba Dairy 
Association; and then very suddenly, in March of that 
year, his promising career came to an end. His sudden 
death came as a great shock to all who knew him. 

At the time of my husband's death I took on a full 
time position as secretary-treasurer of the hospital here. I 
retired in 1972. 

Our two daughters graduated from Ashern High 
School. Heida went on to join the teaching profession. 
She married Clarence Koch, who is at present principal 
of the Moosehorn School. They have two girls and two 
boys. Pat became a registered nurse, and married Ron 
Anderson, of Ashern. They have two little girls. Both 
Heida and Pat have become considerably involved in 
community affairs, and lead a full and rewarding life. 

Here am I, in close touch with them, and can w:!tch 
my grandchildren grow and prosper. Here I have made 
many dear friends and have been able to take part in their 
joys and sorrows. I have no regrets, only thankfulness 
that I have been able to fit into the activities of the town, 
and have found my life pleasant and good. 

Charles Johnson Family 
by Mrs. A. Benedictson 
nee Johnson 

Charles Johnson, his wife and family moved to 
Ashern on May 1st, 1914. Charles was the Section 
Foreman (CNR) until he retired in 1927. He and his wife, 
Edine had immigrated to Canada from Norway in the 
early 1880's. They met in Boissevain, Manitoba, married 
and lived there for a number of years, Charles working 
on the railroad and later farming for a few years nearby. 
He then returned to railroading, working and living in 
Emerson and Winnipeg before the move to Ashern. 

The Johnson's had ten children. Three of their 
children had passed away before they moved to Ashern 
and their son Hugh, enlisted when war broke out in 
August 1914. Lieut. Hugh Johnson was killed in action 
October 1918. Their other children were: Effie, Edith, 
Lillian, Charles, Eileen and Helen. 

There was no school in Ashern at that time, therefore, 
the town children attended Beatty School, walking the 
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two and half miles most of the time. The Ashern School 
was built in 1917. 

Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were members of the United 
Church. They celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniver
sary in 1938, and lived the rest of their days in Ashern. 

Charles passed away in 1941 at the age of 81. His wife 
in 1955 at the age of 86. They had twelve grandchildren. 

Effie worked for a time in the Ashern Post Office. 
She married Wm. (Bill) Whittaker, who was born in 
Manchester, England, and was an early resident of 
Ashern. Bill ran the first livery stable, and was also the 
first County Court Bailiff in Ashern. He passed away in 
1921 two years after their marriage. He was survived by 
his wife Effie and one son Robert (Bob). Effie later 
married Jack Nelson, who was a school teacher at Beatty 
School, and later in the Ashern School. He served' in 
World War I. In later years Jack was a Customs Officer 
at Haskett, Manitoba. After he retired they lived in 
Morden. Effie passed away after an illness in 1959, and 
Jack in 1961. 

Bob Whittaker served in World War II. He is 
employed by the Province of Manitoba. Bob and his wife 
Kris, live in Winnipeg. He has two children, Michael and 
Jennifer, by a previous marriage. He also has one grand
son. 

Edith was working in the Standard Bank of Canada 
in Ashern when she met Wm. S. (Bill) Pozer. Bill had 
been transferred to Ashern as bank manager. He served 
in World War I, and was taken prisoner in the first gas 
attack. He spent three years in a German prison camp. 
Edith and Bill were married and soon moved to Win
nipeg. Bill continued to work for the bank for a time and 
later was General Manager of Pellissiers Brewery. He 

was in poor health for a number of years before his death. 
Bill passed away in \950, and Edith in 1974 after a 
lengthy illness. They had two children; Edina (Mrs. 
Howard Kennedy) and William S. (Bill). 

The Kennedy's have five children: Eileen (Mrs. Mark 
Dakin), Bill, Don, and twins, Kim and Jeff. They also 
have one granddaughter. They reside in St. Vital. Bill and 
his wife, Margaret have one daughter, Laurie. They live 
in Saskatoon. 

Lillian worked in the Ashern Post Office for a short 
time. She moved to Winnipeg and worked there for many 
years and is now retired. 

Charlie worked for the C.N.R. as a telegrapher. He 
moved to B.C., Charlie served in World War II. Follow
ing the war he returned to B.C. and worked in Ocean 
Falls until he retired. He now lives in Vancouver. 



Eileen married Arthur (Benny) Benedictson. Art had 
been employed for a short time in the Standard Bank. 
They lived at Lundar for nearly twenty years. Art 
farmed. and also worked at the Government Fish Hat
chery in Swan Creek during the spring. He later worked 
as a Fish Inspector and then joined the R.C.A.F. Follow
ing the war he went back to the Fisheries bepartment, 
and was supervisor of Fish Culture when he retired. They 
had five sons; Alan, John, Ray, Paul and James. Art 
passed away in 1972 and their son Alan of Vancouver 
in 1975. John, Ray and Paul live in Vancouver. Ray and 
his wife Merilynn have five daughters; Edina, Susan, 
Maureen, Sonia and Sandra. Paul has three children: 
Billy, Leanne and Jon. James and his wife Mary, have 
two daughters; Kristine and Stephanie. They live in Win
nipeg. 

Helen married Albert Geisler of Ashern. They had 
four children. Two of their children passed away at an 
early age; Carol at age eight months and Lloyd at age ten 
years. Gail, (Mrs. Johnson) works and lives in Edmon
ton. Gail has two sons, Jim and Graham. Gilbert and his 
wife Pat have three daughters; Shauna, Kirby and 
A'Lynne. Albert and Gilbert are in business together -
Geisler Transfer, and a Feed Business. Gilbert and his 
family and Helen and Albert have always lived in 
Ashern. 

Ashern Garage. 

Eirikur G. and Rachel Johnson 
by Rachel 

Eirikur G. Johnson, better known as Eiki, was born 
in Husey, Iceland March 8, 1900. He was second 
youngest of 8 children. His parents Janina and Gudmun
dur Jonsson emigrated to Canada in 1903, and eventually 
settled in Vogar, which at that time was known only as 
Dog Creek. I have been told that Grandpa Jonsson and 
other neighbors decided to change the name to Vogar. 
Eiki started working away from home when he was 17 
years old. One of his favorite pastimes was playing the 
violin at dances. 

In 1925 he and his older brother operated the boat 
Ethel, owned by Ausmundur Freeman, transporting 
cream on Lake Manitoba. On July 16, 1925, in the vicini
ty of Cayer, they developed engine trouble and EikL be
ing the mechanically inclined one, went down into the 
engine room to investigate. An explosion occurred, clos
ing the door as soon as he stepped into the room, and it 
was with great difficulty that he got it open. By that time 
he and the engine room were in flames. Unfortunately, he 
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Ingi SveiSlrup. Eiki Johnson. Harry Otto. 

jumped overboard to extinguish his flaming clothes, so 
his burns were very bad. After being brought to Steep 
Rock by Oli Nord, he was taken to a hospital in Win
nipeg where he remained for quite some time. According 
to his doctor he was very lucky to have lived, as in those 
days keeping the patient covered with vaseline was the 
only treatment - and of course drugs for pain. 

After that he worked for John Hubert in the garage in 
Ashern, which was then located where Alf and Ellen 
Cook nO\'v' have their store. I believe Eiki bought John out 
in 1926. In those days most out of town people used 
horses and sleighs in the winter time, so the garage 
business was not a full time occupation and Eiki would 
fish with his brothers on Lake Manitoba during the 
winter months. In 1929 he freighted fish for A. Freeman 
by truck. On one of these trips, accompanied by a man 
named Arni Johnson, their partially loaded truck went 
through the ice between Goose and Ghost Islands. For
tunately, although the truck was totally submerged, there 
were no injuries or loss of life. The truck was retrieved 
manually with the help of Eiki's younger brother, John 
S., and the other fishermen in the vicinity. If I remember 
correctly Eiki still freighted fish for Freeman as late as 
1934. 

Due to a housing shortage, I did not come to live in 
Ashern until June, 1935, Eric was then 3 months old. We 
lived in McGiffin's house behind the bank until October 
of that year. Then we moved upstairs in the old 
Municipal building, which was located where the present 
post office now stands. Jim was born in July 1936. People 
complain of road conditions today but I will never forget 
that June 20, 1936 when I set off to Winnipeg with Eric to 
stay with my folks until after the new baby arrived. We 
were the only passengers on the bus that morning, and as 
the road was rough, when we reached Eriksdale the bus 
driver refused to take me any further. Luckily we were 
ahead of the train so we got into Winnipeg without any 
trouble. I had left Eric's carriage on the bus to Qe picked 
up at the bus depot later. It was several days later, as the 
bus ran into the ditch shortly after it left Eriksdale. The 
bus driver need not have been so worried, as Jim did not 
arrive until July 20. We had a record breaking heat wave 
during that time, when the temperature went up to the 
100 degree point and it was not fit to go outside during 
the day. Horses were being used for delivery of milk, 
bread, etc. in Winnipeg during those years and many of 
them dropped dead from the heat. 

We lived upstairs in R.M. of Siglunes building until 
January 1941, when we moved into our own newly built 



house across the street. During this time Eiki had rigged 
up his own lighting plant and wired the Municipal 
building, so I was lucky in that most of the time I had 
electric lights. Of course there were times when they 
became quite dim and the coal oil lamps would be put to 
use. It must have been quite a relief to Mr. Foord, 
Secretary Treasurer, R.M. of Siglunes, and his assistant, 
Olive Porteous, when after 6 years we finally moved. The 
building was not at all sound proofed and it was not very 
easy to keep two active boys quiet. 

During the summer and fall of 1935, Eiki made 
himself a snow plane, which consisted of a body made of 
light weight metal mounted on 2 sets of runners, a model 
A motor and propeller at the rear. He used this machine 
as a taxi service during the winter months when road con
ditions made cars useless and horses too slow. Many of 
these trips were happy occasions, as when he brought 
Jack Finlayson and Agnes Deighton from their respec
tive homes, to catch the train at Ashern, where they 
proceeded to Winnipeg for their wedding. Beverly 
(Geisler) Sveistrup had her very first ride from her grand
parent's home in Ashern, where she was born, to Rudy 
and Rose's farm home. But there were sad occasions too. 
On January 20, 1936, my sister's husband, Holger 
Stromberg, drowned while freighting fish with a tractor 
train. He was accompanied by his younger brother, Greg, 
and my brother, Roland Sundberg, and were off Long 
Point on Lake Winnipeg when they came to a crack in 
the ice. Luckily for the boys, Holger had advised them to 
stay away from the tractor train while he attempted the 
crossing. Eiki took Holger's father and divers to Long 
Point. The divers located the tractor but Holger's body 
was never recovered. 

In the early forties, Eiki bought the corner lots where 
the old St. George Hotel had stood before it burned 
down, but it was not until 1944 or 45 that the new garage 
was ready for use. 

In 1960 Eric joined the navy and after basic training 
at Cornwallis, Nova Scotia, was sent to Esquimault, B.C. 
It was in Victoria he met and married Joann Krienke. 
When Bobbi J 0 was 6 months old and Eric had finished 
his 3-year stint in the navy, they returned to Ashern 
where they remained until August 1964, when they 
returned to Victoria, B.C. During these years Jim 
remained at home and worked with his father in the gar
age. In 1957 I was offered a partime job in the post office, 
which was then located in what is now the Robinson 
Store. In 1963, after writing civil service exams, I 
became, and still am, a full time assistant. 

On October II, 1967 Eiki died when he was struck by 
a hit and run driver. 

In June, 1968 Eric and family returned to Ashern and 
he and Jim have operated the garage since then. In 1969 
Eric and Joann bought their home on Poplar Avenue and 
lived there until November 1975, when they moved out of 
town, approximately 1/2 mile north of Ron Geisler's farm. 
Ryan was born February 23, 1971. 

F or my grandchildren and possibly great-grand
children, I should perhaps include a little of my 
own background. My parents were born in Sweden and 
came to this country in 1905 ot 1906. They met on board 
ship. My mother, Amanda Olson, went to U.S.A. where 
she had relatives, and my father, Theodor Sundberg, 
remained in Winnipeg. After working in the States for 
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some time, my mother returned to Winnipeg and she and 
my dad were married. I was the youngest of 4 children. In 
March 1917, when I was 3 months old, we moved from 
St. Vital to the homestead in Hilbre. 

Russ Keeler Family 
Russ was born in Hartney, Manitoba, on February 8, 

1944. He graduated in Pharmacy from the University of 
Manitoba in 1967. After graduation he worked as a phar
macist in Brandon and Winnipeg. In 1969 he became 
part owner of the Viking Pharmacy in Gimli, Manitoba. 
In February 1970, Russ came to Ashern to work for Mrs. 
Wright. In July 1970, he purchased Wright's Pharmacy 
and renamed it Ashern Pharmacy. 

On May 15, 1971, Russ married Linda Bahry of 
Gimli. 

After graduating from high school in 1969, Linda 
worked as a dental nurse for the Tuxedo Dental Clinic in 
Winnipeg. 

Keelers moved to Ashern and Linda worked part time 
in the pharmacy. In the summer of 1973, they build their 
new home. Their daughter, Nicole Leanne was born on 
December 14, 1974. 

Jean and Louise Kerbrat 
by Herve Kerbrat 

Jean Kerbrat left Plabennce France, July 28, 1907, 
accompanied by his sister Marie and brother Herve. 
They arrived in Canada by boat approximately a month 
later. 

After a short stay in St. Boniface, Jean, Marie and 
Herve moved to St. Laurent, Manitoba. In 1908 their 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kerbrat and youngest daughter 
Isabelle, arrived from France, they too, went to St. 
Laurent. 

In 1912 Dad took up a homestead in the Ashern dis
trict, the S.W.'A of 36-25-7 Wand in 1916 Dad's eldest 
brother, the Rev. Father Kerbrat also came to Canada 
from France. He was the parish priest here in Ashern, 
from 1937-1938. 

Dad worked at the Royal Alexandra Hotel in Win
nipeg for some six years when he first came to Canada. 
Later he did winter fishing on Lake Manitoba, in the St. 
Laurent area. He would bring his team of horses from his 
farm in Ashern, to haul the fish. 

In October 1923 Dad married Louise Therrien of St. 
Boniface. They farmed in the Ashern district for a 
number of years, retiring in 1957. 

Jean and Louise had four sons, David, John, Herve, 
Robert and one daughter, Mary. The children all attend
ed Ashern SchooL Robert and Herve live in Ashern. 
Herve married Mabel Zimmerman. John is married and 
lives in Nipigon, Ontario, with his wife, Marilyn, and 
have three girls and one boy. David lives in Kitimat, B.C. 
He married Elsie Baker, and they have nine children. 
Five of the family are married and four still living at 
home. Mary lives in Carman, with her husband, Joe 
Kachor. They have two daughters, Debbie, works and 
lives in Winnipeg, Cindy is married and lives in Carman. 

Mother taught school in the Convent in St. Laurent 
before she was married. My parents were active in church 
work. Mother played the organ in the Holy Cross 
Catholic church in Ashern from 1923-1956. I recall going 
to church in the early days. The church was just a shell 



and at many a Christmas Midnight Mass the church was 
packed, inspite of the cold, it was often 50° below, people 
came from miles around. They had to drive by horse and 
sleigh. 

Mother and Dad were among the pioneers, and like 
so many others, survived the hardships of the early days. 
We, the children are now reaping the benefits of their 
hard work. Mother passed away in April 1959 and Dad 
in January 1968. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jean Kerbrat and family. David. Harvey. John. Bob. 

Joseph and Anna Koch, Sr. 
by Vera Fuchs 

My parents Joseph and Anna Koch and their children 
Gertie, Elizabeth, Mathew and myself (Vera) came to 
Canada from Hungary in 1926. We landed in Halifax 
and stayed two days before taking the train to Winnipeg, 
and stayed in the Immigration Hall there for 't week. 
Four families of us came by special train from Winnipeg 
and were met by Mr. Denhard. 

Prior to this, Dad, Joe, Mr. Reiser, and Mr. Poltz 
had been up to look at the land and decided to make the 
move. When we got to Ashern we were taken to a 
building (now Chicken Delight). We had our own bed
ding, but people brought mattresses so we could stay 
there a few days before going to our new homes. 

Dad worked brushing on No. 6 Highway from 
Camper to Moosehorn for H. Schwartz who had the con
tract. Money was scarce when we came, but with help 
from H. Schwartz and other good neighbors we man
aged. 

We all worked very hard. Our first cow we bought 
from H. Schwartz cost $40.00 and later when prices 
dropped we bought some for $5.00 a piece. 

Dad and brother Mathew cut and hauled tamarac 
over twenty miles for $3.00 acord. We had to buy oats 
for the horses so there was little left to buy provisions. 

Mathew left here in 1937 and settled in Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A. He is a butcher by trade. He is married and has 
two boys John and Joe and one daughter Anna Marie. 
His son John is in the forces. 

As was the custom in Hungary, Mother used to carry 
the groceries home in a basket on her head. 

One thing that is still vivid in my memory of the first 
day we arrived is Mrs. Schwartz with a big apron filled 
with apples to treat us. 
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Joe and I were married in Winnipeg. We came back 
to Ashern and settled on the former Richard Humphreys 
farm. 

We had a family of six: Lillian - Mrs. Wirgan, living 
in Winnipeg. Edward - passed away at the age of 
twelve. Mary - Mrs. Kolodka living in Transcona. 
Gary - married to Thelma Russell - living in Winni-
peg. Phyllis Mrs. E. Shure. Ted at home. 

Joseph Koch Sr. standing behind wagon. Silting: lvlrs. Koch. Alllla 
Focly, driver - Eddy Fody. Teddy Fody. Lillian Fuchs. Ernie Leito/d. 

Joe Fllchs famify. Back row: Garry. 
Ted. Celltre: Mary. Lillian. Phyllis. 
Front: Joe alld Vera. 

Alaf(hew Koch ill 
U.S. Army. /946. 

Joseph and Anna Koch and Family 
In the small village of Gana in Hungary, west of the 

capital city of Budapest lived a young couple, Joseph and 
Anna Koch with their two infant children. Like other 
European countries at this time, Hungary was experienc
ing overcrowding, excessive taxes, and scarcity of land. 
Being a naturally ambitious young couple with a normal 
desire of a home of their own where they could raise their 
family in the best conditions they could provide, Joseph 
and Anna decided to leave their beloved homeland, and 
chose to settle in Canada. 

Preparations were made, and by early spring or 1926 
they were ready, eagerly looking forward to a new life in 
a new country. Western Canada at this time had her arms 
open wide to receive the immigrants who were willing to 
work hard to help transform the vast prairies into the 
prosperous region we know today. 

On 25 March 1926, having bade their farewells, Mom 
and Dad and their two children Mary, an inquisitive 



curly-headed toddler, and the infant Lawrence (as well as 
Dad's parents and most of their family, whose stories 
appear elsewhere in this book), boarded the train in 
Budapest which took them through Austria, Germany, 
and on to the port city of Antwerp, Belgium. Here on the 
1st of April 1926 they boarded their ship, the 
PENNLAND, along with a goodly number of country
men and other European families, for the IO-day crossing 
of the Atlantic. On the II th of April 1926, having faced a 
rough, stormy ocean, their ship slipped into Canadian 
waters and docked in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Here they retrieved their belongings and boarded the 
train for Winnipeg, Manitoba. The beauty of Canada 
rivalled that of their own homeland, and they were 
thrilled with Canada's vastness, knowing their future lay 
before them in this young and majestic country. Mom 
and Dad felt reassured their decision to move to Canada 
was a wise one. 

Upon their arrival in Winnipeg on the 17th of April, 
they were taken to Immigration Hall, which was to be 
their home for two weeks while Dad and the other men 
acquired a quarter section of land where they would live. 
Meanwhile, the women explored the city of Winnipeg 
and purchased a few necessary household articles. Once 
again the train brought them from Winnipeg to Ashern. 
People still tell us they remember when our parents' 
group arrived: Dad was the tall man, at least a head 
above everyone else, with a pipe in his mouth. It seems 
that pipe would forever after be his trademark I Their 
first night in Ashern was spent in rented rooms in the 
building which was later to become the Rex Cafe and is 
now the Chicken Delight Restaurant. Our parents took 
up residence on a farm I Y2 miles southwest of Ashern. 
This was to be their home for some four years. Ashern 
was a tiny hamlet in 1926, Camper being the larger town 
then. There were about \0 to 15 public buildings here: the 
Catholic, Anglican, and Presbyterian (now United) 
Churches, a post office, the bank, three grocery stores -
Schwartz's, Collins', and Kurbis', a school, creamery, the 
CNR station, municipal office, and the Safioles' Hotel 
(which later burned down) plus a few private homes. 

Dad's first job was cutting brush, then assisting in the 
building of the barn on the HoraIe farm one mile east of 
what then constituted Ashern. His payment for this work 
was a cowl They were delighted, as previously they had 
obtained their supply of milk from their neighbors. Since 
they had arrived in the springtime, Mom and Dad had 
planted a garden; how happy they were to get their fresh 
vegetables from their own garden! Their first winter was 
spent in a small two-room house a few miles north of 
Ashern, as the house would be easier to heat than the 
large one. They awaited springtime longingly when they 
could get back to their roomier home. 

One of many new experiences for these new 
Canadians was the fact they did not speak the same 
language as their closest neighbors - Mrs. Broustal and 
her two youthful sons, Pierre and Yves. However, 
friendship and a helping hand are universally understood, 
and soon the two families were able to converse with one 
another with gestures and the English words Mom and 
Dad were acquiring. It was to the home of these kindly 
neighbors Mom would carry her laundry (half a mile dis
tant) since they did not have a well on their own farm 
then. Of course, the two tiny tots had to be taken along, 
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and the baby, Lawrence, could not walk. As did everyone 
in those days, Mom did her laundry by hand with the aid 
of a scrub board. 

To earn a living for his little family, Dad took 
whatever jobs he could get in the area. Jobs were plen
tiful, and it was many a railroad boxcar Dad would un
load with the aid of his team of horses. Always a very 
strong man, unloading cars of coal, 98-pound bags of 
flour, or other staples tended to keep him in condition. 
For many years Dad was called upon for the job of dig
ging graves. In the summer it was a relatively simple but 
back-breaking job with a pick and shovel. However, with 
the ground frozen in winter they'd have to build a fire 
overnight to thaw the ground and make their work at 
least possible. Dad also helped build many of the houses 
in Ashern, in the days when basements were dug with 
horses and scraper and cement was mixed by hand. A 
good many of the trees which line the streets of Ashern 
were planted by his hands. But no matter what the work, 
Dad put his whole heart and soul into it. He was a 
meticulous worker, did not shirk menial tasks; and when 
the job was done it was done well and he was left with a 
sense of pride and accomplishment. As did many others, 
Dad also helped in the building of many municipal and 
provincial roads, including PTH No.6. Road building 
machinery at that time was men with strong backs, 
horses, and scrapers. Road clearing was done with brush 
scythes and axes. A good many of the roads were built by 
statutory labor. Each gravel road had a side road running 
parallel on either side (referred to as "black roads" 
because they were not gravelled) and a ditch on one side 
between the main and side roads. These roads were used 
in the springtime after the snow had melted on the gravel 
highway to make sleigh travelling easier. In the summer 
they were well shaded and it was delightful to walk there 
rather than in the hot sun, and the earth surface was far 
more comfortable for the unshod hooves of horses. 
Consequently they were a fine and often used horse and 
buggy driveway. 

Dad's main work in the winter was logging. This took 
him and his companions some 25 to 30 miles east of 
Ashern. The travelling, we must remember, was all done 
with a sleigh and a team of horses. The loggers had built 
themselves a little log shed wherein they would stay over
night until they had a load of wood. Their beds were 
spruce boughs and hay. The women had packed enough 
food for them which would keep, and which they could 
eat, with very little preparation. The trees were chopped 
down, hewn to a certain length, loaded on a wood-rack 
on the sleigh, then they'd start for home. Many were the 
times at -400 F. when Dad would get off the load of 
wood and walk to keep from freezing, slapping his hands 
against his body as he walked to keep the circulation in 
his limbs. At times he even had to break trails for his 
horses. The horses suffered too. It was especially difficult 
to keep them facing into a raging blizzard when both men 
and horses had their eyelashes and nostrils coated with 
frost and icicles. Many thoughtful people lived alongside 
the highway where the men and their teams were wel
comed to warm up. There, while the horses revived in a 
warm barn, these people shared their delicious 
homemade foods to revitalize benumbed men, which 
enabled them to reach home in safety. For a while a cord 
of wood sold for $3.00, but a few years later, supply being 



greater than demand, the price fell to $1.50 a cord. It 
took days to earn that $1.50! 

After a couple of years of hard work and thriftiness, 
our parents had acquired two horses, a number of cows, a 
pig, and a few chickens. Because Dad was away working 
much of the time, Mom was left to do the housework, 
look after the two children, the garden, plus the 
numerous farm chores. She oft recalled how the three of 
them would walk barefoot (a rural custom in Hungary) 
to town to sell eggs and butter in order to buy postage 
stamps, or sell cream to purchase the few necessary 
groceries. Mail was important to them - it kept them in 
touch with family and friends back in Hungary, or with 
Dad while he was with the harvest gangs in 
Saskatchewan and southwestern Manitoba. It was 
Mom's letters to her family which encouraged her eldest 
brother, John Redling, to come to Canada in 1928. He 
farmed in the Ashern district for a number of years, also 
accompanying his brother-in-law, Joseph, on the logging 
trips and the harvest excursions. In 1936 he left the farm 
and Ashern and moved to Ontario, later settling in Fort 
William. There he worked until his retirement at the end 
of 1971. He now makes his home in Winnipeg and 
Ashern. 

For a number of years, after the haying was com
pleted, Dad and Uncle John joined many others on the 
harvest gangs. Dad worked in the Dilkie and Langen
burg, Saskatchewan areas and near Pilot Mound and 
Fannystelle in Manitoba. 

Life went on, bringing both happiness and heart
break. The family grew in number and the three older 
children were now in school. Then, bitter tragedy struck 
one January when the dreaded typhoid fever raged its 
way through the home, striking some more intensely than 
the others. Only the baby, Anne, was spared. After a 
valiant battle, the merciless disease claimed her one vic
tim: their only son, Lawrence. His untimely death at the 
age of ten was a severe blow to Mom and Dad and a sad 
test of faith. (They often mentioned with gratitude in 
later years how a kindly Jewish storekeeper pulled them 
out of their deep depression with the profound words: 
"God gives and God takes away." Years later they were 
to realize even more fully the truth of that statement 
when God blessed them with twin boys - Joseph and 
Edward. Unfortunately, the frail Edward, a fair redhead, 
died in infancy. A few years later they were blessed with 
another son, Henry John.) The spring following 
Lawrence's death brought more anxiety when Mom fell 
ill, belatedly, with typhoid. Weak from nursing her sick 
family and from the strain of their tragic loss, she too 
nearly succumbed, and had to be rushed to S1. Boniface 
Hospital where for II long weeks she battled grimly for 
life. Meanwhile, back at home Dad and his indomitable 
little teen-aged daughter, Mary, both still weak from 
their recent brush with death, struggled bravely on and 
were able to keep the home going. It was a joyous day in
deed when Dad brought Mom home at last! 

Our dad was always a marvellous story teller. Back 
from the harvest excursions he'd relate his experiences to 
the family. He had met many people and learned a lot of 
new things, and he could make his experiences come alive 
for Mom and the children. Dad was a storehouse of 
Hungarian folktales which had been passed down from 
generation to generation, but unfortunately never written 
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Mr. alld Mrs, Joe Koch, 50lh wedding anniversary. 

down. How he could thrill us when in the evening after 
the outside work was done, after some coaxing he'd "tell 
us a story". We'd all gather round, the youngest ones on 
his knee, the others in a tight group around him waiting 
in an expectant hush for the story to begin while Dad 
lighted his pipe! Mom would pick up some mending, 
move her chair closer, and listen too. The stories were 
long, and often took two or three evenings to complete. 

Mom had a Singer sewing machine, treadle-type, 
which was bought from Roy and Olga Howard for about 
$5.00. Mom stitched many a flour bag on this machine, 
making clothing. Flour bags in those days were colorful, 
and were just large enough to make pretty dresses or 
aprons. It was one of these "flour bag dresses" little 
Cecilia was wearing one Sunday when she was asked by 
Uncle John to go to the cellar and get him some leaf 
tobacco (which was stored in the basement to keep it 
from drying up). Cecilia, aged about four, earnestly fac
ing Uncle John as she proudly smoothed her dress, said 
"Oh, Uncle John, I can't, I'm much too pretty". 

July 1930 was a red-letter day in the lives of our 
parents. Having purchased their first home, they moved 
to the quarter section of land, SW -25-25-7W, where they 
were to live for the rest of their lives. It was an ideal spot: 
one-half mile to church, one mile to school and town, on 
a good highway. Both the house and barn were unfin
ished, unfortunately; and with money being scarce, both 
buildings deteriorated. By 1947 the old barn had to be 
replaced, and in 1948 the present building was erected. 
The house was a two-storey structure with an attic, and 
with a veranda running on two sides of it. Many 
renovations were made to the interior, but it was a cold, 
non-insulated building, with no shelter-belt for wind 
protection, and in the winter it took a great deal of wood 
to keep it heated. We recall on some of those very cold 
nights when the north wind whistled around the corners 
how Mom and Dad would check to make sure we had 
enough coverings to keep warm. Along with the warm 
feather-filled comforters and other blankets, Dad would 
sometimes throw on the horse blankets to make sure we 



were warm enough. In the morning then we'd jump out of 
bed to run downstairs to the heater or the homey kitchen 
range where one could dress in cosy comfort. 

It's hard to imagine living without electricity now. 
However, we all got along. Coal oil lamps provided our 
lighting, along with a Coleman gas lamp in later years 
before hydro. Meat was brine-cured and smoked in the 
smokehouse, and it kept well. A few pieces of meat were 
fresh frozen and kept in an unheated upstairs room of the 
house which provided a natural freezer. The cellar was 
well stocked with fresh vegetables for the winter, and 
pickles, jams, and fruit preserves lined the walls of the 
cellar. Canned wild strawberries were always a special 
treat, and the saskatoons, chokecherries, and cranberries 
were a welcome addition to the jams and fruit preserves. 

The old house was finally replaced by the present 
building in 1953, and we moved into it on December 24th 
of that year. Although it was wired for electricity, it was 
not hooked up until a couple of days after Christmas. It's 
hard to move out of a home filled with a lifetime of 
memories of a happy family into a new house, and since 
all the furniture had not been moved, Christmas dinner 
1953 was enjoyed for the last time in the old house. Then 
the new year started with a brand new home. 

Once they had purchased some land, Mom and Dad 
were permanently settled residents. This was not the case 
with the quarter of land across the highway from them. 
They had a succession of short-term neighbors, some of 
which were Ernest Newman, Uncle John Redling, the 
Horale boys, M ontagues, McDougalls, Grandpa and 
Grandma Koch, the Ben Rayman families, Chartrands, 
Martin and Margaret Koch, then Grandma Koch again. 
The original two-storey log cabin, built by a Mr. Marcon 
presumably at the turn of the century, still stands today. 
What interesting stories remain forever locked within its 
walls. Eventually, in 1949 our parents purchased this 
quarter section of land. 

In the days before TV, when even radios were a lux
ury enjoyed by the more "affluent", people provided 
their own entertainment, and relied on each other for 
company and news. Neighbors, relatives, and other 
friends visited each other to a greater degree than now. It 
was a way of exchanging news and provided sociability 
for all members of the family. After the evening chores 
were done, visitors dropped in, and some of those card 
games would begin, to end only with the breaking of 
dawn. Friends going home from a day in town in the 
winter would turn their teams into the driveway on the 
pretext of warming up. The horses, after standing outside 
for a number of hours in town, were put into the barn out 
of the elements, and the neighbors were brought into the 
house. Some great stories were swapped, some true and 
some not so true, while the children lingered quietly out 
of the circle of lamplight to listen, and this way escaped 
bedtime for a while. Sunday afternoon visiting was very 
common. Dad would grease the buggy or wagon after 
dinner, curry and brush the horses until they shone, and 
off we would go. 

We got our first radio (a brand new Viking from 
Eaton's Mail Order catalogue itself now history) in 
1947. It was run by a dry cell battery which with careful 
use would last from six to nine months. It provided some 
very fine entertainment. Mom and the children enjoyed 
musical programs and stories, while Dad's usual way of 
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ending a day was to tune in to the 10 o'clock news on 
CKRC with Ev Dutton as news announcer. For as long 
as we can remember we had a gramophone a 
Sovereign Phonograph - purchased from Uncle John 
for $5.00, which included a stack of records. This was the 
wind-up type, and many a spring was snapped in the 
mechanism by over-winding. But its tone was excellent, 
and even now on occasion we play some nostalgic 78 rpm 
records on it. One of the records prized highly was by 
Wilf Carter, entitled "Cowboy Don't Forget Your 
Mother" and "Cowboy Blues", recorded on the old 
"Bluebird" label of RCA Victor. Many of the old 
records are still around, although poor needles and chips 
off the edges have taken their toll. 

Religion was always an important factor in our 
parents' lives, and hopefully the gift of faith was passed 
on to their children. Being devout Catholics, Mass atten
dance was never a question, despite the weather; and for 
years the only way to get to church was to walk. Dad and 
Mr. John Kerbrat (our neighbors to the north for many 
years) after Mass would walk home, talking, each smok
ing his pipe. When they got to the corner where Mr. Ker
brat turned north, they'd stand and talk until Mr. Ker
brat's family caught up to him with their horse and buggy 
or cutter, later the car. Often Mr. Kerbrat declined a ride 
and the two men would stand and talk some more! The 
only way to separate them then was to call Dad for 
dinner. Both men served many years as trustees of the 
church. 

We lived one-half mile from church, and our 
neighbors to the west were the succession of priests sta
tioned in Ashern. Their visits were always an occasion 
enjoyed by all even though some of us children were so 
shy we'd run and hide for a while when the knock sound
ed on the door. Many a lasting friendship was formed 
with the priests, and even now we keep in touch with 
them. For many years our parents supplied the rectory 
inhabitants with milk, which was delivered on the way to 
school each day. The priests faced the same hardships 
with the people, and this formed a close bond with them. 

Mom had a manner of quietly disciplining her 
children, and she had one sure way of ending sisterly and 
brotherly squabbles. In the midst of one she'd calmly 
make the Sign of the Cross and begin The Lord's Prayer. 
We knew we had better join her!! The squabble was over! 
Prayer also worked wonders in getting us up in the morn-

After a time or two of calling us, if there was no 
response, again the start of Morning Prayers brought 
each one of us downstairs on the double. (I'm not sure 
this is really what is meant by the power of prayer! 1) The 
family Rosary in the evenings had its own special way of 
uniting the family and dispelling the heavy cares of the 
day; and Mom always added her "trimmings" - prayers 
in addition to the Rosary for special things, such as sick 
persons, the deceased, world problems, family problems, 
good weather, etc. 

Although Dad's family had all immigrated to 
Canada, with the exception of one sister who lived in 
New York, Mom's family other than her brother, John, 
remained in Hungary. Following World War II they 
were forced to Oee from their homes to East Germany. 
After lengthy negotiations here, Grandpa and Grandma 
Redling and their youngest son, our Uncle Julius, were 
allowed to leave Germany, and they came to Ashern in 



1949. After seeing his parents settled with us, Uncle 
Julius went to work in Winnipeg, where he and his family 
now live. Both Grandpa and Grandma Redling are since 
deceased. 

There are many memories not recorded here, but 
perhaps one of the most joyous in the later years of the 
lives of our parents was the occasion of their Golden 
Wedding Anniversary on 22 January 1970. Two days 
later, at a special Mass at Holy Cross Church, with 
Father R. Dion, O.M.L and Father Peter Dunphy of
ficiating, Mom and Dad renewed their marriage vows 
made 50 years previous in Holy Cross Church in Ganna 
Hungary. At this time also a special blessing was re
ceived from Pope Paul VI; the guest soloist at the Mass 
was Rt. Rev. R. J. H. Larrabee, Rector of St. Mary's 
Cathedral, Winnipeg. Following the ceremony, a dinner 
complete with three-tier wedding cake (decorated by one 
of their nieces), was held for the family and immediate 
relatives at the Interlake Motel. Later an Open House 
was held at the farm which had been their home for 
almost 40 years. 

The following summer Dad fell ill, and after an eight
week stay at St. Boniface Hospital, on IS October 1970 
we lost our beloved Father. Mom bravely carried on and 
she was an example of courage and a source of strength 
to all her children and grandchildren in the acceptance of 
God's Will. Fourteen months later, after eight days at St. 
Boniface Hospital, on 28 December 1971 our beloved 
Mother was called Home. It was in a sermon following 
Dad's death that Father Dion stated " ... he did not 
seek a high position in life, but sought only to do God's 
Will and look after his family .... " This surely applies 
to both of our parents. 

The family has spread out across Canada now. Mary, 
living for a time in Ontario after leaving Manitoba, 
moved to Victoria, B.C. There she met and married Win
ston Hynds, a native of that city. They presently live in 
Parksville on Vancouver Island. Their family consists of 
one son, Garry, who is a Grade Eleven student in 
Parksville High School. Garry has yet to decide what he 
will make his life's work, but judging from his present ex
cellence in the subject, it will in all likelihood be in the 
field of science. 

Emily, after training at Success Commercial College, 
worked in Winnipeg until shortly after her marriage to 
Edward Beaudry (from Cut Knife, Saskatchewan), when 
they were transfetred to Saskatoon from Winnipeg. In 
1965 they were transferred to Regina, where they now 
reside. Their daughter, Margaret Ann, is a third-year 
Education student at Campion College, University of 
Saskatchewan, where she is studying for her degree with 
a view to becoming a teacher. Their son, Paul, is a Grade 
Twelve student at O'Neill High in Regina. Paul has spent 
the last few summers in Ashern helping his Uncle Joe 
with haying. With the sharp decline of prices for 
agricultural products, Paul decided that although an in
teresting and rewarding business, cattle ranching is too 
uncertain, and is now planning on an engineering course. 

Cecilia worked at Eaton's for a number of years. 
Following her marriage .to Amos Dumphy of Peakes, 
Prince Edward Island, they lived in P:EL for a year, 
then moved to Winnipeg. Two years later Amos was 
transferred to Montreal. They enjoyed living in Canada's 
largest city for six years, but were very happy to be trans-
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ferred back to Winnipeg in 1974. Cecilia has resumed 
working at Eaton's. 

Anne was employed at Eaton's for a number of years. 
She left to accept a position with Air Canada, which she 
finds an excellent way to see the world. Since that time 
she has done a great amount of travelling, and it's a com
mon occurrence for her to spend a week-end hundreds of 
miles from Winnipeg. 

Theresa taught school for one year, then decided 
teachers work too hard for their pay. After stenographic 
training at Success Commercial College, she worked for 
the Metroplitan Government in Winnipeg until 
amalgamation took place of all the cities and 
municipalities of Greater Winnipeg in 1971. She then 
found herself working first for the Mayor and Council of 
the new city, then for the Chief Commissioner of the City 
of Winnipeg at City Hall. In October 1974 an opportuni
ty presented itself for her return to Ashern, and she is 
now employed by the Federal Government at the Ashern 
Detachment of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 

Joseph, always happiest on the farm, has taken over 
the family farm, and continues to expand and modernize 
the operation. In the 40 years of Mom's and Dad's farm
ing, only one set of twin calves was ever born in their cat
tle herds, that being in July 1970. Significantly, since Joe 
has taken over, everything has to proceed at an 
accelerated pace, and within four years seven more sets 
of twin calves were borh amongst his herds! The farm is 
still "home" to all of us, and family get-togethers are 
always at Joe's place. 

Henry, the youngest of the family, also sought his for
tune in Winnipeg. He worked with a firm of customs 
brokers for a number of years. He is married to the 
former Aileen Muttart of Prince Edward Island, and 
they have a delightful son, Damian, born in 1971. They 
live in London, Ontario, and Henry is a nursing orderly, 
employed at Westminster Hospital. Henry is the only one 
of the family to date who has visited the country of our 
parents' birth: in 1969 he and Aileen flew to Hungary for 
a short visit. Since Damian has just begun his formal 
education, having spent a term in junior kindergarten and 
is now in regular kindergarten, there is no way to predict 
his profession. Whatever it will be, he'll likely go at it 
with the enthusiasm he even now displays in everything 
he does. 
"I'll never forget you Ashern, though passing years bring 

change, 
And progress brings new destinies across the open range; 
The lessons we learned yesterday stay with us where e'er 

we roam; 
We hear the call of Ashern softly beckoning us back 

home." 
* * * * * 

Elsie Kopp (nee Ruchotski) 
I was born in Plum Coulee, 7th child of Alex and 

Sofia Ruchotski, and came to Ashern when I was two 
years old. I still remember our little log house with one 
room. A few years later Dad added a kitchen to it. We 
lived in that log house for many years. Two years before 
Ralph and Alvina were married, Dad built a two story 
house with four bedrooms upstairs, a dining room, living 
room, kitchen and pantry, where the double wedding of 
Ralph and Olga and Alvina and Bill was celebrated. 



But, I too remember the hard times on the farm. We 
had to walk to school, through water no roads, during 
winter months we were unable to attend due to no warm 
winter clothing. I remember Dad still working in Plum 
Coulee, Mom and we kids were on the farm with one cow 
for milk. Our closest neighbor was cousin Steve 
Ruchotski, who had a wagon and horses. Mother would 
go to Ashern with him for groceries, which would take a 
day, and then carried home by bits and pieces on her 
back, as much as she could carry at one time. 

The roads were only a path through the swamp, with 
large rocks placed to step across and keep out of the 
water. When we were left alone after dark, we were so 
frightened, we would all sit and cry, keeping the door 
locked. The coyotes would be howling all around us, and 
we were sure they could get us. We had many happy days 
and we made our own fun. Henry was handy with the saw 
and hammer. One winter he made a good sized toboggan, 
big enough for a horse to pull and would carry three peo
ple. Many a pleasant moonlight night we would go cross 
country to our neighbors, the Zants' for us that was great 
fun. It seems Henry and I were the farmers. He bought 
an old Model T Ford, which we used to drive around in. 
One night, late, we heard cattle in the grain. Henry said, 
"Lets get those cattle out of the grain", but our old 
Model T had no lights, so Henry got the old lantern out 
and said, "You sit on the hood of the car and light the 
way". Away we went, Henry trying to miss all the stooks, 
and we managed to clear out the neighbor's cows. Then 
there was sheep shearing time, which was another big job, 
but we thought it was fun trying to catch these sheep in 
the open field. Many a time I went flying and missed the 
sheep, but we managed to get the job done. One time 
Henry and I tried to break in a young horse; it gave us 
many a fast ride. Henry and I did a lot of horse back 
riding. I was the one to come to town to pick Dad up on 
the weekends with a team and cutter, as he still worked 
for the railroad. Many times when I had a young team, 
I'd come close to a run away, but always managed to 
hang on. 

When the boys were haying, I worked right along 
with them, raking, stacking, cutting, but raking and 
stacking were my jobs. Brother Bill taught me how to 
build hay stacks, and from then on I built all the stacks; 
each fork full had to be placed so it would shed rain. My 
brothers and I were the farmers. Wilbert was the late 
comer in the family, who I practically raised. No one 
dared say anything about him or take care of him. Mom 
and Dad always said I spoiled him; but I thought he was 
a great kid, and we lost him so early in his life, leaving his 
wife Emma, and three daughters, one only two years old. 

I met and married Paul Kopp in 1942. Paul had the 
North West Garage in partnership with Art Beuchler for 
a few years, then became tired of the garage so we decid
ed to go farming. The first year we farmed, we lost our 
barn in a fire, and had no insurance. That was a tough 
break, farming did not go well, so, we traded the farm for 
the Snack Bar, which Fred Yanke owned. Fred Yanke 
still lives on the farm. We spent fourteen years in the 
Snack Bar. We have two girls, Carol and Wendy. Carol 
took a typing course but didn't work too long, she met 
and married Wayne Surgenor. They lived in Edmonton 
for ten years. Wayne is a carpenter by trade, but decided 
to come back to Manitoba to farm, now farms at 
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Moosehorn. Wayne and Carol have two children, Darren 
and Dawn. Wendy went to live in Edmonton when Carol 
was there, and went into training as a Licenced Practical 
Nurse. She works in the Royal Alex Hospital in Edmon
ton. Two years ago she married a boy from Edmonton, 
Ross Hierlmeier. 

The old farm home where I grew up, went to Steve; 
Olga and Ralph farmed there with him. Finally Elmer, 
Ralph's son, took over and in later years sold the farm. 
Paul and I had our wedding at the old homestead. 

Paul Kopp 
My dad and mother came from the old country at 

separate times, and met in Winnipeg. They were married 
there in 1907, and lived in the city for five years, when 
Dad decided to take up farming in New Home. Dad had 
Mr. Alexander Nachtigall build a log house, while he 
worked in Winnipeg. When we moved to the farm the 
house wasn't finished. It had no roof, so the cheapest and 
the best we could do was a roof of reeds or straw. 

When we came to the farm Otto was four, I (Paul) 
was two, and Olga was three months old. Dad stayed in 
the city for awhile, trying to make enough money to buy 
a cow, to start farming. Added to the family were Lena, 
Elsie, Garret, Johanna and Eddy. We tried making a liv
ing like the rest of the farmers, cutting cord wood, selling 
it, also we had Dad's parents with us for a few years, 
which helped some. Grandpa Kopp did a lot of work for 
us. Grandma Kopp didn't like Manitoba too well and 
soon left to live with her daughter in Saskatoon. 

We didn't have our dad with us too long. All the hard 
work in cord wood camps, also the farm was hard, so the 
years took their toll and he passed away when I was four
teen and Eddy the baby, was two years old. Here was 
Mother with eight young children, no welfare, or govern
ment aid of any kind. Dad had a loan on the farm which 
had to be paid, but somehow we kept the home fires 
burning, and it was up to me to see that the family was 
fed and clothed. 

During harvest season I went to work, earning money 
to keep us going. I cut cord wood, taking up where my 
dad left off. Mother was never well and could not help 
with any outside chores, or even the milking, so we aU 
had to learn at a very early age. Thank God we all grew 
up. We all married except Elsie who still lives with 
Mother in Ashern. Otto married Hedwig Bauch, and 
have a family of three boys and three girls. I married 
Elsie Ruchotski and we have two girls. Olga married 
Ruben Wensel of Beausejour no family. Lena married 
Thor Halgren of Victoria Beach, and they have two boys. 
Garret married Erma Miller of Moosehorn, and have 
three sons. Johanna (Joey) married Henry Ruchotzke, 
and they have four sons. Eddy married Irene Schade also 
of Moosehorn, and they have one son. 

Mother is eighty four years old, and lives with Elsie in 
Ashern. Her health was always poor, but she managed to 
raise us. We were all members of S1. Paul's Lutheran 
Church, baptized and confirmed there, also attended 
school at New Home. Otto Kopp Jr. bought the 
homestead, which he still farms today. The early years 
were hard, but now we have a home in town and enjoy 
life. 



Reinhold and Matilda Kramp (Becker) 
Reinhold Kramp and Matilda Becker were married 

in 1916. They lived with his parents for a few years. Their 
first two children were born there, Elsie and Adolph. 
Elsie died as a baby. The neighbors got together and built 
us a house on the homestead in Camper. We moved into 
it before it was finished, but it was home. 

My husband went to work and I stayed on the farm. 
We made out fairly well until one very wet year when 
everyone was drowned out. We still had fourteen acres 
that were dry, but our neighbors, and my father had 
nothing; many had to sell and move on. We sold that year 
and moved into Ashern into a rented house. Reinhold 
was working on the section, I would help the doctor and 
sometimes have to deliver babies by myself. 

We now had three more children, Rudolph, William, 
and Dorothy, William died as a baby. 

My mother took sick and passed away, so I had to go 
and help out there too. I took my younger brothers and 
sisters to live with us, and Dad went to look for work in 
British Columbia. 

Times were pretty hard, very little to eat only a few 
potatoes, and we saved them for the children. We would 
use 50 pounds of flour every week, as there were 13 for 
every meal. We made it by struggling very hard. 

In 1932 we moved to Steep Rock, and then things 
seemed to get better, now I have nothing to complain 
about. 

We had five children: 
Elsie died as an infant. 
Adolph lives with me in Steep Rock, works at the 

Canada Cement plant. 
Rudolph married Mary Pestoshanko; he died in 1950. 
William died as a baby. 
Dorothy married Albert Bittner. They have one 

daughter, Janet, and live in Winnipeg. 
My husband died in 1969. 
Besides my family I raised my brother Albert's two 

children after his first wife, Rosie, died: Ellson and Ruth. 
Elison and his wife Shirley live in British Columbia; they 
have three children. Ruth married Art Sanders, and lives 
in Hilbre. They too have three children. 

I remember when I first came to Canada, I thought 
what a miserable world, there were no roads, water all 
over; no company, you just stayed on the farm. The 
drinking water was very poor. Mom wanted to cook 

R. Kramp. 
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something for supper so she used the water from a hole I 
had dug, but it tasted so bad we couldn't eat the food. So 
Uncle Shultz came and said, HOh no, you can't use that 
water, it's only surface water", so he brought us some 
water to cook with. 

Dad went back to work in Winnipeg so we had to 
farm on our own. I went to work for a farmer in Camper 
who owned the store. 

I think times were happier in those days when things 
were not so good, and everybody worked together. 

I have some very nice memories to think back on. I 
would not like to change any of it. 

Kurbis Family 
by Anna Kurbis 

My husband, Emil Kurbis, and his two brothers, 
Frank and Bill came to Ashern from Beausejour, 
Manitoba in 1912. They settled on a farm four miles 
south of Ashern. 

Mr. Emil Kurbis. Mr. C. Clemens, B. Hyde and 
E. Kurbis with Darkey 
Walker's ox and buggy. 

J. B. Hawkes, Frank Anderson, Herman Kurbis, Bill KernlOph in 
store. 

Kurbis and Anderson store. Main Street. 



We were married in 1916. After a few years farming, 
Emil discovered that he could not get rid of the stones on 
the land. He picked stones each year, there still were 
more the next year. He was very discouraged, and decid· 
ed then to sell out. Soon after, a young man from River
ton came along, looking for property in which to invest 
his money before joining up in the First World War. He 
bought our place, and paid us cash for the farm and 
machinery. This gave us a good start in our new business. 
Besides farming, Emil was interested in cattle dealing, 
and butchering, supplying not only ourselves, but the 
neighbors as well with fresh meat. 

Mr. H. Hoffman, a store keeper, and Mr. Bill Whit
taker, the owner of the livery stable at that time, heard 
about Emil butchering cattle and selling meat on the 
farm. They came out many times encouraging Emil to 
open a butcher shop in town, which Emil did after leaving 
the farm. Emil was a very hard working man, and with a 
lot of help from some good friends - experienced 
butchers, he established a good business. He also did a lot 
of buying and shipping cattle. 

In 1925 Mr. Fyfe, owner of a little confectionery store 
in town, borrowed money from Emil to carryon his 
business, but he went broke and had to sell out. He told 
my husband that he could not repay the money he 
borrowed, and if Emil did not want to lose his money he 
should buy the store from him. Emil thought this over, 
and decided he would buy it. He paid Mr. Fyfe the 
balance of money he wanted. 

We now owned a little store which we rented out for 
some years. Later on, Emil rebuilt the store and opened it 
as a general merchandise store which he ran himself. 
With the help of his brother Bill, they carried on with this 
store and the butcher shop until 1939. 

We were blessed with three healthy children. Her
man, who lives in Burlington, Ontario with his wife 
Moreen, and two daughters, Kelly and Sandy. He is 
supervisor with the Sovereign General· Insurance Co. 
Alice is married to Lloyd Collett, they also live in 
Burlington. Lloyd is in administration in the Burlington 
Hospital, and has two children, a son Barry and a 
daughter, Patt. Barry lives in Burlington, Patt is married 
to Mike Eringi, they live in Boston, Mass., and have 
three children. Olga married Frank Anderson. They still 
live in Ashern, and have three sons, Ron, Reid, and Ran
dy, they are all married and live in Ashern. One 
daughter, Lynne, is married to Jake Rempel, !hey live in 
Winnipeg. Jake is manager of Gibson Labels Ltd. 

In our pioneer days we did not have radio television 
or phones. No roads, only trails. The children's biggest 
excitement was meeting the daily train. Everybody was 
happy. There were many good dances and card parties. 
People did a lot of visiting in those days, they would just 
come any time and we were always glad to see them. 

In 1939, Emil was not feeling at all well, he had 
planned on going to the city for a medical check-up just 
as soon as the roads dried up and were fit, however, he 
took a heart attack and passed away very suddenly. It 
was very hard for us to carryon without him. I have 
Frank Anderson, my son-in-law to thank, and with the 
help of good clerks we managed to carryon the store 
business, which is now in the hands of Frank and his 
three sons. The store business has grown and is more 
than double the size. 
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I gave up my home in 1965, as I found it too lonely 
living alone. I have a suite in the Pioneer Manor in 
Ashern and am very happy living there. 

"Memoirs" 
by Babs Lumb (nee King) 

I have jotted down a few events that come to mind, as 
I recall the early days in Ashern. I also enclose a few snap 
shots which I hope will tell a story. 

I recall Mr. A. W. Kirvan, who was our member of 
Parliament (Provincial) came to Ashern for the July 1st 
celebrations. Baseball was THE big event. Mr. Bert 
Hyde, who was one of our first settlers, had the post of
fice and a general store - the building still stands today. 
Mr. Hyde always played Santa Claus at the annual 
school Christmas concerts. There was a masquerade 
dance held in the hall, Miss Eagleton made me a clown 
outfit in black and white. At this dance I took a fancy to 
a lady dressed as an English flower girl I can recall ad
miring the flowers which were made of colored paper, on 

Left 10 right: Babs King. Helen Johnson. May O'Connell. 

Bill Sutherland, Fred King. Partridge Crop Lake. 1921. 

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Lyon and friends. 



her tray. When the masks were removed, this was my 
mother. 

To entertain children fifty or so years ago, especially' 
in winter, was quite difficult. I remember my dad - Fred 
King, sticking a piece of lace curtain in his belt and show
ing me how to kick a train of a dress, to turn corners, 
come down a stair and curtsy etc., and on another Sun
day how to address Royalty, if the need ever arose (it 
never has). 

I can remember Mrs. Lyon and her two daughters-in
law, riding side-saddle in black riding habits, veils over 
their faces, helping the men folk to drive cattle through 
the main street in town, to the stock yards. The cattle 
were loaded into box cars and shipped to Winnipeg. 

My most beautiful memory of Ashern was a Sunday 
evening, a full moon, Daddy and Carlo, our English 
setter, walked to Daddy's shop (store) to build a fire in 
the stove so that the fruit would not freeze. There had 
been a fresh fall of snow; looked like a carpet of white 
velvet and sparkled like millions of diamonds so still 
and peaceful - the only marks were our foot steps. 

Dad was a keen sportsman and was interested in 
young people. He said he played every game but ice 
hockey. He was a great entertainer, playing the drums in 
Ashern's own and first jazz band. Dad was active in the 
community. He had a barber shop and pool room from 
1915-1925. Dad was also an auctioneer, his largest sale 
being a three day cattle sale for a Mr. Sam Simms of 
Stonewall. This sale was held beside the pool room and 
shop. 

Card playing was a favorite pastime in the early 
days - whist and poker. 

I recall my dad and Mr. Hyde being made Honorary 
Life Members of the W.I. for their effort and support of 
same. 

Gustav and Pauline Mantik 
by Molly Cope 

Mother and Dad, and brother Roy were born in 
Russia, and came to Canada in 1903. They lived in 
Beausejour for a few years, then moved to Jansen, 
Saskatchewan, where my sister Milly, brother August 
and I, Molly, were born. 

In 1922 we lived in Grahamdale for one year, then 
Camper for three years, before we came to Ashern to 
live. Times were hard, and we had to work hard to make 

Lefl to right: Milty Ulrich, Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Roy Mantik, Molly Cope, McCandless. 
1932. 
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a living. I milked twenty cows by myself at harvest time 
as the men went out custom threshing. 

Milly married John Ulrich and lived in Winnipeg, 
then Ashern and Camper. 

Roy and Marge lived in Ashern, and had a family of 
nine. 

August never married and passed away at the early 
age of thirty-eight. 

Mother passed away in 1929. 
Dad lived in Moosehorn for a year before coming to 

stay with Albert and I after we were married. He passed 
away in 1935. 

The McCandless Family 
by G. Robertson 

Robert and Rebecca (Rae) McCandless were born 
and brought up in a farming community in Northern 
Ireland. Their district was Gleneely, and a nearby town 
Moville. After their marriage in 1898 they lived in 
Belfast. They had two sons and two daughters: Herbert 
Reginald (Rex) born in Gleneely - died at Ashern in 
1919 during the Spanish flu epidemic. Gertrude Violet 
was born in the city of Belfast, she is now Mrs. Gordon 
Robertson living at Treherne, Manitoba. Ernest Lancelot 
born at Gleneely, Ireland and is married to Orlis Mayo 
of Calgary. They have a son, Robert and a daughter Joan 
who live in Calgary. Elsie Aileen was born in Winnipeg, 
she is married to Robert Gunness and lives in Winnipeg. 

McCandless home at Ashern. 

Mrs. McCandless, Lance and Elsie going for a drive with' "Mac". 



Mr. and Mrs. McCandless came to Canada in 1904 
from Ireland and settled in Winnipeg. Mr. McCandless 
worked for the Canadian National Railway for a time 
and later was a lieutenant in the Winnipeg Fire Dept., 
No.8 Hall. They lived in Elmwood, a suburb of Win
nipeg. 

In 1910 Mr. McCandless decided to look for a 
homestead and take up farming. He and a friend, Harry 
Middleton went to Oak Point by train and from there 
walked to 7th Siding as there were no rails further. He 
got a homestead north-west of the village - which was 
later called "Ashern". 

In October 1911 the family moved to 7th Siding as it 
was then called. Later the village was named Ashern in 
honor of a C.N. employee A. S. Hern. 

Lance and Dad travelled in the rented railway box car 
which contained a team of oxen, a cow, lumber for the 
house, machinery for farming such as a plow, wagon, 
mower, rake, sleighs, harrows etc., and our furniture and 
worldly possessions. The rest of the family went the same 
day via C.N. passenger train to Oak Point. We left Win
nipeg on a lovely fall day and remember our beautiful 
sweet peas blooming. Next morning on waking up in the 
Oak Point hotel we saw the ground covered with snow. 
The nice weather came later. 

We continued our journey by mixed train. On the 
way, at a station stop Lance and Dad came to see how we 
were and brought us some fresh milk from our cow - a 
novelty for city children. 

We rented a house east of the railway tracks. Dad and 
a carpenter started to build our house on the homestead. 
Lance and Gertrude used to take the men a hot dinner at 
noon - over a mile from town and quite an adventure as 
there was no road. 

We children had fun playing with the children in 
town. We went on hunting expeditions in the burnt over 
woods east of the house. We used crude wooden home
made guns. 

The family moved to the homestead when the house 
was ready that fall. 

A new school had been built but did not open until 
after Christmas in 1912. The Ashern School was across 
from Webster's farm and the teacher boarded there. The 
first teacher was Miss McKibbon. 

We had many happy times on the farm - not much 
money, but good food to eat and good clothes to wear for 
Sunday School and special occasions. 

We remember the picnics on the Pickersgill farm with 
a dime or so to spend at the "eats booth". One year Dad 
gave us each a quarter and we were "rolling" in wealth, 
of course we earned more at the races, foot-races. We 
had horse races at the picnic as well as games, lunch and 
of course - ice cream. 

We all learned to ride "Old Dick", a gentle white 
horse belonging to George Dodd. We enjoyed going to 
school, the games and fun, roaming the woods, picking 
violets and lady slippers, square-dancing at noon hour 
with mouth-organ music and someone chording on the 
old organ, the boys swimming in ponds, and we girls 
collecting tad-poles. 

Later a new school was built in town and called 
Ashern School No. 1880. The old school was re-named 
Beatty School in honor of Admiral Beatty of the First 
World War. We then attended the Ashern School. 
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Gertrude taught school at Scotch Bay on a permit, 
then went to Winnipeg to finish her course and teach 
again in Manitoba schools. 

Lance went to Winnipeg and got a job, and finished 
his course at night school. He moved to Calgary and later 
became manager of his company, the Pedlar People, who 
handle building material. 

Elsie went to High School in Winnipeg and to N or
mal School and became a school teacher. Later she took 
a business course and worked in the business world. 

Robert McCandless died in Ashern in 1950, Rae 
McCandless died in Kenora, Ontario in 1966. They are 
both buried in the family plot in the Ashern United 
Church Cemetery. Rex, the oldest son is buried there 
also. 

The family has many pleasant memories of Ashern. 

Recollections of Ashern 
by Elsie Gunness (nee McCandless) 

I always thought that my father and mother, Robert 
and Rae McCandless had a great deal of courage to leave 
home, relatives and friends in Northern Ireland and sail 
to Canada to make a new home for their children. 

My father had little formal education as he had to 
leave school at an early age to work on his father's fruit 
farm, however, when he came to Winnipeg he never 
lacked for a job. He was an extensive reader 
newspapers, magazines, books, etc., and was much better 
informed on world and government affairs than many 
University graduates. 

Mother was a great reader also, and they both in
stilled in us the love of reading. Mother was a kindly 
woman who never spoke ill of anyone, but always looked 
for the best in them. When mother died, even her brother 
in Northern Ireland said of her death, "It was the world's 
loss" . 

My sister Gertrude was only about twelve or fourteen 
when Miss Eagleton, the organist for the United Church 
left to reside in Toronto. The Board asked Gertrude to be 
the new organist. She had only had a few lessons from 
Mrs. Dodd, but was able to play the organ very well, and 
played the organ for some time. Choir practice was held 
at our house, followed by a social evening and of 
course lunch. I recall the quartet "Whispering Hope" 
with Miss Ethel Dicks, soprano, Miss Effie Johnson, 
contralto, Charlie Clemens, base, and Biddy 
Methusalemson, baritone. I have heard this piece sung 
many times, but nothing equalled the singing of the above 
four. 

A Mrs. George Dodd had a grand piano, and was a 
talented musician. She was also a reader of deeply 
religious and mystical literature. Her husband, George, 
was a big man, not only in stature but also in character 
and generosity. 

The elderly Colletts and one son, lived west of Beatty 
School in a small house. Dad told us of one time when he 
called there, they both hauled out a box from under the 
bed where they kept their tobacco. Each had a separate 
box of tobacco, and they both smoked a pipe. They were 
very careful about borrowing tobacco from each other 
and were careful to pay back. 

I recall the first box of chocolates given to me. They 
were put in my desk at school one day, which happened 
to be my eleventh birthday, together with a note written 



Left 10 right: Lance, Elsie and Gertrude in front of Dodd's house. 
First year on homestead. 

in French from Jack Pickersgill. I had to get my pal Alice 
Genest, to translate it for me. Jack's brother Tom and I 
used to hold hands at the school concerts before either of 
us had started school. We vowed we were going to marry 
each other when we grew up. However, he was only a boy 
when they moved from Ashern, and we have not seen 
each other since. 

The annual Christmas concerts in winter, and the an
nual picnic on July 1st in summer, were the highlights 
when we were growing up. We always got new clothes for 
the concerts, as the three of us took part in it. 

We had a very happy childhood and never lacked for 
anything, My father was very strict, and we were not 
allowed out at night, but we knew his rules were for our 
own good. One night a young man asked Gertrude, who 
was about fourteen at the time, to go to a dance in town. 
She told him her dad would never let her go. That eve
ning he hired a team of horses from the livery barn and 
drove out to our house, with bells jingling on the horses. 
Dad asked him who he was looking for. The young man 
said he had come to take Gertrude to the dance. Dad 
said, "She is not going" and he shut the door so that 
was that. Those were the days when the father was the 
head of the household and his word was law. 

One time Dad bought some cut glass pieces from a 
man called Chandler who lived north of us, and who was 
leaving Ashern. How thrilled Mother was with the unex
pected gift!!! She was a lover of nice glassware, and fine 
bone china. Later Mother got a beautiful china cabinet to 
display these articles. We still have some of the cut glass 
bowls, cake plate and a pitcher. 

One time Lance won several races at the picnic and he 
brought home a bunch of bananas for Dad who had 
stayed home. It was Dad's favorite fruit. I had a weak 
ankle so usually came in last in any of the races. Gertrude 
and Lance usually won money and they gave me some to 
spend. A quarter went a long way in those days. 

Before Gertrude and Lance could go to school my 
father had to cut a path through the bush and swamp, 
and lay spruce boughs in places where it was too wet to 
cross. They often saw moose and elk along the way. 

THOSE WERE THE PIONEER DAYS 

Recollections of Ashern 
by L. McCandless 

I can recall Dad going to Ashern with a Harry 
Middleton, to look over land. Mr. Middleton worked for 
the Winnipeg Fire Department with Dad. Harry 
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Middleton did not settle in Ashern, but went on to 
Moosehorn and Steep Rock. I do not remember the 
name of the carpenter, who helped Dad with the founda
tion and framing of our first house. Dad did all the rest as 
he had brought all the building material from Winnipeg, 
Later we had to build a stable for the oxen and cow. At 
that lime logs were plentiful and fairly close by, tamarack 
and spruce of good size. We had to cut such wood also for 
fueL It was my job to cut wood, bring it into the house, 
clean the stable, put hay in the mangers for the ox and 
cow also see that they had sufficient bedding. I must note 
here that in later years spruce and tamarack wood was 
getting scarce, we then cut green poplar, sawed it up in 
stove lengths and split the large pieces come winter. 

The farm and some fields had to be fenced. Here 
again we had to cut trees for posts that had to be sharp
ened to a point. A hole dug with a crow-bar and the post 
driven in with a sledge hammer. The wild hay which grew 
in the sloughs was the main source of feed for our 
animals. This was cut with a mower, raked up to cure and 
then made into coils to keep it dry until it could be hauled 
home and stacked for winter feed. Our farm was a stony 
place in spots. We had some large stone piles and also 
lots of stones piled along the fence, as was the custom. 

I remember snaring rabbits in winter, skinning them 
and curing the hides with alum then drying the skins on a 
shingle. The hides made nice warm linings in our moc
casins, which we wore in the winter, some wore felt boots 
and rubbers. 

I recall my sister Elsie had a sleigh dog and sleigh 
which took her to school, while Gertrude and I walked. 
Later on we drove to Beatty School in winter. When 
Ashern School opened in the village, we drove by horse 
and buggy in summer, and horse and cutter in winter. 

Water was obtained by digging wells with pick and 
shovel and later by drilling machines. Our first well was a 
failure, so we then had a man come and use a "Divining 
rod" method. The spot indicated was on high ground. It 
took a lot of digging and hauling away dirt, as they had 
to go quite a depth. It was well worth it, as this turned out 
to be a very good well, very cold clear water. Such wells 
also were the means of keeping cream, milk and butter 
cold in summer. This was a dug well which was some four 
feet square. I don't remember how deep, however, water 
was hauled up by means of a bucket and rope, as was 
cream, butter, milk, etc., placed in a container suspended 
in the welL The well was covered with a plank cover, later 
we had a pump. 

While we started out with oxen, as many others did, 
we graduated to horses and later to a tractor. Many small 
grain separators appeared in the area and there was no 
problem to have your grain threshed, George Dodd had a 
large tractor and breaking-plow, and broke up virgin 
land for many people. Dad often worked with George, it 
took one man to operate the tractor and one man to 
manage the plow. 

We had chickens, so we had eggs, and also raised our 
own chicks, ducks, turkeys, and pigs. We had Guinea 
fowl, as they were dandy to scare off hawks and coyotes 

the guinea fowl made a great deal of noise when spot
ting danger. 

Wild fruit was plentiful, so Mother canned and 
preserved, and we always had a good supply for winter. 
We had a big garden. The first year we lived in our house, 



the potatoes froze and we had to buy them. Wejust had a 
dug cellar and the house was not properly banked with 
enough earth, this was done and no further problems with 
frozen vegetables. 

School picnics were events which we all looked 
forward to, as were Christmas, church and school con
certs. 

Threshing time was always exciting, especially for 
children. There were so many little jobs, taking lunches 
to the men, as threshing crews were sizable in the early 
days. Harvest was a long process, in which weather 
played a large part. Grain was cut with a binder pulled 
with horses and later a tractor. It had to be stooked to 
cure, then hauled home and stacked. Later grain was 
threshed directly from the fields - hauled by stook
teams to the threshing machine. 

A good many of the early settlers went big game hunt
ing in the fall. A permit had to be obtained, as one 
animal per person was allowed. In order to have fresh 
meat in the hot weather, farmers formed what they called 
a "Beef ring". When it was your turn, a young steer was 
butchered, cut up, etc., and divided. There were no 
refrigerators in those days. In winter, when the 
temperature went down as it surely did, many farmers 
kept their meat, beef, poultry, etc., in a large metal tank. 
Partridges were plentiful. It was no chore for me to take 
the 22 rifle and bring home one or two birds. I recall we 
had shotguns, a Winchester repeater 22 and an elephant 
gun, which George Dodd gave us. 

Prior to Christmas time many school kids, including 
ourselves, would get together and discuss the books we 
were going to order from Eaton's catalogue. The books 
were fiction of our choice, we would exchange books with 
other kids, giving us a variety of reading. 

While we youngsters left the farm at Ashern to live in 
Wim~ipeg, Mother and Dad stayed on at the first 
homestead for some years. Eventually they moved from 
the homestead to the one time Brazier and Martineau 
place, in the same locality. Later they left the farm and 
moved to Winnipeg, renting the farm on crop shares. 
They moved back to Ashern after some years. The house 
had been boarded up. However, it had been broken into 
and many things stolen, household items, tools and many 
books we had treasured. 

I recall the first old skates I got my hands on. They 
had to be clamped on the leather work boots. We tried to 
make a skating rink on the farm without much success. 

I recall the time a team of horses Gertrude was driv
ing ran away. The wagon had loose planks on it, each fell 
off and so did Gertrude. Fortunately she was not hurt. 

One time I was walking home from Ashern carrying 
the groceries, including a paper bag of sugar. When I got 
to the farm, the horses were near by and I decided to ride 
one of them home. Something scared the animal and I 
was dumped off, I tried to save the sugar and landed on 
my back, receiving quite a fall. Another experience was 
when raking hay, we ran over a hornet's nest, both horses 
and myself had many stings. 

I remember when attending Beatty School, we boys 
would swim in the ditch near the road no swim suits of 
course. 

We were all keen readers. I recall we used to buy 
Girls Own, Boys Own, Chums, Chatterbox. Little paper 
backs called Magnet and Gem, as well as Horatio Alger, 
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G. A. Henty, Gene Stratton Porter, Elsie Books, Tom 
Brown School Days and many others. 

In the spring when warm enough many kids went 
barefoot. At first our feet were very tender but soon 
became harder and no problem. 

I forgot to mention the little "outhouse" some dis
tance away from the dwelling, although not too com for
~able in winter, provided the necessary modern plumbing 
In the early days. Eaton's catalogue was utilized to good 
advantage so a note of thanks is due the T. Eaton Com
pany. 

O. B. (Mac) McGiffin 
O. B. McGiffin came to Ashern in 1918 from 

Eriksdale, where he was employed with the Standard 
Bank of Canada, Ashern, then being a sub-branch to 
Eriksdale. Banking was conducted in the St. George 
Hotel for a few months, until a new bank building was 
erected in 1919. 

Ashern became an independent branch in 1921. Mr. 
Wm. S. Pozer was the first manager, then transferred to 
the Main Office in Winnipeg, at which time Mr. McGif
fin, "O.B." or "Mac", as he was known, became 
manager. He was the youngest manager in the service at 
that time. 

He married Hilda May Whiteway, a niece of Bill 
Whiteway, owner of the first hotel in Ashern. 

They had five children, three sons - Orbery, Orval 
and. Robert and two daughters, Joy, now Mrs. Morgan
Smith and Gay, Mrs. Ed Luski. Orbery and Orval have 
both passed away. A grandson Ralph, and his wife Joy, 
live in Ashern. Ralph is a farm management consultant 
with the Federal Government, and Joy a registered nurse, 
is employed in the local hospital. 

Mrs. McGiffin passed away January 13, 1954. Mac 
later married his late wife's cousin Marguerita, who is 
presently living in Winnipeg. 

O.B. spent forty-two years with the bank, thirty-eight 
of these were spent in Ashern, until he retired in 1959. He 
died June 6, 1968 and is buried in Ashern. His last re
quest was to be taken back to Ashern. This was always 
home to him, and his thoughts were with his many old 
friends, and the hard times they had shared. 

O. B. (Mac) McGiffin. manager CIB ofC. Ashern. 



Mr. and Mrs. William J. McKelvey 
by daughter Mrs. A. Angst 

My parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. McKelvey were 
early settlers of the district. 

William J. was born in Cartwright, Manitoba on 
March 19, 1884. His father John, was originally from 
England and William's mother was the former Annie 
Newman, from Harriston, Ontario. Dad spent his first 
twenty years in Cartwright with his parents, then traveled 
to Harriston in 1904, where he met his future wife, Mary 
Grace (Mayme) Rush. Mayme was the daughter of Lucy 
and Richard Rush, and was born in 1886. 

William and Mayme were married on December 26, 
1906 in Minto Township, Ontario. They bought a farm at 
Drew, Ontario. Their first child Alice, was born on 
November 25, 1907 and died a day later. Then their 
second child, Joe, was born two years later on June 25, 
1909. 

In 1911 William decided to go West where his father, 
John McKelvey had three sections of land in the Ashern 
area. They settled north-east of Ashern and there they 
built their log house. This land was a wilderness and only 
the most primitive tools were available for the young 
pioneers to build with. 

On August 13, 1913 Clifford John Edward was born, 
but he died six months later of pneumonia. Another 
daughter, Jessie Alice Mae was born on April I, 1915, 
she also died three years later with influenza. The 
McKelvey's youngest daughter, Mary Pearl, was born 
May 5, 1920. 

Mother sewed and knitted, had a "green thumb" as 
we always had a good garden. She did all the chores re
quired of a pioneer wife, all the while humming a tune, 
since singing was one of her favorite past-times. 

Mum and Dad mixed farmed. Dad also hunted and 
trapped to help stretch the family budget. Dad also 
worked with road building crews. However, it was not all 
hard work, although the neighbors were few and far 
between, they enjoyed the fellowship of dances and card 
parties. The Starks, Hugo's, Watson's, Kerbrats, and 
McKelvey's had many good times together, when they 
met at either Kirkfield or Parker schools for their fun 
nights. 

Mayme died on A pri! 24, 1928 at the age of 42. 
Consequently, William sold their home to Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Cummings and moved to the south section across 

Strawberry picking bee. Mrs. Bill McKelvey. Mrs. Mike Cook, and 
Mrs. Hay. Pearl McKelvey and Marjorie Hay swimming. 
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William McKelvey and son Joe with deer and moose heads. 

from the original farm. Several years later he married 
Julia McDougall, then moved into the town of Ashern. 
Julia died in 1961. 

Later, Dad married Annie Hugo, they spent eleven 
happy years together, until Dad died on November 13, 
1972 at age 88. Annie went to live with her daughter, 
Mary Walker and husband Darkey, and died on October 
19, 1975 at the age of 87. 

Joe McKelvey married Mary Broustal, a local girl, 
on July 31, 1932. They built on the north section and 
farmed there for several years. Joe worked at various 
jobs, which included road building, trapping and hunting. 
Joe and Mary have three children; Mary, Mrs. John 
Cook, lives in Ashern; Richard and Melvin live in Por
tage la Prairie. All are married. They have nine grand
children. 

Daughter Pearl, attended Ashern School and worked 
for one year before she left Ashern in 1937, and went to 
her mother's relatives in Harriston, Ontario and worked 
for five years in various places. She met Arnold Angst in 
Clifford, and they were married in July of 1944. Arnold is 
presently a salesman. They live in Kitchener, Ontario. 
They have four children; Garfield, Donna Mae, Judith 
and David. The three oldest are married, David is still at 
home. There are seven grandchildren. 

The McKelvey families have had some trials and 
tribulations like most families, but we are proud of our 
heritage and have fond memories of Ashern, Manitoba. 

Joe and Mary McKelvey 
by Joe and Mary 

Joseph (Joe) McKelvey came to Ashern district from 
Cartwright, Manitoba, with his parents in 1910. His 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William McKelvey farmed in the 
Kirkfield area for a number of years. Joe attended 
Kirkfield School. He has always been fond of trapping. 



Joe and Mary McKelvey's home. Mary and Richard just arrived 
from school. 

McKelvey family reunion. 

He married Mary Broustal in 1932, and farmed in the 
district for some twenty-seven years, Then Joe worked 
with the Highways Department, for approximately 
twelve years. 

Joe and Mary moved into town in 1956, where they 
now make their home, Joe was later employed with the 
Forestry Department for a number of years, As they both 
liked out door life, gardening, etc., when the opportunity 
arose to work in the parks branch in summer, they 
applied and were hired. They worked at Devil's Lake for 
a season or two and later at Watchorn Bay, which is 
closer home. Joe retired in 1975, Mary continues as a 
park attendant. 

Mary and Joe have lived all their lives in the Ashern 
area. They find time to have a huge vegetable garden. 
Hard work is no stranger to them, and they found 
farming in the early days a tough way to make a living. 

Mary and Joe have three children; Mary married 
John Cook of Ashern, and has four children; Linda, 
Steven, Joann, and Carolann, and live in Ashern. 
Richard married Cathy Remple from Lowe Farm, they 
now live in Portage la Prairie, and have three children, 
Joan, Kevin and Sandra. Melvin is married and has two 
children, Kenny and Kandas, their home is in Portage la 
Prairie, 

Recollections of Ashern 
by Doug and Eileen McKinnon 

We arrived in Ashern on December 8th, 1949, this 
was Doug's first district with the Manitoba Power Com-
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mission. We had only been married seven months. There 
was no power and Doug had the town of Ashern "Lit" up 
before Xmas 1949. 

The following summer Doug's brother Norman, was 
with us. He ran a line crew, putting in more poles and 
stringing wire. The Xmas of 1950 Doug spent hooking up 
farmers, and a late Xmas dinner was enjoyed at Harold 
Perry's. 

Our son Donald, was born in 1951 at Eriksdale 
hospitaL 

Our years in Ashern were made more wonderful by 
the friends we made, especially The Schwartz family, 
Fred and Sarah Perry and the McMillans. We made 
many wonderful friends from Camper to Gypsumville 
which was Doug's territory. 

Doug. joined the Masons in Moosehorn, and I the 
Eastern Star. We are still members of the Moosehorn 
Lodges, as we never transferred. 

We spent our winter nights curling in the Ashern 
Curling Rink, and have a few trophies and prizes to prove 
it. We still curl the odd game and enjoy it just as much. 

We spent five wonderful years in Ashern, and had so 
many good times, Doug left the Manitoba Power Com
mission and we went to Regina, spent two years there 
then moved to Calgary, where we have been for the last 
twenty years. Doug is with the Calgary City Electric 
Light. 

Doug lost his brother Norman in January 1973 in 
Saskatoon. 

Our son Donald is now married, and we have a lovely 
granddaughter. 

Doug and Eileen McKinnon and dog Lucky. 

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. (Pete) McMillan 
Mr. Joseph Albert (Pete) McMillan (and family) 

were former residents of St. James, Manitoba, where 
Pete was employed by the Ford Motor Co, of Canada for 
many years. With the onset of the depression, work 
became scarce and many workers were laid off. Father 
was one of these. 

At this time the government implemented a "Back to 
the Land" plan, whereby many families left Winnipeg to 
take up farming in areas across Manitoba, 

Our family chose Ashern. Farming was not new to us 
however, for at one time (1917-19) we farmed at 
Deerhorn, Manitoba. 



In 1933 we left Winnipeg in July by train, with all our 
belongings in one half a box car - Mike White from 
Mulvihill had the other half. All our "belongings", in
cluded a mower, rake, wagon, one cow, and a team of 
horses. Dad, Gordon, and I (Pat) slept and ate in the box 
car. Everything was unloaded at Camper, and we walked 
to Grandpa Porteous' and stayed overnight. The next day 
we went back for our belongings and proceeded east of 
Ashern to the old Baldwin farm in the Idylwild district. 
The house was made livable by putting in windows that 
were missing, etc. and three weeks later the rest of the 
family arrived - Mother, Vi, Corrine, and Margaret. 

Vi and Corrine walked three miles through the bush 
to Idylwild School as there were no roads. 

During the first year one horse died, so Dad went to 
Winnipeg, bought a bronco, hitched it to a cutter in St. 
Charles and drove back to Ashern. It took him two days. 
We now had a team for hauling wood, hay, etc. 

The following year we made a move west of Ashern to 
the Finlay farm. Everyone pitched in and helped built a 
log house. 

Times were hard for everyone. Many cut and hauled 
cordwood for $1.25 a cord. This had to be exchanged for 
the equivalent in supplies. 

We started ranching "in a big way" and by 1935 we 
had half a dozen cows, chickens, turkeys, 2 geese, 2 dogs 
and a couple of pigs. 

About 1938 the village of Ashern was in need of a 
night watchman. Dad was appointed to this position, 
which he held fm several years. 

We bought an old truck but could never drive it all the 
way home as the road was just fit for a wagon. A piece of 
land was broken to grow some grain but it wasn't too 
successful - it would have made a better gopher ranch. 
We used to pick up the odd job here and there to buy 
clothes so that we could take in a dance or two for 25<t, 
including supper. 

Digging snake root was another venture but that was 
a painful chore. 

Pal and Freda McMillan. 
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Mr, and Mrs, J, A, I Pete} McMillan's 50lh anniversary withfami/y, 
Standing: Pat. Gordoll. Joe, Coreell. Dorothy, Siltillg: Vi. Marg. 

Harvest time would find us taking off out west for 
harvesting. Cliff Porteous and I usually travelled 
together for this. 

By this time our herd had increased to 25 head of cat
tle. This was around 1939 and war broke out. I joined the 
Princess Pat's, also the Paratroopers. I returned in 1944. 
Three other members of the family were in the armed 
forces - Gordon, Violet, and Corrine served with the 
Canadian Provost Corps. 

The last years Dad and Mother lived on the Tom 
Murray farm three miles south of town. 

There were eight children in the McMillan Family. 
Dorothy lived mainly with her grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Porteous. She went to Marne and Ashern schools, 
then worked in H, Otto's store for thirty years before 
marrying George Webster in the fall of 1975~ She was an 
active member of the church and served as Secretary
treasurer of the C.L.A. for eighteen years. 

Joe - attended school in St. James, then worked in 
Ashern for Dory Thorkelsson for many years. He was 
working on C.P.R. Signals when he married Lil Webster 
in 1942. They had one daughter Shirley. Joe passed away 
in 1966. 

Pat married Freda Naslund of Mulvihill after the war 
was over. They returned to Ashern where they farmed 
while the children were growing up. Pat also worked for 
many years on road construction. Freda was a phone 
operator in Ashern and when she was transferred to 
Brandon the family moved there, where they still reside. 

Pat and Freda have four children. Delores, Patricia 
and Allan of Winnipeg and Lorraine of Red Deer, Alber
ta. They have five grandchildren. 

Gordon and his wife Mae (O'Connell of Ashern) 
reside in Winnipeg where, until his retirement Gordon 
was employed with Carlings Brewery for many years. 
They have two children. Diane married and lives in 
B.C. Bob and wife Linda live in Oshawa, Ontario, where 
Bob works for Radio Station C.H.O.M. Gordon and 
Mae have three grandchildren. 

Coreen and her husband Gordon Sill farmed for 
many years in Kuroki, Saskatchewan. They had one son 
Randy who is married and living in the North West 
Territories. Coreen passed away in the spring of 1967. 

Vi and her husband Bernard (Ben) Resch lived in 
Winnipeg where he was employed with the government 
for twenty-five years. They had four children. Carol Ar
nason of Ashern, Ken, Beverley, and Sharon of Win
nipeg. Ken and Beverley are both married. Ben died in 
1966 and Vi still resides in Winnipeg. 



Margaret lives in Brandon. She has five children. 
Darrell and his wife Sharon (Drewlo of Moosehorn) live 
in Lockport. David, wife and daughter live in Minnedosa. 
Dace (Mrs. Doe) lives in Calgary. Murray and Michael 
live in Brandon. 

Joan has four children. Helen lives in Toronto. Paul, 
Koralie and David live in Brandon. 

Andrew Robert McTavish 
by May Compton 

Andrew Robert McTavish was born in Perth, 
Ontario, March 29, 1881. He married Mary Elizabeth 
McLean of Perth, on August 10, 1903. They came to 
Winnipeg in 1903, where he worked at blacksmithing un
til he moved to Ashern in May 1913, on the first train 
that went to Ashern. He had a farm south-east of Ashern. 
Later he started his own blacksmith shop in Ashern 
the first in the town. 

Andrew was thrown from a horse, during a horse race 
at Ashern on July 1, 1915, and passed away the next day 
at age 34. 

Andrew and Mary Elizabeth had four sons and three 
daughters, they are: 

Ernest married Edith Bender of Manitou, they had 
thirteen children. Lawrence married Irene Nobbs of 
Winnipeg. Allen married Peggy Reid of Waka, Sask., 
they have four boys. May married Roy Crompton of 
Darlingford, Manitoba. Irene married Clarence Comp
ton, they have one son. Irene passed away March 5, 1945. 
Gertie married George Fry of Darlingford, and they have 
two boys. Raymond married Isabel Nelson of Ashern, 
they have five children. Raymond passed away 
September 6, 1971. 

Mrs. McTavish married Clifford Harrhy of Ashern, 
on September 8th, 1919. Mrs. Harrhy passed away May 
4, 1970 at age 89. They had one daughter, Ethel, who 
married Neil Stolwyk. They have three children. 

I recall we went to Barnwald School some two miles 
from our home. Some of the teachers I recall were: Pat 
Miller, Miss Finch, Miss Todd, Miss B. D. Cooney, who 
is now living in B.C. 

McTavish and Harrhy Families 
by Ethel Stolwyk 

My father, Clifford Harrhy was born in England in 
1879. My grandfather, John Harrhy, owned and 
operated the White Horse Hotel in Abergavanny, where 
my father was born and raised. At the age of eighteen he 
was apprenticed to carpentry for four years. 

Dad came to Canada in the early 1900's. He worked 
on a farm near Morden, Manitoba, during harvesting, 
and returned to Winnipeg to work at carpentry until he 
took up a homestead three miles south and two miles east 
of Ashern. 

My mother was born Mary McLean, in Perth, On
tario, in 1881. Her father Robert McLean, was a painter 
and decorator. 

Mother married Andrew McTavish, also of Perth in 
1903, they later moved to Winnipeg, where they lived un-" 
til they came to Ashern, in 1912. Mother, with five 
children, Ernest, Allen, Lawrence, May and Irene, 
M other's sister, Mrs. Charles Cope and her three 
children, Frederick, Albert and Alphonse, came at the 
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same time, Grandfather, Robert McLean came with 
them, but only remained for a few months. 

Andrew McTavish had a homestead south and east of 
town, later known as the Barnwald district. Charles Cope 
had taken land across the road from McTavish. 

There were no roads, no ditches to drain the water, 
trails followed the ridges where possible. 

The house was not finished, still had no roof. The 
women and children and grandfather stayed in a shanty 
my father had built the year before. This just had one 
room for himself, the other half housed his animals and 
chickens. 

The men, meanwhile camped out at the McTavish 
homestead, with the sky for a blanket. After getting the 
children to sleep, the women wearily settled down on 
mattresses of hay. On hearing a rustling in her bed, my 
mother found she was sharing her bed with a garter 
snake. 

Andrew McTavish, who was a blacksmith, opened a 
shop in town, where he worked until July of 1915, he was 
thrown from a horse at a picnic and died of his injuries on 
July 11, 1915. M other did not want to keep the horse, so 
she sold it to Mr. Joel Gislason, who used to carry the 
mail to Silver Bay Post Office. 

Left to right: Clifford Harrhy, Robert Ford. Mrs. C. Harrllyand 
Mrs. R. Ford. 

McTavish family. Left to right: Lawrence, Ernest. May. Gertrude, 
Allen with Raymond, Irene, Mrs. McTavish. 



Two more children Gertrude and Raymond had been 
born by then, and after their father's death, Mother went 
back to Perth, Ontario. The following year she returned 
to Ashern, but when passing through Winnipeg, she was 
shown a newspaper dipping by a friend, Acting upon the 
information it contained, Mother applied for and was the 
first woman in Manitoba to receive the widow's 
allowance. She was allotted the great sum of $25.00 for 
herself and seven children, 

Mother brought with her, a knitting machine for 
socks and mitts, which she used to supplement her in
come by knitting for her neighbors, 

In the meantime, my father, Clifford Harrhy had 
joined the army and went overseas with the 24th Bat
talion from Winnipeg, and was away four years. Shortly 
after he returned, he and mother were married on 
September 7, 1919. They continued living in the 
Barnwald district where I was born, one stormy day in 
March 1921. 

Dad had seen some oxen advertised for sale near 
Trantor Post Office, west of Mulvihill. Since he had 
walked down to see them, the only way to bring them 
home was to tie them together, and chase them, This was 
in the spring, so he had to wade through the sloughs, his 
clothes were beginning to freeze by the time he arrived 
home that night, Later he discovered he could have 
ridden one of the oxen, 

Two amusing incidents happened with these oxen. 
One evening Mother and Dad were on their way home 
from town, travelling alongside the railroad track, Dad 
smoked plug tobacco, he was filling his pipe and had the 
lines between his knees, There was a train coming, and 
Mother laughingly told Dad to take care the oxen did not 
run away just then the whistle blew and the oxen took 
off down the road, while Dad fumbled with his pipe, knife 
and tobacco, all of which were too precious to lose. The 
oxen were named Jumbo and Oswald, they got different 
names that day!!! 

Another time they were going home from town, it was 
a very hot day, there had been lots of rain and the roads 
were full of mud holes, One huge mud hole was just in 
front of Bernshein's house. Old Oswald was getting hot 
and tired, he decided to lie down in the mud and water. 
No amount of coaxing would budge him until he was 
rested - kinda embarrassing with the neighbors looking 
on. 

In 1927 Dad moved to a quarter section ofland south 
of town. In 1930 they moved again, this time one and a 
half miles south-east of town, then in 1933 they moved 
again, this time closer to town. 

They continued to farm part time and Dad worked at 
carpentry until he retired, Dad also served as recruiting 
officer during World War II. They celebrated their 50th 
wedding anniversary in 1969, at that time there were 
twenty-nine grandchildren and thirty-five great
grandchildren, 

Mother died in 1970 at age eighty-nine. My father is 
still living, he is in Deer Lodge Hospital, he celebrated his 
ninety-sixth birthday on August 11, 1975, 

Bjorn (Biddi) Methusalemson 
by Sigrun Johnson 

Biddy was born at Vopnafjordur on the east coast of 
Iceland on May 22, 1887, He had two brothers Olafur 
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Biddi Methusalemson and helpers in /ront of !Ileal shop. 

and Einar and their home was a loving one, full of music, 
Biddi had been blest with an unusually tender singing 
voice. 

Biddi came to Canada in 1906. He worked for a while 
in stores in Winnipeg and then studied at Wesley College 
1913-1914. Hard times prevented him getting his degree 
in law, 

In April 1918 he married Bergljot (Begga) Sigurgeir's 
dottir Petursson, a gentle, pretty woman from 
Reykjahlid north Iceland. Begga is the only one of her 
brothers and sisters still living. She resides in the Betel 
Home at Gimli. 

Biddi and Begga lived for a while in Ashern. He 
operated a meat market and later owned and operated a 
transport business, 

Biddi was a member of the Lutheran Church all his 
life; from there he was given his last goodbyes by his good 
friend and one-time teacher, Rev. Runolfur Marteinson. 

Biddi listened to politics, He was not affiliated to any 
particular party but was always watching for 
improvements, He felt keenly the big spread between the 
rich and the poor and was hopeful of the solution for the 
betterment of alL 

Children loved Biddi. He had such a fun-loving, 
tolerant nature, Just to know him was to love him, His 
untimely death saddened many people. No visitor was 
ever more welcome at any house, He always brightened 
the day with his wise conversation and his cheer and 
perhaps the visit would end with song. 

Biddy died July 23rd, 1944. 

How we came to homestead at Ashern 
As told by Wm, S, Miller 

My wife, Elizabeth Cassidy and I were married in 
Winnipeg in 1918, My wife went up to Ashern that fall, 
to visit her mother and brother who had a homestead in 
the Walmore School district. She went with her brother 
to fetch a load of hay, Somehow, the load tipped over, 
my wife fell off with the hay, and managed to jab the 
pitch fork in her knee, This was very painful at the time. 
She wrote and told me of this, I decided to take the train 
on Saturday. I had no way of letting the folks know I was 
coming, I landed in Ashern about 6 P.M. and had twelve 
miles to walk, through bush trails and swamps. Well, I 
set out on foot. Some seven or eight miles east I came to 
a building and knocked at the door, no answer, I learned 
a bit later that the building was the Idylwild School 
house, I still had another five or six miles to go, through 



Billy Miller in his prime. 

heavy bush. It was getting pretty dark about now, I 
stepped into an opening in the bush and got a scare - a 
huge full moon appeared on the horizon. Living in the 
city, such a sight is rare. In the light of the moon a small 
shack was silhouetted. As I walked up to this, my I'oot 
struck some object. I magine my surprise when I 
discovered this was the carcass of a dead cow! I got to the 
door and knocked no answer, I gave the door a good 
kick, the noise aroused a dog some distance away, I 
followed the bark of the dog and came to the home of 
people by the name of Jarvis. I inquired if they knew 
where the Cassidys lived - yes, about a mile or so 
further on. Next thing I met was a white pony, which was 
standing in the path and did not move. I had no idea what 
it was until I was almost upon it. I must say I was 
thankful it was not a bear, moose, etc., such animals were 
plentiful at that time. The next home I came upon was 
that of Scotts. We knew them in S1. James, where we 
lived. I now only had a half mile to go. One of the Scott 
lads came with me to show me the way. Was a good 
thing, as we had to go around a big swamp. I finally 
landed at Cassidys, they were sure surprised, and I was 
very weary. Happy to say my wife's injury had healed 
and she was none the worse. The next day I sat outside 
and gazed at the beauty and peacefulness of the 
wilderness that surrounded the wee house. The wild life 
that appeared half afraid and half curious. prompted me 
to go homesteading. 

I left a good job in Winnipeg. I was earning $1.00 an 
hour, which was big money at that time. I was practically 
my own boss; inspecting fire doors and windows for such 
buildings as Eatons, the Free Press, etc. 

I recall some of the incidents that happened to us in 
our early pioneering They sound amusing now, but 
I assure you, we did not think so at the time, though I do 
admit, we both had a good sense of humor, which helped 
a lot. 

We collected our belongings and loaded them into a 
railway box car, and arrived in Ashern in the fall of 1921. 
I must tell about our first team of horses, which I had 
bought some weeks before leaving the city. My brother
in-law told me where I could buy a good team. This I did, 
only to discover they were Bronchos . We pastured them 
in our yard in St. James, there was lots of pasture and 
wide open spaces at that time. All went well until some 
neighborhood children started to throw stones at the 
horses. This day they got frightened and took off. Every 
man, child, and dog joined in the chase to try to round up 
the horses. After many weary hours of chasing, we finally 
got them to where Eatons had some tennis courts 
where Polo Park is now. Some helpful soul had a rope 
and by some miracle managed to lasso both animals with 
the one loop - we finally got them home. Next day the 
local police served me with a summons, for all the 
commotion the event had caused. Somehow, I persuaded 
them to drop the issue as we would be leaving in a day or 
two. Well, we eventually got all our things loaded both 
ends of the box car were filled. which meant the horses 
had to stand in the centre, and we made the mistake of 
standing them cross wise, instead of lengthwise, and 
facing the way the train would be moving - the first 
lurch the train made one horse fell down, the poor thing 
struggled to get to its feet. I was there but unable to help, 
for one thing it was pitch dark in the car. We finally came 
to a stopping place and the animal was able to get up. We 
arrived at Ashern without further incident, then began 
the unloading with lots of interested and curious 
onlookers. I got the horses unloaded and hitched to the 
wagon. We loaded some of our belongings and headed 
for the homestead. Next day, two neighbors and I 
returned to town to pick up the balance of our things. It 
was pouring rain, and when we got a mile or so from our 
place, where we had to cross a swamp, we did not realize 
just how deep and soft the bottom was. As a result the 
wagon bogged down. The poor horses being played out 
from the long train ride, were unable to pull the wagon, 
so we unhitched and went home. The next day we were 
able to get a neighbor who had a tractor and was 
breaking land near by, come and haul the wagon out of 
the swamp. Our belongings, including the piano, were 
none the worse for being out all night in the rain. 

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Miller alld Maurice oll/side {heir iiI'S! /tulise. 
19:!:!. 



We had to let the horses out on pasture. We had a 
temporary fence, however, some one left the gate open 
and the horses wandered off. The country was strange to 
me as well as the horses. I had no idea where to start 
looking, so a neighbor, Angus Smith, came by, and said 
"Willi~ are they gone?" - We should walk up the Mill 
Ridge way." This we did and found some hoof tracks, so 
we kept on going, often through very thick bush and dead 
fall. I recall we came upon a trappers cabin in a small 
clearing: the place was alive with garter snakes, Angus 
assured me thev were harmless. He also said, "I think we 
are lost." I was of the same opinion. We were sure mixed 
up I suggested we take our direction from the sun. J:1e 
agreed, but insisted the sun set in the east I finally said, 
''I'm going towards the sun." We walked on and came to 
another shack, by now we were both getting tired as well 
as hungry, so we slept there that night. We were thr~e 
miles from Spearhill and about ten miles from home, stili 
no sign of the horses, so we set off for home. All the time 
I was trying to make up my mind as to whether I should 
give up the idea of farming and return to the city. Some 
two weeks later a man came to our place and inquired 
about horses that had wandered to his place, sure enough, 
this was my team, so I got them home. Shortly after one 
of them died. I am sure it had injured itself when it fell in 
the box car. I was able to borrow a horse from my 
brother-in-law, as I needed a team to haul logs with 
which to build the house and barn. 

About this time the Soldier's Settlement Board was 
selling horses, cows, and implements, that the settlers 
had bought and then given up, as they gave up trying to 
farm. I bought a small horse, called her Goldie. J 
discovered later she had been foundered. She was fine 
once she got moving and warmed up, but to see the poor 
thing come out of the barn, she was so stiff, it was pitiful. 
I also bought a cutter at the same time. 

We needed groceries, so I hitched up Nell and Goldie 
to the cutter. While we did not really have enough snow 
for good sleighing I took a chance. Going, the horses 
were not too eager, but coming home, there was no 
holding them. About five miles out I hit a stone and 
broke one runner - what a mess!! I had to try to hold the 
horses with one hand 'and hold up the side of the cutter 
with the other. I managed to get to a neighbor, who 
loaned me a wagon. By now most of my purchases were 
scattered along the road. 

I managed to get the log house and barn built. Next 
job was to clear a bit of land for a garden, and ordered 
vegetable seeds through a seed catalogue. I re~ember 
ordering either a pound or half pound of turnIp seed, 
which we planted. These grew like mad .. One day a 
neighbor called and asked why I was growing so many 
radishes. I did not know one seed from another, and the 
packages had been incorrectly labeled our neighbors 
were well supplied with radishes that year. You. can 
imagine, this was a standing joke for a long time. 
However, we did have a good garden from then on. 
Shortly after we arrived, a neighbor invited us over for 
supper. I had a habit of drinking wate~ after every mea~, 
so I walked over to where the water pall was (a water pall 
with dipper, was standard equipment in every kitchen in 
those days). My eye sight is very poor I took the 
dipper and was about to take a drink, when I realized this 
was NOT drinking water but a pail of slops for the 
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pigs. The lady of the house said, "Oh Dear Dan, go feed 
the pigs and fetch a pail of fresh water!!!" 

Ethel Webster, a school teacher, who boarded with 
us, as did many of the teachers over the years, had a 
friend that taught school at Springburn, some distance 
away. Ethel had promised to go to a school dance at 
Springburn. Her boy friend did not show up, as it was a 
stormy night. Ethel was disappointed and \vas anxious to 
go, so my wife and I decided we'd hitch up our team and 
take her. We bundled up Maurice, who was only a few 
months old, with lots of blankets and set off, and had not 
gone far when the horses stopped. I got out to try and see 
what the trouble was, only to find we were up against a 
barbwire fence, in our own yard!! I asked Ethel if she 
knew where we were she had no idea. [ told her if she 
thought she could find the way she could drive the team. 
She did and we arrived at the school. By now the storm 
had stopped and it was quite pleasant. We had a whale of 
a time. My wife and I had done a bit of cntertaining, we 
played and sang Scotch and English songs. The dance 
went on till the early morning hours. The next dance was 
at our school - Walmore. I said to my wife, "You go, 
I'll stay home with the baby." A short time later [ heard 
sleigh bells, there was a knock at the door, and in walked 
several young men. They said your wife sent us to come 
and get the piano, so they loaded the piano onto the 
sleigh. They had arranged to have a horse and cutter to 
take Maurice and me. While the piano was being loaded, 
someone bundled the baby and we were off. They told me 
there were people at the dance from Dog Lake who. had 
come especia!\y to hear the Millers perform. The plano 
got dumped off in a snow bank, but no one noticed that 
the keys and felts were snow packed until a lady sat down 
to sing and play. However, after an hour the keys thawed 
out and the entertainment went on, 'till the "small wee 
hours" - and a great time was had by all. 

By now we had acquired three horses, some cows and 
a Holstein bull. The animals all pastured together, with 
no problem. One day a horse was at the salt-lick, when 
the bull suddenly lunged at him and ripped a long gash m 
the horse's belly. This determined me to cut o!Tthe bull's 
horns right there and then. I chased him into the ~arn, o.n 
the way I picked up an iron bar. The bull went mto hiS 
stall then suddenly turned and headed for the door where 
I was standing. I struck him with the bar which stunned 
the animal for a moment, I then put a logging chain onto 
the ring in his nose and led the animal outside where I 
tied him to a tree, then commenced sawing off his horns, 
when I cut into the "quick" the bull let out a mighty roar 
and lunged forward, tightening the chain so I could not 
release it. I called to my wife to bring me a butcher knife 
and I cut its head off now what to do with the meat? 
The teacher suggested we contact neighbors, which we 
did. The animal was skinned and the meat divided, so 
none went to waste. You can imagine the reputation I 
had for "dehorning" after that. 

In the early days there were no roads, no telephone, 
no cars. One day a neighbor came to get me to go to town 
to get the doctor. A man he had working for him had 
fall~n off the roof and was badly hurt, so I took my team 
and went to Ashern for Dr. Peake. While driving the 
doctor home I asked him what made him come to such a 
place, he said to make a living I am able to go to the 



city to visit my friends but they, in the city cannot afford 
to come and visit me. 

My wife had worked at Boyd's on Spence Street, 
before we came to Ashern. She was very good at 
chocolate making, so we decided to try making 
chocolates at home. We were both fond of sweets. 

By now our cash reserves had been pretty well 
depleted. ] needed money to buy more cows, so went to 
the local bank manager. He said he would loan me 
money if I could get someone to back my note - I said 
NO, if my name was not sufficient, I would never ask any 
one to back a note for me. Some days later I was in town 
and the bank manager called me in, he agreed to loan me 
$200. Things were pretty tough, the note had to be 
renewed several times, finally my wife suggested we try to 
make some chocolates and see if the local merchants 
would buy them. They agreed and this went over beyond 
ollr dreams, we could not keep up with the demand. Dr. 
Peake said he would pay us 1O¢ a pound more, if we 
would make miniature size for him, which we did gladly. 
The men going to and from the bush camps had to go 
through our yard and bought many a box. One day, a 
local merchant, Mr. T. J. Clemens asked me if we could 
supply him with fifty boxes the next week, as it was 
Christmas time and he had that many orders. We worked 
half the night to fill the order. This way we were able to 
payoff the bank loan. 

] had another experience at veterinary work, a 
neighbor, James Douglas, came over to get me to come 
to his place, one of his horses had a big swelling on its 
shoulder. I assured him I knew nothing about such a 
thing, he begged me to come. This ] did after much 
thinking, and also I said "Don't hold me responsible if 
the animal dies". We sterilized a sharp knife and I 
opened the swelling, a lot of matter shot out, the poor 
beast gave such a sigh of relief. We cleansed the cut. The 
animal recovered, my neighbor was indeed very grateful. 

I recall one time my wife and Mrs. Withers went to 
visit a neighbor. I hitched up the horse and off they went. 
They got to the neighbors and decided they should 
unhitch the horse, not knowing just how to go about it, 
they undid every buckle, until the harness fell off in many 
pieces. I n order to home the neighbor's husband had 
to put the harness together again. 

I must tell a little story about Nellie, one of our 
horses. She could jump any fence or gate, when she took 
the notion - this day my wife had sent June, our 
daughter, to the neighbor, Josh Jones to get some eggs. 
June loved riding so set off on Nellie. Coming home, she 
had the eggs in a jam pail - was about to dismount to 
open the gate, when Nellie decided it was quicker to just 
"hop-over" yes, away went the eggs and June. When 
June reached home she said to her mother, "Do you like 
scram bled eggs? There are lots at the gate". 

This was thick heavy bush country in the early days. 
The settlers cut many thousand cords of wood for fuel, as 
well as pulp-wood. The fire-killed dead wood was cut into 
cord wood and hauled to the Lime Kiln at Spearhill for 
fuel. 

As time went on, we realized cattle would be the 
"main stay" so we gradually acquired a herd of pure bred 
Holstein cattle and managed to make a fair living. The 
only draw back being that we were pretty well confined, 
the cows had to be milked twice a day, morning and 
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evening, seven days a weel\., as well as being cared for. 
We ended up with some thirty milk cows, a portable 
milking machine, our own lighting plant (there still is no 
hydro on the farm) as we lived in an isolated area, too far 
from any power line. 

r recall, perhaps the most frustrating of all our 
experiences, just before our daughter June was born. As 
mentioned earlier, roads were none existant, cars also, 
though our neighbor Josh Jones had a Model T Ford. It 
was arranged he would take my wife and me to Ashern in 
order to get to the train for Winnipeg. The train left 
Ashern about 5:30 a.m. We left home and got about five 
miles out when the car stopped - the wires had got wet, 
going through a low spot. After much fussing and 
stewing, we got the thing going. Some few miles further 
on, the car stopped again - out of gas. As it was early in 
the morning, it was dark and cold. We all got out and 
decided to walk to the closest neighbor, thankfully he did 
have gasoline. We then managed to reach Ashern just in 
time to catch the train. Our daughter, June was born a 
few weeks later in Winnipeg. 

Our son Maurice, worked for a time at the Plant at 
Spearhill. He soon returned to the farm and decided 
farming was not so bad after all. He was glad to take over 
the farm and continued raising cattle. He married 
Audrey Stewart. They have six children and all are living 
in Ashern. 

We moved into town and are living in the Pioneer 
Manor - we were the first to move in, which was in 
1973. We cannot speak too highly of the Manor. I walk 
two or three miles every day, if the weather is good, other 
wise I walk in the Manor, from the east door to the west 
door - eight trips is equal to a mile. We are happy to 
have our grandchildren visit daily, as well as our many 
friends. It is quite a change while on the farm some 
thirteen miles from town, visitors were few. Since moving 
to the Manor, our suite is never without company. 

My wife and I took a trip back to the Old Country to 
visit my relatives several years ago. We were glad to get 
back to Canada, and must say we have never regretted 
our move to Ashern. 

Bert and Jennie Moman 
Bert and 1. Jean Moman, came to Canada with our 

parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Moman in 1926. We left 
H oHand on March 17 and landed at Halifax on March 
26, from there to Ashern by train. The first person we 
met was the late Fred O'Connell, who was the station 
agent. Mother only knew a few words of English but 
managed to get by. 

Walter and Grace Moman met us at the station with 
a team and wagon. We lived with them until we were able 
to get our own home. It was very different country to 
what we had left. Roads were poor. The country was 
pretty well settled at that time. Farming was the main 
source of income. Money was scarce, everyone seemed to 
be in the same "boat", doing the best they knew how, in 
order to make a living. There were many set-backs, 
however, the pioneering spirit prevailed. The present 
generation is to-day, reaping the benefits of their hard 
work - many changes for the better Thanks to the 
Pioneers. 



We all took out our citizenship papers and are proud 
to be Canadians, we would not want to live anywhere 
else. 

Mother and Dad as well as Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Moman have passed away. Bert and I moved into 
Ashern, where we have bought a home. 

IHr. and Mrs. John MOll/an's 50th anlliver
sar}" 

Gossip time during threshing at Webster's. T Webster alld Arlie 
C!UHIJU'/", 

Johannes Moman Family 
Talk about Canada began around 1921, and we knew 

very little about a country by that name. News in the 
early 1900's did not travel very fast. If one wanted to 
emigrate to U.s.A., he would have to wait for two or 
three years, but if one wanted to go west, we were told to 
go to Canada. They were asking for emigrants to go to 
this unknown land. It took some time to get the ball 
rolling, as we found out. 

In Holland, I served 18 months with the cavalry 
(H uzaars). My wife and I tried to get a piece of land, as 
we wanted to build a house of our own. We got four acres 
around home, then needed a loan, as it took cash to build. 
I had to submit a blueprint to the municipality to prove I 
was building a proper house - not a shack. I arrived 
home in April 1921, and that fall we were on our own, 
and believe me we were a couple of proud kids. 

Mr, and Mrs. Joe MOll/an, 

The fall of 1921, most returned men joined some sort 
of legion, something like home defence. At the meetings 
the question arose about Canada. The secretary secured 
information, some was very dull, but as we received 
more, also photos, which I feel were taken on the 
prairies, things began to look better. We talked it over 
with our families, there were three married couples in
volved and one single person. After a lot of talking, my 
wife said "We talk a lot during the day, and dream about 
it at night". 

The family finally came up with the idea that Walter, 
although married, and Henry who was single, should go 
first, as there was so much to settle before we could move 
to Canada. 

Permission had to be given from the municipality 
before we could do anything. Then a report from the 
police, our record was clear, so that was no problem 
there. We were asked if we knew anything about farm
ing, and if we had any livestock. We did have the four 
acres of land, some cows, sheep, hogs and chickens. This 
satisfied the old gent. He asked why we wanted to go to 
Canada - we told him we wanted to become big farm
ers. He wished us luck, which we really needed, as we 
found out. 

The spring of 1924, my two brothers started out on 
the long trip to Canada. The family were all at the station 
to see them off, with tears in their eyes. 

While waiting for a letter from them, we at home 
were wondering if we were doing the right thing to move, 
but decided to stick to the plan and go. My wife's family 
was not happy about us leaving - in fact were quite 
hostile, and I really did not blame them. I did appreciate 
the fact that they looked upon me as their own son. They 
asked my wife, why she wanted to go, and she said "I 
married the rascal, and I have to go where he goes". 

Finally a letter arrived from Alberta, Canada, we 
really were excited. The brothers had arrived safely after 
two and a half weeks of travel. They said things looked 
pretty good, had a job on a farm working for a German 
family. In Holland we only worked with shovels, but in 
Canada farming was done with horses, in those days. 

In 1924 my brother Walter asked me to make 
arrangements for his wife and family to come to Canada. 
His place had to be sold, this was arranged, a cash sale 
was made, and his wife and two children arrived in the 
spring of 1925 at Ashern, where Walter was living at that 
time. 



We were now preparing to leave, my wife's parents 
had still not accepted the idea of her leaving. We re
ceived our permit and police report, also my discharge 
papers from the cavalry. The same man who gave Walter 
his papers took care of mine - he had also married us 
five years before. He felt it was not right to move a young 
family into a strange country but if a family have health 
and willpower and a lot of luck, they can make it. The 
doctor's report was favorable, and all papers signed. 

Then we had to make a sale of our possessions. It was 
a real success, and we were all very tired when it was 
over. That night I lay thinking of the future, wondering if 
I had done the right thing, also the grief I had caused my 
in-laws. Something I never forgot. 

The day arrived for us to leave, a car took us to the 
train, some seven miles to Rotterdam, from there by boat 
to Halifax. At the wharf we were inspected by a doctor, 
all passed except my father, whom they detained for a 
month. This was March 13, 1926. It was forty-six years 
before I set foot on Dutch soil again. The trip over was 
very rough, the sailors strung netting around the deck so 
the crew would not be swept overboard. The boat rocked 
like a wooden shoe, and the storm lasted for two days. 
Many people were very sick. Before leaving the boat we 
were given a meal and were allowed to pack a lunch. 
After passing through customs, a train was waiting to 
take us to Winnipeg. On our arrival, we got a very cool 
reception, as it was so very cold that day. My brother was 
to have met us, but was not there s') we spent the night in 
the station. Walter arrived in the morning, and we took 
the train for Ashern, arriving about seven that evening. 
Henry was there to meet us with a team and lumber 
wagon. It was a very rough ride, as the road was frozen 
and lumpy. The coyotes started to howl, and as we had 
never heard them before it was frightening. I could feel 
Mum, who was sitting beside me shaking. The last seven 
miles were the worst of our five thousand mile journey, 
and was not soon forgotten. 

We had a half section of land east of the Dutch 
Church, where we started to build a shack, it was rough 
going but we moved in on my birthday, May 31st. Not 
the best birthday in my twenty-six years, in fact it was 
the worst ever. 

As there were fourteen mouths to feed, we planted a 
big garden which produced well. We never suffered for 
the staple foods. I was so disgusted, when on the 25 of 
September we had a heavy snow fall; must say our 
morale was very low. 

Two years later we moved on our own place, which 
had an old log house on it. We had four cows and a team 
of horses. Summers we spent on the farm, in winter, the 
men worked in the bush. The women worked hard as 
well, but we made a living. We always had meat and 
vegetables as well as many kinds of fruit. 

We hauled lumber and cord wood for Ashern Supply 
as well as the Spearhill Lime Kiln. The largest load we 
ever hauled was three cords on one sleigh, in lumber it 
was 2,300 ft. Money was scarce in the thirties, but we 
never asked for a hand-out. 

Things improved when the war broke out, there was 
little money before but plenty when the war started. It is 
hard to explain why we have to have a war to improve 
conditions. 
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By this time we had twelve horses, some good ones 
and some not so good. We lost four of our good ones and 
two of the older ones. It was hard to purchise good ones, 
so we decided to buy a tractor a John Deere 2-3 plow. 
Not too sure what we paid for it, but I believed about 
$1, 100 cash. As we were unable to buy more land, we 
decided to move and bought land in Teulon, Manitoba. 
By the time we were ready to go farming we were deep in 
the red (but we were big farmers). The boys were happy, 
but I had different feelings about it, however, we made it 
by hard work, and of course good luck. The family grew 
up and were now on their own. This left the wife and I 
and one son who was unable to work by himself, so we 
decided to sell and move to B.C. to join the boys. We set
tled in Creston, B.C. It was beautiful, with all the fruit 
trees, mountains and scenery. Driving in the summer was 
fine, but in winter, not so good, especially as one gets 
older. So we decided to return to good old cold 
Manitoba. We returned to Teulon on a very stormy day. 
It stormed all the way from Fort McCloud to Portage, 
but we made it. We spent that winter in Teulon, but were 
undecided if we should stay there or move back to 
Ashern. Ashern won out, as two of our family were there. 
We have no complaints, grow a good garden, still burn 
wood in the wood stove in the basement, which saves a 
few dollars and gives us a bit of work to do. 

Our house is not too new, but we remodeled it some 
and it is comfortable and warm what more could one 
ask? 

As my wife's father was still living in 1961, we 
decided to go and visit him in Holland, at that time he 
was in his 90's. The summer of 1961 the three Mrs. 
Momans went to Holland for a visit. Her father was still 
in fairly good health and was happy to see her, but 
disappointed that I did not go. 

In the spring of 1972 we went on a holiday to Holland 
together. This time we went by plane, a five thousand 
mile flight, which we really enjoyed. I was never very 
good in English, as I had never gone to school, but I 
found out I was a darn sight worse in Dutch. We made 
one more trip in 1973, I think that will be the last one, 
although I would like to go once more. I have one sister 
still living there. My wife's family are all there and it 
would have been nice had she been able to go again, 
however, it was not to be, as she passed away April 3, 
1976. 

To sum it all up, I think we were indeed very lucky to 
have come to Canada. Holland is a very nice country, but 
after Canada, it is too compact and crowded. The reason 
why we came to Canada is that we enjoyed the challenge 
and it sure was that. We think it is a great country. 

In 1975 we celebrated our fifty-sixth wedding 
anniversary. We had a family of two girls and four boys, 
thirteen grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren. The 
Momans are settled from Ontario to British Columbia. 

Homestead Days 
by Mrs. Borghild (Ed.) Olson 

We left Winnipeg in November of 1914 to take up a 
homestead about eight miles N .E. of Camper, Manitoba. 
My husband Ed had gone previously to build a log house 
for us to live in. There were plenty spruce bluffs to get 
logs with which to build. There was very little snow that 
fall, so Ed put our nine month old daughter, Edna, in a 



knapsack on his back and we walked for miles, visiting 
neighbors. We had no other means of transportation. 
Our nearest post office was three miles away. There were 
no roads, we often saw wolves watching us, while walking 
through the bush. 

Bob Larcombe had the post office in his home. The 
school was near Larcombes also. This was the meeting 
place for entertainment. Ed and I played for dances. Ed 
played the violin and I had a guitar. Neighbors gathered 
at the school, dancing, singing and of course, always 
lunch. 

We had no livestock that first winter, and had to rely 
on Government "meat", (rabbits, deer, elk, etc.). In the 
spring a neighbor and her husband were going away, this 
lady needed a hat, so I traded a hat I had for three 
chickens. That is how we got our start in poultry. 

Later Ed went to Woodlands, Manitoba and pur
chased a cow from his father and had the cow shipped to 
Camper. 

Ed worked away from home, doing carpenter work, 
in order to get cash to buy needed items and keep the 
home going. I decided to dig a garden. I knew nothing 
about gardening. I tell you it was hard digging, every 
time I dug the shovel into the ground I hit stones. I was 
determined to do it, as I had seen other women dig and 
have good gardens. We had many good Russian and 
Jewish neighbors, who were willing to tell me how to 
plant a garden: I remember I thought onions had to be 
"hilled" up with earth, I soon found out this was not so. I 
also planted tomato plants in thick bush, thinking it 
would be good to shelter them, well - again this was not 
so. Mind, I had huge plants but no tomatoes. 

As you can guess there were no drug stores and often 
in case of illness people had to help themselves. 
Homebrew was frequently the only remedy for colds, flu, 
etc. It was not "bootlegged". Once when Ed was away I 
asked my neighbor to make me a couple of bottles of 
home brew. He told me I would have to get raisins and 
apples, which I did. This was good stuff and good to have 
on hand. I recall Ed coming home with a nasty dose of 
flu, he drank two bottles of this brew and never got 
drunk, but it cured the flu. Our son, Einar had chronic 
bronchitis, and an elderly lady told me that Skunk oil 
would be very good for this. We never let any skunk 
escape us whenever one appeared. I recall one day I was 
going for the cows on horseback, when I saw a skunk. I 
got off the horse and started to throw stones and sticks at 
the animal and I finally hit it. When it had stopped 
spraying I picked it up and took it home, put it in a box 
and went into the house. Shortly after a neighbor Fred 
Bailey came over, I asked him ifhe would skin the skunk 
for me, he said "Do you mean the skunk that is walking 
around in that box?" 

We needed a machine to cut hay for our livestock, by 
this time we had been able to buy a few animals. So our 
neighbor, Mr. Stein and Ed bought a mower, a rake and 
a wagon on shares, and each got a team of oxen. One day 
Mr. Stein and his wife came to our place with the oxen to 
get the wagon. Mr. Stein being a seaman, knew nothing 
about driving oxen. He asked his wife to climb in the 
wagon and hold the lines, while he broke a willow branch 
for a switch, well when the oxen heard the breaking 
branch they took off, Mrs. Stein flew out of the wagon 
and lay helpless on the ground. Since her breathing 
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Mrs. Ed Olson with one oj her first patients. 

Olson's homestead at Sleeve Lake. Ed Olson, Mrs. Olson with 
Arthur, Edna and Einer and Mr. and Mrs. Paisner. 

Mrs. O/SO/l's nursing home in Ashern. (Now the home oj Mr. J. L. 
Erickson.) 



wasn't good I figured she had cracked or broken a rib. 
We got her into the house, I bandaged her ribs as best I 
could. Later on they moved to Oregon and we lost track 
of them. I hope they are still alive and well. 

The homesteaders were notified that the government 
was shipping cattle to Camper, whoever wanted to get 
some cows could go to Camper. As security, they signed 
their homesteads over until they could pay for the 
animals. I wrote to Ed to where he was working and 
asked him if we should get some cows, he said it was up 
to me, if I could look after them. Our nearest neighbor 
was a woman from Copenhagen, Denmark and knew 
nothing about cows. Since my baby Einar was only three 
months old, this neighbor lady offered to drive the oxen 
and wagon to Camper. She suggested we leave home 
about II o'clock at night, and drive thru the night so that 
we would be in Camper early next morning, and pick out 
the animals we wanted. Well it just did not work out that 
way. She came over to our place and hitched up the oxen. 
We started out, she knew little about driving the oxen, 
first off she turned the corner of the house much too 
close, and the wagon wheel scraped the corner of the log 
house. I am sure that if the house were still there the 
marks could be seen today. 

Well we finally reached Camper in the early morning 
after a long bumpy ride. I was not able to leave the baby 
to go and pick out the cows I wanted, as he was crying 
and shook up from the long rough ride. My neighbor of
fered to pick the cows for me. I did not see the animals 
until I got home the following evening, as I had to stay in 
Camper with a friend on account of the baby being so 
upset. When I saw the cows I wasn't too pleased, one was 
a monster and an old cow. I found my milk stool 
smashed to pieces and soon learned why. The lady that 
brought my cows home tried to milk the cows and got a 
big surprise - the big cow kicked her. She walked 
around with a badly swollen face for a few days and I had 
to get a new milk stool. I had to stand up when I milked 
that cow. Naturally the animals were frightened and had 
not had a chance to get used to their new surroundings. 
One neighbor, Mr. Paisner, suggested I sell the big cow 
before she killed me I said I would not wish such a 
thing on anybody. I continued to milk the animal stand
ing up, for a few more years. Actually until Mr. Paisner 
had a sale and moved away, he said to me "Now you are 
going to trade cows with me", I have not got a clue who 
bought my kicking cow at the sale. 

I think I would like to say something about the best 
known hunter in our district, and I am sure many who 
read this may remember him. He came from the States 
and took up a homestead in the Stuart Lake district, he 
spent most of his time in the bush hunting, shooting elk 
for the teeth, which he smuggled into the States and sold 
to the Elk Lodge. One day he shot an animal, and as he 
was skinning it somebody came along and took a picture 
of him. This person gave the picture to the game warden 
and the "hunter" was arrested. He did not only shoot 
wild animals but also shot his neighbor'S sucking calf, he 
canned the meat, put it in sealers and hung the sealers 
down in his well. Inspite of it being well hidden the police 
found it. 

There were many men from the south that came out 
our way hunting, often there would be a knock at our 
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door, it would be some hunter asking directions. There 
was always coffee and lunch for all who called in. 

We never used locks on our doors and never had to 
worry about anyone harming us. Thinking back now, I 
don't feel it was such a hardship. We were young and 
healthy. We never had to worry about bombs dropping 
on us like the people in Europe. 

In 1920 the area was pretty well wiped out by bush 
fires, which raged for weeks. It was a very dry year, farm
ers lost most if not all the hay they had for winter as well 
as the spruce trees that could have been used for lumber. 
A terrifying experience. I recall we took all the children 
to Martin Johnson's place where we figured they were 
safe from the fire. Mrs. Ben Kristianson and Mrs. Stein 
looked after the children, did the cooking, etc., while 
Mrs. Martin and I were out helping the men folk to save 
our homes and grain fields. Ben Kristianson's home was 
a mile away from ours, and he made an agreement with 
the rest of the men, that if the fire did reach the spruce 
bluff near his home he would fire a rifle, and this would 
be a signal for the others to come to help fight fire. This 
particular day we were having lunch when a gun shot was 
heard, one of the women said "Ben must have shot a 
deer". The men knew better, one by one they took off, to 
find Ben throwing water from a barrel alongside his 
house, onto the roof to put out the sparks flying from the 
spruce bluff close by, this way they did manage to save 
the home. 

There was a big slough on our place, the first few 
years this was full of water, however, this particular year 
it was bone dry, so Ed was able to cut the hay. This hay 
and the oat sheaves from our field pulled the cattle thru 
that winter. After the fire people got restless and most 
moved out. We were one of the last families to leave. We 
moved from there to the Idylwild district, which was 
some miles north of us and seven miles east of Ashern. 
We moved mainly because there was a school there. We 
lived there until June 1926 when we moved to Ashern. 
We bought a shanty from Biddy Methusalemson. Ed 
built onto it. I had a nursing home there for many years. 
This house was later purchased by the Rev. Jalmar 
Erickson. The house still stands today. 

We moved to where I now live in 1942. Ed built the 
house, here I too assisted our doctors, first Dr. Peake, 
then Doctor Walkin, then Dr. Bjornson Sr., also Dr. 
Steenson in 1951. When the Medical Nursing Unit was 
set up in Ashern in 1954 I decided it was time for me to 
retire from nursing. 

I should add here, that in the early days of home
steading, we always managed to provide good fun, house 
parties were THE main social activity. Our children were 
musical and many the enjoyable evening was spent in our 
home. 

Ed passed away February 14, 1965. I have remained 
in Ashern, which will always be "home" to me. I have 
many happy memories both here and while home
steading. I am always happy to have former friends call 
to see me whenever they are in the area. 

Harry Otto 
I came with my parents, Frederick and Maria Otto, 

from Winnipeg in 1911 to a farm ten miles west of 
Ashern. Much of my time was spent in trapping and 
hunting. In those days, moose and elk roamed the 
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country. In 1930 I operated a sawmill, together with my 
brothers and John Witt, at North Birch Lake for two 
winters, filling in as head chef for the hard working crew. 
The lumber was hauled by horses and sleighs, a distance 
of forty miles (one way). These were mighty cold trips. 

I clerked at the Kurbis store from 1933 to 1942, and 
left to manage the Ashern Hotel for two and a half years. 
In 1945 I went back to the general store business again. 
In 1958 I built my own store - on the old creamery site, 
which I have operated since with the assistance of my 
wife Ida, and our son Jim, and daughter Joan. Joan is 
married to Fritz Plohman and they have two children, 
Carolyn and Franklin. 

A Few Thoughts 
as told by Tena Otto 

I moved from North Dakota with my parents and 
grandparents in 1903, mainly because both wood and 
water were not too plentiful there. We settled at 
Brokenhead, Manitoba. I remember the cattle had to be 
driven - I do not know how long this took. I do know 
that thirty-seven of the forty head died that winter, due to 
change of climate and feed. 

In 1911 Dad heard about homesteads in the Ashern 
area and decided to move there, (the best move we ever 
made). They wanted to do mixed farming, and this 
seemed the ideal place. Like all pioneers, they suffered 
many hardships. People were happy and always ready to 
lend a helping hand. Luxuries were few, though we never 
went hungry - in order to eat you had to work. We were 
a large family, everyone had his or her chores to do in 
order to make a "go" of it. 

I married Ralph Otto in 1929, we lived on the Gorling 
farm, and in 1932 bought Jim Howards farm, where we 
still live today. 

One could write a book about the early days and all 
the many changes that have taken place. The good 
neighbors one had, so many have now passed on. The 
improvements that have taken place during the past sixty 
or so years, can only be understood and appreciated by 
those that made such possible. 

Ralph and I have four children, they all make their 
homes in this area and we are happy to have them close 
by. We have much to be thankful for. We enjoy all 
aspects of country living, gardening is my "pet" hobby. 
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Hubert Patterson's Story 
He was born on a farm at Carrol, Manitoba, in 1904, 

and moved to Brandon when he was seven years old, at 
the time the farm at Carrol was sold in 1911. He received 
his education at Park School and Brandon College. 

About 1918 his Dad bought a farm at McKelvey, 
about ten miles south-west of Brandon. After a series of 
crop failures they decided to move to Winnipegosis. They 
purchased a ranch there and leased the land from the 
Government. There were 4,777 acres in the lease, which 
cost them less than $100.00 a year. In 1921 he, along with 
his brothers Fred and Ken, moved from the McKelvey 
farm to Winnipegosis by covered wagon and drove a herd 
of cattle to the ranch. He will never forget the first night 
out - they were on the outskirts of Brandon and the 
cattle wanted to go back to the farm. They were up all 
night trying to keep the cattle together. It was quite an 
ordeal driving the cattle - when the weather was hot and 
warm they didn't want to travel, but if there was a head
wind they would move along real well. There was a 
continual problem of holding them at night and finally 
they decided to get the cattle into the stockyard. On this 
trip they went by Lake Dauphin and Hubert had never 
seen anything larger than a slough on the prairie and to 
see all this water was quite a thrill. They bought a little 
fuzzy pup for twenty-five cents on the trip and named 
him Sparkplug. He turned out to be a very intelligent 
dog, being a very good cattle dog, sleigh dog, and was 
really good at finding muskrats. On this trip it rained 
every night and their covered wagon leaked badly. 
Consequently they were soaking wet every night and the 
mosquitoes were terrible. They finally reached the south 
end of Lake Winnipegosis, at Meadow Portage. They 
were going to drive the cattle all the way to the ranch, but 
on account of all the rain the road was impassable so they 
took the cattle, horses, and equipment by steamboat. 
This steamboat was operated by a man by the name of 
Napoleon Paradise. Hubert had never been on a boat in 
his life and was terribly sea-sick. The rest of the 
family moved to the ranch later that year. They lived on 
the ranch until 1938 when, due to ill health, Hubert 
decided to go into the Rawleigh business. It was then he 
moved to Eriksdale. His Mother and Dad joined him a 
few months later. They lived in Eriksdale for one year, 
then moved to Ashern. 

When he started in the Rawleigh business he had 
$300.00 and a Model A car, which he used in the summer 
time and a team of"horses and caboose in the winter. It 
was the tail end of the depression and things were really 
tough. In order to make a go of the business he took 
horse hides, sheep pelts, cattle hides, and snake root in 
trade. When he was close to home he took a lot of wood 
in trade; he burned most of it and sold some. He ate a lot 
of meals in restaurants and at that time could get meals 
for thirty-five cents. 

There were some funny experiences which happened 
on the job; for instance, he had his case open outside one 
nice evening - he had some castile soap, which sold for 
five cents a cake loose in the case. A dog came along and 
grabbed the cake of soap and took off with it. He never 
saw the dog or soap again, and doesn't know what 
happened to it. 



Hubert Patterson's mode of travel over the years with [he Rawieigh Co. 

At that time he felt if he could sell $12.00 a day he 
could make a living. One day he called upon a customer 
sitting on her back step looking very dejected. He asked 
her if she wished to buy some products and she said "I 
haven't seen money for so long I couldn't buy a thing!" 
In later years she became one of his best customers. 

He drove a Model A for two years. Business had 
increased to the point where the Model A wasn't large 
enough, so he purchased a half-ton Fargo panel truck. 
During his Rawleigh days he had many different vehicles, 
and finally changed from horses in the winter to a 
Bombadier Snowmobile. When he started in the 
Rawleigh business the company was of the opinion that 
the district wasn't much good and neither was he. In later 
years he became their top salesman out of the Winnipeg 
branch. 

After the death of his Dad in 1944, his sister, Eileen 
Thomas, and her two children Billie and Shirley came to 
help take care of their Mother. 

During his stay in the Interlake District he has 
enjoyed hunting and fishing and introduced angling to 
many people in this area. 

He married late in life to a very lovely woman, Violet 
Ogmundson, from Winnipegosis. His wife became ill in 
1965 and passed away April 22, 1966. They had some 
very happy days travelling together on the Rawleigh 
routes. In 1967, due to ill health, he retired from the 
Raw\eigh business. He spent three winters in 
Sacramento, California, and four winters in White Rock, 
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British Columbia. He is very happy living in the Manor 
at Ashern. Now that he is retired he misses all the friends 
he made while travelling the Rawleigh routes. 

Michael Patola Family 
I, Mike, came to the Ashern district with my mother, 

Jennie Patola and my two brothers, John and Bill and 
settled on the old Dawson farm ten miles south-east of 
Ashern. This was known as the Idylwild district. 
Neighbors were a considerable distance apart, though we 
did manage to visit and many a good time was had at 
dances in the school house. 

There were no roads, just trails through the bush. 
Travel was by horse and buggy in summer, horse and 
sleigh in winter, and of course by horseback-also 
walking. Later, when trails dried som.e we were able to 
use an old Model A Ford car for a few months of the 
year. 

We had to rely on wood burning stoves for cooking as 
well as for keeping the house warm, and kerosene lamps 
provided light. There were no telephones nor plumbing. 

Some of the neighbors I recall were: The Bill Millers, 
Prices, Stewarts, Renauds, Alex Millers, Broustals, 
Gowlers, Bill and Tom Stark. 

In 1940 I ·married Audrey Drozdowsky, a Winnipeg 
girl, and brought her out to the farm. This was a new 
experience for her, as she had never been on a farm. 

By this time World War II broke out and my two 
brothers joined the army. We stayed on the farm with 



Back: Mike, John and Bill PalO/a, Audrey, 
Mrs. PalOia Sr. and Ann. 

Mike enjoyed playing the fiddle. Fred Fudge, Mike, Gordon Kehler. 

mother and Grandfather, Mother was in poor health, so 
we decided to sell out. Mother went to live at Thunder 
Bay, Ontario. I got a job with Wynant Amusements, 
Audrey stayed in town while I was on the road. 

In 1949 Bert Hyde, who was post master in Ashern, 
passed away and his widow, Ethel Hyde became post 
mistress, I got the job as her assistant. Later when Mrs. 
Hyde retired I became post master here. 

Mrs. Hyde moved to Vancouver. We bought her 
house, where Audrey and I still live. We have two 
children, Brian and Eileen. There have been many 
changes since 1949. When I think back, we had to meet 
the train three times a week - mail came by passenger 
train in those days. It was quite exciting to see the old 
steam engine pull into town, kids and oldsters would be 
on hand to see who might be getting off the train. 

Now we have hydro, telephone, modern homes, good 
roads, good schools, good medical and dental facilities. 

There have been some tough times - we have had 
floods and drought, however, all in all, we have far more 
to be thankful for than to complain about. 
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The Pickersgills of Ashern 
(1911-1926) 

My parents, Frank Allan Pickersgill and Sara Smith, 
were married in 1903 and lived on a farm in N orflok 
county, Ontario, until April, 1907 when they moved to 
Cartwright, Manitoba, where my father's parents and 
two brothers had settled several years before. Though I 
was born in Ontario in 1905, my first memories are of 
Cartwright and the prairie landscape of southern 
Manitoba. 

In 1910 the area north of Oak Point was opened for 
homesteading at the time the Canadian Northern 
Railway was extending its line to Gypsumville to 
transport the ore from the mines for processing in 
Winnipeg. My father and W. H. Hyde made a trip north 
that year and picked out homesteads just west of the 
seventh siding on the new rail line, which they filed on in 
Winnipeg on their return. Bert Hyde went back to the 
homestead early in the spring of 1911 and had a log house 
built on his homestead before we arrived at the end of the 
first week of June, 1911. 

My parents and the four children made the journey 
from Cartwright to Winnipeg, and from Winnipeg to 
Oak Point on passenger trains. We children were put to 
bed in the hotel at Oak Point right after supper and woke 
up just before midnight to board the caboose of the 
construction train which travelled north to Gypsumville 
once a week. The caboose was crowded as far as the 
fourth siding (later Eriksdale). Several passengers had 
been celebrating the coronation of King George V which 
had taken place that day, and my mother and father had 
some trouble protecting their four sleeping children from 
being trampled by one perambulating passenger who was 
singing with great volume. 

I was almost six years old and I have a vivid memory 
of our arrival at the seventh siding at 7 a,m. First there 
was the bush; very little land had yet been cleared and 
there were trees or scrub everywhere; the only open 
spaces were the muskegs. Next were the mosquitoes. My 
brother Tom, still under four, with all his baby fat, 
swelled up so much that his eyes were closed for a day or 
two. We moved into Bert Hyde's log house for six weeks 
while ours (a frame house) was being built. I had never 
seen a log house before and it was a curiosity. But much 
stranger were the oxen which most of the homesteaders 
used no one had told me that cows could be used as 
horses. Our homesteading experience skipped both the 
log house and the oxen. We started with a frame house 
and horses. 

My father never tried to make his living off the 
homestead. He and Bert Hyde had intended from the 
start to open a general store at the siding, as Ashern 
continued to be called by the old-timers for several years 
before it was called "town". 

The railway owned the townsite at every siding from 
Oak Point to Gypsumville and the townsites were all 
surveyed on the same plan, with the same street names, 
though some townsites were on the east of the track and 
some, like Ashern, on the west. Railway avenue was 
parallel to the main track and Main Street was 
perpendicular to Railway avenue. Main street started 
from the railway platform where the station was built 
later on. Parallel to Railway avenue were First and 



Second Avenues and parallel to Main Street were 
First street North and First Street South, with 
provision for extending the rectangular plan farther 
out if the settlement grew. North of Oak Point, 
the Lake Manitoba Trading Company (owned by the 
Serkau family) had already built identical general stores 
on one of the two corners of Railway Avenue and Main 
Street at every siding. The store at Ashern was run by 
'Jake' Serkau who was the first Jew I had ever seen and 
who became a great friend, though he was my father's 
business competitor. There was another general store at 
the seventh siding. It was on the east side of the tracks in 
a shed built on stilts. This store was run by a man named 
Bill Hardisty until it was bought by Bert Hyde and my 
father. After a few months they moved the store to the lot 
on the other corner of Railway and Main, opposite the 
Serkau store, where they had built a two storey building. 
The store and the post office were on the ground floor 
and my father became the postmaster. Upstairs, reached 
from an outdoor stair, were rooms which were rented. 
The Magistrate's Court was held in one of those rooms, 
but the space was also used at one time as a boarding 
house run by a Greek family named Safioles, who later 
built the st. George Hotel, a three story building at the 
corner of Main Street and First A venue. In 1919, the St. 
George Hotel provided space for the first bank and the 
first lawyer's office. In 1911, the only other building I can 
remember on Main Street was a boarding house in a 
large cottage. It was run by Mrs. William Gates. The 

The Pickersgill home in Ashern. 

The Jack Pickersgill Family. 
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Gates family, when they moved to their homestead, sold 
the building to Alex Campbell who used it for a farm 
implement business. The next building put up in 1911 was 
a livery stable owned by Bert Flook and Bill Whittaker. 
The livery stable was the equivalent of a taxi business and 
was the most flourishing business in Ashern until 1917 or 
18, when the first motor cars appeared. 

There were literally no roads in 1911 or for a year or 
two later. The surveyors had cleared a wagon trail along 
each road allowance and some of these trails soon began 
to be used, but the two main arteries were the Dog Lake 
trail and the Moosehorn Bay trail. Moosehorn Bay later 
became Silver Bay. These two trails met at the siding but 
they had existed as a single trail before the railway came 
and this trail went across the middle of our homestead 
and I could still see a trace of it as late as 1950. These two 
historic trails continued to be used until the homesteaders 
began to fence their property and the public was forced 
onto the nearest road allowance. I believe the first graded 
road was started in 1914 just before the provincial 
election. It went a mile west from Bert Hyde's house 
between our homestead and his, then a mile north, then 
west again for five miles past the Perry homestead, then 
north another mile and west to Silver Bay on Lake 
Manitoba. It followed the road allowances and replaced 
the old Moosehorn Bay trail. The Dog Lake trail was 
similarly replaced by trails along road allowances which 
became main roads. In the early days it was quite normal 
to get stuck in muskegs with horses and buggies or horses 
and lumber wagons - and no doubt also with oxen, 
though I never experienced that myself. I recall one 
Sunday in 1912 when our family drove to Dog Lake with 
a team of horses and a democrat. We were stuck twice 
going there and once coming home. My father had to 
unhitch the horses and pull the democrat out by 
manpower, because the horses could get no footing in the 
bog. 

Apart from Bert Hyde and the handful of people 
living at the siding our nearest neighbours were George 
Dodd, his wife and his brother Bert. Our house was 1,4 
mile west of the station on the N .E. 22-25-7W. George 
Dodd, a veteran of the South African war, had the 
western half of section 23 and the townsite was carved 
out of his property, though his house was a mile to the 
south at the corner of the property and diagonally across 
from the homestead of his brother, Bert, an attractive 
bachelor who went off to the war in 1914 and never 
returned. George Dodd clearly had some money and big 
ideas. He owned the first tractor in the Ashern district, 
run by a belching steam engine which burned wood. He 
used it to plow the field a half mile long between our 
house and the siding. Mrs. Dodd had no children and she 
was very good to her favourites. I happened to be one and 
she set me up in business in 1912 with a setting of duck 
eggs, from which three ducks survived. The next year my 
flock increased to ten or twelve and I sold them in the fall 
of 1913 to Jake Serkau for almost $8.00. Unfortunately 
George Dodd got deeply in debt and finally had to 
abandon farming, sell his property and move away soon 
after the war started. George and Bert Dodd had a 
sister-in-law, an American from Duluth, who had come 
to Manitoba to teach school and married one of their 
brothers who died shortly afterwards. The young widow 
came to Ashern to visit the Dodds and stayed for the rest 



of her life. She married Bert Hyde and, after my father 
went to war, she became postmistress, a position she held 
for many years. 

About a month after we arrived in Ashern, my father 
took me with him one day to visit a family about five 
miles south of the siding. We overtook two pedestrians 
and gave them a lift; they could speak no English and I 
was astonished when they made strange noises which 
they seemed to understand. As soon as they left us I 
demanded an explanation. My father said they were 
speaking German. For a few weeks I thought German 
was the only language other than English. 

The Icelandic settlers along Lake Manitoba had 
gradually spread north from Oak Point several years 
before the railway was built. They raised cattle and fished 
through the ice in the winter. They had to haul the fish by 
horses and sleighs to Oak Point, until my father started 
to buy fish during the winter of 1911-12, and to ship it 
frozen by rail to Winnipeg. He soon got to know all the 
Icelandic settlers. The Thorlacius family in particular 
became close friends. In the spring of 1912, one of their 
twelve children, Gudny, came to work in our house for 
my mother and we then discovered the Icelandic 
language. In the three years before 1914, I learned that 
many languages were spoken by the settlers who moved 
into the Ashern district and rapidly filled up all the 
homestead west of the railway and for about seven miles 
east. After German, I believe the next one I discovered 
was Danish, spoken by the Birnbaums and the Nissens 
who came later. For a year or so there was a family 
named Soykie. 

One of the most prominent of these settlers was Sam 
Browne who had served in the police in Ireland and 
whose wife was a Scot. Old "Sam" as everyone referred 
to him, was a tall impressive man; he was a Conservative 
and the Roblin Government appointed him a Justice of 
the Peaee and he held court from time to time in a room 
in the upper storey of the Hyde and Pickersgill store. 

Even before there was a magistrate, there was a 
school district formed and the first Ashern school was 
built two and a half miles west and north of the siding 
opposite the Webster farm. The site was chosen because 
it was in the middle of the district and no account was 
taken of the probability that most of the population 
would soon be concentrated in the village of Ashern. I 
remember one trip with my father to the school site with 
a load of lumber. The school opened early in 19 I 2 and 
the first teacher was Linnie McKibbon, a friend of our 
family from Cartwright who went back there after a few 
months. Her husband P. A. Watts was the postmaster of 
Cartwright for many years. I did not start school until I 
was seven because my mother, who had been a teacher in 
Ontario, thought it unfair to send her children to school 
until they had learned to read which I did in the winter 
of 1911-12. My first teacher was Louise Brown, who 
followed Linnie McKibbin. She began teaching in July 
1912 and taught until some time in the spring of 1913 
when she resigned to marry Alex Campbell. The 
Campbells continued to live in Ashern until some time in 
the 1920's. When I started to school in 1912, I was the 
only child from the neighbourhood of the siding, and my 
father thought it was rather far for me to walk alone. He 
bought me a pony which I was expected to ride bareback. 
I could not mount by myself and the pony refused to go 
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where I wanted her to. My father next bought a beautiful 
new saddle so I could mount. I was strictly forbidden to 
saddle the horse until I had first put on the bridle, but I 
was afraid she would bite and the very first time I put the 
saddle on first. As soon as I took the halter off to put on 
the bridle, she bolted out of the stable and disappeared 
into the woods. When we found her again the saddle was 
gone and it was never seen again. My father despaired of 
making a rider of me, sold the pony and let me walk to 
school along the Moosehorn Bay trail. About a mile from 
the school, the McCandles family from the north of 
Ireland had settled. They had three children going to 
school, Gertrude, Lance and Elsie. They also had a collie 
dog who rushed out at passersby and barked furiously. I 
was told he would not bite, but I was not sure anyone had 
told the dog. Some days I wanted company so much I 
would walk bravely up to the house, other days courage 
failed and I made a wide detour so the dog would not see 
me. 

The school was closed in the fall of 1913 because no 
teacher could be found. For six weeks before Christmas I 
was sent off to Winnipeg to live with my grandmother 
and attended school. There was still a scarcity of 
qualified teachers in Manitoba at the beginning of 1914 
so the school board arranged to get a permit for Jack 
Nelson, an immigrant from Belfast, who had been a 
Presbyterian student missionary at Ashern the previous 
summer. He had returned for Christmas and decided to 
leave Manitoba College and find a job. He was a 
splendid teacher, but his permit was not extended once a 
qualified teacher became available in August, 1914. The 
new teacher was a lovely young woman from Teulon 
named Ethel Dicks who continued to teach until 
Christmas 1916. She was a wonderful teacher and all the 
children loved her, as did most of the unattached young 
men in the district. We attended the old school until June, 
1917. The last teacher we had was a Miss Pattison. 

Already by the fall of 1914, according to the school 
register there were 8 pupils from 'town', if my brother 
Tom and I were included. Three of them Edith, LilIian 
and Charlie, were from the Johnson family. Charlie 
Johnson, Sr. was the section foreman on the railway. He 
and his wife were born in Norway, though none of the 
children spoke Norwegian. They had five daughters and 
one son in Ashern the older son never lived there and he 
went off to the war and was killed. The Johnson girls 
were all pretty and they cut a great figure in Ashern for 
several years. Lillian was a year older than I was and she 
was my first 'girl' to use the expression of that day, but 
she soon tired of me for older and more exciting boys. 
There was an English family named Whitfield who lived 
east of the track at the crossing on the road allowance 
just north of the siding. Their son Richard and a boy 
named Jack Forsythe, whose father worked in the village 
and an older boy, Matt Oughton, Jr., made up the eight. 
Matthew Oughton, Sr., lived in Ashern opposite the 
Anglican church. He was the homestead inspector for 
several years before he moved to a homestead himself. 
The Oughtons had a niece living with them named 
Gladys Robertson who worked in the store until after the 
war and later married Bert Flook after he became a 
veterinary surgeon. Miss Dicks boarded with the 
Oughtons and young Matt drove her and Tom and I to 
school that year. In the spring my sister Bessie and my 



brother Walter started school. With another Whitfield 
boy named Hubert, they brought the number of 'town 
kids' up to II. 

By 1917 more than half the pupils came from 'town', 
and a new Ashern school district was formed and the old 
school was renamed Beatty for the admiral. The new 
school was built on a six acre lot north of the new village 
where the Ashern Central School still is. We no longer 
had two and a half miles to go to school. About half the 
time from 1914 to 1917 we drove by horse and buggy or 
horse and cutter and the rest of the time we walked. The 
journey to school never seemed any hardship and was 
usually fun, even on the cold winter days. 

We were never without church services at Ashern. 
Both the Anglican and Presbyterian churches had 
missions, usually served by students. Anglican services 
were held in the Gates boarding house in 1911 until the 
Church was built in 1912. By that time there was a 
Presbyterian missionary as well as an Anglican. OUf 
family was Presbyterian, but we always attended the 
services of both churches. Thanks largely to my father's 
initiative, the two churches agreed to have serivices on 
alternate Sundays and the Anglicans agreed to let the 
Presbyterians use their church. There was only one 
Sunday school and the Sunday school papers and lessons 
were Methodist because my mother thought they were 
better than the Presbyterian or the Anglican 
pUblications. 

Unfortunately, after my father went to war, a 
difference developed between the Presbyterians and the 
Anglicans and the Presbyterians built their own church 
which from the start was called, ironically, the Union 
Church. My mother deplored this split and we continued 
to attend both churches, and the Sunday school 
continued in the Anglican Church until after the war. 

Several years passed before the Catholic church was 
built a half mile east of Ashern. The Catholics had no 
resident priest and had services only about once a month 
as long as we lived at Ashern. 

For most of the period from 1911 until after the first 
world war, there was no medical doctor and no organized 
health service at Ashern. My mother was a graduate 
nurse from the Toronto General Hospital and, during the 
long periods when there was no doctor she was always 
available in case of illnesses, accidents and child births, 
so long as someone was brought to look after us children. 
There were periods when we were not sure who would be 
getting our breakfast in the morning and we all believed 
babies were born only at night. There must be many 
middle aged residents of the Ashern district even today 
who were ushered into the world by Sara Pickersgill. 

We did have a young doctor late in 1913. His name 
was Prevost and he was just out of Medical School in 
Montreal. He was very well liked, but he enlisted as soon 
as the war started. We got another doctor in 1915, C. R. 
Bunn of Stonewall. He in turn went off to the war in 
1916. After the war he practiced in Red Deer, Alberta, 
where he was Mayor for many years. We did not have a 
doctor again until 1919, when Dr. Peake, a veteran, came 
to Ashern to practice. From then on my mother's unpaid 
practice largely ended though she was sometimes called 
in emergencies. 

Dances were the most popular form of adult 
recreation in the early years. They were usually held in 
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the various schools which had been established in the 
neighbourhood. People drove as far as twelve miles to 
dances at Silver Bay, Pioneer and Ralph Connor, as well 
as shorter distances to Picnic Ridge, Barnwald and the 
original Ashern school. The dances affected our family 
very little as my parents could not dance. At Christmas 
there were school concerts and box socials. From 1912 on 
there was an annual picnic (really a sports day) usually 
on the first of July. Until 1918, these picnics were held on 
our homestead in a meadow one of the rare large 
areas of high ground naturally free of trees or bush. The 
bush behind this meadow had been cut out to make a 
circular track for horse racing. One year, I believe it was 
1914. a village blacksmith Andrew McTavish, fell 
off his horse during a race and died of injuries later in the 
day. After the new school was built at Ashern a sports 
ground was cleared between the school and Bert Hyde's 
homestead and the picnics were held there from 1919 on. 
About that time baseball games began to be a feature and 
the rivalry between Ashern and Eriksdale was intense, as 
it also was in ice hockey after the outdoor rink was 
started in the winter of 1919-20 or the next winter. 

For many years from 1914 on we drove to the beach 
at Silver Bay for bathing and swimming at least once in 
the summer holidays. The expedition with a team of 
horses and democrat took all day. I recall these 
excursions to Silver Bay as the most exciting and 
pleasurable experiences of my boyhood. 

I remember the outbreak of war very vividly. My 
father had predicted war as soon as he heard of the 
assassination of the Austrian crown prince and 1 listened, 
fascinated, to his discussions with my mother and with 
friends, but I did not know any geography until after the 
war started. I began grade four in the fall of 1914. I 
remember Tim Webster who was the most intelligent boy 
in our class and probably in the whole school and he and 
I devoured the geography text book in a week. We 
followed the progress of the war from week to week and 
it made geography very real. 

The war drained away most of the young single men, 
and later a number of married men, including my father. 
A platoon of the 108th Selkirk battalion trained at 
Ashern for several weeks before going to Camp Hughes, 
near Brandon, in the spring of 1916. 

The war had a considerable effect on farming. Before 
the war almost the only crop cultivated was oats; hay was 
cut in the sloughs. My father had experimented with one 
acre of alfalfa in 1912, but no one followed his example. 
The rest of our thirty acres was cleared by 1912 by 
Indians from the Dog Creek reserve during their annual 
visit north to dig seneca root - which we called 'snake 
root' - then a prized medicinal herb which was exported 
to the United States. Like our neighbours we grew oats 
on our field. I recall one year when George Dodd, tried 
without great success, to grow flax. However, as the price 
of wheat rose, more and more farmers tried to grow it 
and a grain elevator was actually built at the end of the 
war. The price of cattle rose rapidly and the 
raising of cattle on a commercial scale increased rapidly 
with better long-term results. But the real salvation of 
farming came with the establishment of the creamery at 
the end of the war and the introduction of sweet clover on 
a considerable scale right after the war. Cream and 
clover provided a sound foundation for farming. 



It was not until after the war started that the first 
motor car appeared in Ashern. One was driven from 
Winnipeg in the summer of 1915, and several were seen 
in 1916. In 1917, came the first three cars actually owned 
in Ashern, two model-T Fords and one Chevrolet. By 
1917 there were a good many miles of graded roads, 
though none yet had any gravel. A trip by motor to 
Winnipeg for the next few years took all day and the car 
usually had to be pulled out of the mud by horses at least 
once on the average trip. I never made the journey while 
we lived at Ashern. 

There was a considerable boom in 1919 and 1920. A 
good many war veterans settled in the district, 
particularly east of the railway and provided a good 
market for lumber, machinery, horses, harness, cattle 
and other necessities for the establishment of a farm. 
Most of the capital was supplied by the Soldier's 
Settlement Board and very little was ever repaid. In the 
slump of 1921 and 1922 many of these settlers left the 
land and some went as far away as California. In addi
tion to the creamery, a third general store was started by 
Clemens and Amason, a branch of the Standard Bank 
was opened and a young lawyer of 21 named Stuart Gar
son opened an office in the fall of 1919. We also had, for a 
while, a resident school inspector and a supervisor for the 
Soldiers Settlement Board. 

The Victory Lumber Company of Winnipeg 
established a lumber yard and my father, who had 
returned from the war at the end of 1918, became the 
manager, a position he retained until shortly before his 
death in June, 1920. 

During my father's illness I gave up school for a year 
and helped him in the lumber yard. I was already in 
Grade ten and the next year, as I was the only pupil in 
that grade, I made a deal with Fred Hall. the teacher, to 
teach the beginners to read and do simple arithmetic and, 
in exchange. he helped me with my lessons. I dare say 
there are some or the pupils I taught to read still living in 
Ashern. In 'any event, I managed to pass the 
examinations without difficulty, and in the fall of 1921, I 
went to school in Winnipeg to do grade eleven. I never 
lived in Ashern after that, though the rest of the family 
continued to live there until 1925 when my brothers Tom 
and Walter and my sister Jane (Bessie) went to the 
University. The next year my mother and my brother 
Frank moved to Winnipeg. That was the end of the 
Pickersgills in Ashern, but to this day it remains the place 
which is really 'home' to me. 

The PickersgiUs of Ashern (1926-1975) 
Before moving to Winnipeg in the fall of 1926, my 

mother and my brother Frank spent the summer with me 
while I was teaching school in the Duck Mountains. I had 
graduated in Arts thai spring from the University of 
Manitoba. My mother lived in Winnipeg from 1926 until 
1936. She practised her profession of nursing until 1933 
when she had to give up because of failing health. From 
1936 until her death in 1961 she had no permanent home, 
living at different times in her birthplace in Ontario, 
Calgary, Victoria, Vancouver and in the last few years 
before her death in a nursing home in Ottawa. 

Until 1936 various members of the family lived with 
my mother. Tom and Jane (Bessie) lived at the Manitoba 
Agricultural College until 1930, when they both 
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graduated. After graduation Jane was a dietician at the 
Winnipeg General Hospital until 1939 when she married 
K. T. Seaborne, a life long employee of Consolidated 
Mining and Smelting Company. They lived first in 
Winnipeg. then Calgary, later in Vancouver and finally in 
Spokane, Washington. They retired to Victoria in the 
early 1960's where they still live. They have a married 
daughter Nora, who also lives in Victoria. 

Tom continued his studies at the University, receiving 
a M.Sc. degree in 1932. He had several unsatisfactory 
jobs in the early depression years until he joined the staff 
of the Northwest Line Elevator Association where he 
continued to be employed until 1942. He married a 
classmate, Margaret Wilkinson, in 1936. In 1942, he 
joined the Selective Service staff of the Department of 
Labour in Ottawa. In 1945, he was appointed 
Commissioner of Japanese Placement with headquarters 
in Vancouver and, when that task was completed, he 
entered Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
where he served in Ottawa, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and 
finally Toronto. After retirement from Central Mortgage 
he was engaged in consulting until his death in Toronto 
on February 24, 1975. His widow continues to live in 
Toronto. They had three children - Frank has three 
children, and Bruce two. Frank lives in Toronto, Bruce in 
Ottawa and Clare in Montreal. 

Walter left the University before graduation and 
joined the Bank of Montreal. He served first in Winnipeg 
and later in a number of other places in northwestern 
Ontario and Saskatchewan. He completed his studies for 
his B.A. degree extramurally and in 1939 resigned from 
the Bank and entered the Faculty of Education in the 
University of Manitoba where he qualified as a teacher 
and also as an army officer. He then joined the Army and 
served overseas until 1946. He was married before going 
overseas and his wife was living in British Columbia 
when he returned to Canada. He taught in High Schools 
in Kelowna and Mission City with one year in West 
Vancouver. He has now retired and he and his wife Effie 
continue to live in Mission. They have no children. 

Frank started in grade seven when he went to 
Winnipeg in 1926. After completing grade twelve he 
entered the University of Manitoba with an LO,D.E. 
bursary, received an honours degree in 1936, spent two 
years on a fellowship at the University of Toronto where 
he became an M.A. in 1938. He left for Europe that 
summer and never returned to Canada. He spent a year 
in postgraduate studies in Paris, stayed on in France 
after the outbreak of war, was captured and interned by 
the Germans in August 1940. He made a remarkable 
escape from the internment camp near Paris in March, 
1942 and after many adventures reached England by way 
of Spain and Portugal in October. He was at once given a 
commission in the Canadian army and seconded to the 
British army for service in the underground in France. 
After months of training, he parachuted into France in 
mid-June 1943, was captured by the Gestapo within a 
week and after fifteen months in various Gestapo prisons 
was sent to the concentration camp at Buchenwald, 
Germany at the end of August, 1944, and killed there in 
early September. 

I returned to the University of Manitoba on a 
fellowship in the fall of 1926 and was awarded an M.A. in 
History the following spring. I had also received the 



I.O.D.E. Overseas scholarship for Manitoba and entered 
New College, Oxford in October 1927 and spent two 
years there studying history. In the spring of 1929, I was 
offered a lectureship in History at Wesley College (now 
the University of Winnipeg) where I taught for eight 
years. In July 1936 I was married to Beatrice Young of 
Winnipeg. In October 1937 I joined the Department of 
External Affairs in Ottawa. Two months later I was 
seconded to the Office of the Prime Minister on 
temporary assignment which lasted over fourteen years. 
Shortly after I went to Ottawa my wife died. In June 
1939 I married Margaret Beattie of Winnipeg. We have 
four children: Jane (b 1941) a medical doctor who is the 
officer of health at Thunder Bay; Peter (b 1945) an 
architect by profession who presently makes a living as a 
cartoonist. He is married. Alan (b 1948) a federal civil 
servant in St. John's Newfoundland, and Ruth (b 1950) 
who is married and lives at Farrellton, P.Q. near Ottawa, 
where her husband is a civil servant. 

In June, 1952 I became Secretary to the Cabinet and 
Clerk of the Privy CounciL A year later I joined the St. 
Laurent Cabinet as Secretary of State and was elected to 
Parliament for the constituency of Bonavista-Twillingate 
in Newfoundland. On July I, 1954 I became Minister of 
Citizenship and Immigration which office I held until the 
St. Laurent government resigned after the election of 
1957. I still had a seat in Parliament and served in the 
Opposition until the Pearson government took office 
after the election in April 1963. I was first Secretary of 
State and from 1964-1967 Minister of Transport. On 
September 18, 1967 I resigned from the Cabinet and 
Parliament and next day became President of the 
Canadian Transport Commission. I retired from that 
position on August 31, 1972 at the age of 67. 

While I was in Opposition I edited Mackenzie King's 
diaries which appeared in four Volumes as the 
Mackenzie King Record. Professor D. F. Forster, now 
President of the University of Guelph collaborated in all 
but the first volume. Since retirement I have written My 
Years with Louis St. Laurent, published by the 
University of Toronto Press in October 1975. My wife 
and I live in fairly active retirement in Ottawa and spend 
much of our summers in Newfoundland. 

This is the story of the Pickersgill family, which left 
Ashern in 1926, for the succeeding half century to early 
1976. 

Patrick J. Porteous Family 
by O. Porteous 

My father, Patrick J. Porteous was born in 
Derrygonnely, Ireland, on March 16, 1855, coming to 
Canada in 1882. He settled in Winnipeg, which was then 
only a "horse and buggy" village, with horse drawn street 
cars. 

My mother, Mary Ann McGuiness was also born in 
Derrygonnely, Ireland, and came to Canada - May 
1884 and settled in Winnipeg. Mother, in later years, 
related to us the story of her arrival at the C.P.R. It had 
rained and there were just planks to walk on, men were 
working with oxen, to make the foundation for the first 
city hall. 

Dad and Mother were married in S1. Mary's Church in 
Winnipeg on November 12, 1884. Their first home was 
on McGee Street, where we were all born, six boys and 
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three girls; Murray, Anne, Charles, Margaret, Thomas, 
James, William, Olive and Edward. The five older 
children were educated at S1. Mary's School, the rest of 
us went to school in St. James. 

Dad worked at the W. J. Boyd Bakery as head baker 
for many years. Later he leased the old Lord Strathcona 
farm in S1. James (now known as Silver Heights district), 
where he bought and sold cattle also operated a dairy. I 
recall we also pastured horses for the likes of Eaton's and 
many other such firms. The estate was the home of many 
buffalo, which roamed with the cattle. 

I recall Dad set up brothers Murray and Tom on 
homesteads in the Ashern district, with cattle, horses and 
machinery in 1914. Later, Murray sold his livestock and 
worked in the local creamery in Ashern. Jim had joined 
the army, and that left Bill, who was fourteen, to help at 
home, so in 1917 the family decided to move to Ashern 
and take up a homestead, they chose the N .E. Y-l 33-24-7 
- if I remember correctly. There were no buildings on 
this property, we had to live in a small shack for awhile, 
until some buildings could be erected. Tom and Murray 
met us at Ashern, with their teams and wagons this way 
our belongings were taken to the homestead, some six or 
seven miles south of the village. Bill and Dad brought the 
cattle and horses a few days later. We moved to Ashern 
in May 1917, while it was exciting for we younger ones
a new adventure, we soon discovered it was not all "fun 
and . Ed, was the youngest, Dorothy, (Doll) our 
niece came with us. We had fine neighbours, The Fred 
Witts, August Witt and family also the Reinhold Kramp 
family, all lived close by. Doll and Ed. went to Marne 
School. I had planned on going back to the city to work, 
however, I started working in the post office in town, I 
then boarded with brother Murray and family, who just 
lived some two miles out of town. 

Dad, Mother, Ed and Doll continued on the homestead 
for a time. Bill started working for the highways 
department, we then moved closer to town, and took over 
Murrays farm. Murray and family had moved to 
Winnipeg, where Murray worked for the Crescent 
Creamery. We continued to raise cattle and do mixed 
farming. I left the post office and went to work for Mr. 
Foord, in the municipal office. I became Mr. Foord's 
assistant when he retired I became secretary-treasurer of 
the municipality. I retired in 1971. 

Later, Bill bought the N.E.Y4 10-25-7 and built a new 
house, Mother, Dad, Doll and I moved there with him. 
Dad passed away in 1939. When Bill married in 1946, I 
had a small house built in the village, where Mother, Doll 
and I lived, Mother passed away in 1947. Bill had the 
house from the farm moved into town to make a home 
for Doll and me. Doll was working for H. Otto. Doll 
married Geo. Webster in 1975, I continue to make my 
home in Ashern. 

Our family were all sports minded, the boys played 
hockey and baseball, this, no doubt has been mentioned 
in other articles, as well as the girls baseball teams, the 
dances and picnics etc. Yes, curling was a sport that was 
introduced here after the end of the Second World War. 
A sport I thoroughly enjoyed - and have a few trophies 
which I am proud of. 

Some happenings of early days that I recall: We 
returned home from a dance to see the neighbors, Mum 
and Dad all out with lanterns, shouting and calling -



Adolf Kramp, our neighbor's son, who was just three 
years old, had not returned home, his parents were 
frantic, as can well be imagined thankfully Addie was 
located, sound asleep, under some bushes, none the worse 
for the ordeal. 

Then when Rudolf Trapp returned with his bride. 
Rudolf was our local livery man in the early days the 
young folk decorated the dray and met the newlyweds at 
the station, they drove them around the village ending up 
at the hall for a social evening and shower in honor of this 
couple. 

I better get back to my story - Murray and his family 
have passed away, just their son Ted left. who is married 
and living in Winnipeg. Tom and his wife Josie have both 
passed away, of their six children, only Myrtle, Mrs. 
Bedford, Vi, Mrs. Bill Barnes, Agnes, Mrs. Cusiter and 
John, are left, Bill was killed in action overseas in 1943 
and Clifford died 1972. Charlie and his wife have passed 
away, of their children, only Frances, Mrs. Collinson, 
Gerald his wife and family, Aleda, married and living in 
Winnipeg and Jim married and living in MontreaL 
Annie, Mrs. Hogue, passed away in 1940, her daughter, 
Sheila, Mrs. R. Chater and husband, living in Winnipeg, 
Margaret, Mrs. P. J. McMillan and husband have both 
passed away. (See story of their family). Ed. married and 
had three children, he passed away in 1970. Bill, married 
Cathie Foord, he passed away in 1969. Of the family, 
only Jim and myself - Olive are left, Jim has asked me 
to add a few words about he and his family; Jim returned 
from overseas in 1919, and was set up on a farm by the 
Soldiers Settlement Board scheme. He married Gertie 
Horgdal, they farmed, Jim bought one of the first Titan 
tractors in the district and did some custom work 
times were hard and money scarce - Jim did road work 
for the municipality, they later moved to town, where 
Gertie opened their home to caring for sick peopJe, as 
there was no hospital in the area. Later, Jim, Gertie and 
their son-in-law, Paul Sabourin operated the cafe in 
Ashern for a few years. Jim and Gertie moved to 
Winnipeg, where Jim worked for the Department of 
Public Works until he retired in 1970. Their children are; 
Frances, Mrs. Paul Sabourin, Pat, married, his wife and 

Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Porteous. 
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two daughters live at Camp Borden, Ontario, Carl, 
married has two daughters and lives in Winnipeg. 

I took a trip to Ireland in 1968 with my niece, Frances 
Sabourin, to meet and visit relatives there. 

Mr. and Mrs. P. 1. Porteous willi "Barney". 

"Granny" Porteous feeding her flock. 

Life in a Rural Municipal Office 1921-1971 
by Olive Porteous 

I started work in the M unicipaJ Office as an assistant 
to Mr. Foord, who in 1921 had been appointed 
secretary-treasurer of the Municipality of Siglunes, by 
council. Mr. Foord was also County Court Clerk and had 
me appointed Deputy Clerk, so that in his absence I 
could look after the court work as well as the municipal. 
The first municipal office was situated on Lot 7, Block 3 
and was in use until 1930, then the office was moved to 
Lots 7 and 8, Block 4. This was a home purchased by 
council brought in to town and remodelled; council 
chamber and a front office on the main floor and a suitt' 
of rooms upstairs for renting out. This suite was always 
occupied, and the rent applied to the purchase price of 
the building. A great improvement for extra room to 
work in, but also every spring the basement filled with 
water, and as our heating system was a wood furnace, I 
had to keep my rubber boots handy to get to the furnace 
for fire making. Those were the good old days when the 
water got as high as the fire box. Then you just gave up 
and worked with your coat on. 



First Municipal Office, Olive Porteous, Mr. Foord. 

S('cond I'd IIl1icipal Office with living quarters upstairs. 

I never k new there was such a variety of work in a 
Municipal Office. In 1945 Council had me appointed 
assessor to replace the late Mr. Geo. Self. Mr. Self had 
been assessor from 1936-44. This meant extra work for 
me. to write up the assessment roll and balance same. 
However, I had fine help from the Assessment Branch in 
Winnipeg: so I managed till 1949. Mr. Eade of Winnipeg 
being appointed Municipal Assessor for 1950. There was 
a big boost in assessment and size when Siglunes 
vi unieipality took over all of Section 23, 24, 25 of 7W 
from Wood1ca Municipality. 

In 1950 M r. Foord resigned as secretary-treasurer 
and council appointed him assistant secretary-treasurer so 
so that I would still have his help in municipal financing. 
I was appointed secretary-treasurer in 1951. 

The Council were members of the Union of Manitoba 
rVlunicipalities for many years. The late Mr. B. Th. 
Jonasson, Reeve, was an Honorary Member for the 
many years or service as Councillor and Reeve of the 
R. M. of Siglunes. 

Mr. O. S. Eiriksson now of Lakeland, is also an 
Honorary member. 

The R. M. of Siglunes was also a member of the Good 
Roads Assn .. and won the following awards: 

1954 Framed Certificate of Merit Class I Div. C. Best 
kept system of Municipal Roads Annual Road Competi
tion 2nd prize. 

1955 The Willis Trophy To the municipality making 
th..: most improvement in municipal roads, old or new. 

1958 The Willis Trophy To the municipality making 
th..: most improvement in municipal roads, old and new. 
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1959 Certificate of Merit Annual Road Competition 
Best kept system of municipal roads - 2nd prize. 
1964 Certificate of Merit Best maintenance System of 

municipal roads in the R.M. of Siglunes under 50 miles. 
I have been a member of the Municipal Sec-treas., 

Assn. since 1950, and although I am now retired I still 
pay my membership fee and attend each year. I always 
looked forward to this meeting because the Municipal 
Act gave permission to close the offiee for four days. It 
was like a holiday to me. 

In 1957. I was asked what the work of a municipal 
sec-treas., was like. I replied "Everything" - everything 
from cutting off ears from coyotes and foxes {in 1957 I 
had clipped off 250 pair of ears), to collecting taxes, 
writing and balancing tax rolls, road programs and 
payrolls for employees. This lady that asked me replied 
- "Oh I thought all you did was collect taxes". As the 
saying goes, "people are funny". 

Well the third move was lucky for me. Council had 
the new office built and we moved in February 1963. It 
was the first office with electric heat and plumbing, so I 
had eight years working in comfort, retiring in 1971. 

I am glad of the privilege of growing up in this area, 
making many friends and serving the public to the best of 
my ability. 

Here is a brief resume of how this area joined the 
R.M. of Siglunes: 

I n January 1920, residents of Ashern called a meeting 
to discuss and propose Ashern joining with the 
Municipality of Siglunes. Mr. J. W. Allen was chairman, 
Mr. T. Webster, secretary. At this meeting the following 
were appointed to meet the Reeve and Council of 
Siglunes re-amalgamation, S. Browne, C. Hoffman, T. 
Webster, H. Denhard, H. Dunlop, F. King. At a further 
meeting, the Reeve and Council of Siglunes, unanimous
ly accepted the proposition submitted by Ashern 
residents, namely to combine with this municipality, the 
territory outline was; Township 25 Range 6 and 7 and 
south five miles of Township 26, Range 6, 7, and 8 West. 

The first council meeting after amalgamation was 
held in Ashern School on July 20, 1920. Mr. R. J. Perry 
was reeve, Mr. P. Forseng was secretary-treasurer. The 
first council was: Will. McFayden - eouncillor for Ward 
I, J. H. Johnson - councillor for Ward 2, O. S. 
Eiriksson - councillor for Ward 3, Albert Arnold -
councillor for Ward 4, B. Jonasson councillor for 
Ward 5, and T. B. Bamford - councillor for Ward 6. 

The first councillor for Ward 6 - Townsite of 
Ashern, was Mr. T. B. Bomford, a farmer, he farmed on 
34-25-7W the land where Mr. and Mrs. R. DeGroot 
now reside. 

I must also add to my story the fact that I knew all 
the men personally that worked for the organization of 
the Townsite of Ashern and surrounding districts in the 
Municipality of Sigl unes. The year was 1920, they were: 
J. W. Allen, manager of the Ashern Creamery was also 
reeve of the Municipality for a period, resigning in 1926 
owing to pressure of work, 

Mr. Hyde, General Merchant and Post Master -
with the post office in the store. This store was situated 
where Chicken Delight is now. Mr. Hyde also farmed 
and resided on the farm where Mr. and Mrs, Roy Geisler 
now live. The train used to leave Ashern at 4 a.m. so just 
imagine in the winter months the cold walk Mr. Hyde 



would have to meet that train and get themail bags away. 
He was always on time using a toboggan to haul the 
mail bags. The station agent at that time was Phil. 
Mavhew. I worked for Mr. and Mrs. Hyde in the post of
fice 1919-1921. 

Mr. Sam Browne was the Police-magistrate with of
fices above Mr. Hyde's store. He farmed about three 
miles east of Ashern. Fred King, had the barber shop and 
pool room. Mr. H. Denhard, farmer Silver Bay, Mr. J. 
Boyd, farmer east of Ashern, Mr. Campbell, County 
Court Clerk, Mr. Gates, farmer in Beatty District, Mr. 
T. Webster, farmer Ashern, Mr. C. Hoffman -
(brother-in-law of Mrs. C. Schwartz) Harry 
Schwartz's reason for coming to Ashern. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Trapp. 

Proctors of Ashern 
by Bert Proctor 

My parents, Connie and Sam came to Ashern around 
1918 and took up a homestead. My grandfather, Alex. 
Proctor had alreadv settled there earlier. 

Mother and Dad spent the first five years, spring, 
summer and fall on the homestead and went back to 
Winnipeg where they both worked in order to finance 
farming operations. They bought more land and 
necessary machinery. I recall Dad buying horses at 
West bourne, Manitoba and riding them home, around 
the south end of Lake Manitoba. What roads there were 
at that time were very poor. 

Mother and Dad worked hard, they had a comfortable 
and hospitable home - always ready to "lend a hand" to 
anyone in need. They were both active in the community, 
and were members of the Ashern United Church. Mother 
was a devoted member of the Ashern Women's Institute. 

Dad passed away in 1955 after a short illness. 
Mother passed away in 1957 after a lengthy illness. 
I recall a few incidents re my grandparents, Alex and 

Jeannie Proctor. Grandad came to Canada from 
Glasgow and took up a homestead, then returned to 
Glasgow (Paisley) for the family. I understand he studied 
to be a veterinarian while in the Old Country, this came 
in handy when he came to Canada, his experiences here 
would fill a book. Not a pleasant subject, but I also recall 
a murder, Grandad was some kind of a witness. I believe 
he wrote a poem which he sold to individuals - the 
canny Scotchman though I believe he was actually 
born in Northern Ireland of Scottish parents. Both 
grandparents have long since passed away. 
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Bert Proctor 
The first five spring to fall seasons of my life were 

spent at Ashern, the winters in Winnipeg while both 
Mother and Dad worked to save enough money to get 
through the next farming season. They just did grain 
farming during this period. 

Throughout all but the last two years of my schooling 
I lived with relatives or Mother and Dad. It was during 
this period that finances were put back into shape for 
another try at farming. Mother and Dad returned 
permanently to Ashern during my first year in high 
school, first living with Grandfather and then building 
their own home on their own homestead. During this 
period I lived with my uncle and aunt, (my mother's 
sister). 

On completion of high school I managed to obtain 
employment in the office of Canada Packers, S1. 
Boniface where I worked until joining the R.C.A.F. on 
May 11, 1940. 

I was in the first aircrew training courses of the 
British Commonwealth Training Plan, graduating as a 
pilot October 18, 1940 and as was the case of all pilots 
graduated at this period, I found myself in training to 
become a Flying Instructor. 

Excepting for a short period in the winter of 1944 
when I was attached to 45 Group Atlantic Transport, 
R.A.F. to fly bombers from Montreal to Preswick, 
Scotland, I spent the whole war in the variety of Flying 
Instructor activities. I started as a nying instructor at 
No. 10 Service Flying Training School at Dauphin, 
Man., and ended up as a Flight Commander and 

Lefl to right: Sam Proctor. Mrs. Prall. Connie Proctor. COllllie's 
mOlher, Mrs. O·Collncll. Fred Prall. Fred O'Collnell. Frollt: illnc. 

Alex Proctor's jence l11ade ojstones picked off his fields. 1915. 



Examining Officer at the Central Flying School 
(University of the Air) at Trenton, Ontario. I had started 
as a Sergeant Pilot, was commissioned in early 1942 and 
by war end was a Flight Lieutenant. I was awarded the 
Air Force Cross in 1944 for meritorious service. 

At the end of the war the future looked bright with 
the assurance of a pilot's assignment with T.C.A. 
However, the Air Force had other ideas and I was kept in 
for the period of the post-war "Interim Air Force" 
supposedly a two year period. This became a permanent 
career in a multitude of flying and administrative and 
staff officer assignments until I reached compulsory 
retirement age in May 1965 with just over 25 years 
service and the rank of Squadron Leader. My last Air 
Force Assignment was Staff Officer Organization, 
Establishments and Business Management at Air 
Defence Headquarters in St. Hubert, P.Q. (Montreal). 
From there we moved to Toronto where I attended the I 
year course at Teachers' College and became an 
elementary school teacher retiring in June 1975 after 10 
years of service. 

My Air Force career took me to many parts of North 
America and Europe and on a variety of assignments 
from Flying Instructor, Test Pilot, Transport Pilot to 
Staff and Administrative Officer. Post-War highlights 
were perhaps: Flight Commander of the Instrument 
Flying School at Centralia, Ont., Commanding Officer 
of 129 Test, Acceptance and Transport Unit, Trenton, 
Ont., which operated from the High Arctic to the Mexico 
border and from coast to coast, Chief Administrative 
Officer at Trenton, Ont., and Staff Officer assignments 
in both Ottawa and St. Hubert, P.Q. [ actively flew during 
my whole career, maintaining the highest pilot 
qualifications for all types of piston and jet aircraft that 
the R.C.A.F. owned. I flew a bit for pleasure after 
retirement from the force, but have not been flying this 
past 6 years due to a heart attack from which I have fully 
and completely recovered though this was the reason, in 

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Prot/or. 
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One of our firs/ doctors. 
Dr. Peake. 

part, for my early retirement last June 30 from the 
teaching profession. 

Although having retired twice from two interesting 
and exciting careers, I am still keeping busy and was 
successful in working, in a "Contract Administrative" 
capacity for the Ontario Government through this past 
winter and hope that I can do the same this coming 
winter. I much prefer this sort of a situation where I can 
have my summers off, but would accept permanent 
employment if it turned up. 

May 1, 1943 I married Lorraine Boughton, daughter 
of Dr. Harvey and Margaret Boughton of Saskatoon. 
We have 3 children, if I can still call them that; Rick, a 
B.Sc. graduate and bachelor of 28 and employed as a 
computer analyst, Carolyn, 25, married 3 years and 
mother (Feb. 12) of a bouncing baby boy - she taught 
school for 6 years retiring to start a family, and Susan, 
20, is just completing her 2nd year at the University of 
Toronto. Carolyn married a fine lad, Brian Knowles who 
is an accountant. Grant, our first born, died at a year and 
19 days of cancer. Grant was born in Saskatoon, Richard 
in London, Carolyn in Brandon and Susan in Ottawa. 

We now live in Scarborough, part of Metro Toronto 
in a nice neighborhood called Bridlewood. 

The Ralph Ruchotzke Family 
In a little Lutheran Church, which is now Silver Bay 

Betel Church, Ralph and I were married in a double 
wedding ceremony with Ralph's sister, Alvina (who 
married Bill Hubert), on October 31, 1926. 

We made our first home in Spearhill, lived on a farm 
south-east of the "Hill" until spring and then moved into 
Spearhill and while living there Elmer was born. We then 
moved to Ashern where Ralph ran the butcher shop for 
about six months. During this time Elma was born. 
Because this venture proved to be too unsuccessful, we 
moved back to Spearhill where we lived for 10 years. 
Here Ralph worked on the steam shovel and later in the 
powerhouse. During this time Rita and Ronelda were 
added to the family. Those were good years - there was 
little money but much enjoyment. Spearhill was a 
friendly, close-knit community where everyone worked 
together and made their own entertainment; socials, 
house parties, school concerts, community picnics were 



just a few of the many activities. Life-long friends were 
made with whom we still keep in touch today. There was 
only one store where people not only shopped but visited, 
where you picked up your mail and where the only 
telephone in the community was situated. 

In 1942 we moved back to Ashern on Ralph's brother 
Steve's farm. Times were beginning to improve, jobs 
were more plentiful and so Ralph went into construction 
work. He spent many months away from home, working 
from B.C. through to Ontario. He was one of the first 
construction workers when the town of Thompson 
opened up and likewise in Kitimat, B.C. 

The children and I remained on the farm. Slowly 
things began to shape-up we were able to get cattle, 
pigs, chickens, etc., and to remodel the huge farm house. 
The old homestead took on a new appearance. All four 
children received their education in Ashern with the 
exception of one year which Elmer and Elma took in 
Picnic Ridge School. Living five miles from town, 
schooling created a problem but to this day the children 
still talk about the "good times" they spent driving to 
school with the horses, riding their bikes, staying at 
Uncle John Henkel's and yes, even walking the odd time, 
And so the years went by - Elmer followed in his 
father's footsteps, farmed for a while and became a 
dragline operator. He married Frances Kidd, of Thunder 
Bay and has three sons. They now reside in Terrace, B.C. 
where Elmer is involved with heavy-duty machinery in 
construction work. Elma pursued her education by going 
to normal school - taught at Barnwald for one year, 
then took a secretarial course and taught in 
Gimli for one year before going into full time office 
work. Elma married Jim Smith of Thunder Bay but after 
five years of marriage lost her husband. She then married 
Hector MacKinnon, also of Thunder Bay. Elma and 
Hector have nine children and three grandchildren and 
still reside in Thunder Bay. Rita also took a secretarial 
course. She married Gus Lennstrom (formerly of 
Spearhill); they have one son and one daughter and live in 
Winnipeg. Ronelda, our youngest, worked in the bank in 
Ashern. She married Donald MacLennan of Thunder 
Bay. They also Jive in Winnipeg and have one son and 
two daughters. 

Due to ill health Ralph had to leave the farm and so 
we built the Interlake Motel which we operated for six 
years. We sold it and built our home in town where I still 
live today. Prior to this Ralph bought land across from 

Ralph RucllOtzke house on the 
farm. 
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the homestead where Steve has built a house and is living 
now. Our homestead where we knew much pleasure with 
family and friends was destroyed by fire a few years ago. 
Ralph passed away February 19, 1975. 

Hardships, tears, laughter, love and sharing has been 
ours through the years, as life goes on our memories are 
precious. The years we had together as a complete family 
were blessed years our family has much for which to 
be thankful. 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Russell Sr. Early Pioneers 
Fredrick Russell Sr. was born in Poland in 1885. He 

came to Canada at the age of seven, with his parents and 
settled in Winnipeg. Mrs. Caroline Russell, nee Lutz, 
was born in Winnipeg. They were married in April 1911. 
Mrs. Russell's parents, Fred Lutz Sr" were 
homesteading in the Pioneer School district, that is the 
reason Russells decided to go there. 

Their first trip was made by train as far as Oak Point, 
from there they travelled by railway pump-car to 
Camper. They bought a homestead for $10 and moved in 
the Spring of 1912. They loaded their belongings, team of 
horses, wagon, and cutter into the freight car. Together 
with their oldest son, Fred, who was just a baby, they set 
out for the new homestead in the Pioneer School district. 

They built a small house and a log barn, with a straw 
roof, the first year. Mr. Russell broke up two acres of 
land, cleared off the bush, and trees, picked stones and 
plowed the land with a team of horses and oxen. I t took 
him three years to break ten acres, eventually he cleared 
a hundred acres on the homestead. They bought a cow, 
and chickens. The place had to be fenced, so he built a 
fence with rails. The first crop of grain was cut with a 
scythe and threshed with a flail. As the years passed they 
were able to improve the farm, increase the cattle herd, 
horses and chickens. Mrs. Russell was proud to own a 
pure-bred rooster. One day, one of her sons, who was a 
sharp shooter aimed at the rooster to frighten it, but his 
old 22 rifle mortally wounded the "king". When he and 
his brother saw there was no hope, they buried the 
rooster in the manure pile. The next morning mother 
wondered what had happened to her pet rooster. The 
confession was made years later. 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Russell all their Golden 
Wedding Anniversary. 1961. 



,,,,fr. alld Mrs. Fred Russell's farmhouse 
aJier if was remodelled. 

Fred alld Walter Russefl ill their Ilew SUils 

made oUi of flour bags. 

When Mr. Russell was away with the horses and Mrs. 
Russell wanted to visit her mother, she would hitch the ox 
to the stoneboat. This was her means of transportation. 

During the summer Mr. Russell helped to build 
roads. This was done with horse drawn scrapers. The low 
spots and swampy places had to have logs laid side by 
side, and covered with peat-moss and clay from the 
ridges. In the Winter, the men worked in lumber camps, 
cutting logs and hauling them to the local sawmill to be 
made into lumber. Some cut cordwood and hauled it to 
town to be sold for fuel, in order to buy groceries. Mrs. 
Russell, together with the children managed the farm. 

When they first arrived wild game was plentiful, deer, 
elk, moose, rabbits, this was the main meat supply. Wild 
berries were plentiful, Mrs. Russell canned many a jar, 
for winter use. 

Mrs. Russell did all her own sewing, remodeling old 
clothes and making new ones from flour bags. She spun 
her own wool for socks, mitts, and sweaters. 

As the years went by more land was cleared. When 
harvest time came, a steam powered engine and threshing 
machine came into the district. This was a great event, 
the boys would have to haul wood for several weeks for 
the steamer. An animal was killed to provide enough 
meat for the threshing crew, as many men were needed 
for this operation. After the evening meal the crew would 
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sit around telling jokes and stories of their hardships. 
Laughter was h<;.ard everywhere. 

Walter, Irene, Hugo and Clarence, were born on the 
homestead, Mrs. Russell was attended by a mid-wife. 
When Arthur and Ruth were born Dr. Peake attended. 
All the children except Ruth, attended Pioneer School. 

Social activities were visiting in each others homes. 
The Lutheran Church was built on Russell's homestead. 
Neighbors were always very willing to help each other in 
time of difficulty. The children had their own 
amusements with the animals. They made their own toys. 
Hockey sticks were made out of willows and skis from 
spruce lumber, the wood was boiled to curve the end. The 
children had to work hard also but had their fun times. 

In 1935 Mrs. Russell's health failed, they decided to 
sell out and move back to Winnipeg. Their sons, Fred 
and Walter rented the farm for two years. Later Walter 
bought the farm while Fred and Hugo settled nearby. 

Mr. Russell passed away in 1962 and Mrs. Russell in 
1973. 

Their oldest son, Fred and his wife, Elsie live on a 
farm near the old homestead, they have nine children. 

Audrey works as a nurse's aid in Ashern; Lawrence 
and his wife and family live in Winnipeg. Lawrence is a 
supervisor for Toastmaster Bread; Larry, farms with his 
dad at Ashern; Ernie and family live in Winnipeg. Ernie 
is a mechanic; Kenneth and family live in B.C., he is a 
carpenter. John and family live in Winnipeg, he is with 
Safeway Bakery; Frank is an accountant and lives in 
Calgary; Gary and wife live at Grahamdale, Manitoba. 
Gary is with the Highways Department. Gregory, the 
youngest is living at home. 

Walter and his wife, Marion and family farm, they 
live in Ashern. Their children are; Norman, he and his 
wife farm and live in Ashern; Bernice (Mrs. Henry Dyck) 
lives in Moosehorn; Phillip and his wife live in Ashern, he 
works as a mechanic; Carolyn, still going to school, lives 
at home. 

Irene, (Mrs. L. McClarty) lives in Winnipeg, her son, 
Lance, works as a Security Officer. 

Hugo and his wife live in Moosehorn, he operates 
the Moosehorn Transfer. His children are; Donald, a 
school teacher at Moosehorn; Sharon (Mrs. Norman 
Pischke) lives in Estevan, Sask.; Anieta (Mrs. Lorne 
Dewar) also lives in Estevan. 

Clarence, his wife and family of three children, Janet, 
Wayne and Valerie, live in Vancouver, B.C. 

Arthur, his wife and family, Craig, Cindy and Kevin, 
live in Chico, California. Arthur is a salesman for Laura 
Scudders. 

Ruth, (Mrs. Edward Collins) lives at Avon Lake, 
Ohio, has four daughters, Debra, Laura, Karen and 
Cynthia. 

A Letter from Mrs. Kaliope Safioles 
Dear Sarah, 

We are all fine here on the farm. You said in your 
letter that you wanted to know the history of Ashern; -

The only thing I know is that the C.N.R. went 
through Ashern in 1912. There were only two houses, two 
stores - Ashern Supply and Mr. Hyde's General store 
and Post Office: A machine shop there for all the farm
ers. The little white Church - Anglican; The machine 
shop was run by a Mr. Alex. Campbell. 



D. Safioles hOlel, Ashern. 

aU/side "Jim and Louie's" corner of Main 
Sireet and Railway Ave, early 40's. 

I was glad to hear that your mother was doing well, 
offer my best regards to her and Joe and Irma also your 
husband, Say "Hello" to Bertha Chase. 

I will never forget Ashern My heart is still there. 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, 

Sincerely Yours, 
(signed) Mrs. Kaliope Safioles 

A Recollection or Two of Good Old Ashern 
by Jerry Safioles 

I can recall walking to school in. 30 below weather 
and hearing Eddie Geisler, clear across town, whistling 
"South of the Border". How he did it I'll never know. 

I recall our neighbor, Bob Ford having a model "A" 
Ford and we kids would make a game of it, when he 
started up, we would duck behind the car and hang on for 
dear life, of course this would stall it, so he would have to 
get out and crank it - man could he swear??? on a hot 
day the sweat would just be pouring off his face. We took 
a huge delight in pulling this caper off time after time. 

I also remember the boxing session I had with Joe 
Schwartz - we used to box in the weed patch on the west 
side of his dad's store. One session I ducked a "sizzling 
right" and banged into a rusty old McCormick binder, I 
still have a scar on my nose from that one. 
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Falden and Etta Scheske and Family 
by Falden Scheske 

We, Falden and Etta Scheske, came to Ashern in the 
fall of 1955. We chose Ashern as it was a small town with 
a lot of the conveniences of modern living. Ashern has 
been a good place in which to live. , 

We came here with our three children, Viola, Dennis 
and Doreen. Viola is married to Gerald Borkowsky. 
They are living in Saskatoon where Gerald is graduating 
in theology this year, 1976. They have one son, Matthew. 
Viola is working for the Indian Cultural College as a 
secretary. 

Doreen is married to Ed Szczerski. They reside in 
Winnipeg. They are both working for the Manitoba 
Telephone Company. 

Dennis is living with us and is working with me in the 
general store. 

I grew up in Grahamdale where I went to schoo!, 
finishing grade eight. In those days children didn't just go 
to school. I sometimes stayed home for three weeks in 
spring picking stones. After school there was a lot of 
work doing chores or clearing the bush. Besides, we 
walked three miles to school in all kinds of weather. 
Since there was no local high school, 1 took my grade 
nine to twelve at Luther College in Regina. After that I 
stayed home two years helping on the farm and getting 
lumber from Birch Lake. I then attended the provincial 
Normal School on William Avenue in Winnipeg. I re
ceived my teacher's certificate and principal's certificate. 
This was during the "Hungry Thirties". My room cost 
$5.00 per month. I bought bread for three cents a loaf 
and bologna for ten cents a pound. 

On graduating I found that there were 500 
unemployed teachers. I eventually got a position at 
Greenwald, which is about 20 miles north of Beausejour, 
for $430.00 per year. For this enormous sum I had to 
teach 45 children hungry for knowledge, and all grades 
from one to eight, as well as janitor duties. At that I was 
perhaps the most affluent man in the district. 

No one can understand those "Hungry Thirties" 
unless he lived through them. I walked home with a man 

The Falden Scheske family. 



from Grahamdale who swore all the way home because 
he had sent six steers to Winnipeg and instead of 
receiving payment, he had to pay $1.15 extra for freight. 

I taught school for nine years in Greenwald, two 
years at Silberfeld, near Altona, nine years at Fairford, 
and three years at the Beatty School near Ashern. 

I met my wife in Greenwald. She is the eldest of 
sixteen children. Her birthday is on the same day as 
mme. 

I also want to mention an incident in my life that 
might be of interest to parents and teachers, namely 
"Don't throw fish down". One day a man drove by the 
Grahamdale School with a load of fish. About five or six 
of we children caught a ride on the sleigh. The man 
turned around and said, "Don't throw fish down". We all 
looked at one another, and began throwing fish off the 
sleigh. By the time he looked around, half of the fish were 
lying on the road. The moral of the story is, "Do not 
suggest that children not do something which they 
haven't thought about". 

Life has been good to us. The Lord willing, we look 
with confidence into the future. 

Memories of Ashern 1920's and 1930's 
by Doctor Ben Schwartz 

This is not a biography of the Schwartz family, it 
relates my memories and impressions of the Ashern 
district in the 1920's and 1930's. 

The true pioneers of the district are those who have 
lived there for fifty to sixty years or more, and whose 
third or fourth generation children still reside there. 
Many people homesteaded in the district, or were 
brought in under Soldier Settlement and Rural 
Rehabilitation Schemes, but did not remain for too long. 

Grandstand and picniC crowd. 

The Fairford ball team in early years. 
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Ashern Supply /9/8, now Ashern Hardware. 

J. B, Hawkes. Fred Marshall, Bill Baldwin, 

Some of Ashern Supply's cordwood with ox team. 

They left their monuments in the numerous stone piles in 
the middle of small fields - still to be seen. Those hardy 
people who remained, both town folk and farmers alike, 
assured the permanence of Ashern as a viable village and 
town. 

We arrived in 1918 and shortly afterwards, Sarah and 
I were taken ill with whooping cough - this was 
complicated more by my belly swelling up 
(appendicitis?). I was almost given up for lost until some 
kind lady at the hotel suggested to my mother that she tie 
a frozen fish to my belly every night. So a frozen fish was 
stuck into my diaper daily, and I soon recovered. Food 
was scarce, so when I thawed out the fish it was cooked 
and eaten. 

My next memories are those of starting school at the 
age of five - you could do this if you were too 



troublesome at home. Fred Hall was my first teacher. 
You started off in Grade B played with wooden pegs 
- in a week's time or so you were promoted to Grade A 
and given plasticine. Within a month's time you were in 
Grade I and real progress took place. 

Schooling consisted of playing ball, drowning 
gophers and playing hookey which was interrupted on 
numerous occasions by being strapped frequently - for 
no other good reason than for the teacher to show you 
who was boss. Everyone was after the gophers. The 
Department of Agriculture paid 5¢ per gopher tail - or 
two crow's feet. The teacher was the collector. You 
equipped yourself with a can of water and a club, filled all 
the gopher holes in the school yard with water, and 
clubbed the poor things when they came up for air. Fred 
Hall had a knee-hole desk and always kept two or three 
of us captive there, until he would reach down and pull 
one of us out, strap us and send us back to our seats. 

Shortly afterwards, another room was added to the 
school. There was only one strap and it was kept in the 
senior room. When you were to be punished the lower 
school teacher sent you to the other room to fetch the 
strap. Wild thoughts would go through your head such 
as chopping the strap up into pieces, losing it, or even 
attacking the teacher with it - as Johnny Sumpton did 
on one occasion. 

The first hour in the morning at school was taken up 
by singing: 

Good Morning to you, 
Good Morning to you, 
We're all in our places, 
With clean shining faces, 
Through work and through play, 
Have a nice day, - or something like that. 
I had an awful voice; I was told to stand and move 

my lips but never to sing. 
Then a roll call of health rules performed were taken. 

There were 10 in all. Jim Proctor never did any. Ruthie 
Witt had a full 10 score every day. This involved even 
taking a daily bath - an impossibility in Ashern in those 
days. 

In the spring you played hookey and went snaring 
suckers in the ditch, or swimming - naked - at the 
whistle post or Dunlop's ditch. On the way, we played a 
game - two sides. It was necessary to hit a telephone 
pole with a stone before advancing to the next one. 
Scoring was on the honour system. 

Education was hard to come by. We from town, had 
no great problems, but children from out of town walked 
four to five miles daily - sometimes in bare feet. 
Children were slaves in those days and most had a day's 
work of chores to do before and after school. There was 
no time for homework. Your homework was done at the 
wood pile or in the stable. One year Ashern School was 
open for eight months only. Olga Anderson (nee Kurbis) 
and our family attended Beatty School for two months. 
Friday afternoon was spent by the teacher washing your 
hair with kerosene, on the lookout for head inhabitants. 
We would trade our dull sandwiches with the Kendall 
boys. They' had sour doughbread and garlic sausages and 
it was delicious! 

The school inspectors were stern men, and feared by 
teachers and students. One of ours was rather mild and 
would study the school register while sitting on a block of 
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wood near the stove. One day he dozed off in the heat, 
and the reason for his interest was revealed. A True Story 
magazine slipped out of the school register. Grade 8 was 
a tough year and you wrote entrance exams. If you were 
successful in passing you were given a certificate allowing 
you the privilege of proceeding with high school. Only 
three out of twelve students in our grade passed. 

Norman Wright was the most talented strapper. 
Frank Self and I served as his sparing partners on more 
than one occasion. Frank was a very good student and an 
excellent cartoonist. Needless to say, Norman Wright 
was the inspiration of most of his cartoons. 

Stuart Garson was our number one citizen. He played 
an important part in the development of the Northern 
Interlake district. He was our local product who became 
Premier of Manitoba, and later held important posts -
Minister of Finance and Justice in the Federal 
Government. I always felt that he should have been 
Prime Minister instead of Mackenzie King. Stuart 
Garson was a dedicated, sincere public servant, and we 
were tremendously proud of him. At a time when the 
economic experts, were downgrading the Interlake 
Region as a "depressed area" we provided the country 
with a top notch politician. 

Two things made Ashern liveable - Silver Bay beach 
and baseball. Barney Jonasson made Silver Bay available 
to us - my father did the same for baseball. He managed 
the ball team, was score keeper deluxe, and built the first 
decent ball park in the north country. Ball had a lot of 
class in those days. A. W. Kirwan was Liberal M.L.A. 
before Stuart Garson, and the mainstay of Hilbre and 
surrounding district. He was a very impressive man, ran 
a model farm, and kept half of the district from starving. 
He organized ball in the northern part of Fairford 
Constituency my father did the same in Ashern. Me. 
Kirwan donated the "Kirwan Cup" for yearly 
competition. This was the sports event of the year. 
Cavalcades of automobiles and horses travelled to these 
tournaments and picnics. Competition was intense. Mrs. 
Gracie Gray (Harris) was Ashern's strongest supporter 
and was a one man rooting section. Her shrill voice could 
be heard for miles. Her verbal battles with Mrs. Jim 
Spittal were memorable, and frequently involved 
personal remarks and unprintable words as Mr. Jim 
Spittal was umpire. 

There was some great ball teams and players in those 
days. The most popular were the Fairford Indians. Joker 
Letendre pitched and could go two to three games a day. 
They were fierce competitors and excellent sportsmen. 
Siglunes always had a top notch team, - the Larson 
brothers and Siggi Freeman being outstanding. 
Moosehorn - Spearhill had a power house, but we 
regarded them as "pro's". They gathered players from 
Ashern and Gypsumville, as well as from their district. 
Players of the calibre ofSiggi Freeman, AlfCuthbert and 
Steve Ruchotski could have made professional ball had 
they the opportunity. Ashern were always near the top 
and were the main team in the district. No tournament 
was complete without the presence of the Ashern team. 
They had more class than the others. 

Eli Hogue pitched for Ashern and was a colourful 
individual. He would rub his arm pre-game with half a 
bottle of Watkins linament and drink the other half. He 
was warmed up inside and out before the game started. 
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On more than one occasion my father would delegate 
Harold (Pat) Thorkelsson and myself to watch Eli the 
day before a big game to make sure he kept in shape. 
After filling us with the facts of life, Elie would always 
give us the slip and frequently turned up for the game in 
less than top notch condition. Mac McGiffin played 
center field and batted lead off man. He usually drew a 
walk. I can still see him running home on a hit - head 
back - holding his cap in his right hand. Yves Broustal 
batted second, and played short stop. He was an excellent 
player and was a terror on base. My father would 
frequently enter Yves in the sixteen and under foot races 
at picnics. Yves was allowed to run, although he was over 
20 at the time, and big 15 year olds like Siggi Freeman 
were thrown out as being over age. 

There were many other players who should be 
mentioned, but that could be a story in itself. Alex 
Anderson, first baseman from Fairford is one. I think the 
original Fairford Indian ball team was one of the most 
colorful I have ever watched play ball. 

Soft ball (or fast ball) took over in the late thirties. 
The Beatty girls had an unbeatable team, probably one of 
the best ball teams in the province. Tim Webster was 
their manager and deserved a lot of credit for their 
success. The Black Hawks of Ashern and Wild Cats from 
Pioneer were the pick of the men's teams. Jack Collison 
would either fan or walk 20 men a game. Every Wild Cat 
player was capable of batting at least one home run a 
game - why not? - they were championed by Mrs. 
Harris who had 4 to 5 nephews (the Warren boys) on the 
team. 

Silver Bay beach gave us much pleasure in the 
summer time. It was owned by Barney Jonasson. The 
district owe his family an everlasting thanks for allowing 
anyone the run of the beach. Our family were the first to 
tent there. We did so for fifteen years before building a 
small cottage. The Jonasson family were quiet, dignified 
people, who were not too bothered by the fact that their 
yard was always filled with beach goers. The place 
swarmed with people on Sundays. There were two to 
three ball games in play at one time. You used dried cow 
flops for bases. Doctor Walkin was in his glory at the 
beach. We usually allowed him to pitch in fast ball, and 
he made the best coffee. I remember when we travelled to 
the lake by team and democrat, and later by Model T. 
The roads were bad, the sloughs were covered by 
corduroy. My father and Emil Kurbis would often race 
out to the lake, one usually passing the other on the flat 
in front of Gislason's farm. The O'ConneIls organized 
the corn roasts held in the fall on moon light nights. The 
Black Hawk ball team built a dance pavilion near the 
bridge. It functioned for two years, but was a losing 
financial venture. It was a very popular and romantic 
place however, and dances were usually held on moon 
light nights. On frequent occasions dancing couples were 
carried away by the atmosphere, and could be seen 
waltzing off the dance floor disappearing onto the beach 
or surrounding woods. 

My father, Harry Schwartz, operated the Ashern 
Supply Company from 1918 until his death in 1957. He 
was an honest hard-working enthusiastic man. He was 
one of the mainstays of the district. To him, work was for 
work's sake and not for material gain. He gave credit to 
everyone, he did not collect from all. The Ashern Supply 
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supplied everything the settlers needed. It was the first 
store seen by newcomers to the district, and the only one 
equipped to supply all their needs. We sold everything, 
and bought everything - wood, seneca root, grain, hides, 
skins, horses and cattle. The Ashern Supply and the bank 
were the main reason for people from the north coming 
to Ashern, thus establishing it as the center area. 

Harry Schwartz loved baseball and the community 
benefitted from it. He also promoted a wrestling match 
between Bill McDougall (the local strongman) and Jack 
Taylor, the heavy weight wrestling champion of Canada. 
A regulation ring was built in one of our garages, and the 
event took place. Interest was high and the place was 
packed. Bill McDougall wrestled Jack Taylor to a draw 
- wrestling was genuine in those days. Later on Bill 
turned professional and wrestled the great Strangler 
Louis of headlock fame. Billy Otto boxed Bill Kidd in 
one of the preliminaries, and Paul White wrestled Homer 
Chase in another. In the middle of their match, Paul's 
mother, Mrs. Mike White, barged into the hall, climbed 
into the ring, took a couple of swings at 6'4" Mr. Findlay 
the referee, seized Paul by the ear and took him home 
with her. There was a weight lifting contest after the 
matches - all the local strong men were there. Bill 
Nelson (who used to roll the weight up his legs), even the 
great Sam Baldwinson who reportedly could carry a two 
year old steer on his back if he could get it up there. Sam 
failed and expressed himself with a few choice words. 
Tired as he was, Bill came out of the dressing room and 
lifted the weight he was quite a man. 

There was never a dull moment around the store, and 
my father kept us occupied in slack periods, he always 
found something for us to do. He had the Ford Agency 
and built the first showroom and parts office in the north. 
We bought cord wood which had to be measured on the 
racks. Odd wood cutters would put their shoulder to the 
wood before it was measured. I was look-out boy to 
detect this. The drivers soon found out what I was 
hanging around for, and would throw horse turds at me 

which were not always frozen. We had 10 to 12 teams 
of horses around to haul fish and lumber. Bill Baldwin 
and Bill Beaudry were with us for years, and were very 
popular with us young fellows. We had the first 
caterpillar tractor in the district, and Bill Beaudry 
operated it on the first machine road construction in the 
area. My father later sold it to the Irwin brothers who 
were pioneers in the road construction business. 

There was not a day passed that my father didn't 
bring someone home with him at mealtime. If it wasn't a 
local farmer in the store at the time, it was some 
traveller, policeman or timber inspector. Many skilled 
tradesman out of work in Winnipeg, moved out to 
Ashern for a short period of time. My father always 
found some work for them to do associated with their 
trade. This gave them a tremendous psychological up-lift 
as well as providing them with a living. He was the 
Ambassador of Ashern. 

There are many memories of Ashern that are 
unforgettable. Bert Hyde was our postman. He was up to 
meet the train at six a.m. and home after the mail was 
sorted at 7:30 or 8:00 p.m. He was an expert on the dance 
floor and was the last real Santa Claus. It was rumored 
that he gave the presents at the Christmas concert to 
those he thought needed them, not necessarily to those to 



whom they were sent. Fred O'Connell was the station 
agent for as long as I can remember. He worked long 
hours, and was the best snow-baller and doughnut maker 
in the country. The birthday parties at the O'Connell's 
were very popular with us young people, you always gave 
a comb or a paper 25¢ piece - "shin plaster" for a 
present. Fred O'Connell, Harry Schwartz, Doc Walkin 
and a fourth, usually Bert Baldwin engaged in the noisiest 
bridge games. Doctor Watkin gave us our first adequate 
medical care. He was an excellent general practitioner 
and worked hard and long hours. The Walk in family 
added much to the social life of the community, and 
summer visits by their relatives to Ashern always livened 
up things. Leo Marantz was the noisiest baseball pitcher 
we had. 

, Ashern was a sleepy little village on hot summer days, 
and awoke at two times - when the train came in - and 
when Chris Anderson turned on the buttermilk taps. 
Most of the boys and farmers raised pigs, and the 
cheapest food was buttermilk. We would frequently lure 
Louis Henkel away by molesting his little dog, so we 
could empty his buttermilk cans into ours. 

Howard Cameron was the first provincial civil 
engineer I recall. He was responsible for the basis of most 
of the roads and drainage ditches. He played second base 
for the ball team and was a good player. He was ably 
helped by Jim Walker who was a tough man to keep up 
to in the bush. (Jim Walker was also an engineer). They 
were followed by Norman Tate and Dick Bowman. 
Norman Tate was a man offew words. He one time took 
me on a trip to Steep Rock, there were two routes. After 
meeting the second car in the 25 to 30 mile trip, he 
remarked "This road is getting too dammed crowded -
we'll take the quieter way home." 

Bill Porteous was rodman with the survey crew 
during all this period. Bill was a very popular fellow. I 
worked with him for four years and they were happy 
summers. He always had a wealth of stories. He played 
first base for the ball team, was one of the best hundred 
yard sprinters in the area. In the July 1st horse races, Bill 
riding his horse Barney, John Paul on his buckskin were 
engaged in a neck to neck finish. Bill was the center 
figure of the large Porteous family, all good athletes and 
long time residents of the community. 

The Irwin brothers - Hiram and Stan, bought the 
first caterpillar, and pioneered the road building. They 
were very polite likeable chaps, the more relaxed (after 
drinking) the politer they became. 

Fred Marshall ran the Ashern Hotel. He added much 
to the community, and was one of my boyhood favorites. 
He chewed tobacco, and during our frequent rummy 
games could hit the spittoon over your shoulder and draw 
a card at the same time. He sang us the Irish songs before 
the Irish Rovers were ever heard of. He was an amateur 
veterinarian. We consulted him when one of our cows 
had trouble calving. Fred told my father that the only 
thing to save her was a bottle of whiskey. The whiskey 
was obtained Mr. Marshall drank the whiskey and sat 
with the cow. Both of them recovered. He ran a good 
hotel and added much to town life. 

Bill Whiteway, Bill Kernestead, and Monte 
Montague were noted story tellers. Jesse Hawkes was the 
original Andy Cappo Ernie Geisler made the rounds from 
house to house on Christmas Day wishing everyone a 
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Merry Christmas. K. C. M. Ross was our local 
remittance man (from Scotland). He had the biggest 
neck and the smallest feet in the district. His horses were 
brown on the bottom, white on the top he never 
cleaned his stable. 

William S. Miller is a real pioneer of the east country. 
He and Mrs. Miller were talented musicians and 
entertainers of professional calibre. It was always a joy 
when they agreed to entertain at concerts. Mr. Miller 
lived to see a socialist government elected. He had a 
noisy time when there were only Liberals and 
Conservatives amongst us. The Jones and Prices were a 
large family. They were good horsemen and popular with 
everyone. Ed had a team of large roan mules - one of 
them named Ben. Herb frequently broke in my father's 
horses. 

Sid Foord and Olive Porteous ran the Municipal 
Office. They were dedicated workers. I remember when 
Olive played baseball wearing bloomers. Cathy F oord 
was the one and only bank teller, even when it was the 
Standard Bank. I was always delighted when I was sent 
to the bank on Saturday morning it was a chance to 
see Cathy! She wore her hair in a long braid and was 
loved by everyone. We were quite certain that the bank 
kept her in the teller's cage so that no one would kidnap 
her. 

There were dedicated men on the R.M. of Siglunes 
Council. R. J. Perry was the perennial reeve. His farm 
was a land mark on the way to the lake. Mr. Perry, Tim 
Webster, Barney Jonasson and the other councillors 
devoted much of their time and energy to a thankless job. 
John Zant Sr. and the Gislason brothers from Silver Bay 
never missed picking up the mail for their respective post 
offices. Present day mailmen could do with some of their 
devotion to the service. Walter Gislason operated a titan 
tractor and a threshing machine. He was one of the best 
snuff chewers in the north, and there were some good 
ones. The Gislason girls made the best vinaterta. 

The Koch family came on an immigrant train, 
spotted on the side track. I remember Mrs. Koch Sr. very 
well. Vera Koch was the first girl wearing ear rings that I 
had seen. They were very hard workers. I have never seen 
anyone work as hard as Frank Koch did in those days. 

Harry Schwartz hauled fish, lumber, etc., had 
numerous teams of horses, and gave work to many men. 

Bill Beaudry was the first bar tender employed by 
Mr. Marshall. 

Arni Johnson and John Henkel had the largest 
families, but still found time to be friendly with us 
youngsters. Arni was a mainstay in the Ralph Connor 
district and was always good for an argument. Alex 
Ruchotski and August Yanke were the strong men on the 
section gang. Chas Johnson was the section foreman. H. 
(Dory) Thorkelsson pioneered the public service vehicle 
business - the transition from horses to trucks. He was a 
good citizen and helped many people in times of need. 
The trips made by truck to Winnipeg hauling butter were 
like the silk trains that used to cross Canada they 
stopped for nothing. The Thorkelsson boys were the best 
truck and car drivers we had. They could even drive 
through a narrow passage way between two trees in the 
school yard - at night with the lights out. 

The police force were on their mark. There were 
R.C.M.P. sleuths such as Mr. Valder and Sargent 



Clifford. Archie Otterson was the provincial policeman. 
They were stationed at Eriksdale and Gypsumville -
Ashern was no man's land. The "spotters" sent out from 
Winnipeg to root out bootleggers, were out of a Laurel 
and Hardy comedy. They dressed like what they thought 
farmers should look like, so as not to be detected. One 
was short and fat and the other tall and lean. They would 
wear overalls and a straw hat and usually chew on a 
straw. The young fry would pick them out as soon as they 
got off the train. I don't think they ever found any booze 
but provided us with comedy. 

Our store was robbed on one occasion and the 
provincial police called in. While looking for clues the 
policeman ate us out of apples and cookies and 
accounted for more loss than the robbery did. The local 
R.C.M.P. were called in for the bank robbery. They had 
forgotten some of their foot work and had to call in help 
from Winnipeg. They were always on their toes, however, 
when they questioned us lO and 12 year olds about some 
harmless Halloween pranks. 

We had some great fires - Annie Hogue was the 
unofficial fire chief and directed operations. The fires 
were fought by pumping water and bucket brigades. We 
believed in ghosts and all vacant buildings were haunted 
with real ghosts. There were some great physical combats 

Mrs. Harris versus Mrs. Isbister, Biddy 
Methusalemson versus Bill McDougall, Colin McKay 
versus Sid Miller, Fred Marshall versus Archie Parker (a 
professional boxer), won by Fred Marshall resulting in a 
lost bet, made by Orton Collins, our one and only 
druggist. Fred Marshall and Mr. Coheeny (lost by the 
former). 

So that was it! It was interesting being raised in 
Ashern during that period. In spite of the economists and 
agriculture experts, Ashern thrived. In spite of the 
teachers we obtained an education. In spite of the police 
we became lawful citizens. Ashern attracted a 
cosmopolitan group of people, so we had more than our 
share of individuals (or characters if you would call them 
that). Everyone contributed in his own way to progress 
and life in the community. Our beach at Silver Bay was 
the best in the province. Our picnics on July 1st were the 
wettest. The bridge games involving Fred O'Connell, 
Harry Schwartz, Doctor Walkin, and Bert Balwin were 
the noisiest. The poker games engaged in by players from 
Eriksdale, Ashern, Gypsumville, Steep Rock, the train 
crew, and Mr. Katz (the cattle buyer), were the most 
secretive. Everyone was occupied. You worked for the 
sake of working. Good and everlasting friendships were 
made. 

Our family has four generations living in Ashern. My 
brother Joe and sister Sarah carryon in my father's 
tradition. My mother grows younger with the years, and 
is ajoy and inspiration to her many visitors. 

The Schwartz Family 
Harry Schwartz came to Canada in 1906. In 1910 he 

married Clara Bloomfield, they lived in Winnipeg for a 
short time, then took up a homestead in the Prince Albert 
area where the Diefenbaker Dam is now situated, and 
later on lived in Regina, Edmonton and in Biggar 
Saskatchewan, until the summer of 1918 when Harry 
came to Ashern to work in the Ashern Supply Company 
store. Harry arrived by himself as there was no living ac-
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commodation available at that time. He was able to make 
arrangements with Mr. Safioles of the St. George Hotel 
for the family to stay until a house could be found. 

Clara ("Granny" to everyone now) arrived in the 
fall with four children Morris, who was school age, 
Saul, Sarah and Ben, who was just a baby Their arrival in 
Ashern left something to be desired the train was late 

Harry was busy at the store, it was totally dark. except 
for the conductor's lantern. Harry sent a friend of his to 
meet the family, who took them to the store, where 
Harry was still busy serving customers "the customers 
were" King" so the family was sent to the hotel with 
this friend. 

A six month stay at a hotel must have been quite a 
challenge in those days with four small children. For the 
youngsters it was great, as Safioles' had children of their 
own, and a rare time was had by all but the parents. 

I n the spring of 1919 a house was rented and even
tually purchased (with borrowed money). This house had 
only four rooms, and expanded upwards and outwards in 
time to accommodate the growing family. Two more 
children arrived, Art and Joe to complete the clan. 

Eventually Harry was able to purchase the store. This 
led to the intensive training that was the lot of any child 
in the family old enough to unpack eggs. After gaining 
the required proficiency in the department, you were 
promoted to filling bags of rice, sugar, coffee, tea, 
etc. If you were tall enough to read the scale it was more 
fun - you could weigh the goods. Many times the rice 
and beans got mixed in the bins and had to be sorted out. 
This was tedious but kept the gang out of mischief. Pay 
for all this child labor was candy or a chocolate bar or 
several of each if you didn't get caught. Ice cream was the 
only treat that was not available in the Ashern Supply, 
and was considered very special. 

Times were difficult for all the people who settled in 
the area - farmers, fishermen and business men alike. 
For the business man, this involved a lot of goods being 
sold on credit. Payment was sometimes given in money, 
other times in live fowl, cattle, wood or labor. This varie
ty of payments insured a warmly heated house and a 
back yard that looked like a zoo. 

The family was associated with the Ashern Supply for 
about fifty years - at first on a partnership basis with 
Mr. Joe. Wachnow and later on as full owners of the 
business. The mortgage took approximately thirty years 
to payoff. 

Four of the family volunteered their services in the 
armed forces in the 1939-1945 conflict. Saul served as a 
Lieutenant with the Royal Canadian Artillery, Ben as 
Captain in the Medical Corps, Art as Captain in the Den
tal Corps, and Joe as Telegrapher in the Royal Canadian 
Navy. Art rose to the rank of Major in the Reserve Army 
on his return from overseas. 

The Schwartz family has enjoyed, and is proud to 
have been part of the development of this area of the 
I nterlake. Our participation over the years in the various 
community activities has been most gratifying, and we 
look forward to a continuation of this involvement. 

A point of interest there has been one or more 
Schwartz children enrolled in the Ashern school for fifty
seven consecutive years from 1919, when Morris 
started school here, till 1976. It is possible this record will 
be unbroken for another decade or so, as there is now a 



great-grandchild enrolled in kindergarten. Also, the 
lumber yard was part of the Ashern Supply, this branch 
of the business is still in the family, owned by a grandson, 
and is now Ashern Lumber. 

"Granny", who will be ninety in September, is still 
living in Ashern, in the Pioneer Manor. Granny takes a 
great interest in all community activities, she loves to 
cook, and is an ardent "Bingo" fan. 

Harry passed away in 1957. 
Morris married Alice Sund. He was the first British 

American Oil Agent in the area and also had the Inter
national Harvester Agency. They had two children, Nor
man, married to Velma and they have three children: 
Coreen, Carman and Craig all live in Edmonton. Bon
na (Mrs. L. Peppler) has one daughter, Kimberly (Mrs. 
Bob. Davidow). They all live in Winnipeg. Morris passed 
away in 1957 and Alice in 1974. 

Saul is employed with the Manitoba Farm Credit 
Corporation and lives in Winnipeg with his wife, Phyllis 
and their three daughters, Diane, Betty Rose, and 
Carolyn. 

Sarah and her husband Fred Perry are semi-retired 
and living in Ashern. In lieu of a family of their own both 
take a keen interest in all their nieces and nephews as well 
as their many good friends, and the family pet dog 
"BOWROWSKI". 

Ben is associated with the Mall Medical Group. He 
lives in Winnipeg with his wife, Peggy. He has three 
children, Aaron and Deborah in Toronto, and Gerald in 
British Columbia. 

Art is Director, Manitoba Region of Health and 
Welfare Canada's Medical Services Branch. He lives in 
Winnipeg with his wife, Daphne. They have five children: 
Barton, Brent and Blair in Winnipeg, Aynsley in Pond 
Inlet, Baffin Island, and Allyson in Ottawa. 

Joe farms in the Ashern district and is reeve of the 
R.M. of Siglunes also a trustee for the Lakeshore School 
Division. He and his wife Irma live in Ashern. The family 
are: David in Kenora, Robert, Richard, Ronald, 
Reginald, John and Graham in Ashern, and Janet in 
Winnipeg. They have five grandchildren. 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schwartz. 
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Morris and Alice Schwartz, Norman and 
SO/ma. 

Dr, Watkin. who was doctor lor many years 
with Mrs, Watkin and Claire. 

"Bowl'Owski" doing his dance. Michael KOllzelman and "teacher" 
Fred looking 011. 



Delivering Watkins Products over fifty years ago. Ben and Sarah 
Schwartz and Gilbert Hoffman. 

George William and Lillian Self 
George was born in Dundas, Ontario, in 1874 and 

died in Ashern in 1945. Before homesteading in the 
Ashern area, he worked with the C.P.R. as the lines were 
being laid across Alberta. Still with the C.P.R. he came 
to Winnipeg and was working as an assistant freight 
agent, when he decided to take up a homestead here in 
1911. In 1912 he brought his wife, formerly Lillian Hart 
Morgan, to the homestead. Lillian was born in 
Branchton, Ontario, in 1875 and died in Winnipeg in 
1968. They farmed in the Ashern area all their lives, but 
times were hard and George had to work as a carpenter 
to hell? make ends meet. Quite a few of the houses he 
helped build still stand in Ashern. Later he got the job of 
Municipal Assessor, and worked at that from the mid 
thirties on, while still farming. He also worked as an 
agent for the Portage La Prairie Insurance Company. In 
good weather he went around the country on a bicycle, 
and when the weather was bad he took his horse and 
buggy until he needed a cutter in the winter. 

Lillian Self was an ardent member of the Women's 
Institute and was the secretary of the Ashern branch 
from the time the W.I. Hall was built, until 1945. 
Children born to George and Lillian were: Harold 
Morgan in 1902. He married Magdaline Madgett in 
Otterville, Ontario, and is now retired and living in 
Oshawa, Ontario. 

Mary Roberts was born in 1906. She married James 
Dunlop in 1931, and died in 1932. 

Allan George was born in 1910, and died accidently in 
1913. 

Frank Douglas was born in 1914, and farmed with his 
father until 1940, when he volunteered to join the army. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Self 
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He served with the Canadian Provost Corps from 1940-
1945, and married Edith Craib of Aberdeen, Scotland, 
while overseas. 

Charles Edwin was born in 1915, and also farmed 
with his father, until 1941, when he joined the army. He 
married Alice Broustal of Ashern after coming back 
from overseas in 1945. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gudmundur (Mundi) Sigurdson 
by daughter Mrs. A. Larson 

Gudmundur Sigurdson was born in Iceland in the 
year 1867. He came to Canada in 1903 and married 
SigurIin HaUson in 1904. 

They made their home with the Hallsons at The 
Narrows for one or two years then moved south of 
Round Lake and lived there for two years. They lived a 
short time north of Gisli Sigfusson's place, right by the 
lake. 

Gudmundur did a lot of freighting in the early days, 
with horses. Later they bought a farm in the Ralph 
Connor area where they farmed, but he kept working 
out. 

They had a family of seven children; 
Jona married Bui Thoriacius, she is now a widow and 

lives in Richmond, B.C. 
Setta, (Mrs. Toomey) is also a widow and lives in 

Toronto, Ont. 
Hallur, is married and living in British Columbia. 
Margaret, married and living in Richmond, B.C. 
Solveig (Mrs. A. Larson) lives in Ashern, Manitoba. 
August, married lives in British Columbia. 
Sigurveig (Mrs. J. Austman) and lives in Ashern. 
Mrs. Sigurdson, my mother, passed away in 1917, 

leaving seven children from two years to fourteen years 
old. The family split up and the children went to different 
homes to get along as best they could. 

Gudmundur (Mundi) as he was better known, moved 
to Ashern. He worked for various people until he 
established his own shoe and harness repair shop. He was 
very well thought of and had many friends in town and 
surrounding district. Many stopped over night at his little 
place. He retired from the shop about ten years before he 
passed away in 1947. 

The W. I. Stark Family 
by Lily Stark (nee Deering) 

Bill and I were married in Winnipeg in July of 1935. 
Bill was working for the Cresent Ice Cream Co. He was 
laid off at the end of September, so we came back to 
Ashern for the winter. We lived in a small house, which 
we built in Pete's yard, until the spring when we went 
back to Winnipeg. Bill again worked for the Cresent Ice 
Cream until October. During the summer of 1936, we 
bought a team of horses which Tom looked after for us at 
Ashern. That winter we bought the old Johnson place 21-
25-6W, east of Ashern. We moved onto it on April 5, 
1937. Then moved the house from Pete's place with eight 
horses. The house was loaded on two sets of sleighs. We 
also put a cable around the house with a team on each 
end. I remember cooking supper on the move. It was just 
over a mile but we didn't get to our place the first night so 
spent the night in the middle of a slough, finishing our 
move the next morning in daylight. It sure seemed a 



lonely place. All we had was a team of horses, a dog, and 
a borrowed cow. 

We started work, plowing a garden, building fences, 
plowing a field with a walking plow, then seeding it to 
oats. 

Bill's Dad gave us some cows and heifers. My folks 
(Deerings) gave us a cow and some hens, lent us a pony 
and a turkey hen. We lost the turkey to the wolves. The 
pony I used to take the cream to town while Bill was 
working with the team. 

That fall about September we started the basement 
foundation of a new house, built from stones. Bill's Dad 
being a stone mason helped us build it. It took a lot of 
stones, but we had plenty. The basement walls were 
finished in November. We waited until spring to start the 
house. By June we moved in, it was far from finished but 
it was livable. We've been finishing it ever since. 

In February 1939 our first daughter, Shirley, was 
born. She was small but healthy and made quite a 
difference to our home. That spring and summer were 
dry and hot. We had a hard time finding hay for the 
cattle. The next year 1940, was worse, Bill hauled logs 
got them squared and built a barn and we couldn't get 
enough hay so we sold most of the cattle, Bill went to 
work at Spearhill for part of that summer. 

In April 1941 our first son Lome arrived and Shirley 
helped us look after him. Bill went to work at Spearhill 

for the whole summer except for two weeks in July when 
he put up hay. 

In 1945 Shirley started school at Idylwild. We had to 
take her as it was 3 1/2 miles and not a good road. We took 
her on horseback in the spring. Lome started two years 
later. What a job driving them to school and trying to get 
the work done as well. School was very irregular as part 
time there would be no teacher. 

Our second boy Glenn arrived in May of 1949. That 
year we took the children to Ashern School where 
schooling was more regular. Those were busy years but I 
cannot think of any events that took place. The winter of 
1955-56 was the year of the deep snow. Our third son 
Douglas arrived in February 1956. At that time the snow 
banks were piled high at the side of the road. The doctor 
missed the road, got stuck and walked half a mile over 
snowbanks. The nurse was with him and froze her legs. It 
was quite a winter. 

In August of 1957, Shirley left home to train for a 
nurse at the Winnipeg General Hospital. 

In December 1958, our fourth son Bruce arrived. He 
was a happy little fellow. On October 10, 1959 we had a 
foot of snow and it didn't go away all winter. 

In the spring of 1960, Shirley graduated, Bill and I 
went to her graduation in Winnipeg. In October she 
married Dick Turner of the Free Press Weekly. They 
now live in Lethbridge. Dick is Editor of the Canadian 

Biff Stark's Jamily at Glenn's wedding. LeJt 10 right: Doug. Glenn, Biff, Lily. Shirley. Lorne, Bruce. Kalily (ill front i. 1970. 
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Aberdeen Angus News. have two boys and a girl. 
That fall, Lome also left home to work for the Free Press 
Weekly. In November our second daughter Kathy was 
born. I always said I could only afford one daughter at a 
time! In April 1964 Lornejoined the R.C.M.P. He went 
into training at Regina, and we went to his pass out in 
December. In April 1966 he married Marilyn Buechler. 
They moved out to Alberta and are now in N.W.T. They 
have two girls. 

In July 1968 Glenn left horne to work for Kernested's. 
He stayed there all summer, then got a job at the Free 
Press Weekly in November. In February 1970 he went 
into training for Edmonton City Police and Bill and I 
attended his pass out in May. In July he married Darlene 
Smith of Winnipeg. They live in Edmonton. They have 
one boy and one girl. 

In September 1975 Douglas left to work in Winnipeg. 
He worked for Dominion Lumber for awhile, then got a 
job at Christies Bisciuts. He was laid off in January and 
has been working in Ashern making up his mind what he 
wants to do. 

Bruce and Kathy are still in school. Bruce is in Grade 
II and Kathy in Grade 10. We don't drive them 
anymore, as they ride on the school bus. 

[n July 1968 my Dad, Dan passed away at 
the age of 95. In December of the same year Bill's older 
brother John died. In February 1969 Bill lost his father, 
Jim Stark Sr. He was 94. 

In February 1972 Bill's oldest sister Jean passed away 
in March 1976 my mother Louisa Deering, died at the 
age of \02. We have not been without our sorrows. But 
we've had a good life here on the farm. We no longer use 
horses - its all tractors now. We have electricity, 
running water and the phone, have a garden, chickens, 
and cows. We are reasonably healthy. What more could 
we ask? 

Why we came to the Interlake District 
by Thea Thage 

I was born in Judith Basin, in Montana, U.S.A. in 
1903. My parents moved to Red Deer, Alberta, when I 
was three years old, the next spring they moved to a 
homestead at Gadsby, Alberta, where we farmed until 
1922, when my father died. I had worked out part time 
and also helped at home until my father's death then I 

Thea Thuge alld SOilS Wayne and Neil. 
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moved to Battle River, in Alberta. I now had some sixty 
head of cattle of my own. In the winter months, I 
worked in lumber camps and coal mines. 

In 1934 I joined the Rodeo Circut which was mainly 
in Alberta, in the summer months June to October. The 
rest of the year I bought and sold cattle. All in all I put in 
some twenty years at Rodeo and Exhibition work, 
travelled across Canada and much of the United States. 

In 1950 I married Doreen Reid, we farmed at 
Gadsby. I quit rodeo work in 1952. The going was pretty 
tough for small farm operations. We happened to read an 
ad in the Weekly Free Press by Henry Richaud Realtor, 
stating land was available for mixed farming in the 
Interlake Area, this caught our eye. 

I had been through the Interlake country on a number 
of occasions and felt this was good country for a poor 
man provided one was willing to work. 

In 1964 we bought three, quarter sections ofland and 
leased another half section, and raised cattle, milked 
cows and did mixed farming. We brought our own 
horses, machinery and household effects with us from the 
west. We were able to grow our own feed for the stock 
and lived there until 1971 when we bought Les Wares 
farm, which is closer to Ashern. 

We have two boys, they are now both on their own. 
They live in Ahsern. My wife's impression of this area, 
when we first landed, was anything but favorable. 

We are still farming on a smaller scale, we have a 
comfortable home and both say we have no regrets for 
having moved to this area. 

Mrs. Eileen Thomas 
I was born and raised in the Brandon area, my 

parents, Mr. and Mrs. John V. Patterson moved to 
Winnipegosis in the early 1920's, where we operated a 
cattle ranch. 

In 1926 I married William Thomas, who was 
manager of the Winnipegosis creamery. Our three 

Eileen Thomas family. Left to right: Shirley, Bill, Eileen, Loreen. 



Mr. and Mrs. John V. Pa/lerson. 

Creamery Staj]: 1954. Left 10 righl: Joe 
Jo/zannesson I manager), /Yi areel/e Bmusta/, 
Joe Elnarson, Eileen Thomas, Tom Stark, Bill 
Beaudry. 

Foord I Pori COliS ), C. alld Dol Wright beillg deponed 10 Ihe "brig/II 
fights" hy /v/agislrale Browne. 
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children were born there. Bill passed away suddenly on 
June 7, 1933. I continued to live at Winnipegosis until 
1944, when I moved to Ashern. 

M other, Dad and my brother, Hubert, moved to 
Eriksdale in 1938, where Hubert was a Rawleigh Dealer. 
The following year, they moved to Ashern. 

The children and I spent the summer holidays with 
Mother and Dad, then, after Dad passed away, it was 
decided I should move to Ashern to help take care of 
Mother. Loreen, my eldest daughter, was attending 
school in Sherridan. Shirley and Bill, my other children 
attended school here in Ashern. 

1 started working in the office of The Ashern 
Farmers' Creamery in November 1944, under the 
management of Mr. Eric Erickson. In January 1945, Mr. 
Joe J ohannesson took over the management of the 
creamery, until his death in 1960, then Mr. Dawson 
Mackay became the manager until the creamery was sold 
to M r. AIr. Cuthbert. I retired in 1972, 

I joined the Order of the Eastern Star, Constellation 
Chapter No, 38, as a charter member, and have been the 
Chapter's organist for more than twenty-five years. I 
have been an active member of the Ashern United 
Church for thirty-two years, and the organist for a good 
number of those years. We just had the old type pump 
organ then, and now enjoy the electric organ, which was 
purchased a few years ago. 

There have been many changes and improvements in 
the community in the past thirty-two years. I enjoy being 
part of the community. 

My daughter Loreen, and her husband, Jack Russell 
live in Hamilton, Ontario, and have a daughter, 
Jacqueline. My son, Bill, his wife, Helen and family live 
in Kelowna, B,C., Shirley, Mrs. Peterson, lives in 
Keewatin, Ontario, with her daughter, Cheryl, now Mrs. 
Dan Galloway. I make my home here in Ashern, with 
Mrs. Cathie Porteous. 

Halldor and Gudrun Thorkelsson and Family 
by Helen Whiteway 

Halldor Thorkelsson was born at Kluku in 
Hjarltastadarthing ha Iceland May 16, 1888. His father 
was Thorkell Bjornsson farmer, and his mother was 
Gudny Olafsdottir from Gilsarvollum Iceland. His wife 
Gudrun was a daughter of Ami Palsson and Sijridur 
Magnusdottir from Reykjavik Iceland. 

Halldor and Gudrun (Mother and Dad) came to 
Canada in May 23, 1914 from Iceland. Haukur was one 
year old and I, Helen was 31i2. 

We came to Winnipeg, then went to Sam 
Baldwinson's Island by The Narrows for about a year. 
While we were with them my brother Edwin was born. 

From there we settled on our homestead N. W. 31-24-
9 near Dog Lake, Dad built a house, barn, etc, but times 
were hard. The first winter all we had for meat was one 
small pig, fish from Dog Lake and rabbits. 

Dad had graduated from Agriculture in Iceland so 
had a fair knowledge of farming and it was not long 
bet"ore we had cattle, horses, sheep, hogs, ducks, chickens 
and turkeys. 

Mother spun wool from the sheep and knit socks, 
mitts, sweaters, toques and even winter underwear -
also made quilts. We baked our own bread and made 



head cheese, meat loaf (kafa), sausage, etc. Wild fruit 
was used for jams and preserves. 

Dad freighted fish by caboose as well as farmed and 
he and Hauker fished and trapped. In the summer we had 
a big garden and grew some grain. 

OUf neighbors were Freemans, Hurdals, Wartaks, 
and the John Thorlacius family. During haying and 
threshing time the neighbors helped each other. Some of 
the farmers from Darwin, Hayland and The Narrows 
used to stop at our place on their way to Ashern with 
their cream, often over-night. It was a long haul by 
wagon. 

While we lived here Harold, Viola, Myrtle, and 
Raymond were born. 

For entertainment those days, the centre was the little 
log school house - Ralph Connor, There were 
Christmas concerts, box socials, and dances. Church was 
held on Sundays. School picnics were enjoyed at the 
school, Hurdals or sometimes at Silver Bay. 

In 1926 Dad bought a livery barn from Biddy 
Methusalemson. By that time, Haukur and Edwin drove 
cars so helped Dad with his work. They drove the doctor 
on his rounds, also the provincial police. Later cream was 
hauled for farmers at the lake, and south and west of 
Ashern to the creamery. 

Dad started the Ashern Freighters and hauled cattle 
and general freight to Winnipeg. My brothers Haukur, 
Edwin, Raymond and Connie all worked at this business. 
My sister Viola worked in the bank and Myrtle was a 
telephone operator. 

The Thorkelsson family now: 
Haukur - Vancouver has one son Grant and four 

grandchildren. 
Helen Whiteway - Vancouver has three sons and 

one daughter. "Bing" and Pat of Kelowna, Wayne -
Vancouver and Janie Dickson, Vancouver. There are 
seven grandchildren. 

Edwin - married Margaret Webster. They have four 
daughters - Lynne Toronto, Anne Winnipeg, lone 
and Jean - Carman. 

Ray was in the navy during the war. He married 
Marie lees of Winnipeg. Ray and Marie now live in 
Ashern and own and operate Ashern Hardware. They 
had three children: Gregory Harold - born February 28, 
1955 and passed away as a baby. Jodis Thea born 
September 23, 1958. Jodis passed away July 15, 1975. 
Hazen Harold - born December 20, 1959 and lives at 
home. 

Connie - married Mona Clee of Ashern and they 
now live in Neepawa. They have three sons and three 
daughters. Wendy Mauthe - Winnipeg, Brenda Turner 

Houston, B.c. Shelley Stanski - Houston, B.C., 
Kerry - Portage la Prairie, Kevin and Kent at home. 
There are four grandchildren. 

Viola married Lloyd Paulson formerly of 
Moosehorn. Their children are: Larry Winnipeg, Bill 

Winnipeg, Janice McCaine, Winnipeg. 
Paulsons have four grandchildren. 
Myrtle - was in the C.W.A.C. during the war. She 

married Ed Watts, Winnipeg. They have one daughter 
Pamela Boomer and one grandchild. 

Fae - married Albert Frohwerk. They have one 
daughter Nancy and a son Dean. 
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John and Elsie Townsend Family 
My husband brought me and our five youngest 

children to Ashern in December of 1945. He had visited 
the Interlake area with a friend when stationed in 
Winnipeg with the Airforce Police during the war. My 
husband and son Jim, had come ahead with our 
household effects, stock and machinery. They met us at 
Camper when we arrived by train from our home in 
Saskatchewan. 

We travelled through the bush by team to the farm 
which was originally the Peter Diamond farm. 

The first winter the children travelled the six miles to 
school by horse and sleigh. In the spring they rode 
horseback or walked. 

At first the roads were not very good but gradually 
they improved, and by the summer of 1949 we were able 
to drive to the farm by car. 

or the five children, Jacqueline teaches school, and is 
married to Charlie Richter. They have two sons, and live 
on the old Adolph Russell farm, south-west of Ashern. 
Jim married Ruby Lawson of Schrieber, Ontario. They 
have five children, and live at Willow River, B.C. Jenne 
worked in the Bank at Ashern. She married Melvin, the 
son of Anna and the late Gus. Markwart. They have four 
children and are living in SecheIt, B.C. Gwen married 
Agnar Thorlacius, the eldest son of Sigga and Oli 
Thorlacius. They make their home in Winnipeg. 

Our eldest son, C. R. (Red) Townsend came from 
Nipawin, Saskatchewan, with his wife Joyce and two 
children. David took over the farm and is now living 
there. 

Red and Joyce's children are Andy, married to 
Sharon, daughter of Walter and Jean Sewell of Mulvihill. 
They now live in Russell, Manitoba. Bernice married 
Dennis, son of Ranka and the late Oscar Gislason of 
Siglunes. They live in Vancouver, B.C., and have a 
daughter, Amber. Caron is at home. 

My husband and I moved to Ashern in 1955, when his 
health failed. He passed away in 1965 and I now live in 
the Pioneer Manor Ashern. 

John and Elsie Townsend off to town 011 a Saturday. 1946. 

A Few Memories of my 
Teaching Days in Ashern 

by Mrs. R. Tully nee Warburton 
I can recall landing in Ashern, there was no one to 

meet me at the station, just two or three children, they 



raced over to Dr. Peake, who was the Official Trusttee 
for the school. I was hired to teach at (Barnwald) Dr. 
Peake came over and arranged for a Mr. Trapp, the 
livery-man, to take me and my belongings to the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Chase Sr. some three and a half miles 
east of Ashern. I am sure we hit every stone in the road, 
M r. Trapp sang "Barney Google" at the top of his lungs, 
while the horse and buggy bounced over the rough road. 

We landed at the Chase home, Ivy met us at the door, 
as Mrs. Chase, her mother, had gone to Winnipeg that 
morning, with her sick baby, Ivy promptly fainted, she 
thought we had come to bring bad news - Well, here I 
was, in strange surroundings, with two men and a 
fainting woman - somehow we managed to take care of 
I vy and got things in order. 

The next morning we set out for the school, Mr. 
Chase in the lead, we went over and under no end of 
fences and around hay stacks, finally arrived at the 
school. It was spotlessly clean and tidy. I only had an 
enrollment of seven pupils and found the days very long 
(this was my first experience at teaching and in the 
country). By Saturday that week I had become some 
what acclimatized and Ivy and I made the trip to town on 
the toboggan, oh yes, we also took the can of cream to 
the creamery on that trip. 

Around Christmas time I went to my first of many 
dances in the Ashern Community Hall. Well I remember 
the huge barrel shaped stove that threw an intense heat to 
warm the area. 

In the spring I began to attend service at the Anglican 
Church and walked the 3'12 miles. After one of the 
services the doctor asked me if I would help out by taking 
part in a play that was being produced, I said I would not 
be able to get in to practice this was soon arranged. 
Dr. Peake said there was far too much water around the 
school to keep it open, so it was closed for a week. He 
arranged for me to stay at McGiffins, in town. The play 
was produced and all went welL 

Times were extremely hard for many in 1927, some of 
the men made extra money by shooting rabbits and 
selling the hides. 

I recall in 1927 there were preparations for an 
anniversary picnic on July I st, this turned out to be a 
nasty wet day, which later turned to sleet the 
committee were afraid the people would head for home, 
so they arranged to get the dance going about 6 p.m. -
we danced until dawn. 

The arrival of the passenger train at 6:30 p.m. was 
one of the highlights, everyone gathered and visited while 
the mail was being sorted, by Bert Hyde, in the little post 
office. 

I recall a very successful entertainment that was put 
on one fall, it was advertised as "A Beauty Contest". The 
night of the doo, we learned that the beauties were all 
men I remember Bob Garson wearing a leaf and 
John Hubert wearing a bear skin. Tombolas, too at that 
time, were favorite and successful forms of 
entertainment. 

As I look back, the two years spent at Ashern gave 
me (I) a permanent certificate, which was very important 
to me, (2) teaching experience (3) some very care free 
fun, made by ourselves, without the help of liquor or 
drugs (4) meeting many people who have become life 
long friends. 

III 

Nick and Queenie Usipiuk Family 
Nick and Queenie Usipiuk were born and raised at 

Wynyard, Saskatchewan. After they were married in 
1943, they moved to Flin Flon, where Nick worked in the 
mines there for two years. He did not like it, so went back 
to farming at Wynyard for three years. The farm they 
had was really not large enough to make a living from -
only eighty acres and they could not afford to buy more 
land as it was too costly. They decided to sell and try 
farming in Manitoba. 

In 1948 they bought a farm in the Ashern district. 
Nick worked for Manitoba Hydro for a year. In 1950 he 
got work with the C.N. Railway, as a section man. He is 
still working for the C.N.R. 

Nick and Queenie have six children, they are: 
Sammy, Tommy, Irene, Teddy, Anthonie and Ronnie. 

Nick and Queenie make their home on the farm, 
some three miles east of Ashern. They are both active in 
church and community affairs and are happy to be living 
in Manitoba. 

Mr. alld Mrs. James Chase slarting oul for IOWIl. 1928. 

Nick Usipiuk ill model A ill I 950·s. 

Some Recollections of Ashern 
by Bill Van de V ooren 

I recall 1 was not the first bus driver to operate a bus 
between Winnipeg and Ashern, tho I was the first one to 
go north of Ashern to Gypsumville. 

Margaret and I were married in 1945, Ashern was 
our first home, we lived there for two years and then 
moved to Moosehorn. We made many good friends, our 
memories of how good and friendly people were, will 
always stay with us. 



In 1949 we moved to Winnipeg. 
Road conditions were very different from what they 

are today. Often in the spring the highway was 
impassable for heavy traffic .. 

The ./irst bus to go {() Ashern /rom Winnipeg. 

Nel\' busses bought about 1943-44. 

Highway No.6 in early days. 

Recollections of Ashern and District 
by John Waite 

I returned from the 1st World War in November 1919 
and immediately got work with the Soldier Settlement 
Board. I spent some time in Winnipeg buying stock for 
the Soldier Settlers. I was anxious to live in the country, 
as I required fresh air and quietness. Towards the end of 
November 1919 it was decided to have a supervisor sta
tioned at Ashern. I made a request for the position and 
landed in Ashern at the end of N ovem ber. I had no idea 
of the size of Ashern and did not consider it a great 
adventure. I was brought up about fifteen miles from 
Elkhorn, so living in a small community was not new to 
me. 
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I had spent six months in Paris after the 1918 
Armistice with the War Graves Commission and was 
quite fed up with the gaiety. The arrival of the train at 
Ashern was the big event of the day and usually the town 
turned out, mostly out of curiosity as well as to welcome 
any newcomers. Getting off the train I noted three men 
standing apart from the crowd. I asked them if they 
would direct me to the hotel. Two of them escorted me to 
Mrs. Smith's Boarding House. It was not necessary to 
have a register at a boarding house in those days. In the 
dining room we introduced ourselves - Jimmy Todd and 
Jack Nelson. Jimmy Todd gazed at me for some minutes 
thcn said" Bedad. I know you, you were with the North 
British Columbians" Jimmy Todd was Town Major in a 
little town by the name of Divion. My unit came out of 
the line at Paschendaels for a rest and billets allotted us 
by the Town Major were terrible. The best billets were 
occupied by troops that were used to escort prisoners 
from the line, and our men, who were front line men, 
were very resentful. Threats were made that they would 
take the billets by force if nothing was done. The North 
British Columbians were from the Yukon, lumberjacks 
and miners and were hard to control at the best of times. 
A committee was formed and we visited Jimmy Todd in 
his office. I was especially angry as my company was 
"D" and we were usually the last to be billetted. Jimmy 
allotted us new billets and while we stayed in Divion 
Jimmy had a standing invitation to our mess and he took 
full advantage of the invitation. Jimmy Todd was the 
Provincial School Inspector covering an area from 
Mulvihill to Gypsumville. Jack Nelson, also a veteran, 
was school teacher and student minister of the United 
Church. 

That night I was taken to Bert Hyde's store and met 
Jesse Hawkes, also a veteran and O. B. McGiffin. Jesse, 
at that time clerked in one of the general stores, later he 
became agent for bulk sales for Imperial Oil. Lillian 
Johnson was assistant postmistress. Later I met Phil 
Mayhew, temporary C.N.R. Agent, Ken Ross, a 
drinking pal of Jesses, Stuart Garson, the town lawyer, 
Sam Browne, town magistrate. I n a few days I knew 
practically every man in town - Charlie Clemens, Harry 
Schwartz, Himie Hoffman, the staff of the Ashern Hotel, 
Geo Fyfe, Bill McKinnon, Frank Pickersgill, Jim Allen, 
later Reeve of the Siglunes Municipality, Bill Whittaker, 
bailiff and owner of the livery stable, Bill Whiteway, 
Fred King, Doctor Walkin, Emil, who looked after our 
"inner man" every Friday night with delicious hot 
bologny and other refreshments, and his brother Bill. 
Later I got to know every veteran from Grahamdale to 
Eriksdale, and from Lake Manitoba to Stewart Lake. 

Now for a few funny episodes. When the 
Municipality of Siglunes was f'irst formed Ashern was 
allotted one councillor; Jim Allen was nominated for 
Reeve. Bert Hyde for councillor. We felt Bert should 
have some competition, so we got Dutchy Cummer to 
come out against Bert. Dutchy lived on a quarter-section 
west of town. O. B. McGiffin and I visited him with the 
intention of getting him to hold a meeting in town. 
Dutchy's shack was 10' x 12' with a dirt floor. In one 
corner he had a pole perch and about ten hens. He 
claimed keeping hens in his shack kept him healthy. He 
had a tin heater, two chairs and a home made table. Cups 
and plates with a part loaf of bread were on the table. He 



talked out of the side of his mouth and his language was 
fairly colourfuL He chewed tobacco and spit at the hot 
stove, the stench of hot spittal and hens droppings was 
vile. We got Dutchy to hold a meeting and it was adver
tised in the post office. We had a big turnout of citizens. 
Dutchy was so overcome by the numbers that all he could 
repeat was "I would have no taxes". I believe there was 
another meeting later and he did much better. The payoff 
was when the returns began to come in, Dutchy for a 
while had a majority and what started out as ajoke began 
to look serious. However, Bert Hyde was elected and we 
all breathed a sigh of relief. Dutchy left the district some 
time later and about a year after he left I appraised the 
place for a Soldier Settler. The shack was roofless but the 
walls still retained the smell of burnt chewing tobacco. 

O. B. McGiffin was married the summer of 1920 and 
I was married in December of the same year. Christmas 
1921 our wives were both in the city and Mac and I 
decided to drive to the city to visit them. The only roads 
in those days were trails. The low spots were sometimes 
filled in with a slush scraper or a road was cut through 
the bush. We had to wait until the bank closed at 3:00 
PM. We got started around 4 PM and made Camper that 
night. There was no room in Land's Boarding House, so 
we slept on the pool table in Gellerts pool hall. We 
started out very early next morning. The road jogged 
around to Mulvihill and then west to Deerhorn, from 
there the trail ran fairly straight to Eriksdale, then west 
to "Broadway" and south to Lundar. From Lundar we 
took the Old Colonist Trail on the shore of Lake 
Manitoba. I never counted the number of gates on that 
trail, but there were many and we had to be sure we 
closed them all, as a threat to close the trail was always 
hanging over us. There was some semblance of a graded 
road from Woodlands to Winnipeg. It was so narrow 
that it was almost impossible for two cars to pass, and if 
wet - a struggle to stay on the grade. We reached 
Winnipeg late that night. On the return journey we ran 
into rain at Lundar. There was little snow that winter 
until March. I bought a second hand Model T Ford the 
summer of 1921 and took Percy Gates into Winnipeg to 
pick it up. He had driven a taxi in Winnipeg and I was to 

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Browne. 
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get driving lessons on the way home. He drove the car all 
the way to Ashern observing all the rules of the road as 
far as hand signals were concerned, every turn, every 
curve got the proper hand signal. That was the full extent 
of my driving lesson. I took the car out next morning. I 
had observed the fundamentals and there was plenty of 
[oom east of the track to learn to turn. I had a lot of 
trouble on the trails and prayed I would not meet another 
vehicle on a turn. 

The first July 1 st picnic was in 1922 I believe. A 
committee was formed and I was elected to do the 
catering. I did most of the buying through the local 
stores, they giving us wholesale prices. Bill Pozer was 
President, O. B. (Mac) McGiffin was Vice-president. We 
had obtained credit from the bank I forget who was 
secretary-treasurer. We had a good crowd, a beautiful 
day and a good program, I sold tickets at the gate, 
admission was 25c and I had to unload the collected cash 
several times. We built a fence around the skating rink 
and moved a small shack onto the lot. I am not certain 
whether Jim Monkman drilled the well that year or the 
next. 

We gathered at the rink early Sunday mornings to 
play broom-ball and as most of us had not been on skates 
for some years it was quite a show. I think, laughing, es
pecially at the antics of a little fellow from Russia who 
worked for the Ashern Supply, made us more tired than 
the skating. 

We had a good hockey team and formed a league 
with Lundar, and Eriksdale, it was named the LEA 
League. I forget most of the members that composed the 
Ashern team. I remember the Porteous boys, they 
usually distinguished themselves and were stars in almost 
every game. Stuart Garson played defence, Ashern did 
not win the league and the top team was defeated in 
Winnipeg. But we had several seasons of good hockey. 
The ladies also formed a league and Ashern won the 
championship. These games were played at the time 
radio was in its infancy. I believe, Mr. Bert Rutherford, 
the lawyer at Eriksdale had the first receiving set on the 
line. I heard it a few times, D. P. R. Coates was the 
announcer and all I ever heard were records. 

Sam Browne was the magistrate at Ashern. The 
Browne farm was about I Y2 miles north-east of town. He 
drove into Ashern every morning. He had very little 
work, but looked into a few neighbourly quarrels and the 

M ode of lravel in Ashern in the 20·s. Local character - .. Dutchy" 
Cumlller. 



occasional drunk charge. Bill Whiteway was town 
constable, but he had little work as we were a law abiding 
lot. One day a man got off the train, stayed at Mrs. 
Smith's boarding house for a few days, claimed he was 
going to buy a farm in the neighbourhood. He appeared 
to be a very innocent kind of a guy, and had a pro
nounced English accent. He made many inquiries as to 
where he could get a drink. He left one morning on the 
early train and came back a few days later as Sergt. 
Cody of the R.C.M.P. Fred King's hall was hired for the 
holding of the court and Sam Browne had a busy two or 
three days. It was pretty hard for Sam as a number of the 
bootleggers were his friends. The town was pretty dry for 
a few days but soon got back to normal. The dry periods 
were pretty rough on the Vets. We had been taught to 
drink rum in France and got back home to prohibition. 
For a time liquor could be shipped in from Kenora, 
eventually this supply was cut off and we had to depend 
on the local bootlegger. Friday night was a big night for a 
number of us. This is the night Emil Kurbis cooked the 
bologny and smoked sausages. The shop was closed and 
we sat around tasting and inhaling the smell of boiling 
meat and sampling the various sausages, etc. Believe me, 
Emil could make the most delicious sausages I ever 
tasted. 

I saw little of Jimmy Todd, he had a large district and 
his expense account for the hiring of livery was very 
limited. He did a lot of walking and when he got home he 
made his reports for the day. He looked forward to 
summer holidays when his two daughters would visit 
him. There were many other notable characters, Bill 
Whittaker, liveryman and bailiff, Fred King, pool room 
owner and auctioneer, Harry Schwartz of the Ashern 
Supply. Harry always met the train from the north -
this train came in at a very early hour, and his store was 
open at all hours at night. If you were really stuck Harry 
was always the man to see and always ready to help. 
Later Doctor Peake came to town and we began 
snowshoeing in the winter and horseback riding during 
the summer months. The hospitality of the town was 
always tremendous and many wonderful evenings were 
spent at the homes of Charlie Clemens, Bert Hyde, Fred 
King, Mac McGiffin and many others. lowe Ashern a 
lot. I came to Ashern in a pretty low state of health, but 
the fresh air and companionship, and really happy days 
built me into a healthy man again. 

R. H. Trapp livery bartl. 
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Some Memories of Ashern 1912 to 1917 
by R. V. Walker 

w. H. Hyde (Bert to everyone) owned and ran the 
store on the S.E. corner of what is now Main Street. 

Fred King, had a barber shop just across from Bert's 
store; C. G. Charlie Price ran a boarding house near the 
barber shop. One afternoon in the fall, when chicken 
season opened, a train pulled into the station. A gang got 
off for something to eat. Then talked Charlie into going 
over and having a drink with them. They no sooner got 
on the train than it pulled out, heading north. Of course 
Charlie tried to get off as there was no one to look after 
the boarding house and it was not locked. No way, the 
boys informed him, they were taking him for a chicken 
shoot. When he said he didn't have a gun, they said they 
had arranged for a gun and lots of ammunition, so they 
sat in chairs on a flat car and shot all the chickens they 
wanted. They brought him back the next day O.K. and 
paid him well, for his shooting eye. The boarding house 
had run itself alright while he was away so a good time 
was had by all. 

Settlers East of Ashern in 1912 
John Jones, Chases, Tom Martin, Bob Ford, Gates, 

Fred Turley, Redfern and Charlie Walker, Thompson 
family, Up the Mill-ridge was the Matheson Mill, about 
where the Spearhill road hits the ridge. 

In 1914 
The following were recruited for the I08th Battalion: 

Ed. Jones, Tom Jones, Tom Martin, Fred Turley, Chris 
Gates, Jim Chase, Homer Chase, Redfern and Charlie 
Walker, Giff Gowler, Cliff Harrhy, Scotty Smith, Dave 
Stark and Mickey Cook. 

In 1917 
T. B. Walker moved east of Ashern to the EV2 of 24-

26-6W. At that time neighbors were: Mrs. Scotty Smith, 
Dan Breakfield, Jim Irwin, Dan Jones, Withers, 
McGarveys, Lorries and Kersuskeys. 

Dave Watson ran the Walmore Post Office. South 
from Walmore School were the: Scotts, Cuttings, Sellers, 
Grants and Tom Dailey lived two miles west. Prices and 
Bakers lived south of Dan Jones. 

The Westdyk Family 
The Westdyk family arrived in the Ashern district in 

1929, Mr. and Mrs. Harry, their daughter Mary, and 
sons Bill and Fred. They settled on a farm north and east 
of Ashern about six miles. Mary married there and Bill 
left home to seek his fortune elsewhere. Fred stayed on 
and later bought land and built on it. About 1948 Mr. 
Westdyk bought a quarter section next to Fred's and 
moved the house from the pine ridge in order to be nearer 
to town. They moved to Winnipeg in 1959. 

William and Margaret and their son John lived in the 
Ashern district in 1943 to 1949. We had a quarter section 
north and east of the town about four miles, on the same 
road as the William Stark farm. Our first dwelling was 
one room built of poplar poles which we chinked with 
mud. Needless to say, the mud soon washed out with the 
heavy rains, and the caterpillars started to take over. We 
quickly covered the cabin all over with builder's paper. 
As a city girl, I had never seen more than two caterpillars 



Mr. and Mrs. Harry Westdyk. 

Bill Westdyk's first home. 

Bill Westdyk building fieldstone house. 
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at a time, imagine my dismay at seeing them advancing 
by the tens of thousands. We then built a proper house of 
field stone picked from the land, washed and placed by 
hand. All the mortar for the entire structure, and later for 
a long poultry barn was mixed in a hand-operated rocker 
by the two of us. The entire construction was done by Bill 
by hand, from digging the seven foot basement (four feet 
below ground) to capping the chimney, with whatever 
assistance I was able to give. Our daughter, Jeannie, was 
born in 1947. We later moved into Winnipeg and our 
land went to a Mr. Usipiuk, perhaps he is still there. We 
were back there while on a western holiday about five 
years ago and were amazed at the growth and 
development that has taken place over the years. 

Bill Westdyk's fieldstone home. 

George R. Whitton Family 
by Mrs. Fred Hubert 

My father, George R. Whitton, went to Ashern in 
1920 to be the butter-maker at the local creamery. If I 
remember, Mr. Allen managed the creamery at that 
time. Murray Porteous worked there as well. Mr. 
Clemens ran a general store. Dad really got to know 
everyone very well because he kept buttermilk for all. 

How well I remember the trips to pick wild berries, 
which were plentiful. I recall one trip I took with Mr. 
Whiteway when he had to go east of town to tell some 
people they had to give up their land. We were invited for 
supper, and after, we were told that their old horse, Nell 
had up and died and they could not waste the meat. 

Mother and I always knew if we heard a tap at our 
door during the night it would be Mr. Schwartz on his 
way home from the store. He would say "Mrs. Whitton I 
did not get the chickens ready to be put on the morning 
train." These were live chickens to be killed in Winnipeg. 

My sister Myrtle was born in Ashern, my brother 
George was born in Brandon as was Hazel and myself 
(Beatrice). My youngest sister was born in America. 

We had many friends in Ashern and I still hear from 
many of them. We moved to Brandon from Ashern and 
in 1928 moved again, this time to Detroit, where all six of 
our family live. Here I met Fred Hubert - his father had 
been a homesteader in Manitoba since 1909. We will be 
married forty-five years on February 14, 1976, 



Back: Mrs. S. Browne, Mrs. H. Schwartz, 
Miss Eagleton. Sitting: Effie Whittaker, Mrs. 
Whiteway, Mrs. E. Hyde, Miss Robertson, 
Mrs. Sarah Pickersgill. 

Mr. and Mrs. Whitton and grandchildren. 
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Marge and Cam. Wright 
by Marge 

In September 1960, my husband and I and our five 
boys came to Ashern to take over the Drug Store from 
Earl Hoover. We were welcomed by the community and 
enjoyed our stay here. 

Misfortune struck us, on February 13, 1965, when 
our oldest son Gordon was killed in a car accident. 

The boys were active in hockey, which seemed to be 
their life as they struggled through the "terrible teens". 

Bill Sutherland married Kathleen Self. They reside in 
Brandon, where Bill works in Social Health Services. 
They have two children, Darren and Nancy. 

Brian Wright married Karen Malkoske. They now 
reside at Grand Rapids, Manitoba. They have one 
daughter, Kristy. Brian works for the Manitoba Hydro. 

Bob Sutherland married Wendy Sveistrup. They have 
two children, Bobby and Scott. Bob works for the Royal 
Bank in Russell, Manitoba. Brian Sutherland married 
Valoree Podborsky, They live in Dryden, Ontario. Brian 
works for the Toronto-Dominion Bank. 

Due to a heart condition, my husband Cam was in 
poor health. Brian Sutherland and I helped him in the 
store until Cam's death on February 15th, 1970. 

In July 1970 I sold the business to Russell Keeler, the 
present pharmacist. 

I sold my home and moved to Winnipeg where Brian 
took his Grade 12. The city held no attraction for me so 
Brian and I moved back to Ashern in September 1971 
where I had a new home built on Poplar Ave. 

Marge and Cam. Wright. 



0111' presell/ reeve playing his first ball game, Dr,'s son Fletcher. 
catcher. 1932. 

Guess who? He is now playing for Ihe 
lV.H.L. and she has a BA. and B. of Ed. 

This elevator was once a pari of Ashern. 
was taken down and rebuilt elsewhere. 

Dan Brakefield spinning with his home-made spinning wheel. 

Bill and C atllle Porteous. 
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FORESTRY COMPLEX 

Forestry Complex. 

Veterinary Clinic, Ashern. 

Dr. and Mrs. Vlahovich. Veterinarian. 

New Cattle Mart just south of Ashern. Future Museum. 
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Ashern and District, in the early 1920's and 30's 
Recorded June 8, 1976, 
by C. W. Fines, 
(Clarence or Clare, for short) 

1 first visited the ASH ERN and Interlake area in 
December 1923. I was appointed teacher at a school in 
Bay ton School District, some eight miles of Moosehorn. 

I left the C.N.R. station in Winnipeg on the local 
passenger train called the Oak Point Branch, about 1 :00 
P.M. on a Friday, and arrived in Moosehorn about 7:00 
P.M. the same day. In six hours we had travelled 118 
miles, and were on time as per regular schedule; almost 
twenty miles per hour. 

Johnnv Matheson, the local livery man in Moosehorn 
drove me to my boarding place with his Model "T" Ford 
car. 

I was very impressed by the number of swamps and 
the wet parkland north of Woodlands, and extending to 
the end of my journey. 

On arrival at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Art Jones, 
where I was to board, I discovered that I had to walk two 
and a half miles to school, and back every school day. I 
carried my lunch to school. Some children had even 
farther to walk three miles, and they were always 
there, and on time. 

Of course I remember going through ASHERN on 
the train, so when at a later date my school was visited by 
the local Medical Officer of Health, I recall that it was 
Dr. Peake, who had a practice in ASHERN. 

At the end of June I had completed my contract to 
teach in Bay ton and I returned to my home at Gunton, 
Manitoba. 

During my stay at Bay ton I met a beautiful and 
charming young lady who later became my wife. She was 
Mary Finlayson, and we spent many happy evenings 
visiting the friendly and hospitable folks in New Scotland 
and Bay ton, as well as attending the various dances and 
concerts in the district. 

We decided that I should finish my teacher training 
and that we would get married and do my training in 
Winnipeg. 

After graduation, I got a position at Deerhorn, Man., 
on the C.N.R. line, just a few stations south of 
ASHERN. 

My wife's family lived on a farm eight miles west of 
Moosehorn, so it was convenient for us to be so near her 
family. The school had a small furnished teacherage, 
which was also to our advantage. 

Finally at Deerhorn we managed to save enough 
money to buy an old Model "T" Ford car. We planned to 
use it to make visits to my folks' home and to my wife's 
folks' home when the roads were passable. Most of the 
roads going either north or south had numerous deep 
water-filled ruts which were hazardous to negotiate and 
frequently caused the car to become stuck. The custom 
was to jack up the car and put stones or logs or brush 
under the stalled wheel and hope to have a firm enough 
foundation for traction to allow the car to proceed. If this 
failed the driver usually walked till he found a friendly 
farmer with a team of horses, and have the car pulled 
forward by real horse-power. It was customary to pay 
two dollars for this service. I figure I invested enough 
money for this kind of service to average four dollars a 
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mile between Moosehorn and Winnipeg and return. This 
would indicate that I have a substantial investment in 
Highway No.6. 

While in Deerhorn, and when we had the car, I recall 
we went to visit at my wife's Moosehorn home for a 
week-end in early June. We were returning late on 
Sunday afternoon and just a mile or so north of 
ASHERN a connecting rod burned out in our car. (To 
the lavman this meant that we had serious trouble.) I 
managed to rattle slowly into ASHERN and on inquiry, 
I was directed to Eiki Johnson to have the trouble fixed. 
We had two or three of our young children with us and 
just enough money in pocket to get home if we had no 
trouble. 

I didn't know anyone in ASHERN except Dr. Peake, 
so I located him and was greatly relieved and grateful to 
him when he lent me enough money to stay all night at 
the ASHERN Hotel and pay my train fare to Deerhorn. 
I came back to ASHERN the following Friday by train 
and Eiki had the car fixed and I paid his bill and the loan 
from Dr. Peake and drove home the same night. This was 
in June so that I was able to accomplish all this in 
daylight. 

In 1930 I took up the position of Principal of 
Moosehorn School, where I taught the High School, for 
two years. During that time I made many trips to 
ASHERN for business and pleasure. I recall meeting 
Harry and Morris Schwartz in their hardware store, 
along with Harry's daughter Sarah (Mrs. Fred Perry), 
and I was very impressed with their congenial 
personalities. 

I also got to know the Garson brothers, who were 
lawyers, Stuart and Bob, through legal work and politics. 

In 1932 I left Moosehorn and became Principal of 
Steep Rock SchooL 

Up until this time the local highways followed the 
best built, and driest portions of the surveyed roads in the 
unorganized territories and in the townships all the way 
to Winnipeg. It seemed that a different route would be 
selected or developed. At last it was very pleasant news to 
hear that a new road was to be surveyed and built parallel 
to the C.N.R. line to Winnipeg, which would cut off ten 
or twenty miles from the roundabout trails we had to 
follow up to this time when going to the city. The Irwin 
brothers had purchased some heavy road building 
equipment, and they were awarded the contract to build 
the new road. They began the task with speed and 
efficiency and it was not long before a graded mud road 
was completed and gravelled as fast as public funds were 
available. There was a serious depression during these 
years and there was very little money for the working 
people to buy anything but the necessities of life. 

ASHERN was always a very busy commercial centre 
because of the mixed farming, ranching and fishing 
industry. There was also some activity in fuel wood and 
the lumber business. ASHERN also had the farthest 
north bank branch on the Gypsumville railway line, at 
this time. I remember that Mr. McGiffin was the 
manager during my time in the Interlake country, and 
also that Cathie Foord was employed in the bank. 
Cathie's father was the Sec-Treas. of the Municipality 
and County Court Clerk. 

I left Steep Rock in 1935 because school teachers' 
salaries were too low, and I came to Winnipeg where I 



went into the automobile maintenance work. There I 
made twice as much money as I had been making at 
teaching school. 

While at Moosehorn and Steep Rock, I coached and 
drove the Girls' softball team from town to town to play 
their scheduled games. I forget who assisted in this work 
and I'm sorry I can't thank them by name for their help. 
I also recall that the Girls' team from Beatty was the 
strongest in the league. Beatty was a district not far from 
ASHERN. 

In 1940 I joined the Airforce and did not return to 
Winnipeg until 1945. I worked for the Federal 
Government until July 1947, and went to Sioux Lookout, 
Ontario to teach in the High School. In 1953 I took the 
position of supervisor of Elementary Education, which I 
held until I retired in 1966. During my term of office I 
assisted in helping the School Board in building two new 
schools to replace the old building that was too small to 
accommodate all the school children and it was too old to 
repair or add to it. We expanded from a twelve room 
school to twenty-two rooms, and at last report I hear that 
more space is still required. 

While at Sioux Lookout I made frequent visits to the 
Interlake District and often stopped to visit my brother
in-law, the late Jack Finlayson and his family, who were 
living in ASHERN. 

Many ties and memories hold an active interest for 
me in ASHERN. I have very pleasant memories of the 
good-will, harmony arid hospitality of the fine people 
who make up this progressive community. 

I can recall my anger at Kruschev in the United 
Nations who referred to the Honorable Stuart Garson, 
the Canadian Minister of Justice and a member of the 
cabinet and Canadian representative at the U.N. when he 
said words to the effect that Canada had sent a 'boy' to 
discuss world affairs. Of course it was a play on French 
'gar<;on', the word for boy. 

I also recall Fred O'Connell, the ASHERN station 
agent who was very active in sports and community 
affairs. 

The local doctor serviced the Northern area by 
attending at the Red Cross hospital in Grahamdale every 
Tuesday, where out-patients visited him and were given 
what treatment and such medication as was available. 
During my time in the area this service was performed bv 
Dr. Walkin. A nurse was always supplied on a full tim~ 
basis by the Red Cross. 

Other memories that come to mind are that my sister 
taught school at Hilbre, and Mrs. Rachael Johnson was 
one of her pupils. In the same vein I taught the late 
Henry Richaud in grade one, when I was at Deerhorn. 

Other family ties are, Mrs. Ellen Cook of the Solo 
store is a niece of my wife. 

My son-in-law, Frank Alty from Marshall Wells 
spent much time in ASHERN helping Ray Thorkelson 
get his business established. 

Frank Alty donated a fibre-glass canoe which he built 
in his own workshop as a prize for the ASHERN Annual 
Grouse Shoot. 

Runa Johnson (nee Goodmundson) was my assistant 
teacher for the junior grades during my last year of 
teaching in Steep Rock, and taught our younger daughter 
in her first year at school. 
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Our sister-in-law, Mrs. Agnes Finlayson now resides 
in ASHERN. 

During my stay in the Interlake, and participating in 
baseball I recall the stalwart players who came from \ 
Siglunes. They were always in the money and usually 
took first prize. 

It is a credit to the capability, initiative, stamina, 
hope, and aggressive outlook on life that so many 
improvements in the way of life have been accomplished-. 

Road improvement, hydro, and telephone expansion 
and improvement has made life much better and reduced 
many hardships. More sophisticated snow equipment 
and open highways in the winter has made 
communication much better. 

The displacement of the railway passenger service by 
bus and motor car service leaves a nostalgic gap in our 
memories. 

School busing of pupils to central areas which are 
alleged to provide better equipped schools, and a wider 
range of subject matter, in the new and enlarged school 
divisions was also considered to be more economical. 
After all these years, there still remains grounds to doubt 
the validity of such an assumption. Who can measure the 
loss suffered by the young student riding thirty to fifty 
miles in the early morning and late afternoon for almost 
200 days a year? 

I have known this area for the last forty-three years 
and I hope my contribution will be of interest and bring 
back pleasant memories to many. 

Bill Whillakeis Livery Slable. 



Harvey Aldrich and Mrs. Aldrich 
by Walter Aldrich 

Harvey Haskel Aldrich (born at Garden City, 
Minnesota 1892) came to Ashern to visit his mother and 
step-father Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning in 1911. In 
1914 he returned to Ashern to homestead land where the 
Parker School now stands. He met Olive May Sargeant 
(born in Maidenhead, England in 1895) in Winnipeg. 
They were married December 17, 1915, and returned to 
Sarles, North Dakota where they raised six children. 
They moved to Ashern in 1926 to farm. One more child 
was born in 1928. 

Harvey took a job with the Ashern Creamery as a 
Steam Boiler Engineer, in 1935; he was also butter maker 
and cream grader until 1945. When he left the creamery 
he farmed with his son Harry. He farmed here until his 
death on August 3rd, 1967. Olive Aldrich lived in their 
home in Ashern until she moved to Rest Haven Nursing 
Home in Steinbach, Manitoba, where she resided until 
her passing August 5, 1972. 

Among the children, two resided in the State of 
Washington with their grandmother; Five were raised 
and attended school in the Beatty and Ashern Schools. 

The children are listed from the eldest to youngest; 
Harold, Henry, Harry, Gertrude, Violet, Gladys and 
Walter. 

Harvey and Olive resided in the Ashern Community 
for over 40 years. They spent their 50th Wedding 
Anniversary in Ashern. They loved and cherished this 
community. 

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Aldrich. 50th wedding anniversary. 1965. 

Hauling ice. Harry Aldrich (standing). R. Kerntopl!. Harvey 
Aldrich. 
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Days in Ashern 
by Frank R. Cummer 

Many long years ago land was being offered in the 
Ashern district which, I understand, was a plan offered 
by the government to encourage settlers to the area. In 
the early twenties two brothers, Arlie and Doc Cum mer, 
went forth to make their fortunes. They were followed 
shortly after by another brother, Leroy (Dutchy) who 
eventually became the district character. 

War was in full swing in Europe, which attracted 
many of the district settlers including Arlie, who was one 
of the more fortunate to return, slightly shellshocked, but 
accompanied by a wee Scottish bride, (Margaret). I can 
now imagine the inner feelings of Margaret upon her 
arrival at Ashern, right out of the city of Glasgow to a 
very lonesome life on a homestead, without conveniences 
to which she was accustomed, and I believe, the lack of 
close neighbors or relatives must have tested the metal of 
those exposed to this new life. 

r came into the picture in the fall of 1921 when Arlie 
and Margaret, being non-productive, invited me to leave 
Carman, where I was living with my grandparents, and 
come to live with them. The homestead was located 
approximately five miles north of Ashern, bordering on 
what was referred to as Jack Pine Ridge. The land 
immediately north and on the Ridge was occupied by a 
couple named Wagner. Mrs. Wagner did not speak 
English but I remember the large wooden barrels of dill 
pickles and sauerkraut that she put up in the fall and, 
from this, I acquired a fondness for dills, sauerkrau.t and 
homemade German sausage. I don't recall where the 
Wagners moved to, but Ray Fierce and family took up 
residence on that farm for a short while before selling out 
and moving to Winnipeg. 

East of Arlie's farm, across the tracks, was a vast hay 
meadow. Each summer we cut and raked this crop and I 
remember gathering and stacking this with a long boom
pole drawn by a horse on each end. At harvest time I 
experienced stoking a steam engine with straw and whilst 
threshing, working on the straw stack receiving the straw 
via a chain and slat stacker. I also took my turn feeding 
and cutting the ties on the sheaves as they were fed onto 
the table of the thresher from the stook wagons. The 

Grandma and Grandpa Cummer (seated). Doc. Dutchy. Arle. 
Spray. AU: Amos Cummer. 1915. 



Arle and Margaret Cum mer, 1919. 

Moose hunting AsheN!, 1922. Trevor Bomford, Arle Cummer. 

foregoing together with the never ending stone picking 
duties each spring, are memories and experiences that I 
am happy to have had. 

A mile to the south the Bomfords lived. Mr. and Mrs. 
Bomford were a grand couple with a rather large family, 
of which, Dick and May were in my age bracket and thus 
the only pals that I had. I still correspond with Dick, who 
presently is farming at Oak River. I recall Dick's dad 
being on the Beatty School Board and every now and 
then Dick and I not arriving at School the odd day, 
would worry in case his dad would see the register 
showing our absence, however, he never seemed to get 
wise to our truancy. Yes, Beatty School and many very 
happy memories; skinny dipping in the gravel ditch just 
east of the school; catching fish in the spring with pitch 
forks when they came up the creek to spawn; thawing out 
our frozen sandwiches on the pot bellied stove at the back 
of the school room. We had a Miss Alene as a teacher. 
Each Friday at 4:00 p.m. a friend, Dr. Peake, would be 
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waiting at the school, riding horse back and leading 
another horse. Miss Alene would disappear into the 
anteroom in the school and reappear later dressed in 
riding breeches ready for the road. Of course, we kids let 
our imagination run wild on what these two could be up 
to. 

Some of the names that come to mind are; Vinces, 
Websters, Downing, Druids, Fierces, to name a few of 
those who attended Beatty School. I recall being assigned 
a project to name the rivers of Europe for an exam by the 
teacher, a Mr. Leonard, and naturally I waited until the 
morning of the exam before preparing. I remember 
climbing a rather large tree in the school yard with my 
Geography text book in hand. To this day I can still 
rhyme these names off - Dneiper, Dneister, Danube, 
Poe, Rhone, etc. though I must admit I have no idea as to 
what country they are in. 

The name Dr. Peake stirs memories not too pleasant, 
for in the late fall of 1925, I was told to take a team and 
hayrack out to gather roots from a field that we were 
breaking. After loading the rack, and returning to the 
yard I proceeded to unload. I unloaded one side, then 
moved over to repeat the process. Well the inevitable 
happened, the rack, roots and all came over on top of me, 
pinning me underneath! Arlie was doing his annual 
roadwork a mile away, and my aunt had to run to get 
him, and after some time I was freed from this 
uncomfortable state with a broken right leg. Arlie then 
had to drive to Ashern for Dr. Peake, who put a box cast 
on the leg with instructions to stay off the leg until he 
next returned. Some weeks later Dr. Peake arrived for a 
look and found that the break had partially healed, 
though the lower part was at an angle. I remember Doc 
telling me that he would have to break the leg and reset it 
but that it wouldn't hurt much, he then put my leg against 
a board and need I say more: I was glad that Miss Alene 
didn't marry that bugger!! 

The trains were also worth recalling; the sounds of 
their struggle up the Jack Pine Ridge between 
Moosehorn and Ashern, loaded with Gypsum, and the 
passenger trains into Winnipeg, especially when the tiger 
lilies were in bloom along the track. The train would stop 
for a few minutes and all passengers would get off and 
pick flowers. 

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Downing 
by Gladys MacMillan (Downing) 

Joseph Henry Downing was born in Owen Sound, 
Ontario in 1871. He fought in the Boer War and was 
wounded in one leg. Later he returned to his home town 
and married Mary Durant, from Medford, Ontario in 
1908. They left there to farm in Carman and Elm Creek, 
Manitoba, where they rented land, till they decided to get 
a homestead at Ashern. They moved in 1912 to settle 
there. They had three in the family by then. They rented 
land at Ashern at first till they had their own buildings. It 
was situated 2 V2 miles straight west of Ashern. They got a 
pretty rough start as they lost most of their horses with 
swamp fever, which was supposed to be from change of 
water. Finally he bought a team of oxen (Bert and Slim). 
It was not unusual to see an ox and mule team or horse 
going to the village for supplies. Later on they got back 
to horses. It was quite a job to get to the village in spring. 



The country was so wet and there were so many muskegs 
and washouts, you almost lost your horses. We had a 
hard time to get to school which was 2 V2 miles across 
country through the bush, our path was drifted by snow 
in winter. We were the only children going from this area, 
so it was that much harder to keep a path open. In spring 
we walked five miles following roads to try and keep dry. 
After the weather warmed up most went barefoot. We 
attended Beatty School. 

As we grew older everyone pitched in to help. We 
milked cows and took cream to Ashern Creamery where 
we got the money for the groceries. We got 
approximately 20 acres broken. It was a hard job then to 
break land as it had to be done by horses and scrubbed by 
hand. Land was needed for pasture also. Our dad helped 
to build a new road from Ashern to Silver Bay about 
1926. It was all done with horses and scrapers. Later on 
he and Leonard cut and hauled cord wood from quite a 
distance east of Ashern to the store there. In later years, 
he and Leonard went to help harvest in Saskatchewan. 
He used to fuel the engines with straw and wood which 
heated them to make steam. Mother and Dad were 
members of the United Church. Dad helped build the 
first United Church in Ashern. We walked 2V2 miles to 
Sunday School in summer. In winter on nice days we 
drove horses. After working away from home like this 
and the family growing up, we all decided we should 
purchase a grain farm. It was purchased at Marquette. In 
1929, we made the move. 

We acquired a box car and loaded the machinery, 
household· effects, and cattle in it. The balance was 
loaded into two wagons and my dad and one brother 
drove these two wagons and horses to our farm at 
Marquette. The balance was unloaded at Warren and 
hauled from there by team 12 miles. There were seven 
children in the family. Leonard (single) served overseas, 
on his return he trucked for the city of Winnipeg, 
(retired). 

Gladys married Neil MacMillan (farmer). 
Norman married Kathleen Angus (farm). 
Ethel married William Angus Winnipeg. 
Mary married Steve Bucosky Winnipeg. 
George married Elisa Summers (farm and gravel 

truck). 
Alfred married, was in the Services and now works 

for T. Eaton Co. Winnipeg. 

William and Sarah Gates 
by son, Harold Gates 

OUf parents were married in England and emigrated 
to Canada in 1898 and first settled in Portage la Prairie, 
Manitoba. They left there partly because of the lack of 
coal and wood, which was needed for heating during the 
winter, and because of the opportunity to 
HOMESTEAD. Father left Portage la Prairie in 1906, 
going by railroad to Oak Point and from there by horse 
and wagon to the farm two miles west of Ashern. All 
provisions had been obtained at Oak Point and it took 
a week to reach Ashern. The area was rough, rugged and 
stony, with many sloughs and swamps. Land had to be 
cleared. Father built a log cabin on the farm. The family 
followed in 1908. 
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There was no school or church. Our parents ran a new 
boarding house in Ashern and Church services were often 
held there. 

Father cut logs, had them sawed and built a frame 
house for the family. The new Beatty School was built at 
the same time. I, Harold started school when this school 
opened in 1911. An Anglican Church was later built in 
Ashern. 

Some pupils walked three miles to school, wearing 
rubber boots through the sloughs and the rough snow 
trails in winter. Social life was simply visiting neighbors 
and dances held throughout the area. Closest neighbors 
were half a mile away the Braziers, Websters and 
Vince families. 

In 1914 the family bought the boarding house at 
Moosehorn and operated it during the war, while 
commuting the eight miles to the farm. After the war the 
boarding house was sold and we returned to farming, 
which was re-stocked and operated until 1925. Eventually 
80 acres were cleared. We had horses, cattle, pigs and 
chickens. In 1925 the family sold the cattle and 
equipment (all the horses died of some disease) and we 
moved to Winnipeg. 

My sister Esther Mary was born in England in 1896, 
I, Harold was born in Portage la Prairie in November 
1903. 

John and Julia Henkel 
John - 1878-1967 (89 years) 
Julia - 1891 (presently living 
in Ashern) 

John Henkel arrived in Winnipeg in January of 1909 
from Volhynia, Russia. Julia arrived in July of the same 
year. They lived in Winnipeg for four years, where John 
worked on the sewers. In 1913 they moved to Ashern 
with one cow and a dog. They lived with Steve Ruchotzke 
(Julia's brother) for one winter. In the spring, they built a 
house on their homestead (where Lawrence Stewart now 
lives). The house consisted offour walls and a roof. There 
were no floors (no floors to scrub!). In the fall they cut 
some lumber by hand and put in a floor. That is how they 
lived for two years. During this time they didn't have 
horses, so Steve Ruchotzke, who had horses, plowed up 
enough for a garden. Growing a good garden and milk 
from one cow helped to keep us going. Also, Mr. 
Schwartz provided work on the road so that John could 
make a living. A lot of people owe a great deal of thanks 
to Mr. Schwartz for helping them out in those days. 

After a few years, they were able to buy a team of 
horses. John went to Spearhill to cut cord wood with Gus 
who was only twelve years old, while Julia kept the house 
going with the other children. Everyone had to help out. 
There was no such thing as an allowance every week as 
there is nowadays. 

Later on John worked for the C.N.R. He worked 
only during the summer (3 months). However, they 
managed to raise a large family (18 children) and never 
had to go on relief. As soon as the children were old 
enough, they would go out to work to help out at home. 
Julia would wash floors and clothes for people to help out 
with family finances. There wasn't much pay then nor 
could you go on strike as they do now. 



Following is u list of John and Julia's children and 
their descendants: 

Gustave - single, presently living in Campbell River, 
B.C. 

Emil single, presently living in Winnipeg, Man. 
Emilv deceased. 
Olga" married to Ed Porteous (deceased) presently 

living in Winnipeg. Three children - Gary who has' 3 
children and lives in Winnipeg, Mary-Mae Goodman 
who has 2 children and lives in Winnipeg, Lloyd who has 
1 child and lives in Winnipeg. 

Matilda (Tillie) - married to Roy Geisler, presently 
living in Ashern, 2 children - Ronald is married to Joan 
Price. They have 5 children, Debbie, Deanne, Denise, 
Randy and Suzanne. Barbara is married to Ed Barnes. 
They have two children Sean and Shannon, presently 
living in Stonewall. 

Bert - married to Gertie Cassidy, presently living in 
Campbell River, B.C. They have 5 children. 

Eleanor married to Allen Stewart, presently living 
in Selkirk. They have 2 children, Beverly who lives in 
Bird's Hill and has 3 children, Donna who is at home. 

Albert - wife Jean, presently living in Quensel, B.C. 
Twins 

Mary single, presently living in White Rock, B.C. 
Elsie married to Jim Seymour (deceased), one 

child Darryl, presently living in White Rock, B.C. 
Christina single, presently living in Vancouver, 

B.C. 
Edward - marriec! to Josephine, presently living in 

Winnipeg. 
Hilda married to Mike Mikelson, presently living 

in Winnipeg. 
Esther married to Val vanCaeyzeele, 4 children-

Julie, Donna, Randy, Dana, presently living in Winnipeg. 
Walter - single presently living in Winnipeg. 
Herbie - single, presently living in Winnipeg. 
Herman - wife Deanne, presently living m 

Winnipeg, 3 children, Cheryl, Jamie, Rodney. 
Robert married to Nancy Busch, presently living 

in Winnipeg. children - Jody, Terry, Steven, Georgina. 

Ludwig and Franciska Henkel 
by Harold Henkel 

Dad was born in Volhynia, Russia February 2, 1873. 
Mother was born January 15, 1881 in Tyszmicmica 
province of Galicia, Austria. Mother's parents were 
Johann Machaliewicz and Marie Tuczeke. 

Mother and Dad were married in Russia and a son 
Charlie and daughter Marie were born there. 

Dad came to Canada around 1908 and worked in 
Winnipeg for l5¢ an hour. He earned enough money to 
send for Mother and the two children and they came in 
1910. 

The family lived in Winnipeg for a few years. From 
there they moved to Plum Coulee until 1917, then to 
Ashern. Their first farm was three miles west and Y2 mile 
south of Ashern on the Drewery farm. We lived there for 
two years then moved just west of Beatty School. This 
was to be our home for 26 years. 

In 1937 our first home burned to the ground. Steve 
Ruchotski had extra lumber piled at Spearhill, so 
Edward my brother, and I hauled lumber and built 
another house in the summer of 1938. 
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i'vfrs. Louie Henkel and sons Bill and Harold. 

Mr. and :'vfrs. Louie Henkel and grandchild. 

Edward left home the beginning of 1940, and I stayed 
and worked the farm with Mother and Father. I got 
married in 1944 but couldn't teach my wife how to farm 
so sold out in 1945. We have one son Randy, at home. 

We went to The States for awhile taking Mother and 
Dad with us. Laura and I returned after five months. 
Mother and Dad returned to Ashern in April 1952. One 
month later on May 18, Dad passed away at the age of 
78. 

Mother lived with us in Asherl1 for about 20 years. 
She passed away May 14, 1.972 at the age of 91. 

F our children in the family died at an early age. The 
children who grew up in Ashern were: 

Charlie (Carl) passed away in 1970. 
Marie (Burnes) lives in Chicago. 
Bill lives in Chicago. 
Linda Smith lives in Virginia. 
Harold married to Laura Werner lives in Ashern. 
Edward lives in Sarnia, Ontario. 
Alvina (Groves) lives in Niles, Michigan. 



Richard Humphrey Family 
Recollections by: Irene Corbin, 
nee Humphreys 

Mother, Hulda Osland was born in Sundsval, 
Sweden, and came to Canada at age one, the family 
settled at Whitemouth, Manitoba. Father, Richard 
Humphreys was born in Little Strelton, Lancashire, 
England, as was George, Dad's brother, who immigrated 
to Canada at the same time. They went to North Dakota, 
U.S.A., then Dad joined the Canadian army and went to 
the South African War. When he returned from the war, 
he and Uncle George moved to Cartwright, Manitoba 
and farmed there. I am not too sure of the year they 
moved to the Beatty district, could have been in 1910 or 
1911; it was before the railroad had reached Ashern. 
Seems Uncle George took up a homestead and we lived 
on his place. Our neighbors were: Siddels to the north, 
Burchells, south, and Bernbaums to the east, others were: 
Buchans, Dewars, Carlson, Downings, and Robinsons. 

Mother and Dad were married in Winnipeg in 1912, 
then came to Ashern. 

Mathesons, who lived by the lake used to stop at 
Uncle George's on their way to town, for coffee and a 
rest. I cannot remember the name orthe people who lived 
on the Bernbaum place after they left and before the 
Griffin family moved there. Cupples moved to the 
Carlson place in the spring of 1928. Katschkes moved 
next to our place, though I don't remember the year. 
John Hubert lived west of Burchill's place and Kendals 
north of them. 

I recall the concerts at Beatty School; they were the 
best in the area, many happy times were spent at the old 
school. I recall now, all the work Mr. and Mrs. Webster 
did and put-up with all the mess we kids made going to 
practice at their home, as we had the use of their organ. 
Kids never think nor realize just how much mess snowy 
boots can make. 

r recall picking wild flowers such as: marsh marigolds 
in spring on Kerntoph's place, crocuses on King's hill or 
Robinson's hill, primroses were not so elusive, they were 
easier to find, Lady slippers (yellow ones) were lovely, 
also the rare pink lady slippers, they were so large. I 
wonder if they still grow there? Cowslips, violets and wild 
roses were plentiful, and Oh the perfume! They grew 
along the edges of the roads and ditches. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Humphreys andfamily. May. Dick. Ella. Front: 
Irene. Kay. Florence, 
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LeJi to right: Ena Humphreys. ? Isabel Siddell. George 
Humphreys. Harriet Nissell. Minllie Tawse. Mrs, Tawse. Mrs, 
HUII/phre)'s. lv/a)' Humphreys. Mr, D. Humphreys. 

Mr. alld Mrs. Alex Buchall who came/roll/ Scotlalld near Aberdeen 
alld homesteaded at Ashern sometime around 1915, They later moved 
10 Oxbow. Saskatchewan and sfill !aler moved 10 Winnipeg. 711ey were 
very jille people. always jolly alld happy ([lid were very good company. 
There were I/O children. 

The Beatty used to have a great softball team 
during the 30's and won the Garson Cup every year until 
1940 when the Gypsumville team won it - the only 
reason they did, was because we were late for the draw 
and were disqualified and were not allowed to play. I 
suppose Gypsumville still has it. 

Walking to school in the spring was always a 
challenge, to the kids that is. We had to walk on ice (or so 
we thought) and of course somebody always broke 
through, mind it was a thrill if you made it without 
breaking through. Walking to school in winter was 
another thing. It was often mighty cold. There were no 
snow plows 'in those days, and you sure had to work your 
way along; the last to start had a trail broken. 

There were seven children in our family: 
Ena, Dick and May have passed away, Irene is now 

living at Ocean Falls, B.C., Florence is in Kimberley, 
B.c., Kathleen is in San Francisco, U.S.A., Evelyn lives 
in Winnipeg. 



My Recollections of teaching 
School in Ashern Area 

by Mrs. Ethel Hutchison nee 
Dicks 

I arrived in Ashern in 1914, to teach at the Ashern 
School which was the first school in the area, and which 
was later called Beatty School. I well remember the day I 
arrived, this was August 1914, the year war was declared. 
The first person to enlist and leave Ashern was Bert 
Dodd, who enlisted in the Strathcona Horse. This 
brought the war very close to the residents of Ashern. 

As I remember, the school was about 2'12 miles north
west of the town. I boarded for some time with the 
Pickersgill family and also with the Oughton family. We 
drove to school every day, I believe the Pickersgills 
provided the horse and buggy. 

On June 7th, 1915 we drove through snow about 6 
inches deep. The snow did not spoil the crops as the grain 
was only a few inches high. That year we had "bumper" 
crops. I recall a farmer in the Teulon area had 50 acres of 
wheat that yielded 60 bushels to the acre. 

I taught in Ashern for 2112 years and enjoyed my 
experience as a teacher and the many fine friendships I 
acquired. 

The postmaster was Frank Pickersgill, and I taught 
their family. Jack Pickersgill made a name for himself as 
secretary to Prime Minister Mackenzie King. I was in 
touch with the family for a number of years and had a 
nice visit with Jack not too long ago. 

The Webster family lived across the road from the 
school. I would like to mention some of the people I 
recall, for instance; Forsythes, Sam Browne (magistrate) 
The Sell's, Dunlops, Bert Hyde and wife Ethel, Eagletons, 
Harry Lines, C. Johnson (section foreman), McCandless, 
Billy Otto and others. I taught some of the members of 
these families. 

Mr. Bill Whittaker owned the livery stable and drove 
to Scotch Bay every week with the mail. Jack Nelson was 
the United Church minister. 

I n those days the teachers took an active part in the 
social life of the community. They were expected to assist 
in programmes for entertainment - I enjoyed all these 
activities. 

Although it was a graded classroom, I had such a 
happy group of children, no discipline problems in those 
days. The pupils always showed respect and never took 
advantage. 

I can remem ber one special concert we had quite well, 
when I brought my young sister, Elva Dicks, from 
Teulon to sing a popular war song. We were privileged in 
having some very fine local talent. Our pleasures were 
simple. we did not have television or other entertainment, 
other than the dances and entertainment we thought up 
ourselves. I have some very pleasant memories of my 
stay there in 1914 to 1917, when I left to further my 
education in Winnipeg. 

Fond Memories of my Days at Beatty School 
by Kathleen Josey nee Vince 

This story goes back to the years 1927 through 1932, 
my learning years in the Beatty School. 
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I recall the school was a frame building painted white 
with green trimmings (aU that now remains is the charred 
foundation and ashes). It burned down in 1974. 

The highlights of the early days were the annual 
Christmas concerts - especially when Miss Watson 
taught there. We learned many songs, some religious and 
some comical, and many hours of rehearsal, went into 
these concerts. We practiced at Websters, who lived 
directly across from the school. On the nights of the 
concerts, Mr. Webster brought their organ to the school. 
Excitement ran high; we all hoped for a clear night not 
too cold, as people came for miles around. A temporary 
stage was erected - we kids would peep through the 
curtain to see who all had arrived. 

I can recaU the sound of sleigh bells as people had to 
drive by horsedrawn sleighs or cutters. When the barn at 
the school was full up, Mr. Kerntoph would take the 
extra horses to his place to stable them, then when the 
dance was over, he would have to go and bring the teams 
back to the school. It was customary to have a dance 
after the concert. Also in those days, we were able to 
identify the various teams by the sound of their sleigh 
bells. 

How important and proud we children were. We sang 
out the carols with all our hearts, each looking to our 
parents for approval. I recall a number, Margaret 
Webster and I did about "Baggie Breeches", we wore 
patched jeans there were many one act plays. The big 
moment was at the end when Santa Claus was to appear. 
He always managed to get in through a window and 
bounce onto the stage, bags of candy and gifts would be 
passed to all the children. After this, the stage would be 
dismantled and dancing followed. Around midnight 
lunch was served. 

I recall my dad making tickets for the raffle. They 
sold for 25ft. Many would be sold a few days before to 
neighbors and the townspeople. Each family in the school 
district would donate a turkey, chicken or duck, which 
would be raffled at the dance. This is the way money was 
raised to buy the gifts and candy for the children. Of 
course many were able to go home with their Christmas 
poultry - those that were lucky enough to have a 
winning ticket. Any money over from this would go 
towards buying equipment for the playground, football 
or baseball. 

Frederick and Ida Kerntoph 
Frederick Kerntoph and Ida Amanda Fandry were 

married in Bonn, Germany. In 1889 they decided to come 
to Canada with Ida's mother and father, William and 
Pauline Fandry. They lived in Winnipeg, Rhineland, and 
Plum Coulee, and back to Winnipeg again. In this time 
William Fandry had passed away. A few years later 
Pauline Fandry married Me Altenberg he had two 
daughters by a previous marriage; one married a Giest 
and lived in Morden, the other married George Kendall 
and lived in Ashern for a time. 

In 1912 Mr. Altenberg and Frederick came to Ashern 
and got their homestead. Mr. Altenberg had SE-32-25-
7W, and Frederick Kerntoph had NE-32-25-7W. They 
started to build their homes. In 1913 the houses were not 
finished, but the families moved in. They came with a few 
other friends by railway car; Bill Kiesman was one who 
came with them. He had a team of horses so he hauled all 



Ralph alld Tillie Kerllloph on their wedding day. 

Frederick Kerntoph. Ralph, Mrs. F. Kerntoph. Frank. Martha. 
From: Margaret and Sylvia. 

Ralph Kemloph hauling ice from Silver Bay. 
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their belongings to their new homes, including a couple of 
cows. The barn was built of logs with straw on the top. It 
still stands today. The roof has been changed - first to a 
thatched one and later shingles. Siding and a cement 
floor were added. The house also stands, with a few 
changes. 

Frederick Kerntoph was a carpenter and he helped 
build many a home around the Ashern and New Home 
district. He was also called upon to make coffins 
whenever one was needed. 

Pauline Altenberg passed away in 1926. She was laid 
to rest in the Municipal Cemetery at Ashern. Mr. 
Altenberg then sold his farm to Frederick and moved to 
Morden to live with his daughter. 

Frederick Kerntoph died in 1932. He was laid to rest 
next to Pauline Altenberg. His son Rudolph took over 
the farm, and his mother lived with him until her death in 
1943. She was also laid to rest in the Municipal 
Cemetery. Rudolph married Ottilia Becker in 1925. They 
had two children, Wilbert Ernest (Bill) and Margaret 
Martha. 

Bill married Joyce Hammersly, and they live in 
Ashern. They have two daughters, Valerie and Ardith. 

Margaret married Edward Howard, and they live in 
Ashern. 

Rudolph sold the farms to his son Bill, but lived on 
the home place until Ottilia passed away in 1970. Ottilia 
was laid to rest in the Grace Lutheran Cemetery, having 
been a member of the Grace Lutheran Church. Rudolph 
now lives with Bill in Ashern. 

Frederick and Ida had seven children: 
Robert William - died at the of two. 
Margaret married Jim Snell, in Winnipeg. 
Frank - married Pauline Hislop. Frank served in 

World War I in which he was wounded, and returned 
home. They lived a while in Ashern, and then moved to 
Winnipeg where he worked at Dominion Bridge. He was 
injured in an accident and died as a result in April 1925 at 
the age of 30 years. 

Martha - married Charles Dawm. They had two 
children, Claire and Lillian. They lived in Winnipeg. The 
children live in California now. Martha is in a care home 
in Winnipeg. 

Rudolph - married Ottilia Becker. 
Lillian - died as a baby. 
Sylvia - married Otto Smith, had two children, 

Wilbert and Claire. Otto died and she later married Art 
Alfrey. Wilbert came to live with Rudolph and Ottilia 
until he went on his own. He is married and lives in Gimli 
and manages a Robinson Store. 

Jim Snell, Charles Dawm, Otto Smith, Art Alfrey 
have all passed away. 

John and Pauline Kreiger 
John was born in Russia, and came to Canada in 

1909. Pauline Yawbush was born in Beausejour in 1901. 
John and Pauline were married in Winnipeg in 1927, 

and lived there for a short time before moving to a farm 
in Thornhill. They came to Ashern to farm, with their 
four oldest children, Fred, Ernie, Edith and Herbie, in 
1933. Pauline stayed on the farm while John went back to 
get the rest of their cattle. He returned a couple of weeks 
later. Pauline had made friends with their neighbors, the 



Yankes, and attended the wedding of their daughter Ida, 
now Mrs. Herb Kiesman. 

They had two more children, Richard and Edward. 
The older children went to the New Home School for 
awhile but later transferred to Beatty School. Fredrick is 
married and now lives in Sudbury, Ontario. Ernest is 
married and lives in Edmonton. He has four children -
Wesley, Karen, Tracy, and John. Herbert is single and 
lives in San Francisco. Edith is married and lives in 
Winnipeg. Richard is married and lives in Edmonton. He 
has two children - Steven and Barbara. Edward is 
married and lives in Edmonton with two children Shauna 
and Darren. 

John and Pauline lived on the farm till 1970 when 
they moved into Ashern. Pauline cannot see too well now 
but she makes her way to church every Sunday. 

John Kreiger's sons. Eddy. Freddy. Richard. Herbert. 

The Alex Ruchotski Family 
Mother and Dad have already passed on, as I 

(Emma) second youngest, will tell of what I can 
remember reminiscing with Mom, Dad, brother, and 
sisters. 

Mom and Dad were married in Volynia Russia, on 
January 6, 1901 and spent the first few years in Russia on 
the farm. Having heard of the Glorious Land in the new 
country, they decided to immigrate to Canada. Leaving 
Mother and four children behind with relatives, Dad left 
for Canada in spring of 1909, with Bill Werner, (mother's 
nephew), her brother John Henkel, Dad's nephew, Steve 
Ruchotski and Joseph Metner. a nephew of Mother's by 
marriage. Friends of theirs were already in Winnipeg 
where Dad and his friends stayed. Dad took ajob as farm 
help to raise money to bring Mother and the children to 
Canada and in late fall of 1909, Dad sent for Mother and 
the rest of the family. The family had to be smuggled out 
of the country due to political upheavels. 

The sea journey was rough and Mother became very 
ill, and spent most of the sea voyage in bed. While on 
water, one of the children developed measles and died. A 
sea burial was the rule, but Mother held her dead child 
until they came to land, and the burial took place at 
Halifax. They had to spend a quarantine period of one 
month there. Language was a hindrance, but people were 
kind, and concern and love for fellow man have a 
language of their own, so she was helped in many ways 
through kindness. 
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Arriving in Winnipeg, they were met by a neighbor, 
as Dad was working, and once she felt she was at 
the wrong place. It was a happy reunion when they met, 
even though there were undertones of sadness due to the 
loss of a child. 

The winter 1909 and 1910 were spent in Winnipeg, 
then they moved to Plum Coulee, and lived there for a 
few years. Steve was born in Winnipeg and Elsie in Plum 
Coulee. The folks would never have left Plum Coulee if 
water had not been such a problem. In the year 1914, 
Dad moved the family to Ashern, and spent the winter 
with Uncle John. In the following spring. Dad moved the 
family to our homestead. It's hard to believe today, but 
when Mother and Dad came to this country there were 
no roads, even horses couldn't get through. 

The closest school was Beatty, about four and one 
half miles of knee deep water and Cross country roads, 
where Ralph, Bill, Alvina, Steve, and Elsie attended. 
Ralph had a few of school before coming to 
Ashern, Bill had 2, and Alvina only had one year. 
Steve and Elsie attended Ashern, but there being an 
overOow of children and a small school, they were not 
allowed to attend for long, and so missed much of their 
schooling. Today the Board of Education and parents 
alike, would go to the highest court in the land, to make 
sure children have an education. 

The first cow the folks bought, fell in the well and 
broke its neck. Can you feature today, your livelihood 
depending on one cow? In the mean time Dad still 
worked on the railroad so there was some source of 
income to keep body and soul together. Ralph then 14, 
the oldest, and Bill, started clearing land with the 
scythe. Bill bandIed the scythe and Ralph being too close, 
was caught in the eye, and his eye lay on his cheek. He 
was brought to town, and Mrs. Pickersgill, being a nurse, 
looked after him that night and put him on the train for 
St. Boniface Hospital the following morning. Thanks to 
good neighbors, he didn't lose his eye completely. 

So tbe years passed. Henry, Emma, and Wilbert were 
added to the family. Things began to improve, roads were 
being built and going from place to place became easier. 
Dad continued to work on the railroad until his 
retirement. In 1926 Ralph married Olga Baker, and 
Alvina married Bill Hubert in a double ceremony in a 
little Lutheran Church on the farm where Gordon 
Kiesman now resides. The little church was bought by 
Silver Bay congregation and now stands on a lovely site 
in the Silver Bay district known as Betel Church. 

Alex Ruchot:ke Family. Back: Henry, Elsie, Steve, Alvina. Bill. 
Ralph. Emilia. l"JOIher. Dad. Wilbert. 



The boys cut cord wood at Spearhill and also logs for 
lumber for the house. Visiting, concerts, church and 
special holidays were times for get-togethers. At 
butchering time, your neighbors all gave a hand and 
helped make sausage. Buckwheat sausage, head cheese, 
and many home made dishes, which are long forgotten, 
were made. The cracklings were ground up, mixed with 
salt, pepper and onion, making a delicious cheap spread 
for the equally good home baked bread. Home made 
bread, home made butter and good old wild strawberry 
jam, plus ice cold milk, a feast for a king. 

One of the fond memories I have of childhood is a 
freshly scrubbed board f100r and clean bare feet. What a 
great feeling! 

Bill and Alvina had three boys, Ralph and Olga had 
one son and three daughters, Bill and Elsie had four 
daughters, Paul and Elsie had two girls, Steve our 
bachelor brother, Henry and Joey had four boys, 
Leonard and Emma had one girl and one boy, Wilbert 
and Emma had three girls. As I write this, Mom and 
Dad, Ralph, Bill, Wilbert, Alvina's husband and 
youngest son have passed away. The years have been 
good to us. We may not have a great deal materially, but 
are rich in family relationships, loving, concerned 
parents, and for what ever we have we can humbly thank 
our pioneers. 

Of this family of Mom and Dad, there were nine 
children, twenty-four grandchildren, thirty great
grandchildren, and three great-great-grandchildren. 

Some Memories of the Early Days 
by Mrs. K. Vince (now McCall) 

In July 1975, I was 93 years of age and am proud to 
be able to contribute to the history of this area. My first 
husband, Amos Vince, and I both came to Canada from 
England. We had relatives in Winnipeg and decided to 
come to Canada. Amos got work with the Canadian 
Pacific Railway in the Fort Rouge shops. We had a house 
built on Kylmar Ave., close to his work. We lived there 
for a few years, but Amos' health broke down and the 
doctor told him he must get work outdoors. A club 
member, Mr. Tim Webster, had gone to Ashern earlier. 
About this time the government was offering homesteads 
for $10. providing the person built a house, barn, etc., 
also cultivated a certain acreage. Amos applied and filed 
on 160 acres in the Ashern district and we moved there in 
19\3. 

My first impression of Ashern was a great surprise 
there was no station. There were two hotels, a general 
store and post office combined, run by Bert Hyde, 
another general store across from Hyde's, a restaurant, 
barber shop-pool room, livery stable and blacksmith 
shop, and one or two small houses. The Anglican Church 
had been recently built. 

We stayed with the Webster family while our house 
was being built. The 160 acres consisted of heavy bush, 
spruce, willow, tamarac and poplar trees. The land had to 
be cleared, a well dug also ground prepared for a garden 
- all this work had to be done bv hand. Later ox and 
horse drawn machinery was available, then came the 
steam-tractors Arley Cummer was the first to do 
custom work, with a tractor, in our area. 

There was so much to be done - clearing land, 
erecting barns, cutting wood for fuel as well as for fence 
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Mr. and Mrs. A. Vince early 1900·s. 

posts, as the land had to be fenced. One looks back now 
in wonderment, just how all this was managed it was a 
case of "Have to". 

We got some chickens, and bought a cow for $40. 
This animal was a good investment, as we raised six 
heifer calves thereby, soon had a herd of good cows. We 
had all the milk and cream we needed for our own use 
and able to sell cream as well. We also bought a team of 
oxen, though soon changed to horses. Gradually the farm 
and home began to take shape, but the work was hard 
and we had much to contend with; mosquitoes and flies 
did not make life any easier. 

Our children went to the Beatty School. There were 
no roads, just trails through the bush and swamps. 

Mixed farming seemed the answer, in order to have a 
little of everything - grain, livestock and poultry. We 
got into poultry and did quite well; this was, of course 
some years later. We specialized in Barred Rocks and 
sold hatching eggs. 

We had three daughters and two sons; Ted, the eldest 
son, is married and lives in Fort S1. John, B.c.; with his 
wife and family; Herbert (Bert) as he is known, farmed 
here for some years, worked in the local creamery for a 
time and now owns the Inwood creamery, where he and 
his wife, Edna live. Irene trained as a school teacher and 
taught at many schools in Manitoba. She and her 
husband live in Neepawa. Bessie, took a business course 
and is presently employed at the University of Manitoba. 
She, her husband and son live in Winnipeg. Kathleen 
trained as a nurse and has been in the nursing profession 
in British Columbia for some years, where she and her 
husband make their home. 

Amos and I moved to a small home on the outskirts 
of Ashern when Amos' health began to fail. Bert took 
over the home farm. Amos passed away in 1963. I lived 
there for a short time, then moved to Winnipeg and 
married Mr. McCall, who took ill and died very 
suddenly. I eventually moved back to Ashern and lived 
alone until my family persuaded me to move into the 
Pioneer Manor in Ashern in the fall of 1974. While I miss 
my own home, I am very thankful to have such a 
comfortable suite in the Manor. 

Ashern has never ceased to grow - and at a steady 
pace, we have a United Church, a Catholic Church, 
Grace Lutheran Church and a Jehovah Witness Place of 
Worship, a bank, four or five garages, a lumber and 
supply yard, four eating places, creamery, one hotel, a 



motel, lawyer, several general stores, a laundromat, 
modern hospital, resident dentist and two resident 
doctors, two very fine schools, a fine community hall, 
sports arena and a four sheet artificial curling rink, to 
name some of the facilities in town. The municipality was 
established in 1917. 

I would like to mention an organization, the 
Womens' Institute, in which I had an active part. I recall, 
His Honor, Judge Cory, laid the corner stone of the 
building which was known as the W.L Hall. This was 
built in 1925. 

Mr. and Mrs. A, Vince all the occasion oj their 50lh A nfliversary 
party held in the Ashern Community Hall, July 18th, 1956, 

The Beatty girls won the Garson Trophy three consecutive years 
and distinguished thr'mselves "all the field alld al bat". losing only one 
game ill all three years, (1930-1-2J MallY happy times we had, and we 
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Mr. and ,'vfrs, AnlOs Vince and jamily; Ted. Bessie, Irene, Kay and 
grandchildren. Missing: Bert, 

The Vince Family 
by B. Campbell nee Vince 

Mr. and Mrs. A. Vince were born in Ipswich, 
England on the east coast about 50 miles from London. 
Mr. Vince immigrated to Canada in 1905 and was 
followed one year later by Mrs. Vince (then Miss Cook). 
They were married in Holy Trinity Church in Winnipeg. 
Me Vince was a foreman in the CNR Shops until 1913 
when they gave up city life and became "Homesteaders" 
in the Ashern District. 

Why did they decide to farm when neither of them 
had ever been on a farm in their lives before? For various 
reasons, mostly because Mr. Vince wanted to, and so 

were well coached by Yves Broustal, Rudolph KemlOph and Steve
Ruchotski. Irene and I usually agreed on most things except baseball. 
Irene played for the Ashern Team, 



many people were venturing out to the country, it seemed 
the right thing to do. Although, as did everyone else in 
those days, they struggled to make a living and maybe 
had doubts from time to time, in the long run they were 
never sorry. 

Their family consisted of 5 - Ted, Irene, Bessie, 
Billy (Kay) and Bert. There are 12 grandchildren and 21 
great-grandchildren. 

Mr. and Mrs. Vince were both very active in 
Community, School and Church affairs; Mr. Vince in 
The Boys and Girls Calf and Garden Clubs and Mrs. 
Vince in the Sewing Club. (All now called 4-H). Mrs. 
Vince was for some years President of the Women's 
Institute and also the W.A. Mr. Vince helped organize 
the Girls Softball League, and later managed the Beatty 
Team. 

In 1954 they retired from the farm and moved to a 
small piece of land on the outskirts of Ashern. Mr. Vince 
is now deceased and Mrs. Vince (now Mrs. McCall) will 
be 94 in the summer of 76 and still lives in Ashern. The 
family live in various places, mostly Manitoba with the 
exception of Ted and Kay who are in B.C. 

There are many things to remember, mostly good. 
We certainly had many good times that didn't cost a lot 
of money. My father had a very good sense of humour 
and always managed to see the bright side of most things. 

We lived a half mile off the main road and in wet 
times the ruts were very bad. One day we were visited by 
the Councillor and family and he was quite upset about 
these ruts and promised to have something done. Well, 
my mother made very good wine and the Councillor had 
"one for the road", and on the way back the ruts 
mysteriously disappeared.' However, with some 
prodding, the road was repaired. 

My father went in for Holstein cattle and was able to 
obtain a very valuable pure bred bull very reasonably. At 
that time he was about two months old, and one day to 
our horror he got on the barn roof. We finally managed 
to get him down the same way he got up there, barn roof 
to hay stack and down. He grew up to be a very 
dangerous animal, my father had quite a time handling 
him. But to this day, Holsteins are still my favorite 
scenery. 

Bert likes ice-cream. When he was 5 he spent his 
allowance and some of ours at the annual picnic in 
Ashern on 11 ice-cream cones. Now, he owns a creamery 
and makes butter instead. 

Ted played for the Ashern Hardball Team. They once 
went up north in a CNR boxcar to play ball, and to pass 
the time away they wrote on the walls. Several years 
later, Ted was in the trucking business up in the Peace 
River district in B.C. and unloaded goods from the same 
boxcar with the writings still there. Ted said it sure made 
him homesick. 

As a family, we all worked together, and each of us 
had certain chores. Kay was elected to help around the 
house, a job she did well and today she is still the best 
housekeeper among us. As I said, there are many things 
to remember; the school picnics, sports days, Christmas 
concerts, jingle bells in winter, dances and on and on. 
Everybody worked hard in the pioneer days, but they 
were good years with good memories. No doubt that is 
why we still look forward to a visit to Ashern. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Webster 
L..-

Dad and Mother were born in Derbyshire, England. 
They were married on April 2, 1904, in Burton-an-Trent, 
and lived there until Dad carne to Canada in 1906. 

Mother and two children, (Tim and Edith) followed a 
year later, and were met in Montreal by Dad. He had 
found employment as a foreman in the C.P.R. shops in 
Winnipeg, as he had his tinsmith's papers from England. 

In the following years there were five more children 
added to the family. Jack and George were born in 
Winnipeg, Lil and Dorothy born on the farm at Ashern, 
and Margaret was born in Winnipeg. 

In 1909 land was advertised at $10.00 for 160 acres. 
What the settlers didn't know was this land could be solid 
bush. Dad was interested in this land deal and 
investigated, as the fumes in the tinsmith shop began to 
bother his lungs. He chose a homestead, S-W S. 33 T. 25 
R. 7 21/2 miles north west of Ashern. 

In the summer of 1910 the family came up on a work 
train which consisted of one day coach and many freight 
and construction cars. 

Mother, Dad and family of three lived in a shack for 
the summer while a frame house was begun, then 
returned to Winnipeg for the winter as George was 
expected. 

The next summer farming began in earnest. In order 
to get the title on the land, among other things, the 160 
acres had to be fenced and 10 acres had to be under 
cultivation. This entailed much hard work with axe and 
brush hook as bull dozers were unheard of. 

A well had to be dug by hand, and water pulled up by 
a rope and pail. For a green farmer, Dad had chosen a 
fairly productive farm and with the help of farm papers 
(and later Dr. McLaughry) soon gained a fair knowledge 
of agriculture. Later on, part of the farm was used for 
experimental purposes. 

During hard times Dad was able to supplement his 
farm income by doing odd jobs tinsmithing. He made 
many a galvanized iron chimney; chicken trough and 
practically anything settlers needed made of tin. As each 
child grew up he or she took his turn holding sheets of 
iron while it was bent and pounded, or heating the 
soldering iron in the kitchen stove. All were warned of 
the danger of the acid used. 

In early years Dad and the neighbors always went 
moose and elk hunting. At first it was close to horne, then 
as more settlers moved in, the wild animals moved 
further east and they would go to "camp" and hunt. 

Dad was always interested in public affairs. He was 
one time president of Ashern United Farmers, was 
trustee of Beatty School when it was built in 1911, and 
secretary-treasurer until retiring from his farm in 1948. 
At that time Mother and Dad moved to 1st Ave. in 
Ashern, and Dad became chairman of the Ashern School 
Board and a member of Siglunes Hospital Board. He was 
a warden of St. Michael's Church (rom the time the 
church was built in 1911 until his passing. He served on 
the Municipal council from 1930 to 1955. He was 
secretary of the Manitoba Poultry Pool and President of 
Ashern Farmer's Creamery for many years. He was on 
the executive of the Union of Manitoba Municipalities, 
and also a member of the Municipal Provincial Council. 

Mother was a quiet hard working house wife. 
Although she never milked cows, she always looked after 



the turkeys and chickens. This took up considerable time 
in the spring before the days of "day old chicks" as old 
"clucks" had to be attended to, and young turkeys never 
did have anv sense. 

No one -ever came to the house without staying for 
"tea" or "dinner"; this kept Mother busy especially with 
a wood stove. In spare time Mother was always knitting 
- first for her children, then grandchildren. 

She was a life member of the Women's Institute 
which used to be very active during the days of the W. 1. 
hall activities. It was quite an ordeal for the members to 
serve outside lunch at picnics by heating water ror coffee 
on an old kitchen range under the trees. 

Mother was also a life member of S1. Michael's 
Women's Auxiliary, which used to be quite busy with 
Lenten teas, bazaars etc. to keep the church open. 

After retiring, Mother and Dad kept up their 
gardening, especially flowers, and spent many hours 
outside. They both enjoyed reading and Dad enjoyed 
fishing and Saturday night bridge games. 

Dad passed away in October 1955 after a short 
illness. 

Mother lived by herself while she was able, then 
stayed with members of the family until she suffered a 
stroke in October 1964. She passed away a few days 
later. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Websler and /amily on their 50lh wedding an
niversary April 2nd, 1954. Mr. and Mrs. Webster (silting). Standing, 
Ie/I to right: Tim. Lil, Edith, Vi (Tim's wife), Dorothy, May (George's 
wife), Margaret. George, Joe McMillan (Lil's husband). Sitting: Bob 
Lyons (Dorothy's husband), Davy Lawrence! Edith's husband) and Ed 
Thorklesson {Marg's husband}. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Webster at their 50th anniversary. Son George 
and wile May at right. 
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Webster /amily: Edith, Margaret. Lil, Dorothy. George, Tim. 

Recollections 
by Tim Webster 

I recall some of the "beginnings". Dad had chosen a 
homestead SW33, 25, 7 as he figured the ground was a 
little higher there and would be more suitable for growing 
grain. The stones were an unpleasant surprise, and over 
the years either strengthened (or weakened) settlers' 
backs in the picking. 

We lived in a shack on Bill Gates' while our house 
was being built. Our first mode of travel was with our ox 
team, Roany and Snowball. I remember driving them 
while Dad held the walking plow during the first years to 
break a little land. Arlie Cummer and his brother Marvin 
brought up the first wood fired steam tractor from Car
man. They broke about seven acres for us - which was a 
big accomplishment. 

Meat was scarce. One evening Mother took the 12 
guage shotgun, lined up two partridges in a tree and got 
them both. I think it was the first time she ever used a 
gun - and the last. 

The coyotes howled every night and when they started 
Mother used to call us in the house. As the country got 
settled they seemed to cease their howling though they 
were still there, and enjoyed a meal of chicken now and 
then. 

Dad, with his tinsmithing experience set up many fur
naces and pipes in buildings. A trip to Barnwald School 
to put up eaves troughing took two days with the oxen 
we slept in the school overnight. 

The old trail where supplies for the railway were 
hauled, cut diagonally across country from where they 
were unloaded at Moosehorn Bay. They followed ridges, 
crossed sloughs on beaver dams and went right past our 
door on the homestead. 

The first threshing around Beatty was done by a 
steam powered outfit run by Charlie Price and the Jones 
Bros. 



Tim and Vi Webster. 

I went to school at Beatty, then went out working at 
an early age first around Ashern then Glen Ewen, 
Saskatchewan. 

I finally landed up in Thunder Bay, Ontario, where I 
married and still reside. Vi and I have a grown up family 
- Three boys and one girl, and eight grandchildren. 

Memories 
by Edith Lawrence (nee Webster) 

At Beatty we made our own fun. In winter we found a 
pond or slough nearby, where the water had frozen over 
smooth, and all the young people gathered together to 
clean it off. If the snow was deep the big boys used a 
horse and scraper first, then shovels, and the girls fin
ished it with a good sweeping. If there was a wind it really 
polished it keen, but was also hard on the face. 

Anything is fun when young people get together. 
The boys built a good fire and placed logs for all to sit 

on. They were chivalrous in those days and rarely did a 
girl put on her own skates. The fire was kept going so we 
could come back for a warm up or a chat. 

It also provided light when it was not a clear 
moonlight night. 

A straw stack or hay stack could be made into a ski 
slide. It also made a soft landing when we came down 
wrong end up. 

In the summer evenings after chores were done, we all 
got together for a game of baseball. Dad was always 
there, playing too, and showing us how. 

We had house parties during the long winter evenings, 
quite often at Bomfords as they had a large kitchen. The 
older people played cards in the living room, while the 
young ones and young at heart, danced in the kitchen. 
There were also dances in Beatty School with good accor
dion music, and sometimes violin and mouth organ. 
Everyone got up on the floor and danced. 

If we went to a dance in another district, we danced 
till three or four in the morning, and by the time the 
horses got us home it was daylight. OUf parents met us at 
the door and said, "Chore time". 
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Dave and Edith Lawrence Jamily. Left 10 right: Lillian. Doreen. 
Treina. Edith. Dare, Bob. Ric. 

The boys did some trapping in their spare time, and if 
they got a chicken or partridge it was always welcome. 

I walked three miles to Ashern for my highschool to 
Grade eleven. That was all they taught in Ashern then. 
Mr. Hall (the principal) offered to help me with Grade 
twelve in the evenings, so I rode to town three nights a 
week and got part of my Grade twelve. After my horse 
had stood out in the cold for two hours, she surely took 
me home in a hurry. 

I then went to Winnipeg and worked at housework 
until I saved enough to go to Normal School on William 
Ave. (Teachers College). I stayed with our good friends, 
"The Benthams" whom I knew well as they spent their 
summer holidays at our home. 

The first school I taught was Martin School about 
three miles northwest of Moosehorn. 

We got an Interim Certificate on finishing Normal 
School. We had to teach for two years under the Inspec
tor's strict supervision and study books on Education and 
Psychology and make reports on them before getting a 
permanent certificate, I also did experiments in 
Mathematics for Inspector Bartlett as I had a very large 
class, so I got my Permanent Certificate. 

I boarded with Mrs. Foster, she was very good to me. 
I usually walked the two miles to school, but if it was 
raining I got a ride in the buggy. As part of the road from 
Fosters to the school was not used very much, in winter I 
often went on skis or snow shoes. 

In 1931 I married David Lawrence of Eriksdale and 
we farmed in the Clydebank District 8 miles west. I quit 
teaching and began raising a family. 

Times were tough in the "dirty thirties". Veal calves 
brought $4.45 each. One large cow brought 35¢ less than 
the truckers price for taking her in. I kept Angora rabbits 
for many years. They are beautiful little animals and I 
was very proud of them. We had them in pens with strong 
wire floors, as their wool had to be kept spotlessly clean. 
Every two months or so 1 clipped or plucked them and 
sold the wool for a good price. Sometimes I would spin it 
and knit little garments. After the war was over, Canada 
began to import Angora wool from Japan and the price 
went a way down. I sold my Angoras as they meant a lot 
of work. 



David and I had five children. Three girls and two 
boys. Lillian Lee of Eriksdale, Robert of Winnipeg, 
Richard of Selkirk, Doreen Deverill of Stonewall and 
Treina Reykdal of Vogar. 

When the younger children were in high school I 
began teaching again. We bought a truck and Ric drove 
the eight miles to Eriksdale High School, taking Doreen 
with him and picking up Elaine Neely and Shirley 
Lindell. Sometimes the roads were very bad and they 
didn't make it home. Often in the winter they stayed in 
town. What a difference today! 

Most of my teaching was done in rural schools with 
eight grades and I always enjoyed it, although I often sat 
most of the night preparing work for the next day. Quite 
often there were grade nine and ten pupils taking cor
respondence, whom I also helped. 

Before the rural schools closed about 1966, I began 
teaching in Eriksdale with one grade in the room. I found 
it very, very, much easier. The books and methods of 
education changed over the years so I had to spend many 
hours studying to keep up with the modern methods, but 
I still found it was very rewarding. I am sure I ap
preciated the gestetners, typewriters, duplicators, films, 
and other conveniences far more than teachers who had 
never had to teach without them. 

Now, David and I are retired and still live in the home 
we bought when we were married. We have sold most of 
our land. Although I am 69 and David is 68, he still traps 
and hunts and we both go fishing and square dancing etc. 

What really makes life worthwhile is when our 
children and grandchildren come home to visit. 

Since this story was submitted David Lawrence was 
accidentally killed in a car mishap July 8, 1976. 

Jack Webster 
Jack was the third eldest in the family, born on Feb. 

13, 1909 in Winnipeg. He moved to Ashern as a child 
with the family and went to school at Beatty and also 
Ashern for a time. He worked on the farm, at home and 
went west harvesting in the fall via "the rod" at times. He 
married Frances Johnston from Binscarth and they had 
one child. 

In the fall and winter of 1932 he fished with the 
Freeman Brothers on Goose Island. After spring break 
up, he left Ashern to return via Winnipeg to his wife in 
Binscarth. 

Money was hard to come by in the thirties and he 
probably had his winter's earnings with him. Jack dis
appeared somewhere en route, and despite all efforts of 
the R.C-M.P., was never heard of again. 

His wife in Binscarth and his family in Ashern were 
left to guess and hope he would return. He never did. 

Back When 
by George Webster 

I was born in December 1910 in Winnipeg. My 
parents and the rest of the family had been at Ashern in 
the summer of 1910 and I took up residence the spring of 
1911 on SW 33, 25, 7W. 

We lived just across the road from Beatty School, and 
at that time it was our ambition to live farther from 
school so that we could take our lunch and thereby get 
out of noon chores. No matter how we hurried it was 
nearly bell time by the time we got back. 
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Entrance Exams (Gr. VIII) was considered high 
education for farm boys. Many went to bush camps or 
worked at home before reaching Gr. VIII. 

A second room had been opened in Ashern for high 
school. As they were short of pupils, and I wasn't much 
good around the farm, I got an extra year's education. 

When I was seventeen I worked for a while at T. J. 
Clemen's Store - then back home as my brother Jack 
went out working. 

In 1931 I delivered milk in Fort William, then the 
next summer I rode the freight to Prince Albert, Sask. I 
got a position on a farm at $\0.00 a month. After a year 
and a half as there was no one at home, I moved back to 
Ashern. 

May Humphreys and I were married in the fall of 
1938. A year later we moved to the Gates farm (now 
Alvin Helgason's), then to Vogar in 1944 and finally to 
our present farm at Oakview in 1948. 

May and I had a good full life together, she was a 
wonderful partner. Her mother had passed away rather 
young and as her father was not well from the first world 
war, May pretty well had to take over. As I remember it 
her father received $8.00 a month pension at the time. 

May was catcher for the Beatty girl's ball team in 
their hey day, and was quite active in community and 4-
H work. 

We raised three children (successfully we think). Ver
na Mrs. F. G. Johnson of Oakview with three 
children, Darrell, Margaret, and Vernamae. Douglas 
married Donna Kerbrat. They live in the Dog Lake dis
trict and have two children - Donna Lynn and Kevin. 
Lois married David Miller of Pine Falls. They now live at 
Medicine Hat, Alberta. They have one boy, Trevor. 

May passed away in May 1974. 
I married Dorothy McMillan last fall and we are liv

ing on the farm at present. 
When we were growing up many early homesteaders 

had already given up and left. There were buildings on 
nearly every quarter section. Some had not even been 
finished before the settlers pulled out. Each quarter sec
tion had a name, Kings, Gates, Harlan, Roberts, 
Marshall, Cummer, Fierce, Hubert, Martineau, Soyke, 
Siddel, Nissen - to name a few. Quite a number of 
houses had furniture, books, papers and the like, left in 
them when the homesteaders quit. As boys, my brother 
Jack and I visited many an old house. The range being as 
far as you could walk on a Sunday with a couple of 
sandwiches in your pocket. We would look things over 
and read a few old papers and comics. We were not the 
only visitors to these places, but nothing was ever broken 
or taken. Vandalism as it is called today was unheard of. 
You left things the way you found them. 

Grass grew up around the yards, and spring fires took 
their toll one by one. An interesting place that survived 
was the Brazier house. Martineau followed Brazier then 
Campbell, Garson, Kramp, Koch, Morgan Self, 
McCandless - now Neil Stolwyk lives there. It was va
cant sometimes between tennants - then the grackles 
and skunks took over. 

Mr. Campbell gave us our first car ride. He loaded up 
a bunch of kids and took us a mile and a half up the road. 
It was quite an adventure. 

Pasture for cattle was hard to find, so we herded ours 
on the school section west of us. Mother would pack a 



lunch for us and something to drink, and we'd leave right 
after milking in the morning and not return until milking 
time in the evening. 

Harry Henkel would bring their cattle out about the 
same time and we'd go together. Sometimes Phillip Ken
dall would join us from up west. Other times they would 
keep their cattle on the west side of the swamp, which at 
that time was impossible to cross. We had a spot or two 
under the spruce where we made a shelter, otherwise we 
just ran loose. One summer we went right through from 
spring to fall - I'm not sure of the year. I know I was a 
skinny little brat at the time so I guess the fresh air and 
blackbird eggs didn't do any harm. We did our herding 
on the Brazier farm the summer Garsons lived in the 
house. 

George Webster family at Lois's wedding. Back row: May and 
George. Lois and David. Verna. Darrell. "Joey" (Frank). Donna and 
DOllg. Front: Margaret. Vernamae. Donna Lynn and Kevin. 

George harrowing "the hard way", 

Joe and Lil McMillan (nee Webster) 
I was born on one of the coldest days in history, 1914 

according to my father Tim Webster, who had to go to 
Ashern for the doctor at the appropriate time. I was very 
impatient and arrived with the help of Mrs. McCall 
(Vince). If I remember the story correctly Dad never was 
successful in contacting the doctor. 

Beatty School, then Ashern, after writing "Entrance 
examinations" was the order of the day and I followed 
the pattern. 
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Four generations: Granny Porteolls. Mrs, J, A, McMillan. Joe 
McMillan alld Shirley. 

Joe McMillan and daughter Shirley. 

During our school years on the farm, everyone 
pitched in to help. There were always cows to fetch (either 
on foot or on old "Sandy") and milking to be done. No 
one enjoyed feeding calves by pail, especially teaching 
them to drink. Feeding the many pigs we had was 
another task we would try to steer away from. 

However, the quicker chores were finished the sooner 
we'd get to play ball. Louis Henkel's were our nearest 
neighbours, and if they finished chores first the kids 
would come and help us and vice versa. 

We girls, (Dorothy, Margaret and myself) worked in 
the hay field in summer, raking (with horses of course), 
coiling, and stacking. It was a happy day when we ac
quired a sweep, and hay could be just bunched and swept 
into a stack. 

We used to make one or two trips to Silver Bay by 
wagon, then democrat on a Sunday. The routine was to 



start off early in the morning, call in at Reg Perry's to 
rest the horses and have a chat - then continue to the 
lake, We'd have a dip, then lunch, rest, maybe a ball 
game on Jonasson's yard, another dip, lunch again and 
head for home. Often we'd be as dusty when we arrived 
home as when we left but much happier for our trip. 

What a happy day when we got our old "Ford 
Touring" and could make the trip in "no time" providing 
the roads were dry. 

Normal School was the next step. I happened to 
graduate at the time when teachers were a "dime a 
dozen". 

Dad was secretary-treasurer of Beatty School. He 
used to bring the mail home in a bag, which when emp
tied practically covered the kitchen table - all teachers' 
applications. Some would send their pictures hoping they 
were attractive enough to sway the board others would 
offer to teach for $5.00 per month less than any other 
applicant. 

Each little country school had its own board, and if 
board members could not agree they were stripped of 
their administrative powers and the school was taken 
over by an Official Trustee. Such was the situation when 
I was offered Park view School at Eriksdale by Inspector 
Beecher at $45.00 per month. He advised me to take no 
part in family disputes. Needless to say I didn't say two 
words other than at school for the first while. To my plea
sant surprise I found everyone to be very friendly and I 
really enjoyed my stay; I had an excellent boarding place 
for $18.00 per month. 

This was the beginning of my teaching career which 
was to last thirty-three years. Four years were spent at 
Parkview, two more at Aston Villa near Faulkner, then 
three at Miami Consolidated. By this time the "dirty 
thirties" were nearly over and salaries were on the in
crease. 

It was while I was at Miami in 1942 that Joe 
McMillan and I were married quietly in Winnipeg. We 
made our home in Winnipeg for 3 years during which 
time Joe worked away on C.P.R. Signals, and I taught in 
a private school for three days a week and worked at 
"The Bay" the other three. At $2.00 a day for teaching, I 
found I would be better off working full time at "the 
order board" so did just that. 

Joe enjoyed railroad work but found he was never 
home, and in order to get a promotion one had to wait for 
a fellow worker to pass on. 

As a result he left the railroad and entered the truck
ing business with Jack Finlayson. (Finlayson and 
McMillan Transfer) in Ashern. We moved back to 
Ashern in 1946 when our daughter Shirley was six 
months old. 

A few years later Joe operated McMillan Transfer 
after he bought out Jack's share. Still later he sold his 
franchise to Charlie Gudmundson. I think the roads 
triggered this, as the highways to Winnipeg at that time 
shook the "daylights" out of truck and driver alike. 

F or some years after this, Joe worked on construction 
for Albert Scheske. Many roads in the area including the 
highway east to Fisher Branch. Hayland, and Highway 6 
were among the projects undertaken with other gangs. 

One of the most difficult, was the clearing of a por
tion of the roadway to Grand Rapids north ofGympsum
ville. His brother Pat and Clifford (Frenchy) Beaudry 
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worked there too. Joe was also on the first tractor train 
carrying supplies to Grand Rapids via Lake Winnipeg 
(on the ice) the spring work began on the dam. 

Later Joe managed the Imperial Oil Bulk Station, 
taking over from Tim Taylor, until his health began to 
fail. Then Leonard Eichel operated the business. 

Joe passed away Sept. 29, 1966 at the age of 52. I 
resumed teaching when Shirley started school, and con
tinued until my retirement in June 1975. I still reside in 
Ashern. 

Shirley also became a teacher, teaching at Bannatyne 
School in St. James for eight years, until she married 
Ken Strand formerly of Inwood Man. They now make 
their home in Ashern, where Ken operates Strand's Auto 
Body. They have one son, Craig. 

Dorothy Lyons (nee Webster) 
I grew up with the rest of the clan and attended school 

at Beatty and Ashern. 
In 1937 I left Ashern to take up nurses' training in SL 

Boniface Hospital. The day I landed there was the first 
time I had ever been inside the doors of a hospital -
wasn't even born in one. 

After graduation in 1940 I worked at Morris 
Manitoba Municipal Hospital. There I learned a great 
deal about delivering babies that I hadn't learned in 
training. At that time the staff consisted of - the matron 
(on days) my self on nights, and a cook - 12 hour duty. 
We worked for each other on time off and did the cook
ing and serving on the cook's day off. (The patients 
managed to survive). The cook also did all the cleaning 
and laundry. She was a marvel. The hospital was 10 beds 
with 6 bassinets. 

From Morris I went to St. Boniface as graduate nurse 
in the operating room for Ilf2 years in charge of one 
theatre. 

During the war I gained experience in First Aid and 
compensation forms, when I worked for MacDonald 
Aircraft as an Industrial Nurse. In 1944 I began nursing 
at Deer Lodge Hospital - work was Active Force treat
ment as well as Veterans. I stayed on in various 
capacities - staff nurse, part time and specializing at 

Bob, Dorolhy and daughter Joan Lyons on their 25th anniversary. 



times. Later I was on staff in charge of a surgical ward 
and for the past eight years worked as Central Supply 
Room Supervisor. I am now retired. 

Robert Lyons, a Sargeant in the Regina Rifles was a 
patient in Deer Lodge when I met him. We were married 
in 1946. He worked for the C.P.R. in Signal Towers until 
retirement in 1975. 

We have one daughter, Joan. On completing Grade 
XII she worked as a driver for the Canadian Red Cross 
Blood Transfusion Service for two years. She then went 
to Toronto and worked for CN. Express. Currently she 
is taking a full year's course at Red River Community 
College in Carpentry and Wood Working. 

Ramblings 

Webster) 
by Margaret Thorkelsson (nee 

Our farm was right across the road from Beatty 
School. Any of you brought up in a home "where the 
teacher boarded", will realize how this cramped the style 
of any shenanigans in school. 

Poor teacher! - as youngest of the family, one of my 
chores was to take upstairs to her room each morning, a 
5 lb. syrup pail of hot water for her morning wash. 
Guaranteed to get her out of bed in a hurry on a winter 
morning, as with little insulation in the house, it was only 
a matter of minutes before it would be cold, as the cold 
water in her pitcher. The rest of the plumbing was of 
course under the bed. Don't remember any record of ice 
crystals on that. 

Each of the family in turn went to Ashern School 
from Grade VIII on - a three mile run morning and 
afternoon. We had paths across country to school - in 
the open in the summer, but more sheltered bush paths in 
winter. 

I loved to walk or run alone. One early summer morn
ing, I came across a sharp tail known as a "prairie 
chicken" hen and her newly hatched family. I spent a 
lovely time watching the chicks hiding under old leaves 
and grass thinking they were unseen, while their mother 
fussed and fumed trying to get me to school on time. I 
didn't make it. 

My older sisters, Edith and Lillian, were teachers, 
Dorothy was in her second year training as a nurse in St. 
Boniface when I went to Port Arthur, now Thunder Bay. 
I thought my parents had been strict, until I got in with 
the Sisters of St. Joseph's Hospital to take nurse's train
ing. 

Another thing that impressed me was the stone floors. 
Many times I longed for the soft slough grass and mud, 
or even barnyard ooze squishing coolly up between my 
toes. 

After surviving training and nursing in Ft. William 
and Trail, B.C., I came back to Winnipeg. Edwin 
Thorkelsson and I were married in 1944. We returned to 
Ashern in 1946 - Ed as a partner with Rudy Geisler in 
the new Midland Motors, then of 1st Ave. south of Main 
S1. Later Ed took over The G.M. Dealership -
Thorkelsson's Garage in the site of what is now Arne's 
Garage. Later Ed went into heavy equipment, working 
on many road projects in the area and finally we moved 
to Thompson. There he worked on the building of streets 
and roads in 1959, and we lived there for three years. 
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Ed and Marg Thorkesson family. Left 10 right: Lynne. Ed, Afarg, 
Anne. Jean. lone. lone's painting above chesterfield. 

Pyjama party at Thorkelssons "way back when", Back row: lone. 
Lynne and Anne Thorkelsson. Janet LeBlancq, Centre: Shirley 
McMillan. Elaine Perry. Front: Patsy and Kalil Self, Anne 
Thorkels.wll, Valerie Kerntoph. 

Thompson was mud, swamp, Inco, construction workers, 
snow, frost and adventure. 

While Ed and I and our growing family were in 
Ashern before the hospital was built, there was a period 
of "no doctor" in town. This was after Dr. Bjornson had 
left, and before Dr. Steenson arrived. During this time, I 
gave a lot of sometimes useless advice to persons who 
were ill. Two things stand out as unforgettable. One was 
the birth of a darling baby boy, true natural childbirth -
he was born on a farm east of Ashern. I arrived just after 
he arrived. He is now a stalwart member of the Edmon
ton police force. 



Another event is that of a pair of local young men 
who got into a bad batch of home brew. One was for
tunate enough to "up chuck" immediately, but the other 
was brought to our house with a fire in his insides which 
nothing could put out. We finally sent him to Dr. Paulson 
and his trusty stomach pump. It was a shock - the brew 
in this area had a reputation for quality. 

Ed and I now live in Winnipeg where we have been for 
the last fourteen years. Ed is with James Alexander Ltd. 
and I work at the Shriners Hospital for Crippled 
Children. 

We have four daughters. 
Lynne Agnew - B. Sc. Ph. pharmacist Toronto. 
lone Thorkelsson Carman - glass blower. 
Anne Thorkelsson B.A. Man. B.Ed. Ont. teaching 

near Altona, Man. 
Jean Thorkelsson - Carman - Art student. 
As I look back in my mind's eye I see a sunny Sunday 

afternoon in winter at the farm at Beatty. Dad is in the 
living room with his head phones on (beside the big table 
with A;B.C. batteries), listening to Darby Coates on the 
radio. Mom is in the kitchen making a boiled raisin cake 

a special Sunday treat. Outside there are a group of 
young people, ages about 7 to 19 years. They are "Louie" 
Henkels, Humphries, and Websters. They are taking 
turns on two pair of wooden skis with single straps over 
the toe no ski poles of course. They are flying down 
the only hill in the neighbourhood - which is the snow 
covered straw stack "out behind the barn". 

Adolph and Matilda Werner 
by Laura Henkel 

Dad was born in Lutsk Volhynia, Russia in 1895. 
Mother was born in the province of Respozanke in 1904. 
She came to Canada with her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel Kiesman on May 21, 1913. 

Dad and Mother were married in Morris, Manitoba 
on April 18, 1922, then homesteaded west of New Home. 
They moved to Bob Buckley's farm S.W. Sec. 24-26-8 
and around 1928 moved to Mark Snyder's farm S.W. 34-
26-8. George Buckley lived on N.E. 34-26-8 and Walter 
Anderson on the N.W. 34-26-8. 

Mr. and Mrs. Siedler were living on Chas. Saunders 
farm then built a house just east of there and moved. The 
cream truck was a great help for farmers as the drivers 
would deliver groceries for farmers on their return home. 

Dad bought a Model T. In those days the country 
roads weren't the best and many times he had to cut 
willows and put them across the mud holes so that he 
wouldn't get stuck. 

After being sick for a year, Mother passed away in 
1936. In 1937 Dad moved to George Kendall's farm 41/2 
miles west and north of Ashern on the Silver Bay road. 
For a few winters Dad would cut ice for Jim and Louie 
for their cafe. (Rex Cafe) 

After the children all had grown up and moved away 
from home, Dad lived a few years in Ashern and then a 
few years in Moosehorn. In 1969 he was staying witj1 his 
daughter in Winnipeg. He passed away in 1971. 

There were seven children in the Werner family: 
Laura Henkel - Ashern. 
George killed in a truck accident when in the 

army at Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
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Ella Bilodeau - Winnipeg. 
Ruth Blonskie - Winnipeg. 
Alice Harris - Winnipeg, 
Evelyn Budge - Ashern. 
Violet Hodgson Winnipeg. 

* * * * * 
Harold was born in Plum Coulee, Manitoba, and I, 

Laura, was born in Morris, Manitoba, but we were both 
brought-up near Ashern. George, Ella and I, went to 
Silver Bay School, when Mother and Dad lived on the 
Buckley farm. George and I wanted so badly to go to 
schooL Mother knew we would not go far, so she put a 
few crusts of bread in a bag and away we went. We did 
not go a quarter of a mile and decided school was too far, 
so we turned around and went home. 

As a family of seven, we had a lot more fun when we 
lived on Snyders' farm, but as we were quite young Wf' 

Adolph and Mathilda Werner. 1922, 

George Werner. 



Harold and Laura Henkel's 25th wedding anniversary. Dad 
Werner, Ella Bilodeau, Alice Harris, Violet Hodgson. Centre: Evelyn 
Budge, son Randy, Ruth Blonski, Laura and Harold. 

didn't realize how hard it was for Dad and Mother to 
make a living on the farm. 

Dad later moved to the Kendall farm where we lived 
for a few years. My sisters, Evelyn and Violet, were 
caretaking the Beatty School, when they were going to 
school there, which meant getting up early in the morn
ing to get the school warm before the other children ar
rived. We carried water from Tim Webster's across the 
road. One morning we were getting dressed by coal oil 
lamp to go to school and could not find our rubbers 
which were usually around the heater to dry. Dad was 
trying to be helpful and said, "Here's a pair"- Violet 
said "These rubbers are too big". - Dad told her to put 
more socks on, which she did, and she and Evelyn went 
off to school. When Dad wanted to go out to do chores he 
could not find his rubbers. Violet and Evelyn had not 
gone far when they changed rubbers, thinking they might 
fit Evelyn better, but she had trouble walking too. 

I worked out for a few years before Harold and I were 
married. At first we lived in a house we rented from 
Albert Geisler, then we bought Bill and Vee Barnes' 
house, and still live there. 

We have one son, Randy - at home. 

Mr. and Mrs. August Yanke, Sr. 
Mr. August Yanke Sr, was born in Russian Voliena 

in 1882. He met and married Ernestina Kabernick 
March 12, 1907. Mr. August Yanke Sf. left Russia to 
come to Canada in March 1913. 

They settled first in Beausejour, where he worked in a 
brick factory. He met a man and together they went into 
the flax business. 

They had two children when they arrived in Beause
jour, They were Helen and Tillie. Helen is married to 
Henry Pascoe and lives in the Deerhorn district. Thev 
have five children. Tillie is married to Gus Zutz. They 
live in Winnipeg. They had two boys. Fred was born two 
months after they arrived in Beausejour. He is married to 
Tillie Stebner. They have five children. Also born in 
Beausejour were Ida, Martha and August. Ida married 
Herbie Kiesman. They live in the town of Ashern and 
have eight children. Martha married Charlie Kiesman. 
He passed away after a lengthy illness. They have three 
children. Martha now lives near Ashern. August is 
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married to Mabel Beaudry. They live in Ashern and have 
five children, 

August Yanke Sr. and his family travelled from 
Beausejour to Ashern in 1921. They brought some of 
their stock with them by freight. They settled in the Silver 
Bay district about 6 miles from Ashern. They bought 
about 60 acres of land which had a log house on it, from 
Mr. and Mrs. Grenning. Their neighbors were Mr. and 
Mrs. Gus Kabernick. There were no roads built at this 
time so travelling with their cream cans to town through 
a lot of water was difficult. 

Three more children were born on this farm. They 
were Annie, Arthur and Alma, Annie is married to Leo 
Koch. They live in Moosehorn and have three children. 
Arthur married Helen Kolodka. They farm in the Beatty 
school district. They have five children. Alma is married 
to William Felbe!. They live in Transcona and have three 
children. 

During the winter months, August hauled lumber and 
cut timber east of Spearhill. The summer months he 
worked part time on the railway. His first foreman was 
Mr. Johnson. Ernestina stayed on the farm with the 
children doing the farming. They exchanged help with the 
neighbors until they had their own horses. Their children 
were all born at home with the help of a mid-wife. 
Groceries were picked up about every two weeks. Most 
of the children attended the Beatty Schoo!. The highest 
grade most of them finished was grade six. They walked 
to and from school summer and winter about four miles. 

Several years later they moved further on the same 
section of land that had belonged to the Huberts. Here 
they lived in a lumber house. During this time August 
worked full time on the railway. 

Five more children were born on this farm. They are 
Elsie, Olga, William, and Esther. Elsie is married to Dan 
Rawluk. They farm in the Eriksdale district. They have 
six children. Olga is married to Dick Wareing. They live 
in Stonewall. They have five children. William is married 
to Leona Gall. They have four children. Thev live near 
Winnipeg. Esther is married to Art Townsend-. Thev live 
in Winnipeg and have three children. . 

August lived in the bunk house during the winter 
while working on the track. He would walk home about 
every three or four days, later only weekends. 

In 1937 their youngest son Charles was born. He 
married Joyce DeCock. They have two children and live 
in the Ashern district. 

August Yanke Sf. and his family moved into the sec
tion house in about 1944. In 1945 they moved to a farm 
east of the tracks in Ashern. They farmed there about 
four years having a few cows and chickens. They sold 
their farm and moved to Winnipeg. 

August Yanke Sr. worked for 26 years on the railway 
retiring at the age of 65 years. 

They didn't enjoy living in Winnipeg so came back to 
Ashern and bought a house on I st Ave. North. They 
bought and lived in several homes on that street. Their 
last home was the Bill Kernested house which is where 
Ernestina passed away after a lengthy illness on January 
5, 1957 at the age of 68. 

August Yanke Sr. moved to Winnipeg and stayed 
with his son Charles most of the time. He passed away in 
Winnipeg, February 25, 1970 at the age of 88. All their 
children are living in this year of 1976. 



A ugusl Yallke f Sr. I family. 

The Fred Yanke Family 
I am the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. August Yanke, 

Sr. I was born in 1913, on February the nineteenth. 
At the age of 20, I batched for one winter and then re

turned home the next spring. I stayed home then until I 
was 24. Then I batched for a couple months. I married 
Tillie Stebner on September 4, 1937. We were married in 
the Grahamdale Lutheran Church. 

OUf first home was previously owned by the Hubert 
family. There our first child was born. Her name was 
Marion. She was born on the 15th of July in 1938. She 
married Paul Kernested. They have five children. Their 
names are Wayne, Delwin, Janice, Dwight and Sherry. 

Fred Yanke family. 
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Our second daughter was born on the 19th of April in 
1940. Her name was Dorothy. She married Bill 
Nightingale. They have three children. Their names are 
Arlene, Brian and Warren. 

Our third daughter was born on the third of 
September. Her name was Shirly. She married Don 
Russell. They have two children. Their names are Kirby 
and Kim. 

OUf son was born on July the 3rd in 1948. His name is 
Larry. He is still single. 

Then our last daughter was born on the 25th of June 
in 1950. Her name is Linda. She married Lome Park. 
They have one child, a girl - CrystaL 

We bought and sold farms stretching from Graham
dale to Eriksdale. Some of these farms we stayed on for 
only a little while and some not at aiL We had figured 
that farming was not so very good, so we bought the 
Ashern Snack Bar. We only kept it for a month and trad
ed it on a farm. So I guess farming was still the best. 

BEATTY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1556 - bv Lil 
McMillan • 

Beatty School District No. 1556 was formed Feb. 22, 
1911 by Inspector Best. It was re-adjusted January I, 
1913 by Inspector Parker by detaching Sec. 6 in Tp. 26 
R7 Wand adding same to New Home S.D. No. 1647. 

At this time and until April 7,1917, it was the Ashern 
School, and pupils from the village of Ashern walked or 
drove if they were lucky enough to have a pony. 

When Ashern School District No. 1880 was formed 
in 1917, the name of the original school was changed to 
Beatty after Admiral Beatty. 



Beatty School No. 1556. 

Beatty School children. 1928. 

It was dissolved on April 1st, 1967, and pupils since 
then have been bussed to Ashern. 

F or a few years in the 40's the school was closed due 
to lack of enough pupils. The remaining students in the 
district attended Ashern. 

The school was renovated and reopened as the enroll
ment increased again, but as is the fate of most closed 
buildings, many of the records had been destroyed by 
vandals. 

We do have a register dated 1912-13. 
When the school (then named Ashern) opened in 

1911, Miss McKibbon was teacher for a few months. 
In 1912-13 the teacher was Miss Louise Brown. She 

had a 3rd class Certificate and her salary was $60.00 per 
month. 

Trustees were: George S. Dodd (also Sec. Treas.), A. 
Brazier and T. Webster. 

Pupils were: Gertrude McCandless, Harold Gates, 
Frank Brazier, Jennie Soykie, Esther Gates, Edith 
Webster, Grace Brazier, Jack PickersgilI, Lance 
McCandless, Percy Cummer, Gertrude Brazier, George 
Cummer, Tony Soykie, Elsie McCandless, Tim Webster. 

Ten of these children were in Gr. 1. The highest grade 
was Gr. IV. 

By 1914-15 there were fifty pupils enrolled at the end 
of the year. Gr. I 14 pupils, Gr. II - 14 pupils, Gr. III 

14 pupils, Gr. IV 10 pupils, Gr. VII 4 pupils. 
The teacher (courageous soul) was Miss E. E. Dicks. 
Due to bad roads and sickness we noticed the average 

attendance was 26. It must have been very difficult to 
keep classes organized. 

We have tried to recall most of the teachers at Beatty 
over the years. Pardon us if we missed you. 
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Teachers at Beatty School No. 1556. (N at necessarily 
in correct order.) Miss McKibbon, Miss Louise Brown, 
Miss E. E. Dicks, Mr. J. Nelson, Miss M. Dunlop, Mr. 
A. Vopnfjord, Miss McNickol, Mr. George Leonard, 
Miss Alene, Miss Molly Langford, Miss Mary Watson, 
Miss M. Andrews, Miss O. Nordquist, Miss Jessie 
Meldrum, Miss Alberta Armson, Miss Joyce Hamers!ey, 
Miss Minnie Powell, Miss Vida Cameron, Miss Helen 
Rutherford, Miss Frances Johnston, Miss Bernice 
Hawkins, Miss Florence Clucas, Miss Vera Playter, 
Miss Eunice Erickson, Miss Joan Shelfaut, Mrs. Runa 
Johnson, Mr. Faldon Scheske, Miss Mary Enns, Miss 
Doris Seymour, Miss Chrissie Laing. 

In early days the school was the centre for entertain
ment, box socials, and dances. Some of the music was 
provided by Charlie Price or Pete Stark on the violin, 
Ferdinand Bauch on the accordion. In the very early 
times Alex Buchan played a concertina. 

It was always some one's chore to carry water from 
Websters. By the time the pail landed back at school it 
wasn't too full. Gradually the one drinking cup and water 
pail disappeared, and in its place was a stone urn with a 
tap and paper cups. 

The outhouses weren't the warmest or most sanitary 
places in winter and no wonder the boys were tempted to 
visit the old barn. 

The Christmas Concert was one of the highlights of 
the school year. The platform consisted of planks bor
rowed from the lumber yard in Ashern, placed on lrestles. 
The curtains were the whitest sheets the children could 
muster, pinned onto a cord strung across the school. In
variably something would give way at a crucial moment 
during the program. 

Although a majority of pupils had to leave school at 
an early age to work, they seemed to have learned the 
fundamentals to cope with the outside world, as many 
have been successful in business. 

Ashern School later named Beatty School 
by Gertrude Robertson 

This school must have been built in 1911. We moved 
to the Ashern district that fall. Lance and I started school 
when it was first opened after Christmas. The first 
teacher was Miss McGibbon. Others were; Miss Holmes. 
Miss Louise Brown, Jack Nelson, Miss Ethel Dicks and 
Miss Pattison. 

After the first World War a school was built in 
Ashern and was called Ashern School. The former school 
was re-named "Beatty School" in honor of Admiral 
Beatty. 

Names of families attending the first school as I 
remember were; Aldrich, Bernbaum, Brazier, Cummer, 
Dunlop, Gates, Henkel, Johnson, Kerntoph, Hubert, 
McCandless, Nissen, Oughton, Pickersgill, Perry, 
Ruchotski, Self, Vince, Webster, Siddell, Syki. I am sure 
there were others. 

I remember many happy times at Beatty school. The 
teacher boarded at Websters and when she went home for 
dinner we gobbled our lunch and danced - square
dances, one of the Hubert boys played the mouthorgan. 
Many of us drove or rode horseback to school, brought 
hay to feed the horses that we stabled in the school barn. 
I recall my sister Elsie sometimes rode to school by dog
sleigh. Another incident I recall; Jack Pickersgill rode a 



Ashern School Pupils aboUl 1913. Back: Frank Siddell, Ralph 
Kerllloph. Ger/l'1Iile McCandless. Henry Hubert. Next row: Harold 
GaI!!S, Tim iVehstcr. Lallce McCandless. Lizzie Hubert, Tel1a Soykie. 

horse and gave Elsie a ride one day. We tied our lunch 
pail on the horse's halter, this frightened the animal and 
they both fell off. 

There were sloughs near the school, nice places to 
catch tadpoles, pick flowers, violets, coltsfoot and many 
yellow lady-slippers. In winter we skated on the sloughs 
and were having such a good time at noon hour one day, 
that we did not return until the last recess. Needless to 
say we had to stay in after four and make up for lost 
time. We had fun playing the organ in school at recess -
played games and baseball outdoors. Lance says the boys 
swam in the ditch minus bathing suits of course. 

The lady-slipper flowers were lovely and many times 
we had to draw and paint them for art lessons. 

We liked our teachers and I cannot remember them 
having trouble with discipline. 

We had a mile to walk to school and the first year 
Dad blazed a trail for us (marked the trees) cornerwise 
across the quarter-section. He put branches across the 
wet places (corduroy). When we went around by the road 
we played at the corner with the Brazier and Syki 
children, before going home. 

I remember one day a large elk crossed our path and 
often a coyote would slink by. We were not afraid as we 
heard the coyotes yapping in the evening. We were 
fascinated by the sound of the bittern bird. I like to hear 
the Whip-poor-Will. Have not heard them since. 
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? Willie Hubert. Nex! row: Edith Webster. Isabel Siddell, Jennie 
Soykie, Elsie McCandless. Front row: Jack Webster, Teddy Villce. 
Eddy Soykie. Bert Kendal ? 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold emigrated to Canada in 

May 1927 from Shropshire, England. Their ship landed 
at Quebec and from there they took a train to Glenavon, 
Saskatchewan. They were sent by the emigration depart
ment from there to Corning, where Fred went to work for 
George English. A year later Fred went to work for a Mr. 
W. R. McPherson, who was reeve of the municipality. 
He worked there for six years, during which time their 
first son, Ross, was born (1928). Mrs. McPherson gave 
up her bedroom for the big occasion and the baby was 
named after McPherson's son, Ross. 

They then decided to try farming on their own, so 
Fred rented a farm nearby and they bought some stock. 
The drought came that year and after the crop was taken 
off and expenses paid they had a grand total of $9.00 for 
their trouble. 

In 1932 their second child, Lucy, was born. Now with 
two children to feed and hardly anything from the farm 
to live on, Fred and Ada had to go and work for their 
room and board. 

Because of the drought, the Saskatchewan govern
ment had set up a program to send families, their 
possessions and livestock to the Interlake area for a year. 
M r. McPherson had told them so much about wishing he 
had stayed in Manitoba, that they decided to try it. They 
joined up with Mr. and Mrs. Lockie and came to Ashern. 



Mr. alld Mrs. Fred Amold. 

Fred Arnold Family. LeillO right: Douglas. Mrs. Arnold. Mr. Ar
nold. Llicy. Sylvia. Ross. Jim, Leslie. 

Arrangements had been made for Fred, Ada, Ross, 
and Lucy, to stay at George Selrs (whose hospitality is 
still remembered) until their possessions were moved out 
to the Old Bishop farm. Their second son, Douglas, was 
born here in 1940, with Dr. Walkin attending. 

Fred worked hard, clearing and breaking land as he 
could afford it. Eventually he bought Jim Leslie's farm 
and then the Irwin farm, where Ada and her son Douglas 
now reside. 

Many people wil! remember Fred as the only one 
close to a vet in the area for a good many years. If you 
had a sick animal, he was the man to call. He was always 
willing to go without any thought of how tired or busy he 
was. 

Fred passed away on September 27th 1968 and is sad
ly missed by all his family. 

Ada lives on the farm with her youngest son Douglas. 
She has nine grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. 

Ross and Sylvia Arnold 
by Ross Arnold 

I came to Ashern in 1937 from Saskatchewan when I 
was eight years old, with my parents Fred and Ada Ar
nold and my sister Lucy. My brother Douglas was born 
at Ashern. 

After I finished schooling at Gou1bourne, I drove a 
truck and helped my dad on the farm. 

In 1948, when I was twenty, I married Sylvia Arnold 
(then nineteen) a daughter of friends in Saskatchewan. 
We lived on the quarter across the road from Dad's, 1-
25-8 until I went to work for Manitoba Telephones in 
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1956. We then moved a trailer to Dad's yard for my 
family to live in as I was away all week. 

We have five children: 
Linda Windross - one son, Craig. 
Wendy Olson - two children, Jennifer and Tammy. 
Karen Pottinger one child, Carrie. 
Ricky and Brent. 
When I left the Telephone Company in 1964, we 

moved to the Maurischat farm west of Camper and still 
reside there, 

Some Recollections of Early Days at 
Goulbourne 

by Vera McKay 
In the \900's John Hicks, (my grandfather) and his 

son George Hicks, came by boat, from Westbourne to 
Gypsumville. They had been freighting on Lake 
Manitoba, and on one of their trips they took note of the 
land and decided it would be a good idea to consider the 
homestead plan, which was being promoted by the 
government. 

Grandfather and Grandmother (John and Martha) 
Hicks and their daughter, Eva, had a small log cabin, 
which they lived in at first until they could build a better 
log house. This was built in 1908 and still stands today 
(1976). 

Mother and Dad (George and Ethel) Hicks and small 
son moved in to the grandparents place, while their log 
house was being built, 11/2 miles south. 

In the spring of 1909 the second child was due, so Dad 
took Mother to the Thorlacius' home, where my sister 
was born. 

In 1915 Dad built a frame house and used the old log 
house for a blacksmith shop. Dad was a good blacksmith 
- people came from far and near to have work done, he 
was especially good at shoeing horses. 

In 1910 Grandma Hicks (Martha) became post mis
tress, the post office was named Goulbourne, after a 
place in Ontario, where she had lived. Mail was brought 
there once a week by horse and buggy in summer and by 
sleighs in winter - by the Thorlacius boys, 

Mr. Hallard taught at the Goulbourne school for a 
number of years, he resided in the district and lived close 
to the school. His last term was 1919-1920. His wife 
played the organ and was helpful in training the pupils 
for concerts etc. 

Jack McKay freighting Jish j()!' Mr. Sc/nvart:. PicllIre takell ill 

Ami Johnson's yard. 



Cou/hourl/e School, 1919-20. Back row: Reg McKay, Bill Bezemer, 
Cerrie Hicks, Pearl Cook, Willie Cook, FrOtIl row: Dorolhy Hicks, 
Vera Hicks, Dick Be:el11er, May HUl1Ier, Jim Hunter. Teacher. Mr. 
HallaI'd. 

In summer we had more play time than school time, 
as the teacher would fall asleep, while the children were 
swimming or paddling in the swamp behind the school. 

The roads were very poor, they were being built 
but nothing like we have today. There are a lot of school 
books at the bottom of the Goulbourne road, when they 
fell we made no attempt to save them. 

The Story of My Parents: Adeline and 
Gladstone (Tom) Baker 

by Mrs. H. Mailey nee Baker 
I was a young girl of seven when Dad returned from 

overseas in 1919. The government had introduced a 
"Back to the Land" scheme and by October 1919, he had 
left Winnipeg for Ashern. He joined my aunt and uncle, 
who had gone the previous spring. 

We were allowed half a cattle-car to hold our per
sonal belongings and the two cows and two horses that 
the government provided. The four of us Mother, 
brothers Herb and Bill, and I followed in November. Be
ing a little older than the boys, I was aware of mother's 
furtive attempts to hide special parcels as we were pack
ing. We were to have a good Christmas that first year. In 
the next few years we were to see worse. 

We arrived by train, and Mrs. Thompson, who lived 
near the station, helped us get settled. She was a large 
woman, dressed in khaki-colored clothes and a big hat, 
rode a horse like a man and provided "greenhorns" like 
my dad and Uncle Harry, with invaluable advice. 

The post office was run by a woman, The town also 
had a hotel beside the station. The train left for the south 
at 5 a.m., so the best thing to do was spend the night at 
the hotel so as not to miss the train. There was a good 
dairy in town and a general store, run by Harry 
Schwartz. Mr. Schwartz was a wonderful man, who was 
to help us many times during OUf life on the homestead, 

Our land was ten miles north-east of town, and we 
had as our neighbors; Ed. Jones, The Prices, The 
Brewsters, my mother's sister and her family, Connie and 
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Harry Stewart. To the south of us were the Grants. This 
family of two brothers were married to two sisters, and 
farmed together, I remember playing with two of the 
children, Laura and Percy Grant. 

Dad built a cattle shelter and a small cabin. That first 
year, we hauled drinking water from our neighbors, the 
Jones' and melted snow for the stock. We had our first 
disaster because of this. After Christmas Dad bought a 
load of hay to feed the animals through the winter and 
part of it was used as roofing over the cattle shelter. A 
spark from the fire started a blaze in the roof. Dad was 
away bringing another load of hay, so the fire-fighting 
fell to Mother, who was a real city girl and scared stiff of 
the cattle. She managed to get two of them out of the 
barn and returned to help us children to shovel snow onto 
the flames. Then she thought the poor cows might get a 
chill, so she went to the house and got two of her 
patchwork quilts to cover the cows. When father re
turned, besides the frenzied scene of his family, trying to 
put out the fire, he was greeted by two cows tied to a tree 
dressed in mother's best quilts. He could hardly help for 
laughing. We lost most of the hay and had to buy more 
from our small cash reserve. We did save the cow shed 
and the cows never did catch cold. 

We had some good times and 1 guess made more than 
our share of mistakes, but before long Dad had a barn 
built and a well dug - he had some trouble there as the 
well caved in a couple of times. Mother was soon getting 
eggs from her chickens and growing a good garden. 

I remember good times too when we would pile into a 
big hay rack on runners and make the trip, seven miles 
north to Mrs. Jones', our neighbor's mother. My parents 
were proud owners of a wind-up gramaphone. This would 
be wrapped carefully in a blanket and placed in the back 
of the wagon with us children. At Jones' there would be a 
quilting bee in one corner of the room and square
dancing to the gramaphone, till the "Small Wee Hours". 
The men would spend a good deal of time "talking" out 
in the barn. At least that's what we children were told. 

The barn on our farm was built of logs and the cor
ners were criss-crossed, the way we are used to seeing 
them on log cabins. We children could use these logs as 
a ladder and climb onto the roof of the barn. I was 
thankful for this one day, that was the day Jones' bull got 
into our yard. As I was walking toward the barn, I heard 
Mother give a yell and looked up to see her waving her 
arms and pointing towards a bull in full charge. I crossed 
that yard and up the side of the barn as fast as my ten
year old legs could carry me. And there I stayed, with the 
bull pacing up and down beneath me, until Ed. Jones 
came and took the animal home. Perhaps it was my 
carrot-red hair, that startled the bull. 

We were on the farm till 1923. During that time my 
youngest brother James was born, delivered by an Indian 
mid-wife. 

The crops were not good and we'd had bad luck with 
our horses. In those days that was really bad news. 

Farm machinery was just "around the corner". I can 
still remember the excitement the year we had the steam 
thresher come for the harvest. The ladies had planned 
weeks ahead and had platters of pork chops, chickens, 
pies and home-mad:; bread, They really put on a spread. 

Perhaps we gave up too soon, but return to the city we 
did- 52 years ago. 1 cannot help but wonder, is there 



anyone left up there who remembers the Bakers or the 
Stewarts? 

My mother and father, Addie and Tom Baker are 
both gone now, as is Harry Stewart. My aunt Connie 
Stewart is still living out in Coquitlam, B.C. 

I hope some of the names I have mentioned, jog the 
memory of some of you. 

Louis and Mary Ann Broustal and Family 
by Anne Miller 

My dad, Louis Broustal, came to Canada from 
France in 1908. He worked around southern Manitoba 
for a few years, then in 1911 married Mary Ann Hemery 
of Mariapolis, Manitoba. He learned of homesteads in 
the Interlake area and as he wanted to start farming, he 
decided to come to Ashern. He and his father-in-law, 
Frank Hemery, filed on homesteads east of Ashern. They 
each built a log cabin before their families came out. 

I was born in Mariapolis, and was three months old 
when we moved to Ashern. Land was cleared with oxen 
but it was rough and stony. We were able to buy some 
cattle and horses. Later on Dad raised horses but unfor
tunately lost 14 with swamp fever in 1922 or 1923. 

Idylwild School was built in our area in the 1900's, 
three miles from our home. My two sisters and I went to 
school. Sometimes all three of us rode on one horse, then 
a little later we drove a horse and cutter in winter and 
horse and buggy in summer. 

As we were caretakers of the school, we had to light 
the fire and clean the school. Regardless of the weather, 
1, being the eldest had to be there. 

Mother and Dad raised a family of nine children: 
Anne - Mrs. A. Miller, Ashern. 
Mary - Mrs. J. McKelvey, Ashern. 
Liza - Mrs. R. Renaud, Ashern. 
Alice - Mrs. C. Self, Ashern. 
Louis Ashern, married to Irene Gutknecht. 

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Broustal. 
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Antionette (Nettie) - Mrs. E. Geisler, Ashern. 
Henry - Ashern, married to Alma Gutknecht. 
Marcelle - passed away in 1973. 
Harriet now Mrs. H. Wahl Winnipeg. 
Dad passed away in 1947. Mother is now 111 the 

nursing home in Gimli. 

Idylwild Days 
by Ruth Matheson Buck 

Early in June 1924, I came to Ashern from my home 
in Winnipeg. I was eighteen, and had graduated that 
spring from "Normal School". Instead of applying for 
any of the positions advertised in the newspapers, I had 
called at the Teachers' Bureau in the Department of 
Education. Me Tomlinson interviewed me, and I 
remember a list that he had of "unorganized school dis
tricts". It was in alphabetical order, and those in Ashern 
area were amongst the first that he read out to me. 

I listened for only a few minutes. "Idylwild School", 
he read. "I'll take that one", I said promptly; and I can 
still recall his surprise. "But you haven't even asked what 
you'll be paid. That school has been closed for two years. 
There weren't enough children in the district, but the 
Department has agreed to pay transportation allowance 
for those outside the four-mile limit. We'll pay the 
teacher's salary too. It will be $75.00 for each month of 
twenty teaching days, or $3.75 a day." 

''I'll take that school", I repeated. I wouldn't have 
admitted to him that I simply liked the name Idylwild. 
Mrs. Cutting, when she was appointed secretary
treasurer for the district, had a different reaction. 
"Idylwild!" she snorted. "Lazy-crazy! That's what these 
people are." Then 1 must have been one of the same kind. 
I remember the day that Annie Broustal threw her arms 
around me, laughing, "My little teacher, my crazy little 
teacher. " 

The Broustals were one of the families living outside 
the district, more than four miles to the west. The 
Froelichs and Delormes were about the same distance 

Miss RUlh Matheso/l (Buck). May 1924. 



AI Charlie Price's Saw Mill, winter of 1924-1925. Leflto right: Deb 
Jones. Ed Jones. Charlie Price (wearing cook's apron). Bill McDougall. 
Nat Chase. Paul Froelich, 

Charlie Price alleft, Mrs. Pricl! with Donald. Sianding on/he logs: 
RUlh Matheson. Ethel Webster. (teacher. Walmore S.D.). 

fdy/wild School, 1924-25, 

Back row, leji 10 righl.· Edna Olsen. Thelma Baldwin, Rulh 
Ivfalheson (leacher). May Baldwin. irene Alexander, Second row, left 
10 righl: Alberl Espinal, Einar Olsen. Lisa Brous/al. Lila Grant. Bert 
Grant. Mary Broustal. Alfred Price, Annie Brous/al. From row. leflto 
right: Celestin Espinal, Bobbie Baldwin. John Price. Leslie Gram, 
Edgar Grant. Victor Price. (Victor Price was no/ yel allending school.) 

east, and there was something of a feud between those 
two families, which may not have been surprising in the 
aftermath of the War of 1914-18, but still did not make 
life easier for the children on that long trail to the schooL 
No effort was made to convey them; they had to walk; 
and their attendance was most irregular, sometimes no 
more than once or twice in the month. 

The Broustal children attended regularly, three small 
girls trudging to and from school all that summer and 
fall. When winter came, an uncle drove them, and called 
for them again, in a horse-drawn sleigh. There were no 
cars in the district. Those trails weren't made for cars, 
and when spring break-up came to that low-lying land, 
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there was water everywhere. That was why the school 
opened in June and closed again the end of March. 

It wasn't surprising then to find storm-windows still 
in place in June, and a general appearance of neglect. 
After all, I had been told that the school had been closed 
for two years. I rather doubted that it was only two, for a 
blackboard carried the familiar slogan of my own 
childhood days: "Good luck to the boys of the Allies" 
and it was more than five years since the end of the Great 
War. On another board there was a stern admonition 
quite novel to me, though it may have been older still: 
Gentlemen do not - others must not spit on the 
floor. " 

I wiped the boards; I may have swept the floor, and 
dusted my desk. The storm-windows stayed in place, It 
simply didn't occur to me that my duties could include 
such work. I was practically as new to it all as the 
children were, and few of them had been to school before, 
though their ages ranged from six even five for little 
Lisa Broustal - to twelve. Later in the year, older pupils 
registered, bringing the number up to more than twenty, 
though some attended most infrequently. At first, 
however there were only half that number, and my casual 
friendly approach to learning may have suited them. 

It didn't satisfy the inspector when he came, during 
the second week of school. He must have driven there in a 
car, but it was the only visit he made, and the experience 
had no mel10wing effect. Or perhaps he didn't think it 
part of his duty to be in the least encouraging, or even 
courteous. "Get these children into proper grades", he 
ordered. "And get those storm-windows off." He left me 
then to my own resources, and never returned. 

The first directive I accepted as my responsibility. If, 
by some chance, my pleasure in the children's eagerness, 
and my own fumbling inexperience had produced a vague 
forecast of today's "free school" and "open classroom", 
it was not from any conviction on my part that the formal 
"lock-step" methods of my own time were wrong. I 
simply didn't know quite how to put them into effect in 
that setting. Still, they must be right, I thought, and I 
would have to try. 

It was those storm-windows that really baffled me. I 
needed help, and it was given promptly. During those 
confused days in a hot and dusty school, any strangeness 
in the children or myself had been displaced by friendship 
and trust. Now I found that a similar change had come 
about in the household that had agreed under some coer
cion "to board the teacher". The Prices weren't letting 
any inspector take all the spirit out of "their teacher". 

Saturday morning, we invaded the school-house 
Charlie and Barbara Price, with their four little boys; 
Herb Jones, and possibly another one or two of Mrs. 
Price's brothers; certainly myself - and everyone of us to 
work, except the youngest boy, who was only a few 
months old. That school never had a better cleaning 
windows free of storm-sashes, sparkling and open to the 
summer air, floor thoroughly scrubbed, everything 
dusted and shining, Mrs. Price paid me one of her rare 
compliments: "Wee but mighty", she declared, and then 
went on to more essential matters. "What we need now is 
an organ for this school. A dance or two should raise the 
money." 

Not that we stopped with that. A second-hand organ 
was only our first objective. I say "our" and yet I wonder 



now just how much I did contribute beyond enthusiasm. 
The Prices did the organizing, and provided all the music 
for those dances too - Mr. Price with his fiddle; Mrs. 
Price's brothers, Herb, Ed and Deb Jones with fiddle, 
banjo and mandolin. Josh Jones usually called the 
square-dances; and finally, as soon as that wheezing 
organ was proudly in place, their sister Clara's chording 
was the resolute accompaniment. 

Mrs. Price, and the other women who rallied under 
her direction, saw to the coffee, and the abundant 
sandwiches and cakes; and at the same time watched over 
their small children, asleep on coats heaped upon desks 
that were pushed back to the walls of the schooL For 
myself, remembering the enjoyment of those gatherings, 
I think that all I did was dance the night away. I knew the 
fox-trot and the waltz, Now I learned the schottishe, 
polka and quadrille - but most particularly the square 
dances through which I was exuberantly swung. 

Payments for the organ required two or three dances, 
though the sum as I remember was no more than thirty
five or forty dollars. But admission was only twenty-five 
cents, and that included everything, except on those oc
cassions when box-lunches were auctioned, and the 
highest bidder for each had supper with the girl who had 
prepared that box. I doubt that any high price was bid for 
my box. After all, Herb Jones had nailed my first cake to 
the kitchen wall, and the young men had thrown darts at 
it until Mrs. Price ended that evening's merriment. I do 
remember the dance when aprons were auctioned. I had 
unwisely shown my preference for one, and was bid up to 
the astronomical figure of about two dollars. To me that 
only indicated the value of my choice, and I might have 
gone still higher in my bids, had my competitors not 
relented. It was all meant in fun, and the teacher earned 
that huge salary anyway. Besides the money bought gifts 
for the Christmas tree at the school concert, which ended 
of course with another dance. 

All the children had their part in that concert, and 
many adults too. These were community affairs, and I 
remember with gratitude the friendship of the Baldwins, 
the Olsens, the Grants. Yet it was the Prices who were the 
centre of activities, who made that year one of the most 
memorable of my life; and it was my good fortune to live 
in their home. 

Actually, they were another of the families who lived 
beyond the limits of Idylwild School District, for Charlie 
Price operated the saw-mill a few miles to the northeast. 
Late in May of 1924, the family moved to a vacant house 
just across a pasture from the school, so that their two 
older boys could attend more easily. At least that was the 
argument put forward when they were persuaded to move 
to that house and board the teacher. 

I used to think that it all came by mere chance. The 
years have brought more understanding of the "chances" 
that can direct one's life. I realize now that my mother 
must have been worried when I announced my decision to 
teach school in the Inter-Lake area, one hundred miles 
from home. I was one of the youngest of her large family, 
and my father had died when I was only ten, before we 
came to live in Winnipeg. His people were descendants of 
Lord Selkirk's settlers at Red River, and we had scores 
of relatives there whom we came to know as uncles and 
aunts and cousins, not in any clearly defined relationship, 
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but simply according to each one's approximate position 
in the family kinship. 

My father and mother had both been-adventurous, in
dependent persons, whose story I have written I, but I 
seemed a quiet, dreaming child, content to leave adven
ture to the others of our family, accepting their direction, 
remaining quite immature even at eighteen. Mother may 
have recognized how childish was the impulse that had 
led me to say, "I'll take that school", yet it was not in her 
nature to oppose our decisions, only to give what help she 
could. 

So I was allowed to think that it was only chance that 
prevented what could have been a most unhappy situa
tion for me. One of the members of our wide family con
nection was in Government service, and his territory ex
tended to the Inter-Lake area. He was known only vague
ly to me, as "Uncle Jake", yet he promptly made that 
traintrip to Ashern and drove out to the Idylwild district. 
He found there not the least concern for the welfare of 
either school or teacher. The boarding-house selected for 
me could not have been more unsuitable. 

He was a gentle, unassuming man, but this was a 
situation he could not condone. He had made inquiries 
about the district both in Winnipeg and Ashern, and he 
knew that he had one advantage in this case that was 
stronger than Government office. His wife was a 
daughter of the Matheson branch that had established 
the Stonewall settlement; Charlie Price's wife had come 
from Stonewall too. She and Charlie were well-respected 
through all that area; and, moreover, had two sons ready 
for school. 

"Uncle Jake" drove to the saw-mill, and persuaded 
the Prices to make that troublesome move to another 
house, and board the teacher. He must have presented a 
strong case, not only for the sake of the boys, but for me, 
though my coming had to be postponed three or four 
days to allow them a little more time to prepare. 

The house close to the school belonged to friends of 
the Prices, who had moved to Winnipeg, and it was readi
ly available. Moving his family there meant, of course, 
that Mr. Price had to make daily drives back and forth to 
the mill; and that Mrs. Price had to look after two 
houses, all the needs of her family in one, and dinner for 
the men at the other, where Charlie Price cheerfully 
assumed the cook's apron. 

Mr. Price was a man of many skills. The new home 
was small, only three rooms originally, but he enclosed 
the front porch to make a neat bedroom for me, and by 
some means provided space as well, either in or about the 
house, not only for his own family, but for his wife's 
brother and sister, and then for a homeless boy who 
appealed for their help. 

It seemed that mere walls could not limit the 
hospitality that overflowed in cheerfulness, in laughter, in 
music. It would have been impossible to feel lonely there, 
with people always in and out, brothers and sisters, men 
from the mill, neighbours and friends. 

For myself, it was as much an out-growing as an up
growing experience. Many years later, my mother still 
recalled her amazement at the change in me when I 
returned home for Christmas, as though teaching at 
Idylwild and living with the Prices had swept me, from 
the prolonged dependence of a sheltered and far from 
robust childhood, into maturity, I had passed my 
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nineteenth birthday then, and I remember my scornful 
reaction to a neighbour's surprised exclamation, "Why, 
you're getting to be a big girl now!" Getting! Big girl! 

Much of that change was due to the dignity of my 
position at Idylwild as "the teacher", and that unfailing 
"Miss Matheson" from everyone there. In return, the 
children's parents were always "Mr." and "Mrs." to me. 
Even now, to say "Charlie" or "Barbara", for Mr. and 
Mrs. Price, seems to alter the affectionate regard in 
which I held them. Whatever the custom today, 
f~iendship has never depended upon the casual use of 
gIven names. 

Mrs. Price did undoubtedly contribute to some of the 
change that I underwent. For one thing, she was ac
customed to feeding hard-working, hungry men; and she 
was a good cook. My flagging appetite in the summer's 
heat may have seemed unappreciative of that, but with 
the brisk weather of autumn and winter, I gained both in 
weight and health. 

Mrs. Price had never considered my little-girl figure 
quite fitting for a teacher. "You will have to wear cor
sets", she told me. "You're dancing with young men who 
expect that firmness." Together, we filled the proper 
order from the catalogue; and I was firmly encased not 
only in corsets, but in full gathered petticoats of strong 
cotton. My new buoyancy wasn't all from the good 
health of country living. 

There were girls even fifty years ago who would have 
resisted such direction, but I accepted it in the spirit in 
which it was given. I still believe that I had reason to be 
grateful to Barbara Price for her counsel, even for her 
protection at times, though it could surprise or amuse 
me. 

I remember one winter's evening when I worked at 
the school until it was growing dark, and came home to 
find Mrs. Price waiting outside the door for me. "A -- is 
in there" she told me, "drunk on moonshine, too blind to 
go on his way for awhile. Don't let him know you're here. 
Don't speak. Go straight to your room." I did exactly as 
she told me, and it may have been another hour before I 
heard his horses going at a racing gallop down the road, 
and his loud voice urging them on with wild yells. Horses 
did have that distinct advantage over any car, for a drunk 
man. They usually got him home again. 

Then there was the bitterly cold night when I had 
supper at another house in the district, and a young man 
drove me home. No galloping, no wild yells - but in the 
morning Mrs. Jones teased: "Don't suppose you noticed 
how cold it was." She got no farther before Mrs. Price 
flashed, "That's enough, Mother. I noticed her collar 
when she came in. There was frost on both sides." 

When March ended, I returned to Winnipeg to con
tinue my own education. The night before I left, there 
was a farewell dance at the school, and I was touched by 
all the friendly tributes. In the morning, Mrs. Price said, 
"I think I should tell you that the men at the mill had it 
planned that Bill McDougall would swing you to his 
shoulders, and lead a procession with you, all around the 
room. I put a stop to that - said you wouldn't like it 
they had to treat you like a lady." 

Again, I agreed with her. It just wouldn't have done. 
And yet - and yet, whatever rewards life may have 
brought, I never again have had the chance to ride on the 
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powerful shoulders of a big wrestler, round and around 
the school, with all those laughing friends following. 

A Few Recollections of Ashern and District 
by Mrs. M. Gabbs 

I grew up on a farm in the Idylwild school district. I 
recall I started to school at Easter time. My first teacher 
was a Mr. Toews, the next term Mr. Peter Dyck. Some 
of the children I recall were The Stewarts; Jim and 
Dick, Lawrence and Beatrice and Cliff, Frank and 
Margaret Reiser: OUf family, myself, Bert and Frances 
Gosselin. We had a Miss Edith Playter for a teacher. The 
teacher usually went home for the week ends and was 
often late getting back Monday. We kids would write our 
names on the black-board, then we would all climb into 
Stewarts wagon, they had quite a way to come, so came 
by horse and wagon. We would go swimming, until we 
heard the teacher coming, then head for home, as the 
teachers boarded at our place. Another teacher, I recall, 
Mrs. Leowen from Morris, Manitoba. We also had a 
Miss Joan Shaw. After that school closed, Mother tried 
to teach us with the help of correspondence courses. In 
1957 my sister, Frances, brother Charles and I went to 
live with mother's brother, Leonard Jones, so we were 
able to go to the Picnic Ridge School. 

We had some great times at Picnic Ridge. OUf first 
teacher was Miss Villa Davidson, then Mrs. Runa John
son. Some of the pupils were; Elaine, Bob, Fred, Allan 
and Georgina Bezemer, Wilfred Carbonneau, Ruth 
Ellen, Robert and Paul Moman, Anne and Kenny 
Routledge; Steven Pischke. 

I remember one winter, we girls got together and built 
a fort. The school grounds were surrounded by pine trees. 
After we had finished, the boys came to break it up. The 
girls took after them. We managed to chase Wilfred up a 
pine tree. He climbed almost to the top when the teacher 
rang the school bell, Wilfred was afraid to move, and I 
don't just remember how he managed to climb down. In 
summer our school had a baseball team. We would go to 
Ralph Connor School some miles away we would play 
against them. The next year I boarded at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. McKelvey and went to the Ashern 
School. Later we moved and I went to Marne School for 
a short time. Our teacher was Mrs. Baldur Jonsson. 

After school I went with Frances and Gordon 
DeFoort to work on the mink farm at Stoney Mountain, 
for a few months. Then I went to Winnipeg and worked 
for a Mr. and Mrs. Bloomfield, housekeeping, but I did 
not like that. I worked in a sewing factory, making coats 
for awhile, 1 tried different jobs, the last one was working 
at the King Edward Hospital, then decided to come 
home. In 1967 I married Leonard Eichel, who had the 
Imperial Oil Bulk Agency, I did the book work for 
Leonard. We first lived in Pat Perry's house then we 
bought our own home from Marcel Lamoureux. This 
was a cottage he had built on property he had beside the 
Beatty School (this school had been closed for some 
time). We bought the old school as well as the 
Lamoureux house, and made the school house into a gar
age, as Leonard had a gravel truck and hauled gravel for 
the municipality. In 1968 our son, Ernest was born. 
Leonard passed away in August of 1972. I took over the 

1 The Doctor Rode Sidc~$addlc. Published by McCIt;II~lnd and Stc\Vart, 1974. 



oil business and in 1974 married Kenneth Gabbs from 
Hilbre, Manitoba. 

Ed and Violet Gosselin 
Ed and I moved to a farm eight miles east of Ashern, 

in the Idylwild district. We drove oxen the first three or 
four years, but finally were able to buy horses. We moved 
to Ashern in 1965, where Ed worked with the Depart
ment of Highways. He had been working there before we 
left the farm. 

We had six children. Our first son, Frank, was born at 
home, with my mother as a mid-wife and he only lived a 
few hours. Dorothy was born at home with Dr. Walkin 
attending. Dorothy is now married to Lloyd McDougall. 
They live at Lac du Bonnett and have two daughters, Lin
da and Donna. Bert is married to Ann Reiser. They took 
over our farm when we moved to Ashern. They have two 
children, Wanda and Eugene. Frances is married to Gor
don DeFoort, and they live just south of town. They have 
three boys, Walter, Lawrence and Dennis. Margaret was 
married to Leonard Eichel, and had one son, Ernie. 
Leonard passed away in 1972 and she married Ken 
Gabbs, they have one son, Douglas. Charles (Chuck) is 
married to Laverne Bjornson, they live in Selkirk !lnd 
have a daughter, Tracey. Our youngest daughter, Lorna, 
is living at home. 

My oldest brother, Jack is in Sardis, B.C. Jim lives 
in Calgary, Winnie and Shirley are in Winnipeg, Bill and 
Leonard live at Ashern as do Ed and 1. 

My Parents - John and Lydia Jones 
by Clara Gilchrist (nee Jones) 

On the morning of November 3, 1912, John and 
Lydia Jones together with their seven sons, Joshua, 
Reuben, Edward, George, Thomas, Herbert, Delbert and 
three daughters, Barbara, Clara and Gertrude left 
Warren, Manitoba on the freight train bound for Ashern. 

It was evening when we arrived, and having disem
barked with our luggage and cattle, had supper at 
Safioles' Hotel and then started out on the last leg of our 
journey to the homestead situated six miles south east of 
Ashern. 

That day it had snowed heavily and the luggage had 
to be carried on sleighs while my brothers herded the cat
tle on horse back. 

Edward and George had been to the homestead 
previous to this time and erected a two storey log house 
and barn for the stock. 

It was a severe winter and because the heavy snowfall 
made travelling by horse and sleigh difficult, we resorted 
to sleds pulled by teams of up to seven dogs. For many 
years, during the winter this was our main means of 
transportation. 

My youngest brother Delbert and I would snare rab
bits to feed the dogs. 

The following year my father built a lumber house on 
his homestead, adjoining my brothers, and we moved 
there. 

A year later the Barnwald school was built and one of 
our first teachers was Miss Birdina Cooney who taught 
for many years. 

The school was the centre of our social life and it was 
there we held the dances, box-socials and masquerades at 
Halloween. Every Christmas, with the help of the 
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parents, the children put on a two hour concert of 
dialogues, recitations and songs. The Christmas tree 
would be decorated with strings of popcorn. We would 
also send to Eaton's in Winnipeg for their "free" sample 
books of wallpaper and would cut them into strips and 
paste them together to make long chains. Finally the tree 
would be lit with dozens of candles. I often wonder now 
why no one thought of the fire hazard. The highlight was 
always the July first picnic in Ashern at the Pickersgill 
farm, just west of town. Every family took a box lunch. 
We would have races of all kinds, ball games and of 
course ice cream cones were the treat of the day. To earn 
money for this occassion we would weed the gardens for 
one cent per row. 

Some of our neighbors in the Barnwald District were 
the Gates, Chases, Hollanders, Doigs, Fords, Birnshines, 
Lavinskis, McTavish, Bergmans, Ritemeyers, Fitchetts, 
Coops and Sid Millers. As near as I can remember, 
Ashern at that time consisted of Hyde's and Pickersgill's 
store and post office. Alex Campbell owned the imple
ment shop, Bill Whittaker the livery stable, and Fred 
King had the barber shop. A few years later a bank was 
opened with Mr. McGiffin as manager. Mr. Schwartz 
opened a store, and the butcher shop was run by the Kur
bis brothers who made the most delicious sausage I have 
ever tasted. 

Mr. Safioles built a two story hotel which burnt down 
some years later. The schools, churches and various 
businesses followed, but being only eight years old at the 
time I have forgotten many people and places. 

One of the events I will never forget is the farewell 
party given for the boys who left with the 108th Battalion 
from Ashern at the outbreak of the first World War. A 
party was held in the hall above Hyde's store the night 
before they left on their way overseas. The train was to 
leave about six a.m., so the party carried on until it was 
time to depart. Two of my brothers, Ed and Tom left that 
morning and my eldest brother Josh enlisted later and 
eventually had the honour of being picked to shoot with 
the Bisley team in competition. 

After the boys returned, through the Soldier Settle
ment Board, they took up farms east of Ashern in the 
Idylwild and Walmore districts. This area turned out to 
be much better farm land than where we had originally 
settled. 

The district was well settled by this time and some of 
our near neighbors were the Brakefields, Dan Jones (no 
relation) Angus Smith, Lauries, Withers, McGarvas, 

The Jones family's dog team. 



Daileys, Gowlers, and Billy and Lizzie Miller who still 
reside in Ashern. 

In 1914, my oldest sister Barbara married Charlie 
Price, who was one of the first men in the area, having 
worked as a cook for the Canadian National Railway 
when the Interlake line was laid in 1911. Their union was 
blessed with five strapping sons, three of whom still live 
in Ashern. 

In 1925 I left the farm to work in Winnipeg, where I 
have resided ever since and today I am the only living 
member of the family. 

Sarah and Thomas Jones 
by V. Gosselin 

Mother and Dad were married in England in 1918 
and Mother came to Canada as a War Bride in 1919. 
They homesteaded east and north of Ashern, some twelve 
miles. I was born in 1920, and my brother Jack, in 1922. 
A sister, Bernice, born in 1923, died of whoopincr cough 
as a small child. There was no doctor a Mrs. :homp
son attended mother when the children were born. My 
brothers Jim and Bill were both born on the farm. We 
moved to Ashern in 1926 and Jack and I, (Violet) went to 
school there for a year or two. Then we moved out of 
town some two miles and later farther east to a farm of 
our Uncle Ed. Jones where Roger Renaud now lives. 

Times were very hard. Dad worked away, and I recall 
how my brother Jack and I used to trap prairie chickens 
on the straw pile and also snare rabbits. This was our 
main source of food. We had to cut down trees and haul 
them to the house to be cut for fire wood. I guess Uncle 
Ed. felt sorry for us and we moved again, farther north, 
to a better place - Angus Smith's. Here we had some 
very good neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. D. Brakefield, Mr. 
and Mrs. Joe Boyer, who were Dan Jones' daughter and 
son-in-law. Three more children were born, Winnie, 
Leonard and Shirley. Jack, Jim and I were now going to 
school at Walmore, and had to walk two and a half miles. 

We did not have any cattle. We never got to town, 
and our neighbors got any mail and the groceries we 
could afford - which was not much, as we did not have 
Dad's pension cheque then. 

I can remember an elderly minister walking the 13 
miles to where we lived to christen us children, in our 
home. Through this minister, we moved back to town to 
a house that Mr. Schwartz owned. We lived there until 
1935, when I got married. Times were still very hard, but 
the government turned Dad's pension cheque over to 
Mother to help. One morning when I was fourteen years 
old, Mother sent me to the bank to cash her pension 
cheque. Shortly after I walked in a man came from 
behind the wicket and said that Mr. McGiffin, who was 
the bank manager, would like to see me. 

In those days the waiting room was separated from 
the working area by a partition and door. As I went to 
the back I saw Mr. McGiffin and Cathie Foard 
(Porteous) with their hands tied. They gave me the same 
treatment. 

They put Miss Foard and I in the vault and tried to 
close the door, until Miss Foard told them there was a 
time lock on it. Thank goodness, they left it ajar. 

Mr. McGiffin got his hands untied, then untied 
Cathie's and she untied mine. Mr. McGiffin took after 
the two men and some shots were exchanged. One bullet 
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Mrs, Sarah Jones and family. 

lodged in the telephone, in Clemens store, which was just 
across the street from the bank; another struck Mr. C. D. 
Anderson, who was standing in front of his creamery 
directly across from the bank. ' 

The robbers made their get-away with a team of 
horses stolen from Mr. Ernie Geisler's livery barn (the 
horses belonged to Mr. Kehler). 

Mr. McGiffin, Curly Walker, Albert Geisler and Leo 
Whiteway, took another team and went in hot pursuit. 
The robbers headed north for Birch Lake. The horses 
were driven until they were played out, then the robbers 
travelled on foot. ~y th.e time they were caught, one man 
had done away With hlmeself, the other was captured. 

I was called to. court later but was unable to identify 
the man as at the time of the robbery I was petrified. This 
happened in December 1935. 

Alex and Anne Miller 
Alex and I, Anne, were married in 1932 and farmed 

in the ldylwild district until 1947. We sold the farm and 
moved to Ashern where we built our house. 

Alex worked for various contractors on road con
struction until 1950. At that time, he began working for 
the Rural Municipality of Siglune5 and did so until his 
health failed. He passed away in 1970. 

We have one son Lawrence who has been with the 
Winnipeg Fire Department for twenty-one years. He has 
two children, Robert and Penny. 

Alex Miller, logs for Siglunes Medical Nursing Unil. 



Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Miller 
by Anne Miller 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller and their three sons 
Robert Jr., Earle and Alex came to Dog Lake District 
from Duluth, Minnesota, in 1911. 

Robert Sr. had come out earlier and chose a 
homestead. Like most settlers then, they had oxen for 
clearing and breaking land. Later horses replaced the ox
en. 

Millers had one of the first steam engines and 
threshing machines in the district and used to do custom 
work in that area. 

In 1926, they moved to the Idylwild District. They set 
up a saw mill at Birch Lake and sawed logs into lumber 
in the wintertime. 

Four more children were born in Manitoba. Those 
now living are: 

Archie - at Wawanesa, Manitoba. 
Albert - in Toronto. 
Orton in Winnipeg. 
Ruby (Mrs. Hemery) lives in Brandon. 
Earle passed away in 1952. 
Robert and Alex both passed away in 1970. 
Mr. and Mrs. Miller have both passed away. 

Idylwild My Home 
by John R. Price, Regina, Sask. 

My father (Charlie Price) came to the Ashern district 
in 1909. He was a cook on the railroad when the train 
only went as far as Oak-Point. When the railroad was ex
tended north, he went to Ashern and decided to stay. 
Arthur Brazier and Reg Smith went up at the same time. 
Arthur Brazier and Reg Smith took up homesteads 
shortly after they arrived, but Dad didn't get his 
homestead until 1913. Before going on to the homestead 
he was kept busy helping to build Ashern. He built the 
first boarding house on the east side of the railroad tracks 
in 1910 and in 1912 he built the hotel on the site where 
Johnson's garage is now situated. 

When he went on to the homestead (eight miles east 
and one mile and a half north of Ashern) in the Idylwild 
district he had the first saw mill to operate in that vast 
bush country. When they were able to clear enough land 
to grow grain Dad was able to acquire the first steam 
threshing machine to go to the district. 

In 1913 he married my mother Barbara Jones their 
family consisted of five sons: ' 

Alfred (Esterhazy, Saskatchewan) 
John (Regina) 
Victor (Ashern) 
Donald (Ashern) 
Herbert (Ashern) 
We had quite a problem getting to school, because 

there were times when we couldn't get teachers for the 
Idylwild school. My first teacher was Miss Ruth 
Matheson (now Mrs. Buck), I was seven years old at the 
time. Dad and Mom left the homestead for a few years so 
that we could attend school. We went to Ashern and 
Beatty schools during those years. 

I think the happiest memories of my youth are of 
when we went back to the homestead to live. Yes! we had 
to work hard. My brothers and I were in our early teens 
when we had to haul wood and lumber by teams of horses 
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and sleighs, fourteen miles one way to Spearhill and 
Ashern from the bush camps east of our home, but we 
had fun too! 

Dad and Mom played the violin and piano or organ 
for the dances in the district and we were usually allowed 
to go to these dances with them. On a Saturday evening 
or Sunday afternoon friends or relatives, or both would 
come to our home and there would always be a sing-song 
which we all enjoyed very much. When Mom and Dad 
would go to town for supplies, we boys would try all sorts 
of things, like harnessing a heifer and hitching her to a 
stone boat to haul the manure out of the barn! Believe 
me, there wasn't much manure left on the stone boat by 
the time we got to the manure pile! The heifer had never 
had anything like a harness on her before. This is only 
one example of the many things we did when Mom and 
Dad went to town. Everything was back to normal when 
they got home, and they would find out what had gone on 
months, sometimes years later! 

During the great depression, there were hard times 
for everyone in the whole area. Teams of horses and men 
travelled miles to haul wood and lumber from the bush to 
their homes. Mom and Dad's place was named the 
"Halfway House". Most of the men would stop there to 
warm and feed their horses and have a meal themselves. 
They came from Camper, Ashern and Moosehorn areas. 
Joe Moman (Sr.), Jim Spittal and many others were 
among those who came. They always repaid Mom and 
Dad in various ways. They were wonderful people and we 
missed them when they didn't come anymore. 

Trapper's log cabin, Charlie Price, A. Stewart. 

Charlie Price. Josh Jones. Charlie Price's steamer. 



Homestead of Charlie Price, 1916 (nolV Roger Renaud's home}. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Price (Oil srep), Alf Price, Herb JOlles, George Jones, Roy 
Killg, Harry Stewart. 

This is my story of Idylwild my home, It was a happy 
place to grow up in and it makes me a bit sad to drive by 
now and see what modern progress has done, but, that is 
progress, The memories are still there, 

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Reiser 
by Theresa Miller (Reiser) 

Mother, Dad, myself (Theresa) and John came to 
Canada from Hungary in the spring of 1926, Halfway 
across the Atlantic Ocean on April 14, my brother 
Marlon (Matt) was born, 

I do not recall too much of our first years in Canada, 
just that everyone seemed kind and helpful. 

It was hard to learn to speak English, however, we 
settled in the Marne district south-west of Ashern where 
the older people spoke German and this helped my 
parents, It was a wonderful neighborhood. 

We lived there until the fall of 1930, then moved east 
of Ashern to the Idylwild School District. It was here 
that our family of nine grew up 4 boys and 5 girls. 

Two of my brothers and four sisters are married. 
Mrs. Frank Koch (Lena) and family live at Lake 

Francis. Mrs. Bert Gosselin (Ann) and family live at 
Ashern. Mrs. Lawrence Everatt (Elizabeth) and family 
live in Ontario. Mrs. Margaret Desrochers is in B.C. 
Mathew is married and lives in Winnipeg. Frank and 
family live in Ontario. 

Les and John live on the home place east of Ashern. 
I married Earl Miller in 1937. We lived on his 

homestead until the spring of 1939, then moved to Sleeve 
Lake. It was rather an isolated spot as there were just 
three other families near, 

Murdock Rowley and his brother lived on the east 
side of the lake, Art Scott and his sister-in-law (Mrs. Bert 
Scott) lived near them, and Andrew Larson, his wife 
Gunhild, and family lived north of us. 
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Mrs. Roberta Aitkens (Riley) 

My parents were Gertrude and Robert Riley, 
everyone called Dad Jack. There were four children in 
the family: Bill Riley in Red Deer, Alberta; Mrs. Esther 
Peary, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Mr. George Riley in 
Peters field, Manitoba; and me, Roberta Aitken, Win
nipeg, Manitoba. 

My dad was in the American army 1914 to 1918. In 
1921 he moved to the Idylwild School District, Ashern, 
Manitoba. He remained there until 1937. While on the 
farm we milked cows and hauled cordwood, We received 
about three dollars a cord for the wood. A lot of people 
would go to Reisers and stay over night, and go to Birch 
Lake the next day, We used to take cordwood to town 
with oxen. Our machinery was horse mowers, McCor
mick rakes, hayracks, and high wagons. Later on they 
used three poles on a haystack and swept the hay up with 
a sweep with a horse on each side of the stack. For 
threshing they used a steam outfit. They burned wood or 
straw. My dad had to go right to Birch Lake for the cord
wood. When my sister was born I was six and my brother 
was three. My dad had to take us (George and 1) into the 
bush with him to get firewood. It was in December so we 
were pretty cold. He had to make a fire in the bush in the 
snow to keep us warm. 

One time I went to town with cord wood and nearly 
froze to death. I came to a house three-quarters of a mile 

In the spring of 1945 we moved to Ralph Connor 
District and bought Tom Yarish's farm. We had one son 
and two daughters. 

Earl passed away in 1952. 
Our eldest daughter Eileen is married to Pete 

Giesbrecht. They and their family live in Transcona. 
Loretta, the youngest, lives in Calgary. 
.\1y son, Earl, and I still live on the home place. 



Mr. and Mrs. Robert (Jack) Riley. 1917. 

from home. I had to take the flour in and I fell in the 
door and that's where I stayed all night. 

I remember one time Herb Delorme put a fire out in 
our house. 

One time my sister and I went for the cows, on the 
way we saw a bear. We thought it was a baby moose and 
were so dose that we could have shook hands with it. The 
dog stayed there until we got about a mile away and then 
he came running to us, and we went home without the 
cows. 

Some of our neighbors were: Millers, Baileys, Prices, 
and Jim Toop. 

I attended Idylwild school and some of the teachers I 
remember are: Miss Kranis, Miss Douglas, and another 
Miss Douglas from Glenboro, Manitoba, Mr. Mower, 
and Miss Eileen Diamond. 

The doctors were Dr. Peake and Dr. Walkin. 
A lumber sawing gang I remember was Archie, Alex, 

Robert, Albert, Earl Miller and their dad, Bob Miller. 
For recreation we went to picnics, played baseball, 

rode horseback, and played hide-and-go-seek around the 
haystacks. 

During the second World War years my dad worked 
in Winnipeg. He returned to live in Moosehorn in 1948 to 
1968 when he passed away. My mother passed away in 
June, 1935. 

My Story 
by James Toop 

I was born March 7, 1894 in the village of 
Furzebrook, Wareham Dorset, England, and lived there 
until 1913, when my brother decided to come to Canada 
and wanted me to go with him. We got our tickets and 
went to South Hampton. My dad came to the boat to see 
us off and that was the last time we saw our father. 

The boat stopped at Ireland and took on passengers. 
The sea was calm when we left England, but after leaving 
Ireland, things changed and we had a rough couple of 
days at sea. Huge waves sometimes we were on top 
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and the next moment down at the bottom, the boat was 
only making about three miles an hour. Finally calmed 
down but got very cold, we could see icebergs not far off. 
There were four of us on deck when the boat struck an 
iceberg. We were all covered with ice up to our chins -
some of the crew got us out of that and into a warm 
room, also gave us lots of whiskey, 'till we got over that 
expenence. 

From there we landed at Ellis Island in the U.S.A. in 
quarantine. After that we got on a ferry to get a train 
from the U.S.A. to Winnipeg. There we stayed at the Im
migration Hall. We met a farmer from Baldur, 
Manitoba, who hired us for the summer. In the fall my 
brother went to Foxwarren to work, and I went to 
Solsgirth until that spring, then to Angusville for a year. 
Next move was to Ashern, where I took up a homestead 
ten miles east of the town on the S.W.v.; of 14-25-6W, 
where I lived until 1928, when I bought the N. W. v.; of 13-
25-6W and lived there until 1961 when I moved into the 
town of Ashern. I am still there as I write this (April -
1975), however, I am crippled and hardly able to get 
about. 

I have seen many changes in the area since I came in 
1915, when there were few buildings in the town. 

I recall some of the early times I remember staying 
overnight with Andy McTavish, the next day I met 
Charles Cope, we went looking for land. I decided upon a 
quarter section and then had to go to The Winnipeg Land 
Office to file on this land. Came back and bought a team 
of oxen and some lumber, put up a bit of a shack, got to 
know some of the people - Roy King also the Whileys, 
who had a small store and post office and sort of stopping 
place. One evening I recall there were some thirty people, 
men, women and children. However, the store did not 
prosper and the people left in 1921. 

I broke up some land, one year we had frost every 
month and the hay crops were very poor, so I went out to 
get work harvesting. Came home in the late fall. I had 
left my oxen with a neighbor when I got home no oxen 
- took me two days to find them. I then put up a log 
barn with the help of Bill Murdock, that winter I hauled 
firewood to town to make a little money to buy groceries, 
etc. I had a small patch of land cleared by now and seed
ed some wheat also oats and had a fair crop. I had 
Charlie Price thresh the grain. My land had a lot of 
weeds, (sow-thistle) and so decided to seed grass. In 1920 
there was a bad fire. I lost a team of horses. I left the 
farm and in 1928 moved to the N.W.v.; 13-25-6, built a 
house and barn, had some cows times were pretty 
tough, cream sold for nine cents per pound butterfat. I 
sold my cows and all my stock and dug seneca root in 
order to live, sold it for five cents per pound. In later 
years it went up to $2.00 per pound. 

Jack Condon Family 
by Beatrice Farthing 
(nee Condon) 

My father, Jack Condon, who had come west from 
his home in Douro, Ontario because of asthma, took up a 
homestead in the Wallmore district in 1914. A quarter 
section of all bushland cost him SIO.OO. The following 
year he built a one room shack and broke a few acres of 
land. Five acres only were disced where the land had been 



burned over, and this did not count as broken land. He 
never had his patent. 

He and a schoolboy friend, Jack Sweeney, who took 
up land about a mile away, lived together. They spent the 
winters there, cutting some cordwood and hauling it to 
the lime kiln in Spearhill. They received about $2.00 a 
cord for it. In the spring they both went to the prairie 
farms to work, and Dave Watson, another neighbour, 
planted their cultivated land in grain. 

One fall my father bought a team of horses from the 
Bay in Winnipeg, and took them up to the homestead in
tending to break some land. They had never been out of 
the city before and the sound of the wind in the trees 
made them so nervous, they were ready to run away. One 
day he had driven them over to Watsons', and Dave 
suggested he water the horses while he was there. Dad 
took them to the water trough, took out the bits, and then 
let the neckyoke down. He was standing between them 
and the next thing he knew, they took off, dragging him 
between them. He hung on to the harness as long as he 
could, as he could see the tongue of the democrat 
scratching the ground and he could imagine it digging 
into him. However, when he could hold on no longer, and 
fell underneath them, the tongue missed him. One of the 
horses caught him on the hip with her shoe, but he was 
otherwise unharmed. 

One winter he went to the Thickens homestead to buy 
feed, and met my mother, Jessie Thickens. They were 
married in 1920, and went out to work as a married cou
ple on a farm, going back to the little shack for the 
winters. I was born in I92l, on the homestead. The 
granary attached to the back of the house was used as a 
bedroom for my mother. Dr. Peake and Mrs. Sam 
Brown took care of her. 

For the first three or four years after I was born my 
dad went out to work and mother and I remained with 
her family. For this reason her family was mine, and the 
old homestead was home. Her brother Tiddles and her 
cousins Bill and Syd were like big brothers to me, and 
one of my earliest memories is of Syd playing the 
Hawaiian guitar. When I was four we left there, and 
Mother warned me not to cry and upset Granny. When 
we were half way back to Winnipeg, I still was looking 
very sober and holding back the tears. 

We were away for about five years and returned when 
my parents bought a piece of land that had belonged to 
Joe Vernerett. This was about eight or nine miles from 
Ashern, but part of the Kirkfield School district, which 
was only about a quarter of a mile from my grandfather's 
home. My mother and her brother and cousins had gone 
to school there, but it was closed because there were not 
five children in the district to keep the school open. I 
attended school at Parker, a little school in the middle of 
the bush. One of my most vivid memories of my home at 
that time was the mushroom house, built of stone and 
partly underground. My parents tried to grow 
mushrooms, and once, to protect them from the cold, 
they used some old patchwork quilts to cover them. The 
roof leaked and they had beautiful rainbow colored 
mushrooms, pink and blue, mauve and green. The crop 
became infested with some kind of worms, so they did 
not make a fortune. 

My brother, Jack Jr., was born in 1932. Mr. and Mrs. 
Westwood kindly took mother into their home in Ashern 

and Dr. Walkin and Mrs. Kramp took care of her there. 
These were very hard times and we did not have much of 
the world's goods, but I don't think we missed out on 
much. Mother was an expert in coaching us to ask Santa 
for what he could afford. I well remember the year Jack 
asked Santa for a comb and a piece of tissue paper to 
play through, and was as happy when he got it as any 
child with all the toys he gets. 

Meanwhile, neighbours of ours, the Genests moved to 
Spearhill, and we moved to their house to live. We were a 
mile nearer to town and to school. I learned to walk on 
snowshoes, about two miles each way. Our teacher was 
Anne Grant. She had a great influence on all our lives as 
she was there for four years. There were about sixteen 
children, all grades, from one to eight and we had the 
proud reputation of presenting the best Christmas con
cert in the area, better than the big schools in Ashern and 
Moosehorn, where I believe they had forty or fifty pupils. 
For six weeks before Christmas we spent part of every 
day practicing carols, learning our parts in plays our 
teacher was busy making costumes with the help of the 
Jensen family with whom she lived. This was always the 
highlight of the winter. 

We always had a picnic in June when school ended. 
The mothers brought half gallon sealers of rich cream, 
and the men and boys turned the crank of the hand 

/freezer to make the best ice cream I ever tasted. 
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We moved back to my grandfather'S home and the 
last two years, I walked about four miles to school, in the 
winter on snowshoes. We had a dog who used to go with 
me every day and go right home after I got to the school 
yard. We left Ashern the year I was fifteen and moved to 
East Braintree, where my grandfather and my Uncle 
Ted, (formerly known as Tiddles) had moved a couple of 
years before. 

Art Rosier and I were married a few years later. We 
had a son named Robert, after my uncle who was killed 
at Vimy Ridge. We separated and I moved to Winnipeg 
with my parents, where I could get work to support 
myself and my son. Without my wonderful mother to 
help me, I would have had a rough time, but she prac
tically raised Bob for me. After Bob was grown up, I 
married Don Farthing and we live in St. Vital, along with 
my father who is now 85 and keeping very well. 

Jack Condon and Jack Sweeney beside Jack Condoll's first shack. 



My brother Jack married Sylvia Toland and they 
now have two lovely grown up daughters and a couple of 
grandchildren. Bob is also married to Pauline Fox and 
they have a son and a daughter. 

Ashern will always be home to me. When we went 
back a few years ago, Syd Thickens took us out to see the 
old place. There was very little left. We found a little hole 
that had been the cellar. (The house had burned in a bush 
fire.) My grandmother's lilacs remained and we took a 
root home to plant in our yard. We saw the store that 
used to be the Ashern Supply. I remembered the times we 
shopped there, and the friendly sassing that went on 
between Mr. Schwartz and my mother. At that time I 
used to think they were fighting. 

The only landmark that looked the same to me was 
the Catholic Church. I was told it was all new inside. I 
remembered going there for classes in preparation for 
confirmation, with the Porteous boys and girls, the Ker
brats, and Ethel Harrhy. I remember the priest used to 
sleep in the church and eat whatever the people brought 
him from their pantries. 

I remember many stories my mother told me of the 
early years in that country. Some of them were very 
amusing; for instance the time that my grandmother's 
wash froze solid on the line, and she thought she had used 
too much starch. Having come from India, she was not 
used to cold like that. She often made my dad laugh when 
she told him it was "wicked cold". 

My uncle Bob was a keen hunter, and this was what 
kept meat on their table. Once when he was out hunting, 
with only a 22 ritle, a moose chased him and he was able 
to take shelter in a partly built cabin. He had to stay 
there until quite late, when the moose went away. In the 
meantime, they were becoming concerned about him at 
home, and his dad was out blowing the old bugle they 
had, as a signal to let him known which direction home 
was, in case he was lost. This bugle apparently had 
another use as a mail call to let the neighbours know 
when they had picked up mail for them from the post of
fice. 

Mother and Ted have mentioned the little ceremony 
they had in the fall when the last of the crop was brought 
in. They would form a procession and sing "We shall 
come rejoicing, bringing in the sheaves." 

Their home was a halfway house for many people. I 
believe, in spite of all the hard work and other hardships, 

J. Thicken's homestead. 
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they must have had a lot of fun. My grandmother used to 
play the organ and they would all gather around to sing. 

It struck me as very sad to think that there is nothing 
left to show that people ever lived there, and it is only 
about forty years since our family left. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Newton Sr. 
by J. Newton 

My parents came to Canada in 1904. They landed in 
Winnipeg stayed there a short time then moved to 
Moosomin, Sask. Dad was a plasterer by trade. He 
worked there, built a house, which still stands. There was 
very little work in those days. In 1912 they decided to 
take up homesteading in the Ashern district, so in 1914, 
Mum, Dad, my sister, Flora and I John, moved to 
Ashern and the homestead. We lived in a log house that 
Mr. Boyd built on his farm until our house was ready -
People were very helpful. Our farm was on the N .E.114 6-
26-6W. We had one cow and a few chickens. 

Dad plastered a house for Mr. Pickersgill. Work was 
still very scarce. 

Dad passed away in 1919, this left Mother, me 
13 years old, and my sister Florie who was to. I got a 
job helping at harvest time, with a Mr. Fred Grant. My 
job was to cut wood for the steam engine. Joe Wiley 
drove the water wagon, and Mr. Grant ran the separator. 

People helped each other and willingly. These were 
hard times and sociable times. 

I married in 1952 and stayed on the farm until 1953, 
when my wife Helen, and son Jimmy, also Mother moved 
to Port Arthur, Ontario. I worked in the Pulp Mill there 
until I retired two years ago. My wife died Mar. 13, 1972. 
Jimmy is married and lives in London. Ont. Mother died 
January 1961 atage95. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Newton Sr. 

John and Sara Ellen Newton 
by Mrs. Florence Thickens 

My parents, John and Sara Ellen Newton, originally 
came to Canada from England in 190 I. They first settled 
in Moosomin, Saskatchewan where my father applied his 
skills as a lath and plasterer. My older brother, John and 
myself were both born in Moosomin. John was born in 
1906 and I came along in 1908. 

My parents sold out in 1912 and moved into Win
nipeg. We stayed in Winnipeg for two years until my 
father established his homestead in the Ashern Area. He 



also obtained 160 acres for $10.00 from the government 
under the Homestead Act. Our 160 acres was located 
right next to George Thicken's parcel of land. 

During the summer of 1914 we moved up to Ashern, 
but had to stay at Johnny Boyd's home as our house was 
not completed. In the fall of that year the house was fin
ished and we moved in. 

Father continued with his trade as lath and plasterer 
and many of the first buildings in the town of Ashern 
bear signs of his handy-work. 

When the Kirkfield School was built in 1918 we were 
the first pupils. The school was built on a piece of land 
which my father donated to the School District at the 
north-west corner of our property. 

My dad passed away in 1918. Mother died January 
1961 at age 95. 

Times were pretty hard for us after that, however, we 
kept the farm going. I went out to work as a house
keeper on various farms around Manitoba. John helped 
by obtaining employment with the local farmers at 
seeding and threshing time. John was out working on the 
threshing machines when he was 13 years old. 

Our neighbors at the time we first moved to Ashern 
included Jimmy Esplin who was south-west of us. He 
married Isabell Stark and they had two children, Albert 
and Margaret. Of course there was the Thickens Family 
who lived on the property next to us. George was on the 
west corner of our property and John was just south of 
George. The Hicks family were just east of our place and 
the Bill Stark family, who built the stone castle, were 
south of us. 

A Few Memories of :\1y Short Stay in Ashern 
by Violet Savage 

I taught school at Kirkfield January 1920 to 
December 1921. I recall some of my pupils were; Pete 
and Jim Stark, the Thickens boys, John and Florrie 
N ewton, Joe McKelvey and Buster Boardman. 

Things were pretty tough, the returned soldiers were 
taking up farms, and many knew very little about farm
ing. 

I recall a terrifying bush fire, the school children and 
I saved the school house, by carrying many buckets of 
water, the fire came within a half mile of the schoo!. 
What a relief, when we saw a horse and rig coming 
through the smoke filled air, it was J. B. Hawkes and 
Bert Hyde bringing us food, which sure was needed. This 
was indeed a scary experience. 

The Stark Family 
by Jack Stark 

BILL STARK 
My brother, Bill Stark, came to Manitoba in 1906. 

His trade was a stone mason and brick layer. The two are 
different, the stone work requires a light layer of lime and 
4!he brick a heavier. Little of that kind of work was done 
in winter time. 

Bill got the idea a homestead might be the answer, 
spending the winter on the homestead and back to the 
city for the summer. He went to the Fisher Branch area 
to see what the land was like. It was in the spring of the 
year, he saw too much water for his liking, and decided to 
try the country north of Oak Point, and landed at 
Ashern. He located on the S.E. \4 6-26-6W in 1911. By 
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1913 all of the family came out to Manitoba. His 
brother-in-law, Jim Esplin, Dad Stark, J. S. Boyd - a 
half-brother, Dave Stark, Jack Stark, Gordon Stark and 
Bob Stark all settled in the same area. Other neighbors 
were J. Newton and T. Daily. 

Around that time, stone masons were losing out 
much of that work was changing to the use of cement. In 
the early days, basement walls were mainly made of 
stone, until cement came into the picture, as it cost about 
$40.00 to build basement walls, much cheaper than if 
done by stone. This was one of the reasons many stone 
masons decided to take up homesteading. 

Bill worked on most of the big jobs in the city and 
out. The last big job he was on was the Royal York Hotel 
in Toronto, he laid the last stone on it. 

By now Bill had gathered considerable livestock and 
felt he would have to give up working out. His last ac
com plishment was to build himself a stone house "The 
Castle". Stones were very plentiful in this part of 
Manitoba. There were lots on Bill's farm - he had piles 
of them along his grain fields. One day a man came to see 
if Bill would sell him some hay - the stone piles were 
covered with snow and this man thought the piles were 
hay. 

Bill's house originally was made of logs. So he decid
ed to replace the logs with stone. This he did by hauling a 
good collection of stone to where the house was, enough 
for one season's work. As he took out a log he replaced it 

Visitors at Stark's farm. 

Mrs. Margaret Stark's week end baking 



Stark Family. Top Back: Jack. Slallding, leji lO righ/: Jilll, Bill, J. Esplin, Is{/, Scour (Jolin) Fenwick, Kille allil Jolin Bord. Silling Il!.fi: Dal'e, 
Boh, AIo/Iier (Margarel Slal'k). 

with stone, This way the roof was not disturbed, The 
front wall is of "dressed" field stone, of many colors. The 
job took many years as he did it in his spare time, On the 
back or north wall, he made a plaque showing his tools of 
trade, His brother-in-law, Brodie Crawford, was an ar
tist, and did the paintings inside: As well as painting the 
furniture, panel walls and ceiling, many of his fine paint
ings (framed) were hung on the walls, 

The castle was and still is, a place of great interest. 
The Winnipeg Free Press carried a story about the castle 
some years ago, Bill and his wife, Robina, had many 
visitors call to see this wonderful and unusual building, 

Bill died in 1961 and Robina died in 1963, The castle 
has changed hands and now belongs to the Richaud fami
ly. 

Mother came out in 1915 to live with Bill, who was 
not married, After Bill married, mother lived with John 
until her accident, and then lived with Mrs, Esplin for 
four years, She died in 1949 at the age of 90. Mother was 
given the honor of naming the School District 
KI the name taken from Kirkfieldbank in 
Scotland, where she spent her youth, before coming to 
Canada. 

DAVE STARK 
Dave came to the Ashern area in 1913 along with the 

Stark family. He was interested in raising Ayrshire cat
tle. He lived close to a farm in Scotland that raised, and 
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also showed this breed of cattle. This caught Dave's fan
cy. He started his cattle herd with animals from many 
parts of the country, even from the South of Scotland 
Douglas Castle. Dave went there in 1967 and spent a day 
at the farm. He kept improving his herd all through the 
years. 

His barn, was one of the best in the district, the walls 
were of field stone; I know as I helped build it. 

Dave was President and Secretary-treasurer of the 
Manitoba Ayrshire Breeders Association for 21 years. 

Dave died in April 1971. 

JACK STARK 
I too, came to Ashern with the Stark family in 1913. 

My first homestead was west of Tom Daily. There was 
heavy bush close by, where logs could be had. Dave and I 
crossed the muskeg, which was a short distance from 
Dave's place. The water was deep_ We had to go slow as 
it was almost to the top of our knee rubber boots and was 
cold - our feet and legs were numb by the time we got 
across the swamp. We cut logs and built a stable that 
winter - it burned down the following spring. 

So many rocks showed up after the fire. I gave up 
that farm and took another on the west side of the big 
muskeg - which was not so stony. I put up a stable built 
of slabs and lived in a tent, did some land breaking with 
oxen. It was good but slow. I saw a dog coming from my 
tent one day and thought I had better have a look and see 



if the dog had been in the tent. Sure enough, I had two 
chickens cooked for dinner and not a trace of the 
chickens was left. 

I was working in Winnipeg in 1919 when the big 
strike took place. I took off for Ashern to see my folks on 
the last train out. We had some stops on the way, and 
must have had a "green" fireman, as the train ran short 
of stearn. I was unable to get back to the city and lost my . 
job. That winter we got lumber sawn at the sawmill. 
Between us, we had 35,000 feet of lumber. John and Bill 
did the hauling. Jim Esplin and I stayed at the camp and 
cut logs. The boys would start out in the morning with a 
load and if they got caught in a snow storm or high wind 
they would unload some of the load. One time, John only 
had enough logs to sit on by the time he got to Daily's. 
He had a stable lamp with him which he lost and found 
again after the snow melted. Often the horses played out, 
it was real heavy going. They would have to stop over
night on the mill ridge. Often we would hitch up the oxen 
to go and pick up some of the logs that had to be dumped 
ofT to lighten the load along the way. A year later, I got 
my job back and gave up the idea of farming. I retired in 
1956 but always went back every chance I got. I enjoyed 
taking the folks fishing - a break they did enjoy. By 
1972 none of the family were left and no longer owned 
any land. "My thoughts are ever there." 

I AM ADDING A FEW INCIDENTS THAT COME 
TO MIND 

One day Tom Daily carne over to see me on his way 
to town. One of his horses was down in the middle of the 
big muskeg. He wanted me to take the team of oxen and 
pull the horse out. I said "0. K. Torn". He put a logging 
chain around the horse's neck. I just stood and stared. I 
said "That will pull its head off!" He said "No", "Well," 
I said, "Don't blame me if the animal does not get up." 
"You go ahead," said Tom. Sure enough to my surprise 
it did up after it had a rest. I said "Now, you take the 
oxen and I will take the horse to my place until you get 
back". He returned very late. I said, "How did you make 
out'?" He said, "That is my first experience with oxen and 
my last". 

Another time I was at Bill's, a neighbor came in to 
buy some seed oats. He had his mother with him who 
came to visit with my mother. When they left for horne, I 
walked them back to my place. They had a team a 
pony and an ox hitched to a light wagon, and they had to 
cross the muskeg. They stopped for a minute, and as I 
was leaving the pony lay down, it was played out. The 
mother said, "Now what will we doT' "Mother, you will 
have to walk." I said, "Wait a minute, take the harness 
off the pony, the ground under the water is still frozen." 
We rigged it up so the ox was able to pull the wagon, and 
his mother rode the pony. His mother made out O.K. and 
no hardship to the ox. 

My Introduction to Ashern 
by Gordon Stark Sr. 

Back in Winnipeg in 1914, our family had become 
divided. I was eleven years old and on my school vaca
tion. My mother had part of the family with her in the 
city waiting for th'e big house to be built. My father was 
with the rest of the family in Ashern. 
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Ashern ill the early /wefllies. looking east down Main Street. 

My brother Bill was working on the same job as 
James Esplin, a neighbor in Ashern, and he learned he 
was going up to his homestead for this holiday week-end. 
Bill made arrangements with him. He would bring me to 
the station if Mr. Esplin would see that I got to Bill's 
place all right. I was taken to the Union Station and a 
ticket was bought. The ticket seller said "Hurry up, the 
train is ready to leave". We ran upstairs to the platform 
in time to see the train moving out. We ran to catch it but 
the conductor waves us away, jumped to the train and 
called to us - "Go to Westside Station". We dashed 
down again. Caught a street car to Portage and Main, 
another street car to St. James. The train was pulling to a 
stop at Westsid~ Station and we ran for it. The conductor 
was watching. I was put on the train and told to find a 
seat. The conductor hollered, "All Aboard". The engine 
bell began ringing and started moving. 

I sat on the edge of a seat not knowing what to do. I 
didn't know Mr. Esplin or if he was on the train. After 
awhile the conductor came and collected my ticket. He 
said, "You are Gordon Stark. It's all right you sit tight 
and don't move. I'll find the man your brother told me 
about." It seemed ages when a man came and said, "Oh, 
Oh, So you are Gordon Stark - Yes well I'm Jimmy 
Esplin. Come on into the other car and I'll look after 
you". 

When we got to Ashern it was pitch black, with sheet 
lightning everywhere - thunder rumbling and a strong 
wind. Mr. Esplin said, "We won't take a chance tonight. 
We'll stay in town". We went upstairs to a room in a 
small boarding house near a big hotel and left our grips. 
We came down and sat on a wooden sidewalk out front. 
He talked to another man while I sat fascinated watching 
the sheet lightning and a lonely poplar tree bending away 
over in the wind. It appeared to be all bruised from hav
ing things being tied to it. It seemed so quiet and lonely, 
with only a little light here and there. 

We went to bed awfully late. I woke up in the night 
and could not go back to sleep. Something kept coming 
on me. I began catching them, giving them a squeeze and 
putting them under my pillow so I could see what they 
looked like in daylight. It got so bad, so many of them, 
crawling all over me that I got up and sat on the end of 
the bed the rest of the night. When Mr. Esplin woke up 
he said, "You're up already? How did you sleep?" "I 
didn't", I said. "Oh - why?" Some things kept crawl
ing all over me. Look, see for yourself. I put some under 
my pillow. What are they?" "Ah, that's bed bugs. They 
won't hurt you". 

With that ordeal over, we got ready and walked to 
Bill's. I was sure glad to see Dad and a big bowl of 



porridge, He didn't know I was coming, but us "Oatmeal 
heathens" always have plenty of porridge, A couple of 
spoonfuls out of the other bowls made one for me, It was 
an introduction to bugs and the bush country that has 
often come to mind. 

The First Teacher at Kirkfield School 
by Gordon Stark Sr. 

Miss Madocks took up residence in Mr. James 
Esplin's bachelor home, while the teacher's residence was 
being built at the school. Mr. Esplin was away at the war. 

After several years teaching she decided to take a trip 
to England to visit her mother. 

As she was being driven to the station to meet the ear
ly morning train the wagon wheel hit a stump, Miss 
Madocks became excited and when she stood up was 
thrown out of the wagon. Her nose and teeth were broken 
and she was badly shaken up. The train men witnessed 
the accident and waited. Miss Madocks was placed in the 
baggage car and was met by an ambulance at Westside 
station and taken to hospital. Due to this mishap she was 
unable to make the trip to England, She received word 
that her mother had passed away and she would not have 
arrived in time to see her alive, 

Later Miss Madocks accepted a teaching position in 
St. James for a time met Mr. Dick Hamilton, 
married, and had a happy home. 

Miss Madocks, Kirkjield School's first teacher, 

Kirkfield Schoof, Left 10 right: Sid Thickells. John Newton, Ted 
Thickens. Flora Newtoll, Jim Stark. Bill Thickens. Miss Madocks with 
Tom Stark ill front. Peler Slark alld Jessie Thickens at rear. 
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Kirkfield District First Ball Team 1920 

Back row: Ted Thickens. Sid Thickens, John NewlOn. Celllre: 
Blister Boardman. Jim Stark. Peter Stark. Front: Kielh Farhal/. C. 
Savage. Joe McKelvey. 

Last ball team. 1925. Back row: Sid Thickens. Billl\4cKcil'l!Y. Joe 
.McKelvey. George Blair. Gordon Stark. !'vIike KlII:::y. Silting: Jim 
Hugo. Peter Stark. John Kut:y. 

Fred Grant'sThreshing Outfit 
by G. Stark Sr. 

Those good crop years during the war and everyone 
was growing grain. Some farms had six, eight and ten 
stacks. Fred's outfit from Idylwild District had a big cir
cuit to work on. They looked forward to coming west 
into the Kirkfield District corner. Starting with Jimmy 
Stark, then Newtons, Bill Stark, Esplin, Boyd, J. and G. 
Thickens, Ross and McKelvey, all in a small corner. This 
meant lots of stacks and short moves. 

The gangs were big; neighbor helped neighbor. Not 
only outside but with the meals inside as well. Lots of 
good spirited fellowship. Washing water, soap, basins 
and nice clean towels were put outside. By the sight of 
those towels afterwards, it looked like the towels had 
been used to wash with and the water to dry on. 



... ". 

Next stop was Browns, then west to Hydes and 
Pickersgills line. I cannot remember all the names as it 
has been so long ago. South to Foords and George Selfs 
corner. I had hired on as pitcher and at Selfs, Joe Wylie, 
the tank man, had gone home and I was elected to 
replace him. It was only a short haul from the well to the 
engine at Selfs place. I filled the tank to the limit, a hard 
pull for the horses, took a short cut under the double 
clothes line, forgetting about the tank pump handle stick
ing up. It caught the clothes line and really stretched it 
out. Mrs. Sel f called out "That's good - don't feel bad. I 
have wanted it fixed for a long time and now it will have 
to be". That was true, only one pole was left standing. 

Between water hauls I used the time chopping wood 
for the engine. Fred would be pitching. This day was a 
lovely hot fall day when everyone feels drowsy. I was 
keeping a big fire going with nice dry thin poplar. The 
water level in the engine boiler right on the mark. The 
separator was humming as the oats was dry and straw 
short. The safety valve on the engine was popping quite 
often releasing steam. Then suddenly, the engine started 
making a funny dull sound. Froth coming from the 
smoke stack, slowing down, laboring, and shaking all 
over. Fred let out a terrible yell - grabbed his cap off 
(which was a feature when he got excited) and came run
ning to the engine. Everyone else was running for cover 
and before Fred got to me there was no one to be seen. 
He pulled a lever on the side that let the steam out at both 
strokes of the cylinder, like the railroad engines when 
they want to scare cattle off the track. Fred told me later 
that she would have blown up. Too hot a fire and high 
water put too much moisture in the steam. It just hadn't 
been MY day. 

From Foords we came east in a big circle. Jentzsch, 
Novinsky and Chase were some of the names I 
remember. Then north to Eagletons, and east to Bill 
Moose. His yard was an open square closed in by rows of 
buildings and a sort of depression in the centre filled with 
water. The geese used this as a pond. Fred looked this 
over very carefully. He was afraid of bogging down with 
his heavy outfit. There was no other way but to go right 
through, slowly. He took the engine through and as the 
separator with narrower wheels came into it, he suddenly 
gave the engine more steam. The front end reared up but 
the wheels did not go with it. By the time he stopped the 
engine, the boiler had passed over the front axle frame 
and came down half way back on the boiler. Fred jumped 
off the engine, grabbed his hat off, threw it on the 
ground, jumped on top of it, stamping and making a 
growling sound. The packing and insulation was cut 
through, but the boiler did not leak. It took the rest of the 
day to hoist the front end and put the wheels back on 
which were attached by a ball on the engine and a socket 
on the wheel frame; very easily linked together. In the 
meantime, the separator sat in the pond, without dis
appearing. 

Next move was east to Thompson's. I left them there. 
They still had threshing to do in their own district. 

Meditating 
by G. Stark Sr. 

At the Ashern Jubilee, I found myself staring at an 
elderly lady sitting contentedly all by herself, and it seem-
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ed as though only yesterday I had seen her standing at a 
door calling "Don't feel bad". It was so real I just had to 
find out. I walked over and standing in front of her said, 
"Please forgive me if I am wrong. I feel so strongly that 
you are Mrs. Self." Sitting back startled she said, "Why 
yes I am." "I don't think you will recognize me". "No I 
don't believe I do." "Do you remember Fred Grant's 
threshing outfit?" With a big smile she said "Indeed I 
do". "Would you remember a boy on the water wagon 
who pulled your clothes line down? I am Gordon Stark." 
"Oh please sit down, Gordon, I remember you". So we 
chatted and had a very enjoyable look into the past. Mrs. 
Self reminded me of my own mother - so gen'tle, so kind 
and understanding, always took time to listen. She was 
living in a Winnipeg home at that time and spoke so 
gratuitous about the people whose home she was sharing. 
It was as though she was enjoying every minute of her 
reclining years. It has always been a pleasurable feeling 
to recall the memory of a grand person. 

In thinking of the one it recalls another, Mrs. Foord 
who also impressed me. The one that seems most vivid 
was in a discussion on families. I was explaining how in 
our family, there were seven sons and one daughter, and 
in my uncle's family (Mother's brother) were seven 
daughters and one son. We all lived in the same village in 
Scotland and each one in the different families had a 
playmate near the same age. In our family were two sets 
of twins, this astounded Mrs. Foord. She said "Twins". 
That is one thing I would never wish on anyone. No 
matter how badly I thought of them - to have twins as 
their first born." Those ladies, like my mother, tall, 
slender, straight, so gracious and hard working. It seem
ed as though they were the kind most able, or could en
dure the hardships in that God forsaken country as it 
seemed in those years. 

The past we had. The present we have. The future is 
yet to come. The past is always there to go back to. 

Old Scotty 
by Gordon Stark Sr. 

John Fenwick one of the first old timers to 
homestead; a bachelor, who was known best by "Old 
Scotty". He went out to work each summer and came 
back in the fall for the winter. As the years took their toll, 
he began just going for the harvest and taking jobs in the 
district in summer, then not going away at all but spen
ding most of his time digging snake root. He had certain 
nights he regularly visited his friends in winter. He came 
in daylight with his lantern - to play cards or just sit and 
talk. When we got our peanut tube radio with two sets of 
earphones, they were taken apart so that four people 
could listen with one ear phone and stick a finger in the 
other ear. After ten o'clock and a cup of tea he would 
light his pipe by striking his match on the pipe stem -
the only man I ever saw do that. After a smoke he lit his 
lantern, stepped outside and stood to let his rubbers cool 
off, so they would not melt the snow and then freeze. He 
was a very tidy clean, well cared for person. One New 
Year I thought I would give him a surprise. The Scots 
always set such store by "A first footing". This was a 
great belief. If a dark haired person should be the first 
one to call on New Years morning it brought good luck 
to the home (I won't talk about the other colors) and of 
course if they had a bottle with them it made things even 



nicer. This is what I intended to do. I had never heard of 
him drinking, but to do the job right I had to have a bot
tle. I bought a bottle of the best home brew without a 
label in a soft drink bottle. At the stroke of midnight, his 
light was still on, in his small one room shack, away in 
the bush back from the road. I dashed to the door knock
ing and hollering "Happy New Year Scotty", just about 
scared the pants offhim. It was just great to see him react 
to the occasion. I t was the first time he had ever had this 
happen. After first formalities were taken care of, he 
brought a tin of shortbread and two different kinds of 
cake - all sent from his folks in Scotland every year. He 
was a great man for forecasting the weather and other 
things. This night he forecast I would never be a drinker. 
It has turned out to be true so far. I have never needed 
anyone to tell me what a good time I had last night. 

Scotty left the country without letting anyone know 
he was leaving. Secretly he visited all his friends in one 
week in the ~ummer, shaking hands and saying good 
night or goodbye. Not seeing him or hearing anyone 
speak of him for a long time, sister and I took a walk to 
his place. Everything was tidy outside and in its place. No 
one had been around. Looking in the window we noticed 
everything was neat and tidy, his plate and cup upside 
down on the table; knife, fork and spoon beside it. That 
was the last of Old Scotty. He never came back and no 
one heard where he went. His friends missed him as he 
had been so regular in his visits for many years. 

(My hair was black.) 

Dreams 
by G. Stark Sf. 

One hundred and sixty acres for ten dollars. What 
dreams that created. Dave Stark had one - to become a 
trader of Ayrshire cattle. He started like many others, 
with nothing but his dream, and the will to make it come 
true. He was never known to drink or smoke, a'lld lived 
alone in a quiet corner on the edge of a big swamp. 

After clearing and breaking some land, he built a log 
barn with a sod roof, half a house, built in such a way he 
could build the other half on when he needed it; bought 
his first cow - a shorthorn from Bomford. Nothing 
great as a milker, but always had heifer calves. 

In the early twenties he bought a pure bred Ayrshire 
bull of high quality, one year old. The next year, he heard 
of a chance to acquire some pure bred Ayrshire heifers of 
a good strain and bought three of them. His dream was 
beginning to take shape, as though he could read the 
writing on the wall - "Dave Stark's Pedigreed 
Ayrshires". It was not so easy. His private herd record 
book tells a grim story of his losses, some very important 
ones - died in calf birth, killed by wolves, barren -
shipped to stock yards, aborted, perished in the swamp. 
These are some, taken from his records. 

In 1953 he lost his home by fire, while he was in the 
bush cutting fire wood. Everything was burned. He lived 
in the barn until a chicken house was made habitable. 
Carrying on, he bought a few sheep and began as he had 
done with cattle breeding for quality, buying the best 
he could afford. Situated as he was in a lonely corner, his 
flock had increased to sixty, but the wolves were a con
stant menace. He lost seven at one time, all destroyed. 
Some that got away into the yard stepping on their own 
intestines, or with large sections of fleece hanging down, 
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exposing the flesh. They had to be killed. It got so bad the 
flock was being terrorized, split up and lost in the bush. 
He sold what was left, before losing all. 

The demand for his cattle was increasing. There was 
no need to ship anymore, as buyers came to his farm to 
buy and take them away. It seemed that he never had 
enough for sale. People sometimes came long distances 
on chance, but went away disappointed. He would never 
cut down his breeding stock, no matter how far they 
came, for the sake of making a sale. Many herds have 
their beginning from his blood line, in places such as 
Eriksdale, Lake Frances, Siglunes, Steep Rock, 
Dauphin, and others. He had built a big barn, all con
crete, with attached feed shed, well suited for a dairy 
herd. He was President of the Ayrshire Breeders Associa
tion and took a trip to Scotland, where he visited the 
Laird whose cattle were the grandparents of his own herd. 
He brought back many pictures he had taken of them and 
the records of their performance while under test. 

On returning to his farm, he felt more satisfied to 
retire. He had cut his herd down to a dozen before going 
away, and now he sold them all but two. His only regret 
was not having some one to take over where he was leav
ing off. He had accomplished his dream to raise Purebred 
Ayrshires to top quality stock, fit for show purposes if 
wanted. The two that were left were the best of his herd. 
He kept these two young heifers in the hope his young 
brother would take over. He offered him one as a gift and 
the other at a reduced price. His brother declined the 
offer. The heifers were bred and one proved to be barren 
and was sold to the stockyards. The other had a 
daughter, like her mother, and both sold to the same 
buyer at Oakpoint. 

Left now with only his dogs, a new comfortable cot
tage with oil heat and a good basement, all that was re
quired now was to modernize it fully. He installed a sep
tic system, hot and cold water, and a washroom with a 
shower, then began to plan his cupboards. He died a few 
months later, in April 1971. 

Shipping a BuH 
by Gordon Stark Sf. 

Dave Stark once had a bull that had turned bad. He 
was careless one time and let it behind him in the 
barn. The bull charged him, pinning him against the wall. 
Then it got him down and started goring him. His dog, 
hearing all the commotion inside, jumped over the half 
door and came after the bull, giving Dave a chance to get 
away. He was badly bruised and had two broken ribs. 

I n the fall he decided to get rid of the bull. When the 
cattle truck came, the story was retold to the driver. In 
the meantime, the bull was bellowing and pounding the 
barn walls, putting on a real show because of all the 
strange voices. Great care would have to be taken to get 
this bull loaded. The truck was placed by a side feed door 
with a passage right to the pen, a ramp was put in place, 
and a long rope was put through the side of the truck, and 
along the passage to the ring in the bull's nose. 

The young lad with the truck was getting nervous 
with all this fussing. The action now was to keep the rope 
tight when Dave let down the pole gate, so the bull would 
not turn on him. Before he got all the poles down, the bull 
crashed over, bellowing, and came running down the 
passage, up the ramp and into the truck, rumbling deep 



in his throat all the time. It all happened so fast that we 
could not keep up with the rope slack. The truck was half 
full of empty stacked oil drums. Barrels were crashing in 
every direction. We were hollering for the driver to pull 
the truck ahead so we could get the doors closed, but we 
couldn't see him anywhere. We finally found him hiding 
under the truck. 

Eventually, the bull was securely tied and we hoped 
the driver would have no further trouble with him. When 
he returned from the city we asked if everything had gone 
okay. He said, "Yes". When he left us, he didn't stop un-
til he into the stock yards. 

Dave Slark's bam. 

One Room Shacks 
by G. Stark Jr. 

The first one room shacks of the homesteaders were 
entirely built and furnished from the bush. Floor, wall, 
roof, table, bed and stools all of poles. The roof was poles 
covered with dried long grass, then a heavy layer of hard 
pan taken from under the floor, making a dug out cellar 
for cool storage. A small window, and for extra light a 
bottle set between the logs. Hard pan was used for chink
ing between the logs. This was found to be a poor form of 
plastering as it had to be replaced every year. It wasn't 
until cattle were introduced to the farms and manure was 
mixed with the hard pan that the chinking, or plastering, 
lasted several years. Door hinges were made from old 
leather boots. 

Some of these original one room homes were only 
lived in that homesteaders year, 1909-1911, and stood as 
sentinels, unmolested, as late as 1924. 

Kt'n Ross hauling logs, 191 I or 1912. 
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The Ward's house. Tom Kidd a[ [he door. 

Glencora Castle 
by Gordon Stark, Jr. 

I remember I, as a boy, helped Uncle Bill carry mor
tar and stone for the [ortive building of the north wall 
which was the last completed. The interior which of 
course was the works of Brodie Crawford, As Dave 
Stark's dream was fulfilled in raising a pure blood line of 
Ayrshire cattle, so was Bill Stark's, an old country 
stonemason's dream of completing and living in his own 
castle. This is true also of Brodie Crawford who spent his 
life painting the interior of churches. His life wrapped up 
in religious murals and designs, spending more of his life 
with the past than the present, also fulfilled his dream in 
the finishing of the interior of the castle. 

Logs for beginning of castle. 

Original log shack. 



Casrle under construction. Mrs. Margaret Stark standing beside it. 

Northside. Original log shack has been removed and a proper addi
tion added. Logs have been covered with siding. 

Northview showing stone work. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stark in front of fireplace built by Bill Brodie Craw
ford's painting above. 

Left to right: Bill and Robena Stark, Nora and Jack Stark, John 
Boyd. Front: Brodie Crawford (his painting in background). 

Castle complete (field stone). 
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Mr. and Mrs. James Stark, Sr. 
by Pete Stark 

Children: John, Jean, William, James Jr., Peter, 
Thomas and Margaret. 

Mother left Glasgow, Scotland, to join Father in 
Canada on June 10th, 1910. She spent 14 days on the 
water with 6 children, the youngest Thomas was 6 weeks. 

We docked at Halifax on the 24th of June, then 
travelled by train to Winnipeg. Father was a bricklayer 
and stone mason by trade and for 4 years, 538 St. John's 
St. was home. Nephews of father's while on a hunting 
trip near Ashern discovered land was available for $10 
for 160 acres, and father decided to take advantage of it 
and homestead 3 miles east and 1 mile north of the settle
ment of Ashern. 

We left Winnipeg by train September 14 and were 
met by cousin William Stark with an ox cart. We all lived 
in what was later to be the Stone Castle. A building bee 
helped erect a log house on Qur land which we lived in for 
14 years. A large lumber frame house was later built in 
1928 which our mother never saw. Mother passed away 
in 1921, leaving 5 young children (John and Jean married 
and lived in Winnipeg). 

In 1919 Kirkfield school was built 2Vz miles away and 
presented a problem in winter with snow drifts to plow 
through and no roads to follow. In spring, to keep our 
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shoes dry, we waded through sloughs in our bare feet, 
often breaking ice. 

Father worked for only 3 months during the summer 
building in Winnipeg. It made it difficult to make ends 
meet but as time went on we made a garden, got a cow 
and a horse, and things got a little easier even without a 
mother to do the cooking and washing. One year we 
decided to raise turkeys but since there was no market to 

James Steele Stark and family on his 80th birthday. Left to right: 
Pete. Jim. Margaret. John, Bill. Jean. Tom. 



sell them, they became our winter's supply of meat. We 
had turkey young and turkey old, turkey hot and turkey 
cold, turkey tender and turkey tough, and thank the Lord 
we had enough. 

Father worked at his trade until late in his life before 
retiring to the farm to live to be 94 years old. 

The J oh" Thickens Family 
by Sydney E. (Ted) Thickens 

My father, JOHN THICKENS, was a Quarter
master Sergeant in the British Army stationed in India 
when he met and married mother ELEANOR. My 
brother Robert, sister Jessie and myself were all born in 
India, and when my father retired from the British Army 
he decided to take up farming. He chose the Interlake 
area of Manitoba as his homestead. We left India in Oc
tober of 1910, however didn't arrive in Halifax until 
Christmas Eve of that year. In January of 1911, we 
journeyed to Winnipeg where my father went up north 
and we remained in Winnipeg until June of that year. At 
this time the family came to Ashern. 

My father's brother, George Thickens and his two 
children Bill and Sydney came to Ashern with us. Uncle 
George had been farming in the Virden area of Manitoba 
when his wife passed away after a lengthy illness. He had 
to sell the farm in Virden to meet the medical bills, 
therefore he took his two sons and went to Ashern with us 
to start over. 

At the time we set up our homestead, Bob was 14 
years old, Jessie was 12 and I was 6 years old. Cousin Bill 
was 8 years old and Sydney was 6, the same age as I. 
Because of there being two Sydneys in ~the same 
household, I became known as TED or as known by the 
other children in the area, "TlDDLES". 

During June of 1911 my Dad, Bob and Uncle George 
went to our land and built the foundation to the house. 
We all joined in during July and August and we were liv
ing in the house that fall of 1911. 

I should mention a fault we made in building it. We 
lined the inside with if2" B.C. fir. This wood was full of 
knots and when it dried all the knots fell out. The result 
was that every time it rained, the water would come in 

Mr, and Mrs. George Thickens and Bill, 
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Left to right: John Boyd. Sid Thickens. Mr, Thickens. Mrs, 
Thickens. Ted Thickens. Jack. Jessie, 

Oxen power. 

Stacking hay oxen power. 

through the empty knot holes in the wall. This made it 
necessary to move the beds away from the walls every 
time it rained and put them in the middle of the floor in 
order to keep from getting wet. We would then move 
them back again once it stopped raining through the 
walls. There were eight of us living in the house and it 
would prove quite amusing when it happened to rain in 
the middle of night. At the first sound of the rain drops 
on the roof everyone would start moving their beds in the 
middle of the floor in total darkness. 

Our land was 320 acres, with 160 acres belonging to 
my dad and 160 acres belonging to Uncle George. This 
land was purchased from the government for $10.00 per 
160 acres under the Homestead Act. 



Our property was described as Sec. 7-26-6 NW and 
Uncle George's was 6-26-6 NW, which is located ap
proximately 5 miles north east of Ashern. 

The land had to be cleared, but we brought with us 
three oxen for this work and one cow. The oxen were 
called Buck, Bright and Froggy and the cow of course, we 
called Daisy. 

There was no school until we built it. I helped Johnny 
Boyd and Bill Stark build it in 1918. The school was 
called Kirkfield. The first school teacher was Florence 
Maddock and she resided in a rented shack near the 
school. As we were too busy with the farm, I only got to 
go to school for about three months. 

My brother Bob enlisted in the army in 1914 and was 
killed during the war in 1918. When Bob didn't return, 
farm chores became more important than education so I 
didn't see too much of Kirkfield School. 

Some of our neighbors included Mr. Billy McKelvie, 
his wife Mamie and their two children, Joe and Pearl. 
The Stark family were close by and there was Mr. and 
Mrs. James Stark and their seven children, John, Jean, 
Pete, Bill, Jim, Tommy and Margaret (Peggy). Another 
Stark family John Stark, included Bill, Jimmy and 
Isabell who were twins, Jack, Bob, Dave, and Gordon. 
Mrs. John Stark had one son to a previous marriage and 
this was Johnny Boyd. The Brown family included Tom, 
Sammy, Hughie, Florence, Annie and Janet. By the size 
of the families, you can see the school never lacked 
pupils. 

Bill Thickens was the first to leave the farm in 1926 
and Syd left in 1928 to work in the Quarry in Spearhill. 
He retired from there after 35 years of service. Their 
father, Uncle George, left our place in 1933 and moved 
onto his own land. Jessie left in 1920 when she married 
John Condon of Walmore. As I mentioned Bob went to 
war in 1914. 

I married Mary Westdyk from Ashern in 1933 and 
we took up farming in the section next to my dad. I left 
our farm in 1935 and along with my parents moved to 
East Braintree, Manitoba, where once more we set up 
farms. Mary and I were divorced in 1939 and in 1943 I 
married Florence Newton of Ashern. 

Ted passed away April 21, 1975. 

Memories 
by 1. Campbell (nee PI ohman) 

In 1933, my parents took up a farm four miles south 
west of Ashern. It was the first week in July when we 
moved there. The farm had been vacant for several years, 
and the grass and weeds were up to our waists. The old 
farm house had hardly a window left in it and neighbor
ing cattle had been walking through, leaving foot prints 
and other trade marks. However it was still livable, once 
it was cleaned up, and we got by living in it for nearly two 
months until the new house was built. For my brother 
Hans, my sister Margaret and myself it was the thrill of 
our lives to be out in the country. Little did we realize 
what it meant for Father and Mother to start a new home 
and get established with all the necessary farm equipment 
that was needed. The old well had not been used and 
needed a cleaning out job and a good pump put in. I'll 
never forget when we found the water had a queer taste. 
After shining a light down the well we discovered a dead 
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frog floating on top. We must have had good resistance 
to bacteria those days as we are all still alive today. 

We were fortunate that Marne School was only about 
three-quarters of a mile from home and we were able to 
come home at noon for lunch. 

There was very little recreation those days the only 
thing in town was an open air skating rink. One thing 
that always seemed a big event in the winter was the 
Christmas concert at school and the fun of practicing. 
When the big day arrived it was quite exciting. After the 
concert all the mothers brought lunch, which was passed 
around and coffee was made. Then the floor was cleared 
for the dance which wound up the evening. In the summer 
the most exciting day was July 15t the big annual pic
nic. Baseball was also played. 

I will always remember the winter we had so much 
snow - not quite sure of the year, either 1935 or '36. 
The main road past our farm was so drifted in that all the 
farmers south of us had to drive through our fields and 
yard to get to town. No cars those days, it was travel by 
caboose or open sleigh. Many farmers put bells on the 
horses harness which made the most peaceful and 
wonderful sound out on a frosty winter eve. 

Yes, those were the years and days we will never see 
again. 

Fun at Marne School 1939 or 40. 

Marne School. Standing back: Hans Plohman. Margaret Plohman. 
Betty Ginter. Ruth Witt. Adelia Gutknecht. Centre row: Irene Kurbis. 
lrmgard Plohman. Alma Will. Alma Yanke. Wglter Kurbis. Front 
row: Henry Gutknecht. Herbie Zutz. 1936. 



Eddie and Nettie Geisler and Family 
by Ed. and Nettie 

We took over the Geisler homestead in 1945, and are 
still farming there today. We reside in the original house, 
which has had many a face lifting, and which was built in 
1913, by Eddie's father, Ernest Geisler. 

Farming has been pretty rough at times. In 1945,just 
after the war you could not buy a stove to cook on or a 
pair of nylon stockings to be married in. With sugar and 
other food rationed - there weren't many frills either. 
However, life has been good to us. Lots of hard work and 
good living never hurts anyone. 

We raised four children, they are: 
Duncan, attending Faculty of Law at the University 

of Manitoba. 
Dennis, married Lynn Richter, they live in Winnipeg, 

where Dennis manages a store. They have a daughter, 
Michelle, who is two years old. 

Shelly married Randy Bjornson of Reykjavik, they 
both teach at the Steadman school in Fairford, 
Manitoba. 

Sandra, is at home with her parents, she attends 
Ashern Central school. 

Eddie Geisler family: Eddie. Shelley. Dellnis. Mrs. (Nettie) Geisler, 
Duncan. Sandra. 25th anniversary. 1970. 

Eddie, Shelley. Duncan. Dennis Geisler preparing for Lundar Fair. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Geisler 
In 1906, Ernest and Augusta Geisler and son 

Rudolph came to Canada by boat from Volynia, Russia, 
landing in Montreal. They travelled by train to Winnipeg 
where Ernest and Tillie Rach met them and drove them 
over a rough bush road to Thalberg, Manitoba. They 
stayed there for some time and Ernest went to work in 
Winnipeg with his uncle, digging sewer lines. The work 
was hard and the hours were long. He managed to save 
enough money to buy a homestead. He came to look over 
the country around Ashern, decided on a piece of land 
and made his claim. They had three sons, Rudolph, 
Rheinold, and Albert with them. 
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1936. Rudy Geisler on tractor, Roy by threshing machine, Ernie 
Geisler with team 011 grain box. 

In 1910, the family travelled from Thalberg by train 
to Oak Point, Manitoba. They unloaded their animals
a cow, pig, and a team of oxen. The next day their 
journey began with a team of oxen. It took them several 
days to arrive in Ashern. 

The same spring Ernest cleared land and built a log 
cabin, which was plastered with mud and moss. The roof 
was made of slabs and covered with mud and grass. He 
built a shelter for the animals. He dug a small garden by 
hand with a shove! and grub hoe, He also dug holes 
around the trunk of trees and planted potatoes. 

The following winter Ernest and the older sons went 
to the bush to cut cordwood. This was cut into stove 
lengths and sold to the stores. He bought a bag of flour 
and with whatever he had left bought groceries. 

After a few years he decided to build a larger home 
for his family. He cleared more land and picked a site for 
his new home. In the winter months he and his older sons 
and neighbor went to the bush to cut logs. The logs were 
taken to the saw mill and cut into lumber. The frame of 
the house was made of logs and finished with lumber. 
This house still stands today on the same site with some 
renovations. 

As the years went by, more land was cleared. A fine 
herd of Shorthorn Hereford cross cattle was built up. 
Ernest and Augusta were prosperous farmers. 

In 1926, Ernest built a house in Ashern. He bought 
the livery barn from Rudolph Trapp, and delivered the 
mail to Zant and Oakview Post Offices. He delivered the 
C.N. express from the station to the stores with a dray 
wagon drawn by horses. He was a John Deere dealer and 
sold a tractor to his sons, and they did custom threshing. 
Then his sons Rheinold, Albert and Leonard took over 
the livery barn. Ernest carried on at the farm and helped 
out whenever needed. 

They had ten children. Five sons: Rudolph, Rheinold, 
Albert, Leonard, and Edward all living near Ashern. Five 
daughters: Emily Sabatini, Olive Anderson, Alma 
Glettler of Los Angeles and Hertha Arnason of Ashern. 
There are 20 grandchildren and 29 great-grandchildren. 

In 1942, his youngest son Edward took over the 
homestead after working in Winnipeg and stayed with his 
father until he married. Ernest passed away in 1951, and 
Augusta in 1964. 

Tillie passed away in June 1939. 



Mr. and Mrs. John Becker and family came 10 Ashern in 1916. 
They lived four miles sOUlh of Ashern. They left in 1923. This is a pic
ture of !heir homes lead. 

Mrs. Ernest Geisler and grandchildren: Duncan. Dennis. Shelley 
Geisler. Glen and Chuck Amason. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Ginter 
by Mrs. B. Gutknecht 

My dad, George Ginter, came to Winnipeg in 1910, 
from Russia. He was a carpenter by trade and got work 
building in different places in Manitoba. Mother came to 
Winnipeg in 1911, with their three children - Sam, 
Rose, and Adolph. Dad then had a job at the c.P. 
Railway shops, building box cars. 

In 1920, they moved to Chatfield, Manitoba, with 
their family of seven, Rudy, Ernie, Margaret, and Betty 
(mysel!). In 1921, at the age of three I had the misfortune 
of contacting polio. Due to my illness and hospital stay, 
they then moved back to Winnipeg in 1927. 

Things were getting worse as the depression was 
beginning to be felt. Dad was laid off work at the C.P.R. 

In 1933, the government had a "Back to the land" 
scheme, they gave you a team of horses, wagon, sleigh, 
mower, rake and $7.00 a month grocery voucher for peo
ple to live on. 

M other was a very hard working and thrifty person 
who always made ends meet. 

Both my parents have passed away, so are three of my 
brothers, Sam, Ernie and Adolph. My oldest sister, Rose 
(Mrs. Klohn) lives in Vancouver. Rudy is retired, due to 
ill health and lives in Lundar. Margaret (Mrs. Fred 
Porcher) lives in Parkdale, and I, Betty, (Mrs. 
Gutknecht) married Louis Gutknecht in 1941. We live in 
Ashern and have two children, Garry who married 
Shirley Smith. They live in Kitimat, B.C., and have two 
sons, Kenny and Ronald. Edward is still at home. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gutknecht 
by Matilda 

Mother came from Russia as a little girl eight years 
old with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gross. They settled in 
Niverville near relatives, then moved to Ashern in 1909, 
and homesteaded south and east of town. They practiced 
one of their old country customs baking bread in an 
outside oven. A fire was built in the oven then the coals 
raked out and the bread put in to bake. 

Mother went to work in the Ashern hotel. Here she 
met Dad and they were married in December 1913. They 
had eleven children: 

Matilda married Cyril Stoneham 3 boys. 
Bill and Eileen of Edmonton 2 boys. 
Helen married Stan Marynewich of Beausejour 2 

boys and 2 girls. 
Louie married Betty Ginter two boys. 
Olga married Bill Schwitek - 3 girls. Olga passed 

away in 1973. 
Henry married May Pottinger - 3 boys and I girl. 

They live in Terrace. 
August married Velma Beaudry 3 boys and 2 girls 

of Ashern. 
Emil married Helen Monk - 3 boys and 1 girl. They 

live in Kitimat, B.C. 
Irene married Louie Broustal - 2 boys and 2 girls of 

Ashern. 
Mary married Phillip Mattern - 3 girls and 1 boy. 

They live in Kitimat, B.C. 
Alma married Henry Broustal- 4 boys and 2 girls of 

Ashern. 
Altogether Mother has 41 grandchildren and 25 

great-grandchildren. 
Dad, Albert Gutknecht had been married to a widow 

in Russia before coming to Canada. He passed away in 
1942. 

Mother, (Ottilia Gutknecht) lives alone in Ashern. 
She is 81 years old and enjoys fairly good health. 

Standing: Mrs. Olga Schwitek. Silling. Mrs. Gross, Mrs. O. 
GlIIknecht. In fronl: Shirley Schwilek. 4 generations. 1948. 



Homesteading at Ashern - the Rudolf 
Gutknecht Family 

by Albert Gutknecht 
We had many interesting times on the old homestead. 

Dad and Mother moved to Ashern in 1910, and they took 
up a homestead six and a half miles south-west of Ashern 
settling on the N.W.l,4 of Sec. 32-24-7. There was a lot 
of heavy bush on this land. As I look back at it today, it 
seems that there were more stones than bush. I am sure 
there were sixty acres of bedrock, no hay of any kind and 
no pasture. 

There was a fair size spruce bluff a quarter of a mile 
from the road line. This is where Dad decided to build. A 
spot was cleared, a cellar dug and a 12 x 12' shanty built 
of shiplap lumber inside and out. Dad used old dead grass 
for insulation. This was home for Dad, Mother, and two 
children for the first winter. A barn was built for the cow 
and a few chickens. Dad got a job on the railroad, but 
had to walk the six and one half miles to work every day. 
The odd time he got a ride home at night. This way he 
earned enough money to buy a team of oxen. Their 
names were Bill and Jerry. Jerry had a bob tail. I felt 
sorry for this animal when the flies and mosquitoes were 
bad, the poor animal had no defence. 

While Dad was at work, Mother cleared a couple of 
acres of land. This was broken up with the oxen and a 
brand-new 12" wood beam breaking plow. 

Well, as time went on the 12 x 12 shanty became too 
small. A larger house was built, made of round peeled 
logs, which had to be cut and skidded out of the bush, and 
the bark peeled off. This building was 14' x 18', and was 
plastered with clay and straw, both inside and out. 

After a couple of years transportation by oxen 
became a bit too slow, so Dad sold the oxen and bought a 
team of horses, Bronchos - a little grey mare called 
Mary, and a gelding we called Prince. They were not too 
well matched, one was slow and the other tall and fast; a 
big improvement over the oxen. Horses were a good price 
then, I should add. Many horses died mainly because of 
poor hay. Dad was very fond of his animals and gave 
them the best of care, and never lost any. 

Albert Gutknecht, Dad's brother, had a homestead 
across the road from us, and had horses right from the 
start. This way the two brothers were able to help each 
other. They would plow with the four horses, and 
managed to cultivate land on which to grow some grain 
and plant a garden. 

By now, more people had moved into the area, 
neighbors in all directions. People were busy clearing 
land, roads were being built, buggies and democrats were 
replacing the old lumber wagons. Schools were being 
built, all in all things were looking up. 

The closest school to us was the Pioneer School, three 
miles south of our house. I started school at the age of 
eight, I can recall my first day at school. It was spring, 
there was lots of water, many different birds and 
everything was getting green. I guess I was not really 
hurrying anyway, I was late for school, and tired too. I 
sat down on the wide front steps and started to eat my 
lunch. It was not long when the door flew open and out 
came a bunch of kids, so I put my lunch away. I was in
troduced to the teacher, who took down my name and 
other particulars. This was the beginning of my school-
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ing. Two years later, the Marne School was built, so I 
was transferred there, where I got the greater part of my 
education. My sisters and brothers al\ went to the Marne 
School. 

As mentioned before; I was the eldest of the family so 
I had every opportunity to give a helping hand on the 
farm. I became so helpful that at the age of thirteen I was 
taken out of school. Every winter Dad used to go out 
some twenty miles east of Ashern, to cut cord wood, 
which he hauled to Ashern and sold in order to buy 
groceries, etc., Mr. Schwartz, a merchant in town took 
the wood in trade. Dad decided I should go to the camp 
to cut cord wood too. First I thought this just great, 
however, I soon found out it was rough going. I did not 
give up and learned to become a pretty good bush-man. 

Again our house became crowded so plans were made 
for a larger one. Logs were the cheapest and readily 
available, so logs it should be. This time the logs were 
"dressed", squared on both sides with a "broad axe" \ 

The Rudolf Gutknecht Home in 1916, 

Some oj the R. GUlknecht herd oj cattle. 

Albert Gutknecht's threshing outfit in 1940, Phyllis. Bill Drewlo. 
back towards camera, Hugo Russell. Albert having a "swig" oul oJ the 
water jug. 



which made a flush wall inside and out. The house was 
18' x 24', two storey, with a lean-to kitchen, 12' x 18'. We 
all grew up in this house. 

Mother and Dad had a way of keeping the family oc
cupied. We all had chores to do, even the girls were able 
to drive horses, help with the haying and milking, and all 
chores on the farm. One summer we milked thirty cows. 
In the late twenties and thirties we had some hundred 
head of cattle, twelve horses, one hundred sheep, also 
pigs, chickens, geese and turkeys, so there was always 
plenty to do. 

Dad rented land in order to get enough hay. Another 
job was keeping the fences repaired. In 1931, we bought a 
threshing machine, I was the main operator. We did con
siderable custom work. 

Here is a brief run down from the oldest to the 
youngest of the family; I am the eldest, Hilda died at the 
age of seven of a ruptured appendix. There was no doctor 
at that time and no one knew what ailed the child. The 
third child, was brother Fred. He married Meta 
Wolfram. Fred worked in the aluminium mines in 
Kitimat, B.C., and passed away at age forty-five, Phyllis 
is married to Wm. Drewlo, and lives in Vancouver, B.C., 
Edith married Albert Kochanik from Faulkner. They 
now live in the Moosehorn area. Our sister, Adell is 
married to Jack Grahn of Moosehorn, they now live in 
Winnipeg, Elsie died at age three, of a T.B. condition. 

M other and Dad retired in 1946, and moved to Van
couver, where they lived for four years. They missed the 
family and decided to come back to Manitoba, so they 
moved to Winnipeg where they managed on their own for 
six years. They then moved to a senior citizen's home. 
Dad passed away at age eighty-two and Mother at age 
seventy-four. This concludes a bit of the life history of the 
Rudolf Gutknecht family of Ashern, Manitoba. 

* * * 
For myself, I married Lillian Porcher and went farm

ing on the old Gosselin farm. I also bought the 
Whiteway farm, which gave me a half section of land. We 
farmed there for nine years until I sold the farm to Vic. 
Price. We moved to Peters field, Manitoba, and lived 
there for five years. Again we sold and moved to Win
nipeg, where we now live, as I write this. I have retired. I 
still enjoy fishing and hunting and like taking pictures on 
such outings. 

We have two children, a boy and a girl. They are both 
married and on their own. 

I am thankful to God for the interesting life I have 
lived. Much has been invented, great advances in farm 
machinery, as well as the automobile, radio, television, 
aeroplane and much more. All this has come about in my 
time. 

I am satisfied and thank God. HE shall see us 
through to the end. 

I Taught School at Marne 1938 to 1940 
by Mr. Peter D. Matthies 

I recall I spent two years teaching at Marne School, 
from Autumn of 1938, to the end of school year 1940. 
The school was closed during the months of January. My 
salary was $50.00 a month from which was deducted 
$5.00 for the use of the teacherage. During the second 
year I did the caretaking of the school instead of paying 
$5 for the rent of the cottage. 
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Mr. P. D. Matthies and Marne School sludems. 1939. 

Salurday elllerlainment by leacher P. D, Matthies and Frank 
Friesen. Marne School. /939. 

Although total strangers to the area, the people were 
very good to me and my wife. A friend from Normal 
School taught at New Home, 15 miles away, who paid us 
an occasional visit. We had no car not even a bicycle the 
first year, we depended very much on the horse teams 
that traveled to town, Ashern, some five miles away. The 
second year we owned a bicycle. That spring our first 
baby was born. I received the news that Mother and baby 
were fine, via radio from Winnipeg. 

I was up that way in 1973 and saw the school 
building. I understand it has since been sold and moved 
away. 

My teaching profession ended in June 1973, at 
Eriksdale, Manitoba. 

Dan Porcher 
In 1929, I decided to take on another job besides help

ing on the family farm, so I got a job driving a cream 
truck for the Ashern Creamery. I was hauling cream 
from Moosehorn-Grahamdale districts also from the 
cream boat that docked at Steep Rock and as far south
east of Ashern as the Sleeve Lake area. Later on I bought 
Roy Westfall's truck and took over his cream route, 
which included Camper, Mulvihill and Dog Lake dis
tricts. I was on my own then, the truck had no cab so I 
built one on it, later on I sold this truck to Chris. Ander
son, who had the Ashern Creamery. 

I went to Red Lake and worked in the Red Lake Gold 
mines for one and a half years, then returned to help my 
parents on the farm, until 1937 we all moved to Win
nipeg, where we bought land in the Parkdale district. I 
bought a new truck. While we lived in Winnipeg, we 
operated a grain farm on the land in Parkdale, it was 



Dan Porcher bui/ding cab on cream truck. 

straight grain farming. In the winter time I did custom 
cord wood and lumber hauling, with my truck from Jack 
Finlayson's saw mill on the east side of Birch Lake or 
now Montag Lake, as it is called. In the spring of that 
year I got work with the Ontario Hydro, where I worked 
for a year. 

My brother Fred, still had the old home farm at 
Ashern, he wanted to trade places with me so I took 
possession of the home farm and he, Fred, went to help 
Dad with his farm in Parkdale. 

I married Margaret Plohman in 1942. We farmed at 
Ashern for 4112 years then sold out and went to Winnipeg 
to continue farming in Parkdale-St. Andrews district, 
where we are presently farming a grass and grain farm. 

K. F. H. Plohman Family 
My parents, myself and two brothers, arrived in 

Canada in 1914. My father took a homestead two miles 
west of Faulkner, Manitoba. The country had just been 
opened for settlers about two years before that and the 
only sign of civilization was the railroad, which had been 
constructed during the summer of 1913, in order to move 
cement-rock from Steep Rock to Fort White, and of 
course the old Fairford Trail, which was used mainly by 
Indians. At that time there was only a sidetrack at 
Faulkner and not even a station platform. 

It was hard to get a job and wages were low and 
therefore many people who had nothing to gain by stay
ing in the city, felt that by taking a homestead, they 
would at least have a home; and the fact that a person 
could be the owner of 160 acres of land for as little as 
$10.00, was also quite an attraction and brought a lot of 
settlers into the newly opened area. 

While people were trying to make headway and im
prove their homestead, there was nevertheless the desire 
for a little amusement, even if it meant walking 
several miles, because that was actually the safest and 
simplest way to travel. As a rule some little gathering 
took place on Saturday evenings. There would be 
someone to play a violin or accordion and everyone 
would enjoy themselves by singing, dancing, and chatting 
with friends or getting acquainted with some new settlers. 

All the modern facilities or conveniences which we 
enjoy today did not exist. Wells had to be dug by hand 
with pick and shovel and cribbed with planks. In some 
cases people were lucky to strike a good spring within 
eight to fifteen feet, others had to go down quite deep. 
There was no running water in the houses. Every drop of 
water had to be pulled out of the well by pail. Very few 
settlers were fortunate enough to have a pump. Most of 
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the settlers would try and get at least one cow and a few 
chickens. There were plenty of rabbits and while there 
was a bag of flour in the house, tea or coffee, and some 
spices, there was nothing to worry about. We even 
roasted barley or wheat and used it in place of coffee. 

As long as nobody in the family became sick or met 
with an accident everything was fine. However, some 
families have had to endure considerable hardship, and 
suffering in such cases, because the proper help and care 
was not available in time. Nobody ever heard of relief or 
welfare-cheques in those days. Most of the settlers 
started with a team of oxen. A good team could be 
bought for about $150.00, more or less. Horses were ex
pensive, about $400.00 to $600.00 for a young team and 
of course they required more care which was costly and 
not always available. Besides that it was quite a fisk to 
bring in horses because of swamp fever and other 
sicknesses. 

I spent a few years at home with my parents, helping 
to improve the homestead. I also worked on the section 
for the C.N.R. in the summer, and in the bush during the 
winter. From December 1916 to December 1917 I 
worked on a farm near Rosenfeld, Manitoba. where I 
earned $250.00 for the year. I am sure that I could have 
earned twice as much or more elsewhere but money is not 
everything, because the experience I gained made up for 
it. 

On the railroad we received 17 1/2¢ per hour and 
worked ten hours per day, six days a week and there was 
no pay for overtime. Payday was once a month and when 
a person was hired or laid off there was no notice given in 
advance. Holiday with pay was something we never 
heard of. 

I took my homestead in 1921. I married Wanda 
N achtigall. whose parents also homesteaded about seven 
miles south of Steep Rock. 

In 1927 I applied for the position of section-foreman 
at Langruth, where we lived until January 1931 when I 
was transferred to Ashern. I bought a halfsection of land 
south-west of Ashern which had been the homestead of 
W. Kramer. After getting a house and several other 
buildings erected and more land under cultivation, I gave 
up the track work and remained at home. OUf income 
was from the sale of cattle, cream, eggs, sheep, and hogs 
and the grain was mostly used to feed the livestock. Most 
of the work was done with horses and only for some 
heavy land work a tractor was used. . 

I purchased another three-quarter sections of land in 
order to have more pasture and hayland. Most of the 
land in our area is best suited for ranching, since it is hard 
to work on account of the stones. With the help of the 
bull-dozers much land has been cleared in recent years. 
Since our sons have taken over, they have still acquired 
more land and all work is done with tractors, very few 
horses are left in the area. 

The old coal oil lamps and lanterns, which we had to 
depend on for many years are a thing of the past, since 
the Hydro was brought into the country in 1952. 

In 1955 telephones were installed. Since the turn of 
the century and especially during the last fifty years there 
have been such enormous changes, that it makes a person 
wonder what may come next. 

We are retired and living near the old farm which our 
sons, Hans and Fritz are operating. Both are married -



Hans to Agatha Peters. They have three daughters and 
one son. Fritz married Joan Otto, they have one daughter 
and one son. We have two daughters, both married, 
Margaret to Dan Porcher, farming in the Parkdale dis
trict in Winnipeg and they have two sons. Irmgard 
Campbell, whose husband passed away a few years ago, 
is living in Keewatin, Ontario and has four sons. 

Hermall alld Well/da Plohmalln wedding. July 14. 1920. 

Plol/manns breaking land. 1919, 

Plohmallll's house. buill 1933 S. W. of Ashern. 
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Fritz Plohman with prize calf 

Jacob and Dorothy Porcher Family 
Jacob and Dorothy Porcher were born in Russia. 

They sailed from Hamburg, Germany in 1911, arriving in 
Winnipeg with their two children. They lived in Winnipeg 
for a year, then took up a homestead at Ashern. While in 
Winnipeg, M r. Porcher managed to get a job with the 
c.P. Railway for 10 cents an hour. He was able to save 
$90.00 with which he bought a team of oxen. 

When they first arrived at Ashern they moved in with 
Mrs. Porcher's brother, John Schmidt and family for the 
summer. In the fall they built their own little log cabin 
with the barn adjoined. For the winter, Mr. Porcher went 
to the bush to cut cord wood, leaving his wife and 
children home alone for two weeks at a time. In March 
the cabin burned down - they lost all of the few 
precious possessions they had. They then moved into the 
chicken house. Their son Fred, was just three days old. 
With the help of neighbors they put up another log home, 
during the summer. 

Things began to look better year after year, they 
broke land and picked stones. Every member of the fami
ly had a job to do, tending the animals and such. One un
fortunate incident was when their only cow was taken 
away as payment on a disc. Never the less, they con
tinued to struggle on. Neighbors were always helpful in 
those days and helped them get another cow. As the years 
went on they worked and saved enough to build a frame 
house and barn. 

In 1917 the Marne School was built. It was badly 
needed by that time as some of the children in the district 
were already nine years old. The four Porcher children 
Daniel, Olga, Fred and Lily, were more fortunate, as 
they only had a mile to walk across country to the school. 
They will always remember the first thing they learned at 
school which was the English language. They recall 
treading the winding trail to and from school in good and 
bad weather and how they would loiter along on the way 
home, checking rabbit snares. In those days there was a 
bounty on crows and craw's feet also gopher tails which 



Farm buildings o/Jacob and Dorolhv Porcher. 

were taken to the teacher, who was in charge. This meant 
a little pocket money for the children. Most children were 
not able to attend school longer than four or five years 
because extra help was needed on the family farm or to 
work out as hired help. 

Jacob and Dorothy Porcher moved to Winnipeg in 
1937. 

Mr. Porcher passed away March 10, 1976. 

Some Recollections of Ashern 
by Mrs. Margaret Porcher 

I was born near Faulkner, Manitoba in 1922. We liv
ed along the Steep Rock highway one-half mile West of 
our grandparents. That stretch of the road was, at that 
time, a winding bush trail, with many mud holes, it was 
well trodden by my brother Hans and I. Along the way 
we imagined each bush pile was some one's home, we 
would stop and visit. Our speed was Y2 mile in 1 liz hours -
I am sure even in those days a car would not have 
made better time. We always received a big welcome 
when we arrived at Grandma's house. 

In 1927 my father became C.N.R. Foreman at 
Langruth, Manitoba. It was a great change from country 
quietness to the noises of town. We lived in the railway 
station house and felt the vibration of every train. In 
those days it was always considered great amusement to 
be at the station when the passenger train came in, so we 
were envied by many. We had our share of train rides too 
and what was considered a lengthy journey in those days 
was our summer vacation trip back to Faulkner and 
Steep Rock. We would get up at 4:30 AM; even though 
we could have taken a train from our door step. Dad 
would take us to Portage la Prairie by car, in order that 
we might make better train connections. In Winnipeg, we 
had several hours wait in the Union Station, for the Steep 
Rock train. Mother always had a good lunch packed for 
us, so that she would not have to go out on Main Street 
with three lively kids looking for a restaurant. The train 
would make a special stop for us at a crossing near our 
grandparent's place, if they hadn't heard the train com
ing they were sure to hear us when we got off the train, 
making more noise than a band of Indians on a television 
show. 

Everything was always in beautiful shape for our 
arrival - the guest room had new wallpaper; the kitchen 
floor a fresh coat of paint, Grandma's flower garden was 
always just beautiful. 

My birthday is in July and was always celebrated in a 
special way. 
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ivfargarel Plo/mUlIIII's birlhday pari),. Ashern. Leji /() righl: Rlllh 
""forantz. Doro/hy K.ramp. lyfargare/ Ploi1man. Viola Thorkeissoll. 
Florence Hliberi. iv/arge Baldwin. DorOlhv Baker .. 41ice K.l/rbis. 
ITII/gard Ploi1man. Celllre Ji'olll: Eliwbelh (lralzer. 

OUf vacation was interrupted one summer, when I 
suddenly became ill. I was unable to eat and they all 
knew it must be serious, so the next day we all got into 
the old model "T" and started out fOf the Grahamdale 
nursing station. We were in luck as the Doctor happened 
to be there - as this happened to be a picnic day, and of 
course a baseball tournament, which meant there had to 
be a doctor in attendance in case of an injury. However, 
my illness was diagnosed as tonsillitis. the Dr. gave me 
some tablets and I have not had a reoccurrence since. My 
parents still think I only wanted to attend the picnic that 
day - I can't blame them. 

While in Langruth we went on many outings, mostly 
in the Riding Mountain area. 

My father was transferred to Ashern in January 1931, 
my happy childhood went on. I met new friends, saw 
more of our relatives and to live in the section house, with 
an upstairs, was a dream come true. In 1936 we moved to 
the Marne School district, this was indeed something 
else. I can only agree with a radio announcer who once 
said if you weren't fortunate enough to attend the little 
country school house you missed a lot. 

In 1942, I married Dan Porcher, his parents had 
farmed in the same area. They moved to Winnipeg in 
1938, and are still living in Winnipeg, Dan had bought 
the old farm and that is where we lived. We had two sons, 
Erwin and Lloyd. We sold the farm in 1946 and moved to 
Winnipeg. In 1956 our third son, Reginald, was born. We 
moved out to our grass and grain farm in Parkdale in 
1965, just out of Winnipeg. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stoneham 
by Matilda Stoneham 

Mr. Ben Stoneham was born in London, England. 
Mrs. Stoneham was born in Stonehouse, England. As a 
young boy Ben worked in a harness-making shop in 
England, for Mr. Pile, and later married -his boss's 
daughter. After he was married he was an insurance 
agent for a few years. 

A half-brother Frank, who was in the armv and had 
come to Canada and married a Winnipeg girl, Miss 
McArther, was responsible for Ben's coming to Canada 
in 1908. 

One son, Frank Maurice, died in England at the age 
of seven months. In 1909 Ylrs. Stoneham and Cyril, then 
nine years old, came to Canada and joined Mr. 
Stoneham. 



!v! r. and Mrs. Ben SlOl1l'ham and son Cyril. 

()iril al1d Tillie Stoneham. 

During the summer months Ben worked on a farm at 
StonewalL and in the winter he was a bookkeeper in a 
lumber camp on Hecla Island. 

Cyril attended school on Hecla Island, boarding out 
during the week and coming home for weekends. 

Dad Stoneham was still interested in having a farm of 
his own. so homesteaded at Ashern, north of where Ed 
Geisler now lives. He found this land swampy, with no 
drainage and no accessible roads. He decided to make a 
move to the quarter we now live on, in 1911. 

Mr. McArther knew a little about farming, so helped 
Dad get started and built a shanty while they lived in a 
tent. Mother and Cyril had stayed in Selkirk. This shanty 
was built on the original homestead then moved to the 
present farm. The main part of the house was built of 
logs and the shanty was added and later the whole house 
was sided. 

There was plenty of hard work and hardships before 
farming became a success. 
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Cyril and r. Matilda Gutknecht, were married in 
1933. 

We have three sons Lawrence, Frank, and Harold. 
They are all married and have families of their own. 
Lawrence married June Monk. They have five children 

Derrick. Bernard, Floyd. Priscilla and Heather. They 
farm the home place. Frank married Evelyn 
Gunnlaugson. They have three children Deborah, 
Brenda and Brian and live in Winnipeg. Harold married 
Vivianne La Clare. They have a new baby girl Julie 
Michelle. They live in Winnipeg. 

Dad Stoneham passed away in December 1952. 
Mother Stoneham passed away in May 1959. My hus
band Cyril passed away in October 1973. I still live in our 
original home. 

Lawrence and June Stoneham and family. Derrick, Bernard. 
Floyd. Priscilla and Heather. 

A Few Recollections of Our Life in the Interlake 
by Ina Jensen nee Miller 

I recall my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Christian B. 
M iller, were among the early settlers in the Moosehorn 
district. It would be in 1912-13. I can remember Dad 
meeting us, Mother, my brother, and I, who was five 
years old, with a team of oxen and wagon. The oxen had 
to wade through water up to their knees. Our homestead 
was one and a half miles east of Moosehorn. 

We lived in a tent until Dad got our log house built. 
Then he had to dig a well. 

Shortly after we moved in, other settlers followed. 
My Uncle T.P. Jensen; Neils Hansen; Chris Jensen; 
Albert Christen; Harry Haider; there were others, right 
now I can not remember their names. 



The Gosselin and Jensen jillllilies on the occasion of Antle and Albert Gosselin's wedding, 1941. 

Parker School picnic 1935. Teacher, /vfiss Anlle Gram (wearing 
hat). 

Road bui/ding the hard way - June 1934. Left to right: Bill Kutzy, 
Nick KUlzy, Mike Kutzy, John Self. Darkey Walker, Chris Jensen. 
Pete Garbutzwich. Bill Burndt. 
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I am sending a snap of the Parker School. It was later 
moved by the farmers to a more central location. 

I am also enclosing a snap of our faithful old horse, 
King, our dog, my brother John and I sitting in the buggy 
and Harry Haider standing. The picture was taken by 
Albert Christen's cabin about 1920. 

Here are the names of some of the teachers that 
taught school at Parker; - Mrs. Freeman; Miss Ander
son; Mrs. Patter; Mrs. Farhall. 

We children took an active part in the Boys and Girls 
Clu!'J. I recall my brother John and I hitching up Old 
King and driving to the Fair at Ashern, where we won 
several prizes. I understand such clubs are now called "4-
H Clubs", 

Chris Jensen Family 
by Mrs. V. Bourlet nee Jensen 

Chris and I were married in 1914. We took up a 
homestead in the Parker School District after the First 
World War broke out. 

Chris was a carpenter, he learned his trade in Den
mark. He came to visit his brother and two sisters who 
lived in the United States, then came to Winnipeg, where 
he got a job to build a house. However, this person was 
unable to borrow money to pay the builders, so they were 
laid off. Chris then decided to take up a homestead and 
went to Moosehorn, Manitoba, to visit my sister and her 
husband, Sina and Chris Miller, who had a homestead in 
the Parker School District. 

Between the years 1912 to 'IS, twelve Danish families 
took up homesteads in this area. They were: Chris 
Millers, Peter Hansen, Claus Jensen, Nels Hansen, C. 
Neilson, Tom Arnfelt, Tom Jensen, Chris Jensen, Fred 



Wege, c.P. Neilson, Nels Neilson, Mr. Hyden, Albert 
Christensen, Chris Anderson, and Walter Nickel. Now in 
1975, only Mrs. Claus Jensen, Mrs. Wege and Mrs. 
Nickel are still living, they are in Winnipeg, and I, in 
Vancouver, B.C. 

M v husband and I homesteaded for thirty-five years. 
We l1<~d seven children, four of whom were born on the 
homestead. 

Mary married Alex Daily and are living in California, 
they have two girls and one boy. 

Lauritz married Georgina Johnson, they live in 
Stonewall and have four boys and two girls. 

Magda married Bill Pattern, their home is in Win
nipeg. They have two daughters. 

Anne married Albert Gosselin, they have one boy and 
one girl. Albert was killed in World War II. Anne lives in 
Birtle, Manitoba. 

Anton married Edith Simpson, they have two boys 
and two girls, and live in Winnipeg. 

Chris married Sophie Pristley, their home is in 
Stonewall and they have four boys. 

Tinny married Russ Howcroft, they live in Vancouver 
and have two boys and two girls. 

All together there are twenty-five grandchildren and. 
fifteen great-grandchildren. 

In 1915 we got our house built before the cold 
weather and sent for a cook stove to help warm the new 
log house. The following spring a terrific bush fire struck 
the district, only a change in the direction of the wind, 
saved our log house and barn. 

I n the fall of 1915 we bought a team of oxen from 
Mrs. George Kutzy. Chris cut cord wood and hauled a 
load a day to Spearhill. With this money he was able to 
buy groceries. We got three cows from the government, 
the older one was okay but the two young ones were not 
so good. 

My in-laws from Denmark came to visit us before 
Christmas of 1916. They visited their children in the 
United States, and then came to stay with us and Tom 
Jensen (who was not married). My father-in-law wanted 
to milk the cow, however, he being a stranger, the cow 
objected, and as a result he received a painful kick, and 
this on his sore foot - he had a lump on this foot and was 
laid up for a week or more. The sore was kept clean and 
healed nicely. The old man kept saying that "no doctor in 
Denmark would operate on this lump" - the kick from 
the cow removed the lump. After all this we sold the two 
cows. 

The first few years we grew fine oat crops and were 
able to sell the grain to the store in Spearhill. There was a 
demand for feed oats. 

I recall one fall we had twenty-three small pigs and 
we were unable to sell them. Feed costs were too high, so 
when winter came, Chris killed them all. the best parts 
were salted, and we smoked the bacon and sold it to the 
store in Spearhill. Mr. Spears (who owned the store) said 
it was real good and wanted to take some to the city with 
him. 

Four of our children were born at the homestead with 
the help of our neighbor, Mrs. Hyder, she helped many 
children into the world. 

I can not remen}ber the name of the doctor in Ashern 
before Dr. Walkin, anyway he sure helped me, we drove 
to town with the oxen, I could hardly breathe. The doctor 
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Picture of "King" our faithfill horse. wilh brother John and I (lna) 
silling in buggy. Harry Harder. Slat/ding. Picl!lre taken ,by Albert 
Christen's cabin ill 1920. 

asked what I had been doing, I told him I had been hang
ing the wash on the outside clothes line to dry - he put a 
mustard plaster on my chest and told me to go home and 
stay in bed for a few days. I was worried, as our little girl 
was not yet a year old. The next time we were in Ashern, 
the same doctor looked after my husband. He had gone 
to bring in some firewood and got the wing of a sand fly 
in his eye, it was very painful. The doctor used a burnt 
sewing-machine needle to remove the tiny wing. 

In 1949 we moved to Stonewall, Manitoba and in 
1950 my husband died of cancer. I stayed with my 
youngest son Chris on the farm until 1957.1 was a widow 
for seven years until I met Victor Bourlet on a visit to 
Vancouver. His son, Andrew and family lived in the 
Parker School District. 

In 1957 Chris, my son, Helen Daily, my grand
daughter, and I were all married on the same day in Win
nipeg. Victor and I moved to Vancouver and have been 
living there ever since. I have made several trips to Den
mark to visit my two brothers and families - I have 
visited in California also. 

William and Elsie Bezemer 
by Elsie 

Bill and I were married January 9th, 1943 in the par
sonage at Ashern, by Rev. Hartig. Dave and Winnie 
Kenny were our witnesses. 

I had left my grocery list at Kurbis' store, when we 
came to town, before we were married. When we were 
ready to go home, I went in to the store to pick up the 
groceries. Harry Otto, who was a clerk said, "Those are 
not your groceries, they belong to Elsie Bywater, her 
name is on the box," and he laughed. Bill came along and 
said, "I just promised to look after her so will look after 
her groceries, too." 

We had our wedding supper at Dave and Winnies. I 
had roasted a chicken and baked a pie the evening before, 
and Winnie prepared the rest of the meal. We enjoyed it 
very much, as we were all famished. 

The next morning I cooked raisins to make pies, but 
had no time to finish them, as I had a call to go over to 
John Ebbers'. His wife Bertha, Bill's sister, was very ill in 
Winnipeg. I took a few things and left Bill with the 
raisins, I never made those pies - Bill ate the raisins. 

Wilma Reimer was the Goulbourne school teacher at 
this time and boarded at Ebbers, Ebbers had three boys 
- Henry, Dick and Billie. 

One evening Wilma and I were going over to see Mrs. 
Fred Wahl and pick up the mail. We noticed a dark ob-



ject lying in the ditch, making a queer noise. We got quite 
a fright - until we realized it was Dick Ebbers. He had 
run ahead of us and hid. 

Mrs. Ebbers was laid to rest early in February leaving 
a young family. 

For a time after we were married Bill worked on a 
sawmill for Freemans of Gypsumville. Dad's farm, on 
which we lived, still belonged to the S.S. Board and we 
decided to buy it, which we did. In the winter Bill cut logs 
for lumber. First he built a horse barn, next a cow barn 
which the bull had damaged. Lumber for the house came 
next. 

We increased our cow herd, and with cream money 
were able to make our house livable. We continued to 
work on the inside and by spring it was ready for paint
ing. We applied for hydro in 1952, and gradually bought 
our appliances for inside and out. 

We raised a family offive Fred, Bob, Elaine, Allan 
and Georgina. They all went to school at Picnic Ridge 
and Ralph Connor when Picnic Ridge closed in 1959, 
then continued their education in Ashern. 

Fred lives at home. He took a course in mechanics 
and welding. He worked for Bud Stephanson, then the 
municipality, then bought his own equipment, and is in 
business for himself. 

Bob worked at Grand Rapids then had a Service Sta
tion in Ashern for awhile. He married Ann Routledge 
and they have three children - Maria, Daryle, and Cara. 

Elaine worked in the Telephone Office in Ashern. She 
married Allan Bruce and they have three children -
Diane, Heather and Jamie. 

Allan worked at Gillam with some friends, then on 
the Narrows Bridge. He married Jackie Rear and now 
lives in Winnipeg. He is working on construction. They 
have two children Tracy and Kelly. 

Georgina worked at home until she got married to 
Rodney Eichel. They have no children. They live in 
Northern Ontario where Rodney is "The Bay's" 
manager. 

We had quite an experience with a bear in 1949 or 50. 
We were working at chores one night when Bill came 
running to the milk house with, "There's a bear by the 
barn." Bill got the gun and when he headed for the barn 
we didn't know if he'd come back with the bear or vice
versa. As luck would have it we heard him call, "I got 
him," so we ventured forth. As it happened Bill had to 
use the gun again before he really "had him". Bill 
skinned the bear and took it to Albert Geisler. A man 
from Winnipeg bought the hide. 

When we were married twenty-five years, Bill and I 
took a trip to the west coast. We visited friends and 
relatives in Vancouver, Seattle, California, and San 

Bill and Elsie Beumer. 251h anniversary. Jan. 1968. 
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Bezemers. Fred. Elainl? Bob. Allan. Georgina alld Mrs, (Elsie) 
Bezemer. 1956, 

Willie Moman. Bert Moman. Bill Bezemer wilh bear, 1949. 

Francisco. In California we enjoyed picking nuts and 
fruit right off the trees. The city of San Francisco is built 
on hills. It was beautiful to see the ships in dock. It had 
taken us twenty-five years to go on our honeymoon, and 
we enjoyed it so much, we made another trip two years 
later. 

My husband and I are now old age pensioners and 
still live on the farm. We continue to enjoy good health, 
thanks to Dr. Gordon Steenson for health services. 

The Bywaters 
by Elsie Bezemer (Bywater) 

My parents, Fred and Martha Bywater, came to 
Canada with their two year old daughter, Elsie. Dad's 
younger brother, George, had been in Canada for two 
years, and had written to Dad asking them to come, as 
there was plenty or farm work available. Mother and Dad 
were born and raised in London, England. They had little 
or no idea of farming, but were willing to try it. Their 
destination was Brandon, Manitoba. 

We planned to sail on the Titanic, but fortunately 
were unable to book passage, so we sailed on the Scotian. 
We were five days on the ocean and four days by train 
from Halifax to Brandon. When Dad picked up our 
trunks, he heard the news of the Titanic. 



They worked on farms in Brandon for two years, until 
Dad was called back to England to rejoin his old regi
ment, "The Queens Own". England was at war. 

He spent four years in Africa during the Boer War. 
On returning to England, he joined the reserves, staying 
on for a few years as a groomsman, and valet for a 
Colonel in Chief. 

In 1918, Mother had not heard from him for over six 
months. He was a prisoner of war in Germany. 

Mother worked with the Red Cross, packing parcels 
for overseas. Father told us afterwards that the parcels 
sent by the Red Cross saved many lives. Dad returned 
home in 1919. He was a stranger to me. 

In the spring of 1920, my parents decided to try 
homesteading in the Ashern area. Father came to Ashern 
by train, then hired a livery team from Bill Whittaker. 
They got lost and ended up at lake Harris to enquire the 
way. Mrs. Harris invited them in and gave them coffee. 
When they heard Dad was looking for land, Mr. Harris 
said he would sell his farm. As it had a log house, barn, 
granary, and chicken house, Dad decided to buy the 
place, and we moved out in the summer of 1920. It was a 
very dry summer. 

The mail was brought out every Saturday by horse 
and democrat, from Ashern to Colclough, Goulbourne 
and Zant Post Offices. 

Dad's brother George came to Ashern in 1920, and 
took up a homestead. He cleared some land and built a 
small house, but decided to go back to England, where he 
married. He did not return to Ashern, but settled at Alex
ander, Manitoba. 

Mrs. Bywater and Elsie. 
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There were neighbours on every quarter. Some I 
recall are, lon De long, Jon Bjornson, Zants, Bert Ar
nold, Stolwyks, Andersons, Dahls, Irwins, Jim Leslie, 
Pritchards and Sloans, Taylors, Bezemers and John 
Ebbers. 

Cattle herds were improved by a program the 
Government had of placing purebred bulls on different 
farms. Farming was hard work in the early days. 
Everyone had to do his/her share, and we never went 
hungry. 

Mother's health was failing, so Dr. Peake, our local 
doctor, sent her to Winnipeg. However, she did not 
recover and passed away on April 5th, 1927, at age 47. 

Dad stayed on the farm, as he was making a living. 
One big problem was with wells. Dad dug many before he 
finally struck a flowing well. 

The Sunday drives to Silver Bay were always looked 
forward to. All the neighbours took lunch and ate 
together. 

In fall and winter, there were house parties, card par
ties, and dances. One winter we took a sewing course 
provided by the Extension Service. Groups of 7-8 girls 
were formed, and a teacher chosen for each group. Mrs. 
Geo. Self was one of the teachers. 

As the years went by things improved. Better 
machinery was available and more land was cultivated. 

Dad was a trustee of the Picnic Ridge School for ten 
years, and secretary-treasurer for a number of years. In 
1942, Dad's health began to fail. Dr. Walkin sent him 
into Winnipeg and he passed away in December, at age 
62. 

Fred BywClIer. /922. 

Our Story 

F Bywa1er drilling well. 
1928. Mr. Bert Arnold in welf. 

by Mrs. E. Carbonneau 
Though we are not real "Old Timers", there have 

been great changes since we came to the Ashern area in 
May of 1935. 

We were married in 1933, and lived in Winnipeg for 
awhile. Times were very hard - those were the "depres
sion years" - men worked for .50¢ a day and were glad 
to have a job. We decided to try the "Back to the Land" 
scheme, as many others were doing. We came to the 
Idylwild district, east of Ashern. There was lots of water 
and mosquitoes which lasted most of that summer. 



,Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carbonneau and Wilfred. 

was raised in the Davis Point district, west of St. 
Martin, Manitoba. My dad and mother, Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred Throssell, homesteaded there in 1912. My sister, 
Dora and I grew Lip and went to schooL We were used to 
hard times. My husband, Ed. had spent a good deal of his 
life on a farm also. 

Ed. carne to the Ashern area by freight train, and I 
carne on the passenger. We loaded our belongings onto a 
wagon and really got a "flying" start. - The horses were 
rather nervous, something startled them and they ran 
away. They did not get too far as they got tangled in a 
fence. With welcome help, Ed got things straightened out 
and we were ready to go again, and arrived at the new 
home safely. We were glad of the chance to get out of the 
city. 

There were many "Ups and Downs", Ed cut cord
wood and hauled it to town with horses, where people 
bought the wood for fuel. 

We grew a garden, some years more successful than 
others. We had pigs, chickens, cows and horses. 

We had good neighbors and many enjoyable visits 
back and forth, happy Christmas gatherings, in spite of 
not having too much of this world's goods. In time, we 
got a radio and "How" we enjoyed that!! We purchased a 
second-hand car, a real reliable 1928 Chevy, and it really 
took us over some very rough roads. 

Around 1939-40, Ed. got a job at Spearhill in the 
quarries. Later about 1944, we were able to buy a half
section of land, west of Ashern, in the Picnic Ridge dis
trict, on what is now Provincial Highway No. 325. We 
had "Ups and Downs" here, too, but we were much 
better off. We were just a mile from Picnic Ridge School 
and a short distance from Zant Post Office. 

It was a wonderfully happy day when in May 1945, a 
baby boy came to be our son, Wilfred Joseph Car
bonneau, and as he grew up he attended Picnic Ridge and 
Marne Schools. 

About this time farmers were starting to get land 
cleared with bulldozers, a big help, though there was still 
a lot of work to be done picking stones and roots before 
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the land was ready to grow crops. Until 1950, this work 
was done with horses. We got an Allis-Chalmers tractor, 
which is still in use and other machinery to go with the 
tractor. The horses were gradually sold, horses are rarely 
seen on farms now. What a lot we owe to those good and 
faithful animals that worked so hard for us. 

Ed. passed away in February 1973, at age 79. I am 
still living on the farm, enjoying the outdoors and my 
garden, among good neighbors and friends. Hydro carne 
in 1953 and the telephone a little later - things we did 
not have at one time and got along without, but we do ap
preciate now. The children went to one room country 
schools, but now the school busses pass my door each day 
taking all children to school in Ashern. 

In 1974, Wilfred married Lyn Hladun, a Hilbre girl. 
They are now living in Ashern and on January 2, 1976, 
they were blessed with a beautiful baby girl - Candice 
Dawn. 

The DeGroot Family 
by Cora DeGroot 

Peter DeGroot and his wife, formerly Kornelia Krist 
came to Canada from Friesland, Holland, with seven 
children. At that time their son, Bob was twelve years 
old. On arriving in Winnipeg, they moved into a house on 
Nairn Avenue, vacated by the Stolwyk family. 

In 1912, they moved to Ashern where they stayed a 
few months, then returned to Winnipeg. In 1917, they re
turned to Ashern and lived on the S.W.I/4 23-25-8W. The 
children attended Picnic Ridge SchooL 

Peter sold out in the early 20's at what was known as 
a "credit auction", but died shortly after without col
lecting. 

Bob, meanwhile had married Mary Peters, in Win
nipeg in 1918. They returned to Ashern for a short while 
in the late 1920's with their family. They lived on the 
S.W. Y4 14-2S-8W. They moved to North Kildonan, 
where they remained until Mary's death in 1961. 

The family are; Ina, George, Corey, Alex, Bob, 
Stanley, Norman and Charlie. 

Bob and Mary DeGroOl's family. Lefl 10 right: Alex. Bobbie. 
Corrie. Ina. George. Mary. Bob. Stan and Norman in from. 



Mrs, Peter De Groot with grandson, Charlie, 

In 1962, Bob returned to Ashern and married Cora 
Erickson. They now live on the N.W.14 34-2S-7W. At 
this time there are twenty-eight grandchildren and seven
teen great-grandchildren. Bob and Cora fill their time 
gardening, fishing, Leisure Club activities and are real 
Bingo fans. They enjoy the company of his children and 
grandchildren, who visit them frequently, also friends 
and neighbors. 

Bob's eldest daughter, Ina, married George Mann, 
they have two children, Gordon and Ina. In 1972, they 
came to Ashern and built a house in Bob's yard, where 
they plan to retire. They have four grandchildren. 

John de Jong 
by Mrs. L. J. DeLorme 

My grandparents and five of their children came to 
Canada in the early 1900's, as did many of their coun
trymen from Holland. In those days they were not given 
the bonuses and help they give the immigrants to-day. 

Many of them settled around East Kildonan. I 
remember my first home was a shanty, as was the case of 
many others. I don't know how they got started, but most 
of them went in for gardening. When single women came 
over they went into service, where they learned how to 
speak English. My Mother did that until she was 
married. 

Times were hard, and money was scarce, so when the 
Government offered people grants of land to be opened 
up, most of our people pulled up stakes and went north as 
homesteaders. They were given a quarter section of land 
with the understanding that it had to be cleared and im-
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Mr, and Mrs, de jong, /9/8. 

proved. After a certain number of years they were given a 
clear title to the land. 

It was hard work. Even the children had to pitch in to 
help. I remember every spring there were more stones 
and rocks to be picked. By seeding time the land seemed 
to be clean, but by the next spring the frost had pushed up 
another crop of stones. 

Our homes were made of logs, hand built by our own 
men. They all put their talents to work. My grandfather 
and some of his sons were carpenters. The women could 
all sew and knit, so our clothes were hand made. Their 
experience in gardening was an asset. Inside of a few 
years they were doing mixed farming. Each family grew 
their own vegetables, had a herd of cattle which provided 
meat for the winter, and cream for the market. This gave 
a bit of money for which we were able to buy things the 
farm could not provide. We had chickens. In the fall 
there was grain to harvest. 

My Aunt Margaret, my father's sister, Mrs. Harry 
Baker was a school teacher in Holland. It did not take 
her long to get accepted as a school teacher in her own 
district. For many years she taught at Picnic Ridge 
School, and later at Ralph Connor. 

I remember our annual community picnics at Picnic 
Ridge. I t was a once a year event, but it was the high
light of the year. We'd all wear our best clothes. There 
were races and prizes. Two of the Ashern merchants put 
up stands on the grounds where we took our spending 
money. That ice cream!! I can still taste it. It was like 
"Manna from heaven". 

Another occasion that was exciting to us "country 
kids" was the Fair put up by the Manitoba Boys' and 
Girls' Clubs. We prepared for that all year by sewing, 
knitting and raising calves or chickens, along with many 
other entries. This was a great day, too. 

When we were through our grade school, my father 
wanted us to further our education. So in 1921, we sold 
everything and moved back to Winnipeg. 

It was in 1973 that my husband and I took a trip west 
to visit friends and family in Winnipeg. We arranged with 



a cousin of mine who had also lived on a farm close to 
ours, to go and see the old homestead. We found it. After 
all these years there was nothing left. We found two 
rhubarb plants that my father had planted. I brought one 
back and planted it in my garden in Montreal. An old 
pump was still standing in its old place. What had been 
our house was a pile of logs. AU the work my father had 
done to that place was gone, and the place was almost as 
wild as when he moved there sixty-five years before. 

For those old timers who may read this, they may 
remember John de Jong and his family, about twelve to 
fifteen miles west of Ashern. Harry Baker was married to 
my father's sister, the school teacher. They stayed on 
quite a few years after we left. In fact my aunt died at the 
age of seventy-one in her home on the farm. I believe she 
is buried in the Ashern cemetery. 

The Kammans 
by daughter, Mrs. F. Wartak 

Frank and I came to Ashern partially because my 
parents were living there, and Frank wanted to go farm
ing. My parents, known as "The Kammans" had moved 
to the Ashern district in 1917. The family consisted of 
five girls: Ann, Jennie, Jennet, Christina and Edith, also 
two boys; Rudolf (Rudy) and Philip. The three older girls 
stayed in the city and took jobs. The boys and two of the 
younger girls went along with their parents. They attend
ed the Picnic Ridge school. Many people will remember 
them. 

My parents moved to Minneapolis in 1923, taking the 
boys with them. The boys still have a "soft spot" in their 
hearts for Ashern, as they come back here quite often to 
visit. 

We started by milking a few cows until we could get 
some land cleared. I don't know yet, what kept us at it, 
because I didn't know the front end of a cow from the 
back end. We persevered. There was good pasture as it 
was open range, sometimes it was a problem to find the 
cows, especially in fly time, as they kept on traveling, try
ing to brush off the flies and mosquitoes. 

Many times when Frank worked late in the field it 
was my chore to find the cows and bring them home. 
Often there would be a black bear among them, but they 
were quite harmless as there were a lot of wild berries in 
the country at that time. It gave me a "creepy" feeling 
when a pack of wolves set up their yodeling if I was all 
alone in the bush. Although at home we love to listen to 

Dad Kamman and his sons: Rudy and Phillip. 
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Dad Kamman with his daughters: Jennie and Chrisie. 

their song, which I think is their way of communicating 
with each other. Frank even learned to give a pretty fair 
imitation of coyotes. One time we had a family from the 
city visiting us on the farm, and among them were two 
'teenage girls. While they were sitting in the yard Frank 

decided to practice his coyote calls well the girls decid
ed to head for the house - they did not bother to take 
time to open the screen door. 

We have many happy memories of the old homestead 
that is why we still live in Ashern. We did enjoy the 

Christmas concerts and school dances also the neighbors 
dropping in at any time of day. We are happy that most 
of them still do, even though many of our age group have 
moved away. 

Archie Pritchard and Pioneering Days in Ashern 
by Mrs. M. McKnight 

My dad, Archie Pritchard, homesteaded in the 
Ashern district between 1908 and·1910. He and Mr. J. 
Zant started out together. I was 17 when I first made the 
trip. We went as far as Oak Point by passenger train and 
had to wait there for a freight train to get to Ashern. 
Luckily, there was a freight the next day. We stayed at 
the Oak Point Hotel, while waiting for the freight train. 
We rented a team of horses from a Mr. Eagleton in 
Ashern, though we had to stay at Pickersgills until they 
could locate the horses. I remember babysitting for the 
Pickersgill's little ones while the older children did the 
chores. We finally got out to our own place. My sister, 
then a widow with a small boy, came with us. The idea 
was to help Dad make hay, milk cows, and to make 
butter. We had to live in a tent as the wee house was not 
fit to live in. It was a real hardship, with mosquitoes, 
mice and flies, however, we made the best of it. We 
stayed for three weeks. I went back the following winter 
and found Dad had improved the house. 

My brother Rodney, provided music on the violin for 
the dances and when there was an organ or piano, I 



Bert Pritchard and wife off to play for a dance. Cutter made by 
Archie Pritchard. early 1900·s. 

would help out by chording for him. Our sister Eva, 
played the banjo. I recall the first dance I went to which 
was in the boarding house. It was packed and I sur~ had a 
good time. 

That year I stayed for two months, very lonely at 
times and homesick, but we had fun, too. 

I have many happy memories of our days up there, 
with Dad, my brothers, and the friendliness of the people. 
I enjoyed working with the animals. I go up once a year 
to the old haunts. 

The Stolwyk Family 
by Cora and Ethel 

Henry Marius Stolwyk was born in Harlem, Holland 
in 1871. He came to Canada in the later 1890's and 
worked on a farm at Rosser, Manitoba. Later he 
worked for the C.P.R. in Ontario, but the U.S.A. beck
oned and he went to Maryland for two years, then re
turned to Holland (his homeland). While there he met 
and married Johanna Ramaker in 1904, and came back 
to Canada that same year. 

They came to Winnipeg in May of 1905. Henry 
worked for Ogilvie Flour Mills and Brown Ruther
ford Lumber before taking up market gardening. Henry 
decided to homestead, he and a friend, Tony Trashure, 
walked from Oak Point to Ralph Connor district in 1910. 

Henry brought his wife and daughter Cora, out to the 
farm. They stayed in Meyers boarding house in Ashern 
for three days, then went as far as Zants, where they 
spent a few days until they were able to get into their own 
place, which was the property a Mr. Propp had vacated, 
the S.W.1f4 13-25-8. The buildings were badly in need of 
repair. 

In order to keep cream, milk, butter, etc., the settlers 
dug a hole, which was covered, this served as a cold 
storage. 

Logs were eut and hauled to Ashern, where they were 
sawed into lumber for a new house, and they moved into 
it in August 1913. They now had two children, Cora and 
Neil. 

Cora started school at Picnic Ridge school in 1912. 
Roads were non-existent, school was only open for three 
months during the summer. Only permit teachers were 
available, some barely older than the pupils. Cora and 
Neil attended Goulbourne and Marne schools as well. 

Trips to town took a whole day, often neighbors 
joined forces to get there. 
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Their house burned in February 1923, when Cora and 
her mother were home alone. Neil and his father saw the 
fire while on their way home from town, but arrived too 
late to save anything. Fortunately there was an empty 
house across the road, where they could live until they 
were able to rebuild. 

Henry, Cora and Neil cut and hauled cordwood to 
town with horses, during the late 20's and early 30's. 
Most of the time driving to town at night, after chores, or 
early morning. Often they would start off with two cords 
of wood and end up in town with perhaps a quarter of a 
cord, being forced to unload on account of bad roads. 
They would get as low as a dollar a cord for this wood. 

In 1936 Cora went to Winnipeg and worked in 
Eaton's Mail Order for a short time. When she returned 
home. Neil went to work for Mr. A. M. Freeman at Gyp
sumville. In 1941 he worked at Spearhilllime kiln, until 
he injured his shoulder. 

Neil married Ethel Harrhy on September 6, 1942. 
The first winter they lived a mile and a half east of 
Ashern. The following spring they moved to the old 
homestead. They farmed for several years then moved 
closer to Ashern. Neil turned to trucking. He hauled 
machinery for Morris Schwartz and Ed. Konzelman, 
later he drove a fuel truck for Emil Maurischat for 
several years. He took up welding and did custom work 
for neighbors. 

Ethel and Neil have three children; Henry married to 
Irene McTavish; Frances married Herman Gall and Ann 
to Roger Nabess. There are twelve grandchildren. Neil 
and Ethel still live on the S.W.V4 of 34-25-7W. 

In 1944 Cora married Eric Erickson. They lived in 
the creamery house and later moved to the farm. In 1946 
Eric sold the farm and bought a store, which they 
operated until October 1947, when Eric passed away. 

Cora went to work for the Manitoba Telephone 
System, at the local office, she worked there for twelve 
and a half years. In 1962 she married Bob. DeGroot, they 
make their home in Ashern. 

Henry Marius died suddenly on December 11, 1943 
and Johanna died in June 1956. 

Henry and Irene Stolwyk's wedding with Neil and Ethel Stolwvk. 
France Gall and Alln in fronl. . 



Mr. and Mrs. Henry SlOlwyk Sr. wedding. 1894. 

Mr. Henry Stolwyk driving school teacher (Myrtle Hazelwood) to 
Ashern. Cora by wagon. 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Taylor 
by daughter, Mrs. Winnifred 
Kenny 

My father served seven years as a carpenter in 
England before coming to Canada in the early 1900's. 
My father was in many different parts of Canada, one of 
which was known to me was the Rockies, before coming 
to Winnipeg in 1908 or 09. He built a home at 656 Lind
say Street. 

Mother came, I believe, in 1912 - she was a cook in 
England and knew nothing about farming. 

Mum and Dad were married in 1914, Dad wanted to 
locate a homestead, and somehow it was Ashern they 
came to. 
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Mother helped clear the necessary land in order to 
obtain a grant or title to the farm. Dad returned to Win
nipeg off and on to get work, mainly in the summer. 
Mother stayed and looked after the farm, and my sister 
Violet and me. 

There were no roads, just trails, some of which were 
over swamps. Dad built shacks, as they would be called 
now, for Walter and Sid. Miller, also for a man named 
Yorky, who Dad and Mum thought a lot of. 

I recall Mum telling us of driving Dad around to 
these people's places in the buggy and how she would see 
three or four coyotes looking on close by, but she never 
let on she was afraid. 

My father worked for over twenty years for Wallace 
& Aikins Co., of Winnipeg, later known as Aikins & 
Wallace. 

There were good times in those days, someone on 
nearly every quarter. Some of the neighbors were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Zoega, Mr. and Mrs. DeGroot, The Zant fami
ly, Mr. and Mrs. B. Stoneham and Cyril, Pritchards and 
Doyles, to name a few, as I was not very old. 

In 1921, times were difficult, so Dad and Mum 
packed it in and left for Winnipeg. 

With only one quarter section, it was hard to get the 
hay needed and graze cattle and horses. I recall Dad had 
four horses, I am not sure how many cows. 

I was born in 1916, so have quite a time to get a story 
much before 1930. 

The living room of the house that we are now living in 
was built by my father in 1915, for Mr. Arnold's brother
in-law. There was more added to the house before we 
bought it in 1939. 

We lived in Winnipeg until 1930. Father still worked 
for the same company but felt he couldn't keep up with 
the younger workers, so we came back to the farm in 
July. My sister was married so Mum hired a girl (Ethel 
Ballard), who was more like a sister to me, and I came 
back to the farm. 

Dad purchased another quarter section of land and 
since he had kept his homestead, he started farming 
again. He had three horses that Mr. and Mrs. Zoega and 
Egill had looked after for them from 1921 to 1930. Old 
Buck, Billy, and little Prince as they were called, lived 
quite a few years after we came back to the farm. 

I recall going to George Denhard's to get some eggs. 
We got twelve dozen for 96¢. 

Dad purchased a few cows from Mr. Stevenson, one 
we called "Luni" because she chewed everything from 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor. 1928 or 29 with old Maxwell car. 



the clothing on the clothesline to cars. Zoega had a 
Ford car with mica windows. Luni went up there one day 
and chewed their car there was quite a commotion but 
with it all we lived a happy life. 

In the "Dirty 30's" cream was only around $2.00 for 
a five gallon can. It seemed we lived on eggs, potatoes, 
vegetables and cottage cheese, in summer, in winter, 
there were those cold frozen fish to scale. 

We would go to dances in the buggy in summer and 
by cutter or sleigh in winter. We also went to many house 
parties at Joe Momans and Arnolds, and visited 
neighbors - Mr. and Mrs. H. Stolwyk, Cora and Neil. 
We got our mail at Silver Bay, where Mr. Gislason lived 
with his four daughters and four sons - as Mrs. Gislason 
had passed away. 

We lived in the Picnic Ridge School district, so 
named for the many picnics held there, I am told, as I 
vaguely remember going to the picnics. I went to Grade 
VIII at Silver Bay School as the Picnic Ridge School 
was closed in 1930. 

When Dave Kenny and I were married and our 
children came along, they went to Picnic Ridge SchooL It 
was sure nice to have those concerts, and the end of June 
school picnics. Everyone enjoyed themselves. 

Our son David, is married to Joyce Budge. They have 
three boys and one girl. Eileen, our daughter, is married 
to Leonard Jones and they have four girls. 

Mum and Dad were good friends of Elsie and Mr. 
Bywaters and later enjoyed having Bill Bezemer, Elsie's 
husband and all the family over at Christmas. Bill and 
Elsie were very good to Mum and Dad. 

No one complained too much as that was the way of 
life. 

Picnic Ridge School, like all other little one room 
schools have gone, but memories remain. 

Mum and Dad continued farming long after I was 
married with some help from us, as our children got 
older. They managed to farm until 1954. 

Dad became bedridden and they came to live with us. 
He lived for two years and passed away in October 1962, 
at age 89. Mother, being a lot younger, loved life and 
after Dad passed away, went back and forth to Victoria, 
B.c. to visit relatives there. Then came the time when she 
was not able to travel. She passed away in March 1968, 
at age 81. We have missed them very much. 

There were good times and bad times, however, the 
good times far out did the bad. 

The Zant Family 
by Cora Woods nee Zant 

Ashern as we now know it, was called the 7th Siding 
from Oak Point, as that was as far as the rail road went 
till the winter of 1910-1911 when the tracks were laid 
further north. Passengers rode in the caboose behind 
freight-box cars. Ashern got its name from a surveyor, a 
Mr. A. S. Herne. 

Travelling to town in those days was quite an ex
perience, having to drive through sloughs filled with 
water in spring and some times fall. I can remember my 
father, John Zant telling us how he and Jack McKay had 
to carry 100 lb. bags of flour and groceries on their 
shoulders through the slough when the horses and wagon 
got stuck in the middle. 
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lance asked my dad how he came to choose a certain 
quarter section of land, when there were so many to 
choose from. He told me that when he and Mr. Archie 
Pritchard travelled out along the lake to Moosehorn Bay 
(now Silver Bay) and started back south on the old In
dian Trail, Mr. Pritchard mentioned that his father had 
said that where there was wood, water and hay that was a 
good place to live. So their minds were made up that 
these two quarters were to be theirs - namely the S.W.l!4 
14-25-8 was to be Mr. Pritchards and the S.E.1.4 14-25-8 
ours. 

The Indian Trail was used a great deal in those days, 
it ran along the ridges of both places. 

They went out in July to put up hay and moved out to 
the farms in October 1910. Their nearest neighbors were 
the McKay and Hicks families - this was known as the 
Goulbourne district. 

Later others came; Mr. Albert Arnold, Fred Laverty, 
(the Dave Kenny family now live there). The Stolwyk 
family came from Middlechurch and were neighbors 
also. 

Mother and two younger children went as far as Oak 
Point by train and continued from there on top of their 
belongings, furniture etc., loaded on wagons. I was left in 
Winnipeg to go to school, till early spring my brother, 
Simon had travelled with the men. 

The first post office and store in Ashern, was run by 
Mr. Hyde and Mr. Pickersgill. There was a store across 
the street, the Manitoba Trading Co., run by Jake 
Serkau and Mr. Hoffman. 

Picnic Ridge got its name because the first picnic in 
that part of the country was held there in 1911. Families 
came for miles - there were foot races, ice cream, tug
of-war, etc. - enjoyed by all. To windup, there was 
always a dance in the evening. In the winter it was 
nothing to drive 12-14 miles to a dance in horse drawn 
sleighs with lots of hay and blankets, lots of sleigh bells 

no one complained about the cold. 
During the 1914-1918 war there was a military ball in 

Ashern every two weeks, as there were many men who 
had joined up (who still remembers the I08th). 

Picnic Ridge School opened in May 1912. The first 
teacher was Miss Margret Sigurdson. It was open for 
four months only the first year, due to lack of money -
the next year, five months. I still have a Christmas card 
Miss S'igurdson sent to me in 1912. Some of the first 
school trustees were: Mr. Stoneham, Mr. Zant, John 
Dejong, Jim Leslie, and Mr. Albert Arnold. 

Zant Post Office opened in 1913. Mr. Whittaker and 
Bert Flook had the livery stable and as there were no 
cars, they carried the mail from Ashern to Colclough 
P.O., Goulbourne P.O., Zant and back to Ashern by 
horse drawn vehicle. The Zant P.O. closed in 1948. By 
now people had cars and got their mail and groceries in 
Ashern. 

Dad took his first trip back to Holland in 1948 after 
being in Canada 43 years. While in Holland, he visited 
relatives on the same farm where he was brought up by 
his grandmother (having lost his own mother before he 
was three years old). 

After the three mOrith holiday he was glad to return 
to his home in Ashern. By now his eye sight was failing 
and at age ninety-two he took up residence at the 
C.N.I.B. in Winnipeg, where he was affectionately called 



PiIlowjight Picnic Ridge picnic. 1919. Cyril Stoneham and Simon 
Zan!. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Zant. Sr. alld/ami/y. John. Anne. Cora, Helen. 
Julie and Afargarel, 1962 .. 

Picnic Ridge School No. 1600 built by Mr. Van Lilh. 1912. 
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"Grandpa". He took part in most of the activities. Dad 
was very fond of music and was a regular listener of 
opera. He was a member for over forty years. 

He was very pleased when he was invited back to 
Ashern for the "Centennial Pioneer Dinner". 

In 1970, when Dad was one hundred years old, he was 
invited to ride on the special train to Lower Fort Garry, 
which also carried all the officials from Manitoba and 
Ottawa, where they attended a dinner. 

We had a family reunion when Dad was one hundred 
years old. He lived to be one hundred and one years and 
three months. A long and busy life. 

John Zant Jr. worked both at home and away. He 
married and settled with his wife and two children on the 
farm next to the home place. His son, Charles was born 
the next year. 

The family moved to the city and John tried working 
there and also in the mines with his brother Tom, but 
soon returned to the farm with his dad. 

John built up a herd of cattle - also had horses, pigs 
and chickens. He loved gardening. 

In 1959, he was laid up with a broken leg for some 
time and found it hard to do his farm work. 

His dad moved to the C.N.LB. in 1962. John's health 
failed and in July he passed away suddenly. He is buried 
in the Ashern cemetery. 

The children of John and Jennie Zant Sf. were: 
Cora, Margaret, Ann, Julie, Nellie, Tom, John and 

Simon. 

MI'. Zanl going to Ashern with cream. eggs and rhubarb. 

Childhood Memories 
by Julie Newcombe nee Zant 

My mother and father arrived in the Ashern district 
in October 1910, along with three children, Simon II, 
Annie 4, and Johnnie, 2 years old. Cornelia, nine, 
remained in Winnipeg to go to school as at that time 
there was no school in what was later to be known as Pic
nic Ridge District, 7 miles west of Ashern. 

They had very little in the way of household fur
nishings. I often remember my mother telling us how she 
sewed two sheets together and stuffed them full of hay to 
sleep on. I was born two and a half months later, also un
der primitiv-e conditions. As there was no doctor, the 
closest lady, Mrs. George Hicks, who lived ten miles 
away, was to have acted as midwife, but as I arrived dur
ing the night and a blizzard raged, it was impossible to 
get her. The only way of travel in those days was by oxen 
or horses. Mother delivered me herself. 



In due time, Margaret, Nellie, and Tommie were 
born. We were a normal happy bunch of kids. Very 
young we were taught to help with chores. Weeding the 
garden, sawing wood, bringing in water, feeding chickens 
and bringing in eggs, etc. I'm sure those chores helped us 
in later years to make our own way in life. 

We had a large patch of the best rhubarb in the coun
try and people for miles around came to get it. It was also 
"peddled" in Ashern. In those days there were lots of 
wi Id strawberries, ras p berries, sask a toons and 
cranberries. We gathered them and mother put them 
down for the winter. On one occasion John, Margaret 
and myself went cranberry picking. The bush was dense 
and going further and further, we had filled our milk 
pails. Then we realized we had lost our way and were also 
tired. We sat down beside a small trail to rest. Very soon 
a mother wolr and two young came along the path. We 
looked at each other and we were literally paralyzed with 
fright. However, she just gave us a side glance and trotted 
on. You never seen three more scared kids. We dum ped 
out half of our berries, as a milk pail full is heavy, and 
started walking again. Getting more tired, we threw the 
rest of the berries out. Finally, we came to a clearing. 
John climbed a tall tree and we were able to tell which 
way to go. We arrived home tired, scared and minus 
berries, but mother was so glad to see us safe, she didn't 
mind about the berries. 

As there were several of us, we made our own fun. In 
the fall one of our favorite pastimes was sitting on blocks 
of wood outside in the evenings counting the hundreds of 
flocks of swans, geese and ducks as they passed overhead. 
On moonlight nights it was a special thrill to see them 
silhouette past the moon. 

In winter we dug out snow houses in the huge drifts 
and "visited" each other. 

In those days everything had to be used the flour 
and sugar bags became everything from diapers and un
derwear to curtains. 

Although mother was a very busy person (we now had 
eight children) she found time to read to us. It was at her 
knee we sang along as she taught us the old hymns. For 
this I will always be grateful. 

Some years later, as more people settled in the dis
trict, my father was granted a Post Office. Our home 
became a stopping place for travellers. Ministers in 
summer, and newcomers to the district. 

John and Mary Konzelman Pioneers of 
Ashern District 

by Anna Markwart 
My parents came to Canada from Austria in 1902. 

They lived in Winnipeg for a time, where my father ob
tained a job with the C.P.R. as a blacksmith. In 1905 
they decided to leave Winnipeg to go farming. They 
bought a farm in the Grass River area, which is eight or 
ten miles north of Plumas, Manitoba. They farmed there 
until 1921 when they sold their holdings, loaded what 
they needed in household effects, plus a team of horses 
and two cows into a freight car, and had them shipped to 
Camper station, Manitoba. 

They bought a farm seven miles west of Camper, 
where there was plenty of water, in fact a spring, which is 
still flowing to this day. Water was something that was in 
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short supply in the Plumas area, and every winter it was a 
problem getting enough water for the livestock. 

The new farm had only thirty acres of open land on it. 
There were rocks strewn everywhere. I n order to clear 
more land on the farm, all the family had to take part in 
the removal of the stones. Next step was to clear off the 
bush. Father brought a J. 1. Case gas tractor with him 
one of the first gas tractors put out, and with this the land 
was broken. Then there were roots and more stones to be 
picked. Of course, we children had to help, Ed, Bill, 
sister Helen and myself, and we were not too pleased with 
the idea. Coming from an area where there were no 
stones, it was hard to get used to the new work that had 
to be done. 

Father also brought a car with him, a 1918 Grey 
Dart. We were very proud of it, but, alas when we came 
to Camper, the car had to stand in the yard as the roads 
were impassible for cars. Oxen and horses were the 
means of transportation. We children used the car to play 
in. 

Mother was a great gardener, but when she went to 
plant the small seeds in amongst the stones she just felt it 
was a waste of time and seed. Once again, we children 
had to take rakes and rake the stones into piles and carry 
them off in pails. 

As time went on the family got accustomed to living 
in the area. When berry picking time came it was a 
pleasure to go out and bring home pails full of wild 
strawberries. 

Mother never liked the pioneer days. She had come 
from, and lived where things were much easier. A few 
years later sister Minnie left to go out working. Our 
brother, Bill went on his own. In 1926 I married Gustave 
Markwart, and we lived on the next quarter section west 
of my parents. My mother passed away in 1934. Our 
sister Helen stayed with Father and Ed, batching on the 
farm. Then in September 1937 Father passed away, leav
ing Ed on his own. He later married Mary Hansen of 
Spearhill. They farmed until 1949, at which time Gus and 
I bought the farm from them and they moved into 
Ashern to start the John Deere business, which he is still 
operating. Ed was the youngest of the family, only eight 
years old when we came to the Camper area. 

All in all it was quite an experience for us all, to come 
from a well established farming area to the Pioneer dis
trict, which was then just opening up. I would like to say 
though, that things were pretty good by the time we 
arrived there. To we children, it did not impress us when 
we had to walk knee deep in water in the spring to get to 
school, and to see the hardships that the people had to 
put up with. But of course, we could see our father's point 
of view, regarding the shortage of water in the Plumas 
area. When we did get water there, it was salty. To him 
this new district was worthwhile. 

My parent's original farm now belongs to the 
Markwart land holdings. 

My oldest brother, John, stayed in Plumas he has 
since passed away. My sister, Kate also stayed in 
Plumas. She married Phillip Walker and they had four 
daughters. Kate died in 1921 during child birth. My 
parents raised Winnie, one of their daughters. She went 
to Pioneer school along with the rest of us children. Win
nie now lives in Toronto. Winnie's eldest daughter, Emi
ly, married Bill Kawaleski of the Dog Lake district. 



Ant/a and Helen KOt/zelman ill Dad's (John KOllulmall)jirsl car, 
Grey Dan. 

Sister Mary stayed in the Plumas area. She married 
Herman Gartz. She is now widowed and living in 
Neepawa. Helen married Eric Ihbe. She is also widowed, 
and living in Vancouver. Sister, Minnie, married Wm. 
Mullins, they live in Chicago Ill. U.S.A. 

Perhaps many more things could be added to this, but 
the fact remains that it all turned out well for us all and 
was well worth the pioneering experiences, 

Of all our family only my youngest brother, Ed. and 
I, Anna Markwart, remained to raise our families in this 
part of Manitoba. Some of our children settled here, 
others chose to make their living in different parts of 
Canada and the world. 

John and Mary Jarschke 
by Albert larschke 

1, Albert Jarschke, am one of five children of John 
and Mary Jarschke. My parents homesteaded across the 
road from where the Pioneer School is now, in 1910. 

Father came from Germany, and Mother was born in 
Canada. The reason for settling there was because they 
liked farming and land was available, almost free -
$10.00 for 160 acres. 

Means of transportation was ox and wagon. My 
father hauled the first load of lum ber with which to build 
the Pioneer School. 

Some of the first neighbors were: The Colcloughs 
(they had the post office), the Irwins, Ottos, Millers, 
Lutz, Joe Hogue, Whiteways (Mrs. Whiteway was my 
Godmother) and the Russells. 

Hardships were many; clearing land, building houses 
with lumber or logs from the land, and digging our own 
wells. I understand the well father dug is still being used 
today. 

The roads were surveyed along the section lines. Peo
ple then could pay their taxes by clearing the bush and 
trees off the surveyed roads. Horse drawn scrapers were 
used to fill the low spots. 

Mother passed away in 1917 and is buried in the 
Catholic Cemetery in Ashern. Father kept the family 
together and stayed on the homestead until we moved to 
California in 1924. 

The only recreation was the July 1st picnic in Ashern 
and the school Christmas concerts. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Jarschke (John and Mary). 1911. 

A Iberl Jarschke nine years old (homemade dOIlIes!. 

The Sioux Indians camped in their teepees in the 
meadow below our house when on their way to hunting 
trips. 

Father passed away in 1963 at age eighty-nine. 
My sister Anna was the first of five children. She now 

lives in Ripon, California, and has eight children. Her 
husband passed away in 1973. 

Carl had two children. He lost his life in a fire in 
1948. Alice lives in Alaska. She had five children, one 
daughter died in 1963. Alice is now a widow. Brother 
Frank was the youngest, and lives in Napa, California. 
He has five children. I, Albert, and my wife Dorothy live 
in Castroville, California. We have six children, four 
boys and two girls - our youngest boy is adopted. 



Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Lockie 
We decided to move to Ashern, Manitoba because of 

the dry years in Saskatchewan. We got married on 
March 26th, 1931. This was really the first dry year. It 
seemed to blow every day. I remember that I threshed 60 
bushels of wheat off 120 acres, and at the price of 50¥:, 
that did not go very far. It was much the same ti 11 1937 
when we threshed 20 bushels of wheat, so when two of my 
neighbors were going out to look at some land in 
Manitoba, I decided to go along with them. (I was just 
renting the farm.) Mr. McPherson had been told that 
they always got lots of rain at Ashern so we decided to go 
and have a look. When we got there, everything looked 
nice and green. Mr. McPherson was Reeve of our 
municipality so he said to go and see the Reeve. We went 
to the Municipal Office; Mr. Foord was Secretary, and 
the Reeve was in the office. They told us to go and have a 
look in the Goulbourne district as it was supposed to be 
the best part of the country. We went out there and went 
to see Jim Leslie. Billie Sloan happened to be out there 
on holidays from Winnipeg, and he told me I could have 
his place as long as I paid the taxes. This looked all right 
to me so I told him I would take it. The other two fellows 
owned their farms and decided to stay where they were. 

When I got back home Fred Arnold came to me to 
see what I had to say about the country. I told him there 
seemed to be lots of feed for the cows, so he decided to 
come with me and take a chance on getting a place. He 
got the next quarter section just over the fence. The 
railway was shipping us out free. We loaded up the cars 
at Bemersyde, which was the C. N. Station. He went with 
the stock and I had an old Star car so I took the women 
and kids. I never forgot that trip. When we got to the 
other side of Portage la Prairie, the motor started to heat 
up so I had to take the radiator off and get it blown out. 
We got along pretty good until we came to Eriksdale 
where there had been a lot of rain. There were holes in the 
road. You just had to put the car in low and crawl 
through. At Mulvihill we got on the road to The Narrows 
- this road was impassable! We turned back and got on 
the road to Ashern, then out to the Goulbourne district. 
The next morning we had to the livestock off the cars. 
It had rained in the night so I put chains on the car. 1 
thought I would not slip in the ditch. Before I went a 
half mile I had to go to work and take them off again. 
That stuff stuck so fast the wheels were solid! I had to 
carry water out of the ditch to wash it off before I could 
get going again. That was my first experience of gumbo. 

We were lucky to have a fellow like Jim Leslie for a 
neighbor. He told us to get out and get some feed put up 
before it froze, as grass was not much good after. There 
was lots of hay on vacant quarters. The cows and horses 
did not do very well the first year. There was so much 
difference in the hay, but the most of them lived through 
the winter. I was lucky I had a couple of horses to sell, so 
that we could pay our way through the winter. 

We had many good neighbours Jim Leslie, John 
Ebbers, Mrs. Gray, Jack McKay, Stuart McKay, Fred 
Wahl, Roy Wahl, the Taylors, Rudy Geisler, Cyril 
Stoneham, all within a radius of three or four miles. The 
roads were something awful, except the main road from 
Ashern to The Narrows. When you went out with the car 
you had to carry an axe as well, so you could cut a pole to 
pry the car up, and get some brush underneath the 
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wheels. There was always some places where they were 
all right and that was on the bed rock - no soil on top. 
The neighbors me to run for councillor to see if they 
could get some roads in our district. This was in 1943, but 
we did not get any roads as there was no money for Divi
sion One. It had been overspent the year before. I learned 
a lot in those five years as councillor. It's no picnic. It's a 
good experience for anyone. 

Another experience I had was when our twins were 
born. My wife got me up at 3 o'clock in the morning and 
said "You had better get going to get the doctor", so I 
hitched up the horses to the sleigh to go and get Mrs. 
Walkin (Dr. Walkin was in Winnipeg at a conference). 
Dr. Walkin had been out to our place two weeks before 
and told me to get his wife in two weeks time. I got to 
Ashern about 6 o'clock and woke up Mrs. Walkin. 
When she came to the door she said, "What have you got 
to take me in?" I said, "The sleigh". She said, "You go 

the livery man with his truck". (This was in February, 
not much snow that winter.) So I got him up and saw 
them off. I got in a hurry now too and got home around 7 
o'clock, and put the team away. Then Mrs. Walkin 
called, "Come and see what you ha ve". Did I get a sur
prise! Twins, two girls! 

The year after we settled in, Mr. Erickson moved into 
the house where Mrs. Fred Arnold now lives. He used to 
preach at three places on Sundays, Goulbourne, Picnic 
Ridge, and Mr. Gutknecht's. I drove him round in the 
buggy. I often wondered how he lived as nobody had 
much money to give then. Mr. Erickson moved to town, 
and Pete Irwin moved on that place. There were a lot of 
nice spruce trees there, so Pete came to me one day and 
asked me if I would like to cut them on half shares, so I 
said "all right". I had been used to work in the bush back 
in Scotland. I got them all cut and hauled out in a pile, 
then got Charlie Gable to come in with his saw mill and 
we sawed them up in the spring. I enough lumber to 
build a barn and house. The year after Mr. Erickson 
moved to town, he got some tents out from Winnipeg to 
have Bible Camp at the lake by Barney Jonasson's. He 
asked me if I could take them out. Well I said I could, so I 
went into town to the station and loaded them up. I was 
just starting up the car when Fred O'Connell came out of 
the office and said "Where are you going with them'?" I 
said, "I am taking them out to Mr. Erickson." "Well", 
he said "there is $19.00 freight to pay on them before you 
take them." I did not know what to do. I started to think. 
I would go and see if Harry Schwartz would give me the 
money. So I went in and said, "Harry, will you let me 
have $19.00 to pay for the freight on the tents for the 
camp'?" Harry looked at me for a minute and said, "Who 
is borrowing this money?" Well I thought a while and 
then I said "I am." You know, he never hesitated a 
minute. He just went to the till and took out the $19.00 
and gave it to me. I just thought to myself at the time if 
he was good enough to do this for me he was good 
enough for me to deal with. Anytime that I came in with 
a load of cordwood he could always find a place to put it, 
and I hauled a lot of cordwood the first two or three years 
we were there. 

In 1942 the Manley place was up for sale, so I bought 
it. In 1944 I bought the Warren place. In 1946 Sid Miller 
sold me a quarter in the swamp. In 1945 we built a house 
down on the Manley place with the lumber we cut on 



Pete Irwin's. Stuart McKay gave me a hand to build it. 
We moved in that fall. In 1946 it was very wet in the 
summer and we could not do very much work on the 
land. There was a field about 10 acres on the Warren 
place, so I thought it would be nice and easy to break it 
up. It had gone back to quack grass. Then it came haying 
time and nice warm weather. After we got finished hay
ing I thought I would work it up so I went out with the 
disc and tried to, but it had set like cement and I could 
not do anything with it. The next spring I went on there 
and worked it down - the frost had broken it up, seeded 
it to barley, and got 100 bushels to the acre off it. By this 
time the kids were growing up and it did not take too long 
to put up the hay. We would cut in the morning and stack 
in the afternoon. One day when we were stacking I was 
on the stack when Norman came in with a sweep load. 
He brought in a wasp's nest and picked it up with the 
stacker. When it came on the stack I just gave one jump 
and was over the side of the stack. They sure got a good 
laugh out of that. Another time we were just going to 
move the stacker when Joyce (one of the twins) came out 
and wanted a ride down on the stacker. We were just go
ing to move and didn't tie the chain on the singletree. 
When I gave it a push to get it going I saw the hook come 
off the singletree and that thing came down just like a 
shot out of a gun. I turned around and put her behind me 
so that she would not hurt when it came down. When 
it hit the grQund I flew about 10 feet and landed on my 
shoulder. I had it in a sling for two weeks and it has never 
been right since. There is one thing that I nearly forgot, 
and that was the first spring we were up there. The fish 
used to come up the drainage ditch out by Silver Bay. 
Fred Arnold and I went up there in the spring and we just 
scooped them out with a piece of wire net. I remember 
they were not coming into the net very good, so Fred just 
jumped into the ditch and chased them into the net. We 
had quite a load for the buggy. We pickled them and 
smoked them and I don't know what else but I never 
cared if I ever saw another fish. 

There was one time I was coming in to town with a 
load of cordwood when I saw a skunk cross the road 
ahead of me. I used to carry a .22 rifle so when I got up 
where he was I could just see him in a brush pile, and I 
got him right through the eye and threw him in the box 
on the back of the sleigh. When I put the horses in the 
livery barn I think all the kids around town were there 
looking at it (it smelled a little). 

Well, maybe this is about all that I have got to say 
right now, except to say why I left Ashern. We were do
ing all right because things were getting better by this 
time. In 1948 I seeded some millet. It was dry the year 
before so I thought we would have some good feed for the 
cows, as they were the mainstay of the farm. Well in the 
middle of the summer I started to sneeze and it kept get
ting worse all the time but never thought much about it, 
expecting it to clear up but it developed into asthma. I 
had been bothered all my life in the old country, but 
never had it since being in Canada. When it did not get 
better I told my wife that I was going to sell out and go 
back to the prairie again. So one day when I was in town 
in the store, Joey Schwartz came up and said, "I hear you 
want to sell your farm. How much do you want for it?" I 
said, "$6,000.00". Joey said, "Will you take $5,000.00 
for itT' I just said, "It's sold". We shook hands and that 
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was it. I have often wondered since if it was the millet 
thal caused it. My neighbor down here grew it two years 
ago and I had the same trouble. I f I had known I might 
have still been living in Ashern. 

The Fred Lutz Family 
Fred Lutz came out in 1909 to take up a homestead in 

the Colclough Post Office District, later to become 
Pioneer School District. The remainder of the family 
moved up in the spring of 1910, bringing their belongings 
by box-car. These consisted of a team of oxen, team of 
horses, one wagon, one sleigh, a mower, buggy and rake. 
They drove from Oak Point to their homestead which is 
now owned by Roy Lutz. 

The Lutz family encountered many hardships during 
their early years, as they raised eleven children. 

They cleared the land and hauled the logs to a saw 
mill at Camper. This lumber was used to build their first 
house and barn. Mr. Lutz earned extra money for 
groceries by cutting cordwood east of Ashern and 
Camper. 

As the years went by, the Lutz family grew up, 
married and farmed in the area for many years. One 
daughter, (Mrs. Fred Russell) was married in Winnipeg 
and later homesteaded in the same area. This is now 
Elmer and Sharon Lutz's farm. 

Eventually most of the family moved away except 
Roy. 

Harold and Marliene have their home in the same 
yard as Harold's parents Roy and Emma. 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lutz Sr. moved to Ashern in 
1944. He worked as a caretaker of the school for some 
time. Mrs. Lutz passed away in 1950. Fred lived on in 
Ashern until his death in April 1959. 

Fred Lui:: (Sr.) ji:lIIlily 011 homeslead. 

Henry and Amelia Markwart and Gustave and 
Anna Markwart 

by Anna Markwart 
Henry Markwart came to Canada from Volinia, 

Russia in 1905, and lived in Winnipeg, where he obtained 
work with the Imperial Oil Company, making wooden 
barrels. He was a "cooper" by trade. His wife Amelia 
and the two children came a year later. One son, 
Gustave, was four years old, Adolph was one year old 
and another son was born a year later, but both the 
younger boys later died in a diptheria epidemic. 



Then, in 1909, when the government had a plan to 
place people on homesteads in the Ashern area, the fami
ly decided to leave Winnipeg and come to the Camper
Ashern area. Henry came out to take up his homestead. 
When satisfied, he went back to Winnipeg, to pack up his 
family. They were able to obtain 160 acres of land for 
$10.00. Land was something they were not allowed to 
own in Russia. They packed their belongings, loaded 
them into a freight car and came by rail as far as 
Camper, that was as far as the railway went at that time. 
They had to stay in the freight car while Henry walked 
the seven miles to the homestead to see if he could get the 
only neighbor to lend him a wagon to move the family to 
the new homestead. From the Wiltons he was able to 
borrow a wagon and team of oxen. In some places on the 
way to the farm they had to cut trees in order to make a 
road to get through with the loaded wagon. 

They lived in a make shift shelter until they could cut 
enough logs for a small house. While they were living 
in this shelter it turned bitterly cold and Amelia's main 
worry was to keep their nine month old baby from get
ting sick. 

They built their log house in a spruce bluff as it was 
easy to obtain logs there. This later proved to be hazar
dous as there was always a danger of prairie fires, and 
more than once the whole family had to get out and fight 
fire in order to save their home. 

Once they had built their log house, the task of 
providing feed for the oxen and a cow became 
paramount. By now they had acquired a team of oxen, a 
cow and a few chickens. There was also the job of clear
ing enough land to plant a garden. 

The nearest neighbor was a family by the name of 
Wilton. They lived on the next quarter north of the farm 
that is now the Otto Brothers. They planted spruce trees 
around their buildings, and to this day those spruce are 
still there, although the buildings have long since fallen 
down. 

The following year more people came to take up 
homesteads. The Julius Markwarts came, also the 
Adolph Russell family. Gustave often spoke of running 
on fallen logs to go to the post office for the mail. The 
post olTice was called Colclough Post Office. Gustave 
was nine years old when he came to the homestead. There 
was no school. The Pioneer School was built some years 
later. 

Henry Markwart lived on the homestead until 1924 
when he moved to Chicago, Illinois. Gus then took over 
the farm. His four sisters, Lydia, Tillie, Martha and 
Helen went with their parents to the U.S.A. They 
married and raised their families in Chicago. Lydia is 
now Mrs. Geo. Norton. Tillie became Mrs. Wm. 
O'Neill, Martha married Andy Thompson and Helen is 
now Mrs. Gene Kozlowski. 

I n spite of hard work and hardships Henry and 
Amelia Markwart lived on into their eighties. Amelia 
died at 87 and Henry at age 86. 

r n August 1926 Gustave married Anna Konzelman, 
and a second generation started making their way on the 
homestead. By that time the original buildings needed 
replacing, so Gustave built a new bam and in 1931 the 
third house was built on the place. More land was 
purchased from the Hudson's Bay Co. There were seven 
children five boys and two girls; Kenneth, Herbert, 
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LeJlto right: Lydia Norton. Alarlha Thompson, Sharon's grand
parellis. Henry and Amelia Markwarl and Sharon and Edwin AlIsl
man. 

.4fr. and ,HI'S. GIiS l'vfarkwarl. 

Melvin, Norman, Judy, Sharon and Eric. They all helped 
with the farm work and when grown up went out work
ing, married, and now have homes and families of their 
own. Kenneth, married Marion Koops of the Ralph Con
nor district, and now lives in Kitimat, B.C.; Herb married 
Doris Peters of Morris, Manitoba, he works for the 
Manitoba Telephone System; Melvin married Jenne 
Townsend, they live in Sechelt, B.C., Melvin works for 



the B.c. Pulp and Paper Co. Judy is married to Leo 
Sigurdson and lives in Ashern, Sharon married Edwin 
A~stman, and they make their home in Winnipeg, Eric 
married a girl from Perth Australia, and he works with 
the Royal Insurance Co. of Australia, Norman married 
Margaret H~tlloway. They live on the Markwart 
homestead. 

Gustave passed away in January 1956 and 1, Anna his 
wife, carried on the farm with the help of Norman, 
Sharon and Eric until 1964, when Norman took over the 
farm. He is successfully managing what is the original 
Markwart homestead, taken out by his grandfather in 
1909. 

Norman and Margaret have three children: a son, 
Christopher, and two girls, Robin and Donna. They are 
the fourth generation on the farm. 

As for me Gustave's wife Anna, it makes me feel 
good that this farm has remained in the Markwart fami
ly. This has been accomplished through much determina
tion and hard work. The same goes for the Henry and 
Amelia Markwart family. 

Homesteading was very hard on the women folk, I 
recall my mother-in-law telling how she (as did many 
others), worked side-by-side with her husband, helping to 
clear the land in preparation for planting a garden, as 
well as grow grain for their livestock. 

Pioneer Paradise 
by Mrs. Art Pollard 

Many, many years ago our brave parents, Fredrick 
Otto and Maria (Kuehn) Otto decided one spring morn
ing, in 1911, they had had enough city life, and longed to 
live in the country near the good earth, where you could 
grow things. 

Our dad had a regular job with the C.P.R. Railway, 
where he worked for seventeen years as 'a master 
mechanic. He often went out with the wrecking crew as 
well as his regular run on the passenger train from Win
nipeg to Duluth. Dad often told us how on the return trip 
from Duluth, the train would stop at Emerson, all the 
crew would jump off and head for the hotels, which were 
open day and night, with music, dancing and drinking. 
Emerson was a large town then, lively, with much gaiety. 

Working for the railway was hard with a clock to 
punch, long hours, and very few holidays. There were 
three bosses to keep the men working and "on their 
toes". 

We always ran out to meet Dad when he came from 
work, eager to carry his lunch box, for in it he would 
always leave a small sandwich or tidbit which tasted, "Oh 
so good". When we would ask him where he got these 
treats, he would tell us it was rabbit food. We young ones 
really believed him and thought it was some kind of 
magic. 

On holiday one summer, Dad took his two eldest 
children, Billie and Minnie, by train to Benton Harbour, 
Michigan to visit two of Mother's sisters, Aunt and Un
cle Lebeck and Aunt and Uncle Krakeau. What a 
wonderful holiday they had, Minnie all dressed up in a 
navy blue sailor dress, her long hair down her back in 
ringlets, tied with a ribbon. She looked a picture. 

As each year passed our parents found it harder to 
provide for their growing family of eight children. The 
eldest son Bill, was seventeen, sister Minnie next, then 
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Harry, Ralph, Lena, Emma, Ed, and baby August, then 
one year old. 

One day in 1911, the opportunity arose offering land 
in and around Ashern district, as it was later called, this 
being the land which people could homestead - Dad and 
Mother talked this over. Dad decided he would go and 
see for himself. We had a cousin, also friends, already in 
that part of the country. The men rode about on 
horseback, looking the land over. Dad liked the land and 
felt it had many good things to offer beautiful Dog 
Lake with its islands. In summer, the abundance of wild 
fruit, lots of wild game, many kinds of birds, great open 
spaces, freedom for all the family, and a healthy place in 
which to grow up. In spring muskrats were caught and 
their pelts sold. Dad came back from the trip quite ex
cited, also tired, as this had been a long tiring journey. 

A claim for a homestead had been "staked". It would 
be the beginning of a new way of life for all of us. We 
children were all born in the city of Winnipeg. We lived in 
a nice cottage on Flora Ave., and this had to be sold in 
order to buy provisions and clothing to keep us for a 
year. 

The homestead was the N.W.'!l of 17-24-W. The land 
was cleared of trees and bush for a garden and eventually 
grain, plowing done with oxen, which was slow work. 

We were all quite happy to go on with this big adven
ture and looked forward to the train trip, although the C. 
N. Railway passenger train only went as far as Oak 
Point. From there we had to ride the rest of the way in a 
caboose, on the freight train, which was not exactly a lux
ury ride. 

Dad had gone out before and soon had a large shack 
built of rough lumber and siding. It was 12' x 24' and 
would shelter us until a larger home could be built. 

Later, when the family was settled two more children 
were born, Fred and Edna. In our parents' lime large 
families were fashionable. We often lined up to be ad
mired by aunts, uncles and friends who visited our home. 

OUf poor mother with all the packing and getting her 
family ready for the big move, it was quite an under
taking for such a small and dainty person. All our fur
niture had to be loaded and shipped out with us - beds, 

Mr. and Alrs. Fred Gila Sr. 
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bedding, tables and chairs, cast iron cook stove, cup
boards, dishes, trunks, boxes, not forgetting our valuable 
possession, the Family Bible - we would have need of it 
many times to keep our faith and courage to go on. 

We arrived at the town of Ashern in the evening of 
May 10, 1911, too late for the trip to the homestead, so 
spread blankets on the station floor. Being very weary, 
we were glad of a place to rest. Early next morning we 
were on our way, our belongings loaded on the double 
wagon, which was pulled by our two faithful oxen -
Charlie and Jim. There were no roads, we had to follow 
an I ndian trail over ridges and sloughs, often the oxen 
had to wade through deep water, with only their horns 
showing. To be sure, we children were frightened, as 
coming from the city we had no idea what was ahead of 
us. That was a long tiresome 10 miles. The sun was going 
down when we reached the homestead. It was sure a 
welcome sight. Our dear parents hurried to get us 
something to eat and into bed. 

Dad lost no time in cutting down logs, and squaring 
them off with a broad axe. The logs were used to build a 
two story home for us. It was plastered on the inside, 
made warm and cosy, and was roomy. 

Later, the pioneers worked at building passable 
roads. Dad helped organize the building of the Pioneer 
School and was a trustee for many years. Dad and his old 
friend, Mr. Witt collected funds, labor, and building 
material to build the Lutheran Church eight miles west of 
Camper. The church still stands there today (1975) and is 
used for funerals and weddings. 

All through the years our home was filled with 
visitors from the city and surrounding district. 

We have many happy memories of picnics, parties, 
dinners etc. 

Trinity Lutheran Church - Camper 
by Esther Boates 

Trinity Lutheran Church located five miles west of 
Camper, Manitoba, was built by the pioneers who 
homesteaded in the area, on a well chosen site given by 
Mr. Henry Schultz. Mr. Kramer was the carpenter and 
everyone donated lumber as well as their labour. Pastor 
Henry Becker was present for the official opening in the 
fall of 1918. 

Pastor Wolfenberg, affectionately remembered, 
served the large congregation faithfully and helped 
wherever he could. His personal faith and kindness 
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Trinit)' Lutheran Church Camper, 

brought the people together. The spruce trees standing in 
the churchyard were planted by the Sunday School Class 
under his direction. 

In the late twenties and early thirties money was 
scarce, and the congregation could not support a full time 
minister. Monthly services were held with a minister be
ing sent out by the Missouri Synod affiliated with St. 
John's Lutheran Church, Winnipeg. For a time, the 
monthly services were held with the minister coming 
from Lundar. 

Time changes all things. The devoted old-timers 
passed on and the younger generation do not feel as duty 
bound to attend church regularly. Trinity Lutheran 
Church still stands as a testimony to the pioneers who 
built it, men and women of great courage and faith. 
Pastors who served this congregation in later years, 
before it was dissolved were: 

G. E. Sphar; Ted Hartig; Dr. G. A. Heinmann; E. 
Buehler; O. Winter; Karl Wulf; Lenz Bjarman and 
Grant. 

The Bjornsson's 
by B. Bjornsson 

In the early 1900's my father, Jon Bjornsson, a 
former sheep herder and his step-mother came to Win
nipeg from Iceland. He worked on construction for a 
short time and then moved to Lundar, Manitoba, where 
he met and married Sigrudir Johnson of the Maryhill dis
trict in 1911. They farmed in the Lundar district for three 
years and in 1914 moved to the Ralph Connor district. 
Here they stayed with Dad's sister and brother-in-law, 
Mr. & Mrs. O. Magnusson, while the log house was be
ing built on the S.E. \I.! 17-25-8. 

They started farming with very few cattle and horses. 
Dad fished in winter. Like so many others they had many 
hardships. They had little money, though we never went 



Mr. and Mrs. O. Magnusson. 60lh wedding anniversary. 1950. 

Jon Bjomsson Jamily. Mrs. Bjomsson. Glidjon. Mr. Bjorn~son. 

Barney. Helga. Glillnstein. Sigrun Ray. A rl. Palil. 

hungry. Dad often walked to town for supplies, this was a 
twenty mile-round trip. I recall when Dad attended his 
Dad's funeral in Lundar, he had to walk to Ashern in 
order to get the train that left Ashern at 6 AM. He was 
known by many people as "Walking Jon". 

They raised a family of five sons and two daughters: 
Gudjon of Moosehorn; Gunnstein passed away in 1936; 
Bjorn of Ashern; Paul of Richmond, B.C.; Arthur of 
White Rock, B.c.; Helga Burnson of Steveston and 
Sigrun Ray of Seattle. All the children attended the Old 
Ralph Connor School, where I graduated with the pitch 
fork. 

They built a new home in 1945, then retired and 
moved to Steveston, B.C. In 1948 they bought a house 
next to their daughter Helga's, where they enjoyed being 
near some of the family, also there were many people 
they knew from the Ralph Connor district. Both Mother 
and Dad have passed away. 

I married Jennv Moman in 1947 and took over the 
homestead. We continued farming, mainly in livestock 
and growing our own grain and hay. 

We have four daughters: Judy, Sylvia, Linda and 
Bonnie, all are married. 

In April 1972, we celebrated our Sil ver Wedding An
niversary, our four daughters and families, put on a 
"Social" in the Ashern Centennial hall, where many 
friends and relatives gathered to "Wish us Well". This 
was and always will be a joyous memory for us. 
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My wife and I are still farming on the old homestead. 
We are looking forward to our years of retirement. 

The Dory Family from Ralph Connor 
Our parents Ken and Svava (nee Gudmundson) were 

married in January, 1943. In June of 1944 they moved to 
"Baker's farm" in the Ralph Connor district where they 
did mainly cattle farming for twenty six years. Our father 
died very suddenly in October, 1969. 

They raised three children. Leroy (married to Fran 
Sliter of Edmonton) lives in Winnipeg with their two sons 
Kenny and Tyson. Lenore (married Earle Floyde of 
McCreary) also lives in Winnipeg with their two children 
Jason and Kendra. Dianne, presently in Winnipeg has 
completed her B.A. at the University of Winnipeg and is 
now studying for a Registered Nurses Diploma. She 
saved her money working weekends for a trip to Iceland 
in August, 1975. She visited the birthplace of her grand
parents on the east coast of Iceland and met many 
cousins from different parts of the country. 

Svava left the farm shortly after Ken's death. She has 
worked at secretarial work in Winnipeg since. 

Gudrun and Olafur Freeman Family 
by Nyall Freeman 

My parents, Gudrun lonsdottir and 01afur Freeman 
came from Iceland around 1900. They settled at Lundar 
and were married there. In 1908 they moved to The 
Narrows. My brother Kris, was born in Lundar. I was 
born at what is known as Gunnlaugson's Island. 

My parents homesteaded on section 30-24-8W in 
1914. Their belongings consisted of: three cows, five hens 
and a rooster, a team of borrowed oxen, a dog, and 
besides this two pair of hard working hands. They spent 
the rest of their life on the farm. 

Dad passed away in 1931 at age sixty-six, and Mother 
died in 1948 at age eighty-two. 

I can remember when Ashern was called Seventh 
Siding, also when the main road passed across our 
homestead. There were no graded roads, only prairie and 
bush trails. I remember seeing the first Model T Ford car 
going by our house. I did not know what it was - it could 
have been a "flying saucer". 

The old Ralph Connor log school was four miles 
away. I was ten years old when I started school and went 
for four years. That was the extent of my schooling. 

AI back: Mrs. Johnson. L~fi to right: Mrs. G. Freeman, I'virs. 

Hal/SOli. Mrs. VigfliSSOIl and Jriend. 



Rhoda and Kris Freeman 
by Mrs. Rhoda Freeman 

"Memories are Made of This" 
When the second world war was over, I was back in 

London again. It was "V.J. Day," the final climax to the 
second world war. Along with some of my friends we 
went and had a meal down in the" Chinese" part of Lon
don, and then made our way to Covent Gardens' to 
dance. It was here that I met my husband to be. When 
the dance was over he accompanied me back to the 
hospital where I was residing at that time. Then after this 
he came to London regularly, and my people showed him 
around as much as they could on the ration of car gas we 
were allowed. He watched his first cricket match at 
"Banbury Cross", had a "Beer" where the "Magna Car
ta" was signed, and visited many of the "Old Palaces" 
such as "Hampton Court". The beautiful Kew Gardens, 
Madam Toussards wax work museum, and many other 
places of interest. He came back to Canada in January 
1947, and I came in Nov. 1947. He was the eldest child of 
Olafur & Gudrun londoUer, "pioneers", who arrived in 
Winnipeg in the early 1900's, met and married in Win
nipeg. Kris was born at Posen near Lundar. With Kris 
they settled North of Dolly Bay for one year and then on 
Baldwinsons' Island, where his brother Njali was born, 
and then they homesteaded on the place where they have 
lived ever since. Their father passed away in 1931 and 
their mother in 1948. 

I left London on Nov. 5th "Guy Fawkes Day", 1947 
to make a new life in Canada. The Queen Mary was the 
boat I sailed on, bound for a country I knew so little 
about. Amongst the passengers on board ship was 
H.R.H. The Duke of Windsor, along with Her Grace 
The Duchess of Windsor, who had the next cabin to 
myself. I spent a day in Chicago, and then on to Win
nipeg. Here I was met by Kris's auntie and cousins who 
made me most welcome. Kris arrived later in the evening. 
The next few days were spent looking around Winnipeg 
and meeting with his relatives. On the following Monday 
we set out for Ashern, visited in Lundar, and Oh was it 
snowing! We arrived at the home where he had lived 
most of his life. His mother and brother greeted me, and 
made me very welcome. The greatest difficulty I had was 
understanding the Icelandic language. They made 
supper, "Wild Deer" meat steaks, which I thoroughly 
enjoyed. We were married the following May in the Lun-

IV;all Freeman. Brian StOlle, Kris Freeman. 
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dar Rectory of the Lutheran Church. In the meantime 
Kris's mother passed away at the age of 84. In 1956 Kris 
went back to the life he had always loved, farming, but 
things had changed a great deal. No longer oil lamps, 
poor roads etc., but electricity, running water, phones, 
good schools to which our country children travel each 
day by bus. 

The first neighbor I met was Ralph Forseng, who 
called to see the boys next day. To a stranger in a strange 
land, the warmth and friendliness of the folks around me, 
helped to make me feel welcome. 

Hallur and Sigurveig HaHsson 
Written in admiration for a cou

ple who braved the pioneer years 
Hallur and Sigurveig Hallsson came to Canada in 

1890 from Iceland, they and their three daughters; -
Gudney; Sigurlin and Jonina (who celebrated her first 
birthday aboard ship). One daughter, Solveig stayed in 
Iceland with an aunt. Sigurveig's mother, Stennunn Arn
dottir, came with the Hallssons and lived with them until 
her death. She is buried at the Narrows. 

The Hallson family settled in the Lundar district, 
where their only son, Hallur, was born. The family 
moved to the Narrows district in 1893, where they made 
their home until 1907, when they moved further north to 
the Silver Bay district. 

Mr. Hallson died in 1917 after a long illness, leaving 
his son Hallur to look after the farm and his mother. 
They farmed for some years, Hallur married Ingibjorg 
Snawfield, who cared for his mother like she was her 
own. 

Hallur and Inga had two daughters; Guida and Lena. 
Hallur's sister, Gudny, married Alex Finney, they 

moved to Bay End. 
Sigurlin married Gudmundur Sigurdson, she passed 

away in 1917 leaving seven young children. 
Jonina married Sigurdur Sigurdson. 
Solveig married Bjorn Gislasson in Iceland. 
In 1943 Hallur and Inga moved to Selkirk where 

Hallur was employed in the steel mill. They moved again 
in 1947, this time to Vancouver where Hallur got work in 
the steel mill. He was badly injured, having lost an arm as 
well as injury to his legs and was unable to walk - Inga 
looked after him with loving care for thirteen years. He 
passed away in 1969. 

Sigurveig died at Selkirk in January 1945 at age 85. 

The Ami Johnson Family 
by Barney Johnson 

Jona and Ami Johnson were "Old Timers" of our 
Ralph Connor district. Arni was born in Iceland in 1886 
and came to Winnipeg, Canada as a child. lona was born 
in Logberg, Saskatchewan in 1891. Jona and Ami were 
married in Winnipeg in 1910 and lived there for some 
years. 

Ami was employed by the T. Eaton Co. He drove 
their first delivery truck. 

From Winnipeg they moved to Langruth and after a 
short time moved to the Ralph Connor district where 
they lived until 1970, when because of ailing health they 
moved to Vancouver. There they resided in a Senior 
Citizens Residence, where Bena, their eldest daughter 



was matron. Ami passed away on December 21, 1973. 
J ona is still in residence there. 

Both Ami and Jona were active in community affairs. 
Ami was a member of the school board for 35 years as 
secretary-treasurer. He bought fish for Canadian Fish 
Producers from 1938 to 1969. He was returning officer 
for the Fairford Constituency for a number of years. 

Their home was one of great hospitality and J ona was 
known for miles around for her wonderful doughnuts. 

Ami's father, Jacob, worked for many years for the 
C.P. Railway and upon his retirement he came to live 
with Ami. 

Jona's father and mother were also residents of Ralph 
Connor district - Fred and Helga Johnson. 

The Johnson's raised eleven children, two of whom 
are deceased. Wilfred died in 1947, he was unmarried; 
Bena died in 1976, she is survived by her husband, 
Sigmar Sveinsson of Vancouver and two daughters, Gail 
La Grange of Petawawa and Carol Horner of Van
couver. She was predeceased by two sons, Mervyn and 
Harold. 

Gordon served Overseas during World War II, he 
married a Dutch girl. They have two children, now 
married and living in Vancouver. 

Tom lives and works in Vancouver. He married Mat
tie Smith from Unity, Saskatchewan. They have two 
children who are married and living in Vancouver. 

Skuli served with the Air Force during the war. He 
married Marion Anderson from Mulvihill, Manitoba, 
they now reside in Vancouver. Two of their children are 
married and the other boy is still at home. 

Ken served overseas with the Armoured Corps. He 
and his wife now live in Aldergrove. One daughter is still 
at home. Two daughters and a son are married. 

Elin married Jonas Johnson formerly of Hayland, 
Manitoba. They have four sons, all married and a 
daughter, who is completing high school. 

Barney and his wife Mudelle farm in the Ralph Con
nor area. Bamey also buys fish for the Freshwater Fish 
Marketing Board. Their son Reg. and his wife, the 
former Janice Kerbrat of Dog Lake area, farm in the dis
trict. They have one daughter, - Diana. Son, Terry, 
farms on the old Perry farm. His wife, the former 
Marilyn Schwitek. They have two children, Terrilyn 5 
and Corey 2. Daughter, Muriel is married to Ken 
Whitley of Melita, they live in Winnipeg. 

Art and his wife, nee Mercy Einarson of Lundar, 
Manitoba, have five children. Wendy, who teaches in 
Vancouver; Doug of Kitimat and Harold of Vancouver. 
Both Doug and Harold were married in 1976; Susan and 
Janice are still at school. Art was in the Air Force during 
the war. 

Clara married Jim Britten of Winnipeg. They have 
two children, Barbara works for Trans Air and Tom is 
going to the University. 

Rooney married Geo Jenkyns of Winnipeg. They 
moved east many years ago and now reside in Buffalo, 
N. Y. They have three daughters, Lynn a teacher, Shirley 
a nurse and Patricia attending University. 

Arni and Jona have thirty-one grandchildren and 
eighteen great-grandchildren. At the time of Ami's 
death, they had been married almost sixty-three years. 

Jona is in fairly good health and has been home every 
summer. She is planning a tri p to this area in June (1976). 
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Mr. Arnie Johnson, Winnipeg, around 1910. 

Sons oj Mr. and Mrs. A. Johnson. 1926. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ami Johnson, 60th allniversary. 

The Koops Family 
by Ella Koops 

Harry Koops was born at Grand Forks, British 
Columbia, on January 1, 1911. He and his parents came 
to the Ralph Connor district in 1921, where they started 
farming. Harry attended Ralph Connor school. 

In 1930 Harry went logging east of Spearhill near 
Montag River. This was approximately forty miles from 
home. He used to tell of these cold trips, with horses and 
open sleigh. They had to take enough feed for themselves 
and the horses to last several days, then the trip home 



with heavy loads of logs, which were later sawn into 
lumber and used for building. We still have eight 2x4's 
left from that same lot of logs brought home in 1930. 
Harry got his first car at age nineteen. He was often 
asked to drive people to Ashern and various places, as 
there were few cars in the district at that time. RQads 
were not always good. An experience he had coming 
home from town, with his Model T Ford - his first flat 
tire. He took the tire off and patched the tube, had only 
drove a short distance, when the tire went flat again. He 
had nothing to repair it with, and used a magazine. He 
managed to make it home. 

Harry was a hard working man and his farm showed 
it. He milked cows from age nine until he passed away in 
December 1970. 

In 1940 he married Ella Thorlacius. We stayed on the 
farm with his father and sister. 

Harry's father died in 1957 and his mother in 1938. 
Marion, Harry's sister, went out to work, and in 1948 
married Kenneth Markwart. 

The farm has always been a dairy farm and still is. 
1940 was a very dry year. We fed the cows wild hay cut 
from the sloughs. This was mixed with oat sheaves, which 
was placed in a cutting box, and mixed together for feed, 
the milk cows did good on this, though it had to be 
rationed, as feed was not at all plentiful that year. We 
kept some twenty milk cows that year also ten heifer 
calves and several horses. 1941 was a better year, suf
ficient rain fall, so that both hay and grain crops were 
good. 

In July 1941 we were blessed with a son, Gary, in 
1945 a daughter, Eleanor, in 1947, another daughter, 
Alice, she passed away in May 1952. 

I, the writer, was born in December 1919, was raised 
in the Ralph Connor district and have lived here all my 
life. 

In 1940, all farming was done with horses. We bought 
our first steel wheel tractor about 1945, later sold it to 
Les Plomp. In 1946 we got a new Massey-Harris tractor, 
that made field work a lot easier. About 1951 we 
purchased a second tractor for raking hay. We got a 
stack mover in 1959 - that made haying operations not 
only easier but much faster. In 1964 we bought our third 
tractor and from then on no longer used horses. In 1964 
we purchased a "farm-hand". The cow barn was 
remodeled. In 1969 we built a new house with all modern 
conveniences, the old house was sold to a neighbor. 

Gary farmed with his Dad. He never left home to go 
out working, he was a "born" farmer, as was his father 
before him. He is not afraid of work and capable of 
thinking for himself. 

After his father's death, Gary carried on with the 
farm. I stayed on with him. In 1971 Gary built a milk 
house and equipped it with all the required machinery, in
cluding a barn cleaner, which is a time and energy saver. 
In 1973 we bought a stone picker, something we should 
have had many years earlier. 

Our daughter, Eleanor, attended high school in 
Ashern. In 1964 she trained as a practical nurse at St. 
Boniface Hospital, and graduated the following year and 
went to work in the hospital at Fisher Branch. She also 
worked one summer with the mobile TB Clinic. Eleanor 
married Bob Boychuk of Fisher Branch. They have two 
children, Anthony and CheryL They reside at Lockport. 
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Koop's dairy barn. 

In November 1974, Gary married Verna Backman from 
Oak Point. They are living on the home farm. I have a 
modern house trailer and live in the same yard. 

Olafur and Sigthrudur Magnusson 
by Sigrun Fonseca 

Olafur and Sigthrudur Magnusson came to Canada 
from Iceland in June 1905, and settled in the Maryhill 
district of Lundar for two years. They moved to an un
organized territory near Lake Manitoba, and were 
among the first settlers in 1907. 

This was indeed trail breaking. The Canadian 
Government offered settlers a quarter-section of land 
(160 acres) for the sum of $10.00 on the condition they 
build a house, barn, fence the area and dig a well, then 
they would be given the title to the land. 

Equipment was scarce, the axe, shovel, pick and pitch 
fork were basics. They built their house of logs and dug a 
well by shovel, (well drilling equipment was not available 
until much later). 

The early settlers helped each other with building 
houses, roads and whatever services they could render 
one another. Olafur and Sigthrudur were always ready to 
extend a helping hand. 

An example of Olafur's courage and determination is, 
when completing the basic work required to obtain the 
Patent or Title to the land, he and a neighbor, Sam 
Sigurdson walked through the wild country sixty miles to 
Oak Point (as that was as far north as the passenger train 
came at that time) in order to get to Winnipeg, where 
they had to claim the title. "Such stuff were pioneers 
made of." 

Sigthrudur was equally industrious, never sparing 
herself, she worked both inside and outside as needed. 

After a long struggle they acquired their own dairy 
farm. Good hayland close to the lake provided ample 
feed for cattle, where fishing and farming combined gave 
them a good living. 

Once this was a wilderness area, now it is the 
prosperous Municipality of Siglunes, with good roads, 
rolling grain fields and the friendly little town of Ashern 
where farmers can get their supplies and bring their 
produce. 

After thiry-two years of successful farming, Olafur 
and Sigthrudur retired in 1939. They moved to Lundar, 
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Manitoba, where they spent their remaining years, near 
relatives and friends. Olafur died in April 1958 at age 93 
and Sigthrudur died in August 1963 at age 97. 

Their two daughters are: Gudrun who is now Mrs. 
Davis and is living in Delta, B.C., Sigrun is now Mrs. 
Fonseca of Chicago, Ill. There are nine grandchildren, 
many great-grandchildren as well as great great
grandchildren who survive them. 

Olafur and Sigthrudur lived long and useful lives 
respected by their friends and loved by their children. 

"Blessed be their memory" 

Sigthrudur Magnusson. Olafur Magnusson. ~ 

Mr. and Mrs. Olafur Magnusson 
by Tom Barnes 

My grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Olarur Magnusson 
came to Canada shortly after the turn of the century. 
They came from Iceland where my grandfather had a 
small farm with a few cows, several sheep and a couple of 
horses. In the summertime they would go up on the 
mountain slopes to cut hay for winter feed. The hay was 
cut with a scythe and raked by hand, then it was tied in 
bundles, loaded on the backs of the horses and trans
ported down the narrow mountain trails to the "home 
place". The hay was measured in "horses" instead of 
tons or stacks and each farmer knew how many "horses" 
of hay he needed for the winter. 

During the spring, summer and fall, there was always 
plenty to do what with sheep lambing, cows calving, clip
ping the wool off the sheep, washing it. I don't know if 
they dipped the sheep each year but I think they did. 

In the winter, it was quite different, outside of a few 
chores there wasn't too much to do except to work the 
wool and knit it into socks, mitts, sweaters and even un
derwear. The thing is that everybody both male and 
female took a hand in this business. Some of the men 
were even quite proficient at knitting and I've heard that 
Barney Jonasson was one of them, and could knit a full 
length (3 foot long) stocking in one day. It was a rugged 
life but a healthy one. 

The Minister's arrival was eagerly awaited by all. The 
first thing he had to do was relate all the news he had 
picked up since his last visit. (There were no radios and 
few newspapers in those days.) He was given the best of 
everything that each household had in the way of food 
and lodging. Each morning after breakfast he assembled 
all the children in one room and taught them to read and 
write. The Bible was his text-book so the children re
ceived good religious training at the same time. 

T believe the Minister would stay in each place for 
about two or three weeks, and then move on to the next 



Mr. lind Mrs. Olajill" iv!agllllssol1 on IlIeir 60th anniversary willi Barnes grandchildren: [WI, To III , RUI1(1. Claude. Rae. Lloyd. The/ilia alld Allan. 
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household. I don't think he received much in the way of a 
salary but he did get free room and board, free transpor
tation, (although I guess he walked a lot) and gifts of 
knitted goods from grateful parents. This system of 
education was better than any other education system of 
the day, as there could be no truancy. Everyone got an 
education whether he wanted it or not. Most of these peo
ple retained a life long interest in reading. My Grandpa 
lived into his nineties and all the years that I knew him, 
he was never without a book to read in the evening, dur
ing the day he hummed a tune all the time. 

Along with the farm, Grandpa operated the local 
ferry which was close by. The ferry was a small row boat 
and he was obliged to row foot travellers across the river 
and go and get them when they hailed from the far side. 
Most people travelled on foot in those days, and I think 
Grandpa was so tired of rowing that boat that he decid
ed to relocate and since most of his friends and relations 
were going to Canada, he figured he might as well join 
them. 

They sold everything they had except for a few per
sonal belongings such as a spinning wheel, sugar tongs, 
clothes and feather quilts, etc. and after a sad farewell to 
neighbors set forth to a new land. Not forgetting to take 
along their thirteen year old daughter Runa, who was 
fortunate enough to become my mother, although this 
great event was not to take place until much later. 

When my grandparents arrived in Canada they went 
to stay with relatives in Mary-Hill, a small settlement 
near Lundar. They stayed in Mary-Hill for several years. 
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Grandpa worked on neighboring farms for which he re
ceived livestock (cows and sheep) in lieu of wages. Grand
ma, meanwhile had not been idle, shortly after coming to 
Canada she presented Grandpa with another daughter 
"Solla" who was nicknamed Loa. My grandmother was 
a very industrious person and put in endless hours spin
ning, knitting, churning, working in the garden and help
ing to put up winter feed for the livestock. If she went on 
an errand she would dog-trot all the way there and back. 

I guess things were getting a bit crowded around 
Mary-Hill, so in 1907 Grandpa hitched up the oxen and 
headed north looking for land to homestead. There were 
Icelanders scattered all along the route he travelled, so he 
could stop and have coffee or a meal or even stay over
night with friends. Eventually he arrived at Olafur 
Thorlacius place, where Joe Thorlacius lives now. 

N ow that he had his homestead there was lots of work 
to be done; build a small house and a log barn, dig a well, 
put up fences. He had a team of oxen and a wagon but he 
had to buy a mower and a rake. In those days, the 
neighbors all helped one another so it didn't take long to 
get things going. John ThorJacius and Hallur Ha11son 
helped my Grandfather chop a road through the bush 
from Lake Manitoba east past where the old Ralph Con
nor school used to be so he could move his belongings to 
the new place. 

As soon as the house was livable, Grandma arrived 
with the children and all the household goods as well as 
the livestock. By dint of hard work and good manage
ment they did quite well on the farm. Grandpa was a fair-



ly religious man and although he never went to church 
too often, he seemed to be able to talk with God. At least 
it seemed that way to me when I was a kid, and he saw to 
it that I said my prayers every night, in Icelandic, before 
I went to sleep. As a result of this, I grew up with a firm 
belief that God could only understand Icelandic and it 
was a waste of time to pray to Him in English. 

Grandpa put up a small shack not far from 
Thorlacius' to live in until he found suitable land to settle 
on. Barney Jonasson lived about 7 or 8 miles to the 
northeast along Lake Manitoba at Silver Bay. He was a 
very good friend and I think Grandpa wanted him for a 
neighbor, so he took up a homestead on SW 17-25-8 
WPM about three miles to the south of Silver Bay. 

In 1917 my grandparents built a new house. It was 
built with number one lumber and was well constructed, 
but there was no insulation in the walls or ceiling. Also 
the surface foundation was so poor that in the winter the 
cold would come in the bottom and the heat went out 
through the roof. It was like living in a chimney. In real 
cold weather everything froze except the coal oil in the 
lamps. One consolation was, that cold as it was, the 
plumbing never froze up! (You figure that one out!) 
When Grandpa was skidding the heavy spruce logs from 
the bush for the foundation for the new house, the small 
team of horses he had, refused to pull one log, so he 
hitched the bull (a huge animal) to it and he dragged the 
log to the building site without turning a hair. 

I once asked my grandfather why he chose that 
building site, and he said he built there because it was 
high land with many oak trees on it and lots of spruce all 
around. He would never allow anyone to cut a tree on 
that quarter, and I remember on one occasion that he 
even persuaded a couple of woodcutters not to cut 
firewood on government land across the road from his 
farmstead. 

Gudjon Johnson and his family moved into the area 
around that time, and they also lived in a temporary 
home in Grandpa's yard until they got their own house 
built a scant quarter of a mile to the northwest on the 
N.E. of 18. They didn't stay in the Ralph Connor district 
very long but moved to Winnipeg in 1926 where Mr. 
Johnson got a job as caretaker of an apartment building. 

The old Ralph Connor School was built in 1915 about 
three quarters of a mile south of my grandfather's farm
stead. I believe the first teacher was a young man. 
Anyway, one day a man on horseback galloped up to the 
school and told the teacher that a big bush fire was head
ed their way and advised him to take all the children and 
head east to the open country around the Moosehorn 
Lakes, a distance of a little over a mile. The children 
must have really enjoyed that school day, I know I would 
have. I suppose a lot of folk thought it was a lucky thing 
that the school house didn't burn down, but this opinion 
was not shared by some of us who, years later were 
forced against our will, to attend classes in the dear old 
log structure. 

My mother went to work in Winnipeg when she was a 
very young woman. There she met and married my dad, 
William Barnes. Together they started a truck transfer 
business called "The Everready Transfer" and later on 
they started the "Dollar Taxi". The office and garage 
were located just north of Portage Avenue on McGee 
Street. Every summer Mother took the family out to her 
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Qui for a Sunday drive. Leli 10 rig/II: Stina Helgasoll. Freda John
son. Gudjol1 Johllsoll. Freda Miller (Teacher). Einar Johnsoll. 

Mr. and Mrs, Bill Barnes, 

parents' farm for two months. It was a story book life, we 
were the luckiest kids in the world. We just hated to go 
back to the city in the fall. 

I'll never forget one trip we made from Winnipeg to 
Ashern. It was in the early twenties and my dad decided 
to drive us out. Usually we went on the train but this time 
we were going on a little truck. The cab was open and had 
a rag top. There was a small wooden box on the back. It 
didn't have a tail-gate, but there were steps up on the back 
with hand rails on both sides. We thought it was the last 
word in transportation, and I'm sure we were the envy of 
all our city friends when we climbed aboard for the long 
journey to Grandpa's farm near Ashern. We left Win
nipeg on a beautiful sunny morning in late June or early 
July. After we left the city there was only prairie or bush 
trails to drive on although some of the sloughs had 
narrow grades built across them. All day long we rolled 
along in a general northwest direction. We tried to follow 
the railroad track as much as possible but at times the 
trails took us miles east or west of it. We had lots of grub 
with us and stopped a couple of times during the day to 
have lunch. I don't remember stopping for gas or oil 



anywhere, nor do I remember having any flats. About 
10:00 P.M; we were somewhere between Mulvihill and 
Camper stuck in a slough. We tried pushing the little 
truck but couldn't budge it. By now it was pitch dark, 
however, we managed to find our way to the railroad 
track and headed north where we could see a light about 
a mile away. The light belonged to Jundts and when we 
knocked on the door Mr. Jundt invited us all in, and I 
still remember the place smelled heavenly of fresh baked 
bread. Mr. Jundt harnessed a team of horses and went 
with my dad to pull the truck out. Meanwhile Mrs. 
Jundt fed us and found room enough for all of us to sleep. 
Next morning, when we got up the sun was shining 
brightly. We all washed up in a wash-basin out in the 
yard with water from the rain barrel. (If you've never 
washed in rainwater you don't know what you're miss
ing!) After breakfast, we said farewell to these generous 
good-hearted people and continued on our way to 
Ashern, and thence to Grandpa's place. 

There were ten children in our family, born in the 
following order: Bill, Leo, Allan, Runa, Tom, Thelma, 
Lloyd, Rae, Claude and Runa. My older sister Runa died 
of hepatitis in 1926 so my parents named the youngest 
girl Runa. She was born in May, 1927. This was a very 
difficult time for my parents especially for my mother, so 
in the fall of 1926 we moved back out to my grandparents 
farm. This was supposed to be a temporary arrangement 
but the 1929 market crash wiped out the taxi business so 
we stayed on at the farm. My dad had to go out looking 
for work. He wrote to us a couple of times, but we never 
saw him again. 

My mother was very good at many things, loved to 
sew and knit, ride horseback, and used to sing to us and 
tell us amusing stories and jokes that she got from the 
many books she read. Mother was determined thaLwe 
should all get a good education, but we were not that easy 
to handle. I think most of us got half way through high 
school by correspondence courses. Mother's greatest 
talent was in looking after the sick, and many were the 
times that she was called out to perform "midwife" 
duties in the neighborhood. One of her rules was a full 
bath for a patient every day and this was no small chore 
in those days in rural Manitoba with no plumbing. So 
this bathing was done with a basin of warm water and a 
face cloth. Another of her rules was to make up the bed 
morning and evening. I know because I was in bed for 
four months with diphtheria in 1931. Doctor Walkin was 
in Ashern at that time. He was a very good doctor, but 
had twice as many patients as he could handle and was 
overworked as were most rural doctors. 

Attending school at Ralph Connor in 1926 was a new 
experience for us. In November we started to practice for 
the Christmas concert. We had never even been to a 
Christmas concert before and here we were taking part in 
one. The concert was in the school house on about the 
22nd of Dec., then would you believe it, school didn't 
open again until March 1st. When Bjornsons first told us 
about this long winter holiday, we couldn't believe it. 
Nothing this good had ever happened to us before. 

My dad sent us all skis for Christmas, and we prac
tically lived on them. I used to be able to catch jumpers 
on skis but I don't want the game wardens to find out 
about this. There were very few deer in this area during 
the twenties. They started to increase in the thirties and 
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were very plentiful in the forties, fifties and sixties. There 
were no game wardens that we knew of in those days but 
lots of game, now in the seventies we have lots of game 
wardens, but no game. 

I believe it was sometime in the early thirties that the 
settlers were allowed to take up a second homestead for 
ten dollars. Grandpa took the quarter just north of the 
home place. It was a pretty good hay quarter, fenced on 
three sides with the Moosehorn Lake on the fourth side. 
I n wet years, you could only cut the high land, and in dry 
years you could cut right out to the lake bank, so you 
always got a crop. 

We were pretty good at helping my grandfather 
around the farm doing the chores hauling wood and 
hay, putting up the hay in the summer. Occasionally we 
would "ride'em-cowboy" on the calves. That didn't go 
over too good with the boss, but the calves seemed to en
joy it as much as we did. 

In our spare time in the winter we snared rabbits, 
spending as much time as possible at this glorious 
pastime. The first winter, we caught 300 and received IO¢ 
apiece for the pelts from an old pedlar named Abraham
son, from Dog Creek. We used to eat rabbit meat once in 
a while in those days, and I for one loved it. 

As soon as the ice was off the lake in the spring, we 
would go in swimming usually on Oughton's point, north 
of Ami Johnsons. Of course, the Johnson boys would be 
right in there with us. On Sundays all summer long, we 
would walk to the beach at Silver Bay. There was always 
a good crowd there and we could swim and play ball. Oc
casionally we would catch a ride to the beach with Mr. 
Harry Baker. He had a flat-deck truck and since he 
always drove quite slowly we could easily hop on as he 
went by. Of course, we opened and closed all the gates for 
him along the way. We never took lunch with us to the 
beach, but Mrs. Barney Jonasson would nearly always 
invite us in for coffee. She was a very warm hearted per
son. 

Saturday was mail day. Gislasons at Silver Bay had 
the post office and once in a while Grandpa would let us 
have the horses to ride for themail.adistance of about 
nine miles there and back. Whoever went for the mail 
always brought all the mail for the neighbors along the 
way. Of course, we got coffee and cake at every stop, and 
this is what it was all about for yours truly and brothers. 

During our summer visits to Grandpa's farm in the 
twenties, Gudjon Johnson was our closest neighbor. He 
had two children, Einar and Chrissie. His wife Freda also 
had two children from a former marriage. Their names 
were Stina and Anna. Einar was our hero. He was strong 
as an ox and wasn't a bit afraid of the dark. We delighted 
in witnessing his great demonstrations of strength, such 
as picking up a heavy rail and with one of us kids cling
ing to either end of it, carry it from the bush to the wood
pile. Sometimes we would become so entranced by his 
stories, that we would forget to go home until it was so 
dark that us city bred kids would be afraid to walk home 
through the spruce bluff. Einar would good naturedly 
walk with us to fend off the bears, timber wolves and 
tigers, that we were sure abounded in the deep dark 
woods. 

Einar was a few years older than my oldest brother 
Bill, and his closest friend at school was a boy named 
Ami Amason who lived where Peter's Lodge is now. 



Arni was a very talented artist, and when I met him in 
Chicago in 1952 he was a patent draftsman for Inter
national Harvester Co. He also did work for the Thor 
Appliance Co. While talking to Ami he mentioned that 
his father Sam, had owned a 45/90 Winchester and he 
remembered that Sam Brynjolfson bought it at his Dad's 
auction sale in 1924. Well, I just happened to know where 
the rifle was. Bill Bezemer had it. So when I arrived back 
home, I bought the gun from Bill for a pittance and with 
the assistance of local R.C.M.P. I was able to send the 
gun to Arni in Chicago. He was very happy to receive it 
and has it all polished up to show to his friends. 

Corporal Watts of the R.C.M.P. was very interested 
in the rifle because it was apparently the same model as 
was issued to police personnel in earlier years. 

Any story about the Ralph Connor district would not 
be complete without mentioning Hallur Hallson and the 
great service he rendered the farmers of the area. Hallur 
had a machine shop on his farm, and it was due to his 
skill at repairing almost any piece of farm machinery, 
that often enabled the grateful neighbors to get their 
various jobs done on schedule. He was a great friend to 
the Indians and treated them with the greatest hospitality 
at all times. He had a very hearty laugh and it was not 
unusual for nearby horses to set up a chorus of neighing 
in answer to one of Hallur's mirthful outbursts. 

One event we always looked forward to was driving 
the cattle to Ashern. This was usually done in September. 
We would start out with the sheep and lambs the night 
before the cattle drive. We would take ours and Bjorn
son's sheep and Iambs to Jonassons at Silver Bay. Grand
pa would stay there overnight, then he and Barney and 
Julius Gislason would take off at 5:00 A.M. for Ashern. 
Meanwhile back on the home front the rest of us would 
be starting off with the cattle, first with Bjornsons, then 
pick up ours, then Hallur Hallson's, Jonasson's and 
Gislason's and then on to Ashern. I don't know why it 
was done this way, it would have been five miles shorter 
to go through Picnic Ridge. They would take the ewes 
and lambs to Ashern, separate the ewes from the lambs 
in the stock yards, then take the ewes back home again. 
But not so with the cattle; with them we just took in the 
ones that were going to market. 

Mr. John Boer lived about a quarter of a mile 
southwest of the old Ralph Connor school. I don't know 
what year they settled on that place but they moved away 
in the early twenties. They used to make cheese and sell it 
to the neighbors. 

There is a strip of land about 80 yards wide between 
the north and south Moosehorn lakes. The north lake is 
drained through a creek into Lake Manitoba where the 
bridge is at Silver Bay. The south lake, with no outiet, 
would overflow its banks in every direction every spring, 
so in 1925, the farmers in the district got together and 
dug a shallow ditch by hand between the two lakes. In 
1955 this ditch was re-dug to a depth of about 8 feet with 
a drag-line. There are several springs around the east and 
southeast perimeter of the lakes, and it was interesting to 
note that these springs all became more active right after 
the Alaska earthquake in 1964. Many of the wells in the 
area were affected by the same tremor. Some poor wells 
became good wells and some even started flowing. We 
had two wells on the farm, and for two days after the 
earthquake the water in both was cloudy with clay. 
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When my grandfather got his first well drilled, he 
picked a spot approximately half way between the house 
and the barn. They drilled a long way down but got no 
water. So Hallur Hallson using a forked willow found an 
underground stream which he followed for about 200 
yards. He showed them where the best spot was and drill
ing there they got a flowing well at 21 feet. I don't 
remember Grandpa ever mentioning that he got minnows 
from this well but in 1955 we pumped hundreds of them 
into the watering trough. They were just tiny things about 
one and one-half to two inches long. We caught several 
and kept them in a bowl, but they only lived for about six 
weeks at the most. 

Mr. Lawrence Murray used to live on the quarter just 
east of where Earl Miller is now. Hallur Olafson lived on 
that place before Lawrence, and Ami Johnson lived there 
after Mr. Murray left in about 1927. Mr. Murray was 
very good to my grandparents and they really liked him. 
The fact that they could not speak English and Lawrence 
couldn't speak Icelandic was no barrier to their 
friendship. In the summer of 1924 Mr. Murray built an 
over-shot stacker for Grandpa. He was bringing it over 
one evening and got stuck on a stump on the narrow bush 
road north of our house. We were all in bed when he 
came knocking on the door looking for some help. 
Naturally the whole family turned out for this exciting 
event. The older ones to help and the younger ones, in
cluding myself, to get in the way and generally add to the 
confusion. 

Next day we were out bright and early to see this 
great invention work. 

Gunstein Bjornson had a wonderful throwing arm 
and we got a kick out of seeing how far he could throw a 
stone. We'd find a smooth flat stone and it seemed to me 
at the time, that when he threw it from the yard of the old 
Ralph Connor School, and it disappeared over the top 
of the surrounding bush that it was headed into orbit. 
Once he was playing centre field on the first of July in 
Ashern and someone hit a fly ball right out to the fence in 
centre field. Gunstein got under it, made the catch and 
threw it all the way back to home plate right into the 
catcher's mitt. It was one of the saddest things that ever 
happened in Ralph Connor district when he died at age 
22 from carbon monoxide poisoning. 

Gudjon Bjornson was always a very industrious per
son. Consequently, he wasn't very old when he was able 
to buy his own car, a 1926 Chev., and still had a couple of 
bucks in his pocket. Many were the times he picked us up 
and took us to dances at Silver Bay or Darwin, and later 
when Ruth and I were married, Gudjon drove us to Win
nipeg and helped us tie the knot. Gudjon still likes to 
work and like his mother has a sunny disposition so most 
people enjoy working with him. He helped us for a couple 
of weeks when Ruth and I were building the house we're 
living in now. That was in 1973 just after we came back 
from B.C. 

In 1939 my grandparents decided to retire and move 
to Lundar. So Ruth and I bought the place from them. 
We were married in 1937. That was the year the King and 
Queen of England came to Canada. 

When working in the hayfield, we used to take a big 
lunch, load up all the kids on horseback and stay out all 
day. Our hayland was alongside of the Moosehorn Lake. 
One evening on arriving home from the hayfield, Ruth 



went to the house to start supper while I looked after the 
horses. A few minutes later, she came out to the barn and 
showed me her hand, the palm of which was all blistered 
from picking up the cold stove lifter. 1 couldn't believe it, 
so I went into the house with her to check and sure 
enough, the stove was cold, the lifter was cold. There had 
been no fire in the stove for at least ten hours and yet her 
hand had a blister for every ring on the coil handle of the 
lifter. We never did figure that one out. 

Ami Johnson once told me how lucky I was to have 
such a good mate, one who, as he said "backs you 90% of 
the time". He then went on to explain to me why it was 
better to have a wife who backs you 90% of the time as 
opposed to one who backs you 100% of the time. It had 
something to do with a woman having a mind of her own, 
a desirable trait, no doubt. 

In 1943 Ruth's dad, Oli Larson, helped us build a 
home. Paul Bjornson and I made all the concrete blocks 
(18 to each bag of cement). We made something over 
1100 in all including chimney blocks. I hauled about 40 
wagon loads of field stones for the basement. Oli laid all 
the stones for the basement walls and all the blocks as 
well. We used stone and mortar for the first four feet in 
the basement walls then, blocks for three feet. Next we 
put in the beams, posts, joints and subflooring, beam
filling and then concrete blocks again for about seven and 
a half feet. Finally the double top plate. The house is 26 
by 32 feet and we used a total of 181 bags of cement and 5 
bags of lime in the whole house, including the basement 
floor, walls and plaster inside and out. We lined the in
side of the upstairs walls with heavy asphalt felt, strapped 
it with 1 by 3 lumber and then nailed on Gyproc lath but 
because of the war we were unable to get a plasterer, so a 
year later we covered all the walls with Gyproc 
wallboard. So the outside walls and most of the partitions 
have double Gyproc on them. 

Ruth's Dad also built the foundation and floor for our 
barn, the foundation for the machine shed and a concrete 
watering trough but would accept no pay for any of it. He 
sure was a great old guy, and was respected by all who 
knew him. 

I will always remember my grandparents with great 
affection. They were very good to us but we weren't 
always that good to them, and I often wonder what would 
my reaction be if one of my daughters moved in with us 
now with nine kids. I'd probably climb the walls, go 
through the roof, and leave home all at once. However, 
Grandpa and Grandma both lived well into their nineties, 
so I guess having a bunch of noisy kids around didn't 
shorten their lives any. 

I lived on the same farm almost continuously from 
1926 to 1968 except for the odd time I worked out, a cou
ple of weeks here and there in the neighborhood. Two 
summers I worked in the hayfield for other farmers, 
about one month each time. In 1956, the price of cattle 
was very poor so I went to work up on the "Dew Line" 
for six months as an electrician. I was about 250 miles 
north of the arctic circle on Victoria Island in the Arctic 
Ocean. Working conditions were very good there and the 
pay wasn't bad either. Then in 1957, I worked for about 
three months for the Ontario Hydro at Whitedog Falls, 
north of Minaki. I almost forgot, I fished two winters on 
Lake Manitoba. 
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In the fall of 1968 we left the farm. We sold the 
buildings and two quarters to Reg. Johnson and the other 
three quarters to Earl Miller. We rented a house in 
Ashern for the winter in 1969, then went out to B.C. and 
bought a laundromat in Victoria. It was a very good 
business but we didn't like it there. It was too crowded 
and there was too much smoke. Debra and Loa, our 
daughters were the only two staying with us, so as soon as 
they were out of school in June, we sold out and moved to 
Salmon Arm, s.c. The girls loved it there, but there 
wasn't much work to be had so we started looking for 
another business. 

In the spring of 1971, I saw a laundromat for sale in 
Hope, B.c. The price was right. It was a good location so 
we sold our house in Salmon Arm and moved to Hope. 
We kept that business for a little over two years. The 
population of Hope is about 3500 and even though there 
was another laundromat in town, our business was still a 
very good one. 

In looking back, I am reminded of several per
sonalities that made life more enjoyable in bygone days. 
There was my mother's sister, Aunt Loa who lived the 
good life in Chicago. We always considered her very 
wealthy. I think it was because she was always sending us 
things like hundreds of gramophone records, song sheets, 
magazines, clothes, etc. She usually came out to visit 
every summer. Naturally we were very proud of her. She 
was a very independent woman with scads of stylish 
clothes and she certainly knew how to wear them to the 
best effect. Aunt Loa is still living in Chicago. 

Then there was Geirfinnur Peterson with his wonder
ful sense of humour. During his lifetime, he frequently 
had some business deal going, but if you met him 
anywhere one could never tell by looking at him whether 
he'd just made a thousand dollars or just lost a thousand 
dollars. He always had a smile or a joke. His personality 
would really shine at large gatherings such as picnics, 
weddings, etc., where he would stroll around from group 
to group and leave them all laughing. 

Another one was Julius Gislason at Silver Bay. My 
brother Lloyd and I worked there in the thirties for a 
while. Gislason's had a platform weigh-scale that we 
would sit on and hooking our hands underneath see how 
many pounds we could pull. Julius could pull far more 
than anyone else, close to 800 pounds if I remember 
right. Lloyd and I could pull about 400 pounds so 
naturally when any neighbors came around we would 
drag them out to the machine shop to see how much they 
could pull on the scale. Not one of them could come close 
to Juli's record. The best performance by any of them 
was around 600 pounds. Juli was not a big man but he 
sure was strong. 

Our children are all on their own now. Donna is 
married and lives in Calgary. Tommy and Orval have a 
Dry-wall business in Whitehorse, Y.T. Billy is married 
and lives in Prince Rupert, B.C. Lome is married and has 
his own business in Aldergrove, B.c. Loa works for 
Lome. Debra works in Salmon Arm, B.C. 

Meanwhile, Ruth and I are right back where we 
started from when we got married. Just the two of us, no 
kids, a dog and a cat. We had four cows then, now we 
haven't even got that. Yes sir, right back to picking roots 
and stones on our retirement farm. NE-6-25-8-WI. 



Gwen and Donald ~cDougan Family 
by Carol McDougall 

Donald McDougall was born in Winnipeg, February 
3, 1913 and lived there until 1915 when he moved to 
Ashern with his parents, William and Julia McDougall 
also baby sister, Marion. They moved to a farm three 
and a half miles east of town, in the Barnwald district. 

Donald attended Barnwald School for a few years, 
then moved to Woodlands, Manitoba. The family moved 
back to Ashern again, where Donald attended school. He 
went out working at an early age, doing a variety of jobs 

while there was lots of work to be done, wages were 
low. Donald worked for farmers in the area and trapped. 
He operated a Caterpillar road building outfit for the 
municipality for a time and eventually went farming on 
his own. 

Donald married Gwen H urdal on June II th 1934-
the daughter of Hjortur and Sigga Hurdal. They started 
farming with two cows then one died. In 1938 they 
bought their farm for $300 - this was the George Hicks 
farm. By now they had increased their cattle herd to nine 
cows and three horses. They had borrowed the money to 
buy the farm from Sam Sigurdson and were able to pay it 
back in one and a half years. The farm buildings con
sisted of a one room log house with a "lean-to" and a log 
barn. 

Donald and Gwen raised five children; Ronald 
married Beatrice Rach of Thalberg in June 1961. They 
live on a farm in the Goulbourne district formerly owned 

Mr. and Mrs. Bill McDougall (Sr.). 
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Bill McDougall'.\· first home. 

Leji 10 right: H. Schwartz. Biff McDougall, (holding wolf), E. 
Yelltzch. John Hubert. 

by Roy Wahl. Gordon married Gwen Busch of Ashern in 
September 1966. Gordon is an electrician. David married 
Judy Zacharias in November 1968, and farmed in the 
Ralph Connor district. Harold is an electrician and 
works in Winnipeg. Carol is presently attending 
R.R.C.C. There are four grandchildren. 

In 1948 Donald and Gwen built their new barn and in 
1954 they built a new house, fully modern. 

They had acquired more land also built up a good 
herd of cattle. 

Donald was active in sports in the community, and 
played baseball for Ashern as well as the Siglunes ball 
team. Donald took an active part in the One Box Sharp
tail Hunt. He acted as a guide for five years, and guided 
the winning team on two occasions. Donald was a guide 
the year the Astronauts brought a team to the hunt. 

Donald passed away at the age of sixty in April 1973. 
That fall his wife, Gwen, sold the cattle, but kept the land 
and still lives on the home farm. 

My Grandparents - The Skaftfeld's 
by Ella Koops 

Sveinn Amason Skaftfeld was born in Iceland on Oc
tober 6, 1859, and his wife, Elin Katrin Jonsson was born 
December 4, 1863. They were married in 1885 in Iceland, 
then came to Canada in 1900 and settled at the Narrows, 
Manitoba. They lived there a few years then moved to 
Seikirk,Manitoba, where they spent the rest of their 
lives. 



Sveinn Amason SkaJifeld. 

Elin Katrina SkaJifeld. 
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Their children were: 
Johanna, married Vilhjolm Goodman of Selkirk. 
Thora, married Sigurgeir Austman, live in Selkirk. 
Steindar, did not come to Canada. 
Begga, married Harry Sigurdson. They lived at West

bourne, and later moved to Selkirk. 
Emma, married John Thorlacius, they lived in the 

Ralph Connor district. Emma passed away in September 
1975. 

Nina, never married, a retired school teacher, now 
living at Victoria, B.C. 

Einar, married Ruth Davis and lives at Westbourne, 
Manitoba. 

Stina, single, lives at Selkirk, Manitoba. 
Sveinn, was a carpenter, a trade he learned in Iceland. 

a daughter, died at age twenty-two. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ami Thorlacius 
by Patricia Schwartz 
nee Thorlacius 

Our parents, Arni and Helen (Perry) Thorlacius were 
married November 12, 1938 and resided on the original 
Olafllf Thorlacills homestead, the S.W.V, of 4-25-9. Dad 
worked hard and diligently on the farm. He enjoyed the 
work and was never heard to complain of the long hours 
and hardships he had experienced in the early days. In the 
winter he and Uncle Helgi and Uncle Joe did commercial 
fishing on the lake. They used a dog team when lifting 
nels as we first remember, then later used a horse and 
caboose. In the spring they would trap muskrats in the 
swamps along the lake. Dad had a small sleigh with a box 
built on it for carrying his traps and muskrats. Silver, the 
horse would stand and wait for him while he checked the 
traps. 

Dad was a learned cattleman, and was an expert at es
timating the weight of an animal. He needed no scale. 

Mom was always kept busy in the home, cooking and 
caring for the family as well as guests during the summer. 
Relatives and friends were always welcome. Mother was 
also kept busy during the school term keeping two 
houses, as Carol and I went to school in Ashern and 
stayed at Grandpa Perry's. Dad would take Mom, Carol 
and I to Ashern Monday mornings and come for us again 
Friday. When the school bus system began we were able 
to stay at home on the farm. While in Ashern Mom was 
an active member of the U.C.W. and the Legion Aux
illiary. 

OUf Dad was self taught, having read numerous 
books and listened to lectures and stories. He was deter
mined that we receive a good education, something which 
he never had the chance to do. Both Mom and Dad 
sacrificed much so we could obtain this education, Carol 
went to Nurses Training at Grace Hospital Winnipeg, 
graduating as a Registered Nurse in 1966. She married 
Bert Davidson of Oakview and they have two children, 
Gregory and Christy. They reside in Edmonton, Alberta. 
I, Patricia, went to Manitoba Teachers College in 1961. I 
taught school for two years, then went to United College 
from which I received my B.A. degree. I married David 
Schwartz of Ashern in August 1966. We have two 
children, Jeffrey and Berkley. We reside in Kenora, On
tario. 

Dad's brother, "Uncle Joe" lived with us. He farmed 
and fished with Dad and is known as Uncle Joe by the 



whole community, because of his generosity to everyone. 
Uncle Helgi resides in the Manor at Ashern. 

Dad passed away November 29, 1969. He would have 
enjoyed contributing many interesting stOries of the past 
for this area book. 

Carol's wedding. Pal. Carol. Helen and Ami Thorlacius. 

Ami hauling hay the hard way. 

Ami in Jronl oj log fish camp on Reed [sland. Ell/ranee 10 

doorway had 10 be dug down in the sand to enable fishermen 10 enter. 
1928. 
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Olafur and Gudrun Thorlacius 
Olafur Thorlacius came from Iceland to North 

Dakota, U.S.A. in 1878, where he lived for ten years. 
After the loss of his first wife and child he came to 
Canada and settled at Lundar, where he married Gudrun 
Dodidottir in 1889. 

During the winter of 1888 he first came to the 
Narrows to fish. where Mr. W. Sifton gave him and his 
companions, Helgi Einarson, Jon Austman and Magnus 
Freeman, a small shack to live in during their stay. This 
was heated with a clay heater, as there was plenty of 
wood available they were warm. They lived mainly on 
fish and bannock baked on top of the heater. 

In 1893 Olafur and Gudrun and family moved north 
to the N arrows and settled on 10-25-9 where they lived 
until 1899 when they moved to the present family home 
the S.W. 4-25-9; Oalfur's father, Helgi Jonsson, came 
from Iceland with him and lived with the family - he 
died in 1900. 

During the winters, their home was a "Half-way 
House" for the fish freighters from Steep Rock to 
Ashern. 

The family consisted of six boys and seven girls, the 
youngest died in infancy. The boys were; 

Jon who married Emma Skaftfeld. 
Arni married Helen Perry. 
Ole married Sigurveig Sigurdson. 
Bui married Jona Sigurdson. 
Helgi and Joseph, both single. 
The girls; Sigurborg married Jon Sigurdson. 
Gudny married Ormur Sigurdson. 
Asthil, is single. 
Helga married William Hansen. 
Rosa married Julius Skaftfeld. 
Asta, died in infancy. 
Sigurdur married Harry Hurdal. 
In 1917 after raising thirteen children of their own 

they took in a foster child of a year old - Gusty Sigurd
son, when his mother died. 

Arni and Bui served in the First World War, return
ing in 1919. Together, the family built a new home, 
much to the delight and comfort of the family, especially 

Thorlacius hOllle built 1920. 



LeJ! /0 righl: Oscar Thorgillsol1, Mindy.loilasson, Chris Pell/rSSO/l, 
From: /lmi Thor/acills, .101/ Augus/son, Bui T/wriacius, 1917, 

O/c{fitr and Gudrull T/lOrfacills, 
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Gudrun. Pioneer mothers had to be tough and Gudrun 
was one of these indeed. All her children were born at 
home, the nearest neighbor woman acting as mid-wife. 
Gudrun passed away in 1939 and had never been in a 
hospital. She spun, knit and made clothing, a wonderful 
cook and everyone was welcome at her table. She was 
just as capable at outside work as in the home, even to 
setting a net in the lake. 

As the family grew up they did commercial fishing, 
built up a fine herd of Black Angus cattle and for several 
years were involved in mink ranching. The family were 
members of the Betel Lutheran Church from the time it 
was organized, Olafur was president of the group from 
1914-1930. When the Icelandic Library "Skjaldbred" 
was organized in 1912 he served as one of the librarians 
keeping the books in order. This library was used and 
enjoyed immensely by the settlers in the area. 

Olafur also had the Dolly Bay Post Office, was mail 
carrier and post master from 1916 until the post office 
was closed in 1929. 

Olafur passed away in March 1936; Gudrun died in 
October 1939, both are at rest in Betel Cemeterv, Silver 
Bay. • 

The John ThorJacius Family 
by Daughter Mrs. Gertrude 
Larson 

John Thorlacius was born in Iceland in 1885 and im
migrated to Canada in 1887 with his parents, Olafur and 
Gudrun Thorlacius. They moved to the Dolly Bay district 
where they lived the rest of their lives. 

John homesteaded a quarter section of land in the 
Goulbourne district. He married Emma Skaftfeld in 
1918. They did mixed farming, cut cordwood in the 
winter during the depression and freighted fish for many 
years on Lake Manitoba, using a caboose drawn by 
horses, Dad had a very faithful team, named Colonel and 
Jip. Many a stormy ~ight they follo'wed the trail home. 

Everyone travelled by horses in those days and every 
man took great pride in their appearance - all the fancy 
driving harness, bells and tassels, the cutter with a foot 
warmer and rabbit robe. Dad's driving horses were 
named Ted and Nell and were well known to the old
timers. 

Dad and Mother's neighbors were George and 
Fred Hicks to the south: the McKay family, Percy 
Taylors, Camerons and Bakers, Van Letts, Hurdals, 
Freemans, Forseng, Thorkelssons and later the Sam 
Brynjolfson family. 

Dad had two Model T Ford cars, which he drove only 
during the summer months. The latter one was made into 
a "Bennett Buggy" in the dirty thirties. The depression 
years were trying times. There was always enough to eat. 
The neighbors helped one another, such as building 
houses or barns etc. Dad built a new house in 1943, and 
new barn in 1945. The old log house had seen better days. 

The depression ended with the war years, there was 
more money. Our parents were able to visit their families 
longer distances away. Their children were: Ella, now 
Mrs. Harry Koops of Ashern, Lawrence of Ashern, Ger
tie, Mrs. Arthur Larson, of Red Lake, Ontario, Beatrice, 
Mrs. Stan. Johnson of Kitimat, B.C. Joe, who passed 
away in 1958, Wilson and family live on the home farm, 
in Ashern. 



Memories of John and Emma Thorlacius. They lived 
near the road from Ashern to Siglunes. It was a stopping 
place for many people overnight or just for a meal - the 
fellowship of the 20's and 30's is unheard of today. 

Many a happy hour was spent travelling in the old 
caboose to Grandma's house for Christmas Eve, when we 
were very young, and the Christmas concerts in the Old 
Ralph Connor School house, where young and old min
gled. They arrived home early in the morning to a cold 
house, frozen water pails, and cold beds. In summer, our 
only outing was the July 1 st celebrations at Ashern, a big 
event which included the baseball teams from the sur
rounding areas and of course, seeing "one" R.C.M.P. on 
foot patrol. The delicious smell of lemonade, ice cream 
and bananas, that could be bought at the refreshment 
stand and the annual visit with friends. Our favorite stop
ping place in town was with Gudmundur Sigurdson, the 
shoemaker, we enjoyed the mixed smell of rawhide and 
shoe polish and his friendly smile. We also enjoyed 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Hicks, who always had a 
variety of cookies and pickles. George did blacksmith 
work and repaired equipment for our farm. He was also 
good at making handles for hay forks, hammers and ax
es, out of local wood. 

From 1920 to 1930 we had a log barn with a hay roof. 
It was warm in winter, but in summer when it rained, the 
hay roof dripped for three days after. In summer, the 
cows were milked out doors in the corral. We had to 
build a "smudge" to keep mosquitoes and flies off the 
cattle. It was made of twigs, on which damp or wet hay 
was placed producing a heavy smoke. 

In the summer of 1930 church was held in the Ralph 
Connor school. Later a church was moved to Silver Bay 
- known as the Silver Bay Betel Church. We travelled 
by Model T car or by horse and wagon. We had to put up 
with mosquitoes, flies, mud-holes and many gates to 
open and close, but it was fun. We met all our neighbors 
there. I remember on a Sunday, later in 1920, Dad got 
the Model T going, so we all went for a Sunday ride. We 
went to visit Hurdals but they were not at home, so we 
went on to visit Thorkelssons. We met them on the road, 
changing a flat tire. We had not stopped to talk long, 
before we noticed we too, had a flat tire. I recall it was a 
very hot day. Along came Kris and Nyall Freeman and 
their parents - they had a newer car. We never did get to 
visit anyone that day. 

M other got a spinning wheel sometime about 1920. 
She bought fleeces of sheep wool, washed, dried, carded 
and spun it into yarn, and made socks, mitts and 
sweaters. Mrs. Forseng had a knitting machine, and 
sometimes made us mitts and socks. Later, another 
neighbor the Rarnkjellsons had one and later on we too 
got a knitting machine. M other enjoyed sewing. I n winter 
time often a pedlar would come to the country selling 
cloths - M other used to buy material and make us 
clothes, for special occasions. 

I recall one Christmas Eve, in 1934, our dogs were 
barking like mad, and Father went out to see what was 
bothering them. There was a team of horses and caboose 
driving into our yard, it turned out to be Jack Mattern 
and his wife who had seen our house light which guided 
them to our place. It was a very frosty and dark night. 
They were on their way to Cross Lake, Manitoba to visit 
Mrs. Mattern's brother and father, who were wintering 

" 
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cattle on the west side of the lake. They found there was 
not enough snow on the lake, just glare ice, and as the 
horses were not shod it was too risky to try crossing it. 
They stayed the night with us. 

I never realized we had a depression, it seemed just a 
way of life. I remember the war years, when so many 
young men left for overseas, and the boom years that 
followed and the joy of having so many young men return 
even though they were sadder and older for their years. 

Dad became ill in 1949 and passed away in 1953 
followed by his son, Joe in 1958. Mother was in poor 
health and spent many years in a nursing home. She 
passed away in September 1975. 

During their lifetime they had many wonderful 
friends and a happy life for thirty-five years. 

John and Elllllla Thor/acills. 

Olafm and Sigga Thorlacius 
by Sigga Thorlacius 

We were married on the 6th of May 1933 in Win
nipeg; the first six months we stayed with Olafur's 
parents. Gudrun my mother-in-law was like a second 
mother to me. I really treasure the memory of her. On 
October 13th, we moved into a little log house that had 
been moved to our homestead 23-25-9. It was lovely 
weather for a couple of weeks, as we tried to get a barn 
ready for a few head of cattle. On the 26th of October 
winter set in with two feet of snow, and we had no roof on 
the barn. Helgi, Olafur's brother helped us a lot until it 
was time to start fishing. Magnus Skaftfeld was raising 
silver foxes.in partnership with Bui, and he let us have a 
few on shares as well as pens for them. They proved to be 
quite a good income for a few years, then fur went down 
in price, so we went out of them. Feed was also hard to 



ali Thorlacius family, Leji to right: ali Jr,. ali Sr" Jon. Agnar. Siggi (mother) Omar, 251h anniversary. 1958, 

get during war years. By that time we had quite a few 
cows to milk, which seemed to be the best income at that 
time, The first years, we did not go out too much. We had 
no car just a team of horses so with small children one 
stayed home. Mrs. Gudrun Davis was a real friend. Her 
tender care when she stayed with me when two of our 
boys were born at home will never be forgotten. Rafnk
jellsons were our closest neighbors. I remember how 
good they were to come over to visit, walking of course, 
110 phones then. Yarishes were also close. They used to 
bring our mail every week. They drove to Silver Bay P.O. 
every Saturday to get the week's mail. We missed them 
when they moved away in 1945, however, we still keep in 
touch and they come to visit us from time to time. 

In 1945 we had'a fire that burned our barn down with 
a team of horses in it. Olafur burned his hands quite bad
ly and was not able to work for awhile. Friends and 
relatives helped a lot. My dad gave me money to buy a 
team 01' horses, which we bought at Kriss and Njali 
Freeman's auction sale. 

We have four sons: 
Agnar and Oli, Ormar (Beggi), and Jon. 
Agnar and Oli started to work when they were very 

young. I remember Agnar was only 9 years old when he 
was driving a team in the hayfield. Once he said at first 
the horses knew more than he did about sweeping hay. 
Our boys had 3 miles to walk to Ralph Connor School. 
Later Agnar had the job of lighting fires in the school. An 
oil drum was the heater - it took lots of wood. At times 
there was frost inside the school in the morning. Ink wells 
in desks would be frozen. Children would leave their 
coats on for an hour or so until the school room warmed 
up. When Agnar quit school Ormar got the job looking 
after the fire and sweeping the floor at night -;- quite a 
change from what it is now. The boys would walk home 
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and do chores. They fished and trapped first with their 
dad, after, alone. They all worked a lot for Ami Johnson 
at packing fish. At that time there was a lot of fish going 
through Ashern Fisheries. They were paid 50¢ an hour. 

Then Agnar started doing carpenter work, and is now 
a carpenter in Winnipeg. He married Gweneth Townsend 
in 1957, worked around here fishing and carpenter work 
until 1966. They have three girls, Joanne, Helga and San
dra. 

Oli has taken over running the farm. He built a new 
house in 1971 a comfort we really enjoy. Oli and Agnar 
did all the work themselves except plumbing and elec
tricity. Ormar (Beggi) took correspondence from Grade 
9 through Grade 12 at home, then taught one year at 
Goulborne School on permit. Then he went to Teachers 
College where he received his teacher's certificate. Next 
year he taught school in Glenboro for one year then 
moved closer to home. He taught a year in Gypsumville. 

In 1961 he enrolled with the Faculty of Agriculture at 
the University of Manitoba where he won a number of 
scholarships - a big help for him to keep on to get his 
Master's Degree. From there he went to Cornell Univer
sity, Ithaca New York, where he earned his Doctor's 
Degree Phd. He came back to work at the Research Sta
tion in Ottawa, Ontario in 1972. They moved to Melfort, 
Saskatchewan where he works at a Research Station. Or
mar married Doreen Dalchuk in Winnipeg in 1964. They 
have two children Eric and Laurel. 

Jon went to work when he was very young, first in 
Winnipeg then Vancouver, B.C. in the spring of 1965, 
where he has been ever since. He married Carolyne Gale 
in 1966. They have two children Audrey and Adam. Jon 
now owns and operates a semi-trailer truck on long hauls 
from B.C. to U.S.A. They have made a few trips to visit 
us We have seven grandchildren. 



Homesteading Days of Jennie and Frank 
Wartak In the Interlake District 

I was discharged from the army in 1919 along with 
several thousand other boys, all looking for jobs which 
were becoming scarce. I accepted, what was at that time, 
considered a good offer from the Soldier Settlement 
Board, a 320 acre homestead and a loan from the 
Government Treasury at 5% interest. 

My wife and I came to Ashern in 1920 bv C.N.R. 
train, which was the only way, as there was nO' highway 
or bus service. We started out looking for a homestead, 
partly by horse drawn vehicle and often on foot - no 
roads to speak of, mainly trails. We finally settled on 
land some fourteen miles from Ashern, where we spent 
our honeymoon. The place was infested with mosquitoes, 
poplar trees and groundhogs. There was not even a patch 
of clearing big enough for a garden. We built a small cot
tage and used some of the poplar trees to build a barn for 
the cows and horses which we intended to buy. There was 
a lot of hayland and open ground closer to the lake, but 
that was all taken up by earlier settlers. Since there were 
no bulldozers, clearing was done by hand with the aid of 
horses. We cut down the trees and pulled out the stumps, 
plowed, seeded and harvested with horse drawn im
plements. Hay was cut, raked into bunches, then loaded 
onto hayracks and hauled to the farm yard for winter 
feeding. Seems now, like very slow progress compared to 
the modern equipment of today. 

The only way to make the price of a bag of flour was 
by selling cream to the local creamery. We bought six 
milk cows at an average price of $100 each, and a team of 
horses for $400 so we were in business. One of the horses 
died just about the time we were getting our heads 
"above water". Then the depression came it hit us 
hard as we had payments to make to the government. It 
was not easy to pay for a $100 cow when three year old 
st~ers were selling for $15.00. Just why we did not quit, I 
will never know. 

By that time we got acquainted with our neighbors, 
they too were hard up however, as they say "misery 
likes company". We had some wonderful times, inspite 
of all. We did not need a six-piece orchestra to have 

Frank and Jennie Wartak, /970, 50lh anniversary. 
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CUlling lumber wilh homemade mill. Power. old Tiwn lraClOr. 

Slacking grain. Warlak's farm. 

week-end parties, we could have a whale of a time with a 
fiddle and mouthorgan. 

After we got some land cleared, we became ac
q~ainted with John Gislason. He was rather enterprising 
With a cordwood saw, powered by a stationary engine. He 
took this outfit from place to place to cut wood - (our 
winter's supply of fire wood). Later he bought a "Titan" 
tractor with which he did land breaking, threshing grain 
a~d many other jobs, Grain was cut by a binder pulled 
With horses, the sheaves "stooked" by hand then hauled 
by horse and wagon to the threshing machine. There was 
only one threshing machine in our district and we had to 
wait our turn, which sometimes dragged on till Christ
mas. I n the early years, everyone stacked the grain 
sheaves in the barn yard. Oats was the main crop in our 
area feed for the horses. It was not a common practice 
to feed grain to cattle, as it is today. 

Later on some of the local men started collecting 
cream from the different farms and hauling it to the local 
creamery. A great time saver for us. 

One thing about it, we may have gone to dances with 
patched overalls but we were never short of food, because 
we were producing it. 

There were a few Model "T" Fords in the country; we 
could use them for only a few months of the year because 
of the lack of roads. We now have high powered cars to 
go to Winnipeg in less time than it took us to 00 to 
Ashern with a team of horses and a lumber wago;' We 
now have an easy chair with an electric built-in vibrator, 
while ~n the old days one could get enough vibration in 
one trip to town to last for a month. 

About 1948 there arose a demand for Blue Grass seed 
(better know as June grass). We had plenty of it growing 



wild in our hay meadows, so everyone started to harvest 
this grass seed. There were thousands of tons shipped out 
from here. For awhile things were booming. This being a 
"shot in the arm", many of us were able to pay up debts 
and also buy badly needed machinery. 

In 1950 the government decided to clean up on T.B. 
in our cattle. Veterinaries were sent into the district to 
check the animals. The first time around we had a lot of 
"reactors" and lost almost half of our herd. Later they 
came back to test those that had not reacted, and again 
we lost more animals, so we sold the whole herd, expec
ting to start over again when the entire district had been 
cleaned up. Since so many farmers had lost animals it 
was next to impossible to obtain good breeding stock 
locally. We then turned to grain growing. Having more 
spare time now, I enjoyed working with tools. I worked 
for neighbors at many jobs, even supervised the building 
of a general store and a garage in Ashern. I helped install 
a few septic tanks, and built quite a few kitchen cup
boards. 

Now our grandson and his wife are taking an interest 
in the farm. They expect that as soon as they can manage 
to take the place over without having to "sign their life 
over to a finance company" they will. 

We are now living comfortably in the town of Ashern, 
in the Pioneer Manor. The old homestead still comes in 
handy for growing a garden and as a retreat in the 
summertime. It is also a place for getting some much 
needed fresh air and exercise. 

A Few Memories of My Short Stay in Ashern 
by Walter Wartak 

My memories of coming to the Dog Lake area are 
rather vague, I only remember back to the age of five. I 
grew up on the farm known to all as the Wartak place, 
which still holds the family name. 

Waller Warlak. 
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I n those days life was not as it has been for the past 
twenty years; it seems our wants were small, and we were 
satisfied with what was made or produced by our own 
hands. A smile on everyone's face was the order of the 
day. Worries of life were little compared to our present 
world. Life was a much slower pace. 

I attended the old log school, affectionately known as 
the Ralph Connor School for eight years. The chore of 
helping to till the land prevented many of the boys and 
girls of my age from advancing further into the field of 
education, but I am sure that we all feel a bit of pride in 
helping to make the community what it is today, and to 
bring it to view as one of the most prosperous towns in 
the Interlake district. 

I deviated away from farming in the early 40's and 
joined the army, as did many other young men from the 
district. While in England, Mary and I were married. We 
have been blessed with seven healthy children and now 
have eight grandchildren. We make our home in Win
nipeg. I have been employed there for the past twenty
three years as a City of Winnipeg transit bus driver. 

I feel that many of my friends in the Ashern district 
are devoted to making "The Old Home Town" a lasting 
memory. Many I know by sight, but not by name. A 
smile is all one needs to feel welcome anywhere. 

Ralph Connor School 1931-1933 
by Mrs. L. Gibb nee Milne 

I taught school at Ralph Connor in 1931·1933. There 
was a surplus of teachers, two mail bags of applications 
arrived in answer to the advertisement for a teacher. Mr. 
Ami Johnson was the secretary·treasurer of the school, 
Mr. H. Baker the chairman and M r. Bjornson a trustee. 

I was fortunate to have my application accepted on 
August 16, by telephone. It was a very happy day and the 
two years spent at Ralph Connor, with the pupils and 
their parents are indeed treasured memories. 

Mr. Arni Johnson met me at the train in Ashern. It 
was a dull cool evening. We went to the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Arie Koops, where I was to board. It was situated in 
a clearing in the bush and built of logs. It was a thrill to 
see it and the sight of Silver Bay before we reached the 
school. Mr. Johnson had a flashlight so we entered the 
school. It had been cleaned and all in order for the new 
term. A coat of oil had been put on the floor, windows 
were open, and to me, it was a quiet and beautiful place 
in and out. 

When we arrived at Mr. and Mrs. Koops a cup of 
coffee was ready. Mrs. Koops' hospitality (I soon found 
out) was known for miles. Coffee was served to many 
who stopped on their way to Ashern. 

The mail was delivered once a week on Saturday 
morning. Marion Koops and I always walked out to meet 
the mail man, or to pick up the mail that had been 
dropped in the box. On Saturday mornings Mr. Koops 
and his son Harry usually went to Ashern. Sometimes, 
Mrs. Koops, Marion and I would go with Harry. When 
we returned Mr. Koops would have the kitchen shining 
clean, the house work done and dinner on. Mr. Koops 
was very proud of his domestic ability. Women's "Lib" 
was unheard of. Life with the Koops family was pleasant. 

The grades were from one to ten. Grade IX and X 
were taken by correspondence from the Department of 
Education. When the pupils needed help it was given 



M iss Lavina M Un (Gibbs), 

Left !O right: Skuli Johnson, Barney Johnson, Oscar Rafnkjelson, 
Wilfred Johnson, Miss Gibbs, Gordon Johnson, Arthur Johnson, 

Mock wedding Siggi Sigurdson's shower. 
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First Ralph COllllor School. 

after 4 p.m. or on a Saturday. The Grade IX pupils were 
Skuli Johnson and Tom Barnes; Grade X students were: 

Helga Bjornson, Christan Hurdal and Oscar Rafnk
jelsson. The children in Grades I to VIII were from the 
families of: Barnes, Hurdal, Johnson, Koops, Rafnk
jelsson, Thorlacius and Wartak. These children were a 
joy to work with. They were interested in their studies, 
and appreciated all that went along with their work, stars 
in their scribblers, or a special corner of the blackboard. 
Then there were prizes for neat books, spelling and other 
subjects. We had our school parties, HaHoween, and so 
on as the calendar marked the "Special Days". I enjoyed 
these parties because the children were just great. 

Every day at Ralph Connor was like turning over a 
page, no two days the same. A concert was held with the 
idea of purchasing a gramaphone for the school. The 
children looked after all. They took turns sweeping the 
school, cleaning brushes etc. each day, so all took part 
the day of the concert, in making the room "special". 
The older ones took charge of collecting and seating, 
$15.00 bought the gramaphone. 

Shortly afterwards a shower was held for Mr. and 
Mrs. O. D. Thorlacius. We arranged a program by carry
ing out the theme of a record - "The Wedding of the 
Painted Doll". The bride and groom were beginners, six 
year aids and really looked their part. If anyone is keep
ing records, flowers were picked in Mrs. Koops garden 
on November 6, to decorate the school for this occasion. 

The school was the centre for all gatherings. We 
started a Sunday School, had classes after four p.m. on 
Fridays. When there was something to be done Bena 
Johnson was always there. She was the eldest daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Johnson. The credit of our Sunday 
School goes to her. No matter what weather, Bena was 
there. She wasjust a wonderful person in her home and in 
the community. Another person who put a lot into the 
social life of the district was Mr. John Thorlacius. He 
enjoyed the social events and dances at the school. When 
things were quiet too long in winter, he would have a 
dance in their home. I recall one evening in particular, 
Mr. Thorlacius opened the door absolutely beaming and 
so happy, his manner was infectious, he put all in a mood 
for a happy evening. 

The Ralph Connor people were just the 
"G REA TEST". 



Ralph COllllor pupils. 1931 or 32. 

Official Opening of the New Ralph Connor 
School 

by Inspector Karl Pokrant 
In the afternoon of September 14th, 1956 the Hon. 

W. C. Miller, Minister of Education, cut the ribbon to 
declare the new Ralph Connor School officially opened. 

Mr. Arni Johnson, the secretary-treasurer of the 
school was in charge of the proceedings. Rev. Erickson of 
Ashern performed the dedication. 

It was a proud moment for the people of the district. 
Almost forty years ago to the day the first school in the 
district had been completed. It was a log building and 
served to the end of the last school year. 

Ralph Connor is situated near the east shore of Lake 
Manitoba, about one hundred odd miles north of Win
nipeg. It is a typical Interlake district. 

The new school is a splendid building, incorporating a 
suite of two fair sized comfortable rooms to be used as a 
teacherage. The building is finished in stucco and has a 
full basement. The class room is of standard size, 
measured 22' x 30'. Clothes closets, and under-the
window library shelves are beautifully done in a light 
shade of plywood panelling. Chalk-boards are green. The 
walls and ceiling are of donnacona. Classroom windows 
are large, and the floor is tile. The building is completely 
wired for electricity, and will be heated by a wood bur
ning furnace. 

The homesteaders of the district built the first log 
school at a very low cost, since they had more voluntary 
labor than cash. They have not forgotten the art of co
operation, for the new school was put up at a relatively 
low cost. The new site was donated, gravel was trucked 
without charge and many days work by both men and 
women were also donated. It is interesting to note that in 
spite of the most admirable co-operation, the cost of the 
new school was $6,300.00 plus approximately $200.00 for 
a well, while the old log school, forty years ago cost $600. 
Incidentally, the contractor who built the log school had 
his tender of $37.00 accepted. The latter fact is an entry 
in the old minutes. 

Besides the Minister of Education, Mr. R. W. 
Dalton, Director of School Administration, brought a 
message from the Department. Mr. Karl Pokrant, 
Inspector of Schools, Mr. J. F. Anderson, M.L.A. for 
Fairford and trustees of the Ashern School Board, all 
paid brief tributes to the people of the district on their 
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magnificent example of carrying out the erection of a 
new school in such fine spirit. 

The pupils rendered several short items. The teacher, 
Mrs. B. Johnson, expressed pleasure in working in the 
new school. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Barnes treated the 
gathering to several duets. 

The H. B. Hurdal Family 
by Oli H urdal 

My parents, Harry and Sigga Hurdal were married at 
Dolly Bay on June 10, 1909. They moved to their 
homestead, the S.E.V4 of 6-25-8 on June I, 1910, and 
started off with three cows and a team of oxen. In the fall 
of that year Harry, with a dog team, John Thorlacius and 
George Hicks with a team of horses, started orf to look 
for the 7th Siding, as Ashern was then known. I believe 
they found it without much difficulty. 

In 1912 my parents acquired their first team of 
horses, also a sleigh and mower. Father was more in
terested in fishing and trapping than in farming. In the 
beginning however, their main source of income was 
from livestock, cattle and sheep. Mother milked cows, 
made butter, which was packed in crocks and sold. 
Cream was shipped to Winnipeg before there was a 
creamery at Ashern. Mother also trapped muskrats one 

Harry and Sigga Hurdal children. Gwen. Oli and Johallna. 



spring, the money she realized from the fur helped to 
purchase necessary items for the family of seven children. 

Making a living here in the early days was a 
challenge, which today's generation find hard to believe. 
We never went hungry. We all knew what hard work was, 
comforts were few and luxuries unknown. 

Father passed away on December 14, 1950 and 
Mother on March 6, 1963. 

I have carried on farming on the original homestead. 
I was a leader of the Picnic Ridge 4-H Calf Club for 
some time, which I enjoyed. 

My sister, Johanna (Mrs. H. Anderson) passed away 
in 1969, Gwen (Mrs. Donald McDougall) lives at 
Ashern; Chris, lives in Belmont, California; Lauvee 
(Mrs. Hunt) New Hall, California; Ardney, (Mrs. Lairy) 
Montana and Thor, lives in Surrey, B.C. 

The Arie Koops Family 
by Mrs. M. Markwart 

This is information as I remember it of my parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Koops and my brother Harry Koops, 
also of myself Marion, now Mrs. Ken Markwart. 

My father, Arie Koops was born on February 24, 
1881, and my Mother Wilhelmina Sulkers, was born 
February 29, 1888. Both immigrated from Amsterdam, 
Holland, and were married at Grand Forks, B.C. April 
20th, 1909. 

Father was employed in the copper and gold smelters 
at Grand Forks RC. for 12 years. Then the smelter shut 
down so Dad decided to go to Manitoba. Dad, Mother 
and Harry moved to Ashern in the spring of 1921 to start 
farming in the Ralph Connor district. They loaded their 
household furniture, old cooking range, treadle sewing
machine, a team of horses, a few chickens and four milk 
cows, into a box car and travelled to Ashern by train. 
Headed for the 160 acre farm which only had four acres 
of land cleared and broken. They cleared many more 
acres by hand and picked many, many loads of stones, 
this also by hand. Their buildings consisted of an old log 
barn, a two-room log cabin for a house, a log chicken 
house, a combined granary and store house also of logs. 

As the years went by they built up a herd of Holstein 
dairy cows, which provided a fair income, and also en
abled them to purchase lumber for new buildings. Mum 
and Dad were ardent gardeners, they always had a large 
one. Dad had several customers in Ashern to whom he 
delivered vegetables and fresh eggs regularly. 

Harry, my brother was 10 years old when he came to 
Ashern with Dad and Mother. He attended Ralph Con
nor School. Harry liked farming, and enjoyed working 
with horses and machinery. He and Dad farmed in 
partnership. During the winter, many farmers went some 
40 miles east of Ashern and cut spruce logs which were 
hauled home and cut into lumber. This lumber had to be 
properly "cured", dried before it could be used for 
building. The lumber camps had little to offer com
fortwise, often the men slept in the clothes they wore dur
ing the day, they endured untold hardships. I recall my 
brother telling of the wolves howling at night and often 
the wolves would follow behind the sleighs, hopeful of 
picking up bits of food. 

I recall my parents saying how glad they were to have 
made the move to Ashern, never once did they regret the 
struggle and hardships. 
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I was born on March 6, 1923 and attended Ralph 
Connor School, and took my Grade IX and X by cor
respondence. The school, Ralph Connor was built of logs 
and heated by a big barrel-shaped heater and burned 
wood. Some winter mornings, when the term perature 
was 35° below, we would have to do our lessons huddled 
around the stove to keep warm. Our lunches would be 
frozen in the cloak room, and we would have to thaw 
them out over the stove. There were no toilet facilities in
doors, this meant we had to tramp through snow banks to 
the outdoor "outhouse". 

In the early 1920's and 30's, transportation was main
ly by horse drawn vehicles, few people had cars, as roads 
were very poor. 

Roads were built of mud and clay, which was dug 
from a ditch beside the road, by horse and scraper -
miserable work for man and beast. The municipality 
would allow each farmer so many hours work, at 
whatever the going rate of pay. This would be deducted 
from his taxes, at the end of the year and was known as 
"statute labor". 

Our neighbors were: Mr. and Mrs. John Thorlacius, 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Wartak, Mr. and Mrs. H. Hurdal, Mr. 
and Mrs. Arni Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. J. Bjornson, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sigurdson, Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Rafnkjelson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Moman and 
Mr. and Mrs. O. Magnusson. Our neighbors lived, one, 
two and three miles apart. 

Entertainment was mainly house parties, with one's 
neighbors. Card playing and dancing. Music was by 
records played on a phonograph that had to be 

Ken and Marion Markwart and children Marilyn, Terry and Ernie, 
Mr. Arie Koops, granddaughter Eleanor and grandson Gary, 1955. 

Arie Koops' winter travel, 1936. 



"cranked" (wound by hand). Dances were held in the sur
rounding school houses. There music was usually by local 
talent I recall George Harvey, playing the banjo, Geir
finnur Peterson on the violin, Doreen and Lenny Gud
mundson playing guitars, Arthur Jonasson played the 
banjo, the Barnes Brothers with guitar and violin, Albert 
Bauch, from Moosehorn and also Betty (Ginter) 
Gutknecht played the accordion. The Christmas school 
concerts were always the "high lite" of the Christmas 
season. 

The biggest event of the summer, was always the 1st 
of July picnic at Ashern. Everyone looked forward to it, 
much preparation went into the event. The parade was 
quite an attraction. Foot races for all ages, real exciting 
baseball games, teams from Ashern, Moosehorn, Dog 
Creek, Vogar, Fairford, Hayland, Eriksdale and Lundar. 

My mother, Wilhelmina Koops passed away on June 
3rd, 1938, and my Dad, Arie Koops passed away on 
January 4th, 1957. 

I, Marion Koops, married Kenneth Markwart on 
June 26, 1948. Kenneth is the oldest son of the late 
Gustav Markwart and Mrs. Anna Markwart. He was 
born on June 6, 1927. Kenneth attended Pioneer School 
for his Elementary grades. Kenneth and I farmed near 
Ashern for a few years, we moved to Kitimat, B.C. in the 
fall of 1955 where Ken has been employed by Kitimat 
Aluminum Smelter" Alcan Works" for the past 19 years. 
We have a daughter, Marilyn and two sons, Terry and 
Ernie. 

The Story of Peter's Lodge 
by Mary and Peter 

We came to Ashern in the fall of 1957 and bought an 
abandoned farm, which was once the home of the John 
Rafnkjelsson family. We both prefer outdoor life and we 
liked this location, as this land was on the Lake shore, so 
we thought we would see what we could do with the 
property. The first two years we worked like beavers, 
clearing off the dead bush, rocks and stones, both from 
the land as well as the lake, in order to have a beach. We 
had to built a road to the beach as well as to the main 
road. This property is some 16 miles from Ashern. There 
was no well on the property and no hydro, when we 
bought it. 

Gradually we built some cottages and landscaped the 
property. We now have two cottages fully modern, there 
is running water and of course hydro, in the others. We 
have a trailer park with all the facilities as well. There is 
plenty of activity, many fine hiking trails, boating, swim
ming, fishing, and snow-mobiling in winter. It is off the 
highway, therefore very peaceful. We started renting 
summer cottages in 1961, and the interest has grown 
steadily. 

Really never a dull moment, we both enjoy garden
ing. When we first came here we noticed there were very 
few wild birds, robins in particular. We discovered there 
were no earth worms and right off decided something had 
to be done, so made a point of gathering some of these 
worms each time we came out from the city and found 
this was the answer. We now have lots of robins as well as 
many different and beautiful birds, and small animals, 
squirrels and such. Many the wee-feathered friend has 
been brought to our house for "First Aid", where each 
has received "Tender Loving Care" and returned to its 
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outdoor home. We presently have a pet flying squirrel, 
that was injured and brought to us - we have had him 
for six years. We call him "Bashful". His home is in a 
bird cage, and though he has the run of the house each 
day, he is very well behaved. 

We have a large selection of ceramics. We started out 
with hand moulding (pottery), this gave us the idea to get 
into ceramics, an interesting way to put in the long winter 
evenings. Many friends heard of this and, as a result, 
have become very good at the hobby. Tourists, campers 
and local people too, purchase items as gifts and 
souvenirs. None of us had previous experience in this 
field, so you can imagine we learned by "trial and error". 

We have met many interesting people and made 
many friends from all parts of Canada, the States, and 
abroad. 

Peter and .Mary Cuikalo. 

Peter and Mary's home. 



Recollections of Teaching at 
Ralph Connor School 
1936 to 1940 

by Inez Anderson, nee Abbot 
Many interesting experiences were enjoyed during my 

teaching days at Ralph Connor School, which was 
situated about twelve miles west of Ashern. I boarded at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arie Koops and their family, 
Marion and Harry. A winding path led through the bush 
to the log school house. The school yard was surrounded 
on three sides by trees. I taught Grades I to VIII. 

During the winter, boys and girls came by dog team 
hitched to sleds, and at noon the dogs were fed fish in the 
barn. It was a real thrill to have a ride, skimming over the 
snow. 

Mr. Arni Johnson was the Secretary-treasurer of the 
school then. 

Fish were caught in nets strung under the ice, then the 
fish were put into boxes and hauled to the shore by dog 
team. From there they were loaded into a caboose and 
hauled to Ashern by horses. In the early spring, suckers 
were caught at the Narrows and in ditches. They were 
canned a~d tasted as good as salmon. 

Dairy farming was the primary occupation, as well 
as sheep raising. Wild hay grew in abundance, which 
providcd feed for the cattle. Wool from the sheep was 
carded and then spun into yarn for mitts, sweaters, 
scarves etc., Mrs. Arni Johnson taught me how to card 
and spin. Bui Thorlaeius, who lived on the next farm 
raised mink. 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker farmed near the Koops 
farm. Mrs. Baker managed to do all her own housework, 
in spite of the fact she had to about wit~ the use ?f a 
crutch. She also taught me to make cross-slltch cushIOns 
in various patterns with yarn on scrim. 

Entertainment included Christmas concerts put on by 
the school children, followed by a dance. At the end of 
June four schools gathered at Silver Bay for a picnic. 
Dances were held often at Hayland Hall and schools 
which lasted until dawn. 

Natural dirt and gravel roads wound through scenic 
spots. Sightseeing drives to Grahamdale, Steep Rock 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker Gild Teellie. 
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with huge bolders and lime quarry; Vassar; Dog Creek 
Reserve, with church and graves on which keepsakes and 
trikets were placed. In houses hammocks were hung from 
the ceiling where children slept. 

People visited a great deal and always a delicious cup 
of coffee was ready at their hospitable homes. Some 
families in Ralph Connor district were; J. Thorlacius, B. 
Thorlacius, Barnes; J. Bjornson's, Yaremkewick's, 
Rafnkjclson's, A. Johnson's, Durhams, H. Baker, 
H udral's, W artak 's. 

Home made ice cream was a real treat on Sundays. 
Many fond memories of Ralph Connor's friendliness. 

Katrin Amason, Her Children Siggi, Hilda and 
Eysteinn 

by Sigrun Johnson 
Katrin lost her husband, my mother's brother Ami, 

by drowning in Iceland. Some years later the family 
came to Canada. One spring a young man rode to our 
door on a bicycle. Mother looked at him for awhile and 
her face brightened when she recognized her nephew 
Eysteinn. He was seventeen. Siggi and his wife Gudny 
and three boys and one girl lived for awhile at Silver Bay, 
now known as Peter's Lodge. Siggi built the Ashern 
Bank in 1921. 

Hilda was the first teacher at Marne School when it 
opened in 1917. She taught there for four years and lived 
in the teacherage with her mother. 

Eysteinn taught at Pioneer and Siglunes and other 
places. He married Helga Johnson from Siglunes and 
was principal at Riverton for twelve years until his un
timely death in 1937. They had two children, Kay and 
John. 

Hilda married Barney Eggertson from V ogar after he 
was a widower and had moved to Vancouver. She died in 
1975. 

Siggi had moved to Chicago and was in poor health. 
People marvelled at his stamina. For the last six years of 
his life he conducted his construction business from his 
bed. 

J ohannas and Sigurveig Austman 
lohannas Austman was born in Hnausa, Manitoba in 

1900. He lived in that area until 1903, then moved to 
Winnipeg, where he worked in construction. He met and 
married Sigurveig Sigurdson of the Oakview district in 
1930. They lived in Winnipeg until 1932, at which time 



they moved to the Silver Bay district. They farmed there 
until they moved to Ashern in 1965. 

In the early years at Silver Bay, Joe freighted fish on 
Lake Manitoba from The Bluff on the west side of the 
lake to Ashern. After four years of freighting in the 
winter, he quit and started fishing for himself. 

Joe and Veiga had four children: 
Edwin, now living in Winnipeg, married Sharon 

Markwart of the Pioneer district. They have four 
daughters. 

Helga, married Allen Evans of St. James. They have 
two daughters, and reside in St. James. 

Grace married Ernie Shaw from Nova Scotia. They 
have two girls and one boy, and are now living in Moose 
Jaw, Saskatchewan. 

Einar married Evelyn Sandmoen of Hayland, and is 
living in Winnipeg. They have two boys and two girls. 

During the years when the children were growing up, 
they were a big help to their parents, helping with the 
work on the farm. The children still enjoy coming home 
to Ashern for holidays. 

After Joe retired from the farm, Veiga worked in the 
hospital at Ashern for ten years first as a nurse's aid 
and later as a cook. She retired this year (1976). 

They are looking forward to many years in Ashern 
enjoying old friendships as well as new. 

Asgeir Clemenson Family 
by Asgeir Clemenson 

My parents came to Canada from Iceland in 1904. 
They settled in the Baldur, Manitoba, district, where I 
was born, then moved to Silver Bay area in 1915. Things 
were pretty rough the first few years, but we had plenty to 
eat; fish, and rabbits - we raised sheep, so always had 
mutton. My dad bought some cows, so we had milk and 
were also able to sell some cream. This we took to the 
creamery at Ashern, by horse drawn wagon. The road 
was mostly trails, following the ridges. 

The only school was some three miles from where we 
lived. Our education was pretty well "hit and miss", as 
the road was often under water in the spring and deep 
snow in winter. 

My mother Thuridur passed away in 1921 and Dad, 
John Clemenson, passed away in 1952. 

I purchased my dad's farm in 1936. 

Asgeir and Dora Clemenson. 
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Clemenson SOilS. Allan and Waller. 

In 1929 I married Dora Sveinson of Oakview, 
Manitoba. We had two sons: Walter, who is presently Jiv
ing with us on the farm, and Allan, who is married and 
has five children. He and his family live in Ashern. Allan 
works at road construction. 

Dora and I have farmed here for 46 years, and expect 
to retire soon. 

Bjorn (Barney) and Ruth Clemenson 
by Florence Gallimore 

Barney was born in Iceland in 1892 and came to 
Canada with his mother Thuridur, and his brother, 
Valdimar. His brother Clemens and their father, Jon, 
came later. The family settled in Baldur, Manitoba. 
Barney's brother, Asgir and sister Stebba were born at 
Baldur. Another sister, Christine stayed in Iceland when 
the family left, planning to come to Canada later. As it 
turned out, she chose to remain in Iceland and never saw 
the family again until 1947 when she made a visit to 
Canada. Here she met her sister Stebba and brother 
Asgir, for the first time. 

The Clemenson family settled on a homestead in the 
Silver Bay District in 1910. 

Barney went into the army in 1916 and was stationed 
in Port Arthur, Ontario. He was with the 223 Battalion. 
Barney was on guard duty as there was a high risk of 
sabotage. During this time he became very ill with 
measles and mastoids however, by some miracle, 
made a good recovery. He worked for the T. Eaton Co., 
delivering, not with the modern vans of today, but with 
horses and wagon. 



Mr. and Mrs. B. Clemenson 25th anniversary. At table: Ruth, 
Barney, Linda and Bernice. Standing: Alan, Asgeir, Sigrid Robertson 

Barney's brother, Valdimar, died in 1920 of a brain 
tumor. It wasjust before his 18th birthday. Their mother, 
Thuridur, died the following year of a stroke. 

Barney went back to the homestead at Silver Bay and 
continued farming. He met Ruth Robertson of the New 
Scotland district and they were married in 1928. 

Ruth was the daughter of Paul and Sigrid Robertson 
who had come over from Iceland when Ruth was about 
three years old. They stayed in Winnipeg for some time, 
later moving to the New Scotland district. Ruth's only 
sister, Aida, was born in Canada and now lives with her 
husband, Paul Dumas, in Beaumont, Alberta. Paul 
Robertson passed away in 1959. Sigrid lives near AIda in 
Alberta. Aida and her husband have three sons; Ronald; 
Wallace and Richard. 

Ruth's father, Paul, was a wonderful carpenter and 
this came in very handy. Her mother, Sigrid, was a 
beautiful seamstress so here was a family who were 
always extremely busy. 

After Ruth and Barney were married they settled on 
the homestead at Silver Bay. 

Mother and Dad raised a family of four children; 
John was born in 1930 and myself; Florence in 1932; Ber
nice was born in 1934 and much later, Linda in 1947 a 
mere three pounds, but a month in an incubator and she 
was ready to tackle the world. 

John and his wife, Mary, live in Campbell River, B.C. 
They have four children Karl 17; Julie 15; Danny 11 and 
Sylvia who is 9. John and his family lived in Winnipeg 
until 1969, then moved to B.C. John was with Dominion 
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(in front). Dora Clemenson, John (son), Florence, Aida and Paul 
Dumas (ill back). 

Bridge when he lived in Winnipeg, but is now a heavy 
duty diesel mechanic. 

Florence worked in Winnipeg for a few years and in 
1954 married Victor Gallimore. Vic works for the 
National Cash Register Co., and is the service manager 
for Thunder Bay. After Florence and Vic were married 
they moved to Brandon and spent 11 years there, then 
were transferred to Thunder Bay. They have four 
children; Blaine 18; Robin 16; Rhonda 14 and Kris 4 
years old. Vic is in his 25th year with National Cash 
Register Co. 

Bernice stayed on the farm with Mother and Dad for 
many years. When Dad's health gave out they had to give 
up the farm and move to Moosehorn. Bernice now lives 
in Thunder Bay and is enjoying a very active and pleasant 
life. 

Linda attended Silver Bay School until the family 
moved to Moosehorn, she then finished her education 
there and later worked in Winnipeg for a short time. She 
married Marvin Hillyer of St. Martin. Marvin and Linda 
have one child - a daughter Corrine who is five years 
old. They have a farm at St. Martin and Marvin also 
works at the Radar Base in Gypsumville. 

Barney's father Jon Clemenson passed away in 1952; 
his sister Christine died in Iceland in 1960. His brother, 
Asgir is on the farm just across the road from where 
Barney's farm was. Asgir and his wife Dora have two 
sons, Walter and Alan. Walter is still on the homestead 
with his parents. Alan is married. He and his wife 
Sharon, have six children. Barney's brother, Clemens 



lives in Wawanesa. He married Irma Toutant, who 
passed away several years ago. Barney's sister, Stebba 
lives in Winnipeg. She married Siggi Sveinson and they 
lived at Silver Bay for several years before moving to 
Winnipeg. Stebba and Siggi have five children; Freda, 
Mrs. J. Peever lives in Portage la Prairie and has four 
children; Margaret, Mrs. Armstrong, lives in Winnipeg 
and has two daughters; Sylvia, Mrs. P. Gyles, lives in 
Winnipeg and has four children; Jerry and his wife, 
Arlene, live at Dugald and have four children; Paul is 
married also he and his wife Wanda, live in Winnipeg. 

Life for Mother and Dad must have been very dif
ficult at times, as it was for all pioneers. We the children, 
were born during the depression but would not remember 
it as they would. Dad left farming for a time in about 
1934. He moved the family to Steep Rock and spent the 
winters ice-fishing. John and I started school at Steep 
Rock. We moved back to the homestead at Silver Bay in 
1939. 

Even though times were difficult, there were fun times 
too. One of the most exciting was when our house at 
Steep Rock was being moved to Silver Bay. Dad decided 
to bring it across the ice on Lake Manitoba. It was a 
strange sight. In summer, we really appreciated living so 
close to the lake. After all the chores were finished there 
was a mad dash for the water to cool off. Mind, we had 
quite a time fighting off the mosquitoes - the biggest in 
the world, I am sure!! 

We attended school at Silver Bay. When I first 
started, there were forty-three children and one teacher. 
By the time I finished school there were only about 
twelve students. We walked 21f2 miles to school, which 
was quite a hike in winter. 

In 1951 Dad had a terrible accident. While putting up 
hay, he fell from the stack and suffered a broken neck, 
and spent a long time in the Winnipeg General Hospital. 
He had to wear a cast for ages after he came home. I was 
working in Winnipeg at the time so I was able to visit him 
every day. Through the whole ordeal, I never heard Dad 
complain. I know he found it hard giving up his chewing 
tobacco and had to resort to smoking the odd cigarette. 

When threshing time came it was a time of work for 
everyone. The men were busy threshing the grain and the 
women and children cooked and carted food to the men. 
It was such a busy time yet one of my favorites. Another 
thing everyone enjoyed, was when neighbors came to 
visit. 

We looked forward to berry picking time and all 
those jars of preserved fruit looked so good lined up on 
the shelves. We almost looked forward to winter when we 
could start opening up the jars. Mother worked very hard 
preparing for winter. Besides the preserving etc., there 
was no end to the knitting of socks and mitts for all the 
family. 

Even though Dad's education was limited, we 
children thought he was the smartest man and that he 
must know everything. He always helped us with our 
homework. He later told us he did a lot of bluffing. 

Christmas was always very exciting - Mother spent 
weeks cleaning, baking and preparing. We studied the 
Eatons' catalogue toy section trying to decide what we 
wanted. Everything looked so wonderful! Christmas Eve 
was Special at our house. The children stayed up late, the 
table was laden with all kinds of good things -OH the 
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Vinaterta was so good! Christmas day, if the roads and 
weather permitted, we would go to Moosehorn and have 
Christmas dinner with mother's parents, Paul and Sigrid 
Robertson. Aunt Aida and Uncle Paul, with Ronnie, 
Wallace and Richard would sometimes come from Steep 
Rock, so it was a real family get-together. 

Dad was always busy. He fished all winter and did 
grain farming in the summer. We had quite a large herd 
of cattle as well so we were all busy haying in the 
summer. 

I feel I am very fortunate having had a taste of both 
worlds you might say. With all the modern equipment of 
today I sometimes think back to the days when we had to 
haul wood for the fire, carry water and do the laundry us
ing the old wash board. What a wonderful time when 
electricity was finally installed on the farm. No more 
stumbling in the dark and stubbing toes while looking for 
those "darned matches"!! 

Though times were difficult, we the children of the 
pioneers did not want for too much. We had closeness 
with neighbours and families, that seems to be lacking so 
much now. 

Dad passed away at Deer Lodge Hospital in 
September 1969 after a long illness. Mother and Bernice 
moved to Winnipeg from Moosehorn and were there for 
a few years. Mother died in December 1973 and Bernice 
came to live in Thunder Bay. 

Being able to write this article is a great honor for me. 
There is so much more I could write but I feel I should 
leave room for someone else. My only regret is that 
Mother and Dad are not able to see this wonderful book. 
I know it would bring back many memories to them. 

My Parents - Sarah and Herman Denhard 
by Mrs. Emma E. Drewlo 

I believe the reason our parents moved to the Ashern 
area and took up a homestead was the fact that they had 
a large family, seven sons and one daughter. As the boys 
grew up, each took out a quarter section of land. Finally 
there were five quarter sections of land all together. This 
meant plenty of work for everyone. I often wonder just 
how they managed to do all they did. 

Neighbors helped each other in so many ways. Most 
people had log houses, which were cosy, usually with a 
large lean-to kitchen. All was heated, of course, with a 
wood burning cook stove. 

We lived about 21i2 miles east of Lake Manitoba. 
Silver Bay was our post office, this was on the Gislason 
farm. Mr. Gislason was the post master for many years. 
We had some ten miles to Ashern to get supplies a 
weekly trip. 

We had a few cows to begin with, some sheep, horses 
and five mules, a team of oxen, chickens, geese and later, 
I recall Mother had a flock of white turkeys. 

The men had to put up a little ice house. They hauled 
the ice from the lake, where they had cut it into blocks, 
and packed it in the ice house - a winter chore. We also 
had a "root house". this was used to store vegetables dur
ing the winter. 

Neighbors got together and formed a school district 
and built a school, which served the area for many years. 

My oldest brother bought an outfit to saw wood and 
also to crush grain, both outfits were in steady use. He 
also had a blacksmith shop. Everyone for miles around 



brought work to be done. We ran our pump with a small 
gasoline motor, also the washing machine. 

We always had a good size garden. Mother did a lot 
of canning fruit, vegetables and meat as welL 

I used to go with our dog to round up the cows and 
bring them home at milking time. Quite often I would see 
deer grazing in the little clearings in the woods. 

After the school was built, we had church services as 
well as Sunday School. We would hustle home for lunch, 
hitch up a team of horses and go to the lake, meet up with 
neighbors, have a swim, play baseball and more lunch. 
The older people visited - that is how many a Sunday 
was spent in the summer. Often on a Saturday night, we 
would gather at dances. Music would be supplied by one 
or two neighbors, violin, accordion or whatever instru
ment available. 

I must mention that Father tried growing fruit trees 
- such as apple and plum with fair success. Our main 
living was from the sixteen or eighteen milk cows we 
kept. We also raised sheep. 

I lived up there for ten years, then moved to White 
Bear Lake, Minnesota, where 1 still reside. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Denhard 
by Mrs. Elmer McKee nee Sarah 
Denhard 

Mother and Dad, Victoria and George Denhard, 
moved to Silver Bay district in the spring of 1910 and 
lived there until 1950 when they moved to Balmoral, 
Manitoba. 

They farmed and raised their large family in the 
Silver Bay district. The closest railroad, at that time, was 
at Oak Point. They travelled from Oak Point to Silver 
Bay by oxen (Babe and Buck). They loaded all their 
belongings in a wagon. I have no idea how long this 
journey took. 

That summer, they lived in a tent while they built a 
house and began to clear some land. Dad worked in a saw 
mill that winter and later worked for some time in the 
lime kilns at Steep Rock, Manitoba. Their closest 
neighbors, as I recall, were the elder Mathesons, who 
lived some four miles away. 

Mr. Seidler alld George Denhard (sitting at /rollt). 
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Sarah and Herman Denhard 
Sarah, Herman, and my Uncle Herman, moved to 

Silver Bay at the same time as Mother and Dad. They 
settled on the adjoining quarter section, and Grand
mother joined them in December 1910. 

Life was very hard. Land had to be cleared, houses 
built, gardens tended, vegetables stored for winter also 
wild berries picked and preserved for winter use. Wild 
game was plentiful and very much a part of the family 
diet. They worked from dawn to dusk, with very little 
time for relaxation. 

Homesteads were opening up in this area and our 
parents, as newlyweds, with little money, saw a chance to 
acquire property and a home. Granddad was a 
"wanderer" at heart and the lure of new and free land 
appealed to him. 

1 wish I could talk to my parents as I am sure there 
were many unusual happenings in their first years at 
Silver Bay. One thing that especially stands out in my 
memory is the weekly walk or if a horse was available, a 
horse-back ride for the mail at Gislasons. Mail day was a 
big event, as well as a very cold one in winter. I can recall 
arriving home feeling like a block of ice. 

This area was not yet named when my parents ar
rived. The area was trees and bush as roads were non
existent. I recall Mother saying she had seven swamps to 
cross between the homestead and Ashern. Later there 
were dirt trails and corduroy across the swampy places. 
Farmers later worked on roads a required number of 
days each year in lieu of part of their land taxes. When I 
left there in 1936 the roads were still very much dirt 
trails. The school was built (I don't remember the date) 
on the S.W. corner of our quarter section. We children 
all acquired our grade school education in the one room 
school, one teacher for all grades. There was a wood 
stove in the corner of the room, a pump and "out house". 
Many children walked four miles to school in all kinds of 
weather. We were lucky when we cut across our fields, we 
had only a quarter of a mile to walk. 

Our nearest neighbor, as we grew up, was the Ross 
Matheson family. They lived north of us, and I think they 
moved there in 1911. Our grandparents lived to the east 
of us until 1928 when they moved to Detroit, Michigan. 

Entertainment was of our own making walks in the 
woods discovering a new birds nest, watching newly 
hatched ducks, walks to visit neighbor children, house 
parties and dances in the school house. Everyone came 
from babes in arms to great-grandparents. Our parents 
visited and played cards with the Perrys, Snyders and 
later the Hugh Matheson family who had moved onto the 
Ross Matheson farm (I can not recall the year). I do 
recall the dances in winter, Dad spent most of the evening 
taking people to our place to stable the horses when the 
school barn overflowed and then the return trip to get the 
horses when the dance was over. 

My memories of Silver Bay are not especially happy 
ones. As a child I hated the life there, but as an adult 1 
have a deep and abiding admiration for our parents and 
all the pioneers who carved a life from that wilderness. I 
thank God now for those days, as it has given me a very 
deep appreciation for all the good things that have come 
my way in life, and I give thanks for those early lessons. 



When Grandma and Grandpa Denhard moved to 
Silver Bay all of their family were still home, except my 
father. The children were: 

William; Rudolph; George; Frank; Ernest; Emma; 
Herman and Theodore. All have passed away except Em
ma, who lives in White Bear, Minnesota. 

This is our family: Elizabeth (Betty), who died in 
1971; Bertha; Sarah; Alice; Evelyn; Irene; Myrtle; 
Donald and Darlene. 

William Denhard 
by Effie Denhard 

Willie Denhard came to Silver Bay district with his 
parents in 1910. He started up in the garage business in 
Ashern in 1920. 

On May 1922 Willie married Effie Taylor in the 
New Home Lutheran Church. 

Wi!lie's parents, Herman and Sarah Denhard, were 
born in Leipsic, Germany and went to Ohio, U.S.A. 
when Herman was 28 years old. He married grandma 
(Sarah) in Ohio. Most of the family were born there. 
They came to Canada in 1908 and moved to Silver Bay 
area in 1910. 

Frank Denhard left Silver Bay in 1922 and moved to 
Detroit. 

Ernest went in 1924. Rudolph and a friend, Fred 
Hubert, left the Silver Bay area to go to Detroit in 1925. 
However, Fred was held up at the border and had to go to 
Windsor, where he stayed for six months, until his papers 
were in order. 

Wi Ilie and I left Ashern in 1923 and went to Detroit. 
All the boys were employed there in the car manufac
turing business. 

Willie died July 6, 1972. I am still living in Detroit. 
Our son, Fred, also lives in Detroit. 

Conditions have changed greatly over the years; there 
have been many improvements. 

EJJie Denhard with Herman Sr. her father-in-law. 

Tillie and Frank Denhard 
Tillie Karpinski married Frank Denhard in 1919. 

They took up a homestead in Ashern, then moved to 
Detroit, Mich., in 1922. Frank worked for Ford Motor 
Co., in Dearborne, Mich., for thirty-eight years. He 
retired in 1960 at that time he was foreman in the 
Glass Plant. He died on November 5, 1972, at the age of 
seventy-six. He is buried in Milan, Mich. 
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Frank and Tillie Denhard. 50th anniversary. 1969. Left to right: 
Frank and Tillie. Mrs. Herman Denhard. Mrs. Gus Drewlo. ,'vfrs. 
George Denhard. Belly Del/hard. Bertha Dellhard. AI/an Del/hard. 
Back: A·lrs. Elmer McKee (Sarah). Mrs. Allan Denhard. Michael 
Denhart!. 

They had three sons, Allan, Elmer and Lloyd. 
Allen married, and has five children. Allen works for 

Ford Motor Company as a supervisor, in the manufac
turing engineering department, of the steel division. He 
has been with Ford for thirty-eight years, and lives in 
Dearborne Heights, Mich. 

Elmer married and has two children. Elmer works for 
Ford Motor Company as a pattern maker, in the tool and 
die building. He has been with Ford for thirty-six years 
and lives in Allen Park, Mich. 

Lloyd married, and has four children. Lloyd also 
works for Ford Motor Company as a tool and die maker, 
at the Ypsilanti Ford Plant. He has been with Ford for 
thirty-three years and lives in Milan, Mich. 

The Ted Denhard Family 
Theodore (Ted) came with his parents from the 

U.S.A. to Dakota Siding, Manitoba, where they farmed 
for a short time. From there his parents came to Silver 
Bay and took up a homestead. 

In 1912 he was one of the first young lads to attend 
the opening of the Silver Bay School, where he took all 
his schooling. He later married Jane Bonwick and shortly 
after moved to Detroit, Michigan, but only remained 
there a short time. They came back and settled at Silver 
Bay, and took up farming. They had five children: 

Theodore, married Helen Altman. They have one 
child and live at Silver Bay. 

Marion, married Oscar Dzendzara. They have two 
children and live in North Kildonan, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. 

Orville, married Grace Hiebert. They and their two 
children also live in Winnipeg, (East Kildonan). 

Viola, married Lloyd Kiesman. They have four 
children and live in Ashern. 

Alvin is single, and makes his home in Ashern. 
Ted passed away in December 1958 at age fifty three. 

Mrs. Denhard lives on the farm in Ashern. She has nine 
grandchildren. 



The Finney Family 
by Disa 

My grandparents, Fridfinnur Johannesson and Thor
dis (nee: Kernested, daughter of Krist jan and Thorbjorg 
Kernested) came from Iceland around 1875-6. They 
managed a small grocery store in Winnipeg, I believe on 
Sargent. Because people found it hard to pronounce 
"Johannesson" he changed his name to "Finney", taken 
from his first name. 

They had two sons, my father, Wilhelm Alex, and 
Larus both were born in Winnipeg. 

My father was ten years old and Lams four when 
they lost their parents. 

My father was brought up by a friend of the family 
Tryggvi Bjerring in Winnipeg, and Lams was brought up 
by his Aunt Thorbjorg Kernested (Mrs. Krist jan 
Paulson) of Gimli. 

When my father was in his twenties, he moved to The 
Narrows and lived with his Uncle Paul Kernested. It was 
there that he met my mother, Gudny Hallson. She was 
the daughter of Solvieg and Hallus Hallson who settled 
at The Narrows between Alec Freeman's farm and Paul 
Kernested's in 1892. 

My mother was nine years old when she came to 
Canada with her parents from Iceland, and she well 
remembered the hardships endured on the crossing. My 
mother had three sisters, Sigurlen (married Gudmundur 
Sigurdson), Jonina (married Sigurdur Sigurdson). 
Solvieg, and one brother Hallur were left in Iceland. 

My mother lived at The Narrows for seventeen years, 
working beside her father, fishing, trapping, haying, and 
anything else that had to be done. 

In 1909 my father, Thorvaldur and Benedikt Krist
janson went north on the west side of Lake Manitoba to 
look for a suitable place to homestead. When they 
reached Asham Point (Bay End, P.O.) they felt that 
they had found what they were looking for. There were 
hay lands, and two and one half miles away, Big Island, 
would be good fishing grounds. 

Mother and Father were married there in 1910 and 
lived there until their passing. 

Our first home was very small, but as the family 
grew, so did the house. In 1918 a large two storey log 
house was built; the floors were rough and slivery. To 
give you an idea of the upstairs floor; there was a large 
knot we could pull out and we could see what went on 
downstairs when we were sent to bed early. 

On Christmas Eve, Dad always left a small lamp 
burning. He told us little elves came and danced in the 
night, so of course we would want to see them; out came 
the knot. We found out Santa didn't come, only Mother 
and Dad filled our stockings with oranges, apples and 
candy. 

This two storey house contained three rooms upstairs, 
and a living room downstairs; a kitchen was built on 
later. 

In the winter, the door between the living room and 
kitchen would always be closed at night. This was so the 
heat from the heater in the living room could be sent up
stairs. I remember breaking ice off the top of the water 
pail, so we could wash in the morning before going to 
school. Mother always had a tub of snow melting on the 
heater in the living room for the day's washing, so we 
always had warm water on hand. 
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In 1938 we had our log house sided on the outside and 
lathed and plastered on the inside, and new good floors 
put in. Our Uncle Larus who was a painter by trade, 
painted the house inside and out. We were all very happy 
with our surroundings now. 

But in March 1939 our house burnt to the ground. We 
were able to save only a few things that were downstairs. 
Everything upstairs, including beds, bedding, and all our 
clothing burnt. It didn't take long for the whole com
munity to gather the necessities for us, beds, bedding 
and clothing came from all around. An old shanty was 
skidded in from our closest neighbor. There Mother and 
Dad slept and this shanty was used as a kitchen and din
ing room. The rest of the family slept in granaries and 
cabooses, which had been used for fishing. 

Plans were immediately made for the building of a 
new house. The rough lumber was hauled across the lake 
by a barge from Asi Freeman's mill in Gypsumville. The 
carpenter, Herman Helgason came from Ashern on the 
cream boat which travelled Lake Manitoba, and docked 
at Silver Bay. Alain Boulbria was on that cream boat for 
some years. The basement was made by Olaf Larson and 
his son Algot, with help from all of us who placed stones 
and mixed cement. There were always ten to fifteen men 
working, and Herman was kept busy just cutting the 
lengths and making rafters. Herman charged $3.00 a 
day; he received a cheque for $100.00 in all for his labor. 
The Larsons were paid. The rest was free labor. The 
house was sided on the outside, wooden lathed and 
plastered inside. The house was 26' x 36' plus an 8' x 4' all 
windowed veranda. The total cost of the house was $1,-
300.00. We moved into the new house, the end of July 
1939. 

In 1941 our new house was struck by lightning. 
Mother, Lauga, and Lams were in the house at the time. 
They were in quite a state of shock, but not injured. The 
lightning went out the screen door and killed the dog. It 
caused considerable damage to every corner, which had 
metal lath, and started a fire at the entrance where it hit. 
Lauga and Larus were able to put it out. The rest of the 
family were out in the hayfield. 

We had our own electric lights in the new house, sup
plied by large glass batteries in the basement, kept charg
ed up with a wind charger. 

Our first car was a Model T bought in 1928, and our 
first gas washing machine was bought in 1938. 

I n our family there were six boys and four girls, -
listed as follows, oldest to youngest: 

Larus Krist jan, married Louise Petillion, they had 
one daughter Judith. They operated a store in Ste. 
Amelie. Louise deceased Sept. 6, 1968, burial in Ste. 
Amelie cemetery. Larus remarried to Violet in 1973. 

Hallus, married Martha Monteyne. He served in the 
Canadian Army in World War II and the rest of the time 
he ranched in Asham Point, till 1973 when he moved to 
Ste. Rose. Hallus deceased February 11, 1976, burial in 
Ste. Rose Cemetery. 

Fridfinnur Alex, married Luella Johnson Finney. 
They have one child, Norman. They are still ranching in 
Asham Point. 

Thorbjorg, married Sigurdur Sigurdson, son of Bjar
ni and Bjorg Sigurdson. They had four sons, Johnny, 
Kenneth, Bjarni, and Gudjon. They ranched in Lonely 
La ke district. Sigurdur deceased in 1949 and Thorbjorg 



deceased March 1967. Both are buried in the Hola 
Cemetery in Asham Point. 

Gudjon, married Luella Johnson. They had four 
children: Wilhelm, Beverley, Lyle and Darlene. They 

Mr. alld Mrs. A/ex Finney Sr, 1946, 

LeJi 10 rig/II: T/zorbiorg, Thordis. M01/zer Finney, Sigur/aug and 
S'igllrlin Finn!!y, 

Finll!!) , house buill in 1939, 
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Lejl /IJ righl: Gudjol1, O/arllr, Hallur. Alex alld Lams Finne} •. 

ranched first in Cayer, and moved back to the home 
place in Asham Point in 1953. Gudjon deceased 
November 18, 1955, burial in Hola cemeterv in Asham 
Point. ' 

Olafur Marino, married Joyce Belle. They adopted 
one boy Robin and a girl Diane. They resided in B.C. 
where Olafur was a foreman in the lumber mill in Vic
toria. He served in the Royal Canadian Air Force in 
World War II. Olafur deceased February 9, 1973, burial 
in Victoria Cemetery. 

Thordis Sigurlin Solvieg, married Alain Boulbria. 
They had two children, Anna and Louis. They ranched in 
Wapah, then moved to Ste. Rose. 

Sigurstien born in 1922 died of diphtheria at the age 
of two years. 

Thordis Fridfinna, married Krist jan Jonasson. They 
had three children - Gudny, Arnthor and Krist jan. They 
ranched in the Silver Bay district. Krist jan deceased 
September 7, 1971 at the age of 59, burial in the Betel 
Cemetery in Silver Bay. 

Sigurlaug Violet married Joseph Warrener. They 
have four children: Carolyne, Joseph, Keith and Daniel. 
They are ranching in the Lonely Lake district. 

Our father, Wilhelm Alex, born January 21, 1883, de
ceased at a young age of sixty-five in the summer of 1948 
and our mother born December 24, 1883 deceased in the 
spring of 1966 at the age of eighty-three. Both are buried 
in Hola Cemetery in Asham Point. 

I must mention the Ben Kristjanson family, who were 
Mother and Dad's closest neighbors, when we lived at 
Asham Point. They lived just a half mile from our place. 

I can remember Mother crying for days, when Krist
jansons moved to Red Deer Point, Winnipegosis. Mother 
missed as there was not a day went by that they did 
not visit one another. They would sometimes agree to 
meet half-way. So each would set out. They would knit 
and chat over a cup of coffee. 

Another incident, I recall my parents talking about, 
was when Runa Kristjanson became very ill. She was 
bundled up into a cutter, and hauled by six men, as it was 
just freeze-up time, and the ice was too thin for horses. 
They had to go eighteen miles across the lake to Steep 
Rock, where she was put on the train I'or Winnipeg, as 
there was no doctor available. Her appendix had rup
tured. I am glad to say Runa survived the ordeal. My 
father was one of the men who helped to bring her to 
Steep Rock. 



Joel and Kristbjorg Gislason 
by Kristin Gislason 

Joe! and Kristbjorg Gislason were born in Iceland; 
Joel at a place called Bakki near Husavik Iceland and 
Kristbjo:g in Re~kjadal, ~celand. They i~migrat~d to 
Canada In 1900 with a family of two boys and three girls, 
also Grandmother Adalbjorg Bjornsdottir. One son 
Julius stayed in Iceland with the Reverend Bjor~ 
Thoriakson, a relative of Dad's. 

Dad and M.oth.er arrived in Winnipeg on August 2, 
1900. From WInnIpeg they went to Baldur, Manitoba 
and then to a place called Bru, not far from Cyprus 
River, also in Manitoba. J 

During the first years in Canada, Dad worked for 
farmers in the area, and the children attended Hola 
school, which was a distance of about five miles from our 
home. It was a i?ng walk, and there was no other way but 
to walk. The children attended Grund Church and Sun
day SchooL The two boys were confirmed in Grund 
Church. While at Bru, three girls were born. Sessilja on 
February 12, 1902, Elin on April 24, 1904, and Rosa in 
August 1906. Now we were a family of nine children. The 
oldest boy, Bjorn was working for local farmers. In 1907 
Dad moved to Baldur with the family, where he man
aged a farm for Mr. Johnson. The children were now 
close to Baldur school, the church and Sunday SchooL 
Dad and Mother lost baby Rosa and not long after, 
Grandmother passed away. My brother, Gisli was born 
at Baldur. 

. I n ~ 91 0 Dad filed on a homestead at Moosehorn Bay, 
whIch IS now known as Silver Bay, on the east shore of 
Lake Manitoba. The homestead was on the S.E.1;4 of 5-
26~8"Y. We moved there in May, 1910, from Baldur, via 
WinnIpeg and Oak Point, by train. Dad hired John 
Reykdal to take Mother and us girls and Gisli to 
Moosehorn Bay to the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. Th. 
Jonasson. Dad and my brother Bjorn drove the cattle and 
also brought the furniture. Mode of transportation - a 
team of oxen. 

The first night on our way north, we stopped at the 
h?me of Mr. and Mrs. Hallson, where we stayed oyer
mght. The next morning the journey continued, and the 
next stopping place was the Forsyth home. We also 
stopped at Gowler's on our way north. We had almost 
come to the end of our journey, when we came across two 
fellows with milk pails going out to milk the cows. Me. 
Reykdal jumped from the democrat and went to talk to 
these men. Soon he came back all smiles and said we 
were on the right road. These two fellows were 
Icelanders, Olafur Magnusson and Thorstein Isdal. Soon 
after this incident, we arrived at Bjorn Jonasson's and 
were made welcome by Bjorn and his wife, Kristjana. We 
were to stay there until Dad had a house built on the 
ho~estea? A few days later Dad and our brother Bjorn, 
arnyed With the cattle. Now work began to build the log 
house. This was across the creek from J onassons. 
Building the ~ouse was a tedious job, as all the logs had 
to be sawn Into lumber at McArthur's sawmill. The 
McArthurs had moved away before we came to 
Moosehorn Bay. 

Before the house was completed, lime was needed for 
the plaster. The only thing to do was burn their own lime, 
so they built a lime kiln. The farmers co-operated and 

... .I 
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built a kiln. They took turns in keeping the fire going 
both day and night. At last the lime was ready and each 
set~ler got his share, enough to use to plaster and 
whitewash each house. The kiln was built on Mr. 
lonasson's farm. 

We finally moved into the new house, which was built 
of logs and which was different from the home at Baldur 
but it was our home. Our nearest neighbor was the Bior~ 
Jonasson family. To the north was the James Matheson 
family. Mr. Matheson had a small store and was the post 
master. The Moosehorn Bay Post Office was in the 
Matheson h?me. Shortly after, Dad became post master, 
the post office was moved to our home. Dad remained 
post master until he died in 1934. Another family who 
lived not far from Mathesons was Fred Bonwick: Mr. 
and Mrs. Ross Matheson lived north-east from our farm. 
These families were the only people living close when we 
came in 1910. To get to our farm, you had to take the 
Fairford Trail east of Jonasson's farm, across the swamp 
by the little Moosehorn Lakes and come up on the east 
side. There was no bridge across the creek, - that was 
built later. After building the house, water was necessary. 
s? a well had to be dug. This was done by hand. using a 
pIck and shovel. Dad did not have to dig down many feet 
before he struck good water. Next, hay had to be put up 
and barns built for the animals. Logs had to be cut and 
hauled home for the barns and chicken house. Wood also 
had to be cut and hauled home for firewood. Wood was 
plentiful, but of course, it all had to be cut by axe or saw. 

About this time Walter joined the family. He had 
been working at Baldur and could not leave when Dad 
and Mother moved. In the fa!! of 1910 and earlv 1911 
settlers came and every quarter section had some~ne liv~ 
ing there. On some sections there were families with 
children and on others there were bachelors. All did not 
stay. Things gradually improved. 

Bill Monkman still carried the mail from Scotch Bay 
to Fairford. Although the railroad had come through, 
there were no post offices nor had the postal department 
any contract with the C.N .R. As soon as that came 
through, post offices were opened at Ashern and 
elsewhere, and Mr. Monkman quit the mail route. 

In 1912 a school was built on the farm of Mr. George 
Denhard. The school was opened in the fall of 1912. The 
first teacher was Miss Jennie Bardarson from Baldur. 
She boarded at our home. 

I must mention here a tragedy. A road was being built 
a quarter of a mile from our home. Manv men were 
working on this, as road building was do'ne by men, 
horses and scrapers. This day. Mrs. Gudmundson, who 

Gisiasoll's IlOme made stack mover. 



Mr. and Mrs. Joel Gislasoll. 

lived half a mile south of our place, came running and 
told Dad and Mother that her husband had met with an 
accident. He had been cutting hay and had got off the 
mower to see what the trouble was. As he was working in 
front of the cutting bar, something startled the horses. As 
a result his leg was badly cut to the bone. Dad told us 
children to run to where the men were working and ask 
them to come and help. Many of the men owned fine 
horses. The roadmaster called his men and sent them to 
help. Some drove to Ashern to get first aid, others went 
to the Gudmundson farm to help there. They managed to 
stop the bleeding by the time Mr. Allan arrived from 
Ashern. The bone had to be set. Mr. Allan had this man 
taken to Winnipeg to a hospital; however, he died of his 
injuries. 

I remember people taking mail at our place from 
Weedy Point, from Ashern, Moosehorn and other places 
north and south. All this changed when mail started com
ing north by train. At that time Moosehorn was called 
8th Siding and Ashern 7th siding. When mail started 
coming by train the post office department gave out a 
contract to haul mail between Ashern and Moosehorn 
Bay. Mr. J. Matheson was the first mail carrier. Later 
Dad had the contract for many years, then Leonard 
Geisler, and then my brother Gisli. 

The similarity of Moosehorn Bay and Moosehorn 
was very confusing. Mixup in mail often occurred, so a 
few years later a meeting was held to change the name of 
the Moosehorn Bay Post Office. Mr. Bjorn Jonasson 
suggested calling it SI L VER BAY. They all agreed, so 
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they wrote to the Post Master General at Ottawa and ex
plained their reason for the change. This was accepted, 
the name quickly changed and the school district as well 
as the post office was known as Silver Bay. 

There were other problems: when there was a death in 
the district, there was no cemetery. The congregation had 
to have one. A meeting was called and many settlers 
attended. Mr. Bjorn Jonasson offered to donate land on 
his homestead for a cemetery, to be used for the Betel 
Congregation. This offer was gratefully accepted, and in 
1932 the congregation bought a small church and moved 
it to the Betel cemetery, where it stands to-day. There 
was no one in Ashern who sold coffins, so Dad and Mr. 
Freeman Freemanson were asked to make a coffin for 
the lady who died. 

When we first moved to the homestead, people who 
wanted to cross the creek would come into the bay and 
wave a white flag, Dad or some of the boys would go 
down to the lake and row across the creek to bring who 
ever was on the other side, and would row them back 
when they were ready, as there was no bridge. A bridge 
was eventually built. Roads also were being built. Then 
the war of 1914-18 broke out; all road work came to a 
standstill. That was a draw-back to the settlement. 
Julius, my brother, arrived in Canada in 1914, from 
Iceland, and after working here and there came home to 
help Dad and Mother on the farm. 

Mother had Sunday school in our home for the 
Icelandic neighbor children. She had Sunday school from 
1917 up to the time of her death in 1925. My brother 



Sella and Runa Gis/asol/ seamillg lIets, 1916. 

Julius and Gisli Gis/asoll. This /ea/lt Jack alld George hauled mail 
fr01l1 Ashern to Silver Bay for 1I1any years. 

Sawmill owned and operated by Walter GI~~lasoll and George 
Denhard. Left to right: Gisli Gislasoll, Mrs. J. K. Reykda/, Dafof!. 
Sask. Kristin and Sella Gislasol/. 

Flood water 011 road from Gisiasolls 10 the lake. Julius Oil tractor. 
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Bjorn enlisted in the army Qn February 2, 1916. He 
joined the 222 Overseas Battalion Southern Manitoba 
Lions and trained at Camp Hughs that same year. His 
battalion was sent overseas and after Christmas, to the 
battlefield~ He was killed in action on August 22, 1917. 
Now all young men of military age were conscripted. 

About this time there were many changes, as some of 
the settlers had moved away. My sister Jonina, married 
J. A. Reykdal and moved to Dafoe, Saskatchewan to 
live. Gisli and Elin were still going to school in 1920. 
Gudrun Vigfusson Hal1son taught the Silver Bay School 
and boarded at our place. Around this time a telephone 
line was built from Ashern to Silver Bay and the pay sta
tion was in our home. The telephone was indeed a 
necessity. Many people came to use the phone and we 
would take messages for others. Our home was a public 
place, what with the post office and telephone. 

Walter and Julius worked for farmers in both 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They came home in the 
fall, and fished in the winter. Sessilja, my sister, did 
domestic work for different families. 

Now horses and cabooses had taken the place of dog 
teams on the lake. 

Walter hauled and gathered the fresh fish for Biddi 
Methusalemson who was a fish buyer at Ashern. On one 
of these trips, Walter was firing up the heater in the 
caboose. As they used gasoline lanterns, he was carrying 
a small tin of gasoline. This morning the gas ignited and 
exploded; Walter was badly burned. Dr. Peake was called 
and he had Walter taken to Ashern to the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. B. Methusalemson, where he stayed until his 
burns healed. 

As Julius, my brother, was a fisherman, Dad had to 
manage the farm chores with the help of Gisli, who was 
twelve years old. Gisli would haul the hay and help Dad 
with the work on the farm. 

Entertainment in the early days was mainly dances, 
box socials and church services whenever a minister came 
to the district. These church services were held in private 
homes and later in the school house. The school house 
was the meeting place for social events, Christmas con
certs etc. One of the good sports in the spring was sucker 
snaring in the creek. Just try snaring suckers as they are 
swimming up the creek and you know what fun the young 
fellows had. 

We, like many others, had quite a struggle during the 
depression, but we managed. Often we had very little, as 
what we had to sell, such as produce and wool, was worth 
little, price wise. 

Father died on January 10, 1934. He left the 
homestead to Julius. I took over the post office and re
mained post mistress until 1954 when the post office was 
closed. 

After Mother died, Sessilja and Elin managed the 
home for Dad and we all worked the farm together, when 
not working for others. In 1940 my brothers, Julius and 
Gisli built a house on the homestead. Herman Helgason 
was the carpenter and others helped. Mike Skaftfeld did 
the stucco and plaster work. They had it wired for elec
tricity and had their own lighting plant until the hydro 
came some years later. That year Gisli met with an acci
dent - the horses ran away while we were raking hay. 
An x-ray showed he had a broken hip. Dr. Walkin sent 
him to Winnipeg, so Gisli was laid up all that summer. 



Julius and Sessilja with hired help, put up all the hay for 
the animals. 

Walter worked for the Siglunes Municipality building 
and grading roads. On one of these jobs he broke his leg 
and was in St. Boniface Hospital for a long time. 

During the last war, Elin my sister, worked in Ottawa 
Civil Service. 

Gisli and Julius had a threshing machine and did 
threshing for the neighboring farmers in the fall. This left 
the farm work, feeding calves, milking cows and other 
work to Sessilja and me. We also seamed nets for the 
fishermen, did Red Cross sewing, and boarded the 
teachers. 

Julius and Gisli bought more land and had a brush 
cutting outfit come to do the clearing, then they worked 
the land and grew grain. My brothers made themselves a 
stack-mover, but later bought a factory made one to 
haul the hay stacks home. 

The year Lake Manitoba flooded, the water rose so 
high all the fields and low land was flooded as well as 
roads. People in cars and trucks were continually stuck. 
Both Julius and Gisli were often called out at all hours, to 
pull the vehicles out. They had a caterpillar tractor, 
which was the only way they were able to do this. The 
lake level eventually went down, though there have been 
storms when the lake water came up to our front yard. 
Many times we would not have been able to get the milk 
cows home for milking if it had not been for our little 
black dog, He would swim across the slough and 
sort out the cattle and bring the cows home. He swam 
among them to keep them from crowding. 

In 1967 Julius and Gisli sold the farm and we moved 
to Ashern, where we built a new home. We had many 
good friends and neighbors during the fifty-seven years 
we lived at Silver Bay. 

My sister Runa, passed away September 18, 1949. 
She had lived in Winnipeg for a number of years. Elin 
passed away in June 1961. Mrs. J. A. Reykdal (Jonina) 
passed away July 1968. In 1971 Julius passed away in 
the Lakeshore General Hospital in Ashern. Walter died 
January 23, 1972 in Lakeshore General Hospital Ashern, 
as did Sessilja on October 25, 1974. 

Now there are only two of the ten Gislason children 
left - Gisli, the youngest, and I, Kristin. 

While on the farm we boarded the following teachers 
who taught at Silver Bay school; Mrs. Jeffery, Helen 
Roscoe Monty, Harry Warwick, David Loewen, Robert 
Beswatherick, Tom Ladabruk, H. H. Demerset, Jean 
Happychuk, Agnes Oswath. 

J ames and Margaret Graham 
James and Margaret Graham came from Scotland in 

1914, with their two children Jim and Jenny and settled in 
Newdale. In the fall of 1916, Mr. and Mrs. Graham, and 
Jim moved to the Silver Bay district and rented a farm 
from Mark Snyder. Jenny came in 1917. They stayed un
til 1923 then returned to Newdale. James died October 2, 
1956 and Margaret died February 8, 1970. 

Jenny and George Ditchfield were married in 1922, 
and farmed in the Silver Bay district until 1962 when 

took sick. He passed away May 9, 1962. 
Jenny moved to Moosehorn and lived there until 

1974. She now resides in the Pioneer Manor in Ashern, 
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and still enjoys visiting, attending Leisure Club, sew
ing, bingo, etc. 

George and Jenny had two girls - Rose and Doreen. 
Rose is Mrs. Wayne Bates of Clandeboye, and has 

three boys and two girls. 
Doreen lives in Winnipeg. 

Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Isdal 
by S. Thorlacius 

Thorstein and his wife Thordis came in 1909 and set
tled on N.W. 17-25-8. They lived there a few years and 
moved to B.c. They had two children. 

The Jonassons of Silver Bay 
by Maria H. Sigurdson 

My parents, Kristjana (Petursson) Jonasson, and 
Bjorn Th. Jonasson were born in Myvatnssviet, Iceland 
in the 1880's. The country of Iceland as a whole had ex
perienced many hard years as a result of volcanic erup
tions. The lava and fall out of volcanic ash had destroyed 
pasture and winter feed for animals. Winters were severe 
during these years with heavy snow fall. In many cases 
large numbers of sheep died. Sheep were the mainstay of 
the people both as food and for clothing. My grand
parents - Sigurgeir and Maria Petursson and Thorlakur 
and Kristrun Jonasson, felt the future looked bleak and 
lacked promise, particularly for their children's educa
tion and job opportunities in the years ahead. 

In the spring of 1893, the two families therefore, sold 
their properties and set out for Canada "the land of 
hope and promise". They were members of a group of 
approximately 200 people, all of whom emigrated from 
the same district. The summer of 1893 is still referred to 
by some of the older relatives as the "great blood
letting". Canada was the unknown and clearly they did 
not expect to hear from - let alone see any of their loved 
ones again. Happily, this did not prove true. 
Correspondence was regularly kept up, and in later years 
many return visits to Iceland were made. 

Upon arrival by ship at the eastern shore of Canada 
in August 1893, the Petursons and Jonassons - indeed 
the whole group, proceeded by train to Winnipeg. Within 
a short time my respective grandparents went on by train 
to the Municipality of Argyle and settled near the village 
of Baldur, Manitoba. My father's family (there were 
seven children) remained and farmed in the Baldur area 
until 1909. 

Within a matter of ten days or so, they established 
their children of school age in school - after all educa
tion for their children was one of their main reasons for 
coming to this country. The two eldest children Petrea 
and Benedict who were in their late teens, obtained work 
to help out with expenses. My Aunt Frida, my father 
Bjorn and Uncle Krist jan went to school. As they did not 
know a word of English, they found it difficult at first. 
They said they quickly learned the language, as a means 
of survival among the other children if nothing else. My 
Aunt Vala and Uncle Jonas were still too young to attend 
school. 

My mother Kristjana Petursson's family consisted of 
her father Sigurgeir Petursson, step-mother Maria, 
brothers Arnthor and Geirfinnur and half sisters, Begga 



(nine months) and Freda (two and a half years old), when 
the family arrived in Canada. 

The family spent the first winter near Baldur, but the 
following spring (1894) my grandfather moved his fami
ly, possessions and livestock by old fashioned covered 
wagon to The Narrows district of Lake Manitoba. This 
journey is well described in my Uncle Geirfinnur 
Petursson's book - History of The Narrow's Settle
ment. 

My Grandfather Petursson longed to live beside a 
lake and to fish, both for home consumption and com
mercial purposes. He also intended to raise livestock -
both cattle, sheep and horses. He located on the east side 
of Lake Manitoba about three miles south of The 
Narrows. There he farmed (and fished) until his retire
ment around 1920. The last fifteen years that the family 
lived there were marred by a tragedy in 1905. The elder 
son Arnthor was drowned near The Narrows. 

My mother, Kristjana, being the eldest, went out to 
work at age thirteen - the same summer as they arrived 
at The Narrows. She worked first for an English speak
ing family who lived just across the lake. She worked 
long hours and it was hard work. The wages almost non
existent. There she continued to learn English. Later she 
went to Winnipeg, still in her early teens, to work. She 
was eventually able to take a course in tailoring and 
worked at this and sewing complete wardrobes for 
various women, for a number of years. Most of her 
summers she spent at home helping her parents. To get 
there she had to travel by train from Winnipeg to West
bourne and from there by steam boat to her home. The 
large boat was met by a row boat just out from shore. 
Then the steam boat continued north on Lake Manitoba 
dropping off supplies to the few settlers already there, 
I believe close to Gypsumville (as it was later named). 
The boat brought back lumber and lime on its return 
journey. 

My father, who grew up in the Baldur district, was a 
pioneer at heart and decided to explore the north country 
around Lake Manitoba. To this end he came to Petersons 
in 1907 and worked for my grandfather for close to a 
year. There he met my mother. They were both in their 
mid twenties by this time. During that year they became 
engaged. . 

Accordingly, Father started to look for a homestead 
of his own. He went by sailboat from The Narrows north 
along the east shore of Lake Manitoba, looking for 
suitable land along the lake. He loved to tell us about this 
trip and how he felt as the boat rounded the point where 
he first saw "The Bay". The sun was shining, the water 
and the silvery sand shimmering in the sun light. It was a 
beautiful sight and he said, "This has to be Silver Bay]" 
This is how Silver Bay got its name, even though the bay 
is still designated on maps as Moosehorn Bay. 

My father went on shore where he found a natural 
opening in the heavily bush lined lake bank and walked 
inland, considering the possibility of building a home 
there. The opening where he went ashore is still there 
directly in front of where the house still stands. 

Finding the lay of the land to his liking, with its bush 
lined but large openings, he decided to take a 
"homestead" there. This is still known as W. V2 sec. 32-
Ts25-R8. He next set about making plans to build a 
house and put up hay for his few head of livestock. He 
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had help with this, and by fall had the house for the most 
part complete, a shelter up for his livestock, as well as 
hay for the winter. 

He returned to Baldur in the late fall, and my mother 
and he were married there on October 23rd, 1908. 
Following their wedding, they went by train to Oakpoint, 
which was the end of the railway line at that time. From 
there they proceeded by "one horse sulkey" north to my 
mother's old home - Petersons a distance of more 
than sixty miles. 

The weather was cold and damp, it being the last 
week in October. My parents often referred to this as the 
worst and most uncomfortable trip they had ever taken. 
Their honeymoon, at that! As night fell there was a heavy 
fog. They lost their directions, there was no trail. They 
had to spend the night in the uncomfortable sulkey. At 
dawn the fog lifted and they discovered they were but one 
mile from Petersons! They lost no time getting there and 
had a most welcome breakfast. 

After a few days rest, they proceeded to Silver Bay, 
taking up residence on their homestead. They lived there 
for the rest of their lives. Thus, they became the first 
Icelandic couple to settle in what became the Silver Bay 
District. 

There was a heavy bush area extending approximate
ly from where Thorlacius' old home is, past Sigurdson's 
point and into what became the Ralph Connor School 
district. A devastating bush fire swept this whole area in 
the summer of 1910. The Fairford Trail wound through 

Mr. and Mrs. Bjorn Jonasson and sons, Amlllar and Krist jan 
(1915). 



part of this bush area, and it was my father's misfortune 
to be returning home along the trail from Petersons. He 
had gone there to meet his mother, who had arrived from 
Westbourne by boat. She was coming to spend some time 
with my parents before going to Dafoe, Saskatchewan to 
join her husband and son who had established a farm 
there the year before. 

My father was driving a democrat and a lively team 
of horses. Without warning, they were suddenly almost 
surrounded by the bush fire. My father hurried the 
horses, who were frightened, trying to get to a deep 
slough of water he knew was just ahead. A "single tree" 

. broke on the democrat, and it was with great difficulty he 
managed to unhitch and control the team, caught my 
grandmother in his arms and ran to the slough. Their 
clothing was singed and so were the horses feet, but they 
were safe. The democrat, luggage and contents were 
burned - a total loss. 

The Fairford Trail passed about one-half mile south 
of our old house. Mail came through once in two weeks, 
driven by Bill Monkman with a horse and buggy. He was 
always a welcome sight to my parents, as often he was the 
only other person they saw for weeks and months on end. 
The mail, too, was their sale connection with the outside 
world. The first two years were lonely and isolated for my 
parents. 

In 1910, more people moved into the area - the 
Gislason family among others. They became our closest 
neighbors settling one mile north of our place along 
what later became the Silver Bay road. At that time there 
was no bridge across the creek leading to the lake. Cross
ing was in shallow water along the reef just north of 
where the bridge now stands. The bridge was not built un
til after 1912 - I do not know the date. 

It was evident that a school must be provided. In 1912 
a school was built through the combined efforts of local 
men - Mr. Reginald Perry being the main carpenter. 
The School District of Silver Bay # 1609 was thus formed 
and school opened in 1912. The first school board was 
composed of: Mr. James Matheson Sr., as secretary
treasurer, Mr. Denhard Sr., and my father Bjorn 
Jonasson as trustees. He served on that school board un
til the late 1930's and as "people's auditor" for a number 
of years after that. 

The lake and beautiful beach fulfilled its promise that 
my father felt it held when he first saw it. One of my 
parent's dearest wishes was to share the lovely beach and 
opportunities for swimming with their neighbors. They 
made this known, and so over the muddy trails and later 
muddy clay roads, people came first by horses and 
lumber wagon, later buggies and democrats, and still 
later in Model T cars. They came on Sunday afternoons. 

This practice continued during all my years of grow
ing up beside the lake. In the 1920's people from Ashern 
lived in tents for a few weeks in summer beside the beach. 
Of these I remember the Schwartz family from Ashern 
- who still own cottages by the lake. 

In summer, this was our main social life. There were 
always softball games following a "swim" after which 
my mother would invite everyone in for the inevitable 
coffee party. She enjoyed doing this, and kept up this 
practice for many years. 

In the late 1930's these people - friends - who had 
been coming to the beach for many years (mostly from 
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Ashern) as well as some of our closest neighbors in the 
district, showed their appreciation to my parents - to all 
my family - by presenting us with a beautiful dining 
room suite and lovely dinner set. I still cherish some of 
those pieces to this day. 

Here I would like to return to the year 1911 and state 
that my brother Arnthor was born June 13th of that year. 
Krist jan was born December 10, 1912 and I followed in 
February of 1918. This then was our family. We enjoyed 
a happy childhood, rich in the security of our parents love 
and guidance. We were fortunate too, in having loving 
relatives grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and a 
host of friends. Our greatest joy was when we were all 
able to gather together and enjoy ourselves even 
though this might only be once or twice a year! 

I even look back on the "Depression" years or the 
"dirty-thirties" as they were for so many, with fond 
memories and no feeling of being deprived of anything. 
Those were my teen-age years. We were indeed, very 
lucky. 

When my brothers were old enough, they attended 
Sunday School at Gislasons, which was conducted by 
Mrs. Gislason and her daughters. When they were of 
school-age they attended Silver Bay School, riding their 
own ponies - Blesi and Grani (or Smart as he was also 
called). Blesi was an Icelandic pony - stubborn but 
smart. From stories I have heard it was as well the ponies 
had "good horse-sense", as the boys were young and 
wanted to go "fast". Later my brother Kriss and I drove 
these same ponies as a team on a sleigh in winter - a 
buggy in summer. As some of the other school children 
drove horses, there was known to be the odd horse race 
from the school the half mile south to Silver Bay road -
sometimes with near disastrous results! Happy days! 

For a few summers in the late 1930's and early 1940's 
my brothers had a "concession booth" beside the lake on 
Sundays and when there was an occasional Saturday 
night dance. An open-air platform was originally built by 
two Ashern men approximately on the lake bank, and 
next to where Mrs. Johanneson's cabin now stands. 
Arnthor helped provide the music while Kriss and I tend
ed the "booth". We sold chocolate bars, pop, gum and 
sometimes hot dogs. This was not really a profitable 
business, especially if we happened to order two (5 
gallon) containers of ice-cream for a scheduled picnic and 
the weather failed to co-operate. It rained all day - but 
our pigs ate well next day! 

Arnthor was confirmed alone in our home in the late 
summer of 1925. That fall he went to Winnipeg, staying 
with our aunts (the Jonassons of 693 Banning St.). He 
attended Daniel McIntyre School taking his grade IX. 
Next year he spent some months at Jon Bjarnason 
Academy. During his Winnipeg stay he was fortunate to 
be able to take piano lessons for a few months from a 
relative - Ragnar H. Ragnar a well known music 
teacher at that time. Music became Arnthor's greatest 
and most satisfying love. When he returned home he 
missed his music very much. Pianos were too expensive 
but he was able to buy a banjo. This he taught himself to 
play through instructions sent for by mail. He became a 
good banjo player, enjoying it very much and often play
ing for local dances with other musical accompaniment. 

In addition to his music he was active in community 
affairs, including a Young People's Club which 



flourished in the 1930's. He was a hard working man, 
strong both in character and in build, quiet and reserved 
in manner but sensitive and considerate of others. 
Altogether he had a very progressive attitude. 

Along with Krist jan they gave off their energies to the 
farm proudly watching it prosper. In the summer of 
1943, they initiated a complete renovation of the old 
house - inside and out - making it into a lovely home 
complete with electricity - 32 volt. 

At this time Arnthor was able to buy a piano. Every 
spare moment he had he spent practicing, becoming very 
good at playing classical music. One of my joys is the 
memory of piano music flowing through the house. It 
was one of our greatest sorrows that he could enjoy this, 
as well as the fruits of his labors for only two short years 
until his death in January 1945. 

My other brother Kriss attended Silver Bay School, 
completing his Grade IX. He had worked and continued 
to work on the farm from an early age. As well as the 
usual farm work, he took an interest in gardening and 
also mechanics, and repaired implements. 

Kriss worked at harvesting in the fall for a few 
summers away from home, as well as fishing on his own 
on the South Lake for a few winters. Following Arnthor's 
death he took over the farm with my father and remained 
there. 

In the summer of 1952, he met Disa Finney from 
Lonely Lake, on the west side of the lake. The following 
year, May 29th, 1953, they were married in Disa's old 
home with the combined families and many friends 
present. 

To return to my parents, I have already mentioned 
some of the community affairs my father took part in. 
Here I would like to relate what was his longest and 
perhaps his most satisfying work, which was serving as 
councillor for Ward Five for thirty-one years followed by 
twelve years as Reeve of the R.M. of Siglunes until his 
retirement in Decem ber 1961. 

The municipal office was established in Ashern in 
1919 and my father became a member of that first coun
cil. The first concern of this new council was to begin 
road construction. This work, done by local men each in 
their own ward, took many years. It was slow and back 
breaking work as it all had to be done by manual labor. 
They used horse-drawn, hand guided scrapers, scooping 
up day and soil by the side of the proposed road bed and 
driving the scrapers unto the road bed, dum ping their 
load and using the empty scraper to help smooth out the 
clay. This work was actually threefold. In addition to 
building the road, the depressions left by the scooped out 
clay became ditches which acted as drainage systems for 
the many sloughs and swamps. This in turn dried out 
these areas - or at least decreased them, producing 
more arable land for hay meadows and fields. 

My father loved his work on the council during his 43 
years, and made many friends. 

In 1961 he and his brother Jonas visited Iceland and 
all the relatives there for the first time since they had left 
it as children. They spent three months there and in every 
way this trip proved to be a dream come true for them. 

Upon his return, Father officially retired from the 
council in December 1961. 

The following summer (1962) the council and 
municipality in general, honored him with a public recep-
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Bjorn and Krisljana Jonasson with grandchildren. Jana Sigurdson. 
Am/hor and GI/dny JOl1assol1. 

tion in the Legion Hall in Ashern. There were invited 
representatives from the government, and the Union of 
Municipalities as well as many friends of long standing. 
He was presented with a plaque commemorating his 
many years of service to the municipality and a lounging 
chair by the council, as well as other gifts. 

My father was a life time supporter of the Liberal 
party both provincial and federal. He worked hard at 
elections during campaigns for the candidate of his 
choice. 

My father lived a full and active life and enjoyed his 
participation in public affairs. He was a generous man 
with a good sense of humor. He gave freely of himself 
and his time when needed, and it gave him much satisfac
tion when he could lend a helping hand. 

He enjoyed reasonably good health in his retirement 
years. He was able to enjoy a second trip to Iceland in 
1965. 

In 1965 his heart began to trouble him. In February 
1966 he suffered a severe heart attack. He happened to be 
visiting my husband Jon, and myself when this happened. 
He was confined to bed and it gave us deep personal 
satisfaction to be able to care for him for the next two 
months. He was admitted by ambulance to Ashern 
Hospitaljust forty-eight hours before he passed away. He 
died on April 18, 1966 - eighty-two years of age. 

As for my mother she was just that - MY 
MOTHER. She was a wonderfully loving, kind and 
warm hearted person. She liked people and was very 
hospitable - her door being open to all who came to our 
place. She loved serving coffee and lunch or meals to 
visitors and was generous to a fault. She did her share 
with community affairs, providing "baking" and helping 
to serve lunch at gatherings. She was also ready with a 
helping hand or a sympathetic ear if needed. 

She felt that we children should be allowed to enjoy 
local social functions, such as school dances, always ac
companying us until I was almost sixteen years old. Then 
she relegated me to the watchful and eagle eyes of my two 
brothers! No use trying to get away with anything, I 
always say!! 

In 1949 she was able to realize her life long dream -
that of visiting her birth place in Iceland, which she had 



not seen since she was twelve years old. I was thrilled to 
be able to accompany her. She did not wish to travel 
alone. We enjoyed a most memorable and wonderful 
three months in Iceland, visiting in various parts of the 
country with relatives. 

The memories of that trip, together with return visits 
of some of our relatives from Iceland, was a continuing 
source of pleasure to her in her remaining years. 

During the winter of 1951 my mother suffered a 
severe heart attack which left her in failing health for the 
next seven years. My parents continued to live on in their 
home, my sister-in-law and I helping as much as we 
could. 

October 23rd, 1958 marked my parents' fiftieth an
niversary. By then, Mother was very frail and failing 
rapidly. We, Kriss, Disa, Jon and I, were not able to have 
the "open house" type of reception we would have liked. 
Instead we had a private family get-together in honor of 
this occasion. Our relatives came from Kenora, Keewatin 
and Winnipeg. This small celebration gladdened my 
parents very much. However, her heart continued to fail 
and less than two months later on December 18th, 1958, 
she passed away in Ashern Hospital. 

My father continued to live in his house, having his 
meals with Disa and Kriss until less than a year before he 
died. Of his brothers and sisters only my uncle Jonas lives 
at Betel Home, Gimli, as does also my Aunt Begga 
Mother's sister. 

In regard to my own life, particularly that part which 
I spent at Silver Bay, I would, briefly, like to summarize 
it. 

I repeat, I had a happy childhood. It occurs to me 
that besides the influence of my beloved parents and 
brothers, there was another very important influence on 
my early years. This was my grandfather, Sigurgeir 
Petursson. Each year, as early as I can recall, he would 
spend several months at our place. He and his wife had 
moved to Ashern upon their retirement from the farm. 
However, he loved to set a net using a rowboat and catch 
fresh fish, preparing and "smoking" what was not used at 
once. Therefore he usually came as soon as the ice was 
off the lake and the roads passable. 

I attended Silver Bay School until I completed my 
Grade X. I took grades IX and X by correspondence 
course and attended school to keep regular study hours. I 
also received help from my friend and favorite teacher, 
Jessie Smith, who had taught me from Grade 6 on. 

Grade eleven I took at Ashern School and Grade 
twelve at Jon Bjarnason Academy, Winnipeg. 

In January of 1940, I entered Misericordia Hospital, 
Winnipeg, for three years of nurse's training. Following 
my R.N. examinations, I worked at private duty nursing 
in various Winnipeg Hospitals for the next seven years. I 
spent the summers at home helping my mother and 
generally enjoying life at Silver Bay and the beach. 

On March 24th, 1951 I married Jon Sigurdson at the 
First Lutheran Church in Winnipeg. The reception was 
held at my aunt and uncle's home - 693 Banning St. 

Jon grew up in the Ralph Connor district in the fami
ly home at Sigurdon's Point. He worked on the farm un
til he joined the army in 1941. In 1942 he was sent 
overseas for three and one half years. On his return and 
subsequent discharge from the ~rmy, in 1946, he spent 
some time working on his parents' farm. In 1947, he 
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moved to Winnipeg where he bought and operated a taxi
cab business with Veteran's Taxi for about four years, 
owning two cabs with what had become Veteran's Nash 
Co. before he sold the business. 

Following our marriage we lived in Winnipeg for one 
year while Jon continued his business. We have one 
daughter Kristjana, who was born in Winnipeg. 

Jon had always longed to farm on his own. In March 
1952, he sold his taxi business and we moved back to 
Silver Bay. We both felt this would also provide a better 
and more wholesome life for our daughter. 

While Jon was seeking out suitable land to buy for 
our home, we lived at my parents' place for two and a 
half years. Jon worked with my father and Kriss, and I 
kept house with Mother. 

In November 1954, we moved to our own place ap
proximately two and one-half miles north of myoid 
home. We bought three quarters of land extending out to 
the Silver Bay road. The old house which was on the 
place was not liveable so we bought a small house and 
Jon had this moved onto the farm. 

In 1958 the school was completely renovated and was 
like a new building. It was with regret that we saw it 
forced to close in 1964 - again due to lack of required 
number of pupils. The few who were left were transported 
to Ashern School. The next year all small school districts 
were dissolved and our beloved old school was sold and 
moved from its site. 

In 1962 in September I began to work part time as 
nurse at the Siglunes Medical Nursing Unit, Ashern, 
after an absence of twelve years from nursing. Four years 
later, I started to work full time until the end of 
November 1970. 

My husband Jon realized his ambition of owning and 
operating his own farm very successfully. He worked 
very hard breaking and seeding fields of alfalfa and tame 
hay as well as some grain for feed. Our herd of cattle in
creased well over the years. In 1961 we built a large com
fortable house which we enjoyed for ten years. We also 
had a spacious lawn which Jon kept in good condition. 

On September 12, 1970 our daughter Kristjana 
married Gary Dickson of Carberry, Man., at the Grace 
Lutheran Church, Ashern. We welcomed many relatives 
and friends after at a reception in the Centennial Hall. 
Following their marriage Jana and Gary took up 
residence in Winnipeg, where they still live. Gary has his 
Master's degree in Archaeology and following his 
graduation has worked for the Churchill Diversion 
Archaeological Project. 

Jon and I sold our cattle, implements, etc. in October 
that fall and ~ovember we moved back to Winnipeg. 

For the past few years, Jon has had a good job, 
managing a repair shop in connection with a sporting 
goods store. He finds this inside work much easier than 
the cold winter weather working outdoors on the farm, 
and as a result enjoys much better health. 

We own a cottage beside out beloved Silver Bay 
beach and it is a great pleasure to go there as soon as 
weather permits. 

As I have said before, I enjoyed growing up and living 
most of my life in Silver Bay. Jon and I share fond 
memories of our life there and of our many friends: 

As I started to write this story of the "Jonassons of 
Silver Bay" the date was March 24, 1976 - our Silver 



Anniversary. I felt it was somehow fitting, at this 
milestone in our lives, to reminisce about our good life at 
Silver Bay and about my beloved family. 

God Bless dear old Silver Bay! 

Krist jan (Kriss) and Thordis (Disa) Jonasson 
Krist jan Jonasson, son of Bjorn Th. Jonasson and 

Kristjana Peturson, (Jonasson) of Silver Bay, P.O. Man., 
and I met at a Hayland picnic in the summer of 1952, and 
we were married the following spring May 29th, 1953. 

Herman Helgason and his two sons Elmo and Alvin 
built our house on the quarter section S.W. 30-25-8. We 
lived there for three years. Then we had movers from 
Steinbach move it to Silver Bay, where it now stands. 

Kris fished, ranched, and trapped for a living. I can
not recall any major hardships during our married life. 

We had three children: 
Alexandra Gudny Maria, born June 24, 1954. She 

trained in the Grace General Hospital and is a registered 
nurse. She works in the Lakeshore General Hospital in 
Ashern. She married Thor Jonsson, son of Gudmundur 
and Shirley Jonsson of Oakview, P.O. They are living in 
Gypsumville. 

Arnthor Bjorn, born October 25, 1955. He has his 
third year in Agriculture degree course, majoring in 
Animal Science. 

Andrew Krist jan, born August 3, 1960. He is atten
ding Ashern Central School in Grade 10. Both boys are 
home, when not attending school, to help with the farm 
work. My husband, Krist jan, was born on December 10, 
1912, in the family home at Silver Bay. The house which 
was built in 1908 is still standing. Krist jan died on 
September 7, 1971 and is buried in the Betel Cemetery 
at Silver Bay. 

Kris Jonassoll's home. Bjorn Jonassoll's home. 
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Kris and Desa Jonasson. 



K. JOl1aSSOl1 family, Amthor, Gudl1Y. Krisljan. 

Johann and Pauline Katpinsky 
Johann and Pauline Karpinsky emigrated to Win

nipeg from Russia about 1912. A year or so later they 
moved to the Silver Bay area, with their six children, 
where they farmed for a few years. Later they moved to 
Winnipeg, where they spent their last years. 

Their children are: 
Olga, married Porn men - they live in Winnipeg. 
Augustine, who passed away in 1951. 
Nettie, married Goodman, living in Winnipeg. 
Tillie, married Frank Denhard. 
Rudolph living in Winnipeg. 
Adolph (deceased). 

J ames and Mary Matheson 
by Cleora Branagh 
(nee Matheson) 

James "Interlaken" Matheson was born 1851 at 
Kildonan Manitoba. He was a blacksmith at Lower Fort 
Garry, a clerk at St. Andrews, and in the early days 
tripped to St. Paul down the Red River. 

James and Mary Muir were married July 1st, 1873. 
They landed at Moosehorn Bay April 9, 1895 after 
travelling from Selkirk and islands in Lake Winnipeg. 
On arriving, a log house was built which they lived in for 
three years. At that time, it burned down. They rebuilt it 
in 1898 and this house is still standing near the shore of 
Moosehorn Bay. 

From 1895 until the railway came through in 1911, a 
boat brought the mail and supplies from Rossburn and 
James took the mail on horseback to Fairford. One stop
ping place was Atkins. Then Bill Monkman drove the 
mail from Scotch Bay to Fairford. James worked with 
the H.B. Co. and had a trading post in the house similar 
to Bill Atkins. 

In summer the family fished with a sailboat and 
farmed. In years to come, they had a mixed farm - cat
tle, sheep, pigs, chickens and ducks. In winter they fished 
and trapped - wolves and foxes - in spring muskrats. 

In early days James often took the place ofa minister 
and held services in his own house and that of neighbors. 

The story is told of an Indian wanting his baby 
christened. When it came to the name, he wanted to 
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Summer )ishing with )irst sail boat at Mathesons. 

Fish camp al weedy POilll, app. 1909. Johl1 Matheson, Bill Creightoll 
and daughter. 

Mr. and Mrs. James (Interlaken) Matheson. 



Old timers: Standing: Mr. 1. Matheson. Mrs. J. Gislason. Mr. J. Gislasol1. Silling: Miss J. Matheson. 

Matheson house (right) buill ill 1898. 
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name his son "Jesus Christ". James said that couldn't be 
"Then we'l! call him "Long John" after you" was the 

answer. 
Another story is about the Indians calling on "Long 

John" when they were in trouble with the R.c'M.P.; they 
thought he could perform miracles. 

James was first cousin of Archbishop Matheson who 
was Archbishop of Rupertsland and Primate of the 
Church of England in Canada at one time. 

James kept records of the ice leaving Moosehorn Bay 
from 1895-1939. The earliest it went out was April 26, 
1910 and the latest was June 10, 1907. 

In 1899 furs were worth - wolf - $1.00, skunks -
47¢, mink - $1.27, muskrats 7¢ each and weasels IO¢. 
At the same time butter was 20¢ a lb. 

Mary died June 26, 1936 and James passed away 
January 4, 1941. 



The family were: 
John born April 6, 1874 died Dec. 16, 1960. 
Lizzie - born June 17, 1876 died July 9, 1962. 
Angus - born May 24, 1878 died March 10, 1968. 
Ross born August 10, 1880 died May 30, 1950. 
Margaret - born October 20, 1882 died March 11, 

1973. 
George - born February 21, 1886 died April 20, 

1950. 
Hugh - born December 4, 1889 died Juiy 26, 1962. 
Murray born January 28, 1892 killed in action 

April 10, 1917. 

Albert Roehl Family Silver Bay 
In June 1928, Albert and I, Emily (nee Grahn) moved 

to S.E. Sec. 17 T. 26 R. 8 west (purchased from W. J. 
Orr) in the Silver Bay district. Albert also acquired 160 
acres adjacent to this farm S.W. 18-26-8 west. The 
government at that time had opened up vacant land for 
homesteads. Our three sons were born here Henry, Ernie 
and Herbert. 

Albert Roehl, born in Los Angeles, California 
(Caroline St.) in 1898 and emigrated to Plum Coulee in 
1904 with his parents, Julius and Paulina RoehL They 
had some years earlier, come from Vohlynia, Russia with 
one son Fred and had travelled across the United States. 
One of their daughters, Emilie was born in Minneapolis, 
Martha was born in Portland, Oregon and Hannah in 
Plum Coulee. About 1913, the family again moved, this 
time to a homestead west of Moosehorn, near Lake 
Manitoba. To augment the family income, Albert 
worked as a fisherman for Commercial Fishing in the 
winter, and road work with horses and scraper in the 
summer. It was not all work in homestead days though, 
there were house gatherings and dances at local school 
houses which were well attended. There was always 
someone who could playa violin or accordion and kept 
the crowd going to the wee hours of the morning. Albert 
acquired the art of square dance calling and livened up 
many a gathering with "take your partner, doe cee doe". 

Albert liked to work with cattle and so he became a 
cattle buyer. This happened by chance, when neighbors 
clubbed together to ship cattle to market in the depres
sion of the 1930's and he volunteered to accompany the 
shipment to Winnipeg. Albert roamed over the country 
with horse and buggy or cutter till about 1945 from 
Ashern to Hilbre, and later with his truck, he travelled 
even further afield. 

In 1939, we moved to Faulkner, Manitoba. 

Homesteading at Silver Bay in the 1900's 
by Clara Sigurdson 

I was seven years old in 1911 and I remember Dad 
and Mother starting out from Minto, Manitoba, with 
their household goods and heading for 7th Siding, whith 
was later renamed Ashern. At Baldur they bought a 
walking-plow, some chickens (a variety of color and age), 
a black cow and a white cow. All this was loaded into a 
railway box car and a man by the name of Harry Tomson 
looked after the animals. We got as far as Oak Point and 
stayed there two or three days, until a freight train was 
available to finish the journey to the end of steel. This was 
about the end of Mayor early June. A number of settlers 
were waiting in Oak Point to go north. Finally a couple 

Gudmundur Stepl/anson. 

Mrs. GudmundZlr Slejanson. 
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of box cars were loaded with the worldly belongings, 
kids, dogs, cattle and furniture. We just had benches to 
sit on. I recall Harry Tomson playing a tune like "Red 
Wing" on his harmonica. We arrived at 7th Siding at 6 
a.m. next day. We went to the farm of a Mr. Dodd. There 
Mother and Ellen and I, Clara, waited for one of the 
Matheson men. Ross or John, I cannot remember which, 
came and drove us to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bjorn 
Jonasson, where we stayed for a few days. Dad had to 
row across the lake to build our house, so we went to stay 
with a family on the other side of the lake by the name of 
Eyford. Dad and Mr. Eyford put up a small shanty, three 
rooms, and we moved into our own place. 

Neighbors to the south were the Zoega's, north were 
Gudmundsons, east, Charlie Anderson. 

Dad managed to clear a very small area and seeded 
some oats. We had no seeder. Dad just "broadcast" the 
grain, which grew well. This had to be cut by hand and 
tied. However, the blackbirds discovered the grain, so 
mother gathered all the sheets and any available pieces of 
clothing to cover the few stooks of grain, and in this way 
managed to save most of the precious oats. 

In October, our two cows and the oxen strayed away 
and were not found until the middle of March the next 
year. Ben Jonasson found them at Fisher Branch and 
drove them all those weary miles back to our place. We 
were everlastingly grateful for his efrort. 

There were no roads and no school, but I remember 
the I ndian treaty trail. Every year Indians would pass our 
house. We never had any trouble and they proved to be 
fine people, with whom we traded sugar and tea for 
smoked moose meat, which was, for us, a treat, as we 
lived mainly on fish. 

Little by little our herd of cattle grew and more land 
was cleared - but oh the stones that had to be picked! 
Gradually roads were built, also a school. 7th Siding 
became known as Ashern, and the Municipality, R.M. of 
Siglunes, was organized. 

My father, Gudmundur ("Mundi", as he was known) 
Stefanson, died in 1962. He was a hard working man and 
of good heart, loaned money to many people, who did not 
always pay him back. Mother passed away in 1957. 

I still have kind thoughts of all the helpful people we 
got to know. I go to visit Kristin and Gisli Gislason 
they are the only ones left there that I know. They are a 
wonderful family, hard working and very fine character, 
and always made one welcome. 

I must tell of the helpfulness and togetherness of the 
pioneers. Once Mr. and Mrs. Gislason drove [rom house 
to house with a carefully wrapped parcel of moosemeat, 
knowing what a treat that would be to everyone. Walter, 
their son, had managed to get a moose and it was shared 
with all the neighbors. There was another settler named 
Freeman. I don't remember much about him, only that 
he was a handy carpenter - he made the coffin for a Mr. 
Beck when he died. Shiplap was used, and the cross on 
the lid was tin stripping from the fish boxes. I believe my 
dad helped on that project. 

I also must tell of a sight I shall never forget - one 
October night, frost in the air, very calm and a full moon. 
The wild geese and ducks were heading back south -
their numbers darkened the light of the moon and the cry 
of the wild goose was something unforgettable. No one 
will ever see so many geese flying south again. 
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I could go on and on telling of the kindness of our 
neighbors, the Zoega's. I recall a time when we did not 
have any mil k, they kept us supplied and would not let us 
pay for it. 

I could fill a book with my recollections of pioneer 
days in the Silver Bay district; however, these are but a 
few. 

There was no Church at Silver Bay when we first went 
there. Church services were held in the homes whenever a 
minister happened to be in the area. Later church service 
was held in the school, and finally a church was built. I 
recall I was confirmed in Silver Bay School house by the 
Rev. Adam Thorgrimson. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stefanson had three daughters, Clara, 
Ellen and Freda. Ellen died in 1974, a very beautiful girl. 
She was a buyer for the Hudson's Bay Co. for many 
years. Freda is now Mrs. Stan Hutton and lives in East 
Kildonan. I, Clara, the eldest, am Mrs. Sigurdson, living 
in Portage la Prairie. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurdur Sigurdson 
by Sigga Thorlacius 

Sigurdur Sigurdson came to Canada on January 8, 
1910. His brother Gudmundur (Mundi, as he was known) 
had come earlier, in 1902 and settled in The Narrows dis
trict. Mundi happened to be in Winnipeg, not knowing 
his brother had decided to come to Canada - both met 
at a friend's home - Sigurgrimur and Hallbera 
Gislason, whom they had known in Iceland. Sigurdur 
decided to go to The Narrows district with his brother, 
and stayed there for a short time. That is where he met 
my mother, Jonina Hallsson, she and Mundi's wife were 
sisters. M other and Dad were married that year in June. 

Dad worked for Lara Freeman on the farm. He 
agreed to work for a year at $25.00 a month, and had a 
one room log house in the yard to live in. Dad got time 
off in the spring to go to Winnipeg to file on a homestead 
- the S.W.1f.! of 16-25-8W. This had to be registered in 
Winnipeg. Mother had to look after the farm work while 
Dad was away. Hallur's mother's brother and Olafur 
Magnusson all walked as far as Oak Point, carrying their 
luggage, a few pair of socks and lunch. They made tea in 
a tin can, getting water from the sloughs they walked 
through. At Oak Point they boarded the train for Win
mpeg. 

The next April, Dad built a house on the homestead 
with the help of George Hicks, and the family moved in 
on May 20, 1911. They had a few cows and a team of 
oxen by now. Mother and Dad often told me that the first 
morning in the new house it was snowing and bitterly 
cold, there was no door, just a blanket to keep out the 
cold. That morning Siglhrudur Magnusson came over 
with a big quilt to wrap around me. Mother said she was 
worried I would freeze, as I was not yet a month old. I 
was born at my grandparents house, Hallur and 
Sigurveig Hallsons and was named after my grand
mother. 

Dad and Mother both worked hard and soon found 
they would have to get a bigger place closer to the lake, 
as Dad wanted to fish and it was too far - a five mile 
walk morning and night, to tend the nets. Mother would 
do the chores at night, feeding and watering the cattle as 
well as caring for the chidren. We all learned to help at an 
early age. 



I n the spring of 1918 Dad had the chance to buy Lara 
Freeman's Point, as it was called, which had lots of 
hayland and was right along the lake. They were lucky to 
be able to sell the homestead for a good price to people 
by the name of Dejong. The land is now owned by Bjorn 
Bjornson. We moved to our new home in June 1918, 
Mother and Dad and four children. I remember the morn
ing we left for the new home. We had to chase the cattle 
and one calf broke its front leg somehow. Dad tied splints 
on it and put it in the democrat with us, needless to say it 
got better and it was a pet for us kids for quite a while. I 
also remember I hated to leave the old place, as I knew 
we kids would not be able to go and visit Jon and Sigga 
Bjarnsson to play with the kids there, and enjoy al\ the 
goodies Sigga used to give us. 

Jon, Leo and Maria were born at the Point - a big 
family. 

In 1923 Dad's nephew, Sigurdur Brynjolfsson and his 
wife, Magdalena came to our place. They had come from 
Iceland in 1922 and stayed at Amaranth, where Lena's 
Dad lived Jens Johnson and other friends. Sigurdur 
had worked there during the harvest and fall work. They 
came on February 23rd with Walter Gislason who was, at 
that time, freighting fish. I\' ext morning, when Dad had 
gone out for a load of hay, Sigurdur called Mother and 
told her that Lena, as we al! called her, was ill. Mother 
sent me out to tell Dad to go call the doctor. The nearest 
telephone was at Joel Gislason's five miles away, across 
the lake. Dad took off on the hay rack only to find the 
telephone was out of order. There was nothing to do but 
drive to Ashern, some fifteen miles away. There were no 
cars at that time, so Dr. Peake had to hire a team from 
the livery stable, which was run by Bjorn Methusalem
son. Walter Gislason drove the doctor out to our place 
where Lena was. Everything went well, Sigurdur and 
Lena were the proud parents of a baby that evening, they 
called him Brynjolfur. 

Sigurdur and Lena stayed with us until early summer, 
they bought a few cows and built a small house south of 
our place. They stayed there for a few years. Sigurdur 
fished and trapped, then they moved away to be closer to 
good roads and a school. In 1943 they moved to British 
Columbia. 

In 1928 Dad decided our old house had served us well, 
and built a big house with full basement and central 
heating - a big improvement over the old house. By then 
all the old buildings had been replaced by new ones. 

In 1933 Dad and Mother celebrated their 25th wed
ding anniversary with relatives and friends. 

They took an active part in church affairs and in the 
Icelandic Library, which for many years, was operated in 
the district. It was organized in 1912 and called "Skald
breid", and was enjoyed by many. A good supply of 
books was bought every year. 

In 1950 Dad and Mother retired, and Leo, the 
youngest son took over the family farm. They bought a 
small house in Ashern and lived there for fifteen years. 
Mother often said these were the happiest years. They 
enjoyed their many friends coming to see them, and how 
grateful they were to Mrs. Thomas for taking so much 
time to visit them and play the organ for Dad. He loved 
to sing old hymns, most of which he knew by heart. He 
knew many poems and to the end he often recited the 
poems and sang hymns. Mother and Dad lived sixty-one 
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Mr. and /vfrs. Sam Sigurdson at their 50th anniversary. MerleJohn
son and Lorella Miller. 

Hal/ur and Inga Hal/son and girls. Guida and Lena. 

years together. They celebrated their 60th wedding an
niversary at their daughter's home - Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Russell at Deerhorn. They spent a few years with Leo 
and Judy when their health failed. Dad passed away at 
Ashern Hospital at age 93 on March 26, 1972 and 
Mother died May 20, 1973 at age 83, at St. Benedict 
Manor Arborg, Manitoba. 

My sister, Thoranna married Paul Austman, she 
passed away in January 1973 at her home in Calgary at 
age sixty. All three are buried at Betel Cemetery at 
Silver Bay. 



Leo and Judy Sigurdson of the 
Ralph Connor District 

by Judy Sigurdson 

Leo was born on Sigurdson's Point in April 1921, 
where he lived until the time we moved to Ashern. He 
took over the family farm from his father in the fall of 
1949. His parents remained on the point with him until 
the next spring. 

In June 1950 Leo married Judith Markwart from the 
Pioneer district. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurdur Sigurdson (Leo's parents) 
bought a small house in Ashern, where they lived until 
1965. When they left the farm, Leo's mother had one re
quest to ask of us "That we always keep a lamp lit in the 
kitchen window for the fishermen on the lake". Many a 
lost fisherman was saved from freezing to death by the 
lamp she always kept lit for them. We did this until 
December 1953 when the Hydro came and we all had 
yard lights. The yard lights used to burn well into the 
night. 

The first years we were married, it was a struggle to 
build up the cattle herd. We were just beginning to have 
enough milk cows when Lake Manitoba flooded. This 
started in 1953 and lasted throught 1954 and 1955. With 
all our hayland and most of the pasture under water, we 
had to cut the herd down to the bare minimum. Leo 
managed to get enough hay from my father, Gus 
Markwart, but it had to be hauled twenty-five miles, 
from east of Dog Lake. With the high water, the roads 
were very bad and this made hay hauling difficult. In 
those days hay had to be pitched on to the racks and 
pitched off again, as there were no stack movers then. 

For a month during each summer, while Leo was 
away at Dog Lake putting up hay, I stayed alone on the 
farm to milk seventeen cows, morning and night, by 
hand. Turning the cream separator and feeding the calves 
was a big chore. Getting the cows home to the barn to be 
milked was a problem, as everything was under water. 
The cows waded through the pasture eating the tops of 
the grass that had balls of seed. It was something they 
liked, as the cattle grew fat and sleek from these seeds. 
We have never seen the same grass on the farm since. I 
remember one day, I had to wade up to my waist along 
the lake bank south of our buildings, where the cows had 
gone. Going was fine as the water, while deep, was clear, 
but coming back, the cattle tramping thru this had stirred 
up the water and mud. As the bank was narrow I 
somehow managed to grab the last cow by the tail and 
hung on until we reached solid ground. After that I made 
a point of learning how to swim. 

Trapping and fishing were good to us through those 
flood years, although it meant a lot of hard work. I think 
I was one of the few women who held a commercial 
fishing license. I worked on the lake along with Leo. I 
enjoyed the fresh air and still wouldn't mind going out to 
lift a few nets. 

During the trapping season Leo worked hard, as did 
many of our neighbors. Along with doing the chores and 
looking after the cattle, he tramped the swamps carrying 
loads of traps and muskrats on his back. There were no 
power toboggans in those days. Then at night after the 
evening chores were done, it was time to skin and stretch, 
sometimes over a hundred muskrats. Consequently, once 
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Flood during 1950'.1'. Leo Sigurdson's paslure II/lid, 

Dec. i 7. 1960. Lasl council meeling oj' Ihl! year, Le}i /() righl: Leo 
Sigurdsol1. J. S, JohllSol1. Gisli J. SigjiISSOII. Reeve Barney JOlliiSSOIl. 

Oli,'/! Porleolls. S. H, Fool'S. K F. H. P/ohlllall. Karry Kal;'a/eski alld 

A/bert Westj{lil. 

again I had to dig in and help. At first I was squeamish 
about skinning and stretching a muskrat, but I soon got 
over that. Many of the neighbor'S wives were doing the 
same. 

r am enclosing a snap taken of our farm during the 
nood. Also one taken of the road looking west towards 
Ole Thorlacius. It was taken from the hill Peter'S 
Lodge entrance, one day when the lake was at its highest. 
We drove home through that road shown in the picture. 
That was a real challenge, believe me. 

After the 1950's flood, things picked up. During the 
early 1960's Leo went to work for Comstock Construc
tion for one summer, in order to once again build up our 
cattle herd. I worked at the hospital at this time. Then in 
1965 Leo's parents came to live with us, as his father was 
bedridden and needed extra care. They stayed with us for 
three years. At this time Leo started doing part time 
carpentry work in and around Ashern. 

After his parents left our place to live with their 
daughter, Maria Russell at Deerhorn, I started to work 
at the drug store in Ashern. 

In 1970 we decided to sell our cattle and machinery, 
as hired help and machinery were becoming expensive, 
and we could no longer see that it was advisable for the 
two of us to keep farming. By this time Leo was doing 
quite well at carpentry work. As much as we hated to do 
so, the family farm was sold to Ronald Geisler in 1971 
and we built our present home in Ashern. We have never 
had any regrets and enjoy living and working in town, 
where there are so many friendly people. 



Mr. alld Airs. Fred SmUll. 

El1/l1/a Denhard. Mrs. Del/hard, Jel/I/ie Graham (Ditchjield), Ida 
Shull=, GladwYII Smith (Perry), /920. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith 
by Gladwyn Perry nee Smith 

In October 1910, my mother and I left our home in 
Newburgh, Ontario and travelled to Winnipeg to meet 
my Dad (Frederick Smith) who had left much earlier to 
file on a homestead in Ashern. We travelled with my 
sister, Ella May Perry, her husband, Reg and their young 
son, Fred who was about eleven months old. They had 
been living in the city. 

We went by train to Oak Point, which was as far as 
the railway went at that time. The rest of the way to 
Ashern, was by oxen. Things are not too clear, but it was 
sure a different way of travelling, slow and bumpy, in 
contrast to our top buggy and driver we used in New
burgh. 

What does remain clear to this day, is our arrival at 
Ashern. Stopping at Dodd's house, we had homemade 
bread and wild strawberries. We were very hungry after 
all those hours on the road and the food really tasted so 
good. 

From Ashern, another seven and a half mile journey 
to the homestead, through bush and swampy land until 
we finally arrived at the log cabins the men had built. 

All I remember about the first winter is the snow, 
coyotes howling at night, and living on moose meat and 
beans and occasionally rabbit stew. Our one and only 
store was Bert Hyde's general store and post office. The 
building still stands. 

I had started school before we left Ontario but there 
was no school near our homestead. Beatty school, some 
two miles from Ashern was built in 1911. I attended 
school there until the Silver Bav school was built. I had to 
walk two miles to school a~ross fields of bush and 
havland, covered with snow in winter. Often there was 
the howling of coyotes in the background. Before the 
long walk to school, however, there were cows to be 
milked. 

My mother was able to get me a companion, a girl 
named Mary, to accompany me to school. I remember 
one day coming home from school after a snow storm. It 
had drifted into quite hard banks in places and Mary and 
I were sliding up and down having a bit of fun, and forgot 
all about the time. My dad got very worried and came to 
find us and hurry us home, as it was getting dark. 

The first thing cultivated was a garden, and gradual
ly, as time went on, my dad cleared about forty acres for 
grain. First he had to clear off the bush, then he had a 
walking plow and team of oxen to break up the land, then 
came the discing and harrowing, and finally seeding. 
Later on we had cows, pigs, and chickens. Dad, Mother 
and I did all the stooking of grain at harvest time as well 
as putting up hay. I drove a three horse team on the 
binder. I helped with the harrowing, discing and even 
picked miserable stones. To this day I have never 
regretted it. I n fact I believe I am all the better for it, es
pecially as far as health is concerned. 

Dad died in 1942 and Mother passed away in July 
1948. Both are buried in Ashern cemetery. 

On March 21,1927 I married Roy Perry, and moved 
to Pine Falls, where Roy was employed for forty years on 
machines in the Abitibi Paper Mill, which opened in 
January that year (1927). We had three children. Audrey 
married Bert Woods. The live in Lac Du Bonnet and 
have three boys and one girl. Verna married Bill East-



cott. They live in Pine Falls. They have a and a girl. 
Judy married Gerald Belot - they have one son, and are 
living in Winnipeg. 

We lived in Pine Falls for forty years, then moved to 
Transcona, where we now make our home. 

The Snyder Family 
by Mrs. Hazel Gibbs 
(nee Snyder) 

Mark Eugene Snyder was born in Haywarden, Iowa, 
USA on October 11th, 1876. He attended college at 
Ames, Iowa and later taught school. In summer he sold 
books, travelling about the country. It was at this time he 
met Golda Crum of Palmyra, Illinois, while selling books 
to her father. After returning to Iowa he decided to go to 
Winnipeg, Manitoba where he got a job as a street car 
conductor. In the fall of 1909 he returned to Illinois and 
married Golda on October 27th, 1909 and returned to 
Winnipeg. 

There was much talk of homesteading at this time, so 
Mark and Golda packed their belongings and headed 
north to Canada in October 1910. Their party incl uded 
the Smiths and Perrys. They travelled by train to the end 
of the line - Oak Point and then by horses or oxen to 
their destination. 

Golda stayed with a family named Dodd at Ashern, 
while a log house was being built. I do not know if the 
house was finished that same fall or if it was the spring of 
1911. 

The land had to be cleared to plant grain. The road or 
trails were barely passable in wet weather. 

I was born July 28th, 1912 and my mother's only 
attendant was an Indian woman as no doctor was 
available at this time. My brother, John Andrew (Jack) 
was born on December 27th, 1914 at which time a doctor 
was present. 

My first recollections are of a team of oxen named 
Tom and Jerry, and a neighbor boy, Lawrence Ausmund
son who helped my father with the farming. When I was 
older he would take my brother and me to pick wild 
strawberries at the edge of the hayfield. 

I remember the mail was delivered once a week by 
Mr. Gislason. In winter he had a small stove in the sleigh 
to keep warm. How anxious we were for mail days. 

The whole neighborhood awaited anxiously for the 
Christmas program at Silver Bay School. The desks 
would be pushed against the wall to make room for danc
ing after the concert. In the spring I remember the 
Fisherman's dance. The women brought all kinds of 
"eats" sandwiches and cake. About midnight dancing 
stopped, to enjoy all the "goodies", then dancing would 
continue until morning. 

I attended Silver Bay School the fall of 1918. My 
teacher was a Miss Jeffreys. I walked to school with 
Helen and Fred Perry and Gladwyn Smith. 

I remember picnics we had at Silver Bay Lake also at 
Picnic Ridge - I don't know if these were special 
celebrations or just neighborly get-togethers. 

OUf neighbors to the east were the Smiths and Perrys, 
to the north, George Buckleys, to the west Bob Buckleys. 
Ausmundsons lived to the south, and my father later 
bought that quarter section. 

In 1918 my parents rented the farm and returned to 
Palmyra, Ill., USA, returning to Winnipeg in the spring 
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Mr. Mark Snyder. Jack. Mrs. Goldie Snyder. Naze!. Dana. 

of 1919. We lived in Winnipeg until 1922 and due to cir
cumstances on the farm, again returned to Silver Bay. I 
was now ready for the fifth grade and my teacher was 
Miss Burr. She stayed with the George Denhards, I sup
pose because they lived close to the school. 

My parents sold the farm in 1928 and we all returned 
to Palmyra. 

Mark Eugene Snyder born October II, 1876 and died 
December 27, 1947. 

Golda Crum Snyder born November 3, 1884 died 
Jan uary I. 1972. 

Hazel Snyder (Gibbs) born July 12, 1912 at Silver 
Bay, Manitoba. 

John Andrew Snyder born December 1914 at 
Silver Bay, Manitoba. 

Dana Paul Snyder born April 27, 1922 in Winnipeg. 

Thordur and Gudiaug Zoega 
Thordur and Gudlaug Zoega, with their daughter 

Bjorg and son Egill, came to the Silver Bay area in 1910, 
after spending the previous ten years in Brandon on 
arrival from Iceland in 1900. Mrs. had one 
brother in Brandon - Ari Egillson - who had 
emigrated earlier with his two sons, Egill and Mundi. 
Thordur Zoega and his son, Egill, were employed in a 
sash and door factory in Brandon before settling at their 
homestead in Silver Bay, where Mr. and Mrs. Zoega 
resided till their deaths. M r. Zoega died in 1942 at age 87 
and Mrs. Zoega died in 1944 at age 95. On October 3, 
\939, they had celebrated their sixtieth wedding anniver
sary and were honoured at a gathering of their farilily, 
friends and neighbours. 

We, the Zoega grandchildren, are not of course able 
to relate their early pioneering experiences except I'rom 
stories we were told. There were many hardships and 
frustrations, but the Zoegas along with all the other 
pioneers seemed to have had the gumption and stamina 
required to endure those hardships and frustrations en
countered in the early days. They did mixed farming, us
ing oxen for a short period before replacing them with 



Mr. and Mrs. Thordur Zoega. 

£gif/ Zoega. Sigurdur Johnsoll. 

horses. The roads were mere trails through the bush and 
it was quite a lengthy journey to Ashern when supplies 
were needed. 

There were wonderful neighbours: among them 
were Mr. and Mrs. Gudmundur (Mundi) Stephanson 
who lived about a mile north and were good neighbours 
for many years; the Gislason family who lived about 
three miles from the Zoegas. Mr. Gislason brought the 
mail from Ashern weekly, on Saturdays, for many years. 
It was always a highlight in our lives in those days to go 
and collect the newspapers and mail, and have a visit and 
a good cup of coffee and cake! Mr. and Mrs. Gislason 
were a very hospitable couple and their family have cer-
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Mrs. Sigurdur (Bjorg I Johnson. 

tainly carried on that tradition to this day; there was also 
Harry Thompson, a bachelor neighbour for many years. 
Some years later, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor arrived and 
were the nearest neighbours, only a quarter of a mile 
away. Their home was visible from the Zoegas' home and 
on cold and frosty winter mornings one could see the 
spiralling smoke rising from their chimney. These are 
just a few of many good neighbours. 

Recreation in the early days we expect was a visit to 
the neighbours for a chat and very likely to borrow some 
item as people were very kind and helpful. Later we recall 
the annual Christmas concert in the school and an oc
casional dance at the schoolhouse which was something 
to look forward to. 

When we started school the distance was about five 
miles and later shortened to three miles, quite a journey 
during the cold winter. Our grandfather Zoega was a very 
willing chauffeur until we were old enough to do the driv
ing ourselves. We also made the trip on foot many times. 

Egill Zoega served overseas in the 44th Battalion dur
ing World War I for three years. He never married, but is 
a cherished uncle and grand-uncle. Bjorg married Sigur
dur Johnson who predeceased her in 1935. Mrs. Johnson 
died in 1968, age 83 years. 



Brief Comments on Persons who lived in 
Silver Bay Area 
Sigurdur and Berglojt Eyford 

Sigurdur and his wife Berglojt Eyford were both born 
in Iceland. They came to Canada in the 1900's. They 
came to the Silver Bay district from Baldur, Manitoba, 
in the fall of 1910 and settled on the N.W.I/4 of 32-25-8. 
They had four children, two daughters and two sons. 

M r. Eyford was a carpenter and painter by trade. 
The Eyford family left Silver Bay after a few years on 

the homestead. 

* * * * * 
Asmundur Asmundson 

Asmundur and his wife Ingneldur homesteaded on 
the N.E.1f4 of 27-25-8. They came from Brandon, 
Manitoba. They had one adopted son, Lawrence Russell 
Asmundson. Mr. Asmundson was blind. After Mr. 
Asmundson died, they moved to Ashern and later to 
Brandon. 

* * * * * 
Freeman Freemanson 

Mr. Freemanson homesteaded on the S.W.I/4 of 27-
25-8. He was a bachelor and farmed in the Silver Bay dis
trict for many years. He later sold the farm to Gudmun
dur Thordarson and moved away. 

* * * * * 
Duncan Roderick Campbell 

Mr. Campbell homesteaded on the N.W.1f4 of4-26-8. 
He came to Silver Bay from Ontario. He, along with 
another bachelor, Charles Keilas went working on the 
Portage Plains, harvesting each fall. Kellas was born in 
Scotland and homesteaded on the S.W.1f4 of 4-26-8. Mr. 
Campbell left, but Mr. Kellas intended making his home 
at Silver Bay, however, he died in Ashern after a short ill
ness. 

* * * * * 
Bjorn and PaHna Beck 

Mr. and Mrs. Beck were born in Iceland. Thev came 
to Silver Bay district from Baldur, Manitoba and took up 
a homestead on the S.W.V4 of 33-25-8. 

They had one foster daughter, Petrea Gudmundson. 
Palina Beck had some experience as a mid-wife and 

went out to nurse women when needed. 
Bjorn Beck died at Silver Bay and as there was no 

cemetery at that time he was buried on his homestead. 
Mrs. Beck left Silver Bay with her foster daughter, 

moved to Lundar, and later to Keewatin, where she died. 

* * * * * 
Hjortur (Harry) Tomasson 

Harry was born in Iceland. He came to the Silver Bay 
district from Minto, Manitoba, and took up a homestead 
on the N.W.1f4 of 27-25-8. He farmed there for many 
years, then sold the farm to Paul Austman and bought 
another farm in this area. He lived there for some time, 
then sold this farm and moved to Lundar. Harry was a 
bachelor. He has since passed away. 

* * * * * 
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Sigurdur Peterson 
Sigurdur came to Canada from Reykjavik, Iceland, 

with a family of three girls and one boy. She took up a 
homestead in the Silver Bay district on the N .E.',4 of 
34-25-8. 

In 1918 she got her citizen papers. Before coming to 
the homestead she had made her living by sewing, in 
Winnipeg. She also lived in Riverton for a while. Two of 
her children came with her to the farm. Minnie, married 
Charles Saunders in 1919 and Magnus left after a few 
years. Another daughter, Laura married Mr. Goodman 
and lived in Winnipeg. The other daughter, Stella died in 
an explosion, while working in a hotel in Moosomin, 
Saskatchewan. 

Mrs. Sigridur Peturson died at Silver Bay, February 
1921. 

Betel Congregation 
Betel congregation was organized at a meeting at the 

home of Hallur Olafsson in the year 1914 attended by 
local residents interested in the beginning of a church in 
the area. Elected: president Olafur Thorlacius, 
secretary Joel Gislason, treasurer - Hallur Olafsson. 

For the next approximately seventeen years services 
were held in the Silver Bay and Ralph Connor Schools or 
in private homes. In 1931 the congregation purchased a 
church building and moved it to a spot located on section 
30-T25-R9 which was donated to the congregation by the 
late Benedict Jonasson. The building was moved on log 
skids pulled by 18 horses. The move took three days. 

Once located, the church building had to be repaired 
inside and out. This was done by labour and material 
donated by the members. 

In 1934, Rev. Harold Sigmar was sent by The Icelan
dic Lutheran Synod to dedicate the church. 

Over the years, many children were baptized, young 
people were confirmed, some couples married and many 
funerals. In 1917 Sigurlin Sigurdson (Mindi Sigurdson'S 
wife) was the first person buried in the cemetery. 

The church is still standing today although idle most 
of the time. Behind the church is a beautiful little 
cemetery in which many of our pioneers are laid to rest. 

Moving Betel Church. 193 L 



LeJi to right: Reg Perry. Fred Perry, Ole Thorlacius. B. Jonasson. 
Oscar Clemson, John Bjornson, Mindy Sle/ansson. In door way: Egil/ 
Zoega, Barney Clemenson, Walter Gis/ason, Gordon Johnson. 

Silver Bay School 
by first teacher -
Miss J. McLeod 
now Mrs. Bardarson 

Silver Bay School (formerly named Moosehorn Bay) 
was a frame building built in 1912 and was ready for oc
cupancy in November of 1912 although not complete
ly finished on the inside. It was heated by the waterbury 
system and furniture was all of the modern kind for those 
days. 

The district was in its pioneer stage as some of the 
land was not settled. Roads were just trails through the 
bush and around sloughs, so travelling was done on foot, 
by pony and buggy or oxen. 

The school board at that time was: 
Chairman - Mr. Matheson, Secretary - Mr. 

Denhard, and Treasurer - Mr. B. Jonasson. 
Students who attended regularly were: Gladwyn 

Smith, Anna, Laura and Halli Eyford, Ninna, Runa, 
Stina, Lily and Ella Gislason, Ernest, Emma, Herman, 
and Theodore Denhard and Clara Stephanson. 

The first entertainment in the school was the Christ
mas concert, followed by a dance. 

The school house, in those days was used as a church 
and entertainment centre. 

The pupils of the Silver Bay District were no excep
tion to the hard working sociable and friendly pioneers of 
Manitoba and they will be long remembered. 

Reginald and Ella Perry 
by daughter Helen Thorlacius 

Our parents, Reginald and Ella Perry came to this 
Interlake area as homesteaders in the fall of 1910. They 
were originally from Kingston, Ontario, and after their 
marriage took up residence in Winnipeg where Dad was 
employed by the street railway. Mother never felt settled 
and did not like city living. On hearing of the land in the 
Interlake opening for homesteading, they decided to try 
farming. Mother's parents, Fred and Bertha Smith, had 
come west also and together they filed on adjoining sec
tions of land, S.W. 35-26-8 and the N.W. 35-26-8. They 
were also joined by the Snyder family who had filed on 
the S.E. 34-26-8, so the three families arrived at 
Mulvihill, the end of the railroad, together. Dad and 
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Grandad had been out during the summer and built log 
dwellings. Their household belongings, etc., were 
transported to the homestead by wagons over bush trails. 
I cannot recall my mother ever saying much about that 
trip but it must have been a long ordeal, with my eldest 
brother not quite a year old. I know they camped out in 
make-shift tents. 

They had a few acres cleared by hand for a garden 
and some cereal grain the next spring. I remember 
M other telling of Dad going back to Winnipeg to work 
for the next summer and when the blackbirds started 
harvesting the bit of grain, she tried scaring them off by 
shooting off the shotgun. She had never had a gun in her 
hand before - in desperation one tnes anything. 

They received mai1 once a month at Matheson's Post 
Office which was a trip of ten miles. When the railroad 
was extended to Ashern in the fall of 1911, Ashern 
became their post office. The women had the hardest lot 
of homesteading, - raising the family, making meals 
with what was on hand, making over old clothes, in order 
to dress the children. I recall Mother sewing long into the 
night by the old coal-oil lamps, a flickering yellow flame. 
Babies were born at home with the aid of an Indian mid
wife who happened to be in the vicinity at the time. If I 
recall her name was Mrs. StorL 

In 1912 the Silver Bay School was built, and the men 
had jobs building it. Dad served as secretary-treasurer for 
this school until he left the district in 1948. Bjorn 
J onasson and George Denhard were trustees, through the 
years also. Mr. James Matheson audited the books until 
he passed away. I can recall the long trips to school on 
the well trodden bush trails, then later we had a horse to 
drive. Some winter mornings we arrived almost frozen 
and stood around the old furnace to try and thaw out 
hands and feet. On cold days our lunches would be 
frozen, if we left them in the hall entrance. The school 
was the centre for social gatherings and during the first 
World War when box-socials, etc., were held in aid of the 
Red Cross. The men would load my mother's Heintzman 
piano in a sleigh and take it to the school to provide 
music. Mother played for their two-steps and jiggs. "Red 
Wing" and "Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet" were 
favorite tunes of the day. 

The flu epidemic in 1917-18 was another ordeal. Dad 
was very ill and Mother was able to stop the doctor who 
happened to be passing through by livery on' his way to 
see another patient. He left two bottles of pills, one 
labeled, "As a last resort", they were never used. 

Then in 1920 Mother contracted erysipelas, from 
which she lost the sight of one eye. She was very ill and 
had to be taken on a stretcher to a Winnipeg hospital. 

I remember the helpful neighbors: The Buckleys, Bob 
and George, Freemans, Saunders, Petersons, Denhards, 
Mathesons, Jonassons, Gislasons, Charles Anderson and 
Snyders. 

I remember the picnic outings on a Sunday to Silver 
Bay beach. We travelled with teams of oxen and wagons, 
before the bridge was built over the creek and crossed on 
the sand bar at the mouth of the creek, then by horses 
and democrat and later the Ford touring car. I also recall 
the trips to Ashern on July 1st, by horse drawn wagon. 
The folks all took lunch and it was spread out on table 
cloths on the grass. Everyone visited and chatted this 
was THE annual picnic and always a must. The food was 



Left 10 rig/ll: A rni Johnson. Harold Thorkelsson. Fred. Pal. 
Harold Perry and Leo White way, 1938. 

Reg Perry family going for a picnic at Silver Bay Beach. 

Reg Perry and first leam of horses. 

Reg and Ella Perry with grandchildren, Sharon and Palricia. 
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The log house. 1925. Sianding: lHrs. Ella Perry and baby Harold. 
Mrs. Bamford. and Reg. Mrs. Websler. SWing: Mrs. R. Saunders. 
Gram/fila Perry. 

simple, usually fresh lettuce sandwiches, and if we 
children got a nickel for an ice-cream cone, we were sure 
happy. I also recall the United Farmers Picnic held at 
Silver Bay, Several times John Bracken, the Premier of 
Manitoba would attend along with some of his 
colleagues: W. R. Clubb, Minister of Public Works, 
Skuli Sigfusson, our member of parliament for St. 
George Constituency. 

As young girls, we all had our chores to do keeping 
the wood box full of wood for the cook stove as well as 
the heater in winter, digging the wood out of the snow, 
was a big job. We always had a big garden and in fall 
there was the usual job of picking row upon row of 
potatoes, Milking the cows was another chore. We all 
realized this was our livelihood in those days. 

During the summer we had the United Church service 
in the school, with a student minister, and Mother saw to 
it that we attended. She usually played the organ for the 
hymns. Mother loved music and always helped with it 
for the Christmas concerts. I remember the duets she and 
Mrs. Buckley sang together. Mrs. Buckley was from 
Ireland and had a trained soprano voice, Mother sang 
alto. They had many enjoyable hours together. In the 
years when the Women's Institute was organized in 
Ashern, Mother was a member. Mother and Dad were 
both members of the United Church. 

I recall three serious house fires over the years. A 
family by the name of Asmundson, who lived on the 
S.E.1f4 of 34-26-8W, the mother, and father who was 
blind, and a son Lawrence in mid-winter lost their house 
by fire. Dad rushed over and somehow they managed to 
get the family out safely. They were sheltered at our 
house until Bjorn Jonasson came and took them to his 
place. They later moved into a small house in Ashern. 
Then the home of George Denhard in mid-January about 
1928 burned down. The family managed to get out, but 
one of the girls had burns. They lost everything. Two of 
the girls stayed with us until other accommodations 
could be found. My grandparents, the Fred Smiths lost 
their house and all belongings at threshing time in 1931 
by fire. 

Dad was always interested in public affairs and the 
advancement of the community. The municipality of 
Siglunes was organized in 1919, the first meeting was 
held in the Darwin School on the 19th of August. The 
first Reeve was Sigurdur Sigfusson. Then in 1920 Dad 
was elected as Reeve and served until he resigned in 1942. 
I believe the creamery manager, Jim Allen was Reeve for 



one year, about 1922. Dad was very dedicated to his job, 
and many times I recall him leaving his work at home to 
drive into town when he would get a call from Mr. 
Foard, the secretary-treasurer at the municipal office. 
Dad helped solicit shares and organize the Ashern Farm
ers Creamery Ltd., and served on the board. He sp~nt 
many hours driving through the country encouraging 
people to support the building of the hospital in Ashern 
and later served on the board. He was agent for the Por
tage la Prairie Mutual Insurance Co. before and after 
retiring from the farm. He was a veteran of the. South 
African War, enlisting in 1900 while he was with the 
North-west Mounted Police in Regina. He was with the 
Strathcona Horse Regiment. 

We were a family of five: Fred, myself (Helen), Dora, 
Pat and Harold. As families grow up and find their own 
wavs, so did we. Fred took to farming, he married Jessie 
Srrl'ith of Neepawa, a Silver Bay school teacher. She 
passed away in 1943, and in 1945 he married S~rah 
Schwartz of Ashern. They farmed and then moved mto 
the village of Ashern, where they now live. Fred did co~
tracting work with the caterpillar and ba.ck-hoe. Dora IS 

now with the T. Eaton Co. - accountmg. She taught 
school for several years before enlisting in 1942 with the 
R.CA.F. Women's Corps. Pat enlisted with the Provost 
Corps and went overseas in 1942. After returning he 
worked with the C.N .R. He married Isabelle Douglas of 
Glenboro, also a school teacher. They now reside in 
Transcona. Harold farmed on the home farm for several 
years before moving to Winnipeg. He is no,,: police in
spector with the Winnipeg Police. I:Ie ~arned Norma 
Ditchfield of Silver Bay. They reSide m Fort Garry. 
Myself, I married Arni Thorlacius in 1938, I am stillliv
ing on the farm. Arni passed away in 1969. 

Mother died in October 1949 and Father passed away 
in August 1958, both are buried in the Ashern United 
Church Cemetery. 

The Cuttings 
by Jessie Cutting 

Mr. and Mrs. Cutting, came from Vermont, 
Massachusetts, U.S.A. to Ashern in 1913. They took up 
a homestead in the Walmore School District, where they 
lived with their two sons, Bill, and Carl, until 1930, when 
they moved to Winnipeg. 

Both boys served in the first World War, Carl w~s 
with the 44th Battalion and was also a Veteran Guard In 

World War II. He died in 1968; Bill was with the 
Engineers. He died in 1952. 

The cutting home. 1913. Wahnore School District. 
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Mrs. CUlling on a trip 10 Ashern. 

Both boys farmed in the Walmore district, before 
moving to Winnipeg in 1930. 

I married Carlon March 10, 1934 in Winnipeg. We 
have two daughters, Anne, now Mrs. Joe N ormand, has 
three children: David, Linda and Heather; Lorna, now 
Mrs. James Normand, has three children, Nancy, Lorie 
and Phillip and one great-granddaughter. 

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daily 
by Alex Daily 

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daily came from Miami, 
Manitoba to the Ashern district. It seems we went as far 
as Moosehorn - at least south and east of Moosehorn to 
what became known as the Walmore District. This was in 
1914. Dad took Mother and us six children, (Bobby was 
7 Alex 6, Jessie 41/2, Tommy 3, Chris I Vz and Archie, 
who was a babe in arms) loaded us all onto a hayrack, 
with all our belongings, tied the cow to the wagon, the 
calves followed behind and we headed into the bush coun
trv. We moved into an old log house, known as the Nixon 
pl~ce, where we tied the cows to trees, unloaded our 
belongings, also a crate of chickens and turkeys. Next 
morning after feeding them all we left with Dad to look 
for water, but found none, after digging in sloughs all 
day. As we headed back, it was getting dark. As we got 

Back row. leJi to right: Archie. Chris. Alex. Tom. Jessie; Mrs. Dai
ly. Bobby. 



Mr. and Mrs. T. Daily Sr. 

nearer to where the little log house should be, we could 
see that a bush fire had gone through. Sure enough, our 
wee house and all our belongings were burnt. All we had 
were the clothes we were wearing. The cattle had their 
hooves burned, the chickens and turkeys were roasted 
alive in their crates. Dad fixed things up as best he could 
for the night and took us over to a neighbor by the name 
of Passmores. 

Later, Dad got a tent and some extra things that were 
needed and moved us all to the place we had taken up as a 
homestead. 

The cattle got maggots after they had been burnt, so 
they needed a lot of care, but they "pulled through". 

That summer, Dad got logs out to build a house that 
turned out to be one big room with no floor. Next Dad 
put up a barn, as winter was settling in, and no hay had 
been put up. He had to buy hay and had to go west of 
Ashern for it. One time it took him three days to make 
the trip as a storm came up. 

In 1917 the Walmore School was built, (if I recall 
correctly). We had very little schooling. 

My oldest brother, Bobby, met with an accident while 
partridge hunting. He was shot and killed. 

In 1922 we had twenty-two head of cattle in the barn 
that winter. By spring we had two cows and two calves 
left some disease set in and we lost all those animals. 

Dad had to leave and go out to find work. He went to 
Winnipeg and worked away from home for six years. 

Another tragedy struck in 1934, Dad was driving 
home from Ashern when the team of horses bolted and he 
was thrown out of the buggy. He never regained con
sciousness. 

Mother left the farm and moved to Winnipeg, where 
she died in 1955. 
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I married Maria Jensen. We have three children, 
Allan, Helen and Sandra, and nine grandchildren. Mary 
(Maria) and I now live in San Bernardino, California. 
Our youngest daughter Sandra, now married, lives in 
Redlands, California, and has one child. Allan, married, 
has four boys. Helen is married and has one son and 
three daughters; they all live in Winnipeg. 

My sister Jessie, married a school teacher, Carl Cut
ting. Brother Tommy married Margaret Bonwick -
they have five children. Tom passed away in 1966. Chris 
married Irene Laslo, and now lives in Punnichy, 
Saskatchewan. Archie never married. He passed away in 
Shaughnessy Hospital in Vancouver, December 2, 1975. 

Chris, Archie and Tom, all went overseas in the sec
ond World War. Chris and Archie went in December 
'39 and Tom in 1943. Chris and Archie were in the Inva

sion of Sicily. Archie came home on the Lady Nelson 
hospital ship after an operation in England. Chris and 
Tom came home in 1945. All three boys were with the 
P.P.c.L.I. 

Summer in a Tent 
by Wilfred B. Deering 

I first saw the town of Moosehorn sometime in July, 
1916. I t was only a flag stop on the Oak Point Gyp
sum ville line at that time, and the station was a shed with 
a padlock on it. In fact, it looked as if the whole town had 
been recently carved from the bush, for the spruce trees, 
an unfamiliar species to me, were skulking quite close to 
the station platform. But there was a store, a hotel and a 
livery stable. The post office was probably in the store, 
but I never went into either, being only about eight years 
old at the time. However, I remember what I saw. 

I remember that the train arrived there in the evening, 
probably about seven o'clock, for it was not dark. We 
were soon in a hotel room, but the evening meal was over; 
so we had to make do with what we could buy at the 
store. 

"We" consisted of our family, Father, Mother, and 
the four younger children. Father was "Dan" Deering, 
Mother was "Lou" to Dad, and Mum to us, who were 
Vic, Dolly, Wilf and Gladys, in various ages from thir
teen to five, and we were heading for the "Homestead" 
about twelve miles east of Moosehorn. We were going to 
live on it for the summer to "prove up" on it and get 
ownership of 160 acres of land. 

That night in the hotel must have been something of a 
nightmare. I don't know how many rooms were in the 
hotel, but it looked like a big house. We were all crowded 
into one room with beds and couches everywhere. We 
had breakfast in the hotel dining room by eight o'clock in 
the morning, and by about nine o'clock we were loading 
our trappings into the high green box of a high wagon 
ready for the trip to the (future) farm. 

That livery stable driver, whom I later knew as John
ny (Jack) Matheson, had a wagon load of our belongings, 
for we were to stay on the homestead for a month or six 
weeks. It was Johnny's brother George and wife who 
operated the hotel. George was killed later while serving 
with the Canadian Army overseas. 

The trip to our farm began as sedately as a team of 
horses and a wagon load of goods and people can behave. 
Everyone started off on the wagon, but we boys soon dis
covered that we could jump off and climb back on fairly 



easily, so whenever we saw anything unusual or different, 
especially a wild flower, offwe went. Mother and Dad sat 
sedately on the front seat, with Johnny, who probably 
made use of many of his stories about the country. Driv
ing behind a team of horses at three to four miles an 
hour, can be very monotonous, but Johnny was a good 
story teller as I was to find out many times in the future. 

That wagon trip must have been terrible for my 
mother, for, though the seat had springs, the wagon 
didn't. It jolted and banged over the ruts and stones. 
After about an hour and a half, we stopped in the farm
yard of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Low who were settled on 
their land about three miles east of Spearhil1 (Later to be 
known as the Kiln.) We met all the Low family, though 
all I remember at that meeting was drinks and food 
served by the older girls. Mrs. Low was very hospitable 
and we enjoyed our visit. 

The trip continued into a veritable wilderness. I do 
remember seeing some cultivated fields and some barbed 
wire fences, but the most outstanding thing in my 
memory was suddenly coming up on a high gravel ridge 
from which you could see all about. Johnny pointed out 
another farm house and informed us that these were our 
nearest neighbors. But what startled me was that the 
horses broke into a trot on the top of this smooth, gravel 
trail and I had quite a run catching them and hanging to 
the back of the wagon while I caught my breath and 
climbed on. 

We went down a sharp slope at the end of the ridge, 
into some trees and then out on to a wetter spot beside a 
well with a pole cribbing. A short distance further and we 
came to our little log shack, and we were soon unloading 
our belongings, putting up our tent and getting ourselves 
settled. The log cabin had long cracks between the logs 
and a rather precarious roof of tar paper on pine poles, 
which was missing in quite a few places. There was a 
wood burning cook stove in the shack, but we slept in the 
tent. 

I do remember helping to dig the well out in the mid
dle of the slough, where swale grass was taller than my 
younger sister, and where frogs and toads (I soon learned 
to tell the difference) were hopping about in all direc
tions. The well was dug down into the gravel below the 
sad (peat), and it was dug large enough so that we could 
dip a pail in and get it full. Naturally we deepened it and 
enlarged it as we found it was needed. Water ran in quite 
quickly and two hours would give us several pails of 
clear, sweet water. 

I have faint recollections that beds were to be made of 
spruce boughs, but do not remember the details. I im
agine we all slept on the ground that first night and that 
making beds was the next day situation. I remember 
building smudges so that smoke would drive the mos
quitoes out of the tent, but I think the day's activities 
must have been so strenuous that the night was given over 
to sleeping completely. 

I said we didn't worry about the shack - but Dad 
did. He wanted it finished and livable. He had brought 
with him a special tool - an-adze with which to cut and 
shape the logs of the house. He may even have had 
notions of putting in a log floor, but he never got to that. 
He started putting a sloping edge on a log at the end of 
the house, close under the roof. Unfortunately, he tried to 
stand on the top of the wall while he cut the slope on the 
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log. What with maintaining his balance and using an un
accustomed tool, he cut his instep with the adze and had 
to desist. It was quite a bad cut and needed a great deal of 
bandaging, washing, and treatment before it healed. 
'V1eantime Dad went hobbling around on one foot and a 
crutch made from a poplar. Vic, I remember, finished 
sloping the log, but on the ground, keeping his feet well 
out of the line of cutting. 

Meanwhile, we were digging for hard pan. Someone, 
or some book had told Dad that hardpan was the best 
material to use for plastering the cracks between the logs. 
So we dug a hole down into the ground until we thought 
we had hardpan and used this material, mixed with water 
to the consistency of plaster, to chink the cracks between 
the logs. I don't think we ever finished the job because 
without a proper roof, rains washed it out a~ fast as we 
put it in. 

However, I know I had lots of fun catching toads and 
tying a string harness on them, so that they could be 
made to pull small pieces of poplar as if they were logs. 

My father must have filed on this homestead in 1914 
after a two week ·long trip into the area with an East 
Kildonan neighbor. This neighbor took along his hunting 
rifles, but I don't know whether any hunting was done. I 
do know that my father came back from the trip with a 
syrup pail full of the two types of soil in the area. He 
showed the soil to everyone. One was brown humus and 
apparently quite rich. The other was a gravelly loam. We 
now know that they came from low and high land. 

I am often struck, when I think about it, by the few 
trees there were on the homestead, but I am reminded 
that it was all burned over about a year previous. I 
remember open areas with great black stumps, standing 
or lying, as the fire left them. I do not recall much scrub 
or small growth about, at least, not like it is today. 

We did visit our neighbors. Dad got our neighbor to 
the north and west, the Cribbs, to bring out groceries 
from the town. I remember walking with all the family 
down the visible trail in the grass to visit Ernie Redwood 
to the south. He was English, born of farming stock and 
had apparently done considerable hunting in this area. 
He talked of moose and elk by the hour. He had several 
oxen and a few acres broken and in crop. He told us of 
our other neighbors, most of whom were in the army 
overseas, as my own brother Alec was. 

Whether it was the same day or not, I'm not sure, but 
I remember my father carrying a large wooden box of 
firearms from Ernest Redwood's across to Passmore's 
house so that it could be sent to its owner. The distance 
must have been three quarters of a mile across flat and 
burned over land. There was only an occasional burned 
pine on the way. 

Our visit there was educational. Mr. Passmore, who 
had homesteaded just south of the township line which 
ran west of Moosehorn, had a Hereford cow and a huge 
Hereford bull with wide spreading horns. He had also 
been collecting grasses and learning what he could about 
them. He expected another railway to be built through 
somewhere close to his land, about ten miles from 
Moosehorn. This, he said, was the pattern of the prairies. 
He seemed to be working and building a worthwhile 
farm, or at least it sounded like that. He made a great im
pression on me, and perhaps as great a one on my father. 



While we were at his house, all the family of Dailys 
came in. I don't remember how many there were, but I 
remember the two families were lined up, side by side, to 
see which were taller. I believe there were more of them, 
but then my two older brothers, Lawrie and Alec were 
not there, so I expect we were about even. The Dailys 
lived somewhere south of Mr. Passmore. 

It was Ernest Redwood who drove us back to town 
after our stay on the homestead. This time it was oxen, 
and a similar high wagon, and he went by way of the 
township line which meant a long detour around the big 
swamp, finally getting back to the trail that Johnny 
Matheson had followed to bring us out. These trails were 
just wagon tracks through the bush following the line of 
least resistance. The oxen made the trip slower and more 
wearisome, but perhaps we didn't jolt so much. 

When we went past Mr. Passmore's fence, his bull 
bellowed and pawed all the way along at Mr. Redwood's 
oxen. We were scared and I noticed that Ernie kept a 
tight rein on his oxen and used the whip more than once 
to keep them moving. That bull really looked wicked, 
and I'm surprised that two strands of barbed wire kept 
him in. 

We arrived at Moosehorn in the afternoon, stayed at 
the hotel until early morning when we caught the train 
back to Winnipeg. I don't remember any of the trip, but I 
remember how overgrown our house yard was when we 
got home. 

But this was only the first episode in the farm in 
which I had any part. It must have been the second or 
third for Dad and the next episode began early in 1918 
when my older brother Alec, then home after 
recuperating from a head wound in France, with 
Lawrence and Dad, got together to buy a horse, a cow, a 
wagon and grain box, with other things classified as 
'settler's effects', put them in a railway car bound for 
Moosehorn. I saw a lot of preparation, but I wasn't on 
the trip. I heard, later, how Dad and Vic got off the 
passenger train at Moosehorn, they found the box car 
there on the siding, but no sign of Alec. He told us that 
the freight train had stopped in Ashern, and he had been 
assured that he had plenty of time to get something to 
eat. So he went across the road to the hotel (I expect it 
was the one that used to be on the corner of Main and 
Second) to get a meal. About the time his meal was put 
before him, the freight whistled for departure. Alec, be
ing an old soldier, decided to have his meal, so he finished 
the trip on foot, walking the ties to Moosehorn. 

I know that March that year was warm, and that all 
the snow had gone when they left Winnipeg, probably 
April 4. But overnight it turned cold and froze hard with 
the result that all the sloughs between Moosehorn and the 
farm were covered with ice and our poor horse had quite 
a time getting through them. 

I know that Alec and Vic added a room to the log 
shack, and that during the summer, logs were cut and 
hauled for a new house which was completed about 
September. Also, hay enough for horse and cow was put 
up with the help of Ernie Redwood in return for our help 
in putting up his hay. 1 know, because I went out with 
Lawrie in July, and was a part of it all. 

I remember, too, that my training in chopping cord 
wood was interrupted in October by a reminder that 
there was a school to attend just two miles away, so my 
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sisters, Dolly, Gladys and I started to attend. Mrs. Lang, 
the teacher, had no grade five class in which to put me, so 
I went back to grade four with her highest class. Dolly 
was all by herself in grade seven. There were only about 
eighteen of us in the school. There were Charlie, Leslie 
and Bobby Cribbs; Margaret, Alice and Jennie Dunsire; 
Maggie, Jessie and Charlie Mair; Irene, Nora, Jack and 
George Low; (Roy came to school later;) Dolly, Wilfred 
and Gladys Deering; and Mrs. Lang's two daughters, 
Mabel and Janet. Betty Cribbs started school later, too, 
and it must have beell about 1923 that my youngest 
sister, Lily, began school. There were also the Harkness 
girls, Marguerite and Monica, but by this time the 
Cribbs' family had left. The Blocksidges had moved in, 
and I remember Freddie Blocksidge best in about grade 
four when he memorized the whole of "How Tom 
Sawyer Painted the Fence" by Mark Twain for a Christ
mas concert. About this time Albert Gardiner moved to 
the district and his three children Maurice, Ellen and 
Eleanor were there. 

Teachers changed with the years. Mrs. Lang was 
there for two years, I believe, but there were long periods 
without school. Maude Birchall, (later Mrs. Andrew 
Dunsire) taught for at least one year, and Neva George, 
daughter of School Inspector George, was there for more 
than one year and had her sister Margaret (Pussy), who 
later trained as a nurse, with her. Then there was 
Margaret Johnstone (later Mrs. McManus) who pushed 
us so hard that four of us wrote our grade eight finals in 
Moosehorn in June, 1925, and we all passed! Those were 
years that I shall never forget. 

Family History ofS. D. Watson 
On June 12, 1915, Sylvester David Watson, his wife 

Maggie Louise, son William Archibald and daughter 
Edna May, arrived in Ashern via C.N.R. from Killarney 
Manitoba (originally from Thedford, Ontario), where 
they were to take up homesteading in the Walmore 
District - NE, 23-26-6 - north east 12 miles from 
Ashern. 

They lived in a tent for 3 months while building the 
average log constructed home. Later, they kept the dis
trict General Post Office (and mail courier service) and 
operated this service out of their home from 1917 to 1926 
to local residents. Such services provided were the sale of 
postage stamps and postal notes. Mr. and Mrs. Watson 
went into Ashern each Thursday to pick up the mail from 
the General Post Office which always arrived by C.N.R. 

Many government officials such as the man from the 
Poultry & Agriculture Department utilized the Watson 
home as headquarters. Some of these officials included 
the following: Mr. Mabb, Homestead Inspector, Jim 
Allan, Agriculture, Fred Kent of the Poultry Division. 

The school (SE 23-26-6), was the Community Centre 
for concerts, dances, church socials plus many more 
functions. The building was a one room frame building 
built in approximately 1916. There were a number of 
teachers during the years; to name a few: Mr. J. 
Tremblay, Mrs. Margaret Otto, Miss Gladys Bray, Miss 
Patterson, Mr. Carl Cutting, Miss Maude Birchell, Mr. 
Patrick Durnin, Miss Mary Sproat. 

At one time, there were approximately 42 students 
attending the Walmore district school. 



Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Watson going 10 Ashern on a mail run. 

Hurrah! The bus has come 10 Ashern. Fred Marshall at the hOlel in 
1941. 

The Watson homestead. where the Walmore Post Office was main
tained. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Watson had another son, James 
McGuire, who passed away in Portage la Prairie 
Manitoba in 1970. 

The Watson's moved closer to the town of Ashern in 
1926. Mrs. Watson passed away August 12, 1933 and 
Mr. Watson passed away October 10, 1946. 

Archie Watson married Florence C. Nelson in 1934. 
Her father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. N. Nelson, farmed 
south of Ashern at that time. Archie and Florence have 4 
daughters; Doreen Dauphinee, Wilma MacDonald 
she being born in Ashern in 1938, Gloria Holm, Lynda 
Campbell. They also have one son, William Bruce. 

Edna May Watson was married to Fred Marshall, 
who owned and operated (most successfully) the Ashern 
Hotel for many years. They have 2 sons, Frederick J. and 
Melvin L. They had a daughter, Rachael May, but unfor
tunately she passed away at birth. All children were born 
in the town of Ashern. 

In the pioneer days, it was a common sight in Ashern 
to see many teams of oxen tied up along the main street. 
Also in those days, there were many, many hardships to 
put up with such as flies, of which there were many 
different kinds also hordes of mosquitoes. The snow in 
winter caused hardship as the trails had to be manually 
dug out as there were no proper roads. A scoop shovel 
and an axe were necessary commodities with your travel 
in those days. 

Mr. S. D. Watson was amongst the first residents in 
1915 to bring in, by rail, a span of five heavy duty draft 
horses. All of the town folk turned out at the rail site to 
see this event. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Dunsire 
by Alice Stark nee Dunsire 

These are some of the incidents I remember when my 
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. George Dunsire, settled 
in the Interlake area. My father came to Canada in 1911 
from Scotland and worked in Brandon, Manitoba for one 
year. He returned to Scotland for a visit in 1912, return
ing to Canada till 1913 when he came for us to move to 
Canada. Our grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dun
sire and several uncles and aunts came on the same 
voyage. 

The entire family settled in Brandon and were becom
ing nicely established in their trades, when my grand
father decided to go homesteading. He talked all the sons 
into going with him to take up land that the government 
was advertising for $10 for 160 acres. If you built a house 
on it and cultivated a few acres of land, you could get a 
patent on the land and it was yours. They decided to get 
land adjoining, and finally located 4 or 5 quarters 
together, 12 miles east and north of Moosehorn. 

The men came in late March and built one house and 
partially finished another, then sent for the women folk 
to come. The rest of the family including my mother, 3 
children, Grandmother, 3 aunts, and one uncle arrived in 
Moosehorn at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and there 
seemed to be water everywhere. We were met by an uncle 
with a team of horses and a high wagon. The station at 
that time was a box-car siding and really looked very 
desolate. 

We all loaded in the wagon and started on the 12 mile 
journey. The roads were practically non-existent as 
roads, and so much water! We were to learn as we went 



Back row. left 10 right: Mrs. Wi/sQn. Mrs. AfcGarva. Mrs. Clegg. 
Mrs. DIll/sire. Mrs. Rooney. Mrs. Withers, Mrs. Deering. Mrs. 
Campbell. Front row: Vic Deering. Nera Dunsire, Sybil Rooney. Marg 
Dumire. Gladys Blocksidge. Sitting in from: Fred Blocksidge. Robbie 

farther, that they got continually worse and eventually 
were only survey lines cut in the bush two years previous. 
We will always remember the kindness of one family that 
day. I believe they were Danish, and must have heard 
that we were passing by their place 4 miles east of 
Moosehorn. They were waiting at their gate by the road 
with a large tray of freshly baked bread buns and a large 
pot of coffee for the adults, and milk for the children. 
(Later we were to find that these people were Mr. and 
Mrs. Neilson who did the threshing in the local areas). 
This was certainly appreciated as we had not packed a 
lunch and had left right from the train. 

We continued our journey, the wagon getting stuck 
many times in sloughs and the horses getting so tired. We 
arrived at the homestead at 1 o'clock in the morning to 
find ourselves in real bush country. The next summer 
another family with 6 children moved about 3/4 of a mile 
from us, so this gave us some company occasionally. The 
family was Cribbs. Late that summer a bush fire went by 
just east of us. It was about 2 miles wide and burned a 
strip of timber almost 8 miles long. It was only by carry
ing water and beating the flames back with wet sacks that 
they managed to save the houses. 

The only social life in the area was when everyone 
within miles around gathered at some house large enough 
to accommodate a crowd and have a singsong, visit, and 
dance. In those days it seemed everyone could contribute 
something in the line of entertainment. If they could not 
play an instrument, they would sing, dance or recite. 

When war broke out all the young boys left to join the 
army, thus taking away half of the population. Some of 
the boys did not make it back from France and those that 
did, never came back to the homestead. In February of 
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Rooney. Geo. Lowe. Willie Withers, Jimmy Dunsire, Lily Deering. Art 
Wilhers. In window: Alice Dumire IStark). Roland Withers. Jennie 
Dunsire. Bert Dunsire. Gladys Deering. 

1916, our house burned down during a blizzard. We 
shared a house with my aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs, 
Thomas Wilson and the fire started in their section of 
the home. We were just able to run out as we were 
without winter clothes or boots. Nothing was saved from 
the fire because the wind was so strong it was only a 
matter of minutes and it was all flames. No one was 
able to get near for the heat and the flames. The neighbors 
were helpful in getting another house started, With hav
ing to furnish all over again, my parents never did get 
over the loss of so many of their possessions from the old 
country. 

In 1919 the government built a schooL The district 
was named Springburn, the name coming from two 
families, Me Thomas Wilson and Mr. W. Cribbs, who 
had both come from the same town in Scotland. 
Everyone was now hopeful of getting an education for the 
children but schools in those days were opened and closed 
according to the amount of taxes available to pay the 
teachers. Sometimes we had 8 months of school and 
other times 5 and some years closed most of the time. 

The school was used for all forms of entertainment, 
such as Xmas concerts, also concerts and plays in aid of 
the Red Cross. This is where church services were held. 
We had church services whenever we had a minister come 
to that area, also at times a layman took the service. Mr. 
Cox was a student minister of ours and in time became 
the head of the United Church of Canada. He used to 
come and visit all members of the church. He drove from 
Ashern by horse and buggy to Spearhill and 6 1/2 miles 
east to visit and was always welcome. There were many 
hardships for everyone but also there were good friends 
and neighbors even if miles away. We still keep in touch 



with our school mates. Gradually the population dwindl
ed as people left to try for greener pastures and by 1935 
only one family remained. 

In 1935 the school was closed for the last time. Dur
ing the years that school was held in that district I believe 
forty-two pupils attended, some for short periods 
of a year or so. In spite of the hardships of walking long 
miles in cold weather it could not have had any lasting ill 
effects, as to my knowledge only two of the former pupils 
that attended Springburn School have passed on. 

In 1931 I moved to Ashern when I married James 
Stark Jr. and we farmed there for nearly ten years. The 
depression years were hard but we managed and moved 
to Spearhill in 1940. We had two boys Jimmy and Jack 
and it was better for them being nearer school. In 1942 
we moved to Vancouver where my folks were, and Jim 
joined the Royal Canadians Engineers in the Army as 
soon as we were settled there. After the war ended Jim 
returned to his former job at Spearhill. Lorna was born 
in 1948 and Marlyn in 1956. We lived in Spearhill till 
1967 when we moved to Ashern. Jimmy, Jack and Lorna 
all live in British Columbia and Marlyn is at home. 

The Smiths 
by daughter Janet Kemp 

In 1910 Dad left Scotland for Canada, and got work 
on a farm near Warren, Manitoba. In 1912 Mother and I 
came out to join Dad. We were to sail on the Titanic, but 
were turned back as it was overloaded, so we sailed on 
the New Medion two weeks later. Mother was sick all the 
way over, so the crew looked after us. I was the eldest, 
eight years old. 

Early one morning we were all up on deck to see the 
huge iceberg that the Titanic had struck. I will never 
forget the sight with the sun shining on it. We went 
around it as they said there was no way of telling the size. 

Our first winter in Canada, we lived in a granary on 
the farm, and not being used to the cold, we nearly froze 
to death. In the spring Dad got a house in Warren so we 
could go to school. 

Mother took in washing to try and help out. 
Tommy was born in Warren in July 1913. Later that 

fall Dad took up a homestead at Ashern. That is when we 
got to know Charlie and Redfern Walker, who had a 
homestead near us. We loaded everything we had. 
Charlie had a team of horses and a wagon, we kids rode 
in the box car too. It was fun. We landed in Ashern and 
had lots of help from the folks of the town to help unload 
our things. There was only a wagon track through the 
bush to follow for fifteen miles. It got so dark they had 
to use a lantern ahead of the horses, and to keep the 
wolves off as they seemed to be all around us. We were 
sure glad to get to Charlie's place. We stayed with him 
until we got our log house built. It was nice to be in our 
own house. 

Dad worked in the bush cutting cord wood in the 
winter. It was a very mild winter with hardly any snow. 

Charlie was quite .a hunter, he kept us well supplied 
with wild meat. There were lots of wild animals around. 

One day Mom put Tommy to bed and went with Dad 
to the bush. It was a lovely day to go for a walk, but after 
they were out of sight, we could smell smoke. Dad had 
put sod on the roof and it had dried out, and caught fire. 
There was not enough water or snow to put the fire out. 
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John Smith. 1926. 

We got all we could out of the house except John's big 
cat. It was under the bed; I tried to stop him from going 
to save the cat. In the confusion, I had forgotten about 
Tommy, and just managed to get him out before the roof 
caved in. Charlie saw the smoke and came over to see 
where the fire was. There was nothing he could do as the 
house was all in flames. He took us to his place where 
Mom and Dad found us. 

We built another house. As soon as the ground was 
soft enough for Dad to dig a well, he struck a spring so we 
had a good well. 

We were very busy. Dad had decided to join the army, 
as war had broken out. Before Mom got Dad's first 
cheque we were very hungry; we ran out of everything 
and had no money. Those days there was hardly anyone 
to borrow from. We made a lot of our clothes out of flour 
bags. 

Dad, Charlie and Redfern went to war. Poor Charlie 
never came back. Redfern was badly wounded. Dad did 
not have a scratch I guess he was one of the lucky ones as 
he was there till the war ended in 1918. 

In 1915 on a very hot day in July little Chrissie was 
born, I was only eleven years old, Mother and I were 
alone. We saw a wagon coming, who turned out to be the 
Watsons. We were sure glad to see them. Mrs. Watson 
took over and stayed until Mom was able to get around. 

After that people started settling in all over. Mrs. 
Gowler and the boys moved into Charlie's place so we 
had company. Her hubby was at the war. It was not so 
lonely after they came. We played cards, went for walks, 
and picked wild fruit. We had to make our own fun. 

Every July Mom would have a party for the four of us 
kids, as our birthdays were all in July. We had a lot of fun 
with Lawreys, Gowlers, and McGarvas. 

Mr. Watson had the post office, so we had to go the 
three miles for our mail. We carried our cream in big 
syrup pails (we kept the cream cold down in the well) to 
Watsons. There they put it into a cream can and Mr. 
Watson would take it to town for us and bring back 
groceries. We met a lot of wild animals on these trips. 

Everything was fine till the spring of 1919, when Un
cle Tom was staying with us. On this particular day Mr. 
Watson was plowing our garden, when a bush fire came 
upon us. We were not able to save the barn, but did get 
the animals out and onto some plowed ground. We 
managed to save the house. 

Dad got back later in the summer. Dad worked at 
home in summer and worked with the C.N.Railway in 
Winnipeg in winter. 



We did the caretaking of the school. The teacher 
stayed at Watson's. 

In December 1920 my brother Bobby was born; Mom 
went to the hospital in Winnipeg for this birth. Dad and 
the rest of us looked after things at home. Mom brought 
Bobby home on December 20th. Our school Christmas 
concert was on December 23, we managed to have 
everything in order and all went well. 

In 1924 Dad got work in Ashern, he worked for Mr. 
Hyde. 

I married Bill Thickens in 1926. We spent our honey
moon cuttinz cord wood. Later we moved to Winnipeg 
and both worked at whatever job was available, as things 
were very tough. Shortly after, Dad, Mother and the 
family all moved to Winnipeg. 

Bill and I moved around quite a lot. Bill had a garage 
in Carman and was doing fairly well, until we lost 
everything in a fire. After that we took up a small farm at 
East Braintree (we were still cutting cord wood). 

In 1936 we adopted an eighteen month old girl Pat-
sy. She was good company, as Bill was away a lot. She is 
now married and has three children of her own. They live 
in Calgary. 

Bill joined the Air Force in 1939. My brothers, Tom
my, Bobby, Chucky and Donald all joined the army. 
Chrissie's husband, Charlie Lewin, also joined the army. 
They went overseas together and all returned at the end 
of the war. Chucky was a prisoner for a year or more. 

My brother Angus, worked for the C.N. Railway. He 
is now retired and living in British Columbia. They have 
one son. 

My sister, Lizzie married Jack Graham, a widower, 
with three children. The town of Grahamdale, Manitoba 
is named after his father, Samuel Ferguson Graham, who 
also had the post office there for many years. Lizzie and 
Jack lived in Winnipeg for a year. Jack died a few years 
ago, Lizzie now lives in Vancouver. 

John passed away in 1968. Chrissie died in 1964. 
Bill and I were divorced in 1946. I worked in Belcher 

hospital in Calgary where I met my present husband Tom 
Kemp. Tom worked in Suffield, Alberta for twenty 
years. We adopted another girl, Linda. She is now 
married and has two daughters. They live at Colman not 
far from Bellevue. Tom had a heart attack in 1955 and 
has been unable to work since then. 

Mother and Dad moved to Eastern Canada for a few 
years then moved to the U.S.A. - finally settling in Van
couver, where Dad died in 1959. The family persuaded 
Mother to return to Scotland for a visit a few years ago. 
M other is now past ninety-three. She had a stroke and 
is in a nursing home. 

The Wither Homestead 
by Art Wither 

My parents, John and Euphamia Wither, emigrated 
from Adrrasson, Ayrshire Scotland in May 1904. My 
father obtained employment with the C.N .R. as a 
baggage-man and operated a dairy farm on Two Mile 
Road on the east side of Winnipeg, Two Mile Road is 
now named Birds Hill Road in the East Kildonan area. 
My five brothers and one sister came over from Scotland 
with their parents. The eldest was William, then John Jr., 
David, Jean, (the only girl), Carrick and Andrew. I was 
the youngest of the family and the only one born in 

Mrs. Euphamia Wi/her. 

Mr. Johll Wilher alld Art. 

Johl1 Wither's abandoned hOllies/cad. 
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Canada. I was born on Hoskins Avenue in East Ki!donan 
in 1908. 

Between 1904 and 1913 my sister Jean married Don 
Underdown who had emigrated to Canada from 
England. 

In 1913 my father, Don and Jean Underdown and 
brother Dave went up north to make their fortune. They 
opened up homesteads ten miles east of Moosehorn and 
obtained 160 acres from the government for the sum of 
$10 under the Homestead Act. 

Three homesteads were set up. My father sold the 
dairy farm and took the cattle and horses to the 
homestead with him. 

Don Underdown's homestead was directly across 
from my Dad's, and Dave's was just south of Under
down's. 

During 1913 John Wither built the house, barn, and 
started to clear the land. During the spring of 1914 the 
family came up to the farm and settled in. 

The entire Wither family were not farmers. John Jr. 
remained in Winnipeg as a C.P.R. baggageman and 
William continued working for the James Richardson 
Company. John Jr. had two children, Roland and Bill. 
Roland and Bill's mother passed away when Roland was 
three years old and Bill was only six weeks old. Their 
father was not able to care for them alone so my mother 
took them to the farm where they remained with us until 
the homestead was abandoned in 1934. 

When we moved onto the farm there were a number 
of homesteads started and the country was occupied for 
miles around. Some of the families I can remember also 
the location of their land in relation to ours, are: 

Peter and Tini McGarva and their two children, Bob 
and Jessie were on the 1st quarter north of our place. 
They were cousins of my father. 

'Two batchelors occupied the land north-west of us, 
ErnIe and Bert Redwood. 

Just south of them were James and Mary Laurie and 
their three children, Bert, Edward and Eleanor 
(Queenie). 

On the south west was another batchelor, Charles 
Walker. 

One mile west of our place was Tom and Martha 
Passmore. 

Just west of McGarva's place was occupied by Bill 
Hemphill and north of McGarva's was Ben Fulton. 

At the start of the First World War my brother Dave, 
Charles Walker, Bill Hemphill and Ben Fulton enlisted. 
They all served overseas, however, Dave Wither was the 
only one to return. 

Dave served with the 8th Infantry (Little Black 
Devils) until the end of the war in 1918. When he 
returned he married Margaret Cook of Dugald, and ob-
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tained employment in Winnipeg as a carpenter. In 1933 
Dave and Margaret returned to the area of his original 
homestead and started another homestead just south of 
my parents. He remained until 1939 at which time he re
enlisted at the start of the Second World War. 

During the winter of 1916-17 the first school came to 
our area. The Walmore School was built by John Boyd of 
Ashern and named after the Walker and Passmore 
families. 

The school was opened in the fall of 1918 and the first 
teacher was Joseph Tremblay. The school was located 
two miles straight south of our place and the enrollment 
included: 

Jenny, Johnny, Bobby, Angus and Tommy Smith, 
who lived one mile east of the school. 

Archie and Edna Watson, who lived north-west of the 
school. 

Robert, Alex, Tommy, Chris, Jessie and Archie Dai
ly, lived two miles west of the schooL 

Bob and Jessie McGarva and myself. The rest of the 
family were grown up, therefore, they did not attend 
Walmore but this is where I received most of my educa
tion until the school closed down somewhere around 
1926. 

After World War I, a number of other homesteaders 
moved in, between 1919 and 1920. They received their 
land through the Soldier Settlement Board and included 
the Deerings, Purvis and Jones families. 

The land remained pretty well occupied until around 
1926 when the going was found to be too tough and a 
number of settlers moved. During 1926 my brother, 
Carrick, went to California and operated a fig ranch. 
Don and Jean Underdown also gave up farming in 1926 
and went to seek greener pastures in California. Andrew 
left shortly after to gain employment with the Swales Ice 
Company in Winnipeg. He later served on the Winnipeg 
Police Department until his retirement. 

Our homestead was abandoned in 1934 as the depres
sion was just too much for us. 1 got a job with the Swales 
Ice Co. during 1934 and worked there until 1936, at 
which time I joined the Winnipeg Fire Department where 
I remained until my retirement in 1968. 

The only farm that remained in this area was Billy 
Miller's and it is still going strong although the chores 
are now done by his son, Maurice. 

I can recall many events and good times I had while 
being raised on our farm; however, to put it all down on 
paper would make a book itself. We operated the farm 
with our dairy cattle, gardening, hunting, cutting and 
selling cordwood to the Spearhill Quarry. Our main form 
of recreation, besides picking stones from the land, was 
going to dances at the Walmore School and other com
munity schools in the area. I married Margaret, better 
known as "Peggy", Stark from Ashern in 1937. 
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Origin of Manitoba 
by C.V. 

h 
Winnipeg Free Press Editorial 

August 13, 1957. 

The unveiling on Sunday of a plaque marking The 
Narrows on Lake Manitoba as "the place of origin and 
first historic use of the name of the province of 
Manitoba" is a move in the right direction. One hopes 
that the Historic Sites Advisory Board will erect many 
such markers, each recalling for all who travel some im
portant page from Manitoba's history. 

The wording of the plaque, however, is far from 
satisfactory. It is more than doubtful whether the origin 
of the place-name Manitoba can be traced exclusively, 
as the plaque suggests, to the Ojibway words "manitou" 
and "bau", meaning strait of the spirit. The place-name 
existed before the Ojibways arrived in Manitoba. There 
were few, if any, Ojibways west of the Red River before 
the last decade of the 18th century, certainly none at The 
Narrows when the place name Lake Manitoba first 
appeared on maps of the West. 

If the Board wants an Algonkin origin for the word 
Manitoba why not pick the Cree "manitou-wapow?" Its 
meaning is the same, and the Crees lived in northeastern 
Manitoba for centuries before the first Ojibways came 
west from their Great Lakes homeland. 

The wording of the plaque also rules out the possibili
ty of the word Manitoba having a Siouan-Assiniboine 
origin. When La Verendrye discovered the lake he named 
it Lake of the Prairies from the Assiniboine words 
"mini" and "tobow," words that are correctly translated 
in La Verendrye's phrase. This was the lake's first name 
in any European language, and it continued to be used, 
with minor variations, during the period of French ascen
dancy in the west. 

Thoughtful historians will not ignore this meaning 
now, for Lake Manitoba was in every sense of the word 
an Assiniboine lake, it was in the heart of their 
homeland, and they travelled its waters to reach Hudson 
Bay after the arrival of the English traders. The 
Assiniboines apparently were not impressed with The 
Narrows as a home of the Manitou, but they did 
recognize the lake as an important part of their 
Manitoba domain long years before the first Ojibway 
arrived. 

There is evidence that the place-name Manitoba was 
used at least 12 years before the date recorded on the 
plaque. On one of Peter Pond's maps of 1785 Lake 
Manitoba appears as "Lake Minnitopa," on another as 
"Lake Minnetopar." 

It should be noted that Pond's names stem directly 
out of the Assiniboine words "mini" and "tobow," and 
we know where he gathered the data. During the winter 
of 1775-6, before the Ojibways had reached Manitoba, he 
was trading at the northwest corner of Lake Dauphin. 
And H. A. Innis states that Pond went to Lake Dauphin 
"to trade with the Assiniboine with whose language and 
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ws 
customs he had become acquainted among the Yank tons 
on the Mississippi." 

Under various spellings Lake Manitoba appears on a 
number of late 18th century maps. Indeed, in 1796 the 
modern spelling "Lake Manitoba" makes a sudden and 
unexplained appearance on Arrowsmith's map, only to 
be abandoned promptly for about 75 years. All this 
destroys the plaque's claim that: "In 1797 the Hudson's 
Bay Company built . . . their 'Doubtful Post' at 
'Manitobar,' the first recorded use of the name." 

There are indications that the Board will change the 
plaque. This is welcome news and the change should be 
made forthwith. The origin of the word Manitoba may 
remain a mystery; it could even have a split origin; but 
that is no excuse for ruling in favor of one tradition, to 
the exclusion of others, without strong supporting 
evidence. If that evidence exists it has not been made 
pUblic. 

Source of the Name Manitoba 
by J. J. Wilson 
(Winnipeg) 

I was for some years in charge of Manitoba House 
Fur Trading Post on the west shore of Lake Manitoba, 
about fifteen miles up from the Narrows. Just adjacent 
and strung along the lake shore with its long and narrow 
lots - thus affording each settler a lake frontage - lay 
Manitoba House Settlement, with its little Anglican Mis
sion Church, log tower belfry and parsonage in the cen
tre. Nearby was the school house and post office named 
"Kinosota P.O."I The people of this little community 
were all descendants of employees of the Hudson's Bay 
Company and the North West Trading Company of 
French, English, and mostly Scottish extraction, who had 
intermarried with the I ndians. The Ebb and Flow Indian 
Reserve was nearby and the Dog Creek Reserve was 
directly opposite on the east shore of the lake. From 
these sources the post derived its trade. It was here that I 
became intimately acquainted with the Indians and other 
native settlers of the district among whom I lived on 
neighborly and friendly terms for some years and made 
friendships that will last all my life. One of my neighbors, 
especially Mr. Hebron Moar, (now deceased), who was 
postmaster, might be termed the Patriarch of the Com
munity. He had a good English education and could 
speak Indian fluently; he was considered all around the 
country as the best interpreter of the Indian language and 
was familiar with Indian tradition and legends. From 
him I learned the facts which I am now about to relate. 

Stating it briefly: as the Hudson's Bay Company con
templated closing their post, I decided to take a venture 
on my own account and accordingly resigned and bought 
the old Manito-Wapa Indian Agency building so pic
turesquely located on the west shore of The Narrows-

Editor's Note: 
I Kinosoto P.O. 

Originally manitowapta or straight of the spirit: name suggested by 
Honourable John Norquay and adopted for Post Office in 1889, 
Geographic Board of Cunuda. 



at the point about a half-mile or a mile wide - and look
ing out on Manitou Island in the gap between the east 
and west shores of the lake. Here I carried on successful
ly for a number of years the business of a "Free Trader," 
mostly in furs and fish and my customers were myoid 
friends the Ebb & Flow, Dog Creek and Fairford In
dians. They called it The Narrows-Manito Wapaw; 
Manito from the island which they believed to be the 
dwelling place of the Great Spirit; and Wapaw, meaning 
The Narrows or Narrow Waters. Literally therefore, the 
meaning is "Spirit of the Narrow Waters," Manitow
Wapaw became in the mouths of the white man, 
Manitoba, a word easier to pronounce. 

In Indian mythology it was believed that the weird 
sound produced by the rapid current passing over the 
shingly limestone rocks on the shore of the island, es
pecially during high winds, was the voice of the Great 
Spirit. This, no doubt, gave rise to the erroneous idea 
entertained by some writers on the subject that Manitoba 
meant God's voice, which, with others of extra patriotic 
fervor, became God's country. 

- Public Archives of Manitoba, 100-1-3 (1931) 

What's in the Name of Manitoba 
by Henry McKay 
(Grand Rapids) 

During the early stages of our country, in regions as 
yet untrodden by white men, the Indian took the liberty 
of Adam's privilege and gave his own names to different 
places. Most of the original nomenclature of our country 
originated in the Indian mind. Many of the Indian place 
names denote the nature of places as seen at first sight. 
Other names arose from noteworthy events; some from 
extremely ridiculous occurrences; and others again from 
superstitious manifestations. Manitoba is of this latter 
vintage. 

Our province of Manitoba derived its name from the 
Cree word "Manito-wah-paow," which means The 
Spirits' Narrows. If you look at the map of Manitoba, 
you will see at the central part of Lake Manitoba a 
narrow part about half a mile in breadth connecting the 
north and south ends of the lake. This place is known as 
the Narrows of Lake Manitoba. Owing to the natural 
situation of The Narrows, it is easily affected by the 
winds. Thus, with a north wind a strong current runs 
southward and vice versa with a south wind. 

At The Narrows of Lake Manitoba and on the 
margin of its shores there are shelving limestone ledges of 
shingle, and at certain intervals, owing to the action of 
the currents and waves slightly disturbing and displacing 
the loose shingly surface rocks, a tinkling sound similar 
to the jingling of small bells is emitted and re-echoed into 
numerous cavities caused by the combating forces of the 
elements of ages past. 

The Indian, who was always on the alert for anything 
of a supernatural existence, on hearing these unusual 
sounds, at once attributed them to the voice of the spirit 
and called the place "Manitowahpaow," The Spirits' 
Narrows ... Here for certain was the abode of Manito. 

At the Spirits' Narrows, owing to its natural facility, 
the I ndian going west on the warpath crossed over, but he 
went this way chiefly for the purpose of consulting the 
oracle with its mystic signals for weal or woe. Here too, 
the Indians propitiated by prayers and offerings for good 
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or ill luck going and returning from the warpath. Also at 
this place the writer came to see and hear the mystic 
voices of the fragmentary rocks whence is derived the 
name we are all so proud of - Manitoba. 

Jon. Austman Family (1976) 
Jon Austman and wife Thuridur lived at The 

Narrows. Jon's wife was the daughter of Bjarni and 
Bjarney Christianson. 

Known neighbors were: The Olafur Thorlacius, 
Magnus Freeman, Gestur Bjarnson, Bjarni Christianson 
and Helgi Einarson and their families. 

They made their living by fishing and farming. 
Roads were very primitive, and oxen were the means 

of horse power. Entertainment was no more than visit
ing amongst themselves. 

From The Narrows they moved to Marshland and 
continued to farm. Here Thuridur died at a very early 
age. Jon remarried Thora Jonsson, she had two children 
from her first marriage, a boy and a girl. Another son 
was born to Jon and Thora, his name was John Austman. 

As soon as the children were ready for University 
they moved to Winnipeg. Thora operated a rooming 
house and J on had a horse-drawn dray business. 

The son from the first marriage became Dr. Krist jan 
Austman and he married Oluf Oddson of Winnipeg. 

The daughter, Asta married a brother of Olufs
Lei fur. 

At time of writing (1976) all are dead except John 
Austman. 

The Magnus Bjarnason Family 
by Miss Emma Sigurdson 

Magnus Bjarnason and Rosa Sounn settled at 
Hallson, North Dakota, U.S.A. in the year 1890. 
Magnus was a black-smith, they had seven children, five 
were born at Hallson and two were born in Manitoba. 

Magnus passed away June 14, 1928 at Wynyard, 
Saskatchewan and Rosa passed away August 17, 1937 at 
Wynyard also. 

The family moved from Hallson, N.D. in the year 
1899 to The Narrows, Manitoba, from there they moved 
to Cold Springs, Manitoba in 1902. In the year 1915 
some members moved to Wynyard, Sask., and later to 
Va:!couver. B.C. 

Names of the children are as follows; 
Thorurinn born December 9, 1890 at Hal1son, N.D. 

He passed away Sept. 4, 1961 at Elfros, Sask. 
Holmfridur Sigrun Domoney born Nov. 25, 1893 at 

Hallson, N.D. She passed away May 3, 1965 at Van
couver, B.C. 

Anna Sigridur Frederickson was born Sept. 20, 1895 
at Hallson, passed away March 6, 1931 at Glenboro, 
Manitoba. 

Bismark Bjarnason was born Oct. 5, 1896 at Hallson, 
N.D. He has retired as a mechanic, and is living in Van
couver, B.C. 

Otto William Bjarnason was born May 3, 1898 at 
Hallson, N.D. He has retired as a mechanic, and is living 
in Vancouver, B.C. 

Magnus Bjarnason was born October 13, 1901 at The 
Narrows', Manitoba. He has retired as a spray-painter, 
and is living in Vancouver, B.C. 



Bjarni Sveinn Bjarnason was born July 25, 1905 at 
Cold Springs, Man. He has retired as an electrical 
engineer, and lives in Don Mills, Ontario. 

I knew Magnus Bjarnason, his wife and family in the 
pioneering days 1905 to 1910 when they settled at Cold 
Springs, which was the name of the post office located 
four miles north-west of Lundar. 

Swan Creek was the name of our school which was 
situated half a mile from the post office - the school 
only operated four months a year (summer-time) in the 
early days. 

Both families, ours, Sigurdson and Bjarnasons 
met in 1905 when we lived at Cold Springs. 

When Miss Halldorson taught there, we had school 
parties on Friday evenings for the older children. We met 
either at our place or Bjarnason's. Games were played in
door or outdoors depending on the weather. Everyone 
seemed to enjoy the evenings, induding the hostess, the 
teacher and the pupils. 

Bjarnasons were a very hospitable family. Bjarni was 
a blacksmith, he sent everyone that came to see him at 
his shop to the house for a cup of coffee, so poor Rosa, 
his wife, (they had a large family) was kept on the run. 
He used to say "Oh Rosa is only twisting around in her 
slippers" now we use this expression as a joke. when we 
putter around and do not accomplish anything. 

In 1914 Anna took Normal (teachers' training) at 
Brandon when I did. She was a pretty girl, musical and 
friendly. We met some years later at her home in Glen
boro. She was then married to a merchant in town by the 
name of Frederickson, her mother was visiting with her 
at that time. 

Holmfridur (Freda) was older than Anna. She stayed 
home from school often to help her mother. They were 
good neighbors, we were all friends. After 1908 I was 
away studying and lost track of most of the Bjarnason 
family. 

Bjarnason-Lundal 
by Margaret Dowsett 

My knowledge of my grandparents and great-grand
parents is very limited, however, since they were early 
residents of The Narrows district I shall endeavor to 
write as much as I know and have recently found out. In 
1887 Gudmundur Bjarnason, son of Bjarni came to 
America from Brautartunga, Lundareykadal, Iceland, 
bringing his wife, Gudrun Gislidottir Thorsteinssonar, 
daughter of a minister at Hesti and their children -
Gisli, Ami, John and daughter, Runa. The family first 
went to Seattle, where they lived before coming to Win
nipeg. About a year later they moved to New Iceland, 
where they farmed for a year on a farm called "Finn
mork". They next moved to the Geysir district where a 
house was built. They called the farm "Oxara". From 
there they moved to The Narrows, where he remained 
until his death, October 1, 1901. I understand he is buried 
on the farm of Paul Kernisted. 

When Gudmundur came to America he decided that 
his family should all have the same name, so he took the 
name LUNDAL from the place he came from in Iceland. 

His wife Gudrun and their sons moved to the Lundar 
area, when the district became flooded. She died at her 
son Gisli's home, on November 27, 1922. 
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Their sons Gisli and Arni remained in the Lake 
Manitoba area, as did their daughter, Gudrun (Mrs. 
Barney Mathews). 

Gisli was master at Deerhorn for many Years. He 
was married to Halla Eggertsdottir. a wido~v \vith two 
sons, and Harry Sigurdson. They had three sons. 
William, Ingi and Edward and a daughter, Louisa. 
William now lives in Winnipeg. 

John Lundal, the youngest son. was in the lumber 
business in Saskatoon for many years. He retired to 
Calgary. where he died a few years later. 

Ami. my grandfather, married Margaret Sigurdsdot
tir, who died after the birth of the last child, Margaret, 
who passed away when she was eight years old. 

Their other children, Gudrun, born in Seattle in 1890, 
Gudmundur, born in Winnipeg in 1892, Sigurdur (my 
father) and a twin sister, Helga, were born at The 
Narrows in December 1894. 

Runa married Oli Erickson, and lived for many years 
at Pebble Beach, where they raised a large family. They 
later moved to Campbell River, B.C., where they lived 
until their death. 

Gudmundur (Mindi) never married, still lives an ac
tive life in Winnipeg. 

Helga married John Sigurdson of Oregon; they had 
one son. Dr. John Sigurdson of Ontario, Oregon. 

Sigurdur married Jean Amos of Mulvihill, Manitoba, 
where they were in business for many years. Sigurdur 
(Sam) died in 1966. My father took over the boarding 
house, which our grandfather Arni and second wife 
Ingibjorg, operated until his death in 1918. 

Ami Lundal had three sons by his second marriage, 
Theodore, Jacob and Franklin of Chicago and one 
daughter, Sigrun, (Mrs. Edward Henneys) of Florida. 

My father and mother remained in the Mulvihill dis
trict providing boarding house and stop over facilities for 
many years, until they went into the store business. Later 
they took over the post office. 

My mother now resides with me, since poor health 
has restricted her activities. 

Sumarlidi Brandson Family 
by Huldi Gudbrandur 
(Barney) Brandson 

Here is an article on the Sumarlidi Brandson Family 
to the best of my knowledge. Sumarlidi Brandson was 
born at Olafsvik Snaefellsnessyslu, Iceland, and worked 
on the fishing fleet all his younger life. He married Gud
finna Haraldsdottir who was born at Hellnafelli. Iceland 
on September 8, 1885. Their first two children, Gudbran
dur and Haraldur were born in Iceland. 

They immigrated to Canada in 1911 coming on the 
ship S.S. Granpion and arriving in Winnipeg on 1st of 
August, 191 \. After a hectic journey across the ocean, 
Mother was so seasick she couldn't lift her head off the 
pillow from the time she left Iceland till she arrived at 
Montreal except for a two or three day stopover in 
Scotland, waiting for their ship which would take them to 
Canada. She swore to her dying day she would never set 
foot on a ship again, which she never did, 

Upon arriving in Winnipeg they stayed with my 
father's sister who had immigrated to Canada earlier -
(Mrs. Kathrine Thorarinson), till my rather could rent a 
house for themselves. The immigration agent that 

" 



SUl1larlidi alld Guilj/nlla, BrandwlI and Barney. 

Sianding, leji to rigbl: Magnus, Harold. Front: August, Gudfinna 
and Barney. 
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Staniling. left to right: Sesselia (Mrs. Karl Olsoll) Frid.ion. Sitting: 
Oli alld Finni. 

brought them across had to get the emigrants ajob which 
he did. My father's first job was on the Winnipeg water 
works laying water pipes. This was very hard work as 
everything was done by hand power, and to make matters 
worse he could not talk or understand a word of English. 
He had to work one year at this job in order to get his 
Canadian citizenship papers. 

Shortly after arriving in Winnipeg their third child 
was born (Oli), then two years later the fourth boy 
Magnus arrived. By this time father had got acquainted 
with a man by the name of Ami Paulson who ranched at 
Reykjavik, Manitoba. He told him there was a good op
portunity of getting a job and took Father out with him. 
He worked for different ranchers: Ami Bjornson, August 
Johnson, then he met Asmundur Freeman and started 
working with him fishing and ranching. He moved his 
family from Winnipeg in the summer of 1913 to Reyk
javik and lived with Asi Freeman. 

They operated the cream boat on the lake for two or 
three years, then my father bought a quarter of land at 
Reykjavik. He built a house and lived there till 1924. 
There were four more children born at Reykjavik - Fin
ni, Fridjon, Sesselia, and August. 

I n the winter of 1924 their eldest son, Gudbrandur, 
died of diphtheria or typhoid fever at the age of 19. That 
same year Father sold the place at Reykjavik and bought 
Helgi Bjarnason's ranch at Wapah, Manitoba, He 
ranched there until his death in 1941. At Wapah their last 



child Huldi Gudbrandur. better known to most people as 
Barney, was born in 1926. 

My mother, Gudfinna, always wished to go back to 
her home land for a visit and this she did in 1948. She 
flew by T.C.A. from Winnipeg via Gander, Nfld. to 
Iceland and enjoyed the trip very much. I think it took 8 
or 10 hours to go there by plane where it took a month to 
come to Canada on the ship. 

Out of this large family of nine children, only five are 
still alive. Gudbrandur. Haraldur, Oli, and Fridjon have 
passed away. Harold was married to former Nellie 
Shuttleworth and had four children three boys and one 
girl who survive him. Oli was married to former Bessie 
Boomhower. They Have two girls. Gudbrandur and Frid
jon never married and have passed away. 

Magnus and August still batch on the home place. 
Finni married former Ada Boomhower and lives close 
by. They have four children - two boys and two girls. 
Sesselia married Karl Olson and lives at Steep Rock, 
Manitoba. They have four children - two boys and two 
girls. Barney lives eight miles away from the home place 
at Wapah where Alain Boulbria used to live. He married 
former Maude Mitchell and they have six children -
three boys and three girls. 

Mother passed away in 1970 at Betel Old Folks 
Home, Gimli, one month short of her 85th birthday. My 
parents endured hardship and sorrow, but with the hard 
work and co-operation of their children, lived a 
prosperous and enjoyable life. 

Bjorn Christianson Family 
by Phoebe Christianson 

Soon after Bjorn Christianson was born in Grund, 
Manitoba on October 23, 1892, his parents, Jona and 
Gestur Bjornson, moved to The Narrows. While building" 
a house there in co-operation with Bjorni Eastman, 
Gestur Bjornson drowned. His widow pregnant again, re
turned to Iceland and Bjorn was left with Bjorni and 
Bjarney Christianson who raised him as a foster child. 

He married Ingibjorg Eyvindson in 1921. 
Bjorn had a garage, blacksmith shop, and farmed in 

the Langruth district until February 1936 when he moved 
to Portage la Prairie and went into partnership with 
Evyindur Eyvindson in the John Deere implement 
business. 

Ingibjorg died shortly after the family moved to Por
tage. In September 1944, Bjorn was remarried to Oluf 
Eyvindson Eastman. 

Bjorn and Ingibjorg had four children: Arden 
Thedrik born August 17, 1922. After receiving his high 
school in Portage he joined the R.C.A.F. in World War 
Two and became a pilot. He married Shirley Botters in 
March of 1944. They had six children, four daughters 
and two sons. The eldest daughter died in 1954 and the 
two sons are married and are in business with their 
father, the John Deere Implement business in Portage la 
Prairie. The three daughters are still in school. Arden and 
Shirley have one granddaughter at time of writing. 

Jon Aaron was born November 25, 1923. Jon also 
joined the R.C.A.F. and served as a pilot in World War 
Two. When he returned he obtained an engineering 
degree at the University of Manitoba. He married Bever
ly Fairbairn in August of 1953, and they have two sons. 
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They are both at home in Winnipeg and at present David 
is attending the University of Manitoba. Jon was an 
M.L.A. in the provincial government and served as 
Manitoba's first Welfare Minister under the Hon. Duff 
Roblin. Since then Jon has been president and manager 
of Mini Schools of Canada and at present is president 
and owner of Koko Platz Development Co. in Portage la 
Prairie. 

Conrad was born October 6, 1925. He too joined the 
R.C.A.F. and became an air gunner and graduated at the 
end of the war. 

He married Phoebe Shortridge in October 1944. They 
have two sons, Bjorn and Chris, and one daughter. The 
two sons are lawyers, and have their own practice in Por
tage. Elaine, the daughter, is married to David Pollock 
and lives in Kleinburg, Ontario. 

Conrad and Phoebe have three granddaughters. 
Conrad helped with the family implement business 

then moved to the homestead of his grandfather, Thedrik 
Eyvindson, at Westbourne in 1949 and farmed for a time. 

When his father, Bjorn, died in 1956 on July 8th, he 
went into the machinery business and finally returned to 
Portage to live in 1957. 

In 1972 he and his wife moved to Brandon and now 
operate the John Deere Implement business there. 

Aileen Hope was born August 3, 1927. She received a 
degree in Home Economics at the University of 
Manitoba. 

In October 1949 she married Jack Carroll of The Pas. 
They operated the family hardware business there until 
Jack entered politics in the provincial government. 

They then moved to Winnipeg where they now reside. 
They have two sons and two daughters. Sally is 

married and lives in Ottawa. Peter is married and is at 
present attending university in Winnipeg. John who has 
taken up carpentry is now employed in Saskatoon. 
Catherine is working in Winnipeg and still lives at home. 

Jack and Hope have one grandson. 

The Eastman Family 
by Thorstein Eastman 

My father, Bjarni Thorsteinson was born March 14, 
1860 in Breidumyrasholt in Stokkseyrar hreppi, 
Armesyslu, in Iceland. 

Conditions in Iceland at that time were deplorable, 
especially for the working class. Dad became an orphan 
at age 8 and was placed in a home known as Holi. Here 
he was expected to do chores; tend a flock of sheep, as 
well as any odd job that came along. For these services he 
was given food and clothing and 3 aurar a year as a salary 
(3 aurar equalled 3¢). 

He stayed at that place until he was confirmed at the 
age of 14. At this tender age a boy was considered to 
enter manhood and was obliged to work. The day after 
confirmation Dad walked five miles to a coastal village 
called Stokkseyri and got a job as a fisherman. The 
returns for this labor were scant and promised little for 
the future. After some years at Stokkseyri he moved to 
another village called Sandgerdi and fished there for 
several years. He went into partnership with three other 
men and did quite well, this way he was able to save 
enough money to pay his fare to Canada. 

Mother, Gudridur Einarsdottir, was born September 
9, 1866 at Grimstodum near Reykjavik, Iceland. Her 



Bjarni ami Gudridur Eastman. 

father died when she was quite young, her mother died 
when she was 14; she was then accepted into the home of 
Halldor Danielson, who was the Mayor of Reykjavik. 
Her chief duty was to baby sit the children of the family. 
This was fortunate for mother as she became a favorite 
with the family. They sent her to school, she received for
mal instructions, in reading, writing, arithmetic, as well 
as cooking and dressmaking. Thru this schooling Mother 
became l1uent in the Danish language also learned to 
read and speak English. 

Mother and Dad met in Iceland, they immigrated to 
Canada with a group they had known in their home com
munity. 

The trip to Canada was made in 1892, when the only 
means of transportation across the ocean was by either 
steam or sailing ships. They came by sailboat from 
Iceland to Liverpool and from Liverpool to Canada by 
steamship, landing at Quebec. 

The trip across the ocean was long and tedious, 
naturally all the immigrants got to know each other. 
There were two Bjarni Thorsteinsons and people got 
them mixed up with one another quite a few times. The 
result of this was that they called one Bjarni Westman 
and the other Bjarni Eastman. Both men were advised to 
keep these names by the interpretor for the group, Cap
tain Sigtrygur Jonasson, who had them registered as such 
on landing at Quebec. 

The trip from Quebec to Winnipeg took several days 
by train. On reaching Winnipeg they soon made contact 
with people of Icelandic descent. Mother and Dad got 
married soon after arriving in Winnipeg. Dad got a pick 
and shovel job digging trenches for sewers. This was the 
first job for many immigrants. He did not like it and the 
salary was very poor. 

Dad received information about an Icelandic settle
ment on Lake Manitoba. The place was called "The 
Narrows". They decided to move there, making the trip 
by oxen. This trip took several days; very poor roads and 
oxen move slowly. Several Icelandic families had been es
tablished there, some I recall were: Olafur Thorlacius 
family, Magnus Freeman, Jon Austman, Gestur Bjorn
sons, Bjarni Kristjansons, Helgi Einarson. 

Mother and Dad lived at The Narrows for several 
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years. The three eldest children were born there: Olaf, 
Gestur and Anna. 

There was an amusing little incident while Dad lived 
there. - A group of surveyors were working on the 
west shore of the lake, they had considerable equipment 
and provisions to move further north. Their boat was too 
small to do this job so they hired John Austman and his 
sailboat. John got Dad to help him. The boss on the gang 
told his men he had hired two Icelanders to do the mov
ing. At the appointed time John and Dad sailed across 
the lake to the camp, several men met them and asked 
had they seen the two Icelanders - John said "We are 
the two". It can't be! John, said why? Well said one of the 
men, "Icelanders are covered with hair and live in holes 
in the ground like bears". 

The hardships were many, no doctor closer than Win
nipeg; no store close to the settlement, people lived in log 
houses, using coal oil lamps for light, often many houses 
had no floor, just mud. 

Fish were plentiful in the lake, no one went hungry. 
One winter Dad took a ton of white fish to Westbourne, a 
distance of some 120 miles, this was hauled by a yoke of 
oxen, the round trip took two weeks, there were no roads, 
he travelled mostly on the lake. He had to take enough 
hay for the oxen and provisions for himself to last the 
whole trip. He had blankets to cover the oxen, they were 
just bedded down in the snow, Dad slept in the sleigh box. 
He sold the fish for 1M a pound which meant $5.00 a ton 
and bought high priced groceries with the money. 

Dad was not satisfied with being so far from markets 
so they moved to Big Point, Manitoba, and took up a 
homestead; this is where I, Thorstein was born in 1900. 
In 190 I we had a tremendous flood and had to move out. 
Dad ran the sailboat up to the kitchen door and loaded 
up our belongings, from there they sailed across Lake 
Manitoba, up the White Mud River to Westbourne 
where Dad had bought a place. My brothers, Karl and 
Wilfred were born here. 

We lived at Westbourne for seven years and then 
moved back to Big Point where we had a farm. We had a 
foster daughter, a young baby who had lost her mother. 
Her name was Inga Olafsson, she brought much joy and 
happiness to our home. 

As the family grew up and could work we prospered 
until the depression struck, we worked hard and got few 
returns, we were well clothed and never hungry. Even
tually Dad sold the farm and retired to Langruth, 
Manitoba. 

Later they moved to Portage la Prairie, where they 
both died, Dad in October 1945, Mother spent a few years 
with our sister, Oluf, she passed away in the fall of 1962. 

The family went their own way, we are all retired 
now, my two sisters are widows and live at Portage; 
Gestur lives part of the year at Langruth and part of the 
year at Medicine Hat, Alta. I, Thorstein, live at 
Headingly; Karl died in 1919; Wilfred is retired and lives 
in St. James, in B.C.; Inga and her husband are retired 
and live in Winnipeg. 

Jon Yngi Einarson 
by Magnea Hannesson 

Jon Yngi Einarson was born in 1864 at Gili in 
Oxnadal, Eyjarfjardar sysla. His father was Einar 
Eirikson from Skagafjardar sysla. His mother, Johanna 



Jonsdottir from Skardi in Eystra hreppi. His father Einar 
died at the home of Paul Kernested at The Narrows April 
12, 1925. 

My mother's name was Ingigerdur Hannesdottir 
from Myrdal in Vestur Skaftafells sysla. They (my 
parents) left Iceland (for this land of opportunity and for 
better conditions) in 1890, and settled for 8 or 9 years at 
Sayreville, New Jersey, U.S.A., where a few Icelanders 
had settled. They had a good life there, but my father 
didn't like the humidity and heat so they came to 
Manitoba in 1898 and went to live at The Narrows. 

I remember him saying, life there was sometimes very 
hard. They had to go to Westbourne (the nearest 
shopping centre) by boat for their supplies and of course 
that wasn't often. They often ran out of necessities - did 
without some foods, etc. for days and made do with what 
they had on hand. They always had milk, and fish was 
easy to get. The howling of the timber wolves (in packs) is 
another thing I remember them talking about. The house 
they lived in had a dirt floor. My father walked from The 
Narrows to Winnipeg with two cows, stopping on the 
way to visit his sister Julianna, Mrs. Bergur Sigurdson, 
who with her husband had a homestead at the now Ideal 
P.O. Man. 

My parents then moved to Winnipeg from The 
Narrows in 1899. My father entered the C.P.R. service in 
1900 and worked there until he retired. 

Father died August 19,1952. 
My father and mother had eight children, four died in 

infancy. The others were: 
Rannveig Born 1888 in Iceland. She married a well 

known Icelandic poet and they had two sons. She died in 
1912. 

John - Born 1894 in New Jersey. He never married. 
John worked as an electrician for C.P.R. and died in 
1966. 

Sigurbjorg - Born 1898 in New Jersey and married 
Einar Johnson, Oak Point, Manitoba. They had seven 
children. She died in 1957. 

Magnea (myself) Born in Winnipeg in 1903. My 
husband was Thomas Hannesson (now deceased). I have 
two children. I was never at The Narrows. 

My mother and father brought up Rannveigs two 
boys. They were Carl and Edwin Thorsteinson. Carl born 
in Winnipeg in 1910, died in 1960. Edwin born here in 
Winnipeg in 1911, died in 1952. These boys lived with my 
parents at The Narrows. 

Mr. and Mrs. Einar Eiriksson 
by Veturlidi Eiriksson 

Einar was born in 1840 in Vala Bjorgrem Skagofjord 
Sysla died April 12, 1925. 

His first wife Johanna Jonsdottir was born in Skardi i 
Eystri Hreppi. She died before he came to Canada. 

Einar came to Canada in 1900 and settled at The 
Narrows. He married Bjorg Johnnas-dottir who had 
come to Canada from Akureyri, Iceland. 

Their children were: 
Ragnar - passed away at fourteen years. 
Helga passed away at two years. 
Joseph grew up at The Narrows, then worked at 

Paul Kernested's for about six years. He then moved to 
Cormorant, Manitoba and worked for the C.N. Railway. 
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He married Annie Finney. They have three daughters
two of their own and one adopted. 

Joseph joined the army in 1939 and went overseas. He 
was lucky to return without a scratch. He is now retired 
at Cormorant. 

Veturlidi I grew up at The Narrows and attended 
the Narrows School. When I was about twelve years old, 
I went out to work at Paul Kernested's for four years. 
Times were hard and boys worked long hours for little 
pay in those days. I worked until I homesteaded April 1, 
1930. I built a small log house and moved onto the land 
in 1933. 

I married Alice Podlaski at Hayland that year. I 
ranched, and have a herd of Hereford cattle. During the 
1953, 54, 55 flood I had to move the cattle to Sleeve Lake 
for pasture and to make hay on leased land. 

We have four children William, Rose Mary, Laura 
and Stanley. 

Bill worked on the farm, then married Bessie 
Matheson. They farmed for a time, but now live in 
Ashern. Their three children are Judy, Darlene and 
David. 

Rose Mary was home until she married Arthur 
Audette. They have one boy Alvin, and now live in New 
Westminster, B.C. 

Laura worked at home, then took her schooling in 
Ashern and a nursing course at St. Boniface. Later she 
moved to B.C. She married Clem Grant. They have no 
children. 

Stanley worked at home, then three years at the 
Experimental Station at Brandon. He is married to Rose 
Medium and they have one girl. He is now back at The 
N arrows on the home place. I am thinking of retiring but 
after working hard all my life, I find it hard to slow 
down. 

Fritz Erlendson Family 
by L. Olafson 

My father Fritz Erlendson, came to Canada from 
Iceland in 1891. The family settled in the Argyle district 
of Manitoba. Father worked on farms in the area, and 
for some time before that, he drove for a doctor in North 
Dakota. When in Manitoba, he was employed by Helgi 
Einarson at The Narrows. In the summer, he brought 
mail between Fairford and Kinosota, by boat. In later 
years he freighted fish from Wapah and The Narrows to 
Ashern. 

My mother, Sigridur Gunnlaugsdottir, came to 
Canada from Iceland in 1902. She was the only one of a 
big family to leave the homeland. Mother came to 
Winnipeg where she worked in a laundry. While in 
Winnipeg Mother met and married my father. They 
moved to The Narrows and lived on a place known as the 
"Hols Place". Later they moved to the west side of Lake 
Manitoba, there they operated a ranch and fished in 
winter. 

My brother, Marino, and I were born at Wapah, that 
was the name of our post office. 

In the spring of 1918 a school was built which was 
known as Ebb and Flow School. 

The Helgi Bjarnsson family lived five miles south, 
they had three sons at home. To the north, J. R. Johnson 
and his parents, Gisli and Solrun Johnson, lived. Other 



neighbors were: the Boulbria family, Jules and Charles 
Pingrenon and the Delannoy's. 

There were no roads, just trails. Transportation was 
by horse drawn vehicles. Cattle were driven to the nearest 
railway station, which was Alonsa. 

As the years passed, roads were built, little by little. 
The telephone came later and was a big help to the area. 

Who would have thought, back in those days. that 
The Narrows would be spanned by the stalwart bridge 
that is there today? 

My father was born May 13, 1876 and passed away in 
1945 at the age of sixty-nine. Mother was born 
September 7, 1870 and passed away in 1953 at the age of 
eighty-three. Both are buried in Wapah Cemetery. 

My husband, Thomas Olafsson was born at 
Langruth. Manitoba in 1893. He came to Reykjavik 
district with his father, Ingimundur and two brothers. 
Later Thomas moved to Wapah where he purchased a 
farm from Jules Pingrenon. 

I was born, grew up and went to school in the Wapah 
district. 

We were married in 1931, this was the depression 
years, but somehow we managed to build a new home. 
Due to the floods in 1954 we moved to Ste. Rose, where 
Tom died in May 1966. We were blessed with six 
children, they are: 

Valdimar lngimundur, Emil Thomas, accidently 
electrocuted at work in Dawson Creek, B.C. 1958, he was 
only twenty-four years old. Kristine Margaret Church, 
she has three children. Jimmy Gudmundur Oli Marino. 
August Sigurdur, married has three children. Sigurdur 
(Sammy), died accidently July 1963 age nineteen. 

Adolf and Elizabeth Freeman 
Adolf (Alec) Freeman was born in The Narrows 

district March 14, 1908. At the time, his father was 
foreman of a crew working at the limestone quarry by 
Gunnlaugson's bridge. 

His parents moved to Reykjavik where Alec attended 
school for a few years, then they returned to Siglunes 
where he finished his grade eight education. 

While teaching some younger boys the use of a 
slingshot, Alec had the misfortune to lose the sight of 
one eye when he was just twelve years old. 

Alec began his fishing career with Armstrong 
Fisheries. A few years later he obtained his own fishing 
equipment, and fished in the vicinity of Siglunes and the 
south lake. 

At this time, he met and married Elizabeth Sveistrup, 
daughter of Asgar and Olene Sveistrup. The first year of 
their marriage they moved to Gull Island on the south 
lake. Alec stayed in a tar paper shack and fished all 
winter, then in the spring they rented Elizabeth's parents 
farm. In 1941 they bought Gudmundur Thorkelsson's 
farm at The Narrows. 

When Lake Manitoba flooded its banks, Alec, like 
many of the local farmers worked on the building of the 
docks for The Narrows Ferry in the spring and summer 
of 1954. When the ferry began operating in October 1954 
Alec became captain and held this position until the 
bridge was built in 1968. 

During that time, Alec and his son Asi built a small 
tourist resort which became well known to fishermen. 
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Children and grandchildren oj Beta and Alex Freeman. 

Beta and Alex Freeman. 

The largest and most of the trophy pickerel in the 
province were caught here. 

In 1971, they sold their business to Peter Stasiuk who 
rebuilt it and now operates a modern motel and resort. 
Alec and Asi both went back to farming. 

Alec and Elizabeth had three children: 
Charles married Myrtle Biy. They have two children, 

Charlene and Darcy. They farm in the Eriksdale area. 
Asi married Eleanor Yanke. They have two children 

Kelly and Alix and farm at The Narrows. 
Ferne married Andrew Zastre. They have two 

children - Aloma and Shawn. Ferne and Andrew farm 
east of Eriksdale. 

Alec became ill in the spring of 1973 and died on 
October 13, 1973. He is at rest in the cemetery at 
Oakview. 

Elizabeth still resides on the farm at The Narrows. 



Asmundur and Gislena Freeman 
by Oli Johnson 

Asmundur Magnusson Freeman was born in Iceland 
on October 7th, 1877. His parents were Magnus and 
Helga Freeman, who with their family immigrated to 
Canada in 1885. 

On arriving in Montreal the family proceeded 
westward to Winnipeg where they stayed for two years. 
Then in 1887, when the Swan Lake district had begun to 
settle, now "Lundar", the family moved there, in a group 
of early Icelanders of the area. 

In 1893, the family moved to the newly established 
Narrows' settlement sixty miles further north. There Mr. 
Freem~n grew up to manhood. The neighbors soon began 
to notice that here was a young man growing up that 
possessed more than average ability. 

The following story is indicative of the determination 
and resourcefulness in his approach to what-ever he 
undertook to do. 

In 1894 when the areas embracing The Narrows and 
Siglunes settlements were in the process of being 
surveyed for homesteads, M r. Freeman applied for a job 
on the survey gang. He was only seventeen years old and 
small for his age, although he developed into a big man 
when he matured. 

The foreman was reluctant to state what wages he 
would get. However if he stayed with the gang all 
summer and proved himself, he would be dealt with 
fairly, and on his merits. His duties were chores around 
the camp, and errands. But his main responsibility was to 
keep the camp supplied with fresh meat - wild game 
being plentiful in the area at that time. 
. In the fall, when the surveyors were leaving, and the 

time had come to settle with the crew, the foreman 
thanked Mr. Freeman for work well done. He paid him 
$25.00 per month for his summer work which was a good 
average pay for a full grown man. 

Always a~ ambitious fisherman he started fishing 
when he was Just a young man, an occupation which he 
pursued all through his life. At first he operated along the 
shores of the settlement during the winter season which 
opened for commercial fishing as soon as ice formed. 

When Mr. Freeman started farming he settled on a 
point on the east shore of Lake Manitoba, in what later 
became known as the "Ralph Connor" district. This 
property later became the home of Sigurdur Sigurdson 
and his family. 

In 1908 he bought a half share in the saw mill at 
Siglunes from Matt Hall. Therefore, he became a partner 

Freeman's mill and crew at Sig!unes. 
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Asmundur and Gisfina Freeman. 

of Bjorn Mathews in the lumber business and the steam
boat, which Hall and Mathews had put into operation on 
the lake the year before. A year later Mr. Freeman sold 
his share in the operation at Siglunes. By then he had met 
his wife, Gislena and moved across the lake to The 
Bluff. 

Mrs. Freeman had come to "The Narrows" 
settlement in 1905 with her foster-father and mother -
Kristinn and Ovid a Goodman. She was born in Iceland, 
the daughter of Sigurdur Ingolfsson, a sea-man who 
drowned, when she was a young child. Mrs. Freeman was 
considered a very attractive woman in her youth, always 
gay and jovial, with tireless energy for work. 

D~ri?g the years that Mr. Freeman stayed at 
R~ykJavik he operated a big fishing outfit during the 
w~nter ~easo.ns, employed many men; first in partnership 
WIth hiS neIghbour Ingimundur Erlendson, with their 
head-quarters on Cherry Island. He later became the 
agent for the Armstrong Trading Co. He bought fish and 
operated a big fishing outfit for the company - with the 
camp situ~ted o.n a ~mall island off shore from Steep 
Rock. DUring thIS penod he was also engaged in shipping 
on the lake in the summer time - first on a boat owned 
by the Armstrong Trading Co. and later on a boat he 
built .an~ owned himself. Those operations were mostly 
for pIckIng up cream and hauling it to Oak Point for 
shipment to Winnipeg Creameries, and then general 
freight on the return trip. 

In 1920 Mr. Freeman sold his farm in Reykjavik to 
August Johnson, and bought the holdings of Bjorn 
Mathews at Siglunes. He continued as an agent for the 
Armstrong Trading Co., later known as the Armstrong 
Gimli Fisheries. 



Piles of fish box ma/erial at Sigillnes. 

Besides buying fish for the company he also operated 
a huge fishing outfit for them on Lake Manitoba, which 
at its height employed as many as forty men during the 
winter season. Mr. Freeman also engaged in summer 
fisning on Lake Winnipegosis for two seasons taking with 
him several boats and crews. He was the first man to ship 
a big fishing outfit up the Hudson Bay Railway when the 
Department of Fisheries declared open season to fish 
sturgeon on the Nelson River in 1925. This operation 
continued for a few spring seasons. 

In connection with the fishing operation, he 
established another industry at Siglunes which produced 
lumber, fish boxes and net floats. This operation was not 
a large scale at first, but it expanded until he had almost 
as many men on the payroll in connection with the mill 
during the summer months, as he employed in the fishing 
industry during the winter. 

M r. Freeman operated at Siglunes from 1920 to 
1940. When one takes into account, that this period 
included the economic recession which followed the first 
"World War", and then the depression from the late 
twenties and through the thirties, it is not difficult to 
visualize the stabilizing effect it may have had on the lives 
of some individuals who were employed there. 

To many a young man, his association with Mr. 
Freeman and the employment he provided during these 
tough years proved to be a spring-board to other and 
better things later on. Many were thankful for having had 
steady employment there instead of having to drift 
around in search of work which was not easy to find 
during the depression. 

By 1940 the timber in the Siglunes area had been 
depleted and Mr. Freeman then moved his operations to 
Gypsumville. There he started producing lumber, fish 
boxes, and railway ties and had a big fishing operation on 
Lake Winnipeg. He kept this up for a few years. Then his 
eyesight began to fail and on account of that was obliged 
to retire long before he would have otherwise. 

In 1950 he and his wife moved to Lundar. They built 
a little house in the yard of their daughter and son-in-law, 
Johann and Asa Fjelsted. 

Much more could have been said about Mr. Freeman 
and his achievements and in more detail. But in an 
attempt to keep these sketches within reasonable 
proportions, the writer has endeavored to condense them, 
and yet portray a fair outline of his activities. Before the 
blindness overtook him, Mr. Freeman was an ardent 
reader a self educated man, with a profound 
knowledge and understanding of things. 
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I n spite of his blindness he kept well informed on 
current events, mostly by constant attention to the radio. 
Also by what his wife and daughter read to him, and tape 
recordings supplied by the C.N.LB. 

Mr. Freeman was endowed with a keen mind, sound 
business ethics, unfailing memory, and was superbly 
qualified to handle men - well liked and respected by 
those who knew him. One who leaves with his friends 
memories about an enterprising man, and his helpful 
influence among his contemporaries. 

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman had seven children, six sons 
and one daughter: 

Adolf (deceased) - married Elizabeth Sveistrup. 
Sigurdur - married - Mary Kitchur. 
Grettir - married - Freda Gudmundson. 
Olafur - single. 
James - married Martha Dreger. 
Helgi married - Catheline Hunter. 
Asa - married Johann Fjelsted. 
Mr. Freeman passed away on Oct. 6th, 1970 and 

Mrs. Freeman on June 26th, 1973. Both are interred in 
the cemetery at Yogar. 

The Gunnlaugson Family 
by John Gunnlaugson 

I was born February 6th, 1899 at Fall. N. M. Iceland, 
the son of Hannes Gunnlaugson born 6th July, 1862, 
and his wife Gunnthorun Albertina Gunnarsdottir, born 
April 2nd, 1876. My father's parents were Gunnlaugur 
Hannesson from the district of Ames in Iceland and his 
wife Hildur Jonsdottir .. 

My mother was the daughter of Gunnar Jonsson and 
wife Herborg Jonsdottir from Ljostuthum in Yopnafirthi 
(YOPNAFJORD). 

It is now seventy-one years since my parents left 
Iceland in 1905. At that time I was six years old, yet 
many things are more clear in my memory of things that 
took place at that time, than things that took place only 
last year. 

We lived in Yopnafirdi, a place in Northern Iceland, 
and as nearly every place in Iceland has a name, the 
name of our place was INRLNUPI. which, loosely 
translated, means "inner place". As I remember it, we 
were about a mile from the ocean. About half way, or 
half a mile closer to the ocean there was another farm 
place and it was called ITRI.NUPI, or "outer place". 

My parents farmed there. They had quite a number of 
sheep and some cattle. One thing that I remember clearly 
was that the cattle were housed in the lower part of the 
house in the winter time and the living quarters were over 
the top of the cattle to help to keep the living quarters 
warm. 

Another thing that I remember quite clearly was a 
large boulder in the shape of a sugar loaf. As I think back 
it seems to me that it was about six feet around and about 
eight feet high, and I was told that huldu folk (hidden 
folk) lived in that big stone, a big blueberry patch grew 
just back of the stone and we were told not to pick any 
berries too close to the stone but to leave them for the 
huldu folk, which we did, I asked Mother many years 
afterwards if people really believed that there were people 
living in these big stones that could only be seen if they 
wanted to let you see them. It took her quite a long time 



to answer and then she said: "Well, there was 
something" . 

I can remember very clearly the day we left our home 
to go to Canada. My mother's parents had decided to 
come with us but at the last moment Grandfather decided 
not to go but to come later on, but that summer he had a 
heart attack from which he never recovered, but 
Grandmother Herborg came with us. She later died at 
Betel Old Folks' Home in her ninety-first year in 1918. 

As all left on horseback, I can still see 
Grandfather standing in front of the house as we all rode 
off. There were seven of us, Mother, Dad, and 
Grandmother Herborg, and four of us children that had 
been born in Iceland. 

Another thing that stands out clear in my memory is 
that there was a near tragedy, that was averted only by 
the quick action of Grandmother. As we started out on 
our journey I was on horseback with Grandma, with me 
sitting on the horse behind her. I was told to hang on 
tight and not let go as we had to cross a stretch of water 
about 200 fathoms wide. At certain times of the day when 
the tide was out, horses could walk across, and it was at 
this time of the day. About half way across a strong wind 
blew my cap off and I at once let go of my hold around 
Grandma's waist to go after my cap, possibly the first 
one that I had ever owned, but Grandma had noticed 
what I was doing and she reached back and caught me 
and held on to me until we got to the other side. 

I do not remember anything of our trip to the ship 
that was to take us to Canada, but I do recall some of the 
days aboard the ship. On the third day out, a very heavy 
storm blew up and it lasted for more than a week. We 
were blown several hundreds of miles off our course. 

During the height of the storm no one was allowed up 
on deck, and the portholes could not be kept open half 
the time because the sea washed in, and as there was no 
air conditioning in those days, many people became very 
sick because of the lack of ventilation. The children were 
the ones that suffered most. Mother had planned well. 
She had preserved a trunk full of bottles of milk. It came 
to good use. The milk was still sweet when we came to 
Canada. The doctor aboard the ship found out that 
Mother had this milk and came a couple of times to get a 
bottle from her. I still have the trunk with its home made 
iron handles and lock and we use it to store goods in. 

I remember well the night we arrived in Winnipeg -
July 1st, 1905. It was raining and blowing hard. We were 
met by my mother's sister and her husband, Mr. S. 
Christ janson, who lived on Simcoe Street in Winnipeg. 
Dad soon found work. He was a carpenter by trade but 
took any job offered in season and often travelled out in 
the country to do carpenter work if there was no work in 
Winnipeg. For instance, he worked on the Wapah School 
in 1918, and the Kjartanson house in Reykjavik, and 
several other jobs there. 

I first went to the John M. King School in Winnipeg 
and then later on to the Wellington School. I quit school 
at Grade seven to go to work as messenger boy for 
Whaley's Drug Store on Sargent Avenue. I was thirteen 
years old and in Grade Seven. I later went two years to 
night school when I was fifteen and sixteen years old. 
From then on I worked at various jobs at Eaton's and as 
brakeman on the C.N .R. in the fall months when the 
grain was moving, and did carpenter work in the summer 

Mrs. Marie 8aldwinson. 

Helga and John Gwmlaugson. 

Gisli Johnsoll's home at The Narrows. 
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time or whenever it was available. In 1929 work became 
hard to get and in 1930 nearly half the working 
population was unemployed. 

In 1929 Jack Oliver and I bought seventy-five fishing 
nets and decided to fish at Long Point, west of Lundar. 
Fishing was fair for a while, but there was very little fish 
after Christmas. The summer of 1930 there just was no 
work to be had. Jack Oliver had once lived on Red Deer 
Island, just north of the Narrows on Lake Manitoba, and 
he said there had been good fishing there, and I decided 
to look into it. 

Later that summer I took out a homestead on the 
island and bought the south-west quarter of 35-24-10 
west. We moved out to the island on the 30th of August, 
1930. With me was my mother, my brother Kjartan, then 
22 years old, and sister Margaret who was eighteen. Jack 
decided to go out with us for a while and stayed a number 
of years. 

On the 6th of September 1931 I married Lizzie Helga 
Olson from Keldulandi, Riverton, Manitoba. Helga was 
born October 23rd, 1898 in Winnipeg, the daughter of 
Sigurdur Olson (Olafersson) from L YTNGSTUDUM in 
SKAGAFIRDI, Iceland, born October 21st, 1872, died 
March 7th, 1946 at Riverton, Manitoba, and his wife 
Ingibjorg Bjorndotter from STORBAKKA.TUNGU
RIPPI N. MULL. Iceland. Born Aug. 21, 1873, died 
March 2nd, 1961 at Riverton, Manitoba. 

Helga and I had three children: 
Irene lngibjorg Vilborg, married to Walter 

Middlested of Grahamdale. Their children are: Janice 
Irene, Lorraine Louise, Della Helga, Tammy Thelma, 
and Garth, Fred, John. 

Robert Biorn Albert. 
Evelyn Joan, married to Frank Stoneham of Ashern, 

Manitoba. Their children are: -Debbie Jo-Ann, Brenda 
Lynn and Brian Jeffrey. 

It was a sad blow to all of us when on October 1st, 
1957 my wife Helga died. She had always been a very 
devoted wife and mother and was always ready and 
willing to do her share in community activities. 

Dad was blind the last twelve years of his life. He 
spent the last ten years of his life at the Betel home at 
Gimli and died on September 26th, 1953 at the age of 
ninety-one years. 

Mother had enjoyed good health all her life and died 
at her daughter Margaret's place in Winnipeg on 
October 3rd, 1968 at the age of ninety-two. 

Mother and Dad's family were four, born in Iceland: 
John, born 1899. 
Borghildur (Bertha) born 1900, died 1918. 
Sigrun Oluf (Rooney) born Sept. 10, 1903, married to 

William J. Campbell. Their children are: Gordon. He 
married Joyce Anderson. Their children are: (a) 
Maureen, (b) Mark. Marjorie married Jim Cadman. 
Their two children are: (a) Carrol, (b) Bruce. 

Gunnlaugar was born 1904, died less than a year old, 
the first year in Canada. 

There were three children born in Canada: 
Gunnar, born Dec. 10, 1905, died April 6, 1974, was 

married to Sigrithur, the daughter of Rev. Jon Jonson, 
and his wife Thorbjorg of Lundar. Their children are: 
Gordon, married to Betty Charlton, and their children: 
(a) Kenneth, (b) James. Margaret, married to Ian 
MacIntosh. Their children: (a) Sandra, (b) Daniel. 
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Bertha, married to Donald Stevenson. Their children: (a) 
Donald, (b) Richard, (c) Garry. 

Kjartan, born Feb. 26, 1908, died Sept. 6, 1953 in a 
car accident. He had farmed and fished with me since 
1930. 

Margaret Halldora, born Feb. 21, 1912, lives in 
Winnipeg and works at the Deer Lodge Hospital on the 
dietician staff. 

I do not regret leaving the city to go farming and 
fishing. We quit fishing a few years ago, but we still run 
the farm, my son Robert has taken over the running of 
the farm, and in season doing carpenter work, and 
blowing in home insulation. 

Krist jan Gudmundson 
by J. Gunnlaugson 

(Kris Goodman) was born in Iceland on February 2, 
1900, and he came to The N arrows in 1905 with his foster 
parents, Gudmundur Gudmundson and Sessilja 
Thorlvaldsdotter, and lived on Richard Point, where he 
farmed and fished. 

In 1968 he moved to Ashern, in 1973 he moved to 
Winnipeg and married Anna LaForrest. 

Kris took a trip back to Iceland in 1970 to visit his 
brothers and sisters, whom he had never seen. His family 
own a Super Market and two General stores in Iceland. 

Sessilja was born in Iceland June 13, 1861 and died 
February II, 1938. Gudmundur died at He\ca in 1940. 
Kris died July 4, 1975 and was laid to rest beside his step
mother at Oakview Cemetery. 

Gudmundur Snjolfsson 
by J. Gunnlaugson 

Gudmundur came from Iceland in 1905 and lived 
with his son, Gudmunder Gudmundson at Richard Point. 
He was blind most of the years he lived at The Narrows. 
He passed away on October 3, 1911 at the age of 86 and 
is laid to rest in the Kjernested cemetery. 

Pioneering at The Narrows 
by Ragnhildur Guttormsson 
23 Donnybrook Lane 
Islington, Ontario 

My parents, Gisli Johnson and his wife Solrun, came 
to Canada in 1903, from Eskifjord in eastern Iceland, 
with their three sons, Jon Ragnar, Arni, and Gisli, and 
one daughter, Ragnhildur, the writer of this article. We 
sailed from Iceland in early July, aboard a steamship 
called Ceres, to Leith, England. From there we took a 
train to Liverpool. I can still remember the green, rolling 
hills and trim hedges of northern England. In Liverpool 
we boarded a liner, prophetically named "Lake 
Manitoba", which carried us across the Atlantic Ocean 
to Quebec. The journey took ten days, and was pleasant. 
There were many friendly people aboard, of all European 
nationalities. We had evening concerts, where each 
nationality sang its own songs, and listened to and ad
mired those of the others. All accommodation aboard 
ship was good. 

From Quebec we were carried by train to Winnipeg, 
where we were met and welcomed by my mother's 
brother Andres Anderson. From there we went for a year 
to Gladstone where Father worked as a carpenter. The 



Horse protected by mosquito nelting. 

Gisli alld So/rune Johnson and thefr daughter Ragnhildur. 
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next move was to Siglunes on the east side of Lake 
Manitoba, where another year was spent. We came to 
The Narrows of Lake Manitoba where my father and my 
oldest brother Ragnar both acquired homesteads on the 
west side of the lake, about six miles from The Narrows, 
and built our first home in Canada. 

Our house was situated quite near the lake at the end 
of a bay cutting into the land from the north-east. The 
land was covered with forest, mostly poplar, oak and 
willow, interspersed with large glades of grassland. The 
area was teeming with wild life, muskrats in the creeks, 
rabbits, jumping deer, even moose in the woods. The 
trees were festive with hundreds of red-winged blackbirds 
and yellow-hammers that nested in the reeds on the 
lakeshore, while partridges drummed in the woods near 
the house. In the evening we heard the weird melancholy 
cry of the coyotes. 

Then there was the lake, the shore lined in early 
spring with waterfowl, and the lake itself teeming with 
fish. It was also our highway, especially in winter, when 
covered with a three foot sheet of ice. Stock raising and 
ice fishing became the occupations of the new-comers, as 
it was of those who were already there. The fish had to be 
freighted to Westbourne, the nearest railway station, at 
the southern end of the lake, over a distance of more than 
a hundred miles. It meant hard work, but added oppor
tunities in a free young country, and the new-comers were 
willing and able. 

Our nearest Icelandic neighbors, on the west side of 
the lake, were about eight or ten miles farther north. The 
district was then called Bluff, but goes now by the name 
Reykavik. There were a number of families there; among 
them the three Erlendson brothers, Gudjon, Ingimund 
and Eyolfur. Their brother-in-law August Johnson was 
also there and later my brother Ragnar married his step
daughter Margret, then a school teacher. 

On the east side of The Narrows was the store and 
fishing station of Helgi Einarson, who also ran a steam 
vessel between The Narrows and Westbourne, a great 
boon for anybody wishing to get in touch with the outside 
world; it also carried necessary supplies for the 
settlements. There was a colony of Icelandic settlers on 
that side of the lake as well. I came to know some better 
than others, among them were the Paul Kernested fami
ly, the Sigurgeir Peturson family, and the Sigfussons, but 
all my memories of the people I met around The 
Narrows are good memories. 

It was not long after we came to The Narrows that 
the Narrows Community Hall was built. It was a com
munity effort shared by settlers from both sides of the 
lake. The hall was a large frame structure, with a wide 
platform along one end of the hall for speakers and other 
performers; a roomy smooth floor for dancing, and a 
huge oblong heater situated near the entrance. It burned 
long sticks of fire-wood, which were plentiful, and kept 
the place warm on the coldest days when the temperature 
might go down to forty degrees below zero. 

The hall was used for public meetings, Christmas 
concerts, and for dances which usually lasted until six 
o'clock in the morning. It was also used for religious ser
vices, when a visiting minister came to the settlements. 
As well it was used for a school, and was the first public 
school in the district, but because of the lack of roads it 
could be kept open only for three months in the winter 



while the lake was frozen. I taught that school for three 
or four years, and never had a better class, the pupils 
were there to learn and there were no disciplinary 
problems. I had Kernesteds, Petursons, Gislasons, 
Johnsons, Sigfussons and Skaftfelds, and maybe others 
whose names I cannot recall at the moment. Usually 
there was more than one from each family. 

All the school furniture was home-made. The long 
benches used for seats around the dance floor were placed 
across the platform, and the desks were made the same 
length, and were made from ordinary wood. The 
blackboard was made from several wide boards nailed on 
slats and painted black. This school was discontinued 
because by that time the different settlements were 
building their own regular public schools which were kept 
open the full school year. 

One painful experience I remember from my teaching 
days in The Narrows Hall, but that had to do with the 
low temperatures I spoke of before. I boarded at the 
home of Sigurgeir Peturson that winter and drove with 
his two daughters, Freda and Begga to the school, Begga 
doing the driving. With us in the cutter were two young 
children belonging to the neighbors, also my pupils. Pull
ing the cutter was a stout looking horse called Prin, who 
was famous for being rather lazy. It was not a long drive 
but we had to cross an arm of the lake with the wind 
blowing against us, and the children were whimpering 
with the cold. My Viking blood was aroused and I threw 
away my muff, knelt down in the front of the cutter and 
gave Prin now and then a timely reminder with the whip. 
The chidren were not harmed, but the fingers on my right 
hand were frozen and had to be thawed out in ice water. 
They all blistered and my writing on the home-made 
blackboard suffered for a week or so. That was all. 

There is a small island just north of the narrows in 
Lake Manitoba, it is called Manitou Island, where the 
Indians claimed that the Great Spirit, their God 
Manitou, at times spoke to his people. There are those 
who have heard those mysterious sounds, and believe 
they are caused by underwater currents dashing loose 
pebbles against perpendicular cliffs on the northern tip of 
the island. Seems to me the name of the lake must be 
related to that ancient legend. Lake of the Gods, it is a 
good name for Lake Manitoba. 

Recollections of Early Days at The Narrows 
by Runa Hallson nee Vigfusson 

It was a warm spring morning in 1912 when a small 
group of immigrants from Iceland landed in Quebec. It 
was a long ride on the train to Winnipeg, sitting on 
wooden benches. I never ceased to marvel at a whole 
forest of "Christmas Trees", as the train sped by. The 
end of rail was Oak Point, where we spent the night. I 
had never seen a bear, and I spent my time watching the 
antics of a tame bear chained to a tree in the yard. He 
climbed the tree and sat on a cross-bar at the top. Ap
parently, the bear got untied, as during the night, it broke 
a window in the root cellar and helped himself to a tub of 
butter, which was stored there. After that Mr. Sigurdson 
and Mr. Peterson shot the "big fellow". 

We went by boat to Siglunes and on to The Narrows, 
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kernisted, where we 
were treated like family. 
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Having lived in a town, I had never seen so many 
cows, nor a cream separator. I could never understand 
how the skim milk could come from one pipe and cream 
out of the other. The froth on skim milk from the 
separator was an interesting novelty, and I scooped it up 
by the handful and ate it. I was twelve years old. 

When we arrived the district was already settled with 
well established homesteaders. My parents, Petur and 
Anna Vigfusson settled far from a school, and kind and 
generous neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Stefan Eiriksson 
volunteered to have me stay with them, so that I could at
tend the brand new school christened "The Darwin". We 
had to walk two miles through bush, this was considered 
a short walk in those days. A road of sorts had been cut, 
but in spring there were deep sloughs to be crossed. 

The Eiriksson's homestead bordered on Dog Lake, 
which, in those days was very high and full of fish. It 
froze over solid in winter and it was a special treat to go 
by dog-sled across the ice to the neighboring pioneers, 
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Lyngdal, who lived on the other side. 
This place was later to become home. 

In three years, my mother passed away, my brother 
joined the army and I went on my own to Winnipeg to get 
a higher education in 1915. After I graduated in 1920 I 
taught school for two short terms, on a permit, a 
beginner's effort, then married a farmer in the district, 
Mr. Gisli Hallson. It was March 17, 1922. 

Although we were not pioneers in any sense, to be a 
farmer's wife in those days was a challenge, and I prided 
myself on learning all the arts and crafts of the pioneer 
women. We were happily married for twenty-six years 
and raised four children, two of whom live in the 
beautiful home we later built. 

H is the pioneers who braved the wilderness. With no 
roads, no conveniences, with nothing but willing hands 
and brave and hopeful hearts, to them all credit is due. 
They persevered through all the years so that their 
children and those who came later might enjoy the good 
life. This thriving farming community and flourishing 
district is a monument to them. 

We never had wild animals come close to our house, 
but a neighbor'S wife, Mrs. Einar Sigurdson, surprised a 
big bear in her root cellar one morning. No men were 
around, so the heroic little lady chased it off with a 
broom. 

Halldor Jonsson 
Halldor Jonsson, his wife Arnbjorg Jon's daughter 

and their four children emigrated to America and settled 
in Pembina, North Dakota, USA in 1889. 

The eldest son, Jon remained in Iceland; he joined the 
family in Pembina in 1891. They were not happy with 
conditions in Pembina, so in 1896 all pulled up their roots 
and left for Canada. They travelled north-west along the 
shore of Lake Manitoba and settled at the "Bluff' which 
is now known as Reykjavik, in Manitoba. They lived 
there for two years. In 1898 they moved to The Narrows 
and settled on Red Deer Island, (now Gunnlaugsons 
Island). Due to the high water level on the Lake in 1902 
they were again forced to move, and headed for West
bourne. The women and children traveled by steamboat 

the Petrel, to the landing at the mouth of the White 
Mud River, from there by train to the town of West
bourne. 



Hal/dar and Ambjorg Jonsson and family. 

The Halldor J onssons stayed for a brief time at West
bourne. They needed hay land, whereas Westbourne, was 
more of a grain farming area, so their next move was to 
the Big Point, the post office there was called "Ad
dingham". 

Halldor Jonsson passed away at Big Point 1903 or 
1904. The farm was sold, Arnbjorg went to Pembina and 
stayed with her daughter, Sigridur Oliver, until Sigridur 
died, then she went with Oliver, her son-in-law, to 
Langruth and from there to Lundar to her son Jon, where 
she died in 1917. 

Halldor and Arnbjorg's children are: 
Jon Halldorsson and his wife Gudlaug, who had ten 

children. 
Sigridur and her husband Jack Oliver had five 

children. 
Barney Halldorson and his wife Rena had ten 

children. 
Halldor Halldorson and his wife Margaret had five 

children. 
Bjorg and her husband John Holm had five children. 
This is written by Dora Goodman, the eldest of the 

grandchildren, who was brought out to Red Deer Island 
as an infant and who is now 77 years old. 

Benedict and Christine Johnson (Holar Bensi) 
by Dr. Geo. Johnson 

My grandfather Benedict Johnson and his wife 
Christine, (my grandmother) went to The Narrows 
around 1908 and left about 1912 or 13. They took four 
children to The Narrows, Ben, Bjorn, Laufey, my mother 
and her twin sister Svava. Grandpa lived right at the spot 
where the ferry used to dock, and for his years at The 
Narrows he was the transportation across the same with 
a rowboat. I gather he charged no fee. In later years, he 
classified the excellence of character of the Icelandic ac-
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quaintance on the basis of whether they thanked him or 
not for the voyage across. 

My grandmother was a Baldwinson, an aunt to 
Barney. My granddad derived the name of Holar Bensi 
as he had come from Holar in Iceland where his grand
dad was the Bishop Vigfusson. 

Holar Bensi first came to N. Dakota in 1883 as a 
young man. After many years, he went from Hansel 
N.D. to Marshland with his children and Mother started 
school there. She recalls moving to The Narrows. Due to 
the desolation at Marshland around 1906-1908, Grand
father fished at The Narrows and left around 1914 trying 
fishing at Prince Rupert, B.c. with several other 
Icelanders. He then settled in Riverton around 1913-1914 
and farmed. 

However, I have heard of old acquaintances and 
friends of theirs from The Narrows days. Grandfather 
really lived on the Sifton farm abandoned when the 
railway didn't take the north route as was first con
templ;ted. Svava taught at Riverton for 40 years. She is 
now in an institution there. She had four children. Ben 
had 7 sons, 1 daughter. Barney,S sons, and 4 children in 
our family (Laufey). 

Ben and Ena Kristjanson 
by Runa Kristjanson 

Ben and Ena Kristjanson moved to the Narrows from 
Gimli in 1906 with their two children, Krist jan and Olaf. 
Ena's mother, Olaf Vatnsdal, came with them. Walter, 
their third child was born in 1907. They made their living 
fishing and raising cattle. 

In 1908 Ben, Ena and family moved to Asham Point. 
The rest of their eleven children were born there. While 
crossing the Narrows, on a small hand propelled ferry or 
raft, Ena lost most of her household belongings and 
treasured pictures. 

At Asham Point, Ben and Ena built a log cabin with 
the help of a brother, Thorvaldor, who lived there, also 
Alex Finney. These people all shared a warm friendship. 

A log school was built which served as a church and 
dance hall as well as a social gathering place. Hilda John
son was one of the earlier teachers. 

My mother Ena, died at the age of 79 in 1962. My 
father Ben, died at the age of 89, five months later. 

Olaf Vatnsdal my grandmother, remained at the 
N arrows, making her living milking a few cows. She had 
her own house in Paul Kernested's yard. 

Olaf Valnsdal's grandchildren: Lefl 10 righl: Barnie. TOli. Harry. 
Runa. Ami. Bell {Olofs son-in-law I. Mall, Ena 10lafs daughler}. Kris 
Eiriksson. Walter and Kris. Three of the grandchildren are missing 
from the pic lUre, Ihey are: Ola/. Victor and Gertie. 



Krist jan Eiriksson was born in 1920. He was the son 
of Einar and Bjorg Eiriksson, neighbors of Olaf. Prior to 
his birth, his parents lost five children during the 1919 flu 
epidemic. His mother's health failed and she was unable 
to care for Kris so Olaf took him and raised him as her 
own. Later on she adopted him. 

In 1925 Olaf and Kris moved from the Narrows to 
Asham Point to be close to her daughter and son-in-law, 
her house was moved in April with horses and sleighs. 
She also brought her cows with her. 

Kris joined the army in 1942 and while he was 
overseas Olaf died, in June 1943. She is buried in Win
nipegosis. 

After Kris was discharged from the army he married 
Helen Einarson of Winnipegosis. They are now living in 
Brandon and have five children and three grandchildren. 

Gudmundur and Sigridur Kjartanson 
by daughter Mrs. G. Olafsson 

My parents, Gudmundur and Sigridur Kjartanson 
came from Iceland in 1900. They settled at The Narrows, 
Manitoba. The first few years they lived with Sigurdur 
and Margret Sigfusson at Bjarnarstadir and later moved 
to a place called Eikarnef. 

Gudmundur worked for Helgi Einarson who farmed 
and fished. In 1909 he moved away from The Narrows 
with his family. They settled on a homestead at Reyk
javik, on the west side of Lake Manitoba. Here they 
raised cattle and fished in the winter time, for 26 years, 
until father passed away in 1935. 

Gudmundur and Sigridur had six children; Martha 
was born in Iceland in 1894, she married Armand 
Solvason, and they farmed in the Woodlands area of 
Manitoba, until Armand died in 1924. They had five 
children. Later Sigriduf married Olaf Sund, a blacksmith 
in Woodlands. There was one child to this union. Martha 
passed away in 1967. 

Ingvar was born in Iceland in 1899. He married 
Begga Hjartarson from Steep Rock, Manitoba. They 
lived at Reykjavik for a time then moved to Birnie, 
Manitoba where they resided until he died in 1969. They 
had one child. 

Ragnheidur was born in 1901, and married Gudmun
dur Olafsson. They farmed at Reykjavik until they 
retired and now live in Winnipeg. They have four 
children. 

Mr. arid Mrs. Gudmundur Kjartanson. 
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Sigurdur was born in 1904 and he married Margret 
Erlandson. They lived in Reykjavik district until he, 
Sigurdur died in 1945. They had three children. 

Margaret was born in 1911 and she married Ruben 
Larson from Sweden. They farmed for a time in Steep 
Rock, Manitoba, then went to Sweden in 1939 where 
they now reside. They have three children. 

Thorstein was born in 1905. He lived on the home 
place with his mother until he retired. Sigridur died in 
1954. Thorstein passed away on January 1, 1976. 

Johannes Kernested and Family 
by Kae Kernested 

Johannes (Joe) stayed on the farm most of the time, 
fishing in the winter time, until he enlisted with the Cana
dian Army in 1918, in the 18t World War. Two months 
later he transferred to the Canadian Navy, where he 
remained until he was released. On his return he farmed 
with his father except for a couple of years. During that 
period he, with a few other men, operated a saw mill 
making fish boxes. Joe then returned to the farm and 
took over the running of it from his father. 

Joe married Arnthora (Addie) Gislason, daughter of 
the late David and Gudrun Gislason from Hayland, in 
1928. They farmed through the hard times of the 1930's, 
and brought up six boys -

Leonard Douglas, married Louella Brown, a teacher 
from Lowe Farm. They have one girl, Arnthora Lynne, 
who is married to Dan Woodworth, from Nova Scotia. 
They all live at Prince George, British Columbia. 

Herbert Leslie, graduated from university as an 
Agricultural Representative, and is now a Live Stock 
Instructor, and lives at Teulon, Manitoba. He married 
Rhoda Douglas, home economist from Saskatchewan. 
They have three children, Deborah Lee, Douglas Neil 
and Carla Dawn. 

Joe and Addie Kernested. 



Kern David Carlyle, a plumber by trade, is married to 
Stella Warycki from Komarno. They have three 
children, Pamela Kathryn, Monica Lee and Kerby 
Johannes. They make their home in Calgary, Alberta. 

Paul Gustaf, married to Marion Yanke from Ashern. 
(More will be written about Paul elsewhere in this book.) 

Gordon Wayne, married Louise Pankew, home 
economist, from Miami, Manitoba. They have two boys, 
Carl John and Leigh Johannes. They live on the old 
homestead, and Gordon farms. 

Waldon Johannes (Wally), married Sonya Karapita 
from Saskatchewan. They have two boys, Trevor Brett 
and Mark Wade. They live in Vancouver. Wally is dis
trict manager for Pond's Cosmetics. 

Joe's wife, Addie passed away in September 1949. 
She was sadly missed by all. 

Joe passed away in April, 1968. 

Joe Kernested's boys. Left to right: Lennie. Herbie. Kern. Paul. 
Gordon and Wally. 

The Pall (Paul) Kjernisted Family 
by Kae Kernested and 
Thelma Finnbogason 

Pall Kjernisted was born August 17th, 1849, at 
Skrida in Horgadal in Eyjafjordy, Iceland, and 
emigrated to Canada in 1876 with his first wife, Sesselja 
Fridriksdottir and his father Krist jan Vilhelm Kjernisted, 
and settled on a farm called Kjarna, near Gimli. Pall and 
his wife moved shortly to Winnipeg where they lived for 
two or three years, and here he lost his wife in childbirth. 

They left Iceland because of continued hardship and 
they had heard you could make a better living in this land 
of plenty. The only transportation was by steamship 
across the ocean, or by sail-boat which was a long and 
tedious journey. They travelled in groups so got well 
acquainted. 

Three years later Pall married Gudny Johannesdottir. 
They moved to Akra, North Dakota, and dwelt there for 
several years. While there six children were born. The 
first were twin girls (both died at birth). The others were 

Karl Krist jan, Wilhelm Axel, Gustaf Adolf and his 
twin sister, who died at birth. Later a plague of 
grasshoppers destroyed everything. They then moved to 
the Swan Lake area, southeast of Lundar, Manitoba 
around 1889, and while there they had one daughter, 
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Thorbjorg, born in 1891. In 1893 they moved to The 
Narrows, on Lake Manitoba. There Pall bought his first 
piece of land from Joe Bone, one of the Metis that lived 
there. It had a white-washed log house on it which they 
used until they built their first home on the shores of 
Lake Manitoba, two and a half miles east of the present 
N arrows bridge. 

Hardships were great; no doctor closer than 
Winnipeg, over one hundred miles away, consequently 
the settlers had to rely on themselves or the abilities of 
their neighbors when medical attention was needed. Pall 
had an aptitude for setting bones and treating ailments, it 
follows of course that all settlers had to doctor their 
animals too - liniments were used to treat both humans 
and animals as were other medications such as an 
unguent prepared by Pall. This he made from a plant 
which grew wild in the region, and it had excellent 
healing qualities. 

The settlers built log houses plastered with moss and 
mud, and white-washed them. They used coal-oil lamps 
for lighting purposes. 

Winters were largely taken up with fishing; each set
tler hoped to make enough money fishing in the winter to 
keep him solvent during the summertime, when his 
efforts went into haying for his cattle, horses and sheep. 
Pall was fortunate in having stalwart sons to help in this 
often dangerous business of fishing; most fishermen went 

Bill alld Helllla Kemested. baby Aria. 



through the ice at least once a season, but somehow they 
survived the cold. Perhaps it was the fact that they wore 
hand knit sox, sweaters and mitts, which the women had 
made, preshrinking sox and mitts by kneading them on a 
wooden chair seat until they became almost water-proof. 
Good fishermen's mitts were always in demand, and 
could command as much as 50¢ a pair. 

I must narrate here an incident told me about Pan. 
Shortly after he moved to The Narrows he went out on 
the lake to set nets. This being in the winter time he had 
to cut a .hole in the ice and in so doing he dropped the only 
axe he owned through the hole into the lake. Without 
hesitation he took off his clothes and dove right in for it. 
Being very athletic and a good swimmer, he succeeded. 

The lake was a highway summer and winter. A large 
steamboat transported goods and people in the summer 
time and in the winter everyone crossed the lake (frozen) 
to shorten their journey by many miles. There were 
hazards in this and many were the men who lost their 
lives and! or their horses when they encountered a large 
crack in the ice when travelling in the dark. Pall's son 
Gustaf, or Gui as he was called had such a mishap, losing 
a valuable team of horses but managing to save himself. 

Pall lost his wife Gudny in 1903, and as the three 
youngest children were under ten years of age, the 
services of a housekeeper were required, and Snjolaug 
J onsdottir and her son Baldur, came to make their home 
at The Narrows. Snjolaug later became Pall's third wife, 
and they had one daughter, Katrin. 

Pall and Gudny's children were as follows: 
I Karl Krist jan, who married Lilja Benjaminson, 

had nine children. (More will be written about Karl 
elsewhere in this book.) 

Gustaf Adolf, born in North Dakota in 1888, never 
married. He lived at home until his death in July 1934. 
He was a very gentle man, beloved by all his family. His 
main interest lay in his cars and he never tired of 
tinkering and building them. 

~::, Vilhelm Axel (Bill), born in November 1889. He 
served in the first World War, after which he settled in 
Ashern, where he worked in Charlie Clemen's general 
store. He married Hilma Sund, from Woodlands, and 
they had two children ArIa, Mrs. Davidson, who 
resides in Winnipeg, and has five children; and Garry, 
who died at the age of three. 

J-Thorbjorg Sesselja (Tobba) was born at Lundar 
August 1891, and died in January 1955. She went to 
Normal School in Winnipeg, later teaching at The 
N arrows School; then she worked in Winnipeg for many 
years before moving to Chicago, Illinois, in the late 

Houses all Kerllsted's farm. 1894-1915. 
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1920's. She married William Riches, and they had two 
children - Billy, the eldest contacted muscular dystrophy 
as a child, but lived to the age of 21; Margaret Jives in 
Chicago, is married to Len Fair and has two little boys, 
Billy and Christopher. 

5 Thordis (Disa) was born April 1893 in a tent at Dolly 
Bay, a short distance from the family home, which was at 
that time being erected she was the first white child 
born in the district. She married Thorbergur Arinbjorn 
Thorvardson, but was left a widow with an infant 
daughter very early in marriage. She worked at dress
making in Winnipeg, and died in May, 1971. Her 
daughter 

Thorberga Thelma Gudny, married Paul J. 
Finbogason. They have two children and live in Brandon, 
Manitoba. Their children are 

Kenneth Paul, married Gloria Watson, and lives in 
Wabowden, where he manages the Hudson's Bay store. 
They have two children, Sheri-Ann and Thor. 

Patricia Marguerite, married Douglas K. Vickers, 
and lives in Brandon, Manitoba. 

[? Johannes (Joe) Kernested, born at The Narrows 
September 1895, died in April 1968. (More will be 
written about Joe elsewhere in this book.) 

'" Leonard (Joe's twin) died at the age of thirteen. 
Katrin (Kae), born in June 1908, broke her hip at the 

age of six, when she fell into the excavation of the 
basement of the two-storey house being built to replace 
the log house, and thereafter had one leg shorter than the 
other. This handicap did not deter her from the usual 
youthful activities of baseball and dancing, but she 
contacted polio at the age of 21, and spent many years in 
hospitals and bed. She persevered and has managed, with 
the aid of a brace and cane, to look after herself. She 
taught Joe's children and many of the neighbor's children 
for a time in the home, until a school was built, and 
continued for a number of years to teach in The Narrows 
school. Later she took over the care of Joe's children and 
home when he lost his wife. She is at present enjoying life 
in the Pioneer Home at Ashern. 

Pall took his politics very seriously, as did most of the 
men of that time, and when election time drew near Pall 
hosted his chosen party generously. Meetings and rallies 
were held at the farm, and the women put hours in 
preparation by baking, cleaning, washing and finding 
extra sleeping accommodation. 

One of the pleasures Paul allowed himself was 
picking of high bush cranberries which grew abundantly 

Infrom o/lhe Kemested home at The Narrows. Cui. Bill. Pall. Joe. 
Karl. 



Sn;olaug Kernested. 

Transportation to The Narrows school. 

in the surrounding bush, and which he would bring home 
in milk pails day after day until the women were sick of 
the sight of them. But everyone was glad of the jelly 
during the winter months. Saskatoons, chokecherries, 
pincherries, wild plums, raspberries and straw-berries 
were all to be had for the picking, but Pall left the picking 
of these to the women and children. 

Life was exacting and hard, equally so for the women 
as for the men. The men would haul water from the lake 
in winter in huge barrels, for drinking and cooking, but 
the women would have to cut the blocks of snow for the 
washing and melt it in copper boilers. The men would 
slaughter the animal but the women had to preserve the 
meat by making sausage, head cheese and pickling, and 
in the summer slicing and fast frying the meat before 
putting it in sealers and covering it with the rendered fat 
to seal the juices. This made exceptionally good eating 
and would keep indefinitely. The men sheared the sheep 
but the women had to wash the wool - this was done by 
immersing it in boiling water with home-made soap as 
well as lye, stirring until it was considered clean. In order 
to rinse it properly, the wet wool was trundled down to 
the lake in wheel barrels and women and children, who 
thought this was a great treat, worked with it until all the 
soap disappeared, then it was spread on the fences and 
left to dry and bleach in the sun. 
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Eventually a village sprang up two-and-a-hal f miles 
to the west, with a store and a post office, called The 
Narrows Post Office, and a large community hall. The 
hall served as a school until a proper school house was 
built. Dances were also held here. Whole families came 
and the babies were bedded down on the stage, and later 
the rest of the children fell asleep there. No one went 
home before daylight - they had no lights to guide them 
over the roads. 

I (Kae), will always remember when my sister Disa 
married. Her husband was a wonderful man. He was in 
the process of building our first frame house but died 
before it was finished. Their little girl, Thelma stayed a 
lot at the farm and was like a little sister to me. (Her 
mother was working in Winnipeg at that time.) We were 
always very close. 

Besides the family my parents had several foster 
children. One of these was Palla Eirikson, she died while 
quite young. 

Another girl of seven, Gertie Hordal stayed with us 
until she was grown up, when she went to work. She was 
a wonderful playmate when we were all young and we 
missed her when she left. 

A baby boy, Kris Eiriksson, stayed with us until he 
was two years old when he was adopted by a Mrs. 
Vatnsdal, who lived in our yard, in a little house. They 
stayed there for five years. 

Joseph and Viterlidi Eiriksson lived with my parents 
for a number of years - Joseph until he went north to 
work on the railroad. He married and has a grown 
family. Viturlidi moved to a neighbor. 

In those days there were no hospitals or care homes 
near, so elderly relatives stayed with their families and 
were cared for by them. 

My Grandfather spent his last two years with his son 
Paul. He was past eighty years when he died, but kept in 
very good health and spirits right to the end. 

My parents also cared for an elderly couple. The man 
was bedridden for four years before he died, and at that 
time his wife went to live with her sister. Later she was 
taken to the Portage hospital, where she died. 

I have a vague memory of my parents' home being a 
stop-over for men when they were freighting fish to 
Westbourne. Even after the train came as far as Ashern 
this was still the only road, and freighting went on 
through there. 

My Dad passed away in 1932. and I stayed with my 
mother until she died in 1944. As stated earlier, I stayed 
on with my brother Joe for many years, and am now 
living in a comfortable little suite at the Pioneer Manor, 
Ashern, Manitoba. 

Paul Kernested Family 
I was named Paul Gustaf Kernested, son of Johannes 

and Arnthora Kernested. I was born on December 15, 
1934. I lived in The Narrows district all my life until the 
age of twenty-one, when I worked for the Manitoba 
Hydro in Ashern. 

I married Marion Yanke, daughter of Fred and Tillie 
Yanke on July 7, 1956. We moved to Winnipeg and lived 
there for one year, then moved back to The Narrows. We 
bought and moved a house onto the farmstead. 

I worked for the Lake Manitoba Narrows Ferry for 
nine years during the summer months. I fished in the 



winter with my father. A bridge was built across The 
Narrows in 1968. 

We moved our house into Ashern, on Poplar Avenue. 
I worked in the Ashern Hotel for some two years, as a 
waiter. I am presently employed as an electrician at the 
C.F.S. Radar Base at Gypsumville. My wife, Marion is 
employed at the Pioneer Manor. 

We have five children, Wayne Johannes, Delwin 
Fredrick, Janice Darlene, Dwight Paul and Sherry 
Natalie. Wayne and Delwin are employed in Ashern, the 
three younger children are attending Ashern Central 
School. 

Paul and Mariol1 Kemt'sied and family. 1963. 

Bjorn and Gudrun Mathews 
by Oli Johnson 

Bjorn Jonsson Mathews, came to Manitoba from 
Iceland with his parents in 1887, and settled in the Swan 
Lake District. 

They moved to The N arrows settlement in 1893, and 
to Siglunes district in 1895, where they made their 
permanent home. 

Bjorn stayed with his parents the first summer to help 
them get settled in the new community. 

When the Mathews family came from Winnipeg to 
settle in the Swan Lake district they were accompanied 
by three other families: Jon Sigurdson, his wife and son, 
Halldor Halldorson, his wife and children and Einar 
Kristjanson family. 

When they arrived, only one Icelandic family had 
come there to settle, this being Jon Sigfusson family and 
Jon's brother, Suli, then a teenager, who had arrived a 
week or so before the Mathews. 

I n the fall of 1887 Lake Manitoba froze up early and 
many of the new settlers were eager to try their luck at 
fishing. 

They had heard stories about good fishing grounds 
around Birch Isl.and, thirty-five miles north of the 
settlement. Consequently, Bjorn and his brother, 
Sigurdur decided to go there, along with several other 
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men, to fish during the winter months. They first built a 
log cabin on the island where they camped. 

Besides the Mathew brothers, there were eight other 
men in the expedition: Henrik Johnson, Magnus 
Freeman, Thor. Thorsteinson, Pjetur Pjeturson, and 
Sigurdur, his brother, Magnus Vigfusson, Olafur 
Thordarson. Later they were joined by Helgi Einarson, 
Jon Austman and Olafur Thorlacius. This made a total 
of thirteen men who stayed in the camp, all newcomers 
except Henrik Jonsson, who had been in the country for 
two years and Olafur Thorlacius who had been there for 
nine years. 

Not long after the family settled in the Siglunes 
district, Mr. Mathews started a little store business on his 
own, on his father's place. Being too kind hearted to 
refuse credit, and not having enough capital to keep the 
business operating, he soon was obliged to quit the store. 
He then left the community and went to the United 
States where he worked for two years. Then returned 
again to Manitoba and the Siglunes district, where his 
parents had settled. 

On July 22, 1898 Bjorn Mathews married Gudrun 
Lundal, a charming woman. She was the daughter of 
Gudmundur Bjarnason Lundal and his wife Gudrun, who 
had come to Manitoba from Iceland in 1887, and like the 
Mathews family, were among the first settlers in The 
Narrows district. 

In 1889 this young couple settled on Birch Island, 
where they started farming, mostly sheep and cattle 
raising. 

During the winter months, Mr. Mathews operated an 
extensive fishing outfit. He encouraged the Icelandic 
new-comers to fish, by assisting them to acquire nets and 
whatever else was needed a self appointed 
administrator, in the Siglunes settlement, for all those 
who were needy or faced difficult circumstances. 

The family stayed on the island until 1908, by then 
the older children had become school age, so they moved 
back to Siglunes where the children could go to school. 

While Bjorn was still on the island, he had estab
lished a sa~mill in the bush on his father's farm at 
Siglunes, and year by year expanded his fishing 
operations. 

Although later being a commercial enterprise, his 
fishing operations were started primarily to give needed 
employment to the people in the settlement. His sawmill 
operations also provided the settlers with much needed 
work, close to home. Even more important, it supplied 
building material, at prices much below that which such 
material would have cost, had it been brought in from 
outside the community. 

There was an excellent stand of white poplar in the 
Siglunes area at that time. This is where Mathews 
operated for two years 1905-6. Next year a man by the 
name of Matt Hall, a well-to-do farmer in the Lakeland 
district, on the west side of Lake Manitoba, bought a half 
share in the mill. Then they moved the operation and set 
the mill up at the south end of Telegraph Lake, about 
twelve miles east of Siglunes. This was in an area where 
spruce was the main and most suitable wood. The mill 
operated here for one year. 

With the fact In mind that lake shipping was the only 
means of heavy transportation in the early days, most of 
this lumber produced at Telegraph Lake was hauled out 



by horses in winter, and stock piled on a skerry at the 
north end of Birch Island. 

In the spring of 1907 the partners put a steam boat on 
the lake, the Lady Ellen, and towed a barge behind it. 
This way the lumber was picked up from the stock pile 
and moved to market at Oak Point. That being the end of 
steel at the time, and a booming town. 

Hall and Mathews took with them, as a co-owner in 
the boat, a merchant at Oak Point, by the name of 
Robert Smith, a former sea captain. He was to handle 
the sales of the lumber at Oak Point. 

Stefan Mathews operated the Lady Ellen for the first 
two or three months. Then Asi Freeman took over as 
captain, for as long as the Lady Ellen was on the lake. 

The boat was bought at Winnipegosis and brought 
from there through the Waterhen River into Lake 
Manitoba. The men that went there to get the boat wen~: 
B. Mathews, Matt Hall, Steve Mathews, Wm. Hardisty 
and Yardi Howardson, who went along as cook. They 
traveled by a small boat to Siglunes up the Waterhen 
River then south to Winnipegosis where the boat - the 
Lady Ellen was in the harbour. 

In 1908 the sawmill was re-established at Siglunes, 
but not on the same site. By then Mr. Mathews had 
homesteaded a quarter-section next to his father, and the 
mill was set up there close to the lake shore. 

In order to facilitate lake shipping, the Dominion 
Government had by now put dredges on the lake to dig 
out small harbours here and there, one was situated 
beside the mill. 

Mr. Asi Freeman took over Hall's share in the 
sawmill and became Bjorn's partner. They started log
ging in the Siglunes area and also extended their 
operations to Crane River, some fifty miles N. W. of 
Siglunes. There they put a gang of men to work logging. 
After one year in the business, Mr. Freeman sold his 
share in the sawmill to a Jewish firm - "The Lake 
Manitoba Trading Co.," which had their headquarters in 
Winnipeg and a store business in Oak Point. 

The new partners continued with the sawmill 
operations on the same pattern as they had the year 
before, but extended their operations by starting a 
general store at Siglunes, Gabriel Sirkau, a shareholder, 
as manager. 

Later, when the railroad had been extended to 
Gypsumville, the Lake Manitoba Trading Co., operated 
general stores for many years at Oak Point, Lundar, 
Eriksdale, Mulvihill, Ashern and Moosehorn. 

A year and a half later, the partnership dissolved. Mr. 
Mathews, received, as his share, the store, the saw mill 
and equipment, while the others took the steam boat and 
most of the lumber that was on hand. The steam boat, the 
Lady Ellen, was used very little after, and finally rotted in 
the harbour at Oak Point. 

Bjorn Mathews kept on operating the saw mill, but by 
that time, the logging was done in the bush, near enough 
to be hauled to the mill by horses in the winter. The mill 
burned down in 1910, a total loss, there being no 
insurance, the only thing left was the store. 

When the mill burnt, the owner suffered a severe 
blow, financially, and the community suffered a set back 
by the loss; Not only did the mill produce rough lumber, 
but also planed lumber, siding, etc., all of this came from 
the mill at Telegraph Lake or from logs "boomed" from 
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Crane River. Door and window casings, also baseboards 
were made from local poplar. 

During the operations of Bjorn Mathews saw mill, 
from 1905 to 1910, were the years of the greatest inf1 ux of 
people into the settlement. I would say that by 1910 the 
area was fully settled, except for a few families that came 
later. 

The mill proved to be a great boom for the settle
ment. Not only did it create employment for the settlers 
close home, but it also afforded them the opportunity to 
build their own homes out of lumber instead of logs, as 
was the general rule in the newly settled districts. 

Most of the houses were built in the same style, the 
"settler type", tall two storey structures, but varied in 
size. 

Our family came to Siglunes district in April 1906, 
and stayed with friends that lived a half mile from my 
father's homestead while our house was being built. Then 
in the. fall the family moved into our own new home, a 
two storey house, four bedrooms upstairs, only the 
outside shell of course, but it was liveable. 

Many a time the old-timers remarked about the 
quality of the stand of poplar in the Siglunes area at that 
time. Huge logs, sound and pure white right through, 
seemingly the virgin growth, which had never been 
touched by fire. 

Many a traveller noted how well the young 
community was housed in the early days, with the tall 
stately houses adorning the farm steads. 

Mr. Mathews did not engage in saw-mill operations 
again in the Siglunes area. In 1910 the Armstrong 
Trading Co. was beginning to get established on Lake 
Manitoba, both in the fish business and general store. 
Bjorn Mathews became their agent as a fish buyer. He 
then sold the store building from his former operation to 
the company. The store business was resumed with Mr. 
Mathews managing it as well as buying fish. 

In 1914 the store was moved from Siglunes to Dog 
Creek, several miles east, Mr. Mathews then quit the 
store but continued as a fish buyer for Armstrong until 
1920. 

In 1910 Mr. Mathews built a huge two-storey house 
with a full basement, 60 feet by 30 feet wide. It was built 
out of concrete blocks. This was the first introduction of 
such a building in the settlement. For this purpose he 
bought a concrete block mould and had the blocks made 
on the site. 

The house was unique, and in a class by itself, because 
of the size as well as the material of which it was built. 
The house was heated by steam - hot water radiators 
throughout the building. 

Inspite of its size, the house was well finished, nothing 
. was spared to make it complete, even the huge basement 
was divided into several rooms. Widely traveled men of 
that era were quoted as saying that nowhere on a 
homestead had they seen a single family dwelling so huge 
and costly. 

When Mr. Mathews left the community the concrete 
block mould became the property of Ole Larson, the 
"stone mason" who has done more hard work in the 
Interlake than any other man. All through his long career 
as a builder, Mr. Larson used this mould in his trade. It is 
still useful and in good shape, and is presently in the 
possession of the Larson family, as this is written (1975). 



GlIdrllll and Bjorn Mathews. 

Glidrull and Bjorn Mathews family: left /0 right: alto. Ada/bjorg. 
Margaret. Sigurdur. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Mathews left the community in 1920. 
On leaving they were honored with a fare-well party in • 
their home by a host of friends and neighbors, many of 
whom had often enjoyed their kindness and hospitality. 

That they were missed, and that they had endeared 
themselves to the people in the home community, was 
made evident twenty-eight years later, on the occasion of 
their 50th wedding anniversary at Oak Point, when the 
people from the old settlement flocked there to greet 
them. Mr. Mathews remarks at the end of the 
celebration, manifest his pleasure in seeing so many old 
friends and neighbors from the old community. There 
were several people who addressed the honored couple 
that day, and to cite Paul Reykdal, one of the speakers, 
when he said, quote, "When the history of the Siglunes 
settlement is written, the seat of honor belongs to Bjorn 
Mathews". This was a timely and fitting tribute to a 
man, one of whose distinctive characteristics was his 
earnest desire to help others. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mathews had five children, all of whom 
are living, except the youngest son, Gudmundur, who 
drowned in Lake Winnipeg at the age of twenty-one 
years. The others are; Otto Wathne of Oak Point, 
married to Emily Skagfeld, now deceased, Sigurdur Jon 
of Oak Point, married Dora Skagfeld, Margaret, single 
and lives in Winnipeg; Adalbjorg, Mrs. Lockhart, also of 
Winnipeg. 

Mr. Mathews passed away in September 1948 and 
Mrs. Mathews on June 11th, 1961. They are now at rest 
in the family plot in Brookside Cemetery in Winnipeg. 
COMPILER'S NOTE 

Besides my personal knowledge of the above events, 
when writing this article, I am relying on my written 
notes of information "Obtained from J. A. Howardson 
many years ago". Also on the sketches about the 
Siglunes Settlement compiled by Jon Jonsson in 1913 
and published in the Thorgeirssons Almanac, in 1914 and 
slightly in Helgi Einarson's book. 

Excerpts from a Letter from Helen McArthur 
nee Maloan April/76 

Just before she died at age ninety-nine and a half 
years, Mother reluctantly divulged the fact that Grand
father Lynch owned and ran a road house to help out a 
meager existence. It was a happy family and a musical 
one. Grandfather lead the singing and the girls took parts 
harmonizing. Some times they sang out doors, which the 
neighbors loved. The tragedy was Grandfather's early 
death, leaving Hattie and Bertha about eight and six 
years old. The second marriage was disastrous, and after 
Grandfather's death it scattered the family. The eldest 
took the little girls. The sisters always remained in close 
contact, even though they are living far apart. 

The reason my father (Chas. Maloan) left Nova 
Scotia was the urge for adventure and pioneering. The 
railroad had not reached Winnipeg when he went ,west. 
He with other venturesome men walked from 
Minneapolis, following the Red River to Winnipeg. (The 
five McArthur brothers were in Winnipeg then, but of 
course they never met.) Dad went on westward, to the 
later site of Carberry, Manitoba. It was surrounded by 
rich farming land, so he decided to settle there. Accord
ingly, he pitched a large tent and set up a tinsmith shop. 
In the two years or so the settlement grew and prospered. 



I n place of the tent a two story shop was built, with living 
quarters above. Here Mother, Aunt Lina and the two 
small children took up their abode. 

After I was born, Aunt Lina decided to go teaching. 
We left the home above the shop and moved into a larger 
house. Aunt Lina was then teaching in the country. She 
met a fine fellow living next door to us and married him. 
That was Uncle John Watson. 

Dad built a large brick block to house his hardware 
shop. At the back were the tinsmith and furnace shops, 
with three employees. Above were offices for rent. 
However, Dad did not like business. He hated the dog
eat-dog competition he had to meet. He decided to sell 
out and to develop a quarry (limestone) at The Narrows 
of Lake Manitoba. Our family had grown to eight, four 
sons and four daughters. Jack was a babe in arms when 
we left Carberry in 1899. 

To develop the quarry it was necessary to build a 
steamship so Dad brought out his brother-in-law, 
Howard Mitchell from Ship Harbour, Nova Scotia, who 
was both a deep-sea captain and a master ship-builder, 
and father, as one of the ship carpenters. It was decided 
to build the ship at McArthur's Landing on the White 
Mud River, which flows into Lake Manitoba. A building 
site was rented from Archie Stewart. We moved into a 
small house, bought from George Barr, McArthur's one
time book-keeper. This house was beside the old Peter 
McArthur house. Dad went to Ottawa and arranged for a 
railroad spur to be extended from Westbourne to The 
Landing (a mile and a half). Cars came down by gravity, 
(hauled by a team of horses, as I recall) passing close to 
our house on the way to the ship yard. It was a busy 
summer. The hundred and twenty-five foot "Petrel" was 
completed well before freeze up. 

Alice, Harold, Ray and I all attended the one room 
school at The Landing, where we met Isabelle and John 
McArthur. 

On the west side of The Narrows, Dad bought two 
properties, the Sifton ranch and the Martineau place. 
When the "Petrel" was completed we went with it on the 
first trip up the lake and moved into the Martineau 
house. Fred Crossley and family were on the same trip 
and occupied the Sifton buildings and prepared for the 
approaching winter. Uncle Howard lived with the 
Crossley family. 

When I was six years old my parents took Ray and I 
back to N ova Scotia for a visit with the relatives there. 

Some Back History 

Grandfather Maloan, married a MacDonald. Her 
ancestors in 1650 a goodly number of the MacDonalds 

secured a grant of land from the King of England to 
settle in South Carolina. The vessel was blown north by 
storm and was wrecked on the Nova Scotia coast. The 
su.rvivors followed a stream inland and founded the town 
of Shubenacadie. They must have been rugged people. 
The Indians - the Micmacs, were friendly. The French 
and English were fighting for possession of the land. My 
grandfather Maloan was of United Empire Loyalist 
stock who reached Nova Scotia around 1780. 

* * * 
Note: Being down to Boissevain in southern 

Manitoba for a meeting (in April 1975) I drove over to 
Nesbitt where the John Watson family had a general 
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store at the time we came west in 1898, and we lived with 
them that winter before going on to The Landing. The 
village is no larger than it was in those days. A new store 
stands on the site of the John Watson store which was 
destroyed by fire many years ago. 

The Narrows Lake Manitoba Narrative: 1899 to 
1904 - or The Maloan Account During their 
Five Years There 

The family left Carberry, Manitoba in the spring of 
1899 staying at The Landing, the name may be changed 
now, they left there and moved to The Narrows in early 
October of 1899. Dad had bought the two properties 
known as the Sifton and Martineau places - we oc
cupied the latter, seems there were two quarter-sections 
of land. Charles W. Maloan, then 50 years of age, had 
eight children ranging in age from about one and a half 
years to twenty, four boys and four girls. Charles and 
wife, nee Mary Lynch, both natives of Nova Scotia, 
Halifax and Shubenacadie. Charles learned tinsmithing, 
then went to railroading, becoming an engineer on Inter
Colonial Railroad, he bought property in Shubenacadie 
in 1878 and carried on a tinsmithing business, also some 
farming, and had a milk route and was responsible for in
troducing individual one quart containers, for customers 
in that area, he made the cans. 

Charles Maloan moved North-West to Carberry in 
1881 before the railroad was put in, the family joined him 
in May 1883, after weeks travel, largely through the 
United States. He carried on a hard-ware and 
tinsmithing business, successfully for 18 years. 

They moved to The Narrows in 1899 and started the 
Rose Hill Quarry in partnership with James Young. That 
same year they built the "Petrel" approximately 130 foot 
steam barge, later at the Landing a 75 foot tug-boat 
"Carberry" was built. Later in 1902 the partnership was 
dissolved, Mr. Young going chicken ranching in Califor
nia with his son. 

The stone at the quarry was found unsuitable for 
building purposes because of the lye, all came out as rub
ble. Another Lime company supplied a man on loan, to 
build kilns, this proved all-together unsatisfactory. They 
acquired another man, who made good kilns, which I un
derstand are still standing. There not being enough de
mand for lime, the venture proved a failure. They lost all 
they had put into it, the boats being disposed of at a loss. 

During the time of its activity in 1902 up to fourteen 
men were employed, cutting cordwood at a camp five 
miles north-west from our house, quite a number at first 
being Indians. They quit and other men were brought in 
from Winnipeg, some of these being: Joe Lotie, foreman; 
Thomas Eden, teamster; R. Robertson, bookkeeper; and 
Herman Whitney. Wages, building the boat, varied from 
$1.25 to $2.65 per day with board, those at The Narrows, 
probably much the same. Some men worked at both 
places. Of the boat builders, H. Mitchell in charge, F. 
Crossley, G. Turnbull, C. Neilson, W. Leaney, W. 
Waters. Men were scarce, an offer of a dollar a cord for 
cutting, had no takers. 

The wood was hauled across the lake on the ice. Hay 
was hauled from Kinosota. They appeared to work a 
seven day week. For relaxation they had their own 
Edison phonograph and recorder, the one outstanding 
thing in my memory. 



The Carberry. 

Lady Blanche. owned by Peter McArthur. 

There was no road connection to any settlement, 
access only by water, and on ice by team in winter. There 
was no telegraph in our time. There had been a cable 
across The Narrows prior to our coming, the exact pur
pose now escapes me. What was called "Twin roads" in 
close proximity, ran west from our place, we un
derstood connected with some survey project, Telegraph 
or railway, nothing done on either in our time. 

Little of the land was cultivated, largely depending on 
wild hay, cut some distance away. There was a very 
rough road connecting home and hayfield. The last year a 
number of the family camped at the hayfield for a couple 
of weeks. 

We had a considerable number of horses and cattle to 
provide for, stacked hay which had to be brought home 
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over the ice. The last year machinery was left at the 
hayfield. Dad left word for the boys to get these home by 
water as he left on business to Winnipeg. Ray, though the 
elder, was less expert than Harold. Harold had the tiller 
and sailed too close to the wind in tacking a squall struck 
and overturned them, the boat carried a lot of ballast 
filled and sank at once. Harold, a strong swimmer, ad
vised Ray to take one of the big oars, as he was a poor 
swimmer. He never answered nor did they speak again. 
Ray started at once for shore, Harold stopped to see 
what would come up, one oar did surface, not needing it, 
he left and soon overtook Ray. Harold made the mistake 
of coming too close, Ray panicked and seized hold and 
they both went down, Ray released his hold, Harold 
came up, Ray did not. His body was not found for two 
weeks, the water was cold and did not allow it sooner. 
This was September 9th 1904, Ray would have been 18 in 
November. Harold was 16. 

Because of this tragedy it was decided to leave there. 
They moved in early October to The Landing for the 
winter. The following spring of 1905 moved to the 
Okanagan Valley in B.C. The Maloan property - Old 
Indian Agency, later was sold to J. J. Wilson who had a 
store there. The old buildings burned down later. 

Neighbors 
The Crossley family were the closest and often over 

- Mrs. Fred Crossley was mother's sister, they lived at 
the Sifton house for about four years. Dad employed 
Fred. Their youngest daughter, Allison was born there, 
mother attended at the occasion. The Einarson family 
across the lake, Helgi and Katrine, the best known. Einar 
Christianson was their father. The Mathesons were 
further north, Ross and John, they were sometimes 
employed by Dad, they were good friends. The Millers 
and Marlottes had summer homes on Manitou Island, 
they had a gasoline launch and visited us. The old Indian, 
Bushow (Beauchamp) was quite friendly, once brought us 
a lot of hazel nuts. The girls baked a cake and took it to 
his place, which was some distance away, he was not at 
home so they left the cake (they would have liked the 
plate back). People often stopped at our place waiting 
for the boat, they were business men; missionaries, 
Government men, etc. 

Some Memories of J. A. Maloan 
The crocus in spring. The frog chorus in the swamps. 
The eastern saucy blue jays. The bittern's very 

peculiar sound. 
The orioles flash through the trees and hanging nests. 
The wrens that built their nests in pockets of overalls 

left hung on a tree. 
The tame whiskey Jacks in winter. Fish flies in win

drows on the beach. 
The whip-poor-will call. The screech owl that 

made our hair stand on end. 
The wild strawberries, raspberries, high bush 

cranberries and saskatoons. 
The variety of trees: oak, elm, paper-white birch 

bark, and poplar. 
The remains of a birch bark canoe on the little island 

at Hayfield. 
The rows of water barrels that stood in every kitchen, 

filled regularly from the lake. 



The phosphorous stump in the tent at Hayfield that 
shone in the dark. 

The sound of sleigh bells and creak of sleigh runners 
on frosty nights. 

The cracks in the ice, some went off like a cannon and 
some right across The Narrows. Ice often heaved up so 
high you had to drive around it. 

ALL THIS SOME SEVENTY YEARS AGO. 

Anecdotes 
by J. A. Maloan 

Helgi Einarson put fish nets out when the ice was very 
thin and used planks to support and distribute the weight, 
he invested in a gasoline boat and did not appreciate the 
danger of voltile fuel, he had a helper who remarked 
"Ollie, I smell gas", " give me a match", the match went 
out give me another, this one did not go out - there 
was an explosion, they jumped overboard and swam 
ashore, the boat burned and sank. Later, at the landing 
we saw the burned out hulk. 

* * *. 

We were bothered with rats in the big barn and 
chicken house, so "Rough-on-rats" poison was put out, 
Harold left the chicken house door open, Ray got the 
blame, he was not sure whether he had done it or not. We 
had a few less chickens for awhile. John Matheson 
remarked, it should have been "Rough on chickens". 

Early Telegraph Line Across The Narrows 
by Allen Ronaghan 

The Telegraph Line was built as part of the first 
Canadian Pacific Railway project. The Canadian 
Government planned to build a railway from Thunder 
Bay to the Pacific coast by way of The Narrows, Swan 
River and the Yellow head Pass. It was decided to begin 
by building a pioneer telegraph line. 

Tenders were called for in the summer of 1874 and 
contracts were let in the fall. The firm of Sifton and Glass 
got the contract to build the line from Selkirk, Manitoba 
to a point called Swan River or Livingstone, just north of 
the present day Pelly, Saskatchewan. The three contracts 
from Thunder Bay to Edmonton were completed. Work 
on the one from Edmonton to Cache Creek, B.C. was 
stopped a few months after it was begun, so that contract 
was never completed. 

From what I can find out, the line was built through 
the Interlake region in the winters of 1874-75 and '76, 
when the ground was frozen. 

Maintenance proved to be a terrible problem; poles 
erected when the ground was frozen fell over in the 
spring. The line had been built right across Dog Lake and 
when the ice melted in the spring the line was broken. 

During the years it was in operation the line func
tioned best in winter, but was not dependable between 
break-up and freeze-up. 

As a result of a parliamentary committee meeting, 
the decision was taken to build the railway south of Lake 
Manitoba, and the government then, in 1879, decided to 
abandon the telegraph line by way of The Narrows. They 
took plenty of time about it, however, it wasn't till 1882 
that it was abandoned. 

It appears that there were three stations between 
Selkirk and Livingstone, the first being at The Narrows, 
and the other two at places I haven't located yet. It seems 
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too, that there were at least two shelter huts for the line 
maintenance men between The Narrows and Selkirk; one 
at Shoal Lake and one at Swan Creek. 

Two repair men, whose names I have found are, Lin
day and Conners. 

I did not mention that Sifton and Glass built the 
Selkirk to Winnipeg section which gave connections with 
Eastern Canada, the United States; and the rest of the 
world where telegraph service reached. 

A Mr. James Colcleugh of Selkirk, Manitoba seems 
to have operated the line both east and west of Selkirk by 
sub-contract. It is certain, however, that J.W. Sifton was 
occasionally out on the line doing repair work himself. 
(J. W. Sifton was the father of Clifford and Arthur Sif
ton). 

Mr. Joseph Johnson of Eddystone, told me that he 
remembered where a cut line through the bush could be 
seen when he went to school near Ebb and Flow Lake. 

I don't know where The Narrows station was, 
although I would guess it was right at The Narrows, 
probably at what is called "Sifton House". 

I am of the opinion that the wire crossed at The 
N arrows first and was later put "around the bay" 
probably by way of Manitou Island, which would make 
for a shorter span of wire. 

Magnus Olafsson 
by Miss Emma Sigurdson 

Magnus Olafsson immigrated from Iceland in 1900 
with his mother, Gudridur Halldor's daughter and his 
wife Eygerdur, Egil's daughter. 

Eygerdur and Magnus settled at The Narrows in the 
late 1890's. They built their home half way between Bjar
ni Kristjanson and Jon Sigurdson on the east side of the 
bush facing Dolly Bay. 

Eygerdur was a midwife, fully qualified and was a 
great asset to any community. She rendered great ser
vices, and was highly respected wherever she went. 

They moved to Lundar about the time of the high 
water level in Lake Manitoba in 1902. There they 
farmed, and his wife served as a midwife for many years. 

Their family consisted of: 
Jon who was killed in the First World War. He was a 

very fine young man. 
Aldis, a school teacher and later postmistress at Lun

dar for years. She passed away many years ago. 
Olafur, served in the First World War. He was 

gassed, returned to Canada, and passed away soon after 
returning home. 

Amundi farmed near Lundar, have lost track of him. 
Thorkelina, the younger daughter married Ragnar 

Eyjolfson of Lundar and moved to B.C. She died at 
Prince Rupert, B.C. There children were: Albert Eyjolf
son, Olafur and Magnus. 

G. Runolfson Family 
by Daughter, E. L. S. Jonasson 

My parents came to Canada from Iceland in 1904. 
Their stay in Winnipeg was short, as they moved to Rab
bit Point where Johannes and Olaf Johnson lived. 

I was born there, and Olaf delivered me. She proved a 
friend in many ways through the years, especially after 



Dad died. Mother and I stayed with lohnsons for two 
winters after he died. 

Dad was born October 20th, 1864 in Eyjasel in 
lokulsarhlid. His parents were Runolfur Gudmundson 
from Vopnafjord and Sigidur lonsdottir. Herdis, my 
mother was born Octover 7th, 1867 in Husavik. Her 
parents were Ludvik Finnbogason and Lilja Bjarnadottir. 

My parents had four children, two died in infancy. 
My sister, Clara was a year and a half old when Mother 
and Dad came to Canada. I was born almost three years 
later. 

My parents moved from Rabbit Point to Birch Island 
in Lake Manitoba, and lived there for five years. Dad 
worked for Mr. B.l. Mathews for some time, then he was 
on his own. In 1911 they moved to the mainland in the 
Siglunes district where he bought land, and where sister 
Clara and I attended school. Dad fished in the winter like 
many others and also had a few head of cattle. He broke 
in a team of oxen and they served as a substitute for 
horses on the mower, rake and wagon. They were really a 
great team and Dad was very fond of them. 

On September 26th, 1917, my Dad died quite sudden
ly at the age of 52. Our neighbors were very sympathetic 
and helpful to us. I want to mention here that his close 
friend, Bjorn Arnfinson was with Dad at the time of 
death and he was most helpful, and so were many others. 
Another neighbor, Magnus Brandson and his wife 
offered to have Mother and I stay there over the winter, 
even though they had a family of seven. We kids got 
along just marvelously; they were really great, all of 
them. 

Mother often spoke of the kindness and understand
ing of our neighbors during those difficult times. 

Both our parents were fond of reading, especially 
Dad, he could read English, Danish, Norwegian and 
Faroe. 

I remember Mother always knitting, even in the dark, 
I used to wonder how she could do so without dropping 
stitches. She did a lot of embroidery when she was in 
Iceland, real beautiful work. Our little home was always 
spic and span, she made sure of that. Another thing she 
made sure of was that my sister and I learn to read 
Icelandic before we even went to school. 

And last but not least, I have fond memories of my 
beloved parents who taught us to love and trust in 
"God". 

Bjarni and Bjorg Sigurdson 
by Mrs. N. Johnson 

Bjarni and Bjorg came to Canada from Iceland. They 
went to Clarkleigh, Manitoba in 1903, then later moved 
to The Narrows district where they farmed until the 
spring of 1910, when they again moved. This time it was 
to Asham Point, on Lake Manitoba, where they farmed 
for thirty years. 

In 1940 they moved to Campbell River, B.C., where 
Bjarni passed away in 1949. Bjorg moved to Vancouver 
and lived with her daughter, until she moved to the 
Senior Citizen Home "Hofn", She died in 1969. 

Bjarni and Bjorg had eight children; 
Stefan passed away in 1969. 
Ingvar died in infancy, in Scotland, on their way over 

from Iceland. 
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Left to right: Anna Schwabe. mother Bjorg Sigurdson. Stei-
Ill/nn Johnsoll. Sigridur BorgjJord. 1967. 

Sigurdur married Thorbjorg Finny, and they had four 
sons. He passed away in 1949. 

Sigridur married Gisli Borgfjord, who died in 1925. 
They had one daughter. Later she married Sigurjon 
Borgfjord. They had seven children, and live in Campbell 
River, B.C. 

Steinunn married Ness lohnson, and lives in Lundar, 
Manitoba. They have two children. 

Thora Margaret married Cecil Currie. They had two 
daughters. Thora passed away in Vancouver. 

Arni and his wife, Louise, live in Vancouver. 
Anna Sigurbjorg married Carl Sigurdson; Carl 

passed away in 1972. They had three children. Anna is 
now married to George Schwabe and lives in Nanaimo, 
B.C. 

Stephan and Susanna Stephanson 
by Oli Johnson 

Stephan Stephanson came to Canada from Iceland in 
1882, arriving in Winnipeg on August 2nd that same 
year. He stayed in Winnipeg for three years and worked 
as a laborer at whatever jobs were available, often for 
very low wages. 

In the spring of 1885 he went to Alberta where he 
spent the summer. He then returned to Winnipeg and 
bought a restaurant, which he operated for several years. 

There had been a period of prosperous years in 
Manitoba prior to 1882 and a commercial boom in Win
nipeg. But by then things began to change for the worse. 
A state of depression set in which lasted until 1892, or 
even longer. 

Damage to crops because of frost, drought and in
festations were common. Some years were better than 
others. 

Mr. Stephanson moved to The Narrows settlement in 
1892 and settled on "Red Deer Island". By then he had 
established partnership with a man by the name of lens 
Peterson, a Faroe Islander, who had come to Canada 
several years earlier. 

At the time the partners came to The Narrows set
tlement Mr, Stephanson had been a widower for four 



Home of Stej(1II and Susanna Stephenson (J/ Dog Creek. Leji to right: Sigurdur Sigurdson. Stefan Stephenson and daughter. II/ga, Sigurdur 
Sigji,.I.l'!m. Su:anna Slephellsoll alld GUdll1Ulldur Sigurdson. 

years, having married Ingigerdur Jons-dottir in 1887. 
She died a year later along with their infant daughter. 

They brought with them a housekeeper - Rosa 
Muller, who many years later moved to Mulvihill. There 
she became the housekeeper of Mr, Robt. Body, a 
storekeeper in the village. 

Stephanson and Peterson were together for ten years. 
During their partnership they had established a big herd 
of cattle and by the time they separated were considered 
among the most affluent in the settlement. 

When they left Red Deer Island, they moved south of 
Dog Creek, where Mr. Stephanson filed on the N.E.lj.j 
33-22-9W. This was a quarter on which a rancher by the 
name of McCrea had squatted for several years, built a 
good log house and some other buildings on it. 

In 1902 the partnership was dissolved. Mr. Peterson 
then went back to the Faroe Islands, but returned a year 
later with his bride, "Tomina". With them came her 
sister, Susanna, whom Mr. Stephanson married a year or 
two later. 

Mrs. Stephanson was a kind, warm hearted person, 
whose gracious hospitality reached out to everybody. 

They operated a stopping-place for many years, 
where the weary traveller was always assured of a good 
night's rest and good food. 

In 1905, the Dog Creek Post Office, later "Vogar" 
was established in the home of Mr. Stephanson and he 
was sworn in as Postmaster. Dog Creek, being located 
several miles east from Siglunes, had by reason of 
various changes that had taken place, become more cen
trally located for all practical purposes. 

The Dog Creek Indian Reservation less than a mile to 
the east, a colony of Metis squatters on the next quarter 
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north, and the homesteaders steadily increasing in 
number, most of whom picked up their mail there, Dog 
Creek soon became the central point in the community. 

As people came there regularly for mail, Mr. 
Stephanson saw an opportunity to start a little store as a 
side-line. He operated this business successfully until 
1914. That year he made the mistake of entering into 
partnership with the Armstrong Trading Co. in the store 
business and allowing them on his premises. 

Somehow this venture did not turn out to be 
profitable for Mr. Stephanson. Three years later he was 
out of the store business and his finances more or less 
depleted. 

Mr. Stephanson was among the first settlers in The 
Narrows settlement, and one of the best known, having 
come to Manitoba a few years before most of the others. 

In 1908 he built a good frame house at Dog Creek, 
which was rated one of the better homes in the settle
ment. 

Mr. Stephanson did not take much part in public af
fairs, but when he spoke at meetings he expressed his 
thoughts clearly and fluently. He was a dignified man in 
appearance in his younger days, with the characteristics 
of a well-to-do country squire about him. 

Mr. Stephanson was the only one of the settlers to 
keep up the ancient custom of country squires in Iceland 
to hold banquets, to which he invited the whole 
neighborhood. Everybody was welcome. 

Supported by his wife, they fed all the guests 
generously. They entertained them by arranging for a 
program in the house, and having the young men enter in 
out-door sports, such as running, jumping and Icelandic 
wrestling. 



Stephan and Suzanna Stephenson and daughter lnga and son 
Stephan. 

In a period of five years he held three such banquets. 
People said that each of these events was considered the 
high-light of the year; and much appreciated entertain
ment in the community. 

In 1919 the name of the post office was changed to 
"Vogar". Mr. and Mrs. Stephanson stayed there until 
their house burnt in 1925. By then Mr. Stephanson had 
been blind for several years and unable to work. When 
this happened, the Stephansons moved to Eriksdale. 
They took over the hotel in the village, which Mrs. 
Stephanson operated for several years. 

When Mr. and Mrs. Stephanson left Vogar, Bjorn 
Eggertson took over as postmaster. He held office until 
1963, when Conrad Johnson, became postmaster, a posi
tion he now holds. 

Having been established on March 22nd, 1905, this 
post office has been in operation for71 years as of March 
22nd, 1976. 

After several years in Eriksdale, the family moved to 
Winnipeg, where Mrs. Stephanson operated a boarding 
house for some time. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stephanson had two children; Inga, 
now Mrs. Leo. Evandon living in Victoria, B.c., and a 
son, Stephan, now deceased. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stephans on both passed away many 
years ago. 
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Recollections of the Early Days 
at The Narrows 

by Emma Sigurdson 

Many wiII wonder why so many Icelanders im
migrated to Canada in the late nineteenth century 
there were several reasons the winters prior to 1888, 
were very severe, ice surrounded the coast, so no ships 
could land to unload supplies, and the spring continued 
cold. People were not only undernourished, many 
animals starved or had to be destroyed. Canada needed 
more people, so Icelandic men who had prospered in 
Canada went to Iceland to recruit settlers. Some were 
looking for adventure and all hoped for better living con
ditions in America. 

My father, Jon Sigurdson, son of Sigurdur Kristjan
son and his wife Margaret Indridadottir were born in 
1850 at Halsi in Kinn, which is in the S. Thingeyar dis
trict of Iceland. My mother was Palina Thordardottir, 
whose parents were Thordur Erlendson and his wife 
Johann Palsdottir of Akureyric. They arrived in Win
nipeg with a large group of Icelanders in 1887. Mother 
went to her brother, Erlendur Thordarson in Winnipeg 
but my father with his son, Sigurdur, who was a boy of 
ten, went to Mountain, in North Dakota where his 
brother, Indridi farmed. Father worked there for two 
years while Sigurdur (Sam) attended school. 

My parents were married in Mountain, N. Dakota in 
1889 and left for Winnipeg. 

Father met Jon Austman in Winnipeg and he told 
how newcomers in 1888 had prepared to settle at Lundar. 
Austman and Olafur Thorlacius had made a trip north to 
The Narrows on Lake Manitoba and were very 
enthusiastic about the location since the lake teemed with 
white fish and grass grew.in abundance. Father decided 
to join Austman, so they loaded up their belongings and 
early in January 1891 set off for The Narrows. Mother 
travelled on top of a load of freight which was hauled by 
a yoke of oxen from Winnipeg to The Narrows. The trip 
was cold, slow and rough. They went by way of St. 
Laurent, Oak Point, Lundar and along the Colonization 
road, which was a long trail through bush and deep snow 
- settlers cabins were few and far apart. 

To my knowledge, The Narrows settlement between 
1875 and 1902 consisted of the William Siftons; Einar 
Kristjanson, Bjarni Kristjanson, Jon Austman, Olafur 
Thorlacius, Magnus Freeman, Hallur Hallson, Eggert
sons, Pall Kernisted and their families. 

When Father and Mother arrived, Mr. William Sif
ton was involved in ranching, trading and managing a 
Hudson's Bay Store - also held a government position. 
Many Indians worked for him. He was genial, kind and 
helpful in dealing with the settlers. Often he loaned them 
a cabin to repair and live in, free of charge, until they had 
decided on a location for a permanent home. He allowed 
them to buy groceries, nets, etc., on credit. He trusted the 
settlers and they seldom failed him. Indians who worked 
for Mr. Sifton built my father's first home on the eastern 
shore of Richard's Point facing Dolly Bay. It was a three 
room log cabin with a thatched roof; the walls were 
plastered with clay. 

Mrs. Sifton was a wonderful woman. She was 
probably a little lonely since her children were either 
grown up and gone, or were away attending school. She 



Jon and Patina Sigurdson. 

and Mother became good friends. She helped Mother 
with her English and in return Mother did some of her 
housework. 

Mrs. Bjarni Kristjanson was Mother's closest friend. 
They lived two miles S.E. of our cabin and a half mile 
south of the quarry. As she was within walking distance, 
she was easily accessible both winter and summer. They 
did enjoy each other's company. 

An elderly nurse lived in Kristjanson's home, 
therefore Mother's first three children were born there. 
On July 8, 1891 my sister and I were born. We were 
named Annie, for Mrs. Sift on, and Emma, for her eld
est daughter. My sister Annie, weighed three pounds at 
birth. Imagine Mother wrapping Annie in wool and rais
ing us in her frontier cabin! On December 4, 1892 my 
sister Margaret was born. 

When we were four or five we would walk the two 
miles to the Kristjanson home and many exciting adven
tures we had! One time our red dresses excited a bull 
which took after us how we ran to get in the bush out 
of his sight!! Another time when we reached Mrs. Krist
janson's door we heard a "cooing" sound. We looked up 
and right above the kitchen door saw an owl glaring at us 

what a fright we had! It was a pet. It seemed a long 
time between visits. Father occasionally drove us. Our 
first vehicle was a Red River Cart. It was fun to sit with 
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our backs to the driver and let our feet dangle. The ox 
moved slowly but we were happy to visit with Mrs. 
Kristjanson. 

Before long Father had a new neighbor on The Point, 
Jorunder Eyford. He, his wife Anna and their family, 
Baldrun Framar Eyford, Bjossi and Emily, left Iceland in 
1893 - they too went first to North Dakota where Mr. 
Eyford's uncle, Indridi Sigurdson, farmed. Jorundur's 
father, Sigurdur Sigurdson, was Father's brother while 
Anna's mother was Father's niece. Jorunder built a house 
on Richard's Point facing Gunnlaugson's Island. I do not 
remember when they arrived, nor when they left for 
Siglunes, as I was too young. I think perhaps, the two 
men decided that The Point was too small for two farms. 
I remember well when they left, Father was helping them 
move to "greener pastures". The row boat pulled a barge 
along the glassy smooth water as the sun was setting and 
casting a golden glow on everything, however, Mother 
and we girls were watching the departure with tears of 
regret. Jorunder and Anna were always considered close 
and dear friends. 

Stefan Stefanson came to Canada in 1882 and 
worked in the Rocky Mountains. He moved to The Nar
rows in 1892. With him came Jens Petersen, a Faroe 
Islander, and an elderly lady named Rosa Muller, who 
was their housekeeper. Red Deer Island (Gunnlaugson's 
Island) was their choice of abode. They were good neigh
bors, summertime we could cross over to the island by 
boat. In winter we walked or drove by dog team, but the 
fall or spring there was no way to get in touch with them. 

Home of JOII Sigurdsoll a few years laler. when enlarged. central 
healing and full basement. 

Confirmation class 1910 beside our first house. MOlher is /illie lady 
wilh white apron. Sister Annie. fourth from left. 



One summer day, Father took us three girls with him 
in a small row boat to visit Stefan. During our stay a 
strong wind arose. Mother had stayed home as she had 
work to do. She stood at the window watching our return 
with fear in her heart. The boat dipped out of sight 
between the waves, rose again and disappeared. This was 
repeated endlessly it seemed to the anxious woman. We 
can imagine her relief when at last we stepped on solid 
ground. 

Another time, the two men on the island had to be 
away making hay so Rosa invited my sister Margaret, 
then a little girl of five, to keep her company. After that 
she was always their pet. 

Later, Stefan moved to Vogar. One summer my 
father was very ill and not expected to live. Stefan wrote 
offering to take one of us to make it easier for Mother. 
By that time we were five, as my brother Herman was 
born on the 6th of December 1897, and my brother 
Adalsteinn May 2, 1900. Mother greatly appreciated the 
offer, and as time passed Father slowly regained his 
health. People in those days were always ready to lend a 
helping hand when someone was in need. 

In 1898 Stephanson had left Red Deer Island. We 
soon had new neighbors. They were Halldor Jonsson, 
his wife Arnbjorg and their big family. They were 
wonderful neighbors! Sigridur Oliver, their daughter 
taught Sunday School. Annie and I were always given a 
birthday party on July 8. The Halldorson ladies usually 
came over to celebrate with us. When they had a dance at 
Red Deer Island our family was there, the same thing 
happened at Christmas. There were so many people, all 
so full of fun that it was a pleasure to visit with them. 

Their son, Halldor (Dori) often helped my father at 
haying time or rounding up cattle. Bjorg would come 
over to keep Mother company if Father was away work
ing or had gone to Westbourne for supplies. We loved 
her, as she was not much older than we and played with 
us on our beautiful sandy beach. What fun we had 
wading, splashing and building sand castles! I recall one 
evening in the late fall when the men were busy with the 
round-up, Bjorg was with us sitting by a table talking to 
Mother and there was a sudden silence in the room. I 
looked up, the others appeared frightened and then we 
noticed a hand opening the front door. Next an Indian 
silently glided over to the box stove and held out his 
hands to the heat. Presently, Father came in and ex
plained that the man had been cold, so he told him to go 
to the house and get warm. 

In 1887 Magnus Freeman with his wife Helga, had 
settled in the vicinity of Lundar. They moved to The 
Narrows in 1893 and settled east of Richard's Point 
across Dolly Bay. With them came their three children, 
Asmundur (Asi) Petrina and Olafur. In winter we could 
cross the bay and visit, while in summer Magnus had a 
good sailboat, so it was quite convenient to use it for 
transportation. 

There were no schools in the country so in 1899 
Magnus hired Lara Sceving to come north to teach his 
three youngest children. We had learned to read Icelan
dic but did not know a word of English. Annie, Margaret 
and I took turns, and each spent a month at a time living 
with the Freemans learning to read English. The girls, 
Josie and Petrina were near our age so we had a happy 
time together. 
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I clearly recall one day Magnus sailed across Dolly 
Bay to pick me up. It was windy, so the water splashed 
over the boat. Seeing that I was getting wet, Magnus 
suggested that I go to the bow of the boat, where there 
would be a roof over my head. However, as soon as I got 
under cover I became seasick. Ever since that day I have 
feared boating. 

Another invaluable neighbor was Eygerdur, wife of 
Magnus Olafson. They built a home half way between 
Bjarni Kristjanson and our place. Luckily she was a 
trained nurse. She stayed with Mother when needed, and 
often walked north to The Point for a visit. She was with 
Mother, when Margaret, my younger sister was ill, also 
when my brother AlIi was born. When Alii was about a 
year old Mother became very ill. Eygerdur took him to 
her home for months until Mother recovered. 

Gudmundur Lundal and his wife were an elderly cou
ple who lived south of The Narrows about four miles. 
They had two sons, Arni and Gisli. Two of the family 
were absent; the youngest, Jon who was single, and a 
daughter Gudrun, who was married to Bjorn Mathews. 

One day Gudmundur Lundal was on his way to visit 
Magnus Freeman, I think. He had rowed from The 
Narrows, intending to go north around Richard's Point. 
He landed at our place to rest as he was feeling ill. It was 
rather windy so Father persuaded him to stay the night. 
By morning he was very ill, - Eygerdur was called. It 
took a few days to locate his son, Jon. He stayed by his 
father's bedside until the end. He died in 1901. 

A Gestur Bjornson came from Lundar district to live 
with his uncle, Bjarni Kristjanson. One summer he 
started to work for Jon Austman but went home 
weekends. He.had to cross Dolly Bay Creek, and since he 
could not swim, he would get someone from Thorlacius' 
to row him across. Going home he whistled or called and 
they would send out a boat to meet him. One windy eve
ning he called and whistled, and no one heard him. Even
tually he tried to wade but the water was too deep. They 
found his body a few days later. 

Gestur was married and had young children, his wife 
was expecting another child. The mother, when she was 
strong enough took her older children home to Iceland 
where she had well-to-do relatives. The baby who was 
named Bjorn, was adopted by Bjarni Kristjanson and 
lovingly cared for and spoiled by him and his wife. 

Gudmundur Kristjanson's son grew up at The 
Narrows. Mundi and my eldest brother Siggi, or Sam, 
were bosom friends. Their homes were only a few miles 
apart and they were close in age. They went to dances or 
parties together, also played their share of pranks. Mundi 
spent many an evening at our place. This was great com
pany for my parents. They were often lonely, since they 
had come from big homes in Iceland where there were as 
many as twenty people in one home, counting servants. 

I recall one Sunday when the two young men, all 
dressed up, stepped into a small boat, hoisted the sail, a 
few feet from shore. The boat tilted, and both boys fell in 
the water. They were good swimmers and the water there 
was not too deep, so they were soon on their way, no 
ducking was going to spoil their plans. 

I have no recollection of our cabin built by the In
dians on the east shore facing Dolly Bay, but later 
memories are very clear. Our home was on Sesselji Point 
on the west shore facing Gunnlaugson's Island (Red 



Deer). It was a two storey house, bright rooms with a 
good upstairs. The floors were white and smooth upstairs 
and down as Mother kept them that way by scrubbing 
with fine lake sand. 

My parents had a farewell party for my brother Sam, 
just before he, the Eggertsons, and Siftons left for the 
Swan River Valley in 1897. People came from every 
direction and danced until daybreak. Everyone seemed to 
have such a good time. I could see one young lady up
stairs curling Sam's hair, probably with curling tongs. 
We girls were standing and watching. Downstairs the 
dancing was in full swing. 

The Eggertsons and Sam farmed in the vicinity of 
Swan River, while the Siftons made Minitonas their 
home. Sam married Sigga Eggertson. They raised four 
boys and two girls. Sam passed away at Swan River in 
1952. Shortly before his death, he had a visit from Mundi 
Kristjanson, and the old friends had a great time 
reminiscing. 

Martineau was just married when he came to The 
Narrows in 1892. He held a government position, and 
took treaty money to the Indians yearly, as well as being 
a fish inspector. 

Richard's Point was well known in those days as a 
good place to catch fish. Indian and white settlers often 
gathered in the fall, just north of the high cliffs on the 
west side of The Point to catch white fish. One sunny 
morning a good catch of white fish was unloaded. 
Everyone worked to scale them, remove the heads, filet, 
wash and salt them down into layers for future use. 
Someone noticed a sailboat in the distance -
"MARTINEAU" so everything was hurriedly removed. 
When all traces of fish were gone someone looked up. 
The boat had changed course, and sailed west of 
Gunnlaugson's Island!! 

Our nearest neighbor was Bob Young, who lived a 
mile south of us not far from the bridge leading to 
Gunnlaugson's Island. I do not recall his brother but I 
remember his niece and her mother who came to the 
quarry in the summer time. From our place we could see 
the people down on the sandy beach, and we could hear 
their voices clearly on a calm night. Bob was a pleasant 
neighbor, and we all really liked him. The last time we 
saw him, he surprised us. We had been sent on an errand 
past the Westbourne Hotel, when all of a sudden we 
heard a man singing "Two Little Girls in Blue". It was 
Bob Young greeting us with a smile and a song. 

In the pioneering days, people did not have the con
veniences of today. Cows were milked by hand, the milk 
was strained through a cloth or a sieve into big round 
pans, left to stand in a cool place to allow the cream to 
rise to the top, then skimmed off with a saucer and put 
into a crock. When enough cream had been gathered it 
was put into a churn and churned until butter came. The 
buttermilk was washed out, the butter salted, put into 
crocks and kept until it could be shipped away and sold. 
The milk utensils had to be washed and sterilized daily. 

A clean cold place was a necessity to enable people to 
preserve food until needed. Father built a good milk 
house. It was a lean-to from the kitchen. He dug a space 
the width of the end (north) of the house six feet or more 
down, walled it in all sides with squared logs, which were 
plastered and whitewashed every spring. The floor was 
sand. This milk house was entered only through the out-
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side door. A number of steps took one down to the floor. 
The roof of the lean-to was slanted right down to the 
ground, and no one was allowed to climb that roof. 

Before we left The Narrows we had a cream 
separator, as we were milking ten cows, then the milk 
pans disappeared. 

Haying time was laborious, though settlers had only 
one or two cows. They cut the grass (hay) with a scythe, 
and used a hand rake or fork to gather it, then the Red 
River cart and an ox to haul it home or to the barn. 
Mother and Father would be astounded at the equip
ment people have today. 

I was a tomboy and how I loved to ride our Indian 
pony "Nellie!" We used a man's saddle, and it was often 
my chore to go for the cows. One day I rode to the north 
point of the peninSUla and still could not see them. Nellie 
was going fast and I hung onto the saddle horn. We came 
to a fork in the road, to the left was a good trail, I tried 
hard to make her go my way but I had no control. She 
took the right fork; a branch of a tree swept me off, and I 
found myself sitting in the middle of the trail. Slowly I 
picked myself up, and finding I was uninjured looked for 
my pony there she was, standing still. Turning to 
watch me, she waited patiently until I remounted. 

Father was sometimes away, perhaps fishing or work
ing at Siftons. In summer he would go by boat to West
bourne for supplies, if necessary. He might go by land in 
winter to St. Laurent or Oak Point. On these occasions 
Mother was often left with the small children. I think of 
that spunky person, barely five feet tall, alone in the 
wilderness. She was used to company, loved to laugh and 
talk and read poetry aloud or sing. One day Mother was 
watering her cow while we children were sleeping, and as 
she was returning, she saw a big man on her doorstep. 
This Indian was waving and shouting. Alarmed and 
frightened she hurried. He was only trying to tell her that 
her babies were crying. 

At times when the whitefish were spawning, the In
dians came by in caravans. They camped in their tents 
further up the peninsula. They always had many dogs 
with them. One day Mother saw the dogs attacking her 
few chickens. She picked up an unloaded gun from the 
corner of the kitchen, leaned it on the rail fence and 
aimed. The Indians quickly called off their dogs. They 
often left a duck or fresh meat on her doorstep in return 
for a loaf of bread or a favor. 

After struggling for twelve years, my parents now had 
a comfortable home, ten cows milking, other cattle, 
sheep and chickens. 

The year 1902 was an extremely wet year. The water 
rose so high there was no pasture nor were they able to 
cut hay for winter. Father had, unfortunately developed 
pleuresy, while rescuing one of his lambs from the water. 
The only solution seemed to move. At the age of forty, 
and with five children to bring up and educate, they 
decided to leave The Narrows. 

Hal\dor Jonsson and his family moved at the same 
time. The women and children travelled aboard the 
steamer "Petrel" to The Landing, from there we went by 
rail to Westbourne. The men drove the cattle south 
around the lake to West bourne, where we lived for one 
year. 

It was here we attended our first regular school. It 
was a difficult year, we were eleven years old and could 



not speak English. We were "foreigners". Bjossi Krist
janson was at school with us but in a senior grade. Poor 
Bjossi and another boy were often punished. We had a 
big French woman for a teacher and how she strapped! I 
think those two boys learned more quickly than the 
others, so they used their spare time to make fun or get 
into trouble. 

Westbourne was not ranch land but grain country, so 
we spent the second winter at Big Point where they were 
able to get hay. This was slough country again, so we 
moved on to Cold Springs, in the vicinity of Lundar in 
1905. Here we were re-united with the Freemans. The 
three youngest attended Swan Creek School with us. We 
were happy to be among our own people again. 

We three girls grew up at Cold Springs. Margaret and 
I went to school in Stonewall and Winnipeg and became 
teachers. We opened several new schools in the north. I 
taught at Hartfield and Nyland; Margaret taught at 
Nord and South Head in the Eriksdale district. Margaret 
also taught at Picnic Ridge before she married Stoney 
Stone of Winnipeg, and resided there until her death in 
1949. Annie became a tailoress and worked in Winnipeg. 
She later married John Forsyth and brought up her fami
ly in Eriksdale. 

Father was again in difficulty. The farm he had been 
living on had belonged to a widow, and for some reason 
he could not get a title for the land. Since there was no 
suitable land available around Lundar, he was forced to 
take up his homestead four miles north of Eriksdale 
along the railway. There he began all over again in 1910. 

My brothers Herman and Alec grew up the Nyland 
district, and there became fluent in the Swedish language. 
Herman left Eriksdale permanently about 1920 to live in 
Church bridge and then Winnipeg. Later he moved to 
Vancouver where he retired. 

Ali or Alec as he was known, married Anna Eyford 
and they lived in Eriksdale for years. He then worked on 
the railroad out of Thunder Bay until his death in 1959. 

Father and Mother farmed in the Nyland district for 
over twenty years until they retired in Eriksdale. Father 
passed away December 19, 1932, at the home of his 
daughter Anne Forsyth. Mother died in Winnipeg May 
7, 1933, at the residence of her daughter Margaret Stone. 
Annie and I are living together in Eriksdale. 

My memories of our childhood days at The Narrows 
are very dear to many in our family. My brother Her
man, who left for Westbourne when he was five years old, 
frequently begged Mother to take him home. He never 
visits Eriksdale without making a trip north to the place 
of his birth. 

Heigl Sveistrup 
by Betta Freeman 

Helgi Sveistrup was born at Vogar in 1911. His 
parents were Asgar and Olene Sveistrup. Helgi went to 
school at Siglunes until he reached the fifth grade then he 
was for~ed to quit and help on the farm. This he did un
til he was in his early twenties, then he worked out fOf 
various local farmers. Helgi never married, but worked 
for Asmundur Freeman fishing on Lake Winnipeg for 
three or four winters. 

Helgi moved to Eriksdale to live with his nephew 
Charles Freeman and stayed there for three years. He 
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died at Eriksdale Hospital in 1965 at the early age of 54. 
He is buried in the cemetery at Vogar. 

Gudmundur Thorkelsson 
by Kae Kernested 

Gudmundur Thorkelsson was born in Storuborg 
Grinsnesi, Iceland in 1866. His father, was Thorkel 
Jonsson and his mother, Ingibjorg Torfadotter. They 
were farmers in Iceland. When Gudmundur grew up he 
moved to Reykjavik, Iceland, where he took up carpen
try. 

He emigrated to Canada in 1900 and stayed the first 
year at Big Point of Lake Manitoba. From there he 
moved to The Narrows and worked for Helgi Einarson. 
He fished in winter and did carpenter work in summer. 

Later he bought the property from Helgi when he 
moved away, and completed a stone house which Helgi 
had started. 

Helgi's sister still lived at the place and kept on with 
the post office for years. Later she moved to Oak Point, 
Manitoba where she passed away. Helgi's Mother also 
stayed there until her death in 1934. Her niece, Gudrun 
nursed her until her death. Gudrun had two boys, Karl 
and Bogi they all lived there until Gudmundur sold the 
place, then moved to Joe Kernesteds. He lived in his little 
house in the yard for seventeen years, until he was unable 
to cope. He spent his last two years in Margaret Bjorn
son's nursing home in Lundar. 

Gudmundur Thorkelsson, 



Thorgils Thorstienson 
by Dora Goodman 

Thorgils was born May 30, 1876 and died April 1959. 
He was known as Jack Oliver, came to Canada with his 
father's brother, Olafur Thorsteinson and family, as a 
young child. The family landed in Nova Scotia and 
stayed there for a time, later moved to Pembina, North 
Dakota. 

On May 2, 1896 he married Sigridur Johnson, 
daughter of Hallar Jonsson and his wife Arnbjorg, who 
lived on Red Deer Island on Lake Manitoba. 

They went to Westbourne after they were married, 
lived there for a few years, then moved back to Pembina, 
N.D. They returned to Westbourne where he farmed and 
fished in the winter and did carpenter work in summer. 
While at Westbourne he worked on the boat for the Gyp
sumville Company the boat "Iceland" was built by 
Helgi Einarson. 

Next move was to Langruth, and there he had a 
boarding house called The Ridge Hotel and the first 
blacksmith shop in 1912, later owned by John 
Thorstiensson and Bjarni Christianson. 

In August 1916 he joined the 223 Scandinavian Regi
ment. His wife died in Langruth. He then took his family 
to Lundar. 

When the children were on their own he went out 
working as a carpenter. 

The children are: 
Dora, now Mrs. Asi Goodman, living in the Bethel 

Home - Gimli. 
Grace, Mrs. Victor Westdal, lives in Winnipeg. 
Margret, Mrs. Fred Lyons also living in Winnipeg. 
Thorgils resides in California. 
Norman is living in Selkirk. 
John and Bjorn both reside in California. 
Jack Oliver lived with the Gunnlaugson family from 

1930 to 1953 and from 1953 until 1959 he lived at Lundar 
where he died. He is buried at Lundar. 

The Thorgrimsson's Family 
by Hrund Skulason 

The people of the Ashern district have made the re
quest that I write a short sketch of the five years we spent 
in The Narrows district. I cannot do this any justice, as I 
was only a youngster during those years and my 
memories are of no historical importance. 

The story begins in Iceland and is not unique. Adam 
Thorgrimsson was born at Nesi in Adaldal, Sudur
Pingeyjarsyslu July 8, 1879. He was the son of Porgrimur 
Petursson and his wife Holmfridur J onsdottir. He lost his 
mother at the age of four, and was brought up by his 
father and his second wife Sigurbjorg Fridbjartardottir. 
He always spoke highly of his step-mother, and had fond 
memories of his youth. 

In the fall of 1899 he entered the "Modruvalla" 
school and graduated from there with honours in 1901. 
He became a teacher in various districts in Iceland until 
he settled in Akureyri in 1906. He married Sigrun 
Jonsdottir in 1905 and they spent the first year in Reyk
javik. At Akureyri he worked in a store by day and 
taught the evening classes at the Technical school. He 
was also on the editorial board of the publication "Ny jar 
Kvoldvokur" and in the editors absence took over his 

Sera Adam Thorgrimsson. 

Mrs. Sigrun Thorgrimsson. 
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duties. All this was strenuous work as he was never 
physically strong due to typhoid fever contacted in his 
youth. That disease left him with chronic bronchitis. 

There were many factors involved in his decision to 
leave Iceland. There was political strife in the country at 
the time, and that could have been a factor as he was 
never afraid to express his opinion. Fate however, often 
plays a significant part in the destinies of men, and that 
spring a relative came from Canada telling of the 
wonderful opportunities that country had to offer. The 
spirit of adventure is inherent in all Icelanders, and 
maybe a hard working family man with little hope of ad
vancement in his chosen field, was tempted to try his luck 
in that land of plenty and insure the future of his family. 
The decision was not easy. Love of the family to be left 
behind, love of country and being branded as a traitor for 
leaving it, was a difficult choice to make. However, in 
May 1913 he left for Canada with his friends, leaving his 
family, a pregnant wife, three children and his mother-in
law. They were to stay with his brother until the follow
ing year when they would join him in Canada. Because of 
the outbreak of war, it was six long years until the family 
was united again. 

Those years have no bearing on the history of the 
Narrows, except for the fact that during that time Father 
had gone in for the ministry. 

As a student he served the Jon Bjarnason's con
gregations, and after his ordination was called there as a 
fulltime minister and we settled at Hayland when we 
came from Iceland. 

My recollection of our life in the district began in 
June 1919, when we arrived on the train at Ashern, 
Manitoba. At that time it was only a small village, and 
all I recall is a railway station, a hotel and a store as we 
arrived late at night and left early in the morning for our 
intended destination, which was the old home of the late 
Sigurgeir Peterson. That journey was in many respects 
not very pleasant. Rattling around on a horse drawn 
vehicle (democrat?) along a narrow trail on a hot June 
day, waving poplar branches to ward off the mosquitoes 
in one hand, with the other hanging on to the side of the 
vehicle so as not to fallout, made this quite a memorable 
journey oft times repeated in the following years. 
However, then everything was treated as an adventure. 
After driving along for several hours we reached the 
home of Olarur Thorlacius and a most royal welcome 
was extended to us by that family. In those days children 
were seen, not heard, and we were quite content to 
observe all the new and strange things around us. The 
grownups had a lively conversation going, exchanging 
news from the homeland and acquainting the new comers 
with news of Canadian Icelanders known to them. The 
following morning we said our good-byes to all these 
lovely people and I cannot remember seeing them again, 
though Father was a frequent visitor there on his 
journeys to Silver Bay. That day we reached our future 
home. I don't think any of us will ever be so old, that we 
will forget the first year that we spent at the Peterson's 
place in this land of promise and plenty. 

The house stood on the shore of Lake Manitoba, in 
our eyes a huge castle, waiting silent, cold and empty to 
welcome the immigrants. To the west glimmered the 
muddy coloured lake, and far in the distant horizon one 
could see the outline of the forest on the other side, and to 
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the north a small wooded island. A few fathoms of the 
sandy shore could be seen along the north and south sides 
of the house dotted with willows and wild berry bushes. 
But outside of that, nothing could be seen except a wall of 
dense poplar forest obscuring all view but the blue or the 
grey of the heavens above. To people brought up in 
Iceland, and used to viewing miles of territory, this was 
an appalling sight and made one feel as if buried alive. 

The house was large and the few pieces of furniture 
we had could never give it a homey atmosphere and in the 
storms that were frequent that year, it was a cold and 
empty dwelling when the wind shrieked, rattling the win
dows and reverberating through the half empty rooms. It 
recalled to the forlorn strangers all the ghost stories 
remembered from the homecountry. Most of the time 
Father was away and we had to fend for ourselves the 
best we could. We knew nothing of the customs of the 
country and were it not for our wonderful neighbors, the 
Holmes, Gislasons and some members of the congrega
tion it would have been a sad, sad, year. 

A community cannot be blamed for the misery we en
dured that first year. Homesickness, for that beautiful 
land left across the sea and the carefree times spent there 
was hardly to be borne. We had lived in two rooms in a 
house where 25 other people resided. The church was 
across the road, the post office and telephone exchange 
were there ensuring a steady flow of visitors and con
tinuous activity. Then coming to a place like Hayland, 
where the closest neighbor was two miles away, and most 
of the time the only way of getting there was by walking 
through a dense bush, circling large sloughs, or wading 
knee high in water through them. The one horse and 
buggy were most of the time in use by Father, as he 
travelled between his congregations performing his 
ministerial duties. 

Mother, Grandma (Holmfridur Magnusson) and the 
four of us, Heimir, Hrund, Freyr and Sir were left alone 
in that huge old house when Father was away. I do not 
think we would have survived the strangeness and 
loneliness if Grandfather, Jon Jonsson, Fra Myri had not 
come from Saskatchewan and spent a month with us. He 
had been in the country for years and was used to the 
climate and customs. This was a very warm and wet 
summer. The thunderstorms raged, we had never seen 
lightning, or heard thunder, and they usually happened 
when Father was away. Mother, Grandma and Sif were 
terrified of them, but the boys and I enjoyed them, as we 
did all storms. It gives one such an exhilerating feeling to 
battle the elements. Along with the rain came the mos
quitoes and they were our greatest menace that first year. 
I remember Freyr and I staying in bed, so covered with 
sores that we couldn't stand clothes touching them. No 
doubt many experienced the same conditions, but we 
were the only ones in our family that reacted so badly to 
them. 

Somehow we lived throught that first summer and 
winter. That winter was the worst the district had ex
perienced for many years. As we lived on the lake shore I 
remember that Mother had a light burning continually at 
night during storms as a guide to travellers driving across 
the lake. I remember a three day snowstorm, Father was 
of course at the Bluff, but on the evening of the first day 
an elderly man came to the house and asked to be 
allowed to stay until the storm abated. He helped us with 



the chores and sawing of the wood, and we were also glad 
of his company. 

In the spring of 1920 we moved to Sali Gud
mundsson's place two miles away. The house was smaller 
and more suited to our needs. We were also closer to the 
Holmes, who had become very good friends. It however, 
put us farther away from the Gislassons, also wonderful 
friends and neighbors. Not too far away by boat were the 
Kqrnesteds, who became our very good friends. 

By this time we were getting more used to this strange 
country and youth always adapts quickly to change. By 
that time we were also at school and had made friends 
there with the Gudmundssons and Magnussons, so we 
were not so alone. Johannes Johnson and family had 
been very good to us from the first but they were so far 
away that we seldom saw them. 

During the years we stayed there two brothers had 
been born. Mother was very sick when Bragi, the younger 
one was born. Margaret Sigfusson was the midwife, a 
very wonderful woman that we all loved. Dr. Blondal had 
come from Lundar and by the grace of God saved 
Mother's life. Solla Gislason came to stay with us and 
helped during that trying time, and became as one of the 
family so it was a great sorrow for us when she died so 
young and lovely. 

Father served five congregations, which meant a lot 
of travel as two of them were across the lake and he had 
to travel on a boat in summer, borrow horses on the other 
side and ride 25-30 miles to his destination. Csually the 
horses were borrowed from Ragnar Johnson. He had 
many friends in these congregations, but Erlendsson's 
and Ragnar Johnson's families were the ones most often 
mentioned. With travel so difficult we never went to visit 
any of these people. 

On our side of the lake travel was done by horse and 
buggy in summer and a cutter in winter. He owned one 
horse, a lovely brown mare called Fly, she was fleet of 
foot and very dependable. As there were no roads in the 
district, only trails, it was no mean task to travel from 
place to place. 

Father was not only concerned with the spiritual 
welfare of his congregations, but also the whole develop
ment of the community. Educational opportunities were 
slight in these out of the way districts and it was a great 
concern to him that the young men had barely received a 
grade 4-5 education. He, having been a teacher in 
Iceland, approached the leading men and women of the 
community about setting up a school with him as the 
teacher. The Peterson's house was empty and 
enough to house at least 20 pupils, and two women as 
housekeepers and cooks, so that was rented and school 
started in January 1921. It was a great success and was 
repeated the following year. I have spoken to many of 
these students and all were thankful for the opportunity 
of this schooling. It was a great disappointment to us that 
the records of the school, kept by Father, were destroyed 
in a flood after Mother moved to Winnipeg. 

Social life in the community did not touch us very 
much. Mother did however, visit with Father at some of 
the homes in the district. Church services, school con
certs and picnics were the only affairs I can remember all 
of us attending. 

Children live only for the moment and difficulties and 
hardships are soon forgotten, but for Mother and Grand-
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ma this must have been a very trying time. With Father 
being away so much, Mother had to shoulder the respon
sibilities of the home, and what made that bearable were 
the wonderful neighbors and friends that she knew she 
could always call on for help if the need arose. 

Our five year sojourn in The N arrows district was a 
great experience for us and there we formed lifelong 
friendships. The isolation and the struggles of life drew 
these people close together and the whole community was 
like one big family, sharing the joys and sorrows secure in 
the knowledge that friends were always there with a help
ing hand. We have never quite lost touch with the friends 
we made there, but our closest ties have been with the 
Holmes families as Holmes is my closest friend. 

The district has grown and prosper~d since we left 
there in the spring of 1923. Another generation has taken 
over, reaping the labours of the early pioneers. However, 
I think there are still a few persons that remember the 
Thorgrimssons and the work that Father did in the dis
trict by his humanitarian teachings. And they will 
remember Mother for her sunny disposition inspite of 
adverse conditions and ill health. No effort is ever 
wasted, and Father lived his life for the betterment of his 
fellowman. 

Leji to right: Heimur. Ral/duer, Sigga HO/Illes. Fregr, Hrlll1d and 

Sif: 

Olof Vatnsdal 
by Kris Eiriksson 

Mv mother, Olof Vatnsdal and I moved with our lit
tle ho~se from Pall Kernisted's yard in April 1925 to Bay 
End where her daughter, Mrs. Kristjanson and family 
lived. 

We had to cross Lake Manitoba north of The 
Narrows and as I was only five years old, I was quite ex
cited. 

I was in grade four when we left Bay End to go to 
Winnipegosis in March 1931. 

Most of the Kristjansons had gone there almost a 
year before, to put up buildings and hay. 

I finished school at grade eight in 1936, and went to 
work full time on the ranch till 1941. About the end of 
August I joined the army in the Second World War. I 
was away till March 1945, when I was discharged. 

I was in England when mother died in 1943. I used to 
write to her every week. 



AlaI Vatnsdal alld laster 5011 Kris Eirikssoll. 

married Helen Einarsson. Our family have now 
grown up, but we adopted two boys who are still young 
and going to school. Our youngest, Brian is still going to 
University. He will graduate this spring (1976). Elaine is 
married, lives on a farm, and has three girls. Sig. is 
married and lives at Cranberry Portage, where he teaches 
school. His wife is a registered nurse. 

Recollections of the Narrows 
and Shipping on Lake Manitoba 
Around 1899 and 1900 

by Watson Crossley 
My father, Frederick William Crossley, was born at 

Windsor, Nova Scotia on November 8, 1860. He spent 
his early life as a sailor, until after his marriage to 
Harriet Lynch. One of a family of four boys, (three of 
which became sea captains) Fred, held the office of first 
mate at the time Dad left the sea. I, at an early age can 
recall a few incidents of a voyage Mother and I made with 
Dad along the New England Coast, one of which was the 
passing under the Brooklyn Bridge, New York, with a 
stream of horse-drawn vehicles passing over head. 

In 1897 we left Nova Scotia for Bridgeport, Conn., 
U.S.A. During the year we remained there, father was 
employed as a carpenter and other jobs. We left there the 
winter of 1897-98 and came to Manitoba, residing for a 
few months with Mother's sister, Mrs. John Watson at 
Nesbitt, where uncle had a general store. Later we moved 
to another of Mother's sister's home at Carberry, Mrs. 
Charles Maloan. Uncle operated a tin-smithing business 
there. During 1898 Maloan had made a trip to The 
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N arrows resulting of his purchase of the controlling in
terest in the Rose Hill Limestone Quarry there from 
John Young. He also purchased the Sifton ranch from 
Mr. William Sifton, including the Henry Martineau 
house and property - (Manitouwapa Indian Agency). 
William Sifton was a nephew of Sir Clifford Sifton. 

That winter, Maloan and Father left Carberry by 
covered sleigh for Westbourne and The Landing, one and 
a half miles north of the White Mud River. At The Land
ing Maloan built a steam boat "Petrel". A vessel over 
125 feet in length, for use on Lake Manitoba. Native oak 
was used in forming the deck supports, making use of the 
roots and trunks of the trees for the desired shape. 
Another uncle, Howard Mitchell, a shipbuilder from 
N ova Scotia came to take charge of the construction. 

Fred Crossley had no financial interests in any of 
these operations at The Narrows, he only being in charge 
of the Maloan ranch operations. At the Quarry, when 
Maloan took over operations, there was already an ex
cavation of which I have no information, presumably by 
the Young Brothers. This pit was filled with water at the 
time. The quarry, being on a considerable elevation, a 
siphon was rigged up whereby the water was drained out. 
Maloan used the "Petrel", with a barge behind to 
transport the stone from the quarry to The Landing on 
the White Mud River, from where it was shipped over a 
spur-line to Westbourne on the way to Winnipeg. Later 
Maloan also had a tug-boat, the "Carberry" which was 
in operation. I understand the rock was designed for 
building purposes, although the blocks were shipped in 
comparatively rough shape from the quarry. This opera
tion was not proving financially successful, possibly in 
part due to the opening of the Garson Quarries closer to 
the market, and following a law suit with Young, the 
quarry was closed in 1903. 

About this time the Gypsum Quarries at Gypsum
ville, Manitoba, were being developed and the Gypsum 
Company had built the steam boat "Marvyl", for 
transporting their product, also to The Landing. Upon 
the closing of the Maloan quarry they also acquired the 
"Petrel" and barges for additional transportation 
facilities. In payment for the vessels, Maloan accepted 
shares in the Gypsum Company, which later went 
through some form of bankruptcy and the reorganized 
company refused to recognize the previous shares, so 
Maloan never did receive any remuneration for the 
vessels, although they continued to be operated by the 
company. 

It was at this time that Fred Crossley holding only a 
first mate certificate from his earlier sailor days, applied 
and qualified for his captain's certificate, following ex
aminations at Rat Portage. With this he was employed 
by the Gypsum Company, as captain of the Marvyl -
1905. The Crossley family moved to The Landing in 1904 
and Maloans left The Narrows either that fall or in the 
spring of 1905. Their son Raymond, was drowned after 
we left there when a sail-boat capsized, the other brother 
Harold, reached shore. Raymond's remains are buried in 
an unidentified location near the Martineau site. 

The building of the railway up the east side of Lake 
Manitoba finished the shipping on the lake by these 
larger steamboats. During this period Peter McArthur 
had ice house facilities at The Landing for the handling of 
fish caught on the lake in summer. The ice house was 



Frederick Wm. Crossley. 

Family of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crossley. Left to right: Allisol1 
Crossley. Watson Crossley, Mildred Crossley. 

destroyed by fire around 1906 and the fishing fleet moved 
north to Lake Winnipegosis. McArthur had also carried 
on extensive logging operations along the lake, the 
lumber being rafted to The Landing. 

Edna Maloan was killed this winter (1975), being 
struck down by a car at Pentiction, B.C., while walking 
across the highway. 

Harold Maloan died last fall, (1974), it was he who 
was with Raymond when he was drowned. 

Another sister, Bessie died just this past week in Ed
monton (1975), so the older Maloans with their 
knowledge of the early days at The Narrows are dwin
dling away. This leaves two girls and one boy, all at the 
west coast. 
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As for ourselves, we left The Landing in 1906, moving 
to Gladstone, where Father operated a lumber yard. We 
left there in 1915 to start farming at Grand View, where 
we still are. 

Mother died in 1939 at the age of 71 years. 
Father died in 1950 at the age of 89 years. 

Recollections of The Narrows 
by Mr. Watson Crossley 

It was in the summer of 1899 from the deck of the 
steam boat, "Petrel" that, as a boy of seven that I had 
my first view of The Narrows on Lake Manitoba. On 
board were two families who would be leaving the boat at 
this location, to take up residence on the lake shore 
The Charles Maloan and Fred Crossley families. 

The Petrel, on her maiden voyage from the building 
site on the White Mud River at The Landing, one and a 
half miles north of the town of Westbourne, had steamed 
from there to The Narrows. Approaching the west shore 
of the lake this day, to the eye appeared the two houses 
that were to be occupied by the settlers. The extensive 
Sifton buildings to the south, and the Martineau house a 
short distance to the north. 

Briefly, the events leading up to this day may be men
tioned. In 1898, a business man, Charles Maloan 
residing at Carberry, Manitoba, had become interested 
in the Rose Hill lime quarry at The Narrows, owned by 
the Young Brothers, John and George. An inspection trip 
by sail boat that year resulted in Maloan entering into a 
partnership with the Youngs for the operation and 
development of the quarry. Maloan became heavily in
volved in the financial operation of the project. At the 
same time Moloan purchased the Sifton and Martineau 
ranches and buildings on the west shore of the lake. (At 
the time of the inspection trip in 1898, Mrs. Sifton and 
two daughters were still residing in the Sifton home.) 

Development of, and transportation of the stone from 
the quarry required the building of the Petrel with barges 
for the transport of the rock by lake, and up the White 
Mud River to McArthur's Landing, from where it was 
shipped by rail to Winnipeg and elsewhere. A rail spur 
had been constructed from Westbourne to The Landing 
for this purpose. Rock from the quarry was suitable for 
building requirements. 

At the ranch site on the west shore, Maloan raised 
cattle and horses, Fred Crossley was in charge of this 
operation, (Maloan and Crossley were brothers-in-law). 
The Maloan family consisted of four boys and four girls, 
while in the Crossley family, one boy Watson and 
two girls. 

The Sifton buildings were extensive, situated where 
the present Causeway crosses the lake. In 1899, the old 
railway right-of-way, was clearly to be seen, a cut 
through the woods to the west. The two large barns stood 
just across this roadway to the south. 

To reach the shore of the lake from the Martineau 
residence there was in those days, an extensive marsh, 
with from two to three feet of water. A corduroy road 
had to be made to cross the marsh. Presently this area is 
dry land, and the old road is indicated by a grassy 
mound. At the lake here a large wharf was constructed, 
to accommodate the larger vessels. This was made of 
logs, as stringers from pier to pier, with poles crosswise 
for a roadway. The piers were log squares filled with 



rocks, to hold the structure in place. The tops of these 
rock piers are still visible above the water. 

Time passed quietly at the ranch. Beyond the sight of 
the boats passing up and down the lake, there were few 
visitors. Occasionally, a man on horseback from further 
west appeared, wishing to cross the lake. I n this case he 
would be transported across in a row boat with the horse 
swimming behind. On one occasion three of the Maloan 
young people swam across the lake by way of something 
new to be done. Mail arrived at the Helgi Einarson store 
and post office across the lake every two weeks. This was 
the only other residence within the general area at that 
time. Mail arrived by sail boat in the summer and by 
sleigh during the winter; every two weeks. 

Now at age of eighty-two years these are a few of my 
recollections of the 1899 to 1904 period. Today we are 
still in easy driving distance of the historic The Narrows, 
where the Causeway now makes easy crossing of Lake 
Manitoba. 

Manitoba Union Mining Co. Operated by C. W. 
Maloan 

by Helen McArthur Maloan 
c. W. Maloan arrived at The Landing with his family 

in the spring, of 1898, to complete the building of his 
steam boat called the S. S. Petrel. The previous winter 
the construction of the vessel had begun under the super
vision of Howard Mitchell, of Ship Harbour, Nova 
Scotia. 

The ribs were of native oak and the patterns were laid 
out on the floor of the hay-loft in Peter McArthur's barn. 
The Petrel was 125 feet in length and 35 feet in width and 
was about 200 tons. She was sided with select douglas fir 
planking, and spiked with hand made wooden trunnels, 
or tree nails, as such fastenings are called in the salt water 
boat yards. The engine and boiler were taken from a 
famous yacht wrecked on Lake Ontario, Maloan making 
a trip east to inspect them. He had been a former 
engineer on the Inter-Colonial Railway in Nova Scotia. 

The vessel was made for the purpose of transporting 
lime building stone and lime from the Rose Hill Quarry 
at The Narrows. It was situated on the north-east corner 
of Red Deer Island and the mainland. Work on the 
quarry was scarcely started when the company was dis
solved, and the Petrel was sold to the Gypsum Company 
for use in hauling gypsum from Fairford to McArthur's 
Landing. This was a narrow stream about five feet deep. 

The same year the Gypsum Company built a new 
boat the" Marvyl". Later the Petrel broke away from the 
moorings and was wrecked on Long Point sand bar. 

The M. and N. W. Railway supplied a sand pump, 
and a channel was made back into the deep water. In
cidentally, the ice movement took the entire M. and N. 
W. wharf away. A new company was formed by Maloan 
and his partners, Hunt and Harrison to reopen the Rose 
Hill Quarry about 1900. A twin engine tug-boat and two 
barges were built at The Landing. The tug-boat, 
"Carberry" was 70 feet in length. 

After a few years the Quarry was abandoned, as the 
rock formation was found to be slanting on the wrong in
cline and the company was dissolved. The Carberry was 
later purchased by the Gypsum Company. 

The government had dredged the Water Hen River, 
which resulted in the lowering of Lake Manitoba, to such 
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an extent that further commercial navigation was hazar
dous. The Gypsum Company then sold the Carberry to 
the government, which transported it, by water to Lake 
Winnipeg via Fairford River, Lake S1. Martin and the 
Dauphin River. 

After fifteen years of ranching, Mr. Maloan and 
family moved to Victoria, B.c. (1905) where :\1r. 
Maloan died at the age of eighty-five. 

The Narrows, Manitoba in the 1890's 

Manitoba 

by Mrs. Douglas Maclennan (nee 
Slgga Sigurdson) Swan River, 

My Canadian background originated at The 
Narrows, Manitoba, although I have never lived there. 
My Icelandic grandparents brought their families there 
in the 1890's, not long after emigrating from Iceland, and 
were among the first pioneer settlers. My mother, Sigga 
Eggertson, was eleven years old when she moved there 
with her parents, two brothers, John and Haldor, and 
sister Kristine. They settled on the shores of Lake 
Manitoba in sight of The Narrows, (a strait connecting 
the upper and lower lakes) where today a causeway links 
the highway. The meadows yielded hay and pasture for 
their livestock and the lake was a source of fish. They 
marketed the finest of the whitefish in Winnipeg during 
the winter, hauling frozen fish by team and sleigh across 
the ice. They brought provisions home on the return 
journey. This was before the railroad was built. 

My paternal grandfather, John Sigurdson, brought 
his family to The Narrows in 1891. My father, Sam 
Sigurdson, was a boy of 14 years at that time. They had 
lived at Mountain, N. Dakota for two years, after 
emigrating from Iceland. Mr. William Sifton had been 
established in the timber business at The Narrows for 
many years and my grandfather had employment with 
him while he got started on his own place. That summer, 
on July 8, 1891, twin daughters were born to John and 
Palina Sigurdson. They were named Emma and Annie, 
after Miss Emma Sifton and her mother, Mrs. Annie Sif
ton. My aunts, (the twins), are retired at Eriksdale, 
Manitoba. Miss Emma Sigurdson taught school for 
many years; Annie married John Forsyth and raised six 
children at Eriksdale. My other aunt, born at The 
Narrows, was Mrs. Margaret Stone of Winnipeg, who 
passed away in 1949. Uncle Herman Sigurdson lives at 
Vancouver, and Uncle Alex lived at Hornepayne, On
tario until his death in 1958. Mv father and his friend, 
William Garrioch of The Nar;ows, came to take up 
homesteads in the Swan River Valley in 1898, the year 
the railroad reached the valley. The following year the 
Eggertson family, (including my mother) came to Swan 
River to homestead and became pioneers again. My 
parents were married at Swan River in 1901 and lived to 
celebrate their Golden Wedding anniversary in 1951. 
They raised six children. 

Naturally, as a child, I heard my parents speak of the 
pioneering days, when they were young at The Narrows. 
The pattern of life was much the same; they had log 
buildings at first, produced most of their food, fish and 
game were plentiful and the wool from their sheep was 
spun and knit into clothing. In times of sickness, the 
neighbors helped each other. 
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They had good times; skating, swimming, boating, 
visiting, and of course, dancing. Dances were held as 
often as possible. Mother told of being invited to the 
Garrioch home. They had a large house and the guests 
came by the sleigh-loads in the depth of winter. Mrs. 
Garrioch and her daughters served a bountiful hot meal 
before the dance began. At midnight food was brought 
again. Before the dancers left for home they were fed 
breakfast! William, the son kept things lively, being the 
square dance caller and a tireless dancer. 

My mother used to see the Indians paddling their 
canoes through The Narrows where the current was 
dangerous. She would see them following their custom of 
dropping a plug of tobacco overboard to placate Mani
tou, the Great Spirit, to ensure a safe passage. 

The stirring news and stories reaching Iceland, of In
dian wars going on in the Wild West, were of absorbing 
interest to my father when he was a boy. Later, when he 
arrived in America at the age of 12 years, he expected to 
be dodging arrows, and kept glancing over his shoulder in 
case an Indian was about to scalp him. He sounded 
almost disappointed that nothing exciting happened. He 
didn't know what an Indian looked like until he came to 
the Narrows. Instead of being fierce warriors, they were 
friendly and bothered no one. 

At the turn of the century the waters of Lake 
Manitoba began to rise for a few years and flooded the 
pastures, which forced my people to move elsewhere. The 
John Sigurdson's moved to Eriksdale and Sam Sigurd
son and the Eggertson's left for Swan River. Though the 
waters of the lake receded and other people are living 
there now, we, the descendants, cannot find any trace of 
where our grandparents built their homes so long ago. 
They, too, are gone, but their children and children's 
children live in other parts of Manitoba and beyond. 

Few of the rising generation will know that there is a 
place called "The Narrows", and that their 
fore bearers came there in search of The Promised Land. 

The Narrows School District No. 1450 
by Kae Ketnested 

Schools were quite a problem in early years. Pupils 
were taught in private homes, Baldwinson's and 
Kernested's, for so many months in each home. Teachers 
were paid by the parents, as there were no government 
grants at that time. 

When the big hall was built at The Narrows, it served 
as a school as well as a place for other activities, such as 
meetings and social events. Miss Hilda Johnson and 
Thorbjorg Kernested were the teachers then. 

Later an empty private house, belonging to Bergstein 
Bjornson, a brother of Mrs. Baldwinson, was used. The 
teachers were, Runa Vigfusson and Sigridur Johnson. 

In 1923 a building was moved from Manitou Island. 
This was a summer home that belonged to Mr. Miller, a 
hardware merchant from Portage la Prairie. It was slid 
down a cliff, on logs laid on top of the snow, a drop of 
fourteen feet, then taken across the lake, three miles, and 
a few repairs made. This served as a school for a time. 
The teachers were Ranka Kjartanson and Sarah 
Rafnkelson. 

In 1942 the school was remodelled by volunteer labor. 
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The original Narrows School before it was remodelled. 

Narrows School. R. Vigfu550n, teacher (1920·21), 

Narrows School. 1943·4, 

A dance was held to raise money, to help pay for the 
desks. $146.00 was raised. Also in 1942 a grant of 
$756.15 was received, which took care of all the expenses. 

This school district had the lowest assessment of any 
school in Manitoba - $\0,000. When the school closed 
in 1954 there was a building fund of $5,000 left. 

The teachers from 1942 - 1954 were: 
Kae Kernested 1942 - 47 
Kae Eyolfson 1947 - 48 
Dorothy Legg 1948 - 49 
Mary Stafura Fall of 1949 
Harold Sherburn Spring of 1950 
Jean Adams 1950 51 



Merle Sandmoen 1951 - 52 
Rose Cook 1952 - 53 
Gisli Sigfusson 1953 - 54 
Inspectors were: 
Mr. Brown, Mr. Bartlett, Mr. Muller, Mr. Friesen 

and Miss Marg. Brooker. 
Secretary-treasurers were: 
Sig. Baldwinson, Joe Kernested, John Gunnlaugson, 

Mrs. J. Kernested and Kae Kernsted. 

Shipping on Lake Manitoba 
by Oli Johnson 

The following excerpts constitute an effort to recall 
the story of commercial shipping on Lake Manitoba 
from the earliest times until the cream boats quit 
operating in 1938. 

This period of time was no doubt, of particular im
portance to the areas on both sides of the lake, because it 
embraces the beginning of the major developments which 
created employment for the settlers and saw the funding 
of an industry which is still operating. 

In an attempt to compile these sketches, I am relying 
on information obtained from several people, to whom I 
am most gratefuL 

The facts about the first steam boats on the lake were 
obtained from Mr. Watson Crossley of Grandview, 
Manitoba and from old letters written to him by his 
cousins, Mrs. Ada Walker (nee Sifton) and Mrs. Helen 
McArthur (nee Maloan). These three people are direct 
descendants of the men who built and operated the first 
steam boats on Lake Manitoba, and remember, from 
their own experiences, when the events took place. Some 
of them lived at The Narrows when they were growing 
up. 

Some information on the early shipping on the lake, 
was obtained from the biography of the late Helgi Einar
son, formerly of The Narrows, printed in 1954. 

Helgi's story is written in Icelandic, consequently, 
reached only a small part of the population. This is 
regrettable, because it portrays the characteristics of an 
enterprising man, an unrivalled lake navigator and a 
rugged individualist. 

Mike Brandson ofWapah, Manitoba, was most help
ful in gathering information about the cream boats. Un
fortunately, when he started investigating, he found that 
all the records of meetings etc. , had been lost. However, 
he managed to get the major details by personal inter
views with people in the Reykjavik district, who were 
familiar with the story. 

As is well known, there were plans at one time to 
bring the C.P.R. across the Red River at Selkirk and 
continue from there in a North-westerly direction, and 
take it across The Narrows of Lake Manitoba. 

In 1874 the railway survey had been completed, and 
the lines opened at The Narrows. 

In conjunction with the railway, the company was 
anxious to establish telegraph connections between 
Selkirk and Fort Pelly, Sask., and the contract to build 
the telegraph line had been granted to J. W. Sifton, 
father of Sir Clifford Sifton who later was appointed 
Minister of the Interior in the Laurier cabinet when the 
Liberals came to power in 1896, 

Mr, J. W. Sifton, in turn hired his first cousin, 
William B. Sifton, a man from Eastern Canada, to come 
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Helg;' Einarsson 1tota6i langi eigin mynt i vi6skiptnm. 
Her eru nokk-ur synishorn aj mynt hans, 
.Bins dollars seail? ira H clga Einarss-yni. 

li'imm doUm'a se6ill Ira Helga Einw'ssyui. 

Fimm, till., tuttugu og limn"!. OD /iimntilt ('rnta pcnittyat' 
Ira Helga Einarssyni. 

Heigl Einarson's trade money negotiable only at his own Siores. 

west and do the job. He came and built the line and kept 
it in operation for three years. 

By 1878 William B. Sifton had decided that he 
wanted to stay in Manitoba and make his home on the 
west side of The Narrows. He sent a message to his fami
ly who were still in Eastern Canada, to come to Win
nipeg, where he met and took them by Red River cart to 
The Narrows. The family stayed there until 1899 when 
they left and moved to Swan River Valley, which had 
been opened up for homesteads. 

During his stay at The Narrows William B. Sifton 
was engaged in many activities; ranching, trading, 
railway contracting and logging. Because of his logging 
operations he became involved in the subject we are in
terested in - "Shipping on Lake Manitoba". 

In the winter of 1896 he ran an extensive logging 
operation at the north end of Lake Manitoba, taking out 
railway ties. The following summer he "rafted" the ties 
south to McArthur's Landing, in the White Mud River, a 
distance of about 150 miles. The landing was about two 
miles below the town of Westbourne. 

The raft was built something in the shape of a large 
boat and carried 250,000 railway ties. In order to move 
this monster he rigged it with six sails of considerable 
size. 

The same year the railway-spur was built from West
bourne to The Landing for the purpose of loading the ties 
on flat cars for shipping. Next year he repeated the 



operation but with this difference on the top of his raft 
of 250,000 railway ties, he put 250,000 square feet of 
sawed lumber and that year he had a steam-tug, "The 
Lady Blanche" to tow the raft to Westbourne. This then 
makes William B. Sifton the first man to engage in heavy 
shipping, and the steam tug, "The Lady Blanche", the 
first of its kind on Lake Manitoba. There is no informa
tion at hand, as to where Mr. Sifton got the "Lady 
Blanche" or what happened to the tug in the end, but I 
understand she was renamed "Isabelle". 

(Note: The information regarding the size of the raft 
is taken from Helgi Einarson's book, page 131). 
The year after William B. Sifton quit his operations 

on the lake, Peter McArthur from Westbourne started 
logging north of The Narrows. In this connection, he 
built a steam-tug-boat, the "Saskatchewan" to tow his 
rafts of lumber down the lake to The Landing. This tug
boat was paddle driven and caused a lot of excitement 
when first launched at The Landing. The Indians were 
both awed, and amazed, to see a boat run by fire -
Eskeet tay Chemawn", Indian name for "Fire boat". 

Peter McArthur set up his saw mill north of The 
Narrows, at Moosehorn Bay and worked on the same 
pattern as W. B. Sifton; logged in the winter, then rafted 
the lumber to The Landing in the summer. 

He operated at Moosehorn Bay for a year or two, 
then moved the saw mill to Basket Creek, where he 
operated for a year. Some time later the 
"Saskatchewan" burnt in the harbor at The Landing. 
That ended McArthur's logging operations. During the 
summers of 1897-1903, when the south end of Jhe lake 
was open to fish whitefish, Peter McArthur was engaged 
in buying fish, and built a huge ice house at The Landing. 

We do not know what connection McArthur had with 
The Landing in the very beginning or why it was named 
after him, but it seems that W. B. Sifton was the in
stigator of the spur line being built from Westbourne, 
supported by the influence of Sir Clifford Sifton, 
Minister of the Interior, in Ottawa, during this period. 

We now turn to another phase of heavy shipping on 
Lake Manitoba, which began with the opening of the 
lime stone quarry on the point east of The Narrows, a 
short distance from the creek which separates Red Deer 
Island from the mainland. 

This quarry was first established in 1896 by the 
Young Brothers, of whom John Young was the best 
known. It started operating in 1897, and was known as 
the Rose Hill Lime Stone Quarry. 

In the winter of 1898 a man from Nova Scotia by the 
name of Charles W. Maloan, who had come to Manitoba 
a short time before, made a trip to The Narrows resulting 
in his purchase of the controlling interests of the Rose 
Hill Quarry. He also purchased the Sifton ranch from 
W.B. Sifton, including the Henry Martineau's house and 
property, situated a short distance north of the Sifton 
home. 

In the spring of 1898, Mr. Maloan moved to The 
Landing on the White Mud River to complete the 
building of his steam boat the "S. S. Petrel". The 
previous winter, the construction of the vessel had begun 
under the supervision of Mr. Harold Mitchell, a ship 
builder from Nova Scotia. The ribs and deck supports 
were of local oak, and the patterns were laid out on the 
floor of the hayloft in Peter McArthur's barn. 
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The Petrel was 125 feet in length, 35 feet wide, with a 
capacity of about 200 ton tonnage. She was sided with 
select douglas fir planking, and spired with hand made 
wooden trunnels or tree nails as such fastenings were 
called. The engine and the boiler were taken from a 
famous yacht wrecked on Lake Ontario. Mr. Maloan, 
making a trip east to inspect them, was well qualified to 
do so, being a former engineer on the Intercolonial 
railway in Nova Scotia. 

The vessel was made for the purpose of towing 
barges, transporting building stone from the Rose Hill 
Quarry to McArthur's Landing, from where the rock was 
shipped to Westbourne and from there to Winnipeg. She 
was also designed to carry passengers and freight. 

In the winter of 1897-98 Frederick William Crossley, 
father of Watson Crossley, came to Manitoba, he was a 
brother-in-law to Charles W. Maloan, they being 
married to sisters. 

The Crossley family came to The Landing while the 
building of the vessel was in progress, and after the 
launching of the Petrel, the two families left for The 
Narrows on her maiden voyage in 1899. The Maloans 
moved into the Martineau house and he started operating 
the quarry, and the Crossley family moved into the Sif
ton house, and Frederick Crossley took over the manage
ment of the Sifton ranch. These buildings were on the 
west side of The Narrows, close to the present causeway 
site, and just north of the highway. 

In 1900 Mr. Maloan had the steam boat "Carberry" 
built at The Landing. This was a sturdy twin-engine tug
boat, designed for heavy towing. She had no passenger 
accommodation, but if people were willing to accept 
what facilities were available, passengers were taken 
aboard. Both these vessels were used to transport rock 
from the Rose Hill Quarry to McArthur's Landing. The 
rock was designed for building purposes, but we under
stand the blocks were shipped in comparatively rough 
form. 

The operation did not prove financially successful, 
possibly in part due to the distance from market, and also 
other quarries were opening up closer to Winnipeg. 
Following a law-suit with the Young Brothers, the quarry 
closed in 1903. 

About this time, the Gypsum quarries at Gypsumville 
were being developed, and the Gypsum Co. had built the 
steam boat "Marvyl" for transporting their product also 
to The Landing. Upon closing of the Rose Hill Quarry, 
they also acquired from Maloan his vessels and barges 
for additional transportation facilities. In payment for 
the vessels, Maloan accepted shares in the Gypsum Co., 
which later went through some form of bankruptcy. The 
re-organized company refused to recognize the previous 
shares, so Mr. Maloan never did receive any remunera
tion for the vessels, although they continued to be 
operated by the Gypsum Co., until the fall of 1910. At 
that time it ceased shipping on the lake and the railway 
took over in 1911. 

It was at this period that Frederick Crossley, holding 
a first mate certificate from his earlier days along the 
Nova Scotia coast, applied and qualified for his Cap
tain's certificate, following an examination at "Rat Por
tage", now Kenora, Ontario. With this he was employed 
by the Gypsum Co., as captain of the PetreL 



Helgi Einarson and sons Pete (left) and Henry. 

Later the Gypsum Company had another boat built 
at The Landing the "J. S. Spears", named for a presi
dent of the company. This vessel was more elaborate 
than any other, and like the Petrel, had cabin accom
modation for passengers. 

During the peak of its operation on the lake, the Gyp
sum Company had four tug-boats transporting its 
products from Davis Point on the north end of the lake, 
to The Landing. When the company ceased shipping on 
Lake Manitoba the vessels were taken to Lake Winnipeg 
via Fairford, Lake S1. Martin, and Dauphin River, and 
sold to different companies. We do not have any definite 
information at hand as to who the buyers were, except 
that the "Carberry" was bought by the government. 

When this is being written the Quarry at Gypsumville 
is still in operation after seventy years of production. 

Things closely connected with shipping on the lake 
are the lighthouses. There were three of them, all situated 
along the route which the ore-boats plied. One was on a 
small skerry in the north end of The Narrows, in the 
channel between Manitou Island and the west shore. One 
was on the south end of Ducharme Island and the third 
about three miles east of there, situated on a barren pile 
of rocks and sand called "Gull Island", so named 
because of the myriads of gulls that nested there. 

My first recollection of the lighthouse on Gull Island 
traces back to 1906, the year our family moved to the 
Siglunes district. After dark the light was plainly seen 
from where we lived the first summer. The trestle itself 
was visible from shore. 

The lighthouses were built and maintained with 
grants from the Dominion Government and Helgi Einar-
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son, a man well known around the lake, in the early days. 
Einarson, had a contract to keep the lighthouses in shape 
and operation. Einarson in turn hired a man as 
lighthouse keeper named "Johannes", a seaman from the 
Faroe Islands - what his last name was we do not know, 
because in the neighborhood he was referred to as 
"Johannes Faroe Islander". This man looked after the 
lighthouses as long as they were in operation and later 
farmed west of the lake in the Langruth or Amaranth dis
trict. 

The trestle on Gull Island stood for many years after 
the big boats quit operating, until somebody went out 
and knocked them down and burnt the timbers, most 
likely to salvage the bolts and angle irons, because the 
structure was heavily braced and bolted. What the fate of 
the other two lighthouses 'were we do not know. 

Helgi Einarson came to Canada from Iceland in July 
1887 to the Swan Lake district, now Lundar. In the fall 
he and seven or eight others went north to Birch Island to 
fish. Fishing was poor, and they heard rumors about 
good fishing at The Narrows several miles further north. 
The result was that Helgi and two other men left Birch 
Island and went to The Narrows, arriving there in mid
December 1887. They went to William Sifton, who 
befriended them, also loaned them a shack to camp in for 
the balance of tl).e winter. They fished at The Narrows 
until spring, without much success. 

The following fall Helgi came back, this time his 
brother was with him, and they fished at The Narrows 
during that winter. In the spring of 1889, Helgi settled at 
the south end of the point, east of The Narrows. He 
brought his parents, his brother and one sister. They were 



the first white people to settle in that area' and thus 
began what later became known as The Narrows Settle
ment. 

In the winter of 1892 The Narrows Post Office was 
established and Helgi's father was appointed postmaster. 
Helgi got the contract as mail carrier, weekly, between 
Kinosota and The Narrows and once a month to Fair
ford. 

By now Helgi had built his first boat, a sail boat twen
ty feet in length, which he named "Leifur Hepui", Leif 
the Lucky. He used this boat to carry supplies between 
Westbourne and the settlement, also to carry the mail. 

About this time the Dominion Government put a 
boat on the lake, for the purpose of delivering treaty 
money among the Indians on the reserves boardering on 
Lake Manitoba, Lake st. Martin and Winnipegosis, un
der supervision of the Indian Agent, Mr. Martineau, who 
lived just west of The Narrows. Mr. Martineau had ac
companied Helgi on some of his sailing trips to points 
south, and marveled at his skill in handling the boat. 
Consequently, he hired Helgi to run the treaty boat, 
which he did for several years. The round trip took about 
six weeks each summer. 

Some years later, after Martineau had left The 
Narrows, a Scotsman by the name of S. R. Marlett was 
appointed Indian Agent in his place. When Mr. Marlett 
took over, he declared the old treaty boat unseaworthy. 
The Dominion Government had a new boat built in 
Toronto and shipped on a flat car to Westbourne. 

This boat was powered with a gasoline motor, the 
first of its kind on Lake Manitoba, and the second in the 
province. There was another on Lake Winnipeg, belong
ing to Ewing and Freyer Co., of Selkirk, who had 
brought it in the year before. 

Because of Helgi's good service as an able navigator 
in previous years, he was hired to steer the new boat, but 
a man was brought to run the engine. This boat was also 
equipped with a mast and sail for auxiliary power, which 
came in handy on many occasions, because the engine 
proved troublesome at times. This was Helgi's last year 
on the treaty boat. 

In 1897 the south end of the lake was opened to 
fishing for whitefish in the early summer. Helgi built a 
fairly large boat for fishing and also to freight fish from 
McArthur's customers to the fish buying station at the 
landing, which has been mentioned earlier. This being 
more or less the early stages of the era of gasoline 
engines, they were little known and could be dangerous, 
or so it proved with this one. 

In the late summer of 1900 the boat was lying in the 
harbor at The Landing. It caught fire and burned, 
because of a leaky gas line. Helgi had been working on 
the engine. The man that was with him, not realizing that 
the engine room was full of gas fumes, lit a match and 
everything was aflame in no time. Helgi managed to 
crawl out of the engine room, and narrowly escaped 
death by diving into the river to extinguish his burning 
clothing. He was severely burned and hospitalized for 
four weeks, plus several weeks recuperating at his home. 
He lost the skin off his face and hands, all his fingernails 
came off, but fortunately his clothing saved his body. 
Helgi had to find his way the full length of the engine 
room to get out, the other man was close to the door and 
able to escape with minor injuries. 
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A few months later and still undaunted, after his un
fortunate experience with the gasoline boat, Helgi built 
another boat and named it "Iceland". This time he had it 
powered by steam. As in the former case, this boat was 
built on the south end of the lake for use during the 
whitefish season. It was built in 1901 in preparation for 
the season to open on the first of June, but because of 
changes in the fishing regulations which took place about 
this time, the boat was not used much in the fishing in
dustry. 

Helgi turned to trading. He started in the store 
business at The Narrows and used his steam boat for 
trading on the Indian Reserves, bordering on Lake 
Manitoba and Lake Winnipegosis. He kept this up until 
the fall of 1910, when he sold the boat to a man from Oak 
Point. The boat was not used much after that, and in the 
end, rotted in the harbor at Oak Point. 

In 1911 Helgi left The Narrows and established a 
store business at Fairford - the railway having been 
built to Gypsumville the year before. He soon branched 
out and before long he had stores at Lake St. Martin and 
at Dauphin River Reserves. 

Late in life, Helgi married a native woman from Lake 
St. Martin Reserve by the name of Sarah Stagg. They 
had four sons and one daughter, who died in infancy. 

The sons all grew up to manhood and fished in com
pany with their father on Lake Winnipeg. The youngest 
son, Henry, served for four years in the second world 
war, two of which he served with the Intelligence Corps 
as a commando in the division known as the" Suicide 
Squad". He was spared to come home unscathed. 

For many years Helgi was the biggest fish buyer in 
this area, and has the distinction of being the first man in 
Western Canada to ship fresh fish to the big markets in 
the States. 

Helgi died on December 17, 1961, age ninety-one 
years. He is buried in the Dauphin River Cemetery. 

Another steam tug boat that operated on Lake 
Manitoba for several years was the Lady Ellen. This boat 
was owned by Barney Mathews and his partners in the 
saw mill operations at Siglunes. Full details of her 
operations are given in the article belonging to these 
sketches entitled "The First Saw Mill at Siglunes". 

In 1911 the era of cream shipping by boat began. 
About that time the Armstrong Trading Company had 
been established along the lake with general stores and in 
the fish business. In order to enhance their operations 
they put a boat on the lake named "Pinafore" with 
Asmundur Freeman as operator. This boat picked up 
cream along the shores of the settlements from Rey
kjavik south to Siglunes. From there it travelled around 
the point and up the river to Dog Creek, later V ogar, 
then south to Oak Point, where the cream was loaded on 
the train and shipped to Winnipeg. She also carried other 
freight, and sometimes passengers. This boat had its 
headquarters at Siglunes and operated from 1911-14. In 
the spring of 1915 Freeman built his own boat and 
started operating that summer. This was a sail boat call
ed "Reykjavik" and was in service for several years, with 
its main base at Reykjavik. 

The men that operated the boat were: A. Freeman, 
and Sumarlidi Brandson in 1915-16, in 1917 Asmundur 
Freeman and John Thorsteinson, in 1918 A. Freeman 
and Gisii Johnson, in 1919-20 Freeman and G. Olafson. 



In the spring of 1921 a change took place - cream 
shipping became a company affair operated by farmers 
in the Wapah, Reykjavik and Bay End districts, with 
cream taken to Steep Rock instead of Oak Point. The 
company bought a new boat, name not known, in 1921. 
The boat was based at Steep Rock. 

This boat was operated for only two years. The 
operators in 1921 were: F. E. Snidal and Gestur Ander
son, and in 1922, Thor Ellis and Julius Finnson. Unlike 
the boat that Freeman had before, this one was powered 
by a gasoline engine. 

In the spring of 1923 a new boat was built, called 
"Ethel". She was powered by a gasoline engine and 
operated until July 16, 1925, when it burnt near Cayer 
settlement. 

The operators on this boat were: in 1923, Kris Good
man and Julius Finnson, in 1924 Oli Nord and Niels 
Anderson, in 1925, until it burnt, Eiki Johnson and 
Barney Johnson. When this happened, Oli Nord brought 
his own boat into operation, and together with Barney 
Johnson, finished the season with it and a boat the com
pany bought later in the summer called "Kayam". 

On the day of the accident, the boat had left Steep 
Rock in the early afternoon, on its way to pick up cream 

it was a hot calm day. The motor had not been run
ning properly, and when within a mile off shore from 
Cayer, it stalled. Eiki went below into the engine room to 
see what the trouble was, and after having adjusted the 
motor, decided to refuel while they were stopped. The gas 
barrels were carried up on the deck and a long rubber 
hose used to syphon the fuel from the barrels to the gas 
tank below. Having done this, Eiki proceeded to start the 
engine and the minute it started there was an explosion 
- everything was aflame below. Because of the hot day 
and heat from the engine, the hold had been full of gas 
fumes. 

Eiki managed to get up on deck and then jumped into 
the lake to extinguish the flames. He was severely burned 
on both his arms and face. The nearest hospital was in St. 
Rose du Lac, but because of the distance and poor roads 
it was not considered feasible to attempt to take him 
there. Instead, he was taken to the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Nault at Cayer, where he was given the best care possible 
until the next day, when he was taken across the lake to 
Steep Rock and from there to Winnipeg, where he was 
confined to hospital until falL 

The Kayam was in service until 1931. In 1926 Frank 
Jenks and Oscar Gislason started the season, but Oscar 
only worked for a short while. Then Lindi Erlendson 
took his place and finished the season with Jenks. 

In 1927-28 and 29 Lindi Erlendson and Oscar Sigurd
son operated the Kayam, and in 1930 Erlensdon again, 
with several part time men. 

By this time the roads had improved so that it was 
possible for the people in the Reykjavik area to haul the 
cream to SL Rose, where there was a creamery. Because 
of this the interest in keeping the cream boat in operation 
dwindled, with the result that in 1931 it was kept running 
by several part-time operators, until the latter part of 
August, when it ran aground near Big Island and was left 
there. The operators, at the time it ran aground were: 
Ray Johnson and Magnus Eyolfsson. No attempt was 
made to salvage the boat and it was left to its fate. 
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Steep Rock was the main base from which the later 
boats operated, and the cream was shipped from there by 
raiL Most of the cream was shipped to creameries in 
Winnipeg, although, some of it went to creameries at 
Moosehorn and Ashern. 

The cream shippers sent their grocery orders to the 
general store in Steep Rock with the operators and 
picked them up at the respective landing places when the 
boat returned, also mail orders from Winnipeg, mostly 
from the T. Eaton Co. The boats operated on a schedule 
and the shippers met them at the stopping places where 
cream was picked up, and empty cans returned. 
Groceries and other merchandise was picked up at the 
same spot. 

As far as can be remembered, the stops were: North 
Frank Rainvilles, south, Guynemere, Cayer and Big 

Island, Gislasons, Erlendsons and Arni Paul sons at 
Reykjavik. At Wapah, Fritz Erlendson; and Brandsons. 
South of The Na.rrows, the stops were at Gislasons, at 
Hayland, Freemans at Siglunes, Jonassons, Sviestrups at 
Dog Creek. 

The last of the cream boats was built in the spring of 
1936. This boat was privately owned by Mr. Anderson, 
the creamery operator in Ashern, and built for him by 
Mr. Jack Oliver. This was a much smaller boat than the 
others and travelled a different route. It was based at 
Wapah, and had stops at Delannoys at Wapah, and 
Paul sons and Olafsons at Reykjavik. 

The cream was taken across the lake to Silver Bay, 
where a truck met it and hauled the cream to Ashern. 

The operators on this boat in 1936, were: Lindi John
son and Louis Delannoy, and in 1937-38 Alain and Ferdi
nand Boulbria. 

In connection with this operation, there was a fairly 
large dock built at Silver Bay to facilitate loading and un
loading. The dock was paid for by grants from the 
Federal Government. The dock stood for a few years 
after the boat stopped operating, and was finally sold at a 
low price to Billinkoff Ltd. 

All told, there were six boats on Lake Manitoba from 
1911-38 that operated mostly for shipping cream. 

There was, however, a boat on the lake engaged in 
shipping cream before 1911. This boat was the property 
of the Crescent Creamery in Winnipeg and was stationed 
at Oak Point. We have only vague information about this 
boat, but the facts we have, seem to substantiate that it 
was in operation from 1905 to 1910, that is, from the 
time the railway was built to Oak Point until it was ex
tended north. How far south it went, we are not too sure, 
we know it went as far north as Scotch Bay. 

In connection with this operation, the Federal 
Government was instrumental in having a boat canal 
dredged out from the north end of Lily Bay, through the 
swamps as far as what today is known as the Deerhorn 
line. Here the farmers met the boat with their cream. 

The old canal is still there, plain to be seen by 
whoever travels down the road. But not many people now 
living, would remember how important it was to the com
munity at that time. 



Canada 

By the Honorable 
The Minister of Marine Fisheries 

for the Dominion of Canada 
Certificate of Competency as 

MASTER 
OF A Freight Steamer not exceeding 100 tons 

registered tonnage or Tugboat 
of any tonnage, in the minor inland waters 

TO FREDERICK WILLIAM CROSSLEY 

Whereas it has been reported to me that you have 
been found duly qualified to fulfil the duties of Master of 
a Freight Steamer not exceeding 100 registered tonnage 
or Tug-boat of any tonnage in the minor inland waters. 

I do hereby in pursuance of the Canadian Act 
respecting Certificates to Masters and Mates of Ships. 49 
Viet. Cap. 73 grant you this 

Certificate of Competency. 

Given under the Seal of The Minister of Marine and 
Fisheries of Canada at Ottawa, this seventeenth day of 
November 1903. 

Registered C. Gourdellu 
Deputy Minister of Marine 

and Fisheries 

The Hon. J. Raymond Prefontaine 
Minister of Marine 

and Fisheries 

Canada 
of Certificate (4246) Forty two hundred and forty six, 

Address of Bearer The Narrows, Man. 
Date and place of Birth - 8th of November 1860, 

Windsor, N.S. 
Signature - Frederick William Crossley. 

This Certificate is given upon an examination passed 
at Rat Portage, Ont. on the 2nd day of November 1903. 

Every person who makes or procures to be made, or 
assists in making any false representation for the purpose 
of obtaining for himself or for any other person a 
Certificate of Competency or Service under this Act or 
who forges, assists in forging, or procures to be forged or 
fraudulently alters assist in fraudulently altering or 
procuring to be fraudulently altered any such 
Certificate or any Official Copy of any such Certificate 
or who fraudulently makes use of any such Certificate 
which is forged, altered, cancelled or suspended or to 
which he is not justly entitled or who fraudulently lends 
his Certificate to or allows the same to be used by any 
other person shall for each such offence be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeaner and any Master or Mate who fails to 
deliver up a Certificate which has been cancelled or 
suspended is liable to a penalty not exceeding One 
Hundred Dollars. 

From Winnipeg Free Press 
August 12, 1957 
Thousands Witness Ferry Dedication 

A double-barrelled ceremony involving the official 
opening of The Narrows ferry across Lake Manitoba and 
the unveiling of a plaque commemorating the origin of 
the name "Manitoba", Sunday brought a crowd 
estimated at between 3,500 and 5,000 to the strait linking 
the north and south part of Lake Manitoba. 

People from nearly all parts of Manitoba witnessed 
the formal ribbon-cutting ceremony, conducted by Mrs. 
Chris. Halldorson, wife of the late Chris. Halldorson, 
one time M.L.A. for St. George Constituency. He had 
worked endlessly toward construction of the ferry. 
Premier Douglas Campbell unveiled the historic plaque. 

The ceremonies took place in a festive setting. Under 
warm sunny skies, the 50 piece military band of the 
Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, Highland dancers and 
pipers from the Winnipeg City Police pipe band, a 
marine cavalcade from the Redboine Boating Club, and 
jigging as well as old time fiddlers contest under He\icoe 
Lafrenier, added sparkle to the formal observances. 

And, in a quaint reversal of circumstances, chiefs 
from nearby Indian reserves and descendants of famous 
buffalo hunters were named to Manitoba's Order of the 
Buffalo Hunt. They were presented with small bronze 
buffaloes and with framed scrolls appointing them 
"buffalo scouts". 

The entire ceremonies were under the provincial 
department of public works. Master of ceremonies was 
Gildas Molgat, M.L.A. for Ste. Rose. 

For many there, early Icelandic settlers and earlier 
Indians, it was a day for reminiscing. Ragnar Johnson, 
post master at Wapah, on the western edge of The 
N arrows recalled that for nearly thirty-two years he had 
rowed across the narrow straits week after week to 
collect mail from the west side. Chief Edward 
Woodhouse, in his native tongue, (Saulteux), through an 
interpreter, Chief Barney Swaa, told how his ancestors 
thought the play of fast running water and wind on the 
limestones shores, sounded like the beating of drums and 
that the Spirit Manito was speaking. For him, the 
derivation of Manitoba came from the voice of this spirit 
at the strait ("wapow"). 

In unveiling the plaque, Premier Campbell notes that 
, there were some differences of opinion as to the precise 

Lake Manitoba Narrows Ferry. 
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origin of the province's name whether it was the Cree 
Manito-wapow, the Ojibway Manito-bau (also meaning 
spirit of the narrows) or the Assiniboine Mini-tobow 
(lake of the prairie). Whatever the case, The Narrows 
was a historical spot. It was once planned to build a rail
way through the region, spanning The Narrows and a 
telegraph line was actually built to within a few miles of 
the spot in the 19th Century, as a pre-runner of the rail 
line. He said it was appropriate that this first plaque ever 
erected by the Historic Site Advisory Board of Manitoba 
should be one dealing with the name of the province 
itself. 

Elman Guttormson, M.L.A. for St. George, 
described the turnout as a tribute to his predecessor, Mr. 
Chris. Halldorson, who had disregarded a painful heart 
condition which later proved fatal, to fight for 
construction of a ferry that he had considered so 
necessary for those in the Interlake area. 

James F. Anderson, M.L.A. for Fairford, said the 
ferry linking two large regions on each side of the lake, 
symbolized the unity of racial groups that made up the 
province. 

The large crowd was welcomed by the Reeve of the 
Siglunes Municipality Barney Jonasson. 

Official Opening. Fall of 1957. 

Lake Manitoba NarrolVs Bridge, /968-69. 

The J ohnsons of Wapah 
by Sol rune Johnson Gillis 

Throughout their married lives, my parents, Margret 
and Ragnar Johnson resided and operated a cattle ranch 
on the shores of Lake Manitoba, from 1917 to 1955 on 
the original homestead SW 18-24-10, taken by my 
grandfather Gisli Johnson, and from 1955 till the death 
of the father in 1963 right beside the Lake Manitoba 
Narrows. Both Ragnar and Margret were born in 
Iceland and came to Canada at ages 19 and 10 
respectively or in the years 1903 and 1902, my father 
settling with his family where he was to spend more than 
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fifty years of his life, and my mother and her family 
taking up residence in the district later to be known as 
Reykjavik. 

Before her marriage Margret attended schools in 
Winnipeg and became a school teacher, teaching at 
Reykjavik, Big Point (Langruth) and South Ames and 
after becoming a housewife taught in the local school at 
Wapah. 

It is unfortunate that my parents and others of that 
era did not record some of the early happenings and 
experiences as they were well capable of doing, or that 
we, their children were not more attentive when they told 
us stories of the "early days". It seems that when the 
opportunity to know it better is gone, is when we 
appreciate the significance of our historical background. 

I remember my mother telling me of how her parents, 
August and Sigridur Johnson, her two uncles, Gudjon 
and Ingimundur Erlendson and their wives both named 
Valgerdur, and several young children travelled from 
Leifur near Amaranth where they had spent the winter, 
to their future home at Reykjavik on spring ice with 
horses and sleighs. One overnight stopping place being at 
Sigurgeir Peterson's in the Hay1and District. They were 
travelling to a point previously explored by two of the 
men and were the first settlers in that area. When they 
arrived at the chosen site there was only an abandoned 
shack for shelter, rather a depressing beginning for the 
women of the party, I am sure. One wonders at the 
endurance of people and horses when one thinks of the 
distances covered in winter, freighting fish to Westbourne 
at the south end of the lake on open sleighs. 

However, being adaptable and industrious had its 
rewards and surprisingly soon comfortable homes were 
established and there were many happy times as well. My 
mother sometimes told us of how the young people 
enjoyed swimming and skating on the big lake, which 
played such an important part in the lives of the lakeside 
settlers. New Year's Dances and the annual picnics at 
The Narrows were highlights of the year. The long 
journey by horses and sleighs to the one, and by boat to 
the summer event was a big part of the fun. In the early 
days, the Icelanders and the west side of the lake formed 
a chapter of Good Templars. There was also a branch of 
the Icelandic National League which met in the various 
homes where there would be a program of singing, 
speeches and readings by adults and recitations by 
children, followed by of course, coffee and a bountiful 
lunch. Unfortunately these groups ceased to function and 
were not replaced by anything similar. 

Our small district was originally settled by only 
seven families, Helga and Helgi Bjarnason, Fritz and 
Sigridur Erlendson, Alain and Louise Boulbria, Jules and 
Sophie Pingrenon, Charles and Gilberte Pingrenon, 
Louis and Sophie Delannay, and my grandparents Gisli 
and Solrun Johnson and their respective children. Of 
those named all are now deceased. The whole area lay 
between two lakes, Manitoba and Ebb and Flow. About 
1925 a post office was granted and given the name of 
Wapah. Previous to that our mail had come via The 
Narrows Post Office. My father rowed weekly across 
that part of the lake, now served by a bridge. When we 
achieved post-office status my father became post master 
and mail carrier and continued to serve in that capacity 
for the next forty years. 



Ours was a particularly isolated area, being 30 miles 
by crossing the lake from the nearest railroad point at 
Ashern, and 45 miles by land from Ste. Rose. People of 
my generation will recall that for many years roads were 
very bad and in a very rainy year often impassable. In 
summer we were fortunate to have the service of what we 
called the "cream boat", which not only carried the 
cream cans to be shipped by train to Winnipeg but 
brought back the cream cheques and also groceries 
ordered from Fiddi Snidal's store in Steep Rock. In the 
30's a boat carried cream to Silver Bay and thence by 
truck to the Ashern Creamery. I remember "boat days" 
quite vividly. They were a big event in the young lives of 
my brother August and myself. The big high wheeled 
wagon would be loaded with the shipment of cream in 5 
or 8 gallon cans, the grocery list would be taken and the 
big horses would amble to the landing which was near the 
home of Fritz Erlendson. Sometimes relatives and/or 
visitors from the city would arrive or leave via cream 
boat, for this versatile vessel carried passengers as well. 
Indeed we were privileged to ride on it ourselves on a few 
occasions. Other passengers on the boat were sometimes 
the "creamery agents". Their job was to persuade the 
farmers to ship to the particular creamery they 
represented. I recall some shippers being not too 
happy with their returns feeling they had been cheated on 
grade or weight and being quite vocal in their 
disappointment. Sometimes the agents bore the brunt of 

Margrel and Ragnar Johnson. Wapah P.O .. Man. 
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their ire and sometimes it was the "goat men" as we 
called the two men who operated the boat and performed 
the mUltiple duties connected with it. I remember Lindi 
Erlendson and Frank Jenks were the operators when we 
made our oft-remem bered ride down the lake to 
Kinosota on our way to visit our grandmother at 
Langruth. 

Sunday was the day when visits to the neighbours 
were made usually to enjoy a mid-day meal. Both visited 
and visitors dressed up for these pleasant occasions, even 
though travelling by horse and democrat over muddy 
roads. Once when returning from a visit at the Boulbrias, 
Ella Baldwinson and Dora Asgeirson who were my foster 
sisters, my aunt Gwenny Johnson and I, the horses bolted 
and ran away unloading each of us in various pastures by 
the roadside. Mrs. Boulbria had loaned me a red and 
white tam. It was raining and red color from the tam had 
dribbled down my forehead. My mother seeing us come 
walking home realized we must have had trouble and was 
horrified to see what she judged to be blood on my head. 
Happily neither girls nor Pat and Darky the tricky horses 
were damaged, but the buggy and harness were. 

My father had long envisioned a bridge across the 
Lake Manitoba Narrows as a means of shortening the 
travelling distance to the interlake and eastern points for 
those west of the lake and vice versa. He wrote letters for 
years to those whom he thought might help bring this 
about. When Cris Halldorson was M.L.A. for St. George 
his suggestions were put into practice. A good gravel 
road was built right to The Narrows on both sides, docks 
were made and a ferry capable of carrying six cars plied 
the waters from 1953 to 1966 when it was replaced with a 
causeway and bridge. My father had died three years 
before the coming of the bridge. I think he would have 
been very pleased to have seen that particular dream 
come true. 

Undoubtedly life was sometimes lonely and hard 
work endless, but each family had its own particular 
interest and hobbies, and most house-holds were large by 
today's standards. My parents both enjoyed reading and 
had a fine collection of books as well as subscribing to the 
well known farm papers and other periodicals. How we 
looked forward to the weekly mail day! My parents were 
very interested in gardening and horticulture and 
practiced both quite successfully. 

Like many people who settled in the wilderness, we all 
came to cherish the things of nature with which we lived 
in such close contact and though we lacked some of the 
advantages of more densely settled areas we could say in 
the words of Walt Whitman: 

Ever upon this stage 
Is acted God's calm annual drama 
Gorgeous processions, songs of birds, 
Sunrise that fullest feeds and 

freshens most the soul 
The heaving waters, waves upon the shore 
The woods, the stalwart trees, 

the slender tapering trees 
The lilliput countless armies on the grass 
The heat, the showers, the changing season 
The scenery of the snows, the wind's 

free orchestra 
The stretching light hung roof of clouds, 

the clear cerulean and the silvery fringes, 



The high dilatory stars, the placid beckoning moon 
The moving flocks and herds, the emerald meadows. 
My mother Margret passed away in February of 

1975. My brother August and 1, Sol rune Gillis, the 
descendants of Margret and Ragnar Johnson now live in 
Ottawa and Brandon. 

Harry and Villa Davidson 
by Henry Davidson 

Johann Hendrick (Harry) Davidson was born in the 
Faroe Islands on December 17, 1879. At a very early age 
he went to sea, working on an English troller until he 
immigrated to Canada in 1903. For the next four years he 
worked as a laborer at fishing and farming in the 
Siglunes area until his marriage to Wilhjelmina (Villa) on 
March 7, 1907. They then homesteaded on the shores of 
Dog Lake and started farming on their own. 

Villa was also born in the Faroe Islands on February 
7, 1884 and immigrated to Canada in 1903 along with her 
sisters, Mrs. Susanna Stephansson and Mrs. Tomina 
Peterson and a brother, Ragnvald Peterson. As with 
most sea going Scandinavians, Harry's main reason for 
settling on the shores of Dog Lake was the fish, which 
were in abundance and unbelievably large in size. He 
often told that the tulibees he caught in Dog Lake the 
first years were bigger than the white fish in Lake 
Manitoba. His fishing years on Dog Lake were very few, 
as about 1914 Dog Lake started drying up and 
commercial fishing was no longer profitable. In fact by 
the early thirties there were no fish left in the lake, and by 
late forties, what was once one of the best fishing grounds 

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Davidson. 
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in Manitoba, had become a beautiful hay meadow. 
Harry, by this time had increased his cattle herd and 
became a successful farmer. He, however, continued his 
commercial fishing in the winter time on Lake Manitoba, 
which he kept up till 1963. He was then eighty-four years 
old. In 1960 he was honored at a banquet for being the 
oldest fisherman on Lake Manitoba and was presented 
with the Order of the Buffalo Hunt. 

Villa was the kind of a woman that few of us are 
lucky enough to meet up with once in a life time, and 
those of us who do are better for it. She was always ready 
with a helping hand wherever and whenever it was 
needed. Even though she had no nurse's training, she 
acted as a mid-wife on a number of occasions. As nursing 
homes and hospitals in those early days were non
existent for senior citizens, Villa took many of them in 
and gave them personal attention and tender care. Villa 
also took the young under her wing when they needed 
her. Her sister, Tomina Peterson passed away at a very 
early age, leaving two infant daughters. Harry and Villa 
raised them as foster children. They were: Anna, born in 
1904 who married Jack Bergman, a one time resident of 
this district, who later moved to Winnipeg. Anna was a 
school teacher and taught the Hayland School in the 
early twenties. She passed away in Winnipeg while still 
very young, leaving four young children, who were 
brought up by their aunts in Winnipeg, but spent their 
summer holidays on the farm with "Afi" and "Amma". 
Angilica born in 1906 passed away at the tender age of 
ten from the very dreaded disease "diphtheria". 

Harry and Villa spent many happy years together, 
working side by side to build up their home and raise 
their family. They had six children, all of whom reached 
maturity. 

August married Gladys Malcolm of Scotch Bay, 
Manitoba, he passed away in 1971. 

Bert married Stella Thorn of Newfoundland. 
Eda now Mrs. Philip Gavan, and living in Ottawa. 
Henry married Aurora Magnusson of Winnipeg, they 

reside in Ashern. 
Peter married Anna Magnusson of Hayland, they live 

on the family farm. 
Angelica, now Mrs. James Stuli, living in Victoria, 

B.C. 
Villa's years of hard work took their toll. In the early 

forties she developed a serious heart condition and spent 
the last few years as a semi-invalid, being looked after by 
her younger daughter, Angelica. She passed away at her 
horne on November 22, 1948. 

Harry continued working the farm along with his 
youngest son Pete, who in time took over the home farm 
and is still operating it. 

After retiring Harry continued to live with his son 
Pete and wife Anna on the home farm, working about the 
place until the last four years, when his arthritis started 
bothering him and getting about was very difficult, and 
painful. He finally gave in early in September 1970 when 
he was completely bedridden, but his mind very alert to 
his dying day. He passed away very quietly in his sleep on 
November 2, 1972. 

August (Gusti) and Gladys Davidson 
August (Gusti) Davidson was born at home in 

Oak view on April 4, 1908, the eldest son of Harry and 



Vilhelmina Davidson. He received his education at 
Darwin School completing Grade Eight, then left to help 
on the farm. 

During the year 1929, because of a hay shortage in 
the area, he joined several other farmers from the district 
in driving a herd of cattle to winter at Crane River. 

In the year, 1930, he began transporting cream for 
Mr. Anderson, owner of the Ashern Creamery. He 
started off with a car and trailer, and later purchased a 
truck. Gusti not only transported cream but also 
provided free passenger service to many of the customers 
to enable them to do their grocery shopping as they had 
no other means of transportation. 

On July 8, 1937, Gusti married Gladys Malcolm of 
Scotch Bay, Manitoba. By this time his trucking business 
had expanded and included a partnership with Arni 
Johnson which hauled fish from across the Lake 
Manitoba Narrows and transported livestock. 

In picking up fish from commercial fishermen caused 
Ami and Gusti to encounter many severe winter storms. 

Gusti and Gladys' family of eleven children included 
six sons and five daughters. Archie, who now farms in the 
Oak view area, and his wife, formerly Bernice Lundstrom 
have two children. Villa and her husband, Mike Leitold, 
reside in Winnipeg with their three children. Barbara, 
who married Hal Sveistrup, and their four children are 
residents of Rivers, Manitoba. Bert, Barbara's twin 
brother, married Carol Thorlacius. They and their two 
children make their home in Edmonton, Alberta, where 
Bert works as a plumber. Another daughter, Anna, who 
married Jim Barnes resides with their two children in 
Ashern, where Anna is employed as a secretary. 
Malcolm, who recently married Ardith Brown, lives in 
Winnipeg where he is an employee of Investors' 
Syndicate. Gusti and Gladys were the proud parents of a 
second set of twins, Mitchell, a plumber in Edmonton, 
Alberta, and Harry who has recently taken over his 
parents' farm. A younger daughter, Jocelyn, is employed 
as a clerk in Winnipeg. The youngest member of the 
family, a daughter, Sherry is enrolled in grade ten at 
Ashern Collegiate. Another son, Malcolm, passed away 
at age six in 1946. 

In 1950, Gusti sold his trucking business and became 
engaged in farming full time until his death on October 6, 
1971, at his home in Oakview. 

A quiet, kind, and unassuming man, he was respected 
for his kindness, gentleness, and his willingness to assist 
those who needed help. 

T. B. (Bert) Davidson 
Thomas Bertie Davidson was born in Oakview on 

June 10, 1910. He got his education at the Darwin school 
and worked on the family farm for several years then 
went out working. 

He worked in logging camps in Ontario and British 
Columbia. Hejoined the R.C.A.F. in World War II, was 
stationed in Newfoundland, where he met Stella, whom 
he later married. After the war he returned to Oakview 
where he bought and operated a farm until he was 
stricken with polio in the fall of 1953, which left him 
completely paralized. They had five children, ranging 
from seven months to ten years old. His wife left the farm 
and moved to Winnipeg with the children, and even 
though he was completely helpless, except for mind and 
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speech, he played a big part in helping his wife bring 
up the children and has had the pleasure of seeing them 
grow up into fine respected citizens. 

Stefan Eiriksson 
Stefan Olafur Eiriksson and his wife Oddny Sigur

dardottir emigrated from the east coast of Iceland to 
Canada in 1883. They arrived in Winnipeg in July and 
lived there for eighteen months. Stefan worked at any job 
he could get, harvesting in North Dakota, worked on the 
City Hall which was under construction at that time, and 
in the winter studied English at night school and became 
fluent in the language. Stefan and Oddny moved to 
Boundry Creek at Christmas time in 1884, and 
homesteaded the most southerly part in what was then 
New Iceland, and moved into a good log house vacated 
by John Taylor who had been agent for the Dominion 
Government and advisor for the district. They lived there 
for sixteen years and had a stopping place for travellers. 
It was mostly winter travel, as the road to Selkirk was 
hardly passable in summer, a distance of 28 miles. I 
recall as many as 26 teams stopping for dinner. The 
charge for man and team and one meal was 35 cents. An 
over-night stop for man, team, stabling and hay, two 
meals and bed for the driver was a total of 60 cents. Even 
at that price they were considered well-off as they always 
had a small income. 

Stefan was a member of the Rural Municipality of 
Gimli Council for some years. Stefan and Oddny had five 
boys. The older boys soon came of school age, but no 
school for them to attend. There was no hay land for the 
cattle and no hope for expansion when the boys grew up. 
So in 1900 Stefan bought land and homestead at Poplar 
Park, a place at the south end of Lake Winnipeg. A coun
try school was close by where the boys went to school for 
six years. Lake Winnipeg went on its periodical rampage, 
and for years most of this land they had acquired was un
der water, so after six years it was decided to move again 
this time to the Dog Lake country east of the Narrows 
on Lake Manitoba, where wild hayland was available as 
well as winter fishing. 

On the 24th of May 1907 we started with a team of 
horses, a new wagon and double box with necessary road 
equipment, and a tent 14'x 14' which we, Mother and Dad 
and the five boys: Sigurdur the oldest, Oli, Krist jan, 
Helgi, and Arman, lived in all summer. The winter of 
1906 and 1907 was very severe and a very heavy snowfall 
in the Interlake country. We drove forty-six head of cat
tle behind the wagon and could not travel fast as the cat
tle had to graze. We went across country to Stonewall 
and got to Lundar after seven days. There we had to wait 
seven days for household furniture that had been sent by 
rail from Selkirk to Oak Point. Then we got a man with a 
sailboat to take the furniture to The Narrows, which was 
the closest he could get with it. After two days travel 
from Lundar we got to Scotch Bay. It rained steady for 
two days, three days later we arrived at our destination. 
Arrangement for lumber was made the winter before, 
and that had to be hauled ten miles. We were able to 
build the house during the summer when we were not put
ting up hay for the cattle, and a log barn was built in the 
fall. 

It rained almost continuously all that summer, and 
Dog Lake overflowed its banks and became part of Lake 



Manitoba. We had a sixteen foot sail boat which we 
moored a few yards from the house. We could sail, 
without trouble for the first three years we lived there, to 
the grocery store at Dog Creek which was located where 
Albert Seal's house is situated. We fished on Dog Lake 
that winter and found a water depth of fifteen feet the 
deepest part of the lake. The lake was teeming in fish, es
pecially tullibee that weighed up to seven pounds. The 
pickerel came into the lake in the spawning season of 
1908 and 1909 when there was still water connecting the 
two lakes. In 1909 the water elevation in Dog Lake began 
to drop and by 1918 the lake was quite low and most of 
the fish taken out by over fishing, but while it lasted it 
brought a lot of revenue for those who made proper use 
of it. 

In 1909 Stefan bought a house from a neighbour who 
was moving away, and had it moved over on to the 
homestead and set it up for a school. School was taught 
for three months that year and another three months the 
following year. The teacher was Hilda Johnson of 
Wapah. In 1912 the Darwin School district was formed 
and a new school house built on the NW-2-24-9. The first 
teacher was Thorbjorg Kernested of the Narrows. In 
1912 the Oakview Post Office was established at 
Eirikssons. Stefan was mail driver from Dog Creek, as 
the place was known then. later called Vogar. 

When we came to Dog Lake in 1907 the country was 
teeming in wildlife, water fowl in the millions until after 
1940, prairie chickens and partridge were very plentiful, 
and moose and elk were a common sight. Now that has 
all been destroyed by man. 

Stefan sold his place in 1919 to retire in Blain, 
Washington, U.S.A. Kris went with them. Helgi and Ar
mann went the following year and lived there the rest of 
their days. Stefan passed away in 1928, Oddny died in 
1937, Armann took over their place and had a dairy until 
he passed away in the early sixties. Kris lived in Lacoma, 
Washington and passed away in 1966. Helgi died in 
Blain, Washington in December, 1975. Sigurdur, the 
oldest of the boys bought the original homestead and 
lived there until 1938, then sold out and moved to 
Campbell River Victoria Island, and passed away there 
in the fifties. 

Most of the transportation was done with horses. A 
trip to Oak Point was a four day trip which was the 
nearest business centre until the railroad came to Ashern 
in 1911. We kept two teams of oxen for some years. 

O. S. Eirikssol1 house at Oak view. 
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Although they were slow moving, they were good around 
the farm for hauling hay as well as other chores. On the 
lake in winter we used dog trains for fishing. They gave 
us fast transportation but were a nuisance in summer. 
With hard work we prospered although we did not have 
the conveniences of today. We enjoyed our life, as we had 
good friendly neighbours. It was a happy community, 
even though we had to travel by dog train ten to twenty 
miles to a dance in winter. 

In July 1909 a devastating fire broke out west of 
Eriksdale, and burnt up thousands of acres of spruce 
tim ber as far north as Silver Bay. This fire did not get to 
the west side of Dog Lake. In 1929 the district was over 
run with grasshoppers which ate most of our hay crop, as 
well as our pastures. Some years later we had a two year 
cycle of tent caterpillars who ate the leaves off the trees, 
and were a very filthy pest. We took all this in our stride 
and enjoyed every day we lived at Oakview. 

The Olafur Helgi Erickson Family 
by Margaret Scribner 

The Olafur Helgi Eriekson family moved from Win
nipeg to the Interlake area in 1919. Dad worked for the 
Midland Railway on Lindsay Street in Winnipeg, they 
lived in a small house on the same street. 

I do not remember much about our stay in Winnipeg, 
but I vividly remember the excitement and sirens 
heralding the end of the war in 1918. Another incident I 
remember clearly, all our family were down with the flu, 
this was in 1918. I recall we were all taken on one of the 
railway engines down to the foot of Academy Rd., to 
meet the ambulance which was to take us to the General 
Hospital. We were one of the fortunate families who did 
not lose anyone, though Gordon, was very ill and not ex
pected to recover. Thankfully he did. 

By now Mother could see that it was not going to be 
an easy task to raise a large family in the city and they 
decided to move to the country and try farming. Grandpa 
Ami Lundal lived at Mulvihill, Manitoba and had a 
livery stable. Mother had lived with her parents in 
Deerhorn and at Mulvihill as a child, so it seemed logical 
that they should move where they had some connections. 

Times were hard and it was difficult for them to 
become established. They settled first on a farm formerly 
owned by one of the Beaton brothers. This was not a 
good farm and the first year proved to be a series of di
sasters. The house was cold and difficult to heat. The soil 
would not even grow a potato. The winter was very cold 
and stormy. Dad was hauling hay from Vogar to 
Mulvihill for Grandpa Lundal, and week after week 
battled the elements. The end result was to lose one of his 
horses (he had two). 

After one of the blizzards, Mother and Arnold had to 
shovel a path from the house to the barn with an enamel 
platter (Dad had the only shovel away with him), only to 
discover the one milk cow they had, dead in the manger. 

School was a three mile walk over floating corduroy 
culverts, where there was a road. The rest of the way was 
a bog. 

The following spring we moved to Pebble Beach, 
where Dad and Mother took over the Erickson Bros. 
farm (Thor and Karl) and also the post office. Thor and 
Karl, with their parents moved to Campbell River, B.C. 
at that time. Mother and Dad spent the next thirty years 



Mr. alld Mrs. O. H. Erickson and ji:llnily 011 their Goldell Wedding Anniversary in July 1959. 

at Pebble Beach. They raised a family of twelve children, 
nine boys and three girls. 

Being one of a large family has its advantages. We all 
loved music and had our own "family" orchestra, which 
helped pass the long winter evenings. The big events of 
the year were district picnics in July and school concerts 
in December. 

After retiring from the farm, our parents spent 
twenty-three years at Campbell River, on Vancouver 
Island. They celebrated both their Golden and Diamond 
Wedding anniversaries there. 

Mother and Dad have both passed away. 
Norman and Franklin remained on the old farm for 

the next ten or so years, then left for British Columbia. 
All the family live in B.C. now, with the exception of me, 
Margaret, I make my home in Gimli, Manitoba. The old 
farm is now vacant. 

Peder Forseng Family 
by Edna Pedersen 

My father, was born in Norway, February 9, 1879 
and came to Canada in 1906. Our family name in 
Norway was "Peder Johanson" or "son of John", some 
relatives are still in Norway. I visited them in 1961. 

Dad did carpenter work in Winnipeg then went to 
Minneapolis for a short time. Upon returning to Canada 
he took up a homestead in the Mulvihill area. He had a 
team of oxen, Dick and Star, and sleigh. Being a bachelor 
he loved hunting and fishing. He built a log cabin on his 
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homestead. In 1911, fire destroyed the cabin and 
belongings. He then went out doing carpenter work. He 
built Darwin and Jdylwild Schools also a hotel in 
Ashern. 

In 1912, Dad married Marie Amborg Holen, who 
was also from Norway. By ·now Dad had built a 
house on the homestead. 

Bill, myself (Edna), Alma and Mabel were born here. 
We later moved to Pebble Beach, and had to erect farm 
buildings again, and drill a well. We had cattle and sheep. 

In 1917, Professor Pederson and Ami Johnson, Dad 
and a few more farmers interested in forming a 
municipality, had meetings in our house, - this was 
the beginning of the municipality of Siglunes. 

We had very good neighbors. One, a Mrs. Desjarlais, 
gave us the first maple sugar candy, made by boiling 
maple sap in the spring. She also taught us to pick edible 
mushrooms and weeds, and used her own remedies on my 
burned foot. 

Dad was handy at blacksmith work. 
In 1918, we moved to Stephen Eirikson's place in 

Oak view. Horses replaced our oxen and Dad bought 
Holstein cattle. 

Mother was handy with the spinning wheel and made 
our socks, sweaters and dresses Dad made our wooden 
shoes - until we were able to buy moccasins. 

Rolf was born in 1920. 
In 1921 the municipal office was moved to Ashern, 

and we moved to Damonds place near Kernested's. 



In 1922 my brother Frank was born. 
As our herd grew we needed more pasture and hay 

land, so acquired land from Donald Cummings and 
moved our buildings to the S.E.I;\I 13. Water was hauled 
from Dog Lake for the cattle. 

In the winter we used to place a gas lantern on the 
windmill to guide the travellers during blizzards on Dog 
Lake. Often they stayed overnight. 

I recall seventeen people playing cards, talking 
politics and drinking coffee through the night. 

Mother was a strong woman and did much of the 
farm work, with the help of us children. 

I n the spring we sheared the sheep, tied their feet and 
lay them in a boat - then rowed to Sugar Island. There 
we untied them and left them to graze for the summer. 
We would bring them back in the fall. 

In the fall neighbors rounded up their cattle: and 
together drove them to Ashern where they were shipped 
to Winnipeg. 

Some of our neighbors were: Gisli Goodman, H. 
Davidson. A. Gislason, Sigurdsons, Sigfussons, Kern
esteds, Petersons and Johnsons. 

In the early days some fishermen hauled fish by dog 
team on Lake Manitoba and Dog Lake. A ditch had to 
be dug to drain Dog Lake into Lake Manitoba as it had 
overflowed its banks onto the hay meadows. 

P. Forseng's house filmed 10 a barn. /923. Alma, £gil. Edna. 

HOl/se willi old Darwin school artaelled alld hall ill belweell. Firs I 
lIIunicipal meelings held in this house. 
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The David Gislason Family 
by Mrs. Helga Sigurdson 

David and Gudrun Gislason came to Canada from 
Iceland in 1899, and landed in Winnipeg, stayed there for 
one year, then moved to Hayland, Manitoba. They 
homesteaded on the S.E.I;\I of Sec. 27-23-IOW. 

They had ten children, three died very young. 
Larus was born February 10, 1900 and passed away 

February 7, 1951 in Chicago, Ill. He was a street car con
ductor there for many years. 

Solberg was born January 7, 1902 and passed away 
April 10, 1927, in Winnipeg. She was a graduate nurse. 

Andres Kolbeinn Finnbogi was born June 5, 1903, he 
is a carpenter by trade, and lives in Surrey, B.C. 

Arnpora, born March 10, 1906, passed away 
September 28, 1949. 

Oscar Gisli, born December 28, 1909 passed away 
June 17, 1966. He farmed the home farm at Hayland. 

Sverrir was born June 15, 1911. He now lives in 
Surrey, B.C. _ . 

Helga Ragnhildur born September 29, 191) IS 
married to John Sigurdson. They live at Oakview, 
Manitoba. 

Our parents were hard up when they first came, as 
were many of the new settlers. Fishing was the main 
source of income in winter, the fish had to be hauled 
eighty miles, to Westbourne. A years supply of staples; 
such as a ton of flour, three hundred pounds of sugar, two 
hundred pounds of rolled oats, cases of dried fruit, one 
hundred and fifty pounds of coffee and one pound of tea, 
would be purchased once a year. . . 

We had six miles to go to school, a very cold hike In 

winter. We did not know a word of English when we 
started school. 

I recall a humorous incident that happened to my 
brother, Andres, shortly after he started school. A wood 
stove was the means by which schools were heated. There 
was a large pile of wood, which the children often had to 
help dig out of the snow. Andres saw an espe~iall~ l~ng, 
straight rail, he picked up the axe to cut thiS raIl mto 
firewood, thinking he was being helpful, when one of the 
pupils, an English girl, tried to tell him to sto~ cutting the 
rail. He could not understand a word of English and kept 
chopping away. The girl ran to tell the tea~her, w~o came 
and tried to explain to Andres, that thIS specIal long 
straight tree had been specially brought to the school to 
be used as a flag pole. Poor Andres never forgot that in
stance and tells of it today. 

Gislason family. Sverrir and Helga ill back seal. Joe Kerns/ed, his 
wife Arnpora. Oscar, Andres. Larus Gislason. Mother in front. 



Father was born in Iceland in 1876, and passed away 
September 5, 1931. 

Mother was born in Iceland in 1876, she passed away 
June 28, 1946. 

Arnljotur Gislason 
Arnljotur Gislason was born in Reykjavik Iceland in 

1863. When he was four years old his father passed away. 
He was brought up by his uncle, a Lutheran Church 
minister, and also a member of the Icelandic Parliament 
(the Althing). With his uncle, he received a good educa
tion, studied music and song, and became organist and 
choir leader in his uncle's church. He was a forceful 
singer with a baritone voice. He married Sigurveig 
Jonsdottir in 1894 and remained in Iceland until 1902 
when they emigrated to Canada. They settled in West
bourne Manitoba. After three or four years they moved 
north to The Narrows where he worked part-time for 
Helgi Einarson and part-time fishing for himself. In 1912 
they homesteaded the SE 10-24-9. They had two boys 
and four girls of school age. Their farm was across the 
road from the Darwin School which had just been es
tablished. Their children who grew up at Oak view were 
John, Sigga, Frida, Sofia, Snybjorn and Helga. Frida 
passed away 1929 at the age of thirty. Arnljotur was post
master of the Oak view Post Office for years, as well as a 
member of the Darwin School Board and its chairman. 
He was a very industrious worker and a good manager. 
He passed away in 1937 at the home of his older son 
John, who was married to Margaret Sigurdson and 
farmed on the SE 16-24-9. The original homestead was 
taken over by his younger son Snybjorn, who farmed 
there until he passed away in 1971. 

Mr. and Mrs. Thorsteinn Gudnason (Goodman) 
by Mrs. J. T. Beck 

Thorsteinn Gudnason and his wife Marja 
Magnusdottir, immigrated to Canada from Iceland in 
1902. They lived in Winnipeg for two years then moved 
to Oakview, Manitoba, where they homesteaded until 
1917. 

Thorsteinn and family moved to Ashern where they 
lived until 1922. He worked out for different farmers in 
the haying season, and also freighted fish in the winter for 
Geirfinneur Peterson. 

In 1925 the family moved to Winnipeg. Thorsteinn 
died in 1960 and Marja passed away in 1944. 

Their children are: Arnbjorg; Svanhoit (Mrs. J. T. 
Beck) of Winnipeg; Hansina, Mrs. S. Newman also of 
Winnipeg; and Carl and wife Ivy Sigmar and his wife 
Hazel also of Winnipeg; Stefania, Mrs. Perrault, who 
lives in Hamilton, Ontario. 

Honor Your Father and Mother 
by Unnur Jonsson 

Dad and Mother came to Canada from Iceland in 
June 1907. Their names were Jon and Siun Jonatonson 
Horgdal. The last name added was the name of the place 
in Iceland where Dad was born and raised. They had six 
daughters, four were born in Iceland and two in Canada, 
in their home at Hayland, Manitoba. Their names, start
ing with the eldest are: Unnur, Sigridur, Thargerdur, 
Maria, Solveig and Olavia. 
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The reason Dad came to this part of the Interlake dis
trict called Hayland, was that he knew many of the 
families that had settled there, as they came from the 
same part of Iceland as he did. 

Sigurgeir Peterson and his wife, Maria took us in as 
we were hungry, tired and sick from the long journey. 
These lovely people took care of us and helped in every 
way they could. They even had a log cabin ready for us 
right in their yard, which became our home, for what was 
left of that summer. 

Dad wanted to get a place close to the lake so he 
could fish and that way make a living. He found an 
island, south-east of Krist jan Peterson's point that he 
liked, so with the help of good neighbors, a log cabin was 
built and a small barn. We moved there in the fall and 
that became our happy home for the next five years. 

Dad took three cows and their calves, which he 
brought in the summer with him to the island, so we had 
milk. Two of the calves became our winter's meat. As 
soon as the ice was strong enough, Dad purchased nets 
and started fishing. Fish were plentiful in the lake at that 
time, so Dad managed to sell his catch to pay for the nets, 
groceries and most of the necessities. 

Nothing was bought in fancy packages in those years, 
flour and oatmeal were bought in 100 pound bags. 
Mother made skyr and misast and other goodies from 
cows milk. We also had a lot of dried fish, which we 
could eat any time we felt hungry. Smoked and fresh fish 
took the place of meat for a change of diet. Sometimes 
Dad bought eggs, I think they sold for 8¢ a dozen. 

Dad did some trapping mostly muskrats as there was 
a demand for fur. I think he got from 12¢ to 25<;; for a 
skin. 

We had a good life on the island. While it was isolated 
we loved and enjoyed the beauties of nature, all the wild 
life and their interesting habits. All sorts of wild berries 
could be had, just for the picking. Mother made jam and 
jelly. This was a big treat for us kids. 

Dad had a good team of five sleigh dogs which he 
used every day in winter, when he was fishing. They were 
also our means of transportation in winter. We hauled 
water for the house from the lake. Many a sleigh ride we 
had and could they run. 

I recall the first few years in Canada, the winters were 
bitterly cold and long, the summers searingly hot with 
clouds of mosquitoes, especially in the evenings. 

There was enough hay on the island for the few head 
of cattle we had. Hay had to be cut with a scythe, raked 
by hand, then put into small stacks. Dad borrowed a 
yoke of oxen from his neighbor in the fall to haul the hay 
to the barn and to haul firewood for winter use. Dad had 
a good sail boat which he used a lot in summer, both for 
fishing and visiting neighbors that lived along the lake. 

Little did we know how fast our home life would 
break up and I am sure we thought of those lines, "Be It 
Ever So Humble There Is No Place Like Home", and 
now 1 come to the sad part of our lives. One day in June 
1913 Dad went on one of his boat trips and did not 
return. His boat was found upside down close to shore 
and his body was found close by. After the funeral each 
one of us went to a different home in the community. 
There was no widow's pension nor any help that mother 
knew of so what was done seemed the only way. Mother 
being a good worker had no trouble getting a place for 



herself and the baby, Olivia. It gave mother a little 
pleasure being able to look after one of her daughters, 
which she did by working for different people in the com
munity. 

It was Mother's wish to stay with her daughters after 
she retired. She said the only thing she had in the world 
were her children, so she always had one of us stay with 
her. Mother spent her last years with Maria and passed 
away December 1950 at the age of eighty-one. Mother 
was laid to rest in the Memorial Garden in St. James, 
Manitoba. The Rev. Valdimar Eyland officiated. Her 
grave is marked with a copper plate, as head stones are 
not allowed in that cemetery. 

As for my sisters, they all made out all right. As time 
moved on, they left this district for a place of their choice. 
We all married young, and that way had our own homes 
and family to look after. 

I married in 1917 and never left the Interlake area. 
We farmed for many years in the Hayland district, where 
my husband, Stefan Hallson and I were blessed with six 
children. They all went to the Hayland School, where the 

lv!r. and Mrs. SIefan Hallson alld family. Back row. lefl 10 righl: 
GL,/i. Vnnur. Siefan and Siggi. Front row: Simllndur. Steve, Hazel and 
Erica. 

ThorSleill1l and VI/llur Jonsson. 
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famous author, .\1artha Ostenso wrote her prize winning 
story, "Wild Geese". My husband and I lived on a rented 
farm for a few years, until Jim Goodman moved from 
this area and sold us his farm, the S.E.V4 of 28-29-9W. 
We did mixed farming, had a few cows, a team of horses, 
some sheep, pigs and chickens and always a big garden. 
Our home was four miles from the school- the children 
had to walk. Nothing came easy in those days. We were 
busy making a living and had no time to feel sorry for 
ourselves. We took time to go with our children to their 
school picnics and baseball games. We would pack lunch 
and sometimes have homemade ice cream these 
gatherings were enjoyed by all. In the winter, we went to 
the school Christmas concerts by horse drawn sleighs. 
The home entertainments were playing cards, other 
games, reading and listening to the radio, which ran on 
batteries, as there was no hydro in those days. 

We lived in a small log house for many years, but 
were able to build a frame and stucco house before my 
husband passed away in April 1946, leaving me with four 
sons and two daughters. Our children are: Gisli Byron, 
married to Florence Kowalsky, they have a son and a 
daughter, and live in St. James. Sigurdur Pall, married 
Margaret Edwards, Simundur Reginald lives with them, 
as the two brothers bought our farm. Stefan Harold 
married Elsie Richter - they have a son and a daughter, 
and live on their own farm in the Darwin district. Anna 
Erica, married Ferdinand Hofteig and they have one 
daughter and two sons. They now live at Ear Falls. Hazel 
Jonina married John Kohinsky and her home was in 
Clareholm, Alberta, she passed away in 1974 leaving two 
sons and two daughters. 

In 1951 I married Thorsteinn Jonsson also of the 
Darwin School District. Thorsteinn passed away in June 
1967 at the age of seventy-five. Those sixteen years we 
had together I treasure very much. I had my house 
moved to Ashern, where 1 am comfortable. 1 have seen 
many changes since I came here. Memories bring many 
recollections of other years, things that cannot be 
forgotten - dearly treasured souvenirs. 

Thorsteinn and Sigruidur Jonsson 
by Florence Jonsson 

Thorsteinn Jonsson was born in 1891 in Iceland. He 
moved to Canada in 19/3 and settled in the Siglunes dis
trict where he lived until his death in 1967. 

In June 19/8, Thorsteinn and Sigridur Peturson were 
married. She came from Shoal Lake and had been 
teaching in the Lundar and Siglunes areas. 

At first they lived on Birch Island in Lake Manitoba, 
where Thorsteinn made a living fishing. His parents and 
two of his sisters from Iceland spent a year with the fami
ly there. They then moved to a homestead in the Oak view 
district, where Gudmundur, the oldest son, farms. 
Baldur, the second son, was born while they were living 
on Birch Island. Steingrimur was born seven years later. 
He was seven years old when -their mother passed away. 

Gumme and Shirley have three children: Thor, 
married to Gudny Jonasson, Lynn, and Kim. 

Baldur and Florence farm six miles from the home 
farm. They have four children: Karen, married to John 
Linde, Joanne, married to Clayton Dowsett, Ronnie and 
Darlene. 



ThorSleillfl and Sigruidur Jonsson, June 1918. 

Steini and Clara live in Edmonton, where he has a 
welding outfit. Their four children are Ben, Lois, I van 
and Mark. 

In 1951 Thorstein married Unnur HaUson, who has 
been a wonderful step-mother and grandmother to the 
family. 

Carl Krist jan Kjernisted (1887-1964) 
Carl Kjernisted was born in 1887 at Akra, North 

Dakota. In 1893 his father Paul Kjernisted moved his 
family to Canada and initially settled in the Lundar area, 
and three years later established a home for his family in 
The Narrows district. It was in this district that Carl 
grew up, working with his father both on the farm and 
fishing. 

Access to formal education was scarce then. The 
community occasionally was fortunate in getting a 
teacher to come and teach in one of the farm homes for 
two or three months at a time. Later, Carl's two sisters 
and he were able to further their education: the girls in 
public school and he to business school. This, however, of 
necessity, had to be in Winnipeg and when one ap
preciates the remoteness, because of the lack of roads 
and early forms of transportation, going to school in 
Winnipeg was quite noteworthy. 

In 1912, Carl initiated two great changes in his life
Firstly, homesteading in the Oakview district, and 
secondly, marrying Lilja Benjaminson, from Geysir, 
Manitoba, whom he met in Winnipeg while attending 
business school. His bride was employed as a seamstress 
for his Aunt, a trade which came into great use as years 
went on. The couple stayed with Carl's family for a few 
months, then moved to his fishing camp on Peon an 
Point, just opposite Steep Rock, Man. Travel to the 
camp was by Freeman's boat which he provided as a 
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Kjemisted SOliS with Lilja and Carl. Left to right: Clifford, 
Valdimar. Leonard, Joseph and Philip. Taken on 50th Wedding an
niversary. 

Lilja and Carl Kjemisted with daughters, left to right: Shirley, Gud
ny, Norma. Taken all 50 Wedding anlliversary, 1962. 

freighting service at the time. The trip took all of a day 
and included dogs, nets and all the camping equipment, 
as well as all living supplies which were needed to remain 
at the camp until the following spring. 

Home was a cabin 12' x 14' built of rough lumber 
with tarpaper on the outside and grey building paper 
provided the interior decor. Furnishings included a stove 
and a heater which were kept going day and night in 
order to keep warm, a table in one corner and a bed in 
another. 

Two hired men lived a few feet away in another cabin. 
It was a peaceful winter. The silence would be broken 
only by the sounds of the four human voices the 
hooting of owls, and the continual symphony over the 
long winter evenings of the howling of wolves. 

The trip back to civilization was more pleasant and 
was by horses instead of by boat. It took a day and a half, 
and provided an occasion to spend a night with Mr. and 
Mrs. Johnson at Wapah on the west side of the Lake. 

Before their log house was built, Carl and Lilja lived 
in a house on P. R. Peterson's homestead. Lumber had 
been hauled from Ste. Rose, some forty miles west, dur
ing the winter of 1913 and finally in June 1914 the house 
was ready to move into. 



The first school, called Darwin School, was built in 
1912, Carl's sister, Thorbjorg was the first teacher. 

There were no roads except Indian trails then. In 
1915, the first section line was opened, road building 
followed quickly, and before too long a passable road 
was open to Ashern the nearest supply town, instead of 
trails and sloughs that one had to swim a team of horses 
through. Road construction was possible only by horse 
drawn scrapers, and human labor. The fact that the base 
for many of to-day's roads was built in those years is a 
monumental tribute to the efforts of these pioneers. 

After a few years, Carl added to his land, acquiring 
three more quarter-sections, now owning all of 14-24-
9W. Shorthorn cattle were added; sheep were also 
purchased, and cream was shipped to the creamery at 
Ashern. While Carl was away fishing during the winter 
months, he usually got a young German lad from 
Moosehorn (all fine young men) or an Icelandic widower, 
Peter Vigfusson, who, for many years took care of the 
stock. 

Nine children, six boys and three girls were born to 
Carl and Lilja Kjernisted. All attended Darwin School, 
which being a mile and a quarter away, provided good ex
ercise for them. They were an enormous help while grow
ing up, assisting in the endless different tasks one had to 
perform without the labor saving equipment which 
became available in later years. 

When the Second World War broke out, three of the 
boys joined up to assist in defence of their country. 
Leonard, the eldest had been in British Columbia work
ing on construction of airplane hangers when war was 
declared, and he joined the Navy. Joseph, because of an 
ulcer condition, was not medically acceptable. Clifford 
entered the Army, while Philip joined the Air Force. 
When hostilities ended, all returned home safely this 
certainly to be one of the happiest moments of their 
parents' lives. 

Leonard went back to B.C., and along with five other 
men formed Port Alberni Home Builders. He married 
Paulie Paulson, a nurse from G1enboro, they have three 
boys and two girls. 

Clifford learned the watchmaking trade, and has lived 
in Winnipeg since 1946 with his wife Lil, and their three 
girls and one boy. 

Phillip enrolled in Agriculture at the University of 
Manitoba, and upon graduation, was employed with the 
City of Winnipeg Health Department. Tragedy was to 
strike their family during the summer of 1974 - when 
Philip and his daughter were killed in a traffic accident en 
route to their summer cottage. His wife Elsie and seven
teen year old son survived the accident, and live in Win
nipeg. 

Carl owns and operates his barber shop in St. Vital. 
He and his wife Eleanor, have two grown sons. 

Valdimar, the youngest son, studied Veterinary 
Medicine at Guelph, Ontario, and graduated in 1954. He 
practiced for two years at Melita and presently practices 
in Stonewall, Manitoba, where he farms as well. He 
married Beverly Murray, a graduate nurse and they have 
four boys and one girl. 

Joseph did not marry. He farmed with his father, and 
later bought the farm and added to it. He also bought his 
brother-in-law's farm and used it for hay and pasture. He 
passed away in 1965. 
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Norma, the eldest of three daughters, married Skuli 
Jonasson, who farmed in the Vogar district. In 1955 the 
lake rose, flooding all their hayland requiring them to sell 
their stock and move to Winnipeg. They have lived and 
worked in Winnipeg ever since. Their one daughter is 
married and has two children. 

Gudney has worked in Winnipeg since completing her 
education. She married Jim Gillespie in 1965. 

Shirley, the youngest of the nine children, graduated 
from teacher's college in 1954. She married William 
Baumgartner in 1955 and they live, with their two girls in 
Regina, Saskatchewan. 

In 1926, Lilja's mother passed away and her father 
stayed with the family. An addition to the house was built 
as the family was growing and the first log house became 
too small to accommodate them. 

Social activities, while vastly different from those of 
today, possessed a quality one must now search for, often 
in vain. Card games, during exchanged neighborhood 
visits, Christmas concerts at the school, where children 
contributed to their parents' entertainment as well as their 
own, and certainly the annual picnic at the close of the 
school year when neighboring schools came and rivalled 
in baseball, races and rope pulling. 

The Kjernisted home became a focal point in the 
community in many ways. The district telephone was 
found there. The Oak view Post Office was looked after 
for 33 years, with coffee available along with the weekly 
mail for those who had time to stop awhile. Our home 
was located along the main road to Ashern, and in the 
early years when everyone travelled by horses, there was 
many a night that travellers were fed and their horses fed 
and stabled for a rest before the next day's journey. 

Being interested in answering the spiritual needs of 
his family and the community, Carl was involved in 
forming a small Lutheran congregation in the district. 
Ministers stayed at the Kjernisted home when in the dis
trict. All the children were confirmed into the Lutheran 
faith. There were two other congregations in the area. 
One at Vogar, when the minister stayed with the 
Johannes Johnson family and with the Bjorn Jonasson 
family at Silver Bay. 

Carl Kjernisted passed away in 1964, and after 
Joseph's death in 1965 the family farm was sold to Flo
vent Sigfusson. Lilja Kjernisted lives with her daughter 
Norma, and her husband in Winnipeg. 

One cannot begin to condense a lifetime of 
achievements and hardships into a capsule. Many of the 
events that appear unbearable now, were met by a 
pioneer spirit which could not be vanquished. The begin· 
ning of family life which now appears humble and un
rewarding, brought rewards of wealth in development of 
character, and participation in a quality of life one can
not appreciate using criteria one employs in the 1970's. 

It can be said that the perseverance and integrity 
followed by Cart and Lilja set by example, the path for 
their children to follow, and that was their role as they 
saw it. 

P. R. Peterson Family 
by Reinart Peterson 

Jens Peterson came to Canada in or around 1891·2 
from the Faroe Islands to the Interlake area. He lived 
here approximately eleven years then went back to the 



Faroe Islands in 1903. He persuaded my father P. R. 
Peterson and his three sisters to come to Canada. 

At the same time, Harry Davidson emigrated to 
Canada. He and Jens married Dad's sisters. Jens married 
Tomina and Mrs. Davidson was Wilhelmina. 

In the Faroe Islands fishing was the main industry. 
They found it difficult to make a living, so when Je.ns told 
them about the opportunities in Canada, they decided to 
come and start a new life. 

My mother Gudrun, Gudmundur's dott.ir's family 
came from Iceland, but my mother was born In Canada. 

Dad filed on a homestead in the Oakview area about 
1908. He farmed in summer, and fished in winter. 

My mother and dad were married in 1914. Mother 
was teaching school in the area. 

My father's sister Susanna married Stefan Stephan
son, who came from Iceland. They managed a small 
store at Dog Creek. One incident I rec~ll my pare~ts tell
ing about the store - the lock consisted of a pIece ~f 
string, and if the string was wrapped around the latch ,It 
was a sign the store was closed, Locks were unheard of In 

those days. 

Mom and Dad raised ten children, six boys and four 
girls. There are nine children living, the youngest died in 
infancy. 

Evangeline married Eddie Humphreys. They are 
presently living in London, Ont~rio, and have two 
children, both grown up and marned. 

Reinert - married Daisy Grindly. They had six 
children, three boys and three girls. They are all married 
except the two youngest, Pat and Andrea. Pat lives in 
Winnipeg, Andrea is at home attending high school. 
Daisy passed away in 1975. 

Guy - married Beverley Roberts, and live on the 
home farm. They have four boys. Jack and Kenneth are 
married and live in Winnipeg. Brent and Wayne are at 
home. 

Conrad - lives in Vancouver. 
Gudmundur - lives in Montreal. 
Grace Gudmundur's twin sister, lives in Winnipeg. 
Ray lives in Grande Prairie, Alberta. 
Kitty - lives in Sheridan Lake, B.C. 
Ragvald - lives on Vancouver Island. 
The children all attended Darwin School in the early 

days. Evangeline went to high school in Ashern. 

Four of the boys served in the second world war, two 
in the Air Force and two in the Army. 

After coming home from overseas they returned to 
civilian life. Gudmundur went to University and studied 
Mechanical Engineering. He is employed with an aircraft 
factory. Ragvald continued with the Air Force. He is now 
retired and living in Victoria. Conrad operates a truck for 
a produce company in Vancouver. Reinart return~d .to 
farming for awhile, then was employed by the PrOVinCial 
Highways Dept. He is now retired and makes his home in 
Ashern. 

Mother passed away in 1966. She had been living 
with her daughter Kitty in Sheridan Lake, B.C. Father 
died in 1972. He was also at his daughter Kitty's. Both 
are buried in Rae Lake, B.C. 
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Gudjon and Thorey Rafnkjelsson 
by G. Vigfusson 

My parents, Gud~on and Thor~y (Kar~ansdottir) 
Rafnkjelsson, left their farm home In L~n In eastern 
Iceland in 1900 to come to Canada. I was five years old, 
but have no clear recollections of that long voyage, ex
cept that I was sick on the train to Winnipeg. I do recall 
an interesting berry bush that we stopped at and had a 
feast. I later came to know these berries were called 
"Saskatoons", but others never looked so big and blue 
nor tasted quite so good. This was on the way from Win
nipeg to Uncle Ben's (Rafnkjelsson) farm ~t Simo, near 
Oak Point, Manitoba. He met us there With a team of 
horses. 

My parents worked at uncle's the first winter, then 
Father worked in Winnipeg for a while before he took up 
a homestead in the Shoal Lake area. 

It looked as if the friendly garter snake had 
homesteaded there too they were everywhere. Some 
times we could see their red tongues flicking up through 
the cracks in the rail flooring in the kitchen, as if to test 
our hospitality. I thought they were horrid. 

Twins, a boy and a girl, were born in this crude ~truc
ture which was our first home here, they both died at 
birth. 

There were many inconveniences to cope with. I 
remember waiting up with Mother until midnight, for the 
cows to come home. They were hard to find in that far 
stretch of unsettled land, where they could roam at will, 
so bedtimes were often late and irregular. 

Mother churned the cream, and molded and wrapped 
the butter for market, until a creamery was built in or 
near Lundar. That must have been a relief for Mother, I 
know it was for me. I was not fond of taking my turn at 
the big churn. I enjoyed running errands, and do not 
remember being bored or lonesome. There were no 
children to play with, nor toys, that I can recall. 

We did not stay long on this farm, Dad obtained land 
five miles north and eight miles east of Lundar. The stock 
increased fast. The family worked hard from early morn-
ing to late evening, and prospered well. . 

In 1905 a brother, Valdimar (Valdi) was born on thiS 
farm, which was to become his permanent home and 
place of work for 65 years. 

In 1909 or ' 10 (I am not sure which) Father had a 
lumber house built with a full basement built of natural 
stone masonry the house still stands. Armann Thor
darson was the builder and Hergeir Danielson the stone 
mason. I watched him with amazement hew those stones 
into shape and cement them into a neat wall. 

It must have been with some misgivings that I left 
home to go to school in Winnipeg in 1913. There was so 
much work to do at home, and my brother was young 
and faced with the same uninviting long road to school 
through bush trails and sloughs, as I had been, and so he 
became a farm worker in early youth. 

Many improvements were made on the farm over the 
years. Valdi married Ingiborg (Ibbie) Ganton, n~e 

·Palson. They retired to their new home in Lundar III 

1970. Ibbie met an early death in 1972. 

My parents died in 1958 and '59 at the ripe age of94 
and 95. 



Einar and Oddny Sigurdson 
Pioneers of Oakview, Manitoba 

Einar was born in Iceland at Kalfafelli In Sud
ursveit in 1867, and died September 5, 1949. He. was 
the son of Sigurdur Erickson, farmer at Kalfafelli from 
Brunnum. His mother was Bergthora Einarsdottir. 
Oddny was born at Fagurholmsmyd in 1871 and died 
January 6, 1968. Her father was Skarphjedin Palson of 
Arnardrangi Landsbroti, who later moved to Borgarhofn 
Haiti Sudursveit Austur Skaftafells syslu. Her mother 
was Thorunn Gisladottir from Fagorholms Myri. 

Einar and Oddny were married in Iceland in 1900 and 
emigrated to Canada in 1903. They spent three years in 
Winnipeg, moved to Oakview, Manitoba in 1906 and 
took up a homestead. They were just nicely settled when 
the flood of 1907 brought the lake to their doorstep, sub
merging all the hay meadows. Einar decided to move a 
couple of miles to higher ground, which was a mistake, as 
the water receded sooner than he expected. He built up 
his cattle herd gradually, and fished in the winter months. 
They had a really cheerful, philosophical outlook on life, 
and lived each day fully. Hard work was their Creed -
the Golden Rule their yardstick. 

Einar and Oddny had six children and one foster 
daughter: Skapti, Bergthora, Thorunn, Svava, Jon and 
Sigurdur. Sigurvig Sigurdson, their foster daughter. 

Skapti, the eldest son, married Gudrun, daughter of 
the late Mr. and Mrs. Asgar Sveistrup of Vogar, 
Manitoba. They farmed for many years at Oak view 
before moving to Lakeland in 1951. They have five 
children: (Skapti passed away in May 1976.) 

Evelyn, married Ernest Eriksson, farmer at 
Lakeland, son of Mr. O. S. Eriksson and the late Mrs. 
Eriksson, formerly of Oakview. They have two children, 
Joann, married Frank Mutcher, an electrician in Win
nipeg. Brian, living at home . 

. Viola, married Donald Wild, a farmer at Lakeland. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Wild, also of 
Lakeland. They have six children: Sharon, Deborah, 
Carol, Malcolm, Shelly and Erwin. 

Einar, is a farmer at Lakeland and is married to the 
late Margaret Coltheart. He has two daughters living at 
home, Lynn and Ann. 

Agnar is also a farmer at Lakeland. He married 
Doris Johnson from Langruth, and they have three 
children, Peggy, Einar and Jennifer. 

Einar and Oddny Sigurdon. 
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Helga is married to Ed. Lasson, also a farmer at 
Lakeland. They have two sons, Dale and Ian. 

Bergthora Ragnheidur, the eldest daughter is married 
to Johannes Johnson, son of Jorunn and Magnus John
son of Winnipeg, later of Riverton, Manitoba. They 
farmed at Oakview from 1930 to 1958, and still spend the 
summers at Oakview and the winters in Winnipeg. 
They have six children: 

Audrey, is married to John Wm. Norberg, Vice
president for Air transportation, CANAC Consultants in 
Montreal. They have four children, Donald, Jon, 
William and Robert. 

Norma is married to Dr. Gestur Krist jansson, Physi
cian, and Surgeon in Winnipeg. He is the son of the late 
Ludwig and Gestny Kristjansson of Winnipeg. They have 
two children, Heida married Skuli Sigfusson, Gestur 
Norman at home. They have one granddaughter, Freya 
Sigfusson. 

Thelma is married to Gudmundur Myrdal of Win
nipeg. He is the son of Gudni and Gudrun Myrdal of 
Lundar, Manitoba. Gudmundur has been active in health 
services in Winnipeg for many years, and is presently 
planning and directing The Seven Oaks Hospital proj
ect. They have five children, Randall, Joan, Patrick, 
Norma and Jon. 

Frank Gerald (Joey) is married to Verna Webster, 
daughter of George and the late Mae Webster. They 
farm at Oakview. Joey took over the family farm in 1958. 
They have three children, Darrell, Margaret and Ver
namae. 

Dr. Herman Magnus Johnson, is a Physician and 
Surgeon in Winnipeg. 

Lois, is married to Dr. Kenneth Young, Phd. 
Economics, son of Alma and Alex Young of Manitou. 
Dr. Kenneth is a professorat Lubback University in Tex
as. They have one daughter, Heather. 

Thorunn, the second daughter of Einar and Oddny, is 
married to John Johnson of Winnipeg. They have three 
children: 

Barbara, who lived in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, until 
her death in November 1974. 

Kenneth, who works for Swift Canadian in Winnipeg. 
They have two children, Linden and Aileen. 

Oddny Joan, is an accounting technician living in 
Winnipeg with her daughter, Cindy. 

Svava, is married to Albert Burch, a chef for Cana
dian Pacific Railway, now retired and living in Winnipeg. 
They have two sons: 

Einar, married Bena Thorgeirson. He is an engineer 
for the C.P.R. stationed at Thunder Bay, Ontario. They 
have five children; Diana married Clifford Barnes of 
Thunder Bay. Arlene is in New York. Ronald, Robert 
and Lorraine at home. 

Leslie, is married to Noel Todd. He is an engineer 
with the C.P.R., stationed in Winnipeg. Their children 
are: Leslie, Laverne, Kimberly, Ronald, Stanley and 
Thelma, all living at home. 

Jon, the second son of Einar and Oddny, is a farmer 
at Oakview, Man., he married Helga, daughter of the 
late Mr. and Mrs. David Gislason of Hayland. They have 
three daughters and one son: 

Solrun married Verne Reiner and has two children, 
Derrick and Lorraine, living at Oak view . 



Joan is married to Leslie Bieganski, an electrician in 
Winnipeg. 

Joy is married to Fred Oshanski of Winnipeg. They 
have a daughter, Wanda Jane. 

Kenneth, lives at home. 
Sigurdur, the third son, is married to Rae Barnes, 

daughter of Gudrun Barnes. They farm on the old family 
homestead at Oakview, and have two children, Dr. 
Sigurjon Sigurdson, a dentist at Dauphin, Manitoba and 
Thelma, a teacher. 

Sigurveig Sigurdson, their foster daughter, is the 
daughter of the late Gudmundur and Sigurlin Sigurdson 
of Silver Bay. She is married to Joe Austman, farmer at 
Silver Bay, now retired and living in Ashern. Their four 
children are: 

Edwin, a building contractor, married to Sharon 
Markwart, and living in Winnipeg. They have four 
children, Linda, Karen, Pamela and Liza. 

Helga, married Allan Evans and lives in Winnipeg. 
They have two daughters, Barbara and Carol. 

Sigurlin, married Ernie Shaw, they have three 
children: Brenda, Myrtle and Roy. 

Einar, a carpenter, married Evelyn Sandmoen, 
daughter of Arthur and Sarah Sandmoen of Hayland. 
They have four children: Myles, Darlene, Chad and 
Tammy. 

Sigurdur Sigfusson 
Sigurdur Sigfusson and his wife Margaret, left 

Iceland in the year 1900 owing to unbearable climatic 
and economical conditions that prevailed on the north 
and east coast of Iceland. Mostly after the year 1870 to 
the turn of the century when the Arctic ice did not leave 
the shore line for two years in succession. All grass 
growth was retarded and the livestock died off, access to 
ocean fishing was not possible. 

When Margaret married Sigurdur, she was a widow 
from a previous marriage and had one girl, Gudrun, who 
years later married Oli Eiriksson of Oakview. 

Sigurdur and Margaret arrived in Winnipeg in early 
July and shortly after went to West bourne. In the late fall 
they moved to the Red Deer Island north of The Narrows 
where they lived for two years. Sigurdur worked for 
Helgi Einarson looking after cattle and putting up hay 
for winter feed. In 1902 they moved over on the main 
land into a house just vacated by Bjarni Kristianson. This 
place was one mile away from the limestone quarry 
operated by James Young and his brother Bob of 
Carberry. Sigurdur worked for them for four summers, 
as the plant operated only in summer time when boat 
navigation was possible. In 1906 they homesteaded the 
SW -16-24-9 where they farmed, ranched and fished in 
winter part time, until 1930 when their son Gisli took 
over the place and has operated it ever since. Sigurdur 
and Margaret then bought the NE-27-24-9W known as 
the Bert Hovingh place where they built a little house and 
barn, and lived in semi-retirement. 

Sigurdur and Margaret were very industrious and 
very hospitable people, and by good management 
became well to do financially. Many a neighbour sought 
their help when in need, especially before the bank was 
established in Ashern. 

Sigurdur was a great reader and had a large library of 
classical books. He was a recognized profound thinker 

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurdur Sigfilsson and Gisli. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurdur Sigfusson. 
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and a scholar, although he never went to school in 
Iceland. Margaret was a mid-wife and much sought after 
when the occasion for her assistance was called for. She 
never turned any request down regardless of cir
cumstances in her own home. She was a very kind and 
gentle person and would gladly give all she had for those 
in need. 

Sigurdur was instrumental in having the Darwin 
School district established in 1912, and he was the 
Secretary-Treasurer for years, as well as the first Reeve 
of the Rural Municipality of Siglunes. 

In September of 1940 the people of the district 
gathered at the Sigfusson home and presented Margaret 
with an engraved sterling silver vase filled with roses, and 
Sigurdur an engraved sterling silver snuff box to show ap
preciation for their services to the community. Sigurdur 
and Margaret cherished the memory of the occasion for 
the rest of their lives. 

The vase is now the possession of Margaret and 
Sigurdur's granddaughter, Oleen, (Mrs. Raymond 
Richter of Airdrie, Alberta), and the snuff box is kept by 
their son Gisli. 

Sigurdur passed away in 1949. Margaret passed away 
in 1952 in Mrs. Margaret Bjornson's home for the elderly 
in Lundar. 

Eyjolfur and Jona Sveinson 
by S. Sveinson 

Eyjolfur and Jona Sveinson were married on January 
25th, 1887 in Reykjavik. In Iceland around the turn of 
the century life was not particularly good and talk was 
Canada; the big open country that was abundant with 
wild life and the hope of prosperity, and so in the year of 
1903 Eyjolfur and Jona decided to immigrate. 

The trip over was by no means an easy one. They 
travelled on a cattle boat with four children; the eldest 
child remaining in Iceland, to follow later. The two 
youngest children were twins and on the trip became ill. 
The passage required that they first cross from Iceland to 
Scotland with a week's layover before the final crossing 
to Canada. Once in Canada the trip from the east then 
required a long trying journey by train. When they ar
rived in Winnipeg, the twins, worn out by the sickness 
that had grasped them on the voyage, died. The rest of 
the family remained in Winnipeg for three years, 
jolfur working as a carpenter. 

I n the summer of 1906, they decided to farm and this 
led them to Dog Lake. The trip from Winnipeg required 
a train ride to Oak Point which at that time was the end 
of track. Once in Oak Point, Eyjolfur purchased a horse 
and a buggy. Packing their belongings, they set off across 
a wild mosquito infested country. The trip lasted a week 
before they reached their destination. 

On arrival, they set up a tent which Jona had made, 
and Eyjolfur set about to build a log cabin before the 
winter set in. The cabin was built right on the ground so 
there was no floor. We can only speculate that they 
planned on using the cabin for the winter ahead, plus the 
fact that they were expecting a child. A child indeed did 
arrive on November 2nd. The winter of 1906 and 1907 
must have been a terrible struggle for them, a struggle 
that in this day and age one could never imagine. At any 
rate they pulled through that winter hale and hearty. 
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They then moved to Oak view in the early spring of 
1907, to homestead, and Eyjolfur set about once again to 
build a proper cabin. In the meantime they set up their 
tent and kept their possessions in it to shield them from 
the elements. Eyjolfur, being a carpenter of the highest 
calibre, also helped in the building of many other homes 
in the community, so he was kept rather busy to say the 
least. 

He had no sooner completed his own home than he 
was involved in the building of someone else's home. The 
family had most of their possessions in the tent just out
side the cabin, and were slowly moving in. One day while 
Eyjolfur was helping to build another home, a prairie fire 
occurred. It moved relentlessly with the help of a strong 
wind, and before the remaining family could do much 
about it, the fire destroyed the tent and all its precious 
contents. The cabin itself was saved only because of the 
green logs used in its construction. 

The hardships were many in those days when com
munities in that area were being settled, but the people 
were generally happy. In the years following, the family 
ran the Oakview Post Office for a time. They also took 
part in mixed farming and commercial fishing on Dog 
Lake and later on Lake Manitoba from 1906 till 1929. 

Five children had survived - Dora, Thora, Sveinn 
(Swanie), Sigurdur and August. In 1929 at the age of 
sixty-six Eyjolfur decided to move from the homestead to 
live in Winnipeg. Their contribution to the settlement of 
the Oakview area will always be remembered proudly by 
their descendants. On January 25th, 1947, Eyjolfur and 
Jona quietly celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary, 
at which time they reminisced over all their years 
together; the hardships of their voyage to a new begin
ning, the tragedy of losing. so many children, the joy of 
watching the surviving children grow and prosper in the 
new country. They must have looked around them at 
progress taking place in this great land and realized they 
had made the right decision in coming here. 

On December 7th, 1949, at the age of eighty-six Ey
jolfur passed away, and then seven years later on 
November 22nd, 1956 at the age of ninety, Jona passed 
away at which time once again they were reunited. 

Paragraphs From the Past 
by G. Vigfusson 

The Vigfusson family, Petur and Anna J onina 
(Hjalmarsdottir) Vigfusson. came to Canada from the 
town of Seydisfjord, Iceland, in 1912. They had two 
children, Hjalmar Eirikur (Eiki) 15 years old, and 
Gudrun (Runa) 12 years old. They settled in the Oakview 
district near the shores of Lake Manitoba. The children 
enrolled in the local school to continue their education in 
the language of their new land. 

Three years later, tragedy struck the family, for 
M other Anna, died at the age of 39. Under the sad cir
cumstances following, Peter let the farm go, and left for 
work elsewhere. Daughter Runa went to Winnipeg to 
further her education, and Eiki joined the army, as soon 
as he was old enough. He served in the Bugle Band of the 
223 Battalion first and sailed with them overseas in April 
1917. 

The major battles he took part in were at Passchen
dale Hill, 70 and Lens. He was gassed and hospitalized in 
England for n,ine months. He had suffered severe damage 



Eric and Gudrlln Vigfusson and family. Back row, left to right: 
Thorey, Hjlalmar, Herbert, Anna, Norman. From row: Leslie, Mrs. 
Vigfusson, Mr. Vigfusson. Lilja. 

Petur and Anna Vigfusson. 

to one lung, and felt the effects for many years. He was 
sent back to Canada in 1919, and received his discharge 
from the army. 

or the many benefits available to returned soldiers at 
that time, Eiki chose the farm and settled under the 
Soldiers Settlement Plan on Section 24-24-9W near his 
former home in Oakview, and thus the family was able to 
live together again. 

Runa graduated in 1920 and taught school for some 
time. She married Gisli Hallson in 1922 a well-to-do 
farmer, who lived north of Vogar, Manitoba. They had 
five children, Peter, (died very young) Arnold, Anna, 
Eric and Herbert. 

Peter passed away in 1949. He had spent his last year 
in the loving care of his daughter, Anna. 
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Our Home and Neighborhood 
by G. Vigfusson 

My application to teach at the Darwin School at 
Oakview, for the year 1920-21 had been accepted, and I 
boarded the train from Winnipeg to Ashern quite un
aware it would lead to a change in my life. I knew only 
one person there, a long time intimate friend, Sigidur 
(Sigga) Peturson-lohnson. I had met her at school in 
Winnipeg, where she mothered and befriended me - a 
green country girL Among the new friends I found at 
Oakview that year, were the Vigfusson family, and in the 
spring of 1922, Eiki and I were married. Having lived on 
a farm almost all my life, the two storey house with the 
roomy shanty kitchen felt both familiar and homey. The 
view outside was pleasing - its natural beauty with un
broken hay meadows to the south and west, and a stretch 
of sheltering trees to the north and east. 

Eiki was both a fisherman and farmer the first two 
years, so it was a big help to us that my father-in-law 
made his home with us he did all the outside chores 
when Eiki was away. 

A lot of much needed road work was being done in 
the early 1920's. Travel was difficult, even with horses 
during the spring thaws, often the water where we had to 
go across sloughs came into the wagon box. It was not 
long before travel by car became possible. We bought our 
first car, a Mode! T in 1927 from Biddi Methusalemson. 

We had good neighbors all around us. Many times we 
sought their help which they freely gave. Our 
neighbors were within three miles - they were: Olafur 
Freeman family, Njall Freeman, Rhoda and Kris 
Freeman, and Cummings. Later, John and Margaret 
Johnson, Peder Forsengs, Karl Kjernisted family - they 
had the post office, Ragnvald Petersons, who had a small 
grocery store and gas station. Eddi Hanson, Steini 
Jonssons, Sigurdur and Margaret Sigfusson, in whose 
home one of our girls was born. Margaret served as a 
midwife in the community. North of us were the War
taks, whom we came to know in later years. 

In the rural areas entertainment and social affairs 
were few and far between - annual picnics, dances. Peo
ple visited one another oftener, that was an important 
part of our social life. We enjoyed card games and a 
chance to chat over a cup of coffee, also enjoyed each 
others table treats. Another bit of a get-together was at 
our local post office on mail days. All were invited to sit 
down for coffee and cake, so across the large dining 
table, news and views were passed, a joke or two and a 
few laughs. The same was true at our convenient country 
store, two and a half miles away. 

In 1933 we had a new house built. Our folks had sent 
us a sum of money the year before, and our bank at 
Ashern was co-operative with further funds, so this 
became a reality, sooner than we had anticipated. We 
moved into the new house in the fall of 1934 a four 
bedroom cottage. We had many to give thanks to - first 
our many friends and neighbors who volunteered their 
help pouring the basement, our good carpenter - Her
man Helgason from Ashern, and so many others who 
worked long hours and for very low wages and to our 
dear folks back home. We were all pleased and a bit 
elated I think, this seemed such a big step forward, when 
everything else was at a standstill. 



Our Children 
by G. Vigfusson 

We were blessed with seven healthy children: 
Herbert, Hjalmar, Thorey, Anna, Norman, Lilja (died in 
1973) and Leslie. 

I am glad they lived their early years on a farm, where 
they were close to nature. I regret I did not take more 
time to share their interests and sorrows. They im
provised their own fun and games, and never complained 
that there was nothing to do. As they grew older, and as 
they were able, they helped with the varied farm chores. 

Our school was four or more miles away by road, this 
entitled us to free tuition, by correspondence, from the 
Department of Education. So some years the children 
took their grades at home, which saved us a lot of 
transportation time. 

Polio struck our home one summer. Our daughter, 
Thorey, came home from the hayfield with a very high 
fever one afternoon, and our good Doctor Walkin came 
quickly and gave her an injection. She suffered much for 
a week, and was bedridden for many weeks. It took 
several years before she recovered completely, but she did 
recover and none of the other children contacted the dis
ease. We had much to be thankful for. 

The Hungry Thirties 
by G. Vigfusson 

I do not remember that we lacked for much of 
anything; but cash income, during those "lean" years, of 
the 20's and 30's, but we were among the fortunate ones 
to be living on a farm. It produced most of our basic 
needs food, as well as grain for the stock. Too, in those 
years, wild fruit was plentiful. I recall many pleasant 
family outings, picking berries in our nearby woodland 
areas. 

No doubt, the children felt the need for new clothes 
more than we grown ups did, children's clothes then were 
made-over. One year a large box of clothing arrived from 
relatives in Winnipeg. These fine fabrics became an in
centive for our girls as they grew older, to experiment' 
with, and in time they learned to make simple things to 
wear for themselves these were their first self-taught 
lessons in sewing. 

There were disappointments, many of them, especial
ly in the fall when returns came from cattle sold in Win
nipeg. Frustrations, when coping with an old piece of 
machinery, which could not be replaced by a newer one, 
without getting into debt. Inspite of all this, life on the 
farm was good compared to many places elsewhere, dur
ing the depression years. 

Green Fields - Far Fields Look Greener 
by G. Vigfusson 

Sometimes they are "Greener". We sold our farm in 
1946, as we felt the older boys would be looking farther 
afield, rather than working on the farm, when they 
returned from the armed forces. We also often wished 
that higher education facilities for the children had been 
available, closer home. This too, was a reason we made 
the move. 

It was hard to leave our friends and those of the 
children, and sad to leave our farm, where there had been 
so much of living, so many interests, so many busy and 
happy days. 
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Our next home was in Selkirk, Manitoba. Eiki died in 
1958, after a lengthy illness and suffering, which he bore 
with utmost patience. 

I feel these write-ups of our past are incomplete in 
parts. Some facts I do not know, and some are forgotten 
no doubt, the rest are facts and thoughts that come to 
mind as I look back on the days on the farm at Oakview, 
Manitoba. 

Darwin District 
by Oli Johnson 

The Darwin School District No. 1876 was organized 
in 1912, and the school house was built the same year. It 
was situated on the N.W. 1,4 of Section 6, Township 24, 
Range 9 West. 

The district comprised an area which had been part of 
The Narrows District that had been organized earlier. 
This turned out to be too widespread for practical pur
poses and was therefore, sub-divided, and the parts in
cluded in other districts. 

The material for the school was hauled from 
Mulvihill and bought from Arthur Trudel who was the 
manager for the Lake Manitoba Trading Co., stofe in the 
village. 

Eyolfur Sveinson, one of the pioneers in the district, 
was the head carpenter when the school was being built. 
The labor was mostly voluntary. 

The district was thickly settled, with many young 
people in each home, which encouraged livelx social ac
tivities. The picnics were held on the school grounds for 
many years, and were well attended by the surrounding 
communities. Dances in the old Darwin School were 
most enjoyable. 

The young men in the district, being sports minded, 
organized the first baseball club in the area and as men
tioned in Sketches about Hayland, they fielded their first 
team at a Hayland picnic on July 1, 1915, playing against 
a team from the Bluff. The event, I am sure, is still well 
remembered by those people who attended this picnic, 
because it aroused a particular interest in the game of 
baseball. But when one starts looking around, it became 
quite obvious that in the sixty odd years that have gone 
by as this is being written, many have passed on. 

While I am not sure of being able to recall the names 
of all the club members, I will make an attempt to do so 
with the help of others who were more familiar with the 
situation at that time. Because of their initiative and in
terest in sport, and in an effort to take a glimpse into the 
past, I believe they should be mentioned. They are as 
follows: 
Jon Gislason 
Krist jan Eirikson 
Jon Holm 
Olafur Eirikson 
Kristian Peterson 
Gisli Sigfusson 
Helgi Eirikson 

Sigfus Holm 
Armann Eirikson 
Sigurdur Eirikson 
Sveinn Sveinson 
Skapti Sigurdson 
Krist jan Brandson 

While we are dealing with entertainment in the dis
trict, it should be mentioned that later on, about 1951 or 
1952, the young people in the Darwin and The Narrows 
Districts were jointly instrumental in building a com
munity hall. Here was a case of many young people in a 
community wanting a place for entertainment. 



Darwin School. 1913 or 14. Ingibjorg Bjornson. laler Mrs. Sveinson 
(teacher). 

Picwre taken at Darwin picnic - back when. 

This building was known as the Dolly Bay Hall, a fine 
structure in every respect, set on a full basement. 
However, times can change quickly. Soon many of these 
young people left the district to seek their fortune 
elsewhere. After a few years the hall was rarely used and 
in 1972 it was sold to the Elk's Organization and moved 
to Ashern. 

First Board of Trustees of Darwin School 
The first Board of Trustees consisted of; Stefan 

Eirikson, Arnljotur Gislason and Sigurdur Sigfusson. 
I would like to name more of the people who served 

as trustees and secretaries in the early days, however, 
when I started gathering information about the district, 
was told that all the old school records had been 
destroyed. This made it difficult to acquire any names ex
cept at random, and then probably omitting some. 
Teachers and Pupils 

The first school classes in the district were' held in the 
late winter and early spring of 1911 at the home of Stefan 
O. Eiriksson, before the school was built. 

Those attending classes in the Eiriksson home were; 
Helgi Eirikson Wilhelm Kjernisted 
Sigurdur Eirikson Sveinn Sveinson 
Gisli Sigfusson Krist jan Eirikson 
Borga Sveinson Skapti Sigurdson 
Armann Eirikson Svana Gudnason 
Olafur S. Eirikson Thora Sveinson 
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Children attending Darwin School in 1912; 
Sveinn Sveinson Carl Gudnason 
Helai Eirikson Gudrun Brandson 
Freda Gislason Sigualdi Brandson 
Bergthora Sigurdson La:u~ Sck~v.ing 
Snibjorn Gislason KnstJ~n Emkson 
Svana Gudnason Jon Gtslason 
Jon Magnuson Skapti Sigurdson 
Brandina Brandson Olafur Johnson 
Solveig Magnuson Hansina Gudnason 
Thora Sveinson Gisli Sigfusson 
Armann Eirikson Krist jan Brandson 
Sigridur Gislason Ola~ur Br~mdson 
Thorun Sigurdson Borja Svemson 
Sophia Gislason 

Teachers in the Darwin School 
Ragnhildur Johnson 
Ingibjorg Bjornson 
Elwold Sigurjonson 
Mr. Hipwell 
Astros Johnson 
Jessie White 
Gudrun Vigfusson 
Valdimar Kjernisted 
Joy Sandmoen 
Marion Dyck 
Mrs. Kehler 
Marleine Lutz 
Mr. Marschuk 
Thorbjorg Kjernisted 
Solveig Arnason 
Florence Hicks 
Lovisa Bergson 
Eric Bjornson 
Douglas Williams 

Florence Stefanson 
Shirley Kjernisted 
Kae Kjernisted 
Vera Duncan 
Winston Taylor 
Elaine Yardish 
Evelyn Fulford 
Gudrun Peterson 
Kristjn Johnson 
Bjorg Hildfell 
Gudrun Rafnkjelson 
Miss Lusso 
Mickey Olson 
Hilda Johnson 
P. Sawatsky 
Violet Chase 
Murray Coates 
Ed. Hadack 
Byron Jones 

The four first names are the first four teachers in the 
district, the others may not be in the rotation that they 
came there to teach. 

The Darwin School has been closed as an institution 
of learning for many years, and the local children bussed 
to Ashern. But, much to the credit of the people of the 
community, some of whom had many fond memories of 
the old school house, it still stands there intact. Bought 
by a local organization that maintain it for use as a com
munity centre, it is now among the few remaining land 
marks of the pioneering days. 

The Darwin School is the cradle of the Rural 
Municipality of Siglunes, being the place of meeting 
when the municipality was organized in 1917, and the 
place where council met for the first several months. 

Sketches of the Oakview District 
by O. S. Eiriksson 

The first settlers in what became the Oakview district, 
were John Arth, a bachelor, who lived on the N. W .1/4 of 
27-23-9W, (he came there before 1890) and another 
bachelor by the name of McLeod, whose ranch was 
located on Sec. JS-23-9W. These men had small cattle 
ranches. They moved away before the 1900's. 

How Dog Lake got its name: Information I acquired 
from Abraham McLeod, who worked for the Hudson 
Bay Company for over fifty years, on the fur-brigade 



boats in summer, and dog teams in winter. In those 
years, Dog Lake was teeming with fish, especially 
tullibee. Some of the fish weighed as much as seven 
pounds, and were always considered the best fish for dog 
food. During the summer, when dogs had to be fed and 
looked after, they were left on the islands in the lake and 
looked after by the Indians, who lived in the two villages 
on the west shore of the lake. One was located on the 
N.W. of 19-23-8 and the other on section 18-23-8. The 
remains of these Indian villages are still quite noticeable. 

In the 1870's when the Canadian Pacific Railway was 
being pushed across the Canadian West. The intended 
route was to cross the Red River at the town of Selkirk, 
in a north-westerly direction, and across Lake Manitoba 
at The Narrows, with Edmonton as its destination, and 
across the Rocky Mountains through the Yellow Head 
Pass. This was the intended route laid out by Sir Sanford 
Fleming, the chief engineer in charge. A telegraph line 
was laid down in advance of construction, as far west as 
Fort Pellv in Saskatchewan. This line crossed The 
Narrows. ~t the south end of Manitou Island, and made 
use of a small reef in the main channel where the span of 
water was not too great. However, before a bridge was 
built on the Red River, the Winnipeg city council induced 
the engineering staff to change its plans, and make the 
city of Winnipeg its terminal, on a promise of tax exemp
tion for all time, on property that the C.P.R. would re
quire. In later years, controversy has arisen over the 
arrangement of no tax payment to the city. But, that 
deal was the making of the city of Winnipeg. 

When we came to Oakview in 1907, we found in
sulators here and there, most of the telegraph wire had 
been taken away or was covered by grass and vegetation. 

After homesteading within a mile of where the 
railway right-or-way would have been, and after living 
there for over forty years, I think the abandonment of 
this route was a wise move, especially when it was made. 

Oakview Post Office 
by Oli Johnson 

Unlike most other rural post offices in Manitoba, this 
local post office did not bear the same name as the 
School District, (Darwin) but was called "OAKVIEW". 
I am told that it was so named because of the abundance 
of Oak that grew in the district. Whether this story is 
authentic or not is hard to say, but the fact remains that 
the Oak in the district was plentiful. Even two of the 
islands in nearby Dog Lake are called "U pper and 
Lower" OAK ISLAND. 

The Oakview Post Office was established on the 1st 
of February 1913 in the home of Stefan Eiriksson, 
situated on the N .E.I/4 of 27-23-9W and Mr. Eiriksson 
was sworn in as postmaster. He also acted as mail carrier 
between Dog Creek and Oakview. 

With the exception of Vogar, formerly Dog Creek, 
Oakview is the only post office still open of the eight that 
were served by the Mulvihill to Vogar mail carriers. 
Postmasters and Tenure of Office 
Stefan O. Eiriksson, Feb. 1, 1913 June 18, 1917. 
Eyolfur Sveinson, Sept. I, 1917 - May 5, 1919. 
O. S. Eiriksson, Aug. 16, 1919 Sept. 25, 1920. 
A. Gislason, Jan. 1, 1921 - Sept. 10, 1926. 
Carl Kjernisted, Jan. 1, 1927 - July 31, 1961. 
Mrs. Lilja Kjernisted, Assistant and Acting postmaster. 
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Mrs. Daisy Peterson, Jan. 8, 1962 - July 7, 1966. 
Mrs. Beverly Peterson, Aug. 8, 1966 Acting. 
Mrs. Beverly Peterson, Jan. 18, 1967 - Nov. 18, 1968. 
Closed Nov. 22, 1968. 
Re-Opened Sept. 2, 1969. 
Mrs. Beverly Peterson, Sept. 2, 1969. 
Mrs. Beverly Peterson is still in office as this is being 
written - January 1975. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ole Larson, Sr. 
by Ruth Barnes 

My dad, Ole Larson, left Sweden in the spring of 
1910, mother, Esther, Eva, Algot and Ole came in 1911. 
They were supposed to come on the great Titanic in 1912 
but decided to come a year earlier which was sure lucky 
for us as how the Titanic never made it across. 

Dad was working in Wheaton, Minnesota at the time 
but shortly after the family arrived they moved to Star
buck, Manitoba. I was born there in 1912. Then about a 
year later we moved from Starbuck north to Vogar or 
Dog Creek whichever you prefer to call it. 

My mother couldn't speak any English and Dad was 
a stone mason which meant he had to work away from 
home most of the time. So mother was alone most of the 
time with nobody to talk to but a bunch of rowdy kids 
and to top it off she was dead scared of the Indians and 
expected to be scalped at any time. 

Arthur, my brother was born in 1914, at Vogar; then 
sister Gladys in 1916, brother Johnny in 1918 and then 
Irene in 1927. Mrs. Iceberg was the midwife when John
ny and Irene were born. Johnny was killed in a mining 
accident in B.C. in Dec. 1968. The Iceberg family lived 
where Oskar Sveistrup farmed before he moved to 
Ashern. 

I don't remember when we built out first house but 
the house I was brought up in was built by my dad. He 
did all, or nearly all of the work himself. It had a full 
basement, the walls of which were almost entirely of 
stone. The upstairs walls were of logs with lath and 
plaster inside and out. This house stood for many years. 
Ole, my brother lived in it for many years after my 
parents retired and then Raymond, Ole's son took it 
over. He lived in it for a couple of years then tore it down 
and built a new one. It was sad to see the old one go, as it 
had served well for many years. 

Dad built a shingle mill and made all the shingles for 
the house and barn and also for the summer kitchen. I 
think the same shingles are on the summer kitchen today. 
He also had a box factory and saw-milL I believe Asi 
Freeman bought the box factory. Later on he built a lime 
kiln close to where Ronald Larson lives now. The lime he 
burned there was used for mortar in many basements and 
foundations all the way from Oakpoint to Gypsumville. 

The Hayland Hall originally was located south east of 
Helgasons. My dad and a bunch of local men moved it a? 
sleighs one spring with 18 teams of horses. They hauled It 
on McRae Lake and brought it in from the south to 
where it is now. They had to pull it a half mile on bare 
ground. They sure had good horses then. The Helgason 
brothers and many others in the district helped. The 
Helgason brothers have all passed away now and Solla, 
the only sister is living in Arborg. 

Another building that my father moved was the store 
that Barney Eggertson had for many years at Dog Creek. 



It was moved from the Narrows to Dog Creek on the ice 
of Lake Manitoba. Barney and Jack Bergman were 
business partners for many years in that area. The 
building is still there, vacant. Algot bought it and then 
sold it to Albert Seal. He also bought Barney's house, 
lived in it for awhile and then sold it to Alf Cook who 
moved it to Ashern. 

When I was a young girl P. B. Musick and his family 
moved to Canada from the States and settled just east 
across the little lake from where we lived. We had to 
wade in water to our waist to visit them but always 
managed to get there. We became very good friends. 
They had a pet deer that followed them to our place often 
and when we played hide and seek the deer could find us 
no matter where we hid. 

P. B. Musick was a horse trader and a mighty good 
one, I must say. He could take an old nag and make it 
look like a horse, but I don't know how he did it. He 
blew air under the skin, I think. The Musicks moved 
back to the States in 1925. Juanita Musick and I are the 
same age. She came to visit in 1967. We hadn't seen each 
other for 42 years although we had written to each other 
fairly regularly over the years. 

Charlie Nelson had a homestead one mile south of 
our place. He was a bachelor and lived there for many 
years. He had a nice team of horses, pure white, named 
Dick and Don. He also had a sleigh with a big box on it 
and took us for many rides. We would snuggle down in 
the deep box while poor old Charlie did all the driving 
and faced the cold wind but old Charlie was tough as 
rawhide. 

Scotty McKenzie was another old bachelor who lived 
a half mile south of us. He was quite a guy. He lived in an 

old shack and instead of sawing his heater wood into 
lengths, he would drag a whole log in from the bush, put 
one end of it in the heater and kept pushing it in as it 
burned. or course, there was no floor in the shack, but 
the place smelled so strong of smoke that the flies and 
mosquitoes couldn't take it; so I guess every cloud does 
have a silver lining. I still don't know how Scotty sur
vived for so many years without setting the place on fire. 

Albert Church was another bachelor. He worked for 
my dad for years. He stayed at our place for some time. I 
don't think he had any close relatives, but he may have 
been related to Mrs. Hays. Albert was a very happy 
fellow, always singing. I remember one time mother 
bought him a pair of pants for the Hayland picnic which 
at that time was a big day. Anyway the pants were too 
long in the legs but before mother had a chance to 
shorten them, Albert took the axe and chopped them off. 
That's what the teenagers call "cut-orrs" today. 

Jack Rose was a war veteran. He was crippled and 
blind. He was a relative of Mrs. Alec Hays and stayed 
with them. After Mr. and Mrs. Hays passed away he 
stayed on with Laura and Walter who were now running 
the farm. Dave and Agnes Hays were home for awhile 
but soon went out on their own. Jack stayed there for 
quite a while. Mabel Hays would come home from time 
to time too, but never stayed long. 

1 think Jack had the first radio in the district. We 
used to walk over there to listen to Amos and Andy and 
Major Bowes Amateur Hour. The little radio only had 
ear phones so we couldn't all listen in at once. However, 
we really enjoyed it and didn't mind the three mile walk 
home one bit, no matter how cold it was. Hays also had 
an old organ that Mabel played. We would all gather 

Mr. and Mrs. Ole Larson Sr .. 501h wedding anniversary. 
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around and sing for hours with Laura helping out on the 
violin. We spent many hours singing and playing in their 
old house across from the Hayland SchooL 

Martha Osten so, the writer, taught the Hayland 
School about 1918. I think she was only about 18 years 
old at the time. She was a city girl and had never been in 
the country before. It must have been quite a change for 
her. Martha boarded at Hays and that is where she wrote 
the book "Wild Geese". It was about the Hayland dis
trict. It was a very interesting book and was made into a 
movie and published in nine languages. When it was first 
published she received a $5000.00 award from the 
"Famous Players Theatre". My sisters, Esther and Eva 
went to school when Martha taught Hayland. They said 
she was a very friendly person. One of the old timers told 
me that she was not only clever but was also a very nice 
person. 

I well remember the first year I went to schooL We 
had three miles to walk and had to build a bridge of logs 
across the slough between Sandmoens and the Hayland 
School. My dad was a trustee on the Hayland School 
Board for many years. 

After I was through school, I worked at different 
places around the neighborhood doing housework, 
seaming nets and even worked out one summer raking 
hay for Helgasons. They were very good to work for. 
They had such good horses and the machinery was in 
such good shape that it certainly was no hardship work
ing for them. 

Tom and I were married in 1937. We lived with my 
parents for awhile, then we moved to Ralph Connor and 
eventually bought the farm from Tom's grandparents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Olarur Magnusson in 1939. 

Looking back, we sure had some wonderful days 
there. We didn't have much, but we were young and 
healthy and full of hope. We were not used to having any 
modern conveniences so we didn't miss them. Sometimes 
we would have to walk miles looking for the cows, then 
milk them by lantern light. There were no herd laws in 
those days and our cows could have gone all the way to 
Chicago if they had thought of it. I'm kind of glad they 
didn't. I n the winter you'd light the lantern, get half-way 
to the barn and it would blowout. You'd go back to the 
house, light it again, start back for the barn and hope for 
the best. One thing I really remember is going out on a 
frosty morning and blowing on the "bit" before putting it 
in the horses mouth. I couldn't stand it when their lips or 
tongues stuck to the cold metal. 

Our farm was right along the west side of the 
Moosehorn Lakes. I had a black mare that was given to 
me when I left home. Her name was Dinah and I sure 
was proud of her. The horses and cattle used to drink in 
the lake but in 1941 the lake dried up a lot, so poor Dinah 
got stuck in the mud and we found her dead there in the 
morning. 

Orval, our youngest son was born in 1948 on our old 
farm where Janice and Reggie Johnson live now. Mrs. 
H urdal stayed with me for a few days before and after the 
birth. She used to look after the kids for us when we 
wanted to go out. She was very good to us. One time we 
went to a dance at Darwin and left the kids with Harry 
Hurdal. He started playing the mouth-organ for them. 
They kept staring at his hands and watching him very 
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closely for they had never seen a mouth-organ before. 
Finally the oldest boy asked Harry what he was eating. 

One evening I took my two oldest boys with me for 
the cows. The cows were scattered around in two or three 
bunches, so I told the boys to wait for me in a certain 
place while I got the cows started, but they got scared of 
something and headed for home. When I caught up with 
them, Lorne the youngest, was crying and said there was 
something jumping inside his chest. It was his heart, but I 
guess he'd never noticed it before. 

John and Sigga Bjornson were our closest neighbors 
for many years. Mrs. Bjornson was like a second mother 
to me and she was so good to the children. She had a very 
bad leg the last years they were here, but she never let 
that stop her from doing things. She used to bring us 
coffee in the hayfield whenever we were working close to 
their quarter. The kids would watch for her to come as 
she always brought a lot of goodies for them, like cookies 
and vinaterta. The kids sure liked her. They knew Mrs. 
Bjornson would never let them down. She was a wonder
ful person and got a great kick out of driving a snappy 
team of horses on a sleigh or democrat to visit the 
neighbors. 

For a couple of winters, Tom worked on the govern
ment snow-plow I think it was 1944-45. John Bjornson 
would come walking over almost every day to see if we 
were O.K. and would bring us milk if our cows weren't 
milking at the time. 

John Thorlacius and his family were very good to us 
too and gave us a lot of help when we first started farm
ing. I didn't know very many people in Ralph Connor 
when we moved here in 1939 but with friends like this to 
smooth the road, things were not too difficult for me. 

We used to have dances quite often at the Old Ralph 
Connor School but before we could advertise a dance, we 
had to get permission to use the school. I remember one 
time it was agreed that I should go and get permission to 
have a dance. So I walked over to see John Bjornson. He 
was one of the trustees. When I asked him for the 
school he just said, "Would it make any difference if I 
said no, you'll just have the dance anyway!" I guess we 
would, but I thought this was quite funny coming from 
John. 

We had an old Model A Ford that we used to take to 
dances with us. The roads were so bad that most of 
the time we had to push it all the way there and back. I 
know it would have been a lot easier to walk, but we liked 
to have the car along so we could sit in it and rest when 
we got tired of pushing!! 

Years back Jonassons built a dance pavilion down by 
the lake at Silver Bay. Dances were held every Saturday 
during the summer providing it didn't rain. Arthur 
Jonasson and Tom would play for the dances. We lived 
three miles from the lake and would walk all the way 
there, dance all night and walk back home in the morn
ing. We were young and healthy in those days and got 
lots of exercise, something that people don't get nearly 
enough of these days. 

We stayed on the old farm until 1969, then sold part 
of it to Reg Johnson and the other part to Earl Miller. 
We rented a house in Ashern for a year, then took offfor 
B.C., where we bought a Laundromat in Victoria. We 
stayed there for nine months and then moved to Salmon 
Arm where we bought a new house. There wasn't much 



doing in Salmon Arm and the weather wasn't nearly as 
good as we thought it would be, so when we saw a Laun
dromat for sale in Hope, we decided to buy it. The Laun
dromat which included a dry-cleaner in Hope was a very 
good business. We stayed there for two years, then sold 
out and came back to Ashern. Oli Hurdal, a very good 
friend, sold us a quarter section of land at a very 
reasonable price. We built a house ourselves with the help 
of our youngest daughter L'Oa who was still at home in 
1973. 

The children are all away now, four in B.C., two in 
Whitehorse and one in Calgary. 

The Heigason§ of Hayland 
Bjorn Helgason and his wife Haldora emigrated to 

Canada in the late eighteen hundreds. They lived in the 
Baldur district before moving north along Lake 
Manitoba to Hayland in 1896. 

They had seven children, six sons - Paul, Barney, 
Ben, Helgi, John, and Siggi and one daughter, Solla. 

The sons took over the farm after Bjorn and Haldora 
passed away. They had a large herd of cattle and were 
helpful neighbors. 

One of the older brothers, Paul, was drowned in a 
boating mishap, when he was a young man. 

Ben served overseas during World War I and re
turned safely to continue farming with his brothers. 
Later, while out skating, he hit thin ice was unable to stop 
in time, and was drowned. 

Helgi suffered poor health for some time before he 
passed away. 

Barney died in 1968. 
The remainder of the family, John, Siggi and Solla 

sold the farm in 1968 and moved to the Seriior Citizens 
Home in Selkirk. 

John was not well and passed away in 1975, later that 
same year, Siggi died suddenly. 

The only member of the family living is Solla and she 
is in poor ~ealth. 

The Gudmundsons of Hayland 
by Sigrun Gudmundson 
Johnson 

My father, Havardur, was born in 1862 at Hellisfjor
dur on the east coast of Iceland. (In December, 1974 a 
snowslide fell on the town of Neskaupstadur near by and 
claimed the life of two of his kin.) He lost his father 
before he was a year old and his stepfather when he was 
eight. He lived for awhile with relatives and at this time 
acquired more education than was normal at that time. 
He became a secretary for the Magistrate of the com
munity. 

Before he was twenty, he went to Denmark to learn 
the trade of carpentry. He worked at this trade along 
with mixed farming most of his life. 

At the age of twenty-one he married Helga Jonsdot· 
tir. My half sister Margret (mother of Freeman Halldor
son and his six sisters) and John Howardson who with his 
family of eight lived two miles south of our home at 
Hayland made up their family. 

In 1888, Dad, Helga, Margret, and John and Helga's 
parents sailed from Iceland 'to Winnipeg. Helga died 
there the first year and the family then moved to Hecla 
Island. Dad worked there at fishing but wasn't very hap-
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Barney Gudmundson driving sisler Runa back 10 schuol al f?ey
kjavik, 1931. House at Hayland. Mundi (standing). 

Havardur Gudmundson Ijar right back), Dlajllr lviagnllssoll (cou
sin). Nephews Gunnar and Ami Hermanson. Children: John Howard
son. Hiallllar. Svava. Freda and HeIgl Howardson. 

py nor successful. He worked at carpentry in Winnipeg in 
the summers. In 1893 he moved back to Winnipeg and 
married Kristrun Sigvaldadottir. They had four 
daughters, Laufey, Helga, Freda and Kristrun. Kristrun 
is the only one still living. She bears her mother's name 
and lived in Baldur, Manitoba, where most of her six 
children reside. Her mother died giving birth to her. 

About 1900 Dad moved from Winnipeg to Lundar 
and acquired land which at this time is the outskirts of 
the village of Lundar. Kristrun died here in 1903. 

Mother, Stefania, came from Iceland in 1902. In 
1905 she came to my dad's house to look after his young 
motherless girls and home, Later they married. My sister 
Soffia and brother Barney and I were born at Lundar. In 
1907 Dad sold his land at Lundar and moved to Siglunes 
(where Walter Reykdal's farm is now). Mother and the 
rest of us moved there before Christmas in 1908. I think 
we were there for three years. There were many 
problems, including forest fires and lost cows due to lack 
of fences. Dad was here and there building. Barney was 
about three at this time and I was two. He always had me 
by the hand and was forever being sent to head off cows 
from straying into the deep woods. The countryside at 
this time was full of bushes of asters. One day when 



Ray. Runa. Steven. Svava. Byron. Harvard Johnson. 

Mamma came running to see how we were faring with 
the cows, there was no Runa in sight and Mamma was 
plenty frightened. Barney says, "Mamma, she was so 
slow I left her by the blue flowers." I was found. 

Hjalmar (Charlie) and Anna were born there, Svava 
and Freda at Hayland. Dad bought land there and we all 
went to the Hayland School two miles from our home. 
Dad was a trustee all his years. Dad had built a two-story 
house at this time. It was out in the open and the storms 
blew from three sides, but Mother said she was happy as 
long as she didn't have forest fires to frighten her. 

My nephew Mundi (Jimmy) Howardson came to live 
with us shortly after his mother's death in 1922. He was 
three years old. My sister Svava remembers him sitting 
on our steps singing "Barney Google" in perfect key. We 
had a cranky ram on the farm some years later. Freda 
remembers rescuing him more than once. His little legs 
really moved when running from the ram. Mundi was a 
spirited little boy and my parents were old and tired. I 
used to think he would have been better off it we had let 
some young couple with unlimited energy adopt him, but 
when I saw him at his father's funeral in Vancouver last 
year (March 1975) we reminisced and he said, "1 had a 
good home." Dad fled to his room and read as soon as his 
chores were done. I don't blame him, our house was 
always full of kids - our own and others. Most nights 
when Mundi went to bed we'd hear, "Afi, tell me a 
story." Afi always had a story for him. Teachers found 
him a bit difficult at school at times but Mundi was never 
mean. One evening he came home played out from the 
hayfield; he was about ten and had been there all day 
driving the stacker. Anna says to him, "Jimmy, Braun 
(our dog) is lying by the hay rack, sick." Mundi was 
afraid of the dark, but he braved it to go out to his 
dog. 

When I was growing up there was much more visiting 
and conversation than there is today. Geifinnur Peterson 
often talked to my father. I remember him talking and 
talking and lighting match after match for his pipe but 
they burned out one by one before he ever took a puff 
large enough to light his pipe. 

Our neighbour Marin Johnson, a widow, often came 
to our home and had many sociable hours with Mother 
and Dad. Once I remember Dad saying, "Marin, have 
you ever been hungry in Canada?" She answered "No". 
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Then he remarked, "We were hungry in Iceland." I can 
remember large gatherings in our house and the women 
would gather by Dad's table - they loved to hear him 
talk. Mrs. Lindal was a relative of Dad's. I met her when 
her husband the judge came to promote the teaching of 
Icelandic at the University of Manitoba. She said to me, 
"Your Dad was a fine scholar." He had very little actual 
schooling but had studied a bit of English before he came 
to Canada and coped very welL My sister Svava loved to 
joke with Dad; he had quit smoking his pipe as he seemed 
to be suffering with chest trouble, but had settled for a bit 
of snuff. Svava would come by with a package of 
cigarettes and giggle and make funny faces and suggest 
he have a cigarette with her which he usually did. Soffia 
had a job as credit manager for The Bay for many years 
and when she came home for holidays she'd be forever 
asking him for a pinch of snuff. I think she was getting 
fond of the stuff. I sometimes suspect that to this day she 
might have a box of Copenhagen hidden away. 

My brother Charlie was the horseman at our home. 
His team Prince and Pride got excellent care. 

My mother was a midwife, most of the Stevens and 
Stefanies around are named after her. She was a 
dressmaker. I was trying to figure out when she could 
possibly have been able to sew with all those kids around. 
My own helped me so much, I finally gave up even try
ing. She told me one day that she had done all her sewing 
after we were in bed. Mamma was happy at the sewing 
machine. I recall all the house quiet, all the children in 
bed and Dad reading in his bed. Out of the stillness came 
Mamma's light soprano softly in the air. She never really 
learned to talk English, but hired men told us she didn't 
have that much trouble talking to them when there was 
no one else around. 

I don't believe young people really appreciated their 
parents until they are married and full of responsibilities 
of their own. Coming over The Narrows to myoid home 
with my four children for Christmas and other holidays 
and finding beautiful clothes made by my mother and 
sisters and love and patience for my energetic brood is a 
feeling I can't even describe. 

Another recollection I have of Hayland days was 
Mrs. Hay's funeral. The Hays lived a few yards from the 
school. We got water from there for drinking in the 
school and also for the horses. We often used to ride to 
school. I'm sure we were an awful nuisance. Her untime
ly death at about fifty was a shock to me. I still 
remember the whole service. It was so sad. Adam 
Thorgrimson was the pastor. There was no choir, but my 
sister Soffia, Sola Gislason and Rosie Sandmoen sang 
"Rock of Ages". I can still hear their young voices. And 
then at the grave in her beautiful flower garden, Barney 
Eggertson with a bit of help from Framar Eyford sang an 
Icelandic Hymn. 

I remember my first day of school, I was only five and 
got to go just once. Well, it wasn't as much fun as I had 
hoped. I guess nerves immediately gave me a toothache. I 
was taken home to Hay's and Mrs. Hay put iodine on 
cotton batten and put it in my cavity but nothing helped, 
I kept getting sadder and sadder. Agnes Hay and Eva 
Lar·son and Soffia took off with me at recess, Agnes and 
Eva made a chair with their hands and carried me the 
first mile and then ran back to school. But no way could I 
walk. Soffia is less than three years older than I, but she 



carried me the other mile home. Mamma was just 
through washing the floor upstairs. It was big and all one 
room at that time. There was a rocker and she sat down 
with me and I looked at my pretty new dress and cuddled 
down and it was bliss. I was asleep. 

My sister Anna should have been the scholar ... she 
was first in her class at the Jon Bjarnason Academy in 
Grade nine in 1928. After Grade Eleven she came back to 
the farm. She was and still is a real cow girl. She and her 
husband Walter Reykdal have six children, Stephen, 
Donald, David, Joyce, Dianne and Janet. 

Barney, Hjalmar and Mundi owned and operated the 
Ashern Freighters for a number of years - they sold to 
Ray Johnson and Steven. Barney left for Edmonton and 
worked at carpentry. He had learned this by working 
along with his dad. Hjalmar went to Gillam with his wife 
Isabel (nee Cope) R.N. and worked for Manitoba Hydro 
until he died in March 1974. Mundi is in Prince Rupert, 
owns and operates a fishing boat. 

Freda married Grettir Freeman. They live in the big 
stone house that Barney Matthews built long ago. It's 
such an interesting place, everyone loves to visit there. 
When our ecology minded relative from Iceland arrived 
for Gimli's centenary, he found many things there to take 
back for his collection - even a pair of bats he found in 
an old loft. There are also many things to see that Gret
tir's brother Oli had made such as harness, children's 
swings, etc. One day I was talking to Freda on the phone. 
She said, "I know someone will be good to me when I'm 
old, I had sixteen kids here today." Grettir and Freda 
have three girls, Audrey, Judy and Pat and one son Jim
my. 

Ray and I have four children. Harvard and his wife 
Gwen and sons Jeffrey and Michael live on Vancouver 
Island. Byron and his wife live in Grand Prairie, Alberta. 
There are two boys, Jimmy and Graham. Steven and his 
wife Linda and daughter Tiffany live in Ashern and own 
a business called Ashern Freighters. Svava and husband 
Morley Dufferin Shortt and two daughters Stephanie 
and Erica live in North Vancouver. 

Algot and Solveig Larson 
Algot Erik Larson son of Olaf and Elizabeth Larson 

was born in Sweden in 1907. The family came to the 
United States when Algot was three, lived there for two 
years, then moved to Starbuck for two years. In 1914, 
they moved to the Hayland district where Algot got his 
schooling. He started working with his father at an early 
age fishing in the winter and cement work in summer. 

In 1933, Algot married Solveig Sigurdson daughter 
of Gudmundur and Sigurlin Sigurdson. She was born in 
1911. They lived with Algot's parents for two years while 
Algot cut logs, and with the help of his father and 
brothers built their first house. Algot remembers getting 
a nasty cut on the leg when the axe slipped. The cost of 
the house was $75.00 and it still stands. Algot and his dad 
worked building basements, garages, barns, all out of 
stones, cement and cement blocks. 

Algot drove a truck for B. Eggertson, the only 
storekeeper in Vogar and also fished for him until he got 
his own equipment. He also got his own P.S.V. truck and 
hauled stock to Winnipeg. 

The Larson's have three sons: 
Ivan married and farms at Vogar. 
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Lorman married and lives in Winnipeg. 
Ronald married and farms in Hayland. 
All the boys went to school at Hayland and helped on 

the farm until they went out on their own. I van bought 
the home farm and his dad and mother rented a place in 
Siglunes. In 1964, Algot bought a school bus and bussed 
high school students to Eriksdale. Algot continued driv
ing a school bus to Eriksdale and Ashern until 1970 when 
they sold out and built a new home in Ashern where they 
now reside. 

The Geirfinnur Peterson Family 
by Mrs. R. Peterson 

In 1893 the Peterson family were disposing of their 
property in Iceland, preparing to come to Canada. The 
father, Seigurgeir Peterson, and his wife, Maria and 
sons, Arnthor and Geirfinnur and daughters, Kristjana 
(later, Mrs. Barney Jonasson) and Freda (later, Mrs. 
Herman Helgason) and tlegga, who married B. 
Methusalemson. 

After much deliberation, they settled on the east side 
of Lake Manitoba later known as The Narrows. The 
hardships and trials endured by this community of 
settlers was well and truly described by Geirfinnur, in his 
writings. 

Tragedy struck the family when Arnthor was 
drowned at The Narrows. 

Geirfinnur married Johanna Johnson, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Gudmundur Johnson in 1910. They lived 
for a time at Lundar, Manitoba, and later moved to 
Ashern. Geirfinnur bought and sold cattle, fish, and furs 
and was well known about the country side. In about 
1922, he and his family settled on the old Peterson 
homestead at Hayland. There the second generation of 
Petersons grew up. 

Their son Leo, took over the home farm in 1945 and 
just recently sold it to the Reykdal Brothers. Leo and his 
wife Runa, moved to Ashern where they built a new 
home. They had four children: Carol, Kris, Debbie and 
Brian, and one grandchild. 

Connie and his wife Rhoda, lived in Keewatin, On
tario, where Connie worked in the paper mill. After retir
ing, they returned to Ashern, where they now live. They 
have five children: Linda, Arlie, Arthur, Adele and 
Kenneth and four grandchildren. 

Lloyd married Shirley Thomas, they live in 
Keewatin, and have one daughter, Cheryl, now Mrs. 
Dan Galloway. Lloyd passed away in 1973. 

Freda, now Mrs. Jack Williams, lives in Keewatin, 
they have four children: Jack, Larry, Peter and Lynne. 
They have one granddaughter Julie. 

Doris, now Mrs. Bob Rogers, lives at Rabbit Lake, 
Ontario. They have three children: Janice, Jerry and 
Barry. 

Geirfinnur and Johanna have seventeen 
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. The third and 
fourth generation are scattered across Canada from east 
to west. 

Geirfinnur and Johanna retired to Keewatin, where 
they lived happily for some years. Later they moved to 
the Betel Home at Gimli, where Geirfinnur died in 1971 
at age eighty-five. Mrs. Peterson died in 1972 at age 
eighty-three. 



The Geitjlllller Pelerson Family, 

Krist jan Pjetursson 
by S. O. Gislason 

Krist jan Pjetursson came to Canada from Iceland in 
1893. He was one of the many who joined the Klondike 
Gold Rush. He married Jenny Sigtryggsdottir in 1897 
and settled in the Siglunes district in 1900, which later 
became known as Hayland. That same year his father, 
Petur Jonsson, came to live with Krist jan and both took 
homesteads at that time. Krist jan's home quarter was 10-
23-IOW in the Siglunes Municipality and has remained in 
the family since. Krist jan's brother, Jon, came in 1903 
and also took a homestead close by, which he farmed un
til he died in 1921. Jenny died in 1913 but Krist jan and 
his father farmed until 1920. He then sold his livestock, 
machinery, and household goods, but kept the homestead 
and worked at various jobs in the Ashern area until he re
turned to Iceland in 1"92l. 

My mother, Kristrun, and her husband, Thordur 
Gislason, came from Iceland to Seattle, Washington in 
1903. 

I was born in 1905, and following my parents' separa
tion, Mother and I came to the Hayland district in 1912. 
Mother worked at several places there until we returned 
to Iceland in 1920. Both Krist jan and Mother came back 
to Gimli in 1923; were married in Lundar in 1924 and 
resettled on the Hayland homestead, where Krist jan 
farmed until his death in 1937. Mother stayed with me 
until she passed away in 1958. 

I took over the farm in 1937, and in 1940 I married a 
neighbour, Gudrun Johnson. We have two children. 
Krist jan is married, has two children Patti and Davin, 
and is living in Edmonton. Hulda is married to Ronald 
Larson and has two girls, Karen and Joanne. They are at 
present operating the family farm which they bought 
from me in 1965, ',vhen I retired and moved to Ashern to 
live. 
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The Family 
by Mrs. S. Sandmoen 

The Sandmoen family originally lived in Kindred, 
North Dakota, thev moved to Starbuck, Manitoba in 
1905, then in 1913 Andrew and Olivia Sandmoen, along 
with three children, Mae, Rose and Arthur decided to 
move to the Hayland District. Many of their friends and 
former neighbors from Starbuck had moved there and 
reported favourably of this new land. 

They travelled by train to Mulvihill where they were 
met by Scotty MacKenzie with one horse and a truck 
wagon. They loaded all their possessions on this, plus 
some lumber. There were no distinguishable roads, just 
trails following the ridges. They made their way to Oli 
Larsons (Sr.) a former neighbor, and spent the remainder 
of the summer there. 

The first winter was spent in a rented house owned by 
Mr. W. Hay. As it had been late summer when they ar
rived and they had no chance to plant a garden or store 
wild fruit, their main food consisted of wild game, mostly 
rabbit. 

The following summer they took a homestead - the 
S.E. 20-23-9W, the present home site. Their first home, a 
log house was built where the present house now stands. 
This burned in 1921 - another house was built and re
placed by the present home in 194 i. 

Andrew worked for the summer months at Starbuck, 
with the c.P. Railway, returning in the winter. Arthur re
mained on the homestead, tending the work there and 
clearing land on his dad's quarter in order to get the pa
tent (deed), then on the quarter, he himself homesteaded. 

Andrew rented a few cows from Starbuck on shares, 
from which they managed to raise their own herd. 
Arthur, from this early beginning gradually enlarged the 
herd until it consisted mainly of pure-bred registered 
Herefords. 



Rose did not stay at home very long, but went out to 
work. Mae stayed home until the late 1920's. 

In 1930 Arthur married Sarah Rafnkelsson who was 
teaching school in the district. Sarah taught school for 
many years in the Hayland district, beginning in 1920. 
The last she taught was the fall of 1967. 

They have four children, Merle, Lloyd, Joyce and 
Evelyn. Lloyd with his wife Edna and family still farm on 
the old homestead, with his parents, Arthur and Sarah. 

Merle, who married Larus Eyford - Larus now de
ceased. Merle lives in Winnipeg. 

Joyce, now Mrs. Gisli Sigfusson, they live in Win-
nipeg. . 

Evelyn, married Einar Austman, they also live in 
Winnipeg. We have twelve grandchildren: Neil and Dawn 
Eyford, Dale, Cindy and Tracy Sandmoen, Ardis, Aria 
and Blair Sigfusson, Myles, Darlene, Chad and Tammy 
Austman. 

Entertainment was simple, but greatly enjoyed by all. 
Neighbors would gather at one of the homes, or on other 
occasions, at the school for cards, pie socials and danc
ing. Svein Sveinson usually supplied the music for danc
ing at the Hayland Hall, these dances often lasted till 
morning. People waited for daylight to begin their long 
or short trek home, by horse and buggy in summer and 
horse drawn sleigh in winter. Other forms of entertain
ment took place outdoors, horse-shoes and other 
games, baseball and picnics in which Arthur took a very 
active part. 

One incident recalled took place in 1921 when the 
baseball team, along with a number of people went to 
Reykjavik (The Bluff) for a picnic. Asi Freeman, who 
owned a large motorboat took the people across the lake. 
On the return trip next morning, a storm arose and Asi, 
being a good and capable man landed the boat on 
Manitou Island. As the current in The Narrows was too 
strong to continue, there the day was spent lucky there 
was a lodge on the island but no food was available. 
Some of the men in the party took a row-boat that was 
on the island and rowed to Baldwinson's Island, (where 
John Gunnlaugson now lives) and got some milk and 
bread. Towards evening the storm abated so they ven
tured out, but had to turn back again. By luck, there was 
a vacant house where some of the party spent the night 
while others remained on the boat. In the morning the 
weather had calmed and the trip was continued, landing 
at David Gislason's place where everyone was royally 
treated an end to a two day adventure. 

There were many trials and tribulations one had to 
live with in the pioneer days, but as one looks back on the 
closeness and friendliness towards one's neighbors, and 
fellow-men, one wonders if anything will ever compen
sate for that. 

History of Hayland Hall 
Written by O. S. Eiriksson, 
from memory as no 
records available 

This hall was built by the Local Good Templer 
Organization about the year 1912-13. It was originally 
built on land owned by John Helgason, directly north of 
where the Hayland Post Office used to be. Some years 
later this created a problem for the Heigasons,as gates 
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The old Hayland hall. 

were often left open, as well as other problems at the 
time. It was also found that the location was not just 
right, so it was decided to move the building to where it 
now stands. 

The two acre site belonging to Ole Larson Sr. was ob
tained and duly surveyed by a Manitoba land surveyor, 
James D. Walker. 

The original intention was to give title of the hall to 
the Siglunes Athletic Association and Mr. O. S. 
Eiriksson was appointed to negotiate for a transfer of the 
hall on behalf of the Good Templers who owned it. After 
a thorough investigation with a solicitor and his 
recommendation, the title was issued in the name of the 
R.M. of Siglunes where it would be tax free, otherwise it 
would have come under taxation. 

The hall was then leased to the Siglunes Athletic 
Association for one dollar per year. It was up to them to 
look after and keep it in repair. 

The Siglunes Athletic Association was reorganized in 
1972, when the curling rink was built and renamed The 
Siglunes Community Club. A new hall is in the process of 
being built (1976) on a different site. However, the old 
hall is still the property of the R.M. of Siglunes and if 
changes are contemplated, permission must be obtained 
from the council of the Municipality. 

Sketches of the Interlake - Hayland 
by Oli Johnson 

The Hayland School District No. 1553 was formed 
on January 20, 1911. We have no information on file in
dicating the men who originally were involved in having 
the school district formed, local opinion seems to favor 
the idea that Mr. Alex. Hay was the main instigator. 

Mr. Hay was among the early settlers, in the area, 
having come there in 1908. He homesteaded on the north 
end of MacRae Lake, on the N.E.Y4 of 18-23-9W. 

Mr. Hay had ranched in the Starbuck District before 
settling on the above land. He had a large herd of cattle 
and horses, and because of good grazing conditions 
around MacRae Lake, he settled there. 

MacRae Lake was named after a Scotsman by that 
name who was ranching in the area when the first Icelan
dic settlers arrived, but he moved away a few years later. 

When Mr. Hay settled in the area he brought in a 
large herd of Hereford cattle, some of which were 
registered stock. It is quite likely he was the first person 
in the northern part of the Interlake to breed registered 
cattle. 



In the summer of 1911 the first Hayland School was 
built. It was erected on the S.E. 'k of 23-23-9W. The 
home farm of Mr. Hay. 

The school was built of spruce logs that were hauled 
across Lake Manitoba from the Ebb and Flow Reserve. 
These were selected timbers, reaching the full length of 
the building, without much tapering. 

All the lumber used in the building came from the 
sawmill at Ebb and Flow. This was the closest, as the mill 
at Siglunes had burned down the year before. Francis 
Stagg, an Indian from the Dog Creek Reserve was hired 
to erect the log walls. Then Gudmundur Jonsson, a well 
known carpenter in the area, took over, with the help of 
his oldest son, John G. Jonsson. They put on the roof and 
floor and finished the building with windows and doors. 

When they were through, Francis Stagg returned. He 
"chinked" the crevices between the logs, with lime and 
sand, then whitewashed the building, inside and out. 

The ladies of the district finished it off with a bazaar 
and dance, in the fall of 1911. 

The log school stood until 1938, when it was replaced 
with a frame building, this was built on the same site and 
still stands today. 

The Hayland school has been closed since 1967. The 
children are now conveyed to Ashern by school bus. 

The first School Board consisted of Bjarni Helgason 
as Chairman, Stefan Eiriksson as Trustee and Alex. Hay 
as secretary. Mr. Helgason served for several years, while 
Mr. Eiriksson served only one year. 

In 1912 the Darwin School District was formed. The 
school was built on land owned by Mr. Eiriksson, conse
quently, he turned his attention to the Darwin district. 
Those who took over as trustees were; Gudmundur 
Howardson and Fredfinnur Lingdal. Later when Lingdal 
sold out and left the community, he was followed by Ole 
Larson, Sr., who acted as trustee for many years. 

The school was completed and ready for use in the 
fall of 1911, but it did not open until April 1912. The 
children that attended school the first term were as 
follows; Larlls Gislason, Sola Gislason, Andrew 
Gislason, Laura Hay, Walter Hay, Agnes Hay, Arnthora 
Gislason, Helga Gudmundson, Freda Gudmundson, Sof
fia Gudmundson, Alga Bjarnson. In the fall term, six 
more pupils were added, they were; Barney Gudmund
son, Helga Howardson, Minna Skaftfeld, Sigga Holm, 
Gunnar Holm, Randver Holm. That made an enrollment 
of seventeen children in the year 1912. 

Those who taught the school from 1912 to 1920 were 
as follows; 

Hay/and School children. 1912. 
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Clarence Fizzell 
Miss Harrap 

Spring term 1912 
Spring and Fall terms 

1912-1913 
Miss Hanson Fall term 1913 
Alex. Brown Spring term 1914 
Helga Arnason Fall term 1914 
Lauga Westman Spring term 1915 
Mr. Woodward Fall term 1915 
Joan Crawford Spring term 1916 
Emily Parker Fall term 1916 
Sigridur Peterson 1917 
Martha Ostensn 1918 
Johannes Erickson 1919 
Rev. Adam Thorgrimson 1920 
Sarah Rafnkelsson (Mrs. Sandmoen) taught (.It 

Hayland for many years, first as a young girl. Later she 
married Arthur Sandmoen and when her children were of 
school age, she started teaching again. Other teachers 
were; Elizabeth Johnson, Gudrun Vigfusson and Hildur 
Arnason. 

Another feature which has carried the name of 
Hayland for a long time, still does, is the annual sports 
event, called the Hayland picnic. This was first held in 
July 1911 on the prairie south of the Hayland school, a 
dance was held in the school in the evening. 

Hayland School buill 1911. 

Hayland picnic. 1918. 



In the beginning this sports event was sponsored by 
the Good· Templer Organization and held on this spot in 
1911 and 1912. 

The attraction at these first two picnics were the usual 
sports events; running, jumping and Icelandic wrestling, 
but what probably aroused the most interest was a foot
ball game between the Indians from Dog Creek Reserve 
and the white boys in the settlement. Who the victors 
were we do not know. 

In 1913 the Good·Templer Organization built a com· 
munity hall known as the Hayland Hall. It was situated 
on the S. W .1;4 of 24·24· lOW. This quarter section was the 
property of the well known Helgason Brothers, who were 
staunch supporters of the Good Templer Organization. 

The first event to be held on the grounds was a school 
picnic held in June 1913. This was jointly sponsored by 
the Hayland, Darwin and Siglunes school districts. The 
event started with a lengthy program in the hall, in which 
the children took part, then the outdoor events, followed 
by a dance in the evening. 

On July 1st, 1915 the Hayland picnic, which by then 
became an annual event, was held on the grounds by the 
new hall. 

The coming of this event was received with eager an· 
ticipation throughout the settlement and when the day 
came, people from every corner of the community 
flocked to Hayland: Moreover, Mr. A. M. Freeman, who 
at that time operated a fairly large boat on Lake Mani· 
toba, brought a boat load of people from Wapah, The 
Bluff and Bay End districts on the west side of the lake. 

At this picnic baseball was first introduced in the 
area. The boys in Darwin District had organized a 
baseball team along with two or three young men from 
Hayland, while the fellows from The Bluff and nearby 
areas had done the same on the west side. These two 
teams competed against each other at Hayland picnics 
for another two years, then the Siglunes team was orga
nized and this became a three way competition. Soon 
after, this all changed, when teams from other parts 
started coming to Hayland picnics and visa versa. The 
Good Templer Organization or its members sponsored 
Hayland picnics from 19 I I to 1920. 

In 1921 the Siglunes Athletic Association was orga
nized. That year they sponsored the Hayland picnic for 
the first time and have continued to do so for the last fifty 
years. All told, this sports event has been held without a 
break for sixty consecutive years. 

In 1929 the Hayland Hall was moved from its 
original site to the property of Ole Larson Sr., two miles 
farther east, where it still stands today. Mr. Larson was 
the foreman when the hall was moved and he donated a 
piece of his property for a picnic ground and baseball dia· 
mond. 

By this time the Good Templer Organization had 
been dissolved, but old members, still living in the dis
trict, gave their permission to move the hall, on the un· 
derstanding that it be placed in custody or'the Siglunes 
Athletic Association, and be maintained as a community 
hall. 

Because the Siglunes Athletic Association was not an 
Incorporated body, the title was taken out in the name of 
the Siglunes Municipality, which granted a perpetual 
lease to the organization. In this way the property 
becomes exempt from taxes. 
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The Hayland Post Office was established in 1916 and 
set up in the well known Helgason home. It was closed in 
1965. Mr. J. B. Helgason was the official postmaster, 
those who came later were; 

Olafm Magnusson, December 2, 1918 to October 
29/47. 

Freeman Halldorson, October 30, 1947 to January 
24, 1963. 

Grace Halldorson, January 25, 1963 to June 10, 1965. 

HayJand Hall 
by E. Seal 

No history of Hayland Hall would be complete 
without mention of events and musicians that brought 
it to life. Today it is equipped with long tables and 
benches, well filled once a week by Bingo players from 
Vogar, Lake Manitoba Indian Reserve and neighboring 
towns. Only rarely are the tables moved and the floor 
cleared for dancing at a wedding party or curling ban
quet. The stage is seldom used for anything more in
teresting than Bingo calling. 

The kitchen, once the pride of the Ladies' Aid 
"Aldan", with its circular serving counter, dainty win· 
dow curtains and green and white flowered china, where 
dancers could take a break with a big cup of coffee served 
with real cream for ten cents, is now a business-like area. 
Now it is jammed with bingo cards, cases of soft drinks, 
chips, bars, gum, and a coffee maker from which coffee, 
with canned milk is sold in plastic foam cups, though still 
for ten cents. 

In the nineteen thirties, forties and fifties, Hayland 
Hall was the centre of most community activities. On the 
grounds, Hayland Picnic was held with a so-called 
Monster Dance at night, one of the social highlights of 
the year. 

In 1934, it rained much of Hayland Picnic Day. Peo
ple from the west side of the lake had been brought across 
by boat for the day, and having arranged for the boat to 
meet them early next morning, could not get home, rain 
or no rain. There could be no ball games. What to do 
with the visitors all day? Dance, eat, and drink coffee, of 
course, and so they did. When one group of musicians 
tired, others took their places. Local people went home to 
do chores and returned. So the crowd danced all day and 
all night until dawn next morning, pausing only to sweep 
the dust in clouds out of the hall door. 

The local ladies worked in the kitchen making gallons 
of coffee in a wash boiler and serving sandwiches and 
cake in great quantities while Icelandic conversation 
swirled around. 

Christmas concerts were an annual event often put on 
by Hayland and Siglunes Schools combined. Oscar 
Sveinstrup made an excellent Santa Claus on such oc
casions playing well the part of the kindly old saint. 

Enterprising groups presented plays, one such being 
"The Ghost at Farley's Farm" by a group of Hayland 
players under the direction of Sarah Sandmoen. 

The war years were busy ones at Hayland Hall. The 
local Red Cross decorated the hall in red, white and blue 
for patriotic fund raising occasions. Dances were often 
combined with a tom bola, sale of hand work, bake sale 
or pie social. At a tom bola numbered tickets were sold 
for 25 cents, entitling the purchaser to claim a prize with 



a matching number. Prizes were often donated. At a pie 
social, pies also donated were auctioned off. 

Musicians often volunteered their services or played 
for a small sum. It is not possible to mention all who 
played, but some are: Andrew, Oskar and Sverrir 
Gislason who played violin, banjo and banjo ukulele with 
Gertie Eggertsson at the piano. Other early musicians 
who played violin were: Barney Eggertsson, Geirfinnur 
Peterson, Oli Johnson and Oscar Sveistrup. Sigga 
Eggertsson played the piano. Skuli Jonasson chorded on 
the piano, as did his sister Olla Johnson, Skuli often 
played a mouth organ at the same time. 

Other violinists included Algot Larsen, Arnold 
Ericksson, Artie Mason, Lennie Gudmundson, Leslie 
Johnson and Conrad Johnson. Marlin Magnusson often 
played the accordion during the war years. Esther John
son also played accordion. Valerie Gislason played both 
accordion and piano, while David Gislason followed his 
father's example on the banjo. 

Guitarists were Guy Peterson, Marvin Sveistrup, Mel 
Dickson, and Doreen Gudmundson who played with her 
brother Lennie. 

Pianists were Johnny Johnson, and several Dog 
Creek school teachers, Jean Tweed, Kay Smith, and 
Margaret Main. 

For many years Hayland Hall depended on the music 
of Jerry Eyford who played the violin accompanied by his 
wife Eileen on the piano. With Walter Wright playing the 
accordion with them and other musicians mentioned 
above, there was always music. Sometimes they received 
two dollars each for the night. Often they gave their ser
vices free for a charitable cause or a wedding dance. 
Several times at a New Year's dance John Bergman 
came from Winnipeg to play the banjo with Jerry and 
Eileen. 

They played waltzes, foxtrots, onesteps, polkas, 
schottisches. Social onesteps were really social and 
helped the crowd to mix. Lively square dances called by 
Rolf Forseng or Halli Sveistrup were popular. When 
things needed to liven up a bit, the floor manager would 
call for a "Lady's Choice". 

A record player takes the place of live music today 
and though the old type of dancing has never been entire
ly replaced by modern dances, social one steps and square 
dancing seem to have been forgotten. 

Soon even the bingo players will move to the new hall 
as an era ends for the old Hayland Hall. 

The Arnfinnsons 
by Helga A. Magnusson 

My parents Bjorn and Anna Jonsdottir Palsson were 
married in Iceland. In 1900 they came to the Lundar dis
trict with their son John. Margaret, Finna and Eythor 
were born here. 

In 1905 they settled in Siglunes where they farmed 
and fished in the winter. Seven children were born here. 
Sigbjorn, Magnus Bjorn, Sigfus, Carl, Helga, Sveinbjorg 
Maria and Halldor Sigurdur. 

In 1921 their house burned down and in June they 
moved back to Lundar. Anna died in 1949, Bjorn in 1954. 
They are buried in the Lundar cemetery. 

Their children all married and have large families. 
They have lived in different parts of Canada, many in the 
North. Bjorn, Sigfus, and Halldor Sigurdur served 
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overseas in World War II. Jon worked for Indian Affairs 
at Nelson House. 

Sigbjorn was accidentally shot while trapping and 
showed unbelievable fortitude to survive. This story was 
front page news and he appeared on RipJeys Believe it or 
Not Program. 

Eythor (Art) was a carpenter. Magnus, (Mike) was 
employed with Northern Transportation Company 
Limited and became known as Captain Mike of Macken
zie River. He had a very tricky run with a cargo of 
"Atomic Bomb" ore from Bear River Landing forty
eight miles to Bear River Rapids. The tug that did this 
was "Mikes Radium Prince." The river here is narrow, 
winding and treacherously shallow. At least six ex
perienced skippers had been brought in to try this run but 
all failed except Mike. 

Margaret married John A. Johnson. They farmed at 
Siglunes and Oakview and raised six children. Margaret 
died in 1959. 

My father's brother Ari lived in the Siglunes district 
most of his life. He died in 1946. 

My father's sister Margaret, Mrs. Magnus 
Johannesson farmed for several years in the Vogar area. 
They had six children. Her daughter Laura married Gun
ni Holm of Hayland. 

I married Edward Magnusson of Vogar P.O. We 
have lived in Lundar and raised seven children. Eddy's 
parents Helga and Johannes were married in Iceland. 
They came to Winnipeg. Three children were born here, 
Juno, Edward and Hermina. Johannes died here and 
Helga went with the children to Oak view P.O. Here she 
met and married Gudmundur Goodman. Juno lived with 
Margaret and Sigurdur Sigfusson until she went into 
training for a nurse. Hermina lived with Thura 
Thorsteinson of Hnausa P.O. Olavia, Franklin, and 
Fjolnir, children born to Helga and Gudmundur went to 
Hayland school as did their half brother Eddy. Hermina 
also spent one year at Hayland School. 

The Goodman house burned down in 1927 and the 
family lived for awhile at The Narrows and then moved 
to Lundar. The Goodman farm at Oakview is now the 
home of Siggi and Si Hallson. Their neighbours at this 
time were Gudmundur's cousin Fridfinnur Lyngdal, his 
wife Gudridur and daughters Lara and Margaret. They 
sold to Gisli Hallson (Eiki and Arnold's father) and 
moved to Gimli in 1918. Stefania, Lara's and Margaret's 
half sister now deceased; was married to Professor J. 
Johannesson who taught Mathematics at the Daniel 
McIntyre Collegiate for many years. He now resides at 
Betel, Gimli. 

John Howardson 
by Sigrun Johnson 

John, my brother with his wife Maria (nee Torfason) 
moved from Lundar in the year 1907 to the Siglunes dis
trict where they settled on a farm which he worked along 
with fishing in the winter. There was abundant pickerel 
and whitefish in Lake Manitoba in those years. 

John had a mishap when he was nineteen years old 
and from that time had one much shorter leg. In spite of 
this he worked until late in life. He had an experience 
during fishing in a camp on Lake Manitoba. He couldn't 
find the camp in a bad storm and walked all night to keep 
alive. 



In 1922 his wife died. They had eight children, Helgi, 
Una, Oscar, Mattie, Johnny, May (Diddi), Mundi and 
Maria. 

In the year 1923 John left the farm to work in Win
nipeg at carpentry which he continued through the years. 
When he left the farm the younger children stayed with 
friends and relatives. The older ones went out working. 

In 1939 John left for Vancouver and worked with his 
two sons, Helgi and Oscar on construction. Later he 
bought a boat and fished in the Pacific. After his retire
ment he lived in the Icelandic Home "Hofn", in Van
couver. He died in 1975 after a short illness. Three of his 
daughters had predeceased him. 

His son Oscar told me an interesting story about his 
last days. John had been an avid reader like my father 
and knew many verses by heart. His family were 
gathered around him but got no reaction from him. 
Finally Oscar had a bright idea and began chanting some 
verses he knew his dad often sang. Well, when he had 
completed one stanza, John suddenly broke into the next 
one loud and clear. 

The Bjorn G. Johnson Family 
Bjorn Johnson (Barney) was the son of Gudmundur 

Jonson (from Husey, Iceland) and his wife Jonina 
Bjornsdotter. In 1919, he purchased land along Lake 
Manitoba (NW 22-22-W) from Andres Gislason, who 
had homesteaded there. In 1920, he married Gudlaug 
(Lauga), daughter of Jonas K. Jonasson (from Skagaf
jordur, Iceland) and his wife Gudrun Gudmundottur. 
Barney and Lauga farmed for 8 years and he fished in the 
winter. They then moved to the Dog Creek Reserve, 
where Barney worked as a farm instructor for 3 years. In 
1931, they moved to Eriksdale where Barney went into 
the garage business with Jack Knox. Due to the depres
sion, the so called "Dirty Thirties", things got too tough 
and in 1935 they moved back to the farm with their fami
ly of 5 boys. Barney was a hard working man fishing in 
the winter while Lauga kept the home fires burning with 
the boys and hired help as the farm grew. During the 
following years, they built all new buildings, a modern 
house and outbuildings. Later, Barney gave up fishing 
and devoted all his time to the home. 

In the early 1950's the lake flooded and ruined all the 
hayland along the lake. Shortly after Barney's health 

Mr. and Airs. Bjorn Johnsoll. 
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began to fail, and they moved to Kitimat, B.C. They sold 
the farm later. For 5 years he worked as a caretaker of a 
Church until he passed away in 1961. 

Lauga stayed on in Kitimat for 5 years, looking after 
a motherless family. She then came back to Manitoba 
and for 4 years she kept house for her son, Dr. Jonas of 
Gimli, who had been widowed. When he remarried, she 
retired to Winnipeg, where she now resides. 

Barney and Lauga raised 6 sons. Stanley and his wife 
Beatrice (Thoriacius), who reside in Kitima't and have 3 
sons. Dr. Jonas of Gimli married Elizabeth Peters 
(deceased), and is now remarried to Stella Sackeney. 
They have 1 son and 3 step-children between them, both 
having been married before. Leslie and his wife Leah 
(Klatt), (deceased), of Kitimat raised 4 children. Leah 
passed away in 1973. Conrad and his wife Esther 
(Mollerson) have 3 children and reside at Vogar. Marvin 
and Pauline (Whelan) live in Campbell River, B.C., and 
have 3 children. Ray and his wife Norma (Richter) live in 
Portage la Prairie with their 2 children. 

SOliS of Mr. alld Mrs. B. Johnson. 

The John J. Johnson Family 
by W. John Johnson 

I first recall the sod homes in Iceland with one layer 
of turf and one of stone alternately, making a stout wall. 
The roofs must have been constructed of boards and turf 
as they simply looked like a hilI. 

Our family consisted of my mother, Gudrun, and dad 
Jon, two brothers, Paul and Mundi and four sisters, 
Bjorg, Ranka, Helga and Imba. I never knew any of my 
grandparents, as with the lack of medical help in the ear
ly days, life expectancy was not as we know it now. 
Besides those reaching adulthood, there were three 
brothers and a sister in our family who died in infancy. 

We wore home made clothing, woven outer garments 
and knitted inner ones. Our food came partially from the 
sea. We raised sheep on our farm, so mutton was another 
staple. There were not too many cattle in Iceland then. 

Terrible economic conditions in Iceland along with a 
severe storm which drove my Dad's sheep into the river, 
where half of them perished, forced us to leave our farm 
at Sledbrjot. We moved to a nearby town called Vop-



nafjordur where we lived for three years before im
migrating to Canada. I was six years old when we left the 
farm, but vaguely recall that we all had to ride 
horseback, since there were no wagons. My sister Helga, 
was riding in a lady's saddle and since she was stililittie, 
had to be tied in. We came to a river called "Hofsa" and 
something frightened Helga's horse, causing the pony to 
run away with its captive rider. Worse still, it headed for 
the swift waters. A man accompanying us, called Einar, 
took off after the runaway horse and caught it, just in 
time. 

I visited Sledbrjot for a month the following summer 
and that was, as a seven year old, the last time I saw my 
birthplace. I would like to see it again, but I am 82 years 
old (1976) and doubt that I would attempt such a 
journey. 

In Iceland, manufactured toys were unknown at this 
time. During the years at Vopnafjordur, farmers who 
brought their sheep in for slaughter, would give me the 
horns, all gaily painted, these horns represented sheep 
and cattle to play with. By the time we left I had a herd of 
three or four hundred, which I gave to a younger boy, Jon 
Laxdal. He also immigrated to Canada, and was for 
years the vice-principal of the Provincial Normal School 
in Tuxedo, Manitoba. 

In July 1903, we left Iceland. The ship rolled heavily 
and we were all sea sick. Two men on board kept their 
sea-legs and were hard pressed caring for the rest of us. 
Bya twist of fate, we were aboard a ship called the "Lake 
Manitoba", which turned out to be a cattle boat. We 
made a stop in Glasgow before crossing the uninviting 
Atlantic and going down the St. Lawrence River to Mon
treal. 

A lot of the adults were sick and wretched after the 
ordeal of the ocean. We now faced a three day journey by 
train to Manitoba. The railroad cars had only wooden 
benches and the train crew would not allow, despite the 
desperate conditions of many, any blankets to be taken 
onto the train. Svein Brynjolfsson, the western agent for 
the Icelandic people, sent a telegram to higher 
authorities, orders came, and we were allowed all the 
blankets needed on board. 

After the long journey to Winnipeg, we were met at 
the Immigration House by Mrs. Signe Olson, a fairly 
close relative. Our weary family was glad to stay at her 
home for the three or four days needed for a letter to 
reach Jon Sigurdson of Lundar, telling of our arrival. He 
came for us and our journey continued from Winnipeg to 
Lundar on a lumber wagon. 

Jon Sigurdson, who lived five miles west of Lundar 
and my Dad had been great friends in the Old Country, 
and he loaned us the passageway to come to Canada. Ex
cept for Mundi and Helga who stayed nearby with Aunt 
Mekkin Gudmundson, we all spent two years in this kind 
man's home. Our family then established a residence at 
Rabbit Point, which is west of Lundar, on Lake 
Manitoba, and spent three years there. 

As for education, we went to Mary Hill School dur
ing this period, and were very lucky to have an excep
tional teacher, Thorbergur Thorvaldson, later a professor 
in Saskatchewan. Not only did he instruct us in the basic 

3R's, but kept us in after four, since we knew no 
English, and taught us the language. He wanted us to 
catch up to the other students and in two months had 
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done just that. I also attended Camper School close to 
Rabbit Point for three summers as school did not 
operate during the winter months. 

We had a few cows, the beginning of a future herd. 
Homesteads were available in the Siglunes area and my 
dad decided to come up here. The lake formed our 
highway in those days and in the spring of 1908 we left 
Rabbit Point with our possessions, heading north, leav
ing at eight o'clock in the morning. We intended to stay 
over night with Barney Mathews at Birch Island. 
However, since no one was at home we had to move on to 
John Mathews who also lived at Sig\unes, arriving near 
midnight. I was really worn out after the trip, for we 
drove the cattle ahead of us and naturally they didn't 
come the straightest path. I stiffened up as we walked, we 
had come twenty-eight miles. The next morning we 
pushed on around the jutting of land north of Mathews, 
not dreaming that it would be my beloved home these 
many years. We came to shore a mile south of where 
Walter Reykdal now lives, and lived there temporarily 
for the summer in a small shack. 

That autumn a two story house was built on the new 
homestead. A saw-mill across the bay made lumber 
accessible and Eyolfur Sveinson was the carpenter who 
helped us build it. The first winter Paul and Mundi 
fished, but this was interrupted when Paul was near death 
with a severe bout of pneumonia. Mundi then tended the 
nets alone and I, at fourteen, had to haul hay; look after 
the cattle, and cut wood since none had been taken out. 

As time went by the mill made employment for Paul 
and Mundi. At times the sisters worked in the city as 
there were no job opportunities for girls. Those were hap
py and less complicated times. We made our own recrea
tion. People visited back and forth a lot. 

Once when my sisters were going to a local picnic, 
very carefully clothed in new white dresses, an unfor
tunate situation developed. Oxen were our means of 
transportation in the days when the girls were that young 

Paul Johnson and nephews. W. John and Paul (1943 J. 



and this particular day it was very hot. The oxen were 
lazy and stubborn about moving. Under urging to more 
speed one ox developed a cough and sad to say after one 
particularily strenuous spasm, the inevitable happened. I 
will allow the reader to use his imagination, but needless 
to say one or more fine new dress became a casualty. 
There was nothing to do but turn around and plod back 
home, so that the victim might put on a fresh clean outfit. 

A big change came about for all of us when the first 
world war broke out. Mundi joined the navy. Paul and I 
were called up for an army medical. I was surprised when 
he, despite his history of pneumonia was classed Bl and 
I, 82. Years later, I told of my surprise to a former army 
doctor, assuring him that I had always been in good 
health. He asked me to take off my shoes and socks, then 
he leaned back and really laughed. The doctor was of the 
opinion that he had never seen such a pair of flat feet. 

Mundi was stationed in Halifax just after the terrible 
explosion experienced there in 1917. An anchor, torn 
from a ship, had been hurled across the city. To give an 
example of the tremendous force, Mundi and several of 
the local boys in the navy were helping a diver clean up in 
the harbor and were all pretty well shaken up, when one 
of the objects brought to the surface was a decapitated 
man. 

As the war neared the end, harvest leave shortened 
Paul's and my military obligations, and the war ended 
before we had to report. 

On April 21, 1923 my dad became seriously ill. We 
had a doctor come from Lundar, who had to come by 
horses. When he arrived at midnight, he doubted if my 
dad would live until morning, but when he did, he 
suggested we take him to Lundar. I went with him and 
little did I dream it would be eight months before I saw 
home again. Two weeks later the doctor recommended a 
specialist. We moved Dad to Winnipeg where he lay first 
in hospital and then in a private home before finally pass-

Annie and John J. Johnson wilh Iheir seven grandchildren on John's 
80lh birthday. 
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ing away November 26, 1923. Though he lived in Canada 
some twenty years, his thoughts and heart were in 
Iceland where he had been a member of parliament. 
Through his sickness, I worked at the Union Stock Yards 
and cared for him. 

Dad willed the farm to me. My brothers remained 
with me a lot, I recall talking to Steini Thorsteinson, a 
banker many Icelanders dealt with in the city. He asked 
me, "How is it between you and your brothers finan
cially?" I told him, "It's this way. If one has money and 
the other needs it, he gets it" He laughed and said, "It's 
probably a good idea, but it does not work in all cases". 
It worked in our case right to the end. 

Paul and I owned the cattle in partnership and when I 
began hauling cream, he often looked after the farm. The 
first cream truck in the area was bought new by the 
Ashern Creamery in 1918. They thought the roads would 
be hard on the wheels, so they bought solid rubber tires, 
consequently, it only lasted a couple of months. 

We bought a truck in 1927 from Barney Johnson, 
when illness forced him to discontinue hauling. I picked 
up cream from the various farmers, and hauled it mostly 
to Eriksdale, through the Indian Reserve. Trips were 
often very tough, on account of poor roads. I had to use a 
team of horses as well as the truck, sometimes hauled 
half way with each. If I got stuck, I often had to carry 
eight and ten gallon cans through the sloughs to make the 
load lighter. Paul and I, along with Barney Eggertson 
had a trucking business in Vogar, for some years. 

Mundi was away more as he became a cream grader 
and after 1923 was away working in centers like Brandon 
and Neepawa. He always considered the homestead and 
Vogar his home. Mundi came home in 1941, intending to 
stay permanently, but died in his sleep a week later with 
almost no warning. My beloved mother never recovered 
from the shock, she died a month later at the age of 
eighty-six. 

While neither brothers married, all four sisters did. 
My oldest sister, Bjorg married Bjarni Thorsteinson in 
I celand. They brought three small children with them, 
who were born in the old country; John, Anna and Steini; 
while three children were born in Canada; Joey, Gudrun 
and Helga. Joey Thorsteinson played minor pro-hockey 

John J. Johnson and his three sisters: imba, Hega and Ranka. 



and played briefly with the Chicago Black Hawks after 
getting his start with the Selkirk Fisherman. They had 
settled first in Winnipeg and then in Selkirk. 

Ranka married Steini Gudmundson in 1920, they 
farmed at Leslie in Saskatchewan. They adopted a 
daughter, Hulda, who now resides in Regina. 

In April 1923, Helga married Eysteinn Amason, two 
weeks before Dad took sick. He was a high school prin
cipal in Riverton, before his untimely death from cancer 
in 1943. Helga then moved to Winnipeg with her 
daughter Katrin and son Jon. 

On March 28, 1924 Imba married Barney 
Eggertsson, a well known merchant at Vogar, they had 
one son, Bjorn. 

In the small town of Gunton, a young girl was grow
ing up, who was later to become my wife. Her family had 
immigrated from England and her mother, Ethel Bush, 
had worked hard to support her five children. No pension 
or family allowance assisted this frail, plucky mother, 
and she worked hard for others, to earn a meager living. 
She scrubbed floors for a pound of butter. They had 
oranges once a year at Christmas. Yet the hardships, 
bonded the family together, and with their sense of 
humor as a mainstay, were happy through the lean years. 

Annie, the girl I was to marry, had three brothers, 
Hector, Eric and Ed. as well as a younger sister, Laurie. 
Another sister died as a child in England. 

As they grew older, each in turn worked and helped 
the next younger through school. Annie went to Normal 
School in Manitou in 1926-27 after working in Winnipeg 
as a domestic for a year. After graduating, her concern 
was to get a school and aid Laurie in her education. 
When her turn came after waiting in line at the Teacher's 
Bureau, the man behind the desk asked "Where would 
you like to go?". Desperate for a job, she replied ''I'll 
take anything to get started". He replied, "That is what I 
like to hear", we will call you when we get a line on 
something. 

A phone call later informed her she had a school at 
Dog Creek. Annie boarded with my sister, Imba, 
teaching until Christmas, when school closed. She re
turned to teach the following year. Annie's family 
married people from the Interlake almost entirely. Her 
brother, Hector, married Nellie Smith of Gunton; Eric 
married Edna Frank, who lived for a time in Ashern, and 
sister Laurie, married Milton Tegelberg of Eriksdale. 
Her brother Ed. never married, but worked on our farm 
for years. All my brothers and sisters are now dead, as 
are Anne's mother and brother Eric. 

To complete our family history, Annie and I fell in 
love and were married on July 11, 1931. We had two 
sons, John in 1933 and Paul in 1936. John married Vera 
Duncan, they have three children, Johnnie, Dianne, and 
Carol; Paul married Beverley Brandstrom, they have 
four children - Debbie, Lorraine, Greg and Marlene. 
Both our boys are farming in this area. John is on the old 
homestead and Paul on a farm formerly owned by Oli 
Johnson. 

The years of our marriage have been the happiest and 
most rewarding of our lives. We take comfort in having 
our sons and their families so near and a special delight in 
our seven grandchildren. 

Like so many others, we have known good times and 
bad. In 1942 we built a new home. At this time I had to 
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have major surgery, a bone graft in my back and had to 
lie flat for weeks, then having to learn to walk again. We 
have had good neighbors, many fine people worked for us 
and generally had a wealth of experiences too numerous 
to mention. I would rather close by simply saying that I 
have lived at Siglunes for sixty-eight years. It has been a 
good home. 

Mr. John S. Johnson Family 
My parents, Gudmundur and Janina Jonsson came 

from the municipality of N ordur Mula Sysla in the 
northern part of Iceland. 

In 1903 my family moved to Canada for several 
reasons, the main one was that they hoped for a better 
future for their children. 

The first year they lived at Mary Hill which is seven 
miles west of Lundar. That is where I was born in 
February of 1904. Then they moved three miles further 
west to a place called Rabbit Point on Lake Manitoba. 

In 1908 we moved to what is now called Vogar, 
Manitoba. Our first home was an abandoned log house 
which had belonged to Jon Eyolfson. He had given up 
farming and moved to Lundar. This land is on N.W. 27-
22-9. 

The first hardship I remember is walking to school; 
we lived three miles east of Siglunes SchooL There was a 
bush trail from our place, with very heavy bush, but the 
trail was kept open most of the time. This trail was used 
by both Indians and whites to go to the store in Siglunes. 

It sure was cold walking in 30 degrees below zero in 
our laced rubber boots, even if we had socks and mitts 
made from pure homespun wool. It was still worse in the 
spring; there were several sloughs to cross with at least a 
foot of water and slush. We had to take our boots and 
socks off, wade across barefooted and then put them 
back on again after we were across. This was done about 
three times before we reached school, and of course, the 
same going back. Then when it got warmer the mos
quitoes came out in swarms. 

In summer we wore homemade shoes made out of 
green cowhide with the hair shaved off. They were not 
too bad unless they got wet, then they got so hard and the 
smell was unbelievable! 

When we started school we did not speak or under
stand English. All the children were Icelandic so we could 
not learn from them, and the teacher could not speak or 
understand Icelandic. We learned to read English, but 
did not understand half of it, which made it very difficult 
for the teacher. There were as many as 42 pupils in all the 
grades but she did a terrific job! 

After I finished school I stayed with my parents on 
the farm until 1923, when I started fishing in the winter. I 
worked on the farm in the summertime. 

My first venture into fishing was on Ebb and Flow 
Lake, which is straight west of the Lake Manitoba 
Narrows. The reason we went so far from home was that 
there had been good fishing there the year before. 
my brother and I, bought a fishing outfit (on credit of 
course), and built a log cabin by a river that cuts Ebb and 
Flow into two parts. 

There was no road into that area. We went there by 
boat with a saw, axe and hammer, cut the logs and 
carried them on our backs to the campsite. The material 
was all taken out of the bush except for one window, a 



Gudmulldur and Janina Jonsson, 

John S, Johnson swimming his horses across the lake {o Chiefs 
Poinl for haymaking. machinery was moved by boal, /937, 

door, and some tar paper for the roof. The good earth 
was our floor. 

The fishing was a complete failure, as the most we 
caught was three or four pickerel, and as high as a hun
dred mullets, We hauled the mullets to camp on a hand 
sleigh until Christmas time when we were told there was 
no market for them, We did not make enough to pay for 
the nets, so of course we came out of that vS!nture in a big 
hole, We never went back there, The next year we fished 
at Rock Island, five miles south of where we live now. 
After that we fished out from Ghost Island for twenty 
years straight. Ghost Island is ten miles south of our 
farm. 

In 1926 my parents retired and I took over the farm. I 
also bought the east half of 28-22-9. 

I have been involved in public affairs to some extent. I 
was a councillor for thirteen years, trustee for the 
Siglunes School for twenty years, and for the Lakeshore 
School Division for five years. 
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In 1936 I married Gudrun Halldorson from Hayland, 
Her parents were Halldor and Margret Halldorson, both 
deceased. She was born in 1911 in Westbourne, 
Manitoba. They moved to Siglunes in 1915 and then to 
Hayland in 1916 where she got most of her education. 
She then worked for different families for as little as 
seven dollars a month. 

My wife lost her father when she was only six years 
old. Her mother married Olafur Magnusson who was the 
most wonderful stepfather a girl could have: 

We have five children, nine grandchildren and one 
great-grandchild. 

Our children are: 
Jonina, married to Siggi Emilson, a farmer and 

fisherman at Sig1unes. They have five children and one 
grandchild. 

Halldor, a farmer and fisherman at Siglunes; married 
to Marrianne Senchuk, a nurse from the Pas. They have 
two children. 

Frank, a naval officer stationed in Victoria, B.C.; 
married to Kathy Carey from Ladysmith B.C. They have 
two children. 

Wayne, assistant manager for the United Farmers of 
Alberta; lives in Red Deer, and is married to Janelena 
Majcher from Brandon. 

Shirley, a counsellor for an employment agency in 
Calgary, Alberta; married to Warren Taylor who is in 
the armed forces. 

I had three brothers and six sisters who have all 
passed away. My wife has five sisters living and two 
brothers deceased. 

We are still living on my parents' original homestead. 

Jonas and Marin Johnson 
by Gudrun Gislason (Johnson) 

Jonas and Marin Johnson came from Iceland to the 
Langruth district in 1903 with their three children -
John, Ragna and Hjalmar. Three more children were 
born here - Steini in 1904, myself (Gudrun) in 1906 and 
Jonas in 1908. In 1908 my father was killed in a farm ac
cident, leaving a widow and six young children. 

After many hardships, they moved to the Siglunes 
district in 1914 and homesteaded on section \-23-10W. 
Mother remained on the farm with Jonas until she passed 
away in 1945. It was then sold in 1948, and Jonas moved 
to Vancouver. He married and has five children, Marino, 
Arni, John, Ronald, and Margaret. 

Ragna and Hjalmar have lived in Vancouver for 
many years. John was married and lived in Vancouver. 
He passed away in 1958. Steini, who passed away in 
1963, was married and had two girls, Geraldine and 
Patricia. I married S. Oskar Gislason and have two 
children, Hulda and Krist jan. We farmed in the Siglunes 
district for many years until we retired to live in Ashern 
in 1965. 

Jonas and Gudrun J onasson 
by Oli Johnson 

Jonas Krist jan Jonasson from Skaga Fjordur in 
Northern Iceland, came to North Dakota, U.S.A., in 
1883 and settled in the HaUson District. With him came 
his young bride, Thora Thorfinnsdottir. 

Nine years later his wife died and he was left with a 
young son, Thorfinnur Eigill. 



Jonas married again in 1893, his bride being Gudrun 
Gudmunsdottir, who with her parents, had come from 
Nordur-Mulasyska in Eastern Iceland several years 
previous. This family had also settled in the Hallson dis
trict. 

Two years later, in 1895, this couple moved from 
North Dakota to Manitoba and settled in the Siglunes 
District on the N. W .1/.1 of Section 16 Township 22 Range 
9W, the homestead on which Mr. Jonasson had filed the 
year before. 

They stayed there for some time, but later bought the 
fractional S. W.I/.I in the same section, where they estab
lished their permanent home. Like all the other pioneers 
in the settlement, they lived in a log house at first, but 
built a frame house in 1902, the first of its kind in the 
community. The lumber was hauled by horses on bob
sleighs from Westbourne the winter before, a distance of 
about 70 miles. 

It is noteworthy that the year they built the new house 
was the year of the high flood in Lake Manitoba, when 
many settlers left the district, but their faith and hope for 
the future in the new community was not shaken. 

When they came to the Siglunes District the cir
cumstances and surroundings were extremely difficult, 
the community was sparsely settled, roads were non
existent except for prairie trails .. 

One trip a year was usually made to Winnipeg in the 
early fall to sell farm products, such as salted butter 
stored in wooden containers, salted hides, dried sheep 
pelts and wool, and to purchase necessities. 

With the stop-over in Winnipeg, the trip often took a 
whole month. Later when the railroad came to Oak 
Point, it became the trading post, and being only 60 miles 
from the Siglunes community this was a decided im
provement in communications. 

Mr. Jonasson was endowed with unusual gifts of 
leadership in all social activities. He possessed an ex
cellent singing voice and was a lover of music. He always 
led the singing at funerals and Church services in the ear
ly days, often without the aid of an instrument. He 
directed choirs for entertainment at concerts, was a 
fluent speaker, exceedingly hospitable, a genial conver
sationalist, and a generous host. 

A community spirited man, he was one of the co
sponsors of the Icelandic Library in the settlement and 

Jonas and Cudrun Jonasson. 
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served as its chairman or treasurer for many years. He 
was one of the original members of the Good Templar 
Lodge and a leader in Church and Sunday School affairs. 

He was a prosperous farmer and successfully 
operated a small store on his farm as a side line to his 
farm operations for twelve years. 

An unselfish community worker, an accepted 
promoter in the field of education in the settlement, he 
sponsored the organization of the Siglunes School 
District in 1907 and the erection of the school house. 

Previous to the school being opened Mr. and Mrs. 
Jonasson had a private tutor in their home for two terms 
f9r their own children and those of their neighbors. 

Mr. Jonasson always fondly cherished the memories 
of his experiences when the school district was being 
organized. He acted as chairman of the school board for 
twenty years and his interest in the school never faded as 
long as he was active in the district. 

Including the son from his first marriage, Mr. and 
Mrs. Jonasson raised eleven children. Mr. Jonasson 
passed away on the 7th of September 1944 at the age of 
82 years. 

Like most other pioneering women, Mrs. Jonasson 
was not too active in community affairs. "The home was 
her castle and the children her care". She was a kind 
woman, endowed with a commanding presence, ever 
ready to extend a charitable hand, especially to those less 
affluent, and one who enjoyed the undivided respect of all 
those who knew her. An ardent lover of her childhood 
faith, she became a staunch supporter of the Lutheran 
Congregation when it was established in the district, and 
left her good influence reflected in her children. 

The Jonasson home was acknowledged throughout 
the settlement as a model home. Good management, the 
gracious hospitality and genial attitude relevant to both 
counterparts are some of the factors instrumental to es
tablish that well deserved reputation. When Mrs. 
Jonasson married Jonas she accepted his young son from 
his first marriage as her own and gave him the same lov
ing care as her own children. She was the only mother he 
knew and he always regarded her as such. Mrs. Jonasson 
died on the lIth of May 1938 at the age of 66. 

The following are their children listed in order of age 
and their spouses; 

Jonassofl family. Back row, left 10 right: Egill, Snorri. Mundi, 
Skuli, Bogi. Olio Front row: Olga, Olavia, Jon ina, Cud/aug and Bjorg. 



Thorfinnur Eigill married Gudbjorg Johnson. 
Thora Berg married J. A. Howardson both deceas-

ed. 
Gudmundur F. married Christine Johnson. 
Olafur deceased married Jennie Peterson. 
Gudlaug married Bjorn G. Johnson ~ deceased. 
Jonina G. married George Sommerville deceased. 
Olavia S. married Olafur Johnson. 
Wilhelm Snorri married Gudrun Henrickson, second 

wife Violet Pawlowicz. 
Skuli married Norma Kjernisted. 
Jonas Bogi married Sylvia Thorkellson - deceased, 

second wife Juliette Thorkellson. 
Olga Lilja married Joseph Szarkowski - deceased. 

Olafur and Margaret Magnusson 
Our father, Olafur (Oli) Magnusson, was born in 

Iceland on September 30, 1875. He lived all his young life 
in Iceland. He had no schooling but was self-educated. 
He fluently read and wrote all the Scandanavian 
languages. He went to sea at an early age and worked on 
a fishing vessel. After a few years he wrote his exams for 
his Captain's papers at Akureyri and passed them with 
honors. Father immigrated to Canada in the year 1911. 
He worked in the Argyle area for three months, then in 
Baldur and Glenboro, coming to the Siglunes area in 
1914 or 1915 where he worked for John Howardson, our 
uncle, for a number of years. 

Our mother, Margaret Havardsdottir, was born in 
Iceland on April 6, 1884. She moved to Canada with her 
parents and grandparents in 1888. They first settled in 
the New Iceland area. Shortly after coming to Canada, 
Margaret's mother died. She was then taken and raised 
by her grandparents. They moved to Pembina, North 
Dakota, where mother spent all her young life. There she 
met and married her first husband, Halldor Halldorson, 
in May 1902. They had six children, but lost their first 
born, a boy, from whooping cough at the age of two 
months. A tragedy which mother never got over. When 
the rest of us were growing up if anyone came to our 
home which mother suspected of having any contagious 
disease or illness, out came the sulphur and creolin. 
Everything being well washed, the sulphur burned on the 
stove or the furnace. It's a wonder the smell didn't kill us 
all. It has probably been as effective as some of our 
modern medicines, as the whooping cough was all around 
us, but none of us got it, even though our home was the 
focal point of the district as we had both the post office 
and the public telephone. There was never a shortage of 
company in our home, neither was there a shortage of 
food, or old-fashioned hospitality, and the "Coffee Pot" 
was always on. 

Mother, Halldor and one child moved to West
bourne, Manitoba in 1907, where they lived until 1914. 
They then moved to the Siglunes District, settling first on 
Jorundur Eyford's place, which at one time had been an 
Indian fort consisting of four homes. We had been in
formed that at one time those four homes had been oc
cupied by four Icelandic families; John Johnson (Sled
brott), Jorundur Eyford, Havadur Howardson, our 
grandfather and our uncle, John Howardson. When our 
mother and her family moved into this district those four 
families had vacated their homes. Mother and the family 
lived in one of those homes their first winter in the area, 
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Slat/ding (leji 10 righ!): Serla (Mrs. Dave Eggerlsollj. Helga (Mrs. 
Oscar Sveislrup i. Freeman. Grml/a (Mrs. John Johnson). 8jorg (iv/rs. 
Ro/fForseng). Sitting lieji 10 right): Anna. il4argarel. Oli and Sophia. 

moving to Hayland the following year, taking up a 
homestead. They built a log home on this homestead and 
we've been told that it was a fairly comfortable home of 
that day and age. Mother was widowed in February, 
1916. She was left with five children ranging in age from 
six months to nine years. Mother remained on the 
homestead taking a second homestead the following 
year. She kept her family together and married our 
father, Olafur Magnusson, in June 1919. He became 
more of a father than stepfather to those five children. 
They had two daughters of their own, Anna and Sophia, 
who are making a feeble attempt at writing this history. 
They were both born in the log home, being brought into 
the world by a mid-wife, Stefania Gudmundson. Anna 
married a young man from Oakview, Peter Davidson, in 
1948. They settled in the Oak view district where they 
have been farming ever since. Anna and Peter had no 
family of their own, but have the deep love and true devo
tion of all their nieces and nephews. The younger 
daughter, Sophia (Toots) married a young man from 
Hamilton, Ontario, Kenneth Routledge, in 1945. They 
settled and lived in Hamilton until 1957 when they moved 
to the Ashern district where they have been farming 
since. They have four children: Anne Marie (Mrs. Bob 
Bezemer); Anne and Bob are farming in the Ashern dis
trict: Kenneth, married to Frances Kiesman formerly of 
Moosehorn, Manitoba, is a police constable with the 
Calgary City Police: Joyce (Mrs. Myles Brandson); . 
Myles and Joyce are working and living in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba: Randy is still living at home and going to 
school. 

In 1925 our mother and father built a new and bigger 
home of lumber on the homestead. They lived and 
farmed there until their retirement in 1947. At that 
time their son, Freeman, took over the farm. They then 
moved to Lundar, Manitoba and spent nine happy years 
there until Father passed away in July, 1956. Mother 
then moved in with Anna and Peter and lived with them 
until she passed away in July, 1960. 

We had our last family reunion in December 1955 at 
the old homestead which was then the home of our 
brother and sister-in-law, Freeman and Grace Halldor-



son. The family were all there. At that time there were 
thirty-eight of us. Our brother Freeman died in January, 
1963. His only child, Keith, is still farming on the old 
homestead. 

Jon Metusalemson and Stefania Stefandottir 
by Oli Johnson 

This couple came to Canada from Nordur Mulasysla 
in Eastern Iceland in 1887 and to Manitoba the same 
year. They settled in the Swan Lake district, as it was 
called in the early days and is now known as Lundar. 
With them came their five sons; Bjorn, Sigurdur, Jon, 
Stefan and Metusalem and one daughter, Adalbjorg. The 
youngest daughter Ragnhildur was born two years later, 
in Canada. 

Soon after coming to Manitoba, the family adopted 
the surname "Mathews" as being more suitable in the 
new land. 

M r. and Mrs. Mathews stayed in the Swan Lake dis
trict until 1893 when the family moved north to The 
N arrows settlement, where a few families had settled. In 
1893, when the first survey was made of the Siglunes dis
trict Mr. Mathews suggested to his son Sigurdur, who 
was employed on the survey gang, that he be on the 
lookout for a suitable location for the family homestead 
to establish a permanent home. The young man selected 
the south end of the Siglunes point, to where the family 
moved in 1895 and where Mr. Mathews and two of his 
sons homesteaded. This turned out to be a wise choice 
and was always considered one of the best farms in the 
settlement. 

Being enterprising and practical men, the Mathews 
family soon prospered and before long they acquired six 
quarter sections of land, and the biggest herd of cattle in 
the colony. 

But all of a sudden a sad bereavement struck, two of 
the brothers drowned in Lake Manitoba early in May 
1901. Sigurdur and Jon were out on Birch Island with 
their brother Bjorn, who had settled there, the three hav
ing been in partnership at fishing the winter before. They 
were waiting for the ice to break up on the lake in order 
to go home and fulfill a plan they had, to establish a saw
mill in the bush on their father's farm. As soon as the ice 
broke, Sigurdur and John set out for home on a sail boat. 
On passing over a reef about a mile from shore, the boat 
struck an isolated rock, which was just below the lake 
surface and the boat capsized. Although both men were 
string swiQ1mers, they succumbed to the ice cold water. 

This accident caused a deep sorrow to the family, and 
indeed the whole community, because the two young men 
had endeared themselves to all who knew them. 

In the summer of 1908, Mr. Mathews, assisted by his 
two sons Stefan and Methusalem, built a two-storey 
frame house with five bedrooms upstairs. The house was 
set on a full basement, centrally heated with a hot-air fur
nace, something which was almost unheard of in the out
lying communities at that time. 

The stone for the basement walls came from Rose 
Hill Quarry at The Narrows, hauled from there by horses 
the winter before. While the lumber came from the saw
mill at Sigiunes. The oldest brother, Bjorn having by then 
established the sawmill at Siglunes, and thus fulfilled the 
hopes and plans of his two brothers, who had passed on. 
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Jon and Sie/ania Malhews, 

The next year they built a big horse barn, with a loft, 
and also a cow barn, this was of a low structure. Both 
these buildings were painted red with white trimmings. 
The new set of buildings made the Mathew place, without 
a doubt, the most attractive farmstead in the settlement, 
a tangible evidence of a well-to-do and well managed 
home. 

Jon and Stefania Mathews were pioneers in the true 
sense of the word, both richly endowed with the 
characteristics of charity, and hospitality. Having come 
to Manitoba with little or no means and a young family, 
they overcame the hardships and difficulties of the 
pioneering years to become prosperous and well 
respected citizens of the community which they helped so 
well to build. 

Mr. Mathews died in 1915 and Mrs. Mathews a few 
years later. The children are all now deceased. N one of 
the family married except Bjorn, who is mentioned in 
another article and a half-sister, Maris, Mrs. Havardson, 
who did not come to Canada until 1904 by then a married 
woman. There was also one more daughter who took ill 
while the family was enroute from Iceland and died very 
young. 

Sketches of the Interlake 
Siglunes 

by Oli Johnson 
The word "Siglunes" is a place name in Iceland and 

dates back to the days of early settlement. It means 
"Mast Point or Spar Point". 

We find, in the book of Settlement, where a Norse 
Viking "Thormod the Strong" had to flee Norway 
because of manslaughter and went to Iceland, and on 
arriving, he sailed his ship up a long bay and named it 
"Siglufjord" Mast Bay, then established his home on a 
ness or point and called it "Siglunes" Mast Point. 

I n any case, the first settlers brought the name with 
them from Iceland, and so named the second post office 
to be established in the settlement; the first being "The 
Narrows". Siglunes Post Office was established in 1900 
and closed in 1963. The name was further perpetuated 
when the school district was formed in 1907. The 



Siglulles School No. 1399 buill ill 1907. 

municipality, which was organized in 1917, was also 
named Siglunes. 

Jon Mathews was the first postmaster. He only 
served for two months. He was followed by Jorundur 
Eyford, who held the post until 1908 at which time he 
and his family left the settlement. 

From then until 1963, when the post office was 
closed, there had been seven different people, who 
served as postmasters. They served in the order that 
follows; Framar J. Eyford, M. J. Mathews, Jon Jonsson, 
John A. Johnson, Miss Ragnhildur, J. Mathews, Stefan 
J. Mathews (acting) and Mrs. Freda Freeman. 

(Reference re Post Office - Department of Com
munications, Ottawa) 

The Siglunes School District No. 1399 was formed on 
January 15, 1907, by an award of inspector, namely, 
Inspector Best. It consisted of the following land; 
Township 22 Range lOW, Sections 13 and 23-27 in
clusive, Sections 34-36 inclusive. Some of these were 
fractions. The remainder of the township is in Lake 
Manitoba. Twonship 22 Range 9W; Sections 10 and 15 
to 22 inclusive; Sections 27-34 inclusive. The most 
southerly row of these were mostly fractions, the rest of 
the township being in the lake. 

Nowhere in the records, can there be found any clue 
as to who was responsible for the district being orga
nized. in the sketches about the pioneers, compiled by 
Jon Jonsson in 1933 and published in the Thorgeirsson 
Almanac in 1914, we find this statement; 

"J. K. Jonasson was most likely the main instigator 
of the school being built here. Prior to that he had 
private tuition in his home, for his own children and 
those of his neighbors". 

In the summer of 1907 the school house was built. All 
material came from the local mill at Siglunes, except for 

Sig/ulles School Children alld Teacher, 1909. 
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Sig/unf!s Choir /9/7, 

Children at Siglunes School, 1917. 
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the inside sheeting, which was fir, a material that was 
very common in the early days. The doors were factory 
made. The flooring and siding were local products. 

Steve Mathews was the head carpenter, he had a 
helper with him and was assisted by voluntary labor, 
from the ratepayers. The building was not completed un
til 1908, but as an alternative, school was held in the 
home of J. K. Jonasson, where the local children attend
ed four months during the year 1907. Gudrun Amason, 
later Mrs. Skuli Sigfusson, was the first teacher, when 
the district was organized. 

The Siglunes School has the distinction of being the 
first school built in the west part of the Interlake area 
north of township 21 in a white man's settlement. The 
only schools that preceded it in the area were the old log 
school house at Treaty Ground on the Dog Creek Indian 
Reserve and the school at the Anglican Mission at Fair
ford. 

According to the school register there were seventeen 
pupils enrolled during the first term. There are no records 
available of any meetings or business transactions con
cerning the district during the first year, except that it 
was organized and the school built. 

The first entry in the old minute-book is regarding a 
meeting held in the school house on October 31st, 1908. 
It appears that the question of assessing the taxable land 
in the district and collecting taxes to run the school, was 
the topic of priority. 

The only source of communication at that time, was 
by mail. which came only once a week. It would take 
several weeks to get a reply to a letter sent to Winnipeg. 
In any case, the meeting decided to approach Inspector 
Best by letter, for information as to how the assessment 
should be conducted and tax collected. 

Even in those early days the people were concerned 
about, and looked to the big companies, such as the 
C.N.R. and Hudson's Bay Co., to pay taxes on their 
land, the same as everybody else. A resolution was, 
therefore passed requesting Mr. Best to exercise his in
fluence to have this land put on the tax roll. 

By this time the school had been open a few months, 
the teacher, Johannes Erickson, was preparing for a con
cert, the first ever to be held in the school. It is interesting 
to note that at a meeting held in the school on December 
7, 1908, after the regular order of business had been dealt 
with, a request was submitted by the teacher, Mr. 
Erickson, and we quote; "According to a request by 
Mr. Erickson to build a stable for twelve teams of horses 
and have it built before next Saturday, counting from the 
day of the meeting. The ratepayers present, jointly under
took to build such a stable by private work". This 
meeting was held on a Wednesday, whether or not the 
stable was erected, in such haste is hard to say. However, 
the concert was held, because, to the minutes of the 
meeting held on December 22, 1908, we find this 
paragraph, appended; 

"At this meeting Mr. Erickson handed $15.00 to the 
district as the proceeds of a concert sponsored by him 
to help the poor school a little". 

The writer remembers this stable well. It was built out 
of spruce slabs hauled from the local mill. There were six 
double stalls along each side. The roof was of poplar 
poles covered with hay, and rested on a couple of 
stringers that were supported by uprights. This stable 



only stood for three or four years and was then destroyed 
by fire. 

For a few years after the Siglunes School was built, it 
was the centre of attraction for entertainment, such as 
dances and concerts, for a large area. However, this 
changed when the Hayland Hall was built in 1913, then 
all the main social functions were held there. 

Like so many country schools, the old Siglunes 
School served the district for many years as an institution 
of learning, centre of entertainment, a meeting place of 
worship, where babies were baptised and teenagers con
firmed. As the years went by a new era emerged. Com
munications improved, roads were built, automobiles 
came on the scene. Functions at the school gave way to 
those at larger places. 

In 1943 the old school was replaced by a more 
modern building after having served the district for 
thirty-six years. The new building is on the old site but 
does not have the "Halo" of the pioneering years around 
it. It is on a two acre lot situated on the S. W. V4 of 30-22-
9. The school has now been closed since 1967, having 
been included into the new centralized system of educa
tion, like many other rural schools in Manitoba. Jointly, 
the two buildings had served the district for sixty years. 

N ow there is only the municipality left to carry the 
name "Siglunes". How long it will survive is a matter of 
speculation, because there are rumblings in the air about 
another sweep of centralization, this time to engulf all the 
rural municipalities in the province. When this happens, 
the name will be gone forever. 

When we take into account that some of our sister 
provinces had acknowledged, as an error, to have em
barked upon the centralized school system before our 
province entered into it. Similarly, some of the states 
across the border, had already tried and abandoned such 
a plan. It is not much wonder that many people doubt the 
wisdom of this educational revolution in the form it is 
emerging today. 

While we intend, later in this article, to list all the 
teachers who taught in the district after it was organized, 
they will not be dealt with individually, but because Mr. 
Erickson was connected with the district for so long in 
the early years and during the most difficult times, it 
seems he merits to be mentioned at some length. 
Moreover, he was the only one of the first generation of 
Icelanders in Manitoba ever to teach at the school. 

Johannes Erickson came from Iceland in 1886, then 
just a young man. At first he worked at vario~s jobs, he 
had an intense desire for learning, before long he was at
tending school in his spare time. This way he worked 
himself through elementary and intermediate schools, 
and finally to Wesley College in Winnipeg, where he 
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1912. In the 
meantime he had taught school in various districts in the 
Icelandic settlement. He taught for three terms at 
Siglunes. From then on he kept teaching and studying, 
intermittently until he acquired his Master of Arts 
Degree. He did not attain this goal until fairly late in life. 
It seems that the fruits of his labor was somewhat less 
than might have been expected. That he was not too 
successful in his career after attaining such a highstan
dard of learning, can possibly be traced to the inflexibili
ty in his own nature. Whatever else can be said about this 
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man, one thing is certain, he was sincere in his endeavors 
towards the Siglunes School and district. 

On checking the school records, we find that during 
the three terms he was there he acted as secretary, 
whenever he was in the district; Assessor for one year; 
caretaker of the school and even supplied fuel for one 
winter. Having been around and gained experience in 
school matters in general, he could often guide the 
ratepayers regarding school affairs. Mr. Erickson was 
very helpful with the secretarial work in the early days 
and a great help to the district, as some of the Icelandic 
pioneers, while being skilled with the pen in their mother 
tongue, particularly the two Jonasson brothers, Gudmun
dur and Jon, they were handicapped in that they could 
not write English. 

Mr. Erickson was a community-spirited man who 
helped organize and direct plays and other entertain
ment, which was much needed in the isolated community 
and he took interest in local affairs. 

It appears that money was not always available to 
meet the current expenses and sometimes he had to leave 
without being paid. In one instance, we find in the 
minutes of a meeting dated February 6th, 1909, where a 
motion carried, "That the offer made by J.E., the 
teacher, be accepted, namely, that he lend the trustees the 
money coming to him until they can possibly pay the 
same, say October 1st, of this year - 1909". The amount 
was not stated. 

Children Enrolled in 1907 
Eigil Jonasson 
Gudmundur Jonasson 
Bjorg Jonasson 
Lauga Jonasson 
Olafur Johnson 
Gunnlaugur Havardson 
Johann K. Jonasson 
Lukka Eyolfsson 

Oskar Eyolfsson 
Bjorn Eggertson 
Ingi Johnson 
Asta Johnson 
Helga Johnson 
Anna Sveistrup 
Sofia Isberg 

Those Who Served as Chairman of the Board 
Stephen Stephanson 
Gudmundur Havardson 
Jon Jonsson 
Gudmundur Jonsson 
J. K. Jonasson 
Framar J. Eyford 
J. K. Jonasson 
B. G. Johnson 
O. E. Sveistrup 
Grettir Freeman 
Siggi Emilson 
Those Who Served as Secretary-Treasurers 
Oscar Sveistrup 
Johannes Erickson 
B. J. Mathews 
Gudmundur Jonsson 
Jon Jonsson 
Framar J. Eyford 
J. H. Johnson 
John Havardson 
Oli Johnson 
David Eggertson 
Grettir Freeman 
W. J. Johnson 

1907-1908 
1909-1910 
1911 
1912-1913 
1914-1921 
1922-1924 
1925-1938 
1939-1943 
1944-1961 
1962-1965 
1966-1967 

1907 
1908-1909 
1910 
1911 
1912-1913 
1914-1916 
1917-1922 
1923-1924 
1925-1946 
1947-1957 
1958-1961 
1962-1967 



Those Who Taught in the District 
Gudrun Arnason 
Johannes Erickson 
Elizabeth Polson 
Gudrun Peterson 
Solveig Thomas 
Gladys Matheson 
Pearl Nichol 
Kristin Brynjolfsson 
Christine Johnson 
Margaret Erlendson 
Eysteinn Arnason 
Sigridur Eggertson 
Ragnar S. Johnson 
Sigrun Gudmundson 
Vigdis Sigurdson 

Siglunes Baseball Club 
by 0 Ii Johnson 

May Baldwin 
Dorothy Howitt 
Audrey Johnson 
Edna Lee 
Cecelia Eggertson 
Jean Strohman 
June Toews 
Gertie Eggertson 
Hal Sveistrup 
Ellen Steinthorson 
Vera Johnson 
David Gislason 
Beverly Johnson 
Edith Seal 
Bertha Danielson 

Like many other things that have grown and 
developed to establish a good reputation for itself, the 
Siglunes 'Baseball Team, derived from a rather scanty 
beginning, made good; Its origin being a bunch of boys at 
the Siglunes School. 

The first equipment was a tennis ball, sometimes a 
rag ball, the bat consisted of a piece of board five or six 
inches wide, hewn to a taper at one end to form a handle. 
Yes, sometimes it was a tennis racket, though they broke 
too easily. 

The first attempt at competition baseball was in 1913 
at a combined school picnic at Hayland Hall against boys 
from Darwin School. Everything went well for us until 
the last inning when one of the Darwin boys hit a home
run, with one or two on bases, to win the game. 

We soon obtained a few gloves, a hard ball and a bat. 
We started playing on Sundays on the prairie west of the 
school because hard ball was not allowed on the school 
yard. 

We did not enter into hard ball competition until 
1916. But by 1919, having gained a bit of experience, and 
gathered enough courage to want to try our luck at 
baseball against the teams in the railway towns, we field
ed a team at the Lundar picnic in July of 1919, for the 
first time. 

There were only a few cars in the district, but the 
Mathews boys and Gisli Hallson a farmer in the com-

Siglunes Baseball Team. 1923. LefllO righi, Fron! row: AlgOl Lar
son, Garland Music, /ngi Sveislrup, Helgi Hawardson, Oscar 
Sveislrup. Back row: Eiki Johnson, John Johnson. Oli Johnson, Jack 
Bergman "Captain". ATlhur Sandmoen (missing). 
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LeJi 10 right: From row: /1'(111 Larson. Algoll Larson, GIl 1I1111 i 
Jonsson, Ole Larson. Second row: Baldur Jonsson, Flovent Sigjilssoll, 
Charles Freeman, Sigmar Sigfusson, S. JO/lsson. Back row: Gisli 
Sigfusson. Herman Johnson, Skapli Sigfusson, Siggi Freeman. 1949. 

Sigillnes Ball Team. 1930. Front row, lefl /0 right: Algot Larons, 
Oskar Johnson. Manager, Bill Hanky. 2nd row: Stan Nicol, Siggi 
Freeman. Oscar Hawardson, Ole Larson. 3rd row: A rthur Larson, 
Steve Sveistrup. Grellir Freeman. 

Siglunes Ball Club, 1973. Lefl to righi, Front row: Hall Sveislrup, 
Charles Freeman. Gisli Sigjilsson, Oscar Sveistrup "Manager", Mar
vin Sveislrup. Back row: Flovent Sigfllsson, Ivan Larson, Lorman Lar
SOI1, Herman Johnson, Skapti SigfllssOll, G. De Meyer. 



munity, supplied transportation. Expecting to have trou
ble on the road, we started off in the early morning, tak
ing with us a long stout rope, which we used to tow the 
cars through the mud holes. Not arriving at Lundar until 
2 P.M. we were late for the draw, and the picnic com
mittee would hardly allow us to eat and change to clean 
clothes before calling us on to the field. However, we 
were permitted to do so. It happened that we were drawn 
against the Teulon team, the strongest team on the field 
that day, we were beaten, but it was a good experience 
and an eye-opener as to how much we were lacking. 

Many years later, on comparing notes with "Bert 
Wood", who became our member of parliament, I found 
out that he was the catcher and captain of the Teulon 
team at that time. I marvelled at how well he 
remembered the Siglunes team and all the relating cir
cumstances. 

We had only the required nine players and no spares, 
because one of the players was unable to make the trip, 
we were allowed a spare player from Lundar to take his 
place. The names of those who made this memorable trip 
to Lundar besides the writer, were; Chris and Helgi John
son, Otto and Siggi Mathews, John J. Johnson, Carl Tor
fason, John H. Johnson. The player who was unable to 
make the trip was Oli Jonasson. 

In 1920, there was a big change in the team, as no 
fewer than six of the former players had left the district. 
We managed to keep going with some of the younger 
boys joining us. Moreover, it boosted the team a lot that 
by then we had stretched out a bit, and some of the boys 
in Hayland had joined us, who became valuable assets to 
the Siglunes team in the early stages. I do not recall any 
particular incident to substantiate that we took a team to 
the railway in 1920, although we most likely did and also 
competed against the teams from Darwin and Reykjavik. 
In 1921 we did for sure and from then on, without excep
tion. 

The Siglunes Athletic Association was organized in 
1921 and we began to draw players from farther afield. I 
believe the club that year proved itself and to others that 
it was on its way to becoming a worthy competitor. 

1922 was a big year for the club when they got their 
first uniforms, Maroon in color with white lettering and 
trimming - "Big Deal". On arriving in Ashern to play 
ball on July 1st, the Ashern boys promptly named us 
"The Red Cows from the lake". Havings said that, let me 
hasten to add, that this was done without any feeling of 
animosity, but all in good fun, and it was accepted in the 
same spirit. 

When Mr. A. W. Kirvan first presented the "Kirvan 
Cup", for competition, the Siglunes ball team was 
entered in the tournament. While we did not win the cup, 
we defeated the Hilbre team, which was at that time con
sidered the strongest team along the line. We lost to a 
weaker team later that day. From then on, the Siglunes 
Ball Club has never looked back, but has in the fifty odd 
years that followed, probably established for itself a more 
consistent winning record than any other ball club in the 
Interlake. 

300 At Banquet Honor Two Pioneer Fishermen 
About 300 people turned out Friday evening to honor 

two pioneer fishermen, who, between them have fished 
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commercially 120 years on Lake Manitoba and Lake 
Winnipeg. 

The two men, Harry Davidson of Oakview and 
Gudmundur (Jim) Solmundson of Gimli, both 80 (when 
this was written) (Mr. Davidson passed away November 
2/72) sat side by side at the head table at the banquet 
sponsored jointly by the Dolly Bay local of the Manitoba 
Federation of Fishermen and the Oakview Young 
Peoples Club. It was the first time the two men had met. 

Hon. C. H. Witney, minister of Mines and Natural 
Resources was guest speaker and paid tribute to the 
honored guests also presented them with the Order of 
the Buffalo Hunt: Helgi Tomason, fishermen's represen
tative, presented them with pipes on behalf of the 
Manitoba Federation of Fishermen. 

Elman Guttormson, MLA for S1. George, said Mr. 
Davidson and Mr. Solmundson were symbolic of all 
those men who had done so much for Canada. 

Jack Cowan, deputy minister of mines and natural 
resources, and S. S. Sigurdson, director of fisheries, also 
spoke and paid tribute to the honored guests and the 
fishing industry. 

Chairman of the banquet was Geirfinner Peterson. 
In attendance at the banquet which the sponsors hope 

to make an annual event, were residents from Gimli, Oak 
Point, Lundar, Ashern, Steep Rock, Gypsumville and 
Reykjavik on the west side of Lake Manitoba. Most of 
the people came from the farming area between Siglunes 
and Silver Bay. Mr. Davidson homesteaded in the 
Interlake district at the turn of the century and has fished 
Lake Manitoba for 55 years. Mr. Solmundson has fished 
on Lake Winnipeg for the past 70 years. 

The Dolly Bay hall is located 8 miles east of The 
Narrows. 

Early Freeze-up caught Lake Steamers in ice 
On October 16, 1905 we experienced an unexpected 

early frost on Lake Manitoba. Steamers were caught in 
the fast forming ice and some in the middle of the lake, 
the Petrel and the Marvyl were frozen in four miles south 
of Siglunes by Gull Island. 

That fall B. J. Mathews was at the harbour at 
Westbourne with a big load of supplies for the settlement 
at Siglunes, consisting of nets, fish boxes, flour, oats and 
groceries. He rented a barge that had been built by John 
Halldorson and Jack Oliver, and loaded his belongings 
on the barge along with ten or twenty fishermen. 

Helgi Einarson was also in Westbourne with his 
steamboat "Iceland", and he took on the job of towing 
the barge to Siglunes. On the way they got caught in a 
heavy blow and snow, and in front of Sandy Bay, on the 
west side of the lake, the barge filled with water. 
Everything that could float drifted off, such as fish boxes 
and oil drums, cases of nets etc., (excepting the 
fishermen, who are notorious for their floating 
qualities.). 

The loss was estimated at:S 1,200.00 which was a great 
deal of money in those days. 

Early Mail Carriers 
by O. Johnson 

Hclgi Einarson was the first man to carry mail to the 
Icelandic settlement on the east side of Lake Manitoba, 
starting in 1892, when The Narrows Post Office was first 



jorundur S, E}iord, Franwr j, Eyford. jerry Eyford. 

Three generations of Eyfords with seventy-seven consecutive years in the mail service. 

Helgi Einarson, First Mail Carrier in The Narrows settlement. 

opened. Assisted by his brother Krist jan, he carried mail 
from Kinosota to The Narrows once a week and once a 
month to Fairford until 1905. The railway having been 
built out to Oak Point in 1904, the mail started coming 
into the community from the east side, 

In 1905 the Dog Creek Post Office, later Vogar, was 
established and William Monkman started his long 
faithful and often strenuous career as a mail carrier. He 
carried mail once a week from Scotch Bay to Dog Creek 
then to Fairford bi-weekly, often having to carry the mail 
bag on his back when horses were unable to get through, 
especially in spring and fall. 

After the railway was extended to Gypsumville in 
1910, the Fairford mail ceased coming through Dog 
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Creek, and Mulvihill became the point of delivery and 
this remains today, 

Mr. Monkman retired in 1928 when Peter Musick 
got the mail contract, having then served uninterrupted 
from \905, except for a period of two or three months 
when a man by the name of Ingi Anderson held the 
contract. Mr. Monkman was exceptionally well suited 
for this first mail route, having been employed by the 
Hudson's Bay Company as a freighter, He was well 
acquainted with this area and knew the hardships of the 
trail. He was a descendant of the early Red River 
Settlers and an outstanding leader of the- Metis in his 
community, 

Mr. Monkman homesteaded on the S,E,I/4 3-32-9W 
and stayed there after his retirement. He married a native 
woman, they had one son and four daughters. Mr. 
Monkman died in 1933 and is buried in the Anglican 
cemetery situated in the N,W. corner of his homestead. 

By 1898 the Siglunes district had begun to settle, 
consequently a mail route was established between 
Kinosota and Siglunes. This continued until 1905, and 
from then on the Siglunes mail was picked up at Dog 
Creek, 

Back row, left to righl: Dan and Archie McRae, grandsons Katie 
Monkman, daughter, Front row: Mrs. Monkman, "Marie", William 
Monkman, "The Mailman" and Maggie Monkman and grand
daughter. Mr. Monkman lVas in the mail service from 1905 to 1923, 



Jorundur Eyford had both these mail routes until 
1908 when he left the community. When he left, his son
in-law, Framar J. Eyford took over the mail contract and 
became the post master at Siglunes as well. 

In 1915, when Peter Musick quit the mail service and 
left the community, Framar Eyford took it over. This 
included the Mulvihill to Vogar route together with 
delivery to the local post offices at Siglunes, Hayland, 
The Narrows and later Oakview. He also carried the 
Wapah mail which was picked up at The Narrows by the 
Wapah postmaster. 

The present incumbent, Jerry Eyford, is the third 
generation of Eyfords in the mail service. He started by 
assisting his father in 1925 as a teenager, delivered mail 
to the local post offices, later taking charge of the 
Mulvihill to Vogar route. 

When his father died Jerry Eyford took over the mail 
contract and this year, 1975, he has been associated with 
the mail service in the out of the community for fifty 
years. All told, the three generations of Eyfords have now 
been in the mail service seventy-seven consecutive years. 

Events and Enterprises 
Siglunes to Silver Bay 

by Oli Johnson 
The first attempt to organize in the Icelandic 

Settlement was in 1907, when a few of the settlers agreed 
to form a compnay for the purpose of building a 
community hall. 

The four men who were in the fore-front of the 
enterprise were Sigurgeir Pjeturson, Pall Kjernisted, 
Asmundur Freeman, and Helgi Einarson, with the last 
mentioned as the chief instigator. 

Einarson undertook to get the project underway and 
the hall was built at The Narrows in the spring of 1907, 
and was ready for use on the 17th of June the same year. 
The first gathering was held in the building to 
commemorate the birthday of "Jon Sigurdson", former 
president of Iceland, and a man highly esteemed by the 
Icelandic Nation. 

Around that time a temperance club was organized 
mainly because of the efforts of Sigurgeir Pjeturson, 
Geirfinnur Peterson, and Ra,gnar Johnson. 

In 1911, the Temperance Club developed into the 
Good Templar Lodge, "Djorfung," which flourished for 
several years, there being a trend towards temperance in 
the community at that time. This organization embraced 
all the area from Siglunes to Silver Bay. 

By 1918 many of the young men belonging to the 
Lodge had enlisted for active service in the "First World 
War", and because of that the Lodge became very 
inactive, and a few years later it was dissolved. 

In 1910, an Icelandic library was organized. This 
took in all the area from Siglunes to Silver Bay, as well as 
the settlement at The Bluff on the west side of the lake. 

I t soon became evident that the area was too 
widespread for the library to operate successfully as one 
unit. Hence the people on the west side withdrew, and 
those on the east bought their share in the books. 

The area on the east side was then re-organized, and 
two libraries were established, one retaining the original 
name, "Herdubreid", and took in the area of Siglunes, 
Hayland, and The Narrows. The other, "Skjaldbreid", 
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comprised the area from Darwin to Silver Bay. "The two 
names are names of mountains in Iceland". When the 
change was made, each unit received about 150 books. 

The Board of Directors elected for "Herdubreid" 
were Sigurgeir Pjeturson, Jonas K. Jonasson, 
Gudmundur Jonsson, and Jon Jonsson, and for 
"Skjaldbreid", Stefan Eiriksson, Sigurdur Sigfusson, 
Olafur Thorlacius, and Bjorn Th. Jonasson. 

Around this time, there was an unsuccessful attempt 
made to organize the farmers when a local of the United 
Grain Growers was established. This was done with the 
idea of "Bulk Purchasing" at wholesale prices, and 
hopefully other privileges that such an organization 
would provide. But it was short-lived. 

In 1912, the Helgason Brothers brought the first 
threshing outfit into the area. This was a small, hand-fed 
separator, with a straw-carrier, powered by a stationary 
gasoline engine, a brand new outfit made by 
International Harvester Co. 

In the late winter of 1912, John and Ben Helgason 
hauled the outfit on bob-sleighs from Mulvihill to the 
farm of Johannes Jonsson in the Siglunes District, where 
it was assembled. Then in the spring, when the weather 
became milder, they started threshing what little grain 
there was in the community .... The first job was a stack of 
flax, grown the the year before on the homestead of John 
H. Johnson N.W.IM 17-22-9-W. 

By now a big steam engine had been brought into the 
district for the purpose of breaking land, bought in 
partnership by the three Mathew Brothers, Barney, 
Stefan, and Methusalem, together with John A. Johnson, 
G. Johannesson, and John H. Johnson. This engine was 
later used for threshing and sawing lumber. 

Not much later, a similar engine was brought into the 
Hayland District, bought by the Holm Brothers, John 
and Sigfus, in company with Julius Steinberg. This 
engine was also used for breaking land and sawing 
lumber. 

In the mid-twenties, the Holm Brothers, John and 
Sigfus, in partnership with Joe Kernisted, operated a fish 
box factory for two or three years on the well-known 
Peterson farm in Hayland. This was the first attempt at 
such an enterprise in the district. 

In 1918, the first automobile was brought into the 
district, a brand-new Ford touring car, bought by John B. 
Helgason. 

The roads then were mostly just prairie trails. The 
lake had receded after the flood in 1912, the land and 
roads had dried up enough to arouse interest in buying 
cars. 

The first church in the area was the little log church, 
built in the Metis village at Dog Creek, later Vogar, in or 
about 1918. This was accomplished at the instigation of 
Mr. William Monkman, the old mailman. 

In his efforts to do this, Mr. Monkman was 
supported by Rev. Smith, from the Anglican Mission at 
Fairford, who for several years came occasionally to 
conduct services in the church. The little church was 
situated in the N.W. corner of Mr. Monkman's 
homestead, the S.E. quarter of section 3, township 23, 
range 9-W. It was torn down many years ago, but the 
Anglican Cemetery on the same lot is there in evidence. 

The next to appear on the scene was the Silver Bay 
Church, although many years later. It was bought in a 



Students a/ Folk School 1920 with Rev. Adam Thorgrimson. 

The interior of the community church at Vogar. Man .. built in 1941. 
The altar which adorns the cel1lre of the stage was donated by Mr. G. F. 
Jonasson of Winnipeg. in memory of his mother lvII'S. Gudrull 
Jonasson. The organ. to the left. was donated by the Johnson family of 
Vagal'. in memory of their parents. Jon and Gudrun Jonssoll and their 
brother Gudmundur. The Baptismal Font. 10 the right. was donaled by 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gislason of Ashern. Mall .. 10 commemorate that 
their SOli was the first child to be baptized ill the new church. The Bible 
on the pulpit. is a gift from The British Foreign Bible Society. 
Manitoba Brand and the candle-sticks on the pulpit were donated by 
Mrs. Mekkin Gudmundson of LundaI'. Mall. ill memory of her siSler 
Gudrull Jonsson. 
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German district along the Silver Bay road and moved to 
its present site in ! 932. Before the churches came, 
services were held in the local school-houses or the 
community hall. 

The Catholic Church in the Metis village at Vogar 
was built in 1939. It is situated corner-wise across the 
road from where the old Anglican Church stood. 

The church at Vogar was built in 1941. This was a 
community effort, financed by private donations. It was 
agreed at the outset that this church should be non
denominational, and made available to all Protestant 
Ministers. Through the course of time, it has been used 
by Anglican, Lutheran, Confederated, and United 
ministers, and perhaps some others without ever a 
dissenting voice. 

In 1914, the Icelandic Lutheran Synod sent a man 
into the district to establish organized church activities. 
His name was Rev. C. J. Olson. 

The result was that three congregations were formed: 
Jons Bjarnasonar Congregation, taking in Siglunes and 
Hayland; Betaniu Congregation for Darwin and The 
Narrows; . and Betel Congregation in Silver Bay and 
Ralph Connor. 

The two first named have now been dissolved for 
many years. But the Betel Congregation has remained 
fairly active, with services being held in the church from 
time to time. 

The first Icelandic minister who came into the area 
was Rev. Oddur V. Gislason, who came from Iceland 



Vogar Community Church. Buill in 1941. 

shortly after the turn of the century. He travelled through 
the community a few times and performed some clerical 
duties, such as confirming and baptising children. But he 
did not feel at home in Canada, and soon returned to 
Iceland. 

Others who followed up till 1917, were Rev. Runolfus 
Marteinson, Rev. Sigurdur Christopherson, Rev. H. J. 
Leo, Rev. Albert Kristjanson, and Rev. Gudmundur 
Amason. 

In 1917 Rev. Adam Thorgrimson came to the area as 
a student minister. He had come from Iceland in 1912 to 
Seattle, Washington, to study theology, and he com
pleted his studies in Chicago in 1919. 

When Adam Thorgrimson came to the U.S.A. in 
1912, he left his family in Iceland for them to follow soon 
after. 

Because of the First World War, the family was not 
allowed to leave Iceland until 1919, when Mrs. 
Thorgrimson, "Sigrun", joined her husband with their 
four children, Heimir, Hrund, Fryer, and Sef, and her 
mother Holmfridur Magnus - dottir. Later there were 
three more children born to this union, Thor, Brian and 
Sigrun. 

In 1919, Rev. Thorgrimson was called to this area to 
serve as a resident minister in the three congregations on 
the east side of the lake, and a congregation that had 
been established in the Icelandic Settlement on the west 
side. 

The parish being so widespread made it extremely 
difficult to serve, and in 1923, having had an official call 
from the congregation at Lundar, Rev. Thorgrimson left 
the community. 

During his stay here Rev. Thorgrimson had observed 
that there were several young men in the parish who, 
because of isolation or other reasons, had not had a 
chance of much education. Having been a teacher before 
leaving Iceland, he decided that this was an 'area where he 
could be of some extra help. 

After discussing this around the parish, and getting a 
favorable response, he organized a "Folk School", which 
operated for two terms, two months each term, in the 
latter part of the winters of 1920 and 1921. 

For this purpose he obtained a big vacant farm house, 
the Petersons, in the Hayland District, with five 
bedrooms upstairs, a big living room which became a 
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classroom, and a big kitchen. This was also a boarding 
school, as most of the students lived in the house, while 
some stayed in near-by homes. 

Each term there were two ladies hired to cook and 
keep house, so in effect it was not only an institute of 
learning, but also a home away from home. 

The housekeepers for the first term were Gudrun 
Johnson and Thordis Thorwaldson, and for the second 
term Sessilia Gislason and Freda Peterson. 

The teaching was on the Grade 9 and 10 levels, and 
text books were -;'upplied by the Dept. of Education, while 
the food was suppled by the students themselves. 

Rev. Thorgrimson was a talented man and an 
excellent teacher, who was highly respected by all the 
students. He died in 1924, having been in poor health for 
some time. 

The four ladies who were connected with the school 
have also passed away. 

Of the twenty-one students who benefited from and 
enjoyed their associations with Rev. Thorgrimson during 
these two short school terms, besides this writer, there 
are nine still living. They are: 

Ragnar Eyolfsson ...................... Dawson Creek, B.c. 
Jonas Eyford .............................. Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Barney Baldwinson ............................. Nanaimo, B.c. 
Andrew Gislason .............................. Vancouver, B.C. 
John H. Johnson ................................. Victoria, B.C. 
Sigfus Holm ................... ............ Red Lake, Ontario. 
Gisli Sigfusson .. .... ...................... ...... Oak view, Man. 
Bergur A. Johnson .......................... Reykjavik, Man. 

The Burning of the Mill 
by W. John Johnson 

In 1908, Barney Mathews and Asi Freeman built a 
saw mill in partnership in the Siglunes district. It stood 
just east of the harbour where Grettir Freeman presently 
farms. The saw mill supplied badly needed employment 
for the newly arrived settlers. Almost every home had at 
least one person working in the mill for the wage of one 
dollar a day. The work day consisted of eleven hours. 

Asi Freeman decided to sell his share to Bob Smith 
from Oak Point and Circo from Winnipeg. After three or 
four years this arrangement was terminated and Barney 
Mathews became the sole owner for a brief time. 
Abruptly one summer evening in 1912 the mill was no 
longer a local industry, when fire levelled most of the 
buildings on the sight. 

My Grandfather woke around midnight and saw the 
fire east of our farm, across the bay. Dad and Uncle Paul 
hurried over to find the mill enveloped in flames. To the 
north and east of the mill, a bunk house, blacksmith 
shop, and the kitchen were catching fire as well as a pile 
of slabs 200 to 300 feet long, which ran parallel to the 
harbour, north from the mill and past Barney Mathew's 
store. The slabs were seasoned, and used to stoke the 
boiler which supplied the power in the mill. The store had 
been for the public but goods were no longer sold and it 
had become a storage building. 

It was obvious that the mill was lost as it was totally 
enveloped in names. Barney Mathews had the help of 
only six men that night, since most of his employees went 
home after work. They were his brother Sali, who was 
later killed in the first world war, Gudmundur 



Howardson, Gudmundur Johansson, Old Man Ledger, 
whose wife cooked at the mill, my uncle Paul Johnson, 
and my dad, John J. Johnson. 

They battled first to save a large stove, newly 
purchased, out of the mill kitchen. It got lodged tightly in 
the door and heave as they might, the men had to leave it 
there. As Barney bent over, lifting the stove, Dad says he 
stood behind him scraping the fire off his back. They got 
out as it was too hot with the roof burning, though 
Barney hated to lose his stove. 

With all the utility buildings and slabs burning, the 
fire was rapidly reaching out to the last structure, the 
store. A few days before, Mathews had all the cement 
that was later to be used in a house Barney built, piled in 
the loft of this large building. The concern now was to 
save the cement. Barney Mathews was always ingenious 
and he proved it that night. It would have been too slow 
to carry the cement down the stairway, so he hurriedly 
got a couple of mattresses and set them below a second 
storey window. When the first bag came hurtling down 
Gudmundur Howardson, who had not grasped the idea, 
pulled the mattresses out of the way and the paper sack 
was demolished. This was the only bag to be a casualty as 
the men worked hard and saved the hundreds of bags 
tossing them down on the soft target and hurrying them 
to safety. 

When this was done Barney said, "You fellows have 
had enough, don't even try 'to save the store." The 
building was rapidly scorching and starting to catch fire. 

Barney's brother Sali who was a hard worker replied, 
"We'll try and maybe we can save it." The few men faced 
a seemingly hopeless task as they had to carry water from 
the harbour, through the gauntlet of fire, with burning 
slabs on one side and utility buildings blazing on the 
other. 

They ran 8nd walked with buckets, pitching them on 
the scorched store walls, then fighting exhaustion ran for 
more. Around half an hour later when it was done the 
store still stood intact. On the side where the fire had 
been it was just like someone had painted it black. 

Barney Mathews had no insurance on these buildings 
or contents. He was able, because six men were too 
stubborn to quit, to sell the store later to the Armstrong 
Company for one thousand dollars. This company moved 
the building to Vogar around the area where Bill Seal had 
his garage, and it again became a store. When Barney 
Eggertsson first married he converted this building into 
living quarters, tearing it down when he built a 
more permanent home. One must assume for each of 
those men the night of the fire was one they never forgot. 

The Saw Mandrel 
The story that follows is an incident related to the 

first saw mill at Siglunes, but centers around the 
maintainance man or the millright, at this particular 
time. His name was Helgi Sveinson, a blacksmith by 
trade but a "Jack-of-all trades" a master at many and 
a genious at some. 

It so happened that just before noon this particular 
day, that the sawyer noticed as the big saw slipped 
through a log, that it was vibrating quite severely, a hint 
that it was not running true. He immediately released the 
clutch to stop the saw, thinking that perhaps a bolt had 
become loose and would need to be tightened. On looking 
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this over, he saw that both boxings were intact, but on a 
closer examination, he found that the saw mandrel itself 
was cracked half-way through, and consequently out of 
line. Here was a serious situation. With the main saw idle 
the whole operation would be at a standstill, and to take 
the mandrel to Winnipeg to a machine shop for repair, 
would take many days, if not weeks and precious time 
would be lost. What to do? Bjorn Mathews turned to 
Helgi, could he not weld the mandrel right there in the 
shop? Helgi replied that, to weld a saw mandrel two 
inches in diameter and align it to the perfection required, 
would be difficult with the equipment they had. However, 
he was willing to attempt the job, on his own conditions. 
Asked what these conditions were, he said that he would 
tolerate no one in the blacksmith shop while this was in 
process except his helper - not even the boss himself. 
This was accepted and Helgi went to work, needless to 
say he made a perfect job, and the mill was in operation 
the following morning. 

The welding job stood the test, because the saw 
mandrel was never replaced and remained in its position 
until the mill burned in 1910. 

The Eggertson Family 
by Dave Eggertson 

Eggert Sigurgeirson and his wife Svanhildur Sirgur
bjornsdottir came from Iceland in May 1906. They were 
influenced by relatives who were in Winnipeg and at 
Siglunes P.O. Manitoba to come to this promised land, 
Canada, so that their children might have better oppor
tunities in the new land. Actually Eggert was a skipper on 
a fishing schooner and I believe was happy and comfor
table in his homeland. He homesteaded at Siglunes in 
1909, the NEV4 Sec. 26 T 22 R. lOW. However, being a 
man of the sea, he was never in harmony with his sur
roundings in Manitoba and lived there an unhappy man 
till his death there on February 5, 1937. Svanhildur, 
however, was much better adjusted to the life in the new 
land and loved the freedom and opportunities it provided. 
She passed away on July 12, 1954. 

Eggert and Svanhildur brought with them four 
children Sigurbjorn (Barney), Johann (Joe), Sigrid 
(Sigga), and Gudbjorg (Gertie). Two boys were born to 
them at Siglunes - David and Jorundur. All these 
children took the surname Eggertson being easier to 
pronounce and spell than the father's surname Sigurgeir
son. 

Barney ran a successful business at Vogar for 41 
years. He operated a store, served as postmaster, was a 
fish buyer as well as having a fishing gang on the lake, 
and ran a freighting business in partnership with his 
brothers·in-Ia", John J. and Paul johnson. The freight 
consisted mainly of fish in winter and cream in the 
summer. During the years, he took an active part in com
munity affairs. He was one of the citizens primarily 
responsible for the building orthe community church. He 
was on the school board :lnd also served as secretary 
treasurer. It was through his efforts that a better school 
was built in 1928. He served for some years on the coun
cil of the R.M. of Siglunes. In 1924'be married Imba 
Johnson, of Siglunes who is now deceased. They had one 
son, Bjorn, a carpenter by trade in Vancouver. Barney 
and Imba built a new home in the 1930's and Imba's love 
and talent for growing flowers made it a beautiful spot 



where friends and neighbours were always warmly 
welcomed. After Imba's death, Barney retired and 
moved to Vancouver where he now resides. 

Sigga became a high school teacher in Manitoba and 
British Columbia and is a graduate of the University of 
B.C. She married Swanie Peterson, a C.N.R. station 
agent. During the depression they owned and operated a 
restaurant at Ashern. They had two boys: Eggert, a 
professor with the Cniversity of Botswana in Africa, and 
David, now in Winnipeg working as Supervisor of 
Publications for the Versatile Farm Implement Co. 

Gertie, also a school teacher, retired in 197\. She is 
also a graduate of the University of B.C. and taught in 
both Manitoba and B.C. She. as well as her sister Sigga, 
taught school both at Dog Creek and Siglunes. Gertie 
was a pianist and gave freely of her musical talents to 
the community at concerts and local dances. 

David took over the farm at Siglunes in 1936 and was 
married that year to Setta Halldorson who was a school 
teacher from Hayland P.O. Joe and Jorundur remained 
with them on the farm. Jorundur died in 1956. 

David his public school education at Siglunes 
S.D. 1399, one of the early schools in the area, that the 
settlers there, Eggert included, were instrumental in es
tablishing. David attended high school at Ashern, 
Hazelridge, and finished matriculation at Grosse Isle. He 
served on the council of R.M. of Siglunes from 1945 to 
1957 when he and his wife Setta moved to Surrey, B.C. 
where Dave was engaged in the building industry and 
Setta again taught school in B.C. They resided there until 
Dave retired in 1974 and are now living in Hedley, B.C. 
Two brothers and two sisters are retired in Surrey. 

Svanhildur Eggerlson on iter 70th birthday 1942. This house was 
buill by her husband Eggert in 1909. and was replaced by a new olle in 
1945. 

David and SeUa had four children. Margaret taught 
school both in Manitoba and B.C. She is now married to 
Bob Munroe, a grain farmer and rattle. breeder 
(Charolais) at Warren, Manitoba. Eggert was a 
longshoreman for some years and now is a foreman on 
the New Westminster waterfront. He married Margaret 
Matson and they now reside in Surrey. Ian is a graduate 
of the University of B.C. and is married to Myrna 
Granlie. They now live in Pouce Coupe, B.C. where he 
has a motel business and is also the assistant treasurer for 
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Jail in front of new house during flood waters of Lake Manitoba. 
1955. 

Dave Eggertsonfamity. Back: Eggert and M argarel. Sella and Dave. 
Bernice and Ian. 

the citv of Dawson Creek, B.C. Bernice is also a lJ niversi
ty of S.c. graduate and is married to Douglas Hannom. 
They live at Parksville, B.C. where Bernice works as 
Loans Manager for the Bank of Nova Scotia at 
Nanaimo. 

Now if I may be permitted I would like to add 
something personal of my own. As shown above, I felt I 
should give some account of my brothers and sisters as 
well as my parents as they were part of the community 
and for various reasons had not been included in the story 
of the community. 

As for myself, even if I have lived in B.C. for 19 years, 
I feel I am very much a member of myoId community 
where I was born and lived for 46 years. However, people 
get pushed around by circumstances beyond their control 
and I never intended to leave Manitoba, but was led to 
believe that healthwise, we would be better off to seek a 
milder climate as Setta was suffering severely from 
arthritis and also that it might be easier to provide educa
tion for our two younger children in a larger centre and 
that may well be true. Who knows'? 

I well remem ber the good life I lived at Siglunes and 
as a boy I remember it as wild country, clean, and 
beautiful. 



Later even in the depression years, we were happy 
and lived reasonably welJ and enjoyed our dances and 
field days. In those days we made our own entertainment. 
Communications of course were difficult and people 
started to think of progress and improvements. 

The years I spent on the council of R.M. of Siglunes 
were good for me. I met many excellent men and felt 
their association improved my outlook on life and I also 
had the satisfaction of playing a small part as a public 
servant in bringing some of the improvements needed 
such as hydro, telephones, and roads. I also found great 
enjoyment and satisfaction from my association with the 
Siglunes Ball Club. They were a fine bunch of young men 
and good athletes and have now become worthy citizens 
of the community. 

I n closing I wish to pay tribute to my neighbours who 
are still at Siglunes John J. Johnson (the only man left 
who remembers me as a boy there), and Grettir Freeman 
and their families. 

I am grateful for our years spent at Siglunes. 

Lake Manitoba - Our Friend, Our Enemy 
by W. John Johnson 

I have stood bv the shore of Lake Manitoba when she 
was calm and serine - heard the far off call of a loon, or 
the qu-a-a-a-ck quack, quack of a mallard's food call. I 
have stood on the ice and marvelled at the dark to light 
interwoven shades of green of the glare frozen surface, 
unmatched I'm sure by jade or emeralds listened to 
the ice cracking with a booming sound in the still cold 
coming closer until it travels right by listened to the 
wonk, wonk sound of someone chopping ice with the 
blow struck and hands lifted for another, before the 
sound comes to the ears of the beholder. I have smelled 
the stench of the weedy, rocky bottom of slimy clay when 
a fierce wind has driven the grey waters away from the 
shore felt the chill as rain squalls join the waters under 
low Oying clouds, the waves rolling grim with foaming 
caps of white. I have stood helpless and watched the Oood 
waters tumble over our hay lands and pasture, pour over 
our road the only way out until only a small jagged bit of 
grade was left. 

Yes, others have compared bodies of water to a 
woman with their many moods. Only rightfully, we can
say the same of our lake. Beautiful when she is calm and 
colored by sunset or early morning. Beautiful even when 
she is angry and raging, throwing things around. Kind to 
many who take her for granted supplying a means of 
livelihood, recreation, and an endless source of water for 
animals. This is our Lake Manitoba. Yet, she is cruel to 
those who for a moment might be careless or not think
ing, and merciless to those who have disobeyed her ways. 
She is unpredictable as her moods change with the 
weather. Lake Manitoba has proven to me that she is 
more powerful than mere man a hundred times over. 
Those of us who live on her shores have learned this and 
the lake we love can be gentle and serene or a cold 
hearted killer. The lake must be treated with all respect. 

Let me turn back the pages of memory to some of the 
stories and yarns I have heard, some of the ways in which 
Lake Manitoba has affected the lives of our people and in 
her way helped shape our history. Much of these recollec
tions I must thank my Dad for. We must remember that 
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all that is to come is from memories and not written or 
recorded at the time. We trust that dates and names are 
correct as far as we can know. 

As a young man, Dad recalls the boats that worked 
on the lake. Now no commercial boats ply these waters 
but back at the turn of the century the Gypsumville boats 
as they were called were commonly seen as tr.ey worked 
back and forth. Their name was derived from the hauling 
of limestone from the town named after the deposit found 
there. The boats were wood burning and stopped at 
Ducharme Island to take on more wood for fuel. Four 
boats were engaged in this work, the Marvel, the Petrel, 
the Victor, and the J. R. Spears, hauling the rock to 
West bourne where railroad connections were made. The 
Marvel was a large boat, perhaps the largest ever on 
these waters, measuring 150 feet long. She hauled barges 
and could move a lot of material this way. The Victor 
was used in the river at West bourne, being a smaller boat 
and able to work in shallow water. This boat pulled the 
barges in where the larger crafts couldn't go. The Petrel 
served a similar function to the Marvel. These boats were 
primarily freight handlers, however, passengers were 
taken at tih1es. These boats did not go out of their way 
and the traveller had to go where the boats' tasks took 
them. J. R. Spears, the fourth boat was built by Jack 
Oliver, whom many people know. This boat sank not too 
many years ago on Lake Winnipeg. All these boats were 
taken through the Fairford River to Lake Winnipeg 
when it was no longer viable to use them here. 

Two more boats were prominent in those times, the 
Island belonging to Helgi Einarson which served as a 
supply boat for his store at The Narrows, and the Lady 
Ellen which Barney Mathews and Asi Freeman used to 
haul booms of logs from Crane River and haul supplies 
up from Oak Point. Dad recalls seeing the Lady Ellen 
bring a boom of logs from the north on a terribly windy 
day. Coming south around the point where we live, the 
tug was Oying free as though travelling empty, but as she 
turned into the wind driving northerly and tried to make 
the harbour at the mill, she literally stood still with 
engines pounding. It took a long time to make the last 
quarter mile with the logs. Lady Ellen and Island were 
used around the lake for some time but we are not sure 
what their fate was. However, both crafts were getting 
old. 

In early days, the lake provided transportation for 
many people and served them in numerous ways, not 
only for commercial hauling, but as a highway for many 
other purposes. Two intriguing stories concern the 
water's use as an avenue of mercy. 

In 1902 Arthur Peterson was visiting a neighbour to 
the south, Dave Gislason. When he left, he was moving a 
gun out of his way in his boat when the hammer caught 
and the gun accidentally fired, smashing his arm. Badly 
hurl, he needed quick attention. A man with some 
medical knowledge and supplies lived at Kinisota (across 
the lake) and Arthur's brother Geirfinnur and Krist jan 
Peterson went by row boat the seven miles to seek his aid. 
It was dangerously windy but the two men bravely made 
it to the west side. The medical man hesitated to get into 
the boat for the return journey for he felt if they all 
drowned, it would do little to save the injured man. He 
wanted to wait until the wind dropped. His wife, a trained 
nurse, told him if he wouldn't go, she would, so he 



relented. The waves raged around the boat and the man 
fearfully got on his knees and prayed, but when the water 
got over his knees he stopped praying and started bailing. 
They barely made it back. Arth ur Peterson got the badly 
needed treatment that sustained him until they got the 
Petrel to leave her barges at Ducharme Island, and to 
turn back and take him to West bourne. Missing the train 
there he waited still longer and it was six days before he 
got medical attention in Winnipeg. He lost his arm but 
the doctor felt that he was very strong to even live 
through the ordeal. 

Yardi Howardson, then in his teens, was working at 
the saw at Mathew's mill and used his knee, without 
thinking or the consequences, to boost a heavy log. At 
four minutes to twelve, quitting time, his scream brought 
the other mill workers and they found his badly cut. A 
former army doctor, Mr. Martel was on the Reserve, 
working as a teacher. The workers had to row a boat to 
get him. This boat was so heavy they exchanged it for 
another at Iceberg's, a local settler. On their return, they 
also caught a Gypsumville boat, paying one hundred 
dollars to have it turn back to West bourne. Time was 
against Yardi as they took him to a doctor at Gladstone 
and he continued getting worse. Finally, taken to Win
nipeg, his leg was amputated, a terrible loss for a young 
man. These two men undoubtedly owed their lives to the 
availability of lake transportation. 

The saddest story of all was the use of the lake by the 
neighbours of the Siglunes area, to gather for a multiple 
funeraL The Jorundur Eyford family had given shelter to 
a family from Clark leigh in those early pioneer days. 
Unknown to anyone, a member of the visiting family was 
probably a diphtheria carrier. Shortly after their arrival, 
five of the Eyford children were stricken with the dread 
scourge. With medical aid no closer than Winnipeg, the 
little ones started to die, one by one. Desperate for help, 
word was gotten to the city and Dr. Brandson came all 
the way out here. He arrived in time to save the last vic
tim a girl, Emma. The four dead children were buried in 
a cemetery on a point two and one half miles north from 
our farm, west across the bay from Walter Reykdal's 
present home. The Eyford family had lost a child 
previously and since it was buried there, so would the 
four little caskets be placed beside the first grave. The 
lake level was high and the only possible means of 
transportation was by boat. People came from every 
home in the area, mainly by row boat. Surely no sadder 
example of how the lake might be used for transportation 
could be found. 

Travel on the lake was not always done for such 
serious matters. It has been used as a means to go 
visiting, or to dances and picnics on both shores. Some 
swimming and boating is done, but its irregular and reefy 
bottom and numerous rocks are a handicap. One story of 
transportation for pleasure concerns a picnic at Reyk
javik. Asi Freeman had a fairly good boat, the Pinafore, 
that could carry forty people or so. On this particular 
occasion he picked up the Siglunes people and sailed 
north to Gislason's where the Hayland people came 
aboard. Uneventfully they travelled to Bluff where there 
was a picnic that day. That evening the boat load took in 
a dance that was part of the fun and early next morning 
around 5 a.m. they embarked for home against a strong 
south wind. When they entered the north end of The 
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Narrows the boat just stood still with engines full throt
tle, unable to move against the current. Freeman sought 
shelter in Manitou Island where there was a good har
bour. The picnickers had to stay all day long on the 
island with nothing to eat. Some had a chilly bath when 
transferring from the main eraft to a ro\v boat to reach 
shore, three young ladies fell overboard, but clung to 
each others hips and were quickly rescued. Andrew 
Gislason and my Dad rowed to Sam Baldwinson's and 
got some bread but it didn't go very far. That night Asi 
Freeman took his hungry boat load on another attempt 
against the wind and waves. They got as far as where the 
causeway is now located, the Gisli Johnson home. Here 
they spent another night and the wind abated. When the 
picnickers arrived back at Gislason's the always 
hospitable Dave insisted on all forty passengers having 
breakfast with him. Captain Asi and Gummi Olafson 
then sailed the Pinafore back home with no further 
adventures. 

How would the present day average farmer like to do 
what Sigurgeir Peterson and Sali Gudmundson did in the 
late 1800's? Haying with a scythe and rake couldn't have 
been easy especially on the island located west of where 
Ronald Larson lives today. But the really amazing thing 
was that the two men swam out in the morning and back 
in the evening after a long day's work. ~ 

Some have had close calls with death on our lake as 
these two stories relate. Around 1910-1911 Barnev 
Helgason and Barney Jonasson, a long time reeve in th~ 
Siglunes Municipality, were travelling through The 
Narrows by sail boat. A sudden squall upset the craft and 
hurled the men into the strong current. Jonasson was a 
good swillllller but Helgason could not swim at all so 
Jonasson helped him onto the keel and told him to hold 
on. Barney Jonasson had made a quick decision that it 
would be impossible to swim with Barney Helgason to 
shore, and it proved a wise one. By the time he reached 
shore, he was so exhausted he couldn't walk, but had to 
crawl SOllle distance to the local hall. Being the Sabbath a 
church service was in progress, but it ~nded abruptly 
when Barney stumbled in. Kjartan Goodman and Carl 
Kjcrnisted, both strong swimmers, swam out to steady 
Helgason while others hurried to secure a row boat and 
rescued the man. 

Fishermen on floating ice had a close shave. One 
evening my Dad had noticed a fire out on Gull Island, 
\vhere there should have been no people. When he came 
to Yogar the next day, there had been a phone call to the 
pay phone from Alonsa, from a deeply worried \voman. 
He called her back to lell her of the fire and she was 
relieved and thankful even with this small hope. Dad 
tried to tell her there was no certaintv who it was, but she 
was positive it was her men folk, set"adrift on broken ice 
the day before. Her !'aith was justi ried and the four men 
were rescued. Without food, one man had ingeniously 
made a net out of side line but hadn't had time to use it. 
These two stories have happier endings than so Illany 
tragic tales of loss of life on the lake. 

Here are just a few examples of our lake turning killer 
without warning. Back at the turn of the century -
probably 1901-1902 the Mathews family lived about one 
half mile south of Grettir Freeman's present location. It 
was said that those who knew John Mathews, knew a real 
gentleman and of his fine family, two orhis sons Sigurdur 



and John were especially close. They were seldom 
separated from each other. Sigurdur had been very sick 
with pneumonia the winter before and as spring came he 
was still in a weakened condition. The brothers faced an 
unwelcome separation as John had hired to work at Win
nipegosis for the summer. He left to go north, but when 
he reached The Blufr, on impUlse turned back and came 
home. He arrived to rind Sigurdur had gone to Birch 
Island, where another brother Barney lived, in order to 
build a boat. The ice was weak and rotten as it was grow
ing warm and it is said John walked out on ten root 
boards to the island to join his brother. Finishing the 
boat, with open water now an invitation to the mainland, 
the two brothers set out for home. Again fate stepped in 
as Barney decided at the last moment not to accompany 
them and turned back at the very shore. No one wit
nessed what happened and there can be only speculation. 
Using a sail they embarked and nothing was seen of them 
again. The boat drifted in by 17 point, south of where 
Paul Johnson farms today. J. K. Jonasson had the un
pleasant task or going to Mathews to break the news to 
the family. Hopes that the brothers were still on Birch 
Island were dashed when they found only Barney still 
there. It was days before the two bodies floated up and 
people can only speculate, that having capsized the two 
brothers had to swim for it in the icy water. Both were 
fine strong swimmers and normally would have been able 
to save themselves, but Sigurdur still weak had quickly 
become exhausted. John, true to the deep bond, would 
not leave his brother and tried to swim with him until 
they were both pulled under by the numbing cold hand of 
the lake. 

Earlier we told of Arthur Peterson's ordeal and the 
lake's part in saving him. It is ironical that what the lake 
helped to save, it took away. The Narrows Post Office 
was three miles by ice from Peterson's, but it was ten 
miles around. Expecting mail, Arthur set out on a dog 
team and chanced the shorter route. The stable man at 
The Narrows saw him coming and said he watched him 
all the way across the bay. He went into the barn for 
some item and came right out, to see nothing. With lots 
of men around they quickly recovered the body of Arthur 
Peterson, and even saved one of his dogs - the leader. 

Though there was only six feet of water, the dogs had 
piled on the one armed man after the ice broke, giving 
him no chance. Arthur Peterson had lived only three 
years after his first major accident. 

The lake can bring out the best in some during these 
tragedies, for sometimes the survivors show much 
courage lind endurance. In the year 1929 Albert Seal and 
Frank Wiseman were skating into shore just after freeze 
up from a fish camp when the ice proved unsafe and gave 
way. Albert Seal, a very athletic man battled to save the 
younger Wiseman, pushing him up to the edge of the ice, 
reaching for him, finding him, again and again. When the 
rutility of sHving Frank Wiseman was apparent, Albert 
was able to summon enough strength from his spent body 
to get out himself. Numbly he made his way to a nearby 
island and spent the night in a haystack, where rescuers 
found him. The lake did not win every time. 

On December 15, 1944 four men were using a Model 
A to fish from as they worked for Barney Eggertson. It 
was a good early winter with little snow and travel on the 
lake was easy by car. Algot Larson, the driver, foHowed 
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exactly the same route as before, but the cunning lake 
had a grim surprise. A crack had opened up, in the mean
time, wide enough to let the car go down. The vehicle 
hung at a crazy angle as it caught on one side, before sink-

into the icy water. Acting quickly, Larson shouted to 
get out, and as the car suspended that second, he kicked 
out the windshield. Jerry Monkman, sitting in the back 
seat, dived past the two men in the front and escaped out 
over the hood. Bill Spence in the front with Algot, and 
Alec Desjarlais in the back, both seemed to sit frozen for 
that precious instant. Larson escaped too, and at great 
risk went back into the water to try to help the two 
trapped fishermen. When he had to give up, the two men 
walked to a fish camp nearby, where their clothes were so 
frozen they had to get someone to open the door for 
them. The Model A was recovered with its grim story 
told in the lining torn from the roof by the drowning men. 

Fishing has always taken men out on the ice before it 
was really safe. In more recent times three fishermen 
skated out, on a clear, still morning in November 1956. It 
is said they shouted and tal ked as they went and when 
near McLeod Island they fell through thin ice, no one 
realized their cries were for assistance. Gus Choken, 
along with Jim Paul and Herman Mousseau perished as 
they broke ice but couldn't climb out. Choken, a barrel 
chested, fine looking young man, had been the backbone 
of his father's, Andrew Choken, operation. It is said that 
Andrew wept like a child when the body of his son was 
recovered by the police and indeed it marked a real 
turning point in his life. 

There are other distressing areas of lake history that 
are not so sudden or spectacular but have a profound 
effect. As I grew up the community around me seemed to 
be so permanent and unchanging. Each family lived on 
their farm with almost none leaving. With reasonable 
prosperity, auction sales were almost unknown in the 
local area at that time. The early fifties which found me 
in my late teens produced an unexpected change. The 
lake began to climb and climb. At first a nuisance, then a 
worry and finally the real truth of the situation became a 
fact to those involved. Our farms were inundated, made 
useless. Pastures were small lakes, hayfields were now 
dotted with muskrat houses, a haven for hundreds of 
feeding mallards. We watched beautiful maple trees, half 
a century old, on the sand bank killed by erosion. One 
summer my brother Paul and I helped Dave Eggertson 
put up all the hay he could salvage. Using pitch forks we 
managed the task in a single day. The fifty year average 
Lake Manitoba is 812.12 feet above sea level. Long 
before the lake peaked in 1955 at near 816 feet, local 
roads had been taken out, isolating many of us. The flood 
lasted from 1953 to 1957. 

Here, when strong south winds blew, we watched the 
angry rising water with justifiable apprehension. During 
one such storm, one half mile across an exposed area, 
where our one access road ran, surged with wind tide 
driven flood water. Afterward we could barely drive our 
car out over the little bit of grade still intact and my 
younger brother Paul piloted the car out with inches to 
spare on either side. The government ·gave a special grant 
to fix the road and two "cats" and scrapers built it up 
high enough to withstand any future flooding. On 
another occasion a fierce wind backed water up into our 
basement all night and we all baled to save the recently 



purchased electrical appliances. r recall falling asleep ex
hausted and waking up to the sound of water being 
shovelled from cement. We then bought a sump pump. 

Through most of the nood our car was a mile from 
home and we used a tractor and then a boat, travelling 
down the ditch to reach it. One wonders how we endured 
it! 

Once more the lake showed its power as it financia lIy 
ruined many and lert those who stayed struggling ror a 
long time to recover to proper circumstances both 
economically and in getting the land back to normal. For 
me the sad thing personally was to see many friends and 
neighbours leave directly or indirectly because of the 
flood. Abandoned buildings and new faces were an unreal 
change. Many who went were never to return. 

I hope these brief stories and recollections have been 
interesting and have illustrated the lake's influence for 
over three quarters of a century on our people. One must 
remember that all these happenings occurred in a small 
area bounded by The Narrows on the north and Birch 
Island to the south. With 450 miles of developed shore 
line, think of all the similar stories Lake Manitoba could 
tell. Lake Manitoba, as my stories have shown is an un
trustworthy friend to live beside but still I think we all 
love being on these shores just the same. 

Miscellaneous Information and Facts 
in and around Siglunes Area 

by Mrs. W. Seal 
Re; Tools and Machinery 

Very little machinery was brought in by the settlers. 
Most of them had a team of oxen, very few had horses. 
Most had a wagon and bob-sleigh, in some cases the 
sleighs were homemade. Very few had a hay mower or a 
rake when they first came. They had to cut hay with " 
scythe and rake it by hand. Most got hay making 
machinery soon after they got settled. A small walking 
plow was another piece of machinery they soon obtained. 
All settlers had axes and buck saws. 

Many had only homemade harness for the oxen. The 
collars were made of wood with chains for traces to hook 
onto the wagon or sleigh, or whatever they were using at 
the time. 
Household Goods and Tools 

Of household effects, they had very little. All had a 
small cook stove and heaters. Most pots and pans were of 
cast iron. Pails and tubs were either galvanized, pressed 
wood, or sawdust - at least most of them were called 
sawdust pails. Of knives and forks, dishes and so forth, 
they had enough to manage. 

Most or all, had brought their bedclothes from the 
old country, consisting of feather ticks under, and feather 
comforters to cover. These could be well kept with new 
duck feathers to re-new the old ones as they wore out, 
with casings made out of flour bags and sometimes white 
linen. 

Most of the married couples had bedsteads, and those 
that I saw were big w.ooden frames, similar to those seen 
for sale at junk dealers 23 to 30 years ago, selling for 
about 35¢ to 50¢ each. A few used plain chairs although 
not many, as homemade benches were mostly used. 
Kitchen tables were all homemade. Few of the early 
settlers had cream separators. Milk was placed in pans or 
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wooden trays to settle, so that the cream would come to 
the top and then be skimmed off, usually with a saucer. 
Later it was churned into butter, for home use, also to 
trade or sell. The butter that was kept for marketing was 
put in wooden tubs or crocks. It was salted and that way, 
it kept for quite a long time. 

Meat kept over from winter had to be salt cured and 
orten smoked, for use in summer. As time went by, they 
gradually got more expensive articles, such as cream 
separators and revolving butter churns. 
Food and Clothing 

When the settlers first moved into The Narrows 
district, there were no stores except the Hudson's Bay 
store at Kinosota, and most of what was bought came 
from there. People did not need as much from the stores 
as they do now. Their diet consisted of homemade cheese 
and skvr, a famous Icelandic dish. 

Mdst settlers had a few head of cattle and therefore 
enough milk for home use and a bit of butter to trade at 
the store for other needs. The price of butter was l2¢-
15¢ a pound. 

Fish was a main source of food, also wild game was 
plentiful in the early days. Many settlers had a few sheep, 
a source of meat, also wool, for socks, mitts, sweaters 
etc. Another source of food was meat they bought from 
the Indians, moose and elk, which they exchanged for 
butter, knit goods etc. 

Most of the shoes were homemade. They were made 
from sheep hides, and the Indians made moccasins from 
moose hides which they tanned. These were very 
serviceable, and as time went on fancy beaded mocassins 
became popular. They still are today, as well as ['ancy 
beaded leather coats. 

The settlers always had enough wholesome food, but 
little in the way of delicacies. N a one ever came to a 
settler's home without getting some refreshments, unless 
he was in a hurry and could not stop. 

Andrew and Catherine Bone 
Andrew Bone is a remarkable man who lives with his 

second wife Catherine, in a big old log house at the south 
end of Vogar. Born in 1900 he is one of the few oldtimers 
left in the villag~. His mother Nancy Houle from Ebb 
and Flow died of tuberculosis in 1910. His father John 
Bone died in Fairford in 1918. 

John Bone's brothers were Joe, William and George. 
Their father (Andrew'S grandfather) worked for the Hud
son's Bay Co. travelling around buying furs and carrying 
goods. He is said to have been eaten by timber wolves 
while on his job. At his death his wife was given a pension 
by the Hudson's Bay Co. 

Andrew had a brother Robert born in 1897, and two 
sisters Mary (Mrs. George Anderson) and Christina 
(Mrs. John Anderson). 

Andrew married Virginia Monkman, daughter of 
Alec Monkman. They had three daughters, Christine 
(Mrs. Art Kehler) at Overton; Josephine (Mrs. Flett); 
Laura (Mrs. Louis Rasmussen) both of Winnipeg. 
Virginia died and in 1946 Andrew married Catherine 
Monkman. They have one daughter Emma (Mrs. Ray
mond Bigley) in Edmonton. A son John died in infancy. 

In 19[3 Andrew attended school for five months in 
Fairford, the only formal schooling he had. His ex
periences in the school of life, combined with a keen 
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memory and intelligence, have given him skills and 
knowledge far beyond any he could have .acquired in a 
regular school. 

Hunting and fishing were necessary for survival, 
staple foods being fish, moosemeat and bannock with 
tea, sugar, raisins and other store bought foods added 
when possible. Butter came in cans, and lard, syrup and 
jam in big wooden pails. 

Many people work at the same job all their working 
years but not Andrew. Many times he went harvesting in 
the fall. He cut cordwood for a sawmill for forty cents an 
hour. In the \940's he and Joe Monkman cut cordwood 
for the Ashern Creamery. He trapped weasels, muskrats, 
mink and beaver as far afield as Red Lake Ontario. 

In 1942 he worked in a gold mine at Red Lake, first 
cutting wood for the mine but later working un
derground. One of his pay slips that year shows, that for 
fifteen days work he received $78.71 less deductions of 
$29.90 for board, laundry and taxes leaving him a net 
wage of $48.81. He didn't care for mining finding it un
pleasant and dangerous. 

In 1943 Barney Matthews hired him among others, to 
go winter fishing on Reindeer Lake. The whitefish and 
trout caught had to be freighted out three hundred miles 
by caterpillar, a journey of six days during which the men 
slept on fish boxes. Andrew rem em bers seeing a herd of a 
thousand caribou together. 

In May 1943 he went to Dawson Creek, B.C. to work 
at building the Alaska Highway. The winter days at 
Reindeer Lake were only six hours long, the sun rising at 
ten o'clock and setting at four. By contrast there was no 
night in the summer on the Alaska Highway. One of An
drew's jobs was drilling holes for the blasting using a 
power drill. This was wilderness country and very 
l::leautifu1. 

Again Andrew went north in 1958 to fish on Great 
Slave Lake, flying from Hay River one hundred miles to 
the camp. Here the fish were 110wn out. 

For many years, before he received his pension at age 
sixty-five, Andrew worked for the C.P.R. receiving from 
seventy-eight cents to a dollar an hour, and travelling as 
far west as Revelstoke, B.C. One of his prized 
possessions is a railroader's watch with Roman 
numerals. 

Andrew had picked potatoes for market gardens, and 
hoed sugar beets around Winnipeg. Now somewhat 
crippled with rheu'matism he doesn't go far from home. 
He is otherwise in good health, very alert, still has his 
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own teeth, all but four he says. As he tells of his life and 
describes the sights he has seen, he can visualize the great 
mountains of the west and remember what it was like to 
work in the underground world of a gold mine. 

A true pioneer of the Interlake area he contributed 
his skills and his strength to its development a 
remarkable man indeed. 

Andrew's wife Catherine was born in Eriksdale in 
1907. Her parents were Jane (Spence), a sister to Andrew 
Spence, and Edward Monkman, a nephew of William 
Monkman, the mail carrier. Edward died in 1934 at age 
seventy, Jane in February 1958 at age eighty-four. Both 
had been born at Minnewakin near Lundar. 

They moved to a farm at Dog Lake where they raised 
cattle and horses. Edward had his own fishing outfit and 
also made money trapping and digging seneca root. 

When Catherine was thirteen they moved to Vogar 
where she attended Dog Creek School for four successive 
summers, the school being open only two or three months 
in the year. She remembers Miss Sigga Eggertsson as be
ing one of her teachers. 

In 1932 she was stricken with tuberculosis and spent 
three years in the sanatorium in St. Vital. 

After her recovery she worked very hard washing 
clothes for others, in the days when a scrubbing board 

Andrew Bone. Augusl 1926, 26 years old. 



and tubs, with sometimes a wringer, were the laundry 
utensils. Spring cleaning jobs came her way, including 
one at St. Mary's Academy in Winnipeg. Also in Win
nipeg she worked at a cold storage plant and at a meat 
canning factory. She picked potatoes in market gardens 
and hoed sugar beets. 

Her son Walter Monkman lives at Vogar and her 
daughter Emma Bigley in Edmonton. 

Catherine is a frail-looking gentle woman who has, 
like her husband Andrew, earned the right to enjoy her 
latter years in comfort and leisure. 

Joe Bone 
Joe Bone is said to have been born at Elphinstone in 

1863 or thereabouts. His father lived at The Narrows on 
land later owned by Joe Kernisted. 

Joe lived by the lake at Siglunes, later taking up a 
homestead at Dog Creek. Much of his land is now owned 
by Jerry Eyford but some of it belongs to Joe Monkman. 

Joe had two daughters Jane, and Bella who married 
Joe Monkman, and a son, George, who died young. Left 
a widower with young children, Joe married an Icelandic 
widow who also had a young family. They lived for 
awhile in the Siglunes area, but the marriage was evident
ly not successful, as the couple separated. 

Joe was a powerful man who once carried a hundred 
pound sack of flour from Vogar to a camp near The 
Narrows where men were cutting cordwood. Incidentally 
he cut his first cord of wood at nine years old. 

Honest, reliable and greatly respected in the district, 
Joe carried himself very straight and with dignity all his 
life. Blind in his old age he was cared for by his daughter 
Bella Monkman until his death on October 1, 1957. He 
was possibly ninety-four when he died. 

His exact age was unknown as his birth was un
registered. This posed a problem when he wished to 
Claim an Old Age Pension around age seventy. As he 
had been baptized when about eight years old, the bap
tismal certificate was accepted, and Joe received his pen
sion some seven or eight years late. 

One who remembers him is Kae Kernisted as he 
worked often for her father when she was a child. He was 
a reliable, honest worker, kind and good with children. 

In later years when Kae taught school at The 
Narrows and he was trapping in the area, he would often 
be sitting on the school steps when she came to school to 
have a few words with her and the children. 

He was indeed a distinguished and remarkable man, a 
unique personality, and a true example of the hardy early 
Metis settlers. 

Pat and Sarah Desjarlais 
Mrs. Sarah Desjarlais, born in August 1887, is 

Vogar's oldest resident. Her father, Alec Monkman, was 
one of the earliest settlers at Dog Creek. Sarah married 
Pat Desjarlais at Oak Point and they came to Vogar in 
1917. Pat's parents were Louis and Marie Desjarlais 
from Deerhorn. They had nine children. Still living are 
William of Vogar, Emma Maytwayashing of Lake 
Manitoba Indian Reserve, Ida, Mrs. Sam Monkman of 
Winnipeg, Louise of Winnipeg, Frankie of Bacon Ridge 
and Runa of Vogar. Eva left Vogar and has not been 
heard from for many years. Mary and Delia (Mrs. Albert 
Hanslip) are deceased. 
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Pat Desjarlais was a kindly man with a great sense of 
humor and a steady flow of conversation. Though life 
was not easy, it is said that he was never heard to com
plain and was always of a happy nature. He played the 
violin and supplied music for many dances. His son 
Frankie followed in his father's footsteps musically. 

In an era of buggies, wagons, horse drawn machinery 
and wood-burning stoves, Pat's skills as a blacksmith, 
woodworker and axeman were of great value. In choos
ing the right woods and fixing a buggy wheel, in making a 
wagon tongue, hayrack, sleigh, axehandle or a pair of 
snowshoes, Pat was a master. Certainly he brightened his 
own little corner, and the world lost a colorful personality 
when he died in January 1949 at age seventy-nine. 

Both Pat and Sarah had to work very hard to support 
their large family. Even after their older children were 
grownup, they took in three granddaughters, when their 
mother Mary died. They were; Susie who mariied 
Abraham Monkman but died in 1946 leaving a son 
Albert; Cecile who married Alex Bone, and Inga, now in 
Edmonton. 

Sarah acted as midwife at many home births with no 
doctor in attendance. She was also skilled at tanning 
hides which she made into moccasins, mitts and jackets, 
often beautifully beaded. She was hired by neighbors to 
wash clothes, scrub floors and walls at spring-cleaning 
time, or weed their gardens. She could work with an axe 
and helped Pat in scrubbing land perhaps doing more 
than her share. 

N ow in her eighty-ninth year, she lives with her 
daughter Runa in her little log house. It was made more 
comfortable a few years ago by means of a government 
grant to old age pensioners for this purpose. It is still 
heated with wood which Runa saws into stove lengths. 

Runa is noted for her excellent cakes and pies which 
are in great demand at local weddings and other 
festivities. She has three daughters, Flora (Mrs. Louis 
Swan), Olive (Mrs. Donald Choken), and Freda who 
lives at home. 

Mrs. Sarah Desjarlais. dcwg/lIer RUl1a, granddaughter Freda al/d 
grea/~gral/ddallg!l1er. Palllela Vogar. 



Ida married Sam Monkman, son of Edward and Jane 
Monkman. They lived at Vogar for many years but 
moved in J963 to Winnipeg where Sam works for Old 
Dutch Foods. Ida also works. They have raised a large 
family of useful citizens. David and Victor are members 
of an orchestra as well as working at regular jobs. Linda 
and Norma are married. Clifford, Donald, Betty and 
Gordon also work, while fourteen year old Douglas 
attends school. Another son, Leonard Desjarlais married 
Elsie Pelletier. They live at Vogar with their seven 
children. 

Frankie married Rosanna Malcolm from Ebb and 
Flow. When he was courting, Frankie used to ride 
horseback across the lake in winter to see her. They live 
at Bacon Ridge and are the parents of seven girls and 
four boys. 

Emma married Pat Maytwayashing who was for 
many years chief on the Lake Manitoba Indian Reserve. 
They had six children. Pat is now deceased. 

Delia married Albert Hanslip of Eriksdale. Both are 
now deceased. 

William known as Willie or Bill, became sixty-five 
years old in January 1976 and has now retired from hard 
work. Always a hardworking man, he proved himself to 
be an able fisherman, farm-worker, axeman, carpenter, 
and trapper. It is said he was particularly skilled at trap
ping and could get "rats" when other trappers could not. 
Any work he undertook was done intelligently and well, 
be it fencing, haying, milking cows or building a house. 

His first wife Helen Missiabit died around 1955 or so. 
Later he married Justine Paul, widow of Bill Paul. They 
live at Vogar in a big log house, neatly whitewashed and 
fenced in front with a picturesque pole fence. He and 
Justine are a friendly pleasant couple. 

Alec and Euphrosyne Desjarlais 
Alec Desjarlais and his wife Euphrosyne Desjarlais 

lived near Oak Point and outside Lundar before taking 

Mr. alld Mrs. Pal Desjarlais alld great-grandson Alberl MOllklllall. 
1951. 
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up a homestead at Dog Lake in 1911. Most of their fami
ly were grownup when they came to Vogar in the early 
1920's. 

Their children were Mary Jane, Mrs. Jim Monkman, 
1895-1959; Julia, Mrs. Monette, born in 1896, now living 
in Portage la Prairie; Paul, born 1898, living in Ashern 
and Gus, born in 1902 now deceased. They also adopted 
Clara Holt, the daughter of Euphrosyne's niece 
Josephine Lucier. 

Alec suffered from diabetes for many years before his 
death in 1941 at age seventy_ He was able to do light 
carpenter work and make such things as wagons and 
sleighs. 

Euphrosyne was a very active woman, skilled in tan
ning skins and making beaded moccasins and other gar
ments. She enjoyed working in her big garden and pick
ing wild fruit in season. 

There is a story told in regard to the latter activity. 
Late one fall evening, Ivan Larson who was a young boy 
at the time, heard what sounded like a dog in trouble 
back in the bush behind the Larson home. His mother, 
SoHa, lit a lantern, for it was very dark, and with her 
three young boys went in the direction of the sound. They 
found the old lady, then over eighty years old, completely 
lost. She had gone out earlier to pick cranberries but had 
got turned around and was headed in the wrong direction, 
to the evident distress of her little dog. She was apparent
ly none the worse for her adventure and she did have 
some cranberries. 

Euphrosyne died in 1951 at age ninety-three, and with 
her perhaps, a life style soon to be forgotten. 

Paul Desjarlais oldest son of Alec and Euphrosyne 
was born on March 17, 1898 and lived at Vogar for many 
years. His wife is Mary Ann Chartrand, daughter of Alec 
Chartrand. Like most of his generation Paul was a 
skilled axeman and a hard worker for he had a large 
family to support. During the Christmas season he had a 
yard full of spruce trees for sale, at a dollar each. The 
trees standing up in the snow near his low log house, 
made a scene like a picturesque Christmas card. 

Tragedy struck many times in their home. First their 
oldest son Alec was drowned in Lake Manitoba in 
December 1944, the same accident that took the life of 
William James Spence, when a car in which they were 
riding went through the crack in the ice. Four other 
children died in the space of a few years. Willie, acciden
tally killed, and Norman, Wilfred and Rose dying of 
tuberculosis. Paul Jr. died in 1975. 

Still living are Andrew, Louis, Olive (Mrs. Sinclair) 
and Hazel (Mrs. Gusti Johnson). 

Paul and his wife live a mile or so north of Ashern, 
where they moved in 1951. He is not in good health but 
still has an excellent memory at age seventy-eight. His 
good sense of humour and friendly personality are still 
very evident. Paul passed away May 19, 1976. 

Gus Desjarlais also lived at Vogar for many years. 
His first wife was Agnes Paul. Many years after her 
death he married Caroline Monkman, widow of Philip 
Monkman. They moved to Ashern where Gus was ac
cidentally killed around 1960. 

The Eyford Family 
The first Eyford family to come to the Siglunes dis

trict was my maternal grandfather, Jorundur Sigur-



bjornsson and his wife. He added the name of Eyford 
when he came. to Canada. It is derived from Eyjafjordur, 
a beautiful fjord in northern Iceland whence he came. 

Grandmother's name was Anna Jonasdottir. Her 
father's first name was Jonas, and to that was added the 
word "dottir", meaning daughter. In Iceland a girl 
retains her maiden name upon marriage. 

My grandparents left Husavik, Iceland in 1893; 
bringing with them their three children, Baldrun (my 
mother), Sigurbjorn and Emily. They sailed across the 
ocean to land in Quebec. From there they travelled west 
and spent a winter in North Dakota with relatives, the In
dridasons. From there they moved to The Narrows, 
Manitoba and lived with his uncle, Jon Sigurdson. This 
was the same Jon Sigurdson who lived for many years in 
the Eriksdale district, the father of Mrs. John Forsyth, 
Sr. and Emma Sigurdson. They then moved to Siglunes 
and farmed in the north west area toward the lake. They 
stayed there for seven years and in that time the family 
increased by four. But tragedy struck. Emily contacted 
diphtheria. She recovered but the four youngest children 
died. Near the place where the home was located is the 
cemetery; where these children are buried. 

This tragedy so affected my grandmother that they 
moved to Winnipeg and then to Grosmont and 
Athabasca, Alberta. They took Emily with them but 
Barney and Baldrun stayed, as she, Baldrun, had mar
ried my father, Framar Jonsson Eyford. 

Grandfather was in the first World War. He returned 
to Alberta and died there in 1938. Grandmother died 
about 1919. Barney moved to Hay River, N.W.T. about 
1946. He married and raised a family of five. He died in 
Penticton, B.c. hospital in 1970. Emily married Marion 
Howard and lived in Redding, California until her death 
in 1953. They had a family of five. There were two 
younger brothers born after my grandparents left 
Jonas and Oswald. Jonas lives in Vancouver and Oswald 
in Uc1uelet, B.C. 

My dad, Framar Jonsson Eyford, was born in 1883 in 
Halland, Iceland, a pretty spot across Eyjafjordur from 
Akureyri. His parents were Jon Sigurgeirsson and 
Stefania Fridbjarnadottir. He took the name of Eyford 
for the same reason as Grandfather did and because there 
were so many by the name of Jonsson. As a boy, like 
many other boys there, Dad tended sheep on the hillside. 
He was often cold, lonely and frightened as he had been 
told so many stories of ghosts, elves and dwarfs. In his 
teen years his occupations included tutoring, interpreting 
on a Danish boat, and fishing. 

He came to Canada in 1903 on the S.S. Lake 
Manitoba, and worked in Winnipeg, Glenboro, and the 
Langruth area, doing odd jobs. He came to Siglunes to 
fish with Gisli Johnson. In 1906, he and Baldrun Eyford 
were married by Rev. Jon Bjarnson in the Icelandic 
Lutheran Church, Winnipeg. They travelled by train to 
Oak Point, that being the end of the railway line, and 
from there to their homestead at Siglunes by horse and 
sleigh. They spent a year at The Narrows where my dad 
worked in Helgi Einarsson's general store. Then they 
returned to Siglunes where he farmed and fished. He 
worked for a short time in Barney Matthews' sawmill. 

At Siglunes our nearest neighbours were Mother's 
aunt and her family, the Eggertssons. It was Barney 
Eggertsson who gave us our first car ride. He came along 
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in his shiny new 1917 Model T Ford, picked up us 
children and gave us a ride a half mile or so down the 
road. Then we trudged happily back, quite thrilled with 
this new experience. 

We attended the Siglunes School, a distance of a mile 
and a half from home. On cold winter mornings Dad 
would drive us with the horse and cutter. In the spring 
and fall we generally walked and occasionally we rode 
horseback. We moved to Vogar in 1926 because that was 
a more convenient location for Dad as mail carrier. 
There we attended the Dog Creek School and later some 
of us attended the Eriksdale High School. Dad was a 
school trustee for both Siglunes and Dog Creek Schools 
and also served on the Municipal Council. 

There were ten children in our family and we are now 
widely scattered. Anna, Mrs. Atholstan Sigurdson lives 
in Hornepayne, Ontario; Jorundur (Jerry), Vogar, 
Manitoba; Stefania, Mrs. Warren Porter, Lone Rock, 
Wisconsin; Sina, Mrs. John Neyedli, Harold and Frank, 
Vancouver; Olga, Mrs. Oskar Johnson, Sechelt, B.c.; 
Ranka, Mrs. Oscar Gislason, Winnipeg; Baldur, 
Warren, Manitoba. Larus was killed in an auto accident 
near Eriksdale in 1961. He was married to Merle Sand
moen who, with their two children, resides in Winnipeg. 
Anna's and Ranka's husbands are deceased. My mother 
passed away in 1936 and my father in 1956. They are 
buried in the Helgason Cemetery, Hayland, Manitoba. 

Grandfather had been a fisherman and a sailor in 
Iceland. He is credited with having taught his neighbours 
at Siglunes to sail. He was the first mail carrier for the 
area, transporting the mail from Kinosota across Lake 
Manitoba by boat in summer and by dog team in winter. 
He was Siglunes' first postmaster, giving it its name after 
a place in Iceland. 

My dad took over from my grandfather as post
master and mail carrier, picking up the mail in Dog 
Creek instead of Kinosota, until about 1914. For the next 
ten years Billy M onkman carried the mail and the 
Siglunes Post Office was in various homes. In 1925 my 
dad took the contract for carrying the mail from 
Mulvihill to The N arrows via Oatfield, Overton, Vogar, 
Siglunes, Hayland and also Wapah, across the lake, 
Tranter and Pebble Beach. Within a few months I started 
carrying the mail and am still doing so. During the years 
I have had many experiences with bad roads and bad 
weather. In 1927 we bought a Model T Ford and later a 
Model A. Once I had the car stuck for five hours in a 
floating muskeg, and once the car went through the ice 
on Lake Manitoba as I travelled from Vogar to The 
Narrows in the winter mostly on the ice - it was an ex
cellent highway. In winter we sometimes had to use 
horses. The most embarrassing situation was arriving in 
Mulvihill in a cutter on bare ground. They had no snow, 
while at Vogar we had had a heavy fall. I have carried 
many passengers through the years and have met many 
interesting people from all walks of life. 

In May 1949, I married Eileen Smith, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Smith of Eriksdale. We have three 
children. The oldest, Arnold, was married to Heather 
Weir of Peterborough, Ontario in October 1974. He is 
farming with me at Vogar. Arlene and Allan live and 
work in Winnipeg. 



Siggi Freeman 
as remembered by 
Annie J chnscn 

Siggi Freeman born in Iceland in October 1883 came 
to this area in 1911 with his brother Halli, who had a 
homestead at farmed for a time and then 
Halli left, but a member of the communi-
ty for many years. 

Siggi had a personality all his own. A small man, far 
from robust and with impaired vision he wore spectacles 
with the thickest lenses I have ever seen. This did not 
hinder him frpm around, reading, enjoying life in 
general and employment. 

He was very proud of his culinary skills and so fol
lowed this line in seeking employment. He cooked in 
many of the private homes as well as for gangs such as 
Asi Freeman's fishing camp on the island. When Mr. and 
Mrs. Steve Stephenson had the boarding house at Vogar, 
he worked there. 

I think though, he preferred working in private homes 
where things were more refined. Where there were 
children he was very kind to them and enjoyed them. He 
loved gardening, his specialty being flowers as he was 
very fond of pretty things. He also liked nice clothes and 
jewelry and to dress up when the occasion required it. 

He enjoyed travelling and would at times take off to 
visit his brother in Glenboro and his two sisters in Win
nipeg. He once took a trip back to his homeland, Iceland, 
travelling by ship in 1928 to visit a brother and sister. 

In his early years here, he stayed off and on with the 
Eggertsson family at Siglunes. He also worked quite a 
number of years in the Johnson home, both for John Jr. 
and his parents before him, but I think he spent most of 
his years here with Mr. and Mrs. Barney Eggertsson at 
Vogar. No matter where he travelled, he seemed to feel 
that Vogar was his home. There he would always return 
and they would find him employment, milking cows, car
ing for stock or cooking. He planned to return to Iceland 
in 1939 but was prevented by World War II. 

When the day came that he could work no more, he 
had a little house built a short distance from their store. 
This he tastefully furnished and decorated, and once 
remarked that his years in a little home all his own were 
the happiest years of his life. 

Visitors were always welcomed and children given 
cookies and freshie. Here he baked pies, cakes, and 
loaves of brown bread which he delighted in presenting to 
his neighbors. 

Singing was something else he loved to do. Children 
were fascinated as he closed his eyes and sang in an 
almost falsetto voice, "Happy birthday to you", when the 
occasion arose. 

He knew many old sentimental songs. One such is es
pecially remembered, seemingly called "Shall I Get You 
Alone Tonight". The words went something like this: 
"Shall I you alone tonight? 
Shall I get you alone tonight? 
We'll sit by the window and pull down the shade. 
Oh, oh, oh, oh, don't be afraid. 
We'll keep the organ playing 
So they can't hear what we're saying 
When I get you alone tonight." 

Siggie remained in his little home until his health 
failed him and he became too feeble to live alone. His 
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brother Halli and sister-in-law Jonina took him to live 
with them in Glenboro in 1955. There he spent his re
maining years, until his death on November 9, 1966. 

When this kindly little old man left our community 
never to return again, he left behind a host of friends and 
fond memories. 

Ingi and Esther Gudmundson 
by Esther Gudmundson 

Ingi and I were married in Elfros, Saskatchewan, on 
June 29, 1922. We farmed there for a year. Conditions 
were really bad, we decided to sell and move back to 
Vogar. 

In 1929 we moved to Wynyard, Sask., as Ingi's 
mother had been killed when her home was destroyed by 
a "twister". After helping his brother to build another 
house, we moved back to Manitoba, where Ingi worked 
out, as well as at commercial fishing on Lake Winnipeg 
in the summer and on Lake Manitoba in winter. 

We later moved to Eriksdale, as my health was poor. 
Ingi got work with Manitoba Hydro and later worked on 
building elevators in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 

We had five children, Leonard, Doreen, Lorna and 
Linda. Dennis died at age fifteen. We have eleven 
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. 

50lh Wedding Anniversary. Ingi and Esther Goodmundson. 29 
JUI/e. 1972. 

50lh Wedding Mr. and Mrs. Ole Larson. Sr. 



We celebrated our fiftieth wedding anniversary on 
June 29, 1972, all our family were home for the occasion. 

Ingi passed away January 27, 1975 after a long ill
ness. I am still living in Eriksdaie. 

Three Generations of Larson's. 

Isadore and Margaret Loyer 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Isadore Loyer was born in St. Laurent about 1888. 
He married Margaret Laurent who was born in Kam
sack, Saskatchewan about 1894. Their first son, John, 
died when an infant in St. Laurent. They moved to 
Macross where Isadore fished on Lake Manitoba. In 
1925 they moved to V ogar with their family. Rose, Alice 
and George died between 1932 and 1934, and Bertha 
(Mrs. Arthur Pelletier) in 1961. Alex, Mary, Louise and 
Annie are still living. 

At Vogar, Isadore worked for fishermen on the lake, 
and for farmers, and sometimes for Ted Rasmussen in a 
little store he kept at Vogar. 

Margaret had a large and successful garden from 
which she sold tomatoes, cabbages, turnips and other 
products as well as feeding her family. Today she cannot 
garden, but lives at age 82 with her son Albert and grand
daughter Sandra at V ogar. 

Isadore was in the army in World War I but was not 
overseas. He died of a stroke in S1. Boniface Hospital in 
1949. 

Their daughter Mary (Mrs. Fred Monkman) lives at 
Vogar. Louise (Mrs. Tom Monkman), Annie (Mrs. 
Chris Beach) and Alec live in Winnipeg. 

Louisa and Tom were married after World War II 
when Tom returned from service overseas. They lived for 
a number of years in Vogar. They have nine children. 

Annie and Chris Beach also lived for some years at 
Vogar. They have eleven children. 

Philip and Caroline Monkman 
Philip Monkman, son of Alec and Virginia, was born 

in 1897 at Shoal Lake east of Oak Point. He moved with 
his father to Vogar around 1914. Philip married Caroline 
Paul. Their family are Abraham, Lawrence, Edward, 
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Willie, Harvey, Virginia, Martha (Mrs. Gotz), Rose 
(Mrs. Harry Bone), Irene, Henry and Augustine. 

Philip worked as a farm laborer and a fisherman, but 
he was not strong and died of pneumonia in 1940 when 
his youngest son Henry was only one year old. 

A number of years after his death, Caroline married 
Gus Desjarlais. They lived for several years in Ashern, 
but when Gus died in 1960 or thereabouts, Caroline 
moved back to Vogar where she lived with her daughters 
Virginia and Augustine. Unfortunately she developed 
severe diabetes which caused the amputation of both legs. 
She was fitted with artificial limbs which enabled her to 
walk with the help of a cane. As her little grandson Ber
nard told his teacher, "My granny had two broken legs." 
Despite her great handicap she was often seen walking on 
the road, winter and summer. She died in 1972 at age 
seventy~ 

Her daughters all live in Winnipeg as do her sons Wil
ly and Henry. Harvey's home is in Glenella. Edward lives 
at Vogar with his wife Clara. Abraham and his wife Ida 
live in Eriksdale. 

Henry, a quiet, gentle, but determined boy learned to 
skate on the Vogar rink in the 1950's. He borrowed a pair 
of skates from Ivan Larson. As they were a bit large he 
put them over his own shoes. After a few hours of 
staggering about in the oversize skates, he was skating 
confidently. Later he acquired better fitting skates of his 
own and became an enthusiastic skater and hockey 
player. 

Abraham married Susie Desjarlais in 1940. Susie was 
young and very pretty, but developed tuberculosis and 
died in 1946, leaving a son Albert. 

A number of years later Abraham married Ida Bap
tist. They have four children: Margaret, Charles, Larry 
and Rhonda. Margaret is training as a teacher. 

Lawrence (nicknamed Branson and Chingman) 
married Christine Baptist. They had four children: 
Hazel, Dorothea (now deceased), Lena, and Brian, all of 
whom attended Dog Creek School until they moved to 
Winnipeg. Hazel lives in Winnipeg and Lena in Van
couver. Brian is taking teacher training at Dauphin. 

Albert Monkman, son of Abraham and Susie lives 
just north of Vogar with his wife Doreen Paul and their 
six children. 

William Monkman 
William (Billy) Monkman with his wife Mary 

Chippestance and their family lived on land now belong
ing to Jerry Eyford before the land was surveyed. They 
came from Oak Point where William was employed by 
the Hudson's Bay Co., freighting to their post at 
Kinosoto by York boat in summer and with horses in 
winter. He picked up furs from the Indians often travel-
ling by dog team. . 

He became the mail carrier from Scotch Bay to The 
Narrows and Fairford, using horses and buggy in 
summer and sleigh in winter, making a round trip of one 
hundred sixty miles for twenty dollars per trip. As there 
were no roads or bridges over the creeks, the horses had 
to wade or even swim when necessary. Neither bad 
weather nor lack of roads stopped him. He also took mail 
to Hayland and Siglunes P.O.'s. 

A story is told of his running on foot one evening 
across the lake from Dog Creek to Kinosoto to purchase 



half a pound of tea, a mere journey of about twenty 
miles. 

William was a big man over six feet tall. Kae Ker
nisted remembers him bringing the mail to The Narrows, 
a dignified courteous man, reliable and well liked by all 
who knew him. In winter when he came dressed in a fur 
coat, sleigh bells jingling with his load of mail, she and 
the other children thought of him as Santa Claus. Even 
his beard was right for the part. 

He was considered a leader of his people. Miss Annie 
Bush, now Mrs. John J. Johnson, remembers her first 
morning as the new teacher of Dog Creek School in the 
fall of 1927. William, as school caretaker, put the flag up, 
as he did each morning, as well as taking it down at night. 
This particular morning he took it on himself to lecture 
the children, in English, on their behavior, telling theI!l 
they must respect the teacher, work hard, and learn theIr 
lessons. He was almost blind at this time and often had to 
fumble around to locate the flag in the mornings, es
pecially as the children would sometimes move it to puz
zle him. 

He died on July \, 1931 when most of the village peo
ple were at Ashern picnic. Andrew Bone was with hiI!l 
when he died, and rang the churchyard bell as IS 

customary when a death occurs in the village. William 
was about eighty-two years old at the time of his death. 

His wife Mary does not seem to be remembered by 
many people today. Andrew Bone says she outlived 
William by about five years. 

Their children were Flora, Mrs. Francis Stagg (1875-
1919); Margaret, Mrs. Paul Chippeway (1877-1972); 
Isabella, Mrs. Andrew Spence (\881-1966); William 
Alec (1884-1956); Katharine (Kitty) (l888?-1928?). Some 
of their immediate descendants have been written of in 
this book. 

Two who have not, should perhaps, be mentioned 
here. Two of William's daughters, Flora and Margaret, 
had sons fathered by a settler named McRae, from whom 
McRae Lake gets its name. These boys were known as 
Archie and Dan McRae. Kae Kernisted remembers one 
coming often with the mail, a courteous handsome boy. 
Archie died of flu in 1916 at age eighteen. His grave may 
be seen in the old Anglican Cemetery at Vogar. Dan went 
to Ontario and was not heard from again. 

William's descendants, many of whom still live at 
Vogar, may be justly proud of their distinguished 
ancestor who played such an important part in the early 
days of the community. 

William Monkman. mail carrier with the team and buggy in which 
he travelled from Scotch Bay to F airford and return once a week. (170 
miles roulld trip). 
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Alec Monkman 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Alec Monkman was born at Minnewakin in 1866 or 
thereabouts. He came from Shoal Lake east of Oak 
Point to Vogar about 1914 because there was a shortage 
of hay and wood in the area where he lived, and Vogar 
had plenty of both. 

Alec was married twice. His first wife was a Gaulay 
and the mother of three children; Pauline born in 1893, 
now Mrs. Pottinger in Eriksdale, James 1881-1945, and 
Sarah, Mrs. Pat Desjarlais, born in 1887. After her death 
he married Virginia Chartrand who died in 1912. She was 
the mother of Virginia, Mrs. Andrew Bone, born in 1908 
and died in 1938 approximately; Philip married to 
Caroline Paul born in 1897 and died in 1940; Joe of 
Vogar, born i~ 1898, married to Bella Bone; Maggie, 
born 1900, now Mrs. John Blue of Eriksdale, and Alec, 
known as Little Alec, who died in 1945 at age fifty or 
thereabouts. 

Of his family, Pauline, Sarah, Joe, and Maggie are 
living in 1976. 

Like his brother William, the mail carrier, Alec had 
worked for the Hudson's Bay Co. At one time he carried 
mail by dog team and Red River cart i~ Saskatchewan 
between Regina, Prince Albert and SWIft Current. ~e 
had also been a guide for the Northwest Mounted PolIce 
(now called R.C.M.P.). 

He worked as a farm laborer, a fisherman and a 
carpenter building houses, making and fixing sleighs and 
wagons. . . 

His daughter, Mrs. Maggie Blue recalls hIS death In 
1933 approximately. . 

He was helping Jim Goodman of DarWIn move to 
Lundar and was driving a team and loaded wagon when 
he collapsed and died suddenly of a heart attack. He was 
sixty-seven years old. 

William Alec Monkman 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

William Alec Monkman (Billy Alec) born in 1884 
was a son of William Monkman the mail carrier, and a 
brother to Mrs. Andrew Spence. His wife Bella Bone, 
daughter of John Bone, was born in 1886. They lived on 
their land, now the property of Jerry Eyford, wher~ t~ey 
kept cattle and horses. William Alec had his own fishIng 
outfit on Lake Manitoba. 

His wife was clever at sewing and made clothes as 
well as moccasins and other skin articles. 

Their children were Mary (Mrs. Spence), Jane (Mrs. 
Joe Desjarlais) both living, William Archie who died in 
1931 at age twenty-one, and Ellen who also died many 
years ago. 

After a long illness, William Alec died in 1956 at the 
age of seventy-two. His wife died in Winnipeg in 1969 at 
age eighty-three. 

Mary now lives in Winnipeg as does her daughter 
Irene, Mrs. Richards. 

Jane and her husband Joe Desjarlais also live in Win
nipeg with their family, Ernest, Frank, Laura and Olg~. 
John Henry was killed in an accident in 1974 and IS 

buried in the old Anglican cemetery at Vogar. 



William Monkman of Vogar with his nephew Walter Monkman. 

William Monkman and Walter Monkman 
William Monkman often called Big Bill was born in 

1902 at St. Laurent. His parents Edward and Jane 
(Spence) lived west of Lundar, moving to Dog Lake and 
then to Vogar in 1921. 

A brother David, lives in a nursing home in Brandon, 
two brothers, Tom and Sam, in Winnipeg, and a sister 
Mrs. Catherine Bone in Vogar. A brother Philip died at 
age seventy-eight in 1971 at Vogar. Deceased are 
Charles, Joseph, Tim, Mary Ann, Harry and Dan. Harry 
lived at Gypsumville where he was known as Scotty. Both 
he and Dan went overseas in World War I where Dan 
was killed in action. 

William is a kind friendly man, who was in his 
younger days hardworking and reliable. He could be 
counted on to help out neighbors in many ways, even to 
being the village barber in the days of short haircuts. 
Now, rather frail, he lives with his nephew Walter 
Monkman. 

Walter, a son of Mrs. Catherine Bone, was born in 
1930. He is a big quiet man, well known and liked in 
Vogar where he has lived most of his life. In 1958 he ~ad 
a job fishing on Great Slave Lake one hundred ml.les 
from Hay River. He has worked as a carpenter, bemg 
employed on some of Winnipeg's Centennial projects 
among others. At present he is working in Edmonton 
where his sister Mrs. Emma Bigley lives with her hus
band and four children. 

Jim and Mary Jane Monkman 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Jim the oldest son of Alec Monkman was born at St. 
Laurent in 1881. He married Mary Jane Desjarlais, 
daughter of Alec and Euphrosyne Desjarlais. Jim an? 
Mary Jane came to Vogar in 1916 with their young famI
ly, living in several locations but finally settling just south 
of Dog Creek School. The house they built burned down 
in 1965. 
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Their family survlVlng are: Mary (Mrs. Alec 
Maytwayashing), born in 1911, Victoria (19\5), Fred 
(1916), Louisa (1913), Florence, Daniel (I 928), John, and 
Josephine (1931). 

Jim and Mary Jane both liked to dance and play the 
violin; a musical skill inherited by their son John, who 
often played for dances at Dog Creek School, and by 
their daughters Josephine and Florence. 

Jim was a heavy-set burly man. He worked hard 
when he was able but suffered badly from asthma. His 
son Dan remembers having to leave school at age thirteen 
to help his father support the family. There was no family 
allowance nor welfare for security then. 

When the Vogar Hall was built about 1940, Dan 
helped his father wheel stones in a barrow for the fouD:da
tion. This was purely voluntary labor. At that tlme 
everyone was required to donate a number of days labor 
each year on building and repairing the roads. Dan 
sometimes took his father's turn, driving a team of 
horses. Jim was caretaker of Dog Creek School for 
several years. It was part of the job to light the fire on 
cold mornings, sweep the room daily, scrub the rough 
wooden floor regularly and do small repairs. The wage 
per month was around $7.00. 

In 1945 Jim contacted pneumonia made more acute 
by his asthmatic condition, from which he died at age 
sixty-four. 

Mary Jane was born in 1895, oldest daughter of Alec 
and Euphrosyne Desjarlais. She was a large handsome 
woman who carried herself very straight and gracefully, a 
characteristic' she passed on to her daughters. After her 
husband died she continued to live at Vogar caring for a 
big garden and making colorful rag rugs to sell. She died 
of a stroke in 1959, also at age sixty-four. 

Mary's husband, Alec Maytwayashing died, and she 
moved to Ashern where she lives today. 

Victoria married William James Spence who was 
drowned in 1944. Later she married Alec Loyer and con
tinued to live at Vogar for a number of years, but is now 
living in Winnipeg as are her sisters Florence, (Mrs. !om 
Countois), and Josephine, (Mrs. Clement MOUSSIau), 
and her four children Gwen, Arnold, Ricky and Lennie. 

Fred married Mary Loyer. Their surviving children 
are Leslie, Lorna (Mrs. Eddie Hafner), Alma (Mrs. Er
nie Kehler), Gary, Esther, Howard, Lester, and Fred. 
Hilda (Mrs. Lawrence Flett) died in 1973 at age twenty
five. 

Daniel (known as Big Dan) married Alice Malcolm 
of Ebb and Flow in 1963. They had two daughters Carol 
and Sally, and three sons, Marvin, Daniel and Jeffery. 
They lived at Hayland for a few years, but moved back to 
Vogar when Alice died in March 1970. . 

John also lives in Vogar, working at carpentering or 
laboring jobs. Perhaps he still plays the violin. 

Clara Holt, adopted daughter of Alec and 
Euphrosyne Desjarlais was born at Pebble Beach. When 
her mother, Josephine Lucier became very ill with tuber
culosis, later dying of the disease, the Desjarlais aunt and 
uncle took the child to raise as their own. Clara went to 
school at Dog Creek. She married Ralph Pelletier who 
died on July 4, 1940 after he was injured in a car-truck 
collision at Oak Point picnic. His young wife was left 
with three small children, Ralph, Velma, and Raymond, 
the youngest only eight months old. 



She later married Edward Monkman, son of Philip 
and Caroline. They still live at Vogar with several of their 
nine children. Their family are Ronald, Leonard, Mabel, 
Rita (Mrs. John Monkman), Darlene (Mrs. David 
Swan), Don, Karen, and Kenneth. Deceased are Donna 
and Debbie. 

Ralph Pelletier J r. lives at Vogar with his wife Lillian 
(Swan) and their family. Raymond Pelletier married to 
Olga (Monkman) also lives at Vogar. They have three 
children. Velma is married to Lawrence Swan of Lake 
Manitoba Indian Reserve. 

Joe Monkman 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Joe Monkman was born in 1898, a son of Alec and 
Virginia Monkman. He came from Oak Point to Dog 
Creek by horse and wagon when there were no roads, 
only trails through the bush. There were plenty of 
animals in the bush which was fortunate as hunting was 
necessary for survival. Joe was a skilled bushman and 
hunter. 

In 1919 Joe married Bella Bone, daughter of Joe 
Bone. Their children are: Agnes, Angus, Lizzie, (Mrs. 
Lome Bushe of London, Ontario) and Helen (Mrs. Billy 
Fagg). 

Joe loved to dance as did the whole family. A feature 
at many dances was a remarkable exhibition of jigging by 
Angus and Lizzie. They stood facing each other in the 
centre of the room while a fiddler played a jig tune with 
its steady fast rhythm. Angus would begin the steps 
which became more and more intricate while Lizzie fol
lowed his every move, and the audience laughed and 
applauded. It was a graceful performance and fascinating 
to watch. 

Angus also played the violin well and provided music 
for many dances. 

Bella died in 1969 at age sixty-four. Since then Joe 
has lived in his house just east of the post office in the 
summer, but in winter, visits with his children, all now 
living away from Vogar. 

Jerry and Louisa Mo~kman 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Jerry Monkman, a son of Katherine Monkman, was 
born February 22, 1907. He was raised by his grand
father William Monkman, the mail carrier. 

Jerry had no opportunity to attend school, though he 
did learn to read, but received instead an education in the 
school of life. He remembers when there was an abun
dance of wild meat and fowl, an important source of food 
as the nearest store was at The Narrows. The big day of 
the year was Treaty Day on the Reserve when people 
gathered for sports of various kinds, a very exciting occa
sion for everyone. At other times he and the neighbor 
boys played baseball quite informally using a homemade 
bat and ball. 

As a boy he often took the mail for his grandfather 
from V ogar to The Narrows, using one horse and a 
buggy, an overnight trip over the rough trails. William 
kept as many as five teams of horses needed to carry the 
mail from Mulvihill to Vogar, Hayland and Siglunes 
Post Offices as well as The Narrows. It was Jerry's job to 
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Standing: Alex Stagg, William James Spence (deceased). Seated: 
Pal Maylwayashing (deceased), Jerry Monkman. Taken in 1924 when 
the boys IVere all 17 yrs. old and harvesting around Portage la Prairie. 

help care for the horses, in summer cutting, raking and 
stacking hay for their winter feed. He worked with a 
team building local roads for seventy-five cents a day, 
which included twenty-five cents for the use of the horses. 

It is interesting to note that Jerry still drives horses, 
owning the only team now in Vogar. It is often seen on 
the road, driven by Jerry or one of his family, the flat 
wagon carrying loads of wood or tanks of water as well as 
several delighted and privileged children. 

At age seventeen Jerry went harvesting around Por
tage la Prairie for the first but not last time. A picture 
taken at a studio in Portage shows Jerry, with three other 
local boys, as a good looking youth dressed in a suit with 
a bow tie and a flat cap. 

Here he received two dollars per day for stooking 
grain and a dollar and a half for threshing. It was the day 
of the steam engine. After threshing he stayed on to 
plough the fields with four horses for two dollars per day. 

Jerry often fished on Lake Manitoba in winter and 
trapped muskrats in the season. He had several narrow 
escapes on the ice. Once while trapping muskrats on a 
river near Delta, he fell through the ice. As he was alone 
and wearing hip waders he saved himself with great dif
ficulty. 

Another time on Lake Manitoba he again went 
through the ice while skating home after fishing, and 
again he was alone. He managed to get out and reach the 
nearby Indian Reserve, walking with great difficulty in 
his frozen clothes. 

His third experience has been mentioned elsewhere in 
this book. It occurred on December 15, 1944 when a 
Model A car, driven by Algot Larson went into a crack in 
the lake. There had been no crack there when the men 
had gone out in the morning from the camp on Goose 
Island, and at night it was not visible being crusted over 
with snow, as it was storming. Jerry was sitting in the 



back seat, but moving quickly got into the front where he 
and Algot escaped by breaking the windshield with their 
fists. Unfortunately Jerry got out on the wrong side of 
the crack and might have frozen if Algot had not helped 
him across by pushing a sleigh over and pulling him back. 
The men walked back to camp about two miles away, 
their clothes frozen, and knowing there was no way they 
could rescue their two companions, Jerry's cousin, 
William James Spence, and young Alec Desjarlais. After 
this sad experience Jerry decided he would not fish again. 

In May 1929, Jerry married Louisa Monkman 
daughter of James Monkman, the ceremony being per
formed by Rev. Smith from Fairford. They raised eleven 
children, the oldest William Daniel, (known as Little Dan 
to distinguish him from his uncle Big Dan) was born in 
1932. Lillian (Mrs. Arthur Malcolm), Annie (Mrs. An
drew Malcolm), Breena (Mrs. George Murphy), Johnny, 
Valerie (Mrs. Eddie Edwards), Steven, all of Vogar; 
Irene (Mrs. Cecil Spence) and Jimmy of Winnipeg; Delia 
(Mrs. Morris) of Windsor, Ontario. 

A son Norman was tragically killed in a car collision 
at eighteen years of age in October 1967. 

Dan and his wife Marie Malcolm live at Vogar. They 
have four children, Sandra (Mrs. Fred Maytwayashing), 
Adeline, Noreen and Arthur. 

Johnny is married to Rita Monkman. They have four 
children. 

Steven is presently teaching ~n upgrading class in 
Lundar. 

Lillian sings in an orchestra well known in their area 
and at The Narrows in which her husband Arthur plays 
the violin and guitar. Their young son Michael 
sometimes joins his parents with his violin or guitar. 

Louisa Monkman was born in 1913 at Oak Point, the 
daughter of James Monkman and Mary Jane (Des
jarlais). Jerry and Louisa have always made their home 
in Vogar and today live not half a mile from where Jerry 
was born. They are satisfied here, disliking city life. With 
his keen memory and sharp mind, Jerry enjoys his life, 
though somewhat crippled with arthritis. When inter
viewed Jerry and Louisa had been cleaning fish ready for 
smoking. Their family visits them often. In summer they 
will have their big garden and their horses will continue 
to add interest to the Vogar scene. 

The Account of The Musick 
Family in Canada 

by Juanita Musick Bryant 
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Musick with five children left the 

Missouri Rockies for Winnipeg, Canada in December 
1915. The children were; Garlin II, Alta 9, Juanita 5, 
Silas 3 and Cecil 2 years. Bert Musick was with them but 
had to return for World War I in a month. It was 50 
degrees below zero when we arrived in Winnipeg and our 
clothes were light for such cold weather. A lady we met at 
the Immigration Hall told us her son, who had gone to 
war, had a one room cabin at Oatfield that we could stay 
in until we found a place. 

We were in the Immigration Hall a week before going 
to Oatfield (not far from Mulvihill). When we got off the 
train at Mulvihill a man from the livery stable took us by 
sleigh to this log cabin. The first night Mother didn't 
sleep much because the coyotes howled around the cabin 
all night, and she was afraid they would get in the cabin. 
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Dad and U nele Bert put the big trunks against the door 
and Dad tried to console her but it didn't help much. In 
later years we got used to the coyotes because every time 
we killed a beef or hog they would come in packs and 
howl all night. Bears also came close to our house. We 
were in this cabin a week, then rented a place from Mr. 
Aaron, who was leaving for the war. 

Dad received pamphlets from realtors about 
homesteading in Manitoba. Dad found the homestead he 
liked and built our home. It was two miles from Dog 
Creek (now Vogar), Township 23, Range 9, Section 15. 
Our home was between Dog Lake and Little Duck Lake. 
The house was built of logs and plaster and the roof was 
covered with tar-paper. The outside was whitewashed. 
We burned wood for heat and had coal oil lamps. This 
was our home until we left there in May 1925. 

Dolph was born at Oatfield in May 1916. Vigie and 
Irene were born on our homestead at Dog Creek. Garlin 
and Alta started school at Oatfield and went to school at 
Hayland when we moved to our homestead. A few years 
later Dog Creek School opened and all of us went there 
except Garlin, as it was closer for us to walk. 

Alta was lost in a snow storm in March returning 
from school. She had gone alone to school that day and a 
storm came up suddenly. After hours of walking from 
one lake to the other and getting very sleepy and tired, 
she was about to give up when she came upon some plow
ed ground that the wind had blown the snow off and she 

Musick Family. 

Garlin Ml~~ick. 1923. Watering cattle on the lake when the well 
froze up. 



knew the location of the house from there. Her face, 
hands and feet were partially frozen. 

For recreation there was ice skating for those who 
had skates, they were few. There was a dance once in a 
while at Hayland Hall. Of course there was swimming in 
the summertime. Garlin played ball on the Siglunes 
baseball team. He was the pitcher. 

We had a pet deer. Dad and the boys did a lot of hunt
ing. They only had a few yards to go to get all the ducks 
they wanted. The ducks were like a black cloud going 
over our house. Garlin and Dad would get 12 or 13 ducks 
at one shot. Fish were so plentiful that Dad could just 
wade out and gig them. In the summer the Ramsay men 
who owned the Ramsey Hotel in Winnipeg would come 
to our place to duck hunt. (When we were leaving they 
had us as guests at their hotel for a week, and really 
showed us a good time.) At that time we were so iso
lated our neighbors were several miles apart. Mr. and 
Mrs. Larson, who also had a large family lived across 
Little Duck Lake. If it had not been for them we would 
have been very lonely, but as it was we never got lonely. 
Larsons still own our homestead, the younger 
generation, of course. 

At Christmas time the schools had a little program. 
We always went to Darwin School because they had a big 
Christmas tree covered with candles and a box of hard 
tack candy on the tree for each child. Then we played 
games. 

The Larson kids and our family always went together 
in a sleigh with four or six horses. The snow was deep. 
There were bells on the harness, and with the Northern 
Lights out and trees all white in the isolated country, it 
was a beautiful sight and full of good memories. 

To make a living most of the men fished in winter, 
Garlin fished with Framer Eyford. Dad was a horse 
trainer, and also had a mail route from Dog Creek to 
Mulvihill and to Siglunes. This was also a taxi service. 
The mail was delivered once a week and it would 
sometimes take a week for the trip because of the severe 
weather. We had milk cows and sold cream. Dad always 
had a good garden. Some potatoes weighed five and six 
pounds, but our tomatoes never ripened on the vines. We 
had to pull them and hang them from the attic to ripen. 
Our homestead was good fot' growing hay and it took a 
lot of it to feed the livestock all winter. Dad built his own 
haystacker. In winter our well would freeze up, and 
Garlin would drive the cattle out on Dog Lake to water 
them. Sometimes the lake would freeze so deep that it 
was impossible to go deep enough to get water, we would 
melt snow in tubs on the stove to water the livestock. 

There was a general store at Dog Creek operated by 
Barney Eggertson and Jack Bergman. The post office at 
Dog Creek was operated by Mrs. Susannah Stephenson 
in her home. There was another small store back in the 
bush from Dog Creek which was operated by the 
Abrahamsons. 

We lived only 1 V2 miles from the Indian Reservation. 
We kids used to go there each year when they had their 
treaty. 

Marianne and Bella Pottinger 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Marianne and Bella were daughters of James and 
Nancy Spence, sisters of Andrew Spence. Looking back 
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on their lives one can see many parallels. Both married 
men by the name of Pottinger; both were separated from 
their husbands; neither had any living children; both lived 
for some time in their latter years at the south end of 
Vogar, and were alike in being gentle soft-spoken 
women. 

Bella kept house for "Little" Alec Monkman and 
brought up his motherless niece Josephine Bone. After 
Alec's death in 1945, Bella and Josephine continued to 
live in his big log house. 

Bella was also the district midwife and with no doctor 
or hospital assistance, attended many home births. 

Marianne is buried in the old Anglican cemetery. The 
dates on her tombstone read 1889-1959. Bella born circa 
1890 died a few months before her sister, but is buried in 
the Catholic cemetery in Vogar. 

Louis Spence 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

The family of Louis and Lizzie Spence came from 
Neepawa to Vogar about 1954, moving to Winnipeg in 
1970. Their children were Joseph, Douglas, Georgina, 
Norman, Mary, Rosie, Daniel, Gordon and Stanley. 
Joseph died in 1969, and Norman a year or so later. 
Louis, who was in ill health for many years, died in 1971. 

Mrs. Margaret Pelletier 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Margaret Chartrand was born at Oak Point in 
August 1887. Her parents were Mitchell Chartrand and 
Maggie Monkman, sister to William Monkman. At age 
seventeen she married Joseph Pelletier who came 
originally from Montreal. In 1906 they settled on their 
own farm about a mile west of Vogar. Here they raised 
cattle, chickens and pigs and had a big garden. The farm 
work was done mainly by Margaret and the children as 
they got old enough. 

Joe Pelletier freighted goods on both sides of the lake, 
first using a sailboat to Oak Point and back, and later 
with horses. 

They had three sons, Ralph, Arthur, and Maxim and 
daughters Josephine (Mrs. Zebraski) and Delma (Mrs. 
Rusky). 

For many years Joe did not live with his family. He 
died in a St. Boniface nursing home at age eighty-two. 

Margaret was well-known for her strict honesty, ef
ficiency and ability to work hard. She moved onto a lot in 
Vogar, and to support herself and younger children 
worked for neighboring farmers, milking cows, weeding 
gardens, washing walls, scrubbing floors or doing 
whatever work came to hand, and making colorful 
hooked rag rugs for sale. 

Her house was built largely by her own hands. She 
plastered it with clay she had dug from the ditch, 
whitewashed it inside and out, and kept it immaculate. 

As a child she had been to school only a year, but 
while in her teens was determined to read. She was helped 
by a school teacher who boarded at one place where she 
was. working, and succeeded in learning to read and 
write. In her later years she subscribed to the Free Press 
Prairie Farmer, and with her paper and radio took an in
telligent interest in world affairs. 

Her life was saddened when her son Ralph died after 
a road accident on July 1, 1940 at Oak Point, and again 



when her youngest son Maxim was drowned while fishing 
on Lake Manitoba in November 1962. 

She herself was close to losing her life when lightning 
struck her while'she was milking a cow in the barn that 
was open at both ends. She recovered, but ever after had 
a great fear of thunder storms. 

Mrs. Pelletier was a devout Roman Catholic and 
seldom missed attending church on Sunday. 

After her years of hard work to make a living, she 
was able to enjoy her Old Age Pension and a few years of 
leisure. She died in 1963, a unique personality and a true 
pioneer. 

Her son Arthur lives in Vogar at present. He attended 
school at Dog Creek until he began working at age four
teen for ten dollars a month in 1920. He remembers driv
ing a team when the local roads were being built with 
teams and scrapers. At age fifteen he began fishing for 
Oskar Johnson on Lake Manitoba. Much later he had his 
own fishing outfit. 

He married Bertha Loyer. They had four sons, Her
man, Lloyd, Billy and Dwight and two daughters VioJet 
(Mrs. Ken Hopton) and Elsie (Mrs. Leonard Desjarlais). 
Bertha died in 1961 and Billy was killed in 1967. 

Arthur was married to Nellie Maytwayashing in 
1963. They have one son Richard. They lived in Win
nipeg for a few years but returned to Vogar preferring the 
freedom of country life. 

Arthur's sons all live in Vogar as does his daughter 
Elsie. Lloyd, married to Gladys Spence worked for the 
Indian Metis Association and has recently built a new 
house in Vogar. He and Gladys have six children. 

Mrs. Pelletier's parents, Margaret Monkman and 
Mitchell Chartrand, had four sons, Joseph, Mitchell, 
Eugene and Alec, and two daughters, Margaret and 
Alice. 

Theodore Rasmussen 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Theodore Rasmussen, born in 1875 in Norway, came 
from North Dakota to the Siglunes district in 1905. In 
1908 he took up a homestead there on land now owned by 
J. J. Johnson and still called "Teddy's Quarter". He 
moved to Dog Creek where he continued to live until his 
death in 1953. 

He was indeed a talented man with many skills. He 
was the district blacksmith and handy man, a real jack
of-all-trades. Shoeing horses, mending machinery, fixing 
cars, were only a few things in which he excelled. His 
musical talents included playing the violin and accordian 
with which he provided music for many dances in 
Siglunes School and The Narrows Hall. 

For a time he worked at Barney Matthews saw mill at 
Siglunes. When George Seal and his family left their 
homestead at Dog Creek in 1914 for a visit to England, 
Teddy was left in charge of their place. Here he lived for 
a few years, operating a small store along with his other 
activities. An antique clock which he repaired for J. J. 
Johnson is running to this day. 

Teddy was a hot-tempered man. It is said that if he 
was displeased or did not wish to do some repair job, he 
would throw his tools in the bush as an excuse, rescuing 
them later when his anger had cooled. 

He would sometimes take charge of Barney 
Eggertsson's store and the Dog Creek P.O. when Barney 
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was away. On such an occasion the rationing of tea dur
ing World War II was announced on the radio. 
Immediately he began dividing the pound packages of tea 
into quarter pounds and would allow no more than that 
to each customer. 

He himself, was however, opposed to rationing, for 
whatever reason he would not apply for a ration book. 
Instead of buying tea he experimented with trying to 
make a palatable brew from the leaves of various shrubs 
such as rosebushes, sweetening it with corn syrup when 
sugar was also rationed. However, later syrups were 
rationed as were butter, jam, and other such foods and he 
probably changed his mind about owning a ration book. 

Teddy had a son, Louis, who lived with him, attend
ing school at Dog Creek and growing up to be a 
respected and well-liked member of the community. He 
married Laura, daughter of Andrew Bone. They live in 
Winnipeg with their three children, Ludwig, Lynn, and 
Marsha. 

Of inestimable value during his life, skilled and ver
satile, Ted Rasmussen is well remembered by the com
munity he served for so long. 

The Seal Family 
by Mrs. Wm. Seal 

George Arthur Seal came to Manitoba from 
Leicester, England in 1905 at the age of twenty-six. His 
wife Daisy Eveline, age twenty-two followed in August 
with their nine month old son, Albert. George had been a 
shoe factory worker in England and Daisy had operated a 
machine in a woollen glove factory. Wages were low and 
Canada seemed to be a land of promise. 

George got seasonable farm jobs around Rathwell 
and Lavenham, usually moving every six weeks or so. 
Daisy moved with him, living in whatever accommoda
tion was provided and shedding many tears of 
lonesomeness in the strange new land. 

In 1908 George took up a homestead about twenty 
miles west of Mulvihill. In November the family trav
elled to their new home in a wagon pulled by two oxen. 
Arthur Richard had been born at Lavenham in June 1906 
and Hazel Elizabeth born at Rossendale in July 1908, so 
was only a few months old. They followed the shore of 
Lake Manitoba, stopping at nights at any convenient 
house, where they spread their blankets on the floor. 
After a week, they arrived at the homestead. Their 
nearest neighbor, an Indian family named Rivard, were 
very kind to the young couple, helping them get settled 
and giving them meat. Daisy had brought a crock of 
butter with them to last the winter. 

The first homestead was given up for another in the 
Dog Creek District, now called Vogar, on the shores of a 
small lake which is part of Lake Manitoba. 

They built a two room log house, furnished with 
homemade beds, table and cupboard. Sweeping the floor 
was easy, as the dust went down through the wide cracks 
in the floor boards. In spring, the thatched roof sprouted 
green leaves. George worked for neighbors. They had 
some chickens and a garden. 

Neighbors were quick to give help when it was 
needed. When Daisy was very ill, a group of Indian 
women came and prayed around her bed. Shortly after 
she began to recover. Neighbor families took care of the 
young children while the mother was sick. Icelandic 



The Seal family leaving England in June 1928. Righi to left: Bill, Albert, Emily, George, Dais)" Hazel. 

Model A adapted for winter travel 1941 by Bill Seal (driving). Emi
ly Seal (Menzies) and Kay Smith (Shoemaker), Dog Creek School 
Teacher. 
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Bill Seal with caboose On Lake Manitoba, 1941. 



women, some of whom spoke little English, helped out 
when her next children were born, Susannah Stephenson, 
Olavia Isberg, Marino Johnson and Mrs. Gudmundur 
Johnson, to name a few. 

William George was born in March 1911 and Eveline 
Soffia in December 1913, both in the little log house. 
George was often working away from home leaving 
Daisy alone with the young family. In the lonesome win
try evenings she would open the stove door and they 
would all sit around the stove, as around a fireplace, 
while she told stories and sang songs to the children. 

George enjoyed the delicious coffee served by the 
Icelanders and brought home some coffee beans which 
his wife boiled up. Somehow the brew did not taste the 
same, but then the Icelanders used thick cream in theirs, 
he said. Neither knew that the green coffee beans had to 
be roasted and ground up BEFORE being boiled. 

In 1914 the Seal family returned to England for a 
visit, leaving their house and many of their belongings in 
care of Teddy Rasmusson, the local blacksmith. World 
War I broke out and their visit was to last until June 
1928. 

During this time they were settled in Coventry, happy 
in the schooling and jobs. George, however, was not in 
good health and longed to return to his little farm. 
Eveline Soffia had died in May 1916. Margaret Emily, 
born April 1918, was still in school. Arthur married and 
continued to live in Coventry until he moved to Winnipeg 
in September 1975, but the rest of the family emigrated 
to Canada with their parents, knowing little of the life 
here. 

It was a different world altogether. Arriving at Vogar 
on the day of the Hayland Picnic, they were interested to 
see the wagon loads of Indians on their way home from 
the picnic. Less interesting, were the swarms of mos
quitoes that raised great bumps on their tender English 
skin. 

Bill and Edith Seal on their wedding day, October 1940. 
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The men found work harvesting in summer, fishing in 
winter, while rebuilding their own farm. 

Winter fishing on Lake Manitoba was a booming in
dustry, and fishing camps where the fishermen lived dur
ing the season were established on many of the islands. 
Remains of these wooden buildings still exist on Goose 
and Ghost Islands. Bill and Albert were employed by 
local fishermen and learned the dangers as well as the 
joys of winter fishing. Left to drive a small truck home 
off the lake by himself, Bill lost his direction in a 
snowstorm and ended up at Kinosota on the west side of 
the lake, a mistake that could have been fatal. 

While skating home from an island in the November 
moonlight, Albert saw his young companion, Frank 
Wiseman break through the thin ice into the frigid water. 
Despite Albert's efforts to rescue him by jumping into the 
water and lifting him to the surface several times, Frank 
drowned. Albert managed to get out and take shelter in 
an island haystack where he was found next morning suf
fering from severe exposure. 

Misfortune struck the family in January 1930 when 
fire destroyed their home and most of the contents. The 
depression years were soon to begin and life was hard for 
most people. The Seal family lived for awhile on Isberg's 
farm later owned by Oscar Sveistrup, but eventually 
Albert purchased the Stephenson farm next to the 
homestead. They milked fifteen or more cows twice a 
day, separating the milk and selling the cream, which was 
picked up weekly by a cream truck and taken to Ashern 
Creamery. Daisy churned cream also, using a dash 
churn, moulding and wrapping the butter which sold for 
as little as 15¢ per pound. 

George was a quiet man who preferred the rough 
freedom of life in Canada with all its hard labor and un
certainty to working for a small wage in an English fac
tory. He brought the first bicycle into the district, a 
source of wonder to the Indians who came out of their 
houses to see a man "sit down walking". Never a strong 
man, George died in September 1934. Daisy never lost 
her English accent, nor her wholehearted infectious 
laugh, nor her love for dancing. While in England her 
family had suffered sickness. Back in Vogar, thirty miles 
from adoctor, with no telephone in the district, she often 
called on her home nursing skills and advice was always 
freely given. She died in November 1961 having been an 
invalid for several years. 

Albert had brought a Grinley-Peerless motorcycle 
with him from England, perhaps the first motorcycle in 

Sears house on homeslcad. Friend brillging water from lake. 



the area. He and Bill put on an exhibition of stunt riding 
at a Hayland Picnic which is still remembered by some 
who saw it. Less pleasant is the memory of the time they 
chased a skunk with the motorcycle at another Hayland 
Picnic, and in their ignorance wondered why they were 
not very popular at the picnic!! 

Hazel married Jens Hesselberg in 1935 and moved to 
Grahamdale, where their children, Olive now in Ottawa 
and Raymond now living in Winnipeg, were born. They 
have lived in Winnipeg for the past thirty-four years, and 
have five grandchildren. 

In 1954 Albert married Jean Lupton, a teacher from 
Scotland who came to Canada as a Sunday School 
Caravan worker. They have one son, Alan. Albert was an 
active community worker, being secretary of the Siglunes 
Athletic Association for many years, manager of the 
Siglunes Hockey Team and trustee and secretary
treasurer of the Dog Creek School, among other things. 
He moved to Winnipeg, where he works at his trade - of 
pattern making. Jean, who taught at Tennyson School 
and Dog Creek, now teaches French in S1. James 
Assiniboia. They still maintain their home and farm at 
Vogar. 

Bill attended a technical school in England. In 
Canada he adapted quickly to the new way of life, going 
harvesting in the fall, fishing in the winter and driving a 
cream truck through sloughs and over muddy roads to 
pick up cream from the farm homes. Being a skillful and 
resourceful mechanic, he started a garage which serviced 
most of the cars, trucks and tractors of the district for 
nearly forty years. In 1940 he married Edith Brommell, a 
teach~r from Altamont. They had three sons; David, who 
lives in Calgary with his wife Joan, and two children, 
Kevin and Karen; Douglas living in Toronto where he 
works for the Ford Company and Donald, living at 
home. 

Bill died in August 1975. Those who knew him will be 
unlikely to forget his ready wit and sense of humor, as 
well as his willingness to help others, and his seeming 
ability to fix anything and everything from heavy 
machinery to knitting machines and coffee pots. 

Edith taught school at Dog Creek for fifteen years 
and at Siglunes for five years, retiring from teaching in 
June 1973. She is still living at Vogar. 

Emily attended Siglunes School as a child. During 
World War II she worked at McDonald Aircraft. In 
1942 she married Philip Menzies of Semans, 
Saskatchewan, an officer in the R.CA.F. They have a 
daughter, Margaret, a nurse at Grace Hospital and now 
living in Winnipeg. 

Today the homestead site where George and Daisy 
built their log cabin is a favorite spot for their 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren who swim, 
waterski and picnic near where the young couple 
pioneered far from their native England, some sixty-five 
years ago. 

Andrew Spence 
by Mrs. W. Seal 

Andrew Spence was born in 1880 at Rabbit Point 
near Lundar. He moved with his parents James and Nan
cy to Pebble Beach and later to Dog Creek, now called 
Vogar, where he was one of the first settlers. His brothers 
and sisters were David, father of William Spence of 
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Overton; William, father of Ed Spence of Pebble Beach; 
Bella, Mrs. Sami Pottinger; Marianne, Mrs. Jerry Pot
tinger; Catherine, Mrs. Jim Monkman of Lundar, Flora, 
Mrs. Stagg; and Jane, Mrs. Edward Monkman, mother 
of Catherine Bone of Vogar. 

Andrew married Isabella Monkman, daughter of the 
mail carrier, William Monkman. Her brother was 
William Alec, and her sisters, Mrs. Maggie Chippeway 
(who died in 1972 at age 95) and Katherine, mother of 
Jerry Monkman of Vogar. 

Andrew and Isabella had two children, William 
James, born in 1907, and Mary Ann born in 1909, both at 
V ogar. The parents had no schooling but the children 
attended Dog Creek School for the two or three months 
in the year after the school, held in the old log Anglican 
Church, was opened in 1918. 

The Spences farmed on a small scale with cows, 
chickens, pigs, turkeys and horse~ with which Andrew 
taxied people to Eriksdale and Mulvihill, sometimes 
carrying the mail. Both were fond of music and enjoyed 
the local dances often held in Alec Monkman's big log 
house. 

William James married Victoria Monkman. On 
December IS, 1944, he was drowned in Lake Manitoba 
while returning home from fishing; the car in which he 
was riding went through a crack in the ice. 

Andrew died in 1955 at age seventy-five; Isabella in 
1966 at age eighty-five. Both suffered long illnesses but 
were lovingly cared for in their home by their daughter. 

Mary Ann continues to live on the place where she 
was born. She has three daughters, Flora, Mary, Mrs. 
Raymond Swan, and Glady, Mrs. Lloyd Pelletier who is 
a kindergarten assistant at Dog Creek School. 

Asgar and Oleena Sveistrup 
My father Asgar Sveistrup was born to Rudolf and 

Whelhemina Sveistrup on the 29th of September 1867, in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. He took his elementary and 
college schooling there till he reached the age of 18 years 
when he answered the call to compulsory military train
ing. After three years of training and manoeuvres in his 
home land, his battalion was sent to the West Indies to 
quell an uprising among the natives. My father served on 
the Island of S1. Thomas, S1. Johns and St. Cruz. After 
six years on the islands, he returned to Copenhagen hav
ing risen to the rank of a Lieutenant. 

After his discharge from the army at the age of 27, he 
acquired a position as an accountant with a Danish 
merchant firm, which ran a chain of stores in Iceland. He 
served at Dyrafjordur and Olafsvik where he met and 
married my mother, Olina Tjorfadottir Jonsson. After 
five years in Iceland, and now having two daughters, he 
felt he should get out and do something for himself. After 
talking to a countryman of his by the name of Wilhem 
Jansen who told him that making a living in Canada was 
very easy that there you could almost pick money off 
trees, my parents decided to go to Canada. Not having 
the necessary funds for a fare to Canada for all the family 
he was able to obtain a free fare for himself as an inter
preter. 

They sailed for Canada arriving in Winnipeg on June 
2nd, 1900 with 25¢ in their pockets. Fortunately my 
parents were able to get jobs immediately - he on a 
building construction and she in a private home. After 



Oleena Sveistrup. 

Asgar Sveistrllp. 
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almost a year in Winnipeg, they were persuaded by 
Wilhem Jensen to go farming out in the Hayland district 
where Withem had homesteaded. There the two families 
each built a log cabin, milked two cows during the 
summer and fished on Lake Manitoba during the winter. 
After two years at Hayland my father went to work for 
Helgi Einarson at The Narrows where he was outfitted 
with a log cabin, allowed to have four nets on his own and 
$3.00 a month in return for tending 30 head of cattle and 
12 pigs. 

Next year he went to work for John Halldorson who 
at that time lived on Red Deer Island. There my sister 
Sigridur was born. From there they moved to Birch 
Island to work for Barney Mathews and that's where I 
was born alse my brother Ingvar. Barney helped him 
secure a homestead on the S. E. of 22-22-9 in the Vogar 
district where they moved in the spring of 1907. There he 
began farming on his own with 3 cows, and 2 horses 
working in partnership for the first years with his 
neighbor, G. A. Isberg. He was secretary-treasurer for 
the Sigl unes School. My father was a jolly man, therefore 
was asked to play Santa Claus for the children's annual 
Christmas concert for years. He was also a very good 
singer. 

My parents farmed in the Vogar district for almost 30 
years. They raised ten children: Anna, Kristin, Sigridur, 
Oscar, Ingvar, Gudrun, Helgi, Stephan, Elizabeth, and 
Grace. 

My mother passed away in 1936. Stephen took over 
the farm and my father went to live with his daughter and 
son-in-law Beta and Adolph Freeman. He passed away in 
November 1944 at the age of 77. 

The Sveistrup Saga 
Oscar Sveistrup, the son of Askar and Oleena 

Sveistrup, was born on July 29, 1905, on Birch Island in 
Lake Manitoba. His parents subsequently moved to a 
farm on the mainland in the V ogar district where he and 
his three brothers and six sisters were raised and 
educated. Oscar received his education at Siglunes 
School. 

Helga was born in Pembina, North Dakota on June 
29, 1906, the daughter of Halldor and Margaret Halldor
son. When Helga was six months old, she and her parents 
moved to a farm in Westbourne and then to the Hayland 
district. Helga had one brother and five sisters. She re
ceived her education at schools in Westbourne, Siglunes, 
and Hayland. 

Helga and Oscar were married in Winnipeg on May 
12, 1931. 

For three years, they farmed on what was later known 
as the Barney Johnson farm and then purchased a farm 
on Isberg's Point on the shores of Lake Manitoba. They 
were engaged in farming and commercial fishing until 
their retirement in the year, 1970. 

Helga and Oscar had four sons and one daughter. The 
eldest son, Hal, after receiving his elementary education 
at Siglunes School and his secondary education by cor
respondence, received his Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor 
of Education degrees from the University of Manitoba. 
He and his wife, formerly Barbara Davidson of Oak view, 
and their four children, Marie, Hali, Tara, and Rodi live 
in Rivers, Manitoba where Hal is principal of the Rivers 
Elementary School. 



Oscar !llld Helga Sveis/rlIp. 

Their second son, Marvin, also received his elemen
tary education at Siglunes School, his high school educa
tion by correspondence, and graduated from the Univer
sity of Manitoba with Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of 
Education degrees. Marvin married Mary Hanneson of 
Langruth, Manitoba. They and their two children, 
Bradley and Allison, make their home in Winnipegosis 
where Marvin is employed as Special Education Coor
dinator for the Duck Mountain School Division. 

A third son, Kenneth, born in 1935, passed away as 
an infant the same year. 

Kenneth, the fourth son, born in 1936, received his 
elementary education at Siglunes and his secondary 
education by correspondence. He married Beverley 
Geisler of Ashern. After their marriage, Ken and Bev 
purchased a farm in the Vogar district which they 
operated until Kenneth's death in August, 1975. His 
widow, Beverley, and their two sons, Michael and Jeffrey 
continue to operate the farm. 

All three sons participated actively in hockey, and as 
members of the Siglunes Seals, a baseball team which 
their father managed for several years. 

The youngest member of the family, their only 
daughter Ann, after receiving her education at Siglunes 
School and at Eriksdale Collegiate, graduated as a 
Registered Medical Technologist from the Misericordia 
Hospital in Winnipeg. She and her husband, R.C.M.P. 
Corporal Barry Bell, and their three children, Jason, Jen
nifer, and Christy, reside in Battleford, Saskatchewan. 

After a life of hard work and family hardships, Osca!; 
and Helga now live in Ashern. 
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Dog Creek School 
Dog Creek School was formed in June 1918. At first 

it operated only for the summer months. Classes were 
held for a number of years in the old log Anglican 
Church which stood in the Anglican cemetery. Some 
local children had previously attended Hayland School 
but many had grown up without any schooling. 

Few early records are available but in 1920 a Miss 
Asta Johnson was teaching. She seems to have received 
$56.25 for seventy-five days teaching, about seventy-five 
cents per day. Some of her pupils were Bella Bone, 
Catherine Monkman, Lawrence Monkman, Thomas 
Monkman, all in grade one. 

Other teachers who taught in the old log church in
clude Sigga Eggertsson (Mrs. S. Peterson) and Annie 
Bush (Mrs. J. J. Johnson). 

By 1930 a new school had been built of logs, largely 
by free labor. Annie Bush was the first teacher. This was 
in operation for only a few years when it burnt down. 
Classes were held for a few months above Barney 
Eggertsson's store before a new frame school was 
erected. This was in operation with one teacher until the 
fall of 1954. 

At that time there were forty or more pupils from 
grades one to eight in attendance, most being below 
grade six. Permission was given to operate the school on 
staggered hours with two teachers dividing the grades, 
classes being from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and from 1:00 
to 5:00 p.m. By 1956 there were a number of grade nine 
pupils taking correspondence. 

Though this was not an ideal situation, it was an im
provement. Inspector Pokrant's reports on the divided 
classes show that the learning situation was much better 
with two teachers, despite the disadvantages. 

Money for adding a new room was not available and 
so the staggered hours continued for six years. Teachers 
who taught with staggered hours were Esther Johnson, 
Edith Seal, Sarah Sandmoen, Ellen Steinthorson and 
Jean Seal. 

In 1960 the old Barnwald School was purchased and 
set up in the school yard. In 1961 it was joined to the 
original building with oil heat and indoor toilets, and 
classes resumed on regular hours. 

The old buildings were sold in 1971 and replaced by 
two unit buildings with washrooms, drinking fountains 
and electric heat installed. 

In 1972 a third unit was added as a kindergarten and 
nursery school. Juliette Sabot was hired to teach this 
class. 

Pupils finishing grade eight may go on to Ashern 
High School at present. 

Though the unit buildings leave much to be desired, in 
comparison with the old one room school, they are 
palatial. As in many rural schools the floor was of rather 
rough wood which was scrubbed occasionally. As 
caretakers received only seven dollars a month, cleaning 
was rather unsatisfactory, and on rainy days the floor 
became extremely dusty. Water was obtained from a well 
in the yard if the pump was working. More often water 
was brought in daily from elsewhere. A big gas drum 
converted into a stove, stood at the back of the room, 
stoked when so required with wood from the big wood
pile in the school yard. If the caretaker was an early riser, 
the fire would be built and the school nice and warm on 



frosty mornings. If otherwise, the fire might just have 
been lit and be struggling to give off a little heat through 
the accumulated ashes at nine o'clock in the morning. 
After all what can be expected for thirty-five cents a day! 
Lighting was only just what came through the windows 
until electricity was installed in 1953. Outdoor plumbing 
was taken for granted. 

The children seemed to think little of the in
conveniences, and teachers accepted what could not be 
changed. There was little money available even to buy 
necessary supplies, and half a dozen pairs of scissors 
seemed a luxury. 

Children were expected to buy their own books until 
1959 or 1960, and this led to a frustrating situation when 
there were never enough books to go around, and such 
things as work books were scarce. Teachers bought some 
supplies and books with their own money rather than do 
without. 

Inspectors visited twice a year. They, too, accepted 
what they felt could not be changed at that time. They 
gave helpful advice and encouragement to teachers who 
were otherwise on their own. For a young inexperienced 
girl in a strange country district where pupils and their 
parents expected her to be all-wise, the first year especial
ly, could be a lonesome and difficult teaching experience. 

There were compensations. Christmas concerts 
probably do not go into that category until such an occa
sion is safely over, the performance has been enjoyed, 
and old Santa has given out the last candy bag. Dog 
Creek concerts were sometimes held in the Vogar Hall, 
but more often in the school where a stage was erected, 
an organ and benches borrowed from church and hall, 
sheets strung up for curtains and Coleman lamps lit for 
illumination. 

The children, dressed in their best, sat in the front 
rows, excitedly waiting their turn to go on stage. They 
could sing well, and the Christmas carols were always 
harmonious. Often elaborate costumes were made for 
such items as Alice Blue Gown or Froggie Went A-court
ing. Almost every rural school has presented a timely 
play called "The Party Line" and Dog Creek was no ex
ception. Often several little boys might be willing to jig 
for an appreciative audience. 

Sometimes it was hard to get a Santa, and on several 
occasions some unwary male was hustled into the 
costume and pushed in the door before he knew it. Some 
who willingly played the part were Leonard Desjarlais, 
Albert Seal, Lloyd Peterson, Abraham Monkman, Louis 
Rasmussen, Oscar Sveistrup, Kenny Sveistrup, Elmer 
Ruchotski and many others. Prepared or not, Santa 
always arrived. 

Between the years 1952 and 1956 Dog Creek School 
took part in the North West Interlake Music Festivals 
under the training of Esther Johnson and Edith Seal. The 
children sang as a choir, the boys dressed in white shirts 
and black bow ties; the girls in white blouses and dark 
skirts. They sang solos, and recited poetry, receiving 
good adjudication and a number of certificates. 

Halloween parties were an occasion for dressing up in 
weird or fancy costumes. Valentine parties brightened the 
winter, as did skating parties on the V ogar rink with 
wieners and cocoa. 

The school year ended with a picnic and sports day 
with perhaps another school invited to send a ball team. 
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For the past few years the ladies of the local Metis 
Federation have served ice-cream, drinks and other 
goodies at the picnic. 

Art classes have been happy occasions at Dog Creek 
for most children, some of whom excel in making 
tures of horses, deer, and wild life. 

It was often a problem to raise money for transporta
tion to festivals, picnic prizes and Christmas presents. 
One good solution was to put on a dance. Local 
musicians who played free or for a small sum were Angus 
Monkrnan, John Monkman, Frankie Dejarlais, Stanley 
Bone, Arthur Malcolm and many more. Box socials were 
fun and many were the artistically made boxes put up for 
auction. The floor was rough but the dancers were 
enthusiastic and full of rhythm. Always there was square 
dancing and a certain rhythmic two-step which got the 
whole crowd rocking. Before the night was out, jigging 
would begin as performers one after another got on the 
floor to do their fanciest steps, encouraged by an ap
preciative audience. 

Junior Class Dog Creek School. 1961. Teacher. Miss Rosa John
SOil. 

Dog Creek School: 1927, Sina E)ford, Annie Bush (teacher), Laura 
Joilanesson, Louisa Desiarlais. Helen Sieillihorsoll. Olga E)ford, 
Helga Steinthorson. Ida Abramso/!, Bessie Abramson, Sam Abram
SOli, Harold E)ford. Buddy E.lford, Lants E)j'ord, Joe ehatraml, Fred 
MOllklllall. 



Occasionally someone who had been imbibing too 
much would get angry over some fancied slight. He was 
always hustled outside to cool off. One humorous inci
dent occurred when two men tried to call off the same 
square dance at the same time. The real caller got a bit 
annoyed but the matter was resolved peacefully. 

Credit should be given to the Earl Grey Chapter of 
the LO.D.E. in Brandon who have for many years sent 
books, toys, candy, and clothing and latterly, money to 
help the Christmas fund every year. 

A list of all the teachers is not available, but besides 
the ones previously mentioned these names come to 
mind; Gertie Eggertsson, Jean Tweed, Kay Smith, 
Margaret Main, Margaret Lambertsen, Walter 
Dziadow, Georgina Seymour and Rosa Johnson. There 
were many others. 

The present staff consists of Cecil Desjarlais, Esther 
Johnson, Beverley Johnson, and kindergarten aid Gladys 
Pelletier. 

Dog Creek School is part of Lakeshore School Divi
sion at present. For a few years it was under an official 
trustee but before that had a local school board. Barney 
Eggertsson may have been secretary-treasurer from the 
time the school began until he resigned in 1956. Certainly 
he spent many years in this demanding and responsible 
position, receiving twenty-five dollars per year for his ex
penses and work. Albert Seal became secretary-treasurer 
in 1956. 

Dog Creek School is sometimes incorrectly called 
Vogar School. The name "Dog Creek" is historic, and at 
one time the post office was also under that name. When 
it was changed to Vogar, the school retained the old 
name of Dog Creek. 

The name is explained by the following rather 
gruesome story. It seems a white man had incurred th\'! 
anger of some Indians who pursued the "dog" as they 
called him, along a creek, (Dog Creek), around a small 
lake, (Dog Lake), until they caught and hung him at 
Dog-Hung Bay. 

Dog Creek School is the only rural school now re
maining in this area. Though it has changed greatly since 
its early days, it remains an important centre of the 
district. 

The Vogar Metis Settlement 
by E. Seal 

The Metis settlement at Vogar, consisting of about 
one hundred and twenty-five people is of interest and 
historical importance. Metis are of mixed Indian and 
European descent, the original Metis being children of 
Indian women and white fur traders. Names such as 
Desjarlais, Chartrand and Pelletier indicate French 
ancestry, Monkman and Spence being Scottish. 

As with many Metis settlements, Vogar grew on the 
fringes of an Indian Reserve and a strong social bond and 
much intermarriage exists between the Metis village and 
nearby Lake Manitoba Indian Reserve. 

The earliest settlers at Dog Creek, as Vogar was then 
called, seem to have been William Monkman, Joe 
Pelletier, Joe Bone, Andrew Spence and their families. 

Gradually other families moved in, squatting where 
they wished on government land, building log houses, 
having travelled in wagons over trails through the bush 
from Oak Point, Lundar, St. Laurent and other areas. 
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They lived mainly off the land: hunting, fishing, trap
ping, cutting wood, growing their own vegetables and 
working seasonally for farmers in the district. 

Later the Provincial Government divided the land oc
cupied by the Metis settlement into two acre lots on 
which people were allowed to build and live for a small 
yearly fee. 

From the descendants of these early settlers and other 
sources the following stories have been pieced together. 
As the information was acquired solely by hearsay, there 
are sure to be inaccuracies, misinformation and many 
omissions which are to be regretted. Even so, it forms a 
unique page in the history of the Interlake area. 

Excerpts from Tales of Early Manitoba 
by E. Seal 

An excerpt from Tales of Early Manitoba by Edith 
Paterson, mayor may not have any connection with the 
Vogar Monkmans. It says, "In conjunction with his large 
family of sons, Joseph Monkman, usually referred to as 
Old Joe Monkman, established a salt-making plant on 
the north-west shores of Lake Winnipegosis and operated 
it successfully for many years." 

It goes on to describe how the brine, flowing from 
springs or wells dug on low wet flats, was poured into flat' 
sheet-iron pans which were heated on flat stone fireplaces 
until the water evaporated, leaving sparkling white 
crystals. The finished product was packed in bags or in 
"rogans", a form of birch bark barrel made by the In
dians. A bushel rogan of salt sold for around $1.25. No 
date is given for this early industry which provided a 
"boon for the pioneers". 

Fishermen on Ghosl Island, 1929 or 30. Lefl 10 righl: Ingvar 
Sveislrup. Bill Seal, 1. S. Johnson, Ole Larson Sr., Eiki Johnson, Ole 
Larson Jr. 

Sketches from the Interlake 
The Dog Creek Indian Reservation No. 46 

by Oli Johnson 
The Dog Creek Indian Reserve is the next community 

to the east of the Siglunes Settlement, although the two 
are separated by a narrow stretch of water except for a 
mile and a half towards the north end. There it abuts the 
community along sections 3 and 10 in Township 23 -
Range 9 W. 

When the first Icelandic settlers arrived, one of the 
Indians, "Mannaman" George Bone, was living on the 
S.E.l,4 of sec. 10. He had his buildings in an oak bluff 
close to the reserve boundary, but in on the quarter. 



Shortly after the settlers came, he moved to Fairford. 
This quarter section was later homesteaded by Ari Arn
finnson. 

This Indian was apparently a good horse-man 
because some of the Icelandic settlers bought some fine 
horses from him. 

The Reserve extends from the south boundary of 
township 22, range 9 W at a point where the township 
line hits Lake Manitoba. It almost comes to a point in 
the south end. Then it stretches northwest for 71J2 miles 
along the east shore of Lake Manitoba, and terminates 
with Dog Lake at the north end with the line between 
ranges 8 and 9 as its east boundary. 

The Reserve contains some fine land, all the west side 
of it and the north end being good hay land, while the 
bush had in the early days an excellent stand for white 
poplar where a saw-mill operated for a few winters. 
Besides, there was logging done on the Reserve and the 
logs hauled to the mill at Siglunes. This was also an ex
cellent hunting ground in the early days, not only on the 
Reserve itself but the surrounding areas as welL Big 
game was plentiful, such as moose and elk, and fur
bearing animals in abundance, such as muskrats, mink 
and wolf. 

The hay land on the reserve has on many occasions 
helped the cattlemen in the area greatly, having been able 
to get feed from there to winter their livestock when hay 
was scarce or could not be got at home. This has pre
vailed off and on all through the years for many people, 
but it was particularly helpful in 1954-55-56 during the 
high flood around Lake Manitoba. The north end of the 
Reserve, where its best meadows are, was not affected, 
and many farmers in the area depended almost entirely 
on the hay they could get off the Reserve to winter what 
few head of cattle they did not sell. In this way the Dog 
Creek Indian Reserve became a tangible asset to both the 
Siglunes settlement and to the communities adjacent to it 
on the other side. 

The name of the Reservation dates its origin to a time 
before the Reserve was established. According to the 
legend, a number of Indian braves belonging to the tribe 
that had come from the south across the border shortly 
before chased a white man, "White Dog", on a canoe 
along the shore of Lake Manitoba into the bay where the 
creek, later named "Dog Creek", entered into Lake 
Manitoba, then up the creek into Dog Lake, so named 
for the same reason. Then north into a marsh or swamp 
that extended from the northern extremity of Dog Lake, 
then through this swamp into a bay on Lake Manitoba, 
from there up a creek where they finally caught up with 
him and hung him. 

The Indians then named the Bay "Dog Hung Bay" 
and the creek "Dog Hung Creek". The Bay was later 
named Moosehorn Bay. 

Whether or not the legend is fictional or factual I 
leave to the discretion of the kind reader. However, all 
the names are authentic. The names of the Dog Creek In
dian Reservation, the creek, and the lake are too well es
tablished to leave room for doubt in the mind of anyone. 
And while the name of the bay, "Dog Hung Bay", may 
not be as familiar to most people, it was, never-the-Iess, 
shown on the early township maps of the area which were 
issued by the Dominion Government after the first land 
survey was made. When the Reservation was estab-
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lished, it drew its name from the creek which runs its en
tire length on Reserve territory. 

Judging from events that had taken place south of the 
border just prior to this, there is a reason to conclude that 
the legend may be factual. 

The Owners of the Reservation 
The owners of the Dog Creek Indian Reserve are the 

Lake.Manitoba Band. This band originated from a group 
of SIOUX refugees that fled across the border into 
Manitoba after the Sioux uprising in Minnesota had been 
overcome in 1862. They were joined later by members of 
the same tribe that came after the Custer Massacre by 
Chief Sitting Bull on the Little Big Horn in 1876. 
However, we lean towards the group from Minnesota as 
having been the founders of the band and recognized first 
by the Dominion Government, because we have informa
tion at hand relating to the Lake Manitoba Band dating 
back to 1875, a year before the Custer Massacre took 
place. 

The Indians in the Lake Manitoba Band are descen
dants of the Ojibway tribe, but in Manitoba and other 
western provinces are also known as Saulteaux. The 
designation "Sioux" is a loose term for the dialect 
spoken today by the descendants of the refugees who 
entered Canada following the Minnesota 1862 and 
Custer 1876 Massacres in the United States. 

These people had moved into, and lived, in the area 
that we have been dealing with for several years before 
t~e reserve was established, and before they were recog
nIzed as a band and got their name and, as mentioned 
before, had committed the act that gave rise to the name 
of the Reservation. 

I do not know in what year the area became a 
~ese.rve. However, we have statistics showing the popula
tIOn III 1875 as 184, which is the earliest population figure 
on record for the Lake Manitoba Indian Band. The 
figure as of January 1st, 1970 was 479. 

According to information which the Indian Depart
ment in Ottawa was helpful enough to make available, 
there are 24 Reserves in Manitoba that are less populated 
than the Dog Creek Indian Reservation, and of a total of 
54 bands there are 27 that trace their origin to the 
Ojibway Tribe. 

FIRST NINE CHIEFS 
Name of Chief 

1. Sousonse 
2. Mwaytwayahsung 
3. John Babtiste Mwaytwayahsung 
4. St. Pierre Mwaytwayahsung 
5. Moise Paul 
6. Nee-gee-penais (Peter Swan) 
7. Francis Stagg 
8. Patrice Maytwayashing 

No Chief 1950 
9. Norman Maytwayashing 
References 

Term of Office 
1875-1879 
1879-1901 
1902-1909 
1910-1919 
1919-1927 
1927-1932 
1932-1937 
1938-1949 

1951-1955 

Linguistic and Cultural Affiliations of Canadian In
dian Bands. 

THE INDIVIDUALS 
The people on the Reservation were well known to the 

early settlers, and there was trading back and forth. The 
Indians used to come around in the winter on their dog 



trains peddling wild meat and other things, and took 
butter or woollen products in exchange. 

The men were hired for bush-work and fishing, and 
many of them were excellent workmen. We remember 
particularly hearing about three sets of brothers who 
were often mentioned as exceptional workers and for 
their integrity. They were Paul and Charlie Chippaway, 
Moise and Louis Paul, and Peter and Charlie Babtiste, 
and several others. 

The yardstick for a good axe-man was to be able to 
cut and pile three cords of wood in a day. I heard stories 
about Francis Stagg being back in camp comfortably 
smoking his pipe by 4 P.M., having by then completed 
the day's task of cutting and piling his three cords. Then 
there was Big John Paul, who was more noted for his dis
like for hard work than his desire for it, but instead was 
famed for being a good hunter, and especially for his 
ability to track game. 

William Missiabit was another respected and 
trustworthy citizen on the Reserve. He had for many 
years the biggest and best herd of cattle, and like Man
naman whom we mentioned before, was a good horse
man and took good care of his stock. 

Foot-note: 
The swam p that connected Lake from its north end to Lake 

Manitoba is the swamp along the old "Dutch Church" was 
located, a landmark well known to those who travelled the Ashern road 
in the early days. When the lakes were high, boats could pass through 
this waterway quite freely. 
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SCHOOL AND TEACHERS 
The old log school house at Treaty Ground was built 

around, or just before, the turn of the century. At first 
there were just laymen teachers there, but all of Roman 
Catholic faith. Later on this changed, and the teaching 
was done by Roman Catholic nuns, some of whom were 
trained nurses who administered to the needs of the sick. 

William Sanderson was the first teacher. He was fol
lowed by Maxim Goulet, Ralph Martel, and his two 
sons, Ralph Martel and another brother whose name I do 
not know for sure. 

When Maxim Goulet was just a young man, he 
entered politics and was elected to the Manitoba 
Legislature, and was appointed to the cabinet of Premier 
John Norquay. When his family was still young he came 
to the Reserve as a teacher and stayed there for several 
years. 

During this time some of his children died and were 
buried there. Many years later he returned to his former 
job. By then his family was grown up. One of his 
daughters, "Josephine", came with him and stayed there 
as a nurse for a few years. 
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The Appelt Family 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Appelt immigrated to Winnipeg, 

Canada, in 1914. They lived there for two months, then 
moved to Gretna, Manitoba where Mr. Appelt was able 
to get work with the railway. Times were hard, Mr. 
Appelt's earnings could not support the family, so Mrs. 
Appelt took in washing clothes for the Mennonites, as 
well as doing all her own house work. 

During the six years that the Appelt family lived at 
Gretna, they received letters from relatives who lived in 
the Interlake area, telling them of the new life this area 
had to offer. Eventually they decided to make the move 
and in 1920 loaded their belongings and landed at 
Camper, where they farmed for 33 years. 

Life was "not all roses" in this new area. They did not 
have sufficient cash to enable them to really farm in a 
proper manner. Mr. Appelt went out working in logging 
camps in Ontario in order to try and earn money with 
which to buy farm machinery. Mrs. Appelt found it 
rough going, with five growing children to care for. 

They rented a quarter-section of land, and finally 
managed to save up enough money to buy more land, as 
well as some livestock, poultry and a team of horses. 
Mrs. Appelt had to do much of the out door work, such 
as the milking and attending the cattle, while Mr. Appelt 
was away working. They sold cream for 14¢ per pound 
butterfat. 

As the children grew up, they were more help and 
Mrs. Appelt had time to turn to sewing. Much of the 
material used for clothing was the cotton flour and sugar 
bags, which had to be washed and bleached. Gardening 
was a "must" and Mrs. Appelt surely had a "green 
thumb". The family never were without a good supply of 
vegetables. 

Mr. Appelt's health failed. They found farming too 
much for them and in 1953 they sold out and moved to 
Winnipeg, where they lived for two years. Mr. Appelt 
passed away in 1955 at age 70. 

In 1956 Mrs. Appelt returned to Ashern where she is 
currently staying with her eldest daughter, Mrs. F. 
Russell. 

The Appelts had six children; Angus, now deceased; 
Edward, who lives in Ashern; Mrs. E. Russell who also 
lives in the Ashern area; Mrs. M. Lutz and Frederick 
Appelt, both residing in Winnipeg; Ernie lives in Bran
don. 

It was not an easy life for those pioneers. They have 
been the "back-bone" of our country and for that reason 
they have made Canada a better place to live. 

Recollections of Camper 
by Robert Bergner 

I came to Camper on June 15, 1910, looking for land 
on which to homestead. There was no town, only a few 
tents, which housed four families as I recall 
Tennenhouse, Litman, Goldstein and Levine. My brother 
Alfred and I arrived on a rainy night which was spent in a 
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railway bunk car, with the railway crew. The next morn
ing we walked three miles west, to where people by the 
name of Schwabe lived, and stayed with them for a few 
days. There were no roads. We had a map from the Land 
Titles Office, showing the township lines, which were just 
lines cut through the bush; we walked through swamps, 
waist deep in water. The second day we walked to where 
Ashern now is men were working on the first building, 
which became Bert Hyde's general store and post office. 
I met Tim Webster, whom I had seen before, as we both 
worked in the Canadian Pacific Railway shops, in Win
nipeg. My brother and I picked out the land we wanted 
- mine was the south-west quarter, and Alfred chose an 
adjoining quarter. We had to return to Winnipeg to file 
for the homestead. 

We bought lumber and building material from the 
Portage Lumber Co. - 5000 b.f. for $16.00 per thousand 
delivered to the railroad in Winnipeg. We bought 48 rolls 
of barbed wire from Eatons at $2.40 per roll, also 
delivered. I was employed at this time, so took three days 
off work, gathered up as much material as I could afford, 
and set out for the homestead. Mother, also Ernie 
Jentzsch (a carpenter) came with us. The building 
material and some of our belongings were unloaded at 
Camper siding, and I borrowed a team of oxen from 
Kouchy to haul the material to the homestead. The first 
day I cut spruce logs for the foundation. By the end of the 
third day we had the floor and the outside walls of the 
house up, and were able to sleep in it. The fourth day I 
had to be back to work in Winnipeg. Mother stayed and 
cooked for my brother and Ernie, who stayed and helped 
Alfred build his house. 

In April, 1911, I brought my wife and two children 
out. I intended to work a year in the city in order to earn 
some money to improve the homestead, however, my 
wife found it too lonely in the wilderness so I decided to 
stay on the farm. Three settlers, myself - Schwabe and 
Newman, loaded a team of oxen each, wagon, sleigh, 
mower and rake into a box car. (Newman did not like it 
up here and did not stay very long.) I had by now three 
cows, three head of young stock and two oxen. Wild hay 
was plentiful and I was able to put up more than enough 
for my own use. My other brother, Hugo, had also taken 
up a homestead, and lived with Alfred. 

Since I was able to put up an abundance of hay I 
decided it would be a good idea to buy some cattle. Hugo 
offered to loan me $300.00 for this purpose. All was go
ing fine until we had a plague of black lice, which struck 
the cattle. None of mine died but they were terribly thin 
by spring, and slowly gained weight when they were able 
to get out on grass. Some of the other neighbors lost 
many animals through this plague. 

The following year Hugo had a chance to buy a dairy 
and of course wanted his money. Things looked pretty 
grim. I went to Camper and told my problem to Mr. 
Sender, who had a store there. He was an understanding 
man and reassured me, and said he had been down and 
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out more than once. He took stock of my assets -
bought all my animals, so I was able to return the money 
I had borrowed from Hugo. I was going to go back to 
Winnipeg to work but Sender advised me to stay and try 
to get work here. This I did, and worked for $2.00 a day. 
When I sold my animals one steer and one cow wandered 
back home. Mr. Sender agreed to sell me a steer for 
$75.00, in order to have a team, and in this way I was 
able to put up hay. That fall and winter three other men 
and I went to the bush to cut logs to be made into lumber. 
I cut 600 logs and piled them. 
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In 1915 we all went home for Christmas, and after the 
others decided to go back to the city I was alone, and 
only had the one team of oxen. The logs had to be hauled 
to the saw mill, a distance of ten miles. Mr. Sender asked 
me how I was going to manage alone. I felt if I had two 
teams it would be easier, so he agreed to sell me a larger 
animal. Finally by trading, I was able to have a team of 
larger animals, and ended up owing Sender $175.00. I 
mentioned my plight to my brother Alfred, who was 
working as a waiter in the C.P.R. Hotel. He had a team 
of oxen and some machinery which he told me to use. 
This gave me two teams to work with. I was then able to 
make five trips a week to the saw mill with logs. The 
work-day was long. I'd leave camp before daylight to get 
to the mill around noon. Mrs. Pressman always had 
coffee for us as her husband ran the saw mill. I would get 
back to camp, unhitch the oxen and stable them, hitch up 
the other team and go load up for the next day. The cost 
of cutting the lumber was $6.00 per 1000 bJ., and lumber 
sold for $12.00 per thousand. That spring I managed to 
have some 5000 b.C. of lumber in my yard. People had to 
pass our place, and when they saw the lumber they per
suaded me to sell them some. I recall selling 5000 b.C. to 
Bert Hyde for $25.00 per thousand; this way I was able to 
square up my bilis and buy supplies, and also was able 
to buy more cattle. Work was all I knew. 

There was about ten acres of land which had been 
cleared, but was terribly stony. I picked stones beyond 
measure! About this time unemployment was serious in 
the city. The government had some scheme whereby they 
would pay a farmer $10.00 for food if he would hire men 
to work on the farm. I applied, and was sent a man by the 
name of Herman Schmidt, who was twenty-eight years 
old and a real willing worker. He stayed with us for seven 
weeks and picked stones every day. On those ten acres I 
grew oats and wheat - a finer crop was hard to find. I 
used the grain to feed my stock. Mr. Pressman had a 
threshing machine, and went through the area threshing 
for the farmers. 

A man by the name of Mike Berslanski owned the 
land where the town of Camper was built. He suggested 
to a number of settlers that we should go together and 
start a co-operative, and offered to give us the land to get 
this going. We agreed, and put up a building twenty by 
thirty feet, with three windows and two doors. There were 
53 members in all, and as we needed money, each of us 
invested a small amount and in that way raised $156.00. 
Next meeting we decided to buy supplies and sent a 
grocery order to the G. McLean Co., Winnipeg. My 
brother Alfred was out of work, so he was hired for 
$50.00 per month to run the store, which was opened in 
October. The main items stocked were - matches, coal 
oil, tea and tobacco. Other items were purchased from 
Mr. Sender. Alfred became an implement agent, and as 
there was a demand for implements (farm), business was 
good. 

The school was three miles away, and as the roads 
were bad, I often had to take the children to school by ox
en, we decided to move to Camper. 

The small co-operative we had started earlier was 
making slow progress, and in the fall of 1917, came to an 
end. 

We moved to Camper in April, 1918. A neighbor, 
Joe Reitmeir, helped me put up a building 26 x 30, with a 



built on lean-to. Julius Reitmeir, Joe's brother, helped us 
as well. This building became my (shop) store and living 
quarters, as I had decided to start up a business of my 
own. I bought and sold cattle and also did some butcher
ing. There were two or three other such stores in the 
town, but they did not last very long. I slowly added 
groceries and other needs of the settlers, to my supplies. 

My wife and family were happier, though we did not 
have very much. Cattle prices were poor, as was the type 
of cattle. It took some years before a farmer realized it 
was time to get into a better breed of animals. A good 
animal took no more work nor feed than a poor type, and 
in the end brought a better price when sold. Also in the 
early days farmers had little cultivated land, and had to 
rely on wild hay, and furthermore pasture land was 
scarce. 

The main income was from cream sold to the 
creamery in Ashern. For a time men went out harvesting 
to the better settled parts of the provinces, and in the fall 
and winter, cut cord wood. I recall buying cord wood for 
$2.00 a cord. I thought at such a price I would not have 
many people doing this work - there were no chain saws 
in those days, but people were desperate for money, and I 
took the wood in trade for groceries and clothing, and 
had wood piled all over. I finally arranged with Mr. Skuli 
Sigfusson, who was our Federal Member, to ship the 
wood to Winnipeg. When the three car loads arrived in 
Winnipeg it was found to be too small, so here I was, not 
knowing what to do, so I contacted Skuli once again. We 
decided to look up Stuart Garson and see what he could 
do to help. Stuart was our Provincial Member, and he 
arranged that a market would be found for the wood. 

My wife ran the store from 1918 to 1938, while I 
bought and sold cattle. Our daughter, Mary, and son-in
law R. Schultz, took over the store and my wife and I 
moved to Nanaimo, B.C., where I bought a dairy farm, 
complete, for $8500.00. This was during the war, and 
because I was of German ancestry the people there re
fused to buy milk from me. I then had to sell cream to a 
local creamery. A buyer from Victoria, heard of my 
situation and agreed to buy the business. As my family 
was unhappy I decided to sell, which I did, at a substan
tial loss. 

My wife died on December 5th, 1940, and I, then 
moved to Vancouver, where I bought and sold old houses 
at a small profit. 

In 1945 I remarried. We lived in Vancouver until 
1968, at which time my second wife passed away. I came 
to Ashern at that time, and now live at the Pioneer 
Manor. I have been here since 1973, and have my own 
suite, and am happy to be close to friends and old 
neighbors. I celebrated my 94th birthday on May 3, 
1976. 

I have seen many changes over the years. I often feel I 
worked for practically nothing. On thinking back I 
wonder just how we managed. I have a lot to be thankful 
for, especially good health. I have some difficulty walk
ing, but am still able to enjoy visits from family and 
friends. 

About Camper 
by Shirley Bruce 

At the turn of the century Camper was sparsely pop
ulated, if at all. It wasn't until the coming of the railroad 
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that Camper came into its own. However, a few settlers 
began to trickle in as early as 1908, among them the 
Monk family. There may have been others before this but 
I haven't been able to find out who they were. 

The Monk family came by oxen from St. Laurent 
with all their worldly possessions to make a home and 
rear a family, in what must have looked like a very un
tamed wilderness. However, the family survived and their 
descendents still remain in the district. 

The first store was opened in 1909 by a Mr. Birch 
who was a son-in-law of Mr. Sender. The Jewish settlers 
all arrived in a body and settled on a tract of land begin
ning a mile east of Camper. They had a store and a 
lumber mill and various other industries. Mr. Sender 
took over the store in town. When they came, there 
wasn't even a platform where the train dropped them off. 
They lived mostly in tents and any kind of shelter they 
could erect until they had time to build their homes. 

At the same time other groups of people were 
arriving: French, English, Irish, Scottish, German, Rus
sian, and Swedish. The majority of the German and 
French families settled west of the town and the English 
group settled east, out toward Stewart Lake. 

Meanwhile, various enterprises sprang into being. 
There were three other stores and a lumber yard. Mr. 
Sender built the elevator, and Litmans built a flour mill 
in 1916. There was a hotel, a boarding house, two livery 
stables, and a butcher shop which was started by Mr. 
Zacharias. A municipal hall was built and the top floor 
was used as a dance hall. 

Settlers kept coming and with an ever-increasing pop
ulation, it was soon evident that schools had to be built. 
The Jewish people had their own school which was the 
original Mortimer Davis Schoo!. They eventually moved 
it into town, and it still stands today. Two schools were 
built in the Camper school yard, and they each had two 
teachers. 

As the territory east of Camper began to fill up, it 
soon became evident that more schools were necessary, 
so another Mortimer Davis School was built three miles 
east, and also Stewart Lake School which was about 
eight miles east. My aunt Alex (Babe) Henderson taught 
there for a short while. I think west of Camper was more 
thickly populated than the east so of course they had to 
have schools too. There, Edison, Woolsery, and Dog 
Lake Schools were built, also Briton and Pioneer, which 
all belonged to Camper district. 

Somehow or other, Camper didn't get around to 
building a church, and that's probably why its prosperity 
didn't last. You can't survive without religion not peo
ple or towns. 
The Keeling Family 

My grandparents, Alex and Harriet Henderson, and 
their two younger daughters, Laura and Alex (Babe) 
came about 1910. My grandfather opened an implement 
shop and took over the post office and became the town's 
first auctioneer. The mail came by train and people 
gathered at the post office to get it. There were also two 
substations one was at Dog Lake in Jack Miller's 
house; the other was at Larcombe's and later at Ole 
Olson's in the Stewart Lake District. The mail was 
delivered to these homes every Saturday by Laura Ames. 
My grandfather also ran a livery stable and later a 
poolroom. 



D'Arcy and Teenie came in 1917, and also my fam
ily, Charlie and Shirley Keeling and their family, Ralph, 
Jack, and Shirley. My mother, Shirley, was also a 
Henderson. The other two members of the family did not 
come along until they left Camper. 

Alex and Harriet were great family people, and were 
determined to have as many of their family around as 
possible, hence the arrival of Charlie and Shirley and 
D' Arcy and Teenie. 

I believe Uncle D' Arcy took over the livery business 
among other things, and Dad got a job with the Soldier 
Settlement Scheme. 

We had a homestead southwest of Camper, but 
moved into town for the winter months so that the boys 
would be close to schooL I was too young to go. 

Grandpa and Grannie Henderson ran the Sunday 
School for many years. It was held in the schooL A great 
many children came from all over the district to attend. 

Grandpa died in 1925 and Grannie carried on the post 
office till she reached retirement age. As she grew older, 
Uncle D'Arcy took over a great deal of the responsibility. 
He also became the auctioneer for the town and surroun
ding district. 

When I was a little girl about four years old, we had a 
big St. Bernard dog that used to pull us on the toboggan. 
I was pretty small, so Dad tied me on the toboggan so 
that I wouldn't fall off. On this particular occasion, 
Ralph and Jack were in front of me on the toboggan and 
I was tied on behind, when all of a sudden the dog saw a 
rabbit and took off after it. The boys fell off but I 
couldn't get off. We went careening up through the bush 
with the toboggan flipping over. I was upside-down then 
rightside-up with the dog madly dashing through the 
bush. When I was finally picked up, it was soon evident 
that except for a few scarches and bruises, the only thing 
that had suffered was my dignity. From then on I gave 
the toboggan a wide berth. 

In the summer of 1921, Dad was working for the 
government so just got home on weekends. One morning 
very early, Jack and I were awakened by Mother telling 
us the house was on fire. When we awakened, our pillows 
were on fire! We managed to save Dad's shotgun and a 
mattress. Jack grabbed a pair of pants and I had a 
nightgown on. Jack and I went to town, about 2Y2 miles, 
in bare feet. I called to Grandpa through the window in a 
weak little scared voice. He said, "Who's there. What the 
hell do you want?" Says me, "Our house burned down". 
He rushed out in his nightgown and said a few more 
things that are unprintable, and hitched up the team. 
Grannie met him at the door with his trousers. She held 
the team while he put them on. Grandpa tore down the 
road like the devil was after him, and in a surprisingly 
short time came back with Mother. We moved to Win
nipeg that fall. 

In 1929 came the big depression which affected 
almost everyone, and the Keeling family was no excep
tion. Dad was a land appraiser for the Manitoba Farm 
Loans, and they folded up so Dad was out of a job. He 
didn't like the idea of five children roaming around Win
nipeg with nothing to do so decided to come back to 
Camper. We landed here in the fall, and the first winter 
was very bad. There wasn't enough of anything, but we 
managed. One Christmas Eve, Uncle D' Arcy came down 
with a great big live gobbler with a Christmas tag tied to 
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its neck, and that was Christmas dinner. The Henderson 
family came for dinner and we went to their place for 
New Year's. That set the pattern for our stay in Camper. 

The next year Dad managed to get a team of horses 
and somehow acquired a cow, and of course by that time 
we had a garden. The boys and Dad put up more hay 
than they needed and were able to trade a stack for a beef 
and one for a cow. First Ralph traded his motorcycle for 
a cow and a car, then he traded the car for another 
motorcycle. 

In the winter time the men generally went to the bush 
to cut wood all week, and came in on Friday when there 
was usually a dance either at Camper or Dog Lake. The 
men didn't have much money. Usually the dances cost 
20¢ to get in and 1O¢ for a spot waltz the prize being a 
cake. The women took cakes or sandwiches, someone 
brought cream, and the storekeepers supplied sugar and 
coffee. The music was supplied by Fred and John Fudge, 
Ed Appelt, Edith Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, and 
sometimes Rudy Ginter. They usually received $2.00 
each. The dances started around 9 o'clock and lasted till 
four in the morning. 

Dad was always interested in sports - especially 
baseball - and figured it was better to get us all involved 
and thus keep us out of mischief, so he arranged to have a 
meeting in our house and organized the Camper ball 
clubs. There was a girls' and boys' softball team and a 
men's hardball team. The meetings after that were held 
in the school and everyone came. They organized box 
socials, concerts, plays, and picnics. People donated their 
time because it wasn't worth much anyway, and everyone 
was involved and had a good time. It took their minds off 
their troubles. They managed to get uniforms for the girls 
and sweaters to match for the boys. We got into a league 
consisting of Ashern, Beatty, Moosehorn, and Camper. 
The boys' league was Ashern, Moosehorn, Wildcats, and 
Camper. We went to all the tournaments on the line. We 
didn't always win, but we did win enough to make it 
worthwhile and we had an absolutely marvellous time. 

Madge Fudge was our pitcher. On one first of July we 
went to Oak Point and Madge pitched 27 innings (three 
ball games) and we won every game. Of course, we had a 
pretty good team and she was well supported. We always 
had a tough time with Beatty. They always asked for my 
brother Jack for an umpire and I had to strike at 
anything or he'd call it a strike. He got heck all the way 
home. They had a really fine team too, with a rattling 
good pitcher, Vee Porteous. She had terrific support 
from her team also. They were the most happy carefree 
days of our lives. 

In between all this, I went to school three hours a day 
and took my Grades 9, 10, and 11. I didn't quite make 11 
the first time, so had to go back to complete it. 

By this time, Dad got his job as a land appraiser with 
the Canadian Farm Loans and in 1935 we moved back to 
Winnipeg and were there till Dad retired in the spring of 
1948. He died in October of that year. 
The Bruce Family 

Mr. George Bruce and his son Ed came to Camper in 
1912 and settled four miles east of the town. They put up 
a shelter of poplar poles thatched with quill reeds. They 
lived in it that winter. The next year they built a log hut 
and Mrs. Bruce with all their possessions arrived. They 
had a cow, and picked up a team of oxen and a horse at 



Lake Francis. The furniture was in one end of the boxcar 
and the animals in the other. In 1914 they built a log 
house with the logs standing on end. There were three 
rooms downstairs and two up. In 1915 they built the large 
log house which is still standing today. 

They broke the land after clearing it, and planted oats 
and barley for the first crop. It was cut with a scythe and 
threshed with a flail. The sheaves were laid on a canvas 
and a flail was used to beat the grain out of the sheaves. It 
consisted of a long pole with a shorter one attached to it 
with a piece of leather. They also tied their own sheaves. 
Threshing equipment hadn't been heard of in this part of 
the world and as there were no roads, it would have been 
impossible for them to get around. 

Primarily, it was a mixed farming country, but clear
ing the land and picking the stones was a back-breaking 
job. They had to earn their daily bread by the sweat of 
their brow. The Bruce family were among the first 
settlers in the east country and were the last to leave. 

There was all kinds of game in the country, so people 
were able to live well once they were established. The 
neighbors were helpful and necessary to each other. They 
shared in any way they could building their homes, 
and helping in any way, at any time. Everyone had a 
good big garden and the produce was stored in dugout 
basements, or root houses. Some of the houses were built 
with poplar poles and plastered with clay. Everyone used 
whatever was handy. 

The people had to find their own source of entertain
ment. Many of them had instruments of one kind or 
another. Some members of the family played, while 
others danced and sang. There was also entertainment 
held in the local schools where everyone took part. Those 
who had instruments brought them. There were no baby
sitters in those days, so the children were bundled up and 
brought along. When they grew tired, they lay down on 
tables or a stage. These affairs started about eight o'clock 
and usually lasted till four or five in the morning. Each 
family brought along something to eat and supper was 
usually served about 12 o'clock, then dancing continued. 

Rudy Busch General Store 
by Irma Busch 

Rudy was born at Gretna, Manitoba, moved in 1918, 
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Valentine Busch, to the 
Dog Lake district where they took up a homestead. As 
his father was a sick man, and Rudy only twelve years of 
age, life began the hard way. The work load was put on 
his mother and himself. 

In 1929 he married Lillian Olson, and they farmed a 
few years until they decided to move into the village of 
Cam per. He cut cordwood which sold for $1.00 a cord, 
rather than go on relief. He bought a sawmill and moved 
it into the bush, where he cut logs and sold rough lumber. 
This was not an easy life. In the early forties he built a 
home in town and started a small grocery trade in one 
corner of the house. In 1942 he bought the general store, 
which today is still the R. Busch General Store, a 
building over sixty years old. Trips to Winnipeg were 
frequent to freight the groceries home. Rudy operated 
the P.S. V. transfer for over twenty-five years. Country 
roads and also No.6 highway made it at times impossible 
to move livestock to market. 
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Camper. 

Mrs. Karrine Busch. Mrs. Dreager. 

His wife Lillian passed away in 1946, and he was left 
to raise five children. In 1948 tragedy struck his home 
when his youngest son, Garry was fatally injured, he was 
only five years old. 

In January 1949 Rudy and I married and a new life 
began. I found it difficult at first, as I spoke very little 
English. I slowly mastered the language and things 
became easier. 

We never had to experience coal oil nor gas lamps, as 
Rudy had his own lighting plant. In 1950 the Hydro was 
brought in, this made for a better life also a labor saver. 

Each year Rudy loaded ten to fifteen cars of grain for 
farmers, this was done with auger and shovels. In the fall 
he would bring in four or five car loads of coal, which had 
to be weighed on a small platform scale and delivered to 
customers. Were the "good old days" really good? yes, 
only because we were younger and stronger. 

The only land mark left is this store from a once busy 
town. The Camper Hotel, Cafe-poolroom, the Mary 
Schultz General Store and New Hirsch School have long 
since been closed. 

In 1960 Mr. D'Arcy Henderson retired from the post 
office and I was appointed postmistress. Fifty-three 
families still receive their mail here. 

People who long have left Camper return to see what 
they once left behind as early settlers, to locate the old 
homestead and pick up a memento, such as a piece of 
iron or an old dish, to take back with them. Many of 
them stop at the store to enquire if there are any people 
left who they might know. I enjoy talking to them. 



Rudy's mother lived with us for eighteen years. She 
died at the age of ninety-three, in 1971. 

Rudy's health failed, and he passed away suddenly in 
October 1973. I am still carrying on the business that 
Rudy and I shared for twenty-five years. I would like to 
dedicate this poem in memory of my husband: 

"When things go wrong, as they sometimes will, 
When the road you are trudging seems all uphill 
When funds are low and debts are high 
And you want to smile but you have to sigh 
When care is pressing you down a bit 
Rest if you must, but don't you quit". 

* * * 
A Few Comments About Camper Today 

Camper Community has built a new hall and many 
activities take place there. The old spirit shows up every 
Christmas with carol singing or a play. 

The new Steak and Lobster House and Motel under 
the management of Mr. Len Stefaniuk, has opened its 
doors to the public. 

The Ted Hoffman Green houses are relocated across 
the highway north of the hall. 

The Lakeshore District Plumbing & Heating is also a 
new business located in Camper under the management 
of Mr. B. Gilges. 

Ralph Juer has switched from farming to heavy
equipment operations. 

Camper Hotel 
Camper Hotel, a familiar landmark on Highway 6 

was built in 1919 by a partnership of Diploch and Yates, 
after a fire destroyed a rooming house on the same site. 
That same fire ruined the village as it destroyed a flour 
mill, Gelert's store, livery stable, post office and 
blacksmith shop. Camper Hotel provided shelter for the 
early settlers, the railway men and over the years the 
many salesmen. In the fall the rooms were filled with 
sportsmen out to get the ducks and geese, and after snow
fall the deer hunters. Mr. Cappan, the owner in 1928 had 
the beer parlour built as an addition to the hoteL In 1933 
the hotel was closed for a time for lack of business. Times 
were hard as these were the depression years. Mr. 
William Miller bought the hotel for $500.00 in 1935. 
There is a story they tell that on the first picnic day held 
in Camper after he purchased the hotel, he realized 
enough profit to pay for the building. A succession of 
owners followed: Sanderson, Chreptyk, Holmes, Frzek, 
Herner. In 1961 Walter Faube and a silent partner 
bought the hotel. Business was good while road construc
tion was being done, and as the Hydro lines from Grand 
Rapids were going through. Extensive repairs were made, 
including a new furnace and cooler, to upkeep the proper
ty. The doors were closed for the last time as a business 
on May 30th, 1970. The end of an era had come. 

Mr. and Mrs. T. Christiansen 
by Olga Christiansen (nee 
Goransky) 

I was born and raised on a farm in the community of 
Camper. My childhood was not a very happy one as my 
parents were very poor and times were bad. I went to 
W oolsery SchooL I was second oldest. The people around 
the community made homemade candy and the kids 
brought it to school to sell for 5et or Wet a bag. Our fami-
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Iy never had the money to buy the candy so we had to go 
without. I remember Arnold Schmidt used to give me 
some of his; he also helped me out with my school work 
at times. 

I can barely remember when my dad went up north 
for weeks at a time. He went there to cut pulpwood and 
do some logging with a team of horses. It must have been 
a 20 mile trip, one way. My mother and my older brother 
had to look after the farm while he was away. To water 
the cattle we had to pull the water up from the well with a 
pail and a long rope tied to the handle, and pitch the hay 
by hand. Now they have farmhands and stack movers to 
haul hay. 

I don't know how we ever survived in those days. We 
never had shoes to wear during the summer. We had to 
walk for miles to look for the cows every day. Ifwe didn't 
find them in the evening we had to sleep under a coil of 
hay or something until the next morning and continue 
looking. You can imagine how frightened we were with 
the wolves and bears around. I was only ten years old at 
the time and my sister was eight. 

I quit school when I was thirteen to help with the 
work on the farm as my older brother Alec had left home 
to go working. At sixteen, I left home too, for my first 
job. I did domestic work for a family in Ashern, by the 
name of Anderson who ran the creamery at that time. 
They were real nice people to work for. I got $5.00 a 
month. My first pay check I bought myself a new dress 
which was $3.50 and a pair of shoes at $1.50. There went 
my first month's pay, but I felt like a queen with my new 
clothes. I felt so well dressed. 

After that I got another job babysitting for Mr. and 
Mrs. Olds. She taught school at Marne and he was a 
Watkins dealer. They had one child whose name was 
Donny. While I was staying with them, they moved to 
Eriksdale in 1933. I was amazed at how beautiful the 
scenery was and the town itself. I was seventeen years old 
then. I stayed home with their little boy while they were 
out selling their products. They had a big German 
Shepherd dog which was quite mean. I recall seeing Lucy 
Applebee (who is now married to Art Lindell) walking to 
Eriksdale every morning to work. One morning this dog 
ran out at her and I think he bit her. Do you remember 
that Lucy? After that I had to keep the dog tied up. 

While I was in Eriksdale I met up with a Swedish girl 
by the name of Agnes Lindell. She was the best girlfriend 
a girl could ever have. She was so much fun and good 
company. My pay at Olds was next to nothing so I left 
there and went back to Camper. 

My next job was at Agriculture, 9 miles north of 
Mulvihill. I went to work for Lily Christiansen to help 
look after her sick mother. That's where I met and 
married Torb in 1935. We lived with Torb's parents in a 
big eight room house which his dad built and plastered 
the inside completely by hand. It stood on a hill with huge 
maple trees and a lake close by. I never saw so many 
ducks on any lake. Torb's father did a lot of duck 
shooting. We got awfully tired of eating ducks. I used to 
can a lot of them too. It came in handy when there was no 
other meat to be had. 

In 1936 Torb's mother passed away and his Dad a few 
years later. Lily went to Winnipeg to work after that 
and Hans did also. I wanted to move out of Mulvihill and 
start our life someplace else, but the depression spoiled 



Dressed for school. Back row: Joyce Fielding. Ina Norman. Violet 
Christiansen. Front: Lloyd. Lillian. Grace. Lome Christiansen. 

Torb Christiansen and family. Haying in 1949. 

Torb Christiansen. Hauling logs to saw mill. 

that. Torb was a carpenter. He built a lot of grain 
elevators on the prairies. The farm was left to him so 
that's where we stayed. Farming was fun and interesting 
at first, but as years went by, it got tougher. The family 
got bigger and we were trying to build our cattle herd. 

In those days you had to depend a lot on wild meat 
and berries. There used to be such good crops of wild 
strawberries. The year of 1942 was the best year. You 
could sit in one spot and fill your dish in no time. At that 
time we canned everything. Now if we don't have Bernar
din snap lids it seems we can't can. 

We had a family of nine, so I had to bake bread every 
other day which consisted of 12 to 14 loaves. The bread 
was kept in a ten gallon crock. Nobody had freezers in 
those days. 

The hardest part of farming was haying time. You 
had to take the whole family to the hayfield, babies and 
all. I remember our six year old son Lorne got lost. It 
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took us almost all day to find him. You can imagine what 
a scare that was. We were sure thankful when we did find 
him. 

The stack building was done with poles at first, then 
Torb built an overshot stacker which made things much 
easier. In those days, it took all day to build one stack, 
now with all the modern equipment they can build seven 
in one day. 

We had a sawmill and did a lot of log sawing for the 
neighbors around the community. Our closest neighbors 
were the Claude Normans. Mrs. Norman was a very 
likeable person. If you needed any help she was always 
there to lend a helping hand and she never let you get 
away from her place without a cup of coffee. Another 
neighbor was Bill Lockwood, who was a bachelor. 

I remember going to dances in the Agriculture 
School. Those were the good old days. It seemed like 
everyone in the country was there. Hans Christiansen 
played the violin and Mary Bartman played the guitar. 
That was the best music I heard in those days. 

By 1951 most of the people had left the Agriculture 
district. Claude Normans and ourselves were the only 
ones living there and we had to move out because of the 
community pasture. 

I remember the day when two men came in a nice car 
to tell us we had to move because the pasture was coming 
through. This was very unusual as we did not see very 
many people driving nice cars because there were only 
bush trails for roads. Torb was just sick about moving 
away from the old homestead. 

The hardest part of it all was we had no money to buy 
another place. The only ones that were happy about mov
ing were the children. It meant we might be moving 
closer to town. That way we could to town more than 
once or twice a year. 

We found a place 3If2 miles east of Mulvihill which is 
where I live now. Torb passed away in 1970. My family 
has grown up and moved away except for Lome. Violet, 
the oldest married Rickie Lindell and lives in Mulvihill. 
Lloyd married Carol Monk and lives in Eriksdale. Grace 
married Garry Anderson, Lillian married Neil Gardner, 
Marilyn married Freddie Fudge, Donna married Ray 
Boudin who all live in Winnipeg. Bernice married Victor 
Obirek and has a hotel in Altamont, Manitoba. Irma, 
the youngest married Jim Patterson and they live in Win
nipeg also. Now that I'm left alone I think they are the 
best family a person could have. 

There is one more thing I'd like to add. It's too bad 
the old timers cannot be living today to enjoy some of the 
luxury we have now. 

The Eichel Family 
by Esther Boates 

We were living at 621 Talbot Avenue, Winnipeg, in 
October 1933. My father, John Eichel, who was a 
foreman with Carter Halls Construction Company, faced 
a winter without a job. Construction was at a standstill 
and he had to find some other way to make a living as he 
had a wife and three children to support. He had farmed 
with his father in Otthon, Saskatchewan, and at 
Springfield, Manitoba, so he knew he could make a living 
by farming. He decided to trade our home for the farm, 
the S. E. Section 14, three miles west of Camper. There 
had been an early snowfall that year, so my father did not 



actually see the land he bought. He had looked at several 
places but each one had some drawback and the one at 
Camper had new buildings and was close to school. Next 
spring, when the snow had melted he saw how stony the 
land was. 

My brother Arnold had entered Lord Selkirk High 
School but the move to Camper ended his school days. I 
attended Wolsery School for one year to complete my 
eighth grade. Norman was then a lad of four years, and 
eventually took all his school years at Wolsery. 

My mother, Mary Eichel, had not been happy to 
move from the city. In time she grew to love the farm life. 
Never one to shirk a task, she worked hard as a helpmate 
to my father. Cows were milked and hogs were fed. There 
was always too much to do - those chores had to be 
done, morning and night, seven days a week. 

The first crop was a failure, one hay rack full of 
sheaves was taken over to a neighbor to be threshed and 
yielded seven bushels. The cream cheques and egg money 
paid for the groceries. Mother took pride in having a 
large garden and canned vegetables and fruit for winter. 
In winter, meat would be canned for summer as there was 
no way to keep fresh meat. 

The spring of 1934 a bicycle and a gun were traded 
for seed grain. My parents had taken on a debt of three 
thousand dollars in trading our house for the farm. This 
was an enormous sum in those years. One elderly 
neighbor kept telling my folks they would never be able 
to payoff the mortgage. In fact, her very words were that 
"Hair would grow in the palm of her hand before they 
could pay for the place". Not very encouraging. That 
woman was wrong. With good management and weather 
conditions, the crops improved and their efforts 
prospered. It took years of hard work, determination, 
persistence and the strictest economy but finally the debt 
was paid. Having only one quarter of land, our cattle 
grazed on Crow'n Land across the road. Some years later 
they bought the adjoining quarter so had fenced pasture 
land. 

My youngest brother, Lenard, was born in 1937 - we 
felt it was the best thing that ever happened to our family. 
Those were the best years of our lives. How fortunate 
that we all were so healthy. 

In the winter, a cattle buyer would come out by train 
to Camper, stay overnight at our home and the next day 
my father with his team of horses and sleigh would drive 
him around the country side until he had purchased 
enough cattle to ship a carload. They would leave early in 
the morning and return long after dark and for his day in
duding the team and overnight stay with meals, my 
father would be paid one dollar. We all enjoyed these 
buying trips as it was one way of hearing all the news. 

We also took our turn having the minister who came 
out once a month to have service at Trinity Lutheran 
Church. Mother was a very fine cook and liked to fuss 
over having the minister. He always went away with eggs 
and cream for his own family in the city as well as 
homemade bread. 

The first break came when Arnold went overseas with 
the Princess Patricia Canadian Light Infantry. Thankful
ly he was spared and returned to marry Erica and raise 
his own family - Rodney, Keith and Janice. Norman 
got. his own farm and then went into the trucking 
business. He married and his children are - John, 
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John Eichel. Lenard and Norman and a cousin. 

JoAnne, Jaylene and Jeanette. I married Sterling Boates 
and lived for years in Nova Scotia. My children are, 
Garry and Gail. 

When it came time for them to retire, it was not easy 
for Dad and Mother to leave the farm. The new house 
they built in Ashern did not hold for them the memories 
of their lifetime, the joys and the sorrows. One short 
week away from the farm and Mother died July 7, 1962. 
Dad stayed on alone until he died July \, 1970. The 
tragedy of Lenard's death in August 1972 was hard to 
accept. It matters not how long we live but how well we 
live while we are here. 

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fudge 
by Fred Fudge Jr. 

My parents came from England in 1911. They came 
as far as Oak Point by train. This was in April. From 
Oak Point they drove by oxen to the home of Ben 
Whitehouse, whom they had known in England. This is 
the quarter where Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hedden now farm. 

They stayed with their friends for awhile, until they 
were able to get their own log shack built on the N.E.1!4 
34-23-6. They lived in this for a time, and later built a 
better house on the same quarter section of land. They 
farmed until 1940, then retired and moved to Winnipeg. 

In the early days, Mother ran a boarding house for a 
short time. 

Fudge family. Frollt: [!fra, Frank. Jane. Back: Mother. Dad. John. 



50th Wedding A I/niversary of Mr. and Af rs. Frank Fudge, July 3 J. 
/947. 

My Home in Camper, As I Remember It . 
by Mrs. Thelma B. Price (nee 
Henderson) 

My grandparents (Mf. and Mrs. Alex Henderson) 
moved to Camper in 1914. They lived for a while in a lit
tle place which was, some years later, owned by Mr. Ed
die Bruce. My grandmother became postmistress of the 
town in 1920. That same year my dad and mom, (Mr. 
and Mrs. D' Arcy Henderson) moved from Lake Frances 
to Camper and lived on the place where Peter Twersky 
now lives, until Dad was able to buy a fraction of an acre 
(Fr. SEl4 17-24-6W 1st) to build our own home. It was 
small to begin with, but as the family grew so did the 
house. We didn't have too much "money wise", but with 
Mom's sewing, canning, quilt making, etc. and Dad's 
work with draught and livery horses, an occasional auc
tion sale (he was an auctioneer) and for a time he was an 
inspector for the Manitoba Farm loan, we were comfort
able and a pretty happy family. 

Before we moved to Camper, there was a settlement a 
mile east of Camper called the Jewish Colonization, set 
up by the government at that time. During the first world 
war, there were such names as Pressman, Osinosky, 
Friedman, Rosinthal, to name just a few. They had their 
own school (New Hirsch) and their own Synagogue. It 
was very interesting to those of us who were of the Chris
tian faith to see these devout people young and old walk
ing to the Synagogue carrying their live fowl, etc. on high 
holidays for the Rabbi to bless them. The Synagogue was 
a mile or two from their homes. 

Although Camper is only a 'speck' of dust on the map 
today, it was at one time a fair size. We had two hotels, a 
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D'Arcy Henderson, Postmasler Camper. 

lumber yard, three general stores, a grist mill, an apart
ment building (the top floor being the dance hall), a 
butcher shop and a livery stable, besides the residential 
area. In most cases fire in one way or another is the 
reason for the speck of dust on the map. 

In 1930, my dad was made postmaster before the 
passing of his mother in 1939. This was another era in 
our lives - the very wonderful friends we had (and still 
have) during that time are too numerous to mention in 
fear of leaving someone out. 

D'Arcy and 'Tenie' had six girls in their family: 
Thelma (Mrs. John Price) - Regina, Saskatchewan. 
Eleanor (Mrs. Art Barker) - Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Dorothy (Mrs. Jack Parsons) - Balgonie, 

Saskatchewan. 
Kathleen (Mrs, Donald Price) Ashern, Manitoba. 
Phyllis (Mrs. Ed. Montgomery) Winnipeg, 

Manitoba. 
Evelyn (Mrs. Curt Hjeldness) - Sterling, Colorado, 

U.S.A. 
We all attended New Hirsch School (which was 

moved into Camper from the Jewish Colony after all 
those people moved away). My first teacher was Miss 
Blockland, then Miss Portigal, Miss Andrews and finally 
Mr. Wesley Mack, who stayed there for eight years. 
Kathleen, Phyllis and Evelyn left home to further their 
education in Woodlands and Winnipeg. 

In most cases we had to make our own recreation. 
During the winter months and early spring there were 
Friday night dances. During the late twenties, my dad 
was able to buy a radio, which was a pretty wonderful 
thing in those days. I can remember one night we were all 
sitting close to the radio listening to "Gang Busters" and 
it was pretty 'spooky'. I saw Mom sneak out to the 
kitchen and she motioned me to be quiet. She came back 
into the living room with a wooden spoon and a tin dish
pan. Just as the show was at its spookiest, she hit that 
dish pan with the spoon. Well!! there were screams and 
yells!! Dorothy dived under a chair, and my dad jumped 
up off his chair and yelled "Hells, Bells, what was that?!! 
Then we all just rolled with laughter. 



Some of us had home made skis, which we used on 
Sunday afternoons. After the grist mill burned down in 
Camper a lot of the farmers had to haul their grain by 
horses and sleighs over to Fisher Branch to be ground 
into flour, etc. My sister Eleanor, and I, and our cousins 
would go with these people half way to very dear friends 
of ours, Mr. and Mrs. Rowley, who had a ranch eighteen 
miles east of Camper. We would stay there until the 
teams would come back, then on to home. We were off 
the sleighs more than we were on! No one got cold and it 
was a hilarious trip we will never forget. 

In the summer there were occasional trips to 'Silver 
Bay' on a Sunday for a swim and a picnic with friends. 
Also, each hamlet and district had their annual picnic 
and baseball or softball tournaments, including Ashern 
on the first of July. We all went to these special days, 
after my dad acquired a car. 

The training we acquired when we were 
youngsters was in our home, and for awhile my 'Grannie 
Henderson' taught Sunday School every Sunday for as 
long as she was able. When Wesley Mack came to teach 
school in Camper, he also taught. Following that, Mrs. 
George Warwick, who lived next to the school, taught 
Sunday School, and held church services until the student 
ministers started coming from Winnipeg during the 
summer months. The Anglican and United Church 
ministers would hold services on alternate weeks. 

In conclusion we had a pretty full and active life dur
ing our maturing years. There were sad times, but the 
happy times outweighed them by far and I will never 
forget my home in Camper. 

Homesteading in the Camper Area 
by Debbie HolTman, daughter of 

Art and Bertha 
This is a story of my grandfather, Gustave Hoffman. 
Grandpa was born in the year 1875 in Russia. He 

lived there until he was twenty-eight years old. In 1903 he 
and his parents set out to Canada to seek their fortune. 
They sailed across the Atlantic Ocean and docked at 
Halifax. From Halifax, they travelled by train to Win-

where he left his parents to find work. 
He found work in Ontario as a lumber jack in the 

bush camps. He later received news that there was a 
building boom in Winnipeg, so he returned and was hired 

a construction company that was building houses. 
he learned the carpenter trade and afterwards built 

houses for his friends and relatives. 
After two years of building houses, he heard of the 

land boom north-west of Winnipeg. The government had 
opened the Interlake area for homesteading. The 
homesteaders were required to pay ten dollars down for a 
quarter section of land. If the necessary improvements 
were made within three years, the applicant could obtain 
title to his property. In April, 191 \, Martha Miller 
became his wife. Grandpa obtained his homestead in the 
Camper area in 1913. Here he pioneered for one year 
before he sent for Grandma. 

Grandma had lived in villages and cities and wasn't 
used to the big forests and swamps of the Interlake. A log 
cabin in the bush about two miles from the nearest 
neighbour and eight miles from the nearest slore wasn't 
what she had been used to. 
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Camper. 

TaWil abollf 1918, 

Most homesteaders had very little money when they 
settled here, Tools and implements were scarce. The 
neighbours would borrow tools etc. from one another and 
would work together on projects that needed more than 
one man. This type of arrangement took Grandpa away 
from home most of the time, leaving Grandma alone to 
listen to the howling of the wolves nearby and the moan 
of the wind in the trees. The fright and loneliness almost 
drove her out of her mind. 

Gasoline and diesel tractors weren't even heard of in 
those days. Horses and oxen were used to pull the farm 
implements, and were hitched to a wagon or stone boat. 
They would pull the farmer and his family wherever they 
had to go. A trip to the store to buy groceries and pick up 
the mail took up most of the day. 

Most of the settlers in the area had oxen, but Grand
pa was fortunate enough to have saved up enough money 
to buy a team of horses. 

As the years went by, more and more settlers of 
different nationalities moved into the area. Grandpa had 
learned to speak Russian and Jewish while he 
was in the old country, and learned English while in 
Canada. This made it easy for him to communicate with 
most of the settlers. 

As their family grew larger, Grandma slowly got used 
to pioneer living and overcame her loneliness. 

They raised a family of eight children; Victoria, 
Theresa, Olga, Bertha, Lana, Arthur, Theodore and 
Gustave, who died accidently in 1935. 

By the time they retired, they loved this part of 
Manitoba so much that Grandpa built a new house on the 
homestead (which was taken over by Theodore) and lived 
several happy years there. 

The Robert Larcombe Family 
Robert Larcombe was born in Chard, Somerset, 

England in 1893. He was married in 1904 and came to 



Canada the same year. He was able to get work on the 
farm of Alex Mode in Minnedosa and his wife joined him 
there later. Their first child, Edith was born there. For 
the next eight years they rented farms in this vicinity and 
Charles, Olive and Phyllis were born here. 

In 1912 they took up a homestead east of Camper, 
and in the spring of 1913 they moved onto the homestead. 
At this time the steel went only as far as Camper. 

When the post office was started on their farm it was 
called Stewart Lake. The only neighbor they had in 1913 
was Mr. Joe Zahler. In 1914 the Ames family moved in 
east of Stewart Lake. The next neighbors were Lovings. 
Mrs. Larcombe was very happy to have a couple of 
women near for company. A log cabin was built and 
made comfortable, but in the first part of June it burned 
down. The family had to sleep in the barn until another 
cabin was built, and this was done in a week. The familv 
recalls that they lived on the potatoes and cured pork th;t 
roasted in the cellar. Another son, Robert, was born the 
next year. 

In 1915 Mr. Larcombe enlisted and went overseas in 
1916. While he was away his wife drove nine and a half 
miles to Camper every Saturday to take the mail from 
the post office to Stewart Lake post office. In the 
summer she drove a single horse and democrat, and in 
the winter, even at 40° below, she drove a team of horses. 
In 1917 Mr. Larcombe was returned horne as medically 
unfit for the army. To his surprise when he got home, he 
found that his wife had been buying cattle and selling 
cream to buy more cattle. This proved to be a paying 
proposition so they continued to build up the herd to 
about one hundred head. To this they added about fifty 
sheep. 

There was a school built on the next quarter in 1914 
named Larcombe School. At one time there were twenty
two children attending. During the next few years there 
were three more Larcombe girls born, Evelyn, Gladys 
and Myrtle. In 1919 many returned men moved into this 
section of the country - about twenty-five families at the 
peak. The bush fire played a big part in those families 
moving out. There were acres of timber burned. Some 
lost their homes as well as feed for their animals. 

In 1927 the Larcom be family moved to Marquette. 
Gordon, the youngest in the family, was born there. In 
1931 they moved to Woodlands, and in 1946 to 
Stonewall. 

Rob! Larcombe and family. 1975. 
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The following is the family and where they are today: 
Edith (Mrs. Hjalmer Olson) lives in Stonewall, 

Manitoba. 
Charles, lives in Stonewall, Manitoba. 
Olive (Mrs. W. Somers) is in Stonewall, Manitoba. 
Phyllis (Mrs. A. Clark) lives in Winnipeg, Man. 
Robert is in Woodlands, Manitoba. 
Evelyn (Mrs. Colin Drew) is in Warren, Manitoba. 
Gladys (Mrs. Wally Yule) lives at Woodlands, Man. 
Myrtle (Mrs. AIL Slatcher) is in Stonewall, Man .. 
Gordon, lives at Lundar, Manitoba. 
Mrs. Larcombe passed away in 1946. Mr. Larcombe, 

at ninety-three, is a resident in Rosewood Lodge, 
Stonewall. He is in good health and enjoys life·to the full. 

Gladys alld Evelyn Larcomhe and Doc. Larcolllhe HOllse alld ham. 
1923. 

Rohl. Larcomhe ill Rosewood Lodge. 1976. 

Recollections of Stewart Lake Area 
by Geo. R. Loving 

My parents, Parris and Carrie Loving, together with 
their four sons, Raymond, age 18 years, Russell, 15, 
George 9 and William Elwood 6, filed on a 160 acre 
homestead, one mile from Stewart Lake, in 1914. Later 
Raymond and Russell both filed on another 160 acres, 
this was along the lake, and mostly hay land. Raymond's 
place was for grain and Dad's mostly timber. All work 
was done with horses. Our buildings, house, barns etc., 
were made of logs. Mud was used to "chink" between the 
logs. Some used cow manure to chink and plaster the 
logs. OUf well was dug about 30 feet deep and cribbed 
wi t h small spruce trees. We also had a root cellar about 
20 feet long covered with logs, then earth. This is where 
we kept our vegetables through the winter. We put a 



Garden. 1917. Stewart Lake. 

George Loving with coyote. 

/ 
G. Loving, Pet Moose. 1922. 

Geo., Mother, Elwood Loving, 1916. Stromberg's saw mill 1925. 

Mary Olson, Geo. Loving. Elwood Loving, Lilly Olson, 1920. Gellert's saw mill 1923. 
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lantern in it to keep the vegetables from freezing. We put 
most of our valuables in this root cellar the time of the 
big bush fire. 
. We had plowed a fire guard along a big slough. Burn
mg branches and tree limbs were flying all around our 
buildings, and although the fire was almost one and half 
miles away it made an awful roar. We put sacks on the 
barn and kept pouring water on them, while Mother and 
Elwood did the same at the house. We lost some hundred 
and fifty tons of hay - this was only two hundred feet 
away from the barns, the heat from the fire was terrific. 
There was a trapper's log cabin about a mile away and it 
sounded like the 4th of July - all the ammunition ex
ploding. For some days after the fire, you could see only 
a short distance, because of the smoke and smouldering 
wood - everyone had blood-shot eyes. 

In winter we took cord wood into Camper. If the road 
was good we hauled two cords at a time. We got $3.00 a 
cor.d all hand sawn. We had tamarack on Dad's place, 
which we cut and sold for rail road ties. 

There were two small saw mills close to us Gellerts 
and Strom bergs towards Fisher Branch, who just sawed 
rough lumber. 

My father died in 1923 (September). He was coming 
home from Ashern with the spring-wagon, after taking 
cream to the creamery, when he hit a hole in the road, 
and was thrown out of the wagon. The horses ran away. 
He had the lines tied over his shoulders and was dragged 
some distance. He broke his hip and never did recover 
from the accident. 

We used to get our mail once a week at Stewart Lake, 
at Larcombe's. One time I went for the mail, with the 
buggy and team, The mail was late coming in, and I did 
not get home until after dark. I had not taken the netting 
along to put over the horses. The mosquitoes were real 
bad, and my dad sure gave me heck. The horses were just 
covered with mosquitoes. Dad took his hand and rubbed 
one of the horses - his hand was dripping blood. 

Most of the entertainment was going to dances and 
box-socials at the school house or homes of the settlers. 
One time Charlie Larcombe took Gladys Olson to a 
d.ance and I took her home. He was awful mad. The next 
day six of us were working on grading the road. We could 
work off part of our taxes this way. Charlie and I were 
both there we got into a fight, that was the last time 
Charlie went with Gladys. Later Charlie got over his 
"beef' and we were good pals. 

Charlie and I were hunting on horseback one time. 
We were a distance apart, when I heard a shot. The next 
thing I knew, Charlie's horse was coming towards me 
but no Charlie, the horse had bucked him off, and took 
off for home. There was a big muskeg between us and 
home, the crazy horse got bogged down in the muskeg. 
We had an awful time getting him out. 

We made our own skis, steamed them to form the 
bends. We had a pet coyote for about two years, which 
we found when he was little. We also had a moose for two 
years about 1920. I recall Mother looking out the 
kitchen window and saw what she thought was a mule in 
the yard - it was a moose. 

About nine years ago my wife and I took a trip back 
to Camper and saw Gladys Anderson (Olson) and her 
father and a number of other people. We also looked up 
Percy Campbell in Winnipeg. 
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Diary of Russell Loving 
This diary should give the reader a good idea of what 

life was like for a young pioneer in 1917. 
Mar.ch 1-~hawed a little, 25 above. My first experience 

10 darmng. Darned a pair of my mitts. Deats came 
over and stayed for dinner. 

March 2-Papa went to Camper. I sawed wood. Went to 
practice in the evening. 

March 3-Papa went to Tailer's. I split wood. Went after 
mail before milking. Didn't get back till 10:30. Prac
ticed 2 hours at school house. 

March 4-5 below - wind blowed a gale. Went after 
school teacher with team and toboggan. 

March 5-Fine day. Went to Ames in the afternoon to 
get their ice cream freezer, but it was broke down. 
Practiced in the evening. Had a little excitement over 
a mouse. 

March 6-16 to 32 above zero. Hauled Battan's piano to 
the school in the afternoon. Miss Rolston came over 
at 8:30 and stayed all night. Made several kinds of 
fudge and candy. Went to bed at 12 P.M. 

March 7-4 above to 35 above. Went to school house at 
11:45 A.M. Stayed to practice till 4 P.M. Practiced 
again 7 P.M. till 9:30 P.M. 

March 8-8 to 35 above. Done chores. Sewed my 
shoepacks and helped Papa mend the harness. Prac
ticed in the afternoon. Practiced again at night. 

March 9~-Done odd jobs and prepared for the entertain
ment. Left for the school at 6 P.M. Best program 
ever had in the school-house. Got home at 5 A.M. 
$60.00 was raised for the Red Cross fund. Mama's 
cake sold for $4.00; next highest $2.00. 

March IO-All went to bed but me. Done chores. Went 
to bed at 10:30 A.M. Got up at 11:45. Moved the 
piano in the afternoon. We went after the mail. 

March 11, Sunday-36 above. All but George and me 
went driving. Ames came by in a sled, and a man 
from the other side of the lake. Folks got back 6: 15. 

March 12-Done odd jobs. Mr. and Mrs. Ames came 
through this morning. Got a calf from Daisy. 

March 13-Got a heifer calf from Boss. Arranged the 
barn and split some wood. 

March 14-Done chores. Split a little wood. Miss 
Rolston came over after school. Got back 11:30. 

March 15-Got up two loads of wood. 
March 16-Done chores. Papa went to Camper. Brought 

out all of Mr. Ames stuff. I sawed wood. 
March 1,1-Sorted carrots, beets, rutabagas, and 

parsmps. Mr. Stoddard came over with Ous' house 
key. Carol and Deats stopped on their way to P.O. 
Mr. Ames came by in his sled for Mrs. Ames on the 
way back. They stopped for a while. 

March 18, Sunday-Wind blowed a gale. Stayed around 
the house most of the day. Mr. and Mrs. Willard 
Ames came through to the post office. I went to the 
P.O. to mail a letter to Raymond. 

March 19-Fine weather. Had a hard day. Hauled one 
load of hay and broke the road to the stack. Hauled 
two loads out of the loft. The horses walked over 
some planks. Got off the road twice and the third 
time I almost tipped the sled over. We worked 15 
minutes to get back on the road. Papa drove into the 
large rack and almost tipped the sled over. While 



George and Russell Loving. 

Stickney engine Jar sawing wood and grinding grain. 
George Loving listening to homemade radio. 

Mode oj travel. Russell Loving. -45°F. 

For sunny spring days. R. Loving. Russell Loving. 1947. 
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R. Loving with rabbits. 

Win/er feed rack. R. Loving. 

HUl1Iing on skis. R. Loving. 

getting out of the rack he pulled the hayrack off the 
front end of the sled. 

March 20-Hauled four loads of hay from the lake. 
March 21-Hauled 2 loads of hay from the lake in the 

forenoon. Took Daisy to Olsons. 
March 22-Snowed this morning, only hauled one load 

of hay. Hauled two loads this afternoon. 
March 23-Hauled two loads of hay this morning. 

Hauled one load of hay this afternoon. 
March 24-Snowed this morning. Hauled one load of 

hay from the lake. Cleaned the harness. Took Daisy 
I to Olsons. 

March 25-Sunday. Broke the horses (Jim and Charley) 
to ride. Papa and the boys went to Larcombe's. 

March 26-Cut down saw logs. 
March 27-Papa took a load of logs to the mill. 1 done 

the chores and split wood this morning. Cleared up 
the brush from saw logs this afternoon. 
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March 28-The wind is blowing to beat the "band" and 
the snow is falling to beat the "sand". Started to melt 
snow for the stock. Made four foot bolsters for the 
sled this afternoon. 

March 29-Papa took a load of logs to the sawmill. I 
burnt the brush and cut down enough logs for 
another load. 

March 30-Papa went to the mill again and I cut more 
logs. 

March 31-Papa went to the mill and I cut more logs. 
M r. and Mrs. Ames came through after the mail. 

April 14-Got out tamarac for the well. Hauled up a 
load of wood and loaded a sled of tamarac logs. 

April 17-Mr. Latimer came over and we fixed the crib
bing for the well. Miss Rolston came over and stayed 
all night. 

April 19-Papa stayed in Camper Wed. night. Got back 
Thurs. Mr. Latimer came over to set the cribbing in 
the well, but couldn't do nothing. 

April 20-Mr. Graves and I took the boys to school. We 
put down the cribbing I brought the boys and Miss 
Rolston home. 

May 3-1 cut poles for the fence around the garden. 
May 4-Finished cutting poles this morning. We went to 

the lake to build M r. Graves house. 

May 28-We hauled poles to fence the garden. Papa 
went to Graves to sow his oats. I placed the posts 
around the garden and brought home the mower and 
rake. 

June I-Papa and I went to Jensons. I harrowed the 
potato ground, then went to the house and plowed 
the garden. I planted the potatoes as fast as Papa 
plowed. Warren K. came over at noon and we made 
plans for an outing on Sunday. 

June 3-Sunday-I left here at 9:30 and met Warren at 
the Schoolhouse. We went to Battens and Miss 
Rolston was still in bed. Mary Campbell came down 
a little after. We left at 11 o'clock. Warren and I shot 
a duck each for dinner. We cooked it on sticks and 
had all kinds of fun. 

June 17-Sun. I stayed around the house. McFee and a 
neighbour boy came over for dinner. Lizzie had a 
nice little heifer calf this morning. I named it Grace 
Rolston. 

June 24-Sun. I made 3 baseball bats, and in the evening 
we played ball. 

June 27-Went to the picnic at 10:30 A.M. and stayed 
till about II o'clock. 

Mr. Loving had an 8'th grade education when he 
moved into the Sleeve Lake area, and another year at the 
Stewart Lake School, in 1915. After moving back to the 
United States attended night school at various High 
Schools, then specialized in special courses at 
Washington University and St. Louis University - both 
of which are in St. Louis. He served the City of St. Louis 
for 21 years in a supervisory capacity in one of the 
departments (mechanical). Mr. Loving was also an ex
ecutive officer of the Tower Grove Savings and Loan 
Association. He is especially proud of the appointment to 
the Conference Committee of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. He and his wife are now retired, 
and live in Hamilton, Ohio. 



Mr. and Mrs. Bill McFadyen 
Mrs. McFadyen came to Canada as a war bride in 

1946 and after living in Winnipeg for a few years, Bill and 
she came to Camper in 1952, and settled on a farm a mile 
out. 

In the spring of 1954, the road to the farm was im
passable for car or horses. The children had to attend 
school so there was just one mode of travel. They got a 
boat and rowed down the ditch to school and left the car 
at the end of the flooded road. This was fun for the 
children. 

Saturday night dances were held in the Mulvihill hall. 
They travelled by boat and sang on the way home trying 
to keep the children awake. The youngest one was usually 
carried the last part of the way. 

How times have changed! Now, no one lives out there 
and the road is gravelled. They lived on the farm for nine 
years, then moved into Camper. 

Bill McFadyen and Family. Hay culling break. 

Ole Olson 
I was born in Nar Ramerike, Norway in 1888, and 

came to Starbuck, Manitoba with my wife and daughter 
in 1909. After working in Starbuck for two years, we 
moved to Winnipeg for the next two years. 

In 1913 I took up a homestead eight miles east of 
Caoper, N.W. 1/.1 of 15-24-5W where we lived for twenty
seven years. 

When we arrived in Camper I hired a team and 
wagon to get out to the homestead. There were no roads. 
We stayed with Mr. Matheson for about two months, 
while our house was being built. While here we had one 
more daughter. 

During the fall I went working on farms in southern 
Manitoba to earn money to buy a couple of cows and a 
team of horses. Wages at that time were about thirty 
dollars a month. I was able to get a couple of good cows 
for sixty dollars each, also a team of horses for one hun
dred and twenty-five dollars. 

The Larcombe School was built in 1914. Grades one 
to eight were taught. The first teacher was Babe Hender
son, who was a permit teacher and taught for two 
months. Both girls took grade eight. 

The first post master at Stewart Lake P.O. was Bob 
Larcombe, then Harry Bradshaw, Bert Yates, and I took 
over in 1926 and was post master for seven years. Then it 
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Esther and Ole Olson taken on Ole's 88th birthday. Esther is 83. 

was closed. During that time my wages were $60.00 a 
year. D'Arcy Henderson delivered mail to our post office 
once a week from Camper - then I went to Camper and 
picked it up for $2.00 a trip. 

I stayed on the farm until 1940 when my wife passed 
away. 

In the fall of /941 I worked out threshing at 
Stonewall, and spent the winter in Camper with my 
daughter and son-in-law, R. Busch. 

I spent 1943-48 on Vancouver Island then returned to 
Camper and married my present wife Esther Kristianson. 

In 1950 we bought Jack Mattern's farm two miles 
west of Camper and lived there for twelve years. In 1962 
we moved to Ashern, where we still reside. 

Esther Kristianson (Olson) 
I was born in Skaien Telemark, Norway, March 12, 

1893. I came to Canada June 18, 1912, and stayed with a 
sister in Winnipeg. Twelve days later I got a job at Mr. 
Bourker's in St. James, where I worked for a year and a 
half. 

I met and married Ben Kristianson in 1914 and 
moved to our homestead at Stewart Lake. After living 
there two years we moved to Winnipeg for two years, 
then back to the homestead in 1918. While our log cabin 
was being built we stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Olson. 
We began to build a house in 1918 and by 1919 we were 
able to move into it. 

In 1920 a big bush fire burned for six weeks doing a 
great deal of damage. We were fortunate we did not lose 
our home. 

By 1921 we had a team of oxen and started farming. 
We broke land and seeded some wheat, oats and barley. 
We did our own threshing and crushing for feed, for cat
tle, chickens and hogs. 

At that time we travelled to Julian Point to catch fish 
for food. Rabbit was also on the menu. 

We moved again in 1925 to enable the children to go 
to Larcombe school. Two years later we moved to 
Agriculture School district - present location of 
Mulvihill Community Pasture. We lived there for 
twenty-two years. 

Ashern, and a doctor, was thirty miles away. My 
daughter had an appendix attack and a neighbor, the 
only owner of a car drove us to Ashern to Dr. Walkin. 



Vining on a Sunday afternoon ill 1920 on the Bell Kristiallsonfarm. 

Evell the animals shared in the early days. Esther and Ben's first 
livestock. 

Threshing ill 1919. hand-fed machine. Kris. Jensen ill foreground. 
all slack, Bernie and Ben all machille. Barney Olson. 

In those days nobody had much but everyone was 
happy, and everyone shared with their neighbors. Our 
house was sort of a stopping place for men hauling logs 
and lumber from Sleeve Lake to Nord School District. 

We bought my first gas-motor washing machine in 
1932 for $75.00. 

In 1948 I married Ole Olson and moved to Camper, 
Manitoba. We moved to Ashern in 1962 where we still 
reside. 

The Robinson Family 
Stewart Lake 

son) 
by Eileen McLennan (nee Robin-

In 1921, my father, his sister Margaret and myself 
went to Sleeve Lake to take up a homestead. 
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The Larcombe School which I attended at the age of 
six in 1922, was one half mile from our home. As I was 
an avid reader, I enjoyed the splendid library there. 

As this land was mostly marshes, trees and stony 
ground, many farmers moved to better prospects, 
however, my father stayed. He had ninety head of cattle, 
twenty-five or thirty of which were milk cows. I 
remember my aunt and I milking them ourselves in hay
ing time. 

I spent a good deal of my summers hunting cows -
sometimes on horseback, sometimes on foot, as they 
could roam six or seven miles in the heavy bush. 

We generally had a hired man to help at haying time. 
I loved nature and saw a good deal of it. Some incidents I 
recall are - a bear following the cattle along a slough, 
seven deer coming to drink, the weekly trips to town in 
winter (ten miles) by horse and sleigh. In summer Dad 
hauled cream to Ashern using a model T Ford car. The 
wild flowers grew in profusion such as lady slippers, wild 
roses, crocuses and tiger lilies (here in Saskatchewan, 
they are in danger of extinction). 

I grew up with our neighbors, Kenneth and Hilda. 
Kenneth was killed in France in 1944. Hilda became my 
step-mother. 

In 1937, I left to get married. I returned the next year 
to have my first baby Kathleen. Doctor Walkin delivered 
her and Mrs. E. Olson in Ashern looked after us. 
Kathleen and family now live in Concord California. 

The next year, the rest of the family left the 
homestead as it was impossible to make a living. The 
land is now a community pasture. Fire destroyed the 
familiar land marks - school and buildings. 

I went back in 1958 and could not recognize much of 
the land I once knew so well. 

Father passed away in 1959. Auntie will be 82 in 
May. 

I miss the pine and spruce that at one time was close 
to home before the fire destroyed it. Few of the pioneers 
who came into that part of the country are left. I salute 
them for all the hard work and little returns they received 
from Sleeve Lake land. 

Memories of Camper, Manitoba 1912-1923 
by Katherine Jundt, daughter of 

Elizabeth and Henry Schulties 
In the year of 1912 Henry Schulties staked a claim 

with the Government for a \4 section of farm land for 
$10.00 two miles from the Camper Siding. This was with 
the understanding that, in the next three years a certain 
amount of crops and buildings would be forthcoming. 
We wondered what we would ever do with so much land. 
In the late summer Henry and Elizabeth sold the small 
home in Winnipeg and proceeded to buy the necessities 
for farming and survival for the winter - a yoke of oxen, 
one cow, a few chickens, one hog, food and flour for the 
winter months. They loaded all our earthly possessions 
into a freight car, while we traveled in great style in the 
caboose behind the freight train. The five of us children 
were really excited going into new adventures, The first 
day we went as far as Oak point. There the train stopped 
for the night. It was still early and to our delight they had 
a small zoo. It was fun for us, They had a couple of 
monkeys, a bear and some smaller animals. Mother had 
plenty of food packed, so why worry. . . The next after-



Cut ling cordwood. Camper. about !91l. Henry Sc/zulties. 

Mr. and Mrs. H. Schulties and Grandma. Log house at Camper. 

Our firs! years in Camper. Left to right: Mr. Stiertz and 2 children 
Molly. Katilerine. Katherine ]'vfarie. Uncle Charlie and son Pele. III 
back: Mr. Wiedeman. 

noon we arrived at our destination. We were met by a 
neighbor with a wagon and team of oxen. What a ride! 
No paved roads, believe me. We had hardly left the sta
tion when we came across quite a pool of water that we 
had to go through. The oxen decided to lie down and 
cool off. Nothing could get them going until they were 
good and ready, and with a jerk that almost threw us into 
the water with them, they got up and off we went until the 
next waterhole. Finally we arrived at our domain. 
Someone had built a tiny log house and left it. We ate a 
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cold supper, tired and weary and then went to bed before 
dark as we had no lights unpacked. Everyone was up at 
dawn for new adventures. Neighbors helped each other to 
build the log houses and they helped us so we could get in 
by winter. We children had to take sacks and go into the 
woods to gather moss to plug the cracks between the logs 
to keep the cold out. We all got busy and cut wood, which 
kept us nice and cozy. In spring Dad plowed a couple of 
acres and planted wheat. The men went off to Winnipeg 
to earn extra money in order to buy more needed farm 
machinery. When the wheat was ripe, Mother and the 
kids harvested it by hand, pulling wheat all day, laying it 
in bundles that would be tied up by Mother. Then we 
would all carry our days work home to a dry place. This 
took quite a number of days to finish all the work. Every 
year we cleared more ground, picked mountains of stone 
and planted more acres. Mother had a good garden, so 
we had good healthy food all year. Finally we got another 
pair of oxen which was a wise investment as there were so 
many stones in the ground. The horses came later. 

The Lord blessed our efforts and hard work. Our 
parents believed in trusting for our needs, and we never 
went out to work before we had family devotions, and 
also in the evening. God continued to bless and we were 
able to sell wheat every year, once a whole carload, 
besides what we kept for our own use flour, chicken 
feed and whatever. We later were able to build a nice 
home, all lumber - no logs. In spite of a lot of hard 
work, we do have many fond memories of those days and 
a lot of family fun. 

Mother, Elizabeth Beitsch Schulties passed away in 
1966 at the age of 87. Brother Pete Schul ties, July 1971, 
age 68. Dad, Henry Schulties passed away December 
6th, 1974 at the age of 105, still very active and with a 
clear mind. I was married to John Jundt, December 29, 
1920. He was the son of Jacob Jundt and was the agent 
for Massey Harris, also worked at the cooperative store. 
We lived there till the spring of 1923. Our daughter 
Elfriede was born during that time. We moved to the 
States that spring, my parents and the rest of the family. 
John was a builder, Dad and Peter worked at the Tappan 
Stove Company. I also have a younger brother, Henry, 
born in Camper who now lives in California. The one 
sister, Molly (married to John Wersh) lived in Coquile, 
Oregon passed away in February, 1975. One sister, 
Marie lives in Bonita Springs, Florida, and my youngest 
sister Katherine lives in Canton, Ohio. My daughter's 
husband, Rev. Don Moreland, is in the ministry and at 
present they are living in Orlando, Florida. My husband 
John passed away at the age of 75 on December 31, 1971. 

I do want to give God all the praise for His goodness 
and many blessings He bestowed upon us all. We truly 
have much to be thankful for. 

The Jewish Colonization of Camper, Manitoba 
by R. Shklov, nee Hankin 

I believe the start of the Jewish Colonization of the 
Camper area began about 1910. Most of the people were 
from different parts of Europe and Canada, who were 
very anxious to settle on cheap land. Although the new 
settlers had very little agricultural experience, they had 
the will and muscle. 

The Hankin family came from Calgary, Alberta, to 
settle in the Camper area. They brought with them a 



carload of dairy cattle, a team of oxen, some machinery 
and other belongings, and settled with the idea of going 
into mixed farming. Other settlers were The Gilmore 
Brothers, the Tennenhouse family, Fromson Brothers, 
Pressman Brothers, Jack Goorevich, Litmans, Paisner 
Brothers, and many more families moved in later. 

They soon found out that this land was not suitable 
for growing grain - too many stones and a lot of heavy 
bush, so they went into cattle raising and dairying. 

One of the Pressman Brothers started a lumber in
dustry. 

The Jewish Community built a hall where the 
children received their Jewish education from Mr. Son
dick. The hall was also used for services during the High 
Holidays. Thus life continued, but the settlers realized 
the prospects for a future were dim. Some of the families 
started to leave, others took their cattle and moved to 
better areas to carryon the dairy business. Others got 
employment elsewhere, and gradually the Jewish Com
munity of Camper broke up, after many years of hard 
work. 

Some Recollections of Camper and District 
by Bert Warwick 

As my memory takes me back, I recall my first look 
at Camper. We had filed in 1913 for a homestead in the 
Stewart Lake district at $10.00 per quarter section of 
land. This was very enticing as the railway had already 
gone through. We shipped all our building material from 
Winnipeg in the spring of 1914. 

We lived in a tent until we got our first building up, 
then we worked on the houses, for other members of our 
family. We hauled logs and poles off the land and erected 
barns and out buildings. 

Camper was our station, which at that time consisted 
of four stores The Manitoba Trading, Sender's store 
with a creamery built on the side. This store still stands 
with additions added to it, and now is Mrs. Busch's store. 
On the south side of Sender's store was the Gellert Bros. 
General Store and south of Gellerts a hall was built, 
south of the hall was the Co-op General store, which 
carried on a business for a few years. There was a post of
fice and dwelling which was run by Mrs. Henderson, Sr. 
Behind the post office a flour mill was built, operated by 
Mr. Litman. A grain elevator was built in the early war 
years. Mr. Geo. Ward was the elevator agent at that 
time. At the north end of town was a school house and a 
livery barn, run by Mr. Litman. Behind Sender's store 
Mr. Zacharias had a butcher shop, which he operat(.;d for 
awhile and then he returned to farming, south-west of 
Camper. 

Some settlers came before the railway. About 1910, 
Mr. Philip Jundt started his homestead south of Camper. 
Mr. Jundt was a blacksmith and very worthy of his trade. 
His sons still carryon farming quite successfully, on the 
same land. During those early years every quarter section 
was taken up by various farmers. There were bachelors, 
young married couples as well as older people. 

There was Mr. Robert Bergner, who homesteaded 
three and a half miles north, and later moved to Camper. 
In 1919 he built a general store and butcher shop. South 
of Mr. Bergners was a two story structure built by Mr. 
and Mrs. Lewis Fluke. This was Camper's first boarding 
house. People could spend the night and be on time for 
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the early morning train, which went through Camper 
about 7 a.m. going south to Winnipeg. 

In and around Camper the people were mostly 
Jewish. East of town were German, English, Swedish and 
Norwegian. West of Camper were mostly German; many 
had arrived there earlier. 

There were no roads, just trails, and travelling was 
slow and rough. Some folks had horses and some oxen, 
some did a lot of walking. Three miles east of Camper in 
1917, the Mortimer Davis School was built. At that time, 
if there were seven children in the district, a school had to 
be built. One mile east from the school was the 
homestead of Mr. Geo. Bruce, the house still stands to
day. Travelling five miles east and north in 1914, was the 
Larcombe homestead. A school was built there, the Lar
combe SchooL Mrs. Larcombe had the post office in her 
house. Every Saturday people from all over that east 
country, called there to pick up their maiL 

The year 1914 brought the war, and the war office 
asked for volunteers that had army training. My older 
brother left and was soon overseas. Many young men as 
well as married men were called up for service. Very few 
of these men returned. 

There was little money to be made, men went out to 
find work in other parts of Manitoba, harvesting, work 
on building elevators etc., to enable them to earn money 
to help fill the needs of their families. During this time 
the municipality took over the whole east country, as well 
as five miles west of Camper. This was called the 
Woodlea District. People at this time paid a $10.00 
school tax. but the taxes went up each year $30.00 then 
$60.00 and $\00.00. This was all too much and many 
people left. The war years left many changes. 

There were a couple of fires in Camper, Mrs. Fluke's 
boarding house and Gellert's store. A new hotel was 
started and this building still stands. It was operated by a 
Mrs. Yates as a rooming and boarding house. After Mrs. 
Yates left, a Mrs. Diplock carried on for awhile. After 
Mrs. Diplock left, a bachelor, Mr. Capan started a 
"parlor" which remained as a "parlor" for many years. 
Mr. and Mrs. Olds took over from Mr. Capan, and they 
operated the business for a few years. 

Well enough said about Camper we shall travel 
east. In the spring of 1914 the snow was pretty well gone 
and we started building three shacks, as we called them in 
those days, three rooms in each. We made hay with 
scythes and wooden rakes, enough to feed a horse and 
couple of cows for the winter. It was my job to milk the 
cow and after a few tries I did all right. We dug a garden 
with a grub hoe and at that time there was plenty of wild 
game. In 1915 our neighbor, Mr. Colbert Sr., had a 
horse, so we agreed between us to double up our 
resources and we put up hay together. In 1916 we bought 
another horse. We seemed to be doing better. In the fall 
my nephew took ill with pneumonia. I drove to Ashern 
across country in hopes of finding the doctor. I believe it 
was Dr. Peake at that time but he had gone further 
north and no saying when he would return. However, it 
was too late and my nephew died very shortly after from 
a lung hemorrhage, age six years. 

There was always a Christmas concert where all were 
welcome. The folks all brought sandwiches and cake, and 
Mr. Ed. Olson and his good wife would bring along their 
fiddle and guitar for music. Everybody went home happy 



and no problems. We had some very good house parties 
too through the winter months, and sure did not cost 
much. Wonderful get-togethers with one's neighbors! 

My brother Harry, who had been working away from 
home for two summers brought home a team of horses in 
1917. We worked together and broke up more land with 
the four horses. We got our first crop off in 1919, some 
wheat and oats. In order to thresh the grain, I hauled a 
separator from west of Mulvihill. This was a hand fed 
machine. My neighbor, Jack Krappatchak, hauled the 
fourteen horse Stickney engine all on steel wheels, and 
that was a tough job on the roads we had to travel on. We 
had to double up many times, when the going got too 
tough. I took a load of wheat to the elevator and was 
really taken aback by their offer, so took the grain back 
home. 

We had some flour made at the mill, but the bread did 
not turn out so well. We all ate it, never-the-Iess.· 

There was plenty of hard work, picking stones and 
roots. In the winter months we cut and hauled cord wood 
- $2.50 a cord for dry spruce and $4.00 for dry tamarac 
- this delivered to Camper. In the summer we did our 
haying at Sleeve Lake. The bull flies and mosquitoes 
were unbearable. We made nets from bran sacks to put 
on the horses' backs, to help keep the flies etc. off. 
Horses at that time were a good price. Cattle were cheap. 
We milked around twelve cows, and we got about $2.50 
for a five gallon can of cream, which we shipped to 
Ashern by train. We carried on until our father took ill 
and passed away in 1926. Mother was in poor health, so 
we decided to sell out and go to Winnipeg, where, with 
proper care, Mother's health improved. She died in 1948, 
at the good age of ninety-seven. 

I worked in Winnipeg for a contractor and builder, 
building houses. In the spring of 1927 I met Jean 
Montgomerie my wife now. Times were good for a few 
years until the depression in the 30's. In 1933 I decided to 
come back to Camper. I rented a farm from the 
Manitoba Farm Loans for $5.00 per month and in 1941 I 
bought the farm. We raised our family of six children, 
two sons and four daughters. All are married and have 
families of their own now. We carried on for a time, but 
we both had health problems, so we decided to sell. We 
sold the farm in 1968 to Mr. A. Richter and built a home 
in Camper on two acres. We have lots of spruce and pop
lar around us and so far we have always had a good gar
den of flowers and vegetables. 

We returned to England and Scotland for a visit in 
July 1973, to look up relatives. Our daughter and son-in
law, also granddaughter Lesa Elrick, accompanied us. 
We located a cousin in England, whom we had not seen 
since 1910. We rented a car and drove north through 
Scotland, which we thoroughly enjoyed. However, we 
were happy to get back home. 

So we put our trust in the Lord that He may grant us 
more years of health and happiness. 

The Zacharias Family 
by Adina Hoffman 

My father, Julius Zacharias and my mother Emilia 
Nikolai were married in Russia on November 27th, 1901. 
Life in Russia for the peasants was very hard. 
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Each farmer was alloted a small piece of land, in 
return a share of the crop was given back to the govern
ment. 

For four years, while father was serving in the Rus
sian Army, my mother stayed on the farm planting and 
harvesting. Because she was a good seamstress, she was 
also able to take in sewing for the more well-to-do ladies 
in the village, thus adding to the meagre income. 

Two children were stillborn. Then Mathilda and 
Henry followed, both healthy and the parents were hap
py! 

Early in 19 Father heard of the land opportunities 
in America (as they called the new land). Plans were 
made, passports procured, the furniture sold, and at the 
end of March they sailed for Canada. 

They arrived by immigrant train on April 12th in 
Winnipeg, and Father found work that paid 15¢ an 
hour! The following spring, a group of men including 
my father came out to the Camper area to find land. 
Father got a quarter two miles west and four miles south 
of Camper. 

Father and Mother and children travelled by train 
from Winnipeg and on a May evening in 1913, they 
arrived in Camper. They were met by a Mr. Newman, an 
old friend, who would take them to his home where 
Mother and the little ones would stay, while Father 
would erect a shelter for them on their homestead. 

The ride there, in that oxen-drawn wagon over hills, 
rocks, through water filled sloughs with the merciless 
mosquitoes ever attacking was the first of the many ex
periences that made Mother wish she had never agreed to 
come to this wild country. 

For the next two weeks, Father cleared a building site 
and threw up a temporary shack which would serve at 
least as a shelter until a log house could be built. 

At the end of May, they moved in and then Father 
borrowed Newman's oxen and broke a garden patch. 
This done, he started on the log cutting and building. 

Because they had no money, he was forced to leave 
the almost completed house and go back to Winnipeg to 
work. 

Now that Mother was left alone, she sometimes 
found the loneliness unbearable. During the day, she kept 
busy plastering the chinks between the logs of the new 
house, cooking, washing and tending the garden. 
Nightimes, when the wolves howled around the door, and 
the children cried in fear, she cried with them. 

The neighbors checked in on their way to town and 
gradually she got to know some of the other neighbor 
ladies. By then, she knew also that come early winter, she 
would need the help of one of these kindly women to 
assist her in giving birth to another baby. 

Arthur arrived in November. During that winter 
Father came home occasionally to bring food supplies 
and also to bring home firewood. 

In 1914, Father and my Uncle, Gustave Nikolai 
started up a butcher shop in the village of Camper but 
after a few months, the business showed no profit and 
was closed down. 

Baby Edith arrived in 1916. Now there were four 
mouths to feed. Father was still working away but by 
now there was a cow and a horse to make hay for, so he 
came home to help more often. 



In 1918, the flu epidemic hit our home as it did so 
many others. In December of that year, both Mother and 
Father were very ill. Then late one night Mother asked 
Father to get up and fetch Mrs. Baker because her time 
had come. Thus, Linda arrived but Mother almost died. 
It was weeks before she would take drink or food. 

Daniel was born in November 1920. The family now 
numbered six. 

Early in the summer of 1921 Father decided to move 
to Benton Harbour, Michigan, U.S.A. where it was 
claimed easy money could be made by picking fruit. So 
he took his family and off they went. Hopes were high, 
but alas, it was not as good as it had sounded and after 

~
jX months, back they came to Camper. 

In June 1923, my twin sister Edna and I came into the 
world. I was a healthy baby but Edna was sickly and live. d 
only six months. 

That summer, to add to Mother's worries, the milk 
cows wandered away and Mother walked every day, 
scouring the countryside looking for them, with the sick 
baby on her back, so that she could nurse her, while I was 
left in the care of my brothers and sisters. The cows were 
finally located, but by then their milk had dried up. The 
kindly generous neighbors, and Mrs. Geske in particular, 
rationed the milk to their children and shared with 
Mother and her family. 

Father was in the bush camps in Ontario when the 
sick baby passed away. Mother told of the kindness of 
the neighbors at that time. Several of the men fashioned a 
coffin out of some precious lumber. Mother lined it with 
some old white silk and the little one was laid to rest. 

At that time, the beloved Pastor Wolfenberg was serv
ing in the little Lutheran Church which still stands. Dur
ing those trying times he walked to our place, several 
times and helped Mother with food as well as spiritual 
consolation. 

Another son, William, arrived two years later and 
then last but not least baby Olga. We now were a family 
of nine children healthy and hungry as most children 
usually are. 

For several winters, Father and my oldest brother, 
Henry, cut cordwood at Spearhill and east of Camper. It 
sold for $1.00 a cord! I also remember when Henry, Mr. 
Ed Geske, Jack Mattern and Carl Schultz set off on a 
hunting trip away from camp and were lost for about 
three days. Mother worried and cried and then how hap
py we all were when the news came that they were found 
safe and well. We all started to work out from the age of 
twelve or thirteen. My oldest brothers and sisters had to 
send most of their wages home, but by the time we 
·started, we kept what wages we received. 

My brother Dan was drowned while working at Ver
milion Bay, Ontario, in the summer of 1948. 

All three of the oldest boys had served in the army, 
Henry in the provost corps, Art and Dan had been in ac
tion in Holland, Italy and France and came home safely. 
It was ironic to us that Dan met his end here where there 
was no war! 

Like all families, ours broke up when each went to 
find his own destiny but we had many happy reunions 
while Mother and Dad were still here. Now they have 
both passed on and we have only the memories. But, oh, 
what memories! We fought together, we played together, 
we cried together, and always we shared. Now we share 
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our memories of those good old days and the two people 
who made them so. 

Families and Friends of Camper 
by Kathleen Price (Henderson), 
Ashern, Manitoba 

The history of Camper has been thoroughly and 
capably written in this book. My contribution can only 
be some of the impressions and happenings that have 
remained with me through the years. My hope is that 
some of the people who were classmates, friends and 
neighbors will be reminded of some of the events of those 
great "growing up" years. 

My parents are D'arcy and Christina Henderson. By 
1935 there were six children, and all girls! The names and 
addresses of all of us have been listed by my eldest sister 
Thelma Price, in her story of Camper. Most of us spent 
the greater part of the depression years in school. Even 
so, our childhood was happy and secure. We realize now 
that this was due to the determination and ingenuity of 
our parents. To achieve this security for us, our dad was 
active in many varied occupations. Postmaster, auc
tioneer, farmer, livery-man, farm loans representative 
were some of these. I don't recall any great lamenting 
about the "hard times". This is probably because our 
parents and our friends' parents didn't have time to dwell 
on it. 

The parents in our district were promoters of any 
kind of social activity that could give us maximum enjoy
ment at minimum cost. Saturday night parties at 
different homes were an outing for the teens and older 
members of the family. My age group was allowed to go 
only when it was our turn to have a party, so these were 
anticipated eagerly. 

The grain elevator was built with the ramp on the out
side. This provided us with a first class toboggan slide! 
Toboggans were scarce, but there were plenty of scoop 
shovels around, and they were more challenging. The 
ramp was built of slivery planks, and caused many 
"yowls" and emergency operations! The C.N.R. water 
tank seemed to always have a friendly operator; 
(remember Shorty Stone and Bert Moore?). They kept a 
large outdoor skating rink flooded year after year. 

Some of my class mates were: Joan Warwick, 
Dorothy Bruce, Emma Peppler, Ken Patterson, Billy 
Chicowsky, Lily Genesloff, Mary Demonkoff, and Billy 
Warnuk. I had only two teachers during my elementary 
and junior high school years: Wesley Mack and Bill 
Cooper. We were fortunate that both of these men were 
very conscientious. They were both moderately strict 
(they had to be) and expected good results from their 
labour. However, they joined in all our sports and many 
extra-curricular activities. 

On the way home from school I enjoyed a stop at the 
post office where Dad, Mom or one of my older sisters 
would be taking care of the duties there. There was a 
small "back room" for storing wood, which held many 
more interesting things than the wood. It became a curio 
shop to me. Times were hard and cash was scarce, and 
people would often borrow a dollar, or two or five, from 
Dad (if he had it). They would leave some item of value 
as security. Some of the borrowers were from the 
reserves, and the back room would hold such things as 
snowshoes, a pipe, a rifle, shells, traps, snares, tools, 



Moving Keeling's house in Camper, 1947. 

Mrs. Harriet Henderson, Postmistress at Camper, 1920. 

Charlie Price's sawmill, Josh Jones, standing. 
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crocks and other various items. A violin and bow showed 
up consistently for years. We were never told who they 
belonged to, or why they were there, The details of the 
transaction remained confidential between borrower and 
lender. When hunting and fishing were good the people 
who borrowed money usually showed their appreciation 
with gifts of meat and fish. 

One such person needed thirty dollars urgently to buy 
a horse. He was buying it off the reserve so needed cash. 
Thirty dollars was almost a month's wage in the post of
fice at that time. However, the loan was made and paid 
back as quickly as possible. This man walked from Vogar 
to Camper to pay the last ten dollars. My mother told 
him that Dad was at Mulvihill auctioneering a sale. He 
thanked her, and walked to Mulvihill to pay the money, 
and then home to Vogar. My mother related and is still 
wondering why he didn't leave the money with herl 

Probably the most prominent recollection of the 
depression concerns the people who were commonly 
called "bums". They weren't "bums" at all, but people 
trying to find work. They had no funds to travel any 
other way. Our home was only about 500 yards from the 
grain elevator, and about the same distance from the 
water tank. The freight trains would stop for water and 
we could see the men trying to keep out of sight on our 
side of the elevator. When the train would start to move, 
they would jump on. It wasn't unusual for us to get up in 
the morning and find Mom cooking breakfast for Dad 
and one or two strangers who had "hopped off' at 
Camper. One day a girl "hopped off' at Camper. She 
wasn't much older than L She was reluctant to tell us her 
name and address, but finally she did. Dad phoned her 
mother (there was a phone in Genesloffs' store). She slept 
at our house that night, and was put promptly on the 
passenger train early the next morning. Dad had a sym
pathetic conductor friend on the train who delivered her 
to her home town. In appreciation for their concern, the 
girl's mother wrote several letters threatening to sue my 
parents for kidnapping! 

Speaking of the depression, there was nothing 
depressing about a penny's worth of jelly beans or 
peppermints you would get at Bergners' store. Fifty 
cents' worth today looks sad in comparison. 

These are a few anecdotes and impressions from my 
past. There are hundreds more which could be related, 
but for the shortage of time and space. 

Donald and I were married in 1947. We have farmed 
in the Ashern area ever since. Donald has also worked for 
the Department of Highways since 1952. I have enjoyed 
working for the Lakeshore School Division as secretary 
for the Ashern Central and Primary schools for the past 
eight years. 

We have three children: Donna, who married Gib 
Arnold, They live at Gimli, and have one small daughter, 
Kimberly. Harley married Connie Bauch from 
Moosehorn. They live in Ashern and have three small 
children, Jason, Derek and Melanie. Kathy will finish 
grade XII at Ashern Central this year, and will attend the 
University of Winnipeg next term. 

The Stefansons 
by L. Stefanson 

Eggert Stefanson and his wife Margaret were born in 
Skagfurdur Iceland. They immigrated to Canada in 



liltS?, arriving in Winnipeg in JUly. From there they went 
to Giysir, a few miles west of Riverton where took 
a homestead. They lived there for twenty-three years. 

They had a family of five boys and two girls. When 
the older boys grew up no land was available for them. 
The big decision to move to Pebble Beach was made. 
Here the three oldest bovs obtained homesteads in 1910. 
They raised cattle, horse~ and sheep. In the winter fishing 
was a fair livelihood. 

Two of the oldest boys passed away at Pebble Beach, 
preceding their father, who died in 193 L Daughter 
Margaret, who married Haldor Eiriksson, passed away 
in Vietoria in the early 20's. Dora married Stefan 
Eiriksson, she passed away at White Rock, B.C. some 
years ago. 

In the late 20's Henry, the second youngest son, took 
over the farm and in 1933 married Lydia Procher, a 
Winnipeg school teacher who taught at Pebble Beach for 
two years. In 1937 they sold the place and moved to 
Comox, B.C. They had a family of five sons. All have 
done very well at the building trade and logging industry. 
wilh the fisheries. 

Benjamin Isbister Family 
by H. Isbister 

Benjamin Isbister and wife. Margaret, and Mr. 
Isbister's son, Edgar. moved to Camper. Manitoba in the 
rail of 1914. from Birds Hill. Manitoba where he I'armed. 
He had quite a herd of stock and horses, which they 
brought with them. 

His son-in-law. Harry Potts and wife, Kate, who lived 
in Winnipeg decided to buy land across Lake Manitoba 
in 1919 for a homestead for the purpose of hunting and 
sporting and one which land Mr. Isbister built a house 
and barn 25' x 100' long. On occasion M r. Potts and wife 
would travel tG their homestead by horse and 

Mr. Isbister made hay to feed the stock on this 
property for years. Mr. Isbister located in the 
Goulbourne. Manitoba district for a short time. They 
had a family or four; Marjorie, Harry. Lorna and Lloyd. 
They finally sold their stock and moved to Winnipeg in 
1927. after which they settled in Balmoral. Manitoba, 
where he operated th~ Crystal Spring Ranch I'or many 
years. Mr. Isbister passed away in May 1939 and Mrs. 
Isbister died September 24,1969. 

James Budge 
by Jim Budge J r. 

My Uncle, John and Archie Budge came to Canada 
from Scotland in 1900. They got work in the Meadowlea 
district, building roads. and with the Canadian Pacific 
Railway laying track - this was very hard work. They 
rented some land in this district and bought some cattle 
and horses. 

Some years later, when they had saved enough 
money, they sent for the Grandparents, also Uncle Willie 
and Alex., that was in 1906. 

In 1908 Mother. Dad, my two sisters, Barbara and 
Mina and I. Jim, also Uncle Peter, came to Canada. We 
stayed at Meadowlea for a short time, later choosing a 
homestead in the Dog Lake district. This was pretty well 
bush country. It took many days to make the trip. In 
1909, Grandad's house was built, cattle and horses were 
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Mr. and Mrs. James Budge .S'!,. 

"Budges", Back mh': Jilll. Johll. Peler. ,·liex. FrOll1 TOh': Gralldad 
(Jame:,'). William. Archie. 

also purchased. The winter was spent finishing the 
buildings and taking care of the livestock. 

Mother and \'ie three children stayed on the prairie 
with Grandad and Granny, and in the spring of 1910, 
moved to Dog Lake. Travel was by horses. we also had a 
team of oxen. I n the fall of 1912 we built our house and 
moved in. There was lots of work to be done, clearing the 
land was slow, both horses and oxen were used. We had 
no cream separators in the early days, milk was placed in 
large bowls or pans to let the cream come to the top, it 
was then skimmed off, and made into butter. sold or ex-



changed for groceries at Camper, the nearest general 
store. In winter the men fished on Dog Lake, hauled the 
fish home by dog teams, in the spring they trapped 
muskrats. That is how we made a living. 

Mr. Tranter, had the post office, which was about 
three miles from our place. Mr. Monkman hauled the 
mail. This post office was closed some years later. Then 
we had nine miles to go to the post office at Camper. I 
can assure you we did not go for the mail every mail day, 
especially in the spring when the roads were bad, it was 
easy to get stuck with an empty wagon. 

After we moved to the homestead, more settlers 
arrived. A one room school was built at Dog Lake. OUf 
closest neighbor. was haifa mile away, John Gowlers and 
Bob Dyer. 

In 1914 my brother John was born and in 1917 my 
youngest sister Chris. was born. 

Entertainment was singing, we were all musical, 
played the organ, violin, mouth organ, accordion and 
piano. On Sunday nights we would go to Grandad's, he 
would read the Bible and we would sing hymns. Other 
entertainment was house parties. After the school \vas 
built dances were held in it. In the early days everyone 
worked hard. 

I recall on one of the trios from Meadowlea to Dog 
Lake, we came to a stopping place. People were very kind 
and put us up over night, and gave us supper. This night 
we had roast piglet, that is what we thought it was, it 
tasted real good, we found out later it was a skunk - one 
of the boys got quite sick when he found out what he had 
eaten. 

My oldest sister, Barbara (now Mrs. Phillip Mattern) 
lives in the Dog Lake district, brother John also lives in 
the same district. My other two sisters, Mina, now Mrs. 
W. McRae and Chrissie, (Mrs. W. Bremner live at 
Marquette, Man. I married Elizabeth Mattern in 1931, 
we lived at Dog Lake until 1935, when we moved to Peb
ble Beach district. We have five children, they all went to 
Pebble Beach School - a rural one room school. In 1960 
our youngest daughter, Faye, attended high school at 
Eriksdale, previous to that, she took some courses by 
correspondence. 

We lived close to the school and boarded the teacher 
for many years. Most only taught the one term, as the 
district was isolated, the closest town was twenty miles 
away. The school closed in 1965. 

Our family are now all grown up, married and on 
their own. Gordon lives on the farm. Alex and his wife, 
Joan, and their two daughters, live at Campbell River, 
B.e., Alex works in the Elk Falls paper mill, Betty and 
husband Jack Volk, live at Fort McMurray, Alberta. 
Allan and wife Vi, live in Winnipeg, they have four 
children. Faye and husband Raymond Mason, live in 
Winnipeg, they have three children. 

We left the farm in 1971 and moved to Ashern, where 
we are now retired, we are comfortable and are enjoying 
our new home. 

Krist jan Eiriksson 
Krist jan Eiriksson and his wife, Maria Martinsdottir, 

were born on the east coast of Iceland and came to Win
nipeg in 1886. Krist jan worked for the city a few years, 
then moved out to Lake Winnipeg and homesteaded one 
mile west of Sandy Hook until 1908. They had a family 
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of four boys, Carl, Thor, Haldor and Stefan. They then 
moved and settled on the south end of Dog Lake, later 
known as Pebble Beach, where he was Post Master. All 
the boys took up homesteads there, raised cattle and did 
commercial fishing in winter. When they settled there, 
there were no inhabitants on the east side of Dog Lake. 
To the west were Chauncy Miller and Gus Makus and 
the Pottinger family, William, Sam, Henry, Jerry and 
John. Closer to Dog Creek was the Revard family and 
Abraham McLeod, a retired employee of the Hudson's 
Bay Company. McLeod, a great axe man, hewed and 
built the first log houses in the Ashern district such as 
George Dodd, Braziers, John Hicks and Wilbert Dodd's 
house. 

Haldor Eiriksson married Margaret Stefanson and 
Stefan married Dora Stefanson in 1920. They all moved 
to the west coast, Haldor and Stefan to Victoria, the 
others went to Comox on Vancouver Island where Carl 
and Thor were employed in bush work and summer 
fishing. In 1922 Haldor's wife, Margaret passed away. 
Haldor then moved to Comox with the two children. His 
second marriage was to Elsie Malcom in 1936. They had 
two children, now both married. Haldor was much 

Krisljan Eiriksson Family. 

Sam, Oli and Kn:,s Eiriksson, 1938. 



sought after to guide American tourists and was an 
acknowledged fisherman. Haldor passed away in 1958. 
After the thirties Carl, Thor and their parents moved to 
Campbell River where they guided tourists for Painter 
Lodge. The place was recognized as the greatest Tye 
salmon area in the world. As guides they were normally 
booked a year or two in advance. They were recognized 
as top Tye fishermen and wildlife conservationists. After 
they retired, Thor took up wood carving as a hobby. 
Most of the carving is kept in the museum in Campbell 
River. Maria passed away in 1941, Krist jan in 1951, Carl 
in 1969 and Thor in 1970. 

The J. D. Miller Family 
by Lorna Simon 

The following is the story of my parents who 
pioneered in the Dog Lake District. 

In May of 1911, John D. Miller arrived here with his 
wife Beatrice. She was expecting me at the time. They 
had a young daughter Edith, who was three years old. 

At that time there was only a freight train, with no 
coach. Dad brought a few cattle and their furniture and 
Mother and Edith had to ride in the box car. They were 
quite comfortable, as Dad had fixed a place for them in 
the one end. The hard part came after they arrived at 
Camper. There was a lot of water that spring, and Dad 
had been advised to have his car unloaded on a ridge a 
mile south of Camper, which he did at the cost of 10 
dollars for a ten minute stop. My Dad's younger brother, 
Donald, was there waiting for them, and men who were 
on the train pitched in and helped unload. Those were the 
good old days, when people helped when they saw they 
were needed. ' 

Dad stayed to look after their belongings, and my un
cle drove Mother to the Nelson farm eight miles west of 
Camper. Mrs. Nelson was Dad's sister. The conveyance 
was a wagon drawn by a team of oxen. They got stuck in 
a mud hole a short distance from the Nelsons. By that 
time it was dark, and they had to walk. Mother said she 
was tired and felt like crying. She regretted leaving Win
nipeg. 

They stayed with the Nelson family until Dad had a 
house built on their own homestead. 

However money ran short and Dad returned to Win
nipeg to work. Mother stayed until September, then she 
went in. At that time there was no regular train schedule 
so my aunt drove Mother to Camper. When they got 
there, there was no place for her to stay to wait for the 
train. A store had been built, but it was not open. For
tunately some men came by on a hand car, and Mother 
knew one of them Mr. Tranter. He and his wife had a 
farm a few miles south of our place and they had the post 
office called Tranter. The men said they thought the train 
had gone north, and they offered to take Mother and 
Edith on the hand car to Ashern. They stayed at the hotel 
until the next day when the train finally arrived from the 
north. 

I was born in October and when a month old the 
family returned to begin farming in earnest. There were 
many years of hard work ahead for Mother and Dad. 
Land was cleared by hand and broken with oxen and a 
walking plow. 

Mother said she often cried and thought they 
wouldn't make it, but Dad would say, "Never mind Bea, 
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Breaking lal/d 1911-11, 

J. D. Miller hOllie, 

someday you will see the grain waving like waves on the 
water." She said she thought of what he said years later, 
when she saw the wheat blowing in the wind. 

Farming was new for Mother and she told us some of 
the funny things she did. Once Dad and our neighbor, 
Mr. Denning, went out hunting. They were away for a 
few days. Dad had left what he thought was enough loose 
hay for Mother to feed the cattle but she ran short. She 
saw that the stack was cut straight down, but didn't know 
how it was done. There was a cross cut saw hanging on 
the barn, so she and Mrs. Denning tried to saw the hay 
with it. Needless to say they hadn't much luck. Dad came 
home that day so the cattle didn't go hungry, and they all 
had a good laugh. 

Elk were plentiful and the men enjoyed hunting and 
bringing home their winter supply of meat. They hunted 
several miles east of Camper. They also brought home 
tales of their hunt. Once when Dad was hunting with his 
brother, Robert, they spotted a deer. They both raised 
their guns and shot. Dad said, "Ha, I got it", and my un
cle said, "What do you mean you got it. You didn't even 
shoot". Dad said, "You were the one who didn't shoot." 
However, when they got to the deer, both had hit their 
mark. They had fired at the same moment. 

There were sorrows too. George, another brother of 
Dad's, lived on the next farm east of our place, and one 
winter their house burned and they lost everything. One 
little girl was almost lost in the fire. The foHowing year 
the same little girl got diphtheria and died. One of the 
Nelson's daughters, Edith, also died from it. 

There were happy times as well. Like the Dog Lake 
picnics, which were held on the 1st of July, until Ashern 
started holding theirs on that day. Everyone dressed in 
their best. We girls usually had new dresses which we 
saved to wear for the first time that day. Big lunches were 



packed, and were eaten with relations and friends. There 
were races for all, even the Moms and Dads, also a horse 
race. That was exciting, and all the Mothers would be 
hustling around seeing that we children stayed out of the 
way. There was always a dance after the picnic and they 
were held in the school. until the school board decided 
there was too much wear and tear, and wouldn't allow 
dances. Then they were held either in the Richter homes 
or our place. There was no admission charged and the 
musicians were not paid - they just took turns at play
ing. The ladies supplied the luneh, and everyone was hap
py. 

For years Mother and Dad had New Years' dances, 
and how they worked - Dad fixing stable room and fill-

mangers for the guests' horses as there were no cars 
in those days. Then he would heir Mother move out fur
niture to make as much room as possible for dancing. 
The heater was taken out just before the guests arrived. 

Mother always had plenty of home made bread baked 
for sandwiches also several cakes, and some of the ladies 
would bring cakes as well. There had to be a lot of lunch. 
Everyone was welcome, and the house was always filled. 
They didn't have to worry about music. Whoever had a 
musical instrument, brought it along, and we had an 
organ, and there was always someone who could chord, if 
Mother was busy. Fred Richter and Jimmy Budge were 
two r remember, who contributed a lot with their violins. 
The older folks would gather in the kitchen, some would 
rlay cards or just chat. 

Once my Mother's Uncle. Ben Isbester was there. He 
was a wonderful violin player. 1\0 one could keep their 
feet still when he played, and this time, he started playing 
a jig. There were a few who knew how to dance the jig in
cluding his wife. Everything stopped in the living room 
and they crowded into the kitchen. Those who couldn't 
get in were standing on chairs looking over shoulders. 

The Dog Lake School was opened in July, 1912 and 
the teacher was a Miss B. M. Grimm. Her salary was 
50 dollars per month. The attendance was 21 pupils. 

In 1919 Mother and Dad were blessed with a son. He 
was named Melville Duncan, and in 1925 another son 
was born. They named him Harold Ross. Both boys grew 
up and were in the 2nd world war. 

Harold was only 16 years old when he joined up. He 
returned with no mishap, but Melville had a narrow es
cape. He was on a barge crossing the English Channel 
when the barge was torpedoed, and he was hit by nying 
debris. A rescue boat took them to France, and the day 
after he was taken back to England. We got a telegram 
that he was missing. About three weeks later we got 
another saying he was in a hospital and was recovering. 

Dad passed away May 2nd, 1945, on his birthday, 
and before the boys returned. A couple of years before he 
died, he bought the Nelson homestead from Mrs. West
fall. He wanted to have a farm for each of the boys when 

returned. Melville and Hilda are still living on it. 
The boys married Schindle sisters, Hilda and Minnie. 

Melville and Hilda have two boys and a daughter. The 
children all live in Winnipeg. Harold and Minnie had 
three daughters, but tragedy struck them too. Debbie was 
hit by a car and killed instantly. Their other daughters 
are married and live in Edmonton. 

Harold sold our old homestead to Milton Otto, and 
he and his wife are living in Winnipeg. 
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In 1934 Edith married Howard Sanderson, and they 
resided in Moosehorn for a few years. Howard (Sandy) 
managed Bill Zutz's creamery there. In 1938 he bought 
the Camper Hotel. After a few years he sold it and rented 
the Arborg Hotel. During that time, while on a holiday in 
Florida, they found a motel that was for sale, and they 
bought it. They lived there until 1959, when Edith passed 
away suddenly. 

In 1973 Mother passed away at the age of 87. 
In closing to complete the family history, I, Lorna 

married Fern Simon. We have three children, two girls 
and a boy. Valerie married Garry Lind and Edith 
married Kenneth Peterson. I van is still unmarried. He 
fulfilled his desire, one he had from when he was a small 
boy, to be an RCMP Constable. He is stationed in 
Saskatchewan. 

Valerie's husband is in the Canadian Forces, and they 
are stationed in Germany. Fern and I have just returned 
from a six week visit with them. It was quite an ex
perience for neither of us had ever flown and we both en
joyed it. It was very interesting to see other countries and 
their way of living. We went to Paris, and were up in the 
famous Eiffel tower. We also went to Switzerland. It is 
beautiful even in winter, and the Rhine Falls are a 
big tourist attraction. 

On Sunday we drove into France, and went to the top 
of a mountain, where the Germans had a concentration 
camp, when they occupied that part of France. It is a 
tourist attraction, and much of it is as it was. A grim 
reminder of the horrors of war. The gas chamber was a 
short distance from the camp, but we had seen enough to 
depress us, so we didn't go to see it. 

Walter Myers 
by Ruth Arnold 

Walter Myers arrived at Dog Lake, in the early 
1900's, with his father George and brother Earl. They 
owned a steam engine-powered sawmill. During the 
summer, their neighbors would bring logs to them to be 
cut. During the winter, they would move the entire opera
tion to what is now called "Myers Lake". This move was 
necessary, because water from the lake could be used for 
the steam engine to cut logs from the surrounding area. 
The move from Dog Lake to Myers Lake would take a 
day with oxen, starting at 4:00 in the morning. 

The boys and their father continued with their 
nomadic way of life until 1917. The entire year of 1917 
was extremely dry, and fires were a commom sight. That 
year the camp at Myers Lake burnt down. In July of that 
year George Myers passed away. 

Threshing near Camper with stealll engine. Early 1900·s. 



Steam engine at Myer's Lake. The opera/or is believed to he 1141'. KOII~c1l1/all. 

Dog Lake piCllic. Original /iol1leslead of George Myers Ileal' Dog Lake. 

Corduroying a road near Camper. Hauling lumber across Myer's Lake, 
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In August 1917, Walter married Alvina Schultz, 
eldest daughter of John and Minnie Schultz, who 
homesteaded near Camper. They were married in the 
minister's house. 

That fall, Walter and Earl decided to return to Myers 
Lake. Like all new brides, Alvina refused to be left alone 
all winter, and stated she was going with them. They sold 
all their livestock except one cow, which John Schultz 
said he would care for, and again headed for the lake. 

When they arrived at the former campsite, they had 
to sleep in the open until wood could be cut to build 
shelters. These shacks were crudely built and offered lit
tle protection from the elements. Alvina became cook for 
the crew, which averaged seventeen men, and quite often 
additional farmers brought in their own logs. Vegetables 
could not be kept throughout the winter, and a main 
staple was frozen potatoes. These had to be cooked in 
their jackets and later peeled. Alvina would have to get 
up early every day and bake fresh bread. As the camp 
could only be kept going during the winter, when the 
ground was frozen, towards spring, a double shift had to 
work in order to finish before the thaw. Alvina found 
herself constantly cooking meals. After doing the supper 
dishes, she would catch a nap before starting breakfast 
for the second crew. Just before the spring thaw, the 
wood would be taken across the lake by horse-drawn 
sleighs to Camper and Dog Like area. 

In the spring of 1918, Alvina, Walter and Earl, 
returned to the Dog Lake homestead. Again they set up 
the saw mill and cut lumber for their neighbors and 
farmed. Since the men, who helped, brought their own 
lunches, Alvina, now pregnant, was able to take it easy 
compared to the work the winter before. In July 1918, 
their daughter Frances was born. 

That fall, Walter decided to return with Earl to the 
mill at Myers Lake. Alvina decided to stay home th'is 
time as the shacks there offered no protection for a new
born baby. Although the men now had to cook for 
themselves, Walter would return home regularly for fresh 
baked bread. Besides keeping up with the baking, Alvina 
had to care for the cattle and pigs, which were kept at this 
time. 

Winter seemed to last forever that year. Alvina 
remembers that wolves were so plentiful that the govern
ment placed a $2.00 bounty on their ears. The Budge 
boys would go out onto the lake with their hounds and 
kill wolves for the bounty. During the summers, there 
was the Dog Lake picnic and baseball games for enter
tainment, but during the winter, everything was pretty 
well isolated. Dances and concerts were held at Dog Lake 
and Edison Schools, but with a baby, and her husband 
away Alvina rarely attended. 

Walter and Earl continued to keep the camp at Myers 
Lake going for another three or four years. During this 
time, Walter's second daughter, Nettie, was born in May 
1920. Walter found that his being away every winter was 
a strain on his family, so he gave up the camp at Myers 
Lake. After that, Bob Miller started up a smaller sawmill 
in the same area. 

From then, until 1928, they continued to farm at Dog 
Lake. They then used the steam engine to power a 
separator, and threshed grain for their neighbors. During 
this time, their daughter Ruth and son George, were 
born. In 1923. Ea'rlleft Dog Lake and returned to Ohio, 
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where he lived until his death in September 10, 1969. His 
wife, Thelma, still lives in Maplewood, Ohio. 

In 1928, when George was a year old, they sold the 
homestead and moved to Winnipeg. Mr. Simon bought 
the homestead for his son, Joe, who was married to Tina 
Kawaleski. 

Walter got a job as an engineer at the Radio Oil 
Refinery in East Kildonan. With a wife and four children 
and rent to pay, his salary of $90.00 monthly was con
sidered a fortune. Their youngest daughter Jessie, (Betty) 
was born in 1930, after which, Walter got a job at Sim
mons Bedding. Even after Betty was born, the family 
would return to Camper and Walter would thresh grain 
for his former neighbors. During one of these summers 
the steam engine blew up and had to be replaced. Walter 
purchased a gas engine in Eriksdale, and, after several 
repairs to it, managed to finish his commitments. Even
tually both the remains of the steam engine and the gas 
engine were sold for scrap. However, before this sale, 
parts of both were salvaged by farmers in the area to 
keep their own machines operational. Carl Schultz, 
Alvina's brother, uses a wheel from the old steamer as a 
water trough on his farm west of Camper. 

Walter continued to work at Simmons Bedding as an 
engineer until he was stricken with cancer and passed 
a way in 1950. Alvina, at the age of seventy-eight, still 
keeps up the home they purchased on Jamison Ave. 

Frances married Gene Goings and lives in Port 
Jefferson, Ohio. Port Jefferson is only a few miles away 
from Kenton, where her father, Walter, was born. Her 
daughter Betty Ann lives nearby in Sidney. 

Nettie is married to Tom Kane and lives in Los 
Angeles, California. They have four children, Ernie, 
Tommy, Carol and Janet. 

Ruth married William Dreilich whose parents also 
homesteaded near Camper. They live in Winnipeg and 
have a daughter Elaine. 

George married Astrid Annas and lives in Winnipeg. 
They have six children, Stewart, Walter, Robert, 
Heather, Ellen and Kenneth. Walter and Stewart are 
both married, and Walter has made Alvina a great 
grandmother, with his two sons. 

Betty is married to Dick Cain, and they live at Win
nipeg Beach. They have six children, Ruth, Janet, 
Arthur, Joey, Richard and Catherine. Their daughter, 
Ruth is married to William Arnold, whose parents 
homesteaded near Ashern, and is a grandson to Irene 
Gowler, who still resides there. 

The Overeem Homestead 
by Fred W. Overeem 

My father, John C. Overeem, was born in Soest, 
Holland in 1883. He came to Winnipeg, Canada about 
1907. He worked for a market gardener and for an un
dertaker for about three years. He sent for my mother 
from Hilversum, Holland. They were married in Win
nipeg. I was born in 1911 and shortly after that, they, 
with a group of friends and relatives moved to Dog Lake 
about nine miles west of Ashern where each one had high 
hopes of proving up a homestead. A free quarter section 
of land would belong to each one for living on it and im
proving it for five years. No one realized the hard, hard 
work and hardship they would have to endure. The site 



my parents had is the present home of Mrs. E. Car
bonneau. 

When they arrived they used tents as a temporary 
shelter and helped one another until cabins were built. 
Land had to be cleared and broken with teams of oxen 
which had to be broken before they could be used. 
Stumps and stones were abundant and had to be removed 
before anything could be planted. Every time the land 
was ploughed there would be more stones. Many times 
when we had to go to Ashern, we would leave early in the 
morning and come home late at night. The wagon would 
get stuck along the way and we would have to go after it 
the next day, when the horses or oxen had a night's rest. 

Wells had to be dug. The first well that was dug on 
our place did not provide enough water. Some man told 
my father that he could point out a place where there 
would be water so when the weather got too cold to do 
farm work, the man picked a spot and told Dad the 
number of feet down to dig and he would find water. One 
of the neighbors came to help with the arduous task. A 
man would be in the well chipping with a pick and shovel 
until he got a pail fulL Then the other one would turn a 
windlass to bring the pail to the top to be emptied and let 
down again. Sometimes dynamite was used to blast 
through rock. Usually the first thing in the morning they 
would dip out any water that had seeped in during the 
night. One morning as they were dipping the water out it 
seemed to seep in just as fast as they were dipping. They 
decided to mark the level of the water and wait awhile. 
When they looked again the water had risen several in
ches. Gradually the water kept rising until it finally 
overflowed. I can remember the mound of ice that ac
cumulated over the well in the winter. Dad would chop a 
hole in the top of the mound and the water would squirt 
through like a fountain. Later a pump was installed and a 
hole was dug alongside the well and a large box with a 
cover was placed in the hole and fastened to the well. 
Cream cans were placed in the box in the summer to keep 
cool. A ditch was dug to allow excess water to flow away 
and keep the water level the same. 

A church was built of logs by the settlers on property 
that was donated by the Postma family. Before this time 
services were held in individual homes. Blocks of wood 
with a board nailed on top were used for pews. There was 
no pastor. The men of the group took turns reading a 
Dutch sermon or from the scriptures and Dutch Psalms 
were sung. After the church was built, on rare occasions a 
pastor would come from Winnipeg for Communion and 
Baptisms. 

I believe picnics were held about once a year on what 
we called "Picnic Ridge" and also at Dog Lake. Games 
were played, races run and prizes awarded. Sometimes 
the prize was an orange which was a rare treat. There 
were no picnic tables so everyone sat on the ground to 
enjoy their dinner. 

Doors were not locked in those days. No one had to 
worry about things being taken. In the first place there 
wasn't very much to take. It was particularly important 
to leave the doors unlocked in the winter in case someone 
needed shelter. It was not unusual to wake up in the morn· 
ing to find company with us. There were times when 
some enterprising youngster took advantage of this fact. 
I remember the time one of my cousins let a pig in the 
home of a neighbor while they were gone for the day. The 
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pig crawled under the bed for a snooze. When the people 
came home, they undressed and climbed into bed where 
their stay was slightly shorter than they had anticipated. 

Two more children were born to my parents while we 
lived at Dog Lake. Gertrude and Neal. We lived there un
til 1919. If the life at Dog Lake was hard for the men, it 
was especially hard for the women. My folks decided that 
moving farther south might be considerably easier for 
both. We moved to Racine, Wisconsin where my mother 
died one week later. 

Jack Pruden 
by L. Simon 

Another person I must mention is Jack Pruden. He 
was a member of our family for seven years. When he 
was ten he came to our farm for his summer holidays. 
While he was there his mother passed away, so he stayed 
on with us and went to Dog Lake School. 

Jack is very much like a brother to me. It was during 
the war, when he first came, I had quit work and gone 
home to help, as Dad was in poor health. One winter he 
was not able to do any work from October until 
February, and if it had not been for Jack, I couldn't have 
managed. He helped me with chores after school and we 
hauled hay on Saturdays. Dad had around seventy head 
of cattle, and it was impossible to hire help. 

Jack's two younger brothers, Ralph, 7, and George, 
4, were staying with my sister Edith and before their 
\1other died, she asked her to keep them, which she and 
Howard (Sandy) did until they moved to Florida. By that 
time Ralph was working in the Arborg Bank and he 
chose to stay. He later left the bank and has been work
ing for Campbells soup, where he has worked himself to 
personnel manager in one of their plants in Ontario. 

George went to Florida with the Sandersons and after 
Edith died, he married a there, and moved back to 
Canada. They live in Edmonton. 

Jack has done well. After he left our home he worked 
for the C.N.R. He took an engineer's course and passed 
with a mark of 98. He worked on the trains for a while, 
but his am bitions didn't stop. He started a window clean
ing business in Edmonton, which did so well he took in 
his son, another brother Ken and a friend, and they 
formed a company. Jack is the president. They have ex
panded into many other fields and have many people 
working for them. 

Jack is married to a very nice girl and they have five 
sons and a daughter. 

Mr. and Mrs. Carl (Charlie) Richter 
Mr. Richter came to Dog Lake District in 1909 and 

took up homesteading, bringing his family out the next 
year. At the time they had five children. Two more were 
born on the homestead. 

Mrs. Richter's mother, Mrs. Schultz and her brother 
Henry came from Niverville to the homestead by box 
car, and farmed in the Dog Lake District for many years. 

Mr. Richter purchased a steam engine, threshing 
machine and saw mill. He spent much of his time doing 
custom work with this machinery. This helped them 
greatly to make their living. 

The family grew up and farmed in the same district, 
but eventually moved away except Bill who still makes 
his home in the area. They farmed until 1936 when M r. 



Richter passed away. Mrs. Richter then moved to Win
nipeg until 1940 when her mother Mrs. Schultz passed 
away. She then moved back to Ashern where she spent 
the remainder of her days until her passing in 1950. 

Mrs. Richter's brother, Henry Schultz lived with 
Mrs. Schultz till her death, then went to live with Fred 
and Ella Richter in Winnipeg for a number of years. 

Due to Ella's ill health, Henry now lives with Bob and 
Diane Dyck (Fred Richter's youngest daughter and her 
husband). 

Constant and Anna-Marie Simon 
by Mrs. Marie Schwitek 
(nee Simon) 

Mr. Constant Simon was born in France in 1880 and 
emigrated to Canada in 1903, settling in Rathwell, 
Manitoba, where a farmhand job awaited him, pre
arranged by friends who had emigrated before him. 

He worked for a farmer who also owned the town 
hotel. Dad purchased a 20 acre parcel of land, which he 
also farmed. 

Mrs. Constant Simon (Miss Anne-Marie Bernicot) 
was born in 1885 in Brest, France, and emigrated to 
Canada with her sister Jeanne and three brothers, Yves, 
Louis and Jean, in 1906. 

She worked as a waitress in a hotel in St. Boniface 
but disliking city life, left to work in the Rathwell hotel. 
It was there that she met Dad, and they were married in 
Notre Dame de Lourdes. They lived in the Rathwell area 
for approximately two years, during which time, their 
first son Joseph was born. 

During this same period, 160 acre homesteads were 
a vailable to settlers for ten dollars, which appealed to 
many of the immigrants. So Dad, along with his brother
in-law and friends, took homesteads in the Dog Lake 
District in the summer of 1909. 

Dad built his shanty and stable in the summer of 
1910. I n September, he moved his wife and son, accom
panied by her sister, along with three horses and three 
cows, by wagon, cross-country from Rathwell to Dog 
Lake stopping only to lodge for the night, with farmers 
along the route. 

During the winter of 1910-1911, Dad and his brother
in-law, Mr. Yves Bernicot fished for a living. Their catch 
from Dog Lake consisted of two sleigh boxes of fish 

CUlling wheal wilh binder. Mr. C. Simon. ,,,,Ii. Holmes (Dog Lake 
School leacher). Joe Simon. (13 yr.) Yield 40 bus. per acre. 
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which they delivered to Oak Point, the then most 
northern interlake limit of the railroad. I n lieu, of cash, 
their fish catch was traded for groceries and other 
supplies. 

The wildlife was plentiful and hunting good, so for the 
first few years, the Simon family's protein diet, consisted 
almost entirely of wild meat. 

The Simon family spent a brief time in the shanty, 
during which time, I Marie, their second child was born 
in the spring of 1911. Spring break-up arrived early that 
year, and Dad on the first day of spring, drove with horse 
and buggy, seven miles to Camper to fetch a mid-wife. 
The journey was very trying; many times he had to drive 
through water that reached the axle of the buggy. 

That same spring, he built a little log house in which 
they lived for the next seven years. During those seven 
years, two sons were born, Fernand in 1913 and Victor in 
1916. 

In the autumn of 1918, they moved from the little log 
house to the house which still stands today. 

Coming from a land well steeped in Culture, to an 
almost primitive environment, compounded by a 
language barrier, Mother found life in those early years 
very lonely and difficult and like many others, shed many 
a tear. 

Mother died on December 22, 1938 at the age of fifty
three. Dad died on April 25, 1964 at the age of eighty
four. 

A Few Recollections of Pebble Beach 
by Nellie Whitfield 

Pebble Beach is a district situated on the south end of 
Dog Lake, some fifteen miles west of Mulvihill. It is a 
cattle country, although some grain was grown in the 
earlier years. There were meadows, bush and small lakes 
in it. 

The first settlers were the George Pottinger family. 
Mr. Pottinger came from the Shetland Islands in 
Scotland, and had five or six sons. They brought cattle 
and horses with them when they came to Pebble Beach. 
This would be in the early 1900's. 

I can recall Mrs. Bill Pottinger telling me they could 
go by boat, all the way to Oak Point, without getting out 
of it. 

The district soon filled up with settlers, nearly every 
quarter section of land was taken up. 

The Pebble Beach school was built in 1915. It was 
built by free labor, by the men of the district. Bill 
Carrigan made the foundation with field stones. Mr. 
Hanson painted the building. The first teacher was Joe. 
Erickson. Children from the Tennyson district attended 
this school until a school was built in their district. This 
school was built by John Whitfield and it burned down in 
1926, it was rebuilt in the same year by Mr. Whitfield, his 
son Harry and Wm. Wilson. 

By 1930 quite a few families had moved away, and to
day few remain. 

Entertainment was mainly school concerts, dances, 
box-socials, and visiting neighbors. Music was supplied 
by anyone able to play an instrument. 

* * * 
In 1917 I came to Pebble Beach district with my 

grandparents, at the age of five. We lived in Fred Law
tons place until he returned from the war in 1918, we then 



moved to our own place I attended Pebble Beach 
school. I had to walk two and a half miles through the 
bush. In 1967 I moved into Ashern, where I now make 
my home. I enjoy being able to take in many of the social 
activities. 

These Stories were submitted 
by Mrs. E. Westfall 

Dog Lake 
The picnics there were the most popular in the early 

days before good roads were built. They were held at t~e 
Oak grove, which is on the McQuigge farm. The mam 
events were; boating on the lake, horse racing, baseball, 
which was played for sport, not competition, of course, 
the usual races and stunts. The women baked and 
prepared food for days, everyone was fed, like one big 
family, on tables under the trees. The high light of the 
day, was the peanut scramble, for we kids. Daddy 
Henderson, post master at Camper, always gave us one 
and how we would scram ble, as we saw peanuts just twice 
a year, the first of July and Christmas. 

Roy and Ethel Westfall 
The first years of our married life we lived in the 

U.S.A., where Roy worked for the Great Northern 
Railway, later for the owner of a Cabaret. Our first two 
children were born in St. Paul, Minn., Marguerite (Mrs. 
V. Simon) and Una, now Mrs. Art. Bergner. As Roy 
worked nights, seven days a week, he did not see the 
children enough, so we decided to come back to Canada 
and try farming, which we did in 1925. We lived on 
rented farms until 1937, when we bought a farm near the 
school, as we then had four daughters, all going to 
school. 

Roy drove a cream truck in the area for twelve years, 
working for Emil Kurbis of Ashern. 

Our other two daughters are, Alice and Florence. 
We sold the farm to Fred Arnold in 1966, and retired. 

Mixing cement for new house. Left to right: Ethel. Roy's mother. 
brother Leo, 
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Roy and Ethel Westfall, 1937, 

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Eisnor 
Moved to Camper from Weyburn, Saskatchewan, 

where Uncle Harold had a blacksmith shop. They built a 
shop on the homestead west of Camper. Later he worked 
for the C.N. Railway on the Band B gang. 

Aunt Mary had talent for singing. She played the 
organ and auto harp. Her renditions of the old ballads 
were always in demand at house parties. 

They lived in a house by the side of the road, as the 
saying goes, A friend to man. People who came from 
Dog Lake always stopped for tea. 

Mrs, H. Eisnor. Harold Eisnor, 



Mr. and Mrs. James Budge Jr .. Golden Wedding Day. 

James Budge Jr. 
James Budge and his wife, Alexina and their three 

children came with the senior Budges to settle on his own 
homestead. Alexina was our Sunday school teacher, and 
an inspiration to all who knew her. Their home was the 
boarding place for the local school teachers for many 
years. Two children were born at Dog Lake, John and 
Christina. 

Mr. and Mrs. H. Kerbrat 
Mr. Kerbrat, a quiet fellow enjoyed a good joke. Mrs. 

Kerbrat, when the chance came, to get one .on him. She 
had a wonderful sparkling personality and "True 
French" when it came to culinary art. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gable 
The first homesteaders to build a big barn with a hay

loft, where in later years the Russelites held their conven
tion and baptismal services. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Miller 
The first ones in the area to have a piano. Mrs. Miller 

taught her eldest son and daughter to play, therefore, 
their home was the place for a sing-song, usually a "taffy
pull" went with it, which was a lot of fun. 

Mrs. Miller was a good instigator for parlor games, 
and she knew many. 

Mr. Miller was an avid hunter, could make a very tas
ty wild duck soup. 

John Gowler 
A Manitoban, married Christine Dyer, my mothers 

sister - a venturesome fellow and a live wire. He took 
off for the Yukon with the gold rush of 1898. Two of their 
three children were born there, Earl and Bernice. Upon 
their return, the beginning of the Nineteenth Century, 
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Uncle Johnnie and Robert Dyer set out by sled and doa 
team in search of more adventure finding homesteads i; 
the Dog Lake area. 

Uncle Johnnie was a good hunter, he loved the life in 
the wilderness. It took a couple of years for him to eke 
out a horne for the family. In 1908 they moved to their 
homestead. 

Aunt Tena was a very efficient person, she had a 
special kna~k for doing things. She could make a simple 
meal look hke a banquet, and a plain frock, an attractive 
dress. Their home was the place where prayer meetings 
were held. In later years, the Evangelist, Watson Argue, 
spent his holidays there. 

In 1911 when the school was built, Uncle Johnnie 
took the two children to and from school by dog sled (in 
the winter). He was a familiar figure in his coon skin 
coat, with a bright red sash. 

He was the first one in the area to have an old 
fashioned threshing machine. The twine was cut and the 
sheaves spread by hand on the feeder, and the straw was 
carried away on a canvas belt with slats, and had to be 
taken from the machine with forks. Threshing fifty 
bushels of grain was a big thing in those days. 

The farm is presently owned by Bill. Schwitek. 

Mr. Robert Dyer 
Mr. Dyer settled on his homestead in 1907, in a little 

log cabin with a thatched roof, the proverbial elk horns 
over the door, and snow shoes on the wall. 

When we arrived there in the spring of 1911, we all 
slept in that little 12 x 14 cabin. Dad built bunks on the 
walls like shelves, three tiers of them, hay for a mattress. 
One rainy April night I was put in an upper bunk, I could 
feel something damp and began to cry. Of course I was 
told the usual thing, but what ever it was, I was very 
frightened. Uncle Bob carne to my rescue, he lit the 
lantern and what do you think it was? a batch of baby 
mice. To this day I have a horror of the hairless things. 

When the weather got warmer we lived in a tent, until 
a two story house was built. 

There was lots of game and fish. The fish were so 
plentiful in the lake, when there was a strong north-west 
wind, the waves would wash the fish onto the beach. 

Uncle Bob loved to sing and recite, his favorite poems 
by Robert Service. His speciality, The Cremation of Sam 
McGee. 

John (Jock) Budge is the present owner of this farm. 

Miss Geneva Rowan 
Came from Miniota, taught school in the area for 

over twenty years. Taught Dog Lake school from 1932 to 
1950. She was loved and respected by her pupils and all 
who knew her. She contributed a lot to the community. 
Her Christmas school concerts were always looked 
forward to with pleasure, she had many remarkable ones. 
Later married a local fellow, Mr. Jack Mattern. They 
lived on a farm and she walked six miles to and from 
school. 

Mr. nnd Mrs. Swan Nelson 
A quiet couple, loved to have visitors and very kind to 

everyone. Well I remember the first year we lived at Dog 
Lake, we were lonely as we had been used to having a lot 
of playmates around our former horne in Saskatchewan. 



Swan Nelson's homestead, 1915. 

Nelsons had a phonograph, one of those with a big horn 
and cylinder records, an Edison. 

One evening we were sitting out doors, a beautiful 
moon light, calm evening, listening to the call of the 
Whip-Poor-Will when, out of the blue, came the wonder
ful sound of music Nelson's had opened their window 
and put the phonograph horn out, hoping to share their 
entertainment with others, and they did. The music was a 
recording of "Over The Waves" played by a brass band. 
It was a thrilling experience for us. 

To me, the Aria, is still the most beautiful in the 
world. 

The homestead was sold to D. Westfall in 1920, the 
present owner is M. Miller. 

Mr. and Mrs. R. Kawaleski 
A very progressive and entertaining family. Mrs. 

Kawaleski must have a "green thumb" her house plants 
were always beautifuL Her leisure time was spent at the 
spinning wheel, and reading her bible. 

I will never forget Mr. Kawaleski's kindness to my 
sister Una, she was about thirteen at the time. She was 
sent to fetch the cows for milking, and lost her way and 
became frightened, she was clever enough to climb a tree, 
where she spent a few hours before he heard her crying. 
Mr. Kawaleski searched until he found her and brought 
her home. 

One oftheir grandsons, Vernon, is in the R.C.M.P. 

Mr. and Mrs. C. Richter 
Richter's were well known for their hospitality and 

entertaining. Mr. Richter and the eldest son, Fred, 
played the violin. They had a large home and it was the 
scene of many happy parties. 

Slaughtering time was the annual big "B" day, when 
the neighbors would get together, slaughter four to five 
hogs a couple of beers, make sausage, render the fat all 
in the same day. They would have a gay time dancing 
before leaving for home. 

Mrs. Richter was famous for her dill pickles, she 
made them by the barrel fulL And today, it is considered 
a compliment to have our old friends say "Your pickles 
taste like Mrs. Richter's". 

Mr. George Myers and sons, 
W alter and Earl 

The only Americans in the district. They owned a 
saw-mill which was set up half a mile south of the Dog 
Lake school, just at the turn of the creek. "Believe it or 
not" there was timber in the area in those days large 
enough for saw-logs. 
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Later, when folks began growing grain they bought a 
big steamengine and threshing machine which they used 
commercially until leaving the farm. 

Douglas Webster is the present owner of this farm. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jundt 
Mrs. Jundt was a Hoffman before her marriage. She 

had a lovely voice, when she left the house to fetch the 
cows or pick berries she would sing so her little son 
would know where she was. A real pleasure to hear her. 
We got many a reprimand for listening instead of picking 
when it was berry time. Berries were plentiful, one could 
pick a water pail of wild straberries in a short time. 

Homesteaders at Dog Lake 1911 
The Budge Family 

Mr. and Mrs. James Budge Sr., and their five sons 
came to Canada from the Orkney Islands. Their 
hospitality was known far and wide. They were fondly 
referred to as "Nanny and Grandad" and the "Boys". 

Standing: Mrs. Barbara Mal/ern, Dorothy Schwitek. Sitting: James 
Budge Jr .. James Budge Sr .. Pal Schwilek (Geisler). 

Mr. and Mrs. James Budge Sr. Sons: John, William. Archie and 
Peter. 



The Rawleigh-man, as we called them in those days, 
arrived at the Budge home early one morning. Nanny 
and Grandad were up, as their bedroom was down stairs. 
He was invited to "bide awhile" and have breakfast with 
them. Nanny called up the stairway, "Boys you must 
rise we have a guest". The Rawleigh-man was surprised 
when the "boys" turned out to be three grey haired men, 
John, William and Archie. 

In the early days they raised horses, as well as farm
ing. Later on raised and trained "Wolf hounds". Many 
an exciting chase they had on Dog Lake. 

Mr. and Mrs. C. Simon 
A mischievous pair, full of life and laughter. Mrs. 

Simon, a neat and tidy woman, her home always guest 
fresh. It was a pleasure to drop in for a visit. She liked to 
play cards and was a very good partner, but an opponent 
to be wary of. Mr. Simon could be found at all times, 
where the action was - ball games, horse shoe games, 
card games or dances. 

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gray 
My father, John T. Gray, came from Wingham, On

tario, on the harvest excursion, to work near Portage la 
Prairie - Poplar Point, to be exact. There he met, and 
married my mother, Barbara Ann Dyer. Daughter of the 
village blacksmith John Dyer. 

John Dyer came to Canada from the Orkney Islands, 
he got work with the Hudson's Bay Company, his wife, 

Mr. alld Mrs. J. T. Gray (wedding). 1894. 
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Eliza Inkster, was born at Little Britan, near Seven 
Oaks. She was baptized in the historical St. Andrew's 
Anglican Church in the 1850's. The first years of their 
marriage, they lived at High Bluff, they moved to On
tario and lived there for a short time before moving to 
Govan, Saskatchewan. They farmed there until 1910, 
when after three successive years of being hailed out, as 
well as misfortune with their horses, an outbreak of 
glanders struck, and many horses had to be destroyed. 
They sold the farm and came back to Manitoba. 

Dad was handy with carpenter tools, so he tried that 
for awhile. There was a need for anyone with carpenter 
ability among the homesteaders. 

So it was decided to move to Dog Lake district, where 
my mother's sister, Mrs. Gowler and her brother Robert 
Dyer had settled. They loaded up the bob sleigh with 
some lumber, a cast iron cook stove, chest of drawers, a 
rocking chair, boxes of bedding, clothing, cooking uten
sils, carpenter tools etc., and took off. They got as far as 
Lake Francis the first night, stayed with relatives over 
night. Then drove as far as Lundar, they spent that night 
at the home of Jim Monkman, who, in later years 
became well known as the "well Driller". Another long 
day of driving, as this was by horses, it was slow going as 
we know it today. It was now March 1911, we arrived at 
the home of John Gowler. The next day Uncle Bob came 
with his ox team and took us to his home. 

That summer Dad built a house for Uncle Bob, where 
we lived until 1914. My father, with the help of 
neighbors, built the first Dog Lake school. Painted by 

Gray's homestead. 

Mrs. Gray directing traffic around gravel spill near Camper. 



Walter Myers. The school was ready for the fall term in 
1912. Dad also built the first boarding house in Camper, 
which was run by Mr. and Mrs. George Yates. The 
building was later destroyed by fire, when most of the 
town of Camper was burnt out. 

Dad was the school secretary-treasurer for years. Ap
pointed Justice of the Peace in 1913. Later Police 
Magistrate. In 1914 he bought a farm for the eldest son, 
built another house and lived there until 1921, when they 
moved to Camper. Here Dad was salesman for Massey
Harris machinery and cream separators. 

The eldest son, Charles Alvin, a veteran of both 
World Wars, was decorated for bravery during the First 
war. Second son, Willie John went to the U.S.A. in 1923, 
married there and stayed in the U.S.A. Una, the first 
daughter, passed away in her sixteenth year, 1916. 
Herbert, the third son, killed in a car accident near 
Camper in 1939. The second daughter, Ethel, (Mrs. R. 
Westfall) lives in Winnipeg, as does James Thomas. 
Jean, now Mrs. Sagert, who lives in Vancouver. Rose, 
the fourth daughter now Mrs. Lowery, who lives at 
Deerhorn. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller 
They built a tall two story house, which they kept very 

white, by white-washing with lime. It could be seen 
across the lake, and was a land mark for anyone out on 
the lake, summer or winter. 

Mr. Miller reminded me of a verse in our old 
Manitoba reader, about the Jolly Miller, how he would 
laugh, as he could. He was full of fun, we could never 
catch him sitting in the shade on a hot afternoOll, but he 
would catch you, with a dipper of cold water. He enjoyed 
a good water fight, and it never ended until everyone was 
soaked. Even after changing clothes, one had to avoid an 
open door or window, lest there be another dipper of 
water coming at you. 

Mrs. Miller, always young at heart, a very charming 
hostess. Their home was always full of guests. She had 
many parties for the young folk. Her New Year parties 
were a tradition, people came from far and near. In later 
years, when she lived in her "retreat" as she called it, it 
was a little cottage in the same yard as her daughter Lor
na and son-in-law, Fernie Simon. To visit her was joy, it 
was like going into a home of the past, with all her old 
treasures - a cast iron cook stove, an old fashioned oak 
ice box, rocking chair, with tidies on the back, cushions 
on the seat, a hanging coal oil lamp with a flowered glass 
shade, trimmed with hanging glass prisms. A large fami-
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Iy portrait in a gilt frame, a china ewer and basin on the 
wash stand, brass bed, tapestry curtains with large cords 
and big tassels, oak sideboard with lots of old time or
naments and dishes. She kept a scrap book, which is a 
museum with its wealth of items. A piano, around which 
we enjoyed singing the old songs, such as: Red Wing, 
River Shannon, Old Mill Stream, Loves Old Sweet Song 
and we even tried Casey Jones, just like the story, it end
ed in a wreck. 

Mrs. Miller was on the local school board for a time 
and also was post mistress of the Wacouta Post Office. A 
city gal who locked door and windows before she went to 
bed. She loved to tell of a joke my brother played on her, 
he was working for them. One night she asked him to 
lock up for her so he said he would, when she awoke in 
the morning she said she had a good refreshing sleep, but 
when she came down the stairs, in her own words, La and 
behold, the windows were all open, the knife under them, 
instead of on top. 

Jack Nelson. the first minister to hold church services in Ihe Dog 
Lake school. 1912. He also taughl school. 



Wilhelm Bauchs 
Wilhelm Bauch was born March 13, 1878 in 

Volhynia, Russia and was baptized and confirmed in 
Lubachin. He got married there, but lost his first wife 
with pneumonia after a short marriage, leaving him with 
one small son, Edward. 

He later married Pauline "nee Buechler." Not too 
long after they were married, they immigrated to Ger
many and then to Canada in 1904 or 5, along with many 
relatives and friends. 

They settled in Winnipeg, and Dad worked in and 
around Winnipeg until 1911. However, as they both were 
raised on a farm, this was their dream to raise their 
children on a farm also. So when land was given out to be 
homesteaded, they took the opportunity and came to 
Moosehorn. They picked the N.W.lj,j 18-26·7 in the New 
Home District (in German, Neu Heim). The school was 
called New Home and a few years later the Lutheran 
Church, New Home also. 

Wilhelm, Pauline and family came to their new home 
on a mixed train, that is a freight train and a passenger 
coach, as far as Camper and then by oxen to Moosehorn. 

As our parents and the Andrean Nachtigalls came 
out here at the same time, they had their homesteads ad
jacent and lived together in one log house for a whole 
winter. Imagine two families in a dwelling of a kitchen 
and two bedrooms - eleven people altogether. 

In those days you kept up with the Jones' - if the 
neighbors had rolled oats or pancakes for breakfast, rab
bit for dinner, home-made soup for supper so did we 
and there really wasn't any other choice. That was the 
main diet for all the settlers. Wild meat was plentiful, 
rabbit, moose, and elk especially. 

Permit me to illustrate how rugged this country was 
at that time. My dad had picked out a place in summer
time where he would build his house, barn, etc., in fall. 
But when he came back, he could not find the same spot 

Mr. and Mrs. Wilhelm Bauch. 50th wedding anniversary. 
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and had to choose a different one. he found the 
spot and showed us many times where the buildings 
should have been. 

The nearest doctor was 120 miles away and the only 
way to get there was by train, which went to Winnipeg 
three times a week and took from 7·8 hours to there. 
However, if someone was sick, they depended on home 
remedies and their trust in God. It was surprising how 
well the two worked together. For maternity cases, only a 
midwife was available, and often she arrived too late, but 
surprisingly enough seldom a mother or baby was lost at 
birth. 

My dad was very versatile with his hands. One trade 
he learned in Russia was tailoring. Give him a needle, 
thread and material and he could make suits, dresses, and 
mitts, etc., in no time flat and without any patterns. 

He was also a carpenter, and many was the building 
he built for others, besides his own. He helped to design 
and build three churches, one in Winnipeg, the Lutheran 
Church in New Home, and the First Peace Lutheran in 
Moosehorn. Mom and Dad were both devout Lutherans 
and were always ready to help with any project for the 
church that came along, either with money or labour. 

My dad was also very good at making coffins. In 
those days there were no undertakers, so when someone 
died, the family would bring wide boards to my dad. He 
planed them nicely by hand, and the shavings were used 
as a padding for the inside of a coffin. He then fitted and 
glued the boards together and painted the coffin the color 
desired. The inside was lined with any suitable material. 
Those coffins were comparable to the ones we have to
day. Mother helped Dad prepare the deceased for burial. 
So they could also be called the "local undertakers" in 
those days. The cost, besides the paint and boards, was 
always the same. "Thank you and may God bless you." 

Dad was also good at building kitchen cupboards, 
and as a blacksmith he was also handy. Many was the 
plow share he sharpened for himself and others, so he was 
a very needed man in a new development. 

As Dad spent a lot of time away from home doing 
carpenter work, or inside sewing, Mom had to look after 
the farm, with only the children to help her. She worked 
very hard and seemed to thrive on it. They say hard work 
shortens your life span, but she proved this wrong, as 
almost to the day she died, she was very active. 

God blessed them with 13 children: Edward, Olga, 
Helen, Hertha, Lillian, Alma, Ada, Wilhelm, Walter, 
Ferdinand, Gerhard, Bernice, and Irene. 

Father was born March 13, 1878 and passed away 
May 6, 1966 - 88 years. 

Mother was born March 10, 1885 and passed away 
January 11, 1974 - 88 years. 

Also, Olga, Irene, Wilhelm, Walter, and Ada have 
passed away. 

Robert D. Buchholtz Family 
Robert Daniel Buchholtz immigrated to Canada 

from the Ukraine, Russia in the early 1900's (1909-1911). 
He was accompanied by his two younger sisters, Alvina 



Buchholtz Schneider and Emma Buchholtz Fege. He 
worked as a farm laborer in the area. 

In 1911 or 1913 he acquired the afore mentioned 
homestead. He built the log buildings on the property. 
On April 20, 1914 he was married to Elizabeth Hubert, 
daughter of another homesteader, John and Sofia 
Hubert. 

Farming on the homestead was very primitive and 
limited. They used oxen for their work and modes of 
transportation. Crops grew sparingly, and they had little 
left for marketing. It was very tedious clearing land. 
Rocks were abundant and interfered with the tilling of 
the land. Other work on a permanent or limited basis was 
minimal in the area. 

They had five children. Four were born at the 
homestead and one in Winnipeg. 

In April 1923, Mr. Buchholtz went to St. Joseph, 
Mich. U.S.A. His wife and five children remained at the 
homestead until October. Then they moved to Michigan 
after they disposed of most of their belongings at an auc
tion sale. 

Enclosed find some incidents that were remem
bered by Minnie Buchholtz Hansen, eldest daughter of 
Robert and Elizabeth Buchholtz. At the age of six years 
she was attending the New Home School. 

In 1921 or 1922 the area members of the Lutheran 
faith decided that they were able to erect a church of their 
own. Male members of the congregation did all of the 
necessary work on the church building and parsonage. 
The site of the church was across the road from the New 
Home Schoo!. My father and Uncle Gustav Schneider 
were helping with the building, and at recess time I'd 
watch and hope, that they would recognize me, so that I 
could wave to them and tell the rest of my classmates that 
my father was building the church. I was proud as a 
peacock when they would wave. 

On our homestead we had a large spruce forest, and 
at Christmastime men from the congregation and my 
father would go to the woods and cut a spruce tree for the 
church. Christmas Eve I nearly burst with pride because 
the beautifully decorated tree with the lighted candles 
came from OUR Farm. The Christmas Eve program was 
very exciting to me. The grand finale of the evening was 
the bags of candies, nuts and apples or oranges dis
tributed to all of the children of the congregation. This 
was very special, especially the apples or oranges; these 
we only received at Christmastime. 

We had a curbed dug well on our farm. My father had 
built a patio roof above the well so that debris would not 
get into the water. There always seemed to be ice in this 
well, and in the summertime when we had the church pic
nic, [ remember my father putting the ladder into the well 
and going down and chopping ice for the ice-cream. I 
became very frightened when he went down. 

Many of the settlers in the area were of German des
cent, and had emigrated to Canada from the Ukraine. 
Quite often the man of the household would arrive first, 
obtain work in the area or surroundings, to obtain 
enough money for fare for the rest of the family. Most of 
these people were unable to read or write, but yet they 
wanted to have some type of communications with their 
family. My mother had limited education, but was able 
to read both the German and English language. On most 
Sunday afternoons the settlers would come to our house 
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and she would have to read their letters, and also write 
answers for them. 

Most of the dry goods shopping was done through the 
Mail Order Catalogue. My mother was kept quite busy 
ordering for the settlers. Mother was quite a tease, and 
she would read a lot of unwritten nonsensical phrases into 
the letters that she read or wrote. 

In the spring of 1923 I remember that the land was 
flooded and all the ditches along side of the roads were 
filled with water. I saw men dipping fish from the ditches 
into every conceivable type of container, at the cross
roads in front of the New Home School. 

On his way home from Moosehorn, Mr. Buechler 
stopped in and asked my father for a loan of a horse and 
harness for the next day. As the Buechlers lived on the 
way to school Dad had me ride the harnessed horse to 
their farm and continue to school from there. We had 
several sloughs to cross on the way to school, my father 
had built stone dams across the creeks so we could cross 
on dry surfaces. This particular day I decided that it 
wasn't very ladylike to ride a harnessed horse, when I was 
out of sight of the farm I slid off the horse and proceeded 
to lead him. As I was crossing one of the sloughs on the 
stone bridge a large black snake crossed my path, and I 
became very frightened, and I practically ran up the side 
of the horse forgetting all about my dignity. Fortunately 
the horse was very gentle and tolerated my shenanigans. 

History Henry Buchholz 
I was born in Volhynia, Russia, in 1882. My father, 

John, worked as bushman there for many years. I was the 
eldest child, and while we were in Russia, Emily, Her
man, Adolph, and Wanda were born. My mother died 
and Dad remarried some time later. Carl and Martin, my 
half-brothers, were born there also. 

We lived in the country, and were unable to attend 
school because only the cities had schools then. Later, we 
moved to a farm which we rented. We had no money, but 
we couldn't have bought land anyway, because Russia 
would not sell land to Germans. I worked in the bush un
til I was twenty-one. The bush work was getting slack 
and we decided it was pointless to stay in Russia. 

In 1902, Dad, step-mother, Carl and Martin came to 
Canada. They lived in Winnipeg, where Dad learned the 
carpentry trade. He found work, and saved money to pay 
our fare to Canada. In 1904, we joined our family. Learn
ing English was very hard for us, especially the older 
children and my parents. My sisters Ida and Anne were 
born here. 

My brothers and I learned the carpentry trade while 
on the job, and we had steady employment until 1910. 
For one reason or another, no new houses were being 
built, and other businesses were laying off their men. 
Nevertheless, Hulda Nachtigall and I were married that 
year. In 1911, my folks moved out to Moosehorn. 

While living in Winnipeg, our son Edward, was born. 
In 1912 we moved to the New Home District on a farm 
near my folks and my wife's folks. We were blessed with 
three more children - Ella, Adolph, and Johanna. 

We used oxen for the first six years. Now, you can bet 
we got a lot of experience trying to figure out how an ox 
thinks. Since the ox is not a speedy animal, it is quite sim
ple to break him in. But what do you do when he decides 
he is tired and lies down? Sometimes an ox would not 



allow himself to be led, but if you put a bridle on him and 
walked behind, you could get him going. Anyway, we 
learned to practice patience during that time! 

We had a few cows and chickens, but had no other 
farm income for the first three years, because it took me 
two years to get the land ready for seeding. The third 
year the barley froze and we got only a little oats. Our 
garden was killed by frost in June and July of that same 
year. We lived on fish, some rabbits, and the odd moose 
and deer. 

By this time we had finished building our new house. I 
used a rip-saw to rip up the logs into lumber because no 
one had a saw mill then. 

I worked with horses and scraper building roads 
locally. I helped build the New Home School. Incidently, 
I was the first recording secretary of our school district. 

When the war ended in 1918, times really got tough, 
no work and no money. We had traded our oxen for a 
team of horses, which speeded up our farm work quite a 
lot. We had cleared more land by now so we had some in
come from grain sales. 

In 1942 a fire destroyed our house and all the con
tents. We had no fire insurance, but I built a new house 
the same year with help from the neighbors. 

In 1945, I gave the farm to Adolph, because he 
wanted to farm. We stayed with Adolph and family until 
1955 when we moved to Moosehorn. 

I remember the good times - little parties all around 
the district, everybody piling into a wagon box or buggy. 
Neighbors all pitched in when a job needed doing. 

We were never sorry we eame to Canada. Here we 
have more freedom, and make a decent living, too. It 
could be a lot worse! 

One day I was on my way by horse and sleigh to my 
neighbors. Suddenly, the sleigh hit a stump and upset on 
its side with me still hanging onto the horses' reins. I got 
over my shock and hollered "Whoa" and the horses 
stopped. I was able to crawl away from the sleigh before 
it fell back down where I had been lying! 

Descendants of John Buchholz: 
Son Henry married Hulda Nachtigal!. They had 4 

children; Edward, Ella, Adolph, and Johanna. 

Buchholz Family. Back row: Eddie. Adolj: Hanna. Frolll row: Mr. 
H. Buchholz. Mrs. Buchholz and Ella. 
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Back row: Andreas Nachrigall. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Buchholz, 
Henry and Hermall Nachtigall. Front row: Adolf Ella and Eddy 
Buchholz. 1919. 

Daughter Emily married Henry Haupt. They had one 
daughter Angela. 

Son Herman married Orilia Kublik. They had 
Angela, Elizabeth, Alma, Reinbordt, Carl, Freda, 
Ewald, Geraldine, and Mabel. 

Son Adolph married Anna Malle. They had Leonard, 
Martha, Rudolph, Ernest, Max, and Harold. 

Daughter Wanda married Adolph Sterner. They had 
Myrtle, Oscar, Walter, and Jerry. 

Son Carl was married. He had no family. 
Son Martin married Caroline Wandko. They had 

John and Henry. 
Son William - no information. 
Son Fred stayed a bachelor. 
Son Art married Ann. They have one adopted son 

Ken. 
Daughter Ida married Roy Dalki. They had one son 

Harvey. 
Daughter Anne never married. 

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Betker 
by Elsie Ryan 

My mother and father came from Russia in 1906 with 
a group of immigrants. Mother often told us how they 
had to be hidden for hours in buildings, and finally were 
led through wooded areas to cross the Russian border. 

Some of their friends were already in Winnipeg, so 
when they arrived they had a place to stay, 

Mother was expecting a baby in the fall. Dad went 
out harvesting and while he was away the baby was born 
- and died. 

Mom had thirteen children, Three had passed away 
before they left Russia; two more died in Winnipeg. 

About 1915 a big deal was advertised about 160 acres 
of land for $10.00, so in March it was off to Moosehorn 
for the Betkers. All we had to go to was a log cabin, with 
the barn right next to it. August (my brother) and I 
remember it quite well. 

We had hard times in those early days, but many hap
py times also. AIl the settlers helped one another. We had 
good neighbours, among them Millie Kabush, Joneses, 
Finlaysons, and McDonalds. 

In 1962 the folks celebrated their sixtieth wedding an
niversary with all their children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren attending. The event was held in the 
Moosehorn Baptist Church. One of the highlights was 



The Julius Belker family. 

the children singing "How Great Thou Art". The follow
ing day we had open house for friends and relatives. 

In 1964 Mother and Dad moved to Vancouver, B.C. 
where they spent the rest of their days. 

Dad passed away in 1964 at the age of 84. Mother 
passed away in 1970, age 86. 

Carl Buechler and Family 
by Elsie Weigelt (nee Buechler) 

Emma, Adolph, Julius and I were born in Russia. In 
1906, when I was five years old, we emigrated to Canada. 
We lived in Winnipeg until 1911, then moved to 
Moosehorn, and settled on a farm in New Home. Dad 
had the first horses in the district. Ralph, Helen and Bill 
were born here. We wore shoes made by Dad (the sale 
was wood and the upper part was from moccasins). I had 
to help with the haying, raking and building loads on the 
hay rack. The mosquitoes and bulldogs were everywhere, 
and were they ever big! In the house we were troubled 
with swarms of moths, attracted by the coal-oil lamps, so 
we had to cover the windows and doors with bedsheets to 
keep them out. 

When I was eleven years old my dad and a friend 
went out one winter day looking for fence posts. While 
walking in heavy bush Dad heard someone whistle, and 
he whistled back. He then heard more whistling and he 
stood up (he had been crouching down) to see who it was. 
Just as he stood up he was shot in the knee. His friend 
wrapped up the leg somehow with his sweater, and then 
ran to Andrew Nachtigalls for help. They had a hard 
time to stop the bleedin-g before they brought him home. 
He was taken by train to a Winnipeg hospital. 

While Dad's knee was mending our neighbor, Fern 
Bauch, Sr., brought us wood for two months, until winter 
was over. 

I was active in the Lutheran Church, but had to give it 
up because of poor health. I miss going to church, es
pecially the fellowship. 
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Descendants of Carl Buechler: 
Emma married John Hubert. They had two sons -

Herbert and Lawrence, and two daughters - Mary and 
Florence. 

Adolph married and had one son, Robert. 
Elsie married Julius Weigelt. 
Julius married Myrtle Grahn. They had two sons -

Henry and Gerald. 
Ralph married Myrtle Gall. They had two sons -

Ronald and Lorne. 
Helen married Jack House. They had twin boys 

Al fred and Ernest. Two daughters Mona and 
Lorraine. 

Bill married and had two sons and a daughter 
Carl. Ralph and Marlene. 

Arnold and Violet Drewlo 
by Arnold 

I am the youngest son of Henry and Theophile 
Drewlo. I was born in the year 1924 on my parents' 
homestead, where I grew up. I still can recall my parents' 
conversations of hardships they went through. I attended 
the New Home school, and also received my religious in
structions in the St. Paul's Lutheran Church, just across 
the road from the schooL 

During my school term I had only one teacher, his 
name was Alex and he was what you called a 
dedicated teacher. I believe it was his Christian attitude 
that made him a teacher, choir master and program 
leader, as he sure put on programs. both in the German 
and English language. 

Every fall we had to miss a month or two of school to 
help harvest and prepare for winter, but we always man
aged to catch up and had no homework, as those days 
everyone had chores both morning and evening and there 
were no school buses either. I loved when spring came, as 
there were a lot of fish, and we lived on an ideal spot, -
fresh fish for every meaL 

I had to quit school after I finished the seventh grade, 
as my help was needed at home. I was confirmed on May 
29, 1938, in St. Paul's Lutheran Church, by Pastor 
George Schwindt. The first winter I went to Birch Lake 
to the saw mill, logging and hauling lumber home. The 
next winter we had to go to the bush cutting cordwood. 
The wood was hauled to Spearhill at S3.50 to $4.00 a 
cord, in trade for groceries, supplies and gasoline for the 
following year, to break more land and for threshing. 
Most of the work was done by horses, which was cheaper 
than buying gas for tractors. 

After the depression, during World War II, the prices 
started to improve and we got out of debt. In 1942 we 
bought our first new John Deere tractor. In 1945 we 
bought a bigger threshing machine which was kept busy 
every fall in custom work until the combine took over. 

In 1943 we electrified the farm. I picked up a 
Windcharger through an advertisement, with batteries, 
and motors. Later I purchased an electric iron, and radio 
which was of great convenience, and served the purpose 
until 1953 when hydro was connected. It was a great im
provement! 

In the fall of 1948 my mother passed away, leaving 
Father, sister Linda and myself at home. In the spring of 
1950 I bought Dad's homestead which adjoined Uncle 
Gottfried's homestead. 



New Home school picnic. JUIl!! /938. 

Arnold Drewlo. fieinricll (his falller). Henry Jr. (his son). 

Arnold alld Violet Drewlo. Eleanor and Dorothy. 
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In June, 1950 I married Violet Harwart of the Bay ton 
district and together we farmed and worked hard and 
paid the farm off in 1958. 

All our children were born in the Siglunes Hospital in 
Ashern. The children were all christened in the New 
Home Church. Eleanor and Dorothy started school in 
New Home. 

As further improvement and expanding would have 
meant more stone picking, (of which I had had ample) 
and seeing there were farms for sale which were of more 
value, and with no stones, I decided we make a move 
before we got too old. In 1964 we had a chance to buy a 
farm which I preferred. I sold my farm to Ernest and 
Elsa Springer, and then bought the place which Kietzer 
homesteaded. 

We now live in Lady Wood. 
We have three girls and one boy. Eleanor is in her last 

year of training for an R.N. at Grace Hospital. Dorothy 
is working for Manitoba Pool Elevators in Winnipeg. 
Henry is in Grade 10 and Helena is in Grade 6 at 
Beausejour Senior School. They are all interested and 
help a lot on the family farm. 

Drewlo 
by Arnold Drewlo 

My dad came to Canada in 1907 with his brother 
Ernest. Two brothers, Gottfried and Samuel, left the year 
before to come to Canada. Most of the friends and 
relatives settled in Beausejour. Having no money and no 
home, he worked wherever he could get a job to make a 
few dollars. The first couple of years he went to find work 
in the U.S.A. and Saskatchewan, harvesting and working 
on the farm. Dad also worked in the Glass factory in 
Beausejour, while staying at his brother Ernest's place. In 
1912, with the $10.00 homestead at Moosehorn, he decid
ed to follow Gottfried and Samuel and go farming. Being 
a blacksmith by trade he prepared his necessary equip
ment, such as neck yokes, doubletrees, etc., so he could 
start when he got there. Oxen were the only source of 
power and transportation. 

We can imagine people going into the wilderness 
without having a house or shack to live in, nothing to 



start with, no roads, no town, no school, no church, and 
no money. If our present generation should follow our 
pioneer roads, I'm sure they would all be on welfare. 
Wild meat was plentiful, such as rabbits, deer, moose and 
chickens. 

At the time they went homesteading, the C.N.R. 
tracks were only six miles north of Ashern, where it 
turned off to a gravel pit six miles east. After they 
reached the six miles from Ashern, they were on their 
own. They unloaded their belongings and started to 
travel to their own destination. 

The first house dad built was of logs, with clay and 
white wash on the inside, and willows and moss on the 
outside. It was built in three sections: the first section was 
all bedroom, the second section was kitchen and dining 
area, and the third section was blacksmith shop. I can 
well recall before and after I started school, I had to turn 
the forge crank when dad was sharpening plow and 
breaking shares, cultivator shovels, forge welding binder 
and mower knives, and whatever came along. Neighbors 
always brought something to repair. 

When dad came back from the army after World 
War I, his brother Gustav, (who later married Emma 
Denhart of Silver Bay) came to Moosehorn and bought a 
Titan tractor. They made progress breaking land and im
proving the homesteads. As the family grew bigger, 
around 1921 they started building a house. It was built of 
single ply lumber, 26' x 30', 2 storeys, and a full base
ment. Times must have been rough, as it stood this way 
till 1934. All the jack pine lap siding for the house was cut 
with a whip saw, and planed by hand. For two years there 
was one ply of rough lumber on the floor, till more jack 
pine was ripped and planed. 

In the early '30's, dad bought his own Titan tractor 
and Fairbanks Morse Separator, with which he did 
custom work and his own threshing. 

Dad always had sheep. Every spring there was the 
lambing routine, and every year more sheep. Mother and 
Dad did the shearing themselves. Mother did a lot of 
spinning, not only for our own use, but people from far 
and near brought their wool to have it spun, if I 
remember, correctly at 40 cents a pound. 

After 1942, the land was worked by tractor, and we 
boys did the field work. Dad's interest was helping 
mother with the gardening, tending the sheep, and in the 
blacksmith shop, repairing machinery and shoes. 

Dad and mother had five children: 
Margaret married Ted Yaeger. They reside in Win

nipeg and have two boys . 
. Emil married Almeda Rangno and farmed in 

Moosehorn till 1966 when they moved to Carman. They 
have three boys. 

Linda married Bill Zimmerman, and they reside in 
Winnipeg. They have two children. 

The first home of Heinrich Drewlo family. made of logs and clay 

New house sWrled ill 1921. colllpleted in 1934. 

Road 10 Birch Lake east (~{Spe(/rhi/l. lIsed jor haulillg cord,,'ood. 

Elllil Drewlo cultivating. 

Culling jack pine shingles alld ripping slabs. 
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Albert married Irene Reder and they farm at 
Moosehorn. They have three children. 

Arnold married Violet Harwart, and he farmed the 
home place until 1964 when he moved to Ladywood. 
They have four children. 

Mother passed away in October, 1948. Dad quit 
farming in 1950 and married a second time. He married 
Julianne Drewlo (Samuel's wife). They retired to 
Moosehorn where they still had their garden and dad had 
his shoe repairs. Julianna died in 1967. Dad passed away 
at Donwood Manor in April, 1972 at the age of 84 years. 

The Heinrich Drewlo Family 
by Albert Drewlo 

Henry Drewlo came from Volhynia Russia to 
Canada in 1907. He settled in Beausejour and lived with 
brothers and friends for a while. Later he came to 
Moosehorn, and took up a homestead in 1911, in the 
New Home District. The location of our farm was N.W. 
7-26-7W. 

Land was cheap those days. One quarter section was 
$10, if it was taken for a homestead. To start farming 
without anything, only oxen for power was very slow. To 
get some land cleared and broken up ready for seeding 
was also a hard and slow task because it was all done by 
hand. 

They had to cut logs to build houses and barns. There 
were no lumber yards to buy it from, and no money to 
buy it with. To add to it all, there was no roads anywhere. 

Dad was one of the first pioneers that helped organize 
the New Home School District, where we as children 
received our education. He also helped organize and 
build the St. Paul's Lutheran Church in New Home. He 
served on the church Council for many years. That is 
where all of us children went to Sunday school and were 
confirmed. 

Dad was a blacksmith by trade, which he learned 
before coming to Canada. 

Mom and Dad had a family of seven children, 3 girls 
and 4 boys. Adolina, the oldest, married Herman Felbel. 

Theaphile und Heil1rich Drew/o. 
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They are retired and live in Beausejour. Arthur was 
married to Delila Kaus and lived in Fort William 
(Thunder Bay). He died in 1962 at the age of 50 years. 
Margret married Ted Yaeger and is living at 211 David
son Street, St. James. Emil is married to Almeda 
Rangno and live in Carman. Linda married Bill Zimmer
man and is living at 838 Ashburn Street, Winnipeg. I 
(Albert) married I rene Reder and farm, the only one of 
the family still living near Moosehorn. Arnold married 
Violet Harwart and is farming in Lady Wood. 

Mother died October 24, 1948 at the age of 68 years. 
Father retired from farming in 1949 and sold to Ar

nold. He farmed it until 1964: then sold and moved to 
Lady Wood, where he is still farming. 

After selling the farm, Dad remarried and moved to 
Beausejour. He lived th<;re for about 6 years. Then they 
moved back to Moosehorn and lived in town. After living 
with his children for a few years he moved to Donwood 
Nursing Home in Winnipeg. There he died on April 25, 
1972 at ~he age (~f 84 years. 

Dad, Mom, and his second wife are resting in the 
New Home cemetery. 

Hermann and Lena Felbel 
by Lena (nee Drewlo) 

I was born in Russia on January 4, 1905, the daughter 
of Gottfried and Theophile Drewlo. My dad left for 
Canada in the year of 1906. My mother and I came the 
next year with my uncles, Ernest Drewlo and his family, 
and Henry Drewlo. We all arrived in the town of Beause
jour. That was our first stop from the old country. 

My dad found work cutting cordwood in the bush. He 
also worked in Tyndall in the quarry, then for a short 
time he worked in a glass factory at Beausejour. 

In 1909 my sister Helena was born, so now we were 
four in the family. In 1911 some of our friends and people 
in Beausejour caught the farming fever, so they took up a 
homestead in Moosehorn for $10.00. That was cheap! 
Dad managed to buy a team of oxen, wagon, sleigh, one 
cow and a few other necessities. We moved to 
Moosehorn in April, 1912, though my dad's health was 
not good. Our relatives and friends who were there were: 
Sam Drewlo, A. Kaebe, W. Bauch and F. Bauch. When 
we arrived in Moosehorn we had no place to stay, so our 
good neighbour, F. Bauch, asked us to stay in their log 
house until ours was finished. By now I was 8 years old. 
My dad's health grew steadily worse, and he passed away 
on June 23, 1912. There was no church, school or 
cemetery, no minister - nothing at all. A couple of men 
found a cemetery for the New Home district, and he was 
the first one to be laid to rest there. They had to chop a 
trail with an axe so that we could drive to the cemetery 
with our dad. 

My brother Arthur was born on June 26, 1912. The 
next day our dad was buried by Pastor Honebein, who 
came from Winnipeg. He baptized Arthur, and had the 
funeral in Bauch's house. 

In fall we moved in to our own shack though it was 
still unfinished. Mom was alone then with us three small 
children but we had some very good relatives and 
neighbours that helped a lot. I still remember one lady, 
Mrs. Henry Nachtigal! (she later moved to Steep Rock), 
who knew Mom from the old country. They all helped 
dig up land for a garden to plant some potatoes. Next we 



Hermall and Lelia Fe/bel family ill fran I of log cabin in Silver Bay. 
Fronl row: Lillian. Waller. Second row: Ella. Gerhardt. Lell. Ernie alld 
Eddie. Back row: Herman. Lelia (holding Wilma). 

Recent picture of Herman alld Lena Felbel. 

got some grain for our two little pigs and some chickens. 
It sure seemed wild country in the evening! We saw lots 
of rabbits and skunks, and wolves that howled every 
evening, but there were always more and more people 
moving into the wild bush. There were no fenees, so one 
cow wandered about half way to Ashern. It was a hard 
time finding them. One thing was good, there was plenty 
of wood. 

In the winter Mom got married again, to Henry 
Drewlo. Then we children had a stepfather. 

In 1917, my sister Helena became ill, and it seemed 
she grew worse as the days went by until she passed away 
June 6, 1917. By this time Mom's health failed, and she 
came down with asthma. At times she could do very little 
work, not even carry a half pail of water, so most of the 
work was left for me. 

In 1915 the school was built, which also served the 
purpose of a church. I was 11 years old when I started 
school, but I had to stay home more than I went to 
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school. I was confirmed in that school house in 1919. I 
can remember that some marriages were performed in it 
also. In 1922, the people built a church. They had Christ
mas eve programs, choir and a brass band. When I think 
of all the songs and programs, and pleasant memories, 
tears come to my eyes. 

All my young years I had to work very hard 
stayed home and helped until I married Hermann Felbel 
in 1927. Hermann came from Germany in 1925. We 
bought our first farm in Silver Bay and it was the same 
thing - no road, just the sloughs full of water. We had 
plenty of hard work, lots of worry, and were far away 
from people, but we managed to make ends meet. When 
the children were bigger they helped us out. Most of the 
children were born at Silver Bay. Enclosed is a picture of 
Hermann and me and eight of our children in front of our 
shack in Silver Bay. 

About 1944, we moved to New Home which was a lot 
handier for school and church. My husband and our 
oldest son worked in Spearhi!!, which helped out. Now 
our children are all grown up. Each one is married and 
has a place of his own, except Helen, who is still single 
and working. 

Gerhardt married Gudrun Esherhausen and lives in 
Green Bay. They have three girls. 

Leonard married Thelma Barrett. They live in 
Thunder Bay and have four boys. 

Ella married Willie Koch and resides in Ashern, 
Manitoba. They have three girls and two boys. 

Ernest married Lorraine Harryington. They reside in 
Hamilton, Ontario. 

Eddie married Shirley Burke and they reside in Stony 
Creek, Ontario. 

Walter married and resides in Thunder Bay, On
tario. They have three children. 

Lillian married Bob Leslie and they reside in Bramp
ton, Ontario. 

Wilma married David Reist and they reside in 
Kitchener, Ontario. They have two girls. 

Helen lives in Winnipeg and comes home often. 
I am now 71 years and my husband 77 years. We are 

retired and live in Beausejour because our oldest son, 
Gerhardt, lives here. 

My brother, Arthur, married Delelia Kaus of 
Grahamdale. They had five children and lived in Thunder 
Bay, Ontario. Arthur went hunting and was reported 
missing in November, 1962. In June, 1964 his body was 
found in Sigh Lake. 

The Gall Family - Moosehorn 
submitted by Elsa Gall 

Fredrick and Hulda Gall grew up in the province of 
Volhynia, in Russia, and were married there. Fred im
migrated to Philadelphia, U.S.A. in 1908 and was fol
lowed by his wife and family in 1909. There were seven 
children: Robert, Emma Meisner of Moosehorn, Aman
da Nachtigall of Steep Rock, Gustave of Moosehorn, 
Martha Clays of Winnipeg, Edith Kingston of B.C., and 
a sister Alvina Bettor who died in the United States. 

The family later moved to Canada, going first to 
Winnipeg, then Beausejour, then to M oosehorn in 1916 
or 1917. Robert decided to return to Rachine, Wis. to 
train as a mechanic. While there, he met and married 
Elsa Hirsch, who was born in the same area in Russia. 



Fred and Hlilda Gall. 

In 1930 they arrived in Moosehorn with two children. 
Hertha, Mrs. Russell Campbell of Eriksdale, and Hilda, 
Mrs. Walter Bittner of Hilbre. They settled on S.W.-3G-
27-8 and their other children were born there. Arnold of 
Ashern and Herman of Moosehorn, Rheinholt of Win
nipeg, Leona, Mrs. William Yanke of St. Malo. and 
Helen, Mrs. William Jaehrlich of Winnipeg. The family 
attended Bavton School, and St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church, wh~re they were confirmed. Social activities 
were confined to church and school. 

These were depression years, and providing for a 
family took a lot of hard work and ingenuity. At one 
period, wheat sold for a bushel, and later dropped to 
SOc. A cow brought the fantastic sum of $15.00, and eggs 
sold for 10c a dozen. 

Vegetables, milk and butter, were available on the 
farm. but cash to buy other necessities was very scarce, so 
other means had to be found. 

Since they raised wheat, could they not make flour? 
So, after washing, drying, and crushing it, it must be 
sifted to remove the hulls, then sifted through fine curtain 
netting to produce the final product. 

Did anyone want coffee? Then wash more wheat, 
grind it along with some dried peas, add chicory for 
flavor, and presto, have a cup. And did you ever drink 
camomile blossom tea? 

Raising bees provided honey for all purposes in place 
of sugar. 

Clothing for children going to school was an expen
sive item, but sugar bags could be bought for !O¢ each, 
and when dyed, made overalls for growing boys, while 
!1our bags made shirts. 
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At one period it was decided a new well was needed, 
which had to be dug by hand, and the dirt pulled up in 
pails. It seemed to be a useless effort, as the basin was 
finished with no sign of water. Would they have to dig 
another? Perhaps the question could be settled at the 
dinner table. On going back to the well, it was found the 
water had broken through, caving in the well, and bury
ing the tools, which were never recovered. Of course this 
meant the digging of a new well. 

In June of 1933, a heavy hail storm swept over the 
farm, beating crops, hay, and pasture into the ground, 
and leaving everything bare. Windows were broken, 
shingles damaged, and roofing on the kitchen torn to 
shreds, leaving everything open to the heavy rain which 
followed. Since cattle must eat, they had to be taken to 
pasture five miles away. Hay had to be made at Fairford 
that year. 

The storm occurred on Saturday, and so much hail 
fell, there was still enough ice at the north side of the 
house to make ice cream Sunday evening. 

Strangely enough, the wheat began to grow again, 
and although the sheaves were very short, produced 
enough grain for chicken feed. 

Potatoes also recovered to produce small ones in suf
ficient quantity to see the family through the winter. 

Robert spent most of the winter months during the 
late thirties in the bush camp at Birch Lake, getting out 
lumber for building, and leaving Elsa and the family to 
manage at home. 

Roads were bad in those days, and horses the only 
means of travel. Snow would pile up until the horses 
would be buried if they slid off the trail. 

On one occasion, going home from a Christmas 
program at the church, about two miles away from 
home, they came to a high drift. With the older children 
bundled in blankets, and Rheinhold a baby in arms, the 
sleigh tipped over, dumping them into the snow, the 
sleigh box just missed going upside down on top of them. 

At one time, pictures were taken in the yard, of snow 
banks as high as the pump house roof. 

Fred Gall died in 1949, leaving his wife and "Gus" to 
live on at the farm. 

After Herman's marriage to Frances Stolwyk in 
1964, Robert and Elsa moved to Eriksdale, where they 
lived until Robert's death in 1967. 

Hulda Gall remained in her old home until her death 
in 1973. Elsa still lives in Eriksdale. 

History of Daniel Kiesmall Family 
by Fred Kiesman 

In Russia around 1900 there was no wayan ordinary 
person could buy or own land, so the poor people had to 
make the best of what they had. My father Daniel 
Kiesman, married Caroline Schedler, and settled on their 
landlord's farm where he was employed. While there, 
they were blessed with six children: Otilia, August, Emi
ly, Matilda, William, and Emma. 

In 1903, my uncle, William Kiesman, who had moved 
to Canada, sent my folks the money needed for the fare. 
They boarded a ship and when they reached Halifax they 
were detained for two weeks because one of their children 
had an eye disease. 

They came to Plum Coulee, Manitoba, and settled 
there. They didn't like the country at all at first. Dad 



worked locally as a laborer and later got a job with the 
C.P.R. for 35¢ an hour. My brother Louis and I were 
born there. 

In 1912, we came to Moosehorn. There was a board
ing house, a fish shed, and the odd store in the country 
where we could get our supplies. There was no post office 
until later. We had a team of oxen and a trip to town and 
back took a whole day. 

In time we learned to like this part of the country, es
pecially since every ambitious man could own his own 
land. 

In 1926, Mother died after a lengthy illness. Father 
married Eva Meier some time later. He was getting on in 
age so he took up bee-keeping, kept a few cows and a 
team of horses until he was 70 years old when he qualified 
for old age pension (which was only $10 a month then). 

We walked to school, ploughing through mud and 
crossing sloughs by balancing our wayan logs placed end 
to end. In summer we went barefoot, and this was very 
painful at the start. Father made us wooden shoes which 
helped, but were very clumsy as you can guess. In winter 
it was worse, because we had no proper clothing or 
footwear. 

I never liked school. I enjoyed the farm work, 
blacksmithing, mechanical work, and carpenter work. 

We took an active part in the activities of our 
Lutheran Church. This, as well as help from friends and 
relatives, carried us over the rough spots in our lives. 

Everybody knew what it meant to be neighborly and 
made an effort to get along, no matter what nationality 
the other person was. This is something I will always 
treasure in my memories. 
Descendants of Daniel Kiesman: 

Daughter, Otilia. married Ludwig Schade. They had 
four boys - John, Henry, Alfred, and Elmer; and seven 
daughters Emma, Freda, Helen, Irene, Evelyn, 
Dorothy, and Margaret. 

Son, A ugusl. married Bertha Meier. They had eight 
sons Fred, Adolph, Elmer, George, Raymond, Ernest, 
Leo, and Theodore. 

Daughter, Emily, married Adolph Koch. They had 
four sons - Leo, Arthur, Albert, and Clarence; three 
daughters - Olga, Elsie, and Helen. 

Daughter, 1\1 alilda. married Adolph Werner. They 
had one son, George; six daughters, Laura, Ella, Alice, 
Ruth, Violet, and Evelyn. 

Son, William, married Susanna Nast. They had four 
sons - Arnold, Donald, William, and Alfred; and five 
daughters Esther, Emma, Irene, Martha, and 
Florence. 

Daughter, Emma, married Gus Harwart. They had 
seven daughters - Edna, Violet, Evelyn, Linda, Gladys, 
Clara, and Marjorie. 

Son, Louis, married Antolina Sonntag. They had two 
daughters - Evelyn and Freda. 

Son, Fred. married Angela Haupt. They had two sons 
Edward and Paul; two daughters Edna and Ruth. 

History of the William Kiesman Family 
by Arthur Kiesman 

William Kiesman, my father, served in the Russian 
Army for seven years. At that time, every able-bodied 
man had to join the army. He served his time in the 
cavalry unit, and must have been a good soldier because 
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William Kiesmal1 family. Back: Mother (Carolinl!). GI/Slal·e. Front: 
Falher I William). Olilia. Marlila. Lelia. Grandfalher Cusla!'l!, 

they were reluctant to have him leave. He returned to his 
home where he married Caroline Schumann. While in 
Russia, their marriage was blessed with four children, 
Gustave, Otilia, Martha and Lena. It so happened that 
my uncle August Janke had left Russia for Canada. He 
came to Winnipeg, and liked this part of the country. He 
wrote my folks telling them how good it was here, and 
offered to send them the money to come to Canada. They 
took him up on the offer. 

In 1903-04, my folks, including grandfather, August 
Kiesman, left Russia by ship on a voyage that lasted two 
weeks. Except for suffering from sea-sickness, they ar
rived safely at Halifax, Nova Scotia. They then boarded 
a train for Winnipeg. August Janke was a blacksmith and 
continued his trade in Plum Coulee where he and my 
folks settled. During 1904·10 they lived there and in 
Beausejour, and Dad found work locally at small con
tracting jobs. 

During an outbreak of typhoid fever, Lena died. My 
brothers Albert, Roy, Charlie and I were born here. 
Through the Homesteading Act, the Manitoba govern
ment was encouraging people to settle on a homestead, 
clear the land and farm it. Anyone willing to put his 
strength and will against the wilderness and make certain 
improvements on a quarter section of his choice, could 
get clear title after three years for the total fee of as 10.00 
bill. 

So in 1910, Dad and Grandfather travelled by horse 
and wagon to the Moosehorn area. They liked the coun
try, especially since wood was abundant, and so were fish 
and game. They chose SW 2S-26-SW where they built 
log cabin and log barn during the summer. In the 
they returned to Plum Coulee to work during the harvest 
season. 

At this time brother Gustave (age 17) suffered from 
"growing pains" and left home to seek his fortune in the 
west. One of my sisters received a picture of him dressed 
in cowboy clothes, so I think he must have gone to Alber· 
tao We never saw him since, and so we have no idea what 
happened to him. 

I n the spring of 1911, the folks moved out to their 
new homestead. Since there were no roads or drainage of 



A group ol senior cili:ens /1'011/ M oosehorn taken ill 1968. 

any kind, they had to keep on the ridges wherever possi
ble, so the distance was usually double or more than what 
we experience today. The work was hard for the men 
clearing land by axe and grub-hoe, harvesting of hay and 
grain by scythe, well-digging by hand, no machinery 
available and what was available, they could not afford. 
Work for the women was especially hard - no con
veniences, cooking and baking on the wood stove, no way 
to can food, no doctors or hospitals close to help in child
birth, washing clothes with a wash-board, and nursing the 
sick with medicine made from herbs. 

OUf menu was usually fish, rabbit, and venison. Later 
on we had beef and pork. 

In 1914 brother Herb, the baby of the family, was 
born. At this time schools were being built, and 
everybody that got the chance to go, had to walk. Many 
of the kids were never able to attend the whole year. They 
went only during a slack time on the farm. 

Grandfather was an expert fisherman. He would 
often catch fish when no one else was able to. 

I like to think of those days - fish and game were 
plentiful, everybody was friendly and neighbourly and 
this is what helped us through the bad times. If we hadn't 
worked together, we never would have made it. People 
welcomed newcomers with food and helped them settle 
on their homesteads. They had very little money but this 
didn't stop them from having a good time. 
Descendants of the William Kiesman Family: 

Daughter Otilia married Jack Wagner; they adopted 
one daughter, Jeanette. 

Daughter Martha married Syd Clifford; they had one 
daughter, Dorothy who married Helgi Tommasson. 

Son Albert married Natalie Schilling; they had five 
sons: Bill, Milton, Clifford, Ervin and Lloyd, three 
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daughters: Edna married Jester Paulson, Evelyn married 
Steve Dargie and Ethel married Chris Johnson. 

Son Roy married Martha Gall; they had one son, 
Lloyd and two daughters, Violet and Dorothy. 

Son Charlie married Martha Yanke, they had one 
son, Melvin, two daughters Irene and Shirley. 

Son Art married Emma Meisner; they had four sons, 
Norman, Clarence, Bill and Dorrie. 

Son Herb married Edith Yanke; they had six sons 
Lloyd, Gordon, Alfred, Lawrence, Robert and Phillip
two daughters Alice and Diane. 

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Maier 
by daughter - Laura Wentland 

My parents were married on November 20th, 1913 in 
Germany. As a young couple they did not have much ofa 
chance to settle down, as Dad served in the War of 1914-
1918. Arter the war was over and the country back to 
normal, Mother and Dad worked on farms for a few 
years to earn extra money, as by now, an uncle of Dad's 
who was already living in Canada had started procedure 
to hclp them emigrate to the new land. Their destination 
was Ogema, Saskatchewan. They both came in 1925 
Dad in the Spring, so he could work for a while and set 
up living quarters for Mother, who arrived in September. 

They lived in Saskatchewan for four years and moved 
to Moosehorn, Manitoba in 1929. 

One of the first people I remember in Moosehorn 
even though I was just a tiny girl, was Sam Zechoval, 
who worked in the Moosehorn Supply Store. He hoisted 
me up in his arms and carried me over to the assortment 
of candy jars, and I could choose what ever I wanted -
we were forever friends. 



Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Maier. Nov. 20.1913. 

Mother and Dad liked living in the country, but they 
had a hard time getting started. Dad rented several 
different farms where we lived, at first they just had a 
couple of cows and a few chickens. Dad took all the odd 
jobs he could get, working for other farmers, hoping 
some day to expand a bit himself. He had a lot of bad 
luck trying to keep a team of horses, no sooner were they 
paid for than one would get sick and die. Out of despera
tion, he finally broke a steer to replace the horse and 
managed quite well, with one ox and one horse, doing the 
necessary things about the farm. 

Friends gave mother a pair of lambs, one black and 
the other white. She bottle fed them until they were able 
to feed themselves. When they were old enough to be 
sheared, mother spun her own wooL She managed a nice 
tweedy yarn with the two colors, so we all wore cosy 
home knit socks in our winter boots, for the long walks to 
school and church. 
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Prices for farm products were very low, some things 
were just given away. Cream was a low price, and eggs 
were five cents a dozen, but they did not give up. 

Mother was very good with animals. During the 
winter months all the young calves and milking cows got 
treated to warm milk and bran drinks, which she carried 
to them by the pail full. She felt at least that would keep 
them comfortable. In the summer, when she was out
doors more, the dogs were always at her heels waiting 
for instructions, they seemed to sense her kindness, and 
patience, from the time they were tiny pups. 

Hard times seemed to go on year after year. 
Dad helped cut logs in the Birch Lake area during the 

winter for building, he continued to work at what ever he 
was able to get during the summer months, and this way, 
with careful managing, he finally had a small savings and 
decided to buy his own farm. 

In 1936 he bought what was the Riesenweber 
homestead about 11/2 miles north-west of Moosehorn. 
Close neighbors and friends were Mr. and Mrs. Krentz, 
Mr. and Mrs. Tiemer, and Mr. and Mrs. Sotke. 

The buildings on our farm were old and built of logs. 
The house was quite large and homey, with plastered and 
whitewashed walls and heavy beams showing from the 
ceiling, that was never finished. The floors were 12" wide 
boards, which we used to scrub with a coarse brush. They 
were almost white - too bad they didn't stay clean very 
long as people seldom took orf their boots when they 
came indoors in those days. The roof was thatched, and 
leaked every time it rained. Someone usually moved out of 
his bed if it rained during the night, and it was quite com
mon to see several buckets placed to catch the drips. We 
had to put up with this situation for several years, as we 

"Sam" to all who knew him. Sam Zechoval. 



just did not have money to buy shingles. That old house 
saw a lot of growth and happy times for the family. 
Visitors were always welcome and unexpected company 
in those days was never a problem as Mother did all her 
own baking. 

Christmas at home and in the community was a great 
happening. We always had a "live" Xmas tree with real 
candles that were lit on Xmas Eve, while the family sang 
carols. The school teachers of the district had all the 
children take part in the Christmas concerts, to which the 
parents came. The Sunday School teachers of the Baptist 
Church, of which we were members, went to a lot oftrou
ble to get the children together from miles around, to 
prepare for the church Xmas program, mostly made up 
of carols and recitations. I think many of us remember 
instances when we knew the recitation perfectly at home, 
and then forgot it when stage fright took hold. One could 
not help but admire the little ones that got all the way 
through without a mistake. After the final concert, the 
children were rewarded with Xmas bags, these usuaJly 
contained an apple, orange, some nuts and candy, and 
were a special treat, during the hard times of that era. 

Mrs. Tiemer usually had us over for Xmas dinner 
which was always turkey, because she raised them 
herself. The Tiemers had no children of their own and we 
were really lucky that she put up with us so often. 

I spent part of my summer holidays with them for 
years. and always looked forward to going back for a 
visit. Mrs. Tiemer was a tiny, quick person, who never 
seemed to tire of her hard work. Those of you who may 
read this and remember her, may get a smile of what I 
think was a funny incident; - I was a young teenager, by 
now working in Winnipeg. Dad had a chance to go to On
tario to work in the bush this particular winter, so he 
asked me to come home and look after Mother and the 
farm, which I did. Mr. Tiemer was away cutting logs at 
Birch Lake that winter, so Mrs. Tiemer and I took turns 
taking the cream to town. When it was her turn, she 
picked me up with one horse hitched to a stone-boat; the 
ride to town was fine, but Mrs. Tiemer had a horse that 
shied a bit when it got tp town and was unused to the 
sights and noises - with a stone-boat you don't have 
much control - the horse took off with a quick jerk, I 
fell off into the snow. I quickly picked myself up for fear 
someone would see me, and would be laughing, however, 
Mrs. Tiemer did not know I had fallen off and kept on 
driving. I ran and called a couple of times but she did not 
hear, or miss me until she drew up at the creamery. She 
was quite upset, in case I was hurt. The poor horse with 
its bad habit got the full blame. I still get a good laugh 
about this. 

There are precious memories which I treasure from 
my childhood days in Moosehorn, such as rides in a 
caboose, horses with lots of sleigh bells. hymn sings and 
church services at home, when the weather was rough, 
and we could not get to church. The old fashioned pic
nics, riding horseback early in the mornings when the 
birds were just waking, and so many other wonders too 
numerous to mention. 

Our farm had a good heavy stand of bush and for a 
couple of winters Dad cut cord wood which he sold to the 
Moosehorn Creamery. This brought in extra money, and 
Dad was able to buy a couple of extra horses, get more 
cattle, and work part of his own land to grow grain for 
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Mr. and Mrs. W. Maier. Mr. and Mrs. A. Teimer. June. 1955. 

feed. By now all the family was able to pitch in and help 
with the chores and outside work. For Mother. the times 
were getting more difficult, she had been plagued with 
arthritis for many years, and as time took its toll her 
joints became increasingly more painful and twisted. 
eventually she had to use a cane. Dad also was starting to 
feel his many years of hard work. so he sold the farm and 
moved to Winnipeg, now he could have it a bit easier. 
Mother's arthritis kept getting worse and in the winter of 
1960 she had a severe stroke which left her a bed-ridden 
invalid. After this her memory was not clear at all times, 
but on visiting days, luckily she was still quite bright and 
cheerful, however, she remained hospitalized. 

Mother and Dad celebrated their 50th wedding an
niversary on November 20, 1963 in the St. Boniface 
Sanitorium. 

Mother passed away on May 21, 1964 at age 74 and 
Dad passed away August 2nd, 1970 at the age of 80. Both 
are buried in Brookside Cemetery in Winnipeg. 

We were eight children, four predeceased Mom and 
Dad. all as infants. four of us are still living. they are: 

Martha Harmer of Winnipeg, Manitoba 
William Maier of St. Anne, Manitoba 
Laura Wentland of Regina, Saskatchewan 
Marion Cedarberg of Rosemount, Minnesota 
My husband and I were back in Moosehorn and sur

rounding districts in June 1975, we reviewed and ex
plored many of the old areas. It was nice seeing many of 
the people I grew up with, but special treats were visiting 
some of the old timers that knew me when I was a 
youngster, it was good to hear about their own grown 
children and grandchildren, and many of the changes 
during their life time. 

Mr. and Mrs. James Hatch 
Moosehorn, Man. 

We settled in Moosehorn in 1948, arriving there as a 
couple of newlyweds. 

Jim's family, Mr. and Mrs. Andre Bourlet and their 
two children. Elsie and Alvin were already living there. 
They had a half section 3 1/2 miles east of Moosehorn on 
the ,. Fish line", and we bought the adjoining quarter. 



The first four years Jim worked at the limestone 
quarry in Spearhill. (His starting wage in 1949 was 65¢ 
per hour.) 

We had a few milk cows and sold cream to the 
creamery in Moosehorn. 

Our first three children were born in Eriksdale 
Hospital. 

We sold out in 1956 and moved to Alberta where we 
now live. 

We spent eight happy years in Moosehorn and had 
many good friends and neighbors. 

Farming in the Interlake 
by Albert Kochanik 

My early life was spent in southern British Columbia 
where my father had a seven acre fruit farm. It was a 
pleasant spot on the shore of Lower Arrow Lake and was 
just about the best location in that part of the country. 
We were a large family but the small farm did supply 
nearly all our needs. There was always the chance of a 
small job away from the farm. Sometimes it was on 
bigger farms, in the woods, or fighting forest fires, which 
happened often in dry summers. Twice, Dad even went to 
Alberta to work in the harvest. As we grew older Dad got 
more dissatisfied with his "hand-to-mouth living" as he 
called it. When a man drifted into town looking for a 
small farm and ready to trade a quarter section of land 
plus $1,500, the deal was quickly made. Manitoba 
seemed far away in those days and most people seemed to 
think it was on a par with Siberia. Everyone knew 
nobody went there willingly, but was sent as a penalty for 
murder. 

Spring comes early in southern British Columbia, and 
the day we left was real warm. The snow had gone and 
people were busy raking lawns. Our trip across the 
prairie was uneventful. Here too, the snow was gone. 
Looking out of the train windows, the mile upon mile of 
open level land was all so different to the mountains we 
had known. The night we got to Brandon, the weather 
suddenly turned cold. Every time the coach door was 
opened we could see the cold air rush in. The conductor 
told us "there is lots of snow out there". Late that night 
we reached Winnipeg, where we stayed for the night. The 
next day we took the train to Grahamdale. We arrived 
about 7 P.M. Here we met Henry Munk who happened 
to be in town. He took us to his home where we had 
supper and stayed the night. The next day he took us out 
to our farm. The country was not at all like the open 
prairie but mostly bush with some open spots. These were 
swamps, we were told. Finally we reached our new home 
which consisted of a two roomed log house, a small log 
barn and a small log granary. Most people had settled 
here some nine years before we did, so we really were not 
the pioneers. The people who lived in the house were just 
moving out as they knew we were coming. However, they 
left the stove and some furniture for us until we could get 
our own. 

Spring seemed late in coming, but finally the weather 
turned warmer and slowly the snow went. As the snow 
disappeared, the low spots filled with water. The higher 
land seemed to be very stony, especially around the 
buildings. There were some thirty acres of land broken, 
so as the land got drier we started to put in some crop. I 
shall never forget the clouds of mosquitoes that seemed 
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to be everywhere, covering the horses like a blanket. One 
could almost pick them off in handfuls. At night smudges 
could be seen everywhere to keep the cattle quiet. Later 
on horse flies or "bulldogs" as they were called came to 
torment the animals. Little wonder that the Interlake 
became known as having the poorest cattle in Canada, at 
that time. Feed was never a problem as hay was very 
plentiful. Sometimes the sloughs stayed wet all summer 
so there was a problem getting the hay cut. Because of 
the wet sloughs, horses from the dry prairies would die of 
swamp fever in a very few months. 

After seeding we got busy cutting brush to clear more 
land. After that the land had to be broken and then the 
biggest job was to pick all the stones. I often wondered 
how there could be so many on a small piece of land. 
Later we kept to the ridges when breaking land, and still 
later the land was drained and brush cutters came in. 
Only the low land was cleared. In the early days there 
was not all that much brush to clear on the ridges as a fire 
had burned over them a few years before. Then again, 
the ridges generally dried up where the low land did not. 

I n the fall after the grain was cut, it had to be hauled 
home and stacked to wait for the threshing rig to come 
later and thresh. For me, a boy of seventeen just out of 
high school it was all very hard work. The worst was 
pitching the bundles up onto the stack. Often I would 
pitch up three before one would go where I wanted it to. 
A bachelor neighbor by the name of Bill Craig would 
come over and give me lessons in how to pitch sheaves, 
and after awhile I got real good at it. 

There were no roads in those days, but some places 
the brush had been cut and here and there some low spots 
had been filled in. Almost every summer there was some 
road work done and we earned a few dollars working 
with horses and scrapers. 

For years everyone carried a logging chain, so when 
crossing the wet spots and the horses could not pull the 
wagon, (they often laid down in the water), the wagon 
had to be unloaded and everything carried to a dry spot 
on higher ground. The horses were unhitched and moved 
ahead the length of the chain. In this way the wagon was 
pulled out and reloaded, ready for the next wet spot. 

The first few years we spent a lot of time putting up 
lumber buildings, besides enlarging the house. Here I 
must pay tribute to the hardy men who cut and hauled 
the lumber with out which the early farm buildings could 
not have been built. It was a 40 mile trip to the saw mil! 
at Birch Lake which took a full day. They would leave 
home long before daybreak and arrive at the camp long 
after dark. Often the temperature was 40 below (F) or 
colder. Then the logs were cut and hauled to the mill to 
be cut into lumber. Bringing home the lumber was the 
hardest part. Often the road was snow bound and badly 
drifted in. Generally a party of five or six teams would 
start out together, taking turns in breaking the trail. 
Sometimes a load would have to be lightened and the 
lumber left along the trail. This sometimes had dis
appeared when they came back for it. 

My dad stayed nine years on the farm, well into the 
depression. I remember him selling steers at $10 apiece, 
after feeding them for four years. When he retired he had 
less money than when we arrived nine years before. He 
never complained, always saying "Things will be better 
next year". We did say Dad was a good loser. 



After leaving for a few years, I returned, bought a 
half-section of land and started on my own in 1930. 

During the depression I managed to clear and break 
another 100 acres besides putting up a house. In 1940 I 
met Edith Gutknecht, whose family lived south of 
Ashern. We were married later that year. We had seven 
children; Margaret, a teacher in Winnipeg, Karl, who is 
in the Neon Sign business in Winnipeg, Alice, married 
Geo. Felbel, now living at Argyle, Alfred, a trucker out 
of Edmonton, Elaine, a nurse in Calgary, Arthur on the 
DEW Line in the Arctic and Joanne still at schoo!' 

If I were asked what gave me the most trouble on the 
farm I could easily say it was the school. We were on the 
border of two school districts and often, in "hot water" 
with both. It was four miles to our own school with no 
road and over three miles to the neighboring one on poor 
roads. Often the school was crowded and one would hear 
the familiar "Why don't you send your kids to your own 
school?" Later on when our own school was in danger of 
closing because there were not enough children, we were 
considered uncooperative. However, no one ever told us 
how we could ge[ our children to school when there was 
no road. 

I started farming on 320 acres and ended up with 
1100. Except for a few years after the war, it was a 
struggle to meet expenses. Finally, after 45 years I decid
ed to sell the farm and retire. Travelling through the 
country over gravel roads, past well kept farms, modern 
homes, hydro, telephone, school busses that come to the 
farm gate, it seems hardly possible that just a little over 
fifty years ago this was a wilderness "that should have 
been left to the Indians" as the first settlers would say. 

Oscar and Gundrun Mangl 
I (Oscar) was born and raised on a farm in 

Grahamdale, Manitoba. I attended Grahamdale School 
where there were forty-eight students in a classroom. I 
helped with the threshing in the neighborhood for fifty 
cents and sometimes seventy-five cents a day. I did a little 
trapping in order to have some spending money. I later 
worked at a pulp camp in Nayes, Ontario and then I 
helped to build grain storage bins in Port Arthur, On
tario. I also helped to build the airport in Claresholm, 
Alberta as well as the aIrport in Weyburn, Saskatchewan 
and in Calgary, Alberta. I then came back to Graham
dale and started farming. I played on various ball teams 
in and around the area. 

In 1945, I married Gudrun Palsson, a school teacher 
from Riverton, Manitoba. We have one daughter, Karen 
Margaret, who is married to Eric Linde of Hilbre. They 
have two children, Kristen Dawn is four years old and 
Craig Erling is six months old. Karen is a school teacher 
and teaches grade two at Stedman Special School at 
Fairford. 

In 1952 we moved to a farm, two miles north of 
Moosehorn where we are presently living and raising 
Hereford cattle. My wife has been teaching school at 
Ashern for twenty-one years and has also taught at Carn 
Ridge, Grahamdale, Moosehorn and at Cloverdale. 
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Andrew NachtigaH and Family 
by H udl.a Buchholz (nee 
N achtigall) 

My father came to Canada alone from Russia in 
1903. Alvina. the baby, and I fifteen years old, were with 
M other. She passed away in 1904, and we came to 
Canada in 1906 - to Winnipeg, where Dad had a job. 

In 1912 I married Henry Buchholz and we lived on 
the homestead in New Home. I worked beside by hus
band clearing land, picking stones and wood until my 
fingers bled, making hay and harvesting by hand, feeding 
the hungry family, and milking cows to help pay for the 
groceries. 

In 1931 tragedy struck our family. My father liked 
frisky horses and he always kept them in top shape. He 
used the team on the rake. One day he had left them 
feeding with the bridles off. He mistakenly untied them 
and was standing at their heads when something frighten
ed them, and they took off with Dad astride the rake 
pole. As they galloped madly through the farm yard the 
rake wheel hit a building. Dad fell off, and was trampled 
to death by the horses. 

When Ella was just a toddler, Eddie was often called 
upon to baby-sit her. One day I lost track of the time 
because of an especially busy day. Eddie didn't know 
where she was so we both searched everywhere for her. I 
was worried because of all the bush around our house. 
We just couldn't find Ella! Finally she was found, sound 
asleep, under the wash-tub. Another time when she was 
lost we found her asleep in the potato patch. 

I had no brothers. 
My only sister, Alvina, married Fernand Nierenberg. 

They had seven children - Lena, Daila, Hilda, 
Elizabeth, Edward, Nora and Irene. 

The N achtigaBs 
by Florence Brown 

In the year 1903 Mr. Adreas Nachtigall came to 
Canada from Europe to the land of "milk and honey" 
where money grew on trees. However, this "beloved 
Canada" of ours as it is today, did not meet up with the 
dreams that were anticipated. Did he go back with the 
next ship? NO. With stubborn determination and rolled 
up sleeves, he went to work, day in and day out, in and 
around Winnipeg, always with the hope in the back of his 
mind to pick up a parcel of land that he could call his 
very own, for this was denied to most all common men 
from where he came. 

He came over here as a widower but soon remarried 
again. However, when he found out that you could buy 
160 acres of land as a homestead for ten dollars, his mind 
was made up. "Here's my chance and answer to my 
dreams". So in 1911 he came to Moosehorn with his wife 
Flora, and family, and settled on S.W. \4 18-26-7 in the 
district called New-Home. 

As he was one of the earliest settlers, the hardships 
they had to go through were much greater compared to 
those who followed them later. I shall not go into detail 
regarding the hardships they had to endure, for I'm sure 
that there will be more than one to tell of them. However, 
I was told that he, was one of the foremost to lend a help
ing hand and give advice to his very limit. As every settler 
or person has a certain ability, so had our grandfather. 



Moose}/Om. 1914. 

Wanda Bauch's wedding. Horses used instead oj cars. 

New Home band early 1930·s. Bill Buechler. Adolf Yanke. Henry 
Bucholz, unknown. Art Drewlo. Eddie Bucholz. Bill Bauch. 0110 Kopp, 
Bill Drew/o. Herman Nachtigal!. Ben Bauch. Henry Nachtigall. 
William Bauch, A/bert Bauch. Emil Drew/o. and Mr. Rudolf Buechler 
(direclor J. 

Amongst many others, I'll mention one. In those days 
there were no deep freezes or refrigerators and come 
summer the settlers had no fresh meat. When five or 
more settlers drew his attention to this dilemma, all he 
said was "N un Gut" (that's good) and also told them to 
corne back on a certain day. Sure enough when they did 
go back, there was enough venison to meet their demand 
for two to three weeks. This happened frequently during 
the summer time. But they also were warned not to waste 
the meat. So he struggled on with his wife and the two 
boys from his second marriage, Henry and Herman. 

Since there were only the two boys at home and 
Grandma sick and in bed a lot, our dad, Herman, decided 
he needed a helpmate, so here's one of the things he told 
me many years later. He didn't have the time, money, or 
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transportation to go out of Moosehorn to look for a wife, 
and besides he didn't have to, because he loved the 
neighbor's daughter, Ada Bauch. They were married on 
July 18, 1931. A few years later on August 9, 1934, our 
grandfather was killed by a runaway team of horses. 
Grandmother died a few years later. After his parents 
died, our dad, Herman, took over the homestead. 

Herman and Ada Nachtigall 
Dad was born on July 3, 1907. He was an excellent 

fanner and provider for his family. He was the secretary
treasurer of the New-Home School District for about 
thirty years or more. In those days such a position re
quired a lot of patience and hours of book work and 
serious planning ahead. As the secretary-treasurer, he 
had many responsibilities to contend with. It was his job 
to collect taxes and pay the school teachers, and 
everything else that made the school district function. His 
salary was the great sum of ten dollars, and in the latter 
years it was raised to twenty dollars. He was also the 
secretary-treasurer of the St. Pauls Lutheran Church in 
New-Home for many years. Sometimes when asked, 
"How do you take the strain?" He answered, "Well, 
sometimes when I did not know what to say or do, I 
would either sing or whistle, (that he did!) and besides my 
name is N achtigall (Nightingale meaning song of birds) I 
have to live up to iU" Since he was a happy-go-lucky 
man, he did. I remember many a time sitting on the front 
porch listening to him singing, above the noise of the 
tractor, while he was working on the land in the far 
corner of the farm. 

Mom was born on January 31, 1913. She was a very 
devoted helpmate to her husband and never shrugged 
away from any hard work or responsibilities. She worked 
hard helping Dad in the field at haying and harvest.Never 
once did you hear her complain even when the going was 
tough. She was also a loving and wonderful mother to us 
children. 

Friends and neighbors were always welcome at our 
place. With transportation not being the best, and money 
scarce, I remember many a time the neighbors gathering 
together at our place. We looked forward to this because 
we knew that whoever came would bring their children. 
With Mom being a good cook we knew there would be 
lots of good things to eat. Mom and Dad both sang in the 
New-Home Church choir for many years. Dad also 
played in the New-Home band. 

Mom and Dad were blessed with seven children. Two 
(Doreen and Ethel) died at a very young age. The rest are 
Helen, (Mrs. Harry Meisner), William, Erma, (Mrs. 
Alfred Meisner) Florence (Mrs. Colin Brown), and 
Darlene (Mrs. Larry Dreger). 

Mom and Dad left us at a very young age. Dad died 
after a few years of illness on February 11, 1963 at the 
age of 55. Two and a half years later on July 8, 1965 
Mom died at the age of 52 after a lengthy illness of 
cancer. 

Times have changed over the years. Things have 
become modern, with the fast transportation and 
telephones, we can visit our friends anytime. Yet, we will 
never forget the old school picnics, making ice-cream for 
it the night before, the church concerts, going visiting in 
the winter in the sleigh, the school programs, etc. The list 
I'm sure, as some of you know, could go on and on. 



New Home School District 
New Home Public School No. 1647 

Paul's Lutheran Church 
as remembered by 
Arnold Drewlo 

The New Home School District No. 1647 consisted 
of the school, church and parsonage. They were all close 
together. 

The school was built in 1915 when a group of German 
settlers arrived and took up their homesteads. 

Alex John Fast taught New Home School from 1930 
to 1938. He was a blessing to the entire district, he was 
there to teach the children not only for the money, 

. but for the welfare of the people. He taught Grade 1-8 in 
all subjects and Grade 9 correspondence courses from the 
department of education. He also taught German for half 
an hour before 4 o'clock which consisted of reading, 
writing, learning and singing German songs and reading 
Bible stories. 

He was a religious and active man. He trained young 
people for choir singing. They sang in church on Sunday, 
and continued for many years after he left. 

I can also recall the games in my school days, with 
every June the term ended with a picnic, jumping and 
racing, etc., for prizes. We also enjoyed the homemade 
ice-cream (which was made and sold by the Ladies' Aid 
of the Congregation), oranges, chocolate bars, and 
bananas were sold. When the day was over we received 
our report cards and went home for two months of 
holidays. 

Mr. Fast had a large family of his own. Gertrude, 
Katie, Frieda, Hannah and Hans. He lived across the 
road from the schoolhouse in the parsonage at that time, 
as the minister was stationed at Grahamdale, and the 
teacherage in the schoolyard was too small. The 
teacherage was later sold during the years that I went to 
school. The school district purchased the parsonage in 
1954 for the teacherage. 

New Home class picture taken ill 1919. First row: Eddie Toews, 
Paul Haupt, Art Yaeger, Reinold Drewlo, OltO Kopp, Henry 
Nachtigal!. Herman Nachtigal!. Albert Bauch, Oscar Buechler, Steve 
Ozarchuk. Middle "ow: Tony Berndt, Alma Bauch. and Lilly Bauch. 
Back row: Hertha Bauch. Lena Bauch, Angela Haupt, Lena Buechler, 
Lena Drewlo, Martha Drewlo, Lena Bauch (Wm.), Theophile Yaeger. 
Rudolf Buechler. Ben Bauch, Henry Weidner. 
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Taken in 1962. The interior of SI. Pauls, LUlheran Church, 
Nachtigal! and Brown Wedding, Herman, Ada, Florence. and Colin 
Nachtigal!. Emma and Stuart Brown. 

Mr. Fast's only transportation was a bicycle with 
which he got his groceries and mail from Moosehorn, 3 
miles away. He had his own cow and garden. In spring on 
the way to school we caught fish and gave them to him 
for a treat, which he appreciated very much. 

The Rev. Geo. Gehrke organized the St. Paul's 
Lutheran Church congregation in 1913. Rev. A. Rink 
became the first resident pastor. He served the congrega
tion from 1915-1917. Members of the first board were: 
Wm. Bauch, Andrew Nachtigall, Adolf Beuchler, 
Samuel Drewlo, Heinrich Haupt and Wm. Weidner. The 
services and duties of the congregation were held in the 
school prior to 1922. The parsonage was built in 1918 and 
the church was built in 1922. The cemetery is half a mile 
east, and that was selected in June 1912. So the church 
had its own cemetery. The following pastors served this 
congregation after Rev. Rink: 

Otto Becker 1917 -1920 
Wm. Mohr 1921-1927 
D. Waschenfelder 1928-1930 
A. Scheffler 1930-1931 
T. Stelzer 1933-1937 
G. Schwindt 1937-1945 
H. Krikau 1948-1949 
W. Deutchhausen 1950-1953 
H. Weber 1954-1956 
E. Rode 1957-1959 

After that the church had to be served by supply 
pastors and reading services, till the end of 1964. 

Rudolf Buechler was conducting Sunday School, and 
also held reading service every second Sunday in church, 
or when the Pastor was at the other congregations. His 
daughter Ella was the organist. 

In the year of 1937, Rev. George Schwindt was called 
by our parish, which consisted of Grahamdale, 
Moosehorn, St. Thomas and New Home. The same year 
he started a confirmation class. In New Home, on May 
29, 1938 we were confirmed. In the class were: Walter, 
Albert, and Art Kurbis; Albert Weigelt; Art and Alma 
Yanke; Dorothy Felbel; Freida Berndt; Lena Kienas; 
Eugene Bauch; Herb Hubert; Ed Geisler; Fred Krieger; 
Herbert Felbel, and Albert and Arnold Drewlo. 



St. Paul's Lutheran Church, New Home. Taken 1964, 

As the years went by and we reached the age of 2 I, 
some of these confirmants were elected to the Church 
Council, to do their share as their fathers did, to carryon 
the congregation, My dad was elder for over 25 con
secutive years, and after retiring he kept the churchyard 
cleaned and the hedges trimmed. 

We had for many years held the rule of having 
Sylvester Reading Service, and the church bell was rung, 
to ring out the Old and ring in the New, for a whole hour. 
I took part in this practice for over 15 years, 

In 1964, the year the church services were discon
tinued, the church was newly painted and shingled, leav
ing the remembrance in the minds of those who left, and 
a landmark for those who remained. A place special for 
me to remember; I was born there, baptized, educated 
and churched, and our children were all born in Neu 
Heim. 

Memories 
by Les Plomp 

About the year 1912, my father as a young man just 
over from Holland, took a homestead near Deerfield. He 
cut pulpwood for a year or so and then went to Winnipeg 
and drove a fine team of horses for T. Eaton Company. 

About that time he met and married my mother. 
They lived in the Adanac Apts. for awhile and then decid
ed to try farming in the Pembina Valley of south-west 
Manitoba. 

I never did hear much about the crops they raised but 
they sure raised a large family - 8 girls and 2 boys! 

During the time of the depression, Dad was in the 
market gardening business, with 4 or 5 acres of choice 
black loam land bordering the Pembina River. The early 
frosts in the valley generally claimed a goodly portion of 
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the crops and with such a large family to support, it 
became increasingly difficulty to eke out a livelihood. 

He sold out for $400.00 and we moved to St. James. 
We took about 200 bushels of potatoes along in the 
truck, hoping to get at least enough money for them to 
pay for the freight of moving, but the best we got was 20¢ 
per bushel in Winnipeg. 

Employment was scarce then and in the spring of 
1937, Dad returned once again to the Interlake country 
looking for a new homestead to try farming. The Govern
ment at that time instituted a program called "Back to 
the Land" whereby prospective settlers were loaned $1,-
000.00 for 3 years to re-Iocate themselves. We were one 
of the few families fortunate enough to be able to repay 
this loan in the allotted time. 

Dad acquired the Web McCrimmon place near 
Faulkner. He bought a team of wild bronchos near Win
nipeg, and several pieces of machinery. I recall Father 
and I going down west Portage Avenue on the high 
wagon, heading for Westside Station, when a man called, 
"Good haying this year, Bill?" I enquired of Dad how 
they made hay. 

All our possessions were loaded into one end of a box
car, with the horses and machinery in the other end, and 
Dad and I in the middle. I was in Grade 6 at Brittania 
School at the time and the teacher tried unsuccessfully to 
have me stay and finish my exams. Actually I could have 
but saw my chance to skip out, so I told her we were mov
ing immediately for our new home someplace near Hud
son Bay. I told my parents I was finished school, so in the 
excitement of moving, no one bothered to check up on 
me. About the 20th of June we moved out of Westside by 
steam train for what was to be my new homeland for the 
next 30 years. 

The freight train stopped overnight at Camper and I 
carried water for the horses from Henderson's Post Of· 
fice down a long wooden sidewalk. The town seemed 
quite large then, or possibly it was the little town of 
Faulkner I saw next day that just made it seem so. I 
peeked out of the boxcar door several times and saw 
thousands of orange lilies growing in wild profusion. The 
remainder of the family arrived by train a week later, 
with the exception of Fred, Hilda and Ruby who stayed 
in the valley and worked out. The roads and trails were 
poor, and the bronchos nearly upset us all several times 
on the high wheeled wagon. 

Mr. al!d Airs. W. F. Plomp and family, 50th al!niversary, 1967. 



Irwill's road construction outfit west of Asherl/. 1945. 

Logging for Irwill Bros, all the Warpath River, Les Plump. 1944, 

I saw several teams of oxen, one of which belonged to 
Clarks at Grahamdale. They were hitched at the rail at 
Ketners store, Wild life was plentiful and the first thing I 
acquired was an old .22. I brought rabbits, prairie 
chicken and partridge home. Several years later, I sold 
rabbits to Albert Rohl by the sleigh-box-full for 46¢ a 
dozen, There were thousands of them in those days. I 
picked seneca root for 18¢ a pound and this helped buy 
the groceries, 

Brother Fred came home the following year and 
worked for Alfred Olson, He was chauffeur for Mr, 
Olson at times and drove his beautiful 8 cyL Kissell car, 
which ran practically silent. He bought this car from 
Harry Fidgett of Moosehorn for $400,00. About a year 
ago, a nephew of mine from Vermillion Bay, Freddy 
Plomp, married a Miss Marty Gellert, who happened to 
be a granddaughter of Harry Fidgett. 

I was one of a large group of young people who 
attended Mr. Erickson's first Bible Camp at Silver Bay. 
After almost 40 years I understand he still is active in the 
camp work. 

I remember attending Treaty Day several times at 
Lower Fairford before the last war. I went with the 
neighbors in n. Model T Ford, It was a gala affair with the 
Indians all decked out in fine beaded leather costumes 
and feathered head-dresses, I saw tliem being handed the 
$5,00 treaty money, They held Treaty Day where the old 
ferry ran across the river. 
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Years later, when we were building approaches for a 
new bridge at the same location, I accidently dug up 
several graves with an earthmover on the north side, The 
graves were only about 18 inches below the ground sur
face and the coffins were made from little poles, tied at 
the corners with leather laces. An old chief told me this 
was the location of a Baptist church 100 years ago. 

The trains ran through part of our farm and where the 
tracks crossed the old highway, the C.N.R. erected a stop 
called a cream stand. This was a meeting place for many 
people, and passengers could buy a ticket there when they 
got on a train, Mr. Lang, the conductor, allowed my 
sister and I free rides in the back coach to our little town. 
The train ran three times weekly. 

Later on, I became quite bold and asked the engineer 
if I could ride in the cab, I learned to shovel coal into the 
fire box and pulled the whistle, and even started the train 
several times by pulling a large brass throttle lever. I was 
surprised when I couldn't see a speedometer, and the 
engineer told me that he counted the notches on the 
throttle. What a thrill to feel the powerful engine start up 
and weave from side to side, with the powerful headlight 
cutting a long beam in the darkness. After awhile, the 
engineer sadly informed me he could no longer allow me 
to ride with him, due to rules and regulations. 

In the fall of 1938, George Burnett and Henry 
Nightingale went together and made up a threshing out
fit, consisting of a big Red River Special separator and a 
25-75 Case steam engine. They hired me with a swede 
saw to cut the wood for it. Dad tanked the water with the 
bronchos, I worked very hard and at times even operated 
the steamer for Henry. I liked to stand inside of one of 
the huge drive wheels close to the fire box on a cool day 
to warm myself. At one farm, the owner said he had lots 
of wood for threshing, but nearly cried when I had to cut 
up his next years' supply of peeled fence posts to finish 
the crop. 

My wages that fall consisted of a mule called Jinny. A 
picture of her may be seen in the "Hardship and Hap
piness" book on page 70. There was only one problem, 
the mule refused to stay home and insisted on running 
back to her former owner every chance she got. She had 
been previously sold to someone at Warren and was 
taken there by truck, but was back at Burnetts several 
days later. I was determined to show her who was boss, 
and one morning set out for Faulkner on the mule 
bareback, When I reached the crossroads that led to 
Burnetts, the mule headed that way, I forced her with the 
bridle to face town but instead she backed up a full half 
mile to her old home. 

I finally gave up on her and decided the problems she 
created far outweighed the advantages of keeping her. 
My neighbor three miles to the north, Henry Sidof next 
owned her and was having the same problems as I had, 
One day as Henry was out hunting, he saw the mule com
ing down the road on the dead run with the halter rope 
flying. With one well aimed shot, Henry put an end to his 
problems, the mule, and any other future owner. 

Dad bought several old tractors and gas engines and 
these eventually found their way into a scrap pile on the 
farm. We separated the steel from the brass, and copper, 
and hoped to sell it in Winnipeg. 

One day just after the war broke out, Dad and I came 
home and Mother showed us a large bucket of oranges, 



She said she traded some old scrap iron for them. I ran to 
the yard and my suspicions were quickly confirmed -
the brass and copper were gone. But the oranges were 
enjoyed for a long time anyway. 

We went to Moosehorn sometimes to shop. Sam 
Zechoval had the big store. Johnny Matheson worked for 
him. Levines had a butcher shop where Ephram Harwart 
lives now. Beef was about !01t a lb. 

During these years a good friend, and regular visitor 
came to our homes. Many a cold winter night was made 
more enjoyable by his company. Whenever he stayed 
overnight he always left my mother something nice from 
his wares. Who else but the Raleigh man, Hubert Patter
son. Regardless of the weather, he came in winter in his 
caboose and fine team of horses. 

Another dedicated man was Doctor Walkin. He 
travelled by horse and cutter, steam train and later by 
snowplane. However, the snowplane was limited in that 
even the smallest twig could damage the propeller. 

I worked for Ted Deighton that summer the war 
broke out. I cut boxwood as Ted had a small saw mill and 
made fish boxes. 

One day Ted hired a neighbor, George Palmer to 
break up some land for him. George's team consisted of a 
huge red ox named Diamond and a jet-black horse called 
Nigger. They were as unmatched in strength as they were 
in color. Whenever the plow hit a stump, the poor horse 
was thrown back, and sometimes feU down because 
George always gave them equal length of the double tree. 
When this happened George would use a long whip on 
poor Nigger and curse him something awful. I begged 
George to trade places and let me drive the team, but I 
didn't last long as I was accused of favoring the horse. 

The ox had an uncanny sense of time - at six o'clock 
each evening he would stop and refuse to budge until 
he was unharnessed. They were both put in a fenced 
enclosure for the night, and I saw the horse run to the 
farthest corner each time to be as far from the ox as 
possible! 

I worked with Curry Sanderson sometimes while at 
Ted's, but Curry left when war was declared to join the 
Army. My brother loaded his duffle bag on his Triumph 
motorcycle and left also. 

He later became a Sergeant in the Tank Corps. Ira 
Pontious, Bronick Lewicki, Don Gibson and other 
neighbor lads joined up too. 

Roads had not improved much and it was always 
good to hear Fred and Louie Paul from Moosehorn, 
coming down the roads with their old Minneapolis trac
tor pulling a drag loaded with stones for weight. When 
the going got tough, they simply threw off some of the 
stones and farther up the road replaced them. 

I had expected to get my brother's motorcycle, but he 
had to sell it while in the Army. A neighbor boy had an 
old Harley Davidson and I had a 2 year old colt, so we 
made an even trade. I could never get enough gasoline for 
it, and I had no ration coupons because the bike was not 
licenced. However, I found that my mixing I/} distillate 
and 2/3 gas, it worked just fine. Someone commented one 
day about all the smoke it made, but I was not unduly 
alarmed as it smoked just as bad on straight gas! At least 
I didn't go to the extremes of my neighbor, Percy Cole. 
He had an old Model T Ford. Apparently things became 
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quite desperate, so he emptied his mother's coal oil lamps 
into his gas tank until he got caught. 

I recall sneaking to Moosehorn on the Harley one 
time to get a new clutch for our Fordson tractor. Dave 
Ferguson handed me the complete clutch, weighing at 
least 25 Ibs., through the wicket of the old post office, 
which also served as a parts room. It cost exactly $10.00. 

I finally had to dispose of the motorcycle as my 
Mother threatened to disown me if I didn't stop doing 
stunts on it. I used it for jumping hurdles in the pasture, 
rode it sitting back wards, and standing on the seat. I still 
have the scars to prove it. 

A t least it served one useful purpose. Our team of 
bronchos were still as wild as the day we got them, and 
many a futile hour was spent trying to coax and cajole 
them to the barn for work. But when they saw me coming 
on the Harley, they knew the game was up, as there was 
no way they could outrun me. 

Mr. Olson bought a new Farmall tractor on rubber 
tires from Morris Schwartz, and an old hand-feeder 
threshing machine from Burkes at Grahamdale. Fred 
Lechelt rebuilt the separator. I helped thresh with it. Mr. 
Lechelt showed me how to stand on a platform directly in 
front of the wooden cylinder and cut each sheaf band 
with a mower section on a short handle, which was tied to 
your wrist by a leather thong. 

However, it was too slow so I bought the separator 
for $10.00 and Dad and I used the shafts and pulleys to 
build a sawmill on our farm. Manv thousands of feet of 
lumber were sawn on this mill, a;d was, to my knowl
edge, the last of its kind in the area. 

This was a changing of the times, and Mr. Olson's 
new tractor caused quite a consternation in the area. This 
Farmall, with its shiny new tires, that could travel an un
heard of speed of 20 m.p.h. was viewed optimistically by 
more than one of the older farmers. In fact, it was flatly 
stated that if one wanted a car, then buy one, otherwise 
get yourself a tractor. A few years later, these fine old 
steel-wheeled tractors, that had helped carve out a vast 
portion of this wilderness, were becoming obsolete. 
Several could be found in old sheds or under the trees 
behind the barn, but most of them met their waterloo in 
the scrap yards as steel was in great demand for war pur
poses. 

Several of these old relics not mentioned thus far were 
the 18-36 Hart Parr, Avery, Rock Island, Little Giant, 
10-20 Titan and Rumley Oil Pull. One could never forget 
the Electric Wheel which, by the wildest stretch of ones 
imagination, never resembled anything electrical, even in 
its many forms. Then there was one of our neighbors who 
owned a three-wheeled tractor which resembled a tricy
cle. It had a big fork to accommodate the front wheel. 
This was the Happy Farmer and to its owner, at least, it 
was obvious how it derived its name. The day Shragge 
Metals bought it for scrap, he told us he was a happy 
farmer to be well rid of it. 

We became the proud owners of a 1926 Super Six 
Hudson. This was formerly the Moosehorn cream truck 
made over from a car. We made an even trade with 
Walter Rapke for 2 calves. After a few modifications on 
the huge carburetor, it burned distillate as well as the gas
oline previously used. Most folks who owned vehicles in 
our area did not operate them any later than Christmas 



time due to the road conditions. Electric power was not 
thought of at that time. 

It was not too often that one saw much of the 
R.CM.P. in the area, but I did get to know a Constable 
Sutherland who gave me a lift several times when I was 
walking to town. I had no driver's license, and one day as 
I was heading for Grahamdale for mower parts with the 
truck, this constable stopped me. He informed me that if 
I continued to drive I would have to see Mr. Pratt in 
Ashern and have a driver's test. 

Shortly thereafter, I set off for Ashern and found Mr. 
Pratt to be a kindly gentleman. If he had any misgivings 
about having a ride in such an old truck with me, he 
didn't show it then. I had no window in the passenger 
side, the seats were hard, and the exhaust fumes were bad 
when idling. Nonplussed over these trivial in
conveniences, my instructor directed me to head south of 
town over the old rock ridge. When I finally attained suf
ficient speed as the rough roads allowed, I reached over 
and pulled the lever which operated the shunt valve on the 
exhaust system. I hoped that the loud roar might be 
taken for a sudden surge of power which it certainly 
lacked. M r. Pratt held the leather strap on the door tight
ly and the look on his face, which I mistakingly took for 
surprise, was definitely one of fear as he yelled at me to 
turn around and go back. I was not even surprised when 
he handed me the long overdue driver's license. As I 
think back, possibly the only reason he gave it to me was 
that if he had not, it would only mean I would be back at 
a later date for a repeat performance! 

That fall I decided to go harvesting. Just as casually 
as one might have decided to go to town, I bundled a few 
clothes on myoId bicycle and took off for the prairies. 
After three days I arrived in Crystal City, close to the 
U.S. border. I worked for $1.50 a day from daylight till 
dark. Manpower was short due to the war. I worked ex
tremely hard because we threshed with only two stook 
teams. On rainy days I plowed land with an old Twin 
City tractor. One day as I was moving down a road, I 
thought I was having halucinations. Not far from me I 
saw a giant Advance Rumley with 40-80 H.P. pulling at 
least a 10 bottom gang plow without benefit of the driver. 
I ran to the closest farm and told the first person I met 
what I had seen. The farmer smiled and told me the old 
Rumley was his, and that it knew its way around the 
farm. He explained that it was on automatic steering and 
that he always started it out in the morning in a huge cir
cle on a full quarter section, plowing from the outside 
towards the centre. It had a long rod connected to the 
steering to a disced wheel in the furrow. To start and stop 
the big tractor, he simply pulled a big rope trailing over 
the back of the plow. I shuddered to think what would 
happen if this monster ran amock but the land was 
smooth and there were no stones at all. . 

The following winter I went to work for Nathan 
Brodsky, freighting on Lake Winnipeg. It was a hard life, 
and we drove in shifts from Gypsumville to the north end 
of Reindeer Island via Dauphin River, picking up the fish 
from the many camps and delivering hay and oats and 
supplies to the fishermen. Nathan had a new TD6 crawler 
that he bought from Morris Schwartz. We had our living 
quarters in one of the long freight cabooses. 

Nathan had a store at Dauphin River, which was the 
scene of much activity, and many teams of fierce husky 
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dogs. Nathan, being Jewish, also spoke the Saulteaux 
language fluently, or so I thought. But he must have been 
saying something differently than the Indians, for I no
ticed whenever he spoke their language, they would 
snicker to each other. I even learned to understand this 
quaint language fairly well during the three winters I 
worked for him, but I never attempted to speak it. 

I went from there to work on Brown and Rutherfords 
saw mill on the Mantag River, about 15 miles from 
Dauphin River. It was a steam-powered outfit and had a 
gun shot carriage which consisted of a long steam 
cylinder connected to the saw carriage. The carriage 
returned at a terrific rate of speed. A man on each end of 
the carriage was strapped into a sort of cage. 

While there, I met Ivan Casselman, from Fisher 
Branch, I think, he used to fly the mail in quite often. He 
was a fine bush pilot who was lost in that country later 
and never heard of again. 

During my winters freighting, we lost our tractor 
several times crossing cracks on the lake. It was a big job 
to retrieve it from deep waters although there were no 
casualties, but a man lost his life some years previously 
doing the same job. I decided to leave the lake forever 
and never did go back again. 

During these years I actually planned on going farm
ing, and bought a tractor and implements for myself but 
found life on the farm too boring. My parents tried to en
courage me to return to school and try for at least Grade 
8. I quickly convinced them that a person didn't need an 
education to become a farmer and to prove it, pulled an 
$18.00 cheque out of my pocket that I just received from 
Forsythe at Ericksdale for a 3 year old steer. 

One bright sunny morning I was amazed to see a "60 
Cat" pulling a monstrous contraption called an elevating 
grader rumbling past our farm. There was also a 50 
Monarch trailing behind, which as far as I could see, 
served no other useful purpose except possibly to assist 
the 60 Cat in the event of a mechanical breakdown. The 
two brothers, Stan and Hiram Irwin, whom I knew 
casually, asked for a drink of water and enquired if we 
knew of anyone interested in working on the road outfit 
with them. These men were the real pioneers in the road 
construction business, and my association with them was 
a turning point in my life. Wages were poor, but the 
hours were long and heavy equipment had always ap
pealed to me so I agreed to work for them, little realiz
ing this would be my line of work for the next 25 years. I 
soon learned the intricacies of starting the old "60" with 
a long bar in the holes of the flywheeL 

A few years previously, Dad and I had patched holes 
in the road with our team of bronchos and a small slush 
scraper. I had always realized that a different method of 
building roads was necessary, even though I listened with 
great interest as old timers stressed the point that horses 
were the best, as it required many hooves to compact the 
earth properly. Now the Irwins were accomplishing this 
job with modern machinery in much less time, and effort. 

The following year, Irwins retired the old machinery 
and bought a new RD7 Caterpillar tractor and the first 6 
yd. rubber-tired scraper, built by the great inventor, R. 
G. LeTourneau. The manufacturer was apparently a lit
tle dubious about the qualities of rubber tires, so a set of 
steel wheels was shipped along, but were never used. I 
recall that Powell Equipment Co. refused to take the old 



equipment as down payment, but agreed to take a chance 
on the two brothers, and let them take it with no money 
down. The outfit cost $10,000.00. Diesel fuel was 9¢ a 
gallon then. 

During this time I became acquainted with Dick 
Bowman, the District Engineer. My partner on this outfit 
was Carl Schultz from Camper. He was a good operator 
and mechanic. We used his old Graham Page car for 
transportation. This was the longest car I had ever seen 
and it took a big field to turn around in. I think the 
reason he bought this car was to be able to take his big 
family of eight girls for a ride, all at one time! Gus 
Naslund was our grade foreman and stayed with us for 
the next ten years. 

We went logging the next two winters on the Warpath 
River, 65 miles from Gypsumville, along the west shore 
of Lake Winnipeg. Some of our bushmen included 
Laurence Price and his brothers, Bob McConnell, 
Harold Gall, Lawrence Nickel and others. My helper on 
some trips was "Monty" Montague, who also acted as 
cook at times in the camp. The logs were cut to 24 ft. 
lengths mostly and hauled on sleighs with 10 ft. bunks. 

I saw the first chain saw that winter. It was a Hornet 
two-man saw with a handle on the end of the long blade. 
It was not too dependable at times so we resorted to the 
old reliable crosscut saw. We bought a pulley for the 
"Cat" and put it on August Betkers' 54" sawmill. August 
sawed most of the lumber and I also cut some, as I had 
previous experience on that type of work. Many of the 
logs that first winter were too large for the saw to handle 
so we cut them no larger than 30". 

I left Irwins three years later upon the death of 
Hiram. I finished out the remainder of the season on 
Helgi Freeman's outfit. He had a new TD9 and 4 yd. 
scraper but they were too small for building roads and I 
was glad when freeze-up came. 

In November of that year, 1947, I married Miss Jean 
Timmerman, whose great uncle homesteaded on the 
south end of Lake St. Martin. We had met several years 
previously on one of the many visits to the Timmermans, 
as Dad liked to talk Dutch to that fine family. Other 
Dutch families frequently visited were the Momans, 
Noordenbos, Zants, Koops and others. 

I really intended to try farming now so built a house 
on Dad's farm, and we were one of the first families to 
enjoy electric lights from a 32 Volt plant we rigged up. 
More than once when the gas engine broke down, we had 
to jack up the faithful old Hudson and run a belt from the 
back wheel to recharge the batteries on the light plant. 

Upon the arrival of spring, I heard that Dick Francis 
of Schofields Ltd. was looking for a man to operate their 
new road outfit. Farming was forgotten, and I hired on 
immediately for them. For the first part of the summer, 1 
had no vehicle and relied on passing motorists to bring 
supplies from the various towns near where I was work
ing. I slept in a small tent and worked 16 to 18 hours a 
day. 

I hired Alec Bone from the Ebb and Flow Reserve for 
a stonepicker. I was a little surprised to find that he had a 
wife and large family and it must have caused a few 
raised eyebrows to see a new TD14 and scraper, moving 
from district to district, followed closely by a team of In
dian buckskins with a hooped canvas over the wagon to 
protect the family. I had to move at a slow pace in order 
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for Alex to keep up. I batched for myself and only 
stopped briefly when I felt hungry. Alec's wife and family 
picked snake root during the day. 

One day Alec's wife felt sorry for me and decided to 
make a special treat, so I was invited to their tent for 
lunch. I was handed a huge sandwich dripping with cat
sup and Alec informed me it was pork, which I never 
really cared for much, even at the best of times. When I 
attempted to take a bite my teeth refused, and I found 
out that the pork was raw from a freshly killed pig that 
Alec bought from a farmer near New Home. When I 
politely declined any further nourishment, Alec ate his 
and mine as well with much gusto and lip-smacking. We 
parted company shortly thereafter and I never met them 
again. 

Before long, I realized I must have some means of 
transportation of my own so bought a 1938 Fargo panel 
truck. It was formerly Jack Watkin's \V'ho used it for his 
fur-buying expeditions in the Interlake. It had a large 
oversized panel body on it, and as I was quite proud of it, 
decided to have my name and type of work I did printed 
on the sides. I took it directly to Winnipeg and found a 
sign painter who guaranteed a speedy free-hand job at 
minimum expense. 

I was pleased to discover that he only charged the 
same fee for 6" lettering as he would normally for 3", so 
instructed him to not spare the paint. As an added bonus 
he painted the globe in one corner with lettering stating, 
"We move the earth." It was quite impressive with its 
large red and yellow letters on a black background, and 
when I saw people stop and stare at intersections, I 
smiled back at them quite proudly. I could hardly wait to 
show my prize to Dick Francis, so went to Spearhill and 
parked it to its best advantage near the gas pump. Dick 
was busy with paperwork so after several hints about the 
truck and carefully refraining from mentioning the most 
important thing, Dick strolled to the door. I'll never 
forget the surprised look on his face as he commented, 
"Well you can sure see it anyway!" Later on that 
summer, my wife came with me in our new "caboose". 

We did road work from Eriksdale to Gypsumvil\e and 
got to know most of the people in those areas. We built 
their roads, excavated dugouts and basements, moved 
houses and other buildings, and cleared land in winter 
months. Schofields had 18 sets of bush sleighs and we 
hauled many thousands of loads of wood into Gypsum
ville. 

I bought a couple of lots in Moosehorn on the new 
sub-divided property of the Levine brothers on the west 
side of the town. I then moved my house into Moosehorn 
and was the second person to move into the new area. 
Gustave Meisner being the first. 

I always enjoyed fishing, so one spring Albert Foster, 
my wife and I, went to Watch Horn Bay. I had speared a 
39 lb. Jack fish in the Birch Bay creek several years 
before, but was not prepared for the one I was to take 
home this day. We had caught several 6-8 lb. ones when I 
spied a large fish just lying in the mouth of the creek. 
Quickly making a large snare, I pulled it to the shore 
where Albert hit it on the head, stunning it. Angus 
Matheson came at that time and said he had caught them 
larger than that. Don Goodridge weighed it and found it 
to be 42 lbs. 5 oz. It never occurred to me to mount the 
fish and several years later, I read in the Guiness Book of 



Records that the largest fish of that species caught was 
only about 4 Ibs. heavier. 

My father decided to quit farming and came to work 
on our outfit, and proved to be a good operator for the 
next 8 years, after which he retired. We built new roads 
and highways and repaired and re-built old ones in the 
course of our travels, met many fine and interesting peo
ple. Gus Naslund's sons, Alvin and Ben, Johnny Johnson 
and Walter Sewell from Mulvihill, not forgetting, Denis 
Bruce, they all worked on the road gang. Later, after Gus 
Naslund retired, Edwin Thorkelson, Fred Russel and Joe 
McKelvey were several of our foremen. Some of our 
friends on the gang also included Frank Anderson, Her
man Kurbis, Pat and Fred Perry, Joe and Pat McMillan, 
Victor Price, August Gutnecht, Charlie Ratz and many 
others. We built the Eriksdale to Poplarfield road, 
Ashern to Hodgson; the road from Pine Tree Service to 
Vogar and also the road from the Siglunes Hail to the 
ferry, where now stands the new bridge. We made many 
friends there including the Alec Freemans, Sigfussons, 
Larsons, Hallson Bros. and many more. In 1967 
Schofields decided to retire from business. I had by now 
over 25 years in the heavy equipment business and even 
at my age, was ready to try something else. 

I was a fairly good welder, mechanic and carpenter 
but had to say along with many others with a limited 
education, "Jack of all trades but master of none." I 
went to upgrading courses held the last winter I worked 
for Schofields. I found that a person is never too old to 
learn and the decimals and fractions did not seem as 
mysterious as they had before, and have come in good 
stead since. 

While visiting my brother in Dryden, Ontario the 
following spring, I decided to try the mining industry and 
hired on with the Griffith Mine as a mechanic. This is an 
open pit iron mine in beautiful tourist country close to 
the town of Ear Falls. 

We liked it so well that we eventually sold our place in 
Moosehorn and moved here permanently. I later became 
assistant shop foreman and then mechanical supervisor 
in one area of the huge complex. My friend, Bill Harvey, 
also moved here and works at the mine too. I stayed at 
the mine for eight years and now work for Reed Paper 
Ltd. I was aware of difficulty, while at the mine, of hear
ing problems and coughing a lot from the fine ore dust, 
but am feeling quite well now since I left it. 

I am operator-trainer ror various types of wood
harvesting machines. We cut trees up to 24" diameter 
with a hydraulic set of shears mounted in a type of large 
backhoe. Reed Paper has one of the most modern saw 
mills found anywhere at Red Lake Road, and plans are 
presently underway for multi-million dollar expansion in 
our area. 

I still ride and own motorcycles as I have a small 
business here mainly as a hobby. Our son David, who 
lives in Calgary with his family, is also a motorcycle fan 
like his dad. Daughter Barbara worked for Flyer In
dustries as a personnel secretary for several years and is 
now in Thunder Bay. 

As I look back on the years we spent in the Interlake, 
I find it amazing the progress made in so few decades 
such as communications, transportation, electrification, 
hospitals, etc. All this should tend to make life easier and 
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more enjoyable and makes one wonder why people are in 
such a hurry. 

I can recall one day in the mid-fifties when the first 
diesel rock train came through Moosehorn. Fred Paul, 
Bill Paulson and I were watching as the engineer had to 
pour sand to his wheels of the single unit in order to start 
his load. Fred said then that these diesels wouldn't last 
and steam would come into its own again. 

Today with all the pollution, etc., one wonders if 
possibly myoid friend didn't foresee what some of us did 
not see at the time. The saying goes that one picture is 
worth a thousand words and I heartily agree. Like many 
of you folks, especially in the early years, a camera was a 
luxury and was never available when you saw something 
interesting you wanted to record on film. Therefore, I am 
enclosing a few pictures which I hope will possibly bring 
back a few memories to those readers who were in some 
way connected with them. 

My father and mother moved to Winnipeg after retir
ing and the only apartment suitable for them was the old 
Adanac where they began life together over 50 years ago. 
Dad passed away 3 years ago at the age of 76. He went to 
the Assiniboine Park as usual, which he did several times 
weekly, to ride the bicycle for an hour or so. He was 
found later sitting up at the base of a tree. I am glad that 
he died doing the things he liked best although he is sadly 
missed. Mother is still alone at the old Adanae and last 
year at age 76, passed her swimming exams. There are 31 
grandchildren and 14 great grandchildren at time of this 
writing. 

Peace Church ~oosehorn 1916-1975 
by Mrs. H. Cuthbert 

It was on April 23, 1916 that twenty-two persons 
assembled at the eN .R. station platform in Moosehorn 
to organize a congregation. Two days after the meeting, 
April 25th, this group held their first service of worship in 
the home of Julius Kenas. 

On June 7th of the same year an organizational 
meeting was held at which it was decided to call the 
church "DIE FRIEDENSGEMEINDE" ZU 
MOOSEHORN, now known as "PEACE LUTHERAN 
CHURCH" of MOOSEHORN. 

A sunday school was immediately organized, and the 
first church council elected. 

Pastor Adolf Rink was the first pastor serving us. His 
salary was $50.00 a year, the salary was raised to $75.00 
the following year. 

Plans were made to start building a church. A 
member offered one acre of land, and a building com
m ittee was elected. The building was to be 26' x 31' x 14'. 
The lumber was donated by the church members. First 
the logs had to be cut in the bush, all by hand, trees 
trimmed, and logs carried to where they were loaded onto 
carts hauled by oxen, men and women both helping in 
this project. 

The church was completed in 1918, and the first ser
vice held then. A steeple and bell added in 1938. 

The minutes of the first years of this congregation tell 
of many depressing sacrifices they made to maintain the 
church. Total receipts for the year 1921 came to $181.72, 
in 1922 $\03.00. The Ladies Aid, and Youth Group were 
often called upon to give financial assistance. For in
stance, any eggs laid on the Sabbath were sold, and 



First Church (LUlherall) ill Moosehom cOll1pleted ill 1918. Laler 
sold and moved 10 Hi/bre. Man. 

Preselll "Peace Lutheran" Church ill Moosehom built 1950. 

proceeds given to the church. The farmers income in 
those days was very meagre. Yet faith in Christ and His 
church helped them to overcome many difficulties. Final
ly, help was sought from the Mission Board. It was not 
until 1940 that the Peace Lutheran Church slowly 
recovered from the depression. In 1947, under the 
ministry of student pastor Henry Krikau, English ser
vices were introduced. The Sunday School was also 
changed from German to English. An envelope system 
was introduced for free will offering, instead of the old 
membership fee for members. 

At a meeting in January 1950 the congregation voted 
to build a new house of worship. A building 34' x 76' with 
full basement, to seat 250 people. Also a decision to re
locate the building site to lots belonging to Mr. Roy 
Dreger. In the spring, Dr. K. Holfeldt officiated at the 
ground breaking ceremony, and for the next two years 
there was great activity. 

Sacrifices of time and money, also years of joy - the 
joy and excitement which comes when members unite to 
do a task. 

The new building was a great cement structure, over 
8,000 cement blocks were made with a home-made 
machine on the building site. Memorial stained glass win
dows, valued at $4,000 were donated by members. The 
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local Luther League together with the local Legion 
donated an electric organ in memory of the War Dead. 
Throughout the following years more and more 
renovations and additions were made to this house of 
worship. At the end of the 50's a great innux of new 
members came from small country congregations. Thus 
in 1962 which was an all time high, there were 334 Bap
tised and 196 confirmed members. The Lord had blessed 
the congregation and their far sighted efforts. 

In 1954 plans were made to build a parsonage. Again 
land was donated for the building, a 28' x 44' construc
tion. This time a loan of $4,250. was taken, voluntary 
labor was asked for, and the parsonage was completed 
and dedicated on May 27, 1956. A garage added a few 
years later, a new Hammond organ, and four years later 
new oak pews were purchased, which completed the fur
nishings of the church. 

In 1966 a new Educational Unit was planned and 
built, this was most fitting, as this was the church's 50th 
anniversary. A memorial of 50 years of blessings. 

In 1975 we celebrated 25 years of worship in our new 
church and in 1977 we will be organized 60 years. 

What is the future going to bring? One thing we can 
be sure of, we have come upon many hills before, and 
God has led us safely across them. To Him we entrust 
our future. May He use us according to His will and 
toward His glory. 

Reinhardt and Emma Weigelt 
by Albert Weigelt 

Reinhardt Weigelt and Emma Munk grew up and 
were married in Volhynia, Russia. The Communist Party 
sprang up and spread bloodshed through all of Russia. 

In 1927 Reinhardt immigrated to Canada with his 
wife and two sons, Albert age 3, and Julius age I. 

They were fortunate in having left when they did, as 
soon after the borders were closed and no one was al
lowed to leave the country. 

Their trip was a memorable one. Travelling through 
Moscow they experienced their first car ride. Mother still 
recalls the beautifully decorated Christmas tree on the 
ship. 

The baby (Julius) was allowed to crawl around on 
board ship, and badly burnt his little bottom when he sat 
upon a bare steam pipe. As soon as they landed at St. 
John, New Brunswick, he was hospitalized until healed. 
They then continued their journey to Moosehorn, 
Manitoba, where Adam Kabe (Dad's uncle), and a 
brother, Julius Weigelt, were waiting for them. 

Coming to a new country had its problems too. The 
first was to master a new language. Employment was 
hard to find at this time, and so he left his family and 
went to Saskatchewan where he found work as a 
carpenter's helper. This employment was short-lived as 
he was not able to speak the language of the country, and 
was therefore soon laid off. Some time later he was able 
to get a job working on the section for the railroad. 
Misfortune struck again when a rail fell on his foot, and 
he was unable to work. Not knowing his rights, he missed 
out on his compensation benefits, and returned to 
Moosehorn after his foot had healed. 

He took to cutting cord wood which was sold to 
Spearhill Lime plant, to fire the kilns. One season he 
even cut lumber by hand with Art Drewlo, using the big 



broad saw, where one man stands on top of the log, and 
the other at the bottom. As we did not have our own 
home as yet, we rented houses several times. One house 
we lived in, the roof burned, as it was the type of house 
they built in Russia, with a clay ceiling, in case of 
chimney fire, only the roof would burn. 

By now we were in the middle of the depression, 
which many will still recall. There were many things one 
had to do without. However, a big garden was always 
planted and the vegetables canned. Most people had a 45 
gallon barrel of sauerkraut put up for the winter, which 
was tramped down by one of the children, (after a 
thorough foot wash). Dills were also put up in a 45 gallon 
barrel. Cranberries etc. were picked and made into jam. 

No one could afford to buy liquor, so Dad once tried 
his hand at setting up a batch. All went fine, the mash 
was sitting in the bush to brew, until the old sow came 
across it and sampled some. It must have been good, for 
she [inished it. Noone saw that hog [or the next three 
days, and had given her up for dead. Now there was no 
drink, and no hog. The third day she came out from 
wherever she had been hiding, marched past the trough, 
straight to where the mash had been. It must have been 
better than her regular diet. We at least had pork, so we 
didn't lose out completely. 

In 1936 Dad bought a farm in l\ew Home. At last we 
had our own home, but one needs more than just a farm 
to make a living, so again he went in search of work. He 
went as far as Winnipeg with the bicycle, and from there 
he rode the freight to Fort Francis. He was not the only 
one looking for work. The town opened the hall to the 
many job seekers, so they had a place to sleep, even 
though it was on the floor. To be more comfortable, most 
of the men took off their boots. Dad recalls that as long 
as you were lying down the air was not too bad, but if yqu 
sat up it was as though your breath was cut off. 

Dad got work cutting pulp and railroad ties, which he 
hewed with a broad axe, and very skillfully so. 

M other was very good at spinning wool with the old 
spinning wheel, and still is. Many people brought their 
wool to be spun, for which she received 30 cents a pound. 

Emma al/d Reinhardt Weigelt (seated). From leji lIJ right: Eddie, 
Ella. Albert. Elcallur, Julius. Lorraine. Art. Missing is Arnold. 
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She always knit the family's mitts and socks. To help 
out, she would do housework in the neighborhood and 
also field pitching at harvest time. Her earnings 
supplemented the family income. 

Thinking back I realize what hardships they endured 
and what sacrifices they had to make to bring their fami
ly through those hard times. 

By now, Dad was able to buy a team of horses and the 
odd piece of machinery. Putting up hay was much easier 
now, as the first years he put up hay with the scythe. 

As the family grew up and everyone helped along, 
things were beginning to improve. 

Dad worked in the Ontario bush camps for several 
years, and also in the mines at Flin Flon and Sudbury. 

The later years he remained on the farm until his 
retirement. 

We were members of the St. Paul's Lutheran Church 
in New Home. Dad often filled in with reading services in 
the German language whenever we were without a 
pastor. 

In 1967 Mother and Dad moved to Moosehorn. His 
retirement was short-lived as a few years later he sudden
ly became ill, and passed away Christmas Eve of 1969, at 
the age of 72. 

They had a family of 9 children and 3 grandchildren. 
I, Albert, still farm at Moosehorn, Julius of Ste. 

Rose, Lydia who passed away at an early age, Eddie of 
Hamilton, Arnold of Winnipeg, Art of Red Lake, Ella 
Desiatnyk of Sandy Lake, Lorraine Dennis of Brandon, 
Eleanor Knopp of Winnipeg. 

Mother, who is 73 years of age, is still living in 
Moosehorn and enjoying good health. She always has a 
good garden, and many beautiful flowers, which keeps 
her busy in the summertime. Her hobby is making 
footstools, etc. Knitting is another of her pastimes, only 
now she knits for the grandchildren. 

Jonathan Wersch 
I was born in the Ukraine, in Russia, in 1898. In 

1919, following the first world war, life was not too hap
py in Russia, so I left my home, parents, brother and 
sister, to make a new life in Germany. 

In Germany jobs were very scarce, and I joined the 
Army for a short term. It was in Germany that I met my 
wife-to-be, Olga David. We were married on September 
2nd, 1921. There weren't any opportunities to have a 
home of our own in Germany, so we thought more and 
more of coming to this great land of Canada. 

My uncle, Michael Wersch, who lived on a farm 1\12 
miles north of Moosehorn, encouraged us to come to 
Canada and sent me the fare, as I didn't have any money. 
On June 18th, 1924, I arrived in Canada, and was faced 
again with the same problem no jobs available. I also 
had another problem - I was unable to speak English. 
The first summer I spent with my uncle, but went out 
harvesting in the fall so that I could have my family come 
to Canada too. 

My wife Olga, two year old son Alfred and my father
in-law Christian David arrived that fall, and we moved 
into a farm home two miles south-west of Spearhill. The 
first winter I worked at Birch Lake, and in the spring I 
started working in the quarry at Spearhill. This then 
started a pattern that I was to follow for many years, 
working at the quarry and trying to farm at the same 



time. I remember working ten hours a day at 35¢ an 
hour. Many times I walked to and from work through 
deep snow, as the roads were poor and of course, never 
snow-plowed. 

In 1926 our second oldest son Albert was born, and our 
youngest son Gus was born the following year. Our next 
move was to a farm two miles north of Moosehorn, and it 
was here that our daughter Ruth was born. 

Our neighbors were the Krentzs across the road, and 
the Sotke family, who my wife grew up with in the 
Ukraine. Many happy times were spent together with 
friends and neighbors. We thought nothing of driving 
many miles with horse and buggy, or in open sleighs in 
the winter time. We attended church services in the Bap
tist Church, which was a land mark for many years, on 
the south-west corner of the Newman family farm. 

In 1936 the farm was sold and we had to move again. 
This time we rented the Dan Smith farm, 1 \12 miles north 
of Martin School. My sons were growing up and were a 
great help on the farm, as I sometimes stayed all week at 
work, and then my wife and children had to look after all 
the work on the farm. 

In 1939 our dream of owning our own home and land 
came true. We purchased a half section of land from my 
cousin Bill Zutz and his wife Lou. We moved one mile 
south of Moosehorn, and continued farming there until 
we retired in 1957. 

1940 was a very sad year for us. Following a measles 
epidemic our oldest son Alfred, died, at the age of seven
teen, June 8th, and our two other sons were hospitalized. 
Albert had surgery and spent ten weeks in hospital. 

Time went by quickly and our children grew up. Our 
sons completed their education at Moosehorn, and have 
been living in Ontario for many years now. Albert and his 
wife, Marion, are living near Hanover, Ontario, and he 
has been employed with the Ontario Hydro for over 
twenty years. He is presently working in a Nuclear Power 
Plant near Owen Sound, Ontario. 

Gus and his wife Frances, live in Ottawa. He is Chief 
of Police of Nepean Township. 

Ruth married Paul Reder and they were farming in the 
Moosehorn area until 1957, when they bought OUf home 
and farm. At that time we retired to Moosehorn. We 
bought our home from Ewald Tober. 

After many years of illness my wife, Olga, passed away 
on July 17th, 1974. It has been lonely, but I have the joy 
of sharing many happy times with the members of our 
Senior Citizen's Club. I feel very fortunate in having my 
daughter's family near me. My oldest grandson, Donald 
and his family, of Anoia, Manitoba, visit me quite often, 
and my granddaughters - Linda, Mrs. Lloyd Nickel, 
and Karen, Mrs. Don Nachtigall, live in Moosehorn. My 
youngest grandson, Jeffrey, is always ready to brighten 
Grandpa's day. 

I was very happy to have my oldest sister Marie come 
to live in Canada, after the second world war; and at the 
age of seventy-six I had my first plane trip when I flew to 
Germany to meet my only brother, Alexander and his 
family. We hadn't seen each other for fifty-six years. 

There have been many great changes since we arrived 
in Moosehorn, fifty-two years ago. Times of happiness, 
sadness and hardships, but we all worked toward the 
same goal - a better place for the generations to come. 
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Thomas (Scotty) and Ellen Young 
by Bill Young 

Thomas (Scotty) Young came to Canada from 
Scotland in 1908. He was employed with the building of 
the Canadian National Railroad in various parts of 
Eastern Canada before coming to the Moosehorn area as 
the first section foreman in 1911. 

His family, wife Ellen and seven children arrived late 
in October of 1911. It took them three days to travel 
from Winnipeg to Moosehorn because of construction 
work on the railroad. There was no station at that time, 
the people were just dropped off at the siding, amidst 
snow that was plenty deep (one can just imagine how un
inviting a picture that would be). 

Their first home was an old C. N. R. boxcar at the 
north side of the tracks, when Ellen saw it, she burst into 
tears and said "What a God forsaken place to come to". 
Had she been able to return to Scotland then she would 
have gladly done so. This new home in the wilderness, 
proved to be extremely cold, with innumerable discom
forts. We melted snow for water, slept on oat-bags filled 
with hay. One could write one's name in the frost that 
formed on the inside walls a pot-bellied stove in the 
middle of the floor provided some warmth. 

Friends, mostly the Matheson family, held a "bee" 
and built them a huge log house north of the railway 
tracks, close to where the road (trail) cut off leading to 
Spearhill. This building still stands today. (1976) 

Scotty started farming on a homestead which he took 
when he first arrived in Moosehorn. He remembered 
Ellen's wish "to return to Scotland" and said he would 
send her back when he had his first car load of wheat. As 
it happened, he never did get it, and Ellen never did 
realize her dream. 

Later on Scotty donated some of his land for the pur
pose of building the first school in Moosehorn. 

Years passed by and Scotty contracted to build roads, 
some going west towards New Home and others towards 
Fishe; Branch as well as northwards to Spearhill. 

The first team used while on the homestead consisted 
of oxen bought from Fred Bonwick at Silver Bay. Huge 
plows called brush-breakers, were used for breaking the 
land. 

He also contracted with the local store keeper to load 
cord wood to be shipped to Winnipeg, via C.N. Railway. 
He hired the men to cut this at 651t or 70¢ per cord. 

In the early days, food consisted mainly of wild meat, 
moose and elk and home grown vegetables. It was all 
hard work for everyone including the women of the 
household, who helped out in the fields, as well as doing 
household duties. They scrubbed bare board floors with a 
Ive solution until the boards were al most white. Laundry 
\~as done on a scrub-board. 

However, there was a time set aside for entertain
ment. As a rule this was on Friday night at the school, at 
either Silver Bay or Spearhill. Everyone bundled up in a 
huge sleigh box. Bricks or sometimes large stones were 
heated on the cook stove before hand, and used to keep 
our feet warm, while travelling. Travel then was by horse 
drawn sleighs. Dances consisted of all old time dances 
- Squares, French Minuet, Polkas and so on. Musical 
instruments were violins and perhaps an organ. The 
dances lasted often well into the very early morning 



hours. Children accompanied their parents and learned 
dancing at an early age. There was always a break for 
lunch - pies, cake, sandwiches of all sorts and of course 
tea and coffee. Often there would be a "Sing song" 
Maggie and Minnie Young usually took part in the enter
tainment. 

There was also much activity in their home, as the 
Youngs lived close to the station. A II the new 
homesteaders and settlers usually landed there before 
getting settled in their own homes. The Young home 
seemed to be a meeting place for local people as well. The 
boys were always on hand to help the immigrants unload 
their belongings, furniture, stock etc., and often helped 
them find their way to their respective homesteads. 

Thomas's parents, John (Jock) and Sally, and Ellen's 
brother Sandy Shaw also came from Scotland, but resid
ed in Moosehorn for only a short time. They found it dif
ficult to adapt to the way of life at that time and returned 
home. 

Scotty and Ellen had two other children - Adam and 
Nellie, bringing the family to nine in number. Adam, 
now deceased, was married to the former Mary 
Matheson. Nellie married John Redfern and is presently 
living in Winnipeg. 

Sarah, the eldest of the family, married William 
Dunhill from Scotland, and lived on the adjoining 
homestead. They were the first occupants of the section
house after its construction. Hugh Matheson from Silver 
Bay and Minnie spent most of their married life in 
Moosehorn. Both Minnie and Sarah are deceased. 
Maggie (Mrs. W. Henniger) now resides in Winnipeg. 
John established a hair-dressing business in Vancouver 
and is now residing in California. Jim married Olga 
Ziesman and lives in Winnipeg. William and Thomas are 
in Keewatin, Ontario. 

The Young family left Moosehorn around 1921 and 
returned in the 1930's for a short time, prior to moving to 
Winnipeg and then to Keewatin, Ontario where later, 
Thomas and Ellen passed away. 

The Kullman Family 
by Mrs. A. Betker 

My father came to Canada from Russia in 1905, 
where he was a miller by trade. Mother and three 
children stayed in Russia, as Dad planned to earn enough 
money working in Canada to be able to go back home. 
However, the second week in Winnipeg he got a job 
working at the Anchor Elevator, and after working at 
that for two years, decided Canada was where he wanted 
to stay. He had Mother, her sister, and three boys come 
to Canada. Mother loved Winnipeg. They bought a three 
story house on Dorothy Street. It is still standing, so 
must have been well built. They occupied the main floor 
and rented the second and third stories which gave them 
enough money to make the payments. 

Dad by then was working for a contractor and mak
ing good money, so all was well, they thought - but not 
for long. Dad suffered a sunstroke. The doctor advised 
him to move to the country. He had heard about the 160 
acres of land for $10. In fact, Dad's second cousins were 
already living on such land. What could be better? We 
could sell our home in Winnipeg and move to 
Moosehorn. Mother was not too excited about leaving 
the city, but Dad's health had to be considered. With all 
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Mr. al/d Mrs. Kul/Illal/, parel/ts of Mrs. August Betker. 

our furniture, a years supply of flour, sugar, tea, coffee, 
lumber and tarpaper, loaded into a C.N.R. box car, 
one day in July 1912, we headed for Moosehorn, 
Manitoba. 

We were met by Dad's second cousin, Mr. Brade, 
who had moved out the year before. Our farm was two 
miles west of Moosehorn. There were no roads and with 
only a team of oxen, it took all day to get to town and 
back. The railway car had to be unloaded and where to 
put all the stuff was a problem. No use to haul it all to the 
Brade farm, some five miles away, so they decided to put 
up a stack of hay - this was done by hand, as no one had 
machinery, such as a mower or rake. With the lumber 
and tarpaper they made a lean-to on each side of the hay 
stack. One side housed our furniture and provisions and 
the other side is where we slept. The cooking wa~ all done 
outside. This was our home until the house was built, as it 
took years to finish the inside. The outside was of lumber 
covered with tarpaper for the first winter. Mother 
gathered moss and dry leaves to pack between the 2 x 4's 
so it was nice and warm. Our furniture got wet while in 
the lean-to, and was pretty well ruined. We had to make 
it do as the money was needed for other things. 

Our first winter in Moosehorn, Dad spent most of his 
time sheeting the inside of the house and keeping enough 
firewood cut for the cook stove. Mother nearly lost her 
mind, with three boys of school age under foot all the 
time. She often wondered what ever possessed them to 
come to this wilderness - 160 acres of overgrown vines, 
weeds and fallen trees. Many times they were discour
aged. One time Dad dug a well and after digging down 
some 40 feet came upon a huge flat rock. He decided to 
try to chisel through the rock, a faint hope, but worth a 
try. He gave up a number of times, but finally he struck 
water, the force was so great he almost drowned, while 
trying to climb up. A good thing Mother was not far 
away and heard him call. She quickly lowered a bucket 
and hauled him up. Another incident, when the flies were 
bad, the oxen refused to move any faster than a snail's
pace. It was Dad's turn to go to town to get the preacher. 
He had the oxen hitched to our nice Eaton's delivery 
wagon, Dad was sitting up there, proud as punch, said 
"Goodbye, I'm leaving for town". We all were on our 
best behavior. Dad got to town all right, but the train was 



late getting in. The mosquitoes were always worse in the 
evening, and when on the way home the oxen would not 
co-operate Dad used a switch to try and make them move 
a little faster. This must have surprised the one ox, as he 
took a coughing spell, and from the "other end", sprayed 
Dad and the minister with "you know what!" They look
ed a mess the minister in his Sunday best. Well, Dad 
decided then and there, he would switch to horses as soon 
as possible. He got a team of horses, which we lost the 
following summer with swamp fever. Just then a Mr. 
Levine had brought a car load of bronchos, so Dad 
bought a team - what a job he had breaking them to 
harness! Mother prayed constantly that Dad wouldn't 
be killed handling those wild horses. Then, just as we 
thought things were under control, our barn caught fire 
and we lost all our chickens and a pig that was to have lit
tle ones. This was a blow. However, they took heart and 
kept going. Wild berries were plentiful; lots of firewood. 
We never went hungry and always had something to 
wear, even though we were not allowed to wear our shoes 
in summer, except to school and church. We were a large 
family and it took a lot to outfit us all in the falL My 
folks believed in working hard and spending their money 
wisely. All the land on our farm was cleared by hand, 
over 100 acres under cultivation. We milked cows and 
always had chickens which gave us a good living. My 
folks spent nearly forty years on that farm. When they 
retired they moved to Winnipeg. Dad died on his 85th 
birthday. Mother died five years later. 

I married August Betker, and we lived on the farm 
for eight years. This was during the depression, when 
money was hard to come by. August worked on the roads 
and cut lumber in the winter. We moved to Gypsumville 
and operated the hotel there for four years and then 
moved to Ashern where we had the hotel for three and a 
half years. Later we moved to Winnipeg and in 1962 to 
Anaheim, California. 

We have one son, Lloyd, who married Betty Freisen, 
and now lives in Montreal. They have two children, a boy 
Darrel, 15, and a daughter Heather who is 14. They are 
doing well. We see them quite often in spite of the dis
tance between us. I have a sister living in Anaheim, and 
my youngest sister and three brothers live in Winnipeg. 
Another brother lives in Saskatchewan and a brother in 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Fred Kiesman Family 
by Angela Kiesman 

I, Angela Haupt, was born in Winnipeg in 1907. My 
parents came to New Home district in December 1912. 
My dad's father was with us too. Dad had built a four 
room log house. On one end he built a barn, and we lived 
in the other end. This must have been the style in the old 
country. Dad bought a team of oxen and a cow, so that 
was the start. He took up a homestead, so did Grandad 
Haupt. Times were sure hard, no roads, no schoo!' We 
lived four and a half miles from Moosehorn, our 
homestead was where Fernie Bauch is now living. We 
lived there for sixteen years, in the same house, though 
another barn was built. 

Dad went back to Winnipeg in the summer to work, 
to earn money to improve conditions on the farm. His 
trade was plastering. 
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First home on thefarm of the Henry Haupt family. Nole the pump 
system, in background is the combined house and barn. 

Wedding picture of Fred and Angela Kiesman. 1929. Left 10 right: 
Herman Nachtiga/l. Esther Haupt. Fred and Angela Kiesman, Elsie 
Allman. Paul Haupt. 

As there was no church, the neighbors would go 
together and hold worship services in their homes. When 
the New Home School was built in 1913, worship ser
vices were held there every Sunday. In 1920 they began to 
build a church, called St. Paul's Lutheran, which was 
completed in 192!. The people were indeed happy and 
thankful to God, that they at last had a House of 
Worship. 

Dad built a new house in 1928, with the help of 
neighbors, my stay in the new house was not long, as I 
married Fred Kiesman in 1929. 

We took a homestead in the Silver Bay area. This was 
in the depression years. We lived for six years in a one 
room log house. We had a few cows, which were given to 
us by our parents. Later my dad gave our young son, Ed
die, a colt, and from that colt we raised our other horses. 
Even though horses were cheap then, we could not afford 
to buy them. In 1936, we moved to Fred's Dad's place, 
Daniel Kiesman, by the Mud Lake. I guess most of the 
people know where that place is - it is two miles west 
from the New Home Church. 

It was sure hard to make a living. My husband hauled 
rails home, cut them into cordwood lengths, (4'), then 
hauled the wood to town to sell; price $2.00 per cord. 
He also cut ice on the lake and hauled that to Moose
horn Creamery. Then he started blacksmithing, building 
sleighs, sharpening plow shares, shoeing horses, repairing 
wagon wheels, etc. In 1941 we moved to Grahamdale, 
Manitoba, as there was a blacksmith shop there, Fred 
worked in that town for 2Jjz years. We had taken three 
cows with us, so sold milk to the neighbors, and made our 



own butter. After 2V2 years we moved back to 
Moosehorn. Fred got work at Spearhill in the lime 
quarry, but his health failed, and he had to give up that 
job. After doctoring awhile, his health improved and we 
went back to the farm. We still had our horses, as we had 
left them with a neighbor, so bought more cattle. In 1947 
our son Edward started to work at Spearhill, so we 
bought another farm close to Moosehorn. Fred worked 
for Alf Cuthbert, hauling cream from the farmers to the 
creamery. While this was hard work, he enjoyed doing it 
(this was just in the summer time). We did not stay long 
on the farm. In 1951 we decided to sell, this time we 
bought the Snack Bar in Moosehorn from Gordon Hare. 
We operated the Snack Bar and Pool Room for twelve 
years, which we enjoyed in spite of the many difficulties. 

We have four children who are all married: Edward 
married Evelyn Fenning, they have three sons, Corey, 
Brian and Douglas. Edward and Evelyn are farming. Ed. 
also works for Steel Bros. Lime Plant at Steep Rock, 
Man. Edna married Ervin Wentland, and lives in Regina, 
Sask. They have two children Leonard and Marilyn. Er
vin works for Inland Cement Company, and Edna at 
Simpson Sears. Paul Henry is married to Isabelle Man
tic, and has four children, David, Cheryl, Darlene and 
Darren. They live in Kamioops, B.C. Paul is foreman at 
the La Farge Cement Plant. Ruth married Albert 
Meisner. They live in Moosehorn, and have two children, 
Bruce and Brenda. Albert is agent for Radio Oil Com
pany. Ruth is organist for the Peace Lutheran Church. 
All our children are active church workers. This goes for 
us too, as we both love to work for the church in anyway 
we can. 

We are now retired and enjoy living in Moosehorn; 
are members of the Senior Citizen Club and both enjoy 
doing handicraft work. We also enjoy travelling, and 
have done quite a lot in the last six years. We have been 
to British Columbia three times, go to Regina almost 
every year, also to Thunder Bay, where my brother Paul 
lives. Brother Ed lives in Winnipeg, also my sister Esther 
and family. My sister Irene lives here in Moosehorn. 

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Buechler 
by Ernie Buechler 

On October 3rd, 1913, my Dad W. A. Buechler 
(Adolf), mother Ernstine and four children came from 
Winnipeg and settled on the N. W. \4 Sec. 20-26-7. The 
previous year my Dad cleared about a half acre of land, 
and built a house and barn on the site. We lived there for 
five years, when our home was destroyed by fire. All 
household belongings and livestock were lost. However, 
they had a strong faith in God, and a spirit to carryon in 
spite of the loss. 

Then in 1916, they started to build a House of 
Worship at Moosehorn, hardships and sacrifices were 
many, as money was scarce. 

Well I remember as a very young boy, the big thick 
logs piled up at the building site, which were then cut into 
inch boards with a Whip-saw. The thinner logs hewed into 
dimension lumber with a broad axe. Little money, but 
eager and willing hands, and before long they had a 
church to workship in. 

What did our country look like in 1911? In a nutshell 
"wild and wholesome" no threat of any pollution in those 
days. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Adolf Buechler. 50th anniversary, /935. 

Imagine, no fences nor anything to mark off the 
boundaries of your property, except a mound every 
square mile, so some of the neighbors went together, with 
the help of a twelve foot square, which they made 
themselves, starting from the iron pin in these mounds, 
lined up their property, by cutting a line through the 
bush. 

Next they cleared off the bush from the road 
allowance, a twelve foot wide strip, so they could travel 
with horse and wagon. Clearing off bush for agriculture 
grain, growing, etc., was not done as it is today, each 
settler had a multiple machine called "Armstong and 
Co.", that consisted of: father, mother and children. 
Their brush cutter was called an axe, their cultivator was 
a walking plow drawn by oxen and later by horses. A 
slow and hard way to prepare a few acres for seeding. I 
remember the first two crops my Dad cut by scythe, and 
threshed by flail. The third year Dad and his brother-in
law bought a McCormick 6 ft. binder. This was the first 
such binder in the New Home district. Next came the 
stationary gasoline motor and hand fed threshing 
machine. Year after year, better and more convenient 
machines were available, which took some of the hard 
work out of farming. I still miss the old threshing crews. 
Hard work yes, but some fun too, 

Probably the children of today would like to know 
how we lived, and what recreation we had. It was a 
satisfying life. We had to go to school to learn the three 
R's, same as today. Conditions then were very different 
from today. We had no roads, and our parents could not 
afford to buy us rubber boots, nor the warm parkas 
children have today. We had to make our own recreation, 
we played a variety of games, then when baseball was in
troduced, our equipment was "home made". The ball 
was a fairly round rock, wrapped around with binder 
twine and then covered with an old moccasin. More than 
once a ball went through a window in school, the unfor
tunate "batter" had to pay for the damage. Horseshoes 
was another favorite game, 

Most of us had to quit school at age fourteen, in order 
to go out working to help support younger brothers and 
sisters. Then came the depression of "Dirty Thirties". No 
need to elaborate, all I can.say is, "God spare us all from 
are-occurrence." 



In 1935 my parents celebrated their Golden Wedding 
Anniversary, this was the last time our family was 
together. They have now all passed away, I being the 
youngest, and the only one left. 

In 1938, being of human nature, lonesome, and long
ing for a life's partner, I gathered up enough nerve to go 
and see a certain young lassie whom I secretly admired 
for many a year, and asked her to become my wife. Being 
a girl of compassion, she said "yes", never mind what the 
future holds, we will make it together. 

I lived on the same quarter section from 1913 to 1938 
with my parents, and from 1938 to September 1975 with 
my beloved wife, Olga (nee Metner). Then we decided to 
sell the farm and moved into Moosehorn. Sixty-two 
years on the same place must be some kind of a record. 

I can remember when Moosehorn consisted of about 
ten buildings; the station (C.N.R.) Armstrong Trading 
Co. (store), Boarding House, livery stable and a few 
homes. 

Julius Weigelt 
I was born in Volienen, a province in Russia, in 1889. 

My father, John Weigelt, was a tailor and had his own 
shop. We lived in the country and I got all my schooling 
at home. I was lucky because both my father and mother 
had a good education. I worked for my dad until I was 
twenty years old, then I got restless, so I travelled and 
worked around the country. 

I got a chance to come to Canada with some friends, 
and I decided to try it. I came to Winnipeg, got ajob and 
stayed there awhile. Then I went out west. In 1917 I came 

Julius Weigelt. 
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back to visit my uncle, Adam Kabe, at Moosehorn. I 
liked this part of the country and decided to stay. 

I met Elsie Buechler, of the New Home district, and 
we were married in 1919. We stayed with her folks for 
part of one year, and then bought a farm in the Silver 
Bay area. We stayed there two years and then moved to 
Moosehorn. Later we settled on the farm where our son 
Alfred is now living. Here we lived for thirty-seven years. 

We were blessed with seven children Margaret, 
Edith, Helen, Herbert, Florence, Freda and Alfred. 

I farmed as much as I could. In winter I ran a trap
line about twenty miles north-east of home. I had a log 
cabin in the bush and used to stay there two weeks at a 
time. I trapped lynx, mink, coyote, fox and weasel. We 
milked cows and kept chickens. We had no horses for the 
first few years so we had to walk wherever we went. 

When I think of all the hardships we went through, I 
sometimes wonder why we stayed. The younger people 
today will never understand what problems we had, so I 
think it is best to forget those early years. 

In 1969 we moved to Moosehorn. It took us a long 
time to adjust to town life. We are now used to it, and in
tend to stay here because it is better than city life. 

Reminiscences of Growing Up Prior and During 
the Depression 

by Margery Finlayson, July 1976 
First, I would like to submit a short background to 

my story. My parents were born on the Island of Lewis, 
the Outer Hebrides, Scotland. They were fluent in the 
Scottish Gaelic language. They met and married in 
Glasgow where my father had gone to learn the trade of 
stone masonry. Educational careers were not readily 
available for the masses in those days, particularly in the 
outlying areas. Father emigrated to Winnipeg in 1905, 
followed in 1906 by mother and small baby girl, Mary. 
The family resided in Winnipeg for six years and then 
moved with other Scottish families, to a homestead in the 
New Scotland school area, eight miles from the town of 
Moosehorn. My father was absent from home a great 
deal working at his trade in many places, Banff, Seven 
Sisters, Winnipeg, Chicago, Detroit etc. Even during the 
depression my father and his lifelong friend, Kenneth 
Murray, were always able to get work. On the homestead 
Mother, the older children and i'! hired man managed, 
somehow, the farm work, when Father had to leave home 
to earn the elusive "buck". 

Going to church, and/or Sunday school, attending 
school and the ethic of hard work were considered 
priorities in my home. Our family consisted of Mary, 
Jack, Chrissie, myself, Angus and the twins, Gladys and 
Alec. My parents, in the early days, on the homestead, 
suffered the death of two young children before medical 
care could be obtained. I n addition, as a child I recall 
looking at a baby brother in the bedroom, who was 
stillborn, just before he was taken for burial in the Kaus 
cemetery. 

Our first home was made of logs and my memory 
dims when I try to recal! it. Another room, however, was 
added, I am told, when I was born. In 1925 our new two
storey frame house was built and contained seven rooms, 
verandah, balcony and basement. We had plenty of room 
but continued to use a wood stove in the kitchen and of 



The A. Finlayson farm. 

course, there wasn't plumbing or electricity. Water came 
from the wonderful running well. There hasn't been a 
drink made that can compare with the spring water 
sipped from the old tin dipper hung by the well. 

As previously mentioned, religion was part of our 
young life and Sunday was indeed the Sabbath used for 
rest, visiting with friends and worship. Special 
preparations were made for Sunday such as cooking, 
cleaning and preparing our best Sunday clothes. On Sun
day we performed only the chores of necessity such as 
feeding the animals and milking the "eternal" cows. OUf 
dedicated Sunday school teacher, for some years, was 
Mrs. Arthur Jones, who, true to her Welsh ancestry lead 
us in singing with both voice and organ. The Canadian 
Sunday School Mission was active at that time. Many of 
the young people memorized five hundred Bible verses in 
order to be eligible for the C.S.S.M. camp at Gimli. This 
camp was enjoyed by many of us. My father was quite a 
good singer in both Gaelic and English and this con
tributed to our daily family worship. When I visited 
Scotland in 1947 I was able to converse with a great
great-aunt who was more fluent in Gaelic than English. 

Yes, getting an education was rated high on the scale 
of endeavor, by my parents but, the hazards of acquiring 
an education, of any merit, were many. But come hail, 
snow or high water our mother sent us to school if at all 
possible. We were three miles from each school -
Bay ton and New Scotland. Over the years the Finlayson 
family was shunted from one school to the other, depend
ing on the pupil statistics at the beginning of term. 
Wearing apparel was a problem for the long walks in 
winter. Slacks and parkas were not yet in vogue for girls. 
We were bundled into several pairs of hand-knitted 
stockings, knitted toques, homesewn dresses, coats etc. 
Many of us, if we wish to admit it, remember the summer 
slips and pantics and many other items made out of that 
very durable flour sack. I wonder why I relate, 
emotionally, to a recent hit song, namely "My Coat of 
Many Colors My Mother Made For Me?" Frozen ears, 
cheeks etc., were common occurrences on the school 
treks. We couldn't feel the frost bite and depended on our 
peers to tell us when we had a "white patch" on our faces. 
We responded by rubbing the "patch" with snow but 
much later in life I learned that this was poor first aid. 
We ate a good breakfast and carried sandwiches to 
school some of which we ate when we arrived at our 
destination, Frozen sandwiches were common. If the 
weather was very rough we were driven to school with the 
horses and cutter. When I was in Grade Ill, a tall skinny 
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male teacher arrived by the name of Clarence Fines. He 
wrapped puttees around his legs to keep the snow out of 
his boots and the young students found the puttees very 
humorous. A year or two later this tall, skinny teacher 
became my brother-in-law when he married my sister 
Mary. High school entailed one year at Moosehorn, and 
the other years at Lundar. In M oosehorn, my brother-in
law, Clare Fines, who had taught me earlier in Bay ton 
School, was both my teacher and custodian. We were not 
allowed too many social liberties such as hanging around 
town after we brought the mail home. Then it was decid
ed that I should go to school in Lundar. Father came 
from Winnipeg with a brand new suitcase for me. I 
stayed in the home of G race and Victor Vestdal and their 
three children. Victor was away from home, in winter, 
fishing on Lake Manitoba and I helped Grace with the 
children and some light chores. She taught me to seam 
nets, make doughnuts and drink coffee with a sugar lump 
in my mouth. I was very happy there and treated like 
their own family. The students in this four-roomed school 
were almost totally Icelandic and, at that time, spoke 
their own language. First I was lonely for home but 
quickly made good friends. I look back with appreciation 
to the Vestdal family who contributed so generously to 
my education. 

Moosehorn was our town where we received our mail, 
bought the groceries and sold grain, cream and eggs. 
Horses were used for the trip to town until the old Ford 
car arrived. We usually shopped in the Moosehorn Sup
ply which was managed by the late Sam Zechoval. Sam 
was a favorite of the young people with his big smile and 
joking manner, when not busy. Sam was very efficient 
and filled our grocery order in a most expeditious 
manner. Very often, when cash was scarce, Sam would 
add a bag of those colorful mixed candies to my mother's 
grocery order, knowing how children looked forward to 
this treat. These candies were doled out to us, at home, if 
\ve were good. Even the gum drop that Sam put in the 
spout of the coal oil can wasn't safe from a child's sweet 
tooth. 

Although money was scarce when we were growing 
up it was a happy life, in retrospect. I recall two gifts that 
my father brought from the U.S.A. when he returned 
from there. I t was practical, a dress or coat but oh so 
prctty. Children didn't have allowances but I remember 
that my rather sent us individual letters at Christmas 
time and enclosed what was the "biggest" dollar bill that 
I have seen since. 

Food, except for variety in fresh fruit and vegetables, 
wasn't scarce in our home and my mother was an ex
cellent cook. Playing with the neighbors children (the 
Dan MacDonalds) was always a highlight. As we became 
older we played baseball with many of the young people 
around. During High School in Moosehorn I played on a 
baseball team as catcher, and competed against other 
towns. The Christmas concert at school, was always an 
important event. Lake Manitoba was about two miles 
from our farm but we spent many wonderful hours there 
swimming with our friends, after the chores were done. 
We had fun and our activities like our food and clothes 
were, on the whole, home-made. 

I wish to dedicate this resume of my early life to the 
memory of my parents, Christine and Alexander 
Finlayson. 



Marins Christiansen Family 
by M. Nelson 
nee Christiansen 

My father, Marius Christiansen, was born in Jyland, 
Denmark. His father was what was known as a "mason 
master", with whom he served his apprenticeship, to 
learn the trade. Father went to Oslo, Norway, as a young 
man, where he met and married my mother, Marie. They 
had three children born in Norway: Chris in 1899 Torb 
in 1901 and myself, Margaret in 1903. In the sum~er of 
1904 they decided to come to A merica. Their destination 
was Nebraska, U.S.A., where father had two brothers. 
When they arrived in Montreal, Canada, they somehow, 
got sidetracked and came to Winnipeg instead, where 
Dad had another brother, however, we did not see him 
until years later. 

My brother, Hans was born in 1905 and my sister 
Lily in 1911. We lived in Winnipeg and at Sturgeon 
Creek, in St. James, until 1914 and like so many skilled 
workmen with families, father decided to try his hand at 
homesteading. As construction work in Winnipeg had 
come to a stand still on account of the war and also 160 
acres of land for $10.00 sounded pretty good. 

I remember well, the day Mother, Hans, Lily and I 
left our comfortable home in Sturgeon Creek. Father and 
the two older boys had left the week before, to get things 
ready, but all they managed to build was a shack, which 

housed us that winter. Needless to say, we were kind of 
cramped for space, as there were seven of us. They had 
also built a "Ieanto" onto the shack, which took care of 
the cow, a calf, some chickens and two dogs. It was a 
lovely fall day when we left Westside Station that 
November, but by the time we arrived in Mulvihill it was 
dark and the ground was covered with snow. M r. Scholen 
met us at the station, with a sleigh and team of oxen. He 
took us to his home a mile or so from the town. We spent 
a few days with the Scholen family, then Mr. Scholen 
drove us to our new home. There were no roads only 
trails what with the snow and all our things, the oxen had 
a rough time to make a trail. The journey seemed endless 
- our homestead was about nine miles north-east of the 
town. Penh ails, Moes and Normans were our neighbors. 
At first we had no means of transportation, except 
Prince, a Great Dane dog we had brought with us. He 
could haul up to 200 pounds on a sled. The older boys 
would often walk to town for the mail and groceries they 
could carryon their back. It was not long until they 
started making skis. We all enjoyed skiing and went 
everywhere on them. It was quite common to see a boiler 
on the stove with skis in it to soften the wood in order to 
turn up the points. 

Father and the boys had been busy working on the log 
house during the winter and we were able to move into it 
in the spring. It was a big improvement over the shack. 

A picnic a1 Barlman Kristiansen's place. 1917. 
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First home of Mr. and Mrs. Marius Christiansen. 

The cattle and chickens got the shack. By now nearly 
every quarter-section of land was taken up. I was happy 
when I heard that Mr. and Mrs. Rastad and family had 
moved here from Winnipeg. We had all lived on the same 
street in Sturgeon Creek. Jessie, Norma and I had 
attended the same school. There were also two younger 
children, Arthur and Myrtle. 

Our district was called the" Agriculture District" on 
account of the school. The school was built in 1915 and 
was a mile and a half from us. To get there we had to take 
off our shoes and stockings and wade through the water 
in the sloughs up to our knees, putting on our shoes when 
we got across the low places, and onto dry land. 

I recall some of the people who lived in our area, they 
were: B. Kristiansens, Rindells, Nordals, Juers, Barney 
Olson, Grant Olson and family moved up in 1916 and 
lived near the school. They had three of a family, Buster, 
Gladys, the eldest boy Ted was overseas. He returned 
after the war. Mrs. Olson started a Sunday School along 
with Miss James, who lived with them, Mrs. Olson was 
also a good midwife and was often called upon. Mother 
started the Lutheran Ladies Aid, she had been active in 
that capacity in the Norwegian Church in Winnipeg. 
They had hopes of getting a church in the Agriculture 
District, however, more people settled closer to the town 
and Rev. Haugen, the visiting minister, thought the 
church would be better built in town. It was mostly 
volunteer work and the minister, along with the other 
men took part. The building stood for many years, but 
has since been demolished. 

In the summer, Jessie and I would meet at a certain 
time early in the morning and walk to town for mail and 
groceries. It was a long walk but we enjoyed it. We 
picked wild berries and called in at places where we knew 
we would get some goodies. About two miles from town, 
set back from the road, was an old cabin, the story was 
that two old hermits lived there. We were curious to 
know how hermits lived, so we hit upon the idea to go and 
ask for a drink of water. We were met at the door by one 
of them and just got a glimpse of the other, but we did get 
our drink handed to us "luke warm and in a' dirty old 
dipper". We just made a pretense at drinking it. After, 
we were told they bathed in the well. So much for our be
ing nosey, but by the look of them I don't think they 
bathed very often. 
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The town of Mulvihill seemed to be an up and coming 
town the first few years. There was Trudell's Store, and 
post office combined. Across from it was the Lundal 
Hotel, two or three other stores. the Grain Growers Store 
with a dance hall upstairs. To get to the hall you had to 
climb a long flight of stairs on the outside of the building, 
real western style, M r. Boddy was operating the store 
then. I remember he would always give us a cookie or 
candy when we went to the store. I would like to mention 
the Danish Pederson's who lived in the place where Ric 
and Violet Lindell now live. They donated the land for 
the Mulvihill Cemetery. They had a large family but 
none of them settled up there. Mrs. Pederson seemed to 
have a natural gift at nursing and was called out on many 
confinement cases. Her last case turned out a tragedy. 
she got out of a sick bed to attend a confinement case and 
died on the way there of a heart attack. 

I will never forget some of the bush fires. We could 
hear the spruce trees crackling for a couple of miles away 
and for days we were eating and breathing smoke. 

I went to Winnipeg to work when I was fifteen, but 
had to return home when sickness got the best of me. I 
was home in the fall of 1918 when the Spanish Flu swept 
the country, very few homes missed it and many lives 
were lost. Medical help was not available, we just had to 
do the best we knew how. I believe Mr. Lundell was the 
first to get it and M r. and M [s. Lingren of the Birch Lake 
district died of it. The Paysers lost two boys. I must men
tion Bertha Norman, who seemed to escape the flu and 
was always ready to give a helping hand. She was with 
the Lingrens when tragedy hit them. 

In the 1930's the depression hit most everyone, then 
in 1933-34 a drought hit the country, and sloughs and 
small lakes dried up. Hay was scarce and of poor quality, 
most of the cattle had to be sold, prices were very low. 
Gardens were poor. The wells went dry in many places, 
water had to be hauled for long distances, by a horse 
hitched to a stone boat. 

After Mother and Father died, Torb took over the 
home farm. He married Olga Goransky. They raised a 
family of nine children. By now a lot of people were leav
ing the homesteads for greener pastures. Torb and family 
moved closer to town on the Berglund place. Olga is still 
there. Lily married and lived most of her life in Lac du 
Bonnett. Hans and I are the only ones left of the original 
family, we are both in Winnipeg, but we make a point of 
going back at least once a year and though one does not 
forget the hard times, it is the people and good times we 
like to reminisce over. 

Information re Mulvihill by P. Hardisty 
My family'S connection with the Mulvihill area dates 

from about 1914 or 1915. In the Spring of 1912 my 
father, Reginald Hardisty, his sister, Marian Hardisty 
and their parents, Pamela and William Hardisty, had 
emigrated from Yorkshire directly to Winnipeg. Their 
reason for going to Winnipeg was that my grandparents' 
older daughter, Mabel, was already living there, having 
married James Dowbiggin whose family had emigrated 
from the same village in Yorkshire (Steeton). In, I think, 
1914 my father took out a homestead in the Mulvihill 
area. I believe it was the Northeast quarter of Section 5, 
Township 23, Range 6, West of the first meridian. One of 
his reasons for leaving Winnipeg was that he was having 



problems with his eyesight. While his house was being 
constructed, he lived with William Curl and the Curl 
family later lived in that area for many years. Once their 
house was habitable, my father was joined by his parents 
and his sister, Marian, who taught at Southhead School. 
I believe that during this time, when roads were practical
ly non-existent, the schools were conducted largely dur
ing the Spring, Summer and Autumn seasons. I believe 
that the Hardistys spent two summers on the farm, re
turning to Winnipeg for the Winter. My father then 
joined the Canadian Army with which he remained until 
early in 1919. Early in 1918, his fiance, Freda Priestley, 
emigrated to Winnipeg and my parents were married in 
April of 1918. 

After my father's discharge from the Army in the 
Spring of 1919, my parents, together with my grand
parents went to the homestead in Mulvihill. At the same 
time James and Mabel (Hardisty) Dowbiggin took out a 
homestead immediately to the West of the Hardisty one 
and my aunt Marian, together with her husband, Fred 
Binding, lived for some time on a farm, again, I believe, 
in the area of Southhead School. The Binding and Dow
biggin households, however, did not remain too long in 
the area. My father and mother continued to own their 
quarter section until sometime during the \930's when 
my father transferred it to William Ford who had grown 
up on a neighbouring farm. At the time my parents lived 
on the farm, neighbours included the George Ford's, the 
Harry Lofty's, Bestwick's, Curl's, Pretty's - of this 
group the only ones who remained in the area were the 
Fords and the Curls who were still there when my family 
left, some 20 years later. 

In the Autumn of, I think, \923, my father was 
offered a job as bookkeeper and clerk in the General 
Store of R. B. Boddy in Mulvihill. We continued to live 
on the farm that Winter, my father going to the village 
each day, and in the following Spring moved into the 
village of Mulvihill where we lived continuously until 
July 1940, father continuing to be employed by Mr. Bod
dy until his store burned on May 24, 1940. 

My grandmother was by this time ill and died in May 
1924. For a short period of time my grandfather con
tinued to occupy the houses on our farm and on the Dow
biggin farm until the latter burned. Soon after this he 
returned to England, where he remained until his death in 
1927. Most of the farms in our area (some 3 miles direct
ly West and inaccessible by a through road because of 
sloughs) were abandoned in the early 1920's. The land 
was largely bush and slough, some very stony, and re
quired a great deal of work. The farm which we had ad
joined a Hudson's Bay Company section of land and 
although our quarter-section had a good deal of slough it 
also had a good deal of wild-hay land and my parents had 
a fairly large herd of cattle for that area. 

My father supplemented the family income, during 
the farming years, by trapping muskrats - which he had 
learned by following a trapper who had been trapping on 
his slough while the man removed his traps. 

In the village of Mulvihill we lived in three rented 
houses;- the last being owned by George Phillips and 
being immediately South of the Baseline Road and West 
of the railroad tracks. Previously, we had lived in a frame 
house just East of the village, again, on the south side of 
the road, owned by Johnson. After World War II this 

Hardisty family. 1923 or 24. 

Picnic at Kalavald, 1934. 

Hardisty home, 1927-35. 
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was owned by the Crisp family and was still standing 
when last I visited Mulvihill about 12 years ago. The first 
house in which we had lived in the village was also still 
standing although it had been moved. When we lived 
there it was fronting on a lane which ran parallel to and 
immediately East of Railway A venue which was really 
the main street in Mulvihill. I gather from what my 
parents told me that the village had been considerably 
larger when they first arrived. My principal recollection 
is of its gradually becoming smaller and smaller as 
buildings burned and were not replaced. I think the pop
ulation may have been about 50 in the village itself when 
we left in 1940. Actually, the depression led to a sort of 
rejuvenation of the farmland since families from the city 
who were unemployed were resettled on many of the 
abandoned farms. 

We had quite a wide acquaintance throughout the 
area because of my father's job in the store. In the early 
days when there was a fairly active church, nominally 
United, he and and my mother played for the services, 
he, the violin, she, the organ. He also played for concerts, 
occasionally for dances, since dances, held usually in 
schools, and house parties were the principal form of 
social entertainment along with picnics and field days 
during the summertime. 

I attended the village school in Mulvihill from Oc
tober 1926 until I completed Grade 8 in June of 1933. 
The children I remember beginning school with me were 
Tessie Bermack, Winnifred Sanford, Winnifred 
MacDonald. The teacher at that time was a William 
Baty and there were, in fact, two separate one room 
schools, although by then only one was in use. I believe 
the two had for a time been used. There must have been 
at least 40 children, ranging from beginners, a group of at 
least 10 I believe, to 4 children who were in Grade 10. 
The Grade 10 class at that time consisted of Edith and 
Gladys Nystrom and Jack and Douglas Robinson. 
Although I began school with a fairly large group, I have 
forgotten the names of my other class-mates since I was 
promoted to Grade 2 about Easter and my classmates 
then become Helen Polinski and Alfred Peterson. The 
next year we were joined by Emma Wacholt, this family 
having just arrived. 

During my first year we had 3 teachers with intervals 
when the school was closed because of lack of 
a teacher. The first was Mr. Baty, previously mentioned, 
the third, Mr. Fines. This rather upsetting year was 
followed by a period of stability with a Mrs. Norah Olsen 
for two years. After her sudden death in the Fall of 1929, 
we had 3 teachers again that year but stability came once 
more with the arrival of Miss L. G. Thorsteinsson in the 
Autumn of 1930. She remained until June of 1934. In the 
Autumn of 1934 came Howard Smith who stayed, I 
believe, two or three years. School popUlation was by 
then very large because of the influx of 'back-to-the
landers' as they were called. I was by this time in Grade 
10 having taken Grades 9 and 10 by correspondence 
course. Because of overcrowding in the school, I studied 
at home for approximately half the Grade 10 year 
although Mr. Smith was helpful tp me with my cor
respondence course. He later married Eileen Robinson 
whose parents had lived in the village. You may have in
formation from them. 
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Families I remember from the village are the Ander
son's who had a butcher shop, the Louck's I believe he 
was a railroad employee the Mead's, The Lundale's 
(he later became railway custodian and they also ran a 
small hotel), the Dzick's - he was in charge of the coal
dock, Mellen's - he was in charge of the railroad 
maintenance gang, the Robinson's - Mr. Robinson was 
the Postmaster and local auctioneer, and the Sewell's 
who had the village hotel. Besides the general store of 
Mr. Boddy there was a store which, as I first remember 
it, was operated by Mr. AI. Bermack whose daughter 
Tessie had also started school when I did. There were, of 
course, many farm families who attended the village 
school. Going West, there were the Johnson's, Moller
son's, Sanford's, Cabbage's; going North, Izzard, 
MacDonald, Carpenter, Wilson, etc.; going East, 
Petersen, Wocholt, Nystrom (two families) and a 
number of other Scandinavian families, one being 
Granberg. Going South there were the Polinski's and 
some other Polish and Czech families who arrived later 
and whose names I have forgotten. 

F or anum ber of years my father was Secretary
Treasurer of the Buller School District and my mother 
served for a term on the Mulvihill Board being Secretary
Treasurer for one year. Especially during the earlier 
years, life was very restricted to the village. Roads were 
extremely poor, being impassable for a good part of the 
year or with ditehes filled with water. The land gradually 
was drained and the roads improved somewhat so that 
cars became possible. During the earliest years horses 
were the main mode of transport and there was a livery 
stable in the village which, too, was destroyed by fire. 
There was, in the 20's and earlier, a daily passenger train 
to and from Winnipeg and although the distance was 
about 100 miles, the journey took about 4 hours. There 
were also freight trains and frequent 'rock' trains carry
ing gypsum from Gypsumville and Steep Rock to be 
processed. While the train service was maintained by a 
regular station agent, there was telegraphic communica
tion but later the train service was reduced and the job of 
station agent became a part-time one. There was one 
telephone in a call box in the village. There was, of course, 
no electricity except for the occasional battery operated 
private plant, hence there was no plumbing, water being 
drawn from wells. The only fuel burned was wood which 
was generally burned in stoves although there may have 
been the occasional furnace. Fire was, therefore, a cons
tant hazard, because of the lack of water, use of kerosene 
and gasoline lamps, and the wood fuel used in stoves. 
There were also, especially in the Spring, frequent exten
sive bush and prairie fires. I n the early years, the Church 
was fairly important, having a student minister at least 
during the summer and a visiting minister during the 
wintertime. Although a good many of the people were 
Catholic, either Roman or Russian Orthodox, Protestants 
of all types generally went to the Church which was 
nominally United although at times the Minister might 
be Anglican or Lutheran. I can remember that on the oc
casion of the Harvest Festival even the Jewish family 
might be present. As a child a great annual event was the 
Christmas concert which took a good deal of time for 
rehearsal in the month before Christmas and was held at 
times in the Church and at times in the school. 



As the roads improved our horizons were somewhat 
extended, when we were able to have a car. When we first 
had a car about 1930 it was a Model-T Ford since that 
was the most practical type for the roads and a trip to 
Winnipeg was generally an all-day journey since in places 
the road was merely a trail across fields. 

The village itsel f existed only as a commercial centre 
for the surrounding area. Farmers were largely either 
raising beef cattle or milk cows from which the cream 
only was sold, this being shipped to Winnipeg by train. 
Some grain was grown but this would be for cattle 
fodder. Cutting wood was another occupation, par
ticularly in the Winter. Some farmers specialized in rais
ing chickens or, later, turkeys and selling eggs. My 
recollection is that previous to the Depression becoming 
widespread, a good many of the men were engaged in the 
construction trade elsewhere during the Summer months 
as carpenters, etc. so that, in fact, they were not really 
depending on farming as their only livelihood. 

The Mulvihill area, during the period I lived there, 
did not suffer from the extensive drought which troubled 
the Prairies since a good deal of the land was treed. We 
did, however, receive soil which blew from the Prairies 
and there were several summers when the grasshopper 
situation was very bad. 

As previously mentioned, my parents left Mulvihill in 
1940 after the Boddy store burned. They moved to Win
nipeg. By that time I was attending the University of 
Manitoba. My parents had a general store in St. Vital 
for approximately 10 years, leaving there in late [949 
and, after a period of approximately 6 months in 
England, returning to Toronto in 1950 where I was work
ing as a librarian. My parents moved to Ottawa in 1959 
at which time I was employed at the National Library. 
My parents died in Ottawa, my father in July 1959 and 
my mother in December, 1966. 

Andreas and Christina Pedersen 
by Abelone Izzard 

My parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Pedersen came to 
Canada from Denmark in 1907. They landed at Quebec 
in June and went to Ingolf, Ontario by train, where their 
eldest son was working. He told Dad he could get work 
on the railway. 

They stayed there for the summer, then moved to Rat 
Portage, which is now Kenora, so the children could go to 
school. Dad got work in the Five Roses Flour Mill there. 

He did not like it as he found the climate too damp. 
One day he heard of land opening up for homesteads in 
Manitoba. So he and another man, Stephen Jorgensen, 
went to see what land was available. They returned to 
Winnipeg to make the necessary arrangements for the 
two quarter sections they had chosen. Mr. Jorgensen's 
land was the N. E. \;4 of 1-23-6 and Dad's was the S.E. \14 of 
12-23-6. I do not know if Mr. Jorgensen stayed there long 
enough to get his deed to the farm. 

Early in the spring of 1910 Dad and Mr. Jorgensen 
went to Oak Point by train, where they got a wagon and a 
team of oxen, material to build two cabins and moved 
further north - to Mulvihill. When they had the cabins 
built also a small barn for the oxen, they sent for mother 
and the children: A1vilda, who stayed at Oak Point to 
work, William, Albert, Christina, Jens and Abelone (me) 
also George who was just a baby. We arrived at Oak 
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Point, which was the end of the rail line at that time. By 
now Dad had horses, so all our belongings were loaded 
onto a wagon with a double deck box. We drove over 
roughly cleared roads trails would be a better word. I 
can imagine mother's anxiety going into this awful 
vastness of bush and sparceJy settled land. It must have 
been her pioneering spirit that helped her go that far with 
a family of small children. 

We spent one night in Deerhorn, then on again to 
Mu[vihill which we reached the following day May 12, 
1910. 

Our neighbors who had come there the fall before, in 
1909, were: Mr. and Mrs. Johanson, Mr. and Mrs. Bow
man and daughter Anne, came to visit the day after we 
arrived. As we had no table, we had coffee in the wagon 
box. This happened to be Father's birthday. The wagon 
box made a wonderful play pen for us younger ones, as 
we could not get out and wander away in the bush. A 
stipulation for obtaining a homestead, was that you had 
to build a house, clear and break at least fifteen acres of 
land and crop it, all this within three years, before a clear 
deed or title would be granted. Dad got his title in 1913. 

Our cabin was made of spruce logs held together with 
wooden pegs. The peak roof was made of spruce and 
jack-pine rails, covered with tar paper. Squares of sod 
taken out of a nearby slough, acted as a weight to keep 
the tar paper in place. This also made good insulation. 
Mother and the older children plastered between the logs. 

As soon as the family got settled Dad and Mr. 
Jorgensen got work on the railway, preparing to lay the 
rails from Oak Point further north. They would be away 
all week, getting home Saturday and Sundays. 

We just had a mud floor in our cabin the first 
summer, then Dad and Mother took out all the loose soil 
and put clay on the floor, it was not long before that 
became as hard as cement. 

Besides the two families mentioned earlier, there were 
two bachelors Alfred Farsberg and John Peterson, who 
were in the district before we came. Our nearest store was 
at Eriksdale, owned by M r. Sharp. 

They could get staple goods like coal oil for the lamps 
and some groceries. The trips were made only when 
necessary and as it was a long drive, all the families 
would go together. 

Dad built a new log house in 1913. 
My youngest sister was born in [911. She was the 

first baby born in the district. There was no doctor in the 
area, the closest hospital was in Winnipeg. Mother was 
often called out to help in many illnesses, but mostly 
maternity work. Mother delivered over ISO babies up 
there, and when the flu epidemic struck in 1918, often 
mother never got to bed for two and three days at a time. 
During this time, I was the eldest girl at home and had to 
take over the cooking and house work, often helping to 
care for extra children mother brought home if the 
parents were too ill to look after them. 

I recall I had to keep the soup pot on at all times so 
there would be soup for Mother to take to the homes 
where whole families were ill and unable to even feed 
themselves. 

The railway came through in 1913, the townsite was 
known as No.5 siding at that time. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob 
Campbell were the first family to come all the way by 
rail. Settlers had to unload all their belongings on the 



Taken ill liIe 1940'.1', Church Gathering. Some of the people: Blid 
Christie. Mrs. Christie. Janet /v/onteith. Mrs. Aldrith. Kalil. Curl./vlrs. 
lvfacdonald. Winnie Izzard, Jean Lundale. Alex Christie, Mrs. Brady. 

A rthur and Abe/one Izzard's wedding. /925. 
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Ellen Crisp. Mr. Plantz, Mrs. Plantz, Marg. Lundale, Viola Izzard. 
Noreen Lundale. Lillian Collins. Dorothy Crisp. Irene Izzard. Ann 
Collins, Ethel Izzard. Eleanor Crisp. 

ground beside the railway track, the train had to go 
backwards all the way to Oak Point. After the train left, 
and peace and quietness should have settled in, Mother 
said she could hear a baby crying and children's voices 
over near the track. She went over to talk to the new
comers, the Campbells, and had them come to stay with 
us for a few days until they got themselves organized. 
They had quite a large family and a small baby, and 
made good use of our wagon box. Mr. Campbell had 
come from Transcona to be the first Section Foreman on 
the railway. 

Mr. Trantor came and pitched a tent at the side of the 
track. He had a wagon and a team of horses, so was able 
to go to Siding No.4 (Eriksdale) and bring back supplies, 
groceries etc. He did not stay in our area very long. More 
people came, as the railroad was completed, Some I 
recall; Mr. and Mrs. Abbott and son Lawrence, Mr. and 
Mrs. Lavers and their three children, (Mr. Lavers was a 
barber). Tom Mitchell, Lars Strom, his wife and family, 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson and family, Mr. and Mrs. 
Cornelius Hanson and family, Mr. and Mrs. Olson and 
family. Some settled west of town. Mr. and Mrs. Arni 
Lundale and two sons, Sam and Mundy, came in 1913. 
They had a boarding house and also a livery barn. I recall 
we had our first Christmas dinner at Lundal's boarding 
house, and Charley Sanford. was Santa Claus. 

When the bush fire came through in 1913, the field 
Dad had cleared, proved to be a great fire guard. The 
homesteaders east of us loaded up what they could onto 
wagons and brought their livestock to our place where all 
could be fairly safe from the fire. When night came Mrs. 
Lundale came and took all the small ehildren to her place 
so the grown ups could help fight the fire. 

Lots of the tools we had to work with were home 
made. A branch of a tree, cut off and sharpened into a 



Pedersen's log cabin. Chris/ina. Clara. George Abelone and dens. 

fork, or a piece of wood put on a handle, with sharpened 
pegs in the bar to make a rake. Hay for the oxen had to 
be cut with a scythe, then raked and carried home in 
bundles. The grain was cut and when dry enough, the 
sheaves were placed on canvas and threshed with a flail. 
Tom Mitchell brought in the first threshing machine, 
powered with a stationary engine. 

Mr. Arthur Trudell built a store, called the Lake 
Manitoba Trading and Lumber Co. The post office was 
called Mona P.O. until they got around to naming the 
stations. Mr. Robinson worked for Mr. Trudell. 

Mulvihill was named after a Catholic Priest, Father 
Mulvey Hill, who before the railroad was completed, had 
come by way of Lake Manitoba, on horseback. 

A school was built in 1911, with Blanche Trudell as 
our first teacher. 

John and Louise Strindlung had a saw mill, which 
gave people an opportunity to improve their homes. 
Charlie Prestige also sawed lumber so Dad was able to 
get lumber for the floors in our house. 

Two fish sheds were built near the station, Barney 
Eggertsson and Sigfus Holmes, who were in charge of the 
sheds, stayed at the boarding house and made sure the 
fish were brought in, properly packed and sorted, then 
shipped by rail to Winnipeg. The settlers were able to get 
work hauling fish in the winter, and they were paid so 
much per box. Dad often got us some fish which helped 
out, a bran sack full for 25¢. 

The settlers did anything they could to earn some 
money, trapped, cut cord wood, went to Birch Lake to 
cut ice. This they hauled to town where it was packed in 
an ice house and covered with sawdust to keep it for 
summer use. 

In the winter when there was time to relax and be 
sociable, the people had house parties in the various 
homes, where there was a room large enough to dance 
and a corner where the older men could have a game of 
cards and a good chat. The children were brought along 
and when they got tired, were laid on a bed or anywhere 
they could be placed. We danced to a mouthorgan, old 
accordion, violin and even a set of bagpipes, singing to 
make the volume higher. 

As there were several Scandinavian families in the 
district, they managed to get a Lutheran minister to 
come about once a month, from Winnipeg, to hold 
church service. The first pastor to come was Pastor 
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Casberg, who held services in the homes. The settlers 
decided a church should be built. My father gave an acre 
for a cemetery. Mrs. Johnson was the first person to be 
buried in the cemetery_ After Pastor Casberg left, Pastor 
Hougham came and he saw to it that the church was 
built. 

In the fall of 1913 my future husband, Arthur Izzard 
and his brother Herbert, and his Dad, George Izzard, 
came out to their homestead. They built a house on Dad 
Izzard's place. This first home was east of Kalavald 
P.O., which was in Ernest Norman's house. 

They all went out to work in the spring and Art joined 
the army the next fall. His dad and brother went back to 
the homestead and Mrs. Izzard and a daughter Winnie, 
came from eastern Canada to join them. 

My husband to be, went overseas in 1915, spent some 
time in England and was sent to Belgium in 1916 where 
he was wounded and spent almost a year in hospitals in 
Scotland and England. He was invalided home in 1918 to 
the Christie Street Hospital in Toronto. There was hard
ly a family who did not send a son or husband overseas. 

On their return, they were told the Soldier Settlement 
Board would give them an extra quarter section of land, 
if they wanted to go farming. Several of the old 
homesteaders, thought this was a good chance to get out 
with a little cash, so sold out to the veterans, who soon 
found out that it was a good way to starve, so moved out. 

During the depression the people in Winnipeg, that 
were on relief were given a wagon, a team of horses, a 
cow and $8.00 a month and sent out to some of these 
farms. Some of those that come to mind are: Mike 
White, McDougall, Gunson, Christie, Young and 
McKnight. 

My husband got Forsberg's farm in 1923 and his 
parents lived there too. We were married in 1925 at 
Mulvihill. I raised my six children there, and moved to 
Fort Frances in 1947. 

David and Agnes Monteith 
by Mrs. Carl Finch 

My parents, David and Agnes Monteith took up a 
homestead five miles N.W. of Mulvihill, and moved there 
in April 1911. We were originally from Scotland, and my 
father emigrated from his native land to Canada at the 
age of 52 years for the sole purpose of settling on some of 
the advertised "free land". We lived in Winnipeg for 3V2 
years before taking the step of moving. All our 
belongings plus a very nice cow were transported by rail 
in a box car. There was no railroad station at Mulvihill 
when we arrived, only a small store and some tents 
owned by a Mr. Trantor. After spending the night in one 
of his tents, my father hired a Mr. Pedersen who was 
already living on a homestead with a partner, Mr. 
Forsberg, and he drove us out to our land. On the way to 
the quarter section a rather upsetting incident occurred. 
The cow, who was fastened to the rear of the wagon, 
somehow became entangled with branches and a tree, 
and in so doing, one of her horns was pulled off. The slug 
bled terribly and of course, this bleeding had to be 
stopped, and the only available article to be found was 
my mother's very lovely heavy silk scarf. Now my 
mother had lived all her life in large cities, and had ab
solutely no idea of what it was like to live on a farm, far 
less a homestead, so she was dressed in her best clothes, 



Mulvihill haseball le(//n, 19/5, Slanding, left 10 right: Wilfred 
Booth, ArI'id Strillg/und, Ed Lind/ey, A/ex Slring/und, Carl Finch, Sir· 
ting, left 10 righl: A/bert String/und, Andy Der1lcile, Percy Finch, Earl 
Lalldoll, 

and treasured the scarf which she had brought with her 
from Scotland, Needless to say she never used it again as 
it was left on the cow until it rotted, Arriving at the 
homestead site, the wagon was unloaded and my father 
and M r. Pedersen drove to a saw mill and bought a load 
of lumber. This was purchased to floor the tent in which 
we lived until our house was buill. Part of the lumber was 
also used to make a covering for the cooking range and 
utensils, as we did not want the range inside the tent. 
While the men went to get the lumber, Mother and I sat 
among our belongings, frightened and homesick, It took 
my mother years to become accustomed to her life (if she 
ever did), 

We had many "ups and downs" and sorrows and hap
py times too. We enjoyed the social life and the dances 
that werc held in the schools and in later years in the 
Grain Growers Hall at Mulvihill, The Dog Lake picnic 
on the first of July every year was really looked forward 
to with great anticipation, When my husband and 
daughter and I visited my parents from California in 
1929 we attended the picnic and dance. What a contrast 
driving in an automobile after the former trips by oxen 
and later with horses' 

I taught in the Buller school from 1914 to 1915 and I 
recall the names of the following pupils: Bessie, Emma 
and Rita Jeffries whose father was one of the trustees, 
and who was later killed in France during World War l. I 
hear from Bessie and Emma. The former married David 
Tumilson and they live in Terrace, B,C. Emma and Rita 
live in Winnipeg, Then there were the three Beranek 
sisters, Amy, Annie and Lily-Natage, Emile Stiller, Min
nie Marek, Alice Toboski and two German brothers 
named Baker who could scarcely speak a word of 
English, The grades ranged from first to fifth, I well 
remember the long walk of over a mile that I made to the 
schooL and the frozen toes, nose, etc, I did enjoy the 
work however, and the children were very well behaved 
and sweet. The Inspector was named Mr. Van Deusen 
and I recall how nervous I was when he came to school, 
but he was pleasant and gave me a good report. 

Even in those days there were so called "Rustlers" 
around. My parents had a beautiful colt, just at the age to 
be broken, and it was stolen, We never did find any trace 
of her. 
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To make a little extra money in the winter time my 
father and brother cut wood and hauled it to the Siding 
and loaded it into a box car for Winnipeg, There were 
many partridge, rabbits, moose and elk, etc. to be 
hunted, and my husband did a great deal of that, keeping 
the family well supplied with meat. Wolves and coyotes 
were also present in large num bers, and I can recall that 
often when I walked across the sloughs I would see them 
following their trails, a short distance away, Naturally we 
could hear them howling at night. 

In 1916 I was married to Carl Finch and we had two 
daughters born at Mulvihill, one of whom is buried in the 
cemetery there, My husband had a homestead one mile 
north of Mulvihill and we lived on it until we moved to 
California in April of 1923. My parents continued to live 
on their place until 1931 when they moved to Winnipeg. 
Both passed away within two weeks of each other in 
February 1938. 

Finch's log house. 1913, 

Finch's oxen, 

Mulvihill, 19/1. 



Some of My Childhood Memories 
by Janet Jundt (nee Monteith) 

My father, John McMurray Monteith, "Jock" as 
~ost. of his friends called him, was born in the Campsie 
~Ills In Scotland, around Kirkintilloch, Dumbartonshire 
In 1891 or 92. This is just north and west of Glasgow. He 
was one of the youngest of a family of eight or nine. He 
travelJed on the canal near his home with his father 
David Monteith, who was captain of a ship. ' 

He came to Canada with his father and mother in the 
earl} nineteen hundreds, and went to work up north sur
veying for the Hudson's Bay Railroad for a few years, 
then came to the Mulvihill district to farm with his 
father. 

The farm was a quarter section, SW -21-23-6, near the 
Buller School, about four miles west and north of 
Mulvihill. 

In 1934 he married my mother, Lillian Brady, 
daughter of John and Rose Brady. Mom's family had 
moved from ~}nnipeg shortly before, and bought a farm 
west of Mulvlhlll, where Fred and Mary Kehler live now. 

I was born November 27th, 1935, the year that my 
Granddad and Grandma Monteith moved to Winnipeg. 
Grandma and Granddad both passed away that year. 

There are so m~ny things to remember that I hardly 
know where to begm. I shall however try to keep it fairly 
short, and to convey some of my most cherished 
memories to you. Oh, how wonderful to be able to 
remember those early days, for that is really all we have 
left. 

One of the things [ remember most is the first snow 
fall, and my Dad hitting out for the bush with his old 30-
30 over his shoulder. He was a great hunter and trapper, 
and as a result we always had fresh meat on the table. Of 
course there was something to hunt then the bushes 
c?ncealed a bountiful supply of deer, partridge, and rab
bits, and so on. 

Dad and Mom used to tan the deer hides for leather. 
How that old wooden barrel that the hides were in did 
smell with its mixture of wood ashes, etc. They also 
tanned the rabbit skins, leaving the fur on. 

Mothe:- used to sew most of our clothes, sitting for 
hours sewing by hand at first, and then with a little 
l1!achine that sh~ had to t~rn with a wheel on the right 
side of the machme and gUide the garment through with 
h.e~ left hand. I used to sit by her side, waiting for her to 
finish a parka or coat for me, that was trimmed with 
some of that lovely white, soft rabbit fur. 

Mr. David Monteith. Mrs. Murdoch. Mrs. MOllleith. Afrs. Sam 
Murdock. Bill Ford. 1933 or 34. 
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In summer there always seemed to be plenty of wild 
fruit, and Mom would pick pails of wild strawberries 
saskatoons, raspberries, and cranberries, and would d~ 
up quarts of preserves, jam and jelly, which was always 
so good in the winter. 

Mom and Dad's garden always produced all kinds of 
potatoes, carrots, turnips, and other vegetables which 
were stored or canned for winter meals. 

Dad often ground up wheat, with our coffee grinder, 
and Mom added this to the milled flour to make whole 
wheat bread. This ground wheat was also used to make 
porridge I used to love it ... it was so crunchv and 
tasted so good. -

Dad.and ~?m also had a hive of bees, which provid
ed. us With a f,:lr amount of honey. We had a couple of 
m.llk co~vs, a pig or two, and chickens. These provided us 
With milk, cream, cottage cheese, pork, chicken, and 
eggs. Yes, we always had plenty to eat, but it meant lots 
of work for Mom to get it all canned, etc., as we didn't 
have refrigerators or freezers then, and no pressure 
cookers either. 

The clothes were all washed by hand on a scrubbing 
board, and the water had to be carried in and heated on 
the old wood stove. Mind you, though, we didn't have as 
many clothes then as we do today. 

Mom used to make sheets, pillow cases, dish towels, 
and aprons out of flour sacks when she had enough bags 
saved up. 

My brother J?hn David was born on April 24th, 
1.940. He mt~de hiS appearance early, and caused con
sld~rable exclt~men.t and anxiety. My Dad was away, but 
arrIved home Just In tlIne to be of help as Mom and I 
were home alone. The nearest hospital was at Eriksdale, 
and of course there were no phones. Just then the cream 
truck drove into the yard. The driver, a Mr. Ole Ham
mar, came to the house, and Dad told him that Mom was 
going to have her baby. Well: he wouldn't hear of her 
having the baby at home, so he and my father helped 
poor Mom mto the truck. They did make it to the 
hospital, but just in time. Mom says that she will never 
forget that ride as long as she lives. All went well once 
Mom got to the hospital, and I had a little brother. 
. The weekly trip to Mulvihill in the cutter or wagon to 

pick up the mail and visit M r. Boddv's store was en
joyable. I remember dried apples, big sausages, huge 
wooden barrels of pickles, vinegar, and a big round 
~hee~e on the counter. I always got a nice big bag of 
llconce and peppermints for the few precious pennies 
Dad had given me. 

Sheep shearing at Murdocks, when my dad and mom 
went to help with the work, was fun. I was fascinated at 
the way Pete Bass seemed to roll the wool off the sheep, 
and then chase them through the sheep bath. 

Going to Grandpa Brady's on Sundays in the cutter 
was always a tr~at. The night before Dad would put a 
couple of rocks ITI the oven. The next morning he would 
wrap them up and put them in the cutter. We would all 
b~ndle. in and be off. We enjoyed the tfip home in the 
CrISp alf in. th~ moonlight. As Dad was quite a singer, he 
often sang ITI time to old Geordy's hoof beats. Sometimes 
at home Dad played the bagpipes, accordion, violin, 
mouthorgan, and of course the comb and paper. He and 
Mr. George Ford would get together at little gatherings 
and really "ham it up". As time went on, he ended up 



with only the comb and paper, as he sold or traded the 
rest to buy things we needed. 

Dad was a great believer in all the old "cure ails", and 
many a time I was doctored with goose grease, skunk fat, 
coal oil and sugar, or his famous "mustard plaster", and 
I was always being steamed, greased or on fire from that 
old mustard plaster. Sometimes I wondered if I'd live to 
tell the talel Old Mr. Massay, who used to live not far 
from our place and who visited us quite often, used to say 
that I would turn out to be a brave strong girl. I don't 
know if that was because I survived Dad's concoctions, 
or because I ate grass and oranges - peels and all - like 
Mr. Massay had taught me. 

Another thing I remember is the days when a lovely 
team of horses, pulling a caboose would pull into our 
yard, and a nice friendly man by the name of Mr. Hubert 
Patterson would step out with a cheery smile, and a 
satchel of his Rawleigh products. I looked forward to his 
coming, as he would always talk to me and give me a 
package of Rawleigh's gum. He was with the Rawleigh 
Company for a good many years, and still brought his 
products around when my children were small. He used 
to chat with them, and give them candies in the same 
friendly manner as he had when I was a little girl. He 
lives in Ashern still, and as ever has a spot in all our 
hearts. 

The summer of 1943 my dad got knocked off the hay 
rake, when the horses bolted after running into a hornet's 
nest. He got rolled under the rake for some distance 
before finally managing to stop the horses. He got home, 
and set his own shoulder which was out of place. Mom 
and the neighbors tried to get him to go to the doctor, but 
he wouldn't go even though he kept getting worse with 
chest pains, and lost a lot of weight. Mom nursed him as 
best she could, and looked after the few animals we had. 
Finally one night he was rushed to Eriksdale Hospital, 
where they found that he had suffered broken ribs in the 
accident, and they had rubbed his lungs, causing him to 
hemorrhage. He was later taken to Winnipeg General 
Hospital where he passed away a short time later Oc
tober 1943. Mom was left with my brother and myself to 
go on alone. She finally sold all her belongings, and 
moved to Winnipeg. 

We did move back to Mulvihill later on, and my 
brother and I both attended school there, in the two
room school that our dad helped build in 1940. The 
children of the district go to Eriksdale School now. 

I married Alfred Jundt of Camper in June 1955, and 
we have a family of four: two boys and two girls. Our 
oldest son Robert (Bob) married Dali Rubidge of 
Grahamdale in March 1974. They have a little girl, 
Nicole, our first grandchild, who was born in Winnipeg 
April 23rd, 1975. Our oldest daughter, Bernice, is taking 
her Grade XII this year, and is engaged to Dwight 
Sander of Hilbre. Holly is in Grade 9A, and Garry is in 
Grade 5. They all attend Ashern Central School. 

I sometimes go back to our old homestead, as it is not 
very far from where we live now, but still "out in the 
bush". I pick up an old cod liver oil bottle, or a wheel off 
myoid doll carriage that my dad made for me 'way back 
when, and think' back to the good old days of my 
childhood with a tear in my eye. 
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Mulvihill 
by Lillian (Mead) Gagnon 

MUL VI HILL; Love that name: It holds a lot of good 
memories, Good people, Whip-poor-wills, Chick-a-dee's 
and Red Slippers 

My Dad, Lewis Giles Mead was born and brought up 
in N ora's Springs, Iowa, U.S.A. I do not know what 
brought him to Winnipeg, but this is where he met my 
mother - Rebecca Olsen, who had come from Norway a 
few years earlier and was a cook at Keenan's Boarding 
House, 672 Dufferin Avenue, Winnipeg, where my Dad 
was boarding. They were married on September 21 st, 
1910 and the reception was held at Mrs. F. J. Keenans. I 
was born a year later, July 28, 1911. In 1912 they heard 
"The call of the wild" and decided to take up a 
homestead in the Mulvihill district. 

They lived in a make-shift house, with no floor, until 
Dad built a log house. 

One of the Madden boys had pitched a tent and lived 
close by. Mother's brother, Peter Olsen and a sister, 
Johanna (Olsen) Starsater had stayed in Winnipeg. Mr. 
and Mrs. Jochim Petersen lived directly across from us 
with their four children: one boy, Otto, the girls were: 
Jansine, Ellen and Olget. North of Petersens lived 
Rucben Pearson, a bachelor, who lived in a log cabin. 

The sweetest music I ever heard was Rueben Pearson 
standing in the doorway of his cabin and playing his con
certina, the whole country was filled with that music. 

I recall an incident, one winter, when our sow gave 
birth to one piglet which, she rejected. A warm spot had 
to be found for the wee thing in the corner of the 
kitchen. Soon it took over the house - for awhile. 

Dad bought his first team of horses, this would be in 
1919 he bought them from a Mr. Hestman. After we 
had the horses for awhile, Dad discovered that one of 
them was permanently lame, so that was not a very good 
deal. Later when Mr. Hestman took sick, he stayed at 
our place in town, so he could take the train to Winnipeg 
the next morning. A few days later we got word that he 
had passed away. So it goes. 

One big worry for us kids on the farm was, when 
Johnny Forsyth would come around to buy cattle, all our 
animals were our pets, we would heave a sigh of relief 
when he had gone and had not bought any. 

I'vlr. alld Mrs. Lewis G. Mead in front of their log house. Lil/ian. 
Arthur. Erwin alld Harold. 



Mr. Mead wilh a liller of pigs. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mead cutling grain with oxen. Early 1900·s. 

We used to look forward to Mr. Reykdal coming 
around with his horse and covered sleigh, seIling 
Rawleigh Products. He was our medicine man, and used 
to stay over night at our place on the farm. He used to 
tour the whole country. 

In 1924 Dad took ill so had to give up the farm. He 
made a deal with Mr. Tarrant (the druggist), who took 
our farm and we got his house in town (an even trade). 
When we got settled in town we were kindly informed 
that there was a $1,000 mortgage against the house, so 
Mum had to go out to work. We moved to town the day 
after. 

Dad passed away on May 5, 1929. Mother died on 
October 27, 1956 and Harold on November 27th, 1967. 

"Good Luck to all who read these pages and God 
Bless" 

Mr. and Mrs. August Naslund 
by Freda McMillan (Naslund) 

My dad, August Elias Naslund came to Canada from 
Sweden in the year of 1904. My mother, Anna Josephine 
Ruth Rydberg came over to Canada in the year 1905. 
Mom and Dad met in Winnipeg and were married in 
Winnipeg, on the 17th of November 1908. My oldest 
brother Walter was born in Elmwood in 1909. 
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Dad came up to Eriksdale in 1909 and stayed with my 
grandmother Mrs. Rydberg on her homestead north of 
Eriksdale S. E.l,4 24-24-6. Dad homesteaded S.E.l,4 25-22-
6. He built a log cabin while working laying steel on the 
track north of Eriksdale. The railroad track was laid as 
far as Oak Point when they arrived at Eriksdale. The 
family joined Dad in his log cabin in 1910. Those were 
the tough days as they had to get their groceries from 
Oak point. Dad used to talk about walking all the way 
carrying the groceries on his back. 

The rest of the family Gunhild, Gerda, Ruby, 
Bernhard and myself, Freda, were all born on the old 
homestead. 

My Dad was quite a musician, and used to supply 
music for dances. When my brother Walter was very 
young, he used to play the violin. He started playing at 
dances when he was around eight years old. 

I was born on St. Patrick's Day and my dad and 
brother played at Eriksdale for a big St. Patrick's 
celebration. The orchestra consisted of Dad on the piano 
and Walter and a chap by the name of Ollie Green played 
the violins. My brother was only twelve years old at the 
time. 

We left our homestead in 1922 and went to Nakina, 
Ontario. Dad was a carpenter by trade and his work took 
him there so we all went. We stayed there until 1925, 
when we returned to our old homestead. My youngest 
brother Elvin was born in Ontario. He was a baby when 
we came back. 

The first General Store at Eriksdale was in the year of 
1910. Mr. Ole Hallson was the proprietor. He used to tell 
us that my people were one of the first customers he had. 

My dad cleared land and tried farming but his heart 
was set on carpentry. We did have animals but not on a 
large scale, just enough for our own use. 

Dad used to leave home for different jobs which took 
him to different provinces. Later on he hurt his back, so 
was unable to climb. He then worked for the Highways 
Dept. for 17 years before retiring. 

When we were growing up it was so much fun to be 
able to be all together. We played music and used to have 
some great "jam sessions". As we grew older we all had a 
hand at supplying the music for the dances around the 
community. We had some great times playing at 
Lindell's Barn Dances during the summer months. 

We used to have an orchestra called "The Three 
Musketeers", consisting of my sister Ruby, girl friend 
Anna Landin, and myself. We used to play at dances 
which paid $6.00 a night for the orchestra. Quite a 
difference from today, of course, you only paid 25c ad
mission for the dance, lunch included. However, that was 
our way of making spending money. 

During the war, I worked in Winnipeg at 
MacDonald's Aircraft. I also used to entertain a lot for 
the troops, playing with different groups. 

In 1944, I married Pat McMillan who had just come 
back from overseas. We moved to Ashern and stayed 
with his parents until we could move on our own farm 
southwest of Ashern. There we raised our four children. 
We stayed on the farm for 23 years, then moved to 
Ashern for four years and have since moved to Brandon. 
We have been here five years. I still work for Manitoba 
Telephone System - I will have been with them 12 years 
on May 4th, 1976. 



Our children are: 
Delores (Mrs. McKelvey) lives in Winnipeg and has 

two children. 
Patricia (Mrs. Munch) lives in Winnipeg and has 

three children. 
Allan - married to Karen Waring and lives in Win

nipeg. 
Lorraine - married to Douglas Buechler lives in Red 

Deer, Alberta. 

Recollections of Mulvihill 
by George Pedersen 

My mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. L. 
Pedersen came to Mulvihill in the spring of 1910. There 
were few people there at that time the nearest rail ser
vice came as far as Oak Point. I believe there were only 
about four families in Mulvihill then. 

My parents were of Danish nationality. They trav
elled by ox team from Oak Point and landed at their 
homestead on Father's birthday. The neighbors, tho few 
in number, turned out to celebrate and congratulate. 

We were a family of eight children. A Mrs. C. 
Hansen came with us, she had four children and we all 
crowded into a small tar-paper shack. 

Tho I was very young I can still remember the rough 
times the settlers had trying to make a living. Settlers 
who were able to make a garden did so. Wild game and 
wild berries were plentiful. I can remember mother bak
ing bread in a stone oven, as we did not have a cook stove 
for the first year or so. When the railroad came through, 
mail service fo!lowed. Eaton's catalogues were much 
prized books and were put to good use. We ordered a 
cook stove by catalogue, - What a day that was, when 
the stove arrived, No more having to bake on the 
stone oven out in the yard. Our shack had a sod roof and 
mud floor. Our parents did the best they could to raise us 
children, we never went hungry and always had warm 
clothing. Today we live in luxury and I don't think we are 
really as happy as we were in the pioneering days. We 
always had time to help a neighbor and visa versa, that 
made pioneering interesting - "Love Thy Neighbor". 

Doctors were as scarce as hen's teeth in the early days 
so people just had to get the best help available in the 
area. Mother was one such person who took care of the 
sick and injured around Mulvihill and surrounding dis
trict from 1910 until she passed away in 1928. During 
that time she took care of the sick through the Influenza 
Epidemic back in 1919. She lost some but saved many. 
She was also a mid-wife. She had a scribbler which she 
used as a register to keep names and dates of children 
born. There were 182 names in this book. When mother 
passed away she was on such a trip. She took sick herself 
and was taken to the Eriksdale Hospital and passed away 
that night, April 6, 1928. I recall Mother taking care of 
many who came with fingers cut in wood-sawing outfits, 
saw-mills and mowing machines. One I recall came, with 
all fingers on one hand so badly cut, they werejust barely 
hanging. Mother mended the hand and after many days 
of bandaging, the man was as good as new. 

I have no photos of my father. He was tall, strong and 
quite handsome. He had been married twice and 
altogether had twenty-one children, fourteen to the first 
marriage and seven with the last. I was the 19th child, 
there being two younger than I. There were fifteen girls 
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and six boys. Father worked out when possible as a large 
family took some keeping. When no work was available 
he cut cord wood and sold it. He Shipped car loads to 
Winnipeg and also supplied the store and some homes for 
about eleven years. Then he got steady work at the 
C.N.R. Coal dock in town. He did not do much farming 
as there were too many stones to deal with, he eveptually 
managed to get some forty acres cultivated. Father 
bought a threshing machine a small outfit. The first 
season he started out in August, threshing for farmers in 
the area. He finished up in February, threshing grain that 
had been in stacks for three years. This outfit was a big 
improvement over the first way he had to thresh - he 
had two pieces of wood fastened together with leather 
straps to beat the grain from the straw onto a canvas, in 
order to get seed for the next year. I believe this was 
called "Flailing". We kids thought this fun, but not so for 
Dad, it was hard work. Father passed away in 1929. 

Mother had many talents. She made clothing from 
wool, she carded the wool and spun it into yaI:n, made 
socks, mitts and sweaters. She also made quilts from 
wool and was able to sell all she could make. I remember 
mother made socks, mitts, a sweater and also a quilt, 
which she gave for a church Bazaar. Mother made 
flowers and numbered them to match the article to be 
raffled. These were auctioned off, one at a time, for as 
high as $30 as it was all for a good cause. Another thing 
mother was good at, she would make and trim fancy 
baskets for many of the ladies to take to box-socials, as 
these were popular events. Another talent, Mother made 
flowers for church socials, weddings, yes, often made 

AI rs. Pedersen. daughter Christina. and granddaughter Elsie. 1926. 



wreaths for funerals. In winter mother used green spruce 
boughs and added paper flowers. She also made fancy 
dresses for special occasions. My dear old mother was 
never idle. 

r left the Interlake district in 1937. I had worked in 
the V ogar area for some seven years. Two winters for 
Oscar Johnson, also Oli Johnson, who is now living in 
Eriksdale. I was treated very well at both places, just as 
one of the family. This I appreciated very much as I had 
recently lost both my parents. 

About this time the depression began to be felt. We 
managed to have lots of fun, house parties and dances in
cluding many good times at the Hayland Hall. I recall 
one dance in the spring when we headed out by car and 
only got about four miles when the old car broke down. 
The girls got rides and the boys had to walk nine miles. It 
was muddy and dark, we finally got to the hall and 
danced all night, then had to walk home. I was sure 
tired. 

In the seven years I worked at Vogar I got to know 
almost all the people from The Narrows to Scotch Bay. 
In the spring of 1937 I decided to try some different 
scenery and went to Ontario for a spell. I visited my sister 
and brother, and it was not long until I took a job on a 
log drive. I worked two summers on the lake there and 
two winters in the bush camps. In 1939 I got a job in the 
mines and stayed there for two years until the mine 
closed down on account of the war. After that I bought a 

Picture taken in 1937-38. Some of the people I remember are: Mrs. 
Sztuk. Helen Polinski, Mrs. Zebracke. Father Archibald. Mr. Polinski. 
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dump-truck and hauled gravel to the grain terminal dur
ing the construction at Thunder Bay in 1941. Later I got 
a job on the Trans-Canada Highway and worked there 
for two years. Next I went to Alberta, where I settled 
down and got married. I tried many lines of work but 
ended up a carpenter. 

I am semi-retired now but do odd jobs. My wife, 
Dorothy and I had no children of our own. We adopted a 
girl and later a boy. Both children are now married and 
have families of their own. We now have five 
grandchildren. 

Mr. and Mrs. D. Polinski 
by daughter, H. Lazarowich 

My parents left Winnipeg around 1912 and went to 
Oak Point by train, which was then the end of the 
railway. They hired a team of oxen and wagon and set 
out for what is now known as Mulvihill. I do not know 
why they chose this particular place. I recall Mother tell
ing us they lived in a small shack while looking for a 
suitable place to build their house. The spot they chose 
was only a half mile from where the railway tracks were 
to be put. 

OUf post office was six and one half miles south. Mr. 
Cowdry was the post master. I think one of his sons still 
lives in the area. 

We lived in the Nyland School district. Most of the 
people there were Swedish and we were the only Polish 

Irene Zebracke. Frank Kasuba. Mary Zebracke, Virginia Zebracke, 
Henretla Zebracke. Jenny Zebracke. Stan and Eleanor Szwk. 



family. The school kids did not like us, so we were told 
to go to Mulvihill school, which was a bit closer also we 
could walk along the railway track. 

OUf farm was very stony. Big piles of stones can still 
be seen. The place was swampy too. We kids had fun 
skating on the ice in winter, those that were lucky enough 
to have skates. 

Our home was a stopping place for the Priest on his 
way to the Dog Creek Reserve. As the train came in to 
Mulvihill in the evening, Jerry Eyford, who carried the 
mail to Dog Creek would arrange to meet the train and 
take the priest to the Reserve. This was around 1927-28. 
He would bring the priest back the next day and stay 
overnight to rest the horses and return west the next 
morning. 

Later we got a Polish priest, he held Mass in our 
home, as we had no church. Archbishop Sinnot held Con
firmation in our home. In later years Father Archibald 
used to come once a month from Dog Creek with two 
Sisters, one a cook the other a teacher. He met with mis
fortune when on his way from Winnipeg he went east in
stead of west and became lost, he died of exposure. 

Joe Sewell had the Post Office and his parents ran the 
hotel. Mr. R. Boddy operated one store and Mr. Ber
mack the other. Mr. S. Anderson had the butcher shop, 
Knut Johnson the livery barn. Mr. Robinson took over 
the Post Office when Joe Sewell left. Mr. Millin was the 
section-foreman. Mr. Dzick looked after the C.N.R. coal 
dock. Mr. Mollerson was the blacksmith. 

My mother died in 1929, I was only eleven and a half 
years old. The depression was being felt, I recall we sold a 
five gallon can of cream for $2.00. 

I recall having a very painful leg. I tried resting but 
this made it worse, so Dad got Dr. Pozer, our family doc
tor, from Eriksdale. He was unable to do anything for me 
at home and said I had to go to the hospital in Eriksdale. 
I spent the night in hospital but was no better. There was 
no X-ray equipment in small country hospitals at that 
time. So Dr. Pozer told Dad I would have to go to Win
nipeg. We had a Model A Ford car. Dad, my brother 
Dominic and a nurse and I set out for the city about 
noon. I do not remember much about the trip as I was 
unconscious. We got to the St. Boniface Hospital about 6 
P.M. An emergency operation was performed about 11 
P.M. I remember the hospital bill was $78.00 and the 
Doctor's bill $50.00. It took a year for my leg to heal. 

I married in 1939, the year the Second World War 
broke out. My two brothers enlisted, one joined the navy 
and one the artillery. My brother's ship, while on convoy 
duty got torpedoed. Don was on watch duty when he saw 
a plane, he reported it to the officer who said it was one 
of our own planes and did nothing about it, until the 
torpedo was dropped. Lucky the torpedo went through 
the engine room and exploded after it had passed through 
the ship. Don had a back injury, others were scalded by 
steam and some were killed. The ship was towed back to 
port. 

We lived close to Dog Lake for nearly 35 years. 
Camper was then the closest town. When the high school 
opened in Ashern, we made this our town. I moved to 
Ashern in1974 and have my home here and happy to say 
I love it. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Dave Sewell Mulvihill, Man. 
by Mrs. D. Sewell 

My parents came to Winnipeg from Poland in 1895, 
and either met on the boat or else in Winnipeg. They 
were married in the Immaculate Conception Church in 
Winnipeg. They lived in Winnipeg for a while, but my 
mother's parents did not like the city, so they moved to 
Ladywood, Manitoba. My parents moved to 
Brokenhead, Manitoba and lived there for five or six 
years. Three brothers and myself were born there, and 
two of the boys passed away while we lived at 
Brokenhead. 

We moved back to Winnipeg, as mother was in poor 
health. I can not remember the name of the company my 
father worked for, nor the particulars of a fire in which 
Dad was badly burned, and was in hospital for a very long 
time. 

An Uncle told Dad that there was new land being 
opened - settlers were encouraged to take up a 
homestead, so Dad went as far as Oak Point by train, 
then by horses north to Eriksdale and Mulvihill (as the 
area is now known). This was the fall of 1909. Dad chose 
a homestead in this area, so on May 10, 1910 we packed 
up and went again by train to Oak Point, bag and 
baggage. Mr. Chris Halldorson met us at Oak Point. We 
piled all our belongings into a double-deck wagon box 
and drove by horses to Mr. Halldorson's place, and 
stayed there overnight. Next morning we headed out to 
find the homestead, travelling over trails and swamps, 
finally arriving at a log house and were told this was to be 
our home. 

We had to get to work, there was much to be done, 
land had to be cleared for a garden. A well had to be dug 

this was a job, as there were many stones, so many 
that Dad decided to move to the south end of the quarter. 
We built quite a nice home and dug two wells, one hap
pened to be a flowing well, which created a huge pond 
east of the buildings. Mother had a wonderful garden, 
which was a big help to the food supply. We soon ac
quired many out buildings. I recall we had to thresh the 
grain with a "flail", by hand. First the grain had to be cut 
by scythe and tied by hand, many a scolding we kids got, 
when we did not do the job properly. Oh, and the stones 
we picked - I'll never forget that. 

By now, work was being done to continue the railroad 
further north. I recall Mother and I walking to Eriksdale 
for a bushel of wheat for the chickens. My brother and I 
often walked to Cowdry's post office for mail once a 
week. I do not recall just how many miles it would be. 
Mr. Naslund brought mail that far for us, also for the 
Scholins, Rydbergs, Sigurdsons, Polinski, Weltz and 
Swansons. Mrs. Swanson used to ask my brother and I in 
to have dinner - Boy, what a feast for two hungry kids!!! 

Almost every quarter section was taken up. Dad built 
us a huge swing and on Sundays there would often be 
twenty or more young people at our place. We would 
play ball and many other games. Life was getting a bit 
easier. We had more machinery, cattle, horses, hogs and 
poultry. There was lots of wild fruit. I recall picking wild 
raspberries and selling a milk pail full for $1.00 to Mr. A. 
Trudell, who had the store in town. Lots of open space, 
bush too. Cattle wandered for miles and of course we had 
to bring them home each evening. It was a wonder we did 
not get lost. 



A Mr. Tranter had a 2 x 4 little place where he sold 
tobacco and such, also a small post office. If I recall cor
rectly, a Mr. Sirkau had the first store in Mulvihill, 
which he sold later to Mr. Trudell. Others there were: 
Bermack, Robinson, Sam Lundale. Joe Sewell had the 
post office, which was called "Mona P.O." Later we had 
a Catholic Priest, named "Mulvihill" and that is how the 
town got the name "Mulvihill". The town prospered, a 
Protestant Church was built, also a pool hall, livery 
st~ble, creamery. Mr. and Mrs. Lundale moved in and 
started a boarding house, there was a butcher shop, drug 
store, a hall, the C.N.R. Section house and the coal dock 
operated by Dzick. 

Social activities consisted of, house parties, card par
ties, dances, the ladies brought the lunch, admission was 
25¢. 

Well I recall October in 1922, I was getting ready to 
go back to Winnipeg where I was working, when a young 
man called at our place. He introduced himself as Dave 
Sewell and said he had returned from the First World 
War, where he and his four brothers served. Well - we 
fell in love and were married the following year. We lived 
in Winnipeg for a while. Dave wanted to go farming. He 
had filed on a homestead before he joined the army, so 
we moved out to the farm, at Mulvihill. 

Shortly after we moved to Mulvihill, Dave and I, also 
some other neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Izzard and the 
Sverre Andersons, joined the Canadian Legion and 
Ladies' Auxiliary at Ashern. Dave would take our team 
and drive to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fudge, where we 
would change horses, putting ours in the barn and taking 
Fudge's team to Ashern, where the meetings were held. I 
also recall the November lith celebrations in Ashern. 
We still shop at Ashern and feel "at home" there; at 
Otto's store, Robinsons's, Anderson's, Mac\eods, the 
drug store, the bank. We purchased all the material 
for our new house from Joe Schwartz's lumber yard. I 
can recall the earlier doctors: Dr. Pozer, Dr. Walkin, Dr. 
Bjornson and Dr. Steenson. 

Dave and I had forty-seven happy years. We have two 
sons, six grandchildren and one great-grandchild. Dave 
passed away in 1971. If it had not been for my fine family 
I would have been very lonely. 

I forgot to mention other fine people in Ashern: Mr. 
Jim Anderson, Mr. F. Self, the local post office staff. 
N ow we have good roads, and a highway and it is a 
pleasure to visit the many interesting places, really fairly 
close to home. We have many friends. Many people have 
moved away, however, those that stayed, especially our 
family, have enjoyed living here. We have had our share 
of hardships, sickness, etc. I thank God for my health 
and family. I wish success to all in the years to come. 

George and Nettie Finch 
by Mrs. Carl Finch 

My husband's parents, George and Nettie Finch had 
a homestead south of Camper, as did one of their 
daughters, Elsie Junger and her husband. They moved 
from there during World War I and have since passed 
away. My husband worked for the Trading Company 
store at Mulvihill in the days when Mr. Robinson was in 
charge and David Trudel was also employed there. Grain 
and cream were purchased from the homesteaders, and 
the cream was shipped to Winnipeg. The grain was stored 
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in a warehouse until there was sufficient to fill a boxcar. 
It was then carried one pail full at a time and emptied 
into the boxcar, which was a long and tedious procedure. 
This was in 1920 to 1923. 

We moved to Sacramento in 1958 from Siskiyou 
County in northern California where my husband retired 
from the California Power Company after 35 years of 
service. Our daughter, Mabel Finch Burtt lives near us 
here and is an R.N, but now works as a librarian. Her 
husband is a school teacher and her son an engineer for 
the Federal Forest Service. Her daughter is employed by 
the City of Sacramento in the purchasing department. 
We also have two great-grandchildren. 

I could write pages of our experiences while living in 
Mulvihill, but space would not permit. It is doubtful if 
there are any of our former friends or acquaintances liv
ing there now as we are both advanced in years - my 
husband is 82 and I am 79! We will be celebrating our 
59th wedding anniversary this summer! 

The Story of the Townsends 
As told by Jack Townsend 
May 25, 1976 

I was born in 1925 and was raised at Cypress River, 
Manitoba. Dad and Mo'm raised hackney horses at that 
time and being the only one in the family I got the bug 
when I was quite young. 

Dad took in a few fairs through that part of the coun
try. At that time we walked the horses from one fair to 
another. It was something I looked forward to from one 
year to the next. Often we would show at a fair one day 
and move to another at night in order to show again the 
next day. 

In 1941 we moved to Roseisle, Manitoba, west of 
Carman. We were there for nine years. In the fall of 1950 
we moved to the Interlake or more specifically, to just 
east of Mulvihill. We were about half moved up there 
when Dad passed away. Mom and I arrived there Oc
tober 3, 1950. We felt pretty blue leaving Dad behind, 
and the only people we knew in the Interlake were the 
Bottrells of Eriksdale. They helped us a great deal to get 
settled as did so many other people. There are good peo
ple in all parts of the world, but I think the Interlake 
country of Manitoba is home to a large share of them. 

In 1953 Mom and I lost the house by fire and almost 
everything in it including my show harness. We bought a 
house, that is still at the pasture at Mulvihill, and moved 
it there. 

In 1954 I was married to Ruth Larsen, daughter of 
Andrew and Gunhild Larsen. They also had two boys, 
Arnold and Marvin, both married and living in Winnipeg 
now. 

When Ruth and Arnold were small they made their 
home at the northwest corner of Sleeve Lake. They were 
a long way from any town and just had trails to travel on. 
They lived there until 1939. In the spring of that year, 
Ruth was run over by a load of logs on its way to her 
dad's saw mill. It broke her leg above the knee and she 
had to be taken over the rough miles to a hospital, first at 
Eriksdale and then on to Winnipeg. I believe it was this 
accident that prompted the move out of the Sleeve Lake 
country. Also, Ruth was almost old enough to begin 
school. 



They settled across the road from Nyland school and 
next quarter to Gunhild's parents, Mr. and Mrs. August 
Naslund. I am sure many of you will remember them. 
Mr. Naslund was road foreman for Department of 
Highways for a number of years. He supervised construc
tion of many roads in that area including the road from 
Number 6 highway to The Narrows. Mr. and Mrs. 
Naslund have both passed on now as have Ruth's mom 
and dad. 

The same year that we were married there was a flood 
along Lake Manitoba and pressure by the farmers and 
ranchers was put on the government to build a Com
munity Pasture. That same year in June a fence crew 
moved in. 

Fred Thorkelson of Lundar was hired with his cats to 
clear the fence lines, and construction was underway for 
what was called at that time the Sleeve Lake Community 
Pasture. I was approached by some of the cattleman 
from Lundar to herd cattle in the proposed pasture area, 
and the P.F.R.A. were to build a five mile drift fence on 
the south side of the area. It was so darn wet that summer 
that it slowed up construction of the fence, and it was late 
in the fall before they got the wire on. It was almost im
possible to keep the cattle back in that country. Flies and 
mosquitoes drove them crazy. 

In 1955 our first son was born, Glen Andrew. 
The five mile square piece ofland consisting of 25 sec

tions that was fenced the year before was turned over to 
the livestock branch of the provincial government. There 
were no corrals and no cross fences. What a time I had 
those first years! If you wanted to treat an animal you 
had to rope it and in all that bush it sure wasn't an easy 
task. 

In August 1956 our first daughter was born, Dale 
Yvonne. 

That same fall a car drove into the yard while we were 
threshing oats. It was Jack Parker from the Soils and 
Crops Branch of Manitoba. Mr. Parker told me they 
were taking the pasture over from the Livestock Branch 
and a P.F.R.A. crew would build corrals. That winter of 
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56 and 57 Fred Perry from Ashern cleared Jines for seven 
miles of cross fence. I n the spring of 57, I hired some men 
and we built the seven miles of cross fence. Things were 
starting to look better. 

It was about that time that timber wolves moved in 
on us. Many cattle were lost, not only in the pasture but 
through many areas of the Interlake. 

In 1958 our second daughter, Wanda Ruth, was born 
and she was followed by our second son, John Burley, in 
1962. 

The Lundar Fair was going by then, and I got in
volved with it, and the horse shows and rodeos at both 
Ashern and Lundar. I had the honour of announcing 
them, as well as the other shows and rodeos in both 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The kids were active in 
showing their ponies by this time, and Glen and Wanda 
started Roman Riding soon after. They have performed 
at many shows since then. 

We sold our place to the P.F.R.A. in 1973 and trans
ferred to another pasture at Togo, Saskatchewan where 
we now reside. The many friends that turned out at the 
going away parties at both Ashern and Eriksdale will 
never be forgotten. 

The next year in 1974 tragedy struck! We lost Glen in 
a car accident. His death was followed by Mom's in 1975. 
She had been living in Lundar for a number of years. The 
kindness and help we received from the people of the 
Interlake at both these times will always be remembered. 

Dale was married in August of 1975 to Mervin 
Cockerill of Roblin. They are now living at Roblin and 
are both presently employed at the Macleods store. 

Wanda will graduate from grade 12 this June. John is 
fourteen now and is taking his grade eight at the school in 
Roblin. They are both active in sports and good with 
stock. Wanda still rides her ponies Roman Style. We 
have enjoyed our stay here at Togo, but we miss the 
Interlake country very much. 

So in closing I would like to wish you good luck with 
your book, and if any of you are ever in this area please 
stop and see us. 
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